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! \ PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT AND MAYOR GAYNOR

As the) appeared on il >< .) <>l tl><- M.nor's arreting to the returning tia\c day,

June 18, at the Battery, New York
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THE PROGRESS OF THE WORLD
. „ The hrst half of the year igio.
Another . ,

- .

Half-rear crowded as it nas been witn many
matters of interest and moment

from day to day. has been more than usually

free from events that mark epochsin the move-

ment of history. Thus far 19 10 has been a

year of orderly progress in the United States.

- has finished its long term, and its

members are glad to be in their respective

States and districts once more, many of them
having critical situations to face in politic-.

'lent Taft is obtaining some recreation at

rly, Ma—., although be will not be re-

strained from keeping van' ments in

different parts of the country, his greatest pas-

sion being for travel. Economii conditions

are t -illiant as had been predi< ted a year

but they are not, on the other hand, dis-

turbing or depri The tariff for

a fixed ithout regard to

ivember's ele< tions. The
railroad law will not have a disturbing influ<

on the contrary will relieve

ility to railroad

The the political situa-

of»Jui

B

Was ' :it I'i

>li( an
I

H I''

in mui

it of thi if tin-

\l \\ DO

.

this lime forth the tariff ought to be studied.

The i \hlrii h tariff is a log rolling meas-

ure which was put together on the plan of tak-

uod care as possible of all sectional,

local, and special interests. Future tariffs

mu-t be built u|»on a scientific study of indus-

ir needs, .1- related to international

produ< I ! distribution.

! true 1!: d1 in

iferred upon 1 1 1«

Yet the t'lani cii

I hi

lire< lion

\\ in)',

borough
uii|.lf, into the Miion and

wooh lull M. I money, inu Hi

1
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I

I appropriation Kill may. in th<

to h

i its

r with the

"n of the I' till. N
ould be so lulil

diate general revision

\\ are nol

proper n\ isionj the b unlry

i be 5ubje< ted to the di-tur

a premature tarilT ither of the

ing parties at ihe present lime is .1 fil instru-

ment foi ;arilT legists

lit I) made the

vent the adoption 1 lould at-

tempt i (-i nt in the due

ol time the publii will revise its

tariff, on th<
;

dif-

fused information. I rd, if it

to the height of it- opportunities, « an lead

ifely toward the non-partisan, businesslike

. »tm< a of our tariff [x)li< our

s< hedules in detail.

Meanwhile, the grant of an in-

1 reased appropriation for the Tar-
A Chance

iff Hoard gave the divergent wings

of the Republican party ;t chance to come closer

together. The clause in the Payne-Aldrich

f law ih - for the Tariff Hoard

Beveridj

the 5 in a proper form, 1

ithorit) since

rned. If lh( had n< foolishly

lam, ith in « onfereni e < ommit

g co rrees like S( nator 1

1

I I

"

una' r the clause as am
very things he has actually I" it is

ble that Senator B !

ted tor the Tariff bill in

i
. although he disapproved ol

lules, it was his

lion that th<

..„ !r. Taft's di

artywh.
Udri< h taritT ha : di-ni|>-

ti\e and unfortunate thing thai

party has had to encounter i history.

He has made the mistake of tr< men
as it" th< - "insur-

gent" r ian "pi The K<

publican party is instinctive

when in the firm grip

-tri< t organization men. the party al iffers

I he Republic lie VY< -'

who have argents"

have for the most part had a I01 rd ol

party loyal
tj

tried in

break them down in their own community
votii

Tin STETSON COTTAGI M BEVERLY. MA M MAS I WHICH IS AG\ -

M \K \s
I \M. tin St mmi h HOMI <>i PRESDEN1 1 \n KND HIS FAMLY
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-iDENT TAFT AT MARIETTA. OHIO. JUNE 15. \X HERE HE HELPED TO CELEBRATE THE
NORTHWEST ORDINANCE AND THE FOUNDING OF A COLLEGE

litical discernment, as well .1- a

<1 humor. Mr .Tuffs own
attit tariff revision, up to one year

that of the group
of men who in v the final

did no ith the majority. The
and

ougl have \» lied where it did not

fit th The in~ur. .simply those

mem die Ho make the

»u-i

:n^ rul< 1 one the

m reqi

i vi<

hi to

from

ha- had the perfect right Lo be the judge ol his

own anions, with accountability to nobody but

to his own constituents at home. It would
never have been guessed that Mr. Taft, of all

men. should have become the intolerant cham-
pion of the old-time party leader- in the two
Houses, to the extent of showing a willingness

latronage and the multiform power ol

the Exe< utive for the overthrow of the -pirit of

politic al •

I here is some re

to think thai Mr. Tan already sees a new light,

and that he will prefer to be the country's

I'r< -i< he avowed 1 hie

^
i
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pari while a- .1 Republic an In- w ill

prefer to belong i>> the whole party, including
its progressive two-thirds, rather than to the

wing <>f the par ise leadership, if undis-

puted, would mean defeat beyond anj

able hope. The spirit of tin- Republi< an part) is

;ressive; and Mr. Taft will never find him
^ili in .1 very happy or congenial atmosphere
until In- makes it entirelyplain t<> ever) bo
the progressive thought and leadership of the

country i- to be welcomed and I

ther it aj ith his \ iews in all matters
tail, or

In- solid Repul
both Houses upon the I

i Hill
, ,,,

- I! i alllc OUt >'

committee might well ha 1 >red Mr
r proprr and his traditional :

humor, an<: • It-iri- to mimV
rather than to magnify, party diiL •

1

I he Taft ad-
ministration lias never been n I by the

Pavne-Aldrich
M ft had taken iiMim.h

inten si in tariff ma nning <>f the

ok at the

have had a somewhat bett( r law In any .

it could not have Keen a

ment and it has never :

Mr Taft to bear the I, runt Mr
I

. chain the Ap-
propriations Commit- n while
the Payne hill was on it-

i man •

did not admire it tn^ enthu
tsm whi about it. ation in

the flousi such thi

duty i

ir the hill in the end—just

emed Mr. Taft's duty to -

thing that could be had. M
quenl praise of the now tariff, in

disl ell intended hut not valuabh
Mi 1 Mr T tft,

unfortunai

tai I to have b(

by one of thoa
sperts" who-e methods

that will natural!]

Mr I aft's own Tarifl B Mr.
'

I

ortunity lies in obtain

w Tariff B.

I feel great pride where he I

ity "Insi

his tariff board, and his railroad hill, and •

rve hi- recognition. It would seem as un-
r, meanwhile, to break down V ne\ in

ii district l>e. ause he I it right

vote for the Payne-Aldrich
other Western Cong
thought it right to vote in the n<

rule of independence should
Mr. Tawney is a man of strength and experi-

ould 1m

m ! bill.it

kablep slation,

and it would he <|uite unfair not to

ign to the President an Attorn.

teral a large measure i

it safely through the in

h Houses, .md through the threatened d

lock in conference committee
rely well satisfied with the hill in its fin

m as he signed it. and so-called "insurgent"
Senator Cummins,

their sp amendments were not adopted.
might well claim that important compromis
embodying principles proposed bj them would
never have been adopted but for the resolute
positions they assumed in the debate. If the
railroads, indeed, had supposed that the pen.

I

ill would gi until th< -on,
they must .dso now KC that certain actions
of their own precipitated the alts.
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Under the new law. the Interstate

it aii Commerce Commission has an
Happened amp ] e t jme \v j thjn which to 5US-

pend the operation of new railroad rates pend-

ing inquiry as to their reasonableness. While

the bili was pending, the principal roads ofnhe

country had attempted some important in-

creases in freight rates. The Western Trunk

Line Association, comprising a large number

of roads, had filed its proposed increa-

ungton in April. Just as the rates were to

become effective, Attorney-General Wicke--

sham checkmated this railroad action by ob-

taining an injunction, alleging that the in-

creased rates would be unreasonable and

oppressive, and abo that the joint action of the

roads, in the methods used by them, constituted

a violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust law.

Great business excitement and confusion re-

sulted. The railroads,—after a hurried con-

ference with President Taft. Attorney-General

Wickersham, Secretary Knox, and others.

—

agreed to withdraw their advanced rates, while

the Attorney-General on his pari agreed not to

_'al action. Thus the bold stq

the roads, met by the equally bold action of the

Administration, created a situation that prac-

tically compelled ( the pending

bill its final touches and allow it to go promptly

upon the statute I With the new law

ind made operative at once, the rail-

road- m file inc but the

Interstate Commr a will have

ically a year ;ir to inquire

its own account and to listen to complaints and
arguments on behalf of shippers.

jhetewin-
This Railroad bill—to take it up

terstnte Com- specifically—became a law on the
merce Act 0,1 .- 1 .1 . , .iMh 01 last month. Many changes

were made in the bill as offered by the admin-
istration; but the Commerce Court was re-

tained, as were paragraphs increasing the

power of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. Both Senate and House threw out

entirely two equally important provisions of

1 \ < I ni i 1 1 i -t r. 1 one

tilroads,

and the other permitting stock ownership of

railn >mpeting

under < ertain i ondition . R<

pron I In
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HON IAMESR MANN Ol ILLINOIS. CHAIRMAN Ol 1

1

II HOl-l OOMMITTEI ON INTI

COMMERCE. WHOS] II MM KM III' IN l*HE DEBATI ON I HI KAILROAD
mil HASBROUGH1 IIIMi.KI \l CREDIT

such railroad rates as haw had theii

for existent e mainly in tl Main

companies to pay interest and dividend

inflated * apitalizati<

It was early in January that tin-

new ,n i io amend th< I lerstate
Rill

I 1 i

( ommen e law rodu< ed

in both l .iic. The House began
it- sti alu i in. ore the bill u'"t out of

committee, with the elimination of the con-

spit u. hi- . lause that would have legalized

tain existing railroad mergers, Another radii al

feature not on 1 1 • * - program was the in< Lusion of

interstate telegraph and tclcpl

as common carriers, agains isition of

Republican party leaders. This was on x

28th; and on the following day the insurgents

a triumph 1 ater, with the adoption,

\ ote of 1 ;o to 67, of an amendment calling

for a physical valuation of all the railroad- in

the country. Meanwhile, tin- Senate had

proved to be very nearly ssive, al-

though its committee had reported the l»ill on

mIi practically unchanged. The
Democrats had succeeded l>y the end of April

in eliminating from consideration the sections

of the bill calling for tin- regulation of rail

capitalization. Attempts to have these struck

out in the House had failed; but Democratic
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Senators argued that such regulation was con-

trary to the rights of the States, would destroy

the effectiveness of State railway commissions,

would legalize '"watered stock" now in exist-

ence, and would halt railway development,

particularly in the South. On May 2' the

insurgent-Democratic combination in the Sen-

ate struck out the sections relating to traffic

agreements and to mergers. The adoption on

May 13 of a drastic prohibition against a

greater charge for a short than tor a long haul,

and on May 27 of a clause bringing telephone

and telegraph companies within the scope of

the act, came as sharp surprises to the "regu-

lars," who had prophesied that such claus

although added by the House, would not be

considered for a moment in the Senate. In

fact, the only radical feature contributed by the

House and not by the Senate also was the de-

mand for a physical valuation; and this was
lost in the Senate by only two votes. The bill

finally passed the Senate on June }, fifty to

twelve—the opposition being solidly Demo
1 ratic. The House Bill having been passed

on May 10, no time was lo-t in bringing
-

Ixjth measurer; to conference. Representative

Mann's valiant endeavor to put a stock-and-

>nd-regulation provision through the con-

mmitteewa! ssful. Neither

jation « lause satisfactory

Senal In other n
however, the wish re realized

more thoroughly rhan i-. usual in 1

\ < ommis LUthorized to

alleged -to< k wat< td the :b-

-titute for the provision lly demanded.
Ti e word: adopted for the !

and -hort haul proposition, with an addition
by the conferrees prohibiting railroad carri

that have ! their rates in competition
'er route from

later, unle-» the Commis insiders condi-

tion! to 1; House provision
wa :r< uit Judges shall form
the Comrr art, in of the
( >T uit appoint-
ment th

' oiirt

-I lor r< >n of tm I

th< Attorm

or<: 1

won < >n tin- other band, tl

vastly d in

tea and ,„|

- in

"railroad" in the J«t to cm.

HON. C. I R VNC1 .
- >AU1

(' >ne 1 the rai'i • e al Berne)

bridges, and ferric-, as well as b) the section

including telegraphs and telephones, both wire

and wireless, and cable companies. The new-

law makes it more difficult for the railroads to

conceal rebating from the Commission. It re-

fjUires all common carriers to keep an agent

in Washington, whom the Commission may
serve with papers. It withdraws from the

Commission the burden of making many re

port- and analyses to Congress. It authorizes

the Commission to suspend a rate inert

pending it- investigation into the reasonable-

thereof, and to I. ceo on investigating as

long months if it wishes. Above all, it

enables the Commission to proceed against a

common carrier, not only after receiving <

plaint, bul al any time, upon it- ow n initiative.

_
,

In a little MM-i ' h made al Parinun '

burg, \\ \ .1 .. lasl month, Pi

denl T.iii
1 all< ition to

field of < onstanUy impro\ lro.nl I.

lation thai 1 than il n
'I li upon marked improvements

made by the present ( "on • in the I

requiring th< ippliam «•- that pn
employe

fiublii 1 1 pointed out .1 i< tdj impi 1

in il 1. .in Pi 1 I

admi to the

1
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a\

in i h.ir.i. tcr. will iii by

i
be

|u .|, I M,r • < iU

nine

rs.

I.. Intel

in important i
Then

j
mall

i

hi' should have smih

inything from tin

Genu "I

But the tip ery

intrj must be w ill

iii al trans

railro.nl- with thos

quarter \\ hen, last month, <
••

gress voted to promote \i

\ M to the n statehood. \

dozen y< re a1 tin- point oi

admission by virtue of an omnibus bill thai

would also have admit! I

I
' lahoma and the

Indian I : \ hard right,

Beveridg< in his i apa< it]

chairman of the Commitl Territories,

homa, with

ble pop d boundaries Vri

and J bt to ha

and
I

after Gfry years the State migh
it' it had p

the Union. In

II be

time be

rs

hington. M< nwhile, this chapter of our

history being clo

\ \ v

I

their

prove to be

,'h of limited

I

'

urday, June
the chara< t<

iin 'I hi r

isi sm over his safe h i

in tin

II hands regardless

met

d at

him

, ., • lilitj

.

5, the

hundred R<

mpk
ihc wh 'it. it
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MR ROOSEVELT SPEAKING IN RESPOV-E TO MAYOR GAYNORS ADDRESS Ob WELCOMI

Nil U (I ' OMP I*
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\IR ROOSEVEL1 WD M.V >YNOR IN I HE PARADE

was perhaps tl
-' impressive reception

i individual that has ever been known
in this country. Admiral Dewey's arrival

•ked by a magnificent demonstration;

that occasion was not the Admiral's

alone, but the return of our fleet from

Philippines. "Roosevelt hay'" was not

marred by any unhappy incident.

rhts i- the dutj } citizen, \<

li.trlv mj duty; for any man who I

red by being m it of the United
3 is thereb; forever after rendered the d<

"I tin 1 American is bound thi

his life t" remember this as bis prim ition,

and in private lilt- a< Rill

carry himself that the American p
rt that ! him

.it their he.

i

Mr. Roosevelt's lit!

ry, whi< h

pared and frankly read from the

manus

A P<

I i h •' you,
than!
thank th l"r then I

'

|

I h

tl in tli

than I

i

I I .11.1

feeling

Mr. R. urn would
Atmospi-

the Republic ,w\ par tri-

ump 1 and the humili

other If, however, is

i him .. itro-

n |'irt\

.. the 11

M
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THE ROUGH RIDERS GREEIING THEIR COLOXEL

plction: the Taft 'ii bills, ni\ int;

practical eff< iremost Roosevelt |m>1;

also made part of th:

of things a< tually achieved; there even seemed
iimt jrixxl pr he bOl for giving

l>uhli< ity to campaign contribute ns. In -hort.

Mr. Roosevelt found the great Republican
party saying and doinj muih what he

mi^ht reasonably h i it.

1 He

land:

In the York Mr
Roosevelt found the Legislature

assembling in 3pe» ial

in order to

primary el©
I ><><] deal

and l)V the

W Al He found I

r Uugfv • it lr, mount the

i< h at \. in the aut

»r administering

ile -Hi

ii forma Mr
!*,rt ol

ire oi

I orruption and fraud He found, in

I • ondition in hot I and
It of hi-
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rlier efforts for reform, and that

of promise quite regardless of
j

I mk-r these ( m nmstances, there m

f< >r him to take a narrow, partis

\ ork polrd

a disinterested lover of hi^ country, to d

h party thi- year should put up tin-

man it could possibly bri irard for

Governor of the Mate, with a

il the progress of ti

il further on. With a

mod :ion law

at tin- extri »n, and a I

. die New York
find themselves in fighting >h.

The
Prospects

in Ohio

\\ I 20

I

ll'lii an harmony and -u.

in the - of Roosevelt and
e brighter than in the native ;

of President I Governor Harmon'- re-

nomination on the ! ket had be-

come a certainty, and tin- Republic ans were >till

castii m. Mr. was

Al rH£ DOOR Ol m wiv BYTERIAN PHURCH, \KTTK THE WEDOINC
rHEODORI MISS EU \\>>.< ALEXANDER. H

'
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clearly for his friend, Congressman Nicholas

Longworth, Mr. Roosevelt*s son-in-law. Mr.
Longworth is popular as a man, and his choice

might readily harmonize Republican factions

in Ohio. But Governor Karmon will be very

hard to defeat at the polls this year.

Lining
Up

in Indiana

In the State of Indiana, attention

will be focussed upon .Senator

Beveridge's plucky personal fight

for reelection. Th< convention, which
was held early, gave him a most ardent indorse-

ment, but his success depends upon the election

of a Republican Legislature in what seems to

be a Democratic vear and a Democratic State.

Gov. Marshall having made John YV. Kern the

Democratic candidate. Mr. Beveridge has not

spared himself in helping to fight Republican

battles in other States, from Maine to Cali-

fornia; and the failure of any Republican party

leader to give him aid and support just now in

his own contest would merit the frown of the

Republican rank and file.

Nil (I'M \ -> 1,0

|UN1 10

/"• irgtxtt

no In

veltor anyone else, though doubtless they exp< '

no unkindness from the returned hunter. I e

insurgent ( 'ongressmen i'm Iowa were all ind< •

at the primaries in their o1 icts. I

man I bill, a < onspii UOU :

i the I

'

and one of the foremost of thi
'

rs " and anti-pn • to

his renomination.

in the party at V dire< t I

upon the 1

r.irroll \

losing hi-- nomination, 1"

been pcrh hal n< idi

I with a fa. tion. 'I In- L01

iporl "I theii thry

mply tin are more th 1

the < ihli( an oi 1 • tie coui

nd tin
1

• with 1!

r
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liil.it the Republicans <>f Wisconsin as

and out of >ympathy with

ho has won so manv
single-handi i

not quite convinc-

W will not allow Mr. I. a Toilette

nt of the Repuhlican party, even if

it take- the solid Democratic vote of the Matt
im in control of the Repuhlican org

I era to be written in the

fate that Mr. I.alollette i- to retire

Unit the same day
with Mr Aldrich, of Rhode 1 ind Mr.

Maine.

„ ... . It will Mr. Roosevelt
Xing to i.i

wor. many days to become thnrou»hlv
Co "

familiar with tl

t-nt ( the pn
administrati" situations in

intry

'nil ii(i to eh> i . 1
'

scntatives in Novembei i with as

little for Mr. R It's Republican

sensibilii \ I >emo

riveniently shift the burden

of responsibility for t
;

House and i ommitt<

very good thing all around. It would encour-

ell in tl :

\\ ashington, w ; th a view to finding

favor at the polls in mu. It would put the

Republicans on their be>t behavior, and help

liver ha - mu< h ith

trend of publii

will eventually

1''
tbrr'

pllltlli >V-

Hoaes I

I

ng

I, and will I

Bui tl
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them to write a little more consistency into

their principles, and to be a little more fastid-

ious in their selection of local and general lead-

ers. To sum it up, there is nothing in the

political situation that should disturb Colonel

Roosevelt in the least, or interfere with his

having a pleasant summer in ways that would
naturally please him best. He has few public

engagements for the present, and has declared

that he will not speak until he had been home
for more than two months, his first speech being

at the John Brown celebration in Kansas City

in August, after which he will attend the Chey-
enne frontier gathering, and the Conservation

Congress at St. Faul in September.

The Xew York Legislature having

Primaries failed to pass any primary bill
AQ<un

which he could approve, Governor

Hughes called a special session. When the

members reassembled at Albany, on June 20,

there was a marked disposition to question the

Governor's right to construe the legislative situ-

ation regarding direct primaries as an "emer-

gency "'justifying the calling of a special session.

The Governor himself maintained that since

the Senate had : .it the regular session

)

>-called Cobb bill, while the Assembly had

. there was at least a possibility

of the two houses getting together on some
measure for primary reform, if their attention

could be concentrated on that particular sub-

ject, without the di >ns that made- ade-

quate di -ible during the dosing

hours of the regular session. As to public sen-

timent in the State at large on the question of

direct nominations, there ha- been no cohclu-

1

•!' CL \IM', 01 Miwi SOTA

sive test and one man's opinion i> as valuable

as another's. The "Old Guard" Republi-
who succeeded in passing the l>ill that was

vetoed by the Governor, hold that the people
have not asked for any legislation that would
eliminate the party convention. The Hughes
Republicans and a few Democratic members
in both houses maintain that nothing less than

a radical ( bange in the method of ( boosing the

party committees, as well as all nominees for

'I! satisfy the popular demand
Tho itors who have the courage of their

convictions will opportunity to tesl the

1 of tin ir <li-tri( t- when they go before

tlieir ' onstituenl fall and asl for an a|»

• I of their ( our
1 B< id( the a timed

noi Hi.

added the

Albany al this time th<

hii.iti. ial 1 ondition, whii li reqi liate

''i'M'

far >»«-!'. .*. the ' He ret om
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mended that the deficit be made up through

the inheritan< e tax. 1 le also urged a thorough-

going investigation of the graft charges made
during the past -i\ month-.

i 1 1. lit should be (riven to the \i\\
Other

New tori, \ ork law maker- for. several very

i and beneficent enactments.

The bills tor tin- amendment of the law- con-

cerning employers' liability for industrial

dents attempt to remedy some of the most

vils arising from tin- attempt to apply

tin- old common law rules to the conditions ^i

modern industrj In the next number oi this

Review we hope t<> present ill) prep

mimmary of the situation rt -| >«
. ling i ompensa

tion for accidents in this country, with special

reference t > this new legislation which pi

N ork at tin- forefront of tin movement
for industrial betterment Important amend-

ments to the anti-race track gambling hills.

prohibiting oral betting, were passed, ami a

scientific method of dealing with inebriates was
authorized for New York City. A law was en-

acted which enables the Mate to accept the

noble gifts of lands for a State park made by

Mr- I H. Harriman and others, and the n<

sary bond issues will he referred to popular

vote. Governor Hughes vigorously pruned the

appropriations, making a net reduction of

about $5.000,000.

_. . It take- two Presidents, nowadays.
The Seer i

:he to make it possible lor one Irc-i-
v d,nt

dent to <\o his work efficiently. It

was Mr. ("ortelyou in the Spanish War period.

always at Mr. McKinley's right hand, who
showed Washington and the country how- the

office oi Secretary to the President might 1

idled a- to quadruple the capacity of .. I
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dent to dispatch business. When Mr. Cortel- Switzerland. But, fortunately for the rail-

you became chairman of the national commit- roads, the Commission will not have to pas-

tee and a member of the cabinet it did not seem upon hundreds of individual rate advances,

—

possible that another man could compare with a task which might consume years,—but upon
him for discretion and ability in the more labori- collective advances. If factors of capitalization

ous and more important office of the Presi- and physical value were to be considered; if

dent's secretary. Yet Mr. Loeb fully justified the Commission had to decide on the merits of

his promotion and played a great part in individual rates as justified, on the one hand
the Roosevelt administration. Mr. Carpenter, for the impoverished Erie Railroad, or, on the

who had been Mr. Taft's private secretary for other, for the opulent Delaware, Lackawanna
many years, brought high character and intelli- and Western, the outlook would be a sad one

gence to the work of his new office, but lacked for the railroads, which began their increased

the physical strength to bear the strain. He wage schedules, as a rule, on June i. The far

has been appointed Minister to Morocco and more simple question, whether the increased

Mr. Charles D. Norton is now Secretary to cost of supplies and the larger pay of their

the President. The Taft administration has employees justify the railroads in increasing

brought many capable and well-trained young certain class rates, should easily be decided in

men to Washington, but it is the verdict of a very few months. It is by no means to be

public men in the capital that Mr. Xorton taken for granted that the railroads have no

ranks first among them all. Secretary Mac- good ground for their demands. Their posi-

Veagfa had secured his appointment as First tion will have fair treatment both by the

-tant Secretary of the Treasury; and dur- Commission and also by the intelligent public.

ing a semce of only a little more than a year he

had already made a high record in that office. . . ., In the meantime, the reports of
• -.'•

i i • •
i

Can the Rail- . ' , • ,
Among Chicago business men the position he roads Make earnings of the railroads indicate

had earned by his talents, character, and use-
En<*sMeet? ^.^ t^ ev can wa j t fQr ^ e decision

fulness was so important that he made great without disaster, even if they do suffer some
rices to go to Washington. The office of inconvenience and anxiety, and find some fresh

•tary to the President requires executive obstacles to their work of raising needed capital

ability of the first order, a wide knowledge of in Europe. Gross earnings have, in fact, at-

men, sound judgment, an unselfish nature, and a tained unexpectedly handsome proportions,

blending of kindly tact with firm decision. Mr. which is the more surprising and the more
Taft is to be congratulated upon having secured gratifying in that the movement of grain and
the services of the Hon. Charles Dyer Xorton. raw commodities has been at a low ebb. This
Profe-^or Andr Harvard, who had for a leaves the increased gross earnings to be made
year been Director of the Mint, takes Mr. Xor- up largely of manufactured articles. The last

ton's place 'ant Secretary of the Treas- monthly report of the Pennsylvania Railroad

ury. Dr. Andrew is an authority in monetary showed an increase in gross earnings over 1909
science and finance, and a strong administrator, of $2,071,900, and a gain in net of only $75,100,

— figures that are eloquent of the "increased

7* t h
^ ncn President Taft "called off" cost of living" which had set in even before the

the threatened litigation against wage increases began to take effect The Rock

the railroad-, on condition that they Eland Lines in April had an increase ingross

I for the In) Comn irningsof $416,146 and a loss in net of do less

' -.ion to pass upon the proposed freight than ^. The Southern Pacific gained
<•-, there 1 udden rebound $006,927 in and l<>-t $108,453 in net.

point of Wall The Louisville and Nashville, the mosl pros

Hut "the marL into perous and one of the best managed Southern

a hesitant ined for (he- month $774,612 in i_>i

of industry \ •• •

tl rapidly thai it lost

•1 the railroad heads and $17,353, 9, in net. When it is

ift on I nd 7, and tl dered thai mi earning a before

bond interest i> dedu< ted, thai this bond inic 1

( omm in numerou in tan< i«-r than in

and that the item of ini rca ed wage pa)

1 r>rk will \>c complicated mcnl yet to come, it ap that the rail

and r< 1 formidable <• nihil of figun

the I C01 on in • I t ndii

I
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The Government's report of June i ... Those railroads which have been

on the crop situation was, on the /» Railroad most courageous and energetic in
*•"'• \\i ible It has been a

Qu°tationt extensions and improvements suf-

cold spring, and the spring wheat has suffered fered most, as was natural, since they would be

rom thi rhere has been, hardest hit by the increased difficulty of raising

too f moisture in certain sections, funds. The Chicago, Milwaukee and St

and an . But the average figure Paul, which was struggling already with the

for wini. it, the most important crop to be problem of maintaining its net earnings and

wad lud at this . only a fraction dividends through the callow days of it- great

below the condition reported on June x, 1909, new Pacific Coast extension, lost nearly ten

with about three quarters of a million more points in the market value of its stock in a sin-

acres under cultivation than last year. This gle day; the stock has through June ruled at

would promise a crop of winter wheat larger a figure more than twenty-five points below the

than last year's and one pcrh. ind only prii e reached in the recovery from the panic.

in size to the bumper yield of 493 million bush- The Great Northern Railway's stock, which

els in 1906. ( )ur farmers have, also, largely sold at 348 in 1906, and as high as 157 since the

increased their operation- in spring wheat, the panic, fell to 126. The common stock of the

average this year being 19,742,000 acres, which United States Steel Corporation, which

is [,349,000 acres more than was planted in quoted as high a hen it paid 4 per cent.

1900. As the weather in June, subsequent to dividends, fell in June,when it was on a regular

the Government's report, has been quite favor-
5 per cent, basis, to 74. There were numerous

able, there is promise of a larger spring wheat rumors of cancellation of orders given by the

crop than last year, and even of the largest on railroads for equipment, and a general feeling

record. With the oat fields indicating the lar- in financial circles that industry bad received
gest yield in the history of the country and rye a paralyzing blow. Yet. in fact, business enter-

and barley at least .1- good .1- in any previous prises were in normal activity.

year, we seem to have come through the "crop

res," chronicled in this department in the Several of the large New York

spring months, with living colors, and to have Savings ings banks are reducing the rate of

before us all the industrial prosperity that
Bank Rates

j nlcrt.

st pa j ( j lo depositors from
abundant harvests of ( ereals can ensure. 4 per cent., the rate which has been customary

during the past ivw years, to 3^ per cent. The

Stgcl<
In the first days of June, Wall reduction is a direct result of the lower prices

Pnces Street came to the most troublous now tiuoted for bond-, -state, municipal, and
condition it had seen since the re- high-grade railroad bonds,—of the type in

covery from the panic of igo;. The Govern- which it is permissible for savings banks to

ment's injunction restraining the twenty-five invest their surplus. Thousand- of people are

railroads of the Middle West from raising their not only disappointed but much puzzled as

freight rate- ( ame at a moment of di-trust and well, by this. If these bonds in whicn savings

anxious hesitation in industry and finance, banksmay legally invest their funds are cheaper
There had Keen a well-defined slackening in to buy, and pay the same rate of inl - be-

trade; I rop conditions were a- yet uncertain; fore, they argue that the logical step would be
the railroads and other great industrial enter- to raise the rate paid dej . instead of

prises were finding it difficult or impossible to lowering it. The truth that the

persuade American investors to furnish the savings banks have already invested their funds
money absolutely needed for extensions and in these bonds in past years, and at the higher

improvements; the rate of wages had been prices. To be sure, their interest return is the

largel} increased, especially in the case ^\ the same as it was when the bonds sold at the

railroads, which had added, it is estimated, no higher prices; but their surplus has dimin-
v 150,000,000 to their operating e\- i-hed by just the amount of shrinkage in the

< - through in< reased pay to their employ- quoted value of the securities they hold.

I
• ire these had

begun to be operative the "increased cost of A savings bank must be, before all

living "of the railroads had begun to cut largely
J^jjjy

other things, safe: and its safety

into their net income. So when this sudden is measured by the surplus it would
and unexpe ted blow

, ame to the one discern- have if it wound up its affairs, selling all of its

ible helping fa. tor in the railroad omit Bccurities at market prices and paying all of its

problem, security priot they had depositors the amount of it- deposit-. It is a

not done tor more than twi fad oi importance bearing on the present situ-
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A VIEW OF THE CAMPUS OF MAFUETTA COLLEGE (OHIO)

ation that the surplus of the New York savings

banks has been steadily diminishing for twenty

years, and is now barely one half what it was
in 1890. Some of the banks are in much
stronger condition than others, and it is a mat-

ter of individual judgment and management
as to whether any particular institution should

take the conservative step or not; but the

State banking authorities much prefer to see

uniform action in such a matter, as it is not

con-idered a good thing for the community at

r certain banks to pay larger interest

than others, and weaken those others still fur-

ther by attracting the deposits that would nor-

mally come to the le>s prosperous institutions.

:ation strike- a savings bank trustee

and leading writer on the subject, Mr. John
en Kho. told by himself on page 88.

The seventy-fifth anniversary of

c!/«6^o* the funding of Marietta Coll

Oh; odebrafed last month,

in a manner and >]>irit l>efitting an historic

imemoration; for the name of Marietta is

associated with the Ordinance of 17H7 and the

ion of the old Northwest Territory, from

whi< h in pr f time [zed the

I free ~ of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

Michigan, and \\ President Taft

mac t in hi-, addre
\ ommended the

of the mmunitv for education

he bad »r the Amerii an

I in

h are to <lay doing

il and stimula 1

- in their rcs|iectivc

i-%. The

sw h .

!

1

ig $00,000 II flui ation

aditione n the

I

Princeton University has received

£&£& by the will of Mr. Isaac C. Wyman
of Salem, Mass., a munificent be-

quest for its proposed graduate school. The
amount of money that will become available

for this purpose is not definitely known, but it

i- believed to be a least 83,000,000. The an-

nouncement of this gift led to the renewal of

the offer, made a year ago by Mr. William

Cooper Procter, of Cincinnati, to endow the

graduate school with $500,000, on condition

that a like sum should be provided for the

preceptorial system of the college. Mr. Proc-

ter's offer had been further conditioned on the

erection of a graduate building at a distance

from the college campus, and this condition

had brought on a discussion that led, last win-

ter, to the withdrawal of the original offer. The
Wyman gift so (hanged the situation that the

university trustees were able to come to an

agreement regarding the site of the graduation

si hool, and Mr. Procter renewed his gift on its

original terms. This is a happy outcome, and

higher education in America will undoubtedly

be the gainer, but while Princeton is acquiring

beautiful buildings to house her graduate

s< hool, we should not overlook the Deeds of the

one institution in the 1 ountry that had the COUT-

a generation ago, to undertake university

work. It is at least doubtful whether Prime

& heme of graduate institutions

would ever have been worked out if Johns

Hopkins had no1 led the way thirty four years

iniversity ;ii Baltimore started al

without buildings and with little material

equipment, but with high enthusiasm and an

ener. Within twenty year- brougl

things to pass in American acadcmi< lite. \

the work done |,y Johni Hopkil !
< . n

from the beginni itional work, the mi

. and expand thai worl h< »uld 1 ome
from the nation rather than from the 1 il

Baltimore 'I he v- ,000,000 re. pun d foi addi
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Dl •' PR] SIDEN1 "I miNITY col. I.H.I ,
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tional endowment would serve the highest

ends and should be speedily contributed.

,>.>. m. Another recent benefaction of im-
Utner Uifts .

and portance is the endowment ot the

Ranken School of Mechanical
Trades of St. Louis, by David J. Ranken, Jr.,

the founder of the School, who has deeded
to the institution his entire fortune of more
than $3,000,000. This endowment will prob-

ably make the Ranken School one of the largest

institutions of its kind in the world. ( me of the

announcements of the college commencement
season just , losed was that of a gift of S.so,000
made by Mr. H. M. ll.mna of Cleveland, to

the endowment fund of the medical depart-
men of the Western Reserve University. This
sum makes the first quarter of the additional

endowment fund of Si .000,000 which the uni-

versity now plans to obtain for its medic al 1 ol-

\t its last meeting, the General Educa-
tion Board voted $538,000 as a conditional

appropriation for the endowment funds ,,f eight

colleges. I he hoard also appropriated $113,-
000 lor demonstration work in agriculture in

the South, and $31, \$o for the salaries and ex-

penses of sj.e. Lai pi ondary edu-
cation in the several State universities in the

South. This latter Bum will be spent, as

previous appropriations have been, in fostering

the growth of high se hools. Among the South-

ern colleges one of the notable events of the

commencement season was the election of l)r.

William Preston Few as president of Trinity

College. Durham, X. C, to s Ul < ecd President

John C. Kilgo. who has been called to the offii e

of Bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South. I)r. Few has, for many years, been

dean of the college, and has served as one of the

editors of the South Atlantic Quarterly, a jour-

nal which well represents the prog: -pirit

of the new South. Annouru ement was made at

the commencement exercises that Mr. B. X.
Duke had given Trinity College $100,000, in

addition to an earlier gift of $50,000, for the

continuation of building plans.

Water for
TllC St° r>' " f tht' L<K Angeles

California Aqueduct, as told by Mr. Liooin-

coit on page I 5 oi this Review, is

truly impressive. Here is a municipal work
costing millions of dollars, and requiring the

services of thousands of employees, which is

being pushed to completion with an actual

saving on at least one section of .40 per cent,

from the estimated cost. The physical bar-

riers encountered make the construe lion of the

skill Aqueduct for New York City (with the

possible exception of the tunneling under the

Hudson) seem an easy task by comparison.

Yet this trenching of two hundred mile

desert, with all the difficulties of housing and
caring for employees, goes bravely on. The
country has had no liner example of municipal

efficiency than this. While Los Angel

assured of a water supply that will meet the

needs of a million people, San Pram isco is even

now forced to practise the most rigid economy
in the use of her limited supply, and the out-

look for the future is not altogether promising.

It will be remembered that vigorous opposition

arose some months ago to the proposed

quisition of the Eietch Hetchy valley in the

Yosemite Forest Reserve for the purposes of

the San Francisco water supply. So powerful
was this opposition that an order was secured

from the Secretary of the Interior directing the

Hoard of Supervisors oi San Franc -how
cause why the Hetc h Hetchy valley and rcser

voir site should not be eliminated from the

permit to the city that had been granted by

.V>rctary Garfield in [908. A continuation of

this order until June, ion, has now been

cured, in order to enable the city to furnish

ssary data and information to enable the

Interior Department to determine whether or

not the Pake Pleanor Basin, together with other

available sources of water supply, will be ade-

quate for the needs of San Francisco and ad-
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jacent Bav cities without the inclusion of the

Hetch-Hetchy valley. The decision of this

question is virtually left, however, to a board

of army engineers, and there will be no dispute

as to the impartiality and competence of such

a board to deal justly with the city of San

Francisco on the one hand, and the friends of

conservation and scenic preservation on the

other, in this somewhat complicated matter.

Meanwhile, the city is at the mercy of the water

company which controls the present supply,

and declares itself absolved from responsibility,

since steps have been taken to secure a munici-

pal plant. Whatever the decision of the board

of armv engineers mav be, it will be necessarv

for San Francisco to act promptly and with

the utmost [>ossible expedition, if her popula-

tion is to be kept adequately supplied with

water in her enlarged future.

certs. The fireworks that will find a place in

these celebrations will be of the harmless, dis-

play type, and will be under the supervision of

experts. The city of Washington had a suc-

cessful "sane Fourth" last year that furnished

not a single patient for the hospitals, whereas
on the preceding Fourth of July there were 104

accident cases. Xew York Citv is also taking

up the idea of an improved Fourth of July
celebration, and the Independence Day 'Com-
mittee appointed by Mayor Gaynor has ar-

ranged an interesting program for the day.

The centennial of the Xew York City Hall will

be celebrated, and there will be civic and mili-

tary parades, with patriotic societies in cos-

tume, as well as exercises for the children in

the recreation centers and athletic contests for

the boys. At night there will be displays of

aerial fireworks in the parks.

Happily the movement for a safe

oid-Fash,oned and sane celebration of Independ-

ence Day has been widely endorsed

and promoted. The many articles in the maga-
zines and newspapers, like that by Dr. Huber
in the June Review of Reviews, accom-

panied as they have been with an array of

startling statistics of the loss of life as the result

of the use of dangerous fireworks on the Fourth

of July, have helped to awaken the people to

the necessity for reform in our methods of

celebration. Many communities have accord-

ingly taken steps to prohibit the use of dan-

js fireworks on the Fourth of July, and
will substitute a celebration le>s harmful and
more inspiring. The programs will generally

BSt of parades and public meetings, with

patriotic songs and orations, the reading of the

aration of Independence, and band con-

* mj-r uu>t. fix.

..) [HI KLfflBL-

HlfoALLuV

• „.,.., Chicago's "safe and sane Fourth"
A Military o

.

Tournament will be participated in bv a lull
for Chicago ^^ division of United States

troops, including infantry, cavalry, field artil-

lery engineers, signal corps, hospital corps, and
army aviators with a Wright aeroplane. An
historical pageant has been planned, with

floats emblematic of important national events,

and a parade in which will be represented the

various foreign nationalities that go to make
up the population of Chic ago After taking part

in the Fourth of July celebration, the troops

will remain in camp at ( I rant Park for ten days,

where they will give daily military exhibitions

illustrating the routine work of an army in

actual war. The work of the various bram lies

of the service will be exemplified, among the

most interesting features of which will be the

pontoon bridge building by the Engineer Corps,

the operation of the field telegraph and the

wirele>s stations by the Signal Corps, army
aeroplane flights, and cavalry feats. The arena

will be large enough to permit the various e\o

lutions pertaining to a pitched battle, and will

have a Beating capacity of ao.ooo, three quar

of «rhich will be free to the public. Cen

era! Frederick I>. Grant will be in personal

1 ommand of the en< ampment and tournament.

America saw nine remarkably

Fi,g ht noun line aeroplane (lights during iIk

'""'•*"
past month, and the art has a<

cordingly been given a decided impetus

in tin- country. Up to this time die long

lit have

almo 1 <• clu . % • 1 \ monopolized b) for

'hr Albany i"

i m vain dui

ihe Hud on I ulton 1 > lebration, ha be* n
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fully accomplished, Glenn Curtiss having,

on May 39,won the $io,ooc prize offered by the

New York World for this achievement. It

took him exactly three hours and thirty-two

minute- to gel from Albany to Inwood, in New
York City, including one stop of an hour at

Poughkeepsie. The distant e, ao ording to the

course followed, was 128 miles, the average

speed of the machine having been a little over

fifty miles an hour. After offi< ially ending his

flight at Inwo.nl, Curtiss again rose and pro-

1 rovernor's Island, making these last

fourteen miles in twenty-two minutes. The
prize for this feat was valuable and the glory of

the achievement great, hut the trip was by no

means without it- moments of extreme hazard

to Curtiss and his machine. Flying as he did

over river, mountain, and valley, he several

times encountered contrary current'- of air that

threatened him with disaster, but his sk i 1 1 and
coolness brought him through in safety.

„ ,M The great hero of aviation last
Hamilton* ° . _, ,

month, however, was ( harles K.
F"° ht

Hamilton, a pupil of Mr. Curtiss,

who had been doing more or less preliminary

flying in the recent past. Hamilton, on June
i ;. made the round trip from New York to

Philadelphia, over an uncharted course, cover-

ing the distance of 172 miles in three hours and
twenty-nine minutes of actual flight Starting

from Governor's [sland at 7:4^ in the morning,

he made the eighty-six miles to Philadelphia in

a flight of two hours and forty-live minutes
without a single mishap. An immense crowd,

including Governor Stuart and various other

officials, gave the daring aviator an enthusiastic

ption when he arrived at Philadelphia at

\fter examining his machine and taking
>ome lunch, Hamilton began his return trip at

ny)

"THE WOR1 D DO

(Apropos of Glenn Curtiss's aeroplane flight frutii

Albany to New York.)

From the lnttr-Octam (Chicago)

11:30 and got as far as South Aml.oy. X. J.,

when some defective spark plugs and an acci-

dent to his propeller delayed him for five hours

and twenty minutes. He finally dropped down
at Governor's Island at 6:40 p. m., well within

the conditions set for the New York Times
prize, which allowed twenty-four hours for the

trip and an unlimited number of stops. Some
notable aerial achievements took place abroad

last month. Jacques de Lesseps on May 21

duplicated Bleriot's hi-toric cross-channel

llight, and an Englishman, the Hon. Charles

Stewart Rolls, on June 2 properly capped this

feat by living from Dover to France and re-

turning without having made a slop. Espe-

cially interesting from a military standpoint is

the aeroplane trip accomplished by Captain

Marconnet and Lieutenant Fequant of the

French Army. In one machine, on June 0,

they Hew from Chalons to Vincennes, a dis-

tance of no miles, without stopping once. In

the not-distant future we shall undoubtedly

some even longer cross-country (lights than

these, judging by the handsome prices that

have now been offered. 1 or a trip from \

York to St. Louis (icoo miles), tin N York

7 and the- St. l.ouis Post-Pispatch have

offered a prize of S^o.ooo; the New York

Times and the Chicago !
, Past have

,000 for a (light from New York

to (hi. j miles); the London Daily

Mail has offered $>o.ooo for a (light from

London to Edinburgh (Soo miles), and

numerous smaller pri/es have been offered

for various other (lights
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GLENN CURTISS FLYING OVER WEST POINT. MAY 29

MIL HJMII <>\ KAMI • 1 f
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THl DUK1 01 CONNAUGHT, WHO will SUCCEED

EA1 0R-G1 \l k ai. el CANADA

. ... A few days before the tribunal at
Agreeing Upon ,,',,, ,.
Boundaries I he Hague IkuI begun to lisll'll to

the 6rsl speeches of the Hriti>h and
American counsel in the great fisheries case

now before it. Secretary Knox and the British

Ambassador at Washington signed a treaty

agreeing upon the boundary line, in dispute

since 1783, between American and Canadian
territory in the Province of New Brunswick and
the State of Maine. This action, only awaiting

the approval of the United States Senate, set-

tles the one remaining boundary question be-

tween the United States and the Dominion.
The present era of good feeling, following the

mcnl tariff agreement. was particularly aus-

picious for the settlement of this last point at

issue between the two countries. Early in

March, it will be remembered, the Waterways
Treaty was ratified. This not only fixes the

water boundaries between the

United Mate- and Canada, but also provides

for an equitable disposition of the waters to

be withdrawn for power pur) Finally,

Ambassador Bryce has now been given
authority from London to affix his signature
to the Pecuniary Claims Treaty with Great
Britain, which provides for disposing of, by
means ol arbitration, any questions at issue,

or in the future, between the United
Mates and .uiv British I oloiiy.

The term ol offi* e of Karl (irev, as
Retirement J

of ( iovernor-( icneral, will have ex-
E.iri Greg

|,j rt
.

( j before the opening of the next

session of the Canadian Parliament. It is the

universal testimony of the Canadian press in

both English and French that (we quote from

Canadian Life and Resources) "no man
vacated the high office of Governor-General
more deserving than Karl Crey of the tribute

of praise of Parliament, and the affectionate

remembrance of the Canadian people." The
retiring statesman was a good friend of

the United States, and the American people

will not soon forget his pleasing and
efficient personality. It has been officially

announced that, in accordance with one of

the latest expressed wishes of his brother,

the late King Edward, Prince Arthur,

Duke of Connaught, and uncle of the

present British King, will succeed Earl

Grey, although it is not expected that

he will take up his official duties before

the autumn. The Duke is sixty year

and has seen more than forty year-

service in the British army, both at home
and abroad.

. ... ,. More important even than the set-
Arbitration r

on a tlemcnt of the venerable fisheries
High Plane

prob |em nQW ^^ thc JJ^g
Tribunal, is the very high conception of thc

dignity and future possibilities of the Perma-
nent Court of International Arbitration, which

is set forth in the opening speech of Dr. Hein-

rich Lammasch, the president of the tribunal

and the umpire of its deliberations. Upon
assuming the presidency Dr. Lammasch, who
is a professor of law in the University of Vi-

enna, a member of the Upper House of the

Austrian Parliament and an eminent authority

on jurisprudence, delivered a brief but note-

worthy speech to the co'irt and the counsel for

the United .Mates, Great Britain and Canada.
Through every sentence of the address runs

the idea of a permanent and truly judicial

tribunal and a very high conception <f the

judicial function to be performed by this court

in this and future cases, quite distinct from

the ordinary diplomatic ideas of ordinary

arbitral tribunals. The greatest powers of

the world, said Dr. Kammasdi, have sub-

mitted of their free will to this court, and
"nations of minor forces have found their pro-

tection before it."'

Matters of great importance have been adjusted
in these modest provisional rooms, some <>f them
involving the most delicate questu < reignty
and national pride, all implicating intricate prob-
lems ot international law

.
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Characterizing the fisheries case as one of

great gravity and complexity,

continued in these words:

Dr. Lammasch

And now these two nations, to which the world
is indebted for so much of its progress in every
sphere of human thought and action, have agreed
to submit their long standing conflict to the arbi-

tration of this tribunal. . . In so doing,

these governments have set an example for the

whole community of nations and have acquired a
new merit in the sublime cause of international

justice and peace.

As to the intentions and spirit of the court,

Dr. Lammasch said:

Be assured, gentlemen representing the litigant

parties, that all we arbitrators are imbued with the

sense of our responsibility, not only to the govern-
ments which honored us with their confidence and
to the two great nations they represent, but al-

the noble idea of international arbitration so dear
to all of us. . . . Every sentence rendered by
this court ought to be, by virtue of its impartiality

and equity, a new marble pillar to sustain the

ideal palace of justice and peace.

T. o . r The remarks of this Austrian jurist
The Spirit of . .

}

American will be particularly gratitying to
Diplomacy

ajj Ajnencan lovers of peace and

justi \ ver before, it may be said, have we
approached an arbitration court in just the

spirit in which we are submitting this case of

ours to The Hague. The American people are

not a-king their entatives at the Dutch

capital to conduct the usual game of diplomacy.

The American case, in common with the

British and Canadian contentions, consists of

gnified presentation of fa< t- to a friendly,

impartial and upright tribunal, for- the sake of

'ing an upright, accurate and just settle-

ment tary Knox, in hi> address on "The
Spirit and Purpose of American Diplomacy,"

delivered on June 15, at the commencement of

the University of Pennsylvania, gave fdii itou-,

r Ipll BStcm to this general idea and its inevitable

Ls upon the future of the world "The his-

tory of American diplomacy," said Mr. Knox,

ondttt t of our relation-, with

all other plainly indi< ates the ju>t and

eful pui nimatii rnment."
1 loubtedly tl »i< ed the

administrations
• body of tl rk an people

n he sai

The Civil
Several new developments in the

war in seemingly endless civil war of
waragua

Nicaragua have marked the prog-

ress of the past few weeks. Late in May there

were reports of a serious defeat of the armies of

Provisional President Madriz by the generals

of Estrada. Almost immediately following

came the news that the gunboat Venus, coop-

erating with the Madriz forces, was attempting

to blockade the port of Bluefields, then under

the domination of the Estrada faction. By
the authority of Secretary Knox, Commander
Gilmer of the American gunboat Paducah,

I
'

•11 Ij. U) upbuild ii -

bat tli<- < an

ipl, til. ill III

. fr-.in tr.idi-

DK. HF1NRICH LAMMASCH, PRESIDEN1 01 mi-

M \<.i I i BIB1 N .1. WHICH tS in ARING

I Hi l 1 — 1*1 BIES CASE

at once notified the Venui that future inter

ference with American vessels would not be

tolerated, and that, considering the extent of

American interests in Bluefields, a bombard-

ment of ili.it town would not be permitted.

Tin- attitude of th<- United States, said Se< re

i in his instrui t i . > 1 1 - to < Commander

Gilmer, remains the same forth in the

r fr«.tn the Department to the Mi< araguan

Minister in De< ember !

i

in nil. i I . 1 1 ntnent

i, liui nil

.,| tin i •.nun .
. pn »n i nil' '

a Iik h arc in. ..ii i i. ni wnli i In .1 titudc

l hi I niti I it«
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citizens. . . . Thia I meat denies the delegates of the United States to the recent
right of either faction to -<i/. American vessels or j', in-Amcrican Scientific Congress at Santiago,

I;;;:

1

::;;,.,:
,tho

' bile. Dr. Paul Rcm-ch is professor of pol'iti-

cal science at the University of Wisconsin. Be
President Madriz at on< e despau bed a long was a delegate to the third Pan-American Con-

lelegram to President Taft protesting against gress in Rio de Janeiro in 1006. The Hon.

the attitude of the United States as unfair. Lamar G Quintero is a well-known lawyer and
journalist of Xew ( >rleans, and particularly

Early last month the American conversant with Latin-American affairs. Prof.

gout to Butnoi delegates to the Fourth Pan-Ameri- David Kinley, director of the school of corn-

can Conference, which is to begin merce at the University of Illin uthor of

it-- sessions on July 10, set sail for Buenos several works on financial and economic sub

Aires. They are all gentlemen of experience, jects. Mr. John Barrett, director of the Inter-

attainments in diplomacy and modern views national Bureau of American Republics, will

as to the larger aspects of trade. The Hon. also attend the conference as head of that insti

Henry White, chairman of the delegation, has tution, but not as a delegate. Three secre-

been Ambassador of the United States to taries have been selected, the tir.-t being Prof.

France and also to Italy. Col. Enoch H. William R. Shepherd, of Columbia University.

Crowder, now assistant to the Judge-Advocate-

General of the United States Army, headed the

commission which revised the code of the Re-

public of Cuba, and is an eminent authority on

Tht Situation
in EnQltind

Lord Curzon, in his speech made a

few days after the funeral of the

late King Edward, suggested that

Spanish language and law. Mr. Lewis Nixon, each of the two great political parties in Eng-

a business man of large and varied interests, has land should nominate five of its leaders and
built a number of battleships for the I'nited meet under the presidency of the speaker of the

Mate-, and is an expert in international trade House of Commons for the purpose of recasting

relations. Prof. John Bassett Moore, a pub- the constitution of Great Britain, with a view to

licist of international fame, was First Assistant changing radically the character of the Lpper
Secretary of State in 1808, Secretary and Coun- House and its relation to the other branch of

sel to the Peace Commission at Paris, and agent Parliament. Several weeks later Premier

of the I'nited State- before the American- Ascjuith and Mr. Balfour, the leader of the op

Canadian Arbitration Tribunal in 1004. Dr. position, in a numberof private meetings agreed

Bernard Moses, professor of history and politi- to commit the decision in this matter of the

cal science in the University of California, was a veto power of the House of Lords to such a

member of the Philippine Commission under conference. The conferree- are the Premier,

President, then Judge, Taft, and one of the I.ord Crewe. Mr. Lloyd-George and Mr. Bir-

> roll, reprc-enting the Gov-
ernment, and Mr. Balfour,

l.ord Lansdownc, i

Cawdor and Mr. Austin

Chamberlain on behalf of

the opposition. The meet-

ings oi the conference

which v. ret were be

gun on June 17.

Como'Omitt
Likely

THE VETO GAME IN ENGLAND
>uVe thinking out your next i

From Punch i

Such a compro
mise was inevit

able. The Lib-

erals were intent on the

urgent busine-s of th<

Hon. that is to -ay. the In.

and the enactment into law

oi such legislation as has

arisen from the change of

sovereigns. Under this

head are included the pro

I modification of the

royal coronationoath regard-
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ing Roman Catholic beliefs, the provision

for a regency and the increase of the

King's civil list. The Government, therefore,

does not desire to rush matters. The Con-

servatives, on the other hand, are not quite sure

of the future actions of the new King. Their

political agents report, almost with unanimity.

that the prospects of the Liberals have im-

proved since the passing of the Budget. They
believe that a new dissolution of Parliament,

instead of improving their own position, would

result in a loss of from 20 to 50 seats. The
Conservative journals, therefore, welcome the

pause necessitated by the King's death, and

refer to it as the "Truce of God." They in-

timate further that the part in the campaign

to be played by their party would be, in

effect, the support of the Government " in

all non-contentious legislation" including in

that term future budgets on the principle of

the one just adopted, with the question of the

House of Lords in abeyance. Naturally the

Irish Xationalists and the radical Labor men
would oppose such an agreement. They arc-

intent upon forcing, by parliamentary strat-

the enactment into law of measures deeply

concerning their own political faiths. The
early days of the present month, however,

should see some more or less workable com-
promise agreed upon by the Government and
Opposition leader-.

„ Colonel Roosevelt'- London Guild-

on hall speech praising the work of
avDt

British administrators in Uganda
and the Sudan, and warning the British

•rnment against "over-senriinentality" in

delivered on May 31. The lir-t

indication of the -pirit in which the ex Presi

dent were received by official

Britain was the news that the m Office

had decided to increase the military force in

battalions of infantry and one

nent of cavalry. Only a few day- later.

State for

in the I if
( "om-

mon-, and ! that he h and ap

of Mr Roosevelt'i addre efore it

the briti-h Govern-
-ood and "did DO) Hon

"

Mr Balfour,

Mori, folio*

hie,"

KMevdt, realized more

radi< al 1 nii< 01 hia

wi-

the assassination of the Egyptian Prime
Minister, Boutros Pasha, whose death, it will

be remembered, was the occasion of Mr.
Roosevelt's rigorous and much discussed ad-

dress, last March, before the University of

Cairo. Sir Edward admitted that there had
been delay in punishing the murderer, an un-

avoidable delay, he said. He then added:

The British occupation must continue in Egypt.
It is not a question of British interests in Egypt.
It is simply this: We have gone on in Egypt, doing
more and more good work year after year, and we
cannot now abandon Egypt without disgrace.

Agitation against the British occupation can lead
to but one result—to more assertion of our author-
ity.

u _ u . Has Britain a right to be in Egypt,
How Britain _ _ f .

?/ " '

Came mto as Mr. Roosevelt put it, and if so,

what is she doing to demonstrate

that right? First of all, it will be useful to re-

count how Britain got into Egypt. After the

ejection of Napoleon's administrative force by
the British, in 1801, Egypt remained for more
than half a century a Turkish province, its

political status clear, but its economic and
social condition uncertain and rapidly retro-

grading. French influence again became im-

portant in the early fifties of the past century,

and the Khedive. Said, favored the Suez Canal,

which was then being built, and other French
enterprises. His successor, Ismail, a brilliant,

reckless man. almost ruined the country by his

extravagance and borrowing. By the year

.with a public debt of close on to $500,000,-

000, the country was bankrupt, and Great

Britain and France stepped in on behalf of the

bondholders,

A European "Commission of Con-
Quaranteeing '

Egyptian trol OV(T I.LTVptmil finance Was
Fin"nce

established, and two Comptrol-

General were appointed, one by France

and one by England. In 1879 Ismail was
forced to abdicate. I'nder hi-- -on. Tcwlik, a

lUS rebellion, led b) the famous Arabi

Pasha, would have hopelessly split the country

had not England intervened and restored the

authority of the Khedive Not participating

in this intervention, Franci tin- result of

a dei ree published in mitted from the

"control," and the government wb reorgan

i/.-<|. \n 1 ingli li finam ial ad> 1 01 « aa ap
pointed "a ithoul •• on. urreni ( - no

en "
l '\ pi re

mains a tributary ttate ol the Turki li I mpire,

and tied by a Kin-dive, the present rulci

\ iba Hilmi It ba aid thai

undei the nominal
ill. III. I!
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SIB ' GOKST, CREA1 BRITAIN'S REPRESEN-
rATIVE IN EGYPT

autocracy of the Khedive, but the actual

autocracy of Lord Cromer. The pi

British agent is Sir Eldon Gorst,wfao succeeded
Cromer in 1906. Six years ago the Anglo-

ich agreement recognized the status quo,

the French government declaring that it

would not obstruct the action of the British

government in Egypt in any way whatso-
ever. This agreement also simplified the

handling of the Egyptian debt, provided for

the raising of the necessary fund-, and may
lid to have legalized internationally Brit-

ain's position in Egypt

u o ,. There can l>c no doubt that under
How Brit < ".,..,, ,. .

Ha» "Made Jsnti^h domination Egypt has

greatly benefited. The system of

justice has been greatly improved by the estab-

lishment of courts composed equally of British

and native judue-. although in the lower grade

courts the weakness for delay and corruption
made the administration of justice very

difficult. The British regime has been marked
by the completion of many public works and
the inauguration of other- It has been n

! that the finan< ial solvency of the country
could be best obtained by developing it^ natural

resources through irrigation. The well-organ-

ized system of irrigation by which the river

Nile is made to fertilize a larger portion of the

country than ever before, noteworthy features

of the system being the immense dams at

Assuan and A.-siut, has vastly increased the

economic efficiency of Egypt Education has
been organized and improved. The army has

been put on a better footing, there has been

considerable railroad building during the past

few years, and the foreign trade of the country

has Steadily bettered since British occupancy
began. Half of Egypt's trade i- with Britain,

the greater part of her exports being made up
of the famous Egyptian cotton.

The gradual progrc— of education

Egyptian and general economic betterment
Nauonansts ^ [\nr \ n a fa past decade, made

inevitable the rise of the Nationalist movement.
The Nationalist party, which is a growing fac-

tion, demand;, a greater participation in the

government. For 54 vera! years it has conducted

an anti-British agitation, which has not al-

ways stopped at violence. In all fairness, it

may be said that, as yet. Egypt can not stand

by itself. Some power mu>t guarantee its

solvency to its European creditors. This is

what Britain is doing. But the British author-

ities have hesitated to apply severity in cases of

misgovernment and violence. Kastcrn peoples

are quite prone to misunderstand indecision,

even if caused by the best intentions. It was
this to which Mr. Roosevelt referred in his

addresses on Egyptian affairs.

. „. , Almost immediately upon his re-
A Weak •

German turn to Berlin, alter attending the

funeral of King Edward of Eng-

land, upon which 1 he made a deep
impression by his kinglj dignity and the <

of his physique, the German Kaiser found

himself confronted by more than one serious

national and personal problem. We have been

recording in these pages, from month to month,

the progress of that highly unpopular measure,

miscalled a franchise reform bill, which Chan-
cellor von Bethmann-Hollweg, in his capacity

of Prussian Minister of State, some w*

succeeded in getting passed through theupper

house of the Diet. This measure, while it pro-

I changing the present franchise qualifi-

cations, still reserved many exclusive privi-

the propertied classes. It WaSVigOT-

ously and persistently opposed not only by all

the radical political elements of Prussia, but

also by the great mass of the people. Before

and after it- passage by the upper house of the

Diet, it was made the subject of vast, well-
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ordered popular demonstrations, engineered

chiefly by the Socialist party at many widely

separated points throughout Germany. When
the bill was introduced in the Landtag (the

lower house of the Diet) it occasioned a long-

drawn-out and bitter debate. On the final

vote, the deputies threw out the measure, and
then the Chancellor announced that the Gov-
ernment had abandoned it. This failure of the

Minister to earn- out a real reform measure
has occasioned a great deal of adverse criticism

inthepress. The Kaiser himself, moreover, is

reported to have expressed himself as '"bitterly

disappointed'' over the "bungling*' of his

Chancellor. Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg has

not been generally successful in his policies,

and reports of his early resignation were per-

sistent in the German press last month.

A** t *.i
While the Prussian Diet was re-

Uther Troubles ...
of the jecting the C hancellor s reform bill.

the Kaiser was listening to the

.-nation of Dr. Bernhard von Deraburg,
the German Colonial Secretary. Dr. von

Dernburg, who is a modern, progressive states-

man, has always opposed the government
policy of taxing the German colonies in South

• Africa to pay the expenses of the war of

their subjugation. But he ha> been unable to

im e the Reichstag, and now. apparently,

find? no alternative except resignation. He
d by I)r. Friedrii h von

Lindequist, formerly Und< itary. Per

socially, Kaiser Wilhelm ha- not been well

during the pa-l few wed rtain blood

troubles that have made his people anxious
more than once during hi-» reign have reap
peared. and late last month hi? physicians re

ported that severe though not serious ah i

on fa and arm prevent hi> appearing
in public or following his favorite exercia

borseba k riding. The birth of several royal
babies during the past year in Germany has

the Kaiser's purse, and he has
I >iet for an in< rease in

llaton -ponded

million

mar

'rf •

Whi l rem h Parliament

rly autumn. Premier

the stroi

will have n

on I i. - trill in. lude
•'» nn rutin

di l: •! of w\ rn to

proportional repre

• rm and the eta lion

third of

It will also advocate the consolidation and
protection of the State school system and pro-

pose a number of labor laws, some dealing with

the making of collective contracts, and others

providing for the extension of a credit system

for workmen. The novel provision of making
one third of the members of the lower house

returnable e\ery second year for a term of six-

years will result in transforming the French
Parliament into a continuous body. This will

radically affect the future course of French
politics, since the partisan character of a body
thus constituted is very unlikely to be changed
by a single election. Almost all the legislation

in France during the past decade has given

evidence of the stability of the Republic.

Under the premiership of four men of such

radically different personal dispositions and
political inclinations as Waldeck-Rousseau,
Combes, Clemenceau and Briand, uninter-

rupted progress along the same lines has been

evident. Far from being a revolutionary and
fickle people, the French, politically and so-

cially, are among the most stable of nations.

Tk* Reaction
Striking evidences of the decided

in reactionary tendenciesthat arenow,
and have been for some time, dom-

inatingin Russian politics, are furnished by two
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publicly announced decisions of the imperial

government at St. Petersburg. These are to

complete the Russification of Finland, and to

rigorously apply the anti-Jewish laws, passed

more than a quarter of a century ago, by ex-

pelling from Russia proper, and from all the

imperial domain, except the so-called "Jewish

Pale," all persons of the Hebrew race. Early in

April, it will be lemembered, Czar Nicholas

issued a manifesto ordering the Duma to pass

a bill applying to Finland "all the laws of im-

perial importance without the consent of the

Finnish Diet." This measure, although un-

constitutional according to the historic, legal

relations between Finland and the imperial

crown, was enacted into law by a substantial

majority on June 10. This means the end of

I tish autonomy. It is not quite clear just

what has been the immediate instigation of the

present wave of anti Jewish feeling. The
fa< K however, as they are reported from many
sections of Russia, indicate that the Jews are

being expelled, in many cases with great cru-

elty, from most of the Russian cities, and even

from some of the so-called settlement distric ts,

where, by law, Hebrews are permitted to reside

unmolested. According to the St. Petersburg

correspondent of the London Times, "there is

no longer any doubt that the persei ution move-
ment has the support of the highest and most

responsible authorities."

Political changes in China since
Progress

, , , , r
in the death, nearly two years ago. of

that remarkable woman, the Em-
press Dowager, and her weakling son, the Em-
peror, Kwangsiu, have been more radical than

lias been realized in the west. A series of

changes in administrative procedure were be-

gun immediately upon the accession of the

present infant Emperor, that is to say, upon the

establishment of the regency under Prince
( 'hun. Thesechanges have been in the direction

of increased participation in government by the

people. Promises were made some years
of the granting of a constitution and a real

parliament a- SOOtJ a- certain reform* had !

fully established. Some of these reforms arc

now accomplished Facts. Provincial Assem-
blies have been in working order throughout
the I For i \' i \n edict abolishing

slaver) tly issued from Peking.

Newspapers have multiplied until China now
a daily pre— conducted with ability and

dignity. Imm nse interest i- being taken in

education. I., pite ^i many setbacks and
much confu I waste the general educa
bona! status of China is unoubtedlv being

steadily raise

« a.. . ^ With this improvement in modern
New Attitude r

. ...
Towarat training and the acquisition of

Foreigners know ledge there is coming a

better understanding of the place of the em-
pire in the modern world, and a more reason-

able attitude towards foreigners. The China-
man now hates the reigning Manchu dynasty
more than he hates the greedy, overbearing

foreigner. For years the opposition to the

alien reigning family at Peking has been grow-

ing, until to-day as Mr. Adachi points out on
another page this month i it is the principal

cause of the revolutionary movement, which,

increased by oppressive economic conditions

and ignorant superstition, has attained omi-
nous proportions during the past few weeks.

Much has been done toward making the Chinese

understand western ways by the International

Institute of China, a unique organization

founded in 1897 by an American missionary.

Dr. Gilbert Reid. The institute publish,

number of periodicals in Chinese, gives courses

of lectures and will, in the near future, bring

out a series of modern histories of modern
tern nations designed to give the Chine

proper idea of the ( )ccident. This organization

is managed by a board of directors comp
of equal numbers of Chinese and foreigners.

Its work has the official sanction of the govern-

ment at Peking.

. , . The final settlement of the much
Railroad
Finan- discussed Hankow-Szechuen Rail
an° way loan was made late in May. a

definite agreement being signed by representa-

tives of groups of British. French. Herman and
American bankers. Provision was made for a

loan to the Chinese Government of $;o.ooo.ooo

for railroad construction "on a basis of

absolute equality between the four groups."

Formal approval by th. ernment at

Peking is all that is lacking to make
this effective. There may be some difficulty

in securing such approval, as the provincial

governments, saturated as they are by the new
spirit of reform and nationalism, may refuse

to authorize the ry to meet the

obligations of a new foreign loan. The
Hankow-Szechuen railroad is intended to de

velop the Yangtse valley. It will be 000 miles

long and will tap the very heart of China. In.

tin North, Russia and Japan still control tin-

vast resources of Manchuria and Mongolia.

despite the unwillingness of Peking and the

more- or less concerted opposition oi western

Europe and the United States. Immense,
almost incredibly vast mineral and agricultural

ri. lies await the exploiter of these ancient but

as vet undeveloped regions.



RECORD OF CURRENT EVENTS
(From May 21 to June 20. iqio\

PROCEEDINGS IN CONGRESS

May 23.—The Senate passes the Naval appro-
priation bill (5 1 34.000.000), providing for the con-

struction of two rirst-class battleship?.

May 24.—The House adopts an amendment to

the Sundry Civil appropriation bill, providing
1.000 for the work of the Tariff Board.

May 26.— In the Senate, the Cummins amend-
ment to the Railroad bill, requiring approval of

by the Interstate Commerce Commission, is

ted.

May 28.— In the Senate. Mr. Lorimer (Rep.. 111.)

denies the charges of corruption in connection with
his election.

June 1.—The Senate rejects amendments to the
Railroad bill re enacting the commodities clause
and providing for physical valuation.

June 3.—The Senate pa.-^es the Administration's
Interstate Commerce (or Railroad) bill, as

nded, by a vote of 50 to 12.

June 4.—The House passe? the Sundry Civil

appropriation bill (>i io.ooo.odoi.

June 6.—The I! 1 bill authorizing the
:ntment of a commL-viion to investigate em-

liability and workmen's compensation.

ings-

; bill h\ to [OI.

June 13.—The the Sundry Civil
bill, including therein an appropriation of 5250,000
for tl ird.

June 15.— In the Senate, the Public Land \\ itli-

drawal bill i» passed. .. .The House pa
bill providing new ri\il government for Porto

June 16.—The he hill granting
-I to Aria

Juj inference
lilroad bill I he House adopts

a rul< •Majority of it- membership may
Jl .1 bill or resolution from committ.

Jur. ue adopts the conference
: lilroad and Statehood bills.

; hit ion i- adopted
n ( onno (ion

Rep . Ill 1

I ca a liill rcouirinf

POLITICS AND GO. AN

I

I
. Ii'.l

BON. KK H"l \- 1 1 1NGW1 im

it \

May 31.—The I nited States Supreme Court
uphold- the Interstate Commerce Commission in

ordering freight-rate reductions in the Missouri
and Denver rate cases; the corporation-tax cases
are ordered reargued. , Increases in Western
freight rate- an- halted by an injunction obtained
by tin- Attorney General in the United Stuti-
Di-tri(t Court at Hannibal, Mo.

June [.—Charles l>. Norton, Assistanl Seen
tar\ of die Navy, i- appointed Secretary to the

ident.

J u in 2 1'ilin A. Dix i- ( lio.cn ( I1.1irm.1n of the
I iciiioi im 1 k ( ommittee,

June v rhe Louisiana House approves thi

< oiik endment, theSenate having rejected it.

June 4 • ional prin held

throughout Penn ylvania; Ri itivi Dal/ell

(Rep.) narrowl) 1 lefeat fot renomination.

June <> Wenti in railroad presidents, in 1 onfei
.\ 11 li IV I .ill and "tin 1 I ment

|M n. I in. mil il

pending inti bill .•• k • into

I I I til. P. Ill:

I lie S,,||l '

I

nut il lli. Inl. 1

( .iinni' n tin in

I
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-Ml \

nor next

i- renominated in the South Dakota prim
G i

i arroll < Rep. ) is nomii
i ion in tin I i |irim.iri( ~: <

Hull (Rep.) is defeated for renomination bj S I

tty, " progn ssh I i « I . , i
«

- President
appoints William I', ("rum (a nt

lina, to In- minister t<> Libei

June s
' •• ernor Hughes vetoes the primary

bill passed at tii sion "I the New York

June 9 Wisconsin Republicans, in convention
,.t Milwaukee, strongly indorse President Taft's
administration.

June i" Arkansas Republicans nominate An-
I Row I. in, I for ( ,o\ < i not < tries R.

Heikt •!" tin- American Sugar Refining
( '>im|>.in\ . i- com ii ted in \> \. V'ork !
spiral > !•> defraud i

»

nment.

\ -|" i ill committee appointed t>> in-

the ma
il publication ol \m York I |»>rt-

innuall)

.

I'c nnsj 1\ .nii.i I >emt ominate
"

r I . \\

I'l.n-

tl sin I ». m< < rai

\ int ion.

I
in the l>ill granting

i s

POLITICS AMI, GC • n

Ma) 22 I Igian

distrii ombinat Liberals
t<i i.\ i rthrow the Clei i the
nit nt

.

Ma
re defeal ol

i.il elect i

Ma) J4 An i

Ma) -
,
'i It i> n

thai the Ma
\ it h gn at It ss, bj Gi

Ma

I nited South Afi

Maj 31.- i

[llli'

headed by K">>ni!i

Junt ; Juan
.1-

1
la.

June 6 Bert

tar

Juw ~ '

!

Jin

don

June 'i I h< 1 >ul

i, 1 1 tit ed in I

t \o\ erm »r-< General "i ( 'anada.

June in ^ir 1 Hardir
i

June 17 n Da
Port 1

:ONAL RELATIC

May 21

mediation bj United
Argent it

M.i\ jj A In at) l>< tween the '

and <

puted coast boundar) betwt

.md Maine.

Ma 3 anti-fon ..

near Chang ;ha, China.

May ^4 The Hankow a tail

I al Pai

Ma) 25 •

tsition 1 1 ami Ital) « I).

rurkish suzeraint
j

't (

Ma> ;t 1 1 i — annoum til .it V

the mediators in tin- Ecuador-Peru i'> have
requested the withdrawal o(

frontier Chinese warships and
in Nanking, » here an anti

Jun< 1 1 >r Lammast h, a^ prt -

Newfoundland fisheries arbitration

I he I lag

I 1 uador and ' ithdraw

tin 11 troops from the common frontier it

arbitration.

•

v Ii is announced al Tokiothal com|
hed between K -
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AERONAUTICS

May 21.—Jacques de Lesseps, a Frenchman,
crosses the English Channel in a monoplane.
. . . .Maurice Farman, with a passenger, flies from
E eauce to Etanges, France, a distance of fifty

miles.

May 26.—Louis Paulhan ascends to a height
estimated at 4800 feet at Verona. Italy.

May 29.—Glenn H. Curtiss flies from Albany to

New York, with one stop: distance. 137 miles:

time (excluding stop), 2 hours and 52 minutes.

June 2.—Charles Stewart Rolls, the British

sportsman, accomplishes a flight across the English
Channel and back, without stop, u^ing a Wright
machine.

June 9.—Two French army officers (Lieutenant
Fequant and Captain Marconnet). with a Farman
biplane, fly from Chalons to Yincennes without
descent; distance. 1 10 miles; time, 2 hours and 30
mini.

June 13.—Charles K. Hamilton, using a Curtiss
machine, flies from New York to Philadelphia, and
back, with twi distance. 172 miles; time.

3 hours and 29 minutes. .. .Walter S. Brool.

inaugurates the Indianapolis aviation meet by
ascending, in a Wright machine, to a height of

-

June 17.—WalterS. Brookins ascends at Indian-
apolis to a height of more than 4500 feet.

OTHER OCCURRENCES OF THE MONTH
May 21.—The Erie Railroad grants wage in-

to conductors and trainmen amounting to

about 9 per cent.

May 2 .re appointed for the
I Railways Company.

24.—The ! Education board dis-

trii I mong eight colleges and appro-
pri -

10 for agricultural demonstration
work in the South .. Twenty-four lives are

in the linking of tin- British freight steamer
Skrrrymore by ' nan bark in the English
Char

M.i - [Ofooo,ooo Big Foor r.iil-

i» ribed in full at Pari-.

May 26 Theodon <It receives the de-
r of Laws from Cambridge Univer-

John W. ' »,OO0 toward
li-hment of a universit) at Port Arthur.

ibmarine Plu sunk
alter 1 collision in tin I lish Channel; her

ii'l.

Ms tttleabip Smiih Carolina
rd for a v. nli 1 2-inch

I «dor<! R , ad
Idhall, London, on 1

om of t'

.< dilion.

'in London on n -.

,.f f '.

June '. !

, N . Y

.

ISEVELT WITH CART. H.WS RUSEK OF Till

"AUGUSTS VICTOR] \" ON THE RETURN"
VOYAGE TO AMERICA

in History " (see page 100) . . .Severeearth shocks
are felt in southern Italy; .-cores of person- are
killed by falling buildin

June 9.—William Cooper Procter's offer of

(500,000 for a graduate college is accepted by
Princeton University; Mrs. Russell Sage offers

5150,000 to complete the Sage Dormitories.
... .The corner-stone of the New York Militarj
Academy's new building is laid at Cornwall-on-
Hudson.

June 12.— I )a\ id J. Rankin, Jr., gh es more t han
$3,000,000 to the School of Mechanical Trades, in

St. Louis, which he founded.

June 13.—Thirty-two persons lose their lives

when a water tank on the rooi of tin- Montreal
Herald building falls through to the cellar.

June 14.—The World'-, Missionary Conference
is opened at Edinburgh.

June 14 17. The destruction of life and prop-
erty in Su it/erlaiiil, ( .erm.iny .

an'l I lung.irv from
cloudbursts and torrential rains exceeds all records;
more than 600 persons are know n to have been
drow 111 d in I lungary .

June 17 10. Swollen rivers cause much prop
erty lo-s in the valley. - ol Marj land. \ irginia, and
Pennsj 1\ ania.

June 17. James \ Patten and seven others are
indicted i>\ federal grand jurj in \cw York Citj
for conspiring to monopolize the raw-cotton in

dusl 1

Juoi n I.-. President Roosevelt is cnthu
York 1 il - "ii In- ot mi 11

from hia Airii .m and Eui >i» an trip

OHI TWAKY

Maj .'i full R< tiard, the noted I rcn< Ii

drai ,0

A illi.im Phippi I'.l.i' e, 1I1. g< olo

I >ii I. in cm, 1 hi

Hi. mi (irey, Earl of Stai

I rederii

• i Peril
1

1 |olin I'' mbrcj
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\N ITALI

t turn his

May 27. Robert Koch, the famous iolo-

gisl

.

.c 4.2) . I 1 ssman J< sse

I Indiana,

Ma) 28.—Page M. Baker, managing editor ol

thf New Orleans Times-Democrat, 70.

May 29.- Bri| < \ rus B < omsto< k.

1 - \ retired, 79 E> Maj or'Georg< \. Hib-

bard, of Boston, 44.

Maj to I hades H. rreat, formerly Treasurer
of ih«- United States, 68 Sidnc) VVebst<

New York, an eminent authoritj "ii internation-

al law , i

I ii in- 1 Sir Fran* is Sej mour Haden, the noted
lish etcher, 91 Elizabeth Blackwell, a pi-

; woman physician widely known in Ei

.Hid the I 11 it < 'I

June 2 [1 eph S Harris, formerl) president ol

Philadelphia & F Railroad, 74 I *
I lin 1 1. M i. kej , ol \i braska, 64.

June ; I dward Jenkins, tin ditor

ol !• ilil ii tl pamphlel -.71

I S« hu.irt/, ol Philadelphia, |l and
lr.in r !

ton, .1 v. ell know n auth

I William Sidnej P01

U

I

\\ ( stern jui

June 7 Goldwin Smith, I n publi-

cist, fl 5ir ,tli r.

.1 distinguished British arm)

Philadelphia < lergj man, 7'

Tin.ml. of New York, .in

June 'I Sir George Newni
lisher,

June 10.—Charles A Dicke) .
I> I » . ol Phil

phi. 1, .1 well-know n Pn - 1

June l. Hermann Vezin, well known in I

land .i> .111 .i> tor and 1 tion, v
1

Benjamin I Maniern inent N

N . .t k bank* t and former ( ii\

|uin 14 |ohn P Borgquist, .

t In Mexican and C i\ il \\.u~

|un< M' |ohn Austin S

Sons "t the K( \ olul i

Samuel W. Pratt, l> I ' . w» II k

1 7

1

I homaa Hitchcock,
well known writei on financial m

Matthew Marshall' . 7 1

V,A t w^V**



SOME CARTOONS OF THE MONTH

SHE STARTS. SHE MOVES SHE SEEMS TO FEEL THE THRILL OF LIFE. ALONG HER KEEL -

journment approaches.)
riiat (Minneav

Ml S I

M

'
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CARTOOXS OF THE MOXTH

'" SPLITTING

gle (Broo;

A PROMISING CHIID—THK WBEAT
From the H

(O, ..ilett. of California, sen/lin* the T<

nzeMitoatoftheState.il] re the
• anal Ex; r San Pra:

m the Sun (Ballirr.

IN A IIi.UT PLAC1
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CiOLDWTX SMITH, 1823-1910
Idwin Smith, who died at his Toronto

home on June 7 at the en, has

>ubli< i-t,

n, a philanthropist, and
a seer. He ml more. The
world of letters during tip ntury

n him an international fi|

prizeman and
esaor of \I'x !< rr ; 1 ford, he

1 har; of tin- Nortli ami the
i

. .

ders

1 I iri'l de< land I

the

•nto he !'•' ame an ardent - ate of a

union of Canada with the United States

though there wire features in our politic that

iticized, helie^ ing thai we wee attem]

to run our t withot -nun.

Idwin Smit!) represented the highest type

of Knglish university culture In philose

tough

of hi deliverani 1 ted to the

I, •'Kef. I

Id thai I

II' and
1

in politii
•

and

und<

I In

v



DR. ROBERT KOCH. THE BACTERIOLOGIST (1843-1910)

In the advance "f bacteriology one of the mosi honored [>la< es is filled bj the career and at hu
ments of the late Dr. Robert Koch. It w.is l d and elaborated the theories and di*

er, Pasteur and others and va ir> >\ >•<! the methods and technique ol b i
mil

investigation, until this has become the verit tble science <>f preventive medicine. The career "l this

eminent, t\|>i«.il German man ol began in 1866, when he graduated from the Univcrsil
Gottingen. In 1876 he succeeded in isolating the germ <>f anthi I worked owl its life hi I

Preventive inoculation, .1- .1 method, really originated with Dr. Koch, and although his tuberculin
rally known .i> "Koch's lymph") >li>l not luhill < ertain popular hopes, it is .i medicinal agent "i

proved vslue. Professor Ko< h's m\ « stigations and disi ovcries with regard t" the cholera ban illus and
the germ of the African "sleeping Bii have been the foundation of much of >>\\r knowlcdg
these diseases and their remedies. Ili^ best known works are (titli iglish)

-

'<>n CI

Bact< "(>n Bad cal Invi 1," .i I Hie Investigation of Pathog



- GRANVILLE tt . MOONED

A NEW PERSONALITY IN

OHIO POLITICS
\ promi in < mio

' ille \\

.

I

!

I

:

pub
I the

: : i i

lo the

1

1

of on< of the Hou
nix. ui any pledge or promise ol i

ii othei pla< es <>u i ommitti >

i understandings \\ ith

any . omething whi< li had

in the |>n-t eding fortj I the

thai during the lati ledsi

v. In i. ui inc.

i

held the entire < onfid< n< i

i li he pi

'
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in the Mate-'- history. There had been no re-

vision <>i the general statutes sin< and

a commission t<> revise and codify such statutes

had been at work for Over three war-, and was

ready i<' report such revision for enactment

into law. It contained over 13,000 sections,

and each section and each line of each section,

had to be carefully examined and compared
with former se< tions and statutes, so that ei

and possible irregularities could be det©

Speaker Mooney, with wise forethought

nized and directed this work that it

oughly and well done before the House
red upon the general work of the session.

Th' in of ii) 10 was otherwise remark-

able in that it iplished radical reforms

in the system of taxation and in the methods

by which t- < ise ta - es have been levied and col-

lected. Other very important legislation was

enacted. He gave the weight of his influence

in favor of these reforms, and of all other wise

legislation enacted, and was recognised as the

wise and level-headed leader, not the l>o>-. o!

the body over which he presided. His aim

seemed to he solely the public welfare, and his

modest and wise counsels lifted legislation

above partisanship, and commanded support

from members, regardless of their politics.

This rapid rise has turned attention to him as

one well lilted for higher political place, and

everal month- he has been considered in

connection with high Mate office. An in

timate friend ha- advised him that In- i- too

m politic- to become a candidate for

Governor, hut might properly aspire to the

• >n the tiiket. that of Secretary of

Mate, and he ha- been announce< ndi-

daie for that 1 Notwithstanding this,

however, many Republicans, 901 them
very prominent, think that Sj Mooney
could more nearly consolidate and command
the Republican vote of the Mate against I

ernor Harmon than any candidate yet named.
inville \Y. Mooney was horn in Russeli-

1 a County, Ohio, in [869, and is

therefore fortyn d. Hi- father

a soldier in the Civil War. and when Granville

three yeai d to Ashtabula
County. There Granville ha- resided ever

since. He grew up in die atmosphere of ideal

Republicanism which nave us Giddings and
e and (iarlield. He attended the common

schools and (.rand River Institute, at Au-tin-

5, from which he dilated in

He learned his father'- trade, that of a

penter, and followed it. and while so employed
entered Oberlin College, where he was gradu-

ated in is,,;. After that he taught school and

became president of Cr.md River Institute

holding that position for seven yea

THE DISEASE-CARRYING HOCSE-FLY
in' DANIEL I). JACKSON

(Bacteriologist for the Department of Water Supply, Gas, and Electricit) "t theCit> of New York)

\ [OSES musl have had some realization of

-" * the danger from flies, for he witnessed

their dreadful ravages among the Egyptians al

the time of the t aptiv ity of the Israelites. But

probably even before, and » ertainh many times

sin. c. have thinking people suspected the ma
levolenceof this plague. It was not until ven

recent years, however, thai spe< iiic evidence

ha- been gathered which has convii ted the tlv

of gufll beyond a doubt, and only during his

re. 111! trial have the extent and enormity of his

< rime- been established.

The chief spe» iallie-of the tlv are now known
to he tin- transmission o\ intestinal diseases,

typhoid fever, cholera, and diarrhea. It has

al-o been pointed out in recent studies b) the

.1 Government Board of London thai he

mav very possiblj carrj tuberculosis, anthrax,

diphtheria, ophthalmia, smallpox, staphylo
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cus infection, swine fever, tropical sore, and
the eggs of parasitic worms.

Hence the vigorous campaign now bein^

carried on against the house-fly by civic asso-

ciations and health hoards throughout the

country. In many cities placards have been

posted warning the people in terse text and
graphic pictures of the danger from flies, and
giving rides for protection against them;

lectures on the subject are also being widely

given, and even that new popular fad, the

moving-picture show, has been brought into

service to educate the public to the dangers

of the inused don:- is the house-fly is

scientifically termed, or, as Dr. L. ( .). Howard
.ptly named it, the "typhoid fly." Over
er cent, of the flies that visit our bonus

and surroundings belong to this rous

.IONS Ol M\ ON \ SING1 E FLY

The form and character of the fly's body is

particularly adapted for carrying the infec-

material, and as it breeds in fecal matter

almo-t exclusively and at the rate of thousands
individual fly, the consequent facility

of dis< germs is

apparent.

riment, t aptured fli<

ly < leaned and then allowed to walk
1 material. They were again

amined and the material which they carried

analyzed. In one instance, a fly captured on

York, !a>t summer was

from 250 to 6,600.000. This becomes
even more startling when one considers how
rapidly this insect multiplies. It is estimated

that one fly laying 120 eggs at a time will have
a progeny mounting up to the sext:'

1

>ns at the

end of the season.

.

-

We are spending consider:. ne and
money in a war on mosquitoes. The
malaria reported in Greater New Y rk in 1905
were but 359 and the deaths only
Much more to be feared i- ommon

house-fly. This so-called harmless insed is

of the ( hief sources of infection, v hich in V •.

York City causes annually about 650 deaths
from typhoid fever and about 7000 deaths

yearly from other intestinal diseases. The
statistics in practically all Ameri in cities

and in many foreign ( ities, too, for I it mi

show a marked ri-c in the number of deaths
from typhoid fever and intestin dur-

ing the fly season.

In < ities where flies are the

ina ! epidemics the other seaso - of the

show ( omparative freedoi

v, bile in < ities where wat< 1 nilk epi

demii pidemi< - m r at any

on of the year. The mill 1

often 1.1I e plat e d>r

of the info tion of 1 il

1 or in the lo< al mill •

The danger to health

!: but <• en if

I 1 a red for pari of I

'•

ihe

1
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I
IM. l'LAl I

light oj recent knowledge the //v is more dan-

gerous than the tiger or the cobra. Worse
than that. Ik- i-. at least in our climate, miH h

more to In- Feared than the mosquito, and may
easily he classed, the world over, as the most

dangerous animal on earth.

mothers. How few parents realize that were
it not lor the fly the child's >o ond summer
would he no more to he feared than his second
winter. The very high death rate of children
from diarrheal di- abruptly rises and
falls with the prevalence of flies. This great
mortality anions young children from diarrhea
and enteritis causes a greater decrease in the

human span of life than does any oilier pre-

ventable d

•Governor Hughes has aptly said th

most valuable natural rexmrce is our chil-

dren." When we consider that the fly i-

chief disseminator of the di > whk h chil-

dren are most susceptible, and which heads
li-t of preventable! a th, the i

for a relentless warfare upon this donii

i- apparent.

It i^ conservative to estimate that the dis-

eases transmitted through the agency of the

house fly cut short the aver n of hui

life in the United States by at least two years.

(Insurance companies take notice.) During a

generation this means a loss of 170,000,000 hu-

man lives, or 4.000.000 lives of the prc>ent aver-

age length, or a money I
- 000,000,000.

FLIES Kill MORI TH \\ BtTl I I TS

B \i:\ S I'l VDLIES1 I

s
: \i\

The fly which you remove from your milk

pitcher may or may not have had a life history

connected with all or any of the diseases

named at the beginning of this article; hut de-

pend upon it. he has been wallowing in filth

before he took his milk hath. The falling of

infected tlies into milk on the farms or in the

dairies has made possible many a local epidemic

of typhoid fever. This same propensity of

tin- fly for milk baths has made the child's

"se ond summer" a thine to be dreaded bv all

S*

Enormous a> these figures seem they are only

a part of the story. We have not figured the

cost of the sickness produced by the flies. The
pay of the den tor. the nurse, and the dn..

have not been reckoned, nor has the k>s

time through illness been considered. The
Spanish War taught u> what a powerful agent

of death the By could l>e when o|>en latrines

were accessible to tlies for it has esti-

mated that out of noj deaths in the Spanish-

American War, 1924
: from typhoid

fe\ er communicated by flies. The large numl>er

of deaths caused 1>\ unsanitar* conditions in

** ++ %*

-f J^S. ^^^^ tt£ *K *a m
IHI DIM VSKCARHMNC, •R.VIIVt tK(WI THI l>(. \I> I l>H TO THK IJVI H VR^
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;

military life has thus led to a more careful

study of similar conditions in civil life, result-

ing in the discover}' that accumulations of filth

in open city lots, alleys, and about school sinks,

as well as in exposed country outhouses, is the

source of typhoid fever, and of intestinal diseases

of children through the agency of the fly. The
chief health officer of one of our largest South-

-\ V .

em i ities re< truly informed me that he

ied that 90 per cent, of the 1

typhoid ntracted in hi- 1 ity had been

eral specific instances of fly infection

have been investigated where tire -eat of I lie

'ion wa< an un- : patient or a \.

In such in-

stances the source of infection . >wn 1 v

the actual isolation of the bacillus of tvphoid

fever directly from the flies.

HOW FLITS CARRY T\T

In South Orange. X. J., a numb-/ E ca><. -

typhoid fever occurred which seemed to radiate

from one point. The original ..!-r occurred
at this point, and the flies were :" md to be
traveling in and out of the open and un-
screened windows in large numbers. A
cage was placed in the room and the specific

nerms of typhoid fever isolated from 1 number
of these flies. There is no quesl vhatever

as to the source of the second -

-

J^TCAN •

t

$

\ 1 !

there i- also no question bul thai

nii'Jit nave been prevented had p
and disinfection been origin a imployed.

In \i
.

,

^ ork (
"ity over one hund

typhoid fever occurred almost witl limits

of one Ii1(m k. This blcn k lei t( m
ment, with the proper plumbinj 1 to date

sanitation, but close to the block ere two

stables one in filthy < ondition op< n

• a< li at the l>< ginning of tl

taining many accumulation tionable

un h of v.hii li harbored r I

i

and if ihe

on 1 1 it*

d of adjoining jhop

1 . ttention of the health di il

. ailed u ndition of afl
:

il

exposed

I
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death'smm
NIP HIM IN THE BUD CLEAN UP THE NEIGHBORHOOD

Typhoid Fever. Dipttiena, Scarlet Fever

Cholera - Infantum and Consumption

May be earned to Tour Home by the

FLY. if lour Neighbor is CARELESS

!

FUES Breed in FILTH, Live on FILTH,

and are Evidence of Neglected Filth

in the Neighborhood

CLEAN UP THE NEIGHBORHOOD

!

DESTROY TV
r»HOTECT YOUR FAMILY
Don't Allow Flies in Your House Screen and Poison.
Don't Permit them Near Your Food Especially Milk
Don't Buy Food from a Merchant Who Tolerates Flies

Don't Allow a Breeding Place for Flies on Your Premises.
THIS MEANS Uncared-for Manure Piles. Horse Stables.
Garbage Barrels and Privies. Keep Your OWN Garbage Cans
Screened and Disinfected. YOUR Stable Manure in Fly-Tight
Receptacles, and If Necessary Apply to Police for Protection
from Your Neighbor's Carelessness

A i ', :: in i i \ rn- :

t!u' epidemic bad ceased. The department,

still believing that the probable source of the

epidemic was water or possibly milk, did not

disinfei t the open lots. SO far as COuW l>e

learned, and the epidemic continued through-

out the fly season.

[nasmui h a- the milk supplied to (his

don was the same as in several oilier sections

of the borough where little or no typhoid
o< i urred. and. also, inasmuch as the water was
from precisel) the same soun e as in the rest of

the borough w here the condition-, were normal,

it seems almosl incredible that any other source

of infection than flies could have !>een even

considered. A canvass of the neighborhood
showed that the people were all boiling their

drinking water, and most of them boiling their

milk, but that none of them had been in any
way instrui ted to guard against flies.

The Merchants' Association of New York, in

a vigorous i ampaign against the house-fly, has

gathered a large body of convim ing testimony
from physicians and health boards all

the i ountr) . ( iting spo ifu instant es, a- to the

din-i t transmission of dangerous diseases l>\

means ^\ house fli<

now in ncii r mi fi.v

What are we going t<> do about it? Are we
L;oin<j to wake up to the fact that all thk
and shall he stopped? With a full realisation

of what it means we should certainly take t are

of our own nuisam es and see that our neighbor
does the same.

In hospitals and at home Hies should be kept

away from the -pen tally those ill with
i ontagious disea

W e should abolish open privic- and properly

dispo rroducts.

Our sanitary inspectors in cities should be
instructed first to disinfect and then remove
all exposed filth wherever found.

Stable manure should t>e» thoroughly
*-< reened or kept in tight, dark receptacles and
removed at regular interval-.

rvs should lie passed in all our State-

they have Keen recently passed in several,

requiring the thorough screening.of all public

kitchens, restaurants and dining-room-. All

food—particularly that which i- eaten un-

cooked, exposed for sale during the fly season

should be si reened. The same i are should be

taken with all food in the home, hi ler> who
allow their food products to be exposed to

flies should he carefully avoided.

By rigorously following these precautions

much can he done toward removing the ion

ditions which breed the house-fly, thus helping

materially in the extermination of one of the

most dangerous pests in the world

RULES FOR DEALING WITH THE FLY NUISANCE

keep the flies away from tmi sic*. especially tmosi
ill with contagious diseases hill every fly that
strays into the sick boom his body is covereo with
oisease germs

do not allow decaying material or any sort to
ACCUMULATE ON OR NEAR YOUR PREMISES

ALL REFUSE WHICH TENDS IN ANY WAY TO FERMENTATION.
SUCH AS SCDOING STRAW. PAPER WASTE AND VEGETABLE
MATTER SHOULD BE DISPOSED OF OR COVERED WITH LIME
OR KEROSENE OIL

SCREEN ALL FOOO
KEEP ALL RECEPTACLES FOR GARBAGE CAREFULLY COV

ERED AND THE CANS CLEANED OR SPRINKLED WITH OIL OR
LIME

KEEP ALL STABLE MANURE IN VAULT OR PIT. SCREENEO
OR SPRINKLED WITH LIME. OIL OR OTHER CHEAP PREPARA.
TION

SEE THAT YOUR SEWAGE SYSTEM IS IN GOOD ORDER.
THAT IT DOES NOT LEAR, IS UP TO DATE AND NOT EXPOSED
TO FLIES.

POUR KEROSENE INTO THE DRAINS
COVER FOOO AFTER A MEAL BURN OR BURY ALL TABLE

REFUSE
SCREEN ALL FOOO EXPOSED FOR SALE
SCREEN ALL WINDOWS AND DOOMS. ESPECIALLY THE

KITCHEN ANO DINING ROOM
BURN PYRITHRUM POWDER IN THE HOUSE TO HILL THE

FUES
OOnr FORGET IF YOU SEE FLIES. THEIR BREEDING PLACE

IS IN NEARBY FILTH IT MAY BE BEHIND THE DOOR. UNOER
THE TABLE OR IN TMI CUSPIDOR

IF THERE IS NO OIRT ANO FILTH THERE WILL BE NO FLICS
IF THERE IS A NUISANCE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD WRITE

AT ONCE TO THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT

The Merchants' Assuutm's

the Whets tt New Yerk



A TYPICAL FISHING STATION ON THE NEWFOUNDLAND COAST

WHAT THE RAILROADS ARE DOING
TO OPEN UP NEWFOUNDLAND

BY HON. MR EDWARD MORRIS, K.C., L.L.D.
Prune Minister of Newfoundland)

n AILROAD building in Newfoundland had
IX

»irth in the year iStto, when the lir>t

lation wa- introduced for the pur|><.

in^ road-, in that i>land. Like >imilar

enterpri-e- in other countries, it had its mis
fortune^, and after al>out eighty miles was

ruiied the < ompany broke down. This
pioneer railway < ompany irai an Ameri< .in i or

ion known a- the Blackmail Mndi
Lbe money was found by British < apitalists,

! Bel

Itv mill-, had been I on

In I n additional brant h line

• •
• Plai entia, the

fii< h t

•

I:.

< rn

..

road

PROSPERITY FOLLOWS THE BAILS

This road, beginning at St. John's, touches
nearly all the important settlements on the

north and west I oast of Newfoundland. Along
its whole line of six hundred mile--, industry

after industry i> sprin^in^ up. When the rail

way was built there was hardly a human hahi

tation in Newfoundland five miles from tin

l £>asl Some idea of the ( harai ter of the < unn
try may he had when it is known that t i 1 i

^

island, lar-M-r than Ireland; possessed it ^ whole

primeval forests and minerals up to that time
prai ii< ally undeveloped and unexplored

i you • ould i "Hiii on

the number of Lourisl i iting

dland from abroad To daj there

an- • n thousand, print ipallj from the

United States, who visit the island annually.

I 1 1

1

i : I |/ I |< I 1 1

.

'I DC under: II.md < ...\

ernmenl to < on irru< i ' t hi roi(

polii j . in that i"i •< H ii . ould n"i be ex
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pected to pay for its operation. The govern

merit was fortunate, however, in -e< uring at the

close of it> construction ;i contractor, in t he

person of the late sir Robert Reid, of Mod
treal, who undertook to operate the road for

fift) years without any cost to the Colony, save

1 HI I. ATE SIR Kill. I I I Kill)

a land grant of the thousand at res per mile of

railway taken in alternate blocks along the line.

That was in [898, and since then industries

ha\e multiplied through the country.

In addition to the operation of the road, the

Newfoundland Government entered into an

agreement with Sir Robert Reid for the ion

Struction and operation of nine steamers

ply in tin' various bays of Newfoundland on

tin- north, south, and west < oasts of the island

that are t ippe I hy the r ilway, another steamer

to ply on the Labrador coast, and another

across the Cabol Strait, the water- of which
divide Cape Breton from Newfoundland. Ml

thi-M st< imers are of a first class type and st

from twelve to sixteen Knot- an h • tr These
-learner- all a< t a- to the railway.

GROM i

• •: \n ti-

lt
i e ih it in SO short a

-p... i
" 11 of this road and

- developed the large indus

tr\ now tarried on by them. Last year nearly

a million dollar- was re. eived from freight and

passengers the steamer Bruce, running from
Port au Basque, the terminus of the railway,

to Sydney, having carried twenty five thousand
• tigers. This i- probably as many passea

gers a- \'.ere 1 arried by any pa- mer
in Canada engaged in similar work. What
make- this route attractive to American trav

eler- and tourists is that the BruceisonY
hour- iving New York and the

sweltering heat behind in June. July, and
August, the passenger is on the deck of the

Jinn 1 at North Sydney forty hour- after 1

ing. s i\ hours at sea in the Brm < (which, in

point of fitting up, -peed, and comfort, from
the standpoint of the jers, i- a little

Lusiiania in her wav 1. one lias hardly time to

rttled after coming on hoard it may he.

have a little lunch, a gi me of bridge, or a

with the officers when Port the

railway terminus of tin \ oundland Rail-

i- in sight.

The tourist, the fisherman, the sportsman,
the health seeker, the hunter, or the tra

may take his choice along this whole lit

railway for the -put where he is to pass his sum-
mer holiday. Every mile of die road has it-

own special attraction. An hour from Port

au Basque and you are at a salmon pool. Here
the fisherman, like Selkirk, if he desires

i- monarch of all he surveys, and will find

(unlike Selkirk) all the charms in that solitude

which sages have seen in it

At Little River, thirty miles from Port

Basque on the line of railv era! ho

little hotel-, are situated where the traveler is

carefully looked after, the very West of food pro-

vided, and a comfortable bed. These h<

are but a few minute-' walk from the railway

station, and not a hundred yards from a sal-

mon pool. Thousands of American tourists

are brought here every year, and these people

unl hunt between Port au Basque and

Howley, a station a little beyond Grand Lake,

reached in about -i\ hours by rail from Codroy.

till 1 l-i;l rvl

All along this western e the Vmer
tourist and traveler will find mm h to inti

him territorially and politically. I very mileof

it i- included. x> the Americans say, in the IH>

erty iziven them to fish under the Treat

rhe Newfoundland Government, how-

ever. . laims that under the Treat) •

lion ( »ne. inhabitants of the United Mate- are

only allowed to come to the coast that is. the

outer coast- and that the tr- ity doe- not

them the liberty K> come into he bays, the har-

bors or the reeks. Of course they have no
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rights whatever on the shore, nor have they

ever asserted any rights to the rivers. They
are not even allowed to land. The Newfound-
land Government claims that the distinction

was drawn in the framing of the treat}" between

the concession given to the inhabitants of the

United States on the Newfoundland coast and
that given to them on the Labrador coast.

Other questions, such as the right to make
laws to regulate the fisheries, the right to pay

light dues, the right to enter at the custom

house, and other minor points arise in relation

to this question; but this will be sufficient to

suggest to the tourist—the American tourist

interested in this country—that here is a part of

the world in which he may combine health and
pleasure with great historical interest. For
instance, along the railway from Port au
Basque to Ilowley he will pass through all the

scenes which are now familiar to American
citizens, and which have formed the subject of

correspondence of late years in relation to the

Bay of Islands Herring Fishery. This is really

the only fishery prosecuted by the Americans
under the Treaty of 1-8 18, and although there is

abundance of cod, lobster, halibut, smelts, and
whales along this whole coast, Americans have

never fished for them. Thev come to New-

foundland in October and fish for herring up
until the month of January. Over two hun-
dred and fifty thousand barrels of herring are

taken out of Bay of Islands, Bonne Bay, and
Bay St. George every year by American
schooners. Something like one hundred sail

of schooners come down from Gloucester and
other New England ports, and take away a load

of herring to their respective homes. Here the

herring are smoked or salted and cured in vari-

ous ways for the American and Canadian mar-
kets. Over fifteen hundred American fishermen

take part in this industry, and for the working
out of the industry they very often avail them-
selves of the Newfoundland Railway.

Until 1905 hardly any dispute had arisen in

relation to the taking of these herring by Ameri-
can fishermen. But in that year the New-
foundland legislature enacted certain laws, the

enforcement of which to some extent has

brought about the arbitration to be held at

The Hague this summer, to determine the right

of Americans in relation to the Treaty of 18 iS.

CLIMATIC ADVANTAGES

Apart from the fishery interests along this

piece of the Newfoundland Railway, this sec

^§_ 54
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tion of the country is destined one day, and in whose head Lord Northcliffe is—exported for

the very near future, t<> l>e the home of great the first time from Newfoundland paper and

industrial operations, embnu ing the quarrying pulp. They have over three thousand square

of marble, slate, and gypsum, the manufacture miles of timber area at Grand I'alL, a few

of paper and pulp, a great fishing development, hours' run from Bay of Islands, and today the

and the centre of a great tourist traffic. The paper upon which the London Times and

whole of the Codroy Valley—what is known as Daily Mail are published is made at Grand
•The Rivers" is a great human dock where Falls, Newfoundland. Their territory is the

men and women come year after year to build Red Indian Lake country. Red Indian 1

up, recuperate, and l>e reclassedL Those who is thirty-seven miles long and there is a mag-

work in the great cities, who live the strenuous nificent belt of wood all around it. and

life, who are fagged and jaded and worn out, whole region is unequalled in any part of

come lure ;.ear after year and drink in the world.

health-giving air. which in a short time re-top \ re. ent writer on the Newfoundland p.

nature and restart- them again. The records industry summarized the realms why the

of the restorations that have taken place Harmsworth Company came to Newfoundland
here are truly marvelous. There is something as folio

in the air. something in the -. enery, that gives r . v , „ .,

, , 11 i-i i
rir-t, .Newfoundland s c<>mparati\ c proxmutv m

back tone and vigor and strength with a rapid-
t iu. HritNl IsieS| Newfoundland being not more

ity unknown in any other clime. Fog or cold than 1700 miles from Ireland, while th«

is unknown here from April to December. The American or Canadian centre which could l>e

temperature for the summer months will aver- ch«e°
I

f"r

\
W ' m'"mlj, '

, " r

V'
( .' ul l'

ami
l
,J^r

1
. ii] would be at least l.soo miles further w<

age about 65, rarely going over 80, and seldom ond tlu . ])(i„ iu iIit> irea in New.

under -o beautiful warm, bright, sunshiny foundland far more extensive and better timbered

days, with pleasant, cool evenings. This is the th '"' -ire now to be secured on the \\ est* rn Conri-

land for an outing, because it combines every-
ne

25".
, ,, ,

•
f ,, • .

. Ihird. the opportunity ol obtainu 1 ;ion
thuigthat makes an outing pleasant. You can of a character to effectively safeguard such areas
travel by the railway from settlement to settle .1- compared with the facilities obtainable in more

menu you can go for an hour, or for two hours populated countries, as laws which would caus

or three hour-. You can get on and get off
ln >"? ' n V " f \' l»' (1!-» 1(i

«;»V'f
."^rM

<

\

y«Y det""
mentally in regions more thickly populated.

when you like. You can get accommodation Fourth, that cheaper, though equally efficient,

in the farm houses and little hotels all along the labor could l»e obtained in New foundland than is

line. You can gel a good dean bed, lots of obtomable in Canada or the United States

1 1 c 1 1, ,-
,- 1 _ ,., 1 Hfth, the tact which previous experiments I

re- 1 air. trood food, p entv 01 ire-n mutton and
, 111

. ' -.. demonstrated and the practical manufacture has
lamb, fresh butter, beautiful roll-, coffee, tea. now pr ,, Xl .d, that the Black Sprue- of Newfound-
fresh cod. fresh tod tongues, and fresh salmon land has no superior in the making of pul|

and trout every day out of the pool-, and all P-'Pf", and that a cord of it will produce

.if in' 1 1, ,i." , 1... ;., 1., i;„ .
eighth more paper than the spruce ol the Anurii an

this lor a dollar and a halt a day, including
Continent

lodging. th, that timber can be secured more cheaply,
logging done more rapidh; and economically, and

PAPER wi» PULP INDUSTRIES ,m ' w**ole operation of converting forest growth
into pulp and paper carried on much m

.
vantageously in Newfoundland than elsewl

Then to the spe< ulator. the man who desil

to invest his money with certainty iA good re- The railway may be said to be the father of

turn-: great areas of primeval forest stand this enterprise. If the railway had not ]
waiting for the axeman and the pulp and paper trated through the interior we could have had

mills to make his fortune. Mountain- oi mar no pulp mill at Grand Falls, and the four mil-

psum and -Lite are lure, marble as lions dollars' worth o\ paper which will be

fine as any from Cararra, and slates quite equal shipped by the Harm-worths to England this

nything ever produced from the Penryn year will all be drawn over a portion of the

TV. Newfoundland Railway. Today it is

\ Welsh syndicate is just beginning opera- hauled on the Newfoundland Railway from the

lions it the mouth of the Humbet & paper mills of Grand Fails to the terminus of

Islands, on a marble and sl.de quarry, and an the railway at St. John'-. Newfoundland: and
American company has practically concluded from there the paper is shipped by the Fun

•nation- for the pun 1 timber area and All. ndon.

which will be the site of a large paper mill. Only ten miles further down the Exploits

Ii was onlj this year thai the Harm-worth River, on which the works of the Harm-worths

Company the great London Synd ire built, the Albert Reed Company of London
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THE BELLE ISLAND MINE. NEWFOUNDLAND

also constructing it- paper mill-. This com-
pany will also ship largely over the Newfound-
land Railway, and it is not unlikely that within

the very near future a branch line of railway

may l>e built by these two companies to deal

entirely with the carriage of their pulp and
paper; v> rapidly is this industry likely to

lop.

The history of the Newfoundland Railway
is like the history of all other railways. What

d of the Canadian Pacific, the great

Canadian line wnicfa spans the continent from
\tlantic to the P » of the

loundland Railway— that it would i

!'»r th<- axle pease The pioi the

foundland Railway had to meet all the ob-

and all the difficulties which lie in the

ill who are in advance of their til

Hut iiuation Not alone is

than fulfilling it-.

filiation, but th' of the country, the de
i for more rail

'' late session of tin- legislature in

introduc lion of a n

ill be

i Bonne
' will co

of develop

the

great forest areas owned by the Reed .New-

foundland Company, 2.000 square miles.

These areas or tracts have never yet heard the

sound of the lumberman's axe, and they con-

stitute an ideal pulp and paper territory in

every respect. Grand Lake Itself is fifty-six

miles long, an inland sea, with an island in its

center thirty miles long, and is open all the

year round. It is possible to bring booms of

pulp wood to the paper mill every day, while

the cutting of the extensive area within tin's

/one i an be continued indefinitely without even

any special method of reforesting, so well

led is the I OUntry and so strong the growth.

A splendid water power, known as function

Brook, will generate the power which will be

• operate tlii- pulp and paper in

dustry. Here in a very short timealarge settle

ment will spring up giving labor to thousands,

and creating freight and traffic fai more than

t ti i
-. brant h line will be 1 apablc ol handling.

PETROLEUM rIELDS

\t the other end of the Iii.iiii h 1 nil ited

Bonne Ba) one oi the ettlemenl on the

Am. M< .in treat) hor< Thi 1 the home oi

the petroleurn or oil field ol Newfoundland
Only recentl) an l ngli ii corporation, known
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AN OUTLOOK OF THE HARBOR OF ST JOHNS. AS SEEN FROM THE CITY

as tin- Newfoundland oil Fields, Ltd., which

recently acquired large areas of oil in this coun-

try, was Boated in London for a million dollars,

which was subscribed three times over.-

TheNewfoundland Legislature has agreed to

grant this company free entry for machinery
and equipment, and to undertake the imposi-

tion of a duty on imported petroleum, as soon

as the local deposits can supply enough for the

domestic needs at prices as low as the foreign

artii le is offered. This mean- an assured mar-
ket, worth probablya half-million dollars a year.

The prospects of the su< cessful development of

the Newfoundland petroleum are further in-

creased by the Fad thai the British Admiralty

has recently decided upon the extensive useof

oil fuel in the navy, and is desirous of securing

petroleum supplies within the empire.

While in London las! summer, representing

Newfoundland al the Imperial Defense Con-
ference, I had the advantage of discussing the

whole question \\ ith the Admiralty, that is the

utilization of Newfoundland's petroleum areas,

and I received the assurance that every en-

couragement would be given toward the devel-

opment of those oil fields. This industry will

serve as a great feeder to the railway branch
already referred to Another branch will run

from St. John's to Trepassey Dear Cape Kate.

the point on the south coast of Newfoundland
where all the large ships running between the

United States. Canada, and England pas- with-

in signalling distance nearly every day. What
the future may have in store for this branch,

apart from its local developing advanti

would be impossible here to foretell; but with

the advance of the aeroplane, the development

of wireless telegraphy.— a station at (ape R

as-i-ts in furnishing the daily bulletins for the

morning paper published on the Mauritania

and I.iisitania,— it is quite conceivable- and

not at all impossible - that passengers may land

at this terminus within the next decade from

the decks of the great liners and continue their

journey to New York over the Newfoundland
Railway, reducing the sea voyage tw>> days a\m\

the time spent on the passage to New York at

least twenty four hours.

The other three branches will go through

mineral and timber country, and not alone

serve as industrial development - but as

feeders to the general railway system oi N

foundland.

nil s\,!Wv, \ N |, , NEWFOI NW U*D

1 have been amused when in New York

by being asked the question bow we
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managed our railways in

the winter season in New-
foundland ? Your readers. I

have no doubt, will be sur-

prised to learn that our rail-

way across country ( and all

its branches: was operated

the past winter on schedule

time. I came over the road

on the 18th of last April, on
my way to Xew York. There
wasn't a sign of snow along

the whole railway line, and
only once or twice during

the late winter was a snow-
plough used. At St. John',
the capital of Newfound-
land, we usually have snow
after Christmas and up to

the end of March, but we
rarelv average more than

one snowfall a week for the

three months. Sometimes a
whole month will pass without a snowstorm,

winter from Christmas till April we had
one week's sleighing, and carriages were used

•ad of sleighs all over the country. There
is also a misconception about the fog. We have
very little fog in Newfoundland; but the un-
fortunate thing about it is that we are identified

with the fog because the fog happens to be out

on what is called the ''Banks of Newfound-
land." These banks are situated 200 miles

from the coa-t of Newfoundland, and it is as

unjust to identify Newfoundland with that fog

A DAYS CATCH OFF THE NEWFOUNDLAND COAST

as it would be to identify her with the frost and
snow of the far northern Labrador and Green-
land, which lie thousands of miles away. The
very best proof that the railway is a paying con-

cern in Newfoundland as an industrial agent

is that the Reid Newfoundland Company,
operating the main trunk railway across the

country, ha> made a contract with the New-
foundland Government to operate these new
branches for forty years without any cash sub-

sidy, and merely for grants of land of 5,000

acre> for each mile of railway built.

till OKI M ( ' >1>I" r, VAI I I .



CANCER AS KNOWN TO-DAY
BY ISAAC LEVIN, M.l).

< M the Department <>( Pathology, Columbia University)

TpHE history of human cancer is probably The development of the complex multicellu-
* as old as the history of the human race. Lar organism also begins from one cell, the

The famous" Papyrus Ebers" of the Egyptians or the so-called germ cell. This cell divides

and the writings of Hippocrates contain de- itself into two. each of them in its turn again

scriptions of the disease. The early theories of into two, thus forming four cells and so pro.

the nature of cancer, as all early notions of ing in geometrical progression. In the early

medicine and natural science, were based on stages of the formation of an organism, in the

abstract -peculation, and not supported by "embryo," all cells have the same form and
actual fa< ts. The abnormal growth, the tumor character, hut subsequently they arrange them-

itself, which is the principal manifestation of the selves into three layers of cells, called ^rrw-

disease, was considered as something foreign layers. At this stage of development i

to the organism, something that attached it-elf of the growing organism (foetus) i- differenti-

tO it from without, as fundus to a tr< ated and begins to perform its own spe
The first great step towards a rational ex- function. The function of proliferation still

tation of the nature of the disease was made persists in each cell. Each germ-layer forms

not more than seventy years ago. li t definite tis-ucs and organs until the develop-

was demonstrated by Schleiden for plants and ment of the organism is completed and the

-non after by Schwann for animals, that the foetus i- transformed into an adult organism.

tissues of the body in higher form- of life, the In the adult the majority of the body cell- pre

skin, the brain, the blood, etc.. are composed serve only a limited capacity for propagation,

of structural units, known as cdls. By a cell but all have acquired definite functions. Tin-

is meant a minute mass of living substance, function of reproduction at this stage i- V<

which in size appears under the micro-cope to in the i^erm cell, and its pr< itinue- lobe

be only a small fraction of an inch, and is actu- one of cell division. Thus the protoplasm of

ally a few hundred or. even a thousand times the germ cell preserves its continuity and it-

smaller. This microscopical unit of living immortality.

matter, or protoplasm, usually contains within In mature life a perceptible new formation

itself a round body, the nucleus. This unit may of cells takes place only under unusual con

< i as an independent organism, capable of ditions. as a reaction to injury or disease

digestion, locomotion, and reproduction. The When a part of the body is lost, restitution takes

-i forms of life, the so-called protozoa, con- place through the intensified power of prolifera-

sisl of only one cell. In the higher forms, the tion of the body cells, stimulated by the injury.

.'</, the body con-i-t- of a multitude of In lower animals such a regeneration may be

such cells associated in one organic whole. perfect; for instance, a dissected tail of an

Another fundamental law of the cell theory earthworm may be fully rehabilitated. Hut in

was enunciated by Yirchow in 1859, namely, highly developed organisms, such regenerative

that no cell can be originated from lifeless power isvery imperfect, and lost tissue is seldom

matter, but that it must be born by a parent restored. Generally only a scar is left in place

cell. In a unicellular organism-protozoan the of the original structure. The same holds true

process of reproduction is accomplished by the for the cell regeneration which take- plat

division of the body of the parent cell into various diseases. This regeneration or

two perfectlj equal cell-. In order to insure stricted propagation usually after 1

the equality of distribution of all the charac- certain time either with the formation o\ a

teristics of the parent to both daughter cell-, or in some oilier manner and is consequently

the nucleus undei ies of changes, limited in its extent sionally such a pro-

preliminary to the actual division. lifcr.ttion of cells takes place without apparent

This pi if reproduction is the most ob- need to the organism, and the superfluous n

vious and striking demonstration of the im lis then forms a tumor. If after a time a

mortality of the primeval organism, since the propagation oi the- tumor cells is arrested, the

parent passes out of existence only through tumor is called benign, harmless. Under other

division into ofl conditions the cells of a tumor persist in their
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proliferation unrestrictedly, until the new-

growth renders the normal function of the

organism impossible and ultimately leads to

death. A tumor with such unlimited power of

growth is called malignant, or cancer.

The causes which change a normal cell into

a cancerous are not yet well known and maybe
due to external or internal irritants, or even to

a parasite. However, modern research has

definitely established that the harmful effect of

cancer and the symptoms of the disease are

brought about not by the original injury that

gave rise to the growth, but by the unrestricted

growth of the cancer cells.

DISTRIBUTION OF CANCER

All these considerations make it extremely

probable that cancer may occur in any multi-

cellular organism. Indeed recent observations

have shown that cancer occurs in every species

of vertebrate animals. And even in lower ani-

mals tumors have been discovered, as, for in-

stance, in fresh-water mussels and oysters.

Plants also seem occasionally to develop abnor-

mal growths, similar in structure and behavior

limal cancer. The frequency of the oc-

currence of cancer in the different species of

the animal kingdom varies to a great extent.

It i- of interest to note that the disease occurs

more frequently in domesticated animals than

in wild species. Thus it was found in England

that 2.8 in iooo of slaughtered cattle showed

the presence of some form of malignant tumors.

while on the other hand in the Zoological Gar-

den of Netl Y.-rk, out of 2647 wild animals,

only one case of malignant tumor (in a wild

found during a period of five

rs.

The same great difference in the frequency

of the occur: < <r i- noted among the

rent human ra< • I his matter was the

subject of a special in. on instituted by
I and of (

'o-

lumbia University, The colonial

p<»s<-^ion- of the I'nited 5l ites, consisting as

.|o of 1 mparativelv

small din it then ily to the

distribution tnong

I

•, ih< 1

1

1

:.. Porto I' • I

1 / Indians

incd

I he

I port

of lh

184. The entire population is confined within

reservations under control either of govern-

ment agents or of superintendents of Indian

schools. In each reservation or agency there

also resides a government physician. There
are in ali 130 physicians thus employed by the

office of Indian Affairs of the Department of
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supervision of the agency physicians, so that the

disease could not have been overlooked in any
i ase. Thus it i> justifiable to assert that cancer

is of rare occurrence among the American In-

dian-. The investigation did not reveal any

difference in the longevity between American
Indian- and their white neighbors. Conse-

quently this infrequenc) of cancer cannot be

accounted for on the assumption that the In-

dian- do not reach the cancer age.

The cause of the rare occurrence of earner

in primitive ran'- i- to be found in the racial

characteristics, which comprise not only the

ethnological differences in the structure of the

body, hut also differences of environment and
modi- of life. Apparently it is modern civiliza-

tion and the conditions created by it wlm h cause

the great frequency of cancer among modern
nation-. This seems to be the only plausible

explanation of the growing frequency of cancer

in every civilized country. It is hoped that the

work conducted at present under the auspices

of the George Crocker Fund among the In-

dian- oi the Latin \meriean republics will

throw additional light on the conditions within

civilized lite which favor tin- occurrence oi

cancer. In these republics, especially in Mex-
it o and Brazil, Indian- of pure Mood, leading a

primitive life, are met side By side with those

living in civilized communities and the half-

breeds, i.e., mixtures of Indians with other r

CA1 SATION 01 < witK

The most im[x>rtant prohlcm in the study

of a disease is the discovery of the cau-e- of it-

origin. Effective treatment and prevention of

a di-ea-e tan he hoped for only after this in

formation is obtained. While no specific treat-

ment has a- yet been found for tuberculosis or

yellow fever, the tau.-u.-s producing these con

ditions were discovered and con-equently pre-

vention has become possible.

The difficulties in the investigation of the

causes of cancer are numerous and manifold.

In recent years the parasitic origin of cancer

was the subject of much discussion and re-

search. Many effort- were directed towards

the discovery of a parasite responsible for the

new growth. However, it was impossible to

i-olate from cancerou- tissue a micro* Tgani-m

capable of giving rise to a tumor when intro-

duced into another organism. Moreover, the

characteri-tics of cancer differ essentially from

those of any parasitic disa

The malignant character of cancer is deter-

mined by the power of proliferation of a group

oi body cell-. Through this proliferation the

tumor cells invade or •infiltrate" the neighbor-

ing tissues. This proceeds until the tumor

causes the death of the organism, either by

destroying, "eating away." a vital organ or

else by poisoning the organism through the

product- created by the new growth. There i>

still another way in which the tumor attack- tin-

health of the organism. Some of the prolifera-

ting cell- become separated from the original

tumor, enter the general blood or lymph stream,

and wander until they become lodged in some
organ and there form a secondary, or »

static, tumor, which in it- turn grow- indefi-

nitely. For instance, a few cell- oi a cancer of

the stomach may in thi- manner find their way
to the liver and there form a secondary growth.

Such a metastatic secondary tumor, though

formed in a distant organ, consists of the cells

of the original tumor. This condition i- not

met with in any parasitic di-c.

Cancers formed in different organ- differ not

only in the form oi their cell-, hut also in the

clinical character of the d The differ-

ent e hetween an >;oma of the Stan

i canter formed from the cell- of the secreting

glands of the stomach and *./r<o»>;,j <>/ tht

er formed from the cell- oi the hone or

other connective tissue oi the leg is a- great as

hetween measles an. I scarlet fever.
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It is thus apparent that the term "cancer" cient to warrant the great dread of inheriting

stands for a group of different diseases all the disease. The statistical work of the George
characterized by the formation of a tumor Crocker Fund forcibly points to the conclusion

possessing an unlimited power of growth, and that the increased vulnerability and lessened

we are consequently warranted in assuming resistance of the organism, caused by the ever

increasing strain of modern
life, play an important role

in the causation of cancer.

Wemdl Ger-n.

Layer

£«.ttTTi»l Germ L aye*

_rW<l\e Germ Layer

FIGURE 3: CROSS SECTION THROUGH AN EMBRYO OF A TRITON
(A SMALL LIZARD). SHOEING THE THREE GERM LAYERS

Drawing after O. Her- :m of Columbia University. Department
of Pathology

But in order to gain clearer

information into the mech-
anism of this relationship

there will be required years

of work extending to thou-

sands of cases in both Cau-
casian and alien races.

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

The last seventy years as

shown above, thus accom-
plished more for the under-

standing of the nature of

cancer than all the ages

previous to that period. But

that the primary cau-es creating these cellular still greater are the achievements of the last

disturbances may .vary in each case. Hence it nine years, during which a method has been

becomes necessary to ascertain the character- found to study the disease experimentally on

-. the mode of development. and the pecul- lower animals. No actual "cure" for cancer

iarities of every form of cancer. has as yet been discovered. Experimental

This information can be obtained only cancer research is as yet largely a pure science

through the clinical study of a trreat number of as distinguished from the applied sciences.

patients who have been under careful observa- Hut from that it should not be inferred that

tion. Research with this aim in view has been the work has been without practical value.

conducted in many Kuropean countrie- for \ot one of the threat modern achievements

some time. In thi- country it was initiated by in engineering could have been accomplished

the (ieorge ("rocker Fund of ( olumbia I'ni- without the pure -i iences of mathematics

ty. The work was begun only one year and mechanics, nor the marvelous inventions

The clinical hi-tories of 4000 < re

ly/.ed. This analysis brought to lij^ht some
poirr osideraWe importance. It became
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women 'I I lue to the j<
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iund nodule in the center of the figure is the cancer.
. healthy liver tissue. Microphotoyraph)

mentally, as in diphtheria, tetanus and tuber-

culosis, we cannot l>ut feel that we have arrived

at the beginning of the solution of the cancer

problem.

I have already mentioned that cancel fre-

quently occurs in certain species of lower ani-

mals. In iqoi Jensen in Denmark and Leo

Loeb in this country showed that in while mice

and rats the disease occurs not only spontane-

ously, but also that it may be induced artifici-

ally in a previously healthy animal. This dis-

covery immediately stimulated investigation of

cancer to a degree unheard of before. Special

institutions for cancer research were organized

in London. Frankfurt, Heidelberg, Berlin, and

Copenhagen. In the United Mates the Grat-

wick Laboratory of Buffalo was organized for

the study of the disease, and Pennsylvania,

Cornell. Harvard, and Columbia Universities

and the Rockefeller Institute created sp<

departments for the same purpose. If we con-

sider the progress in the work on cancer made
in so short a period, we have good reason to

look with hope to the future.

The experimental research is conducted

mainly on white mice and rats, though oc-

casionally dogs and hares are used. In order to

indui e the growth of c am er in a healthvanim.il

a very small particle of the tumor of another

cancerous animal is inoculated under the skin

of the first. If the inoculation is successful the

piece begins to grow and becomes visible to the

naked eye in a few weeks. This inoculation is

not more painful than a hypodermic injection

of morphine, and the subsequent growth of the

tumor is not connected with any di.-comfort to

the animals.

Minute and pain-taking studies of these arti-

ficial growths have revealed facts of great intc-r-

est. The inoculated piece grows through the

reproduction of its own cells, without the addi-

tion of the cells of the animal into which it was
inoculated. When a part of the artificial tumor
thus developed in the >econd animal is intro-

duced into a third animal, and a cancer growth
takes place in the latter, the cells of this third

cancer are the direct offspring of the cancer

cells of the first animal. This tran-fer of the

original cells may be continued indefinitely.

Indeed the cancer cells of the tumor first dis-

covered by Jensen in a white mouse eight years

ago are still being transferred into thousands of

other mice, and eight years are four time- the

lifetime of a mouse. Thus experimental re-

search has shown, first, that the cancer growth
i- always due to the reproduction of a living

cancer cell (if the cells of the inoculated piece

are destroyed by heat or poison>, no tumor
growth takes place), and. further, that cancer

cells are immortal: that they live and propa-

gate indefinitely. This capacity for indefinite

propagation is the main feature which distin-

guishes a cancer cell from a normal body cell,

and underlies all characteristics of the dia

Many details in the relationship between the

cancer cell and the organism that carries it.

details which are oi fundamental importance

for the understanding of the nature of the dis-

. are obtained by the aid of this experi-

mental method, but it is impossible to enter

here into all the minutiae of the subject

One oi the most interesting and practically

important phenomena observed during these

experimental investigations consists in the " im-

munity" or resistance oi certain animals to tin-

growth of an inoculated cancer. \ I nicer

which grew originally in a white mou-e cannot

be transplanted into an animal of another

specie- closely allied to it. a-, for instance, a rat.

Moreover, it does not grow in a white mou-e
raised in a different locality. Even when ani-

mals oi the same race or locality are inoculated

with tumor, the latter does not grow in all of

them, but a certain number appear to be re-

sistant to the growth oi cancer. There exist-

consequently in certain animals a condition

of natural immunity to cancer. Research has
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proved further, that the same kind of immunity

may be induced by artificial means.

Immunity may occur in animals and men
against a great many intoxications and infec-

tions, and the nature of this immunity varies

with different conditions. It may be inborn, as.

for instance, the immunity of the negro race to

malaria, or acquired, as the immunity to small-

pox in persons cured of one attack of the dis-

ease. Immunity may also be induced artifi-

cially in one of the two following ways: either,

as in vaccination, by the artificial production of

a mild form of the disease, which the organism

easily overcomes i such artificial immunity is

called active); or by injection of blood-serum or

other fluid taken from an animal previously

rendered immune to the disease. The latter is

called passive, and as an instance of it. may be

cited the immunization with diphtheria anti-

toxin.

Artificial immunity to growth of cancer

seems to resemble most the active immunity in-

duced by vaccination. Until recently the meth-
ods of immunization of an animal against the

th of cancer consisted in a previous injec-

tion of an emulsion of living cells taken from a

weakly growing tumor. Similar results were
produced by the injection of an emulsion of

normal IkkJv cells. It was thought, however,

that no immunity could be inducer! unless the

cells used for vaccination were alive.

The investigations conducted by the (.eorge

-:er Fund succeeded in demonstrating that

it wa >le to immunize animals by injec-

tion >f dead cells prepared in such

a manner as to leave intact the active sub-

stance^. The advantage of thi- method ( onsists

in the opportunity it affords the investigator to

study the chemical constitution of the -uh-

-tances which render the organism immune
th.

It mu-t be l*>rne in mind, that so far our

of immunity against i

! to lower animals. Bui evidence is

mutating whh h poii I
- to the

possibility of the immunity from
. men Several recent repo pon

.(•- of < .on it patients < an be

ted for only on I

V \ METHO!

f all thcoretii a

ihc alleviation of human
I ni the i ure

)i .1 further
• irll .

place. The menace of cancer is not so much
in the size or position of the formed tumor, as

in its potential power for further growth, its

dissemination and invasion into different or-

gans :nd tissues. Unless these constant in-

roads of the disease are arrested, there is no
cure. In other words, to cure cancer means to

induce artificial immunity to further growth of

the cancer cells. It is clear, then, that the ex-

perimental study on artificial immunity tends

towards the ulitmate discovery of rational

c$' ^fcsiieSw^ :* ^
*v

1
" ^

riCUSE 6: ADENOCARCINOMA OS STOMACH

(Por y linos A show places whore the Can-
rew from the walls of the stomach glands into

the surrounflinR tissue)

methods of treatment of the disease. In rats

and mice the study is comparatively easy, since

the whole lifetime of the animals is two years.

and cancer frequently kills the animal in two
months. Still, even in experiments on these

animals, there is an immense amount of work
yet left undone. Both the I hemic al constitution

of the immunizing substances and their exact

mode of action must be discovered before the

search for similar substances in human pa-

thology may begin.

The iliitn ultirs in the way of the proper esti

mation of the value of any curative agent on
man are fai r than in small animal
I luman • not an a< ute di and even
.-. ithout in- er patient i

ml a mei.i l .i I ii n

p m ihn i twenty
n apparent i i the

value of an) remed) , a t< t mu t be made on i
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ready acceptance It is certainly perfectly

legitimate for a physician to report at a medical

society the preliminary results of an incom-

plete investigation in order to hear the opinion

of his colleagues, and possibly to induce a

parallel investigation. Hut the lay pre— i-

eager to get news about cancer. The experi-

ment is reported in an incomplete and dis-

torted manner, and the unfortunate cancer pa-

tient-- clamor (or the new remedy, often refusing

an operation. A volume mi^ht be filled with

the title- of all the remedies proposed during

the last two or three decade-, hut we >hall con-

sider only a few of the latest methods of treat-

ment which seemed to he most promising.

It was noticed on several occasions that a

patient .suffering from sarcoma I' an. er ion

sisting of connective tissue cells) contracted

cr\ -ipelas. and when the erv -ipela- was i ured

the sarcoma also disappeared. In view of this

Dr. Coley, of New York, proposed some fifteen

years ago to ( lire sarcoma by the injection of

toxins derived from erysipelas l>ai illi. A
larLie number of patients submitted to the treat

ment, but the cases whii h appeared to be im-

proved were so very few that they were prob-

ably accidental. The investigations of I>r.

Bloodgood, of Baltimore, completely disp

of the matter by showing that certain cases of

sarcoma are a great deal more innocent than

they were previously considered.

A few years ago, I)r.
J.

Heard, of Kdin-

burgh, reported on the curative influence on

cancer of the 1<h al applk ation and injet lion of

trypsih—a juice which is secreted by the pan-

c reas, a digestive inland. Subsequent tests

showed that the method was absolutely value-

Less.

A f^rcat deal of hope seems to center around

X-ray and similar electric c urrent treatments

and the a» tivity of radium, but it ha- been c «>n-

clusively demonstrated that the-c agents ac t only

on small localized tumor- of the skin, as the one

shown in Figure 4. on page 59, which could t>e

even more radically removed by a knife.

Very re< entry a great deal of prominent e was

given in the lav pre-> to a new remedy dis-

covered by the late I >r. I . Hodenpyl, of New-

York, a scientist of high repute, whose un-

timely death the entire American medical pro-

fession mourns. Dr. Hodenpyl encountered a

patient who was cured of * am er but developed

an accumulation of fluid in the abdomen, for

which she had to be repeatedly tapped. The
idea suggested it-elf to I >r. Hodenpyl that this

fluid might contain some of the immune sub

stances, through which the patient herself had

been cured, and he dec ided to experiment with

it. first on mice and then, with all the caution

that his scientific training taught him. on pa-

tients. On May 1 last, at the meeting >.<i the

American Surgical Association in Washington,

and also at the meeting Of the American \

sociation for Cancer Research report- were

made of the treatment with this fluid, and it

wa- found that the patients who had been con-
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sidered completely cured, had already had a

recurrence of the disease.

The reason for the temporary influence of

these modes of treatment of the disease may be

found in the following facts: Cancer cells pro-

liferate so rapidly that the formation of new
blood and lymph vessels, which are the chan-

nels for the distribution of food to the cells,

cannot keep pace with the process. The cells

in the center of the tumor frequently die for

lack of food, the mass becomes liquefied and is

absorbed by the organism, the tumor decreases

in size. All active agents serve to stimulate

this increase of the dying cancer cells, and
consequently diminish temporarily the size of

the tumor, but the cells at the periphery con-

tinue proliferating, invading tissue and dis-

seminating, until they kill the organism.

In connection with this relationship between

a tumor and its bloodvessels, another "cure"
.ncer may be mentioned. In 1903 Dr.

Dawbarn, of New York, published a book
entitled "Starvation Treatment of Certain

Malignant Growths,'' in which he advised to

t the flow of blood to cancer in the mouth,

or on the neck by tying the two main blood-

n the neck. His purpose was to di-

minish in this way the size of such tarn ers and
make them more amenable to subsequent

operative treatment. Now a few weeks ago

there appeared on the first page of a New York
daily an article entitled "Cancer Cured by

Starvation." To the lay mind the proposed

method may appear as another general cure

vhile in fact it has only a narrow

application in a small number ol

THE AI'VA.W E IN si RGERY
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last generation in the operative treatment of

the disease. In the first place, great progress

has been made since the beginning of the era

of aseptic surgery. Thirty years ago no sur-

geon dared to attack a cancer of the stomach
or intestines. At present nearly 20 per rent.

of the operated cases of cancer of the stomach
remain cured. Further progress has been
made in the operative treatment of cancer,

since surgeons learned to know better the roads

through which the formation of secondary

Cmetastatic) tumors takes place. For instance,

in the operative treatment of cancer of the

breast by the old methods there was hardly a

- of a complete cure, while by the new-

methods of operation, devised by Dr. Ilalstead,

of Baltimore, and Dr. Willy Meyer, of New
York, about ten years ago, 42.8 per cent, re-

main positively cured; so likewise by the aid of

the new method of extirpation of the cancerous

womb, devised by \\ ertheim, 59 percent, are per-

manently cured. These results compare very

favorably with the results of the treatment of

lobar pneumonia, typhoid, or tuberculosis, not to

mention Bright's or similar chronic disease-.

Why, then, is the disease still fatal in such

a large proportion of cases? The reason is

very apparent. The onset of the disease is very

insidious and in the majority of cases the pa-

tients seek the >ur<_reon too late for a radical

operation. This is very frequently true of

- of the cancer of the womb, for instance.

But even in cancer of the breast, where the

disease could be noticed easily, 29 per cent, of

the cases that came to Ilalstead were too late

for the opera lion.

The greatest difficulty in the treatment of

cancer thus consists not in the lack of proper

method-, hut in the fat t that the disease is not

'ui/.ed early enough to be amenable to

radical operative treatment. The public must

be made to realize that the diagnosis of < am cr

not mean a death warrant. Hut what is

of greater importance, all nun and women.
e-pe< ially those pasl the age of forty, should be

on the alert for the disi over) of an) una. < otmt

able >wth, .mil should « onsull a phj si

c ian immediately upon its appearance. rh<

early di I earl) radi< al operative

treat: 1 remedy for the patii nl

until the- laborat* t a pet ific

tment.



LIVE STOCK AND LAND VALUES
BY A. G. LEONARD

(Vice-President and General .Manager, Union St'« k Yard and Transit Company, Chi

E^IGHTY per cent of the corn raised in the
*—

' United States is fed to live stock, accord-

ing to calculation- by the Department of Agri-

culture based upon the average experience of

American farmers, investigations by the differ-

ent States, and reports from various Govern-
ment departments showing the amount of corn

used for other purposes and exported.

The following table shows approximately the

disposition of a ten-year average corn crop of

the United States:

DISPOSITION OF ANNUAL CORN CROP

i Average 1899- mos>

1IOW IsI.D. BUSHELS. PERCENT.
Exported 106,000,000 4.4

Milling, distilling and va-
rious other manufactures. 300,000,000 12.6

Fed to live stock in cities

and towns 6S. 000,000 2 9
Fed to live stock on farms 1.9 10,000,000

Total 2,384,000,000 loii.d

Since the last census, the yearly average

farm price of corn in the United States has ad-

vanced from 3] cents per bushel in iqoo to

67.7 cents in 190S and 6S.2 cents in 1900.

In the meantime, land in the corn belt has

advanced in value almost exactly in proportion

to the advance in the price of corn, and the

increased value of land in the corn belt has

been the chief cause of the increase in value of

other lands.

Naturally, the higher price and higher

rentals for farms in the older States would

make the newer lands of the West more desir-

able, especially for young farmers and renters

who wish to become owners of farms, while the

advance in the value of the former is a strong

inducement to invest in the latter.

but the significant point is that the growth

and maintenance of land values rests chielly

upon tin- presence of live stock upon farms.

The price of land is high mainly because the

price of corn is high, and the price of corn is

high chielly because- so much of it is in demand
for the- purpose of feeding live stock, while

there is a world shortage o\ live stock, which

keeps up both relative demand and prices for

meats in all Countries, because population

everywhere is growing faster than the supply

of meat animals.

I ake away from the farms a considerable

share of their live stock, and it would follow-

that such enormous quantities of corn would be

thrown upon the market as to reduce its price

below the cost of production, and such a general

drop in the value of corn would surely lower the

value of lands all over the corn belt, and hence
would affect seriously the value of all lands.

It follows, therefore, that if the farmer-

the United States would continue to receive

remunerative prices for their annual corn

crops, and if they would maintain the present

general values of farm lands throughout the

country, they must keep up or increase the

supply of live stock on farms.

< )f course there is always the added and very

important consideration of preservim: land val-

ues by preserving and increasing the fertility of

the -oil, which can be naturally and permanently

done only by raising plenty of live stock on
the farm, as every up-to-date farmer knows.

The above is a serious subject for thoughtful

study by all who are interested in land values,

including railroad managers, land dealer-, col-

onization and irrigation companies, and others

besides the farmers themseh
In short, to increase and improve the supply

of live stock in the country, especially of meat
animals, is absolutely essential to keeping up
the production and price of corn; to maintain-

ing the value of lands, and to preserving the

fertility of the soil; while all of these are nec-

essary to continued agricultural prosperity,

which is now well recognized as the basis of the

general prosperity of all classes and of all
!

ness interests throughout the nation.

These facts cannot too often be impre-

upon the minds oi all those who are engaged in

farming to-day. for upon their policy in the

conduct oi their farms must depend in larue

measure not only the welfare of themselves and

their families and the value oi their possessions,

but also the national welfare and development

of the nation's resources for both the present

generation and the generations to come.

In conclusion, it should be borne in mind
that the limited area of the corn belt, together

with the world shortage of li.e stock as com-

pared to the growth oi population, makes it

certain that low values for corn and 1:

will never again prevail in this country.

• a



HEAD WATERS OF THE OWENS RIVER. SOURCE OF THE LOS ANGELES WATER SUPPLY

THE LOS ANGELES AQUEDUCT
BY [OSEPH BARLOW LIPPINCOTT
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MAP OF THE LOS ANGELES AQUEDUCT
mili-s lot

s:mc as that for urban u~

that the transition from
farm to city has been accom-
plished without shock. This
fact has economic impor-

tance, because it will be

possible to put under highly

beneficial irrigation the sub-

urban lands which will later

be occupied for urban pur-

poses. Water rights in South-

ern California are becoming

more difficult to obtain eae h

year, and it was necessary {or

the city to ai t in a compre-
hensive way in order to pro-

vide broadly for the future.

The only certain security for

the retention of a water right

in the West lies in its bene-

ficial use.

\ MOUNTAIN SOURCE

It might have been

sible for the city of 1

Angeles to invade neighbor-

ing irrigation districts and,

l>v exercising her right of

eminent domain, to take ir-

rigation water for domestic

uses, but this would have

destroyed fruit farms worth

a thousand dollars or more

an ai re. tributary to the c ity.

The alternative adopted

\\a» a remote mountain
source where there would be

a minimum interference with

existing communities, where

large quantities of water were

unused, and from whk h I

1

could conduct to the i it

volume <>f wal

the bondin dd

safely pay for. keeping in

mimi that adequate pn>\ i-ion

for all future needs must now

be made.

The eastern slope of the

\ rada range, situ-

ated in Central California

between Owens and Mono
tor a distal I »S

miles drains through the

()w< as \ alley into Owens
,e. which has no outlet

and whk li of

ioo square mile-, from which



TWO OF THE FINISHED TUNNELS !N THE
SAUCVS DIVISI'

there is an annual evaporation loss of seven

feet in depth. The northernmost point of this

ba-in adjoins the Yosemite National I'ark.

Along the crest there are forty peaks having an

elevation in excess of 13.000 feet, of which the

hit^he-t, Mt. Whitney, at-

14,500 feet. Then
no range in this country
mor- 'ilar. The pre-

cipitation occurs in winter

it depth, whi( h

the

ms by the summer
r of thi^ valley ha>

ition of 3,800
:'

while the

ilhin a

of i<-n m •

rial

i
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the < i»\ <.f :
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A RIVAL OF NEW YORK'S CATSKILL SUPPLY

The aqueduct consists of a series of six

storage reservoirs and 215 miles of conduit.

The largest reservoir site is on the main stream

at Long Valley, with an elevation of 7.000 feet,

about fifty miles above the point where the

aqueduct diverts the river. Here, with a dam
160 feet in height. 340,000 acre feet of water

may be impounded, or enough water to cover

340,000 acres one foot deep, which is 2S,ooo

acre feet less than the capacity of the Ashokan
reservoir now being constructed by the City of

Xew York. Its province will be to hold over

waters from years of plenty to groups of years

of extreme drouth, such as occur only three or

four times in a century. An artesian well dis-

trict, approaching fifty miles in length, has been

outlined by well borings in the floor of Owens
Yallev. This water can be conserved for the

same purpose.

Fifty miles below this Long Valley reservoir

site, the main canal, with a capacity of qoo

cubic feet per second and a width of sixty-five

feet on the bottom, diverts the river and various

tributaries as they are passed, discharging into

the Haiwee reservoir sixty miles below the in-

take. This 900 second-foot canal will carry all

ordinary summer flood waters caused by the

melting of the snow. The Haiwee reservoir,

with a capacity of 64,000 acre feet, will regulate

these flood waters into a uniform How of 400

cubic feet per second, or 258,000,000 gallons

daily.—a truly vast supply.

lilt V. 1 1 I I

I I P I !
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The fust twenty miles of the canal, situated

in the moisl artesian land- of < >wens Valley, is

being excavated l»\ hydraulic dredges, and

forms pra< tit ally a modified river t ourse \\ hie h

i> nut lined. A large number of springs occur

in tin- Boor <>i tin- valley, which will augment
the flow in this a. I "r the next forty

miles to the Haiwee reservoir, the canal is

concrete-lined, but not covered. Ik-low the

Haiwee reservoir to the suburbs I Vngeles,

the aqueduct will he completely lined and
covered with concrete. This portion skirts

along the eastern base of die Sierra Nevadas,
( rossing the extreme western arm of the Mo-
jave desert near the town of Mojave, and then

passes under the* oast range with the Elizabeth

Tunnel, yi miles in length and sixty miles

north of the city.

1! \\l I IM. I Ml sll RR IS

For fifty miles, in this part of the aqueduct,

the line is forced into regions of great topo-

•_;r;i|>liH severity along the eastern face of the

Sierra. Tunnel follows tunnel for mile after

mile. Frequently, on the -teeper and more
threatening slopes, the tunnel line docs not

come to the surface at all, hut is reached for

construction purposes by side drifts or adits,

through which the excavated material and the

( on, rete for lining are conveyed. Canyons are

i rossed with steel prc.--ure pipes ten feet in

diameter, and- with pressure heads varying
from 200 to 900 feet. The materials for con-

Struction are conveyed up the mountainsides
by aerial trams, and in these districts the

engineering work is hold and imposing. The
next so tion of seventy miles is "cut-and-cover"
construction through the desert plain. Here
steam shovels excavate a deep trench about
twelve feel wide and ten feet deep, in which
the aquedui t is built, the cover being kept con-

stantly below the surface of the "round so asto

oiler no obstruction to the occasional "cloud-
hursts" which rush down the desert slop

When the c re>t of the coast range i> pierced,

the grade drops from an elevation of ;.coo feet

to 1,000 feet in the San Fernando Valley,

immediately commanding by gravity all the

suhurhs of the c ity. From the Elizabeth

Tunnel to the San Fernando Valley, the line is

boldly located in a rugged country. As the

work has progressed and the efficiency of the

organization has developed, the cost data have
shown that the tunnel work was being done
with surprising cheapness, and consequently
the amount of tunneling has heen imrc.

from twenty-eight miles, originally contem-
plated in the location of the line, to a total of

forty -three miles. Tunnels are the most -ecu re

and permanent form of construction possible.

Thirty eight miles of tunnel has heen ex< a

o\l <«t till CONCRET1 FLUMES IN llll IAWBONI IMVIMON oh THE AQUEDU l
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STEAM SHOVEL WORKING IN DEEP CUTS

vated in the past two years. The Western
mines have yielded to the Los Angeles Aque-
duct a most efficient tunnel organization.

THE On BUYS 80,000 ACKES OF LAM)

The Federal Government had investigated

the Owens Valley as one of the regions where
an irrigation project mi^ht be constructed

under the Reclamation Act However, Sec-

retary of the Interior Hitchcock adopted the

Yuma and Klamath pr vhi< h would re-

quire all the funds available for reclamation

ifornia at that time. Therefore,

nted its

, 1 the Federal of] ials, it r< 1

•port of P It and Con-
Pirn hot,

and 1 tarnation 5

I the itly.

pas*< Qting

all m
I •

1

abilit; |uire

into

contr
t i' 1

dlablc for full
,

rmed, il

•) to 1 , and this

•
< amp pen

pie voting first Si. 500,000 for the purchase of

lands and water rights, then $23,000,000 for

hydraulic work and $3,500,000 for water-

power installation. Not one acre of ground has

been condemned by court procedure, but 80,-

000 acres have been purchased, covering a dis-

tance of sixty miles along both banks of < )wens
River from the point of diversion to< )wens Lake,

carrying with them many local water rights.

BUILDING ACROSS A HI. SI Kl

It is diftt ult to explain to those inured to

rn humid conditions the obstacles that

to be surmounted in order to conquer a

1 sufficiently to build across it a great

public work of this nature. Withoul water,

towns, railroad^, telephones, post offii es, the

try had to be made habitable and com
tortable enough to indu< e a migrating laboring

lation to remain fi on the work of

ompletion. Ni on the

ntainside in the desert portion of the line,

for a hundred and twent) five miles, h is been

I with a s) ti m of main pipe lines whi< h

is pnu tically continuous along the conduit, for

tru< lion

and do 1 mi n em
I. 'I he Aquedm 1 Bureau ha 1 up

ward o buildings, in tailed a telephone

n length with Icm al > onna
tru< tion 1 amp , and • ompli

ind trail l hern

Pacini Company, under contract with the
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nn i/i\i. w wt k powi k

The mountain torrent- proceeding from the

eastern face of the Sierras in Owens Valley

have heavy grades and offer unusual oppor-

tunities for the development of water power.
Preliminary to I on-true tion, three water-power
plants were built on these streams, having an

electrical output of 3,500 horsepower. This
power has been led along the route a distance

of 165 miles on high tension lines, furnishing

all the energy required in the construction,

running air compressors, power shovels, hoists;

rock crushers, and electric locomotives. All

power not required for construction is used in

operating the municipal cement plant, which
forms the southern terminus of the power line.

Electricity for the southern end of the aqueduct
is purchased from the Edison Electric Com-
pany and conducted to all these construction

camps for similar 1.

A cement mill has been built by the city at

Tehac hapi.near the center of construction oper-

ations, with a capai ity of 1.000 barrels a day.

The cement manufactured i- of a high grade.

l'Hl c 11 v \- BUILDER

A VIEW ol 1 111 CONDU1 I IN Till DES1

LINED i\H Rl \l>Y

aqueduct to transport 20.000,000 ton mile- of

freight north of Mojave, ha- built the Nevada
and California railroad from Mojave to Owens It was decided to open the most difficult

Valley. This railroad system has rendered section of the work first, and the Jawbone
threat aid to the enterprise, as it recognized its Division, twenty two miles in length and con-

importance in sustaining and developing Los tainiiu: 65.000 feet of tunnels. Wl ted.

Angeles and its tributary country. An estimate was made of what would I >

PUTTING lit! co\c Kill, cox I H ON llll coNDLII l\ I HI MOJAVE DESERT
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AQUEDUCT CONCRETE PLANT BUILT BY THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES

reasonable contractor's bid. Seven bids were

received from reliable firms in widely different

parts of the United States. All of these bids

being substantially hitrher than the engineers'

estimates, the Hoard of Public Works, which

jurisdiction over aqueduct affairs, rei<

them and the engineering department was in-

structed to proceed to do the work by day labor.

time fixed for the building of the division

vhich period will expire on the

This division is now
i. Careful i osl data have

pt on all features of the work, and I

•plied to the remaining i; per

unfinished To this has been added all

sun». en in< urred on

making full alio*

the in-

whi< h was $2,294,201.

.

her por

hauling
' lull

laUir tin- entire

e tinea, and 1
->i

j

»*- line I be

present indications are that the aqueduct will

be built both within the five years' time and the

$23,000,000 specified by the original board of

consulting engineers.

One of the important advantages gained by
this method of doing work by day labor or

"force account" has been the freedom allowed

rs to modify plans to meet condi-

tions as they develop, and to change the loca-

tion of the route as their cost data indicates

possible & onomies. It is frequently stated that

it i^. impossible for muni* ipalities to do work as

cheaply as contrai tors, but apparentl) the real

question is whether the enterprise is large

enough to ju>tifv the pun base of equipment
and whether the organization < an be main
t.lined on a business basis. It is possible for a

city to employ men of equal effii iem y and to

material- a or.

The Aqueduct Bureau has been organi ed

under >n in the 1 ity

< barter, and n hile emh • quenth
<k < 1 1 r l>oth in the emplo

1.1I and then 1 nol

I appointee in the organization

1 1 i>

\n in'' e tli.it h.i lx en de
.eloped, particular!) in the tunnel work, has

1U1 hmenl ol .1 bonu - lem t"i
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(l HI 1 OF THF. AQU.DLCT INTO DRY CANYON RESERVOIR

present indications the ex.

cavation of this tunnel will

be ( ompleted in three vears.

Another feature that has

been productive <>f benefi-

( ial results is the general

distribution of monthly re-

ports showing unit eo--

all features of the work.

,ui\in» credit to the man in

charge either for expensive
<>r a onomical work. Thus
the rei ords of each di\ ision

arc made a matter of dis-

ik>D over the entire line,

resulting in a keen rivalry

amont; the various division

organizations for speed and
economy. These re* ords

are made the basis of pro-

the laborers. Each tunnel is inspected and a motion or discharge. Under this system the en-
>nal>le rate of prolines estimated upon, dre organization has been made most efficient

The tunnel trews are then informed of this The aqueduct con- 13 miles of turn

rate and are paid a bonus for any excess 98 miles of covered conduit, 41 miles of lined

footage that they can accomplish in driving the open conduit, 21 miles of unlined canal. 12

tunnel, each man from the foreman down miles of steel siphon, and 882 feet of concrete

sharing in the bonus. The city practically flume, a total of 215 miles. In addition, there

divides with the men any saviiv_r resulting from is the Ilaiwee reservoir, 7 miles in length, and
the increased speed. As the daily charges ap- the power conduits to be constructed in the San
proximate a fixed amount, the cost per foot Francisquito canyon, 11 miles long, which will

varies closely with the speed. The impetus serve the combined purpose of conveying the

given the work by this bonus system has re- water towards the city of Los Angeles and of

d in the aquedui 1 organization capturing developing two drops aLr Lrre'jatini: iocc feet for

American records, both for hard nnk and the generation of electric power. The terminus

soft-rock tunnels. In April last a run of 604 of the aqueduct system will be the Fernando
i>et tth end of the Elizabeth reservoir, about 14 miles north of the bound.

Tunnel in granite, Mr. VV. C. Vston being the of the city of Los Angeles. From this point the

superintendent in charge, and in August, iqoq, water will be delivered to the city in pi]

a run of 1061 feet was made at one heading in The aqueduct is designed to deliver 400 cubic

asofl tone in the Jawbone Division under feet per second, or 258,000,000 gallons per 1

\
.

• . I' risen, division engineer. Tl ad rvoir> will be built in the

place for bard-rock tunnel re. ords in the San Fernando Valley in which such portion of

- i- held b) innison Tunnel the winter flow can be accumulate not

in Color do, wl feet w. vated in required durinc; the rainy season, and from
one month. e miners in the aqueduct which can be drawn a supply in the summer to

tunn< nearly all Amerii ans or Irish and augment the summer Bow of the aqueduct
enter into their work under the bonus proper, thus permitting the the full

1 ly from a sporting impulse to beat pax ity for twelve months in the •

the
] t. Drones are driven out. and the conduit and for the generation of

j

- duty is almost entirely confined to

nd equipment. fowek development
Their method yf work resembles a snappy

iall cont( I tinct The rate at which power is consumed in a

[ a Bret Ilarte to .ity varies greatly with the hours of the day.

chronicle their d the load being light from midnight until six

Til. eth l nnel was supposed to have o'clock and heavy in the early evening for pur-

been the controlling factor in determining the of street lighting and transportation. The
time for the completion of the aq lio between the average hourly consumption

ing allowed for this work. From of power in Los Angeles and the maximum
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hourly consumption is about 40 per cent. This

is called the load factor. To develop a power

output which varies with this demand, the line

has been so located that a reservoir site of sub-

stantial capacity is available at the intake of

the power plant and another near the tail-race

of the lower power plant in the San Francis-

quito canyon, and between these two points the

conduit is built of a size adequate to carry 1,000

cubic feet per second, or two and a hah" times

the mean flow. With this hydraulic combina-

tion it will be possible to van' the flow of water

through the power houses in the same ratio as

the demand for power varies in the city, thus

enabling the city to enter into contracts for the

deliver}- of power to meet ''peak load" con

ditions. In addition to the drop in the San
Franc isquito canyon, there is available for

power development a fall of 270 feet at the

Haiwee reservoir and 215 feet at the point

where the aqueduct discharges into the Fer-

nando reservoir. The possibilities of power
development have been passed upon by a

board of eminent electrical engineers who
report the feasibility of generating 120,000

horse power on the peak load without

interfering -with the continuous delivery of

400 second feet.

The policy of the city has not yet been de-

fined for the distribution of the power and the

surplus water. The city charter has been

modified so as to provide that no water or

ept to actual consumers
without submission to the qualified voter

Ho.vi.cr. this water and power prob-

ably will be used for the building up of the

suburban communities and the encouragement
of manufacturing ind

PERSONNEL OF THE MANAGEMENT

It is estimated that the aqueduct is now
60 per cent, completed. The success of the

enterprise to date is fundamentally based upon
an organized good-citizenship. It would have

been impossible for the engineers, no matter

how able and ambitious, to accomplish these

results without the businesslike support of the

city administration. The Board of Public

Wonks, having jurisdiction over the Aqueduct
Bureau, is composed of high grade men of

established standing. Albert A. Hubbard is

president of the board and associated with him
are Lieut. General Adna R. Chaffee and Wil-

liam Humphreys. General Chaffee has been
detailed as the executive head of the Aqueduct
Bureau. This selection has been most fortu-

nate for the city, as General Chaffee is a man of

recognized ability and is used to the handling

of great enterprises. No employee spends

longer hours at his desk than he. The guiding

genius of the work is William Mulholland, the

chief engineer. He has been connected with

the Los Angeles water system for thirty years,

starting with the corporation which first con-

structed the water works and being retained in

charge, when the city obtained possession in

1902. This water system under municipal

management, in addition to delivering water

for nine cents per i.eco gallons, yields a net

annual profit of S6co,oco. It is this splendid

record of the c ity water department, recognized

by the citizens of the town, that originally in

Spired confidence and engendered continued

support for the greater undertaking of building

the longest aquedu< t in the world and a monu-
ment to applied conservation.

r.lM MAI I l\'. I" » K l"l' I ON< Kl II I I II I
•'



THE CASE OF PALADINO
BY JOSEPH IAS I ROW

Iv t Psychology in the University <>f Wisconsin)

'I "1 1 1 case of Paladino finds it- origin in

*• interests a- old and as widespread as hu-

manity; it- closest affiliation i- with the time

worn and crude practices and beliefs of primi-

tive peoples. It- survival into these science-

saturated days make- it notable; and the ven-

ture to parade in academic dress and take a

place among the accredited representative

latterday research i- astounding, whether re-

garded as shrewd bravadoor as a sincere prop-

agandum, and remain- so in whatever tem-

per we review the successes and reverses of its

checkered career. The woman in the case at-

tracts attention. Though in the main a willing

instrument of a movement that gets it-- head-

way from motives and interests that far trans-

cend her personality, she cannot he dismissed

a- a lav figure upon which the products of an

eager imagination have been skilfully draped.

The affaire Paladino might have been the

affaire Smith or Jones; hut the combination of

circumstances that gave it name and more than

a local habitation is unusual in complexion, and
ha- become international in its setting.

The notorious Eusapia of New York in the

year [910 i- a surprisingly unprogressive re-*

plica of the obscure Eusapia of Naples of the

period of [890. Under the encouragement of

convinced votaries one and another phenom-
enon has been added to her repertoire; yet her

stock in trade ha- undergone little alteration

beyond the artful cutting of the garmenl to suit

the cloth, the requirements oi her clientele

being sufficiently mel by tin- standard patterns

of her productions. It must Ik' definitely and
clearly grasped at theoutset that ;. apia

affords but the slightest due to her fame
or to tin- attitude of her sponsors, la) or 54 j tn -

tiiic. The story will be blind and its meaning
lo-i if thus r< d I he case of Eusapia, like a

divorce suit or an embezzlement, gets it- pres

rom the standing of the parties concerned.
The incidents are about as sordid, about as

commonplace, and bout the same les-

son in one set of circumstances a- in another.

but when the proceedings move in intellectual

high life, Mother Grundy, enterprising editors,

and all sorts and conditions of men and women
This heightened interest in the

•nnel of defendant, prosecution, and wit

74

es must not be permitted to obscun
di-tort in any measure the simple findings of

tlii' case, which alone form the subject-matter

for the jury\ con-ideration.

A sifting of the personal evidence in the •

of Paladino discloses that Eusapia wa- born in

of lowly origin, and was early left an

orphan without relative- or resource-: that her

girlhood was uneventful save for the chance dis-

covery, in a spiritualistic circle, of her powers

as a medium. It appears that her debut was

in the form of a letter in 1888 from Profi

Chiaia, of Naples, to Professor Lomb
The latter was firmly convinced of her super-

normal powers a- early as 1891; and quite a

group of men of science investigated her case

in [892 in Milan, among them Professor Richet

of I'aris, who. at first sceptical, later became an

enthusiastic convert to the "genuineness" of

the manifestations. The year- iNq ;, [894, and

1895 brought forward new and distinguished

converts to her clientele, in Italy, in Russia, in

Prance. Two English observers, Prof.

Lodge mow Sir < Oliver Lodge) and Mr. I \\

II. Myers, took part in the seances held at

Professor Richet'- house on the ile Roubaud in

[894; and through their interest l.u-apia paid

a visit to England in 1895, and there met her

firsl serious reverses. Those who have sub

scribed to the occurrem ipernormal phe-

nomena in her presence, through agencies in-

explicable by fraud or by known phys

force- form a distinguished group; many oi

them have written learned article- framing

elaborate theories to account for the motive

forces responsible for the phenomena:

quite a few have contributed volun 'iint-

ing the marvels oi the case of Paladino. The
most accessible volume devoted to her phe-

nomena i- that issued by Mr. Hercwanl Car

rington in loco. It is his opinion that " I

i- genuine; but -he i-.-o far as I know, almo-t

unique.** "That in her may now be said to

culminate and focus the whole evidential

for the physical phenomena of spiritualism/'

If it could be shown that "nothing but fraud

entered into the production oi these phe-

nomena then the whole case for the ph\

phenomena would be ruined— utterly, irre-

trievably ruined."
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It thus appears that, if we are to decide the

case of Paladino according to the extent of the

evidence,
1

the distinction and the scientific as

well as personal reputation of the witnesses,

there can be no doubt of the verdict in her

favor; that phenomena occur in her presence

independently of her initiative, and accordingly

indicate some unrecognized force, presumably
that of spirits. But the case does not stand

alone; it is part of an historical development;

it is full of psychological complications; the

step from the data to the verdict is beset with

subtle difficulties. These circumstances of the

settings are of commanding importance in all

such issues; indeed, they make the case of Pal-

adino, make it or mar it. From Eusapia her-

self we obtain no aid. In part she emulates the

diplomatic reserve of Ere'r Rabbit—a wise

procedure—and permits the Eusapian facts

and the Eusapian legends to take their course;

in part she confesses to a faith in the spiritual-

istic interpretation, and calls upon her trance-

control (one "'John King'' of spiritualistic

origin) to stand by her. In brief she adopts the

lingo of her cult and adapts her attitude to the

atmosphere of her sitters. In addition she

commands larger and larger compensation for

with the extension of her fame, and
yields to the importunity of interviewers to pro-

vide the reputation favorable for a remunera-
tive specialty. he admits that she

tricks if she gets a chance, and suggests that all

mediums do; hence the need of control. The
only clue to the case lies in the close logical

analy-is of the situation, in the intimate study
» much of the evidence as of the conditions

of men and events out of which the evidence

'for the

in, for the sturdy r with common
I with somi i knowl-

of the atmosphere in

- h the case move-, and

dure has famil-

f truth

D of

N ~i

1 US WW I> \I. AIMNo

ired in .V ntly)

• In

that i->. of substantia] truth for practical pur
from .1 glaring contradiction of testi-

Juries promptly learn that evidence

must be weighed and nol measured by its super-

in ial area; and that it may be n<< essarj i

< ide upon < omplex probabilities, \\ hi li party is

<»r lux r is hopelessl) im ompetent,

or pitiably self-deceived. Whether Eusapia is

.i man <-l or a mounte
lium of noun or ,t manipu

lator of the undelo ted, is just the Kind of a

i that our > ommo i quite i apable
••< li, if onlj we hold fasl to the inali< n

nd the pursuit of do cption

\\li \l li Mi'i Nfl \ i \ PALADI1 i

"

A helpful |>ro< edure in lh< ill be to i all

lion to < liiliit \
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witnesses. At a slam e
1 held at a resident e in

\rw York City en April i;, igio, there were

so I'ar a- I i;-apia wa- t ont crnrd the USUal ar-

rangements: the (hairs of -iticrs about the

table, the i urtained < orner * ailed the ( abinet,

containing the paraphernalia affected by spir-

tamborine, taborette). The unusual ar-

rangement was the concealment of observers

beneath the (hairs of the siiicrs within closest

TBE WOBBLING of nil TABLE

(The medium rested her rivjht foot obliquely with the

iporj tin- toe of one sitter and the toe upon the toe

giving the impression of usin^ both of her
'nun, working her left foot under the leg of the

table, she v to make it gyrate)

range of the medium's person. The detectives

were smuggled to their positions tinder cover of

a ~i reen of the bystanders, while Eusapia's

attention was engaged in the attempt to influ-

ence l>v her supposed supernormal power an

ele< tros< ope broughl to the slant e to serve as a

il dei oy. They est aped under

cover of the darkness at a later stage of the

eedings, wriggling their way along the

iio<>r and carrying with them a knowledge of

the motive power of table levitatjons that should

make others wiser if not happier men. To
understand their testimony, die ceremonies of

table musl be familiar. The det i-i\>

dence of the belief that the medium does not

e the table i- thai her hands and feet are

controlled by the two -itlers on her right and
Itii respectively. She gives the control of her

it hand to the left hand of her right sitter,

,\ 1

1

U III! it should I

H Miller In li

I '.On

i ii. imtiiir own .1 iti hi of rratltudr lo I

(to w horn bclo .in of i in- plan and thi

ot i in campalrni and lo hi

and t lie control of her left hand to the riv;ht

hand of her left sitter; die latter is the post of

honor, sint e Eusapia is left handed. Similarly

her left foot (at the outset-) is set u red (?) by

( ontat t w ith the right foot of her left "control,"

and the like for the other foot.

To prove an unknown fori e, all that is ne

sary is to slip away the left foot, make the right

foot serve to keep contat t with one foot of eat h

"control," and to apply said agile and versatile

left member to the leg of the table; The unob-

served hut observing observer under 'the table

reports that "a foot tame from underneath die

dre>s of the medium and placed the toe under-

neath the leg of the table of the left side of the

medium, and pressing upward, gave it a little

chut k into the air. Then the foot withdl

and the leg of the table dropped suddenly to the

floor. More wobbling of the table occurred.

[This is done by pressure of the medium's
hands.] Again the foot came from underneath

the dress of the medium and placed itself

underneath the leu of the table, forced the table

upward from the floor about half a foot, held it

there for a moment and repeated the 'phe-

nomenon. 9 Each time after a levilation, the

medium would appear to rest her left foot upon
the top of the right, which remained constantly

in an oblique position upon the feet of Davis

and Kellogg [the left and right controls]. At

no time did she have her left foot hampered in

any way. It was constantly moving in the

space about her chair; and I was lying with

my fate on the floor within eight inches of the

left leg of the table; and eat h time that the

table was lifted, whether in a partial or a com-

plete levitation, the medium's foot was used as

a propelling force upward."
Next, let it be noted that the "control-*' on

this oi ( asioo were well versed in the- trii
I

mediums and in the observation of significant

details in thi- elusive sleight-of-hand (and f<

Knowing when to expect action on the part of

the released foot. Mr. Davis cautiously probed

the spat e w ith his own foot and "was unable to

touch her left leg from the knee down, at the

place where it should have been." The phe-

nomena of the cabinet were similarly disclosed.

The motive power proved to be partly the re

leased foot and partly the released hand. The
substitution of the right hand to do duty for

both hands i- effected under COVCT ni the mr
lain, which is lust flung over the table by the

left hand: (his too was perfectly apparent to

the skilled "controls." to whom such trick-

were Stale and unprofitable. Mr. Kellogg on

her right was in the favored po-ition to d<

die movements of her releasee! left hand during

the later cabinet feat- that require desperate
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THE SEANCE HELD AT THE HOUSE OF PROFESSOR H. G. LORD, OF COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY. APRIL 17. 1910

dark- He says: "She took my left hand
and placed it over her rijjht shoulder, far

enough to let me feel her left shoulder blade,

wher with the finger-

With my hand in thi< position it was

II

10

-

almost impossible to know whether she were

moving her left arm or not; hence I took the

liberty of placing the hall of my left wrist w here

the tips of my fingers had been [in other words

a little substitution-trick of his own], and this

gave me ample opportunity to feel with my
r^ thus freed, the movements of the sleeve

of her left arm without her knowing il. Then
it was plain that whenever the curtain was

sharply 'blown' forward, it was done by her

throwing it forward with hei left hand in a

qui< k impulsive jerk. It was also plain thai

the hand we saw ai the parting of the ( urtains

none other than hers

These details indicate how circumstantial

i tion of the simple and tricl j fraud

that underlies the rd pei foi mam i

Paladino; and they indicate the training and
. h the dci. i (ion requ n Had

amination been « 1 r .1 -1 1< ally

.idm • ly and oft( n, il unlikel)

that there would -till be of I'.iladino.

upon the ituation the <• illu-

III h.ndi hi III

to n : the furtbei < 01 roboi onj

.

'I he pertain i
.r through and

>f the mi dun • foi 1 ondi

ile in the 1 1 i"n mi the < ontrol

I
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arrai I usapia being ignorant of the out- only allowed for a part of the time on each occa-

come of the 6rsl at which then were no coo sion the only holding of the feet which we re-

cealed observers, and at which the usual phe- garded as secure, i. e., the holding by the hands

aomena took place so long as the "control-" of a person under the table! Moreover she

exercised such lax guardianship as the amateur repeatedly refused any satisfactory test other

attain-. But upon signal the control was made than holding. Generally we endeavored to

real and effective; and the result
• lave, make the holding as good as she would allow us

From thai moment on, nothing happencil. The to make it; although towards the end we i

medium grew excited and irritable, complained sionaUy left her quite free to be held or to hold

of the holding which was in reality gentle but as she pleased;—on which >ns she con-

properl) dire. ted. tried again and again to throw tinued the same frauds, in a more obvious man-

$he observers off their guard, but all to no avail, ner. The frauds were practised both in and

Expert control stopped the phenomena under out of the real or alleged trance, and wen
the precise conditions under which a half-hour skilfully executed that the 'poor woman' must

before, with complacent and ordinary control, have practised them long and carefully."

they had occurred in profusion. The "force-" Professor Sedgwick lil discarded Eusa-

required the use of Eusapia's hands and feet. pia. The investigations '"placed beyond rea-

The case of Eusapia puzzles many a candid sonable doubt the facts that the frauds dis<

inquirer. If this crude deception lies at the ercd by Dr. Hodgson at Cambridge hail been

basis of a career that has acquired a literature systematically practised by Eusapia Paladino

of its own, why has it not Keen discovered be- for year-. In accordance, therefore, with our

fore? The first answer is that it has and re- established custom. I propose to ignore her

peatedly; and the strange fact remains that performances for the future, as I ignore tho-e of

those who detected Eusapia in fraud continued other persons engaged in the same mischievous

to believe in her genuine power.-. trade." Professor Le Hon has recently pre-

\- early as [893 Professor Richet of Paris sented an admirable survey of the significance

commented on the general suspiciousness of the of this " Renaissance of Magic" | Retwe S( irnli-

whole proceeding, and said. "To the extent to ficue, March 26 and April 2, iqio> in the

which the conditions were made rigid, the course of which he records: "We saw on

phenomena decreased"; and yet the same eral occasions in quite good light a hand ap-

distinguished scientist attests physiological pear above her head: but when I had my assist-

miracles in the presence of Eusapia that require ant observe her shoulders illuminated from

larger credulity than many a sympathetic lay- behind without her knowledge, one could fol-

man can command. Both Dr. Moll and Dr. low all her movements, and readily secure

Dessoir of Berlin detected the precise substitu- proof that the materializations were -imply the

don-tricks that were used in New York. "The natural hands of the medium freed from the

main point is cleverly to distract attention and control of her observers. Vs soon as I

to relea-e one- or both hand- or one or both feet, began to be- suspicious, the apparition- of the

This is Paladino'- chief trick." Dr. Moll hand ceased altogether and did not reappear

irds the throwing out of the curtain to cover until, yielding to the de-ire of some credulous

the hand substitution : and note- that, by watch- friends, I consented to hdp them by withdraw-

ing fqr it. he could detect the exact moment ing. To return to the earlier attitudes (again

when the hand or foot w a- freed. "She boldly li. t < Miver Lodge's conclusion i- curious:

3 her left hand above her head, and this i- "I am therefore in hopes that the present <

pted a- a spirit hand. In spite of the dent state of the Neapolitan womanmaybe only

nine- tenth- darkness, I distinctly saw the temporary and that hereafter some comp
movements, as -In- raised her arm." and thoroughly prepared witness may yet bring

In the stances in 1895 'n England, Dr. testimony to the continued existence of a genu
lard Hodgson repeatedly detected Eusapia ine abnormal power existent in her organism."

in fraud, and the verdicl oi hi- committee v. Since this decadent state has endured for an-

tematic fraud from first to last." The other fifteen year- it is idle- to consider it tem-

temper of that A.i\ ailing. Mr. porary; and it seems unfortunate for the

though a thorough believer in supei Paladino that the presence of competent and
normal phenomena, was unwilling to connect thoroughly prepared witnesses so regularly

his convictions with the Eusapian phenomena, induces attacks oi decadent
I usapia was for seven v guest in hi-

house and gave twenl During all "" Imnni "J" ™ conditions

that time Eusapia persistently threw obstacli The case of Eusapia Paladino is peculiar!) a

in the way oi proper holding oi the hand-. Mi lor the log* ian. for the incorruptible ad
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PALAD1NO "LEVITATING -

' A TABLE

-.otogTaph taken without warnir.. according to Professor Leuba. the medium lifting the table

by natural, muscular me..:

vocate of a .sturdy common sense. Thinking

straight ntial to seeing Straight. Tlic

>ut of the attitude far more tlian

the attit iltfl from the evident e; and this

tenet forms the cardinal principle of any judi-

cial revie 1 he conditions attaching to the

ry present our first concern. Mediums
form a privileged class; they place thi

nd the range of u ientiht pn and

challenge the contempt I mnot be

I that if .ho pro

feM to inlliicni e pi ' "ii

Mill to I

lal*orat< >n would

The
•rial,

do not brin

!

Ho

within the limits of the tri< k, but is most adroit

in gliding over the critical moments at which

examination would be inopportune. But the

ini omparablv great advantage of the medium'
is that he is posing as the minister of the un-

known, not as an illusionist, and must be a<

corded the privileges of his < ult. Likewise he

has ready cv trhich, like good intentions,

an- as common as paving stones, and serve

their purpose more generally in unsanctioned

in holy • auses. I .ighl diminishes the fori e;

inj» the hand between the medium and the

; the table at the critical timt breaks the

• in u pti< al and inquisitive ob ervers in

ith the i onditions . and a i mm h more

ccepted cant i >r the i lientcle will up

hold

l of time to point out the glai ing in

a medi nd pi inl

tin-
|

performan* e of the i

'

• .1 t M

l<l«
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rebus prodigies in complete light and yet pole. It i- because the medium will not con-

objo t in light as interfering with their power, sent to play the game according to the rules of

These apologies are distracting; the all essen science that the * ientist is forced—in the in-

tial fact i- that the medium sets theconditions terests of maintaining the sanity of the com-
and refuses decisive tests. Mr. Carrington,

—

munity—to demean himself by meeting the

for whom Eusapia has be< ome the blai k swan medium on the hitter's ground, and outwit him
of spiritualism, in an earlier volume bears or expose him as best he can. For this travesty

evidence: "In the first place, it must be public sentiment i> responsible.

ted that the medium never allows himself It thus appears that the reputation of Eu-
to In- placed absolutely under control, i. e.. B&pia and the voluminous documents in the

held in \arious places by several fitters, at case, and the widespread tendency to credit her

the same time, as an escape from such ion- with rare powers unrecognized by contem-
trol would be an obvious impossibility." All porary science, all find their support in a single

really effective conditions are refused, as Mr. momentous circumstance: that this and that

Myers' Statement in the case of Paladino group of observer-- vvitnc--in<_r effects arranged

sufficiently illustrat by Eusapia were unable to account for what
And this is Mr. Carrington's advice to in- they saw, or that Eusapia, under these con-

vestigators of mediums in general: " Instead of ditions, was able to bring about the phenomena
binding the medium with ropes, tape-. et< ., and without revealing her methods, whatever they

sealing them so profusely, suggest that the might be. The evident i entially negative

medium employ, instead, a simple piece of up to a certain point, which is the critical one

white thread, and see how quickly your offer of direct exposure; and beyond that point, the

i- rejected." flimsy support of the supernormal hypotlu

The most practical method of bringing the is at once laid bare,

matter to a test seems to be to transform the The lesson thus enforced is a very simple one
i-ue from an investigation to a contest; for in elementary logic, within easy grasp of every

then he who offers the prize naturally deter- one who exen ises and cherishes his common
mines the conditions of the award. Sport sense,— that the flimsiness of the support of

commands greater loyalty than science. So the hypothesis should have been perfecth

professor Le Bon, with the assistance of Dr. parent quite independently of the covering

Darieux and of Prince Roland Bonaparte, ar- under which it took refuge. It really should

ranged a pri/.e of 2,000 francs for any one who not hove required an exposure to lay bare what

would make an object move without contact should have been recognizable by the general

(say a light block of wood lying upon a table), suspiciousness of it- appearand e. It was pub
but under conditions determined by a scientific lie sentiment, not the needs of science, that re-

commission, surely the merest child's play for quired the exposure.

I isapia and the other "physical" medium-,
in whose presence these phenomena occur minim, utiti ih or rin observes

ularly that their learned sponsors have in-

vented a term for the effect and call it "tele- Since what Eusapia doc- affords but partial

kinesis." Professor Le Bon received several enlightenment, the further due must be sought

thousand letters from persons ready to admit in the attitude of the witnesses in whose behalf

that they exercised thi- power; but less than the effects are produced. Professor Le Bon con-

half a dozen 1 ame i" learn theconditions; they siders the national temperament a fair index of

all promised to compete for the pri/.e. but none the degree of marvel with which the Eusapian

appeared, [n New York an offer of $1,000 or performance will be reported. In England

even $2 ,000 for a like proof of Eusapia's powers (and let us add in our own taglo-Saxon land)

under simple but rigid conditions was evaded, there was no mystery, but plain fraud: "in

and then declined upon the usual irrelevant France the success varied according to the

grounds. It would indeed be tantamount to a milieu and the intellectual statu- of the -itters,

i. lion of imbecilitj for a physicist not to - it was considerable in polite circle- and in

le to determine whether an object can be general v cry limited in a x ientilic atmosphere";

moved without contact, provided he determine* "In Italy, the land of poets . . . effects

'//.• but between appeared more marvelous than the magicians

thi- and the issue of a t hallenge on the part of of legend ever at hieved." It is the persona]

tin- medium to discover how the said medium qualification of the observer that determines

accomplishes hi- alleged "telekinesis" under the quality of the performance; it is reported as

conditions arbitrarily -et by him, there is more marvelous or as moderately puzzling or com
difference than between the equator ami the monplaee or tran-parent, according to the tern-
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perament of the spectator and his susceptibility

to • take stock in '' strange powers that he knows
not of. This is a most familiar psychological

principle but one by no means obsolete. Eusa-

pia's tricks are correspondingly time-worn, but

still serve, and will continue to do so just so

long as eager or complacent witnesses are in-

clined to interpret their inability to discover

how the effects are produced as a presumption

in favor of unknown force

Everything depends upon the decree of cau-

tion with which the first step is taken; it is the

first few hair-breadths that irrevocably deter-

mine the direction of a straight line. If you
;• at the threshold long and resolutely, and

refuse to be impressed with any effects, however

apparently marvelous, until the fact that they

are produced independently of the medium's
initiative has been definitely established, your re-

port will be brief, and, if we may judge by the

stupid and depressing. If you are decidedly

critical you may record (as some of the French
rvers have done) that the phenomena are in

pan ive of fraud, in part inexplicable.

but that it would be premature to regard them
pporting any super-scientific hypothec-;

1 assume the typical amateur attitude, and
the usual high confidence in your powers
-serration, a nee will leave in

a vague and mixed impre.--ion of bewilder-

ment and paradox; if you treat the control yet

more charitably and are half-convinced that

the effects support beliefs already cherished,

you will get distinct marvels, and as your con-

le medium in boh!

faculties are dulled, and mv-teries

multiply; the last stage of all is that of perfect

•n due ited indulgence in un-

to the full-fledged devotion to
l

ie abandonment of all

on, and th» novel mira-

erminedbytheingenuit; medium
:• al intern ati<

.•

>f the lil

I it all i

i the

bulk of ord

ft lu-

ll i.

f<»r the

A f.il

tion is operative. It is almost impossible to

make the uninitiated realize how difficult it is

to demonstrate fraud when decisive tests are

barred, and how deceptive is the evasion of

what appears to be a rigid control. The aver-

age sitter, ignorant of the inadequacy of the

uneducated sense of touch, replies: "I know
that her hand was on mine all the time; I am
sure that she could not have released her foot

without my feeling it or have brought out that

taborette without my seeing it; my senses are

not so easily duped." This overweening con-

fidence is responsible for many a ruined mind.

Professor Miller asks us to look upon Eusapia

and her tribe "as the incarnation of specious

evidence, a symbol of sophistry." "When you
go to see her, she really sees you to better pur-

pose. When you want to 'control' her, that is

make sure where her hands and feet are, she

controls you. That is, she gets you to sit in the

circle at the table, touching your neighbor's

hands, and thus forming what she calls 'the

chain.' It is well called the chain, for by it the

sitter is bound. By dint of ' substitution ' her

own hand is soon free and you do not know
where it is, but she knows very well that your
hands are in full view on the table. You can-

not be exploring in awkward places. The
reason she gives for the chain is, of course, that

it enables the current to flow round the circle.''

"Her greatest accomplishment of all is this,

that she knows where everyone is putting his

attention. If you should look at the critical

place nothing would happen there. But she is

a consummate mistres> of all arts to direct your
attention away from the critical place. If she

wants to do something with the hands, she bids

you be careful that you have good control of the

If she wants to .lip her foot on you;

the heel where the toe has been and
put the toe on another foot, ahe will make
mystii passes in the air in front of your <

and at each Stroke of her hand, slip goes the

foot a slight motion which it is virtually cer

tain that you will not notice. A jerk in one
jcil: in another. Sin

supreme cinder" And tin- medium's table

.It to injury. The mi, instrument

of the un

i nder the mi

mi ,,1, , i . ation.

i lion of that kind of a situation

frontier < ommunities so pitih

tin- punishment of horse-thieves: the thing

l

,r

I hi ed to.i
. im idiou i di

tin* tion
'

• able to d<

I ii
;

till i e thai tl
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s<> degenerate as to make a course in detective- ished beliefs; that is why, in the case of Pala-

work an essential of a liberal education. What dino, the evidence is far more the result of

education should bring about is thai saner at- the attitude, than the attitude of the evidence,

timde of mind which is satisfied with the dis- The psychologica] is pitted against the logical

rendered by the competent; and. vet make-up; and the issue is uncertain,

mure, the attitude that is sufficiently impressed Belief is not a coldly objective attitude. Be-

with the genera] suspiciousness of the whole liefs are cherished; they sustain life and make
r to require but a few ounces of exposure life worth living. Yet we also cherish our

In add t<> the pounds of damning circumstance, rationality and the honor of the definition of a

Dramaticall) i
1 has value in com- man as a rational animal; and the educated

pelling attention, and this because ears have man remains decently rational so long as there

become deaf to the still, small voice of reason, is not too strong temptation to depart from the

The journalistic megaphone then has its uses, conclusions which logic indicates. Thetempta-
Consider the hollowness of the support on tion is strongest when the conclusion is un-

which thi> evidence <>i" the unseen is made to welcome; ><> it behooves us to exercise large

hang: and the fact that a situation so loudly constraint upon that complex set of motives

advertising itself as fraudulent should still re- which make conclusions welcome or the re-

quire detailed exposure to impress the public verse. It becomes clear, when one thinks be-

mind does not speak well for the logical value low the surface of the Paladino situation, that

of the diet on which that mind is nourished. perhaps the largest single fact contributing to

While it is too late to enforce this saner at- her reputation and to the excitement which her

litude, one concession is still possible. It very simple and vulgar performances aroused,

surely is hardly necessary to demand the dis- was this, strong inherent tendency to believe

cowry against these unfair and degrading odds the hypothesis which she encouraged in regard

of every minute detail of every variation of to her "manifestations." It is not the plau.-i-

i ipia's repertoire. Surely the proof of so bility of that hypothesis, but the tendency to

much fraud, and the presumption that the rest credit it, that is the really efficient motive in

of the performance carries with it the same Eusapia's favor. Hypotheses attract belief ac-

type of procedures as have been disclosed, cording to their power to console, to satisfy, to

should satisfy even those most charitably dis- remove uncertainty; hypotheses are plausible

posed towards I'.usapia's claims, according to their conformity with the estab-

lished system of consistent truth, which we call

! 111 PSYI HOLOCi 01 BELIE! science.

But there is another and larger significance is I Hi ki ivini \< I 01 \ \i\\ "foro
of the case of Paladino There must be some
deep reason for the weak logical response to J ust a word as to the value or the legitimacy

this type of issue; some real force to throw the of the hypothesis that some rare and unrc<

observation OUl of function so seriously, and ni/.ed force is responsible for the Kusapian

produce- such widespread mental disaster, phenomena. There is DO intention to rule it

The distorting influence lies jn the psychology OUt of court arbitrarily. We are far from hav-

01 belief. Were there- not some strong pull ing boxed the compass oi knowledge. Hut

urging one on to the acceptance of the effects when any such evidence of a new force app<

as transcending known experience, \\c- should we may be certain that it will invite and meet

not be so ready to overlook oi scantil) ittend the criteria of logic and the conditions of a fair

to the requirements of the premises, It is tin- and unreserved examination. It will not ap-

attraction o\ conclusions, often subconscious p i new game or as a challenge or emerge

and subtle, as well a> slight and seemingly shrouded in the darkness of a curtained CJ

feeble, that throws reasoning out of its orbit with "hands off" displayed on it in large letters.

and dulls the vision. Small tones, n applied ll will appear as an > ure and vague

at the critical point produce notable disturb possibly, but seeking definition and iUumina-

. and particularly in the case- of delicate tion in tin- same clear light of observation

instruments like th< lUman thinking experiment, avoiding arbitrary or 5USpi(

machine hat instrument has a most Com- precautions as now pervades every labor.

plex psychology, h cal in part only, and experiment and conditions the suco very

often in small part, and b) virti and inquiry. By all means let us cultivate an open

protract* Dg M< mind; but not one M perforated with loop-

dusions and unwitl I
and shape- the- h

I much that should remain out drifts

"i < her in, and much that should be rigidly retained
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drops out. There is sanity in the perspective Most of us must be content to go through the

of retention and exclusion here as elsewhere. world pressing buttons and reasonably ignorant

If it be urged that the conditions imposed on of the force that does the rest. But it is a

the manifestations may be the means of their logical duty, and one within reach of all, to

prevention, that darkness is not intended to hold rational notions of the nature of these un-

conceal the medium's movements but happens seen forces. Eusapia at her cabinet calling upon-

to be' inimical to the display of his "force," the the dematerialized "John King" to help her

issue is again one of logical consistencv. Xot lift a taborette to the table, and the "wireless"

alone would the interference of this capricious operator signalling for aid on a distressed vessel

"force." as set forth by its discoverers, make may appear to present analagous and equally

nonsense of many chapters of science, and re- dramatic situations. They may have occurred

quire the abandonment of laboratories as so on the same night; but in units of culture thev

much misguidedly accumulated junk, but the are centuries apart. And similarly of the ar-

behavior of this "force" is completely consistent guments: the entire logical trend, the intellec-

with the psychological interests of the medium tual temper in which the man of ?cience specu-

in outwitting his victims. It is just such issues lates is indefinitely removed from the mode of

that expert and lay juries must decide. Xor approach of those who fly to capricious svstems

refuge be had to the plea that you cannot based on the undetected movements of tables,

disprove the existence of the rare powers. The or the acrobatics of cabinet properties, or the

of evidence places the burden of proof on insipid drivel of materialized spirits. It is the

who maintain the hvpothesis. One im- most flagrant abuse of intellectual charity to

aginative mind can propose more hvpotheses ask, under the guise of the tolerance which
than ninety-nine men can disprove. And science approves, that the like consider.;

similarly in regard to the argument that Eu- be extended to candidates that present such
sapia's recourse to cheating does not disprove different credentials, such unlike qualities hi

the p D by her of genuine powers. Were their appeal,

the existence of such powers made probable by Public opinion is tremendously influence. I

-apia might be dismissed, prestige. Great names properly carry great
But since the evide: ted with the weight; but glitter also blinds. The endoi
same sunounds this case, it is ment of a great statesman may make the popu-

•ntlv HI foolish, to build kirity of a novel; the assurance that a captain
-and in the hopes that if it of industry has regained his health by the use of

stands it will prove the sand to have been rock, this or that patent medicine or is addicted to a

•tempt to shift the burden of proof to the certain breakfast food is posted as a convim
mere jugglery and evasion. To advertisement. The problem is ever tb

>t it places the law-defying claimant face that of drawing distinctions rightly. Theargu-
ith his law-abiding rival. not ment from

\
is within its field wholly

ial and illuminating to agree legitimate, but is likewise subjeel to abuse.
n: "I '• ith the The pursuit of science vouches for honesty

more 1'a.orable to cept in rare instances) ; and that itself disp<

wlulity." to faith. But the largest factor of the s

tion of prestige i^ tin- assumption thai the
T"- me qualities which have been exercised in

the labors which have brought men their

entific -tan. ling, have fitted them for I

; on particular problem and have been used in try-

Now, the latter

ery tar froi H
II a« quil himself in n. h an inquiry dep<

I attitude in the smaller affaii

than '>n the value of <>i

.lit'' men happen to be |>«-< ul

i h inqui

r. peculiarlyui

v i.. b

than ih" • ••'.hi< h have i ontrib

lily

I hold l>a> I in. IV l.i- Ih I I Im the
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ek it. "> el this consid

eration, important as it is, is not quite .1- impor-

tanl as the con which i- that even the-

niinv of a small group of perfectly .-it'

able and well-trained observers, despite their

reputation, cannot be of such supreme weight

overturn well-established principles and

particularly to overturn them on the basis of a

mere negative inability on the part of these

men to detect the particular modus operandi of

some peculiarly shrewd individual.

It is part of the very objectivity of science

that fads a ic true and important independently

of the personality of their advocates. Science

demands proof and sincerity; just the same
criteria that the law or society cherishes. The
scientific man gets his reputation From the

c onfirmation of his discoveries, and not the dis-

covery from the man. It is not in the main
that Eusapia is so superior in attainments to

many another of her guild or is so peculiarly

original; she is exceptionally fortunate. En-

stead of living and dying obscurely with a local

reputation in her Neapolitan home, she has.

through the advertisement of men of distinc-

tion, who have failed to detect her deceptions,

become an international figure. The most

significant lesson of the story is the necessity of

examining data objectively, of freeing them at

once from the suggestion of prestige and from

the prejudices of individual observers, and of

realizing that scientific principles and common
alike are more enduring and more impor-

tant than the apparent exceptions thereto.

The social and moral aspects of the case ot

PaladinO fall outside the scope of this review.

The spirit of the laws and the rigor of their

enforcement, the social condemnation of dubi-

ous practices, sufficiently illustrate the familiar

inconsistency with which we look upon the

pursuit of wealth by false pretences and

shrewd deception. As a logical product, fraud

is usually so sordid and so Stupid that we are

inclined to look upon it leniently when it is

interesting; and we must remember that those'

who p. 'id large- Mini- to see Eus table

move, paid it by reason of their susceptibility to

the- psycholo 'ic -ill!

set forth. They could have attended quite as

good a "show" for a much smaller admission
F© Public interest has put money in her
purse-, as it brought reputation to her name.
There- may even be- some compensating service

performed by distinguished "fakirs" in that

they stimulate dormant critical Faculties

much intellectual security makes for a com-
placent and lazy confidence. The well-to-do

pt to bestow their beliefs, like their alms,

indiscriminately. Even though science serve -

as a faithful watch-dog of our logical interests,

v.e should be equal to a little watchfulne-

our own account. Business relations and po
litical strife keep men wide-awake and bring

them in direct contact and conflict with others

whose motives and moves they are quite pre-

pared to suspect; but the traffic in beliefs

seems a safe speculation. The mental organ-

ism, like the bodily, seems to require occasional

sources of irritation to keep it in normal condi-

tion. It may be a good thing from time to

time- for large groups of people to be shaken out

of their lethargy and realize that their rational-

ity is still exposed to attacks of this kind. It

may not have been wholly a misfortune for the

American public to realize that a Dr. Cook
may appear to arouse their enthusiasm and

their credulity and demonstrate the untrust

worthiness of the lay mind in dealing with mat
ters a little out of the usual range. This may be

a very costly way of gaining experience, and of

regulating public mental health, but when it is

done on so conspicuous a scale, it is likely to be-

tive. Large bodies require strong doses

drastically administered. It will be well if the

discredit that has retired Dr. Cook likewise

attends the report of the discoveries in unknown
regions oi Eusapia Paladino. A clever satirist

has placed the two in a common setting. Will

it s t rve as an epitaph* for both?

" If I were- Paladino,
\iiel y.ni wen- 1 >r. Conk.

We'd fool those learned ninnies

And gather in the guineas,

ln\ estimation keen < >h,

1 .de l>\ book <>r i P>"1

If 1 were Paladino
d you w i re 1 'r ( i ok.'



THE COMING CRISIS IN CHINA
BY ADACHI K1XNOSUKE

A LITTLE affair at Changsha—a mere
riot." Decidedly nothing of the sort.

In these cable dispatches from China which
newspapers have been publishing since the

middle of April, the world is, in reality, invited

to read the opening paragraphs of the closing

chapter of a big and vers
- human story. These

"riots
77

all along the great Yangtse Valley and
throughout central and southern China are sur-

face indications,—nothing in themselves,—but

they tell of the cancer within.

These disturbances are taking place at

-gsha, that is to say, in the capital city of

the province of Hunan. " If only Hunan's crop

ruitfuL,"—so runs an old saying in China,

"the Under-Heaven [China] will be bl<

with plenty." Hunan is one of the richest

inces of agricultural China watered by the

Its capital, Changsha, with its half

a million people, is counted among the richest

and most powerful of the cities of central China.

This re the home of the Han—as the

all them.-elves. When
the Chin ak of the Middle Kingdoi
the Land of Central Bloom, they do not mean
Manchuria or Mongolia. They mean the

homeland of the Han—Hunan and her sister

t, and west and south.

I'pon the throne of China to-day sits an

alien /—an invader, the Manchu. The
true I Ian—mop illy the Ilunan-

hate thi ing dynasty. Foi the men
of Hunan have alv. n famous for three

alth, their bravery, whit h has

and their hatred of the

hu. I f Hunan, m
10 the p

i. And t!i

ha is

.old-,

I

In 1905 floods rioted over the Yangtse valley,

and Szechuan was the chief sufferer. Hunan
and Kwantung suffered most in the flood of

1906. In the following year, the failure in crops

covered the provinces of Hunan, Shantung,

Hupeh, Kiangsi, and four others with starva-

tion; and again in 190S there were floods in

Kwantung and in Hunan and Shantung, and
failure of crops. In the first half of last year,

the fields of Shantung and Kianssu and other

provinces were burnt up by drought and in the

latter part of the year what little crops they

had were washed away by the flood.

In America, a flood is a flood and a bad crop

is a bad crop, a hardship to be sure, but there

they stop. It is different in China. To the

Chinese mind, they speak of something more
than the empty stomach—serious enough in

itself.

They speak, first of all, the wrath of Heaven
and of the departed spirits. For it must not

be forgotten that the greatest potentate in

China and the most despotic of all the powers
that be is the graveyard. In this year of gi

19 10, there is something more than flood and
famine—a comet. To the American mind
the picture of the old Chinamen shooing off

Halley's comet with a lot of 'firecrackers is

funny. In truth, it is a heartrending picture.

To the pious imagination of the Chinese the

appearam e of a < omet, or any unusual signs in

ikies for that matter, i-- the handwriting
on the wall. So deeply do they feel these thi

that the Emperor, the Son of Heaven, ac< 1

to the imperial tradition, performs re

u rifii ial feasts to

ods, and prays for the propitiation of

their wrath.

h, then, is the

1 h and the wrath of the god
wliii h the < omel ia bl

••ild be difTn ull to find

otic ma u r dri

nan In. perstil

and the

1 honored an

fended? Why have the flood and the famine

e in li

• inldn D of the 1 1. in

i.ii in. 11 worthy the name
would l<e herded hi e •" mai in .1 pi
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id that, th Man. hu invaders,

of all the barbarians of the earth? The Han,
!u-ir- of the ( lassie glorii

Land of Central Bloom arc wallowin

shame and humiliation at the fed of the

Mam In not eno make
the

|

and the of the ances

The logic of tin's reply cannot be denied; its

ider than China.

in, <>r any one - rstand

it. Small wonder, then, that it fires the Han
ntral and southern China.

and in such environments

happened in Changsha when the month
ill young was thi-:

\1 I AIR

\ woman came to a rice merchant our
of the south gate of Changsha. She was poorly

i tad and haggard of Looks, and with her v

baby who was peaked and ill fed. The woman
the wife of a coolie. She asked for a

pec k of rice. The merchant measured it out

to her. She put down a handful of small iron

and copper coins. The merchant carefully

ounted the pio es, and found that a few pen-

nies were lacking to make up the price. Then
tin- woman told the merchant a fresh version

of the hardduck story. It had rained some
twenty days at a stretch and her husband could

get no work. They had Keen almost starving.

That was all the money she had. But if the

merchant would let her go home with the

she and her man and the family would eat of

it and work and bring hack the few pennies

which were wanting to make tip the price.

But "a merchant's a merchant," and this one
turned a deaf ear to the prayers of the starving

woman. She said nothing more. Neither did

-he buy a single grain of rice. She gathered up
her coins and with her baby went down to the

river hank. Tlurc- she gathered her baby i

to her bosom and leaped into the water \

little later, hearing of f his wife and
child, her husband followed them into the ri\er.

I hen the sad tale spread throughout the

YV1 Id this • ad bis family i

hinaman knew. I ha i\ given

5 no pre* tarnation

n\ -articled de< laration

1 by the

D under

1 them. I

with Iut l>.il>\ i- instant and unmisl

then i dull t«

stan.! th(

ously short time, of desperate men.
man lied to the offi< ial yamen of the governor

of Hunan and set lire to it. When they had
made a conscientious job of this, they turned
their attention to other government and official

structure-. These men never touched a build-

ing belonging to a foreigner or to a foreign mis-

-ion before they had looted and destroyed the

official yamen. This -imple fact should be

emphasized a little more—

<

Uy by -

American newspaper- which speak of the

Chai 'an anti-foreign r:

lid destroy three chun
the Standard < )il Company'- warehouse, the

late, the \« and a num-
of the office- and some of the proper;:

Japanese commercial houses, and of both

the British and Japanese steamship companies.
But all this was a mere side issue, an after-

thought with the mob. And. even then, it

-pared the Vale University Mission,

it did not forget—even in the height of its

destructive fever—that the dispensary in con

nee lion with the Yale Mission had done much
for the sic k poor of Changsha. Neither did it

burn the property of the Japanese steamship

company, because it had always patronized

Hunan labor. There was a good deal more
method in the madness of this riot than is

supposed.

But why did they destroy foreign property

at all? For two reasons. In the lir-t place, it

must be confessed that the good Hunanese
have no special love for the foreigner. Why.
forsooth, should they? It is a matter of history

how the foreigner has robbed and ill-used them.

Moreover it would not displease them par
larlv to see the Peking Government in an un-

pleasant te'te a tele with the foreign powers

which c an frighten it a bit.

\\ IIV I 111 -! HOTS \KI -I RI< (US

But why should one be so troubled over

Changsha affair I ; the first Chin

turbance of which the world has heard?

significance is this, lirst of all. Changchih-

is no more. The great and famc

at Hankow served, for more than a gener

ation, as the political anchor for central CI

Vic eroy cha a pure-blooded Han;
of the mightiest and most honored among his

I !h- Man. bus al Peking did him he

e the lowerful for

the usurper

lim. I'
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prestige and tremendous influence which have

kept China proper at peace with the " Northern

Barbarians" at Peking. When last year, he

joined his ancestors in the ripeness of a long

and wonderful life, his mantle did not fall upon
any Chinese shoulder. To-day, there is none

in central or southern China whose voice could

still the revolutionary tumult.

The second reason is the marvelous awak-

ening of "Nationalism" in Young China.

The very word is new to the Chinese lexicon.

Nevertheless, it is the magic spell which is to-

day transforming a Chinese villager and tribes-

man into a citizen and soldier of the Em-
pire. In the schools of Tokio, there are about

6000 Chinese students. For more than ten

years, the Chinese youths have been crossing

the sea into Japan. Their schooling over, when
they return to their home province in China,

every one of them becomes a leader of the anti-

Manehu propaganda.

Then there are newspapers—an alarming,

:ng number of them. They are a

born power in classic China; they are as

radical as their youth. And they are, to-day,

most powerful among the prophets of

the new order of things. To add a touch of

finality to the gray gravity of the situation,

the country -wide fashionable fever

among the Chinese for the establishment of

common schools in even' village and town. It

the late EmprL r who gave the

initial impul.-e lor the establishment of girls'

In the- hear a good deal of the

utional government in

..1. The that the Manchu dynasty

vn out the promise of a constitution

- all panic-stricken des-

inning of time.

i to 'hink that a union is

i ;!1. I' they

rid it r, rk the miracle after

ManchllS are hungering

more than after riulit-

I: il olu-

1 of a M . the

of t!

of the new China in bolstering up the might
of Peking.

When the Changsha disturbance began,

there were, according to trustworthy reports,

in that capital city of Hunan, nearly 6000 sol-

diers. What were they doing while the mob
was burning and looting the government build-

ings? Nothing. Worse, much worse than

nothing. For most of the soldiers and guards

threw away their rifles and ammunition as

they ran—not from cowardice, but it would
seem from a deliberate idea of giving to the

rioters the benefit of up-to-date fighting equip-

ment. Indeed, many of the men of the Hunan
Brigade were brothers, uncles, and sons of the

rioters. They, too, were the Han. To be sure,

there is nothing startlingly new in all this. In

1908, in the province of Yunnan and in the

south the same sort of thing happened. It will

happen again whenever the children of the

Han rise against the alien dynasty now in

power. For this reason, the more efficient the

new army of China, the graver the cri

SUN YAT-SEN, THE REVOLETIOXARV LKADER

The rumor of the disappearance of £

Yat-sen (one of the two recognized leaders of

the revolutionary party in China; from Singa-

pore is current among the Japanese newspa-

, It gives an added meaning to the unrest

through the Yangtse Valley at present, fn

January, 1909, Dr. Sun was interviewed al

villa in the aristocratic section of Singap

"within a stone's throw of the residence of the

British Governor of the Straits Settlement.''

He was living with a number of his fellow n

lutionists—some of whom wire men of letter-

devoting their entire time to the production of

revolutionary pamphlets. lb- has his tra

lieutenants .ill >>:w Japan and America

England. Hi- idea i- that, in the en. I, Chmi
will be an ideal republic. After tin- overthrow

of the Mam hu dynasty —whi< h he thinks not at

all diffi< ult Ik- predii ts a long strife among the

Chin< • the throne; all of whi< h

in tin ad in the r tablishi 1 repub

lie in China. II • a dis

titut nation »l the Chini

1 fad thai < !hina,

with all ; timent,

immunai life tin- 1

the A



REDUCING INTEREST RATES ON
SAVINGS DEPOSITS
BY JOHN HARSEN RHOAD]

IT is extremely unfortunate that the
* New } orl

interest rati '_ per i ent ;it this

particular time, when the cost of living

; But to postpon id be

safety of principal to income

unpardonable blunder. In the final an.^

the difference between interest rates of 4 and 3

!>( r < ent. is not such a hard-hip as many would

suppose. The average deposit in the state

is about S500. The reduction in the rate

4 to even 3 per < ent. would mean a different e <<i

nnual income to the depositor^ and what is

r if the retrenchment is made for the

purpose of securing his principal beyond the

shadow of a doubt? Those who contest a re-

duction are making a mountain out of a

molehill.

The sad but true philosophy involved is

this: While the rich man may venture

income, the poor man must safeguard1 his

principal.

The generaj concurrence in this proposition

is brought home when our attention is called

to the low rate of income or interest, varying

from 2 to 3 per cent., credited upon savings de-

posits throughout the world; and it is to 1 >e

observed with regret that the men and women
of to-day who. instead of exercising economy,
arc seeking im ome at the expense of print

are but sowing the seeds of financial adversity.

In tin- savings deposit, we have a non-
fluctuating, tangib ash the

hank-" liability, and the depositor surren

a fraction of income for the privilege o\ hav-

ing his principal ever intact. Thegovern
. gilt cl^cd beyond question, !>ut sul

to market fluctuation, i- a rash investment
I with tin U in a

ink I he impregnable in-

stitution dy and certain t<

100 cents upon the dollar differs distinctly

irity ii t ulm h can prom-
pt full pa) nu '

In the

our titution the divi<

sole!) upon reven

sing ch
p nd tin th of

their resources, have been crediting an in-

F 4 per cent, actuated, let u- hop .

by an erroneous conception of liberality, for in

many instai :ety of principal ha- been

tbordinate to income, the very antith-

esis of sound savings hank management. The
folly of this extravagant rate now manifests

in the startling discovery of a 50 per 1 ent.

shrinkage in the ratio of surplus to deposits.

The fundamental strength of our

institution-, or their ability impartially to meet

their obligations, whether they be called upon
to do so or not, is mea-ured by the ratio of sur-

plus to total deposits, or, in other words it is

;ed by the potential cash excess in re-

source-, as represented by investments,

and above cash liabilities, as represented by
depo-its.

With the trustee savings hank, this surplus

or potential cash excess belonging to depositors,

yet under the control of the trustee for his

and their protection, can he ascertained only

by estimating the market or selling value ^i

its investments. Consequently the trustee has

two important duties. Iir-t, he mu-t invest

the moneys entrusted to his care in the highest

grade securities; second, he mu-t keep his

institution as an in-titution to the best oi his

knowledge and belief technically solvent. That
i-, he must he able to demonstrate to himself

and to others and primarily to the Depart-

ment of Hanking that at all times the print

of each and every depositor is intact beyond

impairment
It i- freely conceded by conservative hank

t<> meet any contingency or loss in busi-

through the depreciation of securiti<

Otherwise, that might jeopardize the principal

of the depositor, the trustee savings hank should

aim to -tore av, surplus fund, computed
upon the' market or selling value of it- in

ments, equivalent at / 10 per oa
total deposits, and the mere fact that the trustee

haul. non-Stock corporation, when
in their entirety accrue to th>

one iot

.

If surplus equivalent to
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surate with the bank's guarantee.— the safety of

principal,—statistics warrant the inference that

dividends must be reduced, in many cases to as

low as 3 per cent., and much larger sums be

credited to surplus, for if we are to keep the

principal of each depositor intact, increasing

deposits must be protected, and falling secur-

ity markets neutralized. The older and stronger

banks which deprecate such reduction are,

with few rare exceptions, but postponing the

inevitable, and by their delay may drive many
a younger institution to the wall, thus crippling

our savings system and doing untold injury to

the community which it wat supposed to serve.

The average surplus of the 140 banks in the

51 ite cm January 1. 1910, was only 7.2c per

cent, of total deposits; 100 showed a surplus

of le^s than 7.20 per cent.: 25 a surplus of less

than 3 per cent.; and only 12 a surplus of 10

cent, and over.

It must be borne in mind that no trustee

.nk in its beginning can be the imme-
diate possessor of any surplus. It is then that

philanthropy guarantees security, and that the

trustee is directly responsible for the safety of

the institution. But, can anyone say that in

the course of years this self-assumed pecuniary

-ponsibility, moral if not legal, should not

Ik- lightened through the accumulation out of

earnings of an adequate surplus fund?

Until the year 1887, the savings banks of the

State of New York were progressively growing

stronger, and the personal responsibility of the

trustee a- a factor in their safety was progr

. ely diminishing. Since that date they have

l>ecome, not irretrievably, fundamentally weak-

er own in the ratio of surplus, which

-od in 1887 at 17.74 per cent, and now, in

it 7.20 per rent.

.<h ha-i been said concerning the effei

the declining \x>n<\ market upon the surplus.

<-n detrimental ith-

. matter of fa< t. the shrink-

age in tin tied of years ha- been
ib. id market-, than to the

I rom 1887 to 1905 the

wholly by in-

I >

teen du>

from

ithiri,

but has acted like a magnet in attracting

undesirable deposits from without. It is

instructive to note that this automatic ad-

dition to principal or deposit liability,

through interest credited, will be larger or

smaller, as dividends are raised or lowered.

Statistics covering many years clearly indicate

that, generally speaking, our savings banks
cannot credit as much as 4 per cent, and main-

tain any fixed ratio of surplus to deposits. The
percentage is certain to dwindle. At those peri-

ods in the past when 3^ per cent, was credited,

the ratio was but kept stationary, although in

many instances a rising bond market prevailed.

It must be remembered that with a rising bond
market the earning power of the savings insti-

tution is lessened, for rising bond markets

occur coincident]}- with lower rates for the use

of money. In a falling security market, under

the present earning power of the banks, the

4 per cent, rate is virtually suicidal, for, gener-

ally speaking, until past investments, pur-

chased upon lew income bases, mature, a suffi-

cient amount cannot be earned above 4 per

cent, to offset the effect of increasing deposits

through a 4 per cent, rate credited, and the

shrinkage concurrent with a falling security

market.

The present reduction in the opinion of the

writer is but a deferred reduction, one that

should have been made many years ago. With
rare exceptions, the institutions should never

have credited as much as 4 per cent., because

by so doing they have cumulatively weakened
their power of resistance, the surplus consti-

tuting the very- essence of their vitality. The
most resourceful bank has only a surplus of

14.93 Per cent, of deposits, and none show any

ispicuous embarrassment of riches; and the

older and stronger banks on the average are but

Strong to day as the younger and weaker
bail e strong twenty years ago.

[9 it not wiser and far more considerate to

deprive the depositor now of a traction of his

income than at some near or distant date

through the temporary closing of the in-ti

tution by reason of weakened resources to

pend the payment for b or li

nod not only of all income but of principal

veil.

I to prevent the trongi 1

.lie ll

ood to

th( '
I hen ., to

prevent tl

1, for within tin

•.in' d it and hi rein

tip



IRRIGATION SECURITIES AND
THE INVESTOR

BY I G. HOPSON
he I nit' - :

•

\ \ ERY few \ ore than been an enormo merit. In daily in

** four or five— it was almost impossible ; e private enterprise isendeavoring

finance a new irrigation p profit in the

h in th which thi anient has so cli

minds of inv< > many abani ile.

ind ditches in the Wesl wi Hence, all but one or two of the well-fa

into ruin or filling with drifting sand. There ami well-ma n projc

had been an amount of blunder- nitude now bein ted under pri\

system in the ital, are subsequent to th. rnment

engineering and financing of irrigation works, jects. Many ha

day the situatio t the op] I'he ment plans or even built by the

fault had lain not with irri Enterprises as R

such, but with the meth the promoters— little the many highly competent irrigation

the bungling and swindling that h i who have never had anythi o with

4

foisted on the public. The entire change of ernmi rk. It i- true, however, that the

opinion that i may b rnment practically set the pace in thi

the fait that upwards of 8300,000,000, m< elopment of these I It is also

the Mississippi, h e true that the field exploited hy the R

into private irrigation p And, unques- tion Service through the use of Government
ibly, it is to the operation of the Ret lama- money had been practically dosed to tin

tion Act that this flow tern capital into vate irrigation man by reason of the lack of

tern irrigation projects is due. nlidence in capitalistic circles, due to in

An explanation is called for to those who tion failures in years previous.

know that the projects built by the Govern- This opinion is by no means a personal one;

ment do not make use of prn 'ital. nor it is common knowledge to all responsible

may prn pital share directly in the bene- officers of the R« tarnation Service and gener

reated by them. The influence which the ally admitted by competent authorities outside

rnment ha 1 has been one of ex- the service. Now what is the correct interpre

ample. At the time it commenced work in tation of this situation as it affects the investor ?

and 1903, the existing irrigation works First, that such cheap and nasty, short-sighted,

. with lesigned, incompetent development as was in VO

ply and flimsily constructed, and often un- during the eighties and nineties must always
economical in maintenance and management, be a failure, both from a fmanc ial and physical

or hampered by di - and complication-* standpoint; but that development on well 1 on

of the law. ceived, carefully executed lines offers one of

The Government irrigation works, however, the most attractive fields for capital to exploit,

rously
1

ted and built by the Mark the difference.

t and with the best of material. Cap-
ital to notice th ivernment \ new crop rupui hemes

rk, though permanent in chat pould
pa;. or two, frequent tely, however, there b >pped up a

in in. value to property, much greater number of private projects little

lb. m of the better than mere swindling schemes They
: field of enterpris rnment had have been launched and are masquerading in

struck upon of t! Main profits the guise of their belter-. in view of their

that could b ted bj tin- judicious u ipidly increasing numbers the inference may
lie 1 apital on similar lines I he result has be justified that conditions oi a few y\
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may soon be duplicated, and a serious blow is proposing to invest in carries a goodly pro-

struck a legitimate enterprise. portion of its irrigable land on its list of assets

The irrigation schemes brought forth by un- and also that he will have his pro rata share on

scrupulous promoters, and dished up to the a division of the profits.

public under the cover of elaborate, highly In going over the accounts of one of the most

colored and illustrated prospectuses and cir- successful irrigation companies of Washington,

culars, in which the rankest falsifications are in perhaps the richest apple orchard section of

seriously proffered, are the scourge not only of that state, I found the company was exacting

the innocent investor, who is generally in no a charge of close to Si 50 per acre for a water

position to differentiate, but to all who are iden- right for all lands to which it supplied water,

tified with substantial and legitimate develop- and in addition an annual charge of S2.50 per

ment in the irrigation field. It is therefore with acre for maintenance and operation of the sys-

no scruple that I enter the field against this tern. Capitalizing the latter charge at 6 per cent,

class of roguery, which I consider dangerous to will give S40 per acre, so that the lands under

my especial line of work as well as to the inter- this project practically paid almost S200 per

>f the investor. acre for water alone. The average annual

It is an unquestioned fact that well consid- value of the crop was probably about S700 to

ered western irrigation enterprises offer the Siooo per acre, so the settler could well afford

most attractive features to capital by reason of the price of water. The company, however,

permanency, substantial margin of profits and in spite of its heavy charges, made little profit

the natural satisfaction that attends the pro- on its water sales, since the works were very

motion of a worthy object. The rapid increase difficult and costly to maintain and build. I

in land values in good localities provides to give this as an illustration of the fact generally

those with speculative instincts an additional admitted by irrigators that profits lie in land

incentive. Many great private enterprises have and not in water,

reaped the most substantial rewards. There
seems to be no limit in sight to the legitimate NECESSITY for i\\ 1 smgation
field, if the investor will not lose his head and
will use the business discretion and fore-iirht Usually a brief investigation by an experi-

to irrigation properties that he uses with rail- enced party will fully reveal the value of the

roads, industries or municipalities. claim advanced. The investor will do well to

It ha- been my privilege during the past few disregard the circulars, affidavits, photographs
have charge of a number of govern- and "expert testimony " of any promoting com-

ment projects, some of which have been the pany not personally known to him as estab-

mcan-, of increasing property values fourfold, lished and reliable.

and >ome ever. !. of the actual expendi- A case came to my notice not two weeks ago

ture made by the Government in work> and where a company now developing or proposing

administration. A few have not been quite so to develop an immense area of land in one of

easfuL But in no cases have any of the the Pacific states has issued a set of these ad-

failed fully to pay for themselves in in- vcrtising traps. It happens that 1 am thorough

incidental to their construction, ly familiar with the entire proposition and the

In t permanent types of construction water right of the company. The statement is

when pi so that main- brazenly made that the company controls and

and op< vill in future be kept at will guarantee to supply water in sufficient

a minimum. Most of these pro tuld, had quantity to develop this greal area of land

ted by well directed The literal fact is thai it actually controls only

: very limited supply, wholly inadequate for the

on th purpose claimed 1 This concern is openly trad

<1 incre ing upon the ignorance, first of the investor who
11 io tl u|x>n die firm'- reputation foi bu in< -

ind honor, and -<• ondly ol th<

r publ 0111 it i-- propo ell lain!

• < othei 1 ithin the pa 1 month
1 $200 to $ ;

iiion Both 1 omp
inize under the '

• iid had made appli* ation foi ition

nd the othei

tl In both
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authority in the

mple.

utely

itcnt being fraud, with the

ortunately, both

their quietu

me but

. when their prom 'heir

• rely

are

the {)ublic, dressed in all the

opinion and

w i I

The in

of the availabl tpply

a phys ndpoint. This should

quirt . qualified i .1 ir-

. are not only i

that may be diverted, bul e of the

rtion possible to be con. inals

D spite • nd othi

and the amount necessary ti to the land.

The quantity of the supply . the

-cru-

In this scrutiny the doctrine i

appropri should govern. The in\

.'ore be 1 that no attempt is

I
made to pirate the rights of others or in-

re with their legitir pment. The
ts of all prior appropr

by the new enter] •

tintment and disaster are inevitab

It ithout saying that the invt-

shoul Fy hims<

value of the land to 1. This will in-

volve considerations iion.tr ition

facilil I oearni the
- man will the imj

uld be able to form a

nient th insid-

erati' 1 depth

- on whi

I :i, vicinity to

nountain m
soil drainage on the productivity of the

mark- tant

in fixing land i that th

fraiil from attempt-

here

:. liscrii

i knr

It i pted that ideal Con-

or fruit culture lom found, <

in the more favored sections of the

»f producing
the high

only in very limiti uent

inter- : ~. I:, one :' the
%

i

40-a< h will
) ->o to

.mnum. you w*ll find imn
compar

value land. Unless the invi

rtunities of kr .unt

value fruit

and base hi

•

or the 1

Th( onel of th>

luch atti

•n the
j

n in local charge. N
3 in which

i not pr

ability. In
'

t of

hun<: irmilli.

ment mu.-t be la om-
ical. Pettin.

ecuti t in bus

I know oi
'

gat ion p
sional skill and The

ich apparently simple

mati'

•tamable. Tin

erally th< :ig run. Ti

it from

hment will

I legal judgment. Ripe experi

the
|

the

company thousands d maiiv.

Unless the personnel is su. >uld inspire

ird oi
]

ievement it

would be well the enterpru

In I ould advise an investor to

T, his o with

\erlion and trouble in ascertaining

that arc within tl of his training

and ability to judge I

ored to show really comprise ti I bulk of

the main consid t in COW
tiOD with
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LEADING ARTICLES OF THE MONTH
AUSTRALIA AND THE UNITED STATES-

TWO FRIENDS
"V"" EARLY two years ago this Review said

concerning Australia:

It is often remarked that Australians and Amer-
icans are more alike than any other of the great

groups of the English-speaking race; yet as a rule

Americans know very little of Australia. The
spirit of the Australian Commonwealth resembles

that of the American republic. In Australia one
finds the same activity and independence, the

same originality and self-reliance \s in

America the spirit of democracy is in the ascend-
ant. Wages are high, public education is widely
diffused, and the Australian women have the same
freedom from conventional control which their

American sisters enjoy.

Noteworthy corroboration of this view is

found in the latest pamphlet issued by the

Association for International Conciliation, the

writer being Dr. Percival K. Cole, (Colum-

bia University . who is now vice-principal of

the Teachers' College at Sydney, New South

Wales. Writing of the United States and
:ralia. he sa]

There are many citizens of the United Mai
whom Australia is but a name, denoting an island

in outlandish
I home perhaps of convji

the descendants of such, a hunting; ground of

unintelligent aborigines, a pre) ol outlaws and
bush: ,f vagllC terror.-, and alarms,
a synonym for adventure and insecurity.

Australia with her three million square miles

of area is really a continent Besides this cle

ment of noble ie and America
many characteristics in common. Dr.

remaii

and lii roism
d prim:' | heir

(1 di-*ister v

lib-

Idcr
i .( unlimited

im.il

i**\

\\ I

those "who like but do not comprehend her,

to those of her American friends who would be

courteous, but whose ignorance leads them to

ottend,** this final word:

There is no trace of criminal descent in her
population of four and a half millions of white
inhabitants. The last convicts reached her shores
in [840, few in the midst of a free population,
forgotten in the floods of immigration of the golden
fifties, exiled mainly for petty or political offenses,

serving long terms and rarely founding families,

though their children were as good as those of

other men. There are no outlaws in Australian
wilds: no animals dangerous to man.

Economic factors bring moral 'and cultural

elements in their train; and commerce is a

means whereby nations may gradually come to

know each other better. In 1907 the trade of

the United States with Victoria amounted to

815,000,000; with Xew South Wales. $17,-

000,000; with the other colonies smaller

amounts. All of these figures might be largely

increased, if the conditions of the Australian

market were more fully studied by Americans.

The possibilities of commercial relations with

Australia are, according to Dr. Cole, almost

unbounded.

Her total imports in 1906 amounted to $207,-
000,000, and of specie and bullion 1X1,000,000;
while exports of merchandise were estimated at

$248,000,000, of specie and bullion f»75,OOi

These fig a reminder that when all is said

and done, America owns a greater proportion of

d imagination of Australia than of

her trade.

Dr. (Oh- speaks in glowing terms of the

warmth of the- welcome extended by Australia

to the American il<< t on its cruise round the

world. \t banquet • and when the

lute i nized, the tandard

I >ur All: and Brothi

Australia has more' tradition; in common
With \r ill any oilier coiinli\.

united ratht r than

emptint m '•) the l

on |<m uou eh mm nt ol i "in

del i iIm d( mo
and '• in titution In
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more democratic than Then, too, if lot and the . title for land investments.

Australia ba America systems Then i real, livit mmunity
ricultur ition, and manu- b Ai md the young white power

•!- that faces her a

HASKBALL AND THE LAW
' I "UK national game

gain in interest witl

Thoi ivorite team may fail I

pennant in a particulai '•'ing

in its

. and the shouts of enthusi

ake the welkin ring with undimin-

And while thi

largely to the i

public, it ource of

i to pi

in skill tin ally val-

the clubs that them; and ties

that hind are drawn as tightl le to

prevent rival clubs from securing tl

from time to time 1

ired in the courts; and to-day

body of -pru-

( >n thi -
1 at thr

meet it ion by
Mr. John W. Stayton, K>rt, Ark., who
pub! in the !

.May-June.

In 1901, he tells us, representatives of all the

important 1< >f the country

and formed Pro

.ill Clul

Thi lent, which s by
whicl m in the countn only

nnel th t to-

ll oi the dul
for ten . . Thi
born an artificial body which
shoul rn and conti

them without tl.

tit ismal

An* i ! to surround it with
.rr.int

erning !

••'I'll, ]

'

ing of five n

;

by the

\ and
stu h other men aitted to

membership on th< iter by the

board its

and determine all d -nplaint

md i lubs, I club

.md players

man. etc. It r- in

the imposition <>t

rm-

Any baseball

to be protected by tin A it is

required to enumerate the cities

circuit, I monthly salary limit ar.

maintenam
once le in

a clu ry limit.

nstitut: lout thi

the I rbitration.

All under a form

the b< that

r the

of the terra i

!

1 in anj

;i!ic upon ;

i' .it tin i of the am
the

Any player under may
contract with or play with any other < lub with-

out h'ts employer's written

qualified from playing ball with any club,

member <^i the agreement, and all nun
barred from playing with him." This

ion of reserve I I the

ball litigation dur. Mr.

bich ai

interest in the baseball world

Metropolitan Exhibition Com
panv \t r rd, the *

York club, and now
i itv. Ward, ha< ntract with

rk club whi the latter the r

to "l 'him for the Q<

At t(

to play with the plaintitT. who brought suit to

enjoin him from playing with any other club.

plaintiff claim erve"

t "in the ordinarv sen>e

of to hold, to keep for further Tin

ant maintained that it had alw..

I rtain S4

ami that it meant that bJ9

1 to the cm lusi 'her nn I

the h
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vided for discharge on 10 days' notice, in re- phia club and had then joined a rival organ-
gard to which the Court said: ization. The action was to restrain him from

_. , , , , ,
plaving with the latter during the life of his

We have the spectacle presented of a contract
contract with the Philadelphia club,which binds one party lor a series oi years and the ^

other party for 10 days, and the party who is itself

bound for 10 days coming into a court of equity The court below refused the injunction, holding
against the party bound for years. that to warrant the relief prayed, the defendant's

services must be unique, extraordinary, and of

Ultimately Judge Lawrence dismissed the such a character that it was impossible to replace

case "for the reason that the contract was not £™- S° n
at

,

hls
^
reat;h.of contract would result in

... „ irreparable loss to plaintitt, and found from the
such an one as equity would entorce. evidence that his qualifications as a player did

Another case cited by Mr. Stayton is the not measure up to this standard,

celebrated one of the Philadelphia Ball Club
against Xapoleon Lajoie. The latter had The court on appeal, however, took a dis-

played a part of the season with the Philadel- ferent view, and an injunction was issued.

TRADE TRAINING AND THE CHILD-LABOR
PROBLEM

"pTYE million deserters from the army of a strong ambition for money of their own.
twenty million public-school children in But, whatever the causes may be, one thing is

the United States in a single year is the estimate certain, namely, that a compulsory education

of a leading educator cited by Mr. Owen R. which results in such distaste for school that

Lovejoy, the general secretary of the National children prefer to enter some unskilled labor.

Child Labor Committee, in the North which wastes from two to four years of adoles-

American R< 1 The -ame writer, in offering cence for an insignificant wage and leaves them
an explanation of this state of things, quotes stranded at twenty, has missed* the purpose of

the report of the Massachusetts Commission on education. Doubtless it is equally true that

Industrial Education, according to which there many of these children would be in school if

were in the State of Massachusetts alone the school promised preparation for some life

"25,000 children between fourteen and sixteen pursuit. According to the censusof 1900, among
not in school, five sixths of whom did not com- the 1,750,189 child-workers not less than

plete the grammar school course," one fifth did 688,207 children under .sixteen, 186,358 of

not complete the seventh ^rade, and one fourth whom were under fourteen years of age, wen-
did not complete the sixth grade." in industries other than agricultural." But

.
these figures are not accurate. The census

u??H
a
.Vr"T» I T "'"'"'.' show«- >' llt 66 's newsboys, whereas in thirtj

the) are seventeen, .in<l J '

. the maximum wage oi -i« at twenty tnreeoi our cities to-day "not less than 17,000

-I that for every one < hildren are engaged as newspaper carriers,

many of them as young as six or eight years."
m-mi or become mix 1. h .1 .1 . .1 111

rare that one
,l Wl

'

t,Ui> ,,c "*? that
,

the Problem ul, < Kr

from ai, o i
consideration is an intensely vital one.

ty Mr. Lovejoj holds that "every worker dur

J?"'
"' i '" 1 " ing ! ational training should have an

1

opportunity to 1, demands
,1 ;n ,. :

nd 1 onditu labor in other Industrie

. and It ' II 1 noM 11 < dm ator

of voi ational train

ould in« lud ialized instrui tion in the

1 r.i< l< s appropriati n 1<» alit)
."

1 1>

Mil 1 the dang
point Why, for example, mould the child ol

;

1 h Stale

'..d miii be pre
! ! he
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table him to i boose for him-

self whether lie will be miner <>r follow

her rail':

The unskilled
I

re vitiating

n, from the social standpoint, than to

A !• rma-
nd rareh
orkmei I girl is ler it

and her fell

Mr rly maintains that

• ry iri rl there should l>e adequate in-

tion in the - that affect the hoi

In tl 'Is dom<
girls

do not d( into doi

"it
: nlv those i^i rl .-s who

to enter such employment should

re ei\e tlii- trainii.

iin:

. in ord
e\|>i a her <<wn borne,
and, if industrial training i- pro\ i II, should
embody i r re-

mum prepara
home-making all our pirl--

the idea that homi ntific

it the
k.

are multi] md this

somethu
tion therein mi: to help the child

by it 1 him into ;

died labor. Given su< I don it would
I that 1 dts mi: .1 to

employer and child alike, in the matter of la-

while the ri -aid be :

for intelligent d dp.

PRINCETON'S NEW METHOD OF UNDER-
GRADUATE INSTRUCTION

I \ the Princeton Alumni Weekly f

ruarj 05, a new plan of instruction

announi tified by the

of Trustees in June of th< year,

and in due course put into operation. The new
method is known as the

\

-tern;

and it has now come to be looked up
permanent institution at Princeton. \

oi the origin, practh al op and w
lying principles of the is given by Mr.

Nathaniel E. Griffin in the 5

He correctly assumes that "the problem of

numbers has been one of the d ed ques-

tions with which our larger universities have
had to deal." The growing size <>f college

• no longer permits the • ition

een student and teacher that used to exist

i tin' 1

1

•. ere smaller. It has not

lined possible to hold the individual stu-

dent to account for daily performan<
rj vario healthful hab

daily study ha frequently sunk "into

innocuous desu< the problem which

Princeton undertook to solve was, how to

enlist the jaded interest of the student in

wholesome dis< iplii and
preceptorial system is her solutii Its

ntial features m follow s ;

\i the outset of the academic year Btudent
.ill ^.i\e the scientific departments of the u

in- distributed among the several preceptors
ned to each oft hesc depart nicnts I ich pre-

r then divides lib m< n

than thn « memtx
men he meets l"r pei :her in a

'r, preferably, in the informal sur-

his own study,
ition the preceptor invariably retains the

men original]

they continue in I rtment (usually from two

A- a preceptOI instruction only within

own chosen department. lent has
• irate preceptor in ea< h of the departm

in whit h his work lies. Tl

the weekly

hour- ition or let ture.

It is not alwa\ tTerentiate pre-

cisel] ' 11 the functions of the pi

and the lecturer. Speaking generally, how<
it may that the l tt the same
subject matter, but each in his own v

independently of the other, the two methods
supplementing without overlapping one an-

other. To insure the proper working of the

new 1 the following precautions

n:

#

The preceptor is forbidden to r lination

papei Any <Ii>["

slight preceptorial work is pro> \ by
ning more weight to the opinion of the pre-

r than to the examination in the determining
t , the preceptor may

mmend that tarred from
examination and thus be obliged to take thi

over id ol the term thi
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student are determined by a joint conference of

lecturer or classroom instructor and preceptors.

It must not be supposed that the precep-

torial system has been organized solely for

the purpose of more rigorous discipline. It is

based on the very old conception that "all true

teaching is personal and owes its efficacy to the

direct impact of mind upon mind." The
principle is '"as old as Socrates, and was em-

ployed by Abelard at Paris. Arnold at Rugby,

Jowett at Oxford, and Hopkins at Williams."

Further, the preceptorial system is not a coach-

ing system, nor must it be regarded a> "a sort

of intellectual go-cart, intended to facilitate the

acquisition of knowledge with the least possible

expenditure of energy on the part of the stu-

dent." The preceptor is not 'a drillmaster

armed with the rod of pedagogic authority;

neither is he, on the other hand, an intellectual •

t-nurse appointed to feed predigested pab-

ulum to queasy stomachs."' He is really the

'mediator between the student and his

rk." To convey an idea of the working of

• th n. Mr. Griffin gives the following

illustration:

We will - • that the conference is in Eng-
.. and that the four men who normally com-
ae the group are assembled in the study of the

. entrance they have found their

surrounded l>y scholastic tome-, bright?
..'. may \>c, by the bla/e of an open fire, or

by e\ i'l I the humanizing com-
inionship of a pipe. We will suppose that the

I for the hour is English literature of the
tury. Hardly have the customary

when one of the men
•n : "This stuff by Collins is not what

(imply rot." This frank avowal
referable to indifference, and at

It now b

the latter's turn to delegate the adjudication of
Collins' claim as a poet to other members of the
group. Two of the remaining members, we will

suppose, concur in somewhat milder language, with
the opinion of Mr. A. The fourth, rather perhaps
for the sake of singularity than from conviction,
admits that the poet is not so awfully bad after
all. and when called upon to support his admission
with evidence, will recollect a felicitous phrase or
striking audacity of conception which, he is willing
to allow, may in some measure redeem the poet
from the charge of unmitigated barbarity. Seizing
upon this chance observation, the preceptor will

then proceed to build up Collins' claims to re-

spectful consideration. In this way the conference
will, in an important sense, be taken out of the
preceptor's own hands and proceed upon whatever
line may be suggested by the chance observation
of one of the group.

One very important result of the precep-

torial system is that under it "the barrier that

formerly separated the students from the

faculty has broken down." A- Mr. Griffin

reminiscently observes:

Pleasant acquaintances often leading to lifelong

friendships are formed between student and pre-

ceptor. Members of the faculty are frequently
entertained at dinner by the students and students
by the faculty. A student will frequently drop
into his preceptor's room for a talk or take a walk
or lanot- trip with him in the neighborhood. Above
all, a very substantia] beginning lias been made
towards providing the means by which the st udent
may be permitted to see that ids instructor is not

altogether devoid of human qualities and the pre-

ceptor that his pupil can give him many valuable
hints in the art of tea< hing.

In other words both students and teachers

are coming to realize, to their mutual advan
tage, that their interests arc united and that

they are both embarked on a common, intel

lc dial que
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MR. WILLI 111 K

lish cheap magazines is anything l>ut Battering.

Take, for example the following:

Apart from fiction, what do we find in the Eng-
lish sixpenny magazines? M.iy not the rot <>f their

matter fairly be described .is magnified, and
scarcely glorified, tit-hits.-' There .ire articles of

cheap personal gossip, addressed for the most |>.irt

to popular snobbery; articles of pettifogging ant i-

quarianism, on Old Inn Si^ns. or Peculiar Playing
Card-.- arlic le^ on homes and liaunts of the poets
and on Ro\ j I Academicians, with reproductions of
•their masterpieces; articles on Indian snake-charm-
ers and a woman's ascent of Fuji; articles .on the
Tost Office and the Fire Brigade, the Hank of
I ngland and the Mint, all gossipy .\m\ anecdotic,
with a careful avoidance ol real information or

i riticism; articli s on ^•\\ and billiards, "ski-ing","
and salmon-fishing; articles on "A I >ay in the Life
I a Call Boy," or on "Mj I

- ir~t Speaking Part,"
l>\ Mi^- Birdie Montmorency articles, in short,

on everything thai can pass the time for .u\ idle

brain, and < annol possibly matter either to the in-

di\ iilual or to the nation. The most serious pap< rs

dmitted to these miscellanies ace a few p.

ol illustrated statistics and an occasional peep into
populai Nor, in the past ten years, does
ont an) symptom ol a drift towards better
tlm

Vmong the Vmeru an magazines, he finds

between the medio re all -tor\ magazines <>r

"repositories of mere intellectual slush" and
the i mi veil tit ma I 1 1 ,irf>rr'\. Si rilnnt'v, and (

tm x a group of " some half do/en periodicals of

extraordinary \ ital and stimulating < harai ter."

There is, he thinks, "nothing like them in the

literature of the world." And he claims that

the credit for the American cheap magazine
"is mainly due to one man Mr. S. S. Mi

-

Clure." Taking some five-and-twenty of these

magazines, Mr. Art her classifies their special

articles under seven heads. Under *' Municipal

Politics and Police" he cites Mr. Steffens' in

\ estimations of municipal corruption: Mr.
Kibbe Turner's studies of Tammany a. 1 of

Chicago and his exposure of the "white slave"

traffic; Judge Lindsey's "The Beast and the

Jungle"; Judge Gaynor's "Looting of

York"; General Bingham's articles on the po

licing of cities; and accounts of the " Black

Hand." the shooting of Francis J. Heney, and

the San Franc; namite plots.

In the political sections are cited, among
others. "The Pinchot Ballinger controvert

Mis- Tarbell's "Where the Shoe Is Pinched";

"Hill against Harriman"; "A Tariff-made

City"; "The Negro in Politics"; "1 he
'

Re*gime in China"; "The Terror on Europe's

Threshold"; "Why Japan hoe- Not Want to

Fight "; and "barbarous Mexk o."

Under Science, Social, and Miscellam

topics arc: "\\ ar on the White I )eath "; "The
Vampire of the South'' (the hookw<

"Pellagra"; "Eusapia Paladino"; "Our Un-

dermanned Navy"; Ferrero's "Nero"; and

"Cleveland as a Law] cr."

One thing Mr. An her misses in these maga-
zines, and that is the "literary essay, the es

thetic appreciation, the article on painting,

sculpture, or musi

As to the reasons why there are not in Eng-

land "any such alive and cheap magazines,"

Mr. Archer thinks that "the social and politi-

cal studies which form the strength of the

American cheap magazine fall in England
rather into the province of the great news-

papers, "there being in America no paper like

the London Times, which has a national c ire il-

lation. Another reason is that English politi

cal and social life is not BO fertile as that of

Ameril a in topics of dramatic or melodramatic

interest "The United States i- like an enor-

mously rich country overrun by a horde of

robber barons, and very inadequately policed.

The cheap magazines find in this situation an

unexampled opportunity." Many lopii S of

importance could not l»e brought home to the

sixpenny (ia-cent) magazines in England

owing t<> the law of libeL "The mildest of the

progressive magazines, if its matter applied t»>

England and were published in England, would

beget such crop i^i libel suits as would bring

unheard <>\ prosperity to the legal profession."

Then again the English cheap magazines can-
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not attempt to follow the lead of their American
fellows in social investigation, having ''neither

the circulation nor the advertisements to en-

able them to pay for it." Despite all these

reasons, Mr. Archer expresses his opinion that

the American cheap magazine in England "is

not impossible at all."

The Dial (Chicago) of June i has a notice of

Mr. Archer's article, which it terms "his latest

contribution to our enlightenment upon our

own affairs—and incidentally, to the enlight-

enment of his fellow Britons." It thinks

that "our critic takes the entire manifestation

American Magazine activity] a little too

tnd contint

It is true that these are all serious subject?-, and
dso true that almost every article in the list

is the product of an extended investigation and of

an amount of labor far out of proportion to the ten

or twelve pages that the article fills. But th<

10 for a series of years have had these articles

as a steady diet have come to realize that their

fundamental note is sensationalism, and that the
underlying motive for their multiplication is com-
mercial rather than philanthropic The instinctive

common sense of the American people has labelled

them as "muck-raking" productions, and an in-

stinctive optimism has discounted their lurid im-
aginings by about ninety per cent. They have
stirred us up, no doubt, and often in profitable
ways; but their bias and exaggeration, their deter-
mination to make sensational points at no matter
what sacrifice of sobriety, have prevented them
from having much influence over serious-minded
people. They have aroused emotional rather than
reflective natures; and this is a dangerous thing to
do. Mr. Archer thinks that these articles have
been "an incalculable force for good," of which we
are by no means sure; but he admits that they ex-

hibit the logical weakness of "an insufficient think-
ing-out of the fundamental ideas on which their

crusade is based." To our mind a much more
fatal weakness is found in their attitude of parti

pris, in their assumption that everything is either

black or white, and in their unblushing appeal to

prejudice. Some of them are doubtless compara-
tively free from these faults; but since Mr. Archer
seems to cover them with a blanket approval, we
feel bound to suggest that the opposing point of

view is likely to result in a sounder judgment.

The Dial would like to see supported in

America a group of monthlies like the English

Contemporary', Fortnightly, and Nineteenth

Century, and weeklies like the Spectator and

the Saturday Review. For these it would gladly

exchange "the whole galaxy of our muck-
raking magazines."

SOM1 ACHIEVEMENTS OF MODKRX SURGERY
I ha- advance been
* -eater during the past century than in that

Seventy y< o the*revolution

ight by the use of anesthetic s had not been

inaugurated by Horace Wells with the intro-

duction of protoxide of oitrof fol-

M th ether and by

tnpson (with chloroform,

Opet lions of the mo-t delicate na-

which to «: <» frequently performed

imment, wen- then un-
'

if London. Plan of

i a Tail

im, had n< vorld

.toniy. reset tion of

ions

I

had

already attained it- lie plus ultra. Dr. Leon
Herard, writing of the progress of surgery, in

the Revue tie Paris, cite- the following passage

from the preface to Hover's Traitiedes maladies

chirurgicales, which was published about 1S1
|

and was the vade met urn of the French surgeons

i to the middle of the nineteenth century:

Surgery has made great progress in our dav. It

seems to have attained the highest degree ol per

II of which it i- susceptible. Nearlj all the

cal maladies are to-da) perfectlj known The
o|>i-r.itivc methods are fixed and described with a

precision thai leaves liitli to I" desired Our
in>l our apparatus are ol the mosl

• onvenienl kind.

. li.it ili< i miin hi Boj er would
• I. i ould he but h d \\ hal I h

'.out modi loi

.11 H III. I'll I IK .1

\|..n i from i he I"

the pai and thi pinal

I [o that the apho

Hipp V I tin di ith,"
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seemed -till unquestionable The heart, the

"center of life" to adopl the scholastic expres-

sion, dwelt in an inviolable sanctuary. It was

believed thai a simple pun< ture of its walls in-

volved death; that hemorrhages resulting from

wound- were- uncontrollable; it was deemed

the course of a few weeks she appeared com-
pletely In .iled.

m iNqo to the end of 1908 there were in

cases "!' -muring the heart ;g cun
Another operation in surgery that ha- pro

dueed some remarkable result- is that of
impo>-ible to arrest the flo* ol the blood even

grafting_« a mt.th()(1 known to thc Brahmins
for an instant; and no one dared to ay the

[or 2>OCo yeais, in a country where mutilations
heart bare for the purpose of seeking and sutur-

were foe ordinary punishments of man]
rounds. Dr. Berard states that the early

fensea -
, )r ^raxd presents seven! notable

operator, on the heart were much struck With
m()(lcrn cascs which cann()t> fof ,ack ()f

the -tolerance by this supposedly delicate
be reproduced here. He then pro.. tndi-

organ of surgical manipulations," and he cite- a

remarkable case in illustration:

A Russian yjirl of sixteen had received accident-

all) .1 revolver-shot in the breast. After four daj s

ol 1 ardiac trouble the surgeon Podrese op< ned the

cate some of the limitations of surgery: e. g.. in

rd to tuberculosis and cancer. Of the

former he says: "To-day we have neither vac-

cine nor serum which permit- us to act solely

on the affected ti - in s, treating them at the side

thorax, incised the pericardiac Bac, emptied it of () f those that are not profoundly altered."' ( >f

the blood, and explored the entire heart witheyi
r Qe >taU ... "Here v. still less

and finger \ pointed needle was subse
quentlj inserted and the cardiac walls carefully

scrutinized. Nowhere could the ball be d •

ered. He then lifted the heart, palpated the ven-

tricles and auricle-, but could not discover the

projectile He therefore pi.ned a stitch in the
wound and closed the breach in the thorax. The
operation had lasted about a quarter ol an hour,

and at il- end the heart had lost its normal
rhythmii contraction: it presented solely those

undulatory movements which make one fear

an approaching death. However, the patient

vanced. . . The close analogies "i

cers with certain infectious maladies point- to a

-itic microorganism as the cause; but it

not been possible to isolate this nor to

luce it by culture. This parasite

powerful to-day as it ever was. Can-
X ray.-, and radium seem to have a bene!

effect upon certain superficial cancerous lesions,

but for deep-seated cancers all our conservative

•survived both the wound and the operation: in methods and means remain illusory."

MR. ROOSKVELT ON BIOLOGICAL ANALOGIES
IN HISTORY

T\ the first part of his address delivered at

•* Oxford University, England, on June 7, just

before his return to America, on the stfb-

jee i of " Biological Analogies in History," Mr.

Roosevelt drew some- striking analogies be-

tween the growth and dec line of certain forms

of animal life and the growth and dec line oi

various civilizations, admitting, however, that

Such parallel- are true only in the roughest and

most genera] way. After pointing out several

marked differences between the Roman civil-

oil and that of (ire it Britain, notably the

facl that unlike Koine '

* Britain has won do-

minion in every ( lime, has carried her flag by

conquest and settlement t<> the uttermost ends
of the earth, at the \er\ time that haughty and
powerful ri\als in their abounding youth or

strong maturity were eager to set bounds to her

greatness and to tear from her what -lie had
won afar," the speaker empha-i/cd the im

portani e of the ethic al element in national

supremac v.

What ia true of your country, my heart'

true of my own; w hue we should be vigilant against
from without, yet we need never reall) tc.ir

them bo long a- we safeguard ourselves against
the enemies within our own households; and these
enemies are our own pas ind tolln

peoples cm escape being mastered by others
i>\ being able tn master themselves. We Amer-
ican-, and you people of the Hriti-h Isles, alike,

need ever to keep in mind that, among the many
qualities indispensable to t!

democracy, and second only to a high and -tern

sense of duty, of moral obligation, are self-knowl-

edge and Belt-mastery. You, my hosts, and I may
igree in all our \ iews; torn

think me a \ cry radical democrat,—AS, fur the

matter of that. 1 am; and my theory of imperialism
would probably suit the anti-imperialists ,c- little

a it would suit a certain type of forcible-feeble

imperialist. Hut there are some points on which
we must all agree if we think soundly. Thi

form of government, democratic or othei
i- the instrument, the tool, with which we work.
It i- important to have e. I tooL But, even if

it i- the 1 -i!>le, it i- only tool. No imple-

ment 1 an ever t.ike the place of the guiding intelli-

gence that wield- it A \ er\ bad tool will ruin

the work of the besi craftsman; but a e.o<>d tool
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in bad hands is no better. In the last analysis

the all-important factor in national greatness is

national character.

That the "good old times" were better than

the present Mr. Roosevelt vigorously denies.

He is profoundly impressed, and he wishes his

hearer to be impressed, by the moral superior-

itv of successive national types in the history

of civilization.

While freely admitting all of our follies and
weak f to-day. it is yet mere perversity to

refuse to realize the incredible advance that has

been made in ethical standards. I do not believe

that there is the slightest necessary connection be-

tween any weakening of virile force and this ad-

vance in the moral standard, this growth of the

sense of obligation to one's neighbor and erf re-

luctance to do that neighbor wrong. We need have
scant patience with that silly cynicism which in-

sists that kindliness of character only accompanies
weakness of character. On the contrary, just as
in private life many of the men of strongest char-
acter are the very men of loftiest and most exalted
morality, so I believe that in national life as the
ages go by we shall find that the permanent na-
tional types will more and more tend towards those
in which, while the intellect stands high, character
stands higher: in which rugged strength and cour-
age, rugged capacity to resist wrongful aggression
by others, will go hand in hand with a lofty scorn
of doing wrong to others. This is the type of
Timoleon, of Hampden, of Washington, and
Lincoln. These were as good men, as disinterested
and unselfish men, as ever served a State: and
they were also as strong men as ever founded or
saved a State. Surely such examples prove that
there is nothing Utopian in our effort to combine
justice and strength in the same nation. The
really high civilizations must themselves supply the
antidote to the self-indulgence and love of ease
which they tend to produce.

A SPANIARD OX THE UNITY OF SPANISH-
SPEAKING PEOPLES

IN a recent number of Espafia Moderna
Madrid there appeared an article by

>r Pio Bal. dealing with certain

<\ the respective relations of the United

States and Spain with the South and Central

American republics. The writer begin- by

calling attention to the gradual though belated

Spaniards and Spani>h-Ameri-

ise of their close relationship. < >n

thi-, point he remar

of moderate intelligence who
nd our frontiers muit note

i, if he De patriotic, the

tend' irard a moral approximation with our
->* the lea. At fir-t - 1^ h t . it ma\

it the production of bo natural a

ild ha
• .ikinn, this has been

Spaniards
lin^ thr lb- whom we do not

ueri-

'»f ix < 11 r

: them t<.

han

In.,

cal vicissitudes in Spain, which have left

Spaniards but little time or inclination to study

the development of other lamb. Moreover,

Spain's administration of the colonies remain-

ing to her after 1823 was of the same character

as that which had induced the revolt of her

South and Central American colonies. These
circumstances at once prevented Spaniards

from gaining an acquaintance with South

American politics, and caused Spain to be

viewed askance by the young republics.

However, in spite of all this, "deep down in

the hearts of both Spaniards and Spanish

Americans, there is a strong though undefined

consciousness of the brotherhood of the Span
ish rao

( m Spain's failure, during such a long period,

to properly appreciate the true significance ol

and its transcendent importance, Senor

Ballesteros writi
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In Seftor Ballesteros' opinion, it i- Spain's

failure to appreciate the true value of these

elements of union that has given the United

States an opportunity to - the elder

sister of the Latin American republics.

The conception of Spanish unity offered by

Senor Ballesteros is presented in a somewhat

more philosophical form by Prof. Vincente

Gay, in the same issue of Espana Moderna.

Professor Gay sees in the future the develop-

ment of a new phase of Spanish lite and

thought, one that will include the Portu;:

peoples of the mother country and of Brazil.

This he denominates " Ihcrianism." and he

indicates the necessary conditions fi.r its evolu-

tion as follows:

A more intense spiritual current, tr.m
these peoples, a more active and generous effort,

especially on the part of their representative intel-

lects, will hriiiy to li^hi all that is now latent in the

><uil> of the Iberians. Thus an ideal will l<e de-

nned, which can only Kain form by the cons

and conscious effort of the r..

HUNGARY AND HER RELATION TO
THE CROWN

MANY intricate problems await solution in

Hungary. These include electoral re-

form, regulation of the finances, the <|ue-tion of

nationalities, and the proper relation of the

country to the Crown. Privy Councillor Pal-

lavicini, in an article in the Oesterreichische

Rundschau traces the course of events from

1005, when the Coalition party was founded,

tinder the radical leadership of Francis Kossuth

and defeated the Liberal party which had held

uninterrupted -way for thirty years. The
Councillor admonishes the Hungarians to pre-

serve peaceful illations with the Throne, which

in the last generation has done so much for

1 hem. and is the cement which keeps the realm

together.

The result of the politics of the last few y<

cannot, the writer continues, he termed a suc-

cess. < rptimists hoped that the leaders would

be able to adjust the differences between the

various factions and keep the hot-heads within

i lounds. I luring the diffi< ult negotiations con-

cerning the Ausgleich 1 the agreement determin-

ing the economii relation- between Hungary
and Austria proper), harmony was, indeed,

maintained in the Coalition mini-try; and it

may have been the part of wisdom for Austria

to -how a compliant -pirit at that juncture.

Hardl) li.nl the Ausgleich been accompli
and the countrj favored with new tax and school

I ition, however, when discord broke out in the
inini-ii\ Scarce!) noticeable at first, it grew
especiall) marked when it became <lc.ir that the
leaders, notabl) Francis Kossuth, no longer fully

controlled their parties [*q put off the ine> itable

breach and i" preserve appearances, a court
double-dealing was persevered in for months.
I hat this could continue so long mas be explained
l>\ the reverence ol the Hungarian peasantn lor

1 1>< I »u tatoi \\ hii h the) have
transferred to his son, [Tie political situation

grew steadil) worse In order to revive a waning
popularit) and (l".iL palpable shortcomings, the

-in -- of the throne and the realm was exploited to

gain certain com —an independent bank,
the nationalization ol' the Hungarian army, <

all in the direction of loosening the common bond.
Hut here the Coalition encountered in the Crown
an invincible obstacle. A-1 1 ardianofthe
mon irehy and of it- position as a world power, the

Crown took the ju>t -land that negotiate

nducted only if the Fullest assurance of future
.wu\ a stable majority could be given The

Meal care* ' prominent
• na)
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leaders could not guarantee either, for they them-
selves were divided. The first great break in the

radical faction occurred when Justh and his adher-

ents seceded and demanded a Hungarian bank, to

start January, 191 1. The Coalition, deprived of

leaders, came to a rapid end, and the old Liberals

became influential once more.

It is to be hoped, the writer continues, that

the people have become convinced that through

the barren debates about prerogatives, econo-

mic development, which is far more important,

arrested. Actual personal losses have

perhaps taught the people to cease "cherishing

illusions and making impossible demands.*'

That rational sentiments are beginning to

prevail is evidenced by the history of the new
ministry, which, however, had a most unwelcome
reception. It can already point to a number of

successes and is a political factor of no small

importance.

Credit for contributing to this favorable

change must be given to Count Tisza, who be-

gan to win back his old popularity during his

voluntary retirement. He is one of the political

figures who will, in all probability, have to be

chiefly reckoned with. Count Andrassy, one

of the leaders of the Coalition. has mo.-t frankly

confessed the errors and the evil consequences
of his policy. All these favors have favored
Count Khuen, the head of the new ministry,

and it may be assumed that he has taken a cor-

rect view of the situation and of the temper of

the nation.

The writer remarks that he has studied the

real Magyar people during the most varied

crises and found them invariably calm and
sober. "Skilful agitators, however, will trv by
all sorts of devices to throw the voters into a

ferment."

A splendid victory may be recorded by the

Crown, concludes Dr. Pallavicini, which, hav-

ing as its single object the welfare of the realm,

has displayed admirable patience and firmness.

All nationalities,—but, above all, the Hunga-
rians,—have cause id be grateful to it. What an
abundance of rights has been granted them in a
single generation! It would be ungrateful to in-

crease the political complication and the difficulties

of the Crown, so weighted with responsibilities.

Now is the time that Hungary should make peace
with the Throne; and her example would undoubt-
edly have a salutary effect upon the other side of

the I.eitha, causing the unruly elements which find

their advantage in the present tangled conditions
to disappear from the scene.

THK NEW ERA FOR WOMKX IN ASIA

IN the Review for September, 1908, and

January, 1009, were printed ar'i< le- rela-

tive to the awakening which was taking place

amonj; the women of Turkey. Persia, China,

and of northern Africa. The movement has

continued to gain ground; and from the i

l.ondor rn that "the eman

-

oman is now pit* eeding

The man ened "to

the r< n that, in keeping his womenfolk

»bed

himself of th<- p with an

educated • da " II

nt Nihal ^in^h.

I

*

1

It is in Japan th.it woman has advanced most

rapidly; and this movement is separately dealt

with in the second half of thi- article. Natu-

rally the progression of woman in the Mikado's

land was bound to inspire similar a< tivity in the

in Empire. The late Dowager Empress
"did much to mitigate the sorry condition of

her women subject-: principally owing to her

influent c footbinding was done away with; and
natural feet' an- now fashionable in the Mid

die Kingdom." Education free and com
pulsory is "rapidly opening the eyes of the

Deration of < 'hii to their limi

tations and possibilitu

Hindustan in woman eman< ipa

lion is tn "ii the heels of < hina I he

in the J "I

Indi

in I ndi. 01 women
1 i"i 11, < Imili

Hindu d .

1I1. 1)1(1

i,., 1 hi Id m nnii n ilow n in I lindu

1 • d ..11

.in.

1

1

1
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A CLASS OF GRADUATES OF A GIRLS' SCHOOL IN PEKING
r the edict of the Empress Dowager approving of female educati schools were set up not only in Peking

but through the whole Empire

)

common in the land of the coral strand. In

India, "l .ill Asian lands, widowhood has been en-
forced li\ society with the extremes! rjgor; but
even this cruel custom is <l> in^ out. Here and
ilnrc young widows are being remarried; and the
intelligent, high-caste Hindu- are setting a com-
mendable example in this respect.

In Burma the position of woman is unique
She is "the virtual head oi the family, the sole

owner of her property, and the custodian of her

children." We read further:

There i- no limit to her activity outside the
home She ma) engage in whatever profession or

ihe maj choose, from the mango-
seller in the -met to the operator on the stock
exchangi Her income maintain- the household
and the children, and frequently the husband,
who, < lad in peacock attire. I. .11- around with a
cigarette in hi- mouth. The Burmese woman

her husband life •
and lu\ur\ : fur frequentl) you find that a man in

Burma has tw<> >>r more spouses who, |i\ dint of

their labor, keep up separate establishments for

him. and lei him board in one or the other at hi-

own pleasure Probably Mr- Burman enjoys
being h< I own mi-tr< RS and that of the man

Of course, she takes no part in municipal

matter-; nor. for that matter, doe- the man.
The intelligent Burmese women want the vote,

however: and they are anxious for educational

advantages for their girls.

In Persia the emancipation of women has

made great stride-. The more advanced

women are anxious to sit in the Persian parlia-

ment. They go to school and educate them-

selves. Several Persian editors have their

wives and female relative- a- fellow worker-,

looking after women'- department- in the pub-

lications. The women oi Arabia and of Egypt

are also "on the high road to emancipation."

The ma--e- oi < >ricntal women are of COUTSC

>till wofully illiterate; hut the era oi emancipa-

tion is dawning upon them. In proof of this

may he cited the woman'- pre-- oi .\-i.t. Many
large Chine-e eitie- have women's journal-: and

in India there are several also, the l>c-t known
being the Indian Ladies

1

iiagatme, printed in

English, which has a woman editor.

Japan is in the van of the woman-emancipa-
tion movement. The education of girls i- free
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and compulsory: the girls go to school with the

boys all through the primary grades; and "at

least one half of the 6,000,000 school children

are members of the fair sex.'' Japanese girls

enter into any and every trade and profession,

and "'fill their positions to the satisfaction of

even- one concerned." To the same number
of the Englishwomen Sarah A. Tooley contrib-

utes an exhaustive paper on •"The W.omen of

New Japan." She shows the advancement
made by a comparison with former conditions.

For example, under the feudal system

''woman's inferior position was not even sug-

ared with romanticism. The husband was at

liberty to shape his sexual code of morality as

he thought fit.''

Under the new Civil Code a divorce law
more favorable to women has been introduced.

The advance made in education for women
•amounts to a revolution." To-day there are

Women's Ordinary Normal Schools, for the

training of primary school teachers, and
Women's Higher Normal Schools, for the train-

A secondarv school teachers. The statis-

for 1905 showed nearly 24,000 women en-

gaged in teaching, with 31,574 students.

Hundreds of women are being trained for the

medical profession; and the bravery and fine

organization of Japanese nurses was sufficiently

demonstrated in the Russo-Japanese War.
The presence abroad of so many Japanese
women of the higher class is explained by a

decree of the Emperor, dating as far back as

1 87 1, which reads:

It is commendable that those who go abroad
from now onward should take with them their
wives and daughters or their sisters. Thev would
then see for themselves how in the lands thev visit

women receive their education, and would also
learn the way to bring up their children.

But the crowning work of women's educa-
tion in Japan is the Nippon Women's Univer-

sity of Tokyo, opened April, iqoi. This in-

stitution now possesses an endowment of nearly

500,000 yen, is attended by 1,300 students, and
has a teaching staff of over So. Its curriculum

is specially designed to fit the students for the

national ideal of "good wives and wise

mothers."

MODKRN CHINKSE EDUCATION
T X reorganizing her literary >tudies on

Western models China has encountered

difficulties which we of the Western Hemi-
sphere can scarcely realize. Her civilization

i> practically founded upon her ancient writ-

and the Chinese 1 have been both

religion and literature to the old-time Chinese
student. After the "terrible year of the

. "Young China abandoned
the old university system and copied thai of

Europe; but some years later the Old China
part;. red to brin^ about a return to

<rmcr time-. I rom an article
' idarin Ly-Chao

learn that quite recently the Ch
Richelieu, v

I ' yielding to "the
obsessions of th< founded in

demy <<;

tion of antiquil tudied liter

bor

rom I iropi In the modern -< ln«>l

rt< luded in the « urrh uluin.

t
( 'him lure

•
1 >>u of it monumi
prodigiou < >n<

• \ it by lh«- < it : the

Imperial Library of l' ch includes

-00,000 titles.

In the principal catalogues Chinese litera-

ture i> divided into four main sections, of

which the first is that of sacred and classical

works. ( )ur Mandarin sets forth in detail the

Course of reading which the Chinese student

of literature is wont to undertake. In sub-

Stan< e it i-> as follows:

The first book th.it is put into the hands of the

pupil is .1 sort of encyi lopedia. It isa a ery old and
\ cry popular work, and was written l>\ a disciple of

Confucius After this encyclopedia tin- Btudenl
takes up th<- "four Classics," containing the

teat hingsol < onfu< iusandof Menciusas de\ eloped
by their disc i|

I <.r the benefit of his readers the Mandarin

introduces tin followir from Con
fin in-, which has i 1(l i |osi it- force even in

I late da

Those who govern 1 kingdom I ion 1. 1 not di

1I1 h from t he publii revenm . but
• !> in in hould Ik? ji und equit) ["he

admini (ration ol unworth) mini 01 brin« upon
Mini hi t In 1 ha 1 1 < in' in "i Heaven and

I
1 In p< npli

After tin I our t 1.1 n "
1 omc tin ludy

of the II a king ("] '
.

tin in. 1 1

:ii monument of ( nine < literature,

which contaia the fundamental principlt "i
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TWO CARTOONS ILLUSTRATING THE BURDENS OF CHINESE SCHOLASTIC L-\!

innummei tion to _,thi
*

.

ill not hinder I i noting in th>

in." The student tails, crushed by a heavy rock, symbolizing the progr
•: 1 Of dot ' '

the <>l<l beliefs and ancient customs. The age

of these books is to be reckoned not by hun-

dreds 1hu by thousands of years. They com-

>e:

in /• > inon of Divination," founded on
a system 01 sixty-four lines, some broken, others
entire. (2) Shu-king, "Canon of History," from
thi first dynasties "l China t<> the eighth century
before ilu- ( hristian era. (3) Shi-king, "('anon
of Odes," containing more than 300 irrent

among the Chinese perhaps 4000 years ago, and
giving authentic accounts of the customs of the

ile of that time. (41 Li-ki,

"

Canon <! Rites,"
.1 ritual ol ceremonies for official a<t- and sacri-

(5) Ch'-un-ts'iu, "Spring and Autumn,"
compiled l>y Confucius to direct the princes ol

his time t<> their lack <>t respect for the ancient

This course of study serves as a whole to

inspire in the students .1 deep love for the

ancient customs and a profound respe< 1 For

authority, two things which have always been

the main pillars o\ Chinese society, and which
of themselves serve to explain the duration of

that antique civilization.

The second o\ the sections into which C'hi-

literature is divided i- that >>i history;

the third, of -peeial work- relative to thi

and professioi irding to the ancient

m; the fourth and last, of light literature,

pieces for the theater, poems, romances, etc.

It i- interesting to note thai the Chinese divide

their dramatic work- ii hes:

..! « 1 1 .15

of the 1

dies of ii I m\ tho-

1 »ur Mandarin claims that if there 1- one

kind of writing in which the Chin el, it

i- the novel and the story; and that in thi

of the raconteur the Chinese ha- no equal.

The same writer ha- something to say about
the Chinese pre--, suggested by the celebration

of the one thousandth anniversary of the foun-

dation of the Chinese official journal, the

Peking Gazette. Thi- journal actually dates

from the year 00S of the Christian era. I'uh-

tished at one time in a rudimentary form, it is

now issued three time- daily: in the morning
on yellow paper 1 the imperial color, at noon
on white paper, and in the evening on

paper. In it are published, among other

thing-, the deliberations <^\ the " Preparatory

Chamber," established three year- ago, and
the collective petitions i-<i the whole empire-.

For centuries it was the only journal published

in the country.

The year i<>oo opened a new era in Chinese

journalism. Since that date, in most of the

large town-, journals have Keen founded by

Chino-European societies or by the munic-

ipalities. It may interest tlie readers of the

Review to learn that in Chinese literature

there are seven -pee u-- of • n.imelv

antique; (2) literary; (3) flower) com-
mon; ; half literary, half-vulgar; mil-

iar; - epistolary. The popular or demo-
cratic journ all printed in the common
style.

l!ut it i- useless to publish many journ.'.

the people- cannot understand them. The
ordinary Chinese know- nothing, for instance,

oi tin- signification of the "parliamentarism"
which the government would institute: it has

I to him. This is done
by societies of lectun blished in tin-

town- and villages expressly for the interptv

1 of the new -paper- Here- our Mandarin
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pokes a little fun at us when he says that "the peculations of high dignitaries, the exactions

lecturers explain why. for instance, in the of functionaries, the overworking of students

Senate and in the House [in the West] members seeking degrees. Commandant Harfeld con-

indulge in pugilism." tributes to the Rci'ite a number of quaint car-

China has now even its satirical journals, toons, two of which, as being germane to

They launch their shafts at such public ques- the early portion of this article, we reproduce

tions as the new railroad concessions, the on the opposite page.

CHINA'S FOREIGN OFFICE, THE WAIWUPU
HPO the student of government, China's
* methodsareasamazing as they are unique.

For three thousand years all her official busi-

ness was divided into six categories which be-

came the prototypes of six liii-pu, or boards of

government, and these in turn were succeeded

by the corresponding divisions made in the ad-

ministrative offices down to our own day. But

all these had reference to internal affairs. As
to a Foreign Office, no such thing was even

thinkable in the old days; for the Emperor was

regarded as the person who ruled the entire

world by the decree of Heaven. It was not

until 1861 that China would admit the neces-

sity of having some fixed channels through

which relations with foreign nations could be

•iated. In January of that year an Im-

perial decree authorized the creation of the

ng li Yamem, or Yamen of Foreign Affairs,

was merely a commission, and although

president was the celebrated Prince

Kung, a brother of the reigning Emperor, vet

for over thirty years after its* organization the

Yamen was not recognized by the official Red
Book, or record of state departments. In 1901,
owing to the pressure of negotiations with

foreign powers, a new Board of Foreign Affairs

was created, of the constitution and head of

which an account is given in the Far Eastern

Review, as follows:

By the terms of the Peace Protocol of 1001, the
ok] Tsung-li Yamen was abolished and a new Min-
istry of Foreign Affairs, ranking above .ill other
hoards and called the Waiwupu, was established.
The new Ministry was headed by the Prince of

Ching, who had been the senior member of the old

Yamen, and who is still the nominal head of the
board, although the actual work is carried on by
two assistant Presidents and two Vice-Presidents.

Prince Ching is undoubtedly the most
interesting figure in Chinese politics, and under
any other government in the world he would be the

strongest statesman of hiscountrj . But, although
lie fills the most important posts, it can hardly be

ll'iMI <>i 'HI 1

. I» Ml I .1 Illl -.1 X 1 |UHI>IN(. Al I'll
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d thai his abilities are on a par with his ele- < -

»

| . * l
>
1*- officials, the <>nl\ alternativi >hif t

vated positions. them around from post to post, no% degrading
-nine and elevating other- Once in official life,

In the Waiwupu there arc four bureau-, above tin- rank of Taotai, then- i- no rr-t for the

three of whi< h are the Bureau of A. i ounts and """ '•''• «"*!* ll ": !',

1

ri '" t ,,f mourning or retire-

. .. . .I, - m- ll
imnt. .\- the otti< i.il- pass through the \anou-

irsements, the Bureau ol Miscellaneous grades to the higher exec^ve posts of Presidents
sionarii tions ol boundaries, of the Boards, or seats in the Grand Seen

trav( and the bureau for the ques- (ir''"'l Council at Peking, their provincial experi-

tions arising out of the employment of foreign
eno* ': *° hvaluabfe th

.

at
r''

,irc'm
,

'" » r
!

r,1
> l" r -

, , . ;..,
•

. . , nutted until death tmallv i laim- them at their i

P r< "' :1(1 advisers. I lie remaining bu- Manv are degraded or dismissed on vari
reau is that which has to do with the appoint- or trn ial charges, but as long as the offi< ial nils his

ment of envoys, audieni es to foreign mini-trr-. posl w ith honor, and contributes his regular <|iiot.i

and treaties, and it rejoices in the delightfuUv to the maintenance of the system, he is solki for life^

.,.,,, - .. bo ll is that at present the directing tone- Uhmd
title oMhe Bureau of Harmonious tlu . government at Peking are all nun well past

lntei sixty, who should 1 have retired from a< l

By those competent to judge, the next ten life and made room for younger blood,

years are regarded as the crucial period of _. ... , , ,

China's political existence; and the Far Eastern r
.

m
.

s ™iWaeem l" ** &* <>n 7 reason for

\ew is of the opinion that "ten years from retaming m office the present head of the Wai

now the question as to whether China is to ™PU » Pnnce Ching, concerning whose neglect

preserve her political entity will be settled one '" bls
,

hl8h duUes
.

the Rawing paragraph

w. iy or another.- Her chief disadvantage is
recently appeared in a prominent newspaper:

that she "has only one set of officials to direct For h( . h^ I1(lt vis?te(1 tlu . WaiwupiI .

her affairs.
'

He dwell- in a sphere apart from his fellow Milli-

ters, and, in his private re-ideiue. reluctantly
In -trad of political par tie- to which the Throne accords rare audiences to the repre-ent.U i\ es "I the

can turn as a remedy for the misgovernment of in- Great Powers. They are rare audiences indeed

A BUDDHIST "RETREAT" IN ITALY
|)i FDDHIST temples have been erected in should be brought together, [nthisoonne.
*~" several < kcidcntal cities, but there has the following extract from a letter he wrote two
Pern as yet no p,uddhi-t monastery in Europe, year- ago is given:

wherein those who have embraced the doc-

trine- of Gotama Sakyasinha might have the h „ (
.

(
.ms t0 mc lh-u m tlu> Occident Buddhism

opportunity to lead a life of pure COntempla- e\i-ts only in theory, for so long as then- is no
tion, "gradually freeing themselves from all Sangko (monastery) it is not possible for the

wishes and longings, and drifting away into the [:!
,r ;'i ,l

';
in Buddhists to live the lifeol the Chikshu.

.... . , .... .. ,
' With the foundation ot -urh an institution, n . -t

indefinite beatitude ol Nirvana. It appears.
,,nIv wnul( , , hi

. drawback be removed, but the
however, from an article in the Lettura, by sacred literature in Pali would be made accessible

Signor Arnaldo Pr.u i aroli, that such a monas- to European Buddhists and with it a dearer under-

tery will shortly be established near Lugano, standing ol Buddhist teaching.

The writer states that i Buddhist Chikshu, or

monk, has tome from Rangoon to superintend Signor ;

iroli visited the monk in his

the erei tion and organization of this institution, modest habitation, situated near the site of tin-

In of hi- Hindu name .\\ anatiloka. projected monastery. According to the follow

which signil me who h.i^ mastered the ing description -he mus^ be quite a picturesque

the three worlds," this Buddhist figure:

monk i a German, Porn in Wiesbaden, who
- until hi> twenty-fourth year a fervent Nyanatiloka in his nini practice of Bud-

Catholic, and who even designed to enter a dhism has succeeded in adopting not only the spirit

Catholic monastery However, the study of »nd fought, but aJte the outward form. He has

,
sh.t\rd his head and face roinpletelv. ami with his

( nental lib and more espe< tally ot the
_,rm]( . r ,„„,, BWathed m the ample yellow rd

Buddhist writin Mined him that only in the Buddhists, he has a very sti <1 exotic

this faith could he find the peace and tranquillity • • •

ought. IP ed, nevertheless, that to In
.
thl jteiy the inmates will devote them-

, , ,, i m wives to meditation and to the spread ol Hud-
secure ..11 the benefits ol Buddhism, tt hism by means ,,f the tr..n-lat.on of text

ry that those who .ted its ten
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SOME REPRESENTATIVE GERMAN NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS

THE POLITICAL PRESS IN GERMANY
A RATHER keen, discriminating study of

'**' the political role played by the (ierman
is contributed to the French review,

turns Diplomatiijues el Colonial t . by Angel

rvaud.

The most noteworthy featuresof the German
journal, remarks this French writer, are, tir»t.

its local character and, second, neral

unattractive appcaran

The Got hi' which ir<- irri-

'I bad !' ;dit, and tie - not
presented in form. It I long* r to

• r ill, hi it

'

inijy f inforn , <|iiit<

: th<m. On lit. -r-

•ii.iii

lit i< ,il
|

i« " unf i|, arc

tain the best possible relations with the public.

The most important neutral paper is the Berliner

Lokal Atueiger, which dates from 1883, and was
started as a weekly; in 1885 it became a daily, and
since i**o it has published two editions daily. It

H -aid tO have 300,000 >ul>s< rilxrs at the present

time. Its worthy rival is the Berliner Tageblatt,

but as it has an advanced political programme il is

one of the journals of the party press. The ma-
jority of the party papers advocate the advanced
ideas of the fir" 11 !'"1 of the I. eft National-Liberal
and Fresinntge or Democratic. Mlied with the

National-Liberals are the Kdlnische Zeitung, the

Madgeburgen Zeitung,the Munchener Neui tie Nach-
richten, etc. The organ of the Radical < I reisinnige)tl lie Frt \\ liii h, how* V er,

-nit' li of it mo 1 he party has

print ipal 1< ad< 1
- I he Peoplt 'a party

outh) 1 • nted l>\ the

the Badischer LandsboU
(Karlsruhe), and the FrSnkischer Kurier (Ntlrn-

i, and the Frank furter Zeitung wa at one time
I in; to da\ , though it defend t he

-.line idea and taki irt in

I, ut it one ol 1 he mo t h\

e

and a man journals, and it reputation
• ll I !

the Kolner Taucblalt, tin Hamburger Nachrichten,

the 1 1I1. / - blati, the
- ,

, and a number of ot no papers
ional I i!i> 1 d in poll-

.ndamoii;: t the journal Democrat it in 1
» * 1

»

-
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be named the i Volkszeitung, the

Dantziger Zeitun The Berliner Tag
.1 placi Its political proj

be influen< ed t it by that of

h Radii als, and it- prim ipal poinl

the i insl the Junker and the Conservative
the institution in Germany of .1 real

parliamei ' ime, the introduction of univi

X

Among the journals of the Conservative

parly arc the Kretiz-Zeitung, which is most

read .it the court, and the Rcichsbote, which

passes as the organ of the Empress, perhaps

because it publishes the announcements of the

different philanthropic works of which she is

director. It takes little part in politics. The
Deutscfn J ung is the organ of the

agrarians, and the most reactionary of all

1 rerman newspapers.

The Catholic press and the Socialist p
arc like the two parties, the best organized.

The twi the < itholic party are
tin Kblnische Volkszeitung and the Germania.
The former is the mosi influential, while the lat-

ter, published al Berlin, is a fighting journal.

Founded so recently as 187 1, the Germania has
been 1 nant episodes, and during the
Kulturkampf five oi its editors were in prison at

nnr time. Besides these two papers a num-
ber of Others defend the policy of the Centre.

They are published chiefly in the Rhine country.
There are also many popular papers which are the
natural allies ol these political organs, and which
circulate among the working classes. The < rerman
Catholii s, too, have their special organs,

The organization of the Socialist press is no

remarkable than that of the Catholics. In

September of last year it numbered seventy-

four dailies.

The Vm A Berlin has over 100,000 sub-
scribers. The dirrc t ion of it i- now o.ntidcd to
a ~inii.il committee, and it> influence lias never
ceased t<> grow. The Volkszeitung of Leipzig fol-

eps; it has 42,000 subscribers, [none
year it distributed no fewer than two and a half

millions <>f pamphlets and leaflets. The tfunch-
Post is the organ of Vollmar, and the Ham-
r Echo that of August Bebd, though neither

of these leaders writes for the papt -id< -

. the part) p a number of other jour-
nal-, many being the organs of trade unions.
Lastly, there i> the Sotialdemokrati
bureau. Its duty i> to communicate to the journals
of the party in the promptest manner possible
the mo.->t important political, economic and -

new-.

In reference to the influence of the pre-- 00
public political opinion, the writer says its im-

portance does not in any way correspond to the

enormous circulation of the papers. Many of

the party papers are greatly taken up with the

purely local affairs of the different stab

which they are published.

The majority of editor- lack equally the political

sense, 'and even the necessary culture, to appre-
ciate c,rcat events; and they accept the ready-
made judgments <>f the famous I 'ress Bureau in the
Wilhelmstrasse, which itself is nothing more than
a dependency of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

The Government sees in the prc-s rather an instru-

ment than a guide or counsellor, and it makes
admirable use ot it. To realize it, it is only n<

Bary to peruse the German press on the morrow
of an international event of some importance. Tin-

reader will be stupefied to find in the political

organs of the most different complexion the same
idea- set torth in almost identical terms. V
theless, though the source of information i> official,

there are degrees in the " officiosity " oi different

journals,

THE UNITED STATES AND THE WAR CLOUD
IN EUROPE

A CALM .temperate, and illuminating review
** of Anglo-German relation- -ime the

Franco Prussian war, with some significant

references t<> the possible influence of the

United Mate- in bringing into better relation-

ship the two European nation- of Teutonic
blood, is contributed to McClure'i Maga
for June, by I >r. Theodor s. hiemann, Profi

of History at the University t>\ Berlin, con-

fidential friend of the German
I

and
nd a doubt the most nil well-

informed I,

imperialism. Repe iting the common German
impression thai England has "put down 1

stroni,' n.i\ al power that h.

Si hiemann enui \\ hat he characU

as the unjustified Briti>h animosity toward his

own country. The life history oi the German
Empire, he tells us. demonstrate- the no.
for Germany's military and naval expansion.

This, however, should not in any way incur the

enmity of England. Nor should competition

in commerce be regarded a- sufficient justifica-

tion for the anti-German feeling in England.

The t rermana are England's best customer- on

the Continent, and England's merchant fleet

far exceeds Germany's. The Professor

!-:

Thi l md maintains; al-

though, a- the population of Great Britain

. i '. w hile German} -

1

hare that falls to each individual English-
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man is of greater value than the corresponding
share to each German. Germany, which has
21,000,000 more persons to support, and must
produce correspondingly more, bears, in addition,
the burden of a policy of social insurance that no
state in the world can match. England, on the
other hand, lives on the interest of the vast wealth
that she has inherited, and possesses the richest

gold-fields on earth; in fact, she participates in

every profit that the opening up of the world
offers to civilized nations. It is difficult to under-
stand how, under such conditions, she can descry an
injury in the growing prosperity of other nations.

The onlv other reason worth considering; for

the enmity, says the Professor, is the fact that

Germany has strengthened her navy. This

navy, he reminds us, was originally designed to

oppose the possible combination of the Russian

and French fleets. Then he repeats the well-

known utterances of the anti-German English

press—the Saturday Review, the Spectator, the

National Reiieu-, the Times, the Army and
Navy Gazette, and the famous utterance of

Mr. Arthur Hamilton Lee of a few years ago.

The Professor admits that it is only human
that in "repulsing this menace" many a word
should have been uttered and printed on the

part of Germany that might better have been
un.-aid. Kut Germany has pursued her own
course, and strengthened her navy without any
great excitement. Even the recent constitu-

tional crisis in England has not -tirred her.

The Liberal victory in England, however,

brought out a good deal of anti-( ierman feeling.

It evoked on the part of the Unionists the cm-
phasifd repetition of all tl. nents that have

lor the last thirteen years to provoke the
publM opinion of England against us. Hut this

time it was the English themselves who undertook
,'iith. Sir Edward

Grey, Mr Lloyd-George, have presented, with the
mph.iMv-proof that the "German Peril"

jthin^j more than a phantom. Now that the
Lit • lit ion ha-, tarried off the- victory with

• moment has, perhaps, arrived,
not onl n honorable peace, 1 > < 1 1.

.• the ideal thought that looks toward
it ( •<

r-

' natio: ind, America, and Germany.

The terrible nan
Pi irth in the

unit) for

! iik ludrd . for it m 1

I am .1 for imultam
1 and

Afri' . ould t

;

1

il>l l.< di

he world
Wl .ill thm for th< .1 phantom!

1 I

I. THEODOK SCHIEMANN
(Confidential friend of the German Emperor)

free as the air. whose highways are equally not to
be barred." Equally indefensible is the preten-

tion of one nation to forbid another to deride f ( ,r

itsell how Mroni>ly it must be armed in order to

assure its peace. The control exercised by our
Parliament offers a guaranty against foolish ex-
cesses.

And finally, in concluding his article, this

(ierman writer makes an interesting reference

to the influence of the United States of America
for world pea e. 1 le says:

We are far more vividly conscious of whal binds
land than of what separates us from her,

and W< are at all lime-, read) t<> grasp the hand
that i- I ret ( I led out to Us. It V. ill lie a 1 1 .

1

1 >
]
>\ ilaV

when ihis understanding takes place, bul ii is i»>s-

lible only on the ground of fri< ndship with equal
I venture n< l<> the

Perhaps the I nited Stati ol North Aim ma,
where German and Eneli h blood have been

! in o happ) a I '.nil. in. il ion, u ill l> el im Inn .1

to pi iv a prominent and perhaps a deci ive pari in

If Aiuei ica, ' iei man) , and I neland
wen to land in unenvious friend hip toward one
another, the mml difficult problem "I the future

I 'I III the Mi' in. nun I

'I he editor add thai Proft or Schieman
Hon that the three greal 'I cutonit no

lion ( oinliilie for the "ol Id' |m a< e in.iV I >e

iler| .i tbC dreatll of llllpi I ii! < .« I in ill'.
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THE ROYAL SUCCESSION IN ENGLAND AND
ITS CONSEQUENCES

TX the British reviews and monthly maga-
zines of a general character, this one topic

obscures all others. The death of King Ed-

ward VII., the accession of King George V.,

and the probable effect the change of sover-

eigns will have upon the present so-called con-

stitutional crisis, are discussed at great length

by many well-known writers.

The phase of the subject coming in for

most consideration is the character of the late

King Edward, and his unexampled popularity.

From a great number, we select a few repre-

sentative extracts.

KING EDWARD AS A DIPLOMAT

Dr. Dillon, in the chronique of foreign affairs

in the Contemporary Review, explains from

nand knowledge the part which the King
has played in foreign affairs. He says that the

King did play a leading, if not a prominent,

in Britain's and the world's affairs. Dr.

Dillon refers to two instances in which the King
exercised decisive influence. The first was
when a certain line of action—technically a

matter of courtly court' ntially a stroke

of political diplomacy—was submitted for his

deration, as likely to be advantageous to

t Britain and conducing to European
e. The King considered the question, but

declined to undertake it. The hou?, he

-truck:

another
'

unrecor intry
• now tin n

of ur

ii influence of the
only influence, not

ti.it ion. In fart, the
'1 h i-> v<li( iiii(l>

lli.it

'.ii whom

- h of |

I

I i

the first time since the Crimean War foreigners

are prepared to accept England as "a disinter-

ested human and civilizing force, as a lamp in

the twilight of progress." Without striking a
blow our international power has crystallized

into a magnificent supremacy.

EDWARD A TRULY PARISIAN' KING

Laurence Jerrold contributes to the Contem-
porary Review an article concerning the King
in Paris. He lays great stress upon the fact

that the French did not want the Entente, that

King Edward by sheer force of courage and
divination forced it upon them

:

King Edward came like a man forcing his friend-

ship upon a stand-offish family. The French did
not want it; they would just as well have ac-

cepted (politically, and only politically, no doubt)
the hand of Germany a few years before; they
deliberately allowed England, through her Kins;,

to make all the advances, and they did not take
one step forward towards meeting her. All this,

which has never been said outright, can be said
bluntly now. King Edward was not welcome
when he came to Paris bringing the offer of tlte

Entente Cordiale. We in Paris thought he very
well might be hissed. Edward VII. had read
Parisians with extraordinary perspicacity. The
very thin^ to appeal to them was, .is we acknowl-

I afterwards, what he had done, to come
boldly, without asking l>y their leave, to them,
then a politically hostile people.

This suddenly .struck the Parisian imagina-

tion. With a few decisive strokes they drew
for themselves the portrait of a King who was
a real man, " Ee Roi Edouard." In France,

whenever he came, he not only always did the

right thing, but he always did the real thing,

lb- never missed an opportunity, and never

o out of his way to create one. He
always did the i naturally:

In I ipared » it Ii him, not only Pre* ident
of the Republic '

i
i.ui .ii

1 ' llni i why Pari ian

w h< n t hey talk "I

I that I

'

lost

I ill world"

nd

hill !/ i the

Mi l;.

I' life,
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hand* to share w it

h

othi ommunicate to them his own enj<

mini. In- delight ii i ith .ill it- u

p|( I irdoned for

iimj l» persona] reminis
All the qualities which underlie the British ideal

of 1 naturally in the K mpera-
ment. H< without jealousy, mod-

unili r od-humored under. de-
He was tranquil in anxiet) in

danger, and simple in prosperity. And in English
public life n example t<» all politicians and

itesmen of genial courtesy and unruffled bon-

homie, which did not stand for an absence of con-
viction, but for a resolute subordination of all

|

dilections to harmony and concord.

LUENC1 ON RELIGIOUS limi i.nr

Special stress is laid by Mr. Arthur Ram-
som, writing in the Westminster A on
what he calls the Victoria-Edward influence on
thi I controversy. He says

Perhaps there i> nothing in the domestic policy

of Victoria and Edward which has been mure
praiseworthy than the attitude of the Crown
towards the ever-varying and exceptionally vigor-

gical and ecclesiastical controversies of

the last seventy years. Net only has the Crown
always refrained from unconstitutional interfer-

ence, and even from ai stion of official par-

tisanship, but it has constantly exhibited a n
nition OI the healthiness of thi:- free and strein;

movement. The Prince Consort brought with
him an atmosphere of theological freedom: and
this atmosphere has marked the history of the
whole of the royal family. No sect, no party,
w.t- ever—so far as 1 have been aware— mad<
fed that the Crown held any sentiment other than
sympathy towards those who were honestly en-
deavoring to realize their own convictions The
policj ha- been that of wisely and, in a certain

. sympathetically leaving alone.

THE CHARACT1 K 01 e.l ORG1 V.

A- to the character of Kinu George, it is gen-

erally conceded "that he ha- very strong con-

victions and no small ambition." To quote
further from Mr. Sydney Brooks, who write-

in the Fortnightly A

I look round and 1 tan untram-
melled, powerful,

|
i nough to turn to

national account the propitious influences and
cm t the hour, to -top thi- dire <!rift

t wards a whirl; haos and faction, to make a
tin. ity. I Bee none—
unless, indeed, it In- hi- Majesty, King l V.
Kii amply qualified

w ith the situation that lie- ahead of him a-
wa dward; in a few respects he is, perns

qualified, and in a few i-thcrs m< re SI I

'

he would regret tin ' having to make a

decisii rly in hi- reign on bo vital an i--

the responsibilit frighten him. His
training a- a i him I

and m In i- prol

alr>ad\ a- well posted on tin I tin

main qu< tin average Member of Parlia-
: and it the obligation were forced upon him

of taking a d< finite stand, he would have no hi

tion g it.

In the editorial summary in the Xational
there i- -omc strong praise of the new

monarch -tudent of international

affairs. We quote:

He i- known to ha> proved Russoph
which Used to he the con

He took an equally large-minded \ <

our relations w ith France, anci in hi- famous 5|

on his return from his great imperial pilgrimage, he-

went out of his way to pay a graceful compliment
rencfa genius in constructing the Su»

Nowadays .-uch an ion would pass un-

we are on the best terms with
France, and public men on both sides of the Chan-
nel !i lired thi habit of exchanging friendly

allusions. But in 1901, when the Prince made hi-

h, Anglo-French relations were unfriendly,
and his observation was noted and appn
Paris, where it i- treat an carh symptom of

the- -uli^quent entente inaugurated by his lather.

Kin- 1 is, need!
Edward's foreign policy, which he will scnipu-

v follow, and his friendship with the Ri.

Emperor will facilitate his task.

id tin: constituiionai sin itiom

The hearing of the change of -o\ ereigns upon
the political situation in theT'.mpire come- in tor

a good deal of discussion. The intluen<

the crown, most of the writers believi

hound to be decisive. In a vigorous article

in the Fortnightly >. Mr. Walter SicheJ

The C'mwn is ni dm: it s\ m-
bolixes the realm itself. It is now beyond
above the rancor- of class or clique or party ; it i.-

an umpire with definite duties and discretionary

rights, as well I authorities. A despotic

bureaucracy—a lack-in-office dictatorship

from ceasing to be a me: ma daih looming
more large!) : and it is this that the influence of a

Kin^ secure in the hearts and wills of his peopli

check nly l>\ counsel, by persuasion, by i\-

ample, hut also bj counteraction, by an unpartisan
appeal to the whole nation and the wide Umpire.
He- alone can bring the 1 empire- into tunc
with the aspirations of democracy, for he i- a;

democratic and imperial. He alone stands

universality. He can respond to the trw
public opinion.

Mr. Garvin and Mr. Bre* jo writing in

the Fortnightly, agree that compromise is the

duty oi all parties in the present situation.

- Mr. (iarvin:

The unhappy constitutional oontrovi lort-

K 1 dward'a life; and it is plain to all

Infill men that unless a quarrel whereof none
d i- not composed in time and settled

nt U|x>n sane .nu\ honorahlc term-, il
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be fatal to all we care for. It is the duty of

the country to insist that every resource of negotia-

tion or mediation shall be tried before the constitu-

tion is torn to pieces by force, patched up by party
majorities for immediate party ends, only to be torn

up again by other majorities to serve other passing

emergencies. If we were impotent to devise any

better issue, it would be a confession of mental
bankruptcy, involving a political catastrophe and
national discredit. All these conditions are so
clear that the quarrel should be disposed of in ad-
vance by a voluntary arrangement between parties,

before the Sovereign is constrained to follow the
great precedent set by Queen Victoria in 1885.

SOME HINDRANCES TO PAX-AMERICAN
HARMOXY

\ S illuminating view of the way cultured
* Latin-Americans interpret the attitude of

the United States and the American people

toward the countries of the southern continent

may be obtained from two articles appearing in

current numbers of European reviews, one by a

Spaniard, long resident in Colombia, and the

cr by a Brazilian.

nhor Oliveira Lima, a member of the

Brazilian Academy, writing Cat the request of

the editor) in the Deutsche Revue (Stuttgart),

maintains that, in spite of all the rapidly suc-

ceeding pan-American Conferences (which

resemble each other in their " barrenness of

':> al results and their faint-hearted utter-

. the unity of the two Americas-— the

nand the Latin— is thus far "hardlv

more than a pretty theme for pan-Ameru an

aure, and. partu ularly, for pan-American
after-dinner

At i*>ttom. continues Senhor Lima, an

ntly incurable mistrust prevails on the

and a contempt which seems no le-^s

ier.'' i^h but slightly

1 by nature, the "moral separation

3 ha^ always existed."

he other
es, w ith i.i'l.t,

dominion of tlu-ir own
lain whk h 1

1 hat

but the other republics are s-t ill suffering from
baleful influence.''

Although in the United States, we are told

further, intellectual development is being con

stantly widened, life, on the whole, "is not

characterized by the natural refinement that

makes itself felt in such urban centers as Rio de

Janeiro, Santiago, Lima and Caracas." Life

in Buenos Aires ''pretty closely resembles that

in the L'nited States, owing to private wealth

—

the greatest in South America—and its peculiar

civilization, which is rather material than intel-

lectual, plutocratic than aristocratic."

After reproaching the United States Govern-

ment for what he terms arrogance and ruth-

lessness in its attitude toward the Latin-Ameri-

can delegates at the latest Hague conference,

Senhor Lima closes with a few gracious re

marks about the clearing of the sky in the

matter of international politics. He says:

The intcrn.ition.il situation in the New World
has improved. There is more apparent, even il m 1

real, cordiality; and an "American" intcni.nioii.il

jurisprudence has even been contemplated
though it must not needa !>< the -.one ,is the Euro-
pean; the same wherever .1 Christian spirit .mil

civilization prevail. Secretary Root, under Pn
dent Roosevelt, made a laudable effort to cast the
threats of the "big rti< k " into oblivion; and it in

tin -,f the
1

be 1 nited States <li'!

not scruple to proceed ident Zelaya ol

in 1 he \ ear before, ' 1 1 break « 11 h

President (
l Venezuela, it has, .it l<

Ided to < liilc in tin- Al

nrt of .irbitr.it ion.

The Spani r referred t< I

1

:

il the I'

\n in

• hi

i in 1 li 1 1 1. 1 in that

1 manifestation oj politi

1 al K>lidai i ill, he thi
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partinth< deliberati rhere is at the pres-

ent time a spirit of unrest pervading tbe Latin-

American countries generally; and it is claimed

that the pre— of the United States ha- < ontrib-

uted to this unsatisfa< tory condition of things.

'Mi. the ( .onfereni e, moreover,

inclu items of which, Bor Ugarte,

"only three interest equally all the countries

invited to take part in the dix ussions." Three
other- are "favorable only to the politics, pres-

and expansion of the United State-."

other " favor only the great republic of the

north," and "confer on the United State- at-

tributes which appertain exclusively to each
republic," while a third (proposing an exchange
<>f professors) would difTusc An
and method- in countries of Latin culture."

Here, says the Rome writer, lies the root of the

trouble. There are really two America-, and
between them there exists "no other bond than
human solidarity." Origin, language, reli-

gion, all are different. "How i> it possible to

in common the intere-ts of two t

and two civilization-? Pan-American
gresses are based on a fiction, and on a volun-

tary forgetfulness of rcaliti

ARGOT: l^CULIAR CLASS PHRAS1 OLO(.\

\117HEN people have been thrown together

in any special da-- or in the pursuit of

any particular kind of work or amusement,
there has u.-ually developed among them—so

the student of sociology or philology would tell

peculiar form of conversation quite

unintelligible to the outsider. Sometimes this

has been purpo-cly brought about for the sake

of secrecy, but more often it has been the

natural creation of new words and phrases or

the evolution of old ones. Nnce this is perhaps

more common in France than in any other

place, it is but natural that the French tern

for these "language-" i- the one most gener-

ally in use.

"Argot," as they call it, i- more than -king;

it is a complete language of slang. Further-

more, it is common with student, lawyer, doc-

tor, broker, -port-man. sailor, laborer, or law-

breaker. The student, for instance, "bones"
or "cram-" in preparation for the coming
examination. The lawyer often uses months
of time and reams of paper to prepare his

"brief." The broker's reference to "laml»"
isy to understand, but the meaning of

"bulls"' and "bear-" i- not so apparent.

The sailor's right and left are "starboard"
and "larboard" <>r "port":, and his favorite

weapon is a belaying "pin." The cracks-

man's "jimmy" i- a better door-opener than

a skeleton key. and his".-oup" will blow i

steel -afe.-. Those who are thrown into pro-

fessional contact with the deceased habitually

refer to them as "stiffs

\ 1 re n. h writer ha- set down in a recent issue

of La A a few observations and
Conclusions on this intere-tin. He.

however, think- that th( not merely te» h-

of trade- or professions, but

usually are means of concealing certain mean-
ing- from the uninitiated. To quote:

Biologists incline to the belief that man's .

iation with hi- fellows i- tir-t manifested by
consciousness of a need of some mean- of com-
munication in a manner incomprehensible to his

opponents. Attracted to hi- fellows l>y similarity,

standing with them in close, if unconscious, sol-

idarity, the man of the urn!' 1 by
a feeling of natural dread,—not to say hostilit

creates a way of communicating with his da
a way incomprehensible to ,dl but hi- class. From
the Student of psychic philosophy to the criminal,

all men use some form of argot: a private means
of making their meaning clear to their fellow-.

And all form- of secret arc- different
forms of the ^reat universal humanity.

In this Frenchman's opinion, for instance,

the lawyer intentionally da/./les his client with

the casual reference, in learned mien, to a

"writ of certiorari" or a "plea of uoii :;///."

Likewise the physician or the oculist invariably

-care- his patient with high-sounding designa-

tions for what may in truth be but slight afflic-

tions, and hands him a formidable and awe-

inspiring prescription.

In support o\ his contention the writer also

refers to the cu-tom of the trade-man to mark
prices on his wares with letters instead of fig-

-"BE," for instance, meaning 25 cents

1 or dollar- . He alludes to the special argot

of the tramp, who draws a circle. 1

othe-r hieroglyphic, on a gate-post or fern

that his brother vagabond, reading the mes-

sage, may cither enter confidently or hurry by.

It i- true, also, that denizens of the under world

purpo-cly converse with each other, in the

back room of the -aloon. in veiled language

bearing not the slight! mblance to the

meanings c onveyed.
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But, on the other hand, the Bowery tough or

the Parisian "'Apache" hides nothing when he

refers to his mate as his "moll", "rag", or

"skirt", and often exhibits a great deal of sen-

timent when so doing. What pleasure or

profit, furthermore, would the layman get from
attendance at a physicians' convention or

a football-rules-committee meeting ? Here the

conversation certainly is natural and not pur-

posely misleading.

Argot reaches the lowest stage of its develop-
ment in strength and complexity when created for

the use of criminal society. There, in the struggle
against law and order, the worst forms of secret

language are heard. While this argot of the lower
classes has no place in literature, it repays the
student from a psychological, as well as from
a sociological, point of view, because it gives a clue
to the mental workings of distinct social groups.
The greater the superiority of the upper or higher
group, the more complex the argot of the lower or
under group. The argot of criminals changes,

lowers, and degenerates with the human retro-
gression.

An article on this subject would not be com-
plete without reference to the argot of the

baseball " fan." The following example of this

new language is taken from the New York
Evening Sun's account of a ball game:

Olmsted gave Wolter transportation to the
colonies. Chase did the Spartan thing by immo-
lating himself and advancing his countryman to
third. Then the chicken man, Laporte, smashed
to center field for two bases, and Wolter romped

is the hearthstone with a run. Roach did the
Abraham act, and by his bunt sacrifice helped
Laporte to third. Birdie Cree smashed a hot waffle
into the midst of Olmsted. Austin then came up
with his little pencil and wrote out a hit to right
field and Birdie got a perch on third. Sweeney
drove a flock of wild pigeons to center field.

Block made a bluff to throw to second to frustrate
a larceny and Birdie thought it was time to go
home. He was caught outside the harbor bar.

HOW THE FRENCH "ORGANIZE" FOR
FOREIGN TRADE

npIIF, remarkable expansion in the foreign

commerce of the French republic during

late years is to a great extent due,—we are told

I writer in a recent issue of the Journal

-to the activities of the National Office

ommercia] Organization, an institution

•ied about ten year

to the :' forth in this article

the bureau takes the plat e of the consul, or

ire, and is able, of course,

rk on a much broader plane

than a singli wild be able to

I irthermo om-
imbition in the ri -.ration and

nture into new
pire men of

i ompai
on the

tion plai and
rid r> i

to be run, probable competition, etc. It also
furnishes the addresses of buyers and detailed
information concerning the commercial reputa-
tion of all with whom a man's business is to
bring him into contact, and makes estimates of

the COStfl of exportation from the moment the
consignment leaves until the final payment is

made,—including shipping, insurance, customs
duties, and .storage.

After the foreign business has thus been

blisbed the organization watches over the

interests of the exporter. If need arises for

a fixed, permanent representative abroad, the

national office is able to tell him where he mighl

blish a branch office and whom to ap
point as his representative there.

i ral periods a] publii ations are issued by

them the ( >
flu ial Monitor

mtmerce, the prin< iple of whi< h is said to

n . opied by both < rermany and Nbi
I and different forms of i

men ial indi plete tl

produi i p the i in u

i li promoti the

wholi

u'p fee

t information
i, . .

i



FINANCE AND BUSINESS
NOTES ON APPLIED ECONOMICS OF THE MONTH

Our Real National Debt

^T( >l;< >I>Y worries over the regular official

^^ debt of the United States Government,

although it is more than a billion dollars.

There will always be enough tariff and other

taxes to pay all the " V . S." bonds in sight.

( )ur real "national debt," however, meaning
the money that American citi/ens owe to citi-

zens of other countries i- becoming a matter

lor decided anxiety. There can he no such

thing as "prosperity" as long as that debt

increases. Figures published last month
showed a growth unprecedented. We have

been exporting only $145,800,000 worth of

crop- and merchandise per month, during the

ten-month period that began last July: while

imports have averaged $131,800,000. True,

this give- a balance in our favor of SiOS,ooo,ooo

a year; but no less than three times that

amount is rolled up against us by Europe
every year in the nature of things. American

tourists spend money abroad; immigrants here

from Kurope send money back home; interest

and dividend-, must be paid on American stocks

and bonds that foreigners own. Items like

that give us a deficit to >tart with every year of

something like half a billion dollar.-.

Two years previous, for instance, we ex-

ported at the rate of $161,000,000 a month,

while importing only $101,000,000.

Our "high prices" seem to be responsible.

Speaking internationally, America i- the place

to -ell in, not to buy.

About Si 75,000,000 of American bonds have

been -old in Europe during the last couple of

month-. Hut postponement of a debt is not

ing it. In fact, next year we -hall have

interest on those securities added to our fixed

charges annually an Ss,000,000 item.

Nearer to a Central Bank

I I was -aid of Mr. 1 Iarriman at one time that

he was rapidly becoming the greatest argu-

ment ever advanced for Government owner-

ship of railroad-. That wa- when it seemed
onlj tin- matter of a few years before- most of

the railroad- in America would be "Il.irnman
lint V that point the people of the United

States woidd doubtless have arisen and taken

into their own hands the operation and control

of their railroads, through the very methods
that Mr. 1 Iarriman was so brilliantly develop

ing, whereby one entire organization can man-
age fifty thousand mile- as logically as fifty.

Now a similar reduction to absurdity is

ing forward with banks. ( )n the nth of last

month, for instance, it was announced that four

of the largest banks of Chicago would, before

August i-t, be doing busine-s under one head.

thereby constituting the see ond largest banking

institution in the United state-. Deposits

would be no less than $ 1 S4 .000.000. The high

water mark of the National City Hank of New
York itself is oid\' S2 ;o,ooo,ooo.

This is highly interesting to spee tators of the

war raging around the proposition for an

American central bank. Nothing has been

more disheartening to well informed people

with the intere.-t of the country at heart than

the attitude of a certain class of banker-. lx»th

"city" and "interior," who rage blindly and

bitterly against the very thought of allowing

banking power to become centralized under

Government control—while, in the meantime.

a number of Strictly private individuals are put-

ting into actual effect a centralization which

becomes every day more and me>re powerful,

and in which the citi/ens of the United SU

a- such, have no representation whatever.

For example, one reads that the new Chi.

institution, which is n> combine the " Commer-
cial Trust." the Continental National Bank, the

Commercial National Hank and the American

Tru>t & Savings bank, represents an alliance

of some of the most important financial inter

outside of New York City. Names appear

that are eminent in the packing industry, the

lumber trade, the -tee! business and the busi-

ness of dealing in grain. Name-- also appear

which definitely connect the institution with

the National City Hank of New York. \

the total resources of these two single institu-

tions alone are a little in exc e-s of half a billion

dollars -about 2) per cent, of the total banking

power of the United Mates.

Simultaneously, the -ame sort of thing was

happening on the Pacific 1 Under the

title of the Hank of California, some of the
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leading institutions in San Francisco were

formally uniting their deposits, aggregating

$28,000,000—the largest single collection of

deposits west of Chicago.

In these columns for January. 19 10. it was

noted that the financial institutions in Xew
York City alone which were operating in har-

mony with the banking firm of J. P. Morgan &
Company represented the control of resources

egating more than two billion dollars;

some 50 per cent, more than all the financial

institutions of even- kind in America could have

"cashed." had the notes and bonds all come
due simultaneously.

Not "High Finance" But Nature

DANKS are flowing into combination, not
*-' only in the financial centers where money
becomes congested along with traffic and
morals, but also in the farming and othea pro-

ducing sections.

'lv this vear, the Banking Commissioner
of Wisconsin begged the legislature for a law to

stop the buying up of chains of small country

banks. He very wisely foretold a complete

monopoly of the banking business if such enter-

prises were not checked.

>ne of these companies," wrote Commis-
sioner li ith headquarters at Minneapo-

' linn., owns a controlling interest in more
than fifty banks in Minnesota, Wisconsin and
the Dakotas. In Wisconsin, eight or ten banks
are now controlled by this one company; two
other companies have recently been organized

[inneapolis, Minn., for the puiposi

:he banks either by buying up
t in banks now in •

nks. The same objec-

peatedly been advanced against

brawn ban, in banking, applies with

of manipulating

if these "chain" bank-

I bank. E

from the m
the holding 1 ompan

.ting

from
Id be

r wan

Washington, with a capital of $600,000, taking

over twenty-one different banks at organiza-

tion.

Xow there is more to this phenomenon than
the sign that rich men believe money will be
fashionable again within two or three years,

and want to surround themselves with as large

and liquid a body of it as possible—in prefer-

ence to putting their money into stocks that

represent industries.

The lesson is a very big one, and a very real

one. As long as the device of a holding com-
pany is legal, the combination of any bank with

any other simply awaits the right time and the

right man. In the final analysis, that means a

Central Bank controlling enough resources to

cast the balance in the company's financial

policy.

The American citizen who can divest himself

of political leanings, one way or another, long

enough to study the actual record of one of the

central banks of Europe—the Bank of France,

for instance—is a particularly good citizen at

present. Every voter should learn the methods
which Europe has worked out during the last

half century, whereby the merchants and the

manufacturers and the farmers who want to

borrow money at reasonable rates are allowed

to elect somebody to represent them on the

lx>ard of an institution which has a controlling

say as to what those rates shall be.

Investment in Fiction and in Fact

INVESTMENT is a haphazard sort of busi
1 ness at the best ; if you have a friend who will

"let you in" on something good, you may sue

: but you can never hope for the comfort

and freedom from worry of the rich folks who,

by virtue of their modern magic, their reading

of linan< ial omens, and influence with the high

priests of the golden cult, manage to male
their money earn more money at least thai is

what people think; wi in be borne by
• orrespondeni e with tnvesloi -

nd national in its » ope.

The popularity of this kind of supei

menl of those ne 1

re < in ulation great* r than the

total of intelligent people in the community;
and thu - deem it n\ the di

of th( n < in

I

the

• man, • help I

Inb,

ithin
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But given the taste and opportunity to de-

scend from "Sunday paper"' realms to the

points v.lu-re people are actually investin

a lar le, one finds the man of millions

sticking to the same homely and humdrum
precepts SO often remarked in these columns.

e the motto that advises against putting

all one's money into one thing, or even one sort

of thing. With this in mind, read the recently

published report of the stocks of ten different

railroads and one industrial, the bonds of nine

different industrials, and of thirty different

railroads, into which has been put forty-three

million dollars of the "General Educational

Hoard " funds:

STO< Ks

Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe (preferred)

Baltimore & Ohio
Chicago, Milwaukee &

St. Paul ([inferred)

I nternat ional I larvester
(preferred)

Manhattan Railway
Missouri Pacific

NewYorkCentral&Hud-
BOn River Railroad

Pennsylvania Railroad
Company

Southern Pacific (pre-

ferred)

Union Pacific

United Stat< s Sti d (pre-

ferred)

BONDS AND NOTES OI "INDUSTRIALS

American Cigar
American Telegraph <!v.

Telephone
Central Leather
Colorado Industrial
Company

Fairmont Coal Company

Interborough Rapid
Transit

Union Steel

I'nited State- Steel

Virginia-Carolina Chem-
ical

BONDS OF RAILROADS

Alabama & Great South-
ern

Atchison, Topeka &
S.mta Fe

Atlantic Coast Line
h Creek

Carolina, Clinchfield &
Ohio

( liesapeake <S: Ohio
Chicago iV Alton
Chicago & East. Illinois

Chicago, Ro< k Island «.V

Pacific

mthern
Cumberland( lorporation

Duluth.MissabeaNorth-
ern

Worth & Denver
( ity

Lake Shore & Michi-
i Southern

Louisv ille & \ash\ die

M issouri Pacific

Morris <S: Essex
New York, New Haven
& Hartford

Norfolk & Western
Northern Pacific &

( .re.it Northern
Northwest El< \ ated
Pennsylvania
St. Louis. Iron Moun-

tain & Southern
board Air Line

Southern Pacific

Southern
Union Pacific

\\ i -tern M.irv land
Wisconsin Central

Yet if anybody in America could feel inde-

pendent of investment rules and limitations, it

Ought to be Mr. John D. Rockefeller, the

donor of that money, and his closest agents and
associates, such as Mr. Frederick I Gates,
who supervised the actual investing, aided, it is

understood, by the advice of Mr. Roc kefeller

in person.

Indeed, it aids the moral of this note power-
fully to remark that the most " personally

selected" stocks and bonds on the list, those

of various " Gould " railroads in the success

of which Mr. Rockefeller is understood to

have been largely interested, are the ones

which average lowest in market value at the

present time,—as compared with other items

on the list more impersonal and scientific.

The Sum of French Experience

TT is striking to find the actual investment
-1 conduct of the gentleman popularly sup-

posed to be the richest man in the world in

harmony with the editorial precepts laid down
by M. Alfred Xcymarck.

During forty-one years this real financial au-

thority has edited Le Rentier, the journal from

which the widest inspiration and aid is drawn
by thjc "little savers" of the greatest invest-

ment nation—France.

.Not long ago M. Xcymarck announced four

"rules for the investor," which may be summed
up something like this:

First, divide your risks up among a variety of

securities. Even with as little as $4,000, it is

possible and decidedly advisable to buy no less

than ten different stocks and bonds.

Second, do not invest without considering

your social position. A retired business man
should not accept the risks he did when he was
active. The savings of long working years can

not be handled as freely as the surplus of a

property holder with other sources of revenue.

To construct a principle: "Think of the risk

you run—not of your possible izain."

Third, buy securities that you can sell read-

ily, or else that can be borrowed on, or that you

can offer the bank as collateral for a loan.

Fourth, keep a certain order or proportion in

your pun h.i

M. Neymarck works out No. 4 by an ilhis

tration that has less meaning in Amen
ace, he advises two-hfths for government

bonds and railway stocks and l>onds, doubtless

use the latter on the Continent are usually

government owned. He advises two fifths

more for industrial and insurance securities

that have a "prize drawing" or lottery feature.

mething not possessed, of , m:r>o, by in

\ estmentS available to the American. And the

remaining one fifth he considers best in "for

cign public funds"—things that also are scan e

in this country. The bonds of Cuba. Porto

RJCO, and the Philippines, and even tin-

Mexico and Argentina, which include most ,<\

the foreign fund- available to the Americ an

investor, are excellent for many pur|x>sc-, but
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have not the particular recommendation that

Belgian or Swedish or Japanese bonds have to

the Frenchman, namely, detachment from local

industrial and political influences.

The American finds plenty of "variety"

within his own country, which is so undevel-

oped as compared with France, and seventeen

times as large.

Allowing for geography, the investing practice

of well-informed Americans, small and great, is

governed much less by inside "pull" or special

mysteries than by the same common-sense ex-

hibited by M. Xeymarck*s ripe judgment.

Bankers Who Do Their Best

THE sight of a "Bankers and Brokers" sign

calls forth cynicism from one type of

investor —the wary variety. "Why should I

go in there to ask about stocks and bonds ? " he

will object. "I know the securities they

handle are honest—but those people won't

tell me the right time to buy or sell, will they ?

If they know, they keep it to themselves."

Herein is found one reason for the rapidly

growing correspondence between investors and
national magazines which have established de-

partments to forward reports on securities to

inquirers, uninfluenced by this "interest" or

that.

Mill, there are exceptions. A knowledge of

them is the greatest asset of the investor with a

wide financial acquaintance. How to tell one

of these exceptions when one meets it isn't so

difficult, either.

Not long ago, at a period when the average

tot k broker's office was imploring its custom-

l ord of mouth and circular letter pl<

to buy something, and railing attention to the

undeniably cheaper prices of sum -ks as com-
1 with a few months before, there was is

: by one very well-known brokerage firm

r'.ular which led off thus:

^hou^di the tr»nd of the markit hlU been
maimer, ai Hty prii < »

• till unable to

modify our oftitu t possibility of a

og ultin

M like

bad for business." I in firm did

I' that

"alt> compared with four or

ssarilv '///•-//>, if we
rein

lion relating

pank .

amount of municipal and other bonds thrown
upon the market, the advance of $6 per capita

in American currency within seven years, the

loss in gold, and other reasons special to great

railroad systems.

Since this circular appeared, railroad stocks

have become a good deal cheaper. The
broker's former opinion would be modified

considerably. But they were not afraid to give

it when they thought it was needed.

At about the same time, one of the most
prominent bond firms made this official an-

nouncement to their clients:

"In the present somewhat unsettled condition
of the security market, many of the shrewdest in-

vestors are looking for short-time securities, be-
cause their near maturity practically eliminates
possibility of loss."

Another argument " bad for business " ; most
bond dealers make a greater profit on long-

term securities, in the nature of things. But
undoubtedly the action will be good in the long

run for the business of this particular firm.

The confidence of investors is an asset not to

be despised.

"Amalgamated" As An Example

HpHREE and a half years ago, copper was
*- much heard of as an investment. The
most conspicuous stock, "Amalgamated," was
in demand at a premium—Si 20 a share. The
stock had a checkered career, but in view of

the increasing uses of copper, it was boughi by

many imaginative people. Last year, the

stockholders numbered 17,500.

By last month, this stock had dropped to

about half as much per share. Anxious in-

quiries flooded the offices of people supposed to

know something about the copper business.

\- below explained, there is hope for the latter.

But there are very good reasons for pronoun.

ing "Amalgamated" to have been much over

valued in the ]>

Originally, "Amalgamated" <li<l not repre

rueiit ai all. It w;i- a national cra/.e,

like "ping poi Thousands alter thousands

of people bought it, with do moie knowledge ol

ban were contained in the very novel,

ingeniou , and expert iveadverti ements, which

- v do I. no-.'. ledge oi id. i ential facta .11

all \oi for aim did the company pub
1 the details of il bu iness intelligibl)

Three month 1 ull of 1 ertain reform

on the s 'o< l. I •< bange, an " \m.d

mated " upon .it Is 1 appeared Betwt 1 a

Jd be read a triking le on nam< h .

that the 1 ' a mining ux h would do
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well to discover how much of the earnings the

in Lnagers o£ the mine axe writing off every

year against depreciation of the ore itself.

la the case of the Amalgamated Company,

no such item appears at all. < >nly against the

replacement of machinery and plants was the

safety fund applied. Yet ore reserves are

iubject to replacement at all.

Remembering therefore that every dividend

of a mine is paid out of principal, a mining

stock is obviously not worth par, to say nothing

of a premium, when its dividends over a period

of years average only four per cent., with noth-

ing written off for depreciation of ore reserve.

Who would buy even a four per cent, railroad

bond at par, knowing that the railroad was

paying interest out of capital?

With copper metal at i 3 cents, ' Amalga-

mated" has been earning about 3.2 per cent, on

its -lock, which pays a a per cent, dividend.

An increase of one cent a pound for the metal

would mean about 1.6 per cent, on the stock.

The future of this particular -tock depends

intimately upon the price of copper metal. The
experience to date of many thousands who have

invested in it is a leading argument for more
publicity in corporation accounting.

"Coppers,"—A Guide and Warning

[^SPECIALLY in New England, fresh at-

*-* tention has been drawn to the general

subject of investments in copper stocks. The
appearance recently of the Stevens' unique

"Copper Handbook," in its ninth volume,*

makes it possible for every investor to form

some up-to-date conclusions on the copper

business for himself.

Nobody, after reading one of the 7551 de-

scriptions oi mines and mining companies,

can remain in doubt as to whether that property

i- valuable, or may be valuable, or is "idle,"

"dead,"' or worthy of death. The manual is

said to contain the largest number of titl.

any mining reference work. It certainly does

contain the frankest possible denunciations of

fraudulent promotion wherever the author,

himself an expert engineer, has found it. In-

deed, the book is an insurance policy for any

ted in coppers.

An astonishing comparison can be made
me browsing among the manual's pro

Statistics and history between the large num-
ber of titles trcak ;i,— and the insig-

nificant number of companies that last year

were paying dividends,—only twenty-nine!

of course some of these, like Amalgam,
or Phelps, bodge & Company, Inc., are hold-

ing companio, each operating a number of

mi no. Even so, the disproportion will -

gigantic to the investors, who do not realize the

different philosophy of any mining busint

compared with railroads, manufacturing, and
the like.

With no reproach against financing methods
or management, more than one company that

had paid big dividends for years,—Atlantic,

with a total of a million dollar.-.; Franklin, a

million and a quarter; Tamarack, nine and a

half millions,—have had to stop or postpone

payments.
Another way one can get at it is to compare

the lists of , ents with the lists of divi-

dends. Of the seventy-one important Lake
Superior stocks that were asses! u iqoq,

only twenty-one ever did pay dividends, and
only fourteen paid amounts in excess oi their

respetth amenta.

The stockholder's chance in these mine-, in

other words, was no more than one out of live.

Of course this conveys no reproach to the in-

dustry. The seventy-one ments were

:han $68,500,000, whereas the dividends

paid by the twenty-one lucky mines were more
than $183,000,000.

Why the price of copper wxs cut in half in

the two years preceding 1908 appears at a

glance at the American production by Mate-.

For many year.- most o\ the copper came from

Michigan and Montana,— a couple of hundred

million pounds from the first and, perl

three hundred millions from the second. Sud-

denly the Southwest moves forward. Within
half a do/en years the I'tah production is nearly

doubled and that of Arizona pas.-es the record

of either Michigan or Montana.

Of the new Southwestern mines many did

not survive the troubles of 1007 M ay of the

survivors have been operating at little or no

profit in the owners' hope that consumption

and prices will incri

-ton his made more money out of Michi-

gan coppers already than it could lose in a long

time. Hut the wise, in Boston or anywhere

will never confine their interest to any one

ck.
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i \Vho*e new novel. A Life for a Life." has just been published)

THE NEW BOOKS
REPRESENTATIVE FICTION

A REALLY remarkable power to typify in

of highly ^individualized characters
of social and political life

in modern Amer dent in all of Mr.
;ii!'i we

:u these Mr Herri ! lingly

•f the theme, the American
Hi- 1
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It i- urn
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ally f.ill> into two distinct classes: the purely hi>-

torical novels which became so famous ten years

iK" ("Quo Vadis" and the Polish "Trilogy");
and the modern character analyses, among the

most notable of which were "Without Dogma,"
"The Children of the Soil" and "The Familj ol

Polanyetski." It w.i^ in commenting on "The
Children of the Soil" that the late Charles Dudlej
Warner wrote: "This author 1 regard as the great

of living novelists, both in range, in grasp of his-

torical situations and in intuition and knowledge
of human natun Mr Sienkiewicz's latest book,
"Whirlpools," ' whi< h has just lain translated bj

Max A. Drezmal, deals cx< fusivel) with conditions

modern life in Poland It is full "i brilliant dia

ue .m<\ keen rli ection "I human mot i

itithor to b<
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Mental Perplexit) ,'*'
h< tud) ol the

human miii<l I. I alter the commission ol .1

murder, in such keen descriptive terms that even
the reader is finally left in doubt as to whether
he who committed the deed had really regained

his reason, .1- he himsell

A new .1 ut li< >r. Miss Marian Cox, has brought
diit her first novel on "a mystical, symbolical

theme is fitting a romance of the inn-l-

it is a story of two artists and a mysterious
vetfed woman whose existence, lying, as it <1

midwa) between the physical and spiritual worlds,

is maintained a mystery until the last few pages ol

the- hook. The novel contains much philosophiz-

ing upon the subjects of art and love and is entitled

newhal obscurely " The Crowds and the Veiled

Woman." *

A year or so ago, in response to a prize offer in

England, Patricia Wentworth submitted a manu-
ipt entitled "Marriage Under the Terror." 1

rhis, in the opinion of the three judges (Mr>.
Flora Annie Steel, Miss Mary Cholmondeley and
Mrs. I lenry de la Pasture), was the best submitted
and entitled to the pri/e of > 1000. While agreeing
with the judges that this story is "full of dramatic

tal ions and interesting from .Mart to finish," the
idious reader will not fail to gasp at the audacity

1 new author in selecting the French Revolution,
.it it- fiercest and most :e, as a setting

for a pie< e 1 il fiction. 1 listoncally the novel is an
llent piece of work, although it must he con-
ed that there i- .i certain often-recurring

amateurishness of style.

The cheerful optimism and bubbling, delicious

humor that have characterized all of Mr. William
I Locke's novels are preeminent qualities of the
latest of his stories to appear in hook form: "Simon
the Jester." * Mr. Locke's characters are individu-
alists almost to the point of being freaks, hut they

od and kind that we are quite ready to

them for being, at the same tim< »n-

allj foolish and weak. "Simon the Jester," as it

appears between covers, has been profusely illus-

trated by Mr. James Montgomery 11 1.

\ charming story of a French girl who tries to

ipe from the restraint of the rigid traditions
' hem in life in the Latin countries, to become

an independent human being of the present age,
rhi I ducation of Jacqueline." 1 The author,

( hire De Pratz, who i- hersell of French and
l . li-h parentage, gives us, in the types repre-

ted by the mother and daughter, a study of the
difference hit ween the French and Anglo-Sa>

iring children. The daughter, Jacque-
line, is inten ind modern; the mother, who
dine,:- to the old ideals, presents a character which

nobility of ement.

of humorou ritien in a new
life among the Hebrews on the lowei '

Sid' i k, and full lint humor and
not unpleasant dialect, have been col-

• \ Mil. mma

I'll

• \ Murrl

I

>
. 111. Ji

lected into hook form under a title which embodies
the names of the two principal characters, " Pi

and Perlmutter." " The author, Mr. Montague
Glass, has gained a wide reputation for himself as
a writer of magazine Btories of this region of the
metropolis, which is midway between the Ghetto
with its Yiddish language and foreign thought, and
the home of the fully Americanized Hebrew ol

upper Fifth Avenue. The subtitle of this hook
1 heir Co-partnership Ventures and Adventui

indicates the general trend of the sketch

For the past decade, it may he Mid, very few
writers of short >toric* have been more welcomed
by publishers and the puhlic than the late

(). Henry. Sydney Porter— for that was hi

name was one of the acknowledged 11.

short story writing in this country. He had
for tine humor as well as a veritable geniu
dramatic narration. Mr. Porter's career .

varied one. He had been ranchman, merchant,
editor, playwright, extensivetraveller,aad, through
it all, a brilliant newspaper manand writer of

stories. His best known collections of storio are:

"Cabbages and Kings," published in 1905; "The
r Million" (1006); "The Trimmed Lamp"

and "The Heart of the West " (1907); " R
Destiny" (1908); and "Strictly Bush
tions" (toot)). The last named colli

t\ pical of BIS work, containing the

written during t three or four years It

iid of Mr. Porter that he knew New York
City better than any other man of his generation.

( me of his recently written Bti - entitled

"Manhattan Nights' Entertainment," de;

among scenes all laid in New York, ridiculous

appealingly human characters, moving about the
city seeking adventure, a.- the people in Arabian
Nights did in Bagdad. One critic has Baid of

0. Henry's stories that "the) are wonderfully .

tales of men and women, tales which Hash upon
you things which your Stupidity or inattention has

missed when you have looked with your own 1111-

coached eyes upon the identical common life they

are concerned to picture."

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY

Mis-, Katharine K. Crowell's history of Ann I

for young people is unlike other published work.- in

this field. It is an attempt to gi\ c a survc\ of the

nation's
1

in the form of a bird's-i
j

The story is briefly told, hut no essential element
Intnl. While- very little detail is given re-

garding the Revolution 01 other war- to which it

has been customary to devote the greater part of

our school histories, there i- tent effort to

picture the actual settlement and development of

>untry in its human aspect. In order to gi\ e

to the children of to-day a vivid impression ol

experiences through which the children of p«

mpelled to pass, e >

the diary of one of the children who
panied the- pioneer Kentucki
1 pail, \ niousl) ' map-<

!

tdvance

1 5 1
J to 1

Tin • the Ri pan-ion eastward is

tlderful as that of American pro.

to the west more dramatic, since it
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accomplished long before the advent of steam and
the telegraph. A vivid description of this expan-
sion, beginning with the Cossack raid of Yermak in

-79, across the Urals into Asia and following the
Russian advance to the completion of the great
Trans-Siberian Railroad during the past half a
decade, is told under the general title "The Rus-
sian Road to China" 1 by Mr. Lindon Bates, Jr.

Many photographs taken by the author himself
really illustrate this volume, which is as absorbing
as fiction.

A series of lectures delivered during the second
decennial celebration of Clark University (Worces-
ter, Mass.) have been collected together and pub-
lished under the general title "China and the Far
East" 2 under the editorship of George H. Blakeslee,

Professor of History at that institution. Among
the names of the authors of the articles which ap-
pear as chapters in this book are Hon. Chester
Holcombe, T. F. Millars, Prof. J. \Y. Jenks, \Yil-

lard Straight, Prof. Harlan P. Beach, George T.
Ladd, Dr. Jokichi Takamine.

The life of Gov. John Albert Johnson of Min-
nesota, by Frank A. Day and Theodore M.
Knappen, J

is a record of many things that are alike
creditable to the late Governor Johnson and to the
people of Minnesota, who so enthusiastically fol-

lowed his leadership. The story of Governor
Johnson's early struggles and later political suc-
cesses is well told, and much of the anecdotal mate-
rial included in the volume will make the book
peculiarly attractive to Minnesotans.

An excellent, conscientious biography of the
founder of Socialism, Karl Marx, representing a
labor of love extending over thirteen years, has
just been completed by John Spargo.* It was at
the suggestion of Marx's daughter that Mr. Spargo
undertook the preparation of this biography.
Marx the man is put forward in this study as lie

has never been shown before. As a leader his
great contributio: A progress -ire recounted,
including the he rendered to President Lin-
coln and the American Union arousing the
English working class when Mr. Gladstone and his

re for the Confederal v.

The importance of this work in understanding the
pprea iated when it is

really Marxi-m and that
Karl Marx. Mr. Spargo shows

the humanity of th rmer and retells
illy the beautiful 1 y which

donned bis life. A number of hitherto unpub-
d portraits illustrate this volumi

tum-
of Daniel 1

ter who ha, de
• ithin n ra of

Mr. Hi 1 the
1 well Ken-

m.iking
the |,r. '

• [* u

Jr.

Ill 1.1

"0. HENRY " (SYDNEY. POKTF.R)

:er of short stones; who died on Juri

the nation. This work has involved some account
of the process of expansion in its military, political,
and economic aspects.

TRAVEL AND DESCRIPTION

An attempt to "reveal America to herself by
interpreting Europe" is the rather ambitious task
set himself liy George Sylvester Viereck in his

markable book." The Confessions of a Barbarian."'
Mr. Viereck, who has already attained distinct ion

as a poet in both English and German, and whose
brilliant novel, "The House of the Vampire," was
dramatized a yea/ or so ago, is a ( ierman by bin h
who came to this count ry at the age of ten. After
fourteen years in the I iiind States he \ isited < '.it-

many, and this book is the result of his keen, fear-
observations. Mr. Viereck has seen German

and Amerii an condil ions and people with a cleai
almost disconcerting. His analysis ol tin

"Old World lire" and its interpretation to the
new, "crude" mind "I the American is impressive
and diverting. This volume may do much to intei
pret German idi Americans, and, convei ely,

rig 1 he ( ,, 1 in., 11 . undei tand
tin r> ah i in- 1 mi, ,1 Stati

I >r. ( li.iil, 1 I Holder, « ho
I eat n puta-

.hi .1 11 1 ho 1 11 \ on deep
in- 1 entertaining 'I'

'i ol ill, • ,,|| (he ' 0.1 I o| S,,,,|||
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I 11-tropic yet bra< ing 1 li
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\i\ ersity of spoil ire to

be found in the ( bannel Islands, several ol which
belong to the Government. 1 >r. Holder pictures

of the
i

njoyed in this

playground of the Padfii and de-

be found tli

Mi- bine II. Short has written a brief

lla i Otx i mergau to-

r with .in ai i the Passion Play which
en then the villagers, in

v on made l>> their am
centui .' At the performances of imki and

.it this pla\ was \ i -r\ 1

and i i that during the present summer
many American tourists will take advantage of the

rtunity unique production. The
information given in Miss Shorts book will be of

;hi ialhy those \\ ho < I*

»

idily the German of the performers,
illustrations are chiefly composed of photo-

graphs taken by the author, showing typical views
in and about the \ illage, and also sixteen full-page
cuts' from tli a Play, and of leading
characters in this production.

A translation of Pierre Loti's fascinating book,
"La Mori Je Philae," appears under the English
title "Egypt." s Wonderfully fascinating are Loti's

impressions of the land of the Pharaohs. The
glamour of his style can he seen even through the
translation and the effect of the whole is height
by the colored illustrations of A. Lam plough. The
translation is by \\ . P. l>aii

BOOKS ABOUT GOVERNMENT
•

Professor leaks' little hook on "Governmental
Action for Social Welfare"" ought to be in the

hands of every member of c te legislature

in the country, and we may be assured that if the
principles that il rth were thoroughly di-

! lators there would be fewer of the
crude and impractical attempts to reform -

station that now consume the ti.

our law-making bodies. 1'roU ikes

up the various departments i their

rs, their weaknesses, and their practices, and
shows what are the actual rel ment
as now constituted in thiscountry^o h

Main- workers in the held i : rm have
hampered by a failure to understand just

1 lent of municipal!'.

n help them to attain thi hii h they
I hi- lii i le !

answi iny of the qui workers
i naturally

rsity on the i

entitled '"Condi! ratic

I

in thi Individ-
." and " Pol

1

fr<>ui th( poli-

•ulnli

*l

. the phrase in its natural and 1. .

if not it- ( ommonly a< \\ ith eai

the prob solved, Governor Hughes
during the past four years, come into direct and
* ital t, and what he has on these
matt' d term in the governorship
draw -!..!( lose, i- of re d interest to .ill who have
followed his

What is known as the ion plan of city
rnment, !

developed and extended at Des Moirn .

in main- othi
| and de-

scribed in a hook by John J. Hamilton
"The Dethronement of thi Mr.
Hamilton holds that Des Moines, and m
ton, will, in the long rim, give its name to this
scheme ol municipal adminisl

I to the < ialvesl heme the
provision for the recall of ui tory ofl

which was borrowed from 1.

adopted the initiath rendum, features
d by the charter of Dal The

elimination of partisanship from city elections, the
lull establishment of the merit system, and the
provisions for publicity and the
fram ime al>' nit a- the v
tinned dl

. and other citii with 1 >es

Moirn itisfaction of ha
more of I onus. Mr. Hamilt
identified with the movement in Des Mi
hi-- work is published in r.

ind for information. In addition to hi

count of the plan itself, and i -ful worl
es in an appendix the text of the fanioti-

Muines charter.

AMERICAN PROBLEMS

Professor Albert Bushnefl Hart, of Harvard Uni-
versity, in "The Southern South,"* gives the un-

ions <>f a Northerner regarding those condi-
and problems which are, in a measure,

liar to the South as a section. Pi Hart has
- journe> > to the Southern States, has

been a diligent re.ider of Southern rtcv anil

for mam ried <>n an active corre-

spondence, he tells us, with Southern people of

\aricty of sentiment. While he admit- the
inything like a comprehensive

view "f the Souths problem, Professor Hart exer-

his privilege of comparii » in vari-

I makii ! . as

he hi i of in\ >

who may ha> e intimai icquaint-

ance with the He disci j animus
• pie. and we

belie\ e that n ioul herners,

I

In spite of the difficulties inherent r

Hide: ,ture. I'; I lart has

d in making an exceed inch' readable and
ful presentation of things that may I I by
an intelligent and unbiased observer with the lim-

ns under which any traveler in the South
• labor.

imprehensive volume showing
•inn h ind patience in

Emilj I "Our Shu ic Fellow

i
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Citizens."
; Miss Balch, who is Associate Professor

of Economics at Wellesley College, has been study-
ing this question for years, and her work, as pub-
lished by the Charities Publication Committee
(most of the chapters appeared as separate articles

in the Survey) is regarded as a very important
achievement of their organization. Scattered
through the more than 500 pages of this book are

many illustrations that help to elucidate the text.

There is a bibliography covering more than 50
pages. While the immigrants, after their arrival

in the United States, are considered more in de-

tail, adequate treatment is given to the '"Slavic

Immigration at Its Source."

THE AMERICAN WOMAN IN BUSINESS

That suggestive little volume entitled "The
Woman Who Spends," issued some years ago. has

been revised, and a chapter added on household
accounts, prepared particularly in view of the uni-

versal concern over the rapidity with which the

cost of living has risen. This volume by Bertha
June Richardson has an introduction by Ellen H.
Richards.*

"Every Day Business for Women," by Mary A.

Wilbur, 3 ought to prove a helpful manual for the

conduct of such business as falls to the lot of thou-
sands of American women. The author clearly

explains the methods of banking, the management
of a check book, getting money in emergencies,
how to send money, bills and receipts, the relations

of employer and employee, taxes and customs, the
transfer of property, stocks and bonds, wills and
estates, and a thousand other topics of every-

day business life.

A SCIENTIFIC VIEW OF VIVISECTION

The calmest, most convincing study of the vivi-

question that we have seen is Dr. War-
basse's "Conquest of Disease Through Animal
Experimentation." 4 This writer believes that the
general lack of information upon the biologi

ences has been responsible for rnuch harm. He
contends that if the exact method and extent of

rimentation upon animal-, as well as the re-

al tually achieved, were popularly understood
there would be no further outcry against wli.it his

been denoun 1 ruel torture, but what this

writer in idy with an almo.-t ncgli-

minimum of pain to tru- subject. The aim of

the* t. Warbaase (who i- Burgeon
to t! ital, in Brooklyn, N. ,

i

' humanity and for all time.

hiefly to this study of animal pi

and the fun- I living animals, thi

length of hi. ed in a century
from a littli

impossil

whi

v to fort>- yeai < Ion-

l, in tin- vast majority of
'.

: .1 n 11-, no pain in

i<\ to the

kin in tli«- - ijl/j< ' t would render
1 he invest ifj iior

in win' !

these cases 1

nisness of tin- animal would dc

U'mi

ilalrh

W -
III

tl

feat the object of study. "Not more than one
experiment in 100.000 is actually painful."

RELIGION

Those readers of the American Magazine who
have been following Mr. Ray Stannard Baker's
series of articles on "The Spiritual Unrest" will

be pleased to know that these articles have been
rewritten and revised and published in book form.'
The volume, which bears the same title as the
series of magazine articles, is not an attack or a
defense. It represents an impartial, painstaking
effort to see the actual facts regarding the churches
and other religious institutions and "to set down
these facts honestly and fully." Mr. Baker's
investigations included six specific and typical

modern religious institutions: Trinity Church
(New York City), a noted slum mission, a large
institutional church, a settlement house, several

Jewish synagogues, and the Emmanuel Move-
ment. His general verdict is that "religion is not
decaying; it is only the church." The volume
closes with "a vision of the new Christianity,"
being an account of the religious work of Dr.
Walter Rauschenbusch, of the Rochester Theo-
logical Seminary, based on his now famous book
"Christianity and the Social Crisis."

The stimulation to minds religiously inclined

offered by Dr. R^uschenbusch's book has been
wide and effective. In "The Faith of a Layman,"
William Frederick Osborne writes, "in harmony
with Professor Rauschenbusch's point of view," on
the "relative impotence of the church in contem-
porary society." He sub-titles his book "Studies
in the Recoil from a Professionalized Church."

An English writer who should be better know 11

in this country, Mr. Charles Morley, has given
us an absorbing book on religious observances of

to-day in the British capital, which he has en-

titled "London at Prayer."' During one Sunday
he visited typical religious institutions all over the
great city, and what his SJ nipathelic heart .saw his

equally sympathetic pen describes, till the reader
can almost gee the actual London at prayer,

—

from Quaker meeting-house to Salvation Army
barracks.

EDUCATION

Two teachers in Mount Holyoke College, Jean
nette Marks and Julia Moody, have undertaken
to present the facts of science for children from
eight to fourteen years of age in a series ol little

books entitled Story-Told Science." These
book- arc made up of stories explaining simple

l\pes of animal ail'l plant lite I lie \olume rl

led, entitled "A Holidaj With the

Birds," 'emploj ithi 1 method for introdui ing 1 hild

u row . 1 hrushi s, bla< kbtrds, wai
I,]. 1

.,-..
1

. and other familial bird

- ( our nor I lien 1 States I In 1 < l< >ih in B W8J that

not fail to be enti rtaining i" mo 1 1 hildren, and
.11 the me the k ienl ifi< at 1 ura< j ol the

knov ; ed ma) I"- reli< d up in

: I 11. n I

.

phii .'I w 1 11. 1

• 1 1
•

All.

I
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on social topics has I""!.' • spread beyond her

native Sweden and become a world-wide fact. We
have alread) noticed in tl Hie Century
ol tin- Child" by this writer. A condensation
from this work, with additions, is now printed under

the title ducation ol the Child." ' It i on-

tains some ex< ellenl ad\ ice to all parents, written

in a direct, convincing, and inn- literary -isle.

BOOKS OF REFERENCE

The ^ili volume ol " f*he New Schaff-

Herzi . < lopedia of Religious Knowledj
l»rin^s i lu- w>rk down in the alphabetical arrange-

ment to the discussion <>f " Moralities." This

volume i- notable for several important arti-

cles, among which should l>e mentioned those
(in "Lutheranism," conjointly written by Dr.

I roboess, Director of the Evangelical Lutheran
( 'hurch in Prussia, and Dr. Spaeth of the Lutheran
Seminary at Philadelphia; Methodists," by Dr.

fames M. Buckley, editor of the Christian Advo-
cate; and " Mennonites," by Professor Cremer of

ii I niversity of ( iriefswalcf, and 1 )r. John I [orach.

The subjects of "Marriage," "The Lord's Sup-
per," "The Mass." "Missions to the Heathen,"
.ind " Mohammedanism "are also treated« ith .urea

elaboration in this volume. Among the bi<

phies are those of Martin Luther, Melanchton,
David Livingstone, John Locke, Robert McAll,
founder of the McAll Mis-ion-, Robert McBurney
of the V. M.C'.A., Dwighl L. Moody, the evangel-
ist, President McCosh of Princeton, and Bishop
McCabe.

Many of the users of the famous "( Vntury I >ic-

tionary" are possibly unaware that the work of

collecting words and phrases, and particularly

scientific and technical terms, did not end with the

publication of the Dictionary twenty years
but has been continued ever since. The result of

this labor b> the "Century" stall is now presented
in two supplementary volumes.* The editor, Dr.
I'm hi iniiii L. Smith, declares that the past quarter

century has been more productive of neolo-

gisms than an) other period of the same length in

the history of the language. We may readily

understand the force oi this assertion when we
recall the enormous development in special sci-

well as in the practical arts, that has
characterized the period in question, for with .ill

advances have come new vocabularii
new uses of old terms. The material included in

two supplementary volumes is not dupli-
cated in any other publication. These volumes
in >\ fairlj be regarded as indispensable alike to
the Student and to the man of affairs.

that nearly one dollar out of every four
ol American wealth is represented bj and
bond-, the public will welcome No. it* of the
"Annals of i emy of Political and S
Sciem e," ' on the and the
stock Market." In ii special authorities describe
the machinery for handling st>x ks, and the pecul-

Chlld. I

Hi Melons

. . .

\ll
Political lence,

pp. Jl.

iarities of st<« ks of railroads, street rail*

manufacturing concerns, banks and other finan-

cial institutions, and mines, from the investor's
viewpoint. Such mj ire cleared up as the
means wherein- the owner of a convertible bond
has his choice of creditor-hip or partnership; why
some common or "ordinary" stock- are more
attractive than the preferred .-lock-, or even
bond-, of tin- same company; and why a preft

stock may I"' better than a bond even for the

conservative investor. The contributions by John
Adams, Jr., John Moody, 15. B. Hur^undcr. I

Snyder, and Montgomery Rollins are notabb
their excellent illustrations. The authors do not

hesitate to name the given that are desir-

able for special investors, nor to identifycomp
that are "fantastically over-capitalize The
several articles on stock

]
nd the influences

that make them are alone worth the careful study
of any investor or business man. particularly w hen
read in connection with the full bibliography of

financial book-, journals, and new- -cr\ i

OTHER BOOKS OF THE MONTH

For a generation the alphabet reformer- have
been ursine, upon the Japan* crnment the

-itv lor devising and making compulsory the
in of transliteration ol the Jap

language into some characti ly intelligible,

not only t<> the Japanese themselves but to for-

eigners a- well. Among other ingenious attempts
which have been published in periodical and 1 k

form during recent years is the scheme set forth by
the so-called New School of Japan. We have
received from th< association in Tokio that has
this propaganda in charge an ambitious volume
setting forth the entire- idea.' The scheme- con-
templates the introduction of a new -vsicm of let-

ters to replace the Chinese characters now u-ed

ly in the Japanese written tongue. Th(
jed seems to us very laudable .ini.\ tin- system
scientific and reasonable, although to W<
minds rather complicati

A collection of the- best Ei on con-

versation "with a view to prov ide those who
would excel in the art, with hint-. tions,

rules and precepts likely to be helpful in the male
I good talk." has been edited by Horatio S

Krafts, who has entitled the volume "The
Art of Conversation." ' Mr Krans, who provides
an introduction to the book, acknowledges that

such a volume i.tn not provide the "knowl<
brains and read) wit that be 1

talker, but it can teach everyone the best

such talents as he
j

With tin- theory that people work with the

greatest efficiency only when they are physically,

mentally, and morally happy, Dr. Henry Smith
William- has cast into book form mili-

tating, helpful ee : f Happi-
Dr. William-' style pathetic and

•
. and his advice COD ' hor-

t a ripened experience on the part of the

author.

w School of Japau. Toklo: I>ok<
- pp.

• ll vernation by llnr.v

Walton Company
I

..f H.-vpplnrss nlth Williams
pp. t:.
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THE PROGRESS OF THE WORLD
_ „.,. In sparsely settled communities, evil or to assert that the best government is the
The Citizen ./,..-. . . .

'

, . , ? ..

and His the individual regulates his own one that is least active or vigilant. Govern-

affairs and is a law unto himself, ment is not an evil, but our chief agencv of., ^V« ^ tll ^w.v.i ^& v

As communities or states become thickly popu- civilization and human progress. As such, it

lated, and complex in the industrial and must be kept in good running order. We are

other forms of their associated life, individ- about to enter upon campaigns for the election

ualism must yield at one point after another of officers in many States, and we are to elect,

to the demands of the common welfare. Laws this fall, the members of the next national

have to be made, they must be executed, House of Representatives. Involved in this

they must be interpreted, and they must be business of nominations and elections is that

enforced. In communities of mature growth great game of politics that sturdy Americans
and activity, it makes all the difference in the like to participate in, as in some stirring sport

world whether the governing arrangements are that requires strategy and combat. But,

—

i or bad. And where government is popu- quite apart from the game of politics, and also

lar and de[>ends u[>on the citizens, as in this quite apart from the trade or profession of poli-

ountry, the duties of ( itizen^hip are not to be tii s, by which so many men gel their livings,

rded as less urgent and real than the other there is a political duty pressing upon every

dutie> of everyday life. Politics ought to be a intelligent citizen,

prime
i with every right-minded and

intelligent < itizen. Whether women vote or do It i> a thing of profound impor-

not vol-;, they are ju->t a^ anxiou- and respon- Makwa tance what laws are enacted, what

able their men-folk for the welfare «.f
Difference menare selected to execute the laws,

and neighborhoods; and it and what nun are appointed or elected as

Ial duty to u-e their influ- judges to interpret and apply the laws in cases

cure honest and in- arising under them. The concerns of our
lellij :it. people a^ affei ted by governmental a< tion are >o

deli' aie ami so numerous that ii makes a sen

is it i-> in pi ,uin- impos "ii- difference to many people in their health,

the individual and comfort, and prosperity just what men are ex

family life from the general life of en Ising dis< retionary p en in the minor
the rig cr,mmu ind it i^ equally publi W ood village officers your
im|« inprad .11 kept. Vour children will

from the h hools and l>e reasonably protected

tl form. If this m carlel fever and other Infectious di>

I'ii. .vill be visible
|

in the

lly related to din- lion of good i h i<

: our Ix ii. I e. onomj in the

dire, tl rn all of r I he do
•<» hold thai fting, <li hoi lure will cast a

inie the

OMense to think of government an a necessary work of an honest, high toned legislature can
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be ma t< to «litTu-f benefits every-

where. \ g I Governor, through his own
: through hi> power of appointment,

may appreciably improve- all the conditions of

life in a hundred ways. A bad Governor may
injure the entire State through relaxed stand-

ards and want of sympathy in directions where
his -opportunities for service are best In like

manner, the seta tion of good judges i- of vital

ern to all honest citizens, and i- a matter

that nowadays requires our cl rutin)-.

If these things are true con< erning
On the
National our local and State governments,

they are also true as regards the

offici i are entrusted with the governing

affair- of the nation. It makes a vast deal of

difference to million- of people in their daily

lives whether or not the President of the United

state- i- a man of wisdom, decision, and high-

mindedness. In so many way- do the decisions

of the President and the members of die Cabi-

net hear upon the well being of the people that

to determine who -hall he candidates for Con-

gress. The voters ought to ( are very greatly

who is to repre-ent them at Washington. They
ought to know all about their candidate for

Congress, and ought to take an active part in

getting hi- name put on the ballot paper. If

direi t-primary elei lions will help the voters to

express their preference with better as-urance

of having it count for something, that would he

reason enough for favoring direct primaru

_ „ It is not a matter of intere-t t<
The Bench ...
and the leading lawyer- alone what men

are plat ed u|*>n the federal heni h.

The deci>ions of the Supreme Court of the

United State- affa t the general welfare of the

people in ways that are often SO direct and real

that they could he explained to children. It is

the business of the President to select the fed-

eral judges, subject t<> the approval of the

Senate. But it i- not impertinent for the ni

papers and the people to take a Lrreat intere-t

in the name- proposed, and to urge their pref-

erences quite openl) if the) feel so impelled.

The more the people know alniut the personal-

ity and work of the judges, the better it will he.

There ha- been a great deal of -illy, maudlin
talk alx>ut the Bam tity of the bench and the

impropriety of criticising it- decisions. Law-
yers are largely responsible for this insincere

talk about the bench. In certain of our State-,

the lawyer- of experience have so had an opin

ion of many of the judges that they do every-

thing in their power to ha brought

before one judge rather than before another.

The administration of justice in this i ountry is

far from perfect. There have been times and

1)1.1. (.- in the United State- within recent years

where justice was more uncertain and more
tardy than in the Turkish Umpire. It is of the

highest consequence that judgeships should

not he a part of the brokerage business of

|H>litii al

It i- easy to convim e people of the
Appointing • '

the Highest need 01 appointing or electing
judoet

honest and capable judges to -<.rve

on the local bench, and help to make justice

a real and living tiling. It i- not to

make it appear that the appointment of federal

judues i- a matter of c ommou com ern. Vet it

i- likely to make a great deal of different e to the

people of the United Mate- in their daily In

for many years to come, just what men Mr.
it isol the utmost consequence who these men Taft selects and th< confirms for at

an-, just what they believe, and what the) try on the Supreme bench. Not only doe- tin-

to do in the exen i-e of their ott'n i.d power-. It interpretation of existing law- affect the people

i- not a matter merely for the party managers in their business and in various relationships of

and professional politicians in a given district life, hut the opinion- of the highest tribunal
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must inevitably affect the law-making branch
of the government in its shaping of policies.

and the executive branch in its recommenda-
tions and its activities.

Chief Justice Melville W. Fuller.

Chief justice who had served in his high position

for twenty-two years, was able at

various times to lead the Supreme Court into

the making of decisions that were of lasting

consequence. The turn of a handful of votes

in the State of Xew York in 1SS4 would have

made Mr. Blaine President instead of Mr.

Cleveland. In that case it would have been

Mr. Blaine's duty to appoint a Chief Justice.

i ->8. to succeed Morrison R. YVaite. of ( )hio.

who died in March of that year and who had

been Chief Justice since 1874. Mr. Blaine

would not have appointed Melville W. Fuller,

but would have selected some one of a wholly

different historical and economic point of

view, and of a different theory as regards

American constitutional law. If Chief Justice

Waite had lived a year longer his such •

would have been appointed by President Ben
jamin Harrison, who would not have appointed

a man of Mr. Fuller's type. President Harri

son appointed the late Justices Shiras, erf

Pennsylvania, Brown, of Michigan, and
Brewer, of Kan>a>. Mr. Fuller, who was in his

nty-eighth year when he died on July 4.

n law prai ti< e in his native Mate of Maine,

-oon afterwards went to Chicago. He had
1 law in Chi ago for thirty-three years

when, in ident Cleveland discovered

him and made him Chief Justii e. Mr. Fuller

.1 man of scholarly mind and refined per

ility, whose position at the bar was e\< cl-

ient though not commanding, and whose tcm-

'nent and training were not those that

• cm to have fitted him to be ( hief Jus-
II- dignity and* hi>

."., l*»th as man and as judge, have been

and irreproai liable that no one
1 for a moment think of passing any ad

reel

one
land for taking

rform <!

Mr

'I in

I

HO LATE < llll I JTJSTIC1 \s 111 APPEARED \ PEW
\\ I I k- IGO

preme bench, 1 hose a man well known by rea-

son of long service as a United States Circuit

Judge. In appointing Governor Hughes of

New York, to fill the place made vacant bj the

death of Justice Brewer, Mr. Taft selected

a public man of national repute, of rare talent

for analysis ami statement, of approved legal

scholarship, and of a temperament essentially

judicial. Mr. Roosevelt, as President, ap-

pointed to the Supreme l>en< h the < hief Justu e

of Massach Oliver Wendell Holmes.

for the next vacancy In- named Judge Day,

of Ohio, who had been Mr. Mi Kinley's friend,

adviser, and < abinet offii er, and earlier a Man-

judge. 'I hi n he appointed Mr. Moody, of

• 1.1I had
1I1 ni, and

1

leveland in hi- -1 id term had

madi thy appointments \\ hen

i
, .ni ian 1. nil an

ornament to th< tun il, ami the Fie
1 Peel ham, •-••ho

onnel 1

carlii

\ tudy "i the

I from the

admiration
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CHI ' 'll\ M IRSH \l I.

'"Ill 1N01 t'l

During the period from 1S01 to
Former °

. . .

chief 1804, the ( liu't Justiceship was
justices

OC( U pj t
.

( ] | )V onjy two men) namely,

John Marshal] and Roger B. Taney. Marshall

was Chief Justice till his death in 1835, an( l

Taney from 1836 till his death in 1864. Since

that lime the Chief Justices have been Salmon
1'. Chase, of ( >hio, who died in 1873; Morrison

R. Waite, who served fourteen years and died

in iSSS, and Melville W. Fuller, whose period

of twenty-two years i- now ended. Mar-hall

guided us through the great period of con-

structive establishment of the Constitution.

Taney, who happens unfortunately to he

chiefly remembered by the fugitive slave deci-

sions was also a great judge whose fame will

grow brighter. The war and the Constitutional

amendments following it, justified the courts in

accepting the mure positive theory of the unity

of our national life and the supremacy of our

central institutions of government Chief Jus
the Chase was a brilliant exponent of this

national view. Chief Justice Waite was care-

ful, upright, safe, and estimable. Chief Justi< e

Fuller's conceptions of the Constitution were
rather those of the earlier period, which looked

upon it a- a written compact to he literally

interpreted in fairness to two contracting

parties, rather than as a memorandum of the

purpi . growing people in the

shaping of thi ir organic institution- of govera-
• Chief Ju iller will be remembered

ure and as a judge in most

respi II lilted for the Supreme bench.

Hut it requires preeminent cogency of intel-

lect, and greatness of legal and Constitutional

conception, to he the dominating leader of

a hem h of nine ju>' \nd it would hardly

he true to say that Mr. Fuller was Chief Ju-tii e

in the very nature of his talents and power-

well as by appointment.

The nine members of the bench
D
the"Be*ch

f
<i r <-'- of coarse, of equal authority

in the making of decisions. A
good many important have in recent

year- been decided by a division of five to four.

All the Justices have been and are men of wis-

dom, learning, and patriotism. Their differ-

ence- have not been in the least discreditable

to their sincerity or their ability. There are

many Constitutional questions alx^ut which
trained legal mind- hold different views. Sev-

eral issues of that kind are now awaiting a full

bench to lie argued and decided. The most
important of these are questions that have to do

with the exen i-e of the power of the national

government over modern business entcrpr

President Taft and the lawyers of the adminis-

tration naturally believe that the corjmration

tax, which they recommended and Congress
adopted, is not in contlict with the Constitution.

Many lawyers take the opposite view. The
Internal Revenue Bureau of the Treasury has

been busy and successful in collecting a \

CHTJ 1 v

rom 183'
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sum of money from corporations under this mins-Bailey income-tax lull would have made
new tax. A decision of the court to the effect its way through Congress in the special session

that this is in reality a tax on incomes, levied in last year. It is obvious, then, that the treat-

an arbitrary and unconstitutional way. would ment of the new Corporation tax by the Su-

probably result in the passage by Congress of a

general income tax.

The Income
Tax as an
Instance

It was in April, 1895. that the

Supreme Court delivered itself

upon the income tax that had been

passed in connection with the disappointing

attempt of a Democratic Congress to revise the

tariff. Justice Jackson was ill and did not

participate in the decision. On the general

question, four judges took one side, and four

took the other. The Court was in general

agreement that the law was unconstitutional as

applied to income derived from certain sources,

such as State and municipal bonds. Chief

Justice Fuller argued that it was also unconsti-

tutional to tax the income derived from rents or

holdings of real estate. To show how changed

the personnel of the court has become, we
present (see page 139) a group-picture of the

justices of that time. Seven of the nine are dead,

the survivors being Justice Harlan , who is now in

• venty-eighth year, and Justice White, who
i.- in his sixty-tilth year. But for the quick,

impromptu - President Taft (in a

of the present corporation tax,

and of an ii ix amendment to the Con-
stitution, it is not improbable that the Cum-

JUSTICE WILLIAM H. MOODY Of nil. SUPREME COURT
(.Whose retirement is provided for)

preme Court next winter will have a marked
bearing upon the future of federal taxation in

this country. For Congress would revive the

Cummins Bailey bill, if the Court should nul-

lify the Corporation tax.

u .. ^ ..Even more important, from the
Mr. Moody and .

'
.

the Anti-Trust standpoint ol immediate exigent les,

is the final interpretation to be

placed upon certain clauses of the Sherman
Anti-Trust a< t. 'I he Toba< 1 Trust « ases and
the Standard < )il < as< s had been fully argued

before the < lourt, but the) will be argued again

in order that thej ma) be do ided by a full tri

bunal. Not only must the vacancy caused by

the death of Chief Justice I uller be filled, but it

is probable that a or will have t<> l>e

appointed t<> Justii -• Moody before thi

can be argued. Mr. Moody has been seriously

ill. and then fore absent from the Im-ih h, for

prrh. and a half. < 1 the

il .1. t to permit his

I he general law au

th0ri7.es judges v. ho ha cd ten

rrtire on full pa) for life after reai hin;' lh.

\li \l miii li the youn
III. Hi on the hrln II, bill the ' II' -in 'Hi' •

wholl lined Congi t"i In
1

.11. mini' I 1 "I

I

1 : m l period of I month 1
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OVERNOR HUGHES i >F N1U \nKK
where he delivered the Phi

• >r.itionj

within which to retire in order to obtain the

benefit for life of the Assoi iate Justice's full

salary, which is Si 7.000 a year. There is no

desire in any quarter to rid the bench of Mr.

Moody's presence. It is only that there is

grave need of a full bench to dispose of pending
. ases; and there is no apparent prospect that

Justice Moody < an at any early time resume

his plat e in the vigor of full health.

It is expected, therefore, that Pres
Probahl,-

, ,, , , ,

./ ident raft will be prepared to send
'""'s

the names of two members of the

ben. h to the Senate when Congress meets on

ruber >. In view of the accumulation of

important business that awaits a reconstituted

Supreme bench, there has been much <lix us

sion of the plan of 1 ailing the Senate into extra

session in O It is, indeed, permissible

for the President to appoint judges and set

them at work in the ro ess of Congress. But it

is the 1 ustom, now almost invariabl) followed.

to set ure the Senatorial 1 onfirmation of a i

before he mounts the bench. It is not likely

that a spei ial session will be called. This
means that the great DUSUM - will not be
decided until next spring. It is verycommonly
believed that Governor Hughes, who had made
all his plans to retire from the Governorship
and take his seat as Justice brewer's successor,

in November, will be designated as Chief Jus-
tiie by President TafL Two Associate Jus-

- will then have to be appointed. Justi. e

Harlan is expected to retire in the very near

future. In that case, it would have fallen to the

lot of President Taft to name five out of nine

members of the court, all within a very short

period. Justice Harlan has already served thirtv-

three years on the Supreme bench and ha- seen

the coming and going of many colleague-.

It is one thing to have the wisdom
What Might f i i • i i

u " of a iiidiie who den ides 1 ases, and
Have Been . •

it is quite another thing to have
wisdom as an executive in appointing judges.

It was once Mr. Taft 's well-known ambition to

end his ( areer as a member of the Supreme
bench. If Chief Justice Fuller had retired

several years ago, as was expo ted. President

Roosevelt would have appointed Mr. Taft

as his successor. If Mr. Roosevelt or Mr.

Hughes had been nominated at Chicago two

years ago. Mr. Taft would, in all likelihood,

now be appointed Chief Justice. There was
a crucial moment in New York politics,

several years ago, when Mr. Roosevelt's

decision made Mr. Hughes the Republican

nominee for Governor. It was Mr. Roose
velt's decision, also, that made Mr. Taft

the Republican nominee for President Mr.
Hughes at that time was not anxious to run

for the Governorship, nor was Mr. Taft a

seeker for the Presidency.

Mr. Root, if he hadbeen so minded,
Roosevelt.
Root. Taft. could nave been Governor ol New
Hughes

x,
,, r^ ;in ,| Republican nominee for

the President y. After his retirement as So re

tary of War, when he had justly earned great

popularity by priceless service to the nation.

both Roosevelt and Taft urged Root with all

their might to accept a nomination for the

Governorship with a view to becoming the

Republican candidate for the Presidency in

1908. Mr. Root, who lung no further

political preferment anil was content to be

leader oi the bar of Ni ' \ irk, deliberately

refused what was easily within his grasp. He
would have been eh (vernor in 100.4. and

again in 1006, and would have been clt

President in iuoS. In that ia>c. aU>. Mr
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Taft would probably have become Chief Jus-

tice. Under those circumstances. Mr. Roose-

velt would very likely have taken Mr. Piatt's

seat in the Senate. The death of Mr. Hay was
followed by the imperative call that Mr. Root

should return to the cabinet as Secretary of

State. He was offered the same position in Mr
Taft's cabinet, but decided to go to the Senate.

The four most eminent personalities in the

Republican party at the present moment are

these four whose political destinies have been

so curiously intertwined. Mr. Roosevelt re-

fused a third term; and by the supreme exer-

cise of his political authority he succeeded in

putting himself out of power and putting an-

other man in. Yet in spite of himself he re-

mains the most dominant influence in our

political life. Mr. Taft who would have made
a Chief Justice of the preeminence accorded

only to Marshall, finds himself playing the

more conspicuous but less congenial part of

lent. He is a better judge of law and of

evidence than of men:— better fitted by nature

for the bench than for executive work. He
deals easily and rapidly with principles and
questions. He is not skillful in dealing with, a

thousand little details that relate to persons

rather than principles. Mr. Root, who is a

1 older than the other three in years, i-

rather the youngest of the four in personal

appearan* e. and quite as young as any of them
in the fresh his mind.

Certain qualities in Governor
and Hit Hughes of refute.courage, and of

combative championship of

mment. trongly impressing the peo-

ple of the country ; and his name was on man)
> indidate for the Presidency

n Mr. Taft appointed him to the pla< e

marie vacant by the death of Just* e Brewer.

or of I

York the qualities of a live, it does
not follow that he will not aW> show on the

!
I

•ion on the ben< h, be will

eeker for j*iiiti< al But
im i. iii< .ii. It b not

time in the future Mr. 1 1

u

the rolnrs of his
j p at

ning bin

h a tie

and

r for

near

in h,

>-r \

Mr .

:

Hon. LLOYD W. How f.ks, OK CHICAGO, SOLICITOR-
GENERAL OF 111 I UNI 111- STATES

(Mr Bon ry prominent in the Government's i

e the Supreme Court, and is much spoken of as a prob-
able appointee to on irtvacam

opportunity for far-reaching, responsible pub-
lic servii e.

Commerce
Modern business, organized in the

i the large way, minimizing the waste of

competition, using consolidated

capital and employing armies of workmen,
must be allowed to pro* eed upon its* ourse, but

it must be kept amenable to the authority of

law and government. Ii- operations are upon
national and international lie, and ought

n-.t to I"- hampered by the < onflh ting ml.

fifty different States. Commerce is a national

affair, and the ipiril of the < onstitution is all

n -i I", al ri-irn timi upon Iran portation

and the larger indu try. The bu iness of the

< ouni iin:' the broad, full d<-. i ion •

that ought to he handed down in the determine
ti'.n of the Standard ( Ml and 'I obai co ca*

i man Knti l ru i la* , n ith ill the i ui i

of the M id Pel iao

If the v n|.r.
i

i thai under thai law
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alm< 'it <>f business combination or

emenl is > riminal, then the business inter

ountry will do what they can to se

( ure the repeal (ir amendment of a n 1 i -< hievous

law that is not in keeping with ne< essary

I lu- inev itable trend is towards

some k in* 1 <>f federal incorporation law, with

the nation's oversight and protection of large

industrial enterprises As regards transports

lion companies, tin- trend is shown in the new
rate law, which increases the supervisory au-

thority of the national government and which

will eventually he followed by a frank legalizing

of all agreements and combinations that will

help to harmonize and perfect the working of

tiie country's railroad system as a whole. In

the pro* ess of working out the ne< essary read

justments between the goA ernmental world and

the business world, the Supreme Court has a

wry important part to play. This proi e>s will

require a number of years and the (ourt will

need the best hrain and effort that such men as

Governor Hughes can bring to it.

. Meanwhile, there is a kind of work
Reform and
Neu York m the politics and government »>!

*•"** the Mate of New York for which
Mr. Hughes hown a special fitness, that

other men must take up and tarry on to com
pletion. It i- this that Mr. Roosevelt means
by the active interest he has been taking in the

affair- of i he --late. He was quoted last month
a- having -aid that he intended to pi. k a man
for ( rovernor and then do hi- best to elect him.

And this wa- taken up by the anti reformers

and their newspaper organs as evidence that

Mr. Roosevelt was assuming the role of a

"boss," and proposing to run the party in the

State wholly on hi- own motion. A boss, in

the modern u-e of the word in New York poli-

tic -. i- -imply a man who ha- power he. au-e he

ha- something to do with handling political

fund-. Mr. Roosevelt ha- neither federal nor

Mate patronage to distribute or i ontrol, and he

i- not handling any of the money that the tor

porations have been in the habit of supplying

to those who best know how to apply money to

the securing of political and legislative results.

The private citizen at Sagamore
Tl" ii-iii ii i

(if Sugnnwre Hill lias fXatllv tllf -ailH' tight a-

any other prh ate t itizen to express

hi- views and to take an interest in the govern

meni of hi- State, There i- a wide difference

between being influential ami being a boss.

Mobod) kno,\- the difference Wetter than those

who have been trying to make it appear that

N Ir Roose\ ell - interest in Matt

politii - an - mellow iin oii-i-tenl with his pro

fessed principles. Mr. Roosevelt, of t our-e

never -aid that he ing to piik out the

i andidate for the party. It is highly fortunate,

however, that he i- SO robust and earn,

titi/.en that he i- not for a momentweighed
down by a sense of the duty of an ex-1're-ident

to obliterate himself. Governor Hughes met
Mr. Roosevelt at the Harvard commencement
in June, and asked Mr. Roosevelt to he kind

enough to say publicly that he believed the

primary-election plan of Dominating candi-

dates would he a good thing for New York.

Mr. Roosevelt accordingly told Mr. Lloyd

Griscom, chairman of the ! Tk County
Committee, that he was in favor of the ( rOvern-

or'- hill. To say that this expression of opinion

was an attempt to dii tate to the legislature was
the climax of ah-urditv ; yet all the opponents
of the hill SO tlet iaretl. It would he somewhat
depressing if Mr. Roosevelt, who for thirty

year- ha- taken a keen and ssive interest

in doing his duty as a titi/.en of the State of

New York, -hould not continue along the same
COUrse. It WOUld, indeed, he discouraging if

he should suddenly i ease to prat tit e those pre-

ceptS that he has always preached, and that

were so eloquently set forth by him in his ret ent

address to the French people. Although Gov-
ernor Hughes did not secure all that he had

sought as a political reformer in New York, it

does not follow that his translation to the

Supreme bench will leave the forces i>\ reform

in the Empire State as sheep without a shep-

herd. The independent vote will determine

this year's election; and the machine organiza-

i
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Justice Gray Justice Field Chief Justice Fuller Justice Harlan Justice Brewer

Justice Brown Justice Shiras Justice White

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES IN 1895. WHEN THE INCOME TAX CASE WAS DECIDED

tion of neither party is strong in the public

confidence. The logic of the situation re-

quires that lx>th Republic ans and Democrats
shall present irreproachable ertndidati

It is generally said that when
ernor Hughes visited Saga-

Hill, about the middle

July, Mr. k • tried to persuade him to

the nomination for the < rovernorship again

e up the position on the

i I ible for the

I the Kepuhlii an party

it m Mr. II this y<

of questioning
:••. ide hi- futun for himself.

lit <•. many
ettled by the

i ig to re

cntl
j

tun-

the nati

I l.y t!

rdci to

the prin( iplc

he l.ixi:

! |ix al !•

fifteen years ago survives only in the persons

of Justices Harlan and White. The business

men of the country will be glad to have the ver-

dict of Mr. Taft's reconstituted bench upon a

number of momentous questions.

In his message t > the New York
neiv York , . . • . . . .

and Direct Legislature, which he convened m
Nomination* ^^ st._j ()n ^ j n JUnej <;,„

ernor Hughes requested action on three meas
ure-, which he regarded as of cardinal impor-

tance,—a direct-nominations hill, a broaden

ing of the scope of the graft inquiry provided

for at the regular session, and the institution of

a "raded inheritance tax. In the matter of

dire* t nominations, whal be< one known a^ the
( 'obb < ompromise bill w as favored by the < k>\

ernor and at one time - emed to have fair
|

ol pa I amended B

]il from il ^ pro\ i the ( ily of N<

York as n ill offi< i epl tho •

itative i ie Senator, and
n. Ii •. .i i in this form thai the

bill
i

-ni of Mr. R

vrlt. The bill w.i^ defeated, however, by the

combination of Republican "regular ". the

" < >ld < ruard ". • ith Tammanj I emo< ral

Ive of the Rcpubli ho had

prided t| ed to
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i of dim t nominations was awarded by

the Republican leaders to Speaker Wadsworth

of the Assembly, who had been a consistent

and vigorous opponent of the prop'

reform from the first.

In a fuller statement of his t

Mr
' Attitude

"*
l ' <)"' made after the adjournment

of the legislature, Mr. Roosevelt

admitted that the principle of direct nomina-

tions has in some cases, while abolishing cer-

tain evils, produced or accentuated others,

sometimes putting a premium, for instance,

upon the lavish expenditure of money. Never

theless, on the fundamental issue, Mr. Roose

velt declared himself in complete accord with

Governor Hughes, and as the measure finally

came up for ac don in the legislature, he re

garded it as "well-nigh free from all obja tions,

save those of the men who object to it bo ause

they are fundamentally opposed to any change

whatever in the desired direction.'" Mr.

Roosevelt numbers himself among those who
believe that some measure of primary reform

will, in the end, be enacted in New York.

Will I AM B VRN1 s. M'., wi \| BANY

(The - i htel ol

go into a party cau< us, and thus made " insur-

gent" tactics their own. The bill failed of

final passage by only one vote, but one ol the

twentj -five votes r« orded in its favor was i ast

by an opponent, when he saw that his vote

would not make up the necessary number for

passage, in order to help his t anvass for renom

ination and reelection in his district next fall.

The opposition t<> the hill was mustered and

organized by William Barnes, Jr., who has far

outgrown his designated function as Republi

can leader of Albany Count) and assumed the

dictatorship of the Mate organization. So fat-

as the membership of the legislature itself was

concerned, a good share of the credit tor the

Hon. m. i i\

• the New York graft in-
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•mblyman Toombs. Charles R. HotalinK (sergeant-at arms') (leorge M. Shotwell (stenographer),
• ,1.1 yman Colne. Assemblyman Foley. Senator Wagner, Walter Mo laryi.

•mblyman Merritt (chairman), and Senator Allen

GRAFTINVEST1GATING COMMITTEE OF THE NEW YORK LEGISLATURE

1 lie Governors recommendation
Hunting - , , , ,

Mew r^k that the powers <ii the legislative

ommittee be enlarged met

with no more « onsideration at the hands of the

ature than did the primary hill. A fairly

ommitb made up from

the meml>er-hi|> of the Senate and Assembly;

and the H<»n. M. Linn Bruce, a former Lieu-

tenant-Governor of the State, who has been
- in politic - for many years, was < bosen a-

<oun-! Hut with the best of intentions to

hunt out Kraft tin- i ommittee is prat ti< ally con-

: by the a< lion of the legislature to those

rruption already disclosed by

winter and the

ily < <»ndu< ted by Insurant e

No other form of

d, ti< keted, and
classified bj rity can he offi

< iall •
. though the

I r i. al limitation of .in

iture by

.. The
' the tr

I i the

\ ork

( )ld

md tin- pr<.

II

on tl .p|<- df tl .

Governor Hushes, it should he
The iii i

•
i

Governors stated, based Ins reiommendat ion

for a broadening of the committee's

powers on the terms of the resolution under

which it was to he appointed. The resolution

provides that "any person charged with offi-

c ial misconduct shall he entitled to be repre-

sented by counsel and to subpoena and exam-
ine and cross-examine witnesses." "It thus

contemplate-,*' says the Governor, "with

t to such milter- a virtual trial upon

specific charges verified upon knowledge by

those who present them," and the Governor's

Conclusion i> that "it would seem likely that

the actual investigation by the committee of

< orrupt pra< ti< es would be limited to what was
shown in the Senate inquiry or developed by the

Superintendent of Insurant e." The < rovemor

contended, on the other hand, thai it was the

business of the committee to "proceed ai an

tint/ 1 ommittee and not be n jolved by

a required of prot edure into a trial

court." Turning an investigating committee

Into a trial court re and infallible method
ting the paral) inything lil e I

genuine inquiry,

In onlj one matter did the Neia

I How the i oi

'II ighc

I lc had the opt
i

of tl i of the
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HON. WILLIAM I o| B,

of the

Repu b

lor i hipol N(

progressive inheritance ta\ law was demanded
by the condition of the State's finances. The
Kill passed at the regular session for thai pur

pose was unsatisfactory in that it left the

graduation of the rati' dependent on the size

of the entire estate, rather than on the amount
received b) the individual heir. The Legis

lature's \ iews c oini ided with the c lo> ernor's in

that partii ular, and a bill was passed in ,u

i ordan< e with hi- re. ommendation, whk h will

increase the State's annual revenue, it is esti

mated, by about .S4.000.000. That there was

urgent need of some measure of this kind was
1 [early shown by Governor Hughes in his mes

Tlii' fa. t i-. of ( ourse, that u ithin rci ent

years die expenses of the Mate government
have rapidl} increased. Vs a single item of

such expenditures, the numbers of insane to

ired for in hospitals are in< reasing at a rate

that requires the erection and equipment of

a new hospital cverv three years, and all bos

pital ami other institutional buildings are paid

for out of the State's annual income. The
building and maintenance of roads and other

publit work- i- also a heavy charge, but tin-

Mate will not 1 onsent to a » heese paring polk
j

in respect b activities v . York
i- at the forefront in die adoption of pro-

Lr re--i\e governmental method-. ;md the

«o-t- of administration keep pace with the

improved servk e.

Demand
'
N> °' man

>
VefU tne

/or fashion among American econo-
Effiaency m^ y Mention to

Mate finances, since most of the Mate debts

were in-iLr nitk ant. while the national and
municipal budgets of the country were rela-

tively important and were frequently dis

To a eertain extent this i- -till true, but the

State governments have so many functions

. apable of indefinite expansion that sooner or

later every State mu-t lake on heavy financial

responsibilities or else fall behind in the man h

of t i\ ili/ation; for under our governmental
strut ture there are hundred- of a< tivities, in

the field- of education, chariti. .nation

of resoun es, and general polk e power, - which

neither the federal government nor the city

governments can properly undertake, but

which belong to the Mate alone. < >ne elTei t of

the growing recognition of this fact is to be

seen in the new demand for efficiency in our

State governments. No one has done more
than Governor Hughes to inculcate such an

ideal, and those associated with him in office

have been more and more inspired with the

purpose of administering the State's bus

a- any important private business should be

administered. That this has impressed the

community is shown by the cordial reception

given in many quarters to the tion that

a man like Comptroller Clark Williams or

Insurance Commissioner Hotchkis h of

whom was induced to take office at Albanv at

no little personal sai rifi< e, should be nominated
this fall for the Governorship. It i- believed

that either of these gentlemen would
the State an efficient business administration,

and the same thing i- being said of Collector

William Loeb, Jr., whose name has also been

mentioned in connection with the office, by

rea-on of his handling of the i,
rovernmcnt'-

business at the port of New York.

The The most promising figure among
the Democrats of the State of New
York i- Mayor Gaynor. He has

settled down at his job of "Alcalde" with all

the energy, fitness, and gusto of a man born for

Like Roosevelt, he seems to get fun out of

his work. He i- the only man besid. I -nor

Harmon, of Ohio, whom the Democrat- <^\ the

South and West are thinking of seriously for

the Presidenc) in i.ji. Many of them believe
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Copyright by P \ Y

HON. THOMAS M. OSBORNE
o Democratic candidates for Governorship of New York)

that he ought to step into the breach and suc-

vernor; hut if he mean- to

let his name Ixr placed before the Democratic

'"•tate convention, the public is not aware of it.

to l>e hi- intention to remain stead-

. at the diffi* ult work for which he was
en la>t fall. The leading i andidate for

r-hip among the Demo rats of the

metr man William Sulzer.

Timany Demoi rat- have ever made a-

rd a- Mr. Sulzer ha- placed to his

• in the r- that he h • d at

ton. I rite of the Demoi rat-

lin eithce with the Tammany
organization of

\I ( hlxjrne of w< -tc-rn

purist and reformer in Mr. ^ul/.cr i-

ill Ih- nominated. The
Mr. Johi \ I

'

toMibility. DC thii

• enth
mac nine li

:

'

ican

• -man William

B

•lie ha*
' nitcd

the

Jerome as District Attorney, has a strong fol-

lowing Mr. Hotchkiss, of Buffalo, now Super-

intendent of Insurance, possesses every qualifi-

cation. There was never a time when the State

of New York had a larger number of able and

honest men tit for high political office. It be-

longs to the citizenship of the State to force

< lean-cut and reputable men to the front

while relegating the beneficiaries of the old

machine system to the back seat-.

I.a-t month the Public Utilities law
NewJeraeua
Public utmtiea of New Jersey became effective,

the three members of the old State

Railroad Board becoming the new Public

I'tilitie- Commissioners, with jurisdiction over

every public -er\ i< e corporation in the Male,

inc ludin iph and telephone companies,

pipe' lines, and water companies In general,

the p 'ii under the law are

similar I
• r< ised bj the \<u Vol k

I'ubi outlined on

til le bj Ml
In a folli

i

Tin le
i
page 115),

I'rofe or < ommon e "I the

di-imr ti the \\ ' con in

Both artii le indu atin

ompli hi d in the

hi< li have the mo ' ad ani ed l<

lation "f ihi i kind
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It is impossible to keep the railroad
Railroads and ,

' ...
ssue out 01 New [ersey politic s.

Jersey Tru\± Lines gridiron the State and

thousands of a immuters ride to and from their

rk store-- and offi( es c\ cry business day,

while great industries, maintained by metropol-

itan capital, are continually creating new
transportation needs. The recent increase of

monthly commutation rate-, on all the

fersey road- met with an indignant protest,

whi( h first took the form of a demand that

Governor Fort call an extra session of the leg-

islature to empower the newly treated Public

Utilities Commission to act in the premises.

As the Governor declined to take such action,

the anti railroad sentiment of the State next

found a vent in the agitation for a re-valuation

of the road-. This agitation is persistent and is

likely to figure in the fall election for Governor.

The regulation of transportation interests must
alway- be a vital question in a Slate so situated.

Many Democrats are desirous of having Presi-

dent Woodrow Wilson, of Princeton, accept the

nomination for ( iovernor and Dr.Wilson will ac-

cepl if -ui h is the wish of a majority of the party.

Ml \ \1 |

. . Dr. Wilson is not the onlv univer-
Academic
Leaders sity president whose name has ap-

in Pontics
}x.arc(1 m tne poijtjca] Qews of the

month. President S< hurman of Cornell has

been frequently mentioned as a possible suc-

cessor to Hughes as (iovernor of New York.

President Hadley of Yale has been asked by

President Taft to be chairman of the commis-
sion provided for by Congress in the new rate

bill, to make a report upon the best way to

regulate the issue by railroads of sttx ks and
bonds. For many year- President Hadley has

been regarded as an authority upon the i

nomics of transportation and the problems of

railway finance. Mr. Taft is drawing heavily

upon the capable officers of his alma mater.

Thus he has made Yale's treasurer. Mr. Lee

Mi Clung, the Treasurer of the United Mates.

He has borrowed Professor Emery and put him

at the head of the Tariff Board whi h is rapidly

enlarging its work and probing into the sc bed-

ules to find out how they bear upon foreign and

domestic COStS of production. He has taken

Professor Graves, of Yale, and put him at the

head of the Forestry Bureau to succeed Mr.

Pirn hot. These are a very few of the ac ademic

personages who are appearing in our politic s or

in administrative post-. The more of them to

come forward, the better for our public life.

Senator Boies Penrose, of Pennsvl-
Pennsvlviinia s . . .

",

Politico/ vania, twenty-five years ago might
M"ster

have qualified for a professorship

of political sc iem e or for the president y of the

University of Pennsylvania, He was a schol

arlv young man of a reforming mind and spirit.

He came out of Harvard a year later than

Roosevelt, studied law at Philadelphia under

Wayne MacVeagh, and was quite as striking a

figure in the legislature of Pennsylvania in the

early '8o's as was Roosevelt in the legislature

of New York. His monographic study of the

legal and political history of Philadelphia

{7) belongs to every library on municipal

government. Mr. Penrose in these later \ car-

seems to c arc less for the ai ademic standards in

political life, and be has become more masterful

as the manager of the Philadelphia and Slate

Republican organizations than was his former

political preceptor, Matthew Stanley Quay.

This \ car's Stale Republican convention, held

at Harrisburg on June 22, was Mr. Penrose's

\crv own. It nominated a full State tic kct and

adopted a very elaborate platform. Net the

convention was in session only a little more than

one hour. Mr. Penrose had arranged every

thing and bisprogram halted at no point. Noth-

ing more perfect, in a mechanical way, has

e, er been seen in our politic s.
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la the middle of Tune the grow-
Why Knox .

- °
is not to ing demand that >ecretarv Knox

Be Governor shouM be the Republican candi-

date for Governor had taken the form of a

great movement in western Pennsvlvania. Mr.

Knox was willing to run. Pennsylvania needs

a man of power, wisdom, and lofty views to

head its government and bring it up to the

standards of New York in its laws and the con-

duct of its affairs. Mr. Knox is exactly the

right man. He has courage, intellect, and

training. He has been strikingly identified with

the McKinley, Roosevelt, and Taft adminis-

trations, and has been a leader in the United

States Senate. There is a much greater work
for him to do just now as Governor of Pennsyl-

vania than as Secrei -nate. Mr. Knox is

hting man who is trying to persuade the

world to abide in peq>etual peace. He would

ably find it more congenial to go back to

Pennsvlvania and fight for all kinds of progres-

sive and improved things in that rich but

laggard commonwealth. It happens, though,

Mr. Penrose and the regular organization

like things just as they are. It would be incon-

venient, not to say dangerous, for them to have

"Phil" Knox as Governor. Mr. Penrose,

therefore, held a long session with President

. and President Taft in turn held a session

with Secretary Knox. It was dec ided that Mr.
-: mu-t remain in the cabinet. He de-

HOX. JOHN K. TENF.R, OF PENNSYLVANIA
(Mr. Tener, once a famous ball-pitcher, has been

nominated lor Governor)

dined, with evident reluctance, to run for the

Governorship, on the ground that Mr. Taft

desired him to remain as Set retary of State.

The progressive population of western Penn-
sylvania was disappointed. The Republicans
of eastern Pennsylvania remained apathetic, as

always. Mr. Penrose selected for the Govern
orship Mr. John K. Tener, once widely known

professional baseball pit her, while lost to

fame in these ro ent years through theadoption

of a business career in western Pennsylvania.

r is a big fellow, successful in business,

"•kilful in the Pennsylvania method of combin-
business and politics, and a member of

Congress in bis firsl term. He is nol the soil

of candidate thai New York is requiring both

parties to bring forward for ih i bip;

but Mr. Peni pi< ked bim ou1 and Penn-

sylvania seldom cares much oneway or another.

Mr. Taft was promptly rewardedAmi
,,

I lor ( ailing oil Sei retary

I v pan< I'vrn on the

other quart r as in this Penn
m. Th< and nol

stop| in up it this

nol >>• • ii undulj

mod< nil all it con i it
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PRESIDENT I \IT WITH BIS SON CHARLES,
A I BE\ KK1.Y

own merits, it must have rubbed its eyes with

astonishment when it red the Penrose platform.

( Certainly somebody skilled in the art of writing

current history for a purpose must have kept

his daily notebook with \ igilance, so that noth-

ing escaped him. It is fairly true, too; hut

somehow the country had forgotten parts of it.

The Pennsylvania platform glories most of all

in the framing of the "best oi tariffs," yel it

also glories in the Tariff Board that is inevitably

finding the flaws in that Lrrcat measure. I 01

all things Republican this platform gives

thanks-. .Hid orthodox) remains unterrined on

the Susquehanna.

„ . Hut when one i rosses the line
Mr. Tuft s

.

.,/'• from Pennsylvania to < >luo ortho-

doxy is n««t so dense to the square
mile. All through the month there were

disturbers ^\ the peace who insisted that

they wanted to nominate the Hon. James
R. Garfield for Governor. \ year ago Gar-

field's candidacy might have hull < >. K.'d at

Washington; and the subsequent proceedings

would perchance have been less acrimonious.

Mr. Taft's activity in < mio ix »lit i*. :s for the past

two years has been so ( onstant that an attitude

of "hands off" in July could hardly seem

sistent. With the convention (ailed to meet at

Columbus on July 26, DO one even thro

four days before that date eould guess what
would happen. The probable tiling was that

there would be a compromise upon a mot

less dark horse not too well broken to harne—

.

All things considered, it would have been best

to face Governor Harmon in Ohio with a I

candidate running on a Taft platform. Noth-

ing else could give a fair test of public feeling

such as conditions this year require. Sim e

Ohio expects in 191a to run Harmon against

Taft. the lines might as well be 1 learly drawn
this year.

The situation in Indiana is whollv
Roosevelt to

Speak for different. Mr. Bevendj : has been
Bevenda* m âna^ for another term in the

Senate by Republicans of all si>. The
State platform was of his own making, and
it justified his course without antagonizing the

administration. The lines between < andi-

dates and parties are drawn in sue h a way in

Indiana that Mr. Roosevelt cm make a speei h

in that State on behalf of Senator Beveridge
without offending any member <.A his party.

It is natural that Mr. Roosevelt should be in-

terested in political situations from one 1

to the other. Hut it is an entire m
that he is tr\ ing either to interfere or to di< late.

Publk men have visited him I

desired. He wishes good government in his

own State and progressive politics everywhere.

He will address the Conservation Congres
St. Paul from the standpoint of intrinsk inter

est in the questions involved, and not from that

of any pending controvera

SJpr*

-t\ M r IS TO T\KK Tin BTUMT
SENATORS BEVERIDCI U*D LODG1 U*D OTH1
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THE PRESIDENT. Wi FH MRS. TAFT AND HER SISTER, AT BEVERLY

„ , , .
Mr. .itn>n at Beverly,

Hr. Tuft I

.ven him some exen ise

""* and change, but it has been any-

thing but leisurely thus far. Evan, the few days

Jong the Maine coast were turned

into h making tour. With Attorney-

ral Wi m and Secretary Nagel on

a t« \la-ka, with &
r in the far Northwest, with s

kinson in the Philippines after a \i-it

! neral I lite Ik <h k

>|m-, wil tary Mai \

mt tnembers of

[ton <>ii miiii-

prevent the

itive

ncM in th< by the

Ir. N'orl

Mi I

k. in the \\

n . :li<in

nlal
t » y, ,

' fl

» I lie-

I

I

Franklin Bell, has some definite, decided views

as to a scientifically organized American army,

withan elasticcoordinationbetween regularsand
militia. He conceives of the army as a training

School for our young men, even if they are not

fitting themselves for a military career. Gen-
eral Wood returned, only last month, from

Buenos Aire-, when' he represented the United

States as spe< ial ambassador at the Argentine

( entenary < elebrations. I le found the youth of

Argentina greatly benefited, physically, intel-

lectually, and from tin- standpoint of sot ial

dia ipline, by the universal < ompulsory military

service in that country. General Wood is

understood to favor re* ommending to ( 'ongress

the organization of "time expired" men into a

ttron e. I he present energetii British

Minister of War. Mr. Haldane, has already

ed OUt 5U< h a plan in I. upland and the

colonies and his Territorial Arm) i- admitted

to be an unqualified su< c< Vsl hiel <>i Si iff,

ral Wood will have to consider the plan—
immended and approved bi < ren

• ral Bell ilar army offn 1

1

ihe National < .uard a - inn Ui loi I lii .

with more i omprehi hooting i"i

onal « »

i

i.i i • I men and the in< i

il \\ . i Point, would grcatl)

•li< ii;'|,: ill i.i the militia in
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:

MAJ< D WQOD

.« Unite

and transform it into a highly valuable training-

si hool for the manly qualities in times of peai e.

The public has hardly begun to
Withdrawing > -

. ' .

Public realize the magnitude ol the inter-
L""ds

ests affected by the conservation

policies of the Roosevell and Taft administra-

tions. In tin- withdrawal o\ publi( lands from

entry Mr. Roosevell ai ted on the general theory

of the righl of the exei utive to do an) thing for

the prote< tion of the publi< domain that was not

expressly prohibited by law. Hut tin- power of

the executive to make such withdrawals has

been qui tits now pending in the

federal courts; and the lasl Congress therefore

passed a bill giving the Presidenl definite au-

thority t<> withdraw lands pending Congres
Mon a I a< tion for their disposition. Lasl month

Presidenl Tafl began affirming land with-

drawals under this new law. Man) of these

withdrawal- had been originally made in the

Roosevell administration, l»ut large areas were

withdrawn for the first time. al lands

alone, it was offii ially stated on July 14 that the

enormous total of 71,5 icres had i

withdrawn in the I m'ted States, while in

Alaska, owing to the lack of surveys, it is im-

possible to state with accuracy the amount of

land at7c( ted by the President's order of July 2.

hut it is believed by S© retary Ballinger to

gregate about 770.000 acres. President Taft

also signed orders on July 3 for the withdrawal

1.95,7 j 1 ai res of power-site, phosphate, and
petroleum lands. Thus the grand total of

mineral and power-site lands reserved by the

Government reaches the princely area 1

000 square miles,—more than the combined
land and water surface of the Mate- of

York. Pennsylvania, and South Carolina.

In the ta-k of completing the ex-
Completing .

'

Reclamation tensive ret lamatioii projtt t- begun
projects umjer president Roosevell thepres

ent administration is ju-t entering on a new and

untried policy. In the closing days of the last

session Congress authorized the issuance

S20.000.000 in bonds for the completion oi"

projects already undertaken and provided that

the money should be expended only after the

work had been examined and reported .on by a

board of army engineer officers appointed by

the President, and approved by the President

as feasible and practicable. Mo-l of the work

on these projects had been doiie by hydraulit

engineers in civil life. There is no reason to

suppose, however, that army engineers would

not make excellent judges of the technii al

lures of such work : and if they -ut 1 eed as well

in completing irrigation canals and dan

they have succeeded on the Panama ("anal,

there will be slight cause for complaint The
President has appointed a board headed by

Lieut. Col. John Hiddle. until recently the en

gineer commissioner of the Distrk 1 of Colum
bia. and Secretary Ballinger has named another

army engineer, Gen. William L. Mar-hall. as

1 onsulting engineer of the Ret tarnation Sen m e.

Meanwhile, the preparations al

conservation readv made for the Conservation
""" Congress to be held at St. Paul on

September (> indicate that tin- will be a repre

gathering and will afford a good op

portunity to gauge the national sentiment

this important question. An attempt lasl

month to associate the Congress with Min

>ta party anil factional politics was d<

cated b) all true friend- of the conservation

cause. I lie program will represent various

shades of opinion on 1 ontroverted questions ol

policy. Presidi I n invited to
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SECRETARY BALUNGER. WHO IS MAWNG CHANGES IN THE RECLAMATION SERVICE

address the I Mr. Roosevelt bas ac

cepted an invitation to speak, and others who
have been identified with the movement in this

country, early and late, will have places on the

ram. The Ballinger-Pincbot investigat-

ommitti '1 the taking

of testimony in Jun> rt will probably

lit- made on thi mbling of Congress in

of it- Bndings, in the

ionth, were m< without

foundati

...
lin'4 in this de

ing from

'h to m iry in the

t for

1910

TOO.OOO.

hit h

are responsible for its being now better off by

S4g.000.cxx) than it expected to be.

_. „ A chief reason for the handsome
The Payne . ,-,,,. ,

Tariff Pro- showing ol the I reasury is the SUC-
duces Revenue

((.^ (>|
-

t ,R. pftJ Qfi
^-^ .; .

;[ revenue

producer. The total customs receipts for the

year igio were $333,043,800, the largest sum
collected in the histor) of the country and

S $3 .000,000 more than was collected in hjocj.

The nc-\t largest year was in the boom time of

. when c ustoms ro eipts 1 ame within one

million dollars of the- figure for igio. This

record-breaking tariff revenue was (Uw to the

volume of imports, whi< h exceeded the

»rts of k^oc; by $245,934,630. The sup

porters of thi Pa ne tariff point out that as the

le ac 111. ill;, operates, the- avi

a<l valorem rate- <>n dutiable imports is n 19

1

:

.Lin- Mi. D tariff, 42.8a per

under the McKinlej tariff, and 47.10 per

ler tin- \\ ilson lav. 'I he pen 1 ntage of

cntcrit of « I u t \ under the

been 19.14, 1 pan .1 with

it mule 1 the \|i K inlc hi) li

admi pel 1 ent in the

1
cut under th<-

\ 1. 1, from ih ne rea e in
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tariff revenue*, the mosl important aid to the way presidents and others interested in the

Treasury in turning th< leficitintoa 1010 success of the crops have it that thesebelated

surplus came from the new corporation tax. rains have unproved the situation of Julv i to

which furnished something over 825.000,000, an extent sufficient to bring the pn mdi-

a 6gure fairly < lose to the original estimate of tion of spring wheat in the Northwest up to

ponsors. The last day for the payment of 75 per cent, as compared with the 61.6 per

this tax was July 10. and it is reported from cent, of the government's July 1 report. The
Washington that comparatively few corpora- unfavorable crop re] >orts during June brought
iion> were delinquent on that date. With the about a slight advance in the prices of f<

new Corporation tax and the enlarged customs stuffs, but commodity prices in general

revenue swelling the national income, there was July 1 were still 3.3 per cent, below the level on

further help toward a surplus in a remarkable January 1 of this year, though 5.5 per cent
reduction in expenses resulting from a more higher than one year ago.

efficient management of the great postal busi-

ness of the Government The Post ( )ffice ac-
M , Y k

- I nt* State of New York, in the new
counts for [910 came nearer balancing by New Automo- C'allan automobile law, has made
nearly 811,000.000 than in 1009; that is, the

blle
' a distini t step forward in the pu/

deficit is cut down by so much. That this zling work of regulating the ownership and
should be possible with no restriction of the driving of motor cars. Under the new law. the

1 ostly rural free delivery service and with no registration fees are based on the engine power
im rease of rates to periodic als or to any other of the car, running up to a maximum yearly tax

patrons of the Post I >ffice, is a striking confir- of S25 for motors of sixty horsepower or more.

nation of the claim tint there is great oppor- The most vital change in the attitude of the

tunity for saving money through good business Mate toward automobile driving comes in the

methods in the postal sen i elaborate provisions for eliminating irrespon

able drivers. Under the new law applicants for

, . . Tune proved a bad month for the licenses to drive automobiles in the State of
Latest News i

r _ ii,i- ,i •

from the tarms. Protracted hot drouths in New York must pass an examination as to

the Northwest burned up the spring their fitness, a trial which will include for new-

sown wheat, and over the country generally, applicants a demonstration of their skill on the

hay and pasturage suffered from insufficient road, as well as a written test of their mechan
moisture. The result shows strikingly in the ii al knowledge. The considerable task of

July Government crop report. In a single examining the 50.000 motor car drivers in the

month the condition percentage of spring State has been under way for several weeks

wheat dropped from 92.8 to 61.6. Thecondi- The fact that in one of the examinations in

tion on July 1. kjoo. was 82.4. Hay, which is New York City fifteen drivers out of one hun
the second farm ( rop in order of importance, is dred failed to get a license shows that there is

about ten per cent, below the average of igoS a real effort being made, under the new law. to

and i()OQ. The bright spots in the farming out prevent the serious danger arising from motor

look art' i orn, winter wheat, and cotton, each of cars driven by ignorant, dissipated or irresj>on

which promises a v ield somewhat above the ten- sible chauffeurs. A third vital change in motor

year average. In the middle of July the very regulation appears in the provisions concerning

large acreage of .urn and its fair condition speed. In the three cities of the first class the

indicated a yield of :; ,000,000,000 bushels, the speed limits are left to local ordinances. In

largest yield in the history of the country, other towns and boroughs the legal rate cannot

Taken as a whole, the forty most important be less than fifteen miles an hour. En the open
(rops showed on July 1 a condition :.\ per country there is no limitation other than a L'en

cent lower than the ten years' average and 5.5 end provision against reckless driving, except

per ( ent. lower than their condition on July 1. that a rate exceeding thirty miles an hour is to

). The largely increased acreage ofmany be deemed presumptive evidence of reel

1 ro|>^ should bring it about, however, that the driving. These three chief elements in the new

farmers will re> eive, this year, somewhat more automobile law of New York are modeled on

money for their products than last year, or the successful statutes that bavi 1 in

than any other previous year. Since the dole- operation in several other States, notably

ful report of July 1, there have been general California and Connecticut. With the

rains in the P.ikot.is and Minnesota, which, astonishing growth in the US lUtomo
while too late t<> retrieve the drouth damage biles it i- most desirable that in the near

entirely, have qualified decidedly the ugliness future some standardization of the various

of the situation. Unofficial report- from rail state laws should be obtained.
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. ., This Review has published several
A New . , . .

r
. .

Government articles recognizing the important
Bureau

^qj-^ f what has been known as

the Technologic Branch of the United States

Geological Survey, which for the past two or

three years has had charge of the investigation

of mine accidents, of fuels, and of structural

materials. The law establishing a Bureau of

Mines in the Department of the Interior, which

became effective last month, provides for the

transfer of the Technologic Branch to this new-

bureau, but the Sundry Civil Appropriation

Act of the last session of Congress amended the

law in such a way as to entrust the investigation

-uctural materials to the Bureau of Stand-

ards in the Department of Commerce and
Labor. The new Bureau of Mines has taken

the mine accidents and fuel investigations,

f >r which an appropriation of $410,000 was
made by Congress. The total appropriations

for the bureau amount to more than $500,000.

The investigations of mine accidents are re-

garded as urgent, and will be prosecuted with
- by the new bureau. Rescue stations will

be built and equipped, and additional equip-

ment will be supplied to the existing stations.

A mine experiment station was established at

n<\ since that time

investigations cplosives, coal ga-, dust.

electricity, and other possible causes of mine
explosions have been continually under way.

•ically all of the < oal mines in which ex-

luring the last two years
have l>een carefully examined, the . oke,

lust have been analyzed at the laboratory
at Pittsburg, and every effort h made to

determine the explosibility of various mixtures

d air in the present e of .-hot-> of differ-

ent
' The explosives used

1 il mining h refully Studied, and
some of those submitted for test by the manu-

red and class

\ - a result

of thi d under the

••hi* h h been trans-

early all the

ment i>

ibmittcd to

I .ork

of the new

,.,rk
^'

m the flo

of thi

BON. CHARLES STEWART ROLLS

(The brilliant English aviator, who met his death at Bourne-
mouth on July 1 2)

air has become more populated with men and
machines, accidents have also multiplied.

July was an especially sad month for the air

men, a number being killed and others badly
injured. The deaths included some of the

bright particular stars of the aeronautical

firmament. Among these was the Hon. Charles
Stewart Rolls, England's mosl popular and
brilliant air navigator, who had lifted his conn

prestige in this field considerably by his

notable flight across the Channel and back
without Stopping on June 2. While making
a descent at Bournemouth, England, on fuly

12, the rudder of Rolls' machine became dis-

abled, the aeroplane dropped n> the ground,

and the occupant was killed almost Instantly.

Another accomplished aviator, Daniel Kind,
of Belgium, who made the re. ord flight with

.11 Mourmelon a short time

injured 10 leriou ly by a fall at Bru 1

1

July 10 th.it he died a few daj i later. The
meet, fuly <, wit

1 of ( 1 1
1

1 le W " ht< 1 . .1 prom
' mil in il\. r. II' pparentlj tnal

1'iidid flight, when the hi

uddenly broke and \\ a< hter fell.

. fell at Stettin in June,
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Pbotogxapfc H. Y.

BARON] SS I'l LA ROCH3

(Theonly Oman air pilot. Shi eriously in-

jureil by a fall at the Reims aviation me!

Eugene Speyer, kill c-t 1 at San Francisco in the

same month, Michelin, who nut his fate at

Lyons in May, and others noted in previous

issues of this magazine, the death-roll among
aviators has now risen to thirteen. This figure

does not take into account the fatal Walloon

accidents. Last month the dirigible of Oscar

Erbsloh, in Germany, burst in the air and

fell, the five occupants being killed.

_. , lie-ides these accidents resulting
The Aim 11-11
tnii Continue fatally, many livers have [alien and
Undaunted

]^^,. \ iv , n niore <> r [ess injured.

Among those most seriously hurt was the

Baroness de la Ro< he, who has the distinction

of being the only licensed woman pilot of an

airship. The baroness was steering her aero-

plane about the course at the Reims meet when
die approat h of two other mat hines apparently

i onfused her. Sh lost i ontrol of her aeroplane

and fell to the earth. Such accidents, though
often fatal, \\ ill not dis< ourage the "pilots of the

purple twilight," nor need they serve as pegs on

which to hang pessimistic prophecies about

living and those who brave the dangers ^\ the

aerial highways. \\ ith a great and fascinat-

ing olije< t in \ iew, physical danger has seldom

kept men from pressing onward toward the

i oveted goal. The paths of progress in almost

every held of human endeavor have been strewn

u ith the bones of the pioneers. And this latest,

and in some re-pee ts the most wonderful, work
of man— the navigation of the air— has perhaps
cost fewer lives in proportion to the results

already attained than any other achievement
of comparable importance. The accidents

thus far recorded, regrettable chiefly on tu count

of the loss of life, will serve the u>eful purpose
of exposing the defect-, both in the machines
and in their management. 'I bese defects will

\V\I1KR BKOOklN-

(The daring young In. liana polis flyer who n

height reeor.l of '' i 7 < tee:

be corrected in the future by careful aviator-,

and avoidable ace idents reduced to I minimum:
although there will always, no doubt, be reck

dyers, inviting disaster and meeting it. like

the "joy rider-" of the motor car. or Un-

people who "rock the boat."

Some
Fine

Flights

The brighter side of aerial ac tivity

during the past month were tin-

notable feats accomplished a;

eral aviation meetings both here and abroad.

\i Atlantic City the principal performers were

Glenn Curti-s and Walter Brookins, who made
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spectacular nights along the beach, and out

over the sea, to the delight of an immense
crowd of spectators. Curtiss flew 50 miles

in 1 hour and 15 minutes, while Brookins

rose to the record height of 6,175 ^eet -

At Reims a continuous flight of 244 miles

was achieved by J. Olieslagers in 5 hours, 3

minutes, and 5 seconds, and aviator Morane
made a speed record with a monoplane of

65.93 miles per hour. Clifford B. Harmon, an

amateur who has been doing wonderful things

with his aeroplane at Garden City on Long
Island, captured the American duration record

by remaining up 2 hours and 3 minutes.

Montreal held a successful meet last month, at

which Brookins and Count de Lesseps did

good work. The many meets scheduled for

various cities both in this country and abroad,

and the handsome prizes being offered for

i'ic trips, will undoubtedly add more won-
derful performances to the record. The big

International Meet to be held at Garden City

October will bring together many notable

foreigners as well as Americans, and the occa-

sion promises to be the most interesting of its

kind ever held on this side the Atlantic. For
a flight between Xew York and St. Louis, the

York World and the St Louis Post-

<ikh are jointly offering a prize of S30.000,

while the New York Times and the Chicago

I -.000 to the first

flyer to make the trip from Chicago to the

metropolis.

Warn

N V.

GLi \x h. 1 1 r rrss

1 Mr. Curt I lade 1 [e made
iic thrilling flights last month)

The accident to Zeppelin's

and Deutschland was especially regret-
Wellman

Vd \,\ c (m aCCOUnt of its auspicious

launching. This luxurious monster, repre-

senting the latest result of the veteran engineer's

skill and experience, had just inaugurated the

iir->t regular aerial passenger service, and had

in fac t, completed two successful trips. It rose

for the third time at Dusseldorf on June 28,

for a brief jaunt v. ith a parly of journalists and
others aboard. The balloon had been up

Scarcely more than half an hour, when it was

caught in a storm. After making a

bra\e struggle, (luring which one of its motors

stopped and mui h gas was lost, the I >< nh< Iilimd

n to -ink rapidly until it landed in tin

of the I eutoburgian forest and was totally

Iced. It v ill be some months before the

Zeppelin p a be n mmed.
A highly ii

'
' announcement was made

me nth by \\ alter \\ 1 llman, who has

a< hieved mu< h fame i
1 his att< mpl to

North l' the balloon route.

Mr. Wellman prop mal c the tran al

l.inti< trip in th( 1 >lar bal

loon. \l 1 Mi.W .in-

fill and 1

'

him all
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THE PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO

(Porfirio Diaz, who begins his eighth Presidential term) Ramon Corral, the new Vice President)

.,, I he arbitral tribunal at The
Settlmo ah
our Disputes Hague lia-s been discussing, tor
With Canada ^^j weeks> fa l[UC>{ [on () f fa
Newfoundland fisheries. It has been proceed-

ing with the deliberation and thoroughness that

properly characterize a body of such dignity.

Meanwhile the United States and Canada arc

making excellent progress in the directionof

a complete settlement of all their other differ-

ences. As pointed out in this magazine for

June, the International Waterways Treaty was
ratified in the latter part of May by the United

States and Great Britain. This agreement
confers wide powers upon the International

Joint Commission, "to investigate and report,

at the request of either country, on any of the

questions arising between the United Mates
and Canada on their common frontier." On
June 28 the International Waterways Commis-
sion met in Toronto and at oiu e twik up the

entire question of the water boundary. Several

week- later the State Department appointed
the Honorable Martin A. ECnapp, Chairman
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, as

the representative of the United States, to con-

fer with the Honorable
J. P. Mabee. Chief <>i

the Railway Commission of Canada, to confer

on the subject of the joint control oi traffic

rates between the two countries. The State

Department looks upon this movement as pre-

liminary to the creation of an International

Railway Commission composed of Americans
and Canadians who will cooperate in the regu-

lation of railroad rates ai ross the boundarv.

Mexico
General Porfirio Diaz and Seftor

preparing for Ramon Corral were unanimously
"•r0«rtw-r

* elected President and Vice Presi-

dent of Mexico for a term of >i\ years, by the

electoral colleges ai tin of the Mexican

union assembled together on July 10. This

will be General Diaz' eighth term as chief

e\ei utive of the republic. If the old statesman

completes the term upon which he i- now
entering, he will then have been at the head oi

the Mexican people for thirty-five years Next

month his countrymen will celebrate his eight-

ieth birthday. They will at the same time

commemorate the one hundredth anniversary of

their establishment as an independent nation.

Unhappy
l(71/il

The Nicaraguan autocrat-presi

dent Madrif has been conduct

ing his warfare against the revo-

lutionists like the most barbarous ^i Oriental

de-pots. He lias bombarded fortified towns.
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made false statements to the representa-

tives of foreign nations, levied forced loans on

the Nicaraguan people until they are almost in

a condition of famine, filled the jails full of po-

litical prisoners, including several Europeans
and one American, and threatened foreign citi-

zens and merchants with loss of life and prop-

erty. In one of his messages to Congress
| in

1904) President Roosevelt said: "Chronic
wrongdoing or an impotence which results in

a general lessening of the ties of civilized

society may ultimately require intervention by
some civilized nation, and in the Western

Hemisphere the adherence of the United States

to the Monroe Doctrine may force the United

States, however reluctantly, in flagrant cases of

such wrongdoing or impotence, to the exercise

of an international police power.
-

' The situa-

tion in Nicaragua, already desperate and rap-

idly growing worse, has reached the point vig-

orously characterized in the preceding words.

While no immediate action is contemplated by

the Slate Department, it would seem that be-

fore verv lonu some action would be forced

u[*>n the United Government in the case

of Nicaragua.

_ _ Amid impressive ceremonies, on
The Fourth ».

Pan-American July 12, the fourth I'an-Amencan
Conference

Q^g^ggt^o^^f^Qftpuuz/ed for busi-

in Buei. SefiOT Antonio Bermejo

of Argentina was elected President The
conference has so far been remarkable for

reciprocity in patents and copyrights will be

discussed. Arbitration does not figure in the

program of the conference chiefly because all

the Latin-American nations participated in

The Hague convention, and have already con-

cluded mutual general arbitration treaties. It

is expected that the conference will remain in

session for five or six weeks.

To the great disappointment of the

''iftSWmoderl'e element of both political

camps in England, the conference

arranged between the government and the

opposition on the question of the veto power of

the House of Lords has proved a failure. While
some sort of a compromise seemed inevitable,

from the turn affairs were taking as we went to

press with the last issue of this magazine, and

k-. nonious atmosphere and for the general

ion to \a: friendly to the American ( lov-

ernment and people. There was a movement
in the fir ign to the American

nation a rous number of chairman-

ships of < ommir i retary Knox'- instnu -

re to the effei t that the

entatives should not take many
prominent offii ial [>ositions in the organization

of the lor White,
• merit an delegation, there-

ided to decline all honor- except the

chairmanship of tin- committer hip

I

•ion Mr !• S'ixon, the shipbuilder

of the

introdui cd bj 'I ci< an

from the earth-

I arc the

th»- provn-^ of ill.

iinl the

\ Ii\I> BOY

from tin- eminence of the personalities who
participated, ii is probable thai the conference

loomed to failure from the beginning.

Ii- end was hastened, in b) the attitude

of the publii rt) leadei - dui ing its

\ .1 matter of fa< t,

the Liberals had, l< o, < ommitted them
Min the Pi

for their bill rded to

l
r

nioni >t mi I he main points of the

Liberal : Definiti ibandonmenl by

intra] fii limi

tatioi and di la) bj the

i
I

tin lin Co ii.niK ni
, and

1

! n-hered
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DWARD VLBERT, I III \ i \\ PRINC1 Ot \\\II^

itary basis. Ii is not possible to compromise
demands of this >ort.

The work
°n June 20

>
^ Ir

- Asquith stated,

of in the House of Commons, that
Parliament

sjna , ^ con{erence was una |,l r tn

agree, the government had determined that

Parliament would adjourn before the first da) of

the present month to reassemble in November.
At that time the relations

between the two hous

would receive final treat

mint. Hi- expe< ted also

that therewould soon after-

ward he another appeal to

the country, probably in

January. Early in the pre-

sent session, Chancellor
l.lovd ( reorge introdut ed

in the Commons the hud
gel of iqio ton . It con-

tained no unusual features.

In bisspeei h. however, the

Chancellor took an opti-

mistic \icw of the future,

predi< ting a small surplus

this year. It is c\pei ted

that the formal i oronation

of King ( reorge will take

place some time in the

middle of fune next H\

that time du- Premier hopes to have secured

Parliamentary consent to a change in the a

don oath. On June 28, be himself introduced a
bill altering the form of we King's declarati

as to make it less offensive to Englishmen of the

Roman Catholic faith. During the early da]

July a Labormember from I bire brought
in the so called conciliation bill foruniversal suff-

rage. This measure attempted to cone iliate the

diverse si hools of suffr. Lnion, pacifying

the militant aswell asencouraging themild advo-
cates. If enacted into law, it would errant Par-

liamentary franchise to all English women who
have property qualifications and who already

\ote in municipal elections. It would add the

names of a million women to the rcdl of the

Parliamentary registers. After an acrimonious
debate, the hill was referred by a Large majority

to the committee of the whole. This means
the- shelving of the measure, at least for the pre-

sent session. On Jum simple ceremony
occurred in London that interested all England,

ft was the sixteenth birthday of Prince Edward
Allien, King George's e! On that

day he was formally created Prime of Wales.

„ . . ,
A number of ministerial changes

Ministerial
Changes in Germany during r© ent weeks

in Germany 1 1 • • .>may nave a tar-reaching lnilut

u|>or. the foreign polity of the Empire. The
mild-mannered Baron von Schon, who has

acted as Foreign Secretary for the past four

years, has retired from the cabinet, to represent

his country at Paris. He has been succeeded by

Ilerr von Kiderlen-Wachter. The new Min-

ister is one of the most shrewd and forceful men
in German politics. He was acting foreign

I Ml I II I Ol SOTFRAOETTl IND \HT\
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HERR VON KIDEFU.EN-WACHTER, THE NEW GERMAN
FOREIGN MINISTER

secretary during the Balkan crisis a year or so

1 is understood to have been personally

hie tor the coercive policy on the part

rennany, \vhi< h resulted in Russia's recog-

nizh ^ht to annex Bosnia and

ina. Herr von Ejderlen-WMchter is

of the l>est informed diplomats in Europe
on affairs of the War East Re. ent weeks also

1 lerr von Rheinbaben,

Minister of Finance, and Herr von

Arnim-Kriewen and I)r. I rederii k von Moltke.

Im|K.-rial Ministers of A^ri< ulture and the

-ior, and Prince Hohenlohe-Langenburg,
ident of the kei« hstag. All of these

changes are believed to be due directly to

the im[M.-rial and popular dissatisfai tion with

llor, I)r !;• thmann
-man press insists thai the

r i-. intendii uk<- the ( ham ellor,

whili |>ersonal organs i laim

;eti< col-

idministration.

I he C
' 1 1 1 1 r« li

ilitm

• rid tin- |m>IiIi< al
'"*

in more

i

•
• i

I

• the

I

to bring about a better understanding between
the Church and the Republic. In Belgium the

recent elections show a majority for the clerical

party in the Chamber of Deputies. The Cleri-

cals have been in control of the Belgian Gov-
ernment for the past twenty-six years, and at

this election a concerted but unsuccessful

movement was made by the Liberals and the

Socialists to crush them. The situation is set

forth more in detail on another page. Italian

Catholics have publicly appealed to Premier
Luzzatti for "protection against the anti-cleri

cal propaganda," referring to the work of the

Baptists anil Methodists in the Eternal City.

In Spain the Government has been discussing

with the Vatican the question of a renewal of

the Concordat for a year or more. In the be-

ginning of last month the Premier, Sefior

Canalejas, announced an impending decree

abolishing that article of the constitution which

forbids non-Catholics from worshipping pub
licly in Spain. This decided step in the direc-

tion of religious toleration has caused a sensa-

tion and has brought forth a protest from

Rome. The Vatican maintains that the decree

would anticipate something to which Rome has

not yet agreed, and to which it may never agree.

The Cortes has already passed the bill forbid

ding any new religious orders to enter Spain,

until the negotiations between Madrid and the

Vatican are concluded. Commercial bodies

L
• — ' ill

*.

IkaJMPl^£?*• r

Uhh^^h
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have joined in a petition to the Go> ernmenl in

>r of limiting the growth <>f all monastii

orders. The) assert that the orders axe monop-
olizing many branches of industry and com
merce, and arc not bearing tlu-ir share of the

public burdens.

„ „ . . Great Britain's relations to her
Britain in

.

Eoupt ,md M < ilia in medan sul )jects in Africa

and Asia are certain to be vitally

a (Tec ted by the recent return to England of Sir

Eldon Gorst, the British agent in Egypt; the

execution <>f Wardani, the fanatic who last win-

ter assassinated Houtros Pasha, the Egyptian

Prime Minister; and the appointment last

month of Sir Charles Hardinge, permanent
Under Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,

a- Viceroy to India to succeed the Earl of

Minto. It is not certain that Sir Eldon has

been recalled, [f so, his successor at Cairo

has not yet been announced. The execution

of Wardani, however, and the dispatch of addi-

tional troops to Egypt indicates that a firmer

policy will hereafter he adopted by Creat Brit-

ain in her dealings with Egypt. Sir Charles

Hardinge is a diplomat of wide experience and
tried ability. Hi- grandfather was a distin-

guished soldier who nearly two centuries ago,

helped win India for the British crown, h is

understood that he is in complete accord with

Lord Morley's progressive and broad-minded
administration of Indian affairs.

. China is vitally concerned in the
Russia and . . -

japan vs. convention signed, on July 4. by

the Russian Minister of Foreign

Affairs and the Japanese Ambassador at St.

Petersburg, to cover all the interests of the

I III I. Wll ill I' \ I II \l 1

the t llir

Slk CHARLES HARDMGE, NEW VICEROY OF INDIA

two nations in the Far East. The convention

itself is a brief one. and on it-, fai e no more than

a mutual promise to maintain the existing state

of affairs in Manchuria. Officially the foreign

officesof Europeand our own State I department

have accepted the text of the treaty as little

more than a perfunctory addendum to the

agreement o\ kjo; between Russia and Japan.
This former agreement was an express rec igni-

tion of the open door in the I 1 and a

promise not to interfere therewith. Many of

the newspapers and some of the commercial
organizations of the I ax I ast and Europ
well as sum' in this country, apparently do not

share the official view. They have read into

this agreement a good deal of dire meaning for

China and the United State-. Since this " bar-

gain'* of Japan and Russia seems likely to

determine the line- oi development of the 1 V
East for many years to come, we give the

wording here. After the usual formalities of

introduction, in which occur- the Statement

that thetwogovernments are "sincerely attai bed

to the principle- established by the convention

concluded between them on the thirtieth of

July, 1907, and desirous to develop the effects

of that c onvenrjon with a view to the • onsolida

tion of peace in the extreme East," the docu

menl goes on to state:

\iinl< I With tlu- object of facilitating com-
munication and developing the commerce of oa-
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tions the two high contracting parties mutually en-

gage to lend each other their friendly co-operaticn

with a view to the amelioration of their respective
railway lines in Manchuria, and the improvement
of the connecting service of the said railways and
to abstain from all competition prejudicial to the
realization of this object.

Article II. Each of the high contracting parties

engages to maintain and respect the status quo in

Manchuria resulting from the treaties, conventions
and other arrangements concluded up to this day
between Japan and Russia, or between either of

these two powers and China. Copies of the afore-

said arrangements have been exchanged between
Japan and Russia.

Article III. In case that any event arises of a
nature to menace the status quo above mentioned
the two hii;h contracting parties shall in each
enter into communication with each other, in order
to arrive at an understanding as to the measures
they may judge it necessary to take for the mainte-
nance of the said status quo.

So far as the rest of the world is
What the

Trecty concerned, this present agreement

between Russia and Japan is, in

substance, a traffic agreement between the

Chinese Eastern Railway, a Russian company,
and the South Manchuria Railroad, a Japanese
enterprise, designed to regulate the direction

and division of traffic between Vladivostok and
Dalny. It will be remembered that Dalny was
the Russian seaport near Port Arthur. The
latter vhich v. sed to international

trade when the Japanese took it at the beginning

of the war, was opened to the world as a port

of free entry on June 30. Negotiations for the

ity have been in pr t St I'eters-

for many months, and ev hanges had been
made even ! ary Knox submitted to

the p < heme for the neutralization of

Man< hurian railways. The negotiations were

lenly interrupted by the anamination, in

>ber last, of I'rir.< e [to, the Japanese Elder

n. Mr. Knox's proposals v.ere re-

i n and Ku—ia. While it is

1 in some quarters, that the

! dire tly from Set retary

- 'ion in Mam huria, it may ho a

'hat the pn made by our

<n< lusion of tl

• ill undoubtedly be to bring

;n and Russia in) r ai 1 ord on all 1

ionofth
rther

i to admin-

'. hile

[j

Despite the war of five vears ago,Japan in r . • . .

Manchuria the political status 01 Manchuria
and Korea

has ^ beeR changed t\hile it

nominally belongs to China. Japan dominates

it, and expects to reap the fruits of her victory

over Russia, by developing the mines, forests,

HOW THE WESTERN WORLD SEES THE OPPORTUNITY
IN" THE UANCHURIAN MARKETS

From the Herald (Boston)

plains and waters of the Manchifs ancestral

home. At the same time the Mikado's Empire
proceeds quietly with the absorption of Korea.

Kate in May, the Viscount Sone, Resident-

General at Seoul, who was virtually Japanese

dictator in Korea, resigned, and was succeeded

by (ieneral Viscount Terauchi, the latter re-

taining his portfolio as imperial Minister <>f

War. Within another few weeks the Korean
Emperor has issued an edicl "delegating to the

Japanese government the poli< e administration

of the country." These < hanges air regarded

by well informed students of Far Eastern poli

:-> unmistakable indications that tin- formal

annexation of Korea to Japan will be accom

plished in the very near future.

I he I 1 »r mini In in \\ Iralia.
Affmrt In .

Aunt' inder tin- lup ol I'n mier
'

1 mtounfold ;ram

theP the( ommonwealth
m July, I inam e m 1

ntion. I •

•

i a -mall < bto it pro

i fur by th<

with their < ontribul ; the

old a '
1 the*

lion t"i" > ii'

-id for the d< .1 l"|i

It •'! 'it'll ul
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mcni into law by Sir Joseph Ward, the

Zealand Premier.

Affairs

GEN. LOUIS BOTHA, I. .Ml: IONISTEK OF
IMiin SOI ill ai RICA

amendments enlarging the Federal powers
in regard to navigation, corporations, trusts

and other industrial combinations. These
amendments, if approved by the present

Parliamentary session,

will be submitted to pop-

ular referendum early

iie\t year. Premier
Fisher has announced
that he will, at the ear-

liest possible date, intro-

du« e a bill providing for

the construction of the

\\ estern Austral ian
Tr.uw ontinental Rail-

way; for thecorrection of

tarilT inequalities be-

tween the states; for a

\v for the press

cable service and for

control of wireless teleg-

raphy. Parliament has

als > been sitting in Aus-

tralia's sister i olony, the

I tominion of Mew Zea-

land. \ number of in-

rial and economic
reform -

i in i lar

character to those
nerated in the I

ram will l>e pu

Preparations for the first general

elei tion are eng the attention
South Afnca

q{ ^ j^^ ; ^ jy^
'I he balloting will be held xime time, as vet

undecided, in the early fall. The principal

point of difference between the parties, the

language question, has been pra< tically settled.

The spedal commission appointed to institute

schools and formulate a curriculum made a

report to the ministry early last month. The
statement of educational policy issued by the

Government declares that English and Dutch
are to be taught on equal terms. In the lower

classes the children will be instructed through

the medium of their mother tongue; in the

higher subjects the parents will decide. Gen-
era] Louis Botha, the Premier, e\ him-

self as more than gratified by the harmonious
relations between the Dutch and British ele-

ments throughout the Commonwealth. It is

interesting to note, in passing, that General

Botha will soon occupy, a- hi- official residence,

"Groote Schuur," the man>ion which was
the well-known home of the late Mr. Cecil

Rhodes at Cape Town. A statue to Rr*

erected by public subscription, was unveiled

on June 28 by Lord de Yilliers. Chief Jus-

tice of the South African Supreme Court.

HOW I.i'\lH>\ D THE
i vsk m

cFrom Punch. London)
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In the full ripeness of asje and
Four Ripe

, , , .
r

. -.. ,

Old scholarship two eminent Shakes-
Schoiara

peare authorities passed away last

month. Frederick James Furnivall, the Eng-

lishman, was in his eighty-sixth year. William

James Rolfe, the American, had passed his

eishtv-third birthdav. Dr. Furnivall was
a typical Englishman, clean-cut, straightfor-

ward, and sincere. He had the red-blooded

temperament in physical, intellectual, and
moral life. A barrister by profession, he early

left the law for literature. His vigorous, pa-

tient scholarship was the inspiration that re-

sulted in the foundation of the Early English

Text Society, the Chaucer Society, the Ballad

THE LATE DR. WILLI -r.KF.

iation, and the new Shakespeare and
At an editor of Shakespeare

I irnivall probably had no peer. Ik-

ons to almost all the editions

ranki l the highest by scholars. But he

\n enthusiastic

nan, he I Hing

d. He ' elebrated his eighty-

ind time, in addition to all this,

r in the Christian
1

!

1 >r. k'd:.

and the

ii of \I.i--.i

of Amhcrnt, he

I i !

than

THE LATE DR. FREDERICK J. FURNIVALL

forty years ago, has been reprinted many
times. He wrote and compiled a dozen vol-

umes on Shakespeare, as man and dramatist.

Then he turned his attention to a later period

of literature and brought out fine scholarly

editions of Milton, Goldsmith, Scott, Words-
worth, Macaulay, Tennyson and the Brown-
ings. Dr. Rolfe was a notable linguist being
the master of six or seven languages. Within
a week of the death of Furnivall and Rolfe,

scientific scholarship was made poorer by the

deaths of two aged astronomers. Johann
(Gottfried Galle, the German, was in his

ninety-eiidith year. It was he who, basing his

conclusions on the mathematical calculations

of the Englishman Adams and the FreiK liman

I rricr, was the first to ai tually observe the

planet Neptune in 1846. Giovanni Virginio

S< biaparelli, the Italian, formerly director of

the observatory at Milan, won world wide fame
by his dis< overy of the < anal-like markings <>n

the planet Mars in [877. Prof. & biaparelli

made other important contributions to <>ur

dedge of astronomy, lie studied Mer
<ury, the asteroids and Beveral of tin- greater

< om< ' But his fame rests < hiefly on his ipei

illations as t(» the po ibility of life on M;irs.

enl oi, en ations of the red pi

not < onfirmed all his \ lews, l hi \ have,

i to enham 1 in< e

they have d« mi life on Mai 1

lc. Hi old

'I he pro onomii al I now l( dg< ol the

in tWO
of our arlH Ii | month.



RECORD OF CURRENT EVENTS
{From J u>:>- 21 lo July 20, IQIO)

PROCEEDINGS IN CONGRESS

June 21.—The House passes the Administra-
tion's land-withdrawal bill.

June 22.—The Senate passes the postal savings-

bank m< ind the bill requiring publicity of

i ampaign contributions.

June 23.—The House, under pressure from
Preside n1 ["aft, t lr< >| >- from the sundry civil bill (in

conference) the amendment providing that n

of the appropriation for the enforcement of the

InterstateCommerce and Sherman Anti-Trust 1 1 s

should be used in the prosecution of labor organiza-

tions \ iolal ing that 1 iw.

June 24.— In the Senate. Mr. Corf (I Km, Okla.)
announces that an attempt was made to bribe him
not to oppose Indian land contracts in Oklahoma.

June 25. Both branches approve the confereni e

reports <>n the pension, sundry civil, and general

deficiency appropriation bills and order an inves-

ion of Senator Gore's charges of attempted
bribery The first regular session of the Sixty-
nr?t Congress comes t 1 aw end.

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT AMERICAN

June 21 »-Acting Governor A. (). Eberhart is

nominate. 1 for Governor of Minnesota by the Re
publican State convention.

June 22. Governor Harmon of Ohio i- renomi-
nated b\ acclamation in the Democratic State

convention John K. Tener i- nominated for

rnor by the Pennsylvania Republicans
The new Court of Customs Appeals hands down its

first decision at Washington.

June 23. Ilie Senate committee investigating
the cosl of 1 i \. inii submits its report The Inter-

state Commerce Commission requests the New
\ railroads to postpone the proposed ,u\\ ances

in commutation ra;

June 26 Tin Socialist part] in New York
St ite nominates Charles Edward Russell for

< . ernor.

June 28 Presidenl Taft leaves Washington for

In- - immer home at Beverl) . Mass

June ••) G i> Bert M Fernald, "i Maine, is

ninated at the State Republican convention
rhe Interstate Commerce Commission, in -i\

lit- sweeping reductions in freight

on \\ estern railroads

Jum rhe lower house of the New York
in special session, votes against Gov-

ernor Hughes' direct-primary measure.

I
'.!•.

i rhe New York Mate Senate rej

tin direct-primary bill and the- special session of

the legislatun to an end; the membership
of the committee which i- to im estigate legislative

1 01 ruption is made public

Jul) ; Presidenl Taft orders the withdrawal
- of wal nd phos

I
-ti.it > and petroleum lands in \l

1

I he I ouisiana 1 < gislat un 1 l< 1
1- G

\ Sand< rs to I tin late Samut I I >

\l. I I iiit> d

1 ily 7.—The President v. ^164
acre- of coal lands in t . under the new
conservation law.

July 12.—The proposed income-tax amendment
to the federal Constituti by the I

gia Assembly, following favoral a by the
Senate on the previous day.

July 13.—The Int. Commer 1 imis-
sion, under the new law, temporarily - Is the
proposed increases in freight rat.

\\ estern railroads, but n I m< es
in commutation rates on New J.

July 14.—VermontDemocrat*
D. Watson for Governor. . . . Lawr
President of the Borough of -. New York
City, is indicted l>\

auditing of a fraudulent claim against th<

July 18.—President Taft appoints 11

W. Somerville, oi rk. t > be president of the
1 of United States General Appraise

Julj 20 < •\ ernor ( arr. 41 1 i- ind
riminal hbc I uid-jury

investigation of the affairs of the

School for i >irl-.

POLITICS AND GOVKRNMENT FOREIGN

June _• I si R Pizarro i- appointed
Minister of War in Peru.

June 25.— The ad I mperor 1 r

Joseph before the newly elected parliament in

Austria-Hungary foreshado »ral reform
and increased military expenditures

June 26. Antonio 1 < iv - new
ministry in Portugal Port
for his eighth term as President 1 I Ramon
( orral b< Vice-Presi lent.

Jum 28 llic British Parliament passes the
first reading of the bill altering the soven
oath oi - n mi that affirmation of Pr

tantism can be made without affront holic

subjects Karon von Kiderlen-Waechter i- ap
pointed For - retar) in German)

Jul) ; ( • \ ernment c andidates in the Panama
elections to the National Asserobl) win without
o|ip. i-ii ion.

Juh 1 \ new ministn is formed in Denmark,
with Klaus Bernstein a> Premier.

July 7 King Alfonso approves the bill intro-

! in the Cortes prohibiting further rcli^.

order- to enter Spain until negotiations with the-

Vatican are concluded.

July 11 The Vatican strongly prot inst

rnment's action in the matter of

11- orders in Spain The- French Chamber
• I Deputies » inquire into ex-Premier Cle-

menceau's connection with the arrest of the banker
Henri Rochette, two years ago, and th<

quent

I uK 1
.'

1 he i

.. ! the bill
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JARED Y. SANDER. OF LOUISIANA HON. N". B. BROWARD, 01 FLORIDA

TWO NEW SOUTHERN SENATORS

•I.

of property and already voting in municipal
ns, but \> - final consideration until

July 16.—

(

i-cted Presi-

dent of Colombia.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Jui Rumania demands apologia and

com;- i from < i r an atta< k on a mail

imer at Pirae

Jul i Mini- -

f Venezuela,
from his country to the Pan-

ne a Latin-

Jul Peters-

ipan, rel Iting to r.iil-

ith Inicr-

Switz-

thal

/. our
r had

I the
made pull

',1

I

I

'

that plans are under way to create an international

railway commission with authority over the rail-

roads of the United Mates and Canada. .. .The
Pan-American Congress, at Buenos Aires, votes

sympathy with Costa Rica on account of recent

earthquake disasters.

July 17.—Japan notifies the European powers
that commercial treaties will terminate at the end

i /ear.
AERONAUTICS

June 22.—The first regular aerial passenger
service is inaugurated by Count Zeppelin with his

dirigible balloon Deutschland; thirteen passengers
and crew make the trip from I ri<< I ri< h-h.i U11 to

DuMcldorf, ( iermany.

June 28.—Count Zeppelin's dirigible, the

Deuischland, with thirty-two persons on board,
•••i Iced by .1 gale near Osnabrut k, Germany,

June 30. ' d> nn II. ( ui 1 1- demon 1
'

1 • •. Vork 1 tin- possibility "t drop-
|iin. III. ui .111 In]

July 2 ( lifford !'• Harmon, at Garden <it\,

I land, brealci t he Amei i> an dm.it i<

flight /( 2 I'
,
and 3° '

I he .mi \\ .11 lit' 1 1 I ill' d lis the
lonoplanc a< R< h

I
ll .

I
I he \tl.llltli I t i

nl. 11 ilivht by Glenn H < ur-

w Hid

I , I | , ,
. de la H i

' ' 'Hi 1 ' 'I

'.f h. r 11. . Right iii "I 1

I

l.ipl . 11 .ill ll U

ii .it \i

:
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July 10 1 >aniel Kinct. the Belgian aeronaut, is

f.u.ilK injured at Ghent following an accident t"

the rudder of lii> machine. .. .Leon Moram
Reims, develops a speed of more than Bixty-eight

miles .in hour; M. Olieslagers remains in th<

for more than live- hours, covering nearly 250
mil

July 12.—Charles Stewart Rolls, the English
a\ lator and motorist, i> killed at Bournemouth by
falling w ith his machine from a height of 40 feet.

July 13.- -The dirigible balloon Erbsloh expl >des

while 500 feel above the earth near Cologne, Ger-
many; Oscar Erbsloh, the inventor, and his four
companions are instantly killed.

OTHER OCCURRENCES OF THE MONTH
June 22.— It is announced that the greater por-

tion of Goldwin Smith's estate (estimated at
Si ,000,000) has been left to Cornell University. . . .

More than sixty persons are killed in an accident
on the Man/anillo line of the Mexican National
Railways, The capital stock of the Lehigh Val-
lej Railroad Company is doubled, half of the in-

crease, or $20,000,000, going to the stockholders
.it par.

June 25.—Increases in freight rates on Eastern
railroads arc announced, to take effect August I.

June 27.—The wages of clerks in the employ of

the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad
are increased from 8 to 15 per cent.. . .Sir Caspar
Purdon Clarke resigns as director of the Metropoli-
tan Museum of Art, of New York City

June 28.— Prof. I larrv Burns I lutchins is chosen
president of the University of Michigan, succeed-
ing I >r. James I'.. Angel! \fter six months of

investigation, the grand jury headed bj John I).

Rockefeller. Jr., reports that no organized "white
slave" traffic exists in New York City. ...The
Roman Catholic cathedral at Westminster is con-
secrated with imposing ceremonies.

July 2.—The threatened strike of conductors
and trainmen on the southeastern railroads i>

averted bj the mediation of Chairman Knapp. of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, and Com-
missioner of Labor Ncill. ..The forty-eighth an-
nual convention of the National Education Asso-
ciation open- at Boston., Brig.-Gen. William 1..

SBOKl VIEW m> 1 \r 1 v

Marshall i- appointed consulting engineer in the
ko lama tion

July 4.— The " safe ami ration of the
Fourth of July in New York Cil Isewhere
res dts in a greatly diminished number of deaths
and seriou- accidents.. .The negro pugilist, John
Arthur ("Jack") Johi -

J

Jeffries for the heavyweight championship of the
world, at Reno, New, in the fifteenth round.

July 6.—The first gol l-importing movement
sini e the pan . York < ity

with 1 ements amounting to more than
$1,000,0'

J nl>" 7.— Mrs. 1111a Flag] perintendent
of Bchools in Chi elected president of the
National Education Ass ilunakers
in New York City to the number of soon
strike for higher S 1 shorter hours.

July 8.—The Government crop report i

a very low wheat harvest but a record corn crop.

July 9.—The Carnegie I lcn> Foundation at I

awards pensions to families of policemen, firemen,

and other persons who lost their lives in the rci ent

floods.

July 12.—Fire destroys the towns of (ampin 11-

ton and Richardsv ille, in New Brunswick, leaving
5000 homcl.

July 15.—The will of Henry Dexter distributes

$1,209,200 to religious and charitable institutions
of New York.

July 16.—An accident on the mono-railroad in

New \ ork ( ity, on its lir.-t public trip, results in

the injury of a More of passengers. A S^'-'.ooo
fire on the waterfront in New York City destroys
a pier, a freight steamer, and eight bai

I5,0O0 coal miners go on strike at Bilboa, Sp lin.

July 17.—Twenty-four ! nt-Episcopal
clergymen and lav nun incorporate in New York
State the Christian Unity Foundation, for the
purpose of uniting all Christian denominations into

one religious body. . . Railway employees in! ranee
decide to go on Btrike. . . .The three-hundredth
anniversary of the founding of Dieppe, Frani
celebrated.

Jul) 18. F .1 1 i\ 1 - of the Pennsylvania
Railroad and it > trainmen and
ci mduct 1 1 on a b
the settlement of the wage con-

troversy Conductors and
trainmen on the Grand Trunk
Railwav flowing
the compan) 's refusal to m

e demands.

July 19 About [0,000 em-
ployees of the Northeastern
Railwav, in England, stril.u in

protest ac.iinst tyrannical meth-
ods of t!u ials.

OBITUARY

June 2\ Morris 1 Cochran,
1 Federal jurist widely known
in the mining of the

\\ est -iuA Alaska, 56 Prin-

j oung-i
er of the G erma n Em-

Jun< ataninland
Wake, an authority on anthr.-
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D. M'ENKBY, OF LOUISIANA THE LAT1 SENATOR JOHN \V. DANIEL, OF VIRGINIA

June 23.— ! r John H McGraw, of

ungton,

June 25.—William Henry Brown, former!) chief

engi; Railroad, 74
: S mud P. 1 prominent Congre-fVice-Adm. Juan wil-

. known <x-> "the father of the Chilean navy."

June 2' I Thou <-. an eminent
author! 1

in Indians, 85

June 27—'
1 h, a prominent

•irut fin -4.

June 28.— 1 unuel I >oug-
f Mi '3 l>r. John

I

.1 well-known archaeological ex
61. William Neil \ ii k-

;>.il Bishop of Rhode (aland,
l»r. Henry liar; 1, a prominent

.ictts sui I u< ius W 1

1

ty of

of I'enn-'. I . .Uli.i,

ind land

.r John W
'hili|>|jc, •

I I I

II

I

:: I

1 I

July 3.—George Pierce Garrison, professor of

history at the University of Texas, 56.... Com-
mander Benjamin F. Wood, U.S.N. , retired, for-

merly chief engineer of the navy, 70. . . .Charles
McArthur, Unionist member of Parliament from
Liverpool, 66.

July 4.— Melville Weston Fuller, Chief Justice
of the United States Supreme Court, 77 . . . . Prof.

Giovanni Virginio Schiaparelli, discoverer of the
canal-like markings on the planet Mar-, 75....
Bourgault Ducoudray, the French composer and
authority on musical history, 70.., Adolphe
Defarge, a member of the French Senate ind .m
advocate of free education, 74.

July 7 William J. Rolfe, the noted Shakes-
an -.( Iiolar, author, and editor, ol Massachu-

setts, 83. . . .Mrs. Anna Josephine Savage, a \\« II

known writer and lecturer on woman's suffrage, 67.

July 10.—Johann Gottfried Galle, the German
nomer who hr-t observed the planet Nep

Major Richard M. Venable, a noted
and pul.lii ipirited

< itizeri of Mai', laud, 71

.

11 1 1, in •
, foundi r of 1 he Amei i

Jul-. 1 I • lie I). Wai pn ident ol the

Prudent ml I .ife In -main e < omp i

1 1< n-
1

ill hi ki 1
. publi In 1 "i

lull- ' in. I I < .il 1
•

if. Hem ....it In-

I

- the Pei
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SOME CARTOONS OF THE MONTH

THE GENTLE SHEPHERD
From the Journal I Mini

The administration's measures have come safely into the fold of accomplishment. The
President and the Republican party are to he congratulated on the enactment into law of *)

large a portion of the party program. This substantial record will stand the party in good
stead in the approaching Congressional campaign. To what extent the new tarin law will

ait as a "hobble sk!it" ^toon on this

page) and impede the party's progress toward

victory, remains to he seen.

£^
v\ V Jfc 1» \

\

/
\

1 \
<

1IO POl 1 II> \I II -KIKT

Till

xtng a j-«

From the .

v more)
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A BACK BREAKER
I Referring to the large appropriations by the recent Congress)

From the Herald (New York)

^m^'^S
MR. TAFT CAMPAIGNING ALONG THE MAINE COAST

(Apropos of the President's trip on the Mayflower in July)

From the Daily Tribune (Chicago)

The cartoonists, in midsummer politics, have

had their eyes on Beverly and Oyster Bay.

They have also been summing up the work of

the recent session of Congress. The varied

topics on these pages are typical. Mr. Taft's

vacation is depicted as a tariff crusade and a

puzzling over appointments. Sagamore Hill is

in active eruption, and the echoes of Congres-

sional " insurgents" and "regulars" in recent

combat are resounding everywhere.

A HARD PUZZLE
-.g the Supreme Court

Protn the Evening .X.- ,rk;

i.mi mi

-.ill

.

iva "
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VOtMT#K. ftfUDY OP TMUPT

lM^«ai U*»iJTY «LL

I

t JL"_— ii ••* °

GOVERNOR HARMON'S STEPPING STONE—A HOP, SKIP

AND—A SPLASH !

From the Leader (Cleveland)

ImsurgzmtG "See what I >l v I >l

this session."

;

" ',

W- *(I •

4»»>«%*Tt -
»f« cc- - CI rr

sn«*
A. .

President Taft: "See what I ma I III M this

m."
From the Tribune (Chi*

The cartoons on this page deal with a va

rictv of topics, includir xnor Harmon's
political future, the factional differences in

the two great parties, and the humorous Re-

publican situation portrayed in Mr. McCutch-
eon's cartoon from the Chicago Tribune.

M1S1 RV LOVES COMPANY
(Both gn n to be having their factional

troubles)

Prom the 1 >•: i«o)

1

mi Till VMBASSADORSHIP VENISON
'I'm South (ai nunc

" Y hullrr 1 i'h'lan W
been i-old squirrel."

(The : :oard ha
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f^^r-

kickin' at the vittles

From the Sun (Baltimore)

PROTECTING THE FLOCK
'Referring to Speaker Cannon's speeches in the West last

month defending the "stand patters" and attacking the
insurgents >

From the World (New ^

MR. BR\A\: "NOW, WHAT AILS

THE CRITTER !

J "

(The Democratic party does not
tly tike kin<lly to Mr. Bryan 8 ^^^

" county option " issue)

From the Journal (Mil

C m •
rHiL'H»>rf$

•
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The case of Engin

Pittman, an American citi-

zen imprisoned by Madriz
in Nicaragua, has caused

considerable interest A-

the cartoonist suggests,

there may be "trouble a-

head for somebody" if this

sort of thing continues. In

the cartoon at the bottom
of this column Uncle Sam
refers to the m ent tr

between Japan and Russia.

•.. VING"
I Referring to the f.ict that many cities have proh:

the showing of moving pictures of the Jeffries-Johnson
prize-fight)

From the Eagle (Brooklyn)

Mil SE CAN < OME BACK
From the Journal (Minneapolis)

V "
'

»

TROVBLF. AHEAD FOi 'DYl

From the Hi-

"shall nan peopij rule?—well, x oust

(One \ H a of the workings of the direct primary in Oregon)

:n the OrrgonuiH (Portland)

WROUGHT BKTTKR THAN HI KNEW
• ;mc ago I had to separate

the:

From th< m (Baltimore)
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(Ever since Colonel Roosevelt returned to

his home at Oyster Bay, there has been a

stream of callers. Many of the visitors have
been political candidates, either of the "in-

surgent" or "regular stripe, and all would
doubtless have been happy to receive assur-

ances of support from the distinguished Re-
publican of Sagamore Hill. Whether Mr.
Roosevelt would exhibit a leaning toward
either the "insurgents" or the "regulars"
became a burning question.)

THE ANNOUNCEMENT, AND ITS EFFi.CT
112I Roosevelt is to mike a speech in the Indiani

campaign.—News item. From the Tribune (South Bend)

i

/; *'+f-\ *&?>

VOU BOYS HANGING AKOUND FOR?"

\-k i0

>
v 1

1 hi
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From the Wot Vork)

Colonel Roosevelt continues to remain the

cartoonists' favorite subject. During the past

month an immense number of cartoons on

the Colonel- activities appeared in the news-

papers and periodicals. The question whether
or not he would endorse the I'ayne-Aldrich

Tariff, the pilgrimages to Oyster Bay, his

relations to the Republican party and—not

the least in importance,— what Uncle Sam in-

tends to do with his hoy who has been gradu-

ated from the Presidency are some of the

topics on which the cartoonists love to dilate.

I HI <} V

" ..in HE \l ami. i.
i ill. MIGHTY,

CALLS 1 HI' TRI:

CALLS 1111. WARRIORS To HIS COUN»
BY THK SIGNAL 01 Till PKACE-PI

(Apropos of Colonel Roosevelt's nun.. I irom
tctions of the Republican par

From the £jg/«' I Brook'

WH \T T>> IX> WITH Till

levrland)



COLONEL ROOSEVELT \\ 1TH HIS DOGS IN THE BARNYARD AT SAGAMORE HILL

ROOSEVELT THE HUSBANDMAN
BY HENRY JAMES FORMAN

'
I Ml hen th<

' cxi-humored

fun if tb( more Hill as in any

a notable spot in the United 5l

then i hut to-day i'

known
'

. I lawarden, or

Kar 'hin thi the

more Hill has l*etome the

tion and
I- i- no

publi< I

in h-

itely

I lth>

hill,

\!r

Roosevelt's, pursues him even here and now in

his retirement, and breaks in upon his tran-

quillity.

"Of all the public men who have come to

Bee me once my return," Colonel Roosevelt

said to the writer, "only ( Sovernor Hughes was

iallv invited. The other- all asked to

come here. This, of course, dor- not include

i friends who have \ isited us."

'I he Colond, a people now love to < all him,

de mention of tin- 1 olon) of i orrespond
i dozen newspapers and

ho ha < ettled in <
)•

rimer and < onstantlj demand news.

Bui ti .ill tin Mi Roo i veil > ontrives

iderable p< quietude upon

hundred a< more Hill

i. all, not a noi \ mctropoH
i malli li. do.,'. \ \

i

i i rid ound " :

I cithei om
invitation fol tin trangCI I ttt( l\
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MOST OF THE FIREWOOD USED AT SAGAMORE HILL IS CHOPPED
BY MR. ROOSEVELT HIMSELF

the town has acquired a new hotel and an opera

house, t>ut even these adjuncts have altered it

but little, and to this day it lie- grilling in the

sun, very -till and very silent. A number of

New York families have summer residences

lure, hut these are chiefly along the road that

lead- out from the village proper toward what
i- i ailed the ( love. And from this road at light

angles branches off a road that run- along the

bay and leads on to Sagamore Hill and to some
i<i it- neighbors. To the house Mr. Roosevelt

has had hewn a road of his own. steep and
winding through a really noble bit of forest

land.

Se> i nt y of those one hundred acres are cov-

ered with splendid old oak and chestnut tree-,

bin h. lot u-t, and hit kory. The ma— ive foliage

and the abundant e of underbrush make ni this

no men- tended grove with gravel footpaths,

but a. genuine pine of woodland that really

bring- nature to the owner's very door. Per-

haps sixty yards before the

house the road becomes an
avenue of maples planted

by Mr. K It him-
self twenty-live years ,

On the slopes alxmt the

house, where the tree> are

but few, there are merely

n lawns and a tennis-

i ourt without any attempts

at elaborate exotic uarden-

making. Beyond the hou-e

on the right as you approach
lie the vegetable gan:

the farmland, the sta

loft- and granary, and more
woodland. The h>

it-elf, externally at least, i-

merely a pleasant looking,

what Stevenson tailed,

" flanging," wooden country

house peculiarly American,

with itsktngporches painted

gray and with striped awn-

The hou-e -tands

upon the highest point in

Oyster Bay. yet so thick is

the wood about it that

>ther houses can be s

from its porches and lawns.

Altogether it is very simple

and charmii

"My children are the

fourth generation livinghere

at Oyster B y- Mr.

Roosevelt proudly," and the

ninth in America. We are

all devoted to this pi..

And it is no wonder. For the place affords

all the real pleasures, that is the simple

country life. All of us, no matter how many
generations of our forbears were i ity-dweller-.

have something of the farmer in us. or as we
were won't to translate in our Latin primer-.

of the husbandman. Now, Mr. Roosevelt has

undoubtedly a good deal of the husbandman in

his make-up. A keen-minded acquaintani

the writer's declares that fifty year- heme,

when Sagamore Hill will be a national pre-

serve, tin- <, urator will point out the carefully-

guarded "last hayrick that Theodore Roosevelt

helped to make." The man was in earnest

For the time when men. and especially n<

paper men, spoke ironically of "the modern
Cincinnatus." or "our own Cincinnatus"

when they heard of Mr. Roosevelt's pitching

hay, i- gone by. It i- gone by for the simple

n that Mr. Roosevelt cared nothing for the

iron\-. Hi' enjoyed pit< hing hay and he hasgone
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MK. R00SEVEL1 Is VER\ POND Of BOATING

right on pitching hay, regardless of whether

anybody saw him and smiled or not.

"We were unable to get an extra hired man
this year," Mr. Roosevelt said the other day,

"SO I had to help bring ill the hay. We have

just brought in the last load."

T<> work two afternoons in thchaylield under
a baking sun, side by side with his own farm
Laborers, scarcely sounds like an attempt at a

Cincinnatus pose. Facts like this have had
much to do in endearing Mr. Roosevelt to the

great masses of the American people. When
we reflect how a European potentate or great

man, as the phrase goes, would
return to hi- estate after such

a triumphal tour through

Europe, after such a reception

in his own country as Mr.

Roosevelt had, we inevitably

picture all manner of luxury,

a train of flunkies, and the like.

The pi< ture of Mr. Roosevelt's

working side by side with his

farm hands is surely a more
hrai ing one and a far more

admirable. At least it is so

inAmerica, where the majority

happily still believes in that

type of summer holiday, rather

more than in that spent about

the Newport ( 'asino.

Hut it is rather the daily

life in the* ountry home of our

only Living e\ President thai

we wish here to sketch. For

even he cannot make hav

every day. Mr. Roosevelt is not an earlv

riser in the sense of rising at five o'clock. The
family breakfasts between seven and eight, after

which he takes up his correspondence or some
article upon which he is writing. Twice a week
a stenographer comes from the city and takes
dictation. Twice a week Mr. Roosevelt motors
into the city and keeps office hours and trans-

acts a mass of business, journalistic, political,

sonal. It has already been said that callers

do penetrateto OysterBayand that they occupy
there some of Mr. Roosevelt's time.

Still, there are mornings when he feels he > an
make holiday, and on such days his chief de-

light is to take Mrs. Roosevelt out in a row boat

on the Sound, paddle in a leisurely way round
Lloyd's Xeek, toward Huntington Harbor, and
have the luncheon they brought with them in

some quiet sylvan spot by the placid waters.

At times they portage the boat over Lloyd's

Neck, which takes of! a considerable part of the

distance. Some days they take a long ride-

together upon the quiet roads of this region,

though automobiles are making these roads U-ss

and less quiet. Upon days like those l>oth look
as among the happiest of their life. Mr.
Roosevelt does not like his family to figure in

the public prints, but it surely can do no harm
to say that the first thing that strikes you about
this family is its constant and sustained cheer-

fulness, and the ex- President has more than i

said to friends that '"Mrs. Roosevelt i> the

sanest woman he has ever known." Th(
sional little junkets or picnics the Roosevelt
family has during the summer at Lloyd's Xeek
are celebrations in which both the children and

*
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grown-ups delight, and into which all enter with

the keenest zest. In the days when Mr. Roose-

velt was President those picnics were all but

national holidays, as disgruntled visitors who
could not see Mr. Roosevelt declared. Never-
theless, the Roosevelt family enjoyed its little

junketings.

But, of course, there are more days when
there are no picnics, or long rides, or any row-

ing-expeditions; days when the mornings are

spent at indoor work and the afternoons there-

fore necessarily spent out of doors, chiefly upon
the farm. It is no great farm, to be sure, only

>ome thirty acres being under cultivation; still

it affords Mr. Roosevelt opportunity to engage
in a pursuit which is both wholesome and
agreeable, at least to him. He has said more
than once that he wishes all Americans could

live as he does in the country, and many of us

no doubt echo his wish. Noah Seaman, the

resident farmer at Sagamore Hill, could very

probably, at a pinch, farm the little estate

unaided. But that is not the point. Many
a man potters about a garden who could afford

to keep, and often does keep, a gardener. The
joy in that work appeals to Mr. Roosevelt

—

perhaps more than to Mr. Seaman—and he
has all he can of that joy.

A-ide from the hay, the little farm produces

rye and oats and corn, wholly for private ton-

sumption. All this has to be mown and gar-

Cup) ri>;]it t.\ the American Press Association) N. V.

THE SUPERINTENDENT'S HOUSE

nered, and to this work, too, Mr. Roosevelt

sometimes lends a hand. This grain is mostly

for the Sagamore Hill stock. Of the hay Mr.
Roosevelt frequently sells a part to neighbors,

but the rest of the farm produce and vegetables

remain on the hill. There are only five hoi ses

and three cows on the place, so they are amply
provided for with fodder throughout the year.

A whole population of chickens enlivens the

barnyard and these also are maintained on
home produce. Altogether Sagamore Hill pre-

sents a lively picture of a small American farm,

h Seaman, who has been with Mr. Roose-

velt for many years, is the

bucolic administrator of this

domain. He lives there the

year round and is devoted to

his employer. Recently, when
Mr. Roosevelt returned from

abroad, Mr. Seaman was
among the first to step aboard

the Kaiserin Auguste \'i.i<>riti

to greet his master in tin-

bay. And Mrs. Seaman also

has a -hare in the work. In

addition, dure is one "hired

man." Formerly there had
been lure a colored gardener,

Davis, who grew old in the

servii e of the R oose\ elts.

Ten yean ago he w;is pen
doiied oil and Until three

month ago he lived in dig

nified re i i rem ent. Servi< c

w ith the koo e\ eh eem to

be valued. Two i olored sen

ants of the White Ho
illy threw up their em
iiient there and .one to

work lor lower w age in the

- hold (ll I III- PJ |»rC idelll
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SAGAMORE HILL. THE RESIDENCE OF EX-PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT AT OYSTER BAY. L I.

Besides the farm work, tin- piece of wood-

land also affords Mr. Roosevelt opportunity

for exen ise. He is a famous axe-man. Trees

keep dving and firewood isconstantly ne< essary,

and this gives Mr. Roosevelt work for many
an afternoon throughout the year. Whenever
people in the road below hear the sound of an

axe from Sagamore Hill, they know that it is

far more likely to lie produced by the ex-Presi-

dent than by his hired man. His superabun-

dant energy and vitality require some severe

form of exercise, and u ood-i hopping seems to

answer the purpose exactly. Many a tree has

fallen under his axe and many another is

awaiting the same fate. Most of the firewood

used at Sagamore Hill is chopped by the own-

er's hands.

"The same qualities," Mr. Roosevelt has

often said in speeches during his administra-

tion, *'are required to make a good president

as those required to make a good neighbor."

And no one at Oyster Bay can say that Mr.

Roosevelt is not a good neighbor. It was his

custom when his children were younger to send

them eat h to the little rural schoolhouse known
a-- the ( live St hool. It is SU( h a village si hool

as many of US remember—a small frame build-

ing on a brick foundation, a few wooden steps,

a creeper or two growing about the wind

and low-Ceiled rooms within, painted white.

No one can help feeling pleased that the

President ni the nation (for he was President

then) should be demo< ratit i nough to send his

children to the village school. It would be

easy for a campaign orator to grow maudlin

over 3u« h a fa< t. hut it i- none tin less pleasant

for that. Both Mr. and Mr-. Roosevelt were

wont to attend the exeri i>e> and prize-distribu-

tions, and to this day Mr-. Roosevelt annually

contributes the Christmas trie to the Cove
St hool.

All this calls to mind an English humorous
writer who sketched out his daily program
as follows: rise at noon; breakfast at one;

a stroll to the club; attention to mail; some
afternoon calls; a ride in the park; dinner;

a round of evening parties, and then to bed.

"Hut when do you do your literary work?"
he was asked.

" Why, the next day. of course," was the reply.

Mr. Roosevelt is an eminently dome-tie man
and very fond of his children. Hi> daily li;

we have sketched it thus far leaves but little

room for the children. But Mr. Roosevelt

does not leave them until the next day. The
dinner hour ami the evening Mr. Roosevelt

always endeavors to devote to his family. All

dre-s for dinner, even the small boys. Since it

is the aim of this arti* le to give a pieturc of the

daily life at Sagamore Hill, these details are

mentioned. Hut of course the evenings in Mr.

-evelt's household differ but little from the

evenings of any other cultivated American
family. The large north room, built on when
Mr. Roosevelt was President, is the favorite

living room of the family during the evenings.

It i- hung with many trophies of the chl

head- of deer. elk. antelope and bear, and the

floor i- covered with -kins. Under the ceiling

on the w.ilb is a trie Je- i arved in wood.

The room is brilliantly lighted and there the

* hildren * hat and read, for lxx>ks are abundant
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in this household. The north room contains

many shelves full of them, and so of course

does Mr. Roosevelt's study in the right, as you
enter. All the family is much given to reading.

Mr. Roosevelt himself is a voracious reader in

three languages, and long after the family has

gone to l>ed, his study light is still burning and
he sits i*>ring over Maspero, or some other

historian, or else he is at work on one of the

many speeches that are constantly demanded
of him. Now and then he takes a turn on the

long porches of his house which is so closely

curtained by the thick, silent wood. To the

north he can see the still waters of the Sound
with the faint haze of night showing in the

moonlight.

IDI '.(
i
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OBERAMMERGAU: A THIRD VISIT
BY W. I. STEAD

TN 1890, in 1900, and in i<;io I made the You air in the faerie land of old romance, a
pilgrimage to Oberammergau to witness the region adjacent to the enchanted region in

presentation of the Passion Play by the peasants which the knights <>i King Arthur n>de on
of the Bavarian Alp-. their perilous quests. And the tra.

If I attain three-dire years and twelve, and of die mad genius of a monarch, who crested

my health does not fail me, I shall see the plaj his mountains with palaces, and then sought

once agai But
whether that good

fortune is in -tore for

me or not, 1 do not

suppose that my ver-

dict in 1020 would

differ from my verdi< t

to day. For my ver

diet to-day i- the

same as was that

which I pronounced
in i.^o, when 1 -aw

it for the first time,

and in 1900, when I

saw it again after the

lapse of ten year-.

The play i- good, as

wholly good as any

mortal institution can

he. It is good for the

players, good for the

audience, good in it-

self. Andanyonewho
has the meansand the

opportunity of seeing

it, and yet doe- not

see it. n eg] ects a

means of gnu e ready

to hi- hand, and loses

both an intellectual

Stimulus and a spirit

ual inspiration. After

nil CHRISTI s 1 \\io\ l \\i; l\ tin.

PASSION PI U

death in the depths

of the lake at iheir

foot, links on the

< )l>erammergau of to-

day with the mythical

Prince Ethiko, who.

as the Roman Empire
crumbled into ruin,

sought to save his

soul in those remote
valle\ -.

Prime Ethiko was
the King Arthur, or

the Parsifal, of tin-

Bavarian highland-.

He is re|>orted to

have disdained to

pay homage to the

Carlovingian kings,

to whom he was re-

lated, and to have
died at Oheram-
mergau in the year

010. Says the lot al

t hronider:

Ethiko began tohate
tint \Mirlti in which

irrorfance of the

court and its minimis
lu Id tin- ruling -w.i>

,

and a great love for thr

lonely wilderness took
hold of him; the w il-

which emphatic, comprehensive and unquali- derness in which crossbow, arrow and spear were

fied benediction upon Oberammergau and ;">i><n.r. when- the braveryol "».",«.•* dady chal-

lenged by tin- mighty bear and the hungry wolf,
it- Passion Play, I will proceed to describe

more in detail my impressions during m\ late -t,

if not my last, vi-it to the valley of the Ammer.

1.— nil 1 \i K 1 1 LAND <>l <>i l« K«»\i \\« 1

"How far are we from the Middle Ages?"

where the high mountains took him nearer to his

God. With twelve devoted knights In- founded
tie in the mountain solitude, and there be

lived with them in cloistral s«i lu-inii. another

Parsifal upon Montsalvat.

Where'er we turn 'tis haunted, holy ground.

A few miles up the valley stands the far-famed

"Just thirty-six hours by direit route from monastery of Ettal, where a company of Bene-

Charing Cross. You change at Munich for dictines guarded the rclus ot saints brought

Oberammergau, and there you are." from the Catacombs. A- the site of Durham
Hut at Oberammergau you find yourself in Cathedral is said to have been chosen by a cow,

a still more remote epoch than the Middle Ages, that of Ettal was I by a ha the Em-

it*)
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THE FROCESSION ON PALM SUNDAY

ho act in the play)

pcroc Louis the Bavarian, on hi- pilgrimage to

Rome, trowed to build a cloister to the Virgin

Man -

, it she would hut see him through his

troubles. A venerable monk, by way of arles-

|>enny to seal the vow, gave the Kmperor an

image of the Virgin to be placed in the cloister

whi<h he was told mu.-t be built at Ampfrang,
in Bavaria. On his return to Germany the

Emperor was led by an Oberammergau hunt-

man tf>the Kttal valley. There, says the legend.

be found the Ampfrang. When he rea< bed ii

• hi naught but a great wilderness

and a mighty fore-t into whii h hi- guide led

him; and so they < ame I t fir tree before

whii h the Emperor's h thrice upon it-

rid would move on no further: thi- was
;i that here the do to be

built. And 10 the building of the mi

II

mmodated
but thirtei .viih

I their retinue. I • the

I I

"half i hur< h half

but the

d in tli'

hii h led from to .A

' the m

ammergau"had an imperial charter to store all

men handise passing through their valley. The
road was much frequented in those days. The
swiftest messenger could get through to Venice

fromNurnberginabouttendays. How long mer-

chants needed for their caravans is not stated.

The prosperity of Oberammergau lasted

until the Reformation let loose the scourge of

religious war. Protestantism never gained a

hearing in these secluded valleys. Hut even

there they ( aught the flying -urge from the

storm waves which beat upon the northern

lands. The Swedish troops under Oxenstjern

plundered Ettal monastery, and only spared

Oberammergau on the payment of ransom.

After the Sewedes came the plague, and after

the plague the Spanish War of s u< . ession. The
soldier- of \u-ti i.i and France and of the Em
pire fought in the valley of the Vmmer, and on

one occasion the unlucky villagers had to fly to

the bills and to bury su< h as they

< ould s.ive iu tli ..I the mountains. In

ben the \\ ii oi Sui • es -inn had broken
out than i J,OO0 soldiers

pa id through < >ln i.nniiiergau in tWO days.

I luring the n hole of the war the i ill

i ompelled to piw ide free quartet to

ombatanl to w hii In • le thej be

[( d

When the Revolution flooded Europe with
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Sim e that day < oberammergau has been spared
tin- horror of war, although her people went
with other German contingents to the French
battlefields of is;o. Her subsequent history

i> one of the continuous peaceful development
of her two specialties—wood-iarving and the

Passion Play.

Oberammergau is much the same to-da'.

I found it in 1S00. The ele< trie railway is now
working, and the interdu t upon motor-ears has

been removed. A huge garage, at . ommodating
two hundred car-, has been put up on the road

to fatal. Motor omnibuses belonging to the

Post-office ply in every direction. Many new
houses have been built, and Herod's old house
of [890 has been transmogrified out of all n
nition. The Ammer has been embanked with

the proceeds *.A the Passion Play, which, how-
ever, did not prevent the village, like all other

villages in the region, being badly Booded last

month. I was there on June 12. It rained

enough to make the roads dirty, but no more.

The wind was warm. When I left the next day

the snow on the mountain tops melted, and the

whole of the Central European highlands from

Innsbruck to Berne \ ded. No lives

were lost at Oberammergau. Fifty h<

were flooded, but the performance of the

sion Play was not interrupted.

\l \HV Till VIOTHI.K oh CHRIS!

the armies of Frame Oberammergau did not

escape. There wa< a battle between French

and Austrians at I'nterammergau. The Aus-

trians, as was their wont, broke and lied. The
French devotees of Liberty, Fraternity, and

Equality improved their victory by looting

Oberammergau; they skinned the village to the

bone. For months the French remained in

military occupation of the valley, which they

only evacuated when peace was made in 1801.

Four year later, when war broke out again, the

unlmky Ammergauers snv their village the

( (H kpit of contending armies. This time it was

the men of Tyrol who revolted against being

placed by the French under the Bavarian yoke.

Hut whatever was the cause of the quarrel, or

whoever were the disputants, the luckless vil-

lagers always went to the wall. The seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries were lenturies

of intermittent warfare and disaster; nor did

their ill kit k turn till 1818, when fire, famine.

and war had done their worst. In the parish

> him h 1 s.ivv a quaint pi> ture in memory of the

men of ' d>erammcrgau who had fallen in de

fense of the liberties of their country against

French domination. It was interesting to see

that names both of /.winks and Langs figured

conspicuously in this beaderoll of patriots.

^.^^Ka^nL

1 1 ' -* «fu

L'^Q

/ 1 a S W
/ -A 11. •
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CHRIST WITH MARTHA AND MARY AT BETHANY

II. -THE PASSION PLAY, IOIO

The Passion Play is as well played as ever it

I cannot give it higher 1 »rai-c-. Anton

Lang, who in some of his portraits resembles

Tennyson, is an admirable Christus; quite as

:. to my thinking, as Joseph Mavr, who is

-aid to have died of a broken heart in [903 over

die Iom of the rdie in 1900. \\ <- of the players

have < hanged r Johannes of 1H90 and

Mfoo is now Joseph of Arimath) But Judas
ime Judas of 1

s </0 and 1000—the

real: /ink, who, although the best

median in the village, never allow- a tra

humor to aoften tin- 4 hi- tragii

! the traitor's part. Hi- daughter

ie i-. the Madonna, and Maria Ma;, r
i

lalen. The ("1
r -till the

in 1890. Thon ndl, who was Pilate in

tcr. Caiaph

Bow Anna Han

Mr I i< hardi, in her enter

Modem dem
urn h

d fidelity the 1
' the

I •l«T,

1007 f the

I

ih the parish prii 1. to I lu-

ll, and

is constituted the Passion Play Committee,

which regulates everything, and which chooses

all the players. The committee meets in

secret and votes by ballot. Its first step is to

apply to the Bavarian Government for per-

mission to give the performance. On June 3,

iqoX, that permission arrived saddled with the

Usual conditions as to sanitation and the alloc a

tion of one-third of the profits to charitable ob-

io ts and public improvements.

The committee then began to hold its weekly

meetings every Wednesday evening. It elec ted

ecretary first, then it chose Mr. Ludwig
Lang to be director of the play, and alter thai

appointed the schoolmaster to be dire< tor of the

orchestra and a young wood carver leader of

the band. It was not until Man li, toOO, that

the female singers of the village were subjected

to the- preliminary rehearsal, after which the

c horus was 1 ho. 11 \fier 1 ommittees on the

mn -i-
. photographs, buildings, lodgii

had been elec ted, the supreme

tion the c hoic e of the players 1 .one on

fordo ision on September 17, 1909 There arc

, p.il
I tO I"- sclee ted,

and 260 others vv ho a< I but who do iwi |.

p ion P made u|

folio

1 (icnrral I
•

l 1 . ..I' 1 of the On hc«

1 I . nlci "( 'li. I'. hi. I

1 hairrln 1 1

\ watt Ini" 11 lot

I . In. I . , I11. r
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58 musicians.

41 Bingers.

U2 players \\ h<> speak.
260 players » h<> only

act.

2 prompters.

25 Bcene-shifters.

1 4 dressers.

'//// A \ll RICAN RE] /All' OF Rl VIEWS

50 i ashii

1 auditor.

60 di<or- k ee p i- r -. and
l|-llCT>.

2 cannoneers.
24 fire-watchmen.
12 watchmen for the

\ illage.

There is not much difficulty in allocating the

minor parts. But the excitement over the elec-

tion of the players for the leading rdles is in-

tense. Players grow into their parts and
part from them with anguish. Hut age, ad-

\ ant ing with decennial strides, renders it u<

sarv to change the cast in the majority of cases.

Hut no one surrenders a Leading f6U without

tears. The chief parts among the women are

the Madonna and the Magdalen. Among the

men, Christ, Peter, John, Judas, Caiaphas,

Annas, Nathaniel, Pilate, and Herod.

The manner of their selei tion is in this wise.

Ludwi^ Lang, the director, explains to the

committee the necessary qualifications for eac*h

of the roles to be allocated. Needless to say

this is more or less a formal business. Every
member of the committee from his youth up has

been familiar with the indispensable requisites

for each personation. Boys are prospective

Apostles and skirls prospective Madonnas and
Magdalens before they reach their teens. Hut

at Oberammergau everything must be done
decently and in order. \> soon as the director

has finished, the members of the committee

hand in written nomination-. I a h of these is

taken in turn, discussed, and voted upon by
so ret ballot. It needed five meetings of the

committee before the sixty-live leading speak-

ing performers were provisionally selected and
all was ready for the final vote.

On October 12, 1009, the committee assem-
bled at eight in the morning at the Rathhau>.

They then attended High Mass in the parish

church, and returned to the council chamber to

dec ide who was to be who in the play.

The nominations were taken seriatim. Alxjut

some there was little or no discussion, Others

gave rise to prolonged debate; but at the end
the matter went to the vote, each member
dropping a white or black ball into the urn as

each candidate came up for decision. The
balls were counted, and from that ballot there

was no appeal. Three months later under-

studies are selected, but of these one hear-

nothing.

The parts being allocated. Director LanL,r

proceeds to design the costume, which his

>i>ter Josepha, an old lady of seventy-seven,

cuts out and makes up with the assistance of

the skirls of the village. Mr. Kan^ designed

all the six hundred costumes worn this year.

Most of the materials were ordered from Paris,

Berlin, and Munich; but some of the stuff had
to be procured in Jerusalem and in Damascus.
Considering the effect produced and the num
ber of the performers, the sum of $5000 paid

\
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for material seems very small. The parts

are formally allotted to the performers on

December 8 and 12, when each one has to

sign a cast-iron contract pledging himself to

unconditional obedience on pain of instant

dismissal.

At the beginning of the year undress re-

hearsals begin, and are continued nearly every

night either at the Rathhaus or at the rehearsal

theater over the way. Xo festivities, no car-

nivals, no public weddings are allowed in

Oberammergau from January to September in

the Passion Play year. The first music re-

hearsal in the Passion Play Theater took place

on March 13, when the snow had to be shoveled

off the stage to make room for the chorus. The
first complete dress rehearsal was given next,

to which all Oberammergauers were free to

attend. The rehearsal for the press took place

on May 11, and the first public performance on
the 16th. There are seven performances in

July, nine in August, and five in September.

As the demand for seats is so great it is prob-

able that the number of these performances

will be doubled.

The committee had spent up to January last

DO leasthan $; 75,000 preparing to accommodate
the multitude which is even now concentrating

JOHN ( \l HO I) fill- HI l\c.)

from the four quarters of the world upon this

Bavarian village. In iqoo, 220,000 persons

visited Oberammergau, which in that year had
only }2oo beds and cou< lies, supplemented by

1500 straw mattresses for use in barns. Now
Oberammergau rejoices in the possession of

. spare beds, and all wholesale lodgings are

forbidden. \ol more than three beds may be

placed even in the largest mom.
Oberammergau is trimmed up a bit, but it

ill, a- it was of old, a pro ious reli. of the

Middle Ages, in which a whole communit) re

gard it as a religious duty to look a-> like the

Ipostles and theircontemporaries as the knowl
of the historian and the I ill of the artist

. aii enable them to do. it i. nut merelj the

and women of our Lord' pa ion who
1 in lh< in ami \l.i I. \dam

and I <\ \! ' iinl I 1 a< , and |a< ob and
'

•

thing of \I1.1 11. 1 11 and \ .1 hti

and I
• -ihi-r. Naboth and Job, Micaiah and

\hal. m fa. t, there arc n'>t m.in\ notable In

the Old TcHlamcnl who do not ii"m<
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PONTIUS PILATE AND THfc". IK:

in the tableaux in the Passion Theater. The
long hair of the men—when the play is over the

hair in the village barber's shop covers the

floor to a height of two feet— is only the out-

ward and visible sign of the fact that they are

all living into their parts all day long. I do not

say that Judas, Cain, and various other sons

of Belial live up to the high level of their sinful

prototypes. Hut the glamor of the Passion

Play is over them all. There is a certain pro-

consular dignity al>out the Pur<r<>ma>ter Pilate.

^al note about King Herod, and ther<.

much greater resemblance between the Twelve
Apostles of Oberammenzau and the disciples of

the Master than there is between the fishermen

of Galilee and the Popes, the prelate-, and the

priests who pride themselves ujxm their apos-

tolical succession.

WION LANG VUl'H 1115 Vl'IKE AND eHIIDKIN
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who was the presiding officer at the Ijum linburgh I een closely
*rk amor m from Cornell in i^v^ He baa been the

n the extension of the \

t the wor is.ooo student) and teachers
i him mi touch with mis

Mr Mot i the degree • >i I.I. I ) >

THE EDINBURGH CONFERENCE:
A FORWARD LOOK

!!Y ( II VRLES H. FAHS

|. I of tli.- ten with one another, Thia conviction was ex

in (oiinn |.n-- r.| iii ill.- rejjorta of practically all th<-

with tin Word! M I'.nun; >,ii having been

il.ur^h on June i
. trly tw< I ia< l>

through .ill mi bout twenty experts on

A-r ih.it tl I (he particular phase of the mi ionarj problem
iili .'. In. h it 1 1 .1 • I t<j intel u.ilioii.il in

.in I. .ni.l .. ii. all) the ••• hole
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world as its fu-ld of investigation. One com-

mission \\;>s on "Carrying the Gospel to all

the Non-Christian World"; its correspondents

numbered upwards of 500. Another commis-

sion was on "The Church in the Mission

Field," and one typewritten set of copies of the

replies to its questionaires received from mis-

sionaries throughout the world made a pile

several feet in thickness. Another commission

was on "Education in Relation to the Chris-

tiani/.ation of National Life." A fourth was on

"The Message of Christianity to the Non-
Christian Religions." A tilth was on "Mis-
sions in Relation to Governments." A sixth

was on "The Home Base." A seventh was on
"The Preparation of Missionaries." Prac-

tically all of these commissions gave it as their

conviction as a result of their investigations

that the time had come for more of federated

effort and a greater development of unity. In

view of such a consensus of opinion it might

have been expected that Commission Eight,

that on "Cooperation and the Promotion of

Unity," should have brought in the strongest

possible finding on the subject This was none

other than that the World Missionary Confer-

ence should perpetuate itself through a Con-

tinuation Committee. The functions that the

Commission on Cooperation and the Promo-
tion of Unity proposed for this Continuation

Committee were the following:

(1) To maintain in prominence the idea of the
World Missionary Conference as a means of

coordinating missionary work, of laying sound
lines tor future development, and of generat-

ing and claiming by corporate action fresh

Mores of spiritual force for the evangelization of

the world.

(2) To finish any further investigations, or any
formulation of the results of investigations, which
may remain after tin- World Missionary Confer-
ence is over, and may be referred to it.

i ;i Id consider when a further World Mission-
ary Conference is desirable, and to make the initial

preparations.

141 To devise plans for maintaining the inter-

course which the World Missionary ("(inference

has stimulated between di Keren t bodies of workers,

e.g., by literature, or by a s\ stem <>t correspondence
and mutual report, or the like.

(5) To place its services at the disposal of the

home boards in any steps 'w hieh they may lie led to

lake (in accordance with the recommendation of

more than one commission) towards closer mutual
counsel and practical cooperation.

on I o confer w ith the BOcieties and hoards as to

the besl method of working towards the formation
<>l -in h .1 permanent international missionary com-
mittee as i- suggested by the commissions of the

conference and bj various missionary bodies apart

from the confer* 1

(7) To take bu< h steps as may seem desirable to

carry out, b) the formation of special committees
or otherwise, anj pra< ti< al suggestions made in the

reports oi the commissions.

The motion for the adoption of the resolution

providing for the appointment oi this commit-
tee was passed by the conference of 1200 dele-

gates—500 from the missionary societies hav-

ing headquarters in the United States and
Canada, 500 from the so. ieties with headquar-
ters in Great Britain, and 200 from the socie-

ties with headquarters on the Continent of

Europe, in South Africa, and in Australasia,

representing in all about 100 organizations

—

without a dissenting vote. The mis-ion

boards of Protestant Christendom have found

a way, therefore, to work as a unit in respa t to

certain lines of development.

The Continuation Committee met during the

two days immediately following the confer-

ence, and elected Dr. John R. Mott as chair-

man, and Dr. Eugene Stock and Dr. Julius

Richter as vice-chairmen. Mr. Newton W.
Rowell, K.C., of Toronto, was appointed t:

urer. It was decided that these four officers,

together with Sir Andrew Fra-er, the Rev. R.

Wardlaw Thompson, D.D.. the Rev. Arthur J.

Brown, D.D.. the Rev. Jas, L. Barton, D.D.,

and Count Moltke should form the executive

committee. The Continuation Committee ap-

pointed Mr. J. H. Oldham as its secretary, and
invited him to devote his whole time to this work.

Immediate steps are to be taken towards

conferring with the missionary so< ieties in

Europe and America concerning the possibility

of bringing into existence a body which tan

serve as a medium of communication between

missionary societies and governments in mat-

ters affecting the common interests of different

missions working in a particular area. The
committee purposes to carry still further cer-

tain investigations begun by the commissions

of the conference and to undertake still other

investigations which the proceedings oi the

conference indicate to be necessary. To this

end nine special committees, having for chair-

men members of the Continuation Committee,

have beet 1
, appointed to investigate and report

on various subjects, including:

1. Unoccupied fields.

2. The creation of a board nf study with n

eme to the training of missionarii

The development of training schools i^r mis-

sionaries.

4. Christian education in the mission field.

5. Christian literature.

! uniformity in statistie.il

returns.

7. The appointment of an international commit-
• itiri-ts In draw up a brief statement ot o

ni/ed principles underlying the relations ol mis-

sions tn govenuni
s

1 he besl nn 1 curing a larger place fur

missionary information in the s,-eular pn

9. rhe advisability of publishing in whole or in
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part the evidence received by the commission on
the missionary message.

Mr. John R. Mott, chairman of this Continu-

ation Committee, was chairman of the world

conference during all debates, and also chair-

man of Commission One, that on "Carrying

the Gospel to all the non-Christian World"
which made perhaps the most elaborate re-

port of all to the World Conference. The
commission included—as an integral part of

that report, a Statistical Atlas of Christian

Missions, indicating by statistical tables and by

elaborate maps the present staff, work, and dis-

tribution of the missionary forces of Christen-

dom, including the Protestant, Roman Catho-

lic, and Russian Orthodox Churches. The
London Times said editorially at the close of

the World Conference that it "seemed to have

i rnu> h to the remarkable personality of

the young American whom public opinion des-

ignated to the chair. Mr. John R. Mott is

henceforth to be recognized as a born master of

assemblies. Himself the product of Cornell

University, he has learned to know men and to

be known in almost ever}- academic center in

the world." Mr. Mott, by his election to the

chairmanship of the Continuation Committee,
now comes into a premier position with respect

to all the Protestant world, so far as the promo-
tion of federative movements and enterprises

is concerned. Mr. Mott's appraisal of the

World Conference, given before a group of

leading laymen of the Scottish Churches just

after the delegates had begun their homeward
journeys, was: " The conference has created an
atmosphere, an attitude, a tendency, a spirit, a

Christlike disposition, a Christlike willingness

and determination to discover die will of God
and to do it together."

THE CITY ROOF GARDEN
BY FRANCIS ARNOLD COLLINS

'""pHI". long-neglected roof space of a variety equal to several degrees of latitude. The roof

of buildings, both private and institu- garden i> a welcome oasis in the desert of city

tional, is being turned to good account. For roofs.

all the congestion of the cities the most attrac- During the present summer seven roof gar-

Soor, for more than half the year, is the dens have been thrown open to the public atop

• u-«-d. By dimbing a few Additional feet the New York public libraries. A considerable

>f air and outlook may be gained space has been tinted over and the sides

J/1 \, MM III) Itl Mill Ol < III! L
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ONE OF THE ROOF GARDENS OF THE NFW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY SYSTI \l

o\l oi Mil. I AMIION \Bl I. IKvni rix)F CARDENS OF M w lORK
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AN APARTMENT-HOUSE ROOF GARDEN
^ecn (in the

screened with shrubl>ery and vines. Books
are < arried uj> from the lower floors by electric

The su' the library roof has

tantaneou-, and plans looking to util-

izing the r><"t\ of half a hundred similar build-

ire under way.

The settlement worker-. <>f the slums (ount

their roof-garde their mo^t valuable

asset is completely enclosed with
wire netting, and ba-eball diamonds or ba

bill even tennis (ourts, are laid out.

int demand tl

!. 'I he < •• • mi i to < la-M--,

• rk, to folk liil-

-I other >1 fcatun

Al, -.1 buildings in

th roof often

I in and
• ith amootb tile I rn in the dead of

<• willii

- im<- idea h i \»>r

i of the modi I

'

I

manent furniture, su< I) as pergolas and stone

lies, are added. Several of the new apart-

ment houses also set aside this roof spate for the

convenient e of tenants.

The hotels have doubtless (arried this idea

further than any other i lass of buildings. ( >ne

Xew York hotel has lifted a bewildering group
of gardens skyward, where 5000 people may

ccommodated. There are great open-air

dining room-, or' hestras, promenades, avairies,

balco ides, suggesting the inevit-

able comparison with the Hanging Gardens of

Babylon.

The office building ha been <|uiik to adopt

. nt of installing open
air restaurants, lor the tenants below with

rapid elevator ronnci lions ii i- the nexl thin

eating under thi \\ ithin a minute
of their oiTkc d< may find better air and
probably an extended \ water and open

< ounl

novel t
j

the i'li .1 I. m idel)

join in V ol I linn

• In -I feci -.sill oi iiti. u ni
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atmosphere and a sense of remoteness from city

streets equal to a journey of as many miles.

Suggestions are already heard that churches

might avoid the necessity of closing in the sum-

mer months by borrowing this idea, and it seems

\ cry probable that in a few years we may attend

sen i< es not inappropriately under the open >ky.

The private roof gardens, where the family

may escape into the open air, have been sur-

prisingly slow in appearing. They are simple

to construct, easy of access, and afford perfect

privacy. The idea is rapidly gaining favor.

The sides of the roofs are usually enclosed with

vines or potted plants, a shelter is raised against

the >un, and hammocks are swung. A special

bedstead is supplied with curtained sides, like

those of our forefathers, to lend privacy to this

open-air sleeping.

Nowhere is the roof garden so welcome-
however, as in the city hospital-. Several su. h

wards are in common use in New York
throughout the year. In winter, no less than in

summer, the open-air treatment is often invalu-

able. The>e roofs have been visited by repre-

sentatives of many hospitals throughout the

country and their plan> are being closely

imitated.

The tuberculosis roof camp is a laterdevelop-

ment. Sufferers from the malady, especially

in its earlier form-, are invited to spend the day
in these camps, where they receive medical
attention and are fed free of cost Several of

these roof gardens are crowded throughout the

year, and hundreds of lives have been saved by
this reclaiming of a small fraction of our waste
roof spai e

A BASEBALL Hill) Alol I



PROFESSOR GEORGE E. HALE

(The distinguished American astronomer an<I astrophysicist, director of the Mount Wilson Solar Observatory of the

Carnegie Institution. His notable discoveries include an explanation of the - which solves the problem that has

baffled astronomers since the days of Galileo. The uni'jue equipment of thU • ry is described below.)

THK SOLAR OBSERVATORY
OX MOUNT WILSON

BY HERBERT T. WADE

\\ *
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and dim t<>r. Graduating from the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology in 1890, he

1 some time in astronomical research and

observation at the Harvard Observatory under
I . < . Pickering, and it was here that he

first tried the spectroheliograph, an instrument

of hi- own design that later w .1- to furnish such

li rful information about the sun's surface.

The apparatus had been devised by him at

the Kenwood Observatory, Chic small

astronomical observatory provided by his

r to fa< ilitate the young astronomer's early

observations, which long had been made with

simple or home-made instrument-.

The success of the spectroheliograph and
other investigations supplemented by studies

in Europe early brought Hale the favorable

notice of astronomers. After learning that

there were in existence disks of glass suitable f< >r

the lenses of a teles< ope greater than any previ-

ously constructed, he became specially inter-

ested in the foundation of an adequate observa-

tory for die University of Chicago. The result

of his activity and interest was that the late Mr.

Yerkes agreed in 1892 to provide such a tele-

si ope and observatory, and Professor Hale was

entrusted with the design of the observatory

and the direction of it- work, holding in the

meantime the chair of astrophysics in the Uni-

versity of Chicago. Often, even to scientific

men, a large plant and unusual in>truments

prove an embarrassment, hut such was not the

with either thegreat Yerkes teles r the

observatory at William- Bay, and immediately
astronomical progress and discovery made
possible by its increased facilities follov

The progress of the various in\

confirmed Professor Hale's belief in the im-

port a: e of solar studies a- his work with -

nil and spectroheliograph went forward,

iw that great advances might he antici-

pated if instruments of new type at

r. so designed as to permit >un and -

to he studied by laboratory method-, could be

provided at some unu-ually favorable

Already at the Yerkes Obs
had become extended and widened, especially

with the SU( the new instruments, not-

ably the spectroheliograph, and the excellent

work of the 40-inch refractor.

Gradually the problem shaped it-elf into

eventually securintj material for the study of

stellar evolution, bearing in mind, as Profi

Hale has expressed it. that the sun i-

comparable in almost every respe t with many
other Mar- in the heavens but pla

the earth that all of the phenomena of it- sur-

and atmosphere can be studied with facil-

ity. ( )r. expressing the converse of this pr
sition, the more distant stars are really suns

which may be either older or younger in their

development than the great central body of the

solar system, ami gaining some knowledg

them in connection with the sun we may be

till >\oa HORIZONTAl III* MOUN1 Wl LAR OBJ TORY

(The 1
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A WINTER SCENE ON MOUNT WILSON

(The house of the horizontal telescope covered by snow)

able to trace the evolution of worlds. The
scheme for a solar observatory as it was formu-

lated by I >r Hale « ompri-L-d : solar in-

ribute toward our knowl-

of the sun both as a typi< al star and a~ the

ral body of the -olar system^ (2> photo-

hic an«i ;>\> studies of the

and nebulae tearing directly upon their phys-

iture ith reference to. their

lopment; f;i laboratory investigations

the interpretation of solar and Cellar

I thus

-. it i ould be constru

ed primarily for solar reaean b,

though the term " -<.lar o

I

,!<1 be

of the Carnegie Institution, of which Professor

Hale was a member, and a general outline of

operations was formulated. The first essential

the mountain site for the observatory,

and astronomers made examinations of many
available stations where altitude, atmospheric

conditions, and geographical position might

prove satisfactory. From temporary stations

or permanent observatories the observing con-

ditions in various parts of California, Arizona,

and even Australia were tested, with the hope of

finding some point where in addition to the

clear ured by a high altitude there would
•iitinued fair weather with transparent sky.

5 particularly requisite for solar work,
as the plan of campaign involved continuous

ith daily obsen al

from da

i l.i- noted, and where l»>di nighl and day

ition.

d to eliminate as mui h

f dust, lo I .

But mere
dcra

nlinuou -
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slopes should be covered with foliage, and this a trail now developed into a substantial moun-
of course precluded an altitude above timber tain road leads to the summit, a distanci

line. Gradually, by a process of elimination, <d miles furthi

the choice narrowed to southern California. The vi-iior to the Mount Wilson Ol -

where fewer clouds, a steady barometer, and tory unacquainted with modern astronomy and
winds of very low velocity characterized a cli- astrophysics mu-t be prepared for new experi-

mate thai was marked by an extended period of ences when he lo out this unique in>titu-

fair weather following a rainy - tion with its extraordinary equipment. Bear-

The < hoi. e fell upon Mount Wilson, and in ing in mind the ureat n

1004 a long lease of the summit with the riiihi- the Lick and Yerkes observatories, familiar to

of approach - secured. Mount Wilson is the layman from photographs, he will look in

one of the heights of the Sierra Madre Moun- vain for instrumi buildings of the ordi-

tains eet above sea-level, and is situated nary type. In fact, he will he surprised to 1

in north latitude j ; 1
;' 26*. and in west longi- that the fir>t permanent, and even now one of

rude 118 $' ;o". The construction and equip- the m<>-t important tel of the Mount
ment of the various buildi gs .1 at Wilson Observatory, ionary and is

once, and the climatic and other conditions housed in a long iron and canvas covering, and
were found to be all that was claimed or de- i- mounted on massive masonry, independent

sired. In the near vicinity were the cities pier-, rising out of the mountain. In other

of Pasadena and Los Angeles, with their words, the telescope is fixed and horizontal, and,

available supplies and foundries where castings instead of pointing it at the sun or any other

could l>e obtained for the observatory instru- heavenly body, we mu>t employ a mirror and
ment shop. From here communication could reflect the light from tin rva-

be had with the entire world, and the astrono- tion into the tele-, ope. This id< iir>t

mer>. while sufficiently isolated, were in no way suggested by Leon Poucault, the Fren< h phys-

cut off from urban advantag u ist, and has figured extensively in eclipse and

From the very beginning the buildings at the solar photography. It cons -cniially of

summit were designed and constructed exclu- using a siderostat, or movable plane mirror

sively for scientific work, that is. to house the driven by clockwork and revolvi g e in

apparatus and afford temporary accommoda- every twenty-four hours on an axis parallel to

tion for the observers and their necessary asso- the axis of the earth, or a line connecting the

dates and attendants. The bi lemoun- north and south p. that it will always

tain is but 6\ miles from Pasadena, and thence face the sun and so move as to reflect it< light to

•e lens or >, on< ave

mirror mounted in some 1

ient position.

This arrangement origi-

nally presented several diffi-

culties, which, however, h.

been largdy obviated by the

I where a

movable plane mirror re-

vol in forty-eight

hours and 1
to

d but fixed plane mir-

ror, whence it i> reflected

into the proper.

v the -

furnished by a td de-

ds upon it length,

which in turn

the cur if the l<

or mirror, while the bright-

ly the i; ids

upon the angl are

..r the diameter, that

a. ity for gathering

of light. With a t.

the usual type.

I 111 -
! \l \\M SECOND MIRROR OF THE SNOW

HORIZONTAI til ES< OPE
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( )7

THE VERTICAL AND HoRIZuN I AL TELESCOPES

(Two unique instruments of the Mount Wilson Solar Observatory. In the vertical telescope thi t at

the top of the tower reflects the beam of light vertically to the spectroscopic apparatus below)

length, and especially a refractor, or one where
a lens forms the image, the mounting and
the mechanism to impart motion to a lens of

sufficient -Lzc bccooB erious problem, with

.eering difficulties aln _;reat as the

optical considerations. Furthermore, when it

ared to use in < onnection with the tdesi ope
•us photographs or spectroscopic devices

the problem is even more complicated. With
the fixed horizontal telescope '

imculties

part avoid*

Tin f the horizontal 1. 1.-

raphy early led

i>v>r H this

for th« t<»rv, and fun<!

that pur; re duly provided 1a \I

built at the
; -

c; v. r

mcfi'

the

I

of 145 feet focal length and gives a solar image
16 inches in diameter on which minute details

may be studied with facility. The illustration

shows the general appearance of the instrument
with it> protective coverings, and attention must

be dire ted to the complete ventilation whereby
the entire instrument is maintained at nearly

the temperature of the outside air, though the

dire* t heat of the sun is kept off. The Image
of the sun thus furnished is available for further

study. >u< h as th<- investigation of the spec trum
of one of the sun-spots or Ea< ulae, or the com-
parison of spo tra -ecu in different parts*of the

disk. Employing a spa trograph, whi< h,

hlretheother parts of the apparatus, is mounted
on a pier, the spei trum produi ed by the di

• if the light by a train of prisms or a

led on a photographii pi ite

with all 1

1 ompari

\\ illi t!

the hands of 1 or 1 laic

I

rum
1 p nt ol

ill!
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caused to move form. The framework of the tower is founded
across the first slit, firmly in the solid rock and a vertical chamber
and the photographic 30 feet deep is ex< avated in the ground so as to

plate at the proper provide a constant temperature for the mirrors,
distance behind the gratings, prism-, and other spectroscopti
se< <>n<l plate is < aused jum
to move in unison \ novel telescope that
with it, or in actual arrangements for the construction of a

practice, as bas been larger instrument, comprising
found most conve- feet above the ground, were made, ami it i- now
nient, the image and nearing completion. This instrument
plate remains sta- all of sential features of the smaller t<

tionary and the slit telescope, but is designed 1

system moves. The protection from the wind, which i- the only
result is that a pho- source of vibration. Accordingly, the tower was
tograpfa can be made ere. ted w ith a second or en< losii hi, h
oi the surface of the was mounted on independent foundati
sun in li.^ht of a does not touch the inner tower at any point
single color or wave The outer tower carrii _ the
length and appropri- instruments, which are mounted on the in-

ate to some element, terior structure, and al nail electric ele-

as, lor example, one vator giving to the platform. The well
of the lines of eal- beneath the tower i et in depth and 10
cium or hydrogen, feet in inside diameter, with concrete walls.

With this device at With this new telescope a combined spectro-

the Kenwood ( >l>ser- urraph and spectroheliograph, much more
|

vatory Professor Hale erful than any previously constructed, i- tobe
was first al ile to photo- used.

graph the wonderful These instruments are especially for solar

solar prominences or research, but in the study of stellar evolution,

stupendous clouds of as we have seen, other sun> than the 01

incandescent vapors near and familiar must he taken into consid-

which previously had eration. and accordingly we need a tele*

been photographed great light-gathering power to bring near to us
only at the time of the distant stars and nebulae and enable US to

solar eclipses when study their spectra. Fortunately it i- quite
the moon entirely covered the disk of the sun. possible to construct reflecting teles huh

li the horizontal teles< o]

i- at \ ariance with the lay-

man's idea of an instrument

to study the heavens, what
will he' think of still another

I lass oi telesi opes mounted
on lofty spider-legged towers,

of which the only existing

mples -land on Mount
Wilson ? These are tin- 1

ti' al teles >•. hi) h I

perieni e v. ith the horizontal

instrument showed might
prove advantageous. For
the first of these a tower of

1 65 feet in height v

( onstnu ted, with a platform
on top where the ccelostal

mOUl • that the

beam of light v >~ re Y> ted

vertit ally downward through

9 lens at or mar the plat m , , , x , , (H)I SPECTROHELIOCRAPH OF IHI SNOW TELE5<
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glass 60 inches in diameter, 8

inches in thickness, and weigh-

ing one ton, was secured from
the French Plate Glass Works
at St. Gobain, and the task of

grinding and polishing was
tinallv completed at the large

instrument and optical shop of

the Solar Observatory in 1908.

Such a disk of glass is of course

only a foundation for the actual

reflecting surface, which is a

film of polished silver deposited

on it. The construction of the

heavier parts of the mounting
for this great mirror was under-

taken by the Union Iron Works
of San Francisco, the builders

of battleships for the United

States Government, after

designs prepared by Professor

Ritchey, but all of the smaller

and more delicate parts were

built in the observatory instru-

ment shop. This 60-inch reflec-

tor is housed in a dome of

special design with a massive

are mudi better adapted for this purpose than foundation for the telescope and an under-

even the most jxnverful refractors. ground chamber for spectroscopic work.

Improvements in the construction of refract- When it had been finally installed in the

ing telescopes led to a diminished use of reflec- observatory, as shown in the accompanying

yet during recent years some notable ex- illustration, and was ready for work, in Decem-
amples have been constructed, and when the ber, 1908, mirror and mounting were tested and
late Prof. James K. Keeler assumed the direc- thenew instrument straightwaywas put in cona-

tion of the Lick Observatory, haxievoted him- mission. Since it was the Largest photographic

self to the photography of the nebulae, using the telescope in the world, interest naturally at-

r of that institution. He tached to its performance. P>oih optically

1 wonderful suo 1

in thn work, obtaining some
the

i( h indi* ated their

! fhara<t<-r and 1

ma' B) rk and
t of Pro!.--/,r Ritcl

lh a 2-foot p
• h i-

DOME OF THE 60-INCH REFLECTING TELESCOPE ON THE
SUMMIT OF MOUNT WILSON

•

1
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SOLAR PROMINENCES 85,000 MILES HIGH

(P!v ith the Snow '! and five-foot -j<eetrohelionr

A:,

disk, and a ioo-imh grinding

machine ha> been built at

so that the new
telescope seems assured.

In the whole scheme of the

Solar ( Observatory the impor-

physical methods
figured promi-

nently, and in fad in what
has been termed the

"

Astronomy" the labon
the physicist are< onspicuous.

Thus, astrophysi om-
bihation of the two branches

of -< ience, and ter ex-

ample of its twentieth-cen-

tury application tan !>e found

than at Mount Wilson. The
elements in -un

and star- revealed in their

spectra now ha- reached a

and mechanically it was pronounced most satis- point where the conditions under which
factory, and no difficulties were experienced these element- occur must be investigated.

from flexure, imperfect driving, or from other Accordingly, photographs made of solar or

causes which are so often encountered in large stellar spectra with telescope and spectro-

telescopes. The figure of the mirror, which graph must be compared with photographs
had Keen worked to a true parabolic shape with of spectra produi ed in the laboratory, where the

infinite pains by Professor Ritchey, was found conditions of production are known and may be
essentially perfect, while the supporting system controlled. And for that reason a physical

worked most satisfat torily and was so firm and laboratory in < lose conne* tion with the ob-erva-

iive that the hum- 5-foot disc was not «!i.— tory is not merely a convenience but a necessity

torted whatever the position of the tele-cope, for modern astrophysical investigation, such as

Successful in every respe< t, the instrument was that carried on at the summit of this California

at once put into use and a series oi beautiful mountain. Thu-. if a study i- being mac
photographs of the nebuke \ ured, as the iron lines in the solar spectrum it is possible

well as spectrograms of distant stars, for which to compare it simultaneously with th<

the tele-tope was used in connection with a of iron in the electric furnace or from th<

troscope and a photographic camera. The between iron electrodes: Indeed, many im-

images of stars, planets, and nebula- on a clear portant investigations can be carried on in this

night are excellent, those of the stars being laboratory, the prime purpose of which,

very -harp and small, while the nebulae -how however, is to permit >olar and stellar phe-

a wealth of detail. The greal Nebula in nomena to lie experimentally imital

Orion and other nebuke appear with extra- then interpreted.

ordinary variety of detail, while globular star On the top of the mountain th< re is

clusters are brought out by the great li.u'ht- maintained a station of the Astrophys

gathering power of the instrument, jervatory of the Smithsonian Institution. Here

an enormous number of individual stars are the solar em rth i- m
made visible. ured and recorded by bolometer and p\ rhelio-

mplete as is the s die 60-inch meter, just as al Washingti

. it is of particular significance in new tion with the solar data material i col-

of the attempt to achieve a corresponding in- lected forth* iter-

crease with a telescope 100 inches in diameter, e-tin^ probli ally th

for which Mr. John D. Hooker, limatic conditio irth. Likev

presented to the Carnegie Institution S45.000 there i- maintai

for the purchase of a di tnd its work- servatory a small m servatory where

ing into ave mirror. The French glass- \ iriations in terrestrial magnetism are r

maker- have been put on their mettle, and after by automatic in-trumc \ . all of these

ral unsuccessful attempt- have m. problems, solar, terrestrial, and magnetic, arc

tial preparations for the making oi a sui ly related, and for their stu .tinuous
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record is maintained. Thus a large sun-

spot is seen and photographed; the amount
of soiar radiation recorded at this time

may vary materially from the normal, as

may also magnetic conditions, possibly to

the extent of the occurrence of a so-called

magnetic storm. All the phenomena, accor-

dingly, are recorded simultaneously and

may be studied in connection with other

data. Various shops, dwellings, and subor-

dinate buildings are also placed at the sum-

mit of Mount Wilson, as well as an astro-

physical museum where the more striking and

interesting photographs are available for the

inspection of visit'

The plant below in the valley at Pasadena is

hardly of secondary interest to the observatory

itself. Here are the headquarters of the

director, the administrative offices and the

computing division, in addition to the large

physical laboratory and the instrument shops.

The study and measuring of the photographic

plates can be done quite as well away from the

observing station on the mountain, and the

members of the Computing Division reside

[>ermanently in Pasadena. The members of

the observatory staff also have their homes in

i idena, from which they go up to the summit
for their tours of duty or for special observa-

tions. There is maintained a computing >tatT

of expert worker- to measure plates and reduce
- under the direction of Prof'

Scares, a num' ipticians and mechani-

cians, a rch investigators under

the direction of Dr. K ipQdntendent of

the main physii al laboratory where spectro-

nd other relat< under-

The equipment
op and

I laboratory i-

thai

and

mit. It that the

study of tb<

brought into play in the study of the spectra

of metals.

With this elaborate observatory and adjuncts.

in hardly more than six years an organization

of astronomers and astrophysicists has been
effected for the prosecution of solar research,

an instrumental equipment unexcelled for its

purpose has been assembled, and more
has been learned of the nature of the sun

than has ever been forthcoming from any
single observatory.

As a result of observations with the spectro-

heliograph and after a systematic investigation

of the spectra of the sun-spots, it was found
that they were electric vortices and that mag-
netic fields were produced by the rapid revo-

lution of electrically charged particles. The
motion of the sun, especially its rotation at dif-

ferent levels of its atmosphere, the motion of

the sun-spots, the formation and motion of

clouds of vapor or "flocculi" above the -un's

surface, the nature of the "faculae" or bright

spots, all have been fully investigated. When
the areas of the calcium "flocculi" are meas-

ured on the spectroheliograph plates there

is obtained an index to solar activity which,

when compared by Dr. Bauer with the records

of the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism of

the Carnegie Institution, was found to bear a

relation to the variation of the earth's magnetic

intensity. Another interesting achievement
the discovery by Professor Hale and Mr.

Adams that with the 30-foot spectroheliograph

of the tower tele-cope the "flash" spectrum

could be photographed without a solar eclipse.

The flash spectrum, like the solar prominem es,

is observed ordinarily onlv at times of solar

of thi

rum ur.

I

1 1 li

o I
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INTERIOR OF THE PHYSICAL LABORATORY AT PASADEN \

end of vertical sjk . an I magnet used in in effect. Electr:

furnaces, pressure pump;, an.l electro-maune: ..table for

eclipses when the moon cuts off the main disk

or photosphere.

When an [8-foot spe< trograph was used with

the 6o-inch reflector some interesting photo-

graphs were made by Mr. Adams and Mr.

Babcock of stellar spectra sufficiently targe to

permit of study of physical conditions. The
first definite result was the determination of

the pressure in the atmosphere of Arctururs,

a yellow sun or first magnitude star with

a light power equal to about 230 SU< h

>un> as our-, and distant 43 light years

250,000,000,000,000 mile-. The 60-inch re-

lict tor used photographic ally, has also revealed

in the nebulae and -tar 1 lusters an enormous
amount of detail hitherto unrecorded, while to

the eye of an observer the globular -tar clusters

appear at least three times ;:- large in diam-

eter as in the largest refrai tor-, whilemany times

a- many stars may In- counted. The 60-inch

instrument ha- also been found particularly

useful in an investigation by Prof. J. C I

teyn, of the University of Groningen, who has

been studying the reduction oi the intensity of

the light of distant -tar- by an absorbing me-

dium. Professor Kapteyn, who i- one of the

foremost authorities on the distribution of the

stars and the structure of the stellar universe,

is one of tin- resean h assot iates of the Sola;

iervatory, spending each year several w

lounl Wilson The preliminary results

is investigations, while not final, are

tirmatory of his theory, which promises to

have a most important hearing on modern
astronomy. Other Ameriean and foreign

astronomers, in one capacity or another, have

worked at Mount Wilson, and have aided

Professor Hale and hi- associates in their

many activities.

At the time of the St. Louis Exposition, in

1904, at the suggestion oi Professor Hale, an

International Union for Solar Research was

formed by the visiting astronomer-, in order to

secure 1 ooperation and decide on the most l

live plans of work. Successful meetings were

held at ( Oxford in 1005 and at Meudon in iqo;,

and this year the astronomers are to make their

pilgrimage to Mount Wilson. In this gather-

ill he included a number oi the world's

greatest astronomers and ph; ,fromwhom
appreciation and friendly criticism of the work

of the Solar Observatory will doubt!

fresh impetus to its < On the other hand,

the 1 and the experiences of the visiting

scientists will act to advance solar research in

their own ol ties and universities. It i>

indeed a feeling of intense gratification for

Americans to realize that in one branch at

of original scientific investigation

rch the United I the

head, an.l that 1 imical discoveri

. aw rank with the notable work of

Professor Hale and the Mount Wilson Solar

v.itorv.



FEWER AND BETTER DOCTORS
A Plan for the Reconstruction of American Medical Education 1

BY ABRAHAM FLEXXER
[Complaints of the low standards of medical education in this country have been common enough

in the past, but not until the Carnegie Foundation completed its nation-wide survey of conditions
did we have a body of data sufficiently exact to form the basis of any scientific attempt at reconstruc-

tion. That investigation, conducted by Dr. Abraham Flexner, has clearly shown, in the opinion of

President Henry 6. Pritchett. that there has been for many years an enormous over-production of

ill-trained doctors, and that instead of the 155 schools of medicine now existing one-fifth of the num-
ber, properly supported and distributed, can produce all the physicians required, much belter trained

than they can now be in schools commercially managed and dependent on fees for support. Dr.
Flexner, in the report recently published, not only points out the weak spots in American medical
education, but makes practical suggestion? for improvement. Following is that part of his report

which outlines a scheme of reconstruction for the United States and Canada.

—

The EDITOR.]

TPHF necessity of reconstructing our meth- develop of which we here take no account. As
A ods and system of medical education is we cannot foretell them, we shall not endeavor

apparent from whatever point of view the sub- to meet them. Certain it is that they will be

ject may be approached. We already possess most effectively handled if they crop up freely

something like three times as many doctors as in an unencumbered field. It is therefore

the country needs: we are producing between highly undesirable that superfluous >chools

two and three times as many doctors annually now existing be perpetuated in order that a

as the country can assimilate; more than two- subsequent generation may find a means o\

thirds of the medical schools in the United producing its doctors provided in advance.

States lack the financial strength to give an The cost of prolonging life through this inter-

effective education in medicine along modern vening period will be worse than wasted; and
The necessity of a reconstruction that an adequate provision at that moment will be

will at once reduce the number and improve embarrassed by inheritance and tradition. Let
the output of medi may. therefore, the new foundations of that distant epoch enjoy

be taken as conclusively proved. A consid- the advantage oi the Johns Hopkins, starting

erable ploughing off has already occurred. It without handicap at the level of the best knowl-
would have gone further but for the action of edge of its day.

colleges and universities which have by affili-

ucted natu- a effort at read- \ few BASIC I'Riv iim i-

ment. Affiliation is now in the ajr. Medi-
; that have eithi d to prosper, The principles upon which reconstruction

or that h » the imputation would proceed have been established in the

imercial motive, course of this report:

seek to secure their future or t« their A medical school i- properly a university

past ng an academic alliance. Thi tment: it i> mosl favorabl) located in

irticle undertal ity, where the problem of procuring
•ru< tion whi< h maj ini< al material, at on< e abundant and various,

[l ed pra< ti< ally solv< I [em e those univer
thai thai have been lot ated in < ities < an 1

I ii. b<

I :
' . I

:

politi* al

lUl ih. ill

lUth and \\

1 1 im on
ih. 1

1

I
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Columbia, of Arkansas at Fayetteville, of

Kansas at Lawrence, of South Dakota at Ver-

milion; and that experience has taught us

nothing is proved by the recent location of the

State University of Oklahoma at Norman.
Some of these institutions are freed from the

j of undertaking to teach medicine by

an endowed institution better situated; in

other sections the only universities fitted by
tluir large support and their assured scientific

Is to maintain schools of medicine are

handicapped by inferiority of location. We
are not thereby justified in surrendering the

university principle Experience, our own or

that of Germany, prove-, as we have already

pointed out, that the difficulty is not insuper-

able. At relatively greater expense, it is still

feasible to develop a medical school in such an
environment: there is no magnet like reputa-

tion; nothing travels faster than the fame of

a great healer; distance is an obstacle readily

overcome hy those who seek health. The poor

as well as the rich Gnd their way to shrines and
healing springs. The faculty of medicine in

these schools may even turn the defect of situ-

ation to good account; for, freed from distrac-

tion, the medical schools at Iowa City and Ann
Arbor may the more readily cultivate clinical

science. An alternative may indeed be tried

in the shape of a remote department. The
problem in that case is to make university con-

trol real, to impregnate the distant school with

genuine university spirit. The difficulty of the

task may well deter those whose resources arc

scanty or who are under no necessity of engag-

ing in medical teaching. As we need many
universities and but few medical schools, a

long-distance connection is justified only where
there is no local university qualified to assume
responsibility. A third solution -division

—

may, if the position taken in previous chapters

is sound, be disregarded in the final dispo-

sition.

mm v o\l SCHOOL tSSIGNl 1> TO A TOWN

We -hall assign only one school to a sin-

gle town. As a matter oi fact, no American
city now contains more than one well supported

university,
1 and if we find it unnecessary or

impolitic to duplicate local university plant-, it

i- -till less necessary to duplicate medical

schools. The needless expense, the inevitable

shrinkage- of the student body, the difficulty o\

recruiting more- than one faculty, the disturb-

ance due to competition for hospital sen
argue against local duplication. It is some-

slty i-

times contended that competition is stimulat-

ing: Tuft- claim- to have waked up Harvard;
the second Little Rock school did undoubtedly
move the lir-t to spend several hundred dollars

on de-ks and apparatus. Hut competition mav
al-o be demoralizing; the nec< :' finding'

Students constitutes for medical schools which
ought to elevate standards, the main obstacles
to their elevation: witness the attitude of sev-

eral institution- in Boston, New York, Phila-

delphia, Haltimore, and Chicago. Moreover,
local competition is a stimulus far inferior to

the general scientific competition to which all

well equipped, well conducted, and rightly

in.-pired univer-ity department throughout
the civilized world are parties. The English

have experimented with both form-: a -ingle

school in the large provincial town-; a d<

or more in London; and their experience in-

clines them to reduce as far ssible the

number of the London school-. Amalga-
mation has already taken place in certain

American towns: the several schools of Cin-

cinnati, of Indianapolis, and of Louisville have
all recently "merged." This step i>

enough in towns where there is either no uni-

versity or only one university. Where there

are several, as in Chicago, Boston, and
'

York, the problem is more difficult. Ap-
proached in a broad spirit it may, however,

prove not insoluble; cooperation may be

arranged where several institutions all pos

substantial resources; universities of limited

means can retire without loss of prestige,—on
the contrary, the respect in which they are

held must be heightened by any action dic-

tated by conscientious refusal to continue

a work that they are in no position to do well.

LOCAL CONDITIONS EO Bl Kl QA&D1

(4) A reconstruction of medical education

cannot ignore the patent fact that students tend

to study medicine in their own State-. 1 crtainly

in their own sections. In general, therefore,

arrangements ought to be made, a- far .1- 1 on

ditions heretofore mentioned permit, to provide

the recpi: ithin each 1 iiar-

ac (eristic State groups I hi re is I • added

advantage that local conditions are thus ho
and that the general profession is at a variety

of point- penetrated by educative influences.

Orleans, for example, would cultivate

tropica] medk ine; Pittsburg, the occupational

inon in its environment. In re

to output, we may once- more fairly take

existing conditions into account. We ire not

c ailed on to pr«>v ide s» hools enough to keep up
the present ratio \- we should in any case
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hardly be embarrassed for almost a generation

in the matter of supply, we shall do well to pro-

duce no doctors who do not represent an im-

provement upon the present average.

The principles above stated have been en-

tirelv disregarded in America. Medical schools

have been established regardless of need,

regardless of the proximity of competent uni-

versities, regardless of favoring local condi-

tions. An expression of surprise at finding an

irrelevant and superfluous school usually elicits

the reply that the town, being a 'gateway'' or

must of course harbor a ''medical

college." It is not always easy to distinguish

"gateway" and "center'*: a center appears to

be a town poss< r within easy reach of,

say 50.000 persons; a gateway is a town with

at least two railway stations. The same place

may be both,—in which event the argument is

presumably irrefragable. Augusta, Georgia,

Charlotte. North Carolina, and Topeka, Kan-

sas, are "centers," and as such are logical

abodes of medical instruction. Little Rock,

St Joseph, Memphis, Toledo, Buffalo, are

"gateways.'' The argument, so dear to local

pride, can best be refuted by being pursued to

itr, Logic al conclusion. For there are still forty-

eight towns in the United States with over

50.000 population each, and no medical schools:

we are threatened with forty-eight new schools

at on e, if the contention is correct. The
truth is that the fundamental, though of course

nsideration is the university, pro-

vide' ire adequate; and we have,

fortunately, enough universities prop-

erly distributed, every present need

without sound principle.

The German Empire < ontains eighty-four < ities

:o.ooo e u h. ' H it->

•ilv eleven ai

I in them: that is, it pi enty-

thrc< without universities

or md -nainin

n town 0,000

a univi .0,000 being

•r mc<i fly than a non

in the i

I with it.

000,000 in po|

annual production of doctors from 1900 to 1909
was 5222 ; but last June the number dropped to

4442. Finally, the total number of medical

colleges which reached its maximum— 166
1—

in 1904 has in the five years since decreased

about 10 per cent. Our problem is to calcu-

late how far tendencies already observable may
be carried without harm.

We have calculated that the South requires

for the next generation 490 new doctors annu-
ally, the rest of the country, 1500. YYe must
then provide machinery for the training of

about 2000 graduates in medicine yearly.

Reckoning fatalities of all kinds at 10 per cent.

per annum, graduating classes of 2000 imply

approximately junior classes of 2200, sopho-

more classes of 2440, freshman classes aggre-

gating 2700,—something over 9000 students of

medicine. Thirty medical schools, with an

average enrolment of 300 and average gradua-

tion classes of less than 70, will be easily equal

to the task. As many of these could double

both enrolment and output without danger, a

provision planned to meet present needs is

equally sufficient for our growth for years to

come. It will be time to devise more schools

when the productive limit of those now sug

gested shall come in sight.

PROPOSED DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOLS

For the purpose here in mind, the country

may be conceived as divided into several sec-

lions, within each of which, with due regard to

what it now contains, medical schools enough

tisfy its need- must be provided. Pending

the fuller development of the Slate- wesl of the

issippi, the section east will have to relieve

them of part of their responsibility. The pro

visional nature of our suggestions is thus obvi

for a- die \\ esl in'
l

a population, as

it- universitii in number ami strength,

the balani e will right itself: additional s< hools

will be created in the West and South rather

North and East. It would of course

infortun phasize the impor

hall do well t"

unmistakahl 1 ible

OppOl it 1 1 i 11 tin- public

ible

( in ulatii hout the entire

III! II

homo
ihc pop
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population in< reased 1Q08-9 somewhat less taking mighl well give tliem pause. Mcan-
than 75,006, requiring, on the basis of one wink-, within the university towns already

d<>< tor i" i very in< rease of 1500 in population,

50 new dot tors. About 150 physicians died.

named there would he much to do; better state

laws are needed in order to exterminate the

Seventy-five men would replace one half of \ lools; mergeror liquidation must bring

these. In all, 1 25 new doi tors would be needed, together many of those that still survive. The
In produce this number two schools, one of section under consideration ought indeed to

moderate size and one smaller, readily suffice, lead the I'nion; but the independent schools

Fortunately they can be developed without ofMewYork and Pennsylvania are powerful

sai rificing any of our criteria. The medical enough to prove a stubborn obstacle to any
schools of Harvard and Yale are university progressive movement, however clearly in the

departments, situated in the midst of ample public inter

clinical material, with considerable financial

bac king now and every prospect of more. It

is unwise to divide the Boston field; it is un-

necessary to prolong the life of the clinical de-

partments of Dartmouth, bowdoin, and Ycr-

SPEC1 \I. I ONDITIONS IN' 1

(0 Greater uncvenness must be tolerated in

the South." proprietary or nominal university

mont. They are not likely soon to possess the departments will doubtless survive longer there

financial resources needed to develop adequate than in other parts of the country be aus

clinics in their present location; and the time the financial weakness of Uith endowed and tax-

has passed when even excellent didactic in- supported institutions. It is all the more im-

struction can be regarded as compensating for portant, therefore, for universities to deal with

defective opportunities in obstetrics, contagious the subject in a large spirit, avoiding both over

diseases, and general medic inc. The historic lapping and duplication. An institution may
position of the schools in question counts little well be glad to be absolved from responsibilities

as against changed ideals. Dartmouth and thatsome other is better fitted to meet Tulane
Vermont can, however, offer the work of the and Yanderbilt, for example, are excellently

first two years with the clinic al coloring made situated in respect to medical education; die

feasible by the proximity of a hospital, as is the former has already a considerable endowment
case with the University of Missouri at Co- applicable to medic inc. The State universities

lumbia; with that they ought to be content for of Louisiana and Tennessee may therefore re-

the time being. sign medicine to these endowed institutions,

(2) The middle Atlantic States comprise for grateful for the opportunity to cultivate other

our purpo>e New York, New Jersey, Perm- fields. Every added superfluous school weak
svlvania, Delaware, Maryland, and the Dis- ens the whole by wasting money and mattering

trict of Columbia. Their population grows at the eligible student body. None of the South-

the rate of 300,000 annually, for whom 200 ern State universities, indeed, is wisely placed:

doctors can care; 230 more would fill one half Texas has no alternative but a remote depart-

the \acamies arising through death: a total of ment, such as it now supports at Galveston;

430 needed. Available universities are situ-

ated in New York City. Syracuse, Philadelphia,

Pittsburg, Baltimore. The situation is in every

respect ideal: the universities located at New

Georgia will one day develop a university med-
ical school at Atlanta; Alabama, at Birming-

ham,—the university being close by, at Tus-
c aloosa. The I'niversitv oi Virginia is repeat-

York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore are strong ing Ann Arbor at Charlottesville; whether it

and prosperous; those of Syracuse and Pitts-

burg, though less developed, give good promise.

Without the sac rifice »f a single detail, these

five university towns c an not only support raed-

ii al schools for the section, but also to no small

would do better to operate a remote depart

ment at Richmond or Norfolk, the future will

determine. Six schools are thus provided:
1

they are sufficient to the needs of the so tion

jusl now. The resources available ever

extent relieve less favored spot-,. The sc hools tluir support are as yet painfully inadeqt

of Albany, Buffalo, Brooklyn, Washington,'

would on this plan, disappear, certainly until

academii institutions of proper caliber had

three of the six are still dependent upon fee

both plant and maintenance. It is doubtful

whether the other universities of the South

been developed. Whether even in the event of should generally offer even th< -tion of

their creation they should for some years en- the first two I »calc upon which

deavor to ( ultivate medic ine is quite doubtful.
, 1 1

• .1 l
•Tin- South In.

\pprc< tation 01 what is involved in the under
> Kxcrpt Hownrd Unlvci MMitronl tlMUrtppI

.limit nt. U .•ulinlral.lv located for the medic Ion of He. must be Included for

Hi. m the mi', 1 .Mon of the negro.
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these two-year departments can be now organ-

ized bv them is below the minimum of con-

tinued efficiency; they can contribute nothing to

science, and their quota of physicians can be

better trained in one of the six schools sug-

gested. Concentration in the interest of effect-

iveness, team work between all institutions

working in the cause of southern development,

economy as a means of improving the lot of the

teacher—these measures, advisable everywhere,

are especially urgent in the South.

NORTH CENTRAL STATES AXD ilLDDLE WEST

In the North Central tier—Ohio, Indi-

ana, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois—popula-

tion increased 239,685 the last year: 160 doc-

tors would care for the increase; 190 more
would replace one-half of those that died: a

total of 350. Large cities with resident uni-

versities available for medical education are

Cincinnati, Columbus, Cleveland, and Chicago.

Ann Arbor has demonstrated the ability suc-

cessfully to combat the disadvantages of a

small town. The University of Wisconsin can

unquestionably do the same, with a slighter

handicap, at Madison whenever it chooses to

complete its work there. Indiana University

has undertaken the problem of a distant con-

nection at Indianapolis. Four cities thus fulfil

all our criteria; two more develop the small

type; one more is an experiment with the

remote university department. Surely the ter-

ritory in question can be supplied by these

seven medical centers. Chicago alone is likely

raw a considerable number of students

from a wider area. It has lonjj been a popu-
medical center. Nevertheless the number

of high-grade students it ju-t now contain^ is

If the practice of medicine in this

on a tv

might, there would to-day be perhaps 600
in that cit) 1 iperative

•ween tt miversities there and the

Lily pro-

m.

ddle \\ >• t ( omprises eight

I

ply tJ

ant*'

Oklahoma, and the Southwest. The Univer-

sity of Nebraska, now dispersing its energies

through a divided school, can be added to this

list; for it will quite certainly either concen-

trate the department on its own site (Lincoln,

population 48,232), or bring the two pieces

together at Omaha, only an hour's distance

away. The University of Kansas will doubt-

less combine its divided department at Kansas
City. The State University of Iowa emulates

Ann Arbor at Iowa City. These five schools

must produce 297 doctors annually. Their
capacity would go much farther. Oklahoma 1

and the Dakotas might well for a time postpone
the entire question, supporting the work of the

first two years, which they have already under-

taken, on a much more liberal basis than they

have yet reached. With the exception of St.

Louis, all these proposed schools belong to

State universities, and even at St. Louis the

cooperation of the State university may prove

feasible. A close relation may thus be secured

between agencies concerned with public health

and those devoted to medical education. The
public health laboratory may become virtually

part of the medical school,—a highly stimulat-

ing relation for both parties. The school will

profit by contact with concrete problems; the

public health laboratory will inevitably push
beyond routine, prosecuting in a scientific

spirit the practical tasks referred to it from all

portions of the Stale. The direct connection of

the State with a medical school that it wholly

or even partly maintains will also solve the

vexed question of standards: for the educa-

tional standard which the State fixes for its own
sons will be made the practice standard as well.

Private corporations, whether within or without

it- borders, will no longer be permitted to deluge
the community with an inferior product.

1 in l w WES1

thinly settled and on the whole
slowly growing States and 'I erritories, form the

farther West: New Mexico, Colorado, Wyom
Idaho, I tal

in population boul

; o. They contain now one doctor i<>r

r > hi

dditional do< t<

And. e up the death roll man
led all tlnr

120. tl in Hi

in. I

iklii
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Denver. At the former the University of

Utah i> situated: the latter could be occupied

by the University of Colorado, located at

Boulder, practically a suburb. The outlying

portions of this vast territory will long continue

to procure their doctors by immigration or by
sending their sons to Minneapolis, .Madison,

Ann Arbor, Chicago, >r St. Louis.

The three Mates on the Pacific coast,

California, Oregon, Washington, are some-

what self-contained. They increased last year

by 53,454 persons, •requiring 36 more physi-

cians; 50 more would repair one-half the losses

by death: a total of 86. Available sites, filling

the essential requirements, are Berkeley and
Seattle. The former, with the adjoining towns

of Alameda and Oakland, controls a popu-

lation of 250,000 or more; the medical depart-

ment of the University of California concen-

trated there would enjoy ideal conditions. At

present the clinical ends of two divided schools

share San 1 rancisco, and the outlook for medi-

cal education of high quality is rendered du-

bious by the division. With unique wisdom the

University of Washington and the physicians

of Seattle have thus far refrained from starting

a medical school in that State. They have held,

and rightly, that in the present highly over-

crowded condition of the profession on the

coa>t, there is no need for an additional ordi-

nary school; and the resources of the univer-

sity are not yet adequate to a really creditable

establishment. The held will therefore be kept

clear until the university is in position to occupy

it to advantage.

Till. SITUATION IN CANADA

(8) In Canada the existing ratio of physi-

cians to population is 1:1030. The estimated

increase of population last year was 239,516,

requiring 160 new physicians; losses by death

are estimated at 00. As the country is thinly

settled and doctors much less abundant than

in the United State-, let us suppose these re-

placed man for man: 250 more doctors would

be annually required. The ta-k o\ supplying

them could be for the moment safely left to

the Universities of Toronto and Manitoba, to

M.'.ill ami to Laval at Quebec; Halifax,

tern London), ami Laval at Montreal

have no present function. At some future time

doubtless Dalhousie University at Halifax will

need to create a medical department. The
future of Queen's depends on its ability to

develop halfway bctwe D Toronto and Mon-
treal, despite comparative inaccessibility', the

Ann Arbor type ol school \- f>>r the rest, the

! northwestern territory will, as it develops,

create whatever additional facilities it may
require.

In so far as the United States is concerned,

the foregoing sketch calls for 31 medical schools

with a present annual output of about 2000
physicians, ;'. e., an average graduating class of

about 70 each. They are capable of producing

3500. All are university departments, busy in

advancing knowledge as well as in training

doctors. Nineteen are situated in large cities

with the universities of which they are organic

parts; four are in small towns with their uni-

\er>ities; eight are located in large towns
always dose by the parent institutions. Di-

vided and far distant departments are alto-

gether avoided.

Twenty States' are left without a complete

school. Most of these are unlikely to be favor-

ably circumstanced for the next half century1

,

so far as we can now judge. Several may,
however, find the undertaking feasible within

a decade or two. The Univer>ity of Arkansas

might be moved from layetteville to Little

Rock; Oklahoma, if its rapid growth is main-

tained, may from Norman govern a medical

school at Oklahoma City; Oregon may lake

full responsibility for Portland. Unfortu-

nately, of the three additional schools thus

created, only one, that at Little Rock. would

represent conditions at their best. There is

therefore no reason to hasten the others; for

their problem may, if left open, be more advan-

tageously solved.

- THXOI ' KG! K>

To bring about the proposed reconstruction,

some wo schools have been apparently wiped

off the map. As a matter of fact, our procedure

is far lc>s radical than would thus appear. ( >f

the 120 schools that disapp are already

negligible, for they contain less than 50 Stu-

dents apiece; 1
J
mure contain between 50 and

75 students each, and 16 more between 75 and

100. That is, of the 120 schools, 66 an

small that their student bodies can. in so far

as they are worthy, be swept into strong insti-

tutions without seriously stretching their pres-

ent enrolment. Of the 30 institution- thai re

mail al will survive through met

For example, the Cleveland College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons could be consolidated with

Western Reserve; the amalgamation >^i J<

son Medical ( and the Universitj of

Pennsylvania would make one fair-sized -> hool

1 Th.
North

ixil Mill not lone conn-:,
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5c*«ol. Half School. .V»f« Whe« two part* of s divided actloo 1 are in close pronmity to each other they are represented by one dot

THE NUMBER. LOCATION. AND DISTRIBUTION OF MEDICAL SCHOOLS
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on an enforced two-year college standard;

Tufts and Harvard, Vanderbilt and the Uni-

versity of Tennessee, Creighton and the Uni-

versity of Nebraska, would, if joined, form

institutions of moderate size, capable of con

siderable expansion before reaching the limit of

efficiency.

In order that these mergers may be effective,

not only institutional, but personal ambition

must lie sacrificed. It is an advantage when
two schools come together; but the advantage

is gravely qualified if the new faculty is the

arithmetical sum of both former faculties. The
mergers at Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Louisville,

Nashville, have been arranged in this way.

The fundamental principles of faculty organ-

ization are thus sacrificed. Unless combination

is to destroy organization, titles must be shaved

when schools unite. There must be one pro-

fessor of medicine, one professor of surgery,

etc., to whom others are properly subordinated.

What with superabundant professorial ap-

pointments, due now to desire to annex an-

other hospital, and again to annexation of an-

other school, faculties have become unmanage-
ably large, viewed either as teaching, research

or administrative bodies.

Reduction of our 155 medical schools to 31

would deprive of a medical school no section

that is now capable of maintaining one. It

would threaten no scarcity of physicians until

the country's development actually required

more than 3500 physicians annually; that is to

say, for a generation or two, at least. Mean-
while, the outline proposed involves no artifi-

cial standardization: it concedes a different

standard to the South as long as local needs re-

quire; it concedes the small town university

type where it is clearly of advantage to adhere

to it; it varies the general ratio in thinly settled

regions; and, finally, it provides a system cap-

able without overstraining of producing twice

as many do< tors as we suppose the country now
to need. In other words, we may be wholly

mistaken in our figures without in the least im-

pairing the feasibility of the kind of renovation

that has been outlined; and every institution

arranged for can be expected to make some
useful contribution to knowledge and progress.

BTAT1 REGULA1 [ON JUSTIFIED

The righl of the State to deal with the entire

subjet t in its own interest can assuredly not be

gainsaid. The physician is a social instrument.

If there were no disease, there would be no

doctors. And as disease has consequences

that immediately go beyond the individual

specifu ally alTcv ted, society is bound to proto t

itself against unnecessary spread of loss or

danger. It matters not that the making of

doctors has been to some extent left to private

institutions. The State already makes certain

regulations; it can by the same right make
others. Practically the medical school is a

public service corporation. It is chartered by
the State; it utilizes public hospitals on the

ground of the social nature of its service. The
medical school cannot then escape social criti-

t ism and regulation. It was left to itself while

society knew no better. But civilization con-

sists in the legal registration of gains won by
sc ience and experience; and science and experi-

ence have together established the terms upon
which medicine can be most useful. "In the

old days," says Metchnikoff/ "any one was
allowed to practk e medicine, because there was
no medical science and nothing was exact.

Even at the present time among less civilized

people, any old woman is allowed to be a mid
wife. Among more civilized races, differcn-

tiation has taken place and childbirths are

attended by women of special training who are

midwives by diploma. In case of nations still

more civilized, the trained midwives are

directed by obstetric physicians who have

specialized in the conducting of labor. This

high degree of differentiation has arisen with

and has itself aided the progress of obstetri. al

science." Legislation which should procure

for all the advantage of such conditions as is

now possible would speedily bring about a recon-

struction quite a^ extensive as that described.

Such control in the social interest inevitably

encounters the objection that individualism is

thereby impaired. So it is. at that level: so it

is intended. The community through such

regulation undertakes to abridge the freedom

of particular individuals to exploit certain con-

ditions for their personal benefit. Hut its aim

is thereby to secure for all others more freedom

at a higher level. Society forbids a company
of physicians to pour out upon the community
a horde of ill trained physicians. Their li!>-

erty is indeed dipped. Afl a result, however,

more Competent doctors being trained under

the auspices of the State itself, the public health

is improved; the physical well-being of the

wage worker is heightened; and a restriction

put upon the liberty, so called, of a do/en doc-

tors increases the effectual liberty of all other

citizens. Has democracy then really sun

a setback? Reorganization along rational

lines involves the strengthening, not the weak-

ening, of democratic principle, because it tends

to provide the conditions upon which well-being

and effectual liberty depend.

Thf Xaiurc .-,' Man (irnnnlatrd by Chulmrr-



HOW NEW YORK DEALS WITH HER
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANIES

BY LYMAN BEECHER STOWE

"THREE years ago the people of Xew York Lincoln once said that sending troops to
-*• State rose in their might and demanded McClellan was like "shoveling flies across

that their public sen-ice companies cease to be a barn-yard." The average citizen of New
exploited for the benefit of a few at the expense York formerly had reason to feel about ad-

of the many. Under the leadership of Gov- dressing complaints to public service com-

ernor Hughes this vague popular demand was panies as did Lincoln about sending troops to

focused and crystallized into the Public Service McClellan. The courts have held that a cor-

Commission law which came into effect on poration is a person within the meaning of the

July i, 1907. This law seeks to protect the Fourteenth Amendment, but the average citi-

public against the public service companies, zen is a very small person compared with the

the public service companies against the pub- average public service corporation. A public

lie; and, most important of all, it seeks to pro- service commission enables the small individual

tect both the public and the public corporations person to treat with the great corporate person

against their common enemy,—the speculator, on something like equal terms.

It aims, in short, to make the public service

company serve the public, which means the complaints are reaching headquarters
service of patrons and stockholders alike and
in equal degree. There are about 10,000 complaints handled
Under the provisions of this law Governor annually by the Commission for the First Dis-

Hughes appointed two commissions of live trict. Of this number about one-third are

members each,—one for the City of Oreater settled in a manner substantially meeting the

rk, known as the Public Service Com- desires of the complainant. About one-quarter

ion for the First District, the other for the are found to be baseless or ill-founded. All

State, known as the Public Service trivial complaints are treated informally. In

Commission for the Second District. All fact, all complaints are thus treated in so far

transportation, gas, and electrical companie practicable. Every complaint received is

:g public franchises within the borders promptly acknowledged. It is then trans-

of the State are responsible to one of these two mined to the company against which it is

commiss 01 I he commissions may demand lodged with a request that the cause of com-
that - ible and to all alike for like plaint he removed within ten days or an ex-

service, that service be adequate and lafe, that planation sent to the complainant and to the

> mting methods of all public corpora- commission, [f such explanation is not sat

doing a like business be uniform and so isfactory the matter is investigated by the

rather than 1 their actual 1 immission. After such investi-

ndition, and finally that capitaliza »n the commission ma recommen
nt present ralui id of future dations. If the recommendations are accepted

hopes. Aside from th id followed the matter i- closed; if not, and
1 for the First District has also the if the matter is of sufficient importance, a public

daty of laying out, < 'ting, h held at which both ides have
or k m and ope- nity to present their 1 a <• untrammeled

iden< e. I he 1 ommi ion

• . the 1 omplainl 01 an

.vill here ordei ithin

i - for disobeying

Ik- 1 mm li .1
i

ndcr % •!(! > ompan
.I ( ompan)

[ne fact that 1 n ha thi manda
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tory power makes its use necessary only in

extreme anil important cases. By far the

greater number of cases arc readily and satis-

factorily adjusted by friendly correspondence.

There is very little wielding of the big stick.

< In March 21 a sleep-robbed citizen com-
plained of the great and unnecessary noise

made by the surfac e cars which passed his door

over uneven tnuk> and an unused switch.

days later he wrote the commission as follows:

"The matter complained of is now being

attended to, and I avail myself of this oppor-

tunity to say that after a residence of practi-

cally fifty years in New York City I am aston-

ished and more than gratified at the prompt,
courteous, and effective consideration which
ha- been accorded my complaint by a public

body. I had not thought it possible.''

Another man complained of a dangerous
crossing where one of his sons had narrowly

escaped being run over. Within two months,
on the mere suggestion of the commission, the

company had installed a system of interlocking

gales which gave complete protection. A man
who had complained of indecent overcrowding
on a crosstown car line recently wrote the com-
mission: "1 notice a great improvement has

been made in traveling over this line; in fact,

this morning it was really a pleasure to come
over on the line, as I was able to get a seat."

As the result of the complaint of a pa^enger
who had been obliged to stand on an exposed
elevated platform in a drenching rain while

awaiting a train this platform is now fully pro-

tected by a canopy. Such instan these

could be cited practically ad infinitum. Not

only arc complaints addressed to the commis-
sion thus satisfied, but those sent to the com-
panies direct now receive a degree of prompt
and courteous attention previously unknown.
The corporations now encourage complaints

to come to them direct When it cost nothing

to be polite they were often rude, but now that

il costs something to be rude they are generally

polite.

i\( ki tsiNG 1111 si iu\w's t \rv ity

About 400,000 people daily used the New
York Subway when it was opened in 1004.

The number has now risen to between Soo,-

000 and 1,000,000. Actually to keep pace with

such an increase in patronage was beyond
the bounds of possibility. It recalls the impos-

sible task- that were set the superhuman henu-
of mythological tales. Some two year- ago, after

an exhaustive examination, the consulting engi-

neer of the commission made recommendations
for expanding the Subway to its maximum

capacity. The last of these recommendations.
—the lengthening of the station platforms so as

to accommodate longer trains,— is now under
way. < )n the order, or by the suggestion of the

commission, guard- were provided to help load

and urdoad the trains, a speed control was in-

stalled at express stations which made it possible

for the trains to follow one another into thi

tions with much greater rapidity, and side doors
were placed on express trains to expedite load-

ing and unloading. These improvements have
increased the capacity over 10 per cent. The
lengthening of the platforms may increase it as

much again. By order of the commission also

the electric lights in the cars were incre.

from ten to sixteen candle power, so that "he
that rides may read." In opposing this sug-

gestion the general manager urged that such

powerful lights might injure the eyes of the

traveling public. The commission was un-

shaken and the more powerful lights were

installed.

RELIEVING STOU

The commission found that 20 per cent, of

the surface cars in the city were withdrawn
daily for repairs. Thereupon it ordered all the

cars to be thoroughly overhauled and put in

the best possible condition. After this had

been done 5 per cent, only were daily with-

drawn for repairs. Naturally one of the first

problems the commission attacked was the

notorious Brooklyn Bridge crush. Among
other causes it was found that a certain line of

cars which was doing only 16 per cent, of the

bridge business was furnishing 62 per cent, of

the breakdowns and consequent delays After

this company had repaired its car- by ord<

the commission it caused 13 pet icnt. only of

the delays. This y a typical incident

among the measures taken to relieve the

congestion

After an exhaustive investigation the com-

mission ordered all the surface cars in

York City equipped with fenders and wheel

guards of the type which the experts o\ the

commission had found by experiments to be

the most effective. The accident figure- show
the results. In the year 1 were

508 persons fatally injured by the street SUl

railways of the city. The next year this figure

had fallen to 380,—I at

reduction of something t. This

meant a saving to the companies on dan

claims of about Si.000,000 and a saving to the

community in the prevention of economic loss

of over $2,000,000. To these cold figures mu>t

naturally be added the human saving in sorrow
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and trouble. And these estimates were made
before the commission's orders had as now
been completely carried out.

THE CONEY ISLAND FARE CASE

In the matter of transit rates this commission

has little to do because of the prevailing 5-cent

fare established by custom and statute. The
only important rate case was recently decided

adversely to the complainants, who demanded
that the rate of fare between New York City

and Coney Island be reduced from 10 to 5

cents. In order to decide this question on the

basis of full knowledge of all the facts the com-
mission made a valuation of the physical

properties of the operating companies con-

cerned and found the relation between the

capitalization and the value of the properties.

The commissioner who wrote the prevailing

opinion said in concluding: '"The trend of the

ffered would indicate that this

Coney Island business is not profitable to the

companies, and there is nothing that would
justify the commission in ordering a 5-cent

fare. This is more apparent when it is also

borne in mind that companies in a solvent and
;>erous condition best serve the welfare of

the public, both as travelers and investors, and
in their intere-t a- well as that of their

many employees that they should be main-

tained in this condition."' This quotation well

illustrates a policy of the commission which is

as objectionable to the small but noisy band of

dem.; who believe it ir> the high purpose
of the commission 'to soak the corporations"

gratifying to the normal, fair-minded

citizen.

While it is important to remedy bad condi-

tions, it i-> vastly more important to remove the

es which create such conditions. The
man .-. which the commission ha^, reme-
died would inevitably and perpetually recur

were it not for it-, more fundamental work in

'.ing their causes by )• in^ uniform
and propel method ounting and by the

Is whit h

flow from the unregulai and

1 in the

lion,

it the bankrupt

were paid while the roads and equipment were

allowed to deteriorate.

The commission has prescribed a system of

accounting for the corporations under its

jurisdiction, which establishes uniformity be-

tween all companies of the same class, which

shows clearly and accurately the specific

source of all income and the purpose of every

expenditure, which prevents the charging of

items to wrong accounts, which requires the

setting aside of an amount sufficient to keep

the property up to a proper standard, which
prevents the taking of an undue amount out of

earnings and spending it on extensions, and
which insures that every charge to capital ac-

count shall represent 100 cents on the dollar in

money actually spent in creating the property

of the corporation. Compare this with con-

ditions in former days which permitted huge
sums for lobbying at Albany, euphemistically

termed "acceleration of public opinion," to be

charged to "construction account." Under the

former system, if chaos may be called a system,

the public service companies to a large extent

fell a prey to the predatory speculator who
milked them for his own benefit at the expense

of the property of the security-holders and the

sen-ice of the patrons. Not a stock or a bond
may now be issued without the approval of the

commission. The speculator has fallen upon
evil days. "He prefers darkness rather than

light." All the light there is is now shed upon

the financial transactions of the public service

companies.

PK1.\ lili l\li in STOCK WATERING

In 1008 the [nterborough Rapid Transit

Company applied to the commission for per-

mission to execute a mortgage for $55,000,000
with which to meet certain notes which would
shortly fall due. Before granting the applica-

tion the commission stipulated that the com-
pany include in the mortgage its interest in the

elevated railways a> well as the Subway, and
in other respects so strengthened the security

and safeguarded the interests of the prospei live

pun basers that, in the opinion of leading bond

brokers, the securil • old more readily

and at a higher rate than would otherwi e have
l nerall) true that

irin^ the appro\ al of the 1 ommi
find, other tiling Iwing equal, .1 more

eption in the than othci

l land & \\

1 impan) applied to the 1 ommi
ior |m 1. mill o|

oooj the p Ik: applied to im
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provcments. On investigation the commission
discovered that a large part of the funds was to

he used for mere replacements, in distinction

from actual improvements. That is, instead of

adding to the value of the property, they would
merely offset depreciation. Under a proper

system of accounting depreciation should he

met out of a depreciation fund, which should,

in turn, be set aside annually from earnings.

For instance, a considerable part of the pro-

posed expenditure was for the laying of new
tracks. The old rails weighed hut 60 pounds;

the new ones were to he 90-pound rails. Now
the advantage of the heavier over the lighter

rails was an improvement, a real addition to

the value of the property and properly charge-

able to capital account. Hence, upon the ex-

cess value of the 90 over the 60-pound rails, the

company might legitimately issue securities and
to that extent increase its obligations. The
commission finally authorized the issue of

bonds of a par value of 5107,000 instead of

$3 7 2,000, and stipulated that they should be
sold for not less than .80.

VALUATION TO PRECEDE BOND ISSUES

Last year the bondholders' committee of the

first consolidated mortgage on the Third Ave-

nue Railroad Company applied to the com-
mission for approval of the issue of over $68,-

000,000 of securities for a new company to be

organized to take over the property. The com-
pany is now in the hands of a federal receiver.

In denying this application the decision of the

commission recites: "It is proposed to issue

over $08,000,000 in new securities; yet there is

practically nothing on record regarding the

value or amount of assets or property hack of

these securities. This omission is particularly

striking in view of the fact that the Third Ave-

nue Company is in the hands of a receiver and
admittedly unable to pay the interest upon its

bonded indebtedness, to say nothing of divi-

dends upon its stock. Yet it is proposed to

increase the capitalization of the company by

nearly $15,000,000, of which not more than

So, 500,000 will go to improve the tangible

property. It would seem that before any sound

and permanent basis of reorganization could be

determined it would be- essential to have some
definite idea of the actual value of the property.

The applicants may have such information, but

no inventory, partial or complete, appraisal or

estimate even has been presented to the com
mission. In the absence of such important

d.ita, the commission is wholly unable to reat h

the conclusion that a company unable to pa]

fixed chl t\i\ dividends upon \000

of securities should be superseded by one hav-

ing $73,516,800 of stocks and bonds." The
same applicants have now pending before the

commission a second plan of reorganization

which contemplates the issue of $14,000,000
less of securities. In the meantime, both the

applicants and the commission have made an

exhaustive valuation of the property.

The opponents of government regulation

have insistently urged that under its throttling

influence it would be difficult, if not impossible,

to secure new capital. The fact that the ap-

proval of this commission has been sought for

a total of $290,568,800 of securities sin* e 1907
does not tend to confirm this contention. ( Ml

this amount approval has already been granted

for $76,422,000.

OTHER WORK OF Till. COMM

More than half the time and an amount
closely approaching 70 per cent, of the c\

penditures of the Public Service Commission
for the hirst District is devoted to the- develop-

ment of rapid-transit facilities for New York

City, but as this work is purely local and quite

unrelated to the regulative duties of the com
mission, mention of it may properly be omitted

in this sketch.

\- su< 1 < ~-or to the State Commission oi I

and Electricity and the State Inspector of Gas
Meters this commission has achieved funda-

mental reforms in the field of gas and electricity

which can only be referred to in passing. No
gas or electrical meter may now he installed

until tested and sealed as correct by the com-
mission. In former days the State Inspt

would have, say, a halfdozen meters tested out

of a lot of three or four hundred and if found

correct he would accommodatingly appro-

correct the entire number. This was like

ing a half-dozen eggs on a farm and then guar-

anteeing the freslmessof all theeggs in thecounty

in which the farm was located. Last year alone

the commission tested ^57. 7<) ; gas meter

which 4.0S8 were tested <>n the complaint of

the consumers, and of this number 2.443 were

found to be fast. When a meter i- fast beyond

the slight deviation allowed by law the «

pany must pay the expense of the test, while

if it is slow the consumer must bear the e\

pense. At the instance of the commission the

companies annually return thousands of dol

lars to consumers who have been overchai

through the exai tions of fast men
When all is said the chief value of the Pub-

lic Service Commissions lies not so much in

what they do a-- in what they keep other p.

from doing. The value of a wau hman is n
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ured not so much by the number of burglars ute books and is as now honestly and intelli-

he catches on the premises as by the much larger gently administered, the public service corpora-

number who do not even approach the premises tions of the State will be managed in the interest

because of his presence. So long as the Public of their security-holders and their patrons and
Service Commission law remains upon the stat- not for the enrichment of speculators.

HOW WISCONSIN REGULATES HER
PUBLIC UTILITIES
BY JOHN R. COMMONS

(Professor of Political Economy in the University of Wisconsin)

DHYSICAL valuation is the basis of the

Wi-consin law regulating public utilities.

Almost every part of the law is shaped with

reference to this fundamental principle. Given,

physical valuation as a starting point, the other

features logically and necessarily follow.

First in importance is the "elasticity," or,

rather, the adjustability of the law to all the

conditions and facts of each public utility.

Instead of laying down rigid rules, as has

been customary, the law creates a commission

and staff of scientific investigators. These are

commanded to "in • and ascertain
*'
for

each public utility what is the ''reasonable

value" of the service which it renders to the

publi ! . do this, the commission is given

the most extensive power-, the widest freedom

tion, and, particularly, the strongest pro-

ton against the cou-

r nv "review" INSTEAD of by

INJUNCTION

public utility is required to bring nil

before the < ommission,
and I from holding ba< I: anv

ted in ' ourt as a

of the ' om-
I

ous rule of pro which to be
' de

ldi< ial from th«- .id-

It i^

:i injunction. If a public utility

required

I the

I

becomes practically the referee or master in

chancery to the court. Its record is made the

record of facts to which the court is practically

confined, and the court does not try the case de

novo, as it does in the injunction procedure.

THF. COMMISSION* GETS THE FACTS

Moreover, the investigation by the commis-
sion is more complete and reliable than the

investigation by a court or referee. The com-
mission is not tied down by strict rules of evi-

dence; it considers documents, writings, state-

ments, and facts which would be ruled out of

court; it does not limit itself to the evidence

produced by the parties, but makes investiga-

tions on its own initiative. The latter is of

great importance to the public, because in

nearly all cases the municipalities are poorly

represented before the commission, and their

attorneys and experts are no match for those of

the private companies.

Finally, the inferences from the fai ts drawn
by the commission, and the order issued to the

company on the basis of these inl'erem es, will

s< an ely be overthrown by the ( ourt. ( )n these

points the Supreme Court of the State ha- re-

cently declared itself (in the case of the Min-
>li-. St. Paul & Saull Ste. Marie Railway

< lompany)

:

I )<nil >(!<•>. s the i ourt may fur (lie purpose ol < <>m-

.11 .mil in aid it in ascertaining how far the
om i n. .1.1. • mdai 'I

i '-i ion. Itut 1 1 1 1

^

m onl 'i. I he i "m ' i anno) lee illj

.i'ljn'1 i declare tin, .i.it ui.ii \ t . 1 1 1. 1 1 1 > i

I h<- worda "< lear and
" [requii .Liu

f'il «.r unreasonable) •! in the law <>f tlii>

. r t li.in i

nd uch
ii L fraud by thai pa

in tin- In oh ii i.l proof n
• ii t ii 1

1

nil uad . .mi-
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mission, it would not have made the order in ques-
tion. . . Hut this is far from saying that we
find the order to be unreasonable or that it appears
to us by clear and satisfactory evidence that the
order is unreasonable.

1'. I \M.IIM.1 VALUES RECOGNIZED

Again, physical valuation conciliates the

managers and owners of the utilities and se-

cures their cooperation. It overlooks all the

invidious questions of high finance and sto< k

watering, and looks only for what the company
has actually been doing for the service of the

public. This has cleared up the atmosphere
remarkably regarding the real meaning of the

word value itself,—a word that has amazingly
muddled the <ourts, lawyers, economists, and
everybody in the past.

Value has two meanings:

—

power over others,

and cost of service to others. Physical valuation

means nothing more or less than the cost of

construction or reconstruction of the physical

property. Very early in the investigations the

companies avoided the first meaning of value,

and with it the contention that they were enti-

tled to any values based on stocks, bonds
the capitalization of net earnings. This elimin-

ated at once the claim of a value for such in-

tangibles as franchises and "good will." Such
values represent the power to exploit the con-

sumer by extortionate or unreasonable charges.

But there are other intangible values that repre-

sent costs incurred by investors, and these have

been recognized and given a definite meaning.

In fad, the outcome of physical valuation ac-

cording to three years of investigation, is the

recognition of a very large element of in-

tangible value entitled to profits just as much
as physical value. But, in every case, this

intangible value is based on a cost incurred by

the owners.

The figures of a recent case will show what is

meant.' The cost of reconstructing the

physical plant in its existing condition was esti-

mated to be $050,01S. But 12 per cent.. <>r

S;S,ooj, was added to this as an estimate for

"superintendence, loss of interest on capital

during construction, and contingencies." An-

other amount of $49,674 was added for " store-.

supplies, and additional working capital,"

although the balance- sheet showed only $

1 if -lores, supplies, and 1 ash on hand. Here

were two allowances made by the commission

amounting to $92,948, or [4 per cent., for what

some opponents of physical valution tall

"intangibles," and this i- included under the

term "physh al value
"

Hut this i- not all. The company and its

experts da med additional intangibles on ac-

count of suns expended in order to get business,

the doing of free work, the giving away of appli-

ances or tli ir sale at less than cost and profit,

tin solicitation of business, advertising, demon-
strations ard education of the public, loss of

profit during the period of building up the busi-

los-es in operating expenses during the

unprofitable period, etc. So much of these as

represented costs, or losses, or deficits, were con-

ceded by the commission. To them has been
given the term "going value," indicating in-

tangible values based on costs, as against "good
will" or "franchise value," indicating intangi-

ble values based on earnin.

The question then turns only on the amount
to be allowed for going value. The company's
experts in the foregoing case figured it out at

anywhere from $218,000 to $130,000. The
commission decided that it was not more than

$168,908. Thus, in a case where the existing

physical property, the stores, supplies, and cash

on hand, amounted to | ;6, the commis-
sion allowed additions of 8261,256 for intangi-

ble elements. Consequently the total capital

of $046,602, on which the company is allowed

to earn profits, consists of 72 per cent, physic al

value and 28 per cent, intangible value.

Although these valuations arc very liberal, they

were all based consistently on the principle of

costs rather than ra//c<\and they therefore repre-

sent the amount of sacrifice which investors

have incurred for the mtvh e of the public.

In another case ' the commission rejected

going value and mentioned several reason- for

rejection, such as bad management, bad judg-

ment, impure and inadequate service, cxi essive

salaries, etc . It intimated that, "instead of the

physical structure being enhanced in value, the

same may be depreciated by such considera-

tions."

This, then, is the outcome of the Wisconsin

law, which in o: n requires the commis-

sion to "value all the property of every public

utility actually used and useful for the conveni-

ence of the public," and in another sen lion re-

quires it to "publish" the "value of the physi-

cal property" along with the value of "all the

property." Whether this results in reducing

rates so that they will yield a profit only on bare

physical value, depends on drcumstano
discovered by investigation. "Going value"

in one 1 ase may be ,c<>«< vdluc in another.

Ki-

ln Wisconsin, the municipall

are placed under the same regulation as pr

'Ma Api >4 1910.
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ones. They are required to keep the same has been the abolition of free service and dis-

forms of accounts and they cannot increase criminating rates. In a village of 1,400 inhab-

their rates or charges without the approval of itants the electric company was found to be

the commission. This has produced interest- granting special rates to 42 out of a total of 99
ing results. Municipalities have been com- consumers. Says the commission after an in-

pelled to separate their water works accounts vestigation of discriminations throughout the

from the other municipal accounts, to apportion State:

common expenses according to the amounts
properly belonging to the water works, and to

No provision of any law has ever struck more
r r ,- . v ° __ . 11 directly at evils in utility enterprises than tnis, nor
carry depreciation accounts. Not much, how- has an

'

ything ever been done in the regulation of
ever, has yet been done with municipal under- quasi-public business in this state which more fund-

takings in the way of regulation. The citv of amentally affects the moral sense of the citizen of

Madison asked permission to increase certain i
Visco"sin

;
In this

F
esPect *he

.

utilities law has
... '. rr, brought about a quiet revolution, just as it is

rates paid by private consumers. The com- effecting a revolution in the business methods of

mission found that, notwithstanding the exist- many of the plants,

ing rates were not high compared with other

places, and were lower than those of most The Public Utilities law should be distin-

privately operated plants, yet they were high guished from the Railroad law. In fact the

when measured by the proportion of revenues Railroad Commission operates under a score

paid by private consumers. Over one-half the or more of laws. Although the basis of physical

water delivered was furnished to the city, and valuation is the same for all, yet there are clif-

to schools, churches, and public buildings free ferences in details. The commission has juris-

of charge. In other words, private consumers diction over everything that can be designated

were paying for free services to tax-payers, as a public utility, including water power and
schools, and churches. The commission re- the conservation of the headwaters of the Wis-

fused consent to increase their charges. consin River. Considering its wide scope, the

amount of work accomplished since the crea-

tiif. commission CRITICISED tion of the commission in 1905 is extremely

creditable. By far the largest amount of work
Various criticisms have been made upon the has been that of standardizing the senate,

work of the commission. Some of these relate to bringing backward companies and muniei-

ases in rates allowed by the commission palitiesupto reasonable standards of service,

where competing companies had been cutting accounting and management, and getting the

rates below the cost of production. Others data for valuations.

relate to delays in rendering decisions. But On the matter of services is where its value

these delays have l>een 1 ry on account of has been of greatest benefit to the largest num-
the enormous work of improving the sen i< e, ber of people. For the first time in the history

standardizing the units of measurement, and of the country, gas meters are now on ;m ac< u-

dealing with the hundred- of l asefl that < arne rate basis, and the report on this subjet t, based

in when the law w. a force on investigations and tots by a national com-
It is not a; d that when all of the gas mittee cooperating with the commission and

companies of the State (except gasoline) have published in the proceedings of the American
ting power of {.'a- up to 600 < onstitutes the criterion hence

cornmisckm has reaDj I
forth for companies, municipalities, and meter

n in rates. 'I!. I manufacturers. Similar work has been done
unknown but mo^t important work of the* om- for other utilities The < ommis >ion has rei ently

mission, wh< power or trans begun an u tion ol company
i upon petition of the M< r

thoul chants' and Manufacturei \ ociation, Alto

1 jfork 1 1 :
1 been thai of laying the

lundations i"r n gulalion, and there ha I

tornpan) could nothing of the drastic or revolutionary att

whi< h barged
1 !i Follette and those who < an led

through tin- l nd and

the I ih.ii 1 orjv a ai

adopted them, in the greal maji

ilhotll the I .1 foi



INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS—

A

PROBLEM OF TO-DAY
BY CHARLKS L. CHUTE

A X industrial accident, as the term is gen-
-**- erally used, is one which happens to a per-

son while employed and at work for another,

occurring more or less directly because of the

work done, the tools or materials employed, or

the risks, ordinary or extraordinary, of the

occupation. Of course there have been such

accidents since the earliest times, but the

present industrial accident problem is a very

modern one. Industry in almost all branches

has been made more dangerous to the worker

by the introduction of steam and electric

power and by the development of high-speed

machinery and rapid transit. Within the past

twenty-five years the problem has come to the

fore in this country. The increasing com-
plexity of modern industry and the develop-

ment of new and highly dangerous trades, such

as that of the electric-lineman and the struc-

tural steel worker on our constantly growing
"skyscrapers," have greatly increased the risks

of work and the number of ac( idents.

Slowly we are becoming convinced that in

the case of a great many of these accidents,

caused by increased risks, the industry, and
through it society, should bear a much larger

proportion of the burden and loss than our

present laws require. Hence we have to-day

in this country a problem of legislative and
social adjustment demanding solution.

Without doubt aa idents have increased and
arc increasing. From [8,000 to 20.000 fatal,

ami from 700,000 to 800,000 non fatal indus-

trial accidents, according to the estimate of a

careful statistician,
1

occur in the United States

every year. A majority of the victims are

supporting families. This has been proved
by every statistical studs Hence the prob-

lem is a very serious one, and many more
than the actual victims are concerned.

( \i -1 - or m 1 11. 1 NTS

That a great many of the a. cidents of indus-

try are ( aused by "the hazards of the trade" i-

proved by the great increase in accidents cor-

responding with greatly in. reased risk-.

Statist* - in tin- country are in< oraplete, but

1

1 1 Hoffman in Bliss* ipcdla »f Soi-ui li<-

fOI m

1^

the official tables of the German government
covering many thousanu> of accidents as< ribe

from 40 to 50 per cent, of all industrial acci-

dents to nobody's negligence, but to trade risks.

Tables of the State Labor Bureaus of Wiscon-

sin and Minnesota arrive at practically the

same conclusion.

Americ an workmen are admittedly carele^

and reckless, but the conditions of modern
industry incline to make them so. The
nature of the work and the speed enjoined force

men to take risks. Witness the structural

worker on our great buildings and bridges;

he cannot afford to be careless for an instant,

but must constantly take risks. Seldom is a

large building erected in New York City with

out workmen being killed and many injured.

In many occupations the men are forced to

take unnecessary risks, safeguards are di>rc

garded, defective material plays its part. In

such cases, under the laws in force in even-

State for most occupations, the employer is held

liable only if the victim proves that he himself

was entirely free from blame, but in the larger

number of the accidents caused by a negligent

foreman or careless fellow-workman the victim

must stand all the loss. In but few cases can

the employer be proved to be solely to blame

;

in fewer still, according to recent careful case

studies, does the victim appear to be wholly and
alone to blame through his own grossnegligeni e.

The causes are complex, often hard to net at,

and accidents are "just accidents" in many
cases. Hence a movement is now sweeping

this country to bring our States into line witli

the countries of Europe, in practically all of

which accidents are dealt with on the "com
pensation" ba>is. In England, Germany,
Austria, and in twentyone other foreign coun-

tries, including all the leading industrial nations

except Switzerland, which at the present

time is coming into line, all accident!

industry are dealt with without regard to

who was at fault, except where willful or

gross negligence is pr, linst the victim.

nu wmi \r or v i lot \r vi. iim-

The greatest interest in current discussions

centers in the treatment of vie tim> and their
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families after an accident. An accident means
a loss,—deprivation of income and loss of earn-

ing power. It is thoroughly established by the

recent studies of State Commissions, of State

and National Departments of Labor, and of

private societies, that in the majority of cases

almost all of this loss is now falling upon the

victims of accidents and upon their innocent fam-

ilies,—upon those least able to bear the burden.

The New York State Commission on Em-
ployers' Liability created by the Legislature

obtained full information in regard to com-
pensation received from employers by the

families of 152 settled cases of married men
killed while at work in New York State during

1907 and 1908. In these, 36.S percent, of the

families received nothing whatever, and another

42.8 per cent, received S500 or less, a sum
which in most cases barely covered funeral

expenses. The New York Labor Department

recently investigated 902 injury cases and
found that in 404, or 44 per cent., nothing was
paid by the employer. In Pittsburg a careful

study of one year's accidents was made as a

part of the "Pittsburg Survey," and it was found
that in 355 cases of men killed in industry, all

of whom were supporting others, 57 per cent, of

the families were left by the employers to bear

the entire income loss', in about half the cases

receiving nothing and in the others never receiv-

ing more than $100,—bare funeral expenses.

ifAT HAPPENS To THE t will

When a workman is killed or laid up for a

time and there is little or no < compensation

from the employer we may expo t to find suffer-

ip inflicted on the families of the

fifty cases of families suffer-

ine through industrial accidents in New York
ted and all

im|Hirtant I ling the accident8 ob-

:rly all of the-* families w< ••

coming to 1 ntion of two large private

< harital, In fort • of th>

lid from pr: quired after

and lent. I he ound
rifled

and ill . le indu

in tii.

ol the [KM

llf.

I

! admitted thai di

it In helped Uj

construct the scaffold. Hence his claim for

damages was not good. Funeral expenses were
offered by the contracting company, a large

and wealthy concern, but "the offer was refused

and suit brought. The man left a widow and
six small children, the oldest being eleven. The
wife was of a courageous and independent
spirit, for she went to work at once, taking

in washing, acting as janitress, and keeping
lodgers. She managed to keep all her children

by this work, for she received only a small

amount of aid from one charitable society.

However, the strain was too great, and the

mother died a little over one year from her

husband's death. It was the unanimous tes-

timony of the relatives that her death was
largely due to weakness from overwork.

Lawyers settled the family's case against the

contracting company for $250. One-half of

this went to the lawyers. The money was re-

ceived in time to help pay the mother's funeral

expenses. The little children were distributed

among the relatives; three are living in New
York to-day with the mother's sister, who is

a poor woman with five children of her own.

Hence the evil effects of an accident that oc-

curred four years ago are still felt and will be

felt for many years to come.

WHAT IS ADEQUATE COMPENSATION?

Much of the suffering, the pain, and the loss

resulting from ac< idents of industry is unavoid-

able, but this extreme deprivation and poverty

forced upon the family by the sudden removal

of the wage-earner is avoidable. The ease

which has been cited is not a sporadic instance,

but one amont^ a large number and variety ol

true stories of family suffering. This may be

largely avoided By an adequate and fair pa)

irit nt to the family upon the wage earner's

death. It is but simple justice for society t"

iat this is paid when one of her prodt

is killed or injured by the hazards ol" his em
ployment •

What is an adequate payment t<> the famib

I man killed in indu tl This would

ill', depend on aev< ral fai t< f<>r

. number "i dependent .

the 1 [land in her ex< ellfenl < <>m

heme ! fixed il al thin

. ith a maximum of j
' >ei man)

burial benefil equal to one fifth ol the

d a pin ion foi lit' to lh(

pei .Mit "i the

1 m!m 1 1 uropean « ounti i<

1. di-. liberal uniform rati I"
I

I nut tin- employe! alone pis the 1 omp<
. ident, m iniui\
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cases unless serious and willful misconduct by girl of ten, did most of the housework. The
the workman is proved. In Germany the records of the charitable society chiefiv inter-

employer, through his Insurance Association, ested showed that both overworked. Charity,

pays all compensation in death cases and all and that from a number of societies and agen-

after the thirteenth week in injury cases. Be- cie.-. was the only thing that kept and is at the

fore that the Workmen's sickness S(x ieties and pre>cnt time keeping this family together,

the Kmplovers' Insurance Associations share There was no in-urance on the man's life, and
the payments. All accidents without regard to no near relatives to assist. Over $1,000
negligence are compensated; there is only one to date has been subscribed by charitv to

exception to the rule: accidents proved to be keep the family alive. This is a striking

willfully inflicted by the workman himself, ample of what may and often does follow

Such cases are, of course, extremely rare. a fatal industrial accident.

The law proposed by the New York State

I.mployers' I.lability Commission which finally Tin i\u's LONG DELAYS

passed the Legislature during the last week of

May, this year, and is known as the law pro- The problem of industrial accidents from its

riding 'workmen's compensation in certain legal side and as the lawyer sees it reveals quite

dangerous employments," calls for approx- as much of family suffering and mal-adjust-

imately four years' wages with a maximum of ment as from the family's point of view. So

Sj?,ooo in case of death. In case a man is in- unfavorable are our present employers' liability

hired he will receive 50 per cent, of his wages laws to the workman that in only a very small

during disability for not over eight years, not percentage of cases does he actually recover

to exceed ten dollars a week. damages. Hut these laws are so uncertain

It is generally admitted that benefits must be in their application on account of the natural

higher in America than in the countries of sympathy of juries with the injured man and
Europe to correspond with a higher standard the other uncertain factors of a court trial that

of living among our workmen and the higher in a great many cases there is at least a chance

cost of living here. for the workman. Lawyers, often of the

"shyster" breed, urge the workman to t

a

INADEQUATE COMPENSATION ILLUSTRATED this chance rather than accept a small sum
from the employer and they in turn take the

From the foregoing comparison of standards case on a commission basts, commonly de-

which have been set it is quite evident that the manding 50 per cent, of the proceeds. Then

79.6 per cent, of the 152 families of married the case frequently drags on for a period <,^i

men killed at their work recently studied in years. Meanwhile the family suffers. This i-

New York State who received $500 or less the usual course of events.

(mostly less) did not receive adequate payment Take an actual casi I . was known a

Here is a true ca>e illustrating the effect of inad- sober, industrious workman. One day while

equate compensation. working at his trade of stcam-drillman he •

A machinist was killed by being caught in a instantly killed by a falling embankment. The
Kelt in an electric power -hou>e in New York employer paid funeral expenses only and then

City. Fellow-workmen testified that the Ix-lt suit was brought When investigated two year-

should have been better guarded. The com- and two months after the accident the ca>e had

pany was sued, but on account of the destitute not yet come to trial, although the lawyer who
condition of the family, consisting of a wife and had taken it up on a 50 per cent, contingent

four children, the case was speedily settled for basis had done all he could to hasten it.

$1,000. It might seem thatthisstim ought to n York courts trying personal injury ca

relieve the family and perhaps enable them to are commonly more than two years behind on

become self-supporting, but when it is related their calendars; the number of - be tried

how the money went the inadequacy of the sum is so large that the machinery is inadequate.

is seen. The lawyer who secured the settle- After the case has come up there are usually

ment took $250. By the court's decree $500 appeal- and stays so that not uncommonly four

had to be put away for the children until they years elapse from the accident to final settle-

should become of age. The remaining $250 incut, and then the result is most uncertain.

spent in two years and the family became. In an interesting case in which all the 1

to a large extent, dependent on charity. were obtainable from the court records and
The widow was a slight, delicate woman, but from interviews with the family and lawyer, a

-he went out to do washing and cleaning soon case of serious injur)" was finally deckled in

alter her busband's death. The oldest child, a favor of the plaintiff after two appeal-. lour
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years and three months elapsed between the

date of accident and the payment of damages.

These long years of waiting and suspense are

quite as disastrous in their results to a family

which has lost its main support as if there were

no hope deferred, no payment expected.

The family of G., mentioned above, con-

sisted of a wife, who was not strong, and five

children, the oldest eleven. The wife was
forced to go to work after the funeral, working

in a laundry and acting as janitress. Her small

wageswere insufficient to support the family and

had to be supplemented by private charity. One
society is still giving a regular weekly pension

and has expended nearly $200 upon this family

to date. A church also has given regular

This is only one example of the results

of a system which makes a long court action

necessary before a family can obtain any sub-

stantial relief or compensation for its great

loss. Even a small sum paid at the time when
needed:—right after the accident,—is in-

finitely better than a large sum several years

later. Scores of such cases could be cited.

Long delayed settlements resulting in much
misery are commonly found by every investiga-

tor who has studied cases. Every lawyer spe-

cializing on negligence cases is face to face with

the problem all the time. If he is a large-

hearted man he often goes down deep into his

pocket advancing money without security, and
sometimes without hope of return.

THE YV RIMI.i

m the facts and family stories presented

in this article it must l>e evident that something

cidedly wrong in our system of dealing

with industrial accident victims. The evils of

the present sy-tem are very great. There is the

injustice and the suffering, there is the inequal-

ity and uncertainty for the injured party and for

the employer a- well. And there is another

et mentioned, which i < red

<<methemo . ilofall: the antag-

thc employer and his v

imm t under

lilting from m whit h

hi- employer in

lin dan

•us in <
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n <>f

employers' liability in no uncertain terms. On
the other hand nearly all leaders in this

country have favored the remedy already re-

ferred to in this article:—uniform compensa-
tion for all accidents, fixed by law, the same to

become a charge on the industry. Said Mr.
Roosevelt, with characteristic emphasis, speak-
ing at the Jamestown Exposition:—"It is

neither just, expedient, nor humane; it is re-

volting to judgment and sentiment alike, that

the financial burden of accidents occurring

because of the necessary exigencies of their

daily occupation should be thrust upon those

sufferers who are least able to bear it, and that

such remedy as is theirs should only be ob-

tained by litigation which now burdens our
courts. . . . Workmen should receive a

certain definite limited compensation for all

accidents of industry, irrespective of negli-

gence. When the employer, the agent of the

public, on his own responsibility and for his

own profit, in the business of serving the public

starts in motion agencies which create risks for

others he should take all the ordinary and
extraordinary risks involved, and though the

burden will at the moment be his, it will ulti-

mately be assumed, as it ought to be, by the

general public."

In this speech Mr. Roosevelt was but voicing

the opinions of most of the ablest students of

this subject in the country to-day. The ma-
jority opinion seems to be for compensation

somewhat after the English plan and for uni-

form State laws establishing the same.

There are those who advocate what is known
a- the "German," or compulsory, insurance

n. Under this system employers are com-

pelled to insure their workmen through insur-

ance organizations closely supervised, or, in

some countries (notably Norway), operated and

controlled by the government To the cost of

this insurance the employees contribute more
or less in ountries. A system of accident

insurance to which both employers and work

men contribute was advocated by the National

• iation of Manufacturers at its annual

Mew York in May.

1 a larger dev< lopment in this
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schemes by individual employers than any
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Both of the companies offer compensation (or

"relief," as the Steel Corporation prefers to

call it) for all accidents, not caused by willful

neglect or misconduct, according to a uniform

and detailed schedule. The company pays all

the cost The workman is of course required

to choose between the compensation offered by

his employer and hi> legal right to bring .-uit.

The benefitsoffered by the Steel ( Corporation,

while, in general, not as high as those advocated

by the State Commissions which have studied

the subject, are very carefully adjusted to the

extent of the injury, to the number of children

dependent upon the man killed or injured, and

tothe numberof years of service in thecompany.

The plan of the International Harvester Corn-

pan) is very liberal in its provisions for injured

men. The benefits compare favorably with

any required in foreign countries.

These schemes are excellent as far as they go,

and yet this must be said: they are purely

voluntary, may be withdrawn at any time, and
their control and management rests solely with

the individual company. It is well objected,

moreover, that the smaller and weaker firms

will not and cannot institute such plans and
that we shall never have uniform or proper

protection of workmen generally without State

and national legislation requiring it.

LEGISLATION IX THE UNITED STATES TO-DAY

I Knee uniform compensation laws have been
strongly advocated in a number of States and
in Congress. Such laws have been framed by

the three Mate Commissions now sitting in

New York, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. More-

no ently the Legislatures of Illinois. New Jer-

sey, and Ohio have passed bills providing for

commissions to study this great problem and

recommend Legislation.

Congress can Legislate for two classes of

workmen only: for the men employed in inter-

state commerce, on railroads, steamship lines,

et< .. and for government employees of all

kinds. For railroad employees engaged in

interstate trade Cdngress has passed an ad-

vanced employers' liability law greatly modi-

fying the old limitations on the workman's
right of recovery. For artisans and workmen
employed by the United States the Federal

Compensation Act of 1908 was passed, grant-

ing low rates of compensation 1 maximum one

year's salarj |
in case of death OC injury.

Many States have modified the ngors of

common law by employers' Liability Laws more
or Less to the benefit of the workman. A mul-

titude of bills bearing on this question have
been introduced in most of the State I.

latures and some are still pending. But onlv

one State, Montana, has a compensation law
now in force. This is the Montana Mining
A< t of 1909. By this act a State fund contrib-

uted to by both employers and workmen is

created for paying fairly liberal benefits to

miners killed or disabled.

The Legislature of New York State passed
this year the two bills recommended by its

Commission on Employers' Liability and In-

dustrial Accidents. The first bill amends the

present Employers' Liability Law, consider-

ably to the benefit of the workman injured.

It also makes possible a contract between any

employer and his workmen by which the latter

give uj) their uncertain rights to sue and accept

instead certain compensation on a uniform scale

—roughly, half wages for disability, four y
wages up to $3,000 to dependents in case of death.

The second bill, the compensation bill, has

been already referred to. In certain specified

dangerous trades, as railroading, construction

of steel frame buildings, etc., compensation is

granted for all accidents due to trade risk or

to any fault or negligence of either employer or

fellow workmen on the liberal scale already

outlined. The passage of this bill marks an

epoch in this country. If the constitutionality

of these two bills is upheld after September,

when they take effect, .V w \ >rk Mate will be

in advance of any State in the Union in its

treatment of the victims of industrial accidents.

These bills are limited in their application

and do not offer compensation on as broad a

basis as do the laws of most foreign countries.

However, they may well be considered a good
start in the right direction.

Other Mates are now preparing to follow the

example of New York. An especially active

campaign is now being carried im in \!

chusetts. In Wisconsin two bills, proposed by

the commission there at work, are receiving

State-wide dis< USsion. The Mate Commission-;

studying the problem are stimulating interest

and waking up the country to a realization of

the Ljreal wrong now done the workers. In

formulating Legislation to ( orrc»t this we have

the experience of all the countries o\ Europe, as

well as of Canada. Australia, and New Zealand

to draw upon. In general it can be said that

the compensation system of dealing with acci-

dents, without regard to negligence, has been

Universally successful wherever tried. All signs

point to its speedy introduction into our State

and National legislation.
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HANDCUFFS ON AMERICAN DIPLOMACY IN

THE ORIENT
'""PHE phrase which stands as the title of this

-*- article is one used by Mr. Thomas F.

Millard in a paper entitled "America in China"
contributed by him to the Forum, and of par-

ticular interest in view of the recently concluded

agreement between Japan and Russia. Mr.
Millard was a war correspondent in the Boxer

rising and in the Russo-Japanese War; he has

published a book on Oriental affairs. "The
New Far East "; and he is at present the repre-

sentative in China of the American Magazine.

He maintains that Russia, Japan, England,

and France are "actively trying to keep Amer-
ican interests out of China"; and he publishes

what purport to be actual communications (in

translations, of course) from Russia, Japan,
and France, addressed to China "in the course

of putting the screws upon China and the hand-

cuffs on American diplomacy" in the Far East.

The present situation in the Middle King-

dom has arisen out of a preliminary agreement

'ructin^ and financing the Chinchou-
Aigun Railway, signed on 0< Lober 2. 1909, at

Mukden, by Viceroy Jf-i Liang for China, by
Willard Straight for the American banking

p who were to participate in thefinancingof

and by Lord Ffrencb for the firm

.mpany. This agreement was
ratified by an Imperial edict issued January 21,

ia and Japan, according to Mr.
rd. tried their hardest to prevent the

of the edi< t; but t -a little too late

in tl • on. A short time previously they

Mr S

prop to neutralize internationally"

n Manchuria. Mr. Millard's view

itiation

\ hii li

and that "in this

igland, am e

it under a pr

ccn th

1 ri-pf. 1 diplomats
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Jan. 31, from the Japanese Minister: "Before the
Chinese Government determines anything, the
consent of my Government must first be ob-
tained. If the position of my country is ignored
and a decision is made without referring the
matter to my Government, it will be hard to
estimate the seriousness of the trouble that may
be caused in the relations of the two countries."

Feb. 2, from the Russian Minister: "The Russian
Government expects that China will not settle

any such matter without first consulting Russia.
Otherwise there will be trouble in the relation-

ship between the two countries."

Feb. 4, from the Russian Minister: "The opinion
of Russia is that, in not notifying Russia and in

not considering that in case Russia did not take
a share she would oppose the undertaking,
America is conscious of having made a mistake.

Russia expects that nothing will be
settled without first obtaining the consent of

Russia. In regard to all future railways in

Manchuria which China may propose to build
with borrowed capital, the Russian Government
must first be consulted."

Feb. 18, from the French Minister: "The Govern-
ment of the French Republic desires to recom-
mend to the Imperial Chinese Government not
to conclude an arrangement on the subject of the
railway line between Chinchou and Aigun with-
out previously having come to an agreem< nt

with the Russian Government and the Japanese
( Kjvernment."

Later communications from the Russian and
nch ministers arc to the effect that "wishing

to get settled the question of railways in the

north of China, originally brought up by the

proposal of the United States to build a line,"

, their Governments suggest that the finan-

ciers "who proposed to China to build

should construct [instead of the Chinchou
in road] the prolongation of the Kalgan

Railway toward (Jrga and Kiakta

\ ." the < orro tness of the translation

of the diplomats notes cited above, it is evi

dent, ai Mr. Millard ob thai "foreign

nation- ha rted the rij'ht to interfere in
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THE WORLD'S PRODUCTION AND
CONSUMPTION OF SUGAR

C*R()M a lengthy article in the HoUandsche
Revue (Haarlem), reviewing an important

work on this subject from the pen of one of the

editors of the Dutch periodical, the New Fin-

ancier and Capitalist, we condense the follow-

ing leading points.

V cording to Dr. Edmund van Lippman, one
of the leading authorities, the art of extracting

sugar from the cane did not become known
until somewhere between the third and 3ixth

centuries,

India seems to have been the cradle of the sugar
industry. Thence it spread to Persia, where an
improved process of purification was discovered.
The product was there cast into moulds resembling
a loaf of bread, in which fact the origin of our
designation "loaf sugar" is to be sought. As a re-

sult of the Arab invasion of Persia, sugar found its

way into Arabia, whence again its culture was car-

ried to Cypress, Rhodes, Sicily, and Egypt. In
the last named country the preparation of sugar
was greatly improved, and the Egyptian product
bee. i me widely famous. From Egypt the industry
spread along the northern coasts of Africa and so

entered Spain, where, about the year 1150, some
fourteen refineries were in operation. Columbus
introduced the sugar cane into the .New World,
and, according to van Lippman, its culture there

advanced so rapidly as soon to exceed that of every
other country. The cultivation of sugar, however,
did not merely spread westward, but was intro-

duced also into China and the East Indian archi-

pelago, and more particularly into Java. In the
hitler country the Hollanders found this industry
already in full swing when they made their first

landing there in 1596.

While sugar was produced from the cane in

large quantities in the earl)- centuries of our

era and some process of purification was u

its refinement, in the sense in which we now use

the word, was only discovered at Venice in the

latter half of the sixteenth century.

This applies, of course, only to cane BUgar. The
saccharine value of beets \\a> not realized until

Andreas Sigismund Marggraf, (l1 Berlin, r.

ni/ed it in 1747. Its practical application, bow-
ever, was not made until ten yean later when
Marggraf's pupil. Franz Karl Achard, at Cunern,
in Lower Silesia, established the fir>t beet-sugar
mill. Hut the wretched means used for the c\-

traction of the sap, and the inferior quality of the

beets used, made this attempt a failure. It \v.i>

not until Napoleon I established the "Conti-
nental System," in [806, which closed the harbors
of continental Europe to English commerce, that

life \\..> infused into the languishing beet-sugar
industry, although it- lull development had yet to

wait for main years This again was brought
about bv Napoleon He did his besl to raise the

beet-sugar industry to the highest possible point.

By decree of March 25, im i, he offered one million
franc* in prizes and set apart .",2,000 hectares (about
79,000 acre-) lor the production of beets, and 1

lished five schools for theoretical and practical
instruction in the manufacture of sugar. As a re-

sult of this there were as early a.- 1 S28 fifty-eight
refineries in France, with an annual output of

30,000 tons of sugar. From France the induct ry
spread to surrounding countries, particularly to
Germany and Russia. By constant improvement
in the cultivation of the beet and means and meth-
ods of manufacture, Germany has for many year-
excelled all other countries in the production of

beet sugar.

The competition between the production of

sugar from the cane and that from beets has

always been sharp. Improved methods of

cultivation, the introduction of more effective

machinery, and the combination and more
economic use of capital caused the beet-.-

product, as early as 1882, to equal tha

tracted from the cane.

Subsequently, and up to 1888, the latter gained
ground again, but since that year has never
able to equal its formidable rival in the quantity-

produced. However, the constantly inert

scale upon which cane sugar is being produced in

Cuba,—where, according to Statist* i by
the United States Department of Commerce and
Labor, no less than 5.000,000 acres can be set apart
for the cultivation of sugar cane, with a possible

yield of 3.6 tons per acre, giving the enormous
total of 18,000,000 tons of sugar,—may make it

difficult, if not impossible, lor the beet-sugar
industry to hold its own.

The following table is of interest as showing
the increase in the consumption, and therefore

in the growth of the sugar industry in general,

between the years 1^75 and 1000. The
mates for the earlier period were made by

Richard Kaufman, while those of the later

period arc taken from the Indian Mcr ury.

.t Britain
United Stal
Denmark
Belgium
Netherlands
France
Germany
Switzerland
Austria-Hungary
Portugal

Sweden and
Russia
Spain

Turkey
Italy

'

-

22.66

16 17

7" 1

4-
-4

22

I4.65 I

ta

12.06 1905)

1905)
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EARL GREY'S SUCCESSFUL ADMINISTRATION
IN CANADA

HPHE high position of Governor-General of

* the Dominion of Canada is by no means

a bed of roses. There are for its occupant

great difficulties to be encountered, serious

problems to be overcome or evaded, severe

criticisms to be faced, and vigorous opposition

to be met. He has, moreover, to follow men of

wide experience in governing, of considerable

skill in statecraft, and of conspicuously high

rial character. As Mr. J. Castell Hop-
kins remarks, in the Canadian Magazine, few

or none of the Governors-General "have

d through their periods of office without

some unpleasant episodes created by personal

and party complications, the stress of a society

and political system in the making, the ebb and
How of an imperial spirit which varied with

almost bewildering changi In the case of

Earl Grey, whether "it has been the possession

of some subtle personal quality which makes
for popularity and influence," or whether it

is that Canadians are becoming less touchy

in the matter of imperial policy and British

authorities possessed of a keener insight into

Canadian conditions," the fact cannot be

denied that Lord < vice-regal adminis-

tration "has proved a quiet but apparently

uniform su irith a more continuous

expression of public approval and with fewer

element- at public frii don during its term than

in almo-t any preceding period." 'Lord Grey
after his arrival in Canada (D< ember 10,

;Iy in popularity without

ive after it"; and he exhibited

than 01 combination of two quali-

ties essential to ft in ( anada—caution

and

whole term of ofFn e there \

of thought and utl to whi< h

J»rd < lr id v. hi' h he

with su< < ess or at lea.->t a minimum

I

Unci:

EARL OBEY

V Who will retire next year as Governor-General of Canada)

tion of the commercial, financial, and transporta-
tion needs of Canada.

Within three months of his advent to office

at Ottawa, Lord Grey skilfullytouched upon the

French-Canadian issue when addressing the

Ottawa Saint Jean Baptiste Society, in the

following word-:

I notice with much pleasure that an obi©
your > conserve your beautiful French

in all it purit \, for the pui po e ol ena-
bling you to render, in iln- most eloquent exprc

' he human i in command, t he hi

li institutions undei
and under w h'v li |oj a

rity which I do not
in.it il< i under anj

le.

In thi ' dim i onnci tion men
Ol the Qu< i I • i. i 1 1 1 1 1

1

ind pi< tun

ami the

to hi i i' l

inallj a k> aJ and Prot ini ial

< clebi hamplain' founding ol I
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and .enlarged it into a movement t<> estab-

lish a great national park on the a ene of Mont-
* aim and Wolfe's memorable battle and to turn

a French-Canadian fete into a national and
imperial and international demonstration."

Lord Grey i- a firm believer in the present

and future- greatness of Canada. He has pre-

di< ted for it within fifty years a greater popu-
lation than that of Britain; he has described it

as .1 treasure-* hesl rather than an ice-box; hehas
ared his belief that before the end of the

new century Canada will equal the United States

in everything that makes a great nation; and he

considers the Dominion to he the largest ana
of unprospected mineral country in the world.

Lord drey's administration was "remark-
able for a great advance in friendly relations

with the United Mate-"; and th rnor-

General himself was doubtless responsibli

Mr. Choate's visit to Ottawa in iooo and for

th.- succeeding visit of Mr. Root: while his

speeches, "at the right time and in the right

place and with the right ring," at the I

tiations in thi> present year f< rting

a tariff war with the United State- were
notable for their di.-crimination and high
quality.

Canada is not an easy country to rule. Earl

Grey has administered it wisely, - --illy,

and with the highest moth i

A POLITICAL BOSS IX SWITZERLAND
CWITZERLAND has for so long been re-

^ garded as the model republic that the

mere suggestion of the existence of bossism,

graft, and bribery within its borders is enough
to take one's breath away. "A political boss

in Switzerland—the thing is impossible!" one

would naturally exclaim. Vet hire, as in other

cases, it is the exception that proves the rule.

( )nly recently a writer in one of our magazines
said: "It is the initiative and referendum that

has made Switzerland a democracy. By reason

( . I c 1 1 < . 1 S

of it the boss has disappeared; there is no
bribery and there is no corruption." But Mr.
(ieorge Judson King has discovered that

Switzerland "has a political bo—— just one*

—

who holds the destiny of one canton within the

closure of his fat fist." The canton in ques
is Fribourg, the only canton that ha- no ini-

tiative and referendum provision in it-

stitution, and its master is M. Georges Py-

thon. Mr. King decided to make a first-hand

study of this man so unique in Swiss politics;

and he has published the results of his investi-

gation in the Twentieth Century. We read:

In company with a your
at the nearby university [of Fribourg], 1 sat down
to wait Presently, .i portly, w man,
who bore himself like a commanding general,
!>\ and entered the inner office. it was \l. Py-
thon. While we waited, the young r im-
parted to me confidential information evidently
calculated to impress me with the greatness "l the
man I was about t<> m< "He i this

canton, which lie hold- in the hollow of In- hand,"
-aid he. " Nothing i> done unless he :

- appointments, election of candidates, i!l

lation everything! Ah, lie i- a verj powi !

and a verj clever man. Th< thing
but he helps our university."

Mr. King, with his companion, was at length

ushered into the pn of the an'', rat, his

impressions, of whom he sets forth thu

My !'ir-t thought was, "A typical ward bed
Oi medium height; heavily built but not too fat;

round head, thick neck, closely cropped hair,

sua! tare and cold inquiring i
'. the

part, lie received us formal! ! his

putter and accustomed to mastery. There was
tain curtness in his manner which warned the

visitor to be brief . The pi stated thai I

an American investigating the government
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Switzerland, and, after a few commonplace in-

quiries, I asked, "What is the voting strength of

the various political parties in the canton of Fri-

bourg?" M. Python, manipulator of elections for

twenty-seven years, did not know. In response to

another question he briefly outlined the form of

rnment in his canton, and ended by stating,

not without a certain satisfied air, as though the

fact should give distinction to Fribourg in the eyes

of an American, that it was the only canton in

Switzerland which had no initiative and refer-

endum. ... I asked, "Why?" Python's
manner became most amusing. . . . lie

raised both hands in the so-so gesture of a Jewish
peddler selling goods "below cost,*' and said.

"There has been no opportunity to vote upon the

question." Evidently he had forgotten that not

two years before 8500 citizens of the canton had
petitioned his Grand Council to submit this very
question to a decision of the voters, and that the

petition had never been so much as noticed, be-

cause M. Python had said, " .V

M. Python evidently did not relish the turn

the interview was taking; for when Mr. King
was about to ask his opinion of the initiative

and referendum the interview was "abruptly

closed" and there was no further opportunity

to put questions.

Later. Mr. King visited Dr. Gross, editor of

a Liberal newspaper in Fribourg, from whom
he learned that the canton "is in a sad plight,"

and "is looked upon as an old milestone in all

free Switzerland." He gleaned also the fol-

lowing facts:

Python's power is derived mainly from a mo-
nopoly of the money market by his absolute con-
trol of the two largest banks. All public officials

are of his choosing. He selects the university pro-

's and all government employees, down even
to the stone-cutters on the public roads. He gives

fat jobs to members of the leading families of the

canton, thus gaining their support or silencing

their opposition. The night before election,

crowds of men are kept in hotels and boarding-
houses, and are promised jobs if they vote Python s

way. A short time previous to election day many
more men than usual are employed on the streets

and in the public works. The electrical plant,

estimated at 3,000,000 francs, actually cost the
canton 12,000,000 francs.

At this, Mr. King was forced to laugh ; and
being asked by Dr. Gross his reason for doing

so, replied: "It is so like America that I begin

to feel at home."

SWITZERLAND'S UxXIQUE PARLIAMENT
I N many respects the characteristics of

viuerland are unique. The configuration

of her territory, with its beautiful mountains,

alone plates her in the proud position of a

country without a rival; her history is the

record of a succession of fights for freedom; her

men are all soldiers, and she needs no navy;

she has no fewer than six unive n a total

. ation of about three and one half millions;
• but not least of her peculiarity
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increasing administration. In 1870 the old fed-

eral palace, the western wing of to-day. sufficed for

the requirements of the Parliament, the federal
Council, and its various services. Since then a

d edifice, similar to the first, has been con-
structed. Seven years ago the palace known as
that of the Parliament, was erected in the middle
of and above the two wings, and Mill the needs of

(dministratioii were not completely satisfied:

Other buildings had to be acquired and trans-
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and this is regarded by M Bonjour as <>nc

of the contributing factors in the modi-ration

of the assembly. The Dumber of deputies in

the National Council varies, one- deputy being

chosen for every 20,000 of population. Of tin.'

present number, 167, the Radical Democrats
count [03; the Catholic right, 34; the Liberal-

Conservative center, 16; the group comprising

the 7 Socialists and the "Politico-Social" fac-

tion, 12; and 2 members are not included in

any classification.

The melange of the various parties is not the

only thing that strikes the visitor at a session

of the Swiss National Council, lie notice-,

more particularly perhaps, the had acoustics

of the hall. Although the latter is of small

dimensions, it is impossible for a feeble voice

or one that is not fairly sonorous to make itself

heard. Everything has been tried to remedy
this defect, but without success. M. Bonjour
thinks that this inconvenience is probably one

of the causes that rob the debates of that

animation which characterizes those of other

parliaments. Another factor of this phenome-
non, more considerable still, is the absent

ministerial responsibility.

In France the issues of the great political

debates are the very existence of the govern-

ment. In the Swiss Parliament there is noth-

ing to resemble these. The Federal Council is

elected for three years. < Mice in office it cannot

be overthrown by the votes of the chambers

and it is certainly this that contributes to the

ab-ence from the debates of that dramatic
character so striking elsewhere. "No lobby
intrigues; no secret caucuses; no trap- set in

the path of the ruler>. Parliamentary effort is

expended in the mere discussion of legal proj-

ects, in motions, and in rare interpellation-."'

The question of languages has been settled

at Berne in a very equitable and happy manner.
Each orator speaks in his own tongue and so

the President. But, a- it is i. for

the words of the last-named to be understood
by all. they are translated into (ierman or into

French, as the case may be. Italian is com-
paratively rare in the chambers. When a

speech is delivered in that language the >

sion is quite a little "event/' In Hie National

Council reports are presented in both (ierman
and Trench.

The State Council ((ierman, St<indcrath)

differs from its neighbor in regard to a few
parliamentary customs. The State Council

being four times less numerous than the other

chamber, its discussions are naturally more
quickly terminated and have less amplitude.

Consequently, as the law obliges the two
chambers to sit concurrently, it often happens
that the State Council lacks businc— while the

National Council supplements its morning sit-

tings by afternoon session-. The State < ouncil

consists of 44 members; the hall in which it

meets is much smaller than that of the Na-
tional Council; and the acoustic- are no better.

The rule is to speak sealed.

THE ORIGINALS OF SOME OF MARK
TWAIN'S CHARACTERS

'"pi 1
1', identification of the originals of the

* characters in the works of popular writ-

ers has always excited the liveliest interesl of

the reading public
;
and not seldom have the

votaries of the great fiction-mongers been

doomed to disappointment in their endeavors

to lift the veil which their favorite authors have

so skillfully thrown around the creatun

their fancy. According to Mr. Homer Crov,

writing in the Bellman (Minneapolis), Mark
Twain "sometimes used a real character, and

sometimes he did not If a person in breath-

ing life measured up to romance as given to us

by the hue Samuel L. Clemens, he went in just

as he was; if he did not, Mark put on high

lights and profiles as the case demanded."
The- best known two of all Mark Twain's

character- are probably Becky Thatcher ami

Huckleberry Finn; and concerning these Mr.

Croy gives some interesting data. Of the

former, he say-:

When young Samuel wore a blue hickory -liirt

and Laura 1 ra-er wore- pigtail- clown her |.a<k he

gathered mils and berries f<>r her aa they wandered
their way to Mi— I in v Davis' pri >"1 at

Hannibal, Missouri. But before they reached the

little house \\ lure tin- classes met they had I

ran-, for it would never clt. for a l>"

e to si hool together.
N

i n if tluir

books were mixed up and they had the same kind

of lurry -lain- on their mouths it would never c|o.

The world now know- her as Beck her,

tlte lovable girl who was h>>t in the cave with Tom
Sawyer when they found Injun J •

Mr-. Fraser i- now living at Hannibal. W
where she- is matron of a home for widows and

orphans; and "she i- loved and respected by

all the people of her home town, for a truer,

nobler woman never lived." I •••
' yean ago
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she visited the Clemens home at Redding,

Conn.; and for two days she and the great

humorist were " companions and friends as of

old."

Thev were sad and merry in turns as they

thought over the days that were no more. On the

morning of her departure Mrs. Fraser found on the

ng table of her room a splendid steel engrav-

ing of Samuel L. Clemens, and written acr

these words: "To Laura Fraser, with the love of

her earliest sweetheart."

It is not, we think, generally known that the

account of the losing of Tom Sawyer and

Becky Thatcher in McDowell's Cave was

founded on fact. Mr. Cray states that Samuel

himself, when a hoy, was really lost in the cave

for thirty hours. The narration of the incident

brought unexpected results: a large cement

firm was attracted to the place, and investiga-

tion showed "that the entire cave was formed

of cement rock

A plant was started, and it soon became the

I its kind in all the West. It brought
laborers to Hannibal, and with it

came other industries which lifted the river town
to the dignity of a city. In a word, Hannibal
largely owes its present prosperity to Tom Sawyer.

Huckleberry Finn, as the world knows him,

iw living at Pari-. Mo. He was ''a mem-
bcr of the Hannibal boys who made the nights

merry for the mtivi

BECKY THATCHER

'He is B. C. M., better known as "Barney,"
Farl hing.

Young Samuel Clemens, it must be known, was
never a leader in the pranks of "the gang." . . .

Rather he was the one to sit back and think out
thing:- to do, and then, by the gentle art of SUf

tion, get the other boys to do them. To this bunch
of merrymaker^ belonged Barney Farthing. . . .

He. however, maintains that he is Hucklebern
Finn with alterations, lor hi> lather was neither a

fisherman nor the town drunkard. Hut then- i-

where the fiction touch conies in.

Just as surely as one boy could not ha\ e done all

the things that I luckleberry Finn is attributed \\ ith

is the fait that l>arnc\ Farthing did get mixed up
in a whole lot of the tilings thai did happen. Mark
Twain took all his exploits,and then pieced them out

with the adventures of other boys around the town
until they made a wonderful and laughable whole.

rybody whom young Clemens met .11

tin- period of his lite be< ame " material " tor his

Ixxiks. Thus, Injun Joe was "a drunken half

! Indian, who ran an express wagon, |>i' I.

Up odd jobs wherever he COllld." The
aunt of Ton er, who bellied the bo)

iheir adventurous jounv \ on the raft, was the

! Quaries, a relative of young
on a large plantation oul

side Hannibal. She died in California, in the

but "
.<i proud

Id not hi her famou
nephew know of her . ondition

"
lond Mill

"III.

cousin ol mother.

on tie him
ill ill. d i |. I In-

' .olil i tin . h
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I'.ui jusl al ili.ii nine a man with the name "f

Eschol S( Hers bobbed up and threatened to make
trouble So Mark hunted around for another
hr-i name, .m<l hit upon Mulberry.

Horace Bixbj is Captain Horace Bixby, still

living al St. Louis, who taught ( lemens i<» be a

pilot for $500, and who claims that Mark
Twain was " the best graduate he ever had, and
knew the personalities and eccentricities

more snags than any other pilot who
handled the wheel in early day-.'

-

The Toil

Lariat on the steamer "Quaker City" in The
/iino road was "really a poet, and was
on the great sight seeing trip with Mark
Twain.*' Hi- real name was HI' i II.

Cutter; he lived at Littl N

known ;. Island's farmer pi

In contradistinction to other author-. Mark
Twain never hunted for material. He met his

characters, lived with them, thought their

thoughts, and then. he. au-e he could not help

it. put them on paper.

FACTS AND FANCIKS CONCERNING
THUNDERSTORMS

HpHERE is probably no more hopeless task ,a thunder-torm comes up fear tak< -

A than that of attempting to convince peo- of a majority of humankind within it- area;

pie that "there i- nothing to he afraid of in and in many a home members of a family may
a thunderstorm." In spite of all that science hi' found betaking themselves to dark closets

teaches concerning the composition of light- or to pillow- and feather-beds in order that

ning and its comparative harmlessness to all they may not see the dreaded Bashes. In an

hut about two in every million persons, directly interesting

\ ki \l n DANGEROUS M \>H oi LIGHTNING

inloading bicb then

article, entitled "Robbing the

Thunderstorm of It- Terrors,"

contributed by Mr. Donald
Cameron Shafer to Country

Life in America, the author

setts that people are afraid be-

cause they do not understand

the nature of the disturhai.

Ih

In reality, it is the noisy thunder
which 9cares them not the light-

ning. Electricity i> mor<
mysterious t<> the layman, and,

thei of wonder and

thquakes do not come be-

cause the people are wicked; light-

ning does not flash i the
- .ire mad. Both an- the natural

workings of nature, no more n

trrinu- than the rain, the wind,
or tin snow. In the citj

tadj la-t summer a tailor named
• lt-m.m refused to takeout any

insurance on hi- place,

wants me t" burn up, den I !>

up, dot i>- .ill. It is in der ham
Providei
down from tin sky one night and
burned tin- little tailor >1k>|>. despite

his simple faith, whilea disreputable
!•> gambling h the

inharnn

Mr. Shafer proceeds to analyze

the thunderstorm "which makes
the heart to <|uake and the net

to tingle." quote him further:
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The air is full of moisture. In a few moments,
with the temperature rapidly dropping, these tiny

drops of moisture condense and become too heavy
to be supported in the air, and then we shall have
a. shower. . . .

Now the lightning begins to flash! Steady the

nerves now, and remember that each minute par-

ticle of water up there in the sky also contains

a tiny bit of electricity, and. as the water con-

denses into raindrops and showers to earth, even
so the particles of electricity condense and unite

until the air, or, better speaking, the water in the

air, becomes overcharged, and we have a shower oj

.T'.city.

Look out and you will see the raindrops dashing
to earth in a pleasing, life-giving summer shower.
Watch and you will see come tearing out of the

depths of a cloud, as black as night, a bolt of elec-

tricity which dashes to the ground and disappears.

If the pent-up waters of the upper air were
dammed back by some invisible force until the

increased pressure forced an opening, and then
descended to earth in one might}' stream, it

would mean certain destruction to even, thing it

struck. . . .

The particles of moisture accumulating in the
upper air are Ires to drop to earth as soon as they
condense and unite until they are too heavy to

float. The particles of electricity gathered in the

upper air, which is moist enough to be a good con-
ductor, are effectively insulated from the ground
by layers of more or less dry air, which is the best

non-conductor of electricity in the world. This
electricity is "dammed back" until it readies a

ient to break down this r

and da.-m to earth in a park or flash.

It i.s the gaseous partii les composing the atmos-
i to incand< by the ele» trical

•/ breaking down this resistance, which we

see, and not the electricity itself. Electricity can-
not be seen.

Mr. Shafer ridicule? the practice of shutting

all windows in a thunderstorm, which, he says,

is a mere superstition.

With the terrific speed of lightning— 186,000
miles a second— there is no danger of its being
blown aside from its course. . . Houses are
struck, but they are always struck on the roof

first, and nearly always on the very highest point
of the roof at that, unless the current leaps off a
telephone or electric light wire. This is because,
with the enormous voltage or pressure of lightning,
dry wood is almost a> good a conductor as copper
wire i.- to a weaker current, and lightning, travel-

ing always in the easiest paths, quickly leaves the
air, which is a non-conductor, to run down the
wooden timbers of a building.

With regard to lightning-rods. Mr. Shafer

says they are good if lightning happens to

strike a building; but most houses never are

struck, and rods are considered such feeble

protection by the insurance companies that

the latter do not make any reduction in rates

on buildings equipped with lightning-rods. By
way of contrast, he cites the case of one house

in England that has been struck by lightning

more than 300 times.

The photographs accompanying Mr.Shafer's

paper, which are some of the best we have seen

of lightning-flashes, show that the conventional

picture- of lightning are entirely wrong.

ASTRONOMY'S LATEST WORD OX MARS
'

I
" !I. most widely divergent views are enter

tained by astronomers in regard to our

\xtr planet Mar-, some, like our Ameri
ell, believing that it is the

• highly intelligent being-, others, like

momer ( 'ampbell, that

......

riting in the /

into

the

ii< h the lb him
here life

til

testify to the existence of a highly developed
order of beings.

M.ir-. I1.1- light, air, and sunshine, ij I I. on
>n; ii seems impossible thai .1 world having

all tin- requisites (or life Bhould be condemned to

E\ identl) Benl imenl pl.i\ ^

.1 p.ni in th<- French enthusia t's ideas On the
other hand, sober observers have pointed to the
i.i< t thai th< n on M.n - \ ield but

." ol 1 In- lii at received I 1 hal
I in doubi ing m In 1

'

uurce
of all v itahl

-

n 1 he foi mer
planet to M 1111ma 1 ion pre

arc

nhabitants draw

1 ted to l while
1

1 hi noted I ri in h 1 1 1 1
-.

, hold 1 hal it 1 1 ..I

ibo> ••

\\ iih i iiiln ting npiiii' in ii m .1 but

rinomci

of ll .• Ill'' p., Illo 1, |.

hit ii \l pi< il la ' fall to fathom
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as i losely as possible the riddles of the mys
terious plaint. To return to l)r. Arrhenius

again:

Since the epoch-making introduction of the
. great number of distinguished
have made use of that instrument

tn discover the composition of the atmosphere
i.i Mars, and particularly whether it contains
aqueous vapor. All .ire agreed th.u the climati

th.it i.f a desert. Assuming that it corresponds tn

that of Salt Lake City, which may be very < lose tn

tin- truth, the air i- saturated .it a humidity of ;,i

per (ciu., ,ind it follows from this and other data
that the maximum temperature of the Martian
midsummer may be reckoned as 5.3

s Centigrade

(41 1. Fahrenheit t. A rich vegetable life, as as-

sumed by Lowell, seems thus out of the question;

he, however, maintains his optimistic views as to

the climatic conditions.

The great riddle on the surface of Mar.- is

the so-called canal-. The popular idea

strongly sustained by Lowell and Flammarion

is that they are gigantic works of engineering

skill which serve to irrigate the country*. This

view is incompatible with the severe cold upon

the planet. According to another theory, hut

one scarcely known to the general public, these

"canals" are hssures on the surface of Ma

Fizeau believed them to he fissures in the

of ice; Penard declared, in ink*, that they cor-

respond to the cracks in the earth's crust. These
cr.ick-. owing to their connection with the recent

1 arthquakes, have been pn tty thoroughly studied.

Their origin i- accounted for by the tact th.it the

temperature of the earth'- crust,- ignoring the 20
meter- affected l>y tin- sun, remain- unchanged,
while the heat of the interior i- slowly but steadily

lessened by being conducted to the colder surface

of the earth; the latter thus temporarily retains its

dimensions while the glowing interior i- contract-

ing. Finally, a hollow having been formed, the

earth's crusl collapses, with resulting fissures.

Li. well is of the opinion that the Mars canals are too

long to bear comparison with the fissures upon our

globe. It would, however, not In- a surprh

thing should the (left- lie longer than those on the
• h. Mars, according tn the unanimous opinion

of it- observers, is in ,1 -omewh.it more advanced
stage than the earth. It- -olid crusl i- therefore

somewhat thicker than that 0! our globe. This,

course, i- partly owing to the lesser volume "t

Mars, 1-15 lh.it of the earth. It i-. at any rate,

highly probable that incomparably the larger part

of the interior of Mars, a- well a- of the eaitl

fluid. For after the rather rapid formation of the

( ru-t in the beginning, it- later progress i- ex<

sively -low. Mars i- not. like the moon, a dead
celestial body upon which practically no chanj
in i nr. The difference is <\uf to the existent e ol .\n

atmosphere, rare though it be, on the Martian
pi. met. In it the aqueous vapors are distilled,

causing the change ol seasons to become apparent.

Hut other changes are constantly occurring upon
the planet. It must be presumed that, a- upon
the earth, meteorite- containing iron or iron

combinations, descend upon it The yellow \<il

which ha- -o often disturbed tin observation of

the planet's Burface doubtless proceeds Irom \(i\

~» **

Pi i'IY U. LOV

(The Amcric.in student

tine particles of oxide of iron. This dust would
gradually till up the "canals" did not the deepen-
ing of the assures maintain the differ. level.

One circumstance that is always brought

forward as evidencing the high intelligent

the Martians is the absolute straightness

the "canals" and their regular geometric dis-

tribution. A number of Mar- obser

C'erulli and Maunder, and especially Anto-

niadi, have expressed a contrary new, the

latter saying:

The complicated network of

probably illusory. 1 i 'he planet

remind- one of that of the n that the

latter is dead, -that is, appears unchangcabl
of some.terrestrial I beheld from a bal-

loon. In a word, tin "geometry " ol Mir- pi

to be a pure illu-i.

The writer com hides by ' hat he has

shown that a comprehension of the phenomena

observed on M 5 is not al all impossible by the

aid of I QOwn to US on earth. Thai
- i- an almost extinct world h< Is as

fully established. When the atmosphere shall,

in consequence of cooling and decay, disap-

pear Mar.- will be as unchangeable a- the moon.
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DO HOLLAND AND BELGIUM NEED
AN ALLIANCE?

HpHE haunting fear of the "German peril.''

•* which has so long possessed many
Englishmen, has, with time, spread to other

countries as well. General von der Boeck,
writing in the Deutsche Rreue (Berlin), dis-

cusses the possibility of a military alliance be-

tween Holland and Belgium—two countries

which share the trepidation of the English

about Germany. The fear of being dragged

in should France and Germany go to war is

not the only one that besets them. Germany
widely credited, besides, with the desire to

extend her dominions at their expense, in order

to expand her coast line, and, more especially.

to become master of the outlets of the Rhine.

The General's article is, in the main, a resume

of a recent notable publication by a Dutch
writer, R. A. Klerck, which has been largely

exploited by the anti- German military pi

of France. This work contains almost all

that has in recent times been published in

regard to the independence and neutrality of

!»• lgium, as well as to the means by which
these can be secured by a league with Hol-

land. Besides being esteemed as a gifted

writer by his countrymen, the author is spe-

cially well versed in military affairs.

The first j>oint debated by Klerck is whether,

m a historical stand]>oint, a rapprochement

jibie. lb- reai hes

the conclusion that it would, on the whole, r

u[>on a natural basis, there being, in fa< t. no
essential obstacles in the way. Difl of

\tra< lion i ould not hinder an alliai

"that would leave l>oth countries independent.

-ii examined is whether the

of Bi ".-, enti-

an alliance with another power.

>>jt< h writer maintains that Belgiuo

it neutral-

an alii rmed in order to proti

that neutral

bistorii ally

H

he
vn thai |M.liti< :il a

•> the ji if both

the ihii

1

1

lly

THE LITTLE DUTCH PRINCESS, JULIANA, VND
FATHER, THE PRINCE CONSORT

I II R

m.
I

!

(Taken on the little Princess' first birthday anniversary)

concludes thai it does actually exist, and has

existed ever sin< e the great victories of Prussian

policy in the '6o's of the past century. This

surprising conviction, the General remarks.

seems to have been aide*! by the overzealous

member- of the pan-German league.

The most suitable mean- to preserve the na

tional existence of both peoples would lie an

alliai i the two nations. Doubtless,

the author, a purely defensive alliani e

would materially redu< e the da thai

ten them, I

: in< e influential v<

i raised againsl that in both < i

the military

authorities on both iuld, bj ncnt,

Should

400,0 I
that Would in .1

quantity ihc l» I

'. mil

• tluir I III

l.irlv ti ii and ih' little

|M)pulai

1 ttle Juli nth old.
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THE MODKL PUBLIC SCHOOL
IN his sixth paper under the title "What is

* Wrong with Our Public Schools?" Mr.

foseph M Rogers outlines in the June number
of Lippincott's a model school. He contends

that our schools have tailed to accomplish ail

that i> expected of them because they have not

fully recognized the principle that "education

develops nothing original in a human being.

Personality is a definite creation, but education

can do vasl things for every individuality, and

everyone need- special treatment." Some per-

sons cannot be educated beyond a certain point,

while other- seem to have few limitations. To
run all through the same groove is impossible.

Chicago, Mr. Rogers tells his readers, is the

first city in the United States to recognize this

She is building fifty new schoolhouses, at a

of £180.000 each. Every one of these is to

have "a gymnasium, a swimming-pool, a play-

ground, and manual and domestic economy
outfits." liven these plans fall short of the

necessary requirements.

In depicting his model school, Mr. Ro
supposes a city school, it being possible to

inaugurate reforms most easily in such an

institution.

The graded school building would have largo

ground-, be of good architecture and eligibly situ-

ated. It would Ik- arranged for classes of no more
than twenty-five, but each floor, according to

modern construction, would be capable of being
thrown Into a -ingle room. Artistic and sanitary
condition- would cxi-t everywhere. There would
be plants and pictures, aquaria and gymnasia,
rest-rooms, work-room-, and a library, with small
laboratories and collections of mineral-, w<

etc. There would be simple- scientific apparatus
and on eai h Hour arrangements for moving pictures
or ordinary lantern-slide display s.

The school ought to be the most imposing
and the best appointed building in the com-

munity; it should be "looked upon by every

citizen as the most important pla< e next to his

home "; it should be a sort of clubhouse for the

neighborhood; and, in general, it should be

"SO attractive that children would consider it

a deprivation to Stay away from it." The fol-

lowing program represents, in condensed form,

Mr Roger-' idea of ho? aid be o

pied in the- model school. Some novel sug

tion- w ill be noted by our read

After devotional exercises, the principal ti

er- on each floor would uive a brief summai
the important new- of the day which would be of

interest and importance to children according to

their agl . The next hour would be de-

voted to academic work in the classrooms, with
the teachers giving the needed help to pupil- who
ar.- perplexed The children would not be ta

l>c( ted to -it rigidly in silence at their desks, neither
Id tiny be allowed to make a disturbs

They should l>e made to take such an inter'

their work that discipline would be
thought of.

I'll' I morning-hour would be devoted
to the same general put • i>t that the
teaching would now be more general, and the
sidelights would he brought out 1>> everj
mean-, so th.it the children should un

ly what is in hand. It i- Utter to
round and have cv ery thine clear than to !ea\ e

pupils 1" ;t anytl ["hat i- what
discourages most children.

lock the la • the
workshops, the -m.dler

Some of the uirls would go to the ki; pre-

pare the lunch, and others to the , and
laundry. A- it would t»e impossible t

modate all of the chil Iren in this way at an) one
lime, the- te l< hers would hav e a few pupil- in

room to stimulate in various directions, and these
in turn would go to the workshops alter 1

aid lie I ical busi-

ikkeepit h riling.

The lunch, which would l>e simple and substan-
tial, would l>e wholly prepared and -trved by the
girls, under competent direction. With given ma-
terials provided by the public at a ti\i

many good lunches would be prepan
the older girl- would be sent to market to pur
supplies for a small number,
lor a given sum; they would cook this and

lected pupils for a weik, when anothei
would undertake the task. Tin- idea of this w

be to train the voting girl- in practical mark.
Too few married women have more than a -mat-
te-ring of knowledge of how to buy economically the
most nutritious and palatable looil, or how to

it properly.
After lunch then- would be I n: then the

boys would go to tie and the g.rl- to the
sewing, typewriting, and commercial rooms I hose
who had had t h :- a the mornr ..

now have some academic work. The after

instruction would consist mainly in illusti

lectures by expert-. On each floor tl hi be
a moving-picture equipment; the lecturers would
go from Boor to Boor; a\m.\ the lectures wouli

brace elementary science, history, travel, liter-

ature, Atn\ politics in it- bro i

Mr. Rogers recognizes the fact that many
trd moving pictui an evil;

but, as he observes, it is impossible t'> ignore

their great potentialities for good. Literature

he would have taught by a good elocutionist;

and "much lime should be devoted to mu
The manual training would not the

petty -ort now taught ii -, but would be

serious work, under the cl mpetent

met ban

Great importance is attached by Mr. ]<>-.

to the practical nature oi the teaching for
g

iys

lake th 'iint; woman w h tdu-

ated with honor- from the high school. I- she
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truly educated if she cannot take care ot a

home and run it economically? How many
such girls to-day can go out and purchase
economical!}' the materials for any sort of meal
and prepare it with any degree of efficiency?

There are a good many who can do this after

a fashion, hut in these days the chemistry of

cooking is a science. There are certain things
which we ought to eat in certain proportions,

there are some things which we ought not to

eat at all, and most food is of value according
as it is cooked. No girl is properly educated
who cannot run a home as well as a man does his

business and on essentially the same principles.

That is why I have laid so much stress on cooking
in the schools, and am in favor of having the State
provide the materials for the luncheons. If the

schools can make better housewives
justify almost any expense.

thev will

Most persons will agree with Mr. Rogers
Then he says that what is wanted in any school

is a curriculum so elastic that every sort of

normal child will get some good out of it. In
most cases of ••dull'" children it is the form of

instruction and not the child that is at fault.

We must set away from mere book-learning.

All instruction must be of a practical nature;

and it should be remembered that what interests

boys as well as men is generally that which is

best for them to be instructed in.

THE ORATORS OF THE FRENCH CHAMBER
OF DEPUTIES

AMONG all the orators of the French
* *• lower chamber—we are told by Anatole

lonzie (himself a member of that bodyi in

the Illustrirte Zeitung of Berlin—the most note-

worthy and "extraordinarily Protean" is the

famous Socialist leader, Jean Jaures. He says

in part:

Many views no doubt prevail as to his real char-
r me, I imagine him to be quite indif-

• to friendship and sympathy. He certainly

makes no hid for either. This man, who seems to

ly in his every expres
I an > nvinced, one of the ->ort whose inner-

ire hard
; nt for little when it

i the prodigy
»ho in mpliihcd in

poetry and a champion of verbal literalne>s—com-
bines metaphy-ics with v it, strategy with force,

precise knowledge with elegant phraseology.

Aristide Briand, the Socialist Premier, owes

a good deal of his celebrity, thinks M. de Mon-
zie, to the sharp contrast which he offers to

Jean Jaures. Unlike his masterful colleague,

M. Briand persuades with suavity. He is an

adept at subtle development am! transition.

For all the seductiveness of his voice, which

lends a <damour to his most commonplai e utter-

an< es, '"his speeches are really no more than

long, familiar chat-." And he goes on chat-

ting, in this -train and the next, emphasizing

one point or leading up to another, according

]

,

)
3

llll I III I
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(.Leader of the Socialist Party) i Prime Mil erof Pu

as he finds himself impressing his audience,

"whose moods of response <»r antagonism hi

pears to gauge with swift and unfailing in-

stinctiveness."

o other statesmen and orators, Messrs.

Viviani and Millerand, who have also favored

nh ialist doctrines, afford ground for interesting

comparison. Clemenceau used to call Viviani

"an idealized Millerand," so M. de Monzie in-

forms one, and he then characterizes the latter

as "a realist who in his theory of government
follows the methods of experimental science."

Although his address is apparently somewhat
ponderous, actually he is "clear, concise, and

always to the point."

The In persensith e and emotional Rene Viviani,

overflowing with the revolutionary spirit and
revelling in historical rerain

mythology, if I ma) 'In- best Latinist

ami the most impeccable speaker of the Chamber.

Three stalwart defenders oi Catholicism are

Messrs. Cochin, Groussau, and Piou, whom
their clever fellow-Deputy describes a> foD

I >, i \ - ( chin exceeds his two collea thin
physical .mil intellectual stature, lit- i

himself in the Chamber as though he were in a

drawing-room. He leans against the back of the

mi, below tin ( h.iirm.tn

might against the mantelpiece when conversing
intl> in .t fashionable company. Alth

he t . 1 1 k. — without calculated
Inn with extreme urbanitj and politi

In addition to hi- /<.il for tli of religion he
-how- liim-ili .i ven authoritative and able de-

bater on foreign pofil ii -. . . . Jacq
perhaps ri ) >: han I >< < bin.

Despite his furtive air and h 'i little eyes,

he i- in a higher <i r. tacti< ian, aad
fighter, True that his battles have resulted in

ter, that hi> tactics ! tous, and
that hi- capacity for leadership h

(.lllcd into question. Still, no matter: he h

mained a dignified and imposing h^ure— and rather
solitary. He recalls the old House of Peers and
vanished monarchies and times when there was
leisure for deliberate speech and ceremonkx
ply. . M. Grossau is a short, nervous, ex-

citable man with a fixed distorted smile,

professor of law, he pleads for religion as ii on a

lirief, and just a> if he would orcouM win the •

Hi- quietly persistent, ostensibly simple way.
sometimes disarms the most partisan tribunal
ceivable, and gains him the attention of the

anti-clerical Chamber that i

always listened to, n i fruitful victory,

and i- never disc

mflk Pelletan, ex-Minister of Marine, i-

another striking personality. With advancing

5, he has lost Mime of his former impetuous-
;

ulities were never fully rw ognized,

though he was one of the most edr.

rienced, and efficient politicians oi hi- genera-

tion. It has always been a delight to hear this

quaint speaker. He is full of am
maki t of anecd elates them, in-

vents them. This "good Bohemian," with his

vast store i>\ literary and hi^torii al knowlt

is an inveterate punster, from wh<

tries shines forth the ven.- soul of mirth.

Quite the opposite is the ex Foreign Minis

M.I )« K man of strong will, a formulist,

who never improvises, and never take- action

but i: is carefully planned and matured.

Th« ign Minister, Stephen Pichon,

a member of the Senate, employs no fiowi

rhetoric, but the geniality and good-

nature in which he wraps his astute

tions.

Parliament h I many rich
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author of note,—Victor Hugo, Lamartine, Deputies by the aristocratic conservative novel-

Chateaubriand. Renan. among them,—and ist and Academician. Maurice Barres, "who
this class is now represented in the Chamber of has delivered some interesting literary essays."'

ARGEXTIXA AFTER A CENTURY OF
INDEPENDENCE

/~\F all the South American Republics. Ar-
^^ gentina is undoubtedly the one which

interests us most. Now that this thriving land

of the Southern hemisphere rejoices in the fes-

tivities that are a centennial commemoration of

istence as a free state, the nations of the

world realize that Argentina's pride in wit;

ing its imposing development of the last one

hundred years is more than legitimate and de-

served. We Americans know that in most of

>ter republics of Latin America material

and intellectual progress has been somewhat
but we must admit that in Argentina we

may have in the near future a nation that will

eventually rival and possibly compete with the

United States for the supremacy of the world

in the value of exports and the winning of

\ mark
European publications have been more

numerous and far more interested than ours in

chsi u—in_; the present outlook of affairs in

md Italian economists [ally

ily taken the lead in an attempt to

point out the immense possibilities that both

tpital may find in the southern

republi. .

1.. Lorini I ently published

an article in the Nwrva An Rome)
liable account of the sub-

of Argentina and of it-.

till greater adva
to hi- find

ix million inhabitant- the

exports for th( [909
hundred million

Ired million

is made
Of ul

millioi mil-

i

•00,000

200,000 00,000

I

.'

Per cent.

Exports Imp. Exp.

35.775. 1 88 4 7 9-8
15.693.578 2.7 4.1
78,324.723 34-2 -1 a

28,913,730 9 7 7-9
34,751.994 13 9 9-5
7.907 9.1 2.1

13.023._ws 13.0 3.6

Imports
Belgium 512.753,373
Brazil 7,285,946
England 93.371,004
France 26,436.417
Germany . . . 37,847,076
Italy 24,913,248
United States. 35,507,396

From 1870 to 1874, the amount of coal used

in Argentina for industrial purposes was not

much over 300,000 tons. Thirty years later,

from 1900 to 1904, the consumption of coal was
more than 5 millions of tons and later, during

a period of only two years, 1905-07. the total

reached nearly seven millions of ions. During
the past forty years the transformation of the

railroad system in Argentina has been wonder-
ful. In 1865 there were in operation scarcely

200 miles of roads, over which traveled le^> than

a million passengers and in the neighborhood
of 80,000 tons of merchandise a year. The
total mileage in 1907 was over 15.000 with

nearly 50 million passengers and 27 millions

of tons of merchandise.
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THE HEROES OF THE ARGENTINE REVOLUTION OF 1810

(This painting, by the French artist Ch irV-s Pouqueray, n-presents the |vassatjeof I mth Amc-
Martin. The artist has put in the picture most of the other famous ArKcntin: San

Martin is the figure on 1. in the center)

Since political unrest in the past has in a

large measure been a factor in checking or

ting the internal and Foreign trade of

Argentina, one of the leading economists of that

country, Dr. I.ai/.ina, has thus calculated the

e< onomi< progress of the republic according to

the term of offi< e of eaj h president:

Increase in Per
Millions ol cent.

Dollars
Mitre (1862 1 868) J59 13
Sarmicnto ( 1868 7 i>

r\vellaneda ( 1
s
; 1

s '>> 559 9a
Roca (1880 - - 10
Juarez ('elm. hi (i88( 1 .

;>; ;> 1 ;

Saenz Pena (1892-9! 13
K.m.i 1 1898 1904) 1,937 71 10

Quintans ( 1904 1910) 3t49> 7 5 H

In regard to the part played by foreign capi-

tal in the upbuilding of Argentina, Professor

Lorini docs not fully share tin- preoi cupation of

South American economists, while acknowl-

edging that tin- really sound progn — of Argen-

tina will not he securely axed unless the intlu-

ence of foreign capital is gradually displ

by local enterprise and business ability. Reli-

al'le statistics point out the fact that the yearly

exodus of gold to pay interest to foreign con-

cerns doing business in Argentina is little short

of appalling. The following table is pertinent:

Monej going to England I |

" l'r.in. ••
; > 1 .

rermanj .

.

1 ">7 *

1., 1. ium • . 1.001

It J} 495,1 12

Spatn.

The eloquence o\ this table is self-evident.

No definite figures are given for the ahai

die United States. This i> significant.
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BEAXS-THE QUESTION OF THE HOUR
IN MANCHURIA

IT is a far en" from hijjh diplomacy to the an exchange of commodities, they were reduced to

humble Soyabean, veuve hold to the belief
sclli

.

ng their wares for cash—the one thing the
-

, • .... native was short on. It thev attempted to follow-
that the past and present commercial situation the lead of the j apanese and barter merchandise
and ultimate solution of the vexatious Man- for beans, they were handicapped by their various

churian problem is bound up in the control of charges at Newchwang, and having to ultimately

this one oroduct." So writes, in the Far East- sel1 to the Japanese at their price, which ol course

r, r^ r> n u u Avas unprofitable under the then existing cofldi-
ern Review, George Bronson Kea, the pub- tions The decadence of American and European
lisher of that paper; and the importance that he imports followed as a natural consequence. A few-

attaches to his subject is indicated bv the fact venturesome American and British piece goods

that he devotes to it no less than thirteen folio
agents established themselves in the interior

. . I.- firmly determined to win back their lost trade, but
ges. Reternng to the bitter attacks upon acting solely as scners and unable to reciprocate

Japan by American and British writers, al- by purchasing the products of the farmers, results

leging that unfair discrimination is the foun- were discouraging, and they finally had to abandon

dation of her success in Manchuria, he says:
the field as unprofitable. This in short, is the real

reason ior Japan s success in .Manchuria.

After a careful study of the situation, I am of But now anoth er phase of the situation pre-
the opinion that all the charges and insinuations •* ir tt • • j 1 c 1 .1 *i

against the South Manchuria Railway Company sents ltself - Having gained control of both the

fall far short of the mark in explaining the loss of import and the export trade of Manchuria,
the Manchurian market for American and Euro- Japan's most enterprising firm sought to ex-
pea n.products As a result of several trips to Man- tend the market for the rapidly increasing bean
churia, I hold nrmlv to the belief that the present _ . ., • c • 1

situation is largely the inevitable sequel to the croP- During the winter of 1905-06 a trial

natural operation of the laws of supply and de- shipment of beans and bean-cake was sent to

mand, in which the Railway has simply filled its London. Owing to imperfect packing it proved
role as a public earner; and grantmg all the charges

a fa ;lure and j^ tQ , thrown overboard<
of discrimination and unfair tactic?, the result _ . . . . . . ,.

would be the same. "ut a second shipment arrived in good condi-

tion and was so favorably received that an
The real 1 Japan's su a Man- order for 5000 tons followed and this was

thuria is, he maintains, the operation of the quickly succeeded by larger one-. The new-

fundamental economic law, that the country product was accepted by the British oil-seed

ling the major portion of the 1 of crushers as "the next best oil producer to cotton

untry holds the most 'advantageous seed." The immense possibilities of the bean
ition in supplying its m imports, trade soon attracted the attention of British

' ipan ha-, tor yean been the chief con- firn ral of whom entered the arena, with

it-r of Manchuria'-, principal export, the avowed intention of wresting from Japan
rist The latter is her commercial supremacy in imports. The
of prime importance to the Japanese farmer as present production is estimated at 1,000,000

•rtili/.er for his it held-. Before the tons; the value of bean- exported from Man
sso-Jap War the trader thuria to Europe alone is expected to reach

market at S;o.ooo,ooo this \ car. A. crop of 1 ,000.000 tons

000,000 gold i" the farm

\nd hen n- the be. in furnishes the

solution of the Mam hurian problem. In e

ope her in. 11 fapan

le, to h< ;e, the

• for them ...r wliii h ton 1 laimed was ben

ed

or the

rol of t
;

I I.ran

pun ha -< the produi t fr< >m the

! be able to 11

I hen tin tables will be
'

led the

I the latter di place the [apan<

I of the 1

ention of diplomat
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EMIGRATION FROM A SCANDINAVIAN
STANDPOINT

IN a recent number of Samtidcn (Christiania) The first article—dealing with the question
* there appear two articles on the emigra- of immigration itself—was written by Arne
lion question, both from the pen of well-in- Dehli. Mr. Dehli has lived in this country for

formed writers of Norwegian birth who have thirty years. He brings forward stati-ti.

long lived in the United States. Of all the show to what extent the various Scandinavian
vexing problems confronting the governments countries have suffered as a result of emigra-

of the Old World, there is scarcely any that is tion. When the census was taken ten years

causing more concern at present, and this is ago Norway had contributed 338,426 persons

particularly true about the Scandinavian out of an immigrant population of 10,500,000

countries. in this country. Sweden had contributed

It is only within the last decade or so that the 574,625 and Denmark 154,616.

foreign governments have awakened to a full
, . .

, ,

„ i- J~ r xt,_ ,„„.„, „„„„ „v,,v,i i^,-,. ,. ,„ n Since then the immigration lx.th from Sweden
realization of the grave economical loss conse-

ail(| Wwav hasi . r(iwn ; From Norwayalone 1

cjucnt on the migratory wave on which has been 0()0 immigrants have reached the Unit
Inline from them and to the New World such a the last ten years. Twice as many nun as women
large percentage of the young men and women emigrate. The aver of the emigrant is

.

'

• ,
'

i-,- 1 ,, 1, twenty-five years. Nearlv all are between twentv
ot Europe, at a period in life when they might and fortv

y
piac

.

thrn the miml)t.r of men in

be expected to render some return lor what Norway, between die ages of twenty and fort

their native lands have expended to give them 300,000 and their period of productiveness from

an education and lit them for citizenship and an industrial or agricultural point of view at thirty

, ,-
,

years, at u-.i-t 10.000 new recruits to the ranks
productive usefulness.

of lahor arc required t , ldl V( .ar to takt . tlu . ,,,.„.,.

'i be Scandinavian countries, especially Nor- ,,f t |lose whose usefulness has ceased. Therefore,

way and Sweden, are beginning to feel that a period of stagnation for want of labor must

their very life blood is being sapped through ** '» unless the emigrant flood i- cheeked. With
.,

*
, , • .,

'

, ' -
,

.\orwav the emigrant problim is not onlv a serious
the constant ebb in the number of men and

, )ut a vjta , (int.
; , n g^^ h ,)a> alr ;. i(K

. bm
women for whom there now would be abundant fOUnd necessary to Import labor from the .-oath of

employment in industrial and agricultural pur- Europe to take the place of thosewho have forsaken
suits in their native count 1 ies. These countries l lu '

ir native Lj,k1 l" *wk fortune acr. 68 the Atlantic,

in the order they have been named above, have
In t ,H> ol( , countrics ( ,f Kurope. according to

furnished a greater percentage, in proportion to
this writcr< thosc who nmv arc essaying to Mem

the number ot their inhabitants, ot the immi- Uu, fl(>w of emigration, or% with more futi | itv

grant population in the I nited States than any ^m (G mrn me dde, have committed the funda-
other country in Europe with the exception of mcnlal crror of ascribing the exodus to lack of
Germany. I mil recent years this emigration patriotism on lhc part of mose who emigrate.
was not looked upon as an unmixed evil by fm il verv mvnth the antidote to which these
the Scandinavian governments, enthusiasts have had recourse in their propa-

., ,
. ganda has consisted oi sermons on patriotism

I wenty years ago the supply of labor more than
; , ,,

, , k :. .innr ., r ,h-,t to forsake
equaled the demand, and like frugal or niggardly and attempts to make it appear ttia to to.

parents the governments watched with satisfaction one's native land tor a usetul and profitable

the lengthening procession of young nun and career in some other country is merely another
women who left the fatherland, because the greater

f,,rm f treason
the number of emigrants, the less the number >t

mouths to feed at home. If some restrictive laws p j„ tl) , l( |,i insult to injury thus to presume that
had alread) been passed, they were prompted by the stay-at-homes are more patriotic than those
military considerations. who depart Thefactis,d ,thatonlytl

emigrate who cannot see their way (liar to 1

It is only within the last ten or fifteen years nomic independence or even a decent livelihood if

that the view point has changed completely and they remain. It is sad enough to be compelled to

the plea of mdustry, agriculture 'and other fore»ke '"]'- ^M^T^in *" BUcb ac "

1

. . , - ,, •!•• cusations brought into the bargain.
peaceful pursuits has fallen on willing ears in

government circles. Mr. Dehli that emigration on a large

The articles in Somtiden deal with thecondi- scale always is an indication of unsound t

tions surrounding the emigration from Nor nomical conditions in a country and that, tar

way. but the problem i- very much the same from resting with the emigrants, the blame

in all European countries, at least as far as really rests with the administrative authorities

causes and effects are concerned. of the old countri
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A NORWEGIAN STATESMAN'S VIEWS ON
MR. ROOSEVELT'S NOBEL LECTURE

/^\XE of the ablest political leaders of Nor-
^-^ way is Erik Vullum, a statesman whose

utterances always command national attention.

Norway being, through its representatives, the

distributor of the Xobel peace prize each year.

the national mind naturally runs on the peace

problem. Hence the widespread public interest

in what Mr. Vullum has to say on ex-President

Roosevelt's lecture in Christiania. Writing in

the review Tidens Tegn, the molder of opinion

in Norway declares that what gives weight to

all of Mr. Roosevelt's statements is the fact

that "there is a man behind his words. It is

a will which shows itself, and again behind this

will there is a pow
Characterizing the ex-President further, as

the "most typical living representative of the

greatness of his growing country," the Nor-

wegian writer continues:

Mr. Roosevelt's consciousness of the difficulties

connected with the practical solution of the peace
problem was clearly discernible. He did not con-
sider the problem insoluble, but held that the

strongest kind of energy would have to be applied.

And then patience. A Viennese statesman once
said that the greatest drawback about idealism

hat it ai ild be realized. Mr. k
velt if far from sharing thL> view. Hi* optimism
shines more brightly, but equally far is he from the
exaggeration which compels a man to transfer his

lily into reality. An opponent
of over-armament, he consider-) no armament the

rwards. I bete are many
holding the same view, and the utter-

given it added weight. He
the times just m they are—the [>r<* tarnation

of eternal limerii d i— it

to picture the future as a constant state of war.
This constitutes the blending of the spiritual ele-

ments of our time, and Mr. Roosevelt himself is of
the same blend.

Perhaps, continues Mr. Vullum, there are

those who will find the peace lecture of Mr.
Roosevelt rather warlike—but this is "doing
the great American statesman an injustice."

The thoughts and discussions of peace advocates
are centered, with a steadily growing energy,
around the question of arbitration as the form of

peaceable settlement. It has become the pivot,

round which revolve the different attempts of solu-

tion of the peace problem. Arbitration is about
as old as war. Until now it had not gained much
ground. But now its day has come. The Arbi-
tration Court at The Hague has become a central
point appealing to the consciousness of the peoples.

. . . But the difficult)! The great difficulty!

Roosevelt faced it squarely without flinching or
concealment. The question is: Who is to execute
the judgments pronounced by the World's Court?
This question, the central question here, still re-

mains unsolved, but there are indications that we
are getting nearer to its solution. . . . Bis-

marck advised the Prussian Government to support
the arbitration plan with the hidden argument i hat
no executing body had been provided to enforce
any judgment by this proposed international

court. This clever, if not altogether noble, argu-
ment carried its weight, and for a long time it kept
down all idea of arbitration. Roosevelt has put
the question differently. He holds that possible

which Bismarck considered impossible. This
marks a progress. It is not a great stride in the
march of progress, but then ^rcat strides are never
made in movements which have to count with

hundreds of years. And in this count Mr. Roose*
\'h has spoken good, sound common sense.

THE NEW WORLD-MAP
A -I VNDARD m ip .

:
. «U rould

''* seem at ;ht to be what the man in

>uld call Lty big proposition."
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map of Europe, Africa, \-i.i, and Australia;

at the uune time Canada and the United

pledged themselves to the production

ol the map for their respective dominions,

me j>arti( ulars of il raphii .>l

pplied to the Bulletin of the Inter

national I'.un .111 oltln \inerii .111 kcpubUcS by

B [ley Willi- of the United tab 1
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it udi and four d I latitudi

thai the initial meridian shall be the antemeridian
ol Greenwich, i*o', and the initial parallel shall

be the equator; (4) that a certain projection, cer-

tain conventional signs, colors, and lettering shall

Ik consistently used to secure uniformity; (5)
thai the spelling and transliteration (jf names shall

be th.it used by the country or dominion employ-
ing the Latin alphabet which a particular part of

the map represents; (6) that the metric Bcale shall

have preference, inasmuch as even.' map shall bear
a scale expressed in kilometers, and altitude shall

be stated in meters, but it shall be permissible to

add a scale of miles, or other unit, and to state
altitude in feet, or other national unit, in addition
to the statement in meters; and, finally, (7) that
in case a sheet covers an area belonging to several
neighboring countries, the Government producing
the map shall consult fhe Governments of the
other countries on the subject of the material
available, especially as regards nomenclature.

The items which gave rise to most debate in

the development of the plan were the selection

of a standard meridian and the adoption of the

metric system; but an agreement was finally

arrived at a- stated above. It will that
the map is to be a large or* ieet of it on
the equator, representing six degrees of longi-
tude by four of latitude will measure about 3c
by jo inches. Above 60° latitude the sheets
become so narrow, as the meridians approach
the pole, that sheets may include twelve or
eighteen degrees of longitude. As Professor
Willis truly say-: " When the whole world shall

be mapped, it will be a compendium of geo-
graphic knowledge which we are as ft I

from pos . and which indeed has scarcely
been dreamed of."

It is to be regretted that Mexico, Central
America, and the South American republics
were unrepresented at the London conference;
but steps have been taken to bring to their

attention the items agreed upon by the other

powers, and it is hoped that our neighbors will

see their way to cooperate in so desirable an
undertaking.

LIVING EXPENSES OF MEDIEVAL EUROPE
rT",

II 1. series of articles that Viscount Georges
-- d'Avenel is publishing in the Parisian

Revue des Deux Mondes is an interesting study

of a keen and exact historical reconstruction.

In the last article, the writer presents at length

a special phase of the evolution of living ex-

penses, in which it is shown that sonic necessi-

ties do cost less to-day than at times in the past.

The article also gives some interesting side-

lights on die table manners of Europe during

the different periods.

\- to personal comfort, the writer remarks

that no one, however wealthy, during the entire

period of the Middle Ages, ever had the usual

advantages that every one of us enjoys to-day.

It is a fact, however, that such a lack of comfort

was more than made up by useless pomp.

One of the early kings of France, Chilperic,

possessed a gold plate that weighed sixty-five

pounds, in order thai "the French nation might be
honored thereby," as < Iregory of Tom-- says The
emperor of Spain. Charles \\, had a collection of

gold and silver ware that cost over three millions

of dollars, and the famous table ware of the French
reigning house was represented by over three thou-
sand pounds of gold and three times as much sil\ er.

The writer's comparisons <>f prices of some of

the necessities of the kitchen and the table are

encouraging to the provider of to-day.

Spices «i-: mely expensive from early
times down to the eighteenth century, so much so
that the expression ihrr .> (as dear as
pepper) became proverbial. Pepper is worth t<<-

da\ (ml) 40 or 50 lent- a pound, while it used to

sell for as much as $10 a pound. In the seven-
teenth century a pound of nutmeg could 1

changed for a good horse, and cinnamon 1 ost from
?4 to $8 a pound. The same is true of other, far

more important sub-tan It, sugar,
and olive oil. Salt was worth in the seventi
century 30 cents a pound. The t..\ levied on salt

brought into the French treasury, annually, ^40.-

000,000. In the fifteenth century SUf

I>ound and was an article dc luxe. In I77<) the
consumption <f sugar in France was only .;-

tons, while to-day it reaches 700,000 t'

per capita consumption of 40 pom;

Silverware, china, and glass are of iompara-
tivcly recent Use on the table.

We read that even at the French court g

d to bring their table-knife along, and
that only a lew spoon* were used, while there were
no forks. It was only under Henry IV. that a

certain Coryate succeeded in imposing the us

folks, though even at the time of Louis XVI. no
forks or knives were to be found on the table in

restaurants and hotels, it being understood that
:is wishing to use such implements should

bring same w ith them.
I'h in. 1 ware was rather 1 onskiered as a product of

curiosity in the past, as the rich, strange to

preferred either tin or silver, while the common
people had to be satisfied with table furniture
made almost entirely ot wood |o -how what
recent dii ward decreasing
the price of chinaware, suffice it to saj that a china
service which was worth £<>o in 1S70 COuM be
bought ii: 1 less than I ts to-day
onh -

ils the use ware, a- la!.

glish traveler was surprised to notice t li

a banquet given b) a well-to-do French bourgeois

"each guesl used a separat France must
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then have shared better than England, but we also

know that the average Frenchman could not afford

any glassware at that time. Ordinary glass bottles

seem to have been unknown at the end of the

fourteenth century, and two hundred years later

they cost as much as seventy cents apiece.

We may feel somewhat disappointed to read

that, in spite of the refined manners attributed

to the nobility of old, their behavior at the table

is exceedingly coarse.

In the fifteenth century, for example, even at

the most sumptuous banquets it was customary
for two or more persons to eat and drink in com-
mon,—that is, by using the same plate and glass.

Traditional politeness required that well-bred per-

sons should not use more than three fingers in

helping themselves from the large plates in the
center of the table. And in a special treatise on
good manners it is even stated that "the guest
should try to do his best not to spit on the floor

while eating." In this connection there seems to
be a strong evidence pointing to the fact that at
the court of Louis XIV. the very same practice
passed unobserved. Again, at the court of one of
the German counts, the following rule was more or
less strictly observed: "It is the duty of every
guest to present his respects to the lord and he
should not be half-intoxicated before he sits down
at the table. No one is allowed to throw bones
under the table, and the napkins ought not to be
used for any purpose . . . except to wipe
one's mouth. Everyone must be careful not to
drink to the extent of falling from his seat."

MOVING PICTURES OF THE HEART IN ACTION
O ECENT experiments with the X-ray
^ kinematograph (cinematograph | have

been remarkably successful in showing to the

eye the motions of the human heart. Mr.

Friedrich Dessauer, one of the scientists who
have made this subject their special study, has

contributed a paper to the Deutsche Revue
-etting forth the results accom-

plished. The method is. briefly, a combina-

tion of the Rontgen Kay and the kinemato-

graph, commonly known a.-> the moving-picture

machine.

In the kinematograph i< image of respiratio

behold how the 1 ad the Bpacea be-

tween the ribs . Our astonished gaze
*i the course of food from the stomach into

i it-, further rhythmic prog
these possibilities are not only of .

iut yielfl im|>ort.i!it disclosures to

the medical investigator < on< erning the normal
and morbid processes, needs no elucidation.

to the method by which this has b

re are "told:

human booS unequally, i>-

detuv >ing power.

•light in the human the
. the
lure

I <if the
. ir of

it bio rning

M

In the

. It v in fulfilling tin i condi

*ndaga

.'. the I .

too, were successfully portrayed. But what
until recently remained impossible was a sharp

delineation of the processes of the heart.

I. ike that of a pump, the motion of the heart is

in two directions. First it expands, sucking in the
venous blood (a comparatively slow process, last-

ing more than half a second); then it contracts
convulsively, driving the fresh blood into the
arteries, into circulation (accomplished very

ttly, in about one-twentieth of a second). The
two motions combined form the rhythmic wave-
motion which we term the pulse. In order to gel

a clear picture, by means of the X-ray, of the
heart and all the particles set in vibration by its

pulsation, it has to be taken very rapidly.

I'. II. Eijkman, a Dutch investigator, was
the first to discover a way to solve the difficulty.

A single but most powerful electrical discharge
is made through the Rontgen tube, for which
purpose it was accessary to devise an entirely

new apparatus. Willi this apparatus, Eijkman
made the kinematographic pictures of the heart

lately presented, lor the lirst time, at the con-
gress of German scientists and physicians at

v al/burg.

In nil method <>f heart Icinematography an
app I whi< li, pl.u ed upon .hi

ii in
;, , follow - and ctly the moi ion ol

the pube and, therefore, of the heart. Now tin

iph on net ted » iih

l> ' 1 1 M il apparatu i, whit h, read
lined point , i ondui

ill- > In- Rontgen i ub< ,

momentary da ih I In- |" i

mfoi i. ii>ls pbv ed and
in-d during the em ire t inn

ble, lln :i H i itei main

e die human bearf beal on the kinc

matograph
I . indh idual po ition

of il . bambt i >l mo
noted upon it
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HOW POLAND IS FARING
npHKKK lack bul five years of a century sin< e
* what is known as the- final partition of

Poland gave to Russia, Prussia, and Austria

all of that unhappy country save the city of

Cracow and a small area of surrounding terri-

tory, which were erected into a republic and
placed under the protection of the great pow-
ers. About thirty years later this republic was
incorporated with Austria, in which country

alone have the Poles been permitted to ezer< ise

anything approximating autonomy. In Russia

and Prussia their experiences up to the very

present have been su< h that the long rccord-of

brutal oppression and persecution disgusts the

American reader. It is from the continuous

attempts to abolish their national tongue that

the Poles have probably suffered most; and

here the children, equally with their elders,

have been the oppressors' victims. An article

by M. Marius-Ary Leblond in the Mcrcure de

France, entitled "The Captivity of a Lan-

guage" {La Captiviir (Tune Langue), contains

some remarkable statements concerning the

treatment of the Poles in this respect.

HOW RUSSIFICATION IS ENFORCED

1 his writer says: "The system of Russifi-

cation dear to Pobiedonostsev and to the Ger-

man bureaucracy of St. Petersburg can no
longer be defended: its results are too obvious."

In the villages the ten hers are chosen and con-
trolled l>\ the Minister of the Interior bound to

die spelling-book. Outside the school the ol

tion is maintained to use the Russian language,
unknown, for the most part, in all the adminis-
trative .uts, in all the explanations with a brutal,

enal police. Imagine the state to which such
line drives the unfortunate, suspicious, illit-

erate peasants. ... In the city it is not the

adults only that find life sad. There youth is per-

il, ips the most depressing age: the years of the

drag like the years in a convict prison. The
Nl USCOV ite pedagOg n gards the pupil as his natural

\ ictim, and finds a real pleasure in subjecting him
to moral tortures of all kinds. . . . At tin

universities the Government has installed pn
i.i- whose views most favor nihilism in order to

mrriipt the Polish youth and to lead then) l<>

utilitarianism and to mere material enjoyments.

( )f the general course that Russification has

taken among the Polish people at large the

\l<r,i<rc gives the following data:

I
i

in i 86 |
t.i is; i the Russian language was

fradually made to supplant the Polish. The
'olisii manual- were printed in Russian charai

ten In [871 Polish ceased t<> be a vehicular lan-

guage. In 1802 the Poles of Lithuania afd the

l kraine were forbidden to learn their own tongue:

a tine of 800 francs and three months in prison was
tiie pen.dt\ for harboring children for the purpi ae
of teaching them Polish. At their play children
wire forbidden to speak Polish to one another.
Houses were -earched for Polish books the DOS-

on of which rendered the owners liable to de-
portation or to enforced military service. Moth-
ers, anxious and worried, could not sleep: they
watched long into the night, fearing police \

drank tea continually to keep themselves awake,
and, exhausted, would start at the very sound of

a coach.

After the Russo Japanese War 40,000 Polish

children marched through the streets demand-
ing instruction in their own tongue. They
obtained satisfaction; and free schools for

them were authorized. But since the suppres-

sion of the revolution, all that the Czar granted

has been revoked. The private schools have
been emptied by the official inspections; and
all authorization for new establishments has
been refused.

GF.RMANTZATION AND ITS RESULTS

In spite of the promises of the kings of Prus-

sia, the lot of the Poles in that country has been

not less burdensome than that of their Russian

compatriots. In 1876 more than 2000 towns

and villages were given German names. In

the teaching of Polish was forbidden.

Since May 15, 1908, that language has been

proscribed at all gatherings in localities that

did not possess a population of 00 per cent, oi

Poles. Thus, as Poscn, the capital, has but 57

percent., the restriction applies to that city. At

the barracks the military* instruction is given in

German; and "savage brutalities" are visited

on those Poles who dare to use their familiar

tongue among themselves. Polish nami

persons as well as of things have been chai

to German ones; and even Polish inscriptions

on tombstones have been effaced.

Austria's generous attitude toward
Till. P01

It is pleasant to turn from the = s of

oppression to Austrian Poland. Here, instead

of the suppression of the Polish language, we
find that "the number of scholars to whom
that language is taught as the national tongue

is continually increasing." Austrian Poland is

truly autonomous Poland. And autonomy has

singularly helped to foster culture. Since

the budget for public instruction has risen

from 1 to 'o millions of fraius. the attendance

at the primary schools has doubled, the uni-
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versities have more than 6500 students as

against 7258 in 1867. Dr. Franz Zweybruck
of Vienna, writing in the Preussisclie Jahr-

bucker, shows how Austria's wise concessions

to the Poles have fostered their loyalty and
attachment. Whereas in Prussia and Russia

the Poles are made to feel continually that they

are no longer a people, here in Galicia they feel

that they are a power in themselves. One rea-

son for this happy state of things is. Dr. Zwey-
bruck believes, that Austria is a Catholic coun-

try, whereas Prussia is Protestant, and Russia

adheres to the Orthodox Greek Church. The
Poles are always found supporting Austrian

imperial policies. For fifty years "the Polish

group, in their own Diet as well as in the Par-

liament of the realm, has been the one on
whose support of necessary state measures the

Government could always count. It is hardly

necessary to say that Polish is the official

language in all departments—save the gen-

darmery. Of late, it is true, adverse comments
have appeared in the Polish press relative to

Austria's friendly attitude toward Germany:
but the reverence that is felt for Emperor
Francis Joseph and the persuasive utterances

of Count Aehrenthal have hitherto restrained

any loud expression of dissent.

A POLISH- 1 v KINSHIP

Referring to the unveiling of the statues of

iusko and Pula4:i at Washington in May
the Chicago I *« >li^h weekly, Zgoda (Har-

mony) d that "through the ceremonies
i'-nt thereto Poland has become bound, a-

re, to the Amerii an nation." It < ontinues:

We are able to-day to look more sincerely, more
frankly, and more surely into a brighter future,

since the interests not so much of this State as of

the American nation are coincident with the inter-

ests of the Polish nation as well in America as in

Poland.

The past connected the two nations by a

kinship of ideas, aspirations, and even blood,

while the "present connects us by the kinship

of common needs and even far-reaching politi-

cal interests."

A- a power, the United States cannot disre-

gard a nation of twenty millions in Europe that

is kin to a host twice as large of other nations in

Central Europe of the Slavonic family, which
perhaps already in the near future must assume
a decent position and constitute a power. The
United States cannot ignore the Polish nation,

the most cultured and most uniform of the fam-
ily of Slavonic nations and having an illustri-

ous past, such as not many nations are able to

vaunt. The United States furthermore as a re-

public in the full sense of that word cannot
close its eyes to the fact that, of the Slavonic

nations, on which depends the future of Eu-
rope, the Poles have developed the most strongly

and most deeply the principles of republican-'

democratic constitutionalism. The Zgoda re-

joices over this Polish-American kinship.

It may be remarked here that America has
always shown itself a generous patron of all

Polish works that have appeared in translation

on this side of the Atlantic. The latest cor-

rol>oration of this Ls the publication in the

United States of an English translation, by
Max A. Drezmal, of Sienkiewicz' most recent

novel, •' Whirlpools."

( \THOLIC GOVKRNMKNT IN BELGIUM
("V ith of J i'tlv twenty-six

: wed bum e the ele< tions

B 'ium;

that, as
1 de \\ ittC remark- i:i tin- ( nrrr-

Dt, ill the fa< e of a

I

in the

i the important

holic

\\ r . 1

1

ding

the Congo annexation); the military question;

and publii edu< ation.

Tin- reform in electoral matti isted in

the adoption of the prim iple of proportional

representation, of which an account was given

in the Review ior atarch, i<>oo. The Labor
pert) lot formed in Belgium lill to

In the following year there

1
>f violent e, and ini endiary
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appointm 1
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-. the prote< don of women and children at

work, accidents to workmen, the construction

of workmen's dwellings, etc The Catholic

government has reason to be satisfied with its

record in these matters. Various laws have
been cna. ted for the amelioration of the people

at a cosl to the Treasury of 36 millions of

francs annually; old-age pensions exceed 16

millions: in 1906 no fewer than 184,591 work-
men have benefited by total exemption from

persona] contributions toward workmen's
dwellings; and the official Savings Bank has
loaned 70 millions to small tradesmen and
others for the construction of sanitary habita-

tions."

The language question was one of consider-

able difficulty. In 1873 sentence of death was
pronounced in French on a Flemish prisoner

ignorant of that language. Since 1878 the

knowledge and use of Flemish has been im-

peded on the functionaries of Flanders. At
Brussels "the regime of bilingualism extends to

the disc ussions, votes, and the promulgation of

the laws; and in the legislative chamber itself

there are three members who can only make
themselves understood in Flemish." On the

Congo question Baron de Witte writes: "Since

the journey to the colony [Congo] undertaken

year by the Crown Prince—now King
Albert— the Government has put an end to the

abuses with which the old Congo administra-

tion was reproac hed, ameliorated the condition

of the natives, constructed railroads, assured

the future of the country, re-established corn-

mere ia! liberty, and silenced British recrimina-

tions." On the military question the Catho-

lics felt it their duty to combat the pro;

1! al each family should furnbh one son for the

. but an increase of the military forces

been one of the wishes dear to the heart of

King Leopold, who lay a-dying while the di<< US-

sioiis were proceeding in the Senate, and the

Catholics "had the wisdom to recognize the

gravity of the hour and that on the eve of the

elections it -irablc to present a united

front to the Liberals and the Soc ialists." ( Con-

sequently, the old king, three days l>efore his

death, had the gratification of signing the new
law.

But it is in reference to public instruction

that the Catholic government of Belgium mav
most congratulate itself. On the eve of the

elections of 1884, the Catholic s had charged the

Liberal ministry of Frere-Orban with "the or-

ganization of a system of public instruction

opposed to the faith of the citizens." On June
10, 1884, the Catholics found themselves in a

majority in the government of 34 votes: and
they proceeded to place the education system

on a more satisfactory basis. In spite of much
opposition, much misrepresentation, the Cath-
olic government of Belgium has pcr-evered in

its endeavors to disprove the charge of the

opposition that it "is the enemy of enlighten-

ment, the mainstay of ignorance and of obscur-

antism." For the past ten years the number
of schools has been continually in

The majority of the people desire that religious

instruction should be included in the public

educational course; but some dissent from the

combination of religious and secular instn:

in the regular curriculum. It was therefore

provided by the law of 1895 that religious in-

struction might be given during a half-hour

either before or after the regular lessons; that,

while it should be essentially Catholic, where
dissentients were present the instruction should

be "non-confessional."

Finally the Catholic s of Belgium, say- Baron
de Witte, are able to present some startling

figures in supj>ort of their claim to a successful

tenure of power. Under a Liberal ministry,

from 1S70 t. die deficit was 59 millions

of francs. In igoq the surplu- .241,000

francs. In 188 j, the imports and export!

gether amounted to 2 milliards 763 millio:

francs. In ic)oo they exceeded milliards 248

millions—more than double.

^L3V"^ "V^ &*> df3 ** -V> jV '"V j^V -V "V^4:

.^^^,- ^" 'A.** *i/- ^^ ^^ pJ? *& "P? -J? "Jr ^<^v.



FINANCE AND BUSINESS
NOTES OX APPLIED ECONOMICS OF THE MONTH

Mr. Jack Johnson on Government
Bonds—Other Views

TT is a popular superstition that the Ameri-
* can citizen's safest investment can be found

in the bonds of his great Government. A
supreme instance was recorded as this number
went to press.

Some one had asked the colored athlete of

whose accomplishments no reader of recent

newspapers could have remained unaware
(need we name Mr. John Arthur Johnson of

Galveston, Texas ?n>how he intended to invest

his modest share of the cash interest taken by

the public in the July 4th prize-fight—some
$i6S,ooo.

. Government' bonds," Mr. Johnson an-

swered; "they don't bring so much, but they are

'gilt edged."
The very next morning, by a curious coin i-

dence, one of the letters received by this m
zine's Financial Editor contained this pass

"My mother invested in 1004 in registered

bonds, for which she paid 1 ;ot?.. They
are now quoted at atxjut 115. Hadn't she

better sell, and take her lo-

This lady would differ from Mr. Johnson.

She doesn't consider her purchase "gilt edged."

On every- thousand-dollar bond, she has lost

more than $160 of the $1310 it cost her only

->ix years ago. Yet during this period the

a indus-

and railroad- has advam ed materially.

rnment bonds are not investments

at all. I
•

• il War measure,

;t of <\

.

Monitor and the

in a fight with I>:

I

new to have -onds

. > of ivsuin ih of

$IOOO > 'lid.

needs of its pri

><ir bonds •

come an irr ulry

:

banks bid higher and higher for Government
bonds against which to issue bank-notes. This
artificial demand ran prices up, until the plain

investor could not get 2 per cent, on the money
invested in '"Governments."

A special absurdity in the law renders it more
profitable for a national bank to issue notes

when interest rates are low—meaning when
business men don't want money—than when
they are high; result, a further banking de-

mand at certain times for "Governments."
These columns have frequently commented

on the damage to the trade and commerce of

the United States in competition with other

nations through our obsolete currency law.

How it disheartens private investors likewise is

plain from the above experience—typical of

thousands more.

A purchase of Government bonds at present

prices, or any of the prices made in the last

generation, simply registers a bet on future

conditions that the wisest national bankers

would not attempt to guess—conditions en-

tirely separate from the United States Govern-
ment's receipts or credit.

Talking Crops
•• A LADY in New York, after I had pre-.

**• dieted that the panic of 1007 would be

short-lived, for the reason that the West was
prosperous, with corn selling on the farm at

fifty cents, exclaimed in astonishment:

•'What: A dozen?'"
This little story, t«> illustrate the unfamil-

iarity of city folks who do most of the invest-

ing) with tlie affair.-, of the farmer (who pro-

the necessary basis of all investment),

1 omes to the ki view in a valuable letter from
Mr. John \\ . McDonald, of Lincoln, NV-

I11 looking back over bis own experi-

ful one with Missouri

Valley property and loans thereon, he see th.it

rticular brand <»i investment ignorance
lor in bu »iness < ondilio.

tor i:i man) v l ogland
have b ' the ridi<

Lpcr lot total 1 rop failut

.: id. in .ili.-. 1. is ti .:
. .1 to the imagina-

tion of gentlemen •••. ho bad old to< l they

didn't 1 im iting their a-l
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visers in fear of a farming collapse like that in

'93-.} 5. They will be interested in Mr.

McDonald's knowledge of the difference in

conditions to (lav:

"A series of very poor crops would, of < ourse,

1 farm values, hut very poor (Tops haven't

come for many years in the c orn belt. Under
the greater diversity of crops and the improved
methods, both in seed selection and ( ulture,

( rop failures may be, must be, ignored.''

More Corn

XX7IIY does meat cost more? "Because
cattle food is higher,'' says the butcher.

The dairyman has the same answer to explain

his increased bill. So it is with the price of

chicken, eggs, and lard.

The housekeeper, therefore, takes a lively in-

terest in the corn crop; any shortage, other

things being equal, raises the price of corn

and the weekly bills by so much.
Last month it was announced that the 19 10

yield might be the largest on record. But it

must be, to keep pace with our enormously in-

creasing population. Not many of us have

stopped to figure that for every man, woman,
and child in the country there is produced
yearly some thirty bushels of corn. Even
wheat shows only eight.

That American crops are not increasing in

proportion to population has been announced
regularly by business seers like James J. Hill.

Quite recently, President W. ('. Brown, of the

New York Central, has compiled very striking

figures to show the necessity of more farmers

and more farming; they will repay study.

Money, East and West

T ARGER ( rops mean heavier drains on the

reservoirs of c ash.

On the 1 -;ili of last month, the Paris Matin

printed a "leader" of warning against what it

regarded as the monetary weakness of the

United States this year. The far-sighted

French observers complained that our banks
had been loaning too much, as they did in 100O.

So the "hired man" becomes a news item.

He i^ typk al of crop movers who want cash

not credit. The farm laborer, for instance,

demands one dollar, two dollar, and live dol-

lar bills, by the million dollars' worth. It is a

regular thing for "country" banks to call on

( it\ banks every autumn for so much currency

that the interest rate in St. Louis and Chicago,

and finally New York, is regularly raised to

city borrowers.

That the drafts on financial venters will be

heavier this year has been a widely printed
opinion.

One cause- lined in the June Review,
under the title "The Farmer's Profits," tan be
found in the unprecedented loans made by
middle-western banks to purchasers of land.

It was ix>inted out that Mich "paper" carried

the temporary disability (no matter how
strong its intrinsic value) that it could not be
exchanged for cash as quickly, and in amounts
as large, as stocks and bonds of railroads and
industrials widely known.

If most of the farmers' money and credit has

gone into land, obviously it cannot simultane-

ously be found in the shape of the one-, two-,

and five-dollar bills needed to move the crops.

Corn Land at $60 An Acre

T AST month a caller at the REVIEW office
•L/ showed a table that%ad been compiled

for one of the leading life insurance companies,

showing sales of land in certain section!

Nebraska during the year ended April 1st.

Thousands of sales were tabulated, aggregating

a transfer of $78,000,000. The average price

per acre was more than sixty dollars.

Land dealers in this section as little as fifteen

years ago would never have believed such

values possible. And the instance is a good
illustration of the richness to-day of the "corn

licit"—the fertile region that centers about

St. Joseph, Missouri.

Readers of the article on "The Farmers'

Profits," in our June number, have rc<|ii<

that the statements on page 730 be emphasized.

The land speculation complained of could

not, naturally, Sourish in the corn belt itself.

Its high land values are determined by the

market price of dependable crops. It is, indeed,

from the corn country that much of the money
has gone to purchase land as far away as Can-

ada and Mcxi.

Cutting Down Loans

AS this number goes to pre months
**• after the article on land purchasing, signs

are multiplying that middle-western banks

joined those of other sec lions in cutting

clown their loans and strengthening themselves

as to c ash.

Out of ten
" reserve cities" heard from on

the 12th of last month, in eight the national

banks rc|>orted cuts of two to sixteen per c ent.

in their loans, as compared with the !

previous figures March. The contraction

was marked in the farming regions. St. Louis

banks had lost onlv two and one half millions
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in deposits, although their loans had been cut

bv one and one-half millions.

In Minneapolis there had been practically

no loss at all on deposits, although loans had
shrunk by three million dollars.

Much credit is due for the improvement in

Minneapolis to the plain talk that had ap-

peared the month before from the Northwest-

ern National Bank. As the largest institution

in its section, with thirty-one millions of depos-

its, and as the owner of a prominent and con-

servative mortgage loaning company, it at-

tracted wide attention by the following passage

in its circular:

"It is therefore generally believed by con-

servative bankers and business men that the

banks throughout the western part of the

country should curtail their loans to customers

who are speculating in lands and that they

should keep at least a portion of their loans in

a fairly liquid condition. Good land, properly

bought and utilized, is undoubtedly one of the

safest investments in the country, but too much
of a good thing is very apt to prove disastrous,

and we suggest at this time a very careful scru-

tiny of all loans which give evidence of being

made for the purpose of either land speculation

or land purchased at rapidly advancing prices,

on which the margins of cash payments are

small."

Reports from "country" banks themselves

—

those that serve the farmer direct, and located

ide the reserve cities—cam' hington

month from many national bank exam-
tr.vtion" was in the air. Treas-

ury officials felt that the situation had im-

ed immensely.

Liquidation

I understand this stork market.
* M) .all right—not the

:

but aboi Why baa Union Pacific

re within a year—Northern
I

v
5 —At< hison and AItanti< '

$30—even P< nia and 'Louisville'

rlv $2"

h que-' |tienl l.;t month.

drop in t;

-sually • not a<

lo Ijc

pleased

to vi: standard r oboe! lo* I l»a« 1: on .1 six

yielded the purchaser little more than 4 per

cent. These columns for August pointed out

that we were exporting too much gold, "sig-

nifying higher money rates"; that a business

man "might well confine that portion of his

surplus which is liable to a sudden cash call to

short-term securities."

In September our increasing debt to Europe
was noted; in October, the enormous increase

of bank loans and the desirability of avoiding

speculative stock; in November, the rise of 65
per cent, during the twenty months preceding

August 14, in the price of representative rail-

road shares, and the desirability of changing

them "for something more fixed, like a real

estate mortgage or a steady bond, or deposit in

a good bank."
In December it was remarked that national

banks, which had shown an increase of $27
000,000 in their loans, had actually lost one-

tenth that amount in their cash.

Now the dangers felt have come to pass.

But they bring their own cure. Those who
accepted the warning—who changed their

stoc ks for fixed obligations—can, view with

more satisfaction the exchange on an enormous
scale, during this year, of ni<jh-priced stocks

for credit at the bank. Smaller loans mean
more real money for business.

Buying at the Bottom

"L_FO\V did you make your fortune?"

The classic answer to that question, by

the founder of the Rothschild house, was:

"By never trying to buy at the bottom, and
by always selling too soon."

Last month, the daily mail was bringing more
and more letters from business men and others

who wanted to buy stocks for increase. The
standard had dropped, within less than

r, by 20 to 40 per 1 cut. Had they rea< bed

the bottom?

These questioners were entirely sound on
the premise that the time to buy is when evi

body el
1 Hing, when headlines t II of

0,000,000 loss iii a week",—when edi

playing u; interviews with

pre idenl and that finani ier,

\er the " unv. i
<• and ^o< i.ili lit "

li

lalii.n that i | bringing our 1 ountry to " the brink

of ruin."

'I hoe with tie I to in

• h time 1 are doubly bit st. I
'

. thai Ihi' I11.1I1

It destrtJi tiv< to the pi a< I

! the po rid 01 ph
..11
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Three cautions: The stocks must be paid

for so that even lower prices can be viewed

without alarm; they must be bought so low

that dividend tuts of a dollar or so all around

would still leave an acceptable income; and

the investor must not depend upon any one

stock or kind of stock. Maybe railroad

shares, for instance, will become a very differ-

ent sort of investment in the future.

Railway "Melons" Unjustified

'" A MERICAN railroads now face complete
^^ bankruptcy." Complaints like this from

conspicuous railway officials made fine news-

paper sensations not long ago. Financial folks

of experience knew perfectly well that the rail-

way soothsavers didn't mean what thev said;

but presidents of large corporations, when they

talk to the reporters, always mean something.

A translation in this case might run as follows:

" With the new amendments to the Interstate

Commerce A< t, passed in June—and espe-

cially with the commission that is going to in-

quire into railroad capitalization—the day of

the railway 'melon,' or unannounced extra divi-

dend, seems to be passing."

Which is as it should be. The "special

dividend" stands out as one of the most dis-

reputable of financial device-.

The "melon'' was invented originally to

make the railroads appear a little less prosper-

ous. When shippers attacked rates as exorbi-

tant, railway officials would point to the 6 or 7

per cent, "regular" dividend on the stock

—

much less than is earned in other lines, manu-
facturing or farming, for instance. Not all

editors or readers had at hand the records to

show how many "extra" dividends had been

paid.

On their side, the railroads could urge an

unreasoning clamor of the public against the

railroads—SO senseless as to justify any expedi-

ent to give stockholders a fair return.

Hut from a method whereby stockholders

could bluff the public, the railway "melon"
soon became a trick whereby inside stock-

holders have been marking the cards to their

own peculiar profit.

What Happened in Northern Pacific

/^\NT time, the "melon game" WES worked
^^ so that it- main mows could be traced -

thank- to a fortunate ,in ident. Get the Stock

market records leading up to November 20,

ii)oS, and -tir the remembrance of any Wall

Street reporter.

[Jp to November 5, the public had tried in

vain to discover why the regularly listed stock

of the Northern Pacific Railroad had been

gradually rising in price as compared to the

"part-paid" stock of the same road—certifi-

cates representing shares that would be issued

to the public as soon as the instalments should

be finished, the next January.

Nothing 1 )uld be learned at the offices of the

Northern Pacific Railroad to show why the

full-paid stock should be so peculiarly valuable

that by November 4 people were buying it at

$11 a share more than the part paid.

I until November 5 was the world in gen-

eral, and the bulk of Northern Pacific stock-hold-

ers, informed of an extra dividend—precisely

Si 1.26 a share. This unexpected largess, up-

wards of $17,000,000, was extracted from th*

s of a mysterious " Northwestern Impr
ment Company"—which had been figured on

V. P.'s latest balance sheet at less than

S3.000.0c0.

This was bad enough—but who were the

people with advance information so accurate

that they knew it would be profitable I

much as $11 more for the full-paid stock than

for the part-paid which, of course, did not

in the "melon"?
November 20. the day after the special divi-

dend was paid, both kinds oi sux k sol

practically the same price.

Gambling is bad enough, but marking cards

—well, in the opinion of bankers really worth

the title, it cannot help railroad finance perma-

nently. The real " Wall Street " men. the con-

structive financiers of American enterprise,

welcome the stronger light cast on raill

conduct by the Interstate Commerce V I

amendments of iooo and again this June.

The Square Deal for Railroad

Investors

IN return for uncertain and immoral extra

* dividends, which must vanish before proper

accounting methods, the sensible rai::

Stockholder can profit immensely by the square

deal that the activity of a competent Interstate

Commerce Commission will more and more

provide him.

Of course, there are always fears that bu-

reaucracy will hamper enterprise. It is amus-

ing to read the lamentations of the prophet-

when the Inter-' I ' ''

nally passed, twenty-thn back,
—"pater-

nalism in an extreme form" "it points a way

for complete centralization oi the Govern-

ment." ccordifl m-picuous defender oi

the corporations in n such 1

man a- Senator Hoar prophesied in the Senate
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that the bill would cripple the roads running into

Boston, likewise the export trade of that harbor.

Quite the opposite, of course, has happened.

No one can deny that the Interstate Com-
merce Commission is about the most important

single body in this country. On its decisions

rest very largely the earnings of the railroads

—

employers of a million and a half working peo-

ple, the largest customers of mills and factories,

the repositories of the investments of a million

people. The Railway Business Association,

composed of manufacturers of articles that

railroads buy, alone represents $Soo,oco,ooo

capital and supports six million people.

Day by day, the Commission is broadening
its experience. Here is what the Railway Age
Gazette, a prominent and sensible defender of

the transportation interests, has to say of it:

"The present temper of the Commission
probably is about as fair as that of any body
of men can be who hold offices such as theirs

in a country where public sentiment toward
railways is what it is here."

A.11 About the "Industrials"

A NEW reference work for the investor is

** " Poor's Manual of Industrials.'" Every

year, during more than four decades past, there

has been a " Poor's Manual," containing figures

pertaining to railroads. Now a separate vol-

ume is to appear annually for the industrials

—

the light, water and power companies, mining

companies, the telephone and telegraph com-
panies, and the "manufacturing -and miscella-

neous." There are afxmt nine thousand in all

mentioned in the volume as of more or leas in-

• to the public from the standjxiint of in-

ent—and little attention is p;iid to the
:'

i ompanies being promoted irre-

ithough many such could doubtless

shov. hundreds, in some

All < ks and bonds
issued without adequate return, and allowing

ip of one corporation by another,

*till the aggi t in industrials

is astom res, by no
:' total >n:

Mining

$2.2'

The New "Moody's Manual"

HPHE most complete single work of its kind
A

is "Moody's Manual of Railroads and
Corporation Securities."

2 The eleventh an-

nual number has come to hand—3516 large,

closely printed pages, besides a number of

maps. Many improvements have been made
in additional details, and especially conveni-

ence of reference, so as to show the intercon-

nection of parent or holding companies.

This particular work is not only compre-
hensive within a single volume, but differs from
most other manuals in presenting some valua-

ble analyses, or investment conclusions, in

addition to the mere facts in the case. For
each of the leading steam railroad companies
an article is contributed by Roger W. Babson,
the business statistician, to show the tendency

of the road as to capitalization, earnings,

amounts spent for maintenance, etc., together

with conclusions as to the investment standing

of that railroad's bonds and stock, very valuable

from their plain speaking. When a stock seems
to Mr. Babson "not conservative" he does

not hesitate to say so. The new "Moody's"
is the most helpful to bankers, trustees and
other investors that has yet appeared.

The Southern Pacific's New $100

Bonds

IN tnese columns for June, complaint was
A made that American investors of small

means could seldom buy the sound bonds put

out by successful American railroads from time

to time. It was pointed out that rarely are such

bonds available in less than "$r,ooo and multi-

ples thereof." Twenty days after publication,

a conspicuous exception appeared in the case

of $25,000,000 Southern Pacific 4 per cent.

Ix>nds, due 1950, which were issued simul-

taneously in Berlin, Hamburg, Frankfort,

I,ondon, Basel, Zurich, and Amsterdam, as

•.veil as in \'< u Vork, Boston, San Fran.

I ... \;. •. les, and Portland, < regon.
In air, of these ' itieS, the mm with $100 or

$500 <<>uld buy a bond, [fhe didn't want t<>

off coupons, but preferred to get his inter I

I . lephone

I clcj{l i|>ll

total

M. mill. 11 I uriiiK

.V

I II. Illl

1 06, 164 1 ;

1

'

I I

IUIIrn«<l Mam

than 17 i billion do I Iboml ilable at the

n tie

'Allium •



WILLIAM DE MORGAN, MASTER
NOVELIST

By G. W. HARRIS

OX E who would -peak, however briefly, con-
cerning Mr. William De Morgan's astonish-

ing achievement in authorship is tempted at

the very outset to paraphrase the title of his latest

published book ami >ay: "It never has happened
before!" For a man who had been busied with
other and wholly different pursuits for more than
the average lifetime to turn novelist in the middle
of his sixth decade, and, without previous training
or experience in the writing of fiction, not only to

produce one masterpiece in this kind, but to follow

that up with se\ era! other tale- of surpassing merit,

and inside of five years to find himself, l>y the votes
oi critics and populace alike, in the front rank ol

living author- who write in English—such surely

is a record of ai complishrnent that is unique in lit-

er. u\ annals. It i- not paralleled even in the

of the lamented Du Maurier, brilliant and surpris-

ing .1- was his achievement in fiction; for i>u

Maurier was eight years younger when his first

novel appeared. And Mr. De Morgan is a better

novelist than I >u Maurier.
Indeed, in the contemporary view he has quietly

and with unfaltering step joined the line of the ma-
ter- of English fiction the line of Defoe, Fielding,

Thackeraj . and Meredith; and. despite the futility

of attempting to predict the literary tastes of pos-

terity, most ol the critics are agreed that if any of

the novels ot to-day are read and enjoyed by future
generation.- those novels will be William De Mor-
gan's. Such critical unanimity is the more remark-
able because Mr. De Morgan's book- are without
the least smack of "literary" flavor. Rhetoric
concerns him not. Hi- pages are almost wholly
devoid of simile, metaphor, allusion. Epif
and all Bententiousness are foreign to him. He has
little regard for the niceties of style. One might
almosl say that hi- only stylistic merit- are sim-

plicity and straightforwardness (none too common
merits, by the way). Vet hi- stories are literary

masterpieces, because each of them is a transcript
from life set down with a rare master] of the art

of selection.

There would be small wonder were Mr. De Mor-
gan himself a bit surprised at hi- own remarkable
SUCCeSS; but, while he never Could base written
the books he ha- written without the preliminary
of a longish life of rich experience and ripe obser-
vation, it is surprising that with such progenitors as

hi- he did not earlier find his true (ailing.

His father, Augustus De Morgan, born in Madia-.
[806, and the -oil of a lieutenant -colonel in the
Indian army, was a brilliant mathematician and
logician, for most of his life professor of mathe-
matics at I niversity College, I ondon, ami a vo-

luminous writer on mathematical subjects; author
also of " A Budget of Paradoxes," a series of papers
originally published in /'//< Alheiutum and issued
in book form posthumously, in which mathemati< al

fallal ies and I he \ agai ic- •! 1 in le sipiau r-, longi-

t ude imdei-, and such like scientific freaks and
"crank-" are disCUSSed with sparkling wit and

keen logic — a book pleasantly quoted and com-
mended by Dr. Holmes in "Over tin- reacups."
I he novelist's mother, who published a memoir of
her husband and an entertaining book of remi-
niscences entitled "Three-score Years and Ten,"
was the daughter of William Freud, a Cambridge
tutor who, being expelled from that universh
heretical opinions, went up to London and be

an insurance actuary'. Both father and daughter
were acquainted with Charles Lamb.

ARTIsT AM) INVENTOR

William Trend I )e Morgan, so named fir his

maternal grandfather, was born in London. N -

vernber 16, 1839. He attended the Universit)
ol, and later the college out from

youth seemed to have been enamored "t an 1

than scholarship; at any rati- he became- a -indent
at the Royal Academy at twenty', having adopted
art as a profession. He studied painting tin:

scleral \ ears, bat says himself that he never did
much with it. His first -c-rious work was done i:i

stained glass, which occupied him from 1864 to
I870. In the latter named year he turned his atten-

tion to ceramics, and in that art seemed to have
found his life work. His experiments in lust,

that time not much known in England, atti

considerable attention, among illy

—

whose appreciation probably determined him to

persevere in hi- attempts to revive the- beaut:

ancient Persian pottery. lor nmro than thirty

years he kept at it. and to such good purpose that
the tiles and vessels ol "D* Morgan luster" are

ranked by Connoisseurs among the artistic tri-

umphs of the nineteenth century. Lnfort unatelv

their commercial success has never been coalmen-
siicatc with their artistic excellent

Alw i\- of an inventive turn of mind, he has
several other achievements to his credit in oddly
different fields: a "duplex gearing fur bicycle

day-refining sieve, and a smoke-consuming fire-

grate-. Yet none of these things brought him
great monetary reward. Although he had h<

to prepare for the pre— hi- father's last work and
hi- mother's book of reminiscences, except foi

tain youthful attempt- at satirical writing, he seems
never to have thought of turning hi- hand to

authorship until he was nearly a lustrum beyond
the deadline of Professor Osier's silh s< ison joke

tils FIRST STORY, " lew, m \ \\, 1

In 1004, while recovering fron ius sick

ne-— , a dim notion of a -i e into this man's
head. and. taking pen. more for pastime than w ith

any idea of producing a novel, he- wrote the

chapter ot "Joseph Vance." It was a year later

he touched it again, at his wife's solicitation;

and when finished flu- stotr) was a \ e-rv different

thing from the severe ami rcali-tie narrative he had
at first projected He says !'.

I
not manage
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WIN JAM DE MORGAN. II U. INGUSH NOVELIST. AT SEVENTY
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of technique becomes an impertinence in the

presence ol a record of lit*.- <>t' character building,

which is the business of life—indited with such
naive artlessness and yet with a verisimilitude that

is inconceivable in any mere invention. A record

almost bare of romantic glamor, without intrigue,

without much complication of plot, it is neverthe-
less a noble work of art, whose total beauty in the
cud seems greater than the sum of all its parts. It

is a sad story; the story of a great love and a great

rifice and a woful misunderstanding; but it is

irradiated throughout by a gentle and genial
humor—the " humor that rainbows the tears of the
world." And this humor, the author's sincerity,

and above all his loving sympathy, make "Joseph
Vance" a comforting and uplifting book for think-
ing men and women and a joy forever for lovers

of good literature.

"AIH I -for-short" and "somehow good"

The extraordinary success of his first novel

encouraged Mr. De Morgan to set pen to paper
again, and in 1907 he published " Alice-for-Short

:

a Dichronism," another long and engrossing story

of London life in the middle of the nineteenth cen-

tury introducing to us another friendly group of

pe< >ple in whose acquaintance the reader could take
whole-souled delight. Its theme and its episodes
were as radically different as its characters. With
practice his hand gained in cunning, and struc-

turally this was an advance upon its predecessor.

By the time he came to write his third novel,

"Somehow Good," published 1908, he had thor-

oughly mastered his new art; had developed
a keener sense of proportion; had gained in pre-

c ision, directness, and economy of means to the end
in view—though without sacrificing any of his

wonted roominess for all the little things so often

"passed in making up the main account"—and
had contrived a new and original and ingenious plot

which gradually evolves from apparently simple
beginnings into the complexity of life it-elf. Mr.
De Morgan evidently saw this story from the he-

ginning and saw it whole. The two earlier books
were, in a sort, 'prentice work in preparation for

this, and "Somehow Good" remains the best thing

he has yet given us. A better .-top,-, for the Story's

sake, has seldom been told in any tongue, and the
skill of its telling is well-nigh perfect.

LATER STORIES

After "Somehow Good", hifl fourth and latest

published story, "It Never Can Happen Again."
issued on the author's seventieth birthday anni-

versary, partook of the nature of an anticlimax
It was comparative!) disappointing because it

dealt with no such likeable .wui worth-while people
.I- had compelled our affection in the earlier talc-.

It was inferior artistically because of a too great

involution and complication of plot—the task the
author set himself of combining three distinct Bto-

1 H 1 into One was tOO heavy, I lis determination at

all (dsts tO mint nothing but new metal (lest he
should repeal himself !) and a striving lor subtlety

of meaning in place of the old charm of simplicity

led him at times to the verge of dullness. Vet it

must be said that the stream of dcliciously wise and
humorous comment was as unfailing as ever and
the book contained enough good material to set up
half a dci/eii little "modern" novelists in trade

For many months now Mr I >e Morgan has been

at work on a new novel to be called "An Affair ol
Dishonor." Its publication, announced (or the
late summer or early autumn, i- eagerly awaited
by a host of readers whom his other books have
enthralled.

V VERT MODERN THACKKRA1

It has been said that Mr. De Morgan has revived
the big and leisurely and spacious novel of early
Victorian days II ertairuy delineates life broadly,
conveying to his pages with wonderfully intimate
touch the come and go of all sorts and condi-
tions of men; and, varied as are his char.i

each of them is drawn BO consistent!', land
forth an unmistakable individuality. Nothing short

of marvelous is his insight into the hearts of women
and children as well as of men. He has been lik-

ened to both Dickens and Thackeray. The truth
is that while the first chapter of "Joseph Vance"
reads as if it might have been ret overed from
lost manuscript of Dickens, after the new author
really found himself his fealty to the great Ho/

1 to be show n in anything more than a surface
resemblance. He is never a jigger of puppet
strings, or proprietor of a wax-works exhibition.

While he is lavish of incident and his 1

abound in thrilling episodes—there arc mar:
and births and deaths, drownings and narrow es-

capes, fires and failures, and spectacular happenings
which would be melodramatic in the hands <: a les-

Ber writer—character is his principal concern. His
people grow into our knowledge and regard just as

gradually as do the friends we make in this passing
world. His method is the method of Thacki
with a difference—the difference of individuality

and modernity. Mr. De Morgan's books could
never have been written by any one who had not

lived in this first decade of the twentieth century,

or who had not kept abreast ol the latest d< velop-

ments of science, ol the arts, of soci.il relationships.

His handling of the theme of "Nunchow Good'
the turning of evil to good in the caseoi a ^irl be-

trayed by ignorance, and her development into

a strong, self-reliant, and happy woman— is un-

thinkable at the hands of Thackeray; or ol Mere-
dith, even, whose tragic " Rhoda Fleming" is the

(lassie example of the normal result of such vil-

lainy. In any careful analysis of his achievement
the reiterated charge of "Early Victorianism

"

tails to the ground.
r allowing for the p n of genius, the

of Mr. De Morgan's great s - im-

parted plainly in his delightful little postscript to

"It Never ( an Happen Again." Heintimatesth.it

comme si c'ctiiit pour soi baa been his practice
- he has written as if for himself alone. And by
writing the kind of novel that he would like to read

he has won the hearts of a multitude of readers

After many \ cars of ill-rewarded endeavor sui

came in the late afternoon of his life. May that

evening be a long and happy one, devoted to

the telling of yd Other beautiful talcs! We cannot

have too main books from such a kindly humorist
and humanist whose pen transmutes life into liter-

ature literature that lives and will live because it

dwells upon the things that are pure and lovely and
of goinl report. Such books arc worth reading and

iring. not only because they continue the no-

blest traditions of English fiction, but alsa because
they show their author's all-embracing love tor his

fellow men and. mire than all,
' they add

to the test of life.



THE NEW BOOKS
SOCIOLOGY AND ECONOMICS

IN connection with the article on industrial acci-

dents, which appears in this number of the

Review of Reviews, we wish to direct the

attention of our readers to a volume of findings of

the Pittsburg Survey recently issued under the title

"Work-Accidents and the Law." 1 This volume
gives the results of an extended study made during
the past two years by Miss Crystal Eastman, secre-

tary of the New York State Employers' Liability

Commission. Typical cases, similar to those in-

stanced by Mr. Chute, are described in detail by
Miss Eastman with the purpose of determining,
first, what are the indications as to responsibility,

and, second, what material loss and privation, if

any. resulted to the injured workmen and their

families. The discussion is based upon the study
of a year's industrial fatalities and of three months'
industrial injuries in Allegheny County, Pa.,

making altogether something over a thousand
cases. Most of the industries in which accidents
commonly appear are represented in the district

studied, which has a population of 1,000,000, of

whom 250,000 are wage-earners. Such a study,
therefore, results in a practical exposition of the
problem as it exists to-day in American industrial

communities.

A monograph by Mr. Hugh Victor Mercer, of

the Minneapolis bar, deals with the general subject

of workers' compensation under the three heads of

:rability," "Possibility," and "Practicabil-

The history of American legislation to give
worker* compensation for injuries received in the

employment is very fully sketched.

In the "American S<*ial Progress" series, which
if brief handbooks for the student and

r, I'rof Henry R. Seager, oi < olum-
bia University, ! "S<*ial Insur-

Program of Social Reform.''* Until

hi-> top: i purely academic in-

terest in ited States, although recent in-

nded to shorn very < learly the
necessity of providing some form of pen

•» tho«*- instituted many years ago in
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Magazine. The editor of that periodical, in an in-

troduction to the book, refers to Mr.Gantt's written
work as forming "a classic of optimism."

Volumes V and VI of the "Documentary His-
tory of American Industrial Society" 5 are devoted
to a history of the labor movement in the years
1820-1840, by John R. Commons and Helen L.
Sumner. The introduction to these volumes gives
a careful and discriminating review of the period
under consideration, which is termed by the editors
the "awakening period" of the American labor
movement.

In the current discussion of railroad freight rates
and the well-nigh hopeless gropings of the layman
in attempts to master the intricacies of distance
tariffs, some aid may be afforded by a careful
perusal of Dr. John M. Clark's monograph on
"Standards of Reasonableness in Local Freight
Discriminations."' Dr. Clark's attitude is that of

the impartial inquirer and the dispassionate judge.
He does not attempt to dogmatize, but discusses
"the various possible criteria as applied to freight

rates, and in particular to the relative adjustments
as between localities, in such a way as to show the
exact issues involved." This is precisely the task
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, made
doubly arduous by the recent amendments to the
Kate law.

Mr. James J. Hill's observations on the various
factors of our national development are sure to be
interesting, and the reader will find in his new
book, "Highways of Progress," 7 the latest conclu-
sions of this broad-minded railroad builder and
prax tical thinker. Of special interest are Mr.
Hill's comments on "Farm Methods— Old and
New," "Reciprocity with Canada," "Industrial
and Railroad Consolidations," "Oriental Trade,"
"Waterways, The Railroads," and "The Nat-
ural Wealth of the Land and Its Conservation."
Mr. Hill applies to economic facts and changes the
method of the physical sciences by which laws ai

fitted to f.ii t - and fa< 1 are so combined thai the r

laws may be made plain. It is a combination 'I

tin inductive and deductive methods \\hi(h Mi.
Hill declare! to be the main secret
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some ex( eedingly inter 34 ripti\ e and an
clot.il material about most of the great magazine
publishers and editor- ol the present day. The
publishers of this book announce that a French
edition, under the title &u Sw
Souvenirs d'un 'Business Man' Americain," has

been published in Paris.

NOTABLE SAYINGS OF GREAT MEN
The late "Mark Twain" was first of all a lec-

turer, almost before he began to write. This fact

is sometimes lost sight of in our enjoyment of his

written philosophy and humor. A new book.

entitled " Mark Twain's Speeches,'" with a preface

by Mr. Clemens himself (written some years a|

and a new introduction by W. D. Howell-, covers

the humorist's spoken views during a little more
than half of his lifetime. Many speeches in this

book were delivered on important occasions, in-

cluding his reception at Oxford University when
he received the doctor's degree. There is a frontis-

piece portrait.

A collection of crisp, characteristic paragraphs
and sentences from the writings of ex-President
Roosevelt, selected and arranged by Alan Warner,
has been brought out by the Putnams.' There are

portraits of Mr. Roosevelt at various stages <>t hi-

i areer and a foreword to the volume by Dr. Lyman
Abbott.

TWO BOOKS OF REFERENCE

The edition of that indispensable reference book,

"Who's Who in America "'for 1910-11, being vol-

ume VI in the series, has just appeared. It 1-

edited, as were the preceding volumes, by Albert

Nelson Marquis. Counting the more than 6000
cross-references to earlier edition.-, there are

23,957 biographical sketches in this latest i-sue.

Miss Harriet L. Keeler, the author of "Our
Native Trees" and "Our Northern Shrubs," has

written a volume of descriptions of "Our Garden
Flowers," giving special attention to their native

lands, their life histories, and their structural affili-

ations. Accompanying the text are 90 illustra-

tions from photographs and 186 from drawings,

Mark Twain's Speeches. Harper's. 4.14 pp.. por. S;.

> The Real Roosevelt. Edited by Alan Warner. Put-
nam. 202 pp.. 111. Jl.

j Who's Who In America Edited i>y Albert Nelson
Marquis. Chlcaeo: A. N. Marquis & Co 2:100 pp. $V

4 our Garden Flowers. By Harriet L. Keeler. Scrib-

ners. r».">0 pp.. 111. -*2.

all of which arc the work of Miss Mary
: Lake Erie College.

TRAVEL AND DESCRIPTION

During the hot summer months, particularly in

August, King Victor Emmanuel, of Italy, is in the
habit of retiring to a beautiful villa in the northern
part of the Alps, known as the vale of A
delightful book on the natural attractions and his-

toric and traditional memories connected with this
region has been written by an Italian Story-writer,
Felice Fcrrero, under the title "The Valley of

l." This volume is illustrated from photo-
graph-.

A romance centering around an American l>

whose fascinating mother hurries off from London
vpt, where her hu-band i- ill with fever, I

ing the baby to follow more leisurely with its col-

ored nurse,— this i> something new in fiction, but it

is the subject of an interesting book, "An Ame
Baby Abroad,"* by Mr.-. Charl - \ ( : 1

There are some humorous and appropriate illu

tions.

TREATISES ON SEX HYGIENE

Miss Lavini t 1. I k* k, a -f much
experience, has written a manual dealing with the
problem of the ><>cial evil in its sanitary and

Ihi- book, while intended primarily

the nursing profession, i- i to the needs
of the general reader and the work
betterment.

A new book by Dr. Elizabeth Hamilton-Mui
attempts to unfold in story form those funda-
mental facts of sex life which until recently have
been excluded on grounds of d> . the

approved reading of young people. The err

this policy of silence on vital subjects is now very
generally recognized. The difficulty lies in pre-

senting the truths of nature in a way that will not
stimulate a prurient curiosity. The volume !>

us is free from any vulgar or indecent suggestion
It is absolutely candid, natural, and ingenuous in

it- manner of approaching the deeper mysteries of

life.

» The Valley of Aosta. By Felice Ferrero. Putnam.
pp., ill. *2.

• An American Bahv Abroad. Bv Mrs ( !:arlM M
in l.lttle. Brown A Co S2R pp . 111. Jl

Hyjrlene and Morality. By Lavlnla L. Dock. Putnam.
200 pp *1 2.'.

• Four Epochs of Llf<- By Elizabeth Hamilton- Munclr.
M D New York: Greaves Publishing Company. 271
pp . por. SI
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COL ll\K\l ^ W SCOTT. OF THE PORTLAND " OREGON!W
In the death of Col. Harvej W. Scott, on August 7. American journalism 1. >>t one "i its ablest and

mosl \ irilr leaders. Colonel Scott, .1- a 1»>\ of fourteen, had been .1 pioneer in th >n country,"
had fought Indian-, and had grown to manhood in tin- troublous '50s "t the l.i-i century. In spite ol

.ill obstacles, and they were man) in those frontier days, he cim himsell .1 cla lucation .in<!

was admitted to the bar; I <ut in 1865 he became chief editorial writer on th< in, .1 small daily

published at Portland, then tin- only considerable town north of Sin Francisco. Ho* he built up the

paper, 1 \ c n .,^.iin-t the H\.ilr\ of powerful monied interests, .mil yvf it ( harm t< r and tori >
;
how he

I
tin fn e -1K1 r onrush ol 1896 and, .it u r prai ticalh sacrificing it > cin ulation for .1 time, won it

back in a fea months and swung Oregon into the McKinle) column, th< familiar to ever)
mii ran nea spaper editor and publisher in tin- country t olonel Scott was .1 man <>i magnificent phy-
sique and in .ill his seventy-two years had suffered no illness until .1 few month- .1^0. when be

tracted sciatica. Id died ol bean failure, thirty-two hour* after an operation at th< John- Hopkins
Hospital, Baltim
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THE PROGRESS OF THE WORLD
Political affairs, as preliminary to

Preparing ' r -J
for the the conventions and the lall cam-

paign, have taken no unexpected
course. The situation has been as clear as

al to everybody except professional

politicians on the one hand, and those wholly

ignorant of politics on the other hand. It

ought to have needed no demonstration to

convince anyone that the Republicans of the

Middle West wen strongly progressive in

their tendencies. That the California Re-

publicans at their primaries should have

named Hiram Johnson, a Progressive, for their

gubernatorial candidate by a large majority,

was to have been expected; for the hand-
writing on the wall was plain. In the State

of Xew York, a Republican victory this fall,

—as against a fairly good Democratic ticket,

—will be as impossible as a Republican vic-

tory in Texas, unless the Republicans nomi-
nate a candidate for Governor that the

Hughes men and Roosevelt men believe to

represent good government and progress in

the besl and unless such a candidate

should be permitted to run on a progressive

platform.

' Old Guard
Ways and
Means

, The so-called "Old Guard " would
seem to have remained in a

slight majority in the membership
of the Xew York State Republican Commit-
tee. But precisely what happens these days

to a member of the "Old Guard" when the

people have a chance to gel at him, is the

thing that happened in the Rochester district

1
i' orge W. Aldridgc when he ran for Con-

at the special election in April. At a

preliminary meeting Oil August in, the State

Committee decided that it would not ask

Mr. Roosevelt to act as temporary chairman
of the convention and deliver a "kej note"

speech. It decided instead t<> a->k Vice-

i berman. This plan was < arried

through by M<
i Woodruff, Barnes, Aid*

ridge, Ward, and < \ « i . 1 1 other organization

a ho \\. to be a< ting in < lose

illation with \'ii e Pi. i < I . nl Sherman
anil with IV I I. ' . Mi Mm t-

d qualities and personal popularitj

not to be (1. They will not be

/lit into quest ion in the <
\ lagi Bui

the men t t\ ro in politit know ; that if

Mr. • o running i"i the
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Governorship of New York, in view of the

things he i> recently quoted a> having said,

—

he would U- beaten bya larger majority than

that which he received two years ago when he

ran on the Presidential ticket.

Who If it is true that the New York
Advises "Old Guard" had been taking

orders from the summer capital

at Beverly, then it is a sad pity that Beverly
should be so badly advised. The country,

however, must not be in haste to believe that

Mr. Taft has been spending his much-
needed summer vacation in cementing the

bonds that bind him and his political desti-

nies up with thebosses and reactionary groups

that are so completely disowned and rejected

by the plain masses of Republican voters. Mr.
Roosevelt had no ambition to be temporary
chairman of the New York convention, yet
he would willingly have served in that way if

the State Committee had so requested. The
''Old Guard" may have its reasons for wish-

ing to see the Republican party in New York
defeated at the autumn elections. Hut it is

hard to see why it would be for the interest

of Mr. Taft to have his party crushed all along

the line after two years of his leadership.

Party Lines
and

Prospects

Mr. Taft's own State of Ohio
entirely under his control—in SO

far as its Republican politics was
concerned—at least until very recently; and
if Governor Harmon should be victorious
there it would seem to be a heavy blow at the

administration's prestige. Further than that,

Mr. Harmon's victory would probably make
him the Democratic candidate for the Presi-

dencj—unless, indeed. Mayor Gaynor, re-

covering from his dangerous wound, should
be made the Democratic Governor of New
York. There will not be any split in the Re-
publican party; but, on the contrary, there

will be harmony. This harmony, however,
will rest on the foundation of progressive
ideas, put into party platforms by progressive

leaders. It is perhaps possible, even yet, for

some of those who have hitherto failed to

understand this, to compromise with their re-

actionary and machine-made principles, and
climb up into the progressive band-wagon.

vactinotne Meanwhile the political atmos-
"seatsofthe phere is surcharged. In advance

of the great ( vation Con-
gress in St. Paul, which convene- on Septem-
ber 5, and which is to be attended by Presi-

T\CO OF Till Rl PUH K W I I \m RS IN \l W YORK WHO LAST MONTH OPPOSED THE PLAN

TO HAV1 ROOSEVELT ADDRESS THE STATE CONVENTION
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PRE9DENT TAFT. AS HE APPEARED RED I.MI V WHII E MAKING AN ADDRESS

dent Tal't, Mr. I - It, and many Govern-
! rumor th

I; 'I retire from the Interior

it Mr. Taft re-
'.'.

|
rc-

from i ' that

in< li"t < h

m no
•. In i has

fl Mr. I

:-»r< ed "';t of tli<

1 IK. II.

l ru-

in ihc

mild

ite himself to the work of the Monetary
Commission. Mr. Cannon, like all other
' men, will nol be a member of the

until be has been <l< < ted to it and
duly sworn in.

It is nol very lil>< ly that the nexl

r \\ ill oc a Kcpuhln an. It

mil- proper for Mr. ( annon
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Congressmen. It is a very defective tariff;

but this is no fault of .Mr. Tawney's. His

article in this number of the Review, on

federal appropriations, is a strong presenta-

tion <>i" that subject by the chairman of the

House Committee, who certainly ought to be

reelected by the broad-minded people of his

district. Insurgents ought not to be too

narrow-minded. Certainly they ought not to

be punished Tor having preferred to vote

against the tariff. Hut neither ought they to

punish a man like Tawney for voting with the

bulk of the party. Republican predicaments
are numerous and obvious; but the Demo-
crats must not be too elated. Those years

have been few and far between when Re-
publican folly succeeded in making the Demo-
crats wise enough to use their chances well.

The summer capital of the United
The Monument • i i i

•

«f States remained last month in
prouincetown

Massachusetts. President Taft

spent most of his time at Beverly, making a

few brief journeys to neighboring \ew Eng-
land points. Most notable of these was his

\i>it to Provincetown, where an imposing

stone monument to the Pilgrims who made
their lirst landing there in November, 1020,

was dedicated on August 5. This stately

memorial is modeled from the tower known
.1- La Mangia, erected at the side of the

Town Hall of Siena, Italy, and described as

"the most beautiful and perfect Gothic tower

of its own age left in the world to-day." The
monument at Provincetown commemorates
more than the mere casual landing of the

Pilgrim fathers, since it was in the harbor,

within the shelter of Long Point, that the

famous compact was made in the cabin of the

Mayflo/WCT) and from that first written consti-

tution have come some of the central ideas of

American charters and laws from that day to

this. The President of the United States, the

(iovernor of Massachusetts, and the senior

Senator from that Commonwealth took part

in the ceremonies of the dedication, and the

occasion was made a memorable one in the

history of New England.

Kmmmt American cities are at last learn-Keepma
, .

the mg how to keep their accounts.

Our municipal bookkeeping meth-
ods have always been sadly lacking in uni-

formity; in some cases faults have developed

that have made peculation easy and have
fostered inefficient and slothful, if not posi-

tively vicious, government. A few \<

a serious effort was begun to reform these de-

fective accounting systems in several ^i our
large cities. The vigorous and well-directed

campaign of the New York Bureau <>f Muni-
cipal Research and allied organizations is now
producing results that are significant. \

striking' instance of private initiative in the

lill I'll (.Kivi's mum \li \ I \i PROVINCETOWN DEDICATED ON AU<
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improvement of municipal business methods

is afforded by the gift last month of $30,000 by

ex-Comptroller Herman A. Metz, of New
York City, for the purpose of an inquiry that

shall "make available to American cities the

best principles and practice worked out in

municipal accounting and reporting." The
gift is to take the form of an annual contribu-

tion of ?io,ooo for three years, and the money
is to be expended under the direction of the

Bureau of Municipal Research. With the

work and methods of this organization Mr.

Metz became familiar during his service as

Comptroller. He now believes that it is the

agency best fitted to earn- out his plans for an

investigation and to administer the funds

that he so generously devoted to that end.

Every city in the country will be helped by
such an investigation. The fund seems ample
as Mr. Metz states, to ''make available to all

cities the results of the experience which is

being acquired by each." It marks a great

advance in the American sense of civic re-

sponsibility when an individual citizen comes
forward with so practical a plan for the im-

ITOH HENRY CABOT LODGE, OF MASSACHUSETTS
eaking :it the

In Hi)

provement of municipal government and is

willing to prove the faith that is in him by
substantial drafts <>n hi-> private fortune.

,„ ,n this number of the Review op
Ui vii \\ s there is an accounl ;>f

the efforts pul forth by the State
ol Colorado t<» at 1 rait immigration from all

parts of the country. Other W< tern States

are intcrc ted in similar pi ida and
ently al lea t one Southern State,

lii-ld an immigrati in

tion and a d< in to in\ itc both • apital

and la!».r from the \<>rlli and Wcsl t<> di-
••< lo| \ here,

'

I n boll \m < v il has taught Mi i

'ippi to give up ili' rop idea and go in

• il farming I hi un 1 Ml. dm
ui iln
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ton crop is hardly equal to the demands made
by the new methods in agriculture, and Gov-
ernor Noel, in addressing the Mississippi

convention, emphasized this point and in so

doing undoubtedly voiced a growing senti-

ment on the part of the new South. The
State- of Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia

seem likely to gain many new -cttlers from
the Middle West within the next few months.

Indeed, it is asserted that this year's move-
ment will surpass that of last October. At

the same time .Northerners are buying lands

in Virginia, the Carolinas, and Tenne
The Southern press welcomes this immigra-
tion with enthusiasm.

Mayor
0l1 tnt> nlorninS of August Q

Guynor Mayor Oaynor of Xew York
Attacked

startl ,

( j ()I1 ., f()Ur wir k s
' vacation

t rip to Europe. He boarded the Kaiser 11/7-

helm do- Grosse at tin' North German Lloyd
docks in Hoboken, X. J., and a few minutes
before the hour of sailing he stood chatting

with a group of friends on the forward deck.

In this group, besides several heads of city

departments, wire President Montt of Chile,

and his wife, who had taken passage on the

same ship. Suddenly a man approached the

Mayor from behind, and when within two
or three feet of him, fired three pistol shots

in rapid succession. One of the shots went
"wild," another grazed the arm of Mr.
William H. Edwards, Street Cleaning Com-
missioner, while the third entered tin- back of

the Mayor's neck, narrowly mi-sing the

jugular vein in its course, and lodged in what
the surgeons technically describe B9 the vault
of the pharynx in other words, directly be-

hind the tonsils. These facts, of course, could

only be ascertained by the X-ray examination
which took place after the Mayor's removal
to the hospital. At the time, it was feared

that the wound might prove fatal. The man
who had made the cowardly attack wa
once overpowered by Commissioner Edwards,
assisted by other members of the Mayor's
party, and it was learned that he wa- a dis-

charged employee of the dock department,
who had given his superiors much trouble,

and who fancied that he had a grievance
against the head of the c ity government. B)
his dastardly act he had chosen to place him-

self in the same class with the assassin- of

Lincoln, Garfield, and McKinley. The public

instantly recognized this fact, and intense

indignation was expressed everywhere.

MAYOR OAYNOR \> |>| |c ) ] OGRAPHED m till AMERICAN PRESS \s-oc l \ I tovs REPRESEN1 AII\ 1 .

A MOMENT HKKORE Till MtoOTING.
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THE FAMOUS MAYOR AN INSTANT AFTER THE SHOOTING
remarkable photograph wa^ maile by the American Pie ition's representative, whose camera happened

to be pointed towards Mayor Gaynor, just as the assassin tired)

Mayor Gaynor was at once re-

Seem* moved from the ship to a hospital,
Auured

ffhctx he was ]>ut under the best

of surgical care. After the X-ray examination

had tjeen completed it was decided that im-

mediate removal of the bullet was unn<

sary. The Mayor's general condition was
lent, and he continued to improve daily.

On the tenth day after the shooting he was

able to sit up, and it was felt by the physicians

in attendance that all danger from blood

•ning had practically passed. Mean-
while the expn of sympathy from all

of the country and from foreign lands

h as have been paralleled on only

in this country, the death

our three Pn idenl who have fallen ;it the

I

• of the
|

tpreciation of hi

I

<• prompt n< ogni

i.it Mr. Gaynor
red during th< months during

Ih< "• ntionof the

lion in irk, and
< lifornia that the

tin

I In

... . Not often within recent years has
Ohio mid . -iii

town Rev.,b- a single summer provided such

a scries ot political sensations as

were staged during the months of July and
August of this present year of grace. State

contests within party lines were especially

acute, and were watched with interest from

mi mi . i •! hil.ll l<
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afar because of their supposed bearing <>n

national politics, while everyone was looking

forward with concern to the- election of a new
Congress in November. The Ohio Repub-
lican convention, late in Jul}-, recognized the

unrest prevailing within the party, and un-
equivocally endorsed the Taft administra-

tion, while it unreservedly praised the new
tariff law and virtually read out of the party
all those Republicans who had ventured to

criticise it. The Hon. Warren G. Harding
was nominated for Governor, and the out-

conic of the convention was a victory for the

"regulars" all along the line. The Repub-
lican convention of Iowa, on the other hand,
was controlled by Senator- Cummins and
Dolliver, both vigorous opponents of the

Payne-Aldrich tariff, and the platform

adopted was as explicit and positive in its

arraignment of the tariff as the Ohio plat-

form had been in its acceptance. The Iowa
convention had no candidates to nominate.

that having been done at the primaries.
In whole function was the adoption of a
platform, a matter of no slight significance

this year, a- indicating the attitude of the

party on national questioi

i,,s U r e„ts
In t,u ' Kansas primaries the i-

wimi* was clearly joined between tho>e

Republicans who call themselves
progressives, and whom their opponents in-

variably designate as insurgents, and the

"regulars," or "stand-patto \ ot only
State officers but candidate- for Congress
were nominated in these primaries, which
took place on August i. and called ouc a

heavy vote. The national party leader-

deemed the contc-t for Congressional seat-

so important that Speaker Cannon made
several speeches in the State in the heat of

midsummer, with a view to preventing the

nomination of insurgents in place of stand-

pat candidate-. This effort, however, proved

SENATOR \IHIKI H CUMMINS. Ol low \
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fruitless. In BU of tbt di-tritl- of the

• • the Republicans nominated insurj

:idates, ma, tin >>\ four seats if the

hould result in their

! in th< made a i

• -.-fill camp I

primaries than he
< )n the whole, the

i triumph in K "in-

• adherent >>i \>rn-

milcj h heel.

.11 the tariff

MMjr, and the n ,ulr i interpn

that t:

In California the result <>i the

™tv'';V' primaries held on August [6

appears, on the sut fa< <•, similar

to tin- result in kan-a-. but it (.in hardly

iid that the tariff had anything like

the importance asan issue in California th.it

;itt;it hed t" if in k;ih ;i . I lit- I Ion.

Hiram Johnson made ai e cam-
n for tl • rnorship nominal ion and

il. I It- •. .1 allied throughout the

< iinr , the ii

iade rather on State

th. in on national i n I he ant i railn ad
lenti in California, un-

doubtedly played ik. mall part in tin- n<

: \l :
I Hi i in . 1 1\ el)
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Nebrask,, 'J
11 ' Republican insurgents of

and county Nebraska received a serious set-

back in the primary elections of

August in. United States Senator Burkett,

the regular, or "stand-pat," candidate for

renomination, received a large majority over
( \Y. Wheelon, the in-urgent candidate.

Representative Xorris, who led the attack in

Congress against Speaker Cannon last win-

was renominated in bis district without

opposition, but in all the other Congressional

districts of the State "stand-pat" candidates
were nominated. The injection of the

county-option issue caused a serious compli-

cation in Nebraska State politics, and prac-

tically resulted in the downfall of Mr. Bryan
from the position of leadership which the

Democrats of Nebraska had conceded to him
for twenty year-. County option was repu-

diated by the Democratic party of Nebraska,
although strongly advocated by Mr. Bryan.

In the primaric- last month anti-Bryan can-

didates were succe-sful throughout the State.

The Republicans adopted county option as

a platform plank. As the were

closed for the pre>- the results of the August
HON. IIIR Wl Jl IHNSON, OF I \1 IPORN1 \

(Named by the Republican primarii 'vernor)

aided also by that wing of the Republican

party in the State which is strongly com-
mitted to conservation policies. Insurgent

candidates were nominated in three of the

Congressional districts of the State. Mr.
William Kent, the public-spirited donor of

the national redwood park near San Fran-

cisco, received a decided majority in the

Second District over Duncan McKinlay.

Judge John D. Works, who had the endorse-

ment of the progressive Republicans, was
nominated for United State- Senator. In

the neighboring State of Oregon strong oppo-

sition to what i- known as the "Oregon sys-

tem" of voting on Senatorial candidates has

developed within the Republican party.

A so-called " Vssembly" of uoo Republi-

cans representing the faction opposed to the'

"Oregon system" met in July and recom-

mended candidates for the Republican nom-
ination of Representatives in Congress and
for various State officers. This faction denies

that it i- opposed to the direct-primary sys-

tem per se. The "Assembly" Republicans
of Oregon le>-t an able leader in the death of

Col. Harvey W. See>tt. for nearly fifty year-

editor of the Portland Oregonian, and one n\

the- ablest journalists of the West. His

portrait appear- a- the frontispiece of this

number.

PRESIDKNT WOODROW W1I.SON, OF PRINCKTON
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REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES FOR THE SENATORSH1P IN NEW JERSEY

primaries were still in doubt, returns not

having been received.

Interest in midsummer politics

Mew jer»ey has not been confined this year
Senator,*,, ^ ^ ^-^ ^ ^ g^

Jersej President Wilson's announce-

ment that he would accept the nomination

for Governorship if tendered him by the

Democratic party, was followed by a serious

effort on the part of the Republican leaders

their candidate a man who would

dignified and worthy opponent of Dr.

Wilson, bate in August the indications were
that there would be no lack of candidates
when the Republican convention is held, on

tember 20. Meanwhile the Senatorial

Contest in New J is approaching an

Former G kes and
Murphy and Representative Fowler are

candidates for t! torshipwho
pressed tb< idy t.. submit

their < laim-> to popular vote, the DTUnaril

:eld under a law that was passed while

'
I ernor. Senator K

lidate for renomination, has

this law,

'round that sue h a< ti<,n mighl

tional difference-, an, pub-

dluded
t the

.nfrouting ih«-

Am< Njile,

a judiciary election held on August 4 re-

vealed a remarkable split in the Democratic
party. The candidates supported by Gov-
ernor Patterson and nominated by the

Democratic primaries were overwhelmingly
defeated by the candidates that had been
nominated by a convention comprising more
than 10,000 Democrats,— the largest gather-

ing of it > kind ever held in Tennessee. The
vie tory of the independent judiciary ticket is

taken by some close observers as an indica-

tion that Governor Patterson, who is a candi-

date to succeed himself in November, may be

defeated by a Republican-Independent coali-

tion. Governor Patterson has won fame
beyond the bounds of his State as a pardoner

of criminals. During his term of office he

has releasee] nearly 1,000 prisoners, including

152 murderers. The Republicans of Tennes-

bave nominated for the- Governorship
("apt. Benjamin \V. 1 [ooper, of Newport. The
Democrats of Texas are sharply divided on

the issue- of prohibition. By a decisive vote

the Hon. ( » I ilquitt, anti prohibitionist,

nominated for Governor al the primaric

in July. At a special session of the Texas

I lature the I louse pa ed drastic anti

saloon bills, one of which prohibited thi

of lie|ue.rs within ten mile of any public

e hool, but all these hills u< re defeated in the

ie-. The Republicans « f Texas have

nominated J. Terrell, oi in tntonio, for

I he n< I
< Iklahoma i

1 ommitted to the prim iplc "i m Rro di

hi In 1 he- primal ii ol Kugusl 1

the ., . .ill- hdl.llh. I < I. Ill e ami lid
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-l NATOB THOM \- PB70B GORE

( Whu-c i!i .r

with the* i ri.iian lai 1 ouml
sensa:

ment to the constitution was carried. This

clause i- almost a verbatim copy of the

North Carolina disfranchisement law. It

applies solely to negroes, exempting illiterate

whites and Indians. Much complaint has

been made in Oklahoma of the methods by
which this amendment was carried. The
ballots were so printed that much more
effort was required to vote against the

amendment than to vote for it. The re-

sult was that many votes were counted for

the amendment which had probably not been

so intended.

Senator
^' l,t ' H1 J U '-V ^ (-'natur Thoilia- P.

Gores ( ;<>re of Oklahoma, openlycharged
Ch" roe3

in the Senate that, in June last,

a bribe had been offered to him to withdraw
hi- opposition to contracts made with Indians

iif the Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes, for the

sale n|" coal and asphalt lands valued at more
than S;o,ooo,ooo. The government had
authorized the sale <>! these lamb. Undoubt-
edly the Indian Office, if desired, would have
managed tin- -ale. There is no reason, how-
ever, why the Indian- should not employ at-

torney- to attend to this matter for them,

provided they comply with the legal require-

ment that such contracts are not valid unless

approved by the President. A certain law

firm had secured contract- from some io.ooo
Indians, to act for them as their representa-

tive in the sale of the lands in question for a
fee of io per cent. Neither President Roose-
velt nor President Taft was willing to ap-
prove of these contracts (known as the
.Mi.Murray contracts from the name of the
chief attorney). It was this lawyer and his

agents whom Senator (ion d of having
attempted to bribe him. The blind repre-

sentative of Oklahoma in the Senate ha-

working for months in the interot ot the

Indians. In January he introduced a r

lution providing for a general investigation

into the affair- of the Five Nations, and re-

quiring the Attorney-General and the Secre-

tary of the Interior not to confirm any con-

tract- pending the investigation. In May
Senator Gore introduced a bill making all con-

tract- relating to money and property owned
by the Indians subject to approval by Con-
gress. Then it was, the Senator a—ert-. that

he was approached by the would-be briber to

withdraw this bill, or at least, to have it re-

ported unfavorably. Senator Gore further

testified that the men who offered him money
had mentioned the nanii • vera! other

men, high in government office, as being inter-

ested in the transfer of the land.-. Ik-fore the

investigation committee, the men named by
Senator (lore absolutely denied the truth of

his charge-.

_ ... Much has been done in recent
Despoiling

.

the years to better the condition ol

the Indians on the Government
reservations in Oklahoma and Indian Terri-

tory. While Mr. Leupp was Commissioner of

Indian Affairs, a reasonable, progressive and
upright policy was developed to guide the

future deal: the national Government
with the nation'- ward-. Mr. Valentine, the

present commissioner, has followed the same
policy. There remain, however, many weak
points in the administration of Indian affair-.

In the p great deal of injustice ha- been

done to the red man. He i- suffering from

wrongs to-day. As stated above, a com-

mittee of Congress, i- at this moment
investigating in Oklahoma the question of

attorney's fees paid to white lawyers for the

-ale of Indian lands. The Five Nations

(Cherokees, ("hick I taws, Creeks

and Semini the civilized tribes on the

Government reservations are known, own a

great dealof property. Manyof theindividual

Indians, in fact, are very wealthy. Their

property is under control of t'! rnment,

which ha- constituted it-elf tr hile the
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MILITIAMEN AND REGULARS PRACTICING MODERN WARFARE AT PINE PLAINS. N. Y., LAST MONTH

Indian is being raised to the status of an in-

dependent citi/.tn. Ever since the red man
acquired any material possesions, however,

he has been subjected to the evil designs of

many un.-crupulous white men. He has been

made the victim of all -orN of dishonest

schemes, even violence has been perpetrated

on him. During recent years the method
•ii very often thoroughly dishonest

from a moral point of view, while remaining

tly within the letter of the law. The In-

dian, who ha.-, had no experience in business

affairs and who knows very little of the true

value of his own possessions, i- very often

cheated when he wishes to dispose of his

land-. There will appear in our October
number an accurate pic tun- of tin Choctaw-
' land situation a- drawn b)

I saioner Leupp himself.

idea c>f developing
rkable c oordination I.

the regular army and the militia,

with . both, •••.I-, made tin- wbjei t

month. Fifty-five

nilitiamen I nitcd
• command of M

». (] nped
'

. For Mi*.nth
' Itle

ton was "captured" (see this REVIEW for

October, 1009). Instead of throwing large

bodies of troops against each other as is usual

in the mimic battles, more primary tactics

were used at Pine Plains. Small units of

troops were required to work individually in

the sort of formation they would inevitably

be compelled to assume in actual modern war-

fare. The militia wereencamped immediately
beside the regulars. This gave them a chance-

to observe every drill, maneuver and action

of the professional soldiers. The entire ex-

periment was made for the purpose of giving

useful instruction to the militia and showing

them as well a> the regulars how they could

work together. By this means a valuable

training- chool for soldiers can be built up.

The program of the Consen ation

Congress at St. Paul has bun
omewhal elaborated since the

first announcements were mule. The Con
will begin on September s and will con

tinue for five days Pr< idem Taft will be

• til and will addre -- the- ' ' the

opening mornii »n, and hi addre - will

erence "i < >- <\ ei n< 11

On the folic Pr< i -
1 nl I

will in the ubj\ ct ol National I ffi

it the ( n will

tor Nelson ol Minne
1

f. Hem ( ilifornia,

th ' ommi 1 r of I

I >i< I 1 Montana,
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Dolliver of ! nd Beveridge of Indiana,

etary Wilson of tin- Department of Agri-

culture, Chief Forester Grav< - of the Federal

Forestry Service, Director Barrett of the Bu-
reau of American Republics, Dr.W J McGee,
Mr. James J. Hill. ex-Governor Newton C.

Blanchard of Louisiana, ex-Governor Pardee
of California, ex-Secretary James R. Garfield,

[dent Gifford Pint hot of the National

Conservation Association and Judge Ben. B.

Lindsey of the Denver Juvenile Court. This
ia the second Congress of its kind to be held in

the United States, and there iseveryindication

Lhat it will be the most important gathering

of the kind that has ever been planned.

ti. c . Forest fires have again ravaged
The Forest . «r» • i t

and the large areas in Wisconsin, Min-
Locon,otn,

n( .M)ta _ Montanaj Idah()j flnd

Washington, and losses amounting to l il-

lions of dollars are reported. That these

lire- are frequently started by sparks from

locomotives is a well-attested fact; yet little

is done to prohibit spark-throwing in tim-

bered regions through which railroads run,

although it ha- been shown by ten years*

experience in the Adirondack forests of New
York State that the substitution of oil-burn-

ing for coal-burning locomotives is perfectly

feasible and results, where it has been tried, in

comparative immunity from disastrous fires,

so far as the district traversed by the railroad

ncerned. It may be taken by some as an
instance of poetic justice that the flames in

the Kootenay district of British Columbia
swept away costly railroad bridges, but at

any rate the interests involved are too vast

to permit of further trilling. Some way must
be found to prevent the setting of forest tires

by locomotive -parks. During the present

month there will be a hearing at Deadwood,
S. !>., in an action brought by the federal

government against a railroad corporation

for the destruction by fire of more than iooo

.ure- of valuable timber in the Black Hills

national reservation. Of course the care-

lessness of campers and hunters i- another

prevalent cause of forest tin-. \ vigilant

patrol of the exposed districts i- needed in

every State containing a considerable body
of forest land. This i- already an effective

agency in several of tin Eastern States.

Within the past few week- the Government
at Washington ha- hurried troop- to several

of the national forests and Indian reservations

of the Northwest to help the forest rangers

fight the flames. Tin- conservation congress

5t. Paul this month will doubtless make
recommendations on the subjei t.

a *„,„ . 1° tm - issue of the Review of
A 11 A HI I'iUS

rim* fort** Reviews, Mr. Samuel 0. Dunn
presents the arguments of the

railroad- in support of their claim for

advance in a number of freight rates. The
fir-t formal hearing on this question before

the Interstate Commerce Commission will be-

held at New York on September 7. The
roads which present their arguments at this

ion are those in the territory east of the

Mississippi and north of the Potomac. The
commission will, later, proceed to Chi<

and. on August 20, will begin hearing there

to examine into the fact- concerning the pro-

d rate incn •;" the Western road-.

The chairman of the Interstate Commerce
Commi-sion has announced that all interests

in the controversy will be heard and consid-

ered, the railroads, the shippers, the people

and the commi-sion itself. The evidence
will be chietly statistical, and witnesses from

all interests represented will be subject to

. initiation. Mr. C. C. McCain of the

Trunk Lin< Association has publicly ex-

plained that the total result of the prop'

rate advances have been very greatly exag-

gerated. Many opponent- of the movement
have put as high as £500,000,000 th<

gate increase' in freight payment that would

result from the proposed change. Mr. Mc-
Cain says that the shippers would certainly

not be affected to the extent of more than

£50,000,000, and he considers S;o.ooo,ooo a

more probable figure. It i- an entire mis-

take, he add-, to calculate on the basis of a

general advance oi sixteen per cent., a- only

a part of the numerous freight classifications

are involved.

c . The traffic officials, especiallySome Exiimpl, '

of Gi the Western road-, repre-
" sent their case as quite hop,

if the Commerce Commission refuses the

asked-for advance in r. I S far

as to say for publication that such a refusal

will mean the going out of business as private

enterprise- of the weaker road-, and the turn-

ing over of these properties to the United

States G vernment Such extreme views

are probably largely due to the heat of con-

troversy, but they make interesting the cur-

rent news concerning the troubles oi a num-
ber of European state-managed railroad-.

The Swiss road- owned by the government
are. according to American members oi the

International Railroad Confcrcmi ..! Berne,

having a troubled career in spite of scientific

management and far-seeing plans that shine

by contrast with American methods. The
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people of Switzerland arc grumbling sorely the Pennsylvania employees had been getting

over a recent increase of railroad wages of even higher rates of pay than the New York
8,ooo,ooo francs; they are opposing a pro- Central award gave for like service, and these

posed increase of rates, and the life of the higher rates were not disturbed by the agree-

Commissioner of Railroads is made a burden ment. Just as this important settlement was
by constant demands from this locality or announced a strike was called on the Grand
that for better facilities. In Austria there Trunk Railway, a Canadian system having

is -trong agitation for the return of the part of its mileage in the United States, and
railroads to private hands. The Austrian the Central Vermont Railway. Under the

roads are showing a heavy annual deficit year Canadian law the differences between the

after year, and the service has seriously de- company and its employees had been referred

teriorated. Extensions of the existing sys- to a board of investigation in March last and
terns have been made by whatever political after working for three months on the case

party was in power to obtain votes, and not to the board had made an award which was ac-

produce profits or to give the best service to ceptable to the company, but not to the men.
the greatest number of people. Since the acceptance of such an award is not

made compulsory by the terms of the law, the

Oood Eamin s
^ *s a surprising an(^ reassuring strike could not be averted, but early last

for the fact that in the past months of month, after the men had been out two weeks,

depressed trade, slackening build- a settlement was reached, largely through the

ing operations, decreased bank clearings, and efforts of the Hon. W. L. Mackenzie Kin<j;,

slumping in the security markets, the rail- the Minister of Labor. A substantial ad-
the United States are showing very vance of wages was granted, to date from May

handsome gross earnings. This by itself is no i of this year. The Central Vermont con-
legitimate argument for opposing certain ad- ductors and trainmen also returned to work.
vances in rates, for it is undeniable that the

expen-es of the tran-portation >y>tems have
TheCr ps

After one of the hottest and dryest
been markedly increa-ed by the raiding of nom summers of recent years and a
wages: but it is of interest in measuring the

,ed
record-breaking season of anxiety

-n behind the prevailing indu>trial pes- and rumors concerning the crops of nuo, it

simi-m. Gross earnings of the twenty-five now seems sure that the agricultural products
leading railways for la>t January amounted of the country will make a very fair showing.

iund figure 7,^00,000. There ha- Not much could be determined as to tin-

no month -ince last February in which cotton yield until August. Tin- Government
earnings of these same roads fell so low as report 01" July 25 gives the condition of the
vdo,ooo and the figure for July . - crop a- 75 per cent, against 71.0 per cent, .it

x». As the hi^'he-t month's earnings of the end of July,iooo, and a ten years' average
ids in the buoyant year 1900 ua- a of 70.4 per cent. The cultivated ana this

- than $48,000,000 then- i- ample year is the largest ever planted, exceeding by
hal gen- 700,000 acres the next largest planting, in

editions cannot yet be con-id. -red 1008; and by over 7,000,000 acres the plant-
t tendency to ing of k,o^.' In tin- latter year the midsum-

r transportation. mer showed exactly tin- same condition p
in tQIO, and there was a crop of

' labor disp I .700,000 bales, II tin autumn brings no
"I threat- rli then, it loo would I

total yield, thi ol well < 00,000
• left bales. The largest 1 rop on ra ord wa

,0,000 bah ' in, which had
I "ii t

1

irlier pi yield of 1 xxd.ooo.ooo

1
the drouth <>i June

nd July, but till the Vgri< ultural I leparl

op whi< li will 1 ond
I in qu in the r< Ich in value

1
1 n ill be no rc< ord bn

;

\ in tie but w ii .it

v betti 1 than
in both

'tl run oi uin,
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HON. FRANK HITCHCOCK, POSTMASTER-CENEBAJ.

excellence. Tn spite, then, of some disap-

pointments, which include a miserable s<

for hay, the balance of probabilities
'

against ioio being a year of crop failure.

_. „ It was originally planned that the
The New & .1

postal sa-inos new postal savmgs banks should

be 6rst established in post offices

of the first class. That plan has now been

modified and it i- announced from Washing-
ton that the system is likely to have its tir>t

tri;d in second and third-class - There

are certain reasons why it might be desirable

to -tart these banks and get them to running

smoothly in the smaller towns, rather than in

the great cities, where the deposits would

probably l>e much larger, thus increasing the

- oi administration to ;T corresponding

degree. It has been proposed that a central

clearing house be established in each State

for settling all questions connected with the

ment of interest and the care o\ accounts.

Without some such arrangement matter- of

that kind would have t<> he sent to YYa-h-

ington for determination, and in the cas

tin more distant States tedious delays would

result. In dealings with depositors certificates

will he issued in plan- of the pass-books com-
monly used in savings hank-. These certifi-

cates will not be transferable and will be
issued in denominations of one. ten. twenty,
and fifty dollar-, the amount of each dc

being punched on the margin, together with
the interest due the depositor. It i- expected
that the lir-t of the new banks will be ready
to begin business by the first ofNovember and
shortly after that date the system should be
in operation throughout the courtry.

There has been in the past more
P
£ffae^cu or less skepticism as to the busi-

ness efficiency of the Post Off

Lrtment and part of the opposition to the

postal bank scheme was based on the feeling

that the department did not have and could
not create the proper kind of organization to

handle such an undertaking successfully.

The large annual deficit was partly accounted
for on the ground that wasteful and unbusi-

nesslike methods were retained year after

year, to the grave detriment of the service.

Whether these charges were well foundi

not. it i- a fact that Postmaster General
Hitchcock managed to reduce the deficit for

the last fiscal year by the considerable sum of

Si 1.500,000 and he now has under way plans

for wiping out the remaining deficiency of

S6,ooo.ooo and placing the department on a

self-supporting basis. Apparently no ch

in the rates for second-class matter will be

required to accomplish this. Such an out-

come would be a tine tribute to Mr. Hitch-

cock's administrative ability and wouli

far to reassure that portion of the public

which has been led to believe that the head of

the Post Office Department was more
cerned with the game of politics than with the

detail- of hi- office. The fact i-. of course,

that Mr. Hitchcock is a successful orgai

and director of the important and complex
interests committed to his care.

ntafemrtw
Now that llu' n;ltionaI appropria-

tion- lor the current fiscal ;

Budget
aiY ,|j Sp(1M

.

( |
,,,- an<j while the

country i- preparing to elect another I

-. it may 1 id time to review the

method- employed by Uncle Sam in making
his annual expenditures, and to consider

whether a somewhat radical change i- not de-

manded in those method-. Upon one point

all are agreed that the Government's
penditures are increasing at an alarming rate.

It seems only yesterday that C

sharply criticized when it appropriated a bil-

lion dollars to keep the wheel- moving for a

period of two years; but to-day a billion dol-

lars hardly suffices for a single year. I
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HON JAMES A. TAWNEY Ol MINNESOTA
Committee, who writes on as numljer of the R]

imber of the Review, (page
lirman om-

mitt' Appropriations di me of the

|>id inr r ,tl of the

Hart-

Mr. ply qualified to

>rth th tion

• be proper remedies.
in t

l

miliar with tin- a< lu.il

1 rd t.i

I
I

ha* : . in

cr. ase in our military expenditures. Still Mr.

Tawney finds in the procedure thai has

grown up in the course of years in ('<]

itself certain causes which seem to account,

to a greal extent, for the growing expendi-

ng vt ars. Il< shows thai \\<- have
no well articulated budgel system, although
an important -tip in thai direction ha been

n by tin
i pari o nihility

for the annual i ipon the < mi utive.

'I hen, too, there i no question thai the doing
in irni y appropria

ed the ( menl nun h money.
cHoust ii ell is

nun nds
lily in mu-

ni <>i di

in I" hall i reform are

will i ..ii idi ration l>> all

I

on the Appropriation Committee have been

aluabic to th<- < ounl i
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(IIMKMAN MUSIC. OF Till. ( WUHAN
R \1I.WAV COMMISSIOM

ring with Chairman Kni

and the I

. .. In the course of a speech deliveredAgreeing with l

_
c<u,„ri,, on late m July at Eastport, Maine

"close to tin- Canadian border,

President Taft gave renewed expression to

the desire of his administration for closer

trade relations with Canada. At almost the

same moment, Sir Wilfred Laurier, the Cana-
dian Premier, in an address at Brandon, On-
tario, was discussing Canada's tariff relations

with tin rest of the world, particularly with

Greal Britain and the United State-. "Rrit-

ish preference must stand," said Sir Wil
"Canadian- are agreed upon that." They
are also determined to secure, if possible, a

fair, workable treaty with the United State-.

but "Canadians must follow the American
example, and put their own interests first."

Early lasl month the Hon.
J. I'. Maine, chief

of the Railway Commission of Canada, met
in New York Chairman knappof the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, fora conference

on the subject of the regulation of railroad

ic rates between the two countries. While
the proceedings of the conference will not be
made public until the final report, which will

he brought out in a month or two. Chairman
Knapp ha- given out the following as the

subjects di.-cussed.

i Whether existing legislation in the two
countries i- adequate for the effective control of

through traffic, and whether joint control of Bucfa

traffic would I*.- mutually advantag i the
business interests of both countries; 2 Whether
it would he necessary to the end in view to

tiatea treaty between the two countries, or whether
the result could be accomplished bj concurrent
legislation; (3) Whether under a treaty or such
concurrent legislation joint control could bt

forced through the separate administrative or judi-

cial authorities in each countrj tively, or

preferably by the creation of a new joint tribunal
in the nature of an international traffic commission;
(4) Whether such joint control should include not

Only through railroad rates and regulation-, but
also express companies and telegraph and tele-

phone companies ojKratiny between the two coun-
tries.

Trade Schools
Canada is making noteworthy

in the advance in trade education, I he
""' Royal Commission appointed

some months apo to investigate the subjt

technical education in the Dominion, tx

it- sessions late in July in Ottawa and at

several points in Nova Scotia. The com-
mission is authorized to visit any portion of

the world to secure information. It will

travel from one end of the country to the

other, examining into the need-, the equip-

ment and the industrial methods oi the

provinces. Then it will visit the technical

schools of the United States, and later pro-

ceed to Europe. The Dominion has already

a number of technical schools of high effi-

ciency, notably in Winnipeg, and at Kingston

and Merlin in Ontario. McGill I"niver-ity at

Montreal fa eral excellent engineering

schools. Canada also has a number of

agricultural institutions that are doing -plen-

did work, among them the Guclph and M
Donald College near Montreal. N - otia,

however, is the only one oi the provinces that

has organized a system oi technical schools

supportedby the state. In thisprovince there

are trade school- for miner-, for stationary en-

gineers, and for other occupations, including

those oi fishermen. The province also main-

tains a technical college oi university rank.

teaching mining, civil, electrical and mechan-
ii al engineering. Already, it isclaimed, the effi-

ciency oi the mining-school is shown in the

low death and a< cident rate among the miners

oi Nova Scotia mpared with the 1

in other mining communities. It i- interest-
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ing to note that the appointment of the Royal
Commission to make this investigation was
urged by both the Canadian Manufacturers'

ciation and the Dominion Trade and
Labor Congress. The chairman of the com-

Dr. James \V. Robertson, whose
notable contributions to agricultural and in-

dustrial education while he was Dominion
Commissioner of Agriculture and Dairying.

were made familiar to our readers in the

Review for November, 1907.

A Century
of

Mexico

The celebration of the one hun-
dredth anniversary of Mexican
independence and the eightieth

birthday of General Porfirio Diaz, President-

of that Republic will be marked by many
interesting and picturesque events and exer-

in Mexico City. The program, as pre-

pared by the National Centennial Commis-

.in h-

liii IR PEDKO UOK 1 1 . PR] SID] \ l

CHILE, WHO Dll D LAS! IION ill

great civic and military parade; a historical

ant; displays of 6reworks; theatrical per-

formances and many other feature-. Par
ticularly significant will be the inaugurati in

of the city's new water work- on September
by Vi< e Pre idenl Corral; the dedication,

eptember 22, of the new National Uni
idenl I id the layin

ntemb*
1 the new
dent I )ia/ All

the natii Id \\ itli \\ lii< h Mexi(

liplomati< relation 1 have been in

A numbei ol
:

ificd

tli- ir int< to M
ial.

hilt

[niltlii ol « hil.
1

d from

1 ihqual c whi< li

almo ,, I,,

I and trade tali
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AN IMFORTANT INTERNATIONAL MEETING AT BEVERLY LAST MONTH
(This photogi taken during the visit of the late President ' le to Preadenl

Mr. Taft and Senor Montt will 1* recognized in the center of th<

'anclinn. is Governor Dr

and behind him the Pre ecretary, Mr. Norton.)

cently collected by the International Bureau
of the American Republics indicate this. In

railroad building and general commerce there

has been a good deal of solid progress. The
finances of the republic, however, are not as

yet in a wholly satisfactory condition. Com-
plete stability of the currency has not been

attained. The late President Pedro Montt,
who had been the Chilean chief executive for

the past four years, fought hard during his

whole term of office for a currency readjust-

ment that would bring Chile into line with

the rest of the modern commercial world.

The Chilean Congress, however, did not agree

with him. The -train iA this campaign to

swing the national legislature to his point of

view, added to the burden of his official duties,

told severely on his health. Late in June he
embarked on a trip to Europe to consult a

German specialist, paying a brief \ bit to this

try on the way. He spent several days
\t\\ York last month, and also made a

ial \i-it. accompanied by hi- wife and the

official member- of his party, to Beverly to

pay his respects to President Taft. He died

at Bremen, only a few hour- after landing
from the steamer. Senor Montt was sixty-

five year- ol He was a man <a engaging
personality and a statesman of distinction.

A- President, he added to the stability and
the honorable prestige of hi- country.

/,.. , v The relations between Chile and
Chile and

4«Mr/ca £00^ the United S havenotalv
Friend, ,,ou, ^ ^ fofapfo am J , nl ;

those between our own and the other Latin-

American countries. I
- r Montt

remarked in his talk with President Taft, "the
people of the United States and the Van

uth America are really good friei

The only difficulty remaining unsettled

tween them is the n<>w famous Alsop 1

This arose out of clai livia by
American citizens in i«^;^. involvi;

5

tory which later became part of Chile. Up to

the present, th< has not been settled.

The amount in question, however, h -

d in London by the Chilean govern-

ment, to be turned over to the United Si

should Kim: gland, who has

. 5 arbitrator, decide in I

of the American claims. Being try,

with fifty-nine ports, and with her business

enterprises chiefly concerned in mineral
]

Chile is deeply interested in the Pan-

ama Canal. Hitherto she has been one of the

- •

; V erican countries

from the United v ' When I d is

completed she will be brought r to

American port-. The Chilean pres-. further-

more, i- working for the establishment oi at

.lie -team-hip line between Valpai

and V \ rk From Buenos Aire- regular
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passenger travel is now carried on through the

newly opened trans-Andean tunnel. This

month Chile will celebrate the centennial of

her independence. On the eighteenth an In-

ternational Agricultural and Industrial Expo-
sition will be opened in the Government Park
in Santiago. In connection with this, there

will 'be held an exposition of fine arts, which

promises to be of world interest.

cioae of the
^ne principal result of the deliber-

Pan-American ationsof the Fourth Pan-American
onareaa Qor .hich was in session at

Buenos Aires from July 12 to August 2*0, was
the unanimous agreement on the part of all

the American nations, as represented by their

delegates to the Congress, to submit to arbi-

tration all money claims that they are unable

to settle amicably by means of diplomacy.

The Congress approved a convention regard-

ing literary and artistic copyrights, the terms
hich will be made public later. It de-

cided also that the International Bureau of

the American Republics shall hereafter be
known as the Bureau of the Pan-American
Union. This bureau will determine where the

Fan-American Congress is to be held.

All the delegat- '1 that the question of

the exten-ion of the Monroe Doctrine should

be brought up for open discussion, for

fear that the susceptibili European
nation- might be wounded. There was de-

velop], however, a -entiment, particularly

among the Brazilian and Argentinan dele-

trongly in favor of extending the

rine to uch troublesome 1

if Nicaragua. Trade between the United
States and the republic.-, of the southern

ing, and a number of projects

ing pushed for the establishment
i

. to-day, !;

ti:- Pan a C mal, the

<uth Ann 1 id G ntral

ipidly bee, in: iKiinted

the

!

; VII and

•I of

It > early

in

I
I

JOHN REDMOND, Till. \BI.I'. AND SV.UI.'t- II \|MK
III. IRISH GROUP IN Till. BRITISH PARLIAMENT

once brought about a return to saner, calmer

political method> by all parlies. King
George has helped greatly by the tact and dis-

cretion with which he has played his part

through all the crowded weeks since his acces-

sion. Mr. John Redmond and the Irish party

also have shown admirable good taste and
restraint. They have earned the goodwill of

all parties for their moderation and political

skill, and have greatly bettered the chances

of Home Rule.

The mosl important achievc-
Th

p,?"si°'
:t nunt of the Parliament just ad-

journed was undoubtedly the

adoption of Chancellor Lloyd-George's l>it

terly contested budget. The struggle over

this, a-> our readers will remember, brought

I the l nding controversy I"

; »rds and the ( Commons, and occa

stoned a dissolution ol Parliament and tin-

on w hi( h the

lied lor the opinion ol the I oiuiti \ .
.1

Well a that I'.r the folli

without dittH ultv. I he di pute over the

he I lou 1 ol Lord
r 1 he Limiting of il eto | ow< 1 . w.i

-

subn pre

rutin/ hot

'

polit i< .il partii . li was
in 1 hi >it ol com
ild be (J iii the in. iit< 1

I roin 1I1 beral d< mand .

pointed out in lh< 1 |i
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la^-t month, a compromise was impossible.

Indeed, on June 20, Premier Asquith pub-

licly announced that the conference had defi-

nitely tailed to agree <>n the main points at

issue. During the summer recess, however,

until Parliament reassembles, on November
15, the committee will hold sessions and
endeavor to agree, if not upon a compromise
of principles, at least upon methods of dealing

with the situation.

. „. , Parliament also enacted into law
A Simpler .... ... ,
Coronation bills definitely providing for a

regency, for the new civil list, and
for modification in the wording of theai

sion oath. The wording of the royal oath at

coronation has been changed by mutual agree-

ment. No modification, however, has been

made in the emphatic assertion that the British

sovereign must always be a Protestant. When
King George is crowned next June, he will

swear fidelity to his high office in these words:

I do solemnly and sincerely, in the present

God, profess, testify, and declare, that I am ,1

faithful member of the Protestant Reformed
Church as by law established in England, and I

will, according t<> the true intent <>f the enactments
which secure the Protestant Succession to the
throne of my realm, uphold and maintain the said

enactments to the l>e-t of my power- according to

law.

That is to say, he will make no offensive refer-

ences to either Roman Catholics or Non-
Conformists. It is worthy of note in this

connection, that the change in the accession

oath was strongly advocated in the Hot

Lords by the Archbishop of Canterbury, the

highesl ecclesiastic in the Anglican Church.
All matters which seem likely to provoke
opposition and heated debate have been put
off by Parliament until the autumn. Among
these an' the decisions regarding the veto
power of the Lords, woman suffrage and
Home R Je for Ireland.

Problems
Tnm" wiM ' H ' PlentV °' l rollble-

some questions for Mr. Asquith
Pre-

1 ,, |.
to lace when Parliament reassem-

bles. Besides the home issues, to which refer-

ence has already been made, there are many
vexing problems in the larger situation oi the

empire, for several years India has been
seriously disaffected and Sir Charles I [ardinge,

the new Viceroy, will fmd a very difficult ta-k

before him when he reaches Calcutta in the

autumn. Egypt, a- Mr. Roosevelt SO vigor-

ously pointed out to the world some months
ago, i- very uneasy. Australia and Canada
are drawing further and further awav from

the position of colonies to the dignity of well-

nigh independent sovereign nations. Finally,

there i- the nightmare of German industrial

and naval expansion which has frightened the

British press for a decade. Mr. Asquith will

need all his skill and breadth of view to meet
these problems, which are more serious*than
those that ever faced even Gladstont
Salisbury. Unfortunately he is not, as were
both of these statesmen, an eminent inter-

national personality.

Church and ne <
*'" lnc m0^ momentous

1
)1

state m of the present-day advance of

liberalism throughout the world

is the struggle of governments and peopli

free themselves from the political and
nomic burden of an established church. It

will not be denied by modern seculari-ts and
churchmen alike in the countries where church
and state are united that, in the long run. not

only the state but the church itself would
greatly benefit by a separation. The ideal

relation between church and state is un-

doubtedly that which obtains in this country.

Here there are no formal nor special contract

relations between the two parties, and the

Government gives to the property and rights

of the church the same protection it gives

the property and riuht- of other associa-

tions, with the additional privilege of partial

exemption from taxation. In Europe, how-
ever, particularly in Latin Europe, quite a

different condition obtains. In these coun-

tries there i- a church organization, a hier-

archy, which has survived from the days when
the church and the state were literally one.

The members of this organization are u
nized as quasi-public officials. The organiza-

tion itself, moreover, is in possession oi land.

treasure, and other material property and its

officials in actual and potential control of a

vast deal of human and other machinery for

the production of material wealth and the at-

tainment of temporal political power.

u . The advance of modern education
Progress vs and ot liberal idea- in economics

"' and politics demands that thi

ministration of government shall be inci

ingly responsive and responsible to the people

who are governed, with do interferenc

control by any outside power. All over the

continent of Europe public- opinion, as ex-

pressed in the opinions and the legislative

of parliaments, demand- that sovereign

power shall reside in. and only in, the govern-

ment. How shall the present order of a fealty

divided between the home government and
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the Holy See at Rome be changed without

doing grave injustice to many innocent and
worthy persons, violating rights long estab-

lished by custom and agreement, and throw-

ing upon a cold, unsympathetic world many
righteous men and women, who all their lives

have been engaged in works of charity and un-

selfishness? This is the heart of the diffi-

culty facing the governments of those Euro-

pean countries, Italy. France, Spain, and
Portugal, that are now engaged in slowly but

surely breaking the bonds that have hitherto

bound them to the Church of Rome. It is

not. as has been often charged, an attack on
religion by a godless age. Nowhere through-

out the world has the alliance of church and
state proven of real, lasting good to either.

The idea is now being challenged by progress-

ive thinkers outside the church and by some
of the most devoted and loyal souls within.

In France, after a conflict of years, the divorce

of church and state has been accomplished,

and the result is beneficial for both sides. In

Italy the church has lost none of its spiritual

vitality or efficiency because of the virtual

disestablishment.

/>„ .,, . Now the movement has reached
Con$titutiont

und Spain and Portugal. In the -

Concordat.
fa ^ ^^ j^^ c„unlr j (

Europe, the relations between the Roman
Catholic authorities and the secular govern-

ment I by a treaty known

THE ROYAL BOYS OF SPAIN

t Prince Alfonso, the heir, ak'eil .?. ami Prime Jaime.

2. There is also a i>rim.es< a^eil i year)

Concordat. Most of these treaties were con-

cluded early in the nineteenth century, when
modern constitution-making began in Europe.
Then it was that the Roman Catholic Church
began to lose its temporal power, and was
forced, unhappily and reluctantly, to seek

political protection lor the material interests

it -ii!l possessed, to bargain and deal by dip-

lomatic methods with secular governments,

often hostile, and sometimes openly anti-

Christian. TheConcordat between Spain and
the Vatican was concluded in 1851. This

rts that the Roman Catholic

-hall be th< religion of Spain. It pro

in rt her for the restoration to the chur< h

of all 1 • eel proprrt y thai had nol been

sold when the made, de< lares

church's righl to acquire property, puts

edu< nt\ th< rship ol the >

mid* pro

for tin uppoit ol

,000,00

r this
1

rul limil -

lo three 1 his
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itional adopted
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THE POPULAR SPANISH MONARCHS AT THEIR WORKING Dl

One of the most important modi-
Cortes

vs. Dcations made in the Concordat
Concordat

, )y Sp ., n ;>h nalion;l | legislation

permit- of liberty of worship under certain

conditions to dissenting Spaniards, as well as

to foreigners. Another makes the press

nominally free. A third deals in detail with

the number of monastic orders permitted in

Spain, and a fourth has permitted the estab-

lishment of a few lay schools. These are

chiefly in Barcelona, and are accused by cleri-

cal sympathizers of teaching principl*

atheism and anarchy. It was for maintain-

ing a school charged with spreading such

rines that Ferrer was executed some
months ago. Early Last year negotiations

were begun between the Spanish Government
and the Vatican for a "revision" of the Con-

cordat. The church authorities at Rome,

king through Cardinal Merry del Yal, the

Papal Secretary of State, consistently main-

tained that, until some mutual agreement had
been reached, the Spanish Government was
bound to fulfil every detail of the Concordat

natter what the Constitution or Cortes

might say, the church contended that nothing

could be done in the way oi change without

the consent of Rome. The government at

Madrid, on it- part, acknowledged responsi-

bility only to the representatives oi the people

in parliament. 1 "hi spirit of nationalism i>

growing in Spain, a- in all other modern

countries. The Spanish parliament, therefore,

with the full approval of King Alfonso, has

steadily maintained it- right and duty toenact

such legislation ms best to it for the

economic and social pro<:rc-s oi the country,

whatever preceding governments may have

promised to Rome. To deny this, the Spanish

Premier maintains, i- to refuse to recognize

the very fundamental ritihts rnment.

_ „ , The present rupture between the
The Policy . .

' it •
i

of Vatican and the Spanish uovern-
1 ment is the result, not so much of

the efforts oi the Premier. Sehor Don | -

Canalejas y Mend '.cure a revision of

the Concordat oi
\

of hi- general pol-

icy toward clericalism. Sorm • the

Cardinal Secretary oi State protested offi-

cially against the decree i—ued by the Span-

ish Government, nullifying that clause of the

Concordat which forbids non-Roman Catholic

from displaying in public their emblems
of worship. This, a- we understand it. i- not

a vital point with the authorities at Rome.

It i- not the displaying of the emblem- but

the language of the edict to which the Vatican

objects Freedom of worship has for year-

been accorded by the Spanish constitution.

The wording oi the edict, however, the Vati-

can contend-, denies by implication that the

national church of Spain is the Roman Cath-

olic. The real significance oi the decree was
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its indication that no Concordat or agree-

ment would in the future be accepted by the

Spanish Government if it curtailed in any
way the liberty of any religious sect.

. The main issue of the present
Influence of .

*

the Religious rupture is the general attitude of

Senor Canalejas, in which he is

now known to be supported by King Al-

fonso, toward the religious orders, which

at present number 100,000 in a population of

iS.ooo.ooo. After the friars had withdrawn
from the Philippines and the " Congregations

"

had been expelled from France, the religious

societies multiplied rapidly in Spain. The
so-called monastic orders are permitted to

engage in trade without being taxed like their

secular brethren. It is claimed by the Span-

ish Liberals that the so-called "church fac-

tory" competes at an unfair advantage with

many of the industries of Spain, which are

struggling against great odds. That these

orders are excessive in numbers and have
undue influence in Spain even the Vatican

authorities have admitted in the past. In

1002 the government at Madrid passed a

law requiring the registration of all religious

This law has been very

aded. Soon after Premier Cana-
came into office, last February. h<

. with the Kin_ nt, a decree dil

rovincial governor npel the orders

quired by law. The Spanish

ted and carried Ihe matter to

the Vatican. In July King Alfonso signed

limiting the number of religious

- >ain, and giving to all denomi-
nate |ual position before the law. This

implete supervision of

by the without

the Vatican, and made all author-

.1 the provisions of the

th the lay inhabitant

d

1.1 1 if

illiterate and fanatical peasants such as make
up, largely, the population of the Biscayan
provinces. This would be particularly likely

to provoke disorder, since San Sebastian is

only a few miles distant from the important
mining and manufacturing town of Bilbao,

where a strike of serious proportions has been
going on for almost two months. The Basque
provinces are also the center of the Carlist

movement, and religion and politic? are apt

to be mixed by the Basques. At the last

moment the authorities at Rome, fearing a

civil war with terrible consequences to the

country, directed the local cures to prevent
the demonstration. It was asserted by the

Paris press last month that the direction of

the foreign policy of the Vatican had been

taken overtemporarily by Cardinal Rampolla,
who was Papal Secretary of State for Pope Leo
XIII. Cardinal Rampolla has been known to

differ radically from Cardinal Merry del Val
in the value he places upon conciliation when
the Vatican is dealing with governments.

Th, Spanish Jhvrc are three principal factors

Parties and the in the disagreement between the

Spanish government and the

Church of Rome. The first is King Alfonso

XIII. who. although a devout Catholic, is a

modern progressive ruler. He and his family

are immensely popular with the Spanish

people. Alfonso has such complete confi-

dence in the Premier and is in such complete

rd with hi> policies that he has not per-

mitted the present difficulty to interfere

with hi> long-planned trip to England and
Frame. Commenting on the presence of the

Spanish King in London at such a juncture

in his homt th» Telegraph remarks:

Alfonso XIII will play the pan not of a Philip

id, hut t le to be expe
of one imbued with the -pint >>! the twentieth

indii .11 i"ii ol

it ion u he n I
• n .1 land

1 the
ill.

• ional parliament, the
1 hambci

1 Prime

Mini I inallj

.

! to the
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ihlican
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at his back tin- tremendous force of educated,

progressive opinion. If all the liberal sec-

tions with tlu-ir indiscriminate names .-hould

vote with Canalejas, he ought to be able to

carry through his policy when the C'orte> bc-

gins it- sessions next month. That policy

represents an attempt to solve upon moderate
lines a problem similar though not identical

with that with which Trance has had to deal.

There is this difference, of course, that Spain

i- very much more devoted to the church than

France has been for more than a century.

. c The present issue in both Spain
An Economic, ' ..... '

Not a Religious, and Portugal 1- civil rather than
Que

religious. Religion, in truth, has

nothing to do with either Spanish or Portu-

guese decadence. What both these peoples

need is new blood and new points of view.

Some of the Spanish leaders see this. Spain,

said Canalejas in a recent interview, has begun
to realize that " she is not living in the middle
of the last century, and her statesmen are con-

vinced that they must bring their country

abreast of the modern spirit. . . . We
cannot and will not permit clericalism to pre-

vent this." .in, -ays ('. Bogue LulTman
in his recent work on that country, is "held
to Europe solely by the vitalizing stream of

commercial people from the north, the Eng-
lish, French and Germans, and if it were

possible to reorganize and preserve her public

departments by an international commission
she would soon vastly improve her status and
estate." The situation in Portugal is not so

acute as that in Spain. Lisbon's dispute with

Rome revolves around the action of Cardinal

Merry del Val in suppressing a Portuguese

ecclesiastical review for some comment
political matter-.. This action by the Vatican

was regarded by the government at Lisbon

a- interference in domestic affair-. Tlu diffi-

culty has been increased by the bill recently

introduced in the Portuguese parliament by
the Minister of Justice, providing for the

civil registration oi birth-, deaths and mar-

tiages. This has hitherto been an important

source of income for the clergy. A complete

separation of church and state is not likely for

years to come in either Spain or Portugal.

Hut modern government, without dictation

from any ecclesiastical authority, seems near

at hand in both countries.

A striking indication of the extent
Directing

i
• , i , • • ,

,

"ch to which the paternalistic idea hasw imbedded itself in the French

mind and of how useful it may be made to

insure economic and financial stability to the

country i- furnished by some of the findings
of the Rochette investigation commission
recently made public. During the past lew
years in France there have been many i

some of them acquiring international noto-
riety, of the defrauding of great number- of

people by unscrupulous persons. It seems
easy to take advantage of the French procliv-

ity for speculation. Cautious and frugal as
the average Frenchman i-, he can u-ually be
induced to engage in some new commercial
speculative venture. The Rochette affair was
typical. In two years' time thi- un-crupulous
promoter was able to induce -mall country in-

vestors to put more than $25,000,000 into his

ventures, which were all fraudulent. The
Parliamentary Commission appointed to in-

vestigate the affair found certain >eriou>

faults in the system of French judicial pro-

cedure. These, it urged, -hould be corrected.

It also even more strongly urged that the
\

eminent -hould devise some mean- for utiliz-

ing this willingness of the peasantry to -pec-

ulate, by directing it to the development of

purely French enterprises. Of recent years

large numbers of small capitalists, not -ati--

tied with two and a half or three per cent, in-

vestments at home, have -ought more profit-

able holding- abroad. This the government
is urged to discourage, and the Minister of

Finance i- called upon to find some safe, do-

mestic outlet for the apparently inexhaustible
savings of the French peasant.

ne Fisheries
M the evidence and argument- on

c.i> both sides ot the Newfoundland
"oue

fisheries case had been presented
r Hague arbitration tribunal by the

middle oi last month. Sir \\ . S. Rob-on, the

British Attorney-General, summed up the

case lor Great Britain, and Hon. John S. Ewart
i<.r Canada and Newfoundland. Senator

Flihu Root presented the final brief for the

United Mate-. In the main the British con-

tention was that oi sovereignty extending

over territorial water-. The American claim,

on the other hand, as set forth in a speech by
Senator Root la-ting si\ days,* I on

the Treaty of 1818, which ".-hould not be

made subject to any power or authority of

Great Britain to re-trict, modify or affect by

subsequent legislation." Mr. Root vigorously

denied Great Britain's right to impose any
regulations whatsoever on American ti.-her-

men. By the terms of the arbitration agre

ment the court ha.- two months in which to

render it- deci-ion. It i- confidentlyexpected,

however, that the judgment will be made pub-

ime time during the present month.
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The best wishes of the civilized

of world have gone out to the aged
Francis Joseph Emperor Francis Joseph of Aus-

tria-Hungary, who. on the eighteenth day of

last month, celebrated his eightieth birthday.

If he lives until December 2 of the present

year, he will have been sixty-two years on the

throne of the Dual Monarchy. During that

monumentally long reign almost every im-

aginable calamity has fallen upon him. His

realm has been torn by fierce conflicts be-

tween the diverse races that make up its

population. His armies have been defeated

on the field of battle, and he has lost territory.

His beautiful and accomplished wife, the Em-
- Elizabeth, was murdered, and his only

son and heir died by his own hand to escape

the public shame of a mysterious private

scandal. Through it all. Francis Joseph,

Emperor of Austria and King of Hungary, has

maintained a cheerful, dignified calm and a

remarkable tenacity of purpose. He has

been, moreover, an example to the crowned
heads of Europe for his untiring devotion to

duty and for his many private virtues. Dur-
ing the year preceding his eightieth birthday,

he had the sati-faction of seeing the prestige

of his country greatly increased by the ac-

quiescence of the rest of the continent in the

annexation of the two Balkan provinces,

ia and Herzegovina. He recently made a

visit to the>e provinces and was loyally re-

'1 by their inhabitant-. He ha- not been

able, it is true, to thoroughly settle the par-

liamentary difficulties between Vienna and
hi- influence ha^ alv

been in the direction iliation to the

[f -tria-Hun<,'ary did not

i. emian an. a

ould have to be inventi

r at Vienna ha> always been

p the pea< e betw<

When that p Ided by a mon-
1

' seph

! a- the

Ikan

that the

ulne*-**.

I
.1.1.

I

dun

',,000 mi

and fewer hours of labor. The shipbuilders,

while not denying that the men had some
justice in their demands, maintain that these

were a cloak for certain political purposes.

By the middle of last month, the strike had
affected all the German shipyards except the

government works. France, which has be-

come a highly socialized state, and which gen-
erally has a strike of some sort on its hands,
faced no less than rive different troubles of this

kind during late July and early August.
Most of these were among industrial workers
in Paris. A strike on the North Eastern
Railroad system in England, during late

Jul\-. was caused, the men claim, by their ob-

jection to the "Americanization" of British

methods. By this they meant that all em-
ployees were required to live up to the stand-

ard set by a few abnormally rapid workers.

In Holland, a three weeks' lockout, affecting

10,000 workers in almost all the cotton mills

of the country, was settled late in August by
a compromise over the question of wages.
The strike of the Spanish miners in Bilbao and
its vicinity has already been referred to.

Early in August, a voluntary commission of

members of the House of Deputies began to

investigate industrial conditionsin the Basque
provinces with a view to suggesting interven-

tion by the Cortes.

Qrowthofthe There could be no better indica-

worid Peace tion <»i the growth oi a fraternal

feeling among all the peoples of

the civilized world than the increasing fre-

quency with which international conferences

an- held, and the ever widening scope of the

subjects which they consider. This summer
'in) particularly noteworthy for interna-

tional gatherings. At Buenos Aires all the

nations of the Ameri< an continent- have been
for a full month debating subje< ts of 1 ommon
interest and concern. In the Dutch capital

ish and American jurists have Itch sub-

mittii i) impartial tribunal their argu-

te matter of t hi \< ' foundland

I
tin- 111

liilcrii.it ioii.il l'i .1. c ( "ir

in. I 1 mbly, at tend< tl

o deli from all over the world,

cnth olutioi

..t the
1 ithorizii dent to

appoint

; mament I ni

ollltioll the

L'niti liplomatii con

. iih the olijri t oi |,io. laiming 1 he
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other international peace association, the

Interparliamentary Union, meeting at Brus-

sels on August 2(), is now considering, among
other important subjects, the American prop-

osition that the International Prize Court
at The Hague be invested with the jurisdic-

tion of an international arbitration court.

„,. During the first week of last
Other ©

.

international month also, the twenty-sixth con-
'"as

vention of the International Law
Association assembled in London. The most
important subjects considered were divorce,

bills of exchange and workmen's compensa-
tion as affected by international relation-. A
resolution was passed favoring the establish-

ment of a school of international law in

connection with The Hague Tribunal. At
Copenhagen , on August 23, the International

Socialist Congress began a week's sessions.

Other important world gatherings of the

past month were the second International

Free Trade Congress at Antwerp, from Au-
gust o to 12, and the eleventh International

Congress of Geologists, at Stockholm, from
August iS to 25. The sixth International

Congress of Esperantists met at Washington
on August 14, at which were present delegates

from 40 States and 20 foreign countries.

Early in the present month the International

Eucharistic Congress, at which there will be

delegates from all the Roman Catholic coun-
tries of the world, will meet in Montreal.

Cardinal Yinccnzo Yannutelli will be the

Papal legate. On August 20, the International

.Meeting for Solar Research began a week's

convention in the Carnegie Observatory on
Mt. Wilson, near Pasadena. California.

Finally, the international conference to d<

measures to combat the opium evil, originally

set for a date early next month, will be post-

poned until late in October, owing to the

inability of China's representatives to be

present at the earlier date. The Chii

however, are deeply interested.

Modtm Very rapidly, and with so little

Bus advertising that the rest oi the

world scarcely realizes it, the

modernization of Turkey has been goinf

ever since the triumph of the Young Turks

over Abdul Hamid, a year and a half

In political, educational, but particularly in

economic reforms, there has been a great deal

of progress. We have recorded from time to

time in these pages, the betterment of relig-

ious, social and financial conditions in 'Tur-

key. There is also a very noteworthy ad-

vance in general business and in the appli-

cation of modern methods, particularly to

the problem of transportation. Through its

Consul General in New York, the Ottoman
government recently invited bids from
Americans for the construction of an electric

street railway system in Constantinople and
its suburbs. At about the same time, it also

granted a concession to several English and
American companies for the construction and
exclusive operation of telephones in the

Turkish capital. The Ministry has ap-

proved the preliminary draft of a convention
giving to a group of New York capitalists

concessions for the construction of about
1500 miles of railroad with mineral and oil

rights in the Asiatic dominions of the Sultan.

'This convention will go into effect at once, if

approved by the Turkish parliament, which
meets on November iS. It is known to have
the approval of the Sultan and of many of

the most progressive political leaders.

Railroads
^he nl 'l ro:t 'l >>'stem will Consist

Opening uo of two trunk lines. ( me will
A sni Minor i .- r .1

extend Irom Samsoon on the

Black Sea. in a southeasterly direction to a

point near the Persian border. The other

will start from some port on the Mediterra-

nean, not yet determined, and stretch in a

northeasterly direction to Lake Van, <.

ing the other line. This region, originally

one oi the most fertile in the world, needs

only irrigation and railroads to make it a

most productive and thriving industrial

commercial country. Foi years it has been

realized in Europe that a rich held for com-
mercial exploitation exists in Asiatic Turkey.
Capital was ready and waiting, but the

Turkish people had not yet been awakened.
Now that the old regime, with its bribery and
political corruption, ha> passed away, capital

will begin to work. Even before the change.

German financiers had begun the const ruc-

tion, under international regulation, of the

now famous Bagdad Railway. A B< Igian

company will, it is reported, have ready to

submit to the 'Turkish parliament, this fall,

a plan for building a trolley line in Jerusalem.

Already there is a railroad and a telephone

line from Constantinople to Mecca. When
the Bagdad Railroad and the other lines re-

ferred to are completed. Persia will be con-

nected with the Mediterranean Sea. and

Nineveh, the ancient capital of Sennacherib,

will be a half way station between the re-

formed kingdom of the Shah and a Palestine

which has been quickened to modern life by
steel rails, telephones, reaping-machines and

American business methoi
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ann a
Four years ag° an edict was issued

constitution by the Dowager Empress of China
for chma

declaring that the one hope for the

future of the Empire lay in the granting of a

constitution. In the preceding year a com-
mission had made an extended trip through

Europe and the United States studying the

political systems of the Western nations.

Upon their return, the commissioners me-
morialized the throne, and this edict of iqo6

was the reply to the memorial. A constitu-

tion was definitely promised and a tentative

outline published of the course to be followed

which should lead up, eventually, to thi

tablishment of an Imperial Chinese Parlia-

ment. The basis of the constitution was to be

found in the various imperial edicts, memorials
and collections of rules and regulations. A
later edict, in 1908, set forth the general

principles of the constitution, and announced
that nine years would be devoted to prepar-

ing the people for full parliamentary govern-

ment. Some of the steps required have al-

ready been taken successfully. Provincial

councils have been assembled, and arrange-

ments made for the summoning of the Na-
tional Assembly in Peking. Thisassembly will

have but a single chamber, although it will

contain the elements of a two-chamber legis-

lature. One-half of its members are to be
representati the titled 1 the offi-

of the larger cities and the wealthy land

owners. The other half will be chosen from
members of the vario ; nf.ial councils.

Matt*

A number of educational and
IaJ commission left

China to tour the world, during
or thri and their influent e

Iministrative and educational affairs

at h I he preparatory
rather more rapidly

than had been anticipated, and ih<

diffi-

! the
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Within I
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t hi-
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HON. W. CAMERON FORBES, GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF
THE PHILIPPINES

Whose deportation "f certain
i! l>y the Philippii

Portsmouth in 1905, and expresses pleasure

that the "Open I >oor" will be maintained. It

is significant to note the fact that, only a few

days after the Chinese reply was delivered to

the Japanese and Russian foreign offices,

the government at Peking announced its de-

cision to employ no more foreign diplo-

matic advisors. "We are able now," says the

. "to conduct our foreign relations

ourselves."

Philippine

Affairs

Our peaceful Secretary of War.
Mr. Dickinson,*in hi> tour Last

month of the Philippine Islands,

found much to commend in the working of

the administrative machinery at Manila and
in the general advance of social and economic

conditions throughout the islands. It is true

that there is still a great deal oi disaffection

among some of the native tribes. One fanatic

made an attempt upon the life of Governor-

General Forbes some weeks ago. Law and

order, however, are surely, if slowly, asserting

their sway over all the islands. For this ad-

vance much credit is due to that excellent

body of military policemen, known a* the

Philippine Constabulary. On another page
this month (310), Judge Lobingier pa]

deserved tribute to thi> excellent body of

peace-keepers. An important decision affect-

ing the immigration of Chinese into the Phil-

ippines, and in all probability preventing the

repetition of the blackmailing of Chinese mer-
chants by the '•Ton.^s." g Chinese secret

order, was rendered by the Supreme Court at

Manila in July. Last October, Governor-
General Forbes deported as "undesirable
aliens" >i\ Chinese accused of belonging to

the blackmailing order. Some weeks later

these Chinese returned, declaring that they

refused to consider themselves prohibited

from the country. Again Governor Forbes
expelled them. The Chinese appealed from
his decision, and entered suit for damages in

one of the lower courts. Jn two decisions

handed down on July 31 and August 3, in the

case mentioned and another similar case, the

Supreme Court decided that the Governor-
General should be upheld in his action in

deporting undesirable aliens. It also prohib-

ited the lower court from proceeding with

the damage suit.

a^/JJJZur offnerfTur :"

1 Ki\«. ; 'K

irt)



MR. ROOSEVELT, ADDRESSING THE NATIONAL NEGRO BUSINESS MENS LEAGUE AT NEW YORK.

AUGUST 19. (BOOKER T. WASHINGTON SITTING AT THE FRONT)

RECORD OF CURRENT EVENTS
(From July 21 to August 19, 1910)

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT—AMERICAN

July 23.—The Democratic primary in Texas re-

mit* in the nomination of the anti-prohibition

candidate for Governor, I'. Colquitt; the

proposition to -uomit to the people a constitutional

amendment providing for statewide prohibition, is

1 arr.

July 26.— Nebraska Democrats reject Mr.
n's proposed county-option plank at the State

ention; the Republican platform declares in

inty option.

Jul rVarren G. Harding is nominated for

• rnor of Ohio, at the Republican State con-

•mbination of regulars and "pro-
.

July 28. —The Minnesota Democratic conven-
nominate^ ex-' Governor John Lind to head the

inty option, and en-

don* and referendum.. \ third

turn hed in Penn-

r the

( h V\

August 3.— Insurgents dominate the Iowa Re-
public. in convention; the platform mildly endorses
the Taft administration but criticises the Paviu-
Aldrich tariff. Governor Campbell, in a special

to the Texas Legislature, urges the passage
of a law prohibiting saloons within ten mill

publii schools.

August 4. —The voters of Tennessee reject at the

Democratic judiciary primary the candidates fav-

ored by Governor Patterson. A federal suit is

filed in the United Mate- District Court at l'itt>-

luirv.', 1 barging the Haiti more & < )hio Railroad with

violation of the " hours ol service " act of 1908
Senator Core, testifying before the Senate investi-

gating committee at Muskogee, Okla., reiterates

his 1 I

• attempted bribery.

August to [ B Terrell is nominated for Gov-
ernor in the Republican State convention.

The Intel ommeree < ommission orders

jis common carriers to show cause t"i i»i"i

advani cs in freight 1

\ r j wi < 1
-

' 11 Senatoi Mdrich denies the chat

nator Ui ling 1 hanged in 1 he rubbci

-< hedule "i thi 'i law.

Senate \"t< again 1 1 he

.'inti-H.do<in 11 which had |ki eel tin II

majoril

\l |ohn ion, 1 he in ui

publii an gulx 1 nali n Lai nom
' in tin pi 1111. 11 il

min W .nun. ii- .1 fa 1

1 11 1 he

primal I tahlmun <•! < rmaha,
halli nix 1. • 1 l"i 1 lu I

'

I '. 1 1 1 1 • 1

1
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GOV: \\. K. STUBBS, O? K \N-\s

I Who won a renomination. with in<
' ra'ity, at

the Republican primaries last month)

(Rep.) and Congressman Hitchcock (Dem.) arc

nominated for the Senatorship. . .The New York
Republican Committee rejects Colonel Roosevelt

for temporary chairman ol the State convention
and selects Vice-President Sturm. in instead.

The Rhode Island Legislature convenes in special

session to consider the report of the redistneting

commission and to revise the tax laws.

Augusl iv Congressman Longworth of Ohio.

states thai he will no! support Joseph G. Cannon
for re-election as Speaker; Mr. Cannon announces
thai he will again be a candidate for the position.

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT-FOREIGN

Jury - 1 Senor Roque Saenz-Pena i- proclaimed
president of Argentina. Presidenl Madriz, of

Nicaragua, form- hi- first complete cabinet; the

members are said to be adherents of Zelaya and
hostile to the I fnited States.

July 29.—The Spanish ambassador to theVati-
1 an i- recalled as a result of the rupture over r»liki-

i< » 11 — orders in Spain.... The l>itl amending the

Kings accession declaration passes it- third read-

ing in the British House <'f Commons.

tagusl
J

1 li< British Parliament adjourns
until \"\< 1 n I .« t 1 -

\iiiii-t ( Mexander Guchov, presidenl <>f the

Russian Duma, begins .1 sentem 11 weeks'

impriaonmeni foi fighting a duel.

KugUSl 7 Forty-tWO are killed nr

wounded at in the fighting

n government I od Nationalist insur-
gents.

Augusl 17.—The Spanish Government prohibits
the meetings of Carlisle called for Aug

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
July 21.—China expresses satisfaction with the

atly concluded Russo-Japa mention
lint; Manchuria.

July 30.—Three Chinese officials in Manchuria
gn a- a 1 >r< inst the K,

agreement.

Augusl -v Si nator R the cl
argument for America in the fish

1 Lague.

August 5.—At the ,n of the Inter-
national Stockholm, the a>

ol the American representatives regarding limita-
tion of armament. i> raised.

Augusl f>.— President Taft
Ma--., by Presidenl Montt, of Chile.

Augusl 9.—The Sun^ari agreement, bet*
Russia and China, i- signed at Peking; China
abandons claim to a free-trading zone on Ix.th

sides of the lM>undary.

August 11.—The Pan-American Conference

Buenos Aires, resolves t" n 1 the Pun
American Republics into a Pan-American I'nion

under the presidency of the 5

the United State-. Th< \ I Manchuria
formally demand- of the

|
-ul the with-

drawal of Japanese in places not open to the n-i-

dence of foreigners

AugUSi I-.—The Pan-American Cortfei

unanimously approves a convention makin^
ligatory the arbitration of ixvuniary claim- among
the republics of America Senator R
eludes hi- address before the Hague Tribunal

the argument in the fisheries arbitrate imes
to .in end.

August 17.— It i- rumored in Tokio that Japan
la t ions to annex K 1

August I v Brazil and rib

atone for recent flag insults in tb. both
countri.

AERONAUTICS

Augusl hotas Kim I Jan. fall

his death at Brussels after an accident to his n

Augusl 7 Ernest Willow- pilot- .1 dirigible

balloon, by night, from Cardiff to London, a dis-

t .in- ;

Augusl 10.—Walter Broolrins

short turn in a hi^h wind at A-burv Park, V 1 .

ks hi- machine and seriously injures himsell

and a number of spectal

Augusl 1 2 J. An 11 Ameri
established a mw record for altitudt lark,

Scotland, attaining a height •

Augusl 1 ; I lev. an I naut

using a Bleriol monoplant mile in 4"

ds .it I mark. Scotland.

\\ illard len City,

\ \ r- in hi- monopla
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SOME OF THE FOREIGN DELEGATES TO THE SIXTH INTERNATIONAL ESPERANTO CONGRESS HELD
IN WASHINGTON. D. C. AUGUST 15-20. FIFTEEN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES ARE REPRESENTED

August 17.—M. Le Blanc wins the cross-country August 3.—Eight thousand mechanics in the
race of 485 miles around Paris which started on Hamburg shipyards go on strike, demanding a 10
AugL per cent, increase in wag

August 18.—John B. Moissant, an American, August 5.—President Taft makes the principal
arrive-, within twenty-five mile- of London in an address at the dedication of the Pilgrim monument
attempted flight, with a passenger, from Pari-. a t Provincetown, Mass.

OTHER OCCURRENCKS OF THE MONTH
July 21.— Eleven soldiers .ire killed by the blow-

it of a breech Mot k of a 12-inchgun at Fortress
Monro The -trike of 12.000 workmen on the

•ern Railways, England, end- in a victory
for the company.

July 2', vet Milan. Italy,

ath of sixty people and the destruc-
tion of many million- of dollar- worth of property.

founders on
( hindo. Korea: only forty of tin 250 pa

known to I

J11! h armiv. r-.iry of the battle

OO Pol

J0I5 27 M h banki
kindling.

Jul) }i |»n irli 1 tli, opinion

uniform. l*-ing in

'

D

d tlir

August 6.—The super- Dreadnought J. ion, 700
long, with a displacement of 26,000 ton-, is

launched in England. ... Official figures place the

number of deaths from cholera in Russia, during
the week, at ^670.

August i. Thirteen persons are killed and
twelve injured in a railroad collision at [gnacio, Cal.

August (). — Mayor Gaynor, of New York City,

about to -tart for Europe on a brief vacation, i-

shol and seriously injured by a discharged >ii\

employi

11st i" I ifteen member- of a mob which
took pan in .1 lynching it Newark, < '., on juK 8

are indicted lor fifth-degree murder.

I hi. in, .1 trotting horse, establi

at < levelancl a ni w mile 1
i 1 minute,

:• p. 11 1 mi nl > ml troops

icn an ver loo,-

000 Montana and Idaho, Moo- than
1000 t and 100,000 pemon madi homi

• 1 In daraa

14. —Fin* « - I1I1.

I 1 In |li 11 i I kxpiMtion, the

mon 1 11.1 1

1

ihmi

) 1 1 1 • 1 r • .1 in

I

1

1 hi m hildn n
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FLORENCl NIGHTINGALE, PIONEER AKMV NUB

(Wh nih at the age of nin<

Augusl 15 Governor Harmon, without con-

sulting Mayor Marshall, orders i<xx> members of

the Ohio National Guard to proceed to Columbus
fur -trikc duty. The sixth International Con-
gress of Esperanto opens .it Washington, D. C,
Dr. Zamenhof and representatives from almost
every civilized nation being present.

Augusl 18. Forest fires have broken out anew
in Oregon and in Washington, and troops have
been sent to assisl in checking tin- names.

OBITUARY

July 21.— Rev. Henry W. Rugg, D. IX. grand
master of the Knights Templar of the United
States, 7

s
.

Julv 22.—Leopold Delisle, the French historian,

84.

July 2$. John Sutcliffe, a widely known mining
engim er, 7 ;

July 24.- Rear-Admiral Thomas 11. Looker,
1 S. N., retired, a veteran •>! tin- Mexican and
( i\ il war-. B

July 25. Samuel Ross Winans, professor of

at Princeton Universit U Judge
Charles Francis Nunc < >t the Nen Hampshire
Superior ( 1 'iirt. 66.

JuK 26 Reai Vdrairal James \ Hawke.l S \ .

retired, formerl) medical din the navy, <«j.

July 27. James \\ Ridgway, for main \.ar-
distrk t attorney

Ex-Judgi ker Lake, a prominent
braska law \ cr. .^4.

July >.s. -James L. Houghteling, founder of the
Brotherhood "t St. Andrew, 54.

Jul> 29.—Rev. Dr. Bostwick Hawkey, of New
York, a well-known Methodist Episcopal cli

man and the oldest graduate of Wesleyan 1 niver-
sity, 90.

July 31.—John G. Carlisle - ik«r of the
Houh of Representatives, United ^

! ator
from Kentucky, and Secretary of the Treasury
during President Cleveland's second administra-
tion, 74. Congressman Charles Q. Tinvll. of
Massai busetts, •

August 3.—Edward Linley Sambourne, the
chief cartoonist of the London Punch

August 5.—J. Edward Simmons, the New York
banker and president of the Chamber of Coro-

\dmiral Walter K. Scofield,

5. V. retired, 71. Bishop Edward J. Dunne,
of the Roman Catholic d Dallas, Tex

Horao \ la\lor. f<>r main years prominent
in Wisconsin Republican jx>litii-

Augusl 6.—Harvey W. S litorofthe Port-

land Oregonian, 72 Dr. ( harles l<

York, a widely known medical authority, 71

Ex-Congressman Wharton Green, of North
olina

Augusl 7.—John B. Studley, an old-tin

80. A. Bleeker Banks, formerly mayor ofAll

< - •

August 8.—Charles II. Shaw, professor of l>i<>!-

at the University of Pennsylvania
Ralph B. Page, professor of ! I i— 1 »"> at Ri

College, 52. Ex-Congressman Franklin Bound,
of Pennsylvania, Mexander J. Nelidoff, the

Russian diplomat, 74.

Augusl 11. —Mrs. J. Ellen Foster, widely known
for her activity in law and 1

>* »lii ii -. 70.

Augusl i2.^Roberl Treat Paine, tht

philanthropist, 74. Dr. John B. Rich, •!

York, for more than sevent) \<ar- a practising

dentist, 99.

Augusl 13. Gen. Adoniram J. Warner, formerly
Congressman from Ohio and a prominent
silver advocate, 70 J. Poynti Spencer,

Spencer, a member of thr Gladstone cabinet

Augusl 14. -Floren S heroin<

the Crimean War ,uu\ founder of the modem sys-

tem of army field hospitals, **> Rev. Edward
Payson Hammond, tlu- evangelist,

Augusl id. Pedro Montt, President of Chile,

04 . ( harles Lenepveu, the French composer, 70.

of \i « 11 editor of to h-

ni. al magazines, \& Di Charles Fa
noted German chemist.

Augusl 17. Major V M. Brown, the Pittsburg

banker and author of the address on ial <*

Jesus from a I awyer'a Standpoint,'

Aug 1st 18 1 rat k I wler, the |*>rtrait painter,

David Ranken, |r.. the St. Louis philan-

thropist, 7} Pro! David 1 Maul rufta

College, 51.



POLITICS IN CARTOONS

BARKER JOE CANNON AND THOSE NAUGHTY INSURGENT YOUNGSTERS
(The insurgents are represented as washing the whitewash off the Sacred White Elephant—the Republican party)

From the Saturday Glo>\ I Utica)

The majority of the cartoons of the past ins much attention on account of his

month had to do with the political conditions speeches in Kansas, while the lack of har-

throughout the country, Mr. Cannon receiv- mony in the Republican party was another

favorite topic with the cartoonists.

..H
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PROGRESSIVE
Prom tlio Journal (Minneap

-iwroK (K\\l IS nil BEVERIA SPECIALIST

ington >

W£STfr

\\ II \l \kl I III WILD WAVES SA^ IV

Whether or not the insurgent movement is

actually growing stronger, and even spread-

ing to the conservative East a> the cartoon-

ist suggests above— is supposed t<> have been

the question which Senator Crane went V

last month to investigate. The Senator was
prominently cartooned as the political scout

and emissary of the Administration. In the

"CrazyQuilt" cartoon, on the previous page,

Mr. Crane is piously aiding the "Big Chief."

i! \< k:\i. i
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Many amusing cartoons

resulted from the action of

the New York State Repub-
lican Committee last month
in voting—by a slight major-
it}-—in favor of Vice-Presi-

dent Sherman instead of

Colonel Roosevelt for tem-
porary chairman of the State

convention. Whether the

Colonel would carry the fight

to the convention itself, and
also what he would say in his

Western speeches, were sub-

jects of much interest.

MIST GET IT TOGETHER BEFORE ELECTION"
(The Republican Party picture puzzle)

From the Record (Philadelphia)

sZt-,v

THE CHALLENGE
Prom the Xorili American I Philadelphia)

U < li \IK. Isl I

At the last moment
>: I llultin

v-

Tn« • '
I III > I'l I I III .
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.BlG,?IG
S v!i *«IK

AT LAST THEY HAVE TAKEN TilK HINT
• cinnati)

-r\
TKV Tlll> ON VJlK kH-ll'.IH AN J'l V

<? <^U ~P7

^

v^
IX Til \T CYCLOX1I

From ih<

BARNSTORMING IN KANSAS
Prom tin yn)

\ Dumber of the car-

toons on this page reflecl

the repeated rumors of the

retirement of Speaker Can-
non. Senator Aldrich, and
Secretary Ballinger. As the

fall elections approach,

these reportsseem tobecome
more frequent, in conn*

tion u ith talk of lightening

the Republican craft for

the campaign voj

in 'i i>i \i \nh hi-

* what he ha<; tear-
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THE ADMINISTRATION IS NOW FILLED WITH PRIDE

(Extract from news item)

From the Post (Cincinnati)

In the cartoons on this page the Republican
standpatters are "pointing with pride" to the

large increase in customs receipts for the first

year under the new tariff law; Mr. Harmon
a Democratic victory in Ohio this year

and also in the nation in 1012; and the defeat

of Mr. Bryan's county-option issue in the

Nebraska primaries leaves him and Victory
-1 rangers yet."



JUDSOX HARMON OF OHIO
BY SLOAN K GORDON

"\TfELL, it's just like this." said Judson
Harmon of Ohio, tossing his Pan-

ama hat onto a convenient lounge and seating

himself on the edge of a big table that occu-

pies the center of the long reception room
adjoining the Governor's office. " I'm not the

mayor of this town. I'm Governor of the

Mate, [f the local authorities can't cope
with this situation we'll declare martial law

and then we'll run the street cars ourselves.

But I've got to be assured that this i- neces-

sary. And not only that, but these soldiers

aren't here to do police duty. But if a riot

starts we'll put it down, you bet."

Saying which Judson Harmon. Governor,

strode into his private office and slammed the

door. Then he sent for the mayor of Colum-
bus—one Marshall -and told him to get

busy, which the mayor did, though to but

little purpose, as it later developed. And it

finally did become necessary for the State

authorities and the State troops to take a

hand. But that's another story.

It was to a news-hungry horde of reporters

that Governor Harmon made the statement

given above. He had just landed in Colum-
bus from his summer home in Michigan.

There was a street-car strike on in Columbus.
The mayor and the sheriff had called out the

troops. Four thousand of the State militia

were camped about the town. It was
ing the State thousands of dollars to maintain

them there. And Judson Harmon was mad
about it. The interference of troops in >trike

times is a condition usually fraught with

delicate danger to those politically ambitious.

Politicians had schemed toget Harmon" into a

hole." Did it botherhim? Nota whit. He just

went at the situation with characteristic direct-

ness. And that's the Harmon way -direct

forceful unwavering. If he has work to ih\

he does it. If he -tarts out to play, he plays.

And soOhio likes him immensely and i- get-

ting ready, right now. to work and tight and
shout for Harmon for President when hi

cures tlu- Democratic nomination for that

exalted position, a- Ohio confidently and
pridefully believes that he will. Ohio really

feels that then' i- no ch.incc for her to lose

in tin- Presidential elections ^i 1012. She
feels perfectly confident that William Howard
Taft will be renominated by the Republicans.

And she would wager her State seal that

Judson Harmon will be nominated by the

I >emocrats. And right now she thinks a heap
more of Harmon and his chances for election-

day success than she does of the chano
Mr. Taft. who sutlers the disadvantage <<i

being, temporarily at least, "in bad."

Harmon appeals to the Ohioan whether
that Buckeye's political notions dovetail

with the Harmon brand of politics or no.

Because Harmon is. to use the expression of a

Holmes County farmer who was analyzing

the merits and demeritsof the State executive,

"jes' so durn common."
"I'll tell ye. boys," he said. " I went down

t' th' state house an' I walked right into th'

Governor's office an' I 1. 'Where's

Jud?" An' right then he comes a-walkin'

out an' he grabs me by th' hand and he asts

me where I'm from an' hands me a stogy an'.

by cracky, when I tells him my name and that

I'm from ol' Holmes, why, he asts me about

a lot of th' fellers up here an' takes me by th'

arm and we walks out o' the capitol together.

He ain't no more stuck up than you be."

Which homely estimate casts an intense

and interesting sidelight on J. Harmon. He
may not lie feverishly interested in you.

but he has a quiet, unobtrusive way of mak-
ing you believe that he has been sitting up
and waiting to greet you since the dawn of

history. Not an ostentatious palaver, under-

stand, but just a natural, friendly sort of a way
with him that you're bound to recognize and

appreciate and swell up about.

Newspaper men are good judge- <4 human
nature. They have to be. No man is a hero

-oncd reporter. All great men are

merely ornamented clay. The reporter is

trained to cynicism. He knows how most

great men become great and what negligible

atoms they would have remained if printer's

ink hadn't been smeared over them in sufficient

quantities to make them conspicuous. And
so the fact that GovernorHarmon i- the idol of

the Ohio pro- boys i- worthy of record. They
all like him. It may be thai the particular

paper which a reporter is employed by main-

tain- a political policy that compels the

Columbus representative to hang a criticism

larmon on every available news-book.

That make- no difference. The rcjx>rter
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THE HON. JUDSON HARMON. GOVERNOR OF OHIO

(The portraits an<l other illustrations accompanying this article arc all reproduced from photographs made ilurinn

the pa*t summer at Governor Harmon's summer home at Charlevoix, Mich. Tin published for the first tunc)

Harmon. And Harmon understands
the reporter's position. And he jokes with

him and gives him th« and -it- <>n the

table in the center of the Governor's re-

»n room and -win";- hi- ample fed and
the reporter an « < asional and

:ht out in meeting.

t timid young newsman and uncer-

of bimsdf, I t" inl the

ter.

ited ' •

r :i"r Harmon
•

red haltingly.

t( d the ' - crnor.

I
( hair.

• <! w itli al-

to the ii -i i * I of tin |iii//li d r<-

potl I' i'ho

writes like that ought to be sentenced to

thirty days in a country school."

Then the reporter got bis interview and
went away understanding thai Governor Har-

mon was "ju-t folks" and that there were no

frills about him whatever.
And Tudson Harmon, Attorney General of

the United States in the cabinet of Grover
Cleveland, was just the same as is Judson Har-
mon, Governor of Ohio. There were no frills

about him then. When he &r t i .one to

tington the report* n flo< Iced aboul him,

i i inn in i •/. hat "it "t .1 per

-on : ly discovered Ohio attorney who
had been el< to the < abinet might I"

mon met t hem smilingl) ,lool ed t hem
Mi and i>t"< eeded to

i r their qu< w ith > frankno and
i andoi that osl 011- hi
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"What am I going to do?" he remarked in

response to interrogatories. " How the devil do
I know? What would you do? I don't know
any more about this job yet than a \>\ii does

Sanscrit. Hut I'm going to try to find out

about it. and then do the best I can. I wish

you boys would help me. You know more
about the- duties right now than I do."

Well maybe that didn't make a hit with the

correspondents! Here was a distinctly new
type of public official—not one wrapped about
by the mantle of his own importance, but
ju-t a natural human person who said exactly

what any other official under like circum-

stances would say if he said what was in his

mind. Harmon said what was in his mind.
And he's still doing it.

Hut he carried out his promise to "try to

find out" what bis duties as Attorney-General
were and the records testify to his subsequent

mastery of the position.

The manner in which he secured that posi-

tion is worthy of note. Secretary Daniel

Lamont sent him word in Cincinnati that

President Cleveland would like to have a talk

with him. Mr. Harmon went to Washington.
He met Cleveland, and the talk followed, it

developed that Mr. Cleveland was seeking

some unbiased information about a number of

Ohio applicant- for office. Harmon candidly
told him all he knew about each of the men
whose names came up for discussion, sparing

none, condemning none and commending
none- just stating facts. PresidentCleveland
thanked him and every disappointed office-

seeker in Ohio blamed "Jud" Harmon for

"knocking"him and preventing him from
rificing hisprivateinterestsforthe publicgood.
A -hort while afterward President Cleve-

land and Mr. Harmon were both guests of

Jame> E. Campbell, then Governor of Ohio.
They became rather chummy en this occa-

sion. After Mr. Harmon left. Mr. Cleveland
made the remark to Mrs. Campbell th.it he
considered "that fellow Harmon" a mighty
tint' man.

It wasn't long after that that Judson Har-
mon, in opening his mail at the law other of

Harmon. Colston, Goldsmith & Hoadly, in

Cincinnati, found a brief letter, hand-written,
from President Cleveland, inviting him to In-

come a member of the cabinet, with the At-

torney-Generalship as hi- particular job.

Mr. Harmon read it over carefully. He
got up and paced back and forth in the office a

few times. Then he called Mr. Colston and
explained the situation to him.

" Now," he said. "
I 'm going out home and

put it up to Mrs. Harmon. If she wants the

job -he can have it. That is, if she wants to

go to Washington as the wife of a cabinet

officer she may. If she elects to stay in Cin-

cinnati, hen .y."

And SO it happens that Mrs. Harmon really

settled the question and that it was her ver-

dict that made Judson Harmon Attorney-
General of the United St./

Xo more vigorous Attorney-General has

ever filled that exalted jX)>ition. When Mr.
Harmon took hold he proceeded carefulh

he always does. Tlure wa~ nothing revolu-

tionary about his methods. Hut during the

period of his incumbency he took stands and
carried through prosecutions and rendered
decisions that have established world-wide

precedents. And he did it, all in that ea<y,

natural way that marks every move that he
has ever made, before and since his cabinet

experiem

For, prior to his service as Attorney-Gen-
eral, Mr. Harmon held other public positions.

He was Superior Court judge in Cincinnati

and was succeeded in that position < which he

resigned by William H. Taft, now President.

Later he became a District Judge, and,

strangely enough. Mr. Taft followed him in

that position. Then Mr. Taft 1'. Solicitor-

GeneraloftheUnitedStates. Harmon followed

him to Washington as a cabinet member.
"I don't know whether Hill Taft i> follow-

ing me or I'm following him." he laughingly

remarked one day; "but we seem tobe moving
along in the same general direction. I won-
der if he won't follow me into the cabinet."

Sure enough, Mr. Taft did follow him into the

cabinet by becoming Secretary ^4 War under
Mr. Roosevelt. And those who believe in the

Harmon brand o\ destiny are insistently con-

fident that "jud" is to follow Mr. Taft still

further. However

—

Out in Ohio they still call him "Judge."
Nine out of every ten nun referring now to

the man who has been Attornev-General and

l.OVKKNMK HA IT CHARLEVOIX, UK II.
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A NEW PORTRAIT OF MRS. HARMON

ernor since he sat on the bench speak of

'"Jurist- Harmon." And yet he doesn't look

icularly judicial. To look conventionally

judicial one must be as solemn as a treeful of

'- 'Tnor Harmon doesn't come up to

iiuations in this regard He has big gray
that are set wide apart and little laugh-

made wrinkles radiate from them in all di-

i

smile under th< Over 1 are

d trimming.

of hair left on the out

Harmon head, but up on top it

mds
.• of thi it then

< olor of youth-
1

1

plentiful and an I

,t then
.<• that look- lil

a *. :t i-> wide

hitc at.

r r< tinr -

i
tin-

chin. It i> built like a stone abutment. The
Harmon body is long and lank and loosely

knit—a .-ort of an Abe Lincoln body with
long legs and long arms attached at regular

places and a way of doubling itself up in a

chair that makes you wonder if it will come
out without kinking. Hut it does come out all

right and when the Harmon mentality di-

tts activities that body can do athletic

won>!'

Mr. Harmon i- -i\ty-three years old. No
one, not .K quainted with thi • fa< t . would take

him to be more than fifty-five at the most.

He is just .i- vigorous as a man of many years

under fifty-five and as fond of port and of

the oul i hoolboy.

of the I

amat il players In < !in< innati. I [e

the pit' her in a nine cd of busi-

n< - men who i U moon
out in the subu ' he Qu< i n < it> i" try

li h i. mi from "i her

I'.i alii I II union ncvei mi i d a
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KRNOR AND MRS. HARMON WITH TWO OF THEIR GRANDCHILDREN

game while he was in

He would
to the ball field, shed

hi- coat and collar and
with rolled il

leinand pitch nine

ight innings with

all the vim and vigor

of a Cy Voting. In

t>.

out with htt old

ball friend- and
|>itch a bit.

though pr nay
maintain that thi

for the

t .» do.

dat the

think alx>ul

hin. .Miit

M

had battles on the

links many times. It

i- no1 recorded that

( rovemorl [axmon was
always victorious in

these contests; nor is

it of record that Mr.
Taft established golf

supremacy, but the

respective golf merits

of neither the one nor

the oilier will have
anyparticular bearing

upon the more impoi
laui i ontesl iii which
the twain seem di

i ined to engage in the

fall of i

An- .1 in r 1 1 ,i rmon
hobby i ii liin;'. Mi
il irmon and Pn i

d< hi ( li veland found

common ground in

ili.ii porl and made
iiip together

to Middl. H.i I I.md
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THE GOVERNOR'S FAVORITE RECREATION

in Lake- Erie. There is a story current anent
one of these fishing excursions that cannot be

verified because Governor Harmon declines

to either affirm or deny it. "They say" that a

reporter who was assigned t* > "cover" one
of the Harmon-Cleveland fishing trips rowed
out to the place where the President and his

Attorney-General had their boats anchored
and began sparring for "copy."
"What sort of bait do you use?" inquired

the press representative by way of opening

conversation.

"Well." answered Mr. Harmon, with a

twinkle in his big gray eyes, "l usually use

rye, bul Mr. Cleveland seems to prefer bour-

bon. Which do you like?"

Every summer Mr. Harmon goes to Mich-
igan for hi> vacation and fishes and fishes and
fishes. I fe can go out in the gray of dawn and
sit in a boat all day and conn- in at night with
a new crop of tan and a hard-luck story and
enjoy it. apparently, just as much as though
he had made the record catch of the season.

In his fishing excursions he dresses for the

part. He puts on a loose flannel shirt and a

soft hat and wears a short stemmed pipe that
works much more constantly than the reel.

On many of his fishing excursions Mr. Har-
mon is accompanied by his little grand-

daughter,whotakes almostas keen an interest

in the sport as doc- her distinguished "•.'rand-

dad," as she calls him. ( )ne day last summer
the youngster landed a three-pound bass while

grand-dad had to he content with two lake

perch that wouldn't weigh a pound put to-

gether. Hut, ordinarily. Mr. Harmon is a

successful fisherman. Hi' has studied fish

and knows all about the technique of the

game. If you give him the chance he will

talk fish to you for three consecutive hours,

telling you all about the habits and habitats

of the fresh-water and salt-water tribes and
when and how and where to catch them.

"Boys," he remarked to a group of Slate

officials who were congregated in the e\ecuti\ e

chambers one blustery afternoon last January,
"they're catching ii>li down in Florida."

Hut there areother sides to Judson Harmon.
I've dwelt upon tin- personal side because

that is the most interesting side of any public

man. You and I would rather know what
sort of socks and hats a man wears than to

have his ideas a{ the fourth dimension thrust

upon us. But maybe, in conclusion, at least,

we would like to know something about the

views and ideals of a man so pregnant of po-

tential political possibilities as Judson Har-
mon. Wherefore, they may be given.
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Judson Harmon i- not a radical in the vocate of tariff reform and has been such for

modern acceptation of that term. Neither, many year-. He believes the present pro-

it should tie noted, is he a reactionary. He tective tariff to be not only unfair but dishon-

does not meet the requirements of the ultra- est. And he has made many notable speeches

Bryan wing of the Democratic party. In along thi> line. On October 16, iqoq. at the

the convention at Dayton last June which re- Texas State lair held in Dallas, Mr. Harmon
nominated Mr. Harmon lor the Ohio Gov- delivered an address in which he disci

ernorship, he lost no little support by, tacitly the Payne-Aldrich Tariff law at length.

it least, "acquiescing in the program of the dwelling ujxm the unhealthy growth of com-
( onservatives " and t,d\ ing silent countenance binations and tru>ts and stating among other

to their successful efforts to throttle the things the following:

movement to endorse a candidate for United
"Mates Senator. ' l •- time to close up the public nun-err, now

Democratic 'platforms in Ohio for years
that theindustries it ha-

. ii- •,-•,. manv ol them wn. ami have married ,m<l
have urged the election ol L mud States Sen- been Klvrn in Illarn

ators by direct vote. As the next best thing, The people want protection themselves, now,

seeing that the federal Constitution provides from these giants which keep them walled in .it

other means lor the selection of members of
borne, at their mercy, an an to

, , ... . t> , ,
meet lorcmn compi-nti. n <>n 1 1 ~ own unwind.

the upper house. Ohio Democrats have urged Thl . v wish to b „ m;ikl .. and
and, in some instances, accomplished en- carry out if need be, on their own behalf, the threat

dorsement. John H. Clarke of Cleveland Mr. Taft made War when the

was once endorsed. James E. Campbell of
Amencan manufacturers pro] the

.... , -, ' .... same e\orbii,int prices thev charge citizens
Hamilton was endorsed two years ago. I he impl , ( , materials required for the Panama
"practical politicians" ol the party have Canal, viz: to buy in other markets unless prices

fought against this because endorsement art ' reduced.

shuts out contributions to the campaign fund. They remember th dent McKinley said

.... , . . . ' at Hulialo eiyht m that wi ti.i . i»n
Ii John ( roesus harbors a desire to represent an<1 must abandon the polk) of shutting oura
Ohio in the I nited States Senate (as he does olT from the markets of the world,

this year) he is willing to put up to a fund They know that wi p on raising most

raised for the purpose of furthering the inter- °[
onr

1

n
',

vtni ,,v W1>il

.'..'. . . . , the>e laid -

estsol right members of the General As- all classes and parts < y believe

sembly. But he wouldjn't be foolish enough that these taxes, with

to come out as a candidate for endorsement at riage which all . ir, will afford

the hands Of a State Convention, because he ** '!"'> "<h man manufacturer-

, , , ... ... ... now iustl\- have, nut the\ insist that tantt taxes
knows that he and his ambition would be ^j 1h . measured by the proper requirement
pilloried. the government and not b) the demands ol so 5s< rs

Mr. Harmon, it must be said, in all candor, after private advantage. The amount of public

took the side of the "practical politicians" avenue i i readily known, but
. . ... . ', . the wit ol man cannot estimate what these prr.

at Dayton, and Ohio s Democracy, alter demands ought to be, no matter what basis I

year- ol clamor lor the popular election ol sumedforthem. "A reasonable profit " would 1

Senators, went on record as cravenly ignoring nar<1 '<> determine a- a "reasonable restraint of

that issue in this year of -race. And there
,r

;

l

;

k '"" ,

7
1

;

t,u
'
|,r

l

l

'r

1,

,

lrn
I

r,Kh
(

,ly
^ZSt T v

r~....
, , -"iii I

-
i

sible. And if it could be tiyured out, nobodv has
will be a battle ol dollars waged for the Sen explained whj the government should guar-
atorship in Ohio this fall as a result, il th< nable pi some citizens while it

legislature i- Democratic. Governor Har- leaves all the others to take their chain

Hum didn't ri-e to the occasion. In justice to

him it should be Mated that he is probably °n lht> subject oi States' rights Mr. !

honestly against any "new-fangled" method mon is equally vehement In an addres

of Senatorial selection He has a tendency the Jefferson banquet ol the National Demo-

ordiip at the shrine of the old order cratic Club in New York m 1909 he set forth

things. He is a Cleveland Democrat hi^ ideas on this matter. Said he:

i
! \ constitutional and inclined to depre-

tion. He has but little patience ,

""' P«Pfc
'"/V

pro.,, .,.„.«ant ly by
. 11

1
- •• «h' "i the others and often adopt their

with those who seek so-called reform. Iawsandd< ure bed rnment, but
Hut he has his fixed and unalterable views it would not be wholesome to ailow the men ot

on broad public matters views that he airs °thei near or distant, to h ice in the

whenever called upon views that he insists S
ffai'? f

an
J

State but their own. I Ik -...,1.x jdual-

. . n\ oi the States 1- what makes them great and
on presenting without regard to platforms, Mr , mK , and. the 1 nion great and strong thi

parties, or expediency. He is a pepperish ad- them Weak would soon make the Union
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GOVERNOR HARMON IS A RIVAL OF PRESIDENT TAFT-ON THE GOLF COURSE

r it would become a government wholly
different from it-, design.

U believes in an income tax.

He believes in the stringent federal regu-

n of tr.

He believes that "malefactors of great

th " should, as he puts it, "be confined in

money-crazy, I I

19 as

ilood-4 r.i/; . I <>r my part I think

r running

in a

him

'ion

I i -

ll He ha*

' ion ->r I h.i t

.

:

fir lias never in his entire career as an

attorney for and against corporations been

engaged for a corporation against the public.

He wouldn't accent such employment. His

enemies may scoff at this if they will, but

bis record proves it. He lias always been

perfectly, plainly and unmistakably sincere

in that regard.

In an address which he delivered at the

opening of the Law School of the University

I i ix innati on Sept

.

W r. I [armon
. to the -t udenl

ten !•> ii" one w '
' hal moral* i on

the client! onl) while you have to 'I" with

lone, 1 1
i true i hal one maj 'I" a

, .III- I III 10 ll

i In law Mr dot n< 'i ii"

'

aril) han i he

blame Xii'l then the el

era i
• n< • bt

uphold i he nil of a i a • i hal

I III- V. ( I

I havi mm p with th iflfcrt to de
Ith II- mid be a jo)

i ii< I iMtwcrful

: , '.nun' n \ iriou •
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form- have brought on a conflict with the senti-

ment of the people who, true to the instincts of the
race, see .t gra\ e menace to our welfare and perhaps
io our institutions and arc seeking various remedies
by law.

1 do not mean that lawyers should refuse to

represent such (corporation; clients. It i> their

obligation to render proper service to any who a>k
ii and a lawyer of high rank rarely fails to number
some of these among his clients. Hut he must l>e

(.ireful to do nothing lor them thai he would not

do for le>- important clients. He must not i

that they, unlike his ordinary clients, have or may
have interests which conflict with those of the pub-
lic, and thai his first dutj is to the public, not only

because he is a citizen bul because from it he has

received his commission as an officer ol justice.

As Governor of Ohio Mr. Harmon has

made a mosl remarkable record. He has up-

set all precedents by calmly ignoring the

machine politicians, as a result of which a

number of them in his own party.grow apo-

pletic whenever his name is mentioned. Hut
for ev< ry machine vote SO alienated Mr. Har-
mon has gathered unto himself scores of sup-

porters among the business men of all parties

men who believe that he has given Ohio a

business administration. Mr. Harmon did

not sl ,

-iv the governorship. He was draft d.

And w hen In agreed to run. after being waited

upon by numerous anxious committei

politicians, he did so with the understanding
that if dec ted he would run the gubernatorial

office on a business and not on a political

hasjs. The politicians had heard this sort of

talk before and they winked knowingly at one
another and perfunctorily applauded. Hut
the} - had reckoned faultily. When Mr. I

mon came in he started after the grafter^ and
the lobbyists; recommended a numln
investigations that resulted in putting one
former state official in the penitentiary and in

erin^' vast sums of money illegally taken

as interest on public funds by former state

treasurers.

Mr. Harmon in his mes to the Ohio

Legislature advocated various ]>r. .

measures, a number of which were adopted.

even though the Legislature was politically

hostile to the executive.

Mr. Harmon ; iness man of remark-

able ability. This i> attested by his handling

of several sreat railroad properties. A
ceiver for the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern
hack in the nineties, he made his firsl

record, bringing order out of chaos and re-

storing to the stockholders a rehabilitated

property. A few years ago he was appointed

er of the Grand Central System, which

included the Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton
and the Pere Marquette railroads. This

tern was in such a tangle that the prop*

looked like "a net los> with no insurance

one of the expert accountants remarked at

the lime. Receiver Harmon in a little over

two years paid every creditor in lull and then

turned oyer t<> the stockholders a property

the stock of which w;rs worth par.

Mr. Harmon has been severely criticized by
those who carp for having retained this

ceivership for eight months after he became

Governor. The fact is that he sent in his res-

ignation before being inaugurated, but Judge
Lurton, then on the federal circuit bench, de-

clined to accept it on the ground that there

were many matters pending that no other

person could so well adjust as Mr. Harmon.
It is notable, in this connection, that, for the

first time in history, the Canadian courts

pointed a United States subject as rect

where Canadian property was involved.

property was that portion >.A the Pere

quelle railroad situate in Canada.

Governor Harmon was born at Newtown,
Hamilton County (Cincinnati 1

.
Ohio. His

father w -teacher w b quently

became a Baptist minister. There is a little

church in Newtown still standing that

built through the activities of the elder Har-

mon. The Governor lias three daughters and

is splendidly devoted to them and to his

charming and accomplished wile.

That Mr. Harmon is an active and desir
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A PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE TO BE RECKONED WITH

candidate for tb l may doubt, he lose Ohio assuming th;ii he makes a

bureau in Colum- creditable showing he will Mill be a formi-

by Mi Riddle, and a dable Presidential probability. Vndwhenhe
'.n liter mnd out reai In the White House, ii he ever does, he

iorc than probable thai Mr. will, at times, sit on the edge of the big table

or this fall, that occupie the center of the cabinet room
lion for tin higher and swing h >n<l talk straight oul from

ild tin- moulder. I hal ' hi wa



MEMBERS OF THE PHILIPPINE CONST.*BL! AH . . AN ORGANIZATION THAT HAS MADE THE
UNITED STATES RESPECTED THROUGHOUT THE ARCHIPELAGO

THE PEACEKEEPERS OE THE
PHILIPPINES

BY CHARLES SUMNER LOBINGIER
idge "I the Court of I ir-t Instance, Philippine Islands)

IT is ;i subject of common remark among
those informed that the Philippine [stands

are more peaceful to-day than at any time

within a ^i ore of year- and probably many
more. We are apt to acquire an exaggerated

notion of the turbulence of the period since

\iiii rican sovereignty began as compared with

that prei edit iiise tin- latter i- less familiar

i.> ii-. The Spanish chroniclers were disposed

to i om eal the troubles of their government and
to lead their readt r- to believe that it- rule was
mm h more effective \'i*.\ unchallenged than

really the case. We know, however, of

the Uprising in BS in IIs-! i. .mil of the

Cavite insurrection of if There i- reason

io believe that then were many others which

the official histories have left unnoticed and it

would probably not be incorrect to say that at

least the last quarter-century preceding the

American advent • ntm-

UOUS unrest and more or less open revolution.

It was this condition that made possible the

unfortunate and ill-advised war against Amer-
ica. That was the culmination i^i the long

period of n and it.- consequences and

echoes died -lowly. Remnants of the insur-

gent torn- continued in the hills as ladrone

hand- long after the la-t official surrender.

Depredations by these were constantly ot i ur-

ring, and in some
j

mar and Leyte,

almost reached the proportions of a new
insurrei lion.
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1

But now all is changed. Except possibly in is the Hon Charles B. Elliott, of Minnesota,

some remote portion of the Moro province, formerly a judge of the Supreme Court of that

which always presents a problem sui generis, .State and of the Philippines, who brings to

no armed band shows itself. Here and there in the position a wealth of legal knowledge that

some inaccessible mountain region of the far should prove especially valuable in the changed
interior a lonely ladrone stalks with few or no conditions under which theConstabularvis now
followers and in constant fear, or steals into operating.

some peaceful barrio only to secure food and The original design of the organization was
escape as quickly as possible unnoticed. But that of a police force in form as well as in fact,

in all the settled and civilized regions, and in Its members were called "constables" and
most of the uncivilized, for that matter, the were organized not into companies, but into

inhabitants follow the lawful pursuits of peace, provincial groups. They were armed not with

and the beneficent rule of America is unrc- rifles but with revolvers and shotguns. Grad-
d. ually, however, it was found that the conditions

Various causes have contributed to this were still such as to require military as well as

gratifying condition. The army, regular and police service, and changes were introduced

volunteer, of course, prepared the way. Every accordingly. In 1905 the men were organized

American civilian official with a proper appro- into companies with appropriate officers. Ex-

ciation of his own responsibilities and his coun- perience, too, showed the necessity of an

try's fame and mission has aided in the out- improved armament, and long-range Krag
come. The establishment of the Filipino carbines with knife bayonets were eventually

mbly in 1007 was a master stroke in paciti- furnished. Strict military discipline, with drill

cation. But the agency which completed the and other exercises, mark the daily routine of

process and keeps it complete was and is the every Constabulary detachment. Finally, it

Philippines Constabulary. should not be forgotten that from the begin-

ning the entire expenses of the force, including

EVOEOTION OF TO rSTABULARY both officers and men, have been defrayed
from revenues raised in the Philippines and

The idea of such an organization is older, that the United States Government is called

even in the archipelago, than American sov- upon for no pecuniary aid.

ereignty; for the Spanish giiardia civil was of

this i la--. It Ls still rendering good service in PRESENT ORGANIZATION
in, where it recently destroyed the follow-

ing of tlie famous brigand "FJVivillo" ("The Mr. Hamilton Wright, in his excellent

Lively Kid") and has lon_ .ted against "Handbook of the Philippines, " declares that

similar bands. In the Philippines through " In some respects the Constabulary is the most
man;. me mainstay of such peace unique military organization in the world."

and orda I. Upon the estab- But it is in its internal -true ture and dis< ipline,

li-hment of American <ivil government in rather than elsewhere, that its military side is

it had become apparent that the visible. At me bead of the organization is the

mair of a lar^e force of troop- in the thief.-now ("apt. II. II. BandholtZ, U. S. A.,

I neither n< nor desirable, who, in addition to hi- ii\il designation as

Philippine Commia I about to solve Director of the Constabulary, bears the title ol

roblem by other 1 .md the General. Hi administration has been marked
hed at ti'.n by a growing appreciation of the Constabular)

•t model. I horn the among the Filipinos and a general improve

ml Poli "lit in esprit du cot Below hira

««ig' '..••
I Wi 1 Colonels and four Lieutenant Colonels each

Jtemative title ol \ hiel

r his wise • in ord< iboul twentj two Majors.

Id 1 Mien ' V hum are also Senior Inspectors of the

1 the territorial distribu

• I in tn>n ni tl ibulai ) reai he to ever) proi

Ho W ' imeron inn inthcarchip nd over each i aSenioi
l \ iln 11 .1 r < ihii u eight p!i'\ in

umber ol Majoi 1 in uffi< icnt foi thi

pnrp' accordit

ior I Below the ( an
the Fii id l bird Lit u
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tenants, who complete the

roster of noncommissioned
offi< ir-.

ran< i to this roster is,

of course, normally through

the lowest round. The filling

of ;il! vacancies by promotion

from the lower grades is the

announced rule of the service.

Hence the utmost care i> now
ezer< ised in the selection of

Third Lieutenants, \merican
candidates for this appoint-

ment are now usually re-

quired to he graduates of

some institution of college

rank, and to produce the best

of credentials as to character

and antecedents. Indeed the

American universities and col-

- are now regularly called

upon for recommendations to

fill these positions. The result

is that new material for the

Constabulary is being recruit-

ed from the flower of the

American youth, and its future.

SO far as officers are concerned,

assured. On the other

hand the service offers to a

limited num!>er of young Americans with a

taste for semi-military life, a fairly perma-
nent and attractive career. While the com-
pensation at first is not large (third lieu-

tenants receive >wico annually) it increases

substantially with promotion, and at the end of

twenty years of service the Constabulary man,
private or officer, may retire with a life pension

of at least one half his current pay.' Besides

the line officers already mentioned the Con-
stabulary has a verj effi< ient corps of staff

cers. These include the Supply Division, with

oedii :d i orps, which often affords the only

skilled physii ian in remote part< of the Philip-

>, andthi I formation Division, which fur-

nishes invaluable assistant e to die i ourt-N in the

detection and apprehension of criminals.

Nos <um would be ( om-
plete which should fail to mention this unique
and useful institution which aims to urn- the

new ly C< abulary offi< er i

course oi i istruction before sending him tohis

of dut\ . The » ourse in« ludes, in addition

to military drill and Constabulary adminis-

Uirn to

RAW RECRUITS (IGORROTE)

tration, instruction in Philippine law and the

Spanish language, both of which are highly

serviceable to every officer. The school was
originally established in Manila, hut in iooS

under the superintendency M or James I .

Quinn, it was removed to Baguio, the summer
capital, where its building occupies a com-
manding eminence among the pine-clad hills of

I uet Here in a climate of the temp
zone, away from the distractions oi a large i it

v

like Manila, the young cadet devotes himself

to three months of final preparation for his

work.

l n tpmos in nir POi

While special mention ! i mad.

American officers in the Constabulary, it must
not be supposed that these an" the only i

On the contrary, the Filipinos fa very

i< lerable representation in t
;

al corps.

Colonel Crame, Chief of the Information Divi-

sion, i-^ a Filipim he Captains
and Mime forty Lieutenants ^i various

All the noncommissioned officers are I ilii

and .mi is the entire enlisted strength of more
tli. in 5 joo men. When it i> remembered that

this fori e lV m altered over an an hipelago more
than twelve hundred miles in length and i
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taining a population of seven and one-half

millions, it will be seen that the numbers are

surprisingly few for the task imposed, and that

the credit due for the success attained is cor-

respondingly great. The officers as a rule

speak favorably of their men, their obedience

to discipline, readiness to learn and general

faithfulness. Much care is exercised for their

comfort and sanitation, and schools of instruc-

tion are conducted in the barracks by the

American officers. Here are trained the non-

commissioned officers, usually selected from

privates who show the greatest proficiency in

the school, and not the least of the good influ-

ence of the Constabulary comes from those who
return to civil life after a transforming course

of instruction and discipline during their period

of enlistment. But the present stage of effi-

ciency has been reached only after a long proc-

ess of exj>eriment and selection as regards both

officers and men, and the chief reason why
more Filipinos are not now occupying the ad-

vanced posts is the difficulty of attaining the

hi 'h standards imj>oscd.

THE CONSTABULARY AT WORK

has been suggested, the Constabulary was

not designed to be primarily a military organ-

ization. This does not mean, however, that it

lot l>een or cannot be used for military pur-

I >n the contrary, it has frequently been

illy in former
j

hen the

te of the country compelled resort

to heroic measures, happily nov. no longer

ention only two instances, the Con-
i i yeoman sen i< e in the lien e battle

>, in the Sulu group on March 12,

. when a detachment led by the gallant

I -it Colonel) White, the

i of the . ibulary Sc bool,

in routing and de-

te ban.

Idle

or n

the

latter and r

I

NATIVE si RG1 AN is

I

terpart, the Italian Carbinier /, the Canadian
mounted police, and the constabularies of

Pennsylvania and Jamaica, its main function

is to preserve order and to prevent and punish

violations of law. The Philippines Constab-

ulary is not intended to supersede the munici-

pal police, but the inefficiency of the latter in

the provincial towns renders the former's

services all the more necessary. There have,

indeed, been proposals from time- to time to

the municipal police under the Constab-

ulary, and this appears to be the only method
liii h the police in the- provinces can ever

I.e brought up to a pp. rd. Hut the

politic i mly oppo e t!ii
,

thai ii would redui e their influent e,

ainl ntly

louid be
e w ith the- I

autoi ed by Pn idenl \b Kin
1 c Commi ion.

1

ii.i

Iful ' '*! I. rin

tin- Philipp
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thanks to the Constabulary, arc now one of the

best policed parts of the world. There are, in-

deed, few countries where es< ape is more diffi-

i ult for the ordinary criminal or which possess

a detective organization equipped on so large

and coordinated a scale. The news of a < rime

committed in one part of the archipelago can
soon be telegraphed to a Constabulary force in

any other pari, and the apprehension of the

criminal is usually but a question of time. When
it is further explained that there are no juries

in the Philippine courts, and few, if any, of

those miscarriages of justice through appeals

to sentiment and other causes which ar

familiar at home, it will easily be understood

that our insular machinery for the prevention

and punishment of crime is the more efficient

and secures better results.

Hut the apprehension of criminals forms

only a part of the Constabulary's work. Its

purpose is to protect law-abiding people not

merely from the lawless, but also from other

dangers. Destructive conflagrations not infre-

quently sweep through the Philippine towns,

and a detachment of Constabulary soldiers

usually affords the sole fire-fighting brigade.

Moods and tempests threaten the property and
often the life of the Filipino. The Constab-

ulary is at hand to render aid. There is, in fact,

apparently no service to the people, from
destroying noxious insects to furnishing de-

lightful band music in the public parks, for

which these little khaki-clad soldiers may not

be called upon.
( )n the other hand, the Constabulary officers

find a very practical field of usefulness in

assisting and instructing native civilian officials.

Major Allen, the first Constabulary chief, used

to tell his young officers who were being

sent to the provinces for the first time that

their primary mission was to make peace

between the United States Government and
the community wherein they should be sta-

tioned, and in a letter addressed to district

dir© tors' under date of September 2, 1905,
the same officer said:

\r\v conditions require, while maintaining co-
in and discipline in our ranks, that sound

'I'M.- archipelago la divided Into -i\ district!, with .1 dl-
la rlinrire of oaoh.

instruction in civic duties receive your first con-
sideration . . . We must do all we can to H <

-I
t
>

and to teach native o*ti< iala l>v persuasion, ad
and explanation, and endea> "r to Becure and main-
tain their confident e and good will.

It is in the performance of this line of dutv
that the officer's acquaintance with Philippine

law becomes extremely valuable. The munic-
ipal presidents find it difficult to understand the

Municipal Code or the numerous other laws
which govern their official acts. The justices

of the peace may be called upon to interpret

and apply provisions of almost any of the

Philippine codes or statutes. Vet these officials

are usually men with very little training for

their tasks, and the Constabulary offn er is 1

the only accessible representative of the Amer-
ican ( rovernment from whom they may
instruction or advice in an emergency. Clearly,

he cannot be too well posted on the laws of the

archipelago. Naturally those relating to crime

and criminal procedure concern him first, but

there is hardly any legal subject upon which it

may not be advantageous for him to be able to

give advice. For not the least of his oppor-

tunities is that of settling disputes between liti-

gants and interpreting the laws not merely to

officials but direc tly to the people. As has
I

well said by Colonel Harbord, "in many places

remote from the centres of commerce and poli-

tics the Constabulary khaki and red are the

only visible symbols of government to the peo-

ple whose knowledge of the lawmaking anil

other branches of the government is shadowy
and intangible. The Constabulary officer of

the right sort thrown in such a community be-

comes the guide, philosopher, and friend of

hundreds."

Such is a brief glance at one of the prime
fori es that make for peace in the richest of our

new possessions. Styely former Pres

Roosevelt was not far wrong in classing the

Constabulary with the judiciary and declaring

that the successful outcome of America's
undertaking in the Philippines dep
largely upon the efficiency of the former and
the purity of the latter. Here, also,

other features of the Philippine politic al organ-

ization, the home country may find .something

to imitate.

'WJb** **> ** **> *'> **> ^*< -"V* ->* ^V» -"V -V^ir

.^^ **.- *.- *.- **.- *." <** "p? ~X ~* ~* <**<T'.



CATCHJNG A CAVALRY CHARGE ON THE MOVING-F1CTURE CAMERA

THE MOVING PICTURE AND THE
NATIONAL CHARACTER

\/TOYI\C» pictures are the main American
*- A amusement of to-day. You must ap-

preciate this first of all. Study this table:

CITIK-

York
< hi'

Philadelphia
v

< L

POPULATION

1 V.\

600,00>

6oo,o»jo

325,000

M. P.

THEATERS

3IO
160

142

75

ting
CAPACIIY

150,000
000
000
410

22,500
2Jt

,>)>«)

32.4'>0

22,5'X)

5,6O0

In New York City, the moving-picture

center of the world, there are 250 "shows"
against only 76 regular theaters. Some of the

latter include moving pictures on their bills.

The chief combination of manufacturers

produces 20,000 feet a week of new films—of

which eighty copies apiece must be made.
Mr. Edison's royalty, begun only recently,

amounts from this source to an income of

SSoooawcek. Themiddlemen or "exchanges"
pay manufacturers $0,000,000 for films, which

the former rent at about $18,000,000 a year to

theactual exhibitors or showmen. They in turn

•

nun > mm 1111 v
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collet ted nickels and dimes in 1909, at

their 10,000 ticket-windows, amount-
ing i" $57,500,000. And these au-

diences numbered more than two and
; irter million souls per day -three

times tht' audiences of all the regular

theaters in America put together!

When an enterprise as vast as this

gets into the 6eld of morals, some-

thing serious is bound to happen one

way or the other. So far, it is hap-

pening both ways. For instance, we
quote from a last month's newspaper:

Charles Judson witnessed a suicide"

le lasl night in a moving picture show
at New. irk. Then he went home and
copied the plan of the picture heroine.

I li- bod} was found in his gas-filled room
this morning.
The suicide was nineteen years old. The

pin iirt- that he saw last night showed a

young woman going through all the pre-

liminaries t<> suicide by gas, finally reclin-

ing on her bed and awaiting death calmly.
What was thrown on the screen Judson

it <l tothelast detail,eventothestuffing
of the cracks of the windows and door-.

In the hies of any newspaper office

can be found story after story like

the above. Only a few weeks ago
the newspapers told of a tragedy in

Philadelphia. A clerk, unreasonably

jealous of his wife, went with her

to a moving-picture melodrama. It

showed a home disrupted by a

friend's attentions to the wife. The
suggestion of fancied wrongs fanned

the clerk to a murderous rage. The
next morning this clerk -hot hi- wife

dead in the presence of their seven-

year-old son. The police had no

trouble in learning the immediate

incitement.

With young, formative, and im-

pressionable minds the results an
course, worse. Indeed, the motion-
picture -how i- as widely suggestive

to til is class as the cheap sensational

novel used to be. Recent records

show that three Brooklyn lads com-
mitted burglary to get the price of

admission to unlimited "WildWc-t
"

pictures. To obtain free tickets from
the criminals who run shows in sec-

tions of large cities, many boy- and
girls have been led into all sorts of

vice. Two Pittsburg youths tried to

'"hold up" a street car after viewing

a train robbery enacted on a moving-
picture screen.

Only a few weeks ago, the Pn
dent of Police in Berlin forbade chil-

dren under fourteen to attend moving
pictures at night under any circum-

stances. Before that, the effort- of

the S. P. C. C. of New York City

had resulted in a similar law against

the admission of any children under
sixteen unaccompanied by an adult.

The International Police Association

adopted William A. Pinkerton's reso-

lution at its last meeting for the sup-

pression of moving pi» tures calcu-

lated toincreasecrime. Theagitation

in July against the moving pictures

of the prizefight at Reno, Nevada,
became nation wide.

Till 1 ONSTKUCm 1 sIDE

I- there any reason wh . im-

pelling a force cannot be thrown

entirely to the aid of education and

in -pi rat ion?

No reason at all appears to an ob-

server of the uplift and public serv-

\

<torc the-

MOVING PICTURES USED BY THE UNITED STATES NAVY
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ice already credited to the

best film manufacturers. To
popularize the Navy, a few

motion pictures were made,
by order of the Government,
for exhibition in recruiting

offices. Then one of the

"Edison" film company's
operators suggested that

mere views and naval drills

were all right, but that

adventures, romances, and
spirited action would be
better. Whereupon Pay-
master George P. Dyer be-

came an active playwright,

with motion pictures as hi-

material. His first produc-
tion was "Up the Ladder
with Tom Bowline," a

country- lad's rise in the

ice and the heroism

that wins him a beautiful

bride. '"The Sea Hounds"
was another romance deal-

ing with torpedo boats.

The Government cheerfully

furnished as ''stage proper-

the battleship Tex
at Charleston; the Rtina
Mercedes at Newport; tin-

entire torpedo Beet of eleven

craft at Newport; a half-

•n torpedo boats at

Charleston, and a squadron
at Magdalesa Buy. The
method has proved a con-

vincing recruiting method.
The possibilities

tive h e 1 p f u !
-

ness in the motion pic-

have long

like

ll<

ently: " I'

rlcrioni

I (

r

jAV-

i

Tin: i n i; u D i tti i - or JOHN

(Thcac''

ely. The
apis ami the Bon Honmu R
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versity of Chicago. Glanc-

ing over the catalogues of

manufacturers like Pathe
Freres and George Kleine
of Chicago, one finds films

offered that unfold lessons in

''agriculture, aeronautics,

animal life, bacteriology,

biography, biology, botany,
c n tomology , ethnology,
fisheries, geography, history,

industrial, kindergarten
studies, mining and metal-

lurgy, microscopy, military,

naval, natural history, orni-

thology, pathology, pisci-

culture, railroad, religion,

scenic, travel and zoology."

William H. Maxwell, 'the

Xew York City Superin-

tendent of Schools, demon-
strated this year, before the

Board of Education and a
number of visiting educa-
tors and clergymen, a his-

tory lesson in motion pic-

tures— scenes from the life

of George Washington, in-

cluding a highly realistic

crossing of the Delaware, a

triumph of "make-believe"
more impressive to the

school child's imagination

than any book could pos-

sibly be. The scenes were
directed by the late Prof.

CharlesSprague Smith, head
of the People's Institute, a

pioneer in the move-
ment for wholesome
pictures. Another lilm-

hi lory just completed
is the life of John Paul

Joins. During months
and St

managers have been at

dramatizing his-

t< rii al paintings ol i he

lif( with

hi^'li v. 'I hebat -

• i i
i ii tin- S< ropis

.. n d /•' n )i 1! a in in c

'it i il is unq
l

thouj :n.ill\ i

in the Br< nx
i \, \

, .1 luilii.llnie

iii ,i tai
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[ndeed, no l<

than 900 of the

2<>oo subjects
1 ;1 upon by the

"
1 1 nsors" of mov-

ing pictures in New
York City, during

the year ending
last spring, were
classed as having
educational value.

Many other sub-

jects dealt inci-

dentally with for-

eigngeographyand
social life.

Only 14 percent.

of these films were

classed as "peda-
gogical." Tint of

the other 86 per
cent, a full hall" was
put down as "seri-

ous" drama.
T h e s e 2000

films, however,
were of the better

class to begin with, as will be plain after ex-

amining the nature of the '"censors"' work.

THE NATIONAL BOARD OF CENSORSHIP

The big practical step toward eliminating

pictures that are dangerous, and encouraging after his return from Africa, spoke at a gath-

wholesomeones, was the formation, by the Peo- ering of notable big game hunters in warm
pie's Institute of New York, of the National praise of another African sports-man, like-

Hoard of Censorship. This is composed of wise just returned. The latter, however,

public-spirited men and women, persons of had exhibited his coolness, courage and
high professional standing, representatives quick decision in face of dangerous ani-

of the municipal government, and of social or- mals to obtain, not their bides and heads,

ganizations,along with those of the main com- but their movements on films worked by
bination of manufacturers. Many of the so- other members of the party. The method
called "independents," however, voluntarily used by "Buffalo Jones. " leader oi this

submittheir films also for the National Board's carefully selected expedition, was to "rope"

"OK"—which, as a certificate of good stand- or "lasso" the brute performer-. Many
ing and respectability, has business value. thousand dollars will be spent before the

Four times a week the censors meet, pass- public Bees that American him. of course,

ing each time upon fifty-odd series of films. Hut there are many examples of bi^ out-

Slips of paper are handed around, and criti- lays on the part of moving picture manu-
cisms and suggestions are written on them by facturers to get the "real thing" outd
the censors. These command the manufac- The Selig Company in Chicago, having

turers' attention, although, in many cases, mapped out supposititious adventures of

the rearrangement of plot and picture means Colonel Roosevelt in the jungle, is said to

SCENE FROM "THE UFE OF CHRIST." AS PRODUCED BEFORE MOTION
PICTURES IN FRANCE WITH EXTRAORDINARY HISTORICAL

ACCURACY. DELICACY AND REVERENCE

with these leading and successful manufac-
turers— those in the so-called "trust." and
several of the "independents" too. To Lr<t

plays that shall be at once uplifting ami
striking, they scour the earth.

I or instance, ex-President Roosevelt, soon

an immediate money loss.

\( 11 \l 1 1 v Kl GARD1 ESS 01 I \l'l MSI

So the problem of suppressing moving pic-

tures that are improper baa hmm-.! to i\ist

1 spent $10,000 before the pictures were

completed. A real lion had to be shot

by the moving-picture hunter, whose life

really in peril. The Kalem Company
hired a whole railroad in Florida to make a

realistic war-time series. The Edison Com-
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"THE KISS OF JUDAS" ANOTHER BIBUCAL SUBJECT AS STAGED FCR THE
FRENCH - FILMS DART," BEFORE WHICH ALBERT LAMBERT, MOUNET-

SULLY AND OTHER FAMOUS ACTORS HAVE APPEARED

goes across the foot-

lights to a keenly

sy m pa the tic au-

dience. "We are

playing for poster-

ity," remarked
Coquelin.

Edmond Ros-
tand is reported as

fashioning a pic-

ture play. Henri
Lavedan has writ-

ten several, among
them "The Assas-

sination of the
Duke of Guise,"

for which Saint

Saens composed
especial music; and
the "Kiss of
Judas." Albert
Lambert's por-

trayal of Jesus is

beautifully tender,

irradiated by a

transfiguring h u -

mility and clothed

pany, in depicting how an evil man came to with a tranquillity and mysticism that differ-

_")in« over a steep cliff, sent an entiates it completely from its surroundings.

automobile originally worth $4,000 over the Stage management, too, is at its highest

Palisades, opposite New York City. In the in these pictures. The suggestion of painted

tank were twenty gallons of gasolene and there canvas is entirely lacking in the interiors,

were forty more gallons in gla-s bottles in while the action in the open is"thereal thing."
the tonneau, to insure a sightly explosion

when the machine landed on the rocks. The spellbound bi-.ioki. \ imciiri: pi.w

flames shot up a hundred feet. The camera
men got excellent pictures. The delicacy and reverence of "The Kiss

The leading French Company, Pathe of Judas" is without a single false note of the

00 employ r most of theatric I first saw il following a helter s

the globe. It has offices and a manufac- ter comedy that had kept the house in a ripple

rk City and City. The of laughter. All became hushed and still.

mair. in Paris with several branches Even the clicking machine seemed detached

I pain, Ru I Germany, and remote. Win nit wras over, silence con-

! 1 and Japan there are fully equipped tinued until a woman laughed shrilly, half-

I other countr erically, and the spell was broken. Every-
to body relaxed.

"Tli. Lift of Christ ." thi - of whii h

>. !i< < ame highly popular
'-road. 1 1, \ within the l,i-l few

months, Pathi I

, to tl l< < ture l>< eum ,

and rcligio

\ earl; Tin," "
I >u< hi <l. I

lit '.'.It llllh

..1 ( iauticr,

lition • paintt r himself. I lugo .m<!

( I.. \l< riimV furnish theme Mi tral, gentle
; \I. 11. Hi .iimI

harming!) illu I rated,
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BERNHARDT AND COQUEUN ON THE" FILMS"

when t lie moving-picture camera was new. Bernhardt acteil lietore it ir, "Hamlet" an i in

"Li The French have rai-eil moving pictures to the rank of a hinh art,

toying the most famou ind the icnt and scenery)

Here is a final instance of the other kind

of picture. Just as this magazine went to

press, Acting Police Commissioner Bugher,

of New York City, had issued this order to

his force-:

You will forthwith carefully inspect all moving
picture shows in your precinct, and where any
signs are displayed relative to the attempted
assassination of Mayor Gaynoryou will have same
removed forthwith and forbid any pictures to be
shown relative to the same.

WHAT IAI.RV COMMUNITY CAN DO

Enough examples have been given of mov-
ing pictures that are very bad and very good
to show how simply the problem could be

solved by organized supervision. Any reli-

gious or public-spirited organization can ob-

tain from the National Board of Censors of

New York City lists of pictures that have
been approved, so that improper ones may
rigidly be boycotted. Such an arrangement
in every section of the country would clear

the situation immensely. On the circulating

library plan, catalogue:- could be examined.
and the desirable films marked. Thu> it

would readily become apparent to both man-
ufacturer and exhibitor what the better ele-

ment of the public admired, and what it con-

demned.
The exclusion of improper books from pub-

lic libraries and circulating libraries is pretty

closely attended to. Yet no group of libraries

in the world have ever possessed the influence

over susceptible children, and over all minds
in the formative and impressionable Si

that the motion picture exerts to-day. It is

probably the greatest single force in shaping

the American character.

c

"MOVING" DRAMAS-CLASSICAI WO ROMANTIC

no m motion 'he other, from Helen

Hunt Jackson's Ran l\> act this t.>r the Urns, the eal were sent to the

. the novelist, wi Ventura County. Cahtonua)



EXPOSURES OF TRICKERY IN SCALES
AND MEASURES

BY FRANCIS ARNOLD COLLINS

\ MOXG an astonishing proportion of

** dealers, both wholesale and retail, the

familiar units of measure have become merely

figures of speech. Under a lax administration

of the law pounds, pints, and yards have grown
more and more elastic, limited only by the

conscience of the tradesmen and the credulity

of the customer. So general has this deception

become, so much a matter of course, that to-day

many leading merchants and commercial ex-

changes actually defend short-weighting and
short-measuring as an established "trade cus-

tom,
-

' and argue, in all seriousness, that to

return to the old standards would disorgan-

ize trade.

It has been found that more than two-thirds

of all the scales used in Xew York are 3 per

cent, "fast," or worse. The minimum decep-

tion of 3 per cent, is alone equivalent to the

interest paid by savings banks or hrst-da>-

bonds. A legal rate of interest, the common
rd of industry, is therefore counted against

the purchaser before he enters the store. The
annual loss to the consumer aggregates tens of

millions of dollar-.

TIU K riGRI KM U H>K\!

A irigoroua campaign against the>e abuses
•rk. The awaken

i

these intolerable 1 onditions i- largely due to the

work of Mr. Fritz kei< hmann, the Superin-

ind \1' ^tate

Mr Kei< hmann employs < lir<-< t

i

;

1 < it y or town unan
on arm. calls at the

-.hops and purchases familiar bo

He I no trouble gathering

ure

he ap|n

r oilier r«

'x.rl

rnmoditii I ublii

I In-

iNER CLEMENT DEISCOLL, OF Till. NEW vokk
(TTV DEPARTMENT OF WEIGHTS WI> MEAST RES

(Commissioner Dri made the campaign against

I>etty fr.i

the Gaynor administration)

investigations indicated that in Manhattan

44.47 l
,(

'

r ( (-nt - °f a " me ^ a ' (
' s

' 66.66 per cent.

of the weights, and 59.61 per cent, of the

urea swindled the consumer. Conditions

a trille better in the other boroughs. \> I

in^ upon this report, Mayor Gaynor com-
pletely reorganized the Municipal Department

of Weights and Measures, appointing Mr.

Clement Driscoll commissioner. Mr. Driscoll

at oni e led a Dumber of raids upon stores and

markets, and even the greal wholesale house-,.

1 extent of short-weigh ting and measure
nun' .| by him unbeuev

able. \ an mui h

.i< 1 omplished, and

lowed in man) pai

tin-
1 out

I Ml I

due to in. i' 1 11

the
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failure- to keen them clean, and the rust and

stiffness which comes from disuse arc largely

accountable for such variations. In this class

of errors the loss, however, works both ways,

and the dealer is as likely to sutler as the cus-

tomer. In the long run, to be sure, things are

likely to even up. A strict enforcement of the

law is likely to work to the advantage of both

parties.

A far more serious class of offenders is made
up of the small dealers who deliberately falsify

their weights and measures. When such de-

ceptions are mentioned, it is this class which is

commonly called to mind. These offenders

show considerable ingenuity, although little

art. in foisting their short weights upon the

public. As a rule, they are easily detected.

Many of their devices are so obvious that the

consumer who permits himself to be deceived

arouses little sympathy.

U II >l SPRl AD DEC1 I'TIO.N

One of the mosl elementary methods of de-

ception i- to tamper with the measures. The
small huckster drives nails through the sides

of his cpiart measure and bends down the

points inside. A more skillful men ham inserts

a false bottom. The tin measure is deeply

dented, invariably on the inside. Whether

such a measure be used for apples, potatoes,

or some liquid, it, of course, gives short me

in < lint t ratio to the depth of the dents. With-

oul meaning to palliate this class of offenses,

the authorities arc- not chiefly concerned with

them. The- total loss to the- public from these

frauds is relatively small. It is, besides, a i rime

with. A h imination of the

IS Soon made- and the * ase

for i -ilv prepared, lew in-

telligent purchasers arr deteived.

In running dow n these offenders, the author-

ities often find thai such cheating ha- been

forced upon them by the- methods of powerful
competitors, either the department ston

the chain stores. The smaller dealer finds

himself undersold by his rival who is enabled
to cut priees by first cutting weights or meas-
ures. To hold his trade the small trader

imitates his rival, and the struggle thus com-
menced spreads rapidly. An entire neighbor-

hood b soon corrupted. The extent of this

deliberate deception is astounding. During
a careful investigation of conditions in

York City in which 617 places were visited

and some 2
e> 5 7 sets (l f st ales, weight-, or

measures were examined, it was found that

34.9, per cent, of tin were 10 per c ent. or

more short, 15.7 per cent, of the weights were

short 10 per cent, or more, and 50.1 per cent,

of the weights were 10 per cent, or more off.

A very trilling proportion of these errors was

accidental. The percentage of weights and
measures causing a loss to the customer was

j. while the per Id the dealer

but 2.37,-

Tin in \ -1 ki.

An investigation of the milk bottles used by

twenty milk dealers in Xew York showed that

do per cent, of the epiart bottles, 83 |>er 1 ent of

the- pint bottles, and do per cent. iA the half-

pint bottles were short. The maximum short-

age for quart bottle 9 er cent, and of

pint bottles 2.(1. The conditions in the bread

bakeries i- even more serious. Among forty-

eight bakeries investigated, r cent, sup-

plied a loaf of bread under fourteen oum es, the

standard size advertised, and 83.3 per i ent.

sold short loaves for tl lunce 1<

1 \i -1 Bl Kk\ BOXES

It b commonly - the shipping ti

that any kind of a berry box "will go*' in \

York. No matter how high the false bottom

maj be raised, there seems to be no complaint.
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Mr. Rekhmann has chanced

upon cranberry measures, sup-

posed to hold 67.2 cubic inches

each, which actually held but

18 cubic inches. Thedrymeas-
ures have been practically un-

regulated in Xew York till the

sent time. It is estimated

that more than 40 per cent,

of the berry boxes are under-

sized. In one of these raids

the boxes obtained were, on

the average, more than 50

per cent, short. So great is

the demand for these false measures that a

considerable industry has been built up to

supply them. Many of the products of these

manufacturers are works of art, showing re-

markable ingenuity and workmanship. It is

possible to buy a "bushel" basket, for instance,

with false sides and bottom so carefully woven
that the average eye will be completely de-

ceived. The "second-story" berry box supplies

a well-defined want. It is made with a false

bottom, usually removable, so cheaply that

many shopkeepers are unable to resist its

temptation. The crusade for honest measures.

however, has already 'jorne fruit. Very re-

'

ly the I North
- ed to make only

Mf I

mi
it in the

\ lion"

iplicd to th<-

I

THE BERRY BOX THAT ' GOES IN NEW YORK

raised by a string to fit tightly beneath the open-

ing, thus reducing the can exactly 80 percent.

TAMPERIXG WITH SCALES

The extent to which scales are doctored is

almost unbelievable. As a result of a careful

examination of the weights and measures of

New York recently, it was found that more
than half the apparatus used was false. Stim-

ulated by the present short-weight agitation,

the scale business is said to be experiencing an

unprecedented boom. One large manufac-
turer of scales has announced that he is unable

to keep up with the demand.
Thousands of scales have been
confiscated in Xew York. One
of the commonest deceptions

is merely to loosen the brass

fronts of thescalesand slide the

index of degrees up or down,
thus making the pound any-

thing the dealerchooses. Many
les, again, are provided with

adjustable adjustment s* reus

which enable the salesman to

turn the weight up or down
before the eyes of thei ustomer.

\\ ithin a few weeks ( oni

1 er Driscoll has visited the factories of

• manufacturers to fix the responsi-

bility for th< ales < on moo. to <

munity. He
t
foundthat while many manu-

facturers turn out accurate, conscientious

»r their export trade, th nkly

admitted th.it "art nod em
for A In : oi any ;<

I

turei sup

the di <l< aler \\ ith n tudulent

ith impunity. nan
ind

I

III .ll

1 1 miin.il

mdi
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SPRING 5< \i ES i -i l> BY JUNKM

(The stale on the left shows the front in i ition:

on the right is shown the same scale with the front pulled

so that the jointer is far below the zero mark.

1 jxmnils placed on the right-hand s*

er zero)

advertising literature demonstrating how
tradesmen may profit by the use of their

"

s< ales and giving definite figun vera!

dealers have called on Commissioner Driscoll

to report the vi-its of well-dressed, plausible

salesmen, representing the scales manufac-

turers, who have sought to instruct them how
indie their customers.

The tri< ks of the » ale trade art- particularly

lious. of » .iU - is Unit with a bar

so adjusted that if it be so mm h as tpu* h<

a i orner of th • meat hanging over the side, it

will run the weight up an extra pound or so.

Other scales will run "fast" it the weight

edonttv of the tray. There are other

iusly ingenious computing scales which

perform the mental pi of the tri

nd, if desired, compute dishonestly.

It i- b Jieved that the < ustomer could

. if all tht-. - were regulated

;ii. al i ontrivan I « rent b,

nil h would not Ik- supplied to

\

again, should have a base formed of a single

pie.

,

1, form t parallelogram,

whereas they mmonly made in two

pi« es. The j)ur< baser may well be suspii

of all the Males with dials turned from the

pun baser. Many hucksters use doubl

for appearances, and the other for weigh-

ing. A ri^id inspection, su. h . mmon in

European i ities, is ad'.

short-weighth with tkii

There are many metfa short-weighting

in common practice in whiih the play

no part. These methods are SO subtle that it

i- exceedingly difficult to catch or convict the

dealer.- who employ them. We have al'.

example, seen the t lerk throw a piece oi meat
upon the stales, causing them to vibrate vio-

lently. While the customer waits impatiently

for the arrow on the dial to tome to rest, a clerk

steps forward with apologies for the delay.

lies the scales with a skillful hand,

lift- a dear half-pound out of the customer's

pot ket into his own.

The universal method of ordering by tele-

phone makes the position of the "honest"

butcher unassailable. A five- pound steak, for

example, is ordered and paid for, but reaches

the customer a good pound short in weight.

If a complaint be made, the butcher explains

that the difference represents the trimming-.

While there is a certain legitimate l<>-> here, it

i- very commonly i rated, and since the

butcher keeps the trimmings it is impossible

i evide

The public loses an enormous amount annu-

allv through the short weight in hams. Thou-

sands of hams examined in New York ret ently

were found to be io. even ro per tent, under

weight The hams, the <1< cplain, have

shrunken. Here i- another ela-tii fat tor which

in the hands of an unscrupulous dealer is often

turned .

ni-
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HOW MANY POUNDS D* A POTATO BARREL?

The fraud in selling potatoes is equally

startling. A barrel of potatoes, under the law,

should weigh 174 pounds, but of the 15,000

barrels of potatoes shipped to New York daily

scarcely one is honest. The average barrel of

potatoes shipped from Norfolk, one of Xew
York's main supplies, at present holds but 132

pounds. This loss of 25 per cent, has been

borne with criminal good nature for years.

Since the present agitation for honest measures

began, the potato dealers have been taken to

task for the deception. Far from being re-

pentant, however, they justify themselves by
saying that the 132-pound potato barrel is a

"trade custom.'
-

and that if the consumer in-

sists upon honest measure, the growers will be

so indignant that they will boycott Xew York
and a serious potato famine will result.

DI>HONLST "POUND" PACKAGES

The practice of selling goods by the package,

rather than by the pound or pint, has greatly

increased the profits of the dishonest packer.

A box or tin attractively wrap|>ed and dis-

played tempts the average housewife, who

iii

tigations have shown that these " pound " pack-

ages are usually from 10 to 40 per cent, short.

Many of these packages are so obviously

dishonest that they are sold only in the rush-

hour trade. In the hurry and confusion of the

moment the customer is less critical. The
purchaser of flour or sugar should be particu-

larly cautious in accepting the package which
is ready wrapped. The olive oil bottle, again,

has been growing steadily smaller; the one-

pound box of candies is likely to be outra-

geously short-weighted, and the list may be
continued indefinitely. The purchaser should

obviously have his own scales and insist upon
honest weights. Such conditions are by no
means limited to New York. Mr. Reichmann's
investigations throughout the State indicate the

presence of identical conditions in many cities.

FRAUD IN THE DRY-GOODS TRADE

Although the recent investigations have been

directed mainly toward the dealers in groceries

and provisions dry-goods trade conditions are

equally serious. Honest measures are rare in

sheets or blankets, laces or linens. Commis-
sioner DriscoD recently bought sheets at several

leading Xew York stores only to find that
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frankly acknowledged the deception

pleaded thai ii was a "trade custom," which
bad been in common practice for fifty \

l" force the dealers to abide by their

markings, it was argued, would work great

tnvenience to the trade. The greal firm

w hi< h pra< deed this de< eption had no share in

the dishonest profits. The responsibility lay

with the manufacturer. The fact that the

wholesaler bad guilty knowledge of this decep-

tion and was a party in defrauding the

sumer, throughout the country, is disregarded.

nil CHICAGO M l SYSl EM

A st-riou- and well-directed effort is being

made to safeguard the public in Chicago. As
far back as 1903 the city department of

weights and measures was investigated, when
as found to he inefficient, and a thorough

reorganization took place. Two years ago Mr.

John Kjellender. of the department, visited

New York to study local conditions. The
Chicago bureau works upon the fee system.

It examines scales once a year, and some
$10,000 is annually collected in this way.
A line is also collected for violations. In a

single year the Chicago department paid its

running expenses and cleared $7000. It is

estimated that the New York department, if

on this principle, with its present activity,

would bring in something like $050,000 a year.

i\-i'i c riON i\ orni k cini s

The various bureaus regulating weights and
measures throughout New England are well

organized and perform efficient service. There
are many county as well as town officers and
the field is well covered. These officials adjust

and repairfaulty scales upon th< <m. In

Boston the work is carried further and one-half

ged in testing and sealing milk-

bottli I year fully 800,000 such teste were
made. Throughout New England all pro

lor short weights and measures are 1 rim-

inal. The plan has been found to work well

iii pr

Thi id measurt
the District of Columbia is ially well or-

ganized. A ilt of the present agitation

plans are being considered for organizing a de-

partment in Philadelphia, and starting a cru-

sade along the lines of Commissioner Driscoll's

work in New York. Nearly all large cities

throughout the country have more or less effi-

cient bureaus for regulating weights and meas-
ures. In comparison with the energetic b<

ring being carried on at present by Com-
missioner DriscoU in New York, however,

most of their operations appear
perfunctory.

The proportion of careless or dishonest

dealers in American cities is doubtli . rule

no greater and no less than in New York. The
manufacturers of "fast

-

" scales do not depend
alone upon New York for their custom. The
package system of selling goods is of course

common to the entire country. Since New-

York is the great distributing center for the

wholesale trade, the proportion of short weights

and measures now brought to light inch

the condition in retail stores of every class

over a very wide an

1 FIVE-GALLON " c \\ CONTAINING SMAU CAN WHICH IS

DRAWN UP BY \ STRING PO THE OPENING
AND MADE IO IX) DL 1

1



PEACH ORCHARDS IN THE GRAND RIVER VALLEY. COLORADO—IRRIGATION HAS MADE THIS

FORMER DESERT INTO FRUIT LAND OF THE FIRST RANK

(The right of way for the canal cost $7000 per acre. Irrigated orchard land in the Grand River Valley brings from

$2500 to $4000 an acre. L'nder irrigation. Colorado peaches bring on an average a profit of $150 to

:> i«r acre; pears. $200 and $300; and apples as high as Siooo)

ADVERTISING THE STATE OF
COLORADO

\X7T2 begin with a recent letter from Mr.

J R Johnson, of Marquette, Kansas, to

the Colorado State Hoard of Immigration at

It is not the conventional communi-
cation one would address to an ordinary State

-d:

ir kind letter of May .20 at hand and contents
fully noted, Also the booklets on < Colorado. Please

pt my thani ir kindness in ^i\ int^ me
rmation I was -»-ekinK. I have received

ither parties in the fruit dis-

>. I think I shall ai ir iu-

k<-t, and
hi-, summer or fall to

Tl. ' do, however,
I to bear from Mr. Johnson. In

more
i.i'l |m»du< ed 1

•nded

1 the

the last four months by the Colorado State

Board of Immigration.

Though such ultra-modern methods arc

blazing a new trail in State activities, the

principle illustrated is a well-known one.

Years ago, for instance, a Wisconsin commis-
sion did effective work in -bringing laborers

from Europe.

Colorado's present aggressive appeal car-

ries a double interest. Nbl only has it, in

itself, a wide potentiality for hundreds of

thousands to whom the West hitherto has

seemed a dream merely, but public-spirited

people everywhere will follow its energetic

methods as a possible solution of many ol I

problem-. These efforts indicate a means of

filling once again with human voice and

emenl the silent and deserted farm

'land, 'lip flannels through
u hii h a laborin may be drawn into the

il d I olll ein to

all 1 1 • t urn t he \ itaii. in" t i

«

I

«

- 1

•ion into othei irid Stat
Idaho ami I tab !

nd unfruit ful ipol •• hi< h

int il in ir.it ion I unied

it 1 a

\\ ! 1 I boldly

1 ol her \ lit-

ihn II 1 the lie. itatio
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A ROCKY MOUNTAIN STATE BECOMING AN AGRICULTURAL LEADLK

the I\i.\ii u . From Governor Shafroth 's com-
munication we quote the following:

The figures gathered 1>\ the members of our
Agricultural School fa< ulty are a? answer in them-
selves to Colorado's campaign for greater popula-
tion. They show thai .1 total of I32.616.142 for

agricultural products were consumed in Colorado
and produced in other states during the last year.

Yel we have land on which all of these imported
agricultural products can l>c raised even more
profitably than elsewhere. Our acres under irriga-

tion produced the most remarkable crops in the

history of the country, while then- arc 4,000,000
acres more in Colorado that can be placed under
irrigation at once, and which are not now pro-
ducing crops at any time.

1III". BOARD, THE STATE, Wl> 1 1 1 1 : WORK

The conditions that confront the Immigra-
tion Hoard arc as unusual as its methods.

Inquiry leads one to the great need of Colo-

rado for the development of her vast resources

as ( iovernor Shafroth points out : leads to her

change from a mining to an agricultural State:

and to the importance of irrigation. It leads

to orchards that were Rocky Mountain

barrens a few years ago, but now rank with

the highest priced apple lands in Oregon
(r California or New York; to fields whose
yields of wheat and oats and SUgar-beeti

high records. It leads, finally, to theaggres-

si\ < methods of that State Immigration Board

ch is showering information about Col-

attractions to the .settler wherever
it w iil do the most good.

The board itself is the outgrowth of a

private body called the Colorado State Com-
Wociation. It developed to the

dignity < t a State board created by act of the

lature in 1009. In purposes are defined

y its 1 nabling a* t :

" Fully to ad-

se th< resources of the State of Colorado

among the people of other States and nations

so that by immigration and investment the

development of the State may be stimulated

and the population increased.*' In other

words, to enter the advertising held.

Thus constituted, its members are Gov-
ernor Shafroth, president; former Governor
Alva Adams of Pueblo; D. C. I

of Hen-
Mr, and T. T. Mahoncy. of Grand Junction,

all of whom have been actively interested for

years in the development of the State. Al-

fred Patek, the Commissioner, who has

ciali/ed on agriculture by reclamation. i> in

direct charge of the work.

Till I AKMLR THE FIRST TROBLEM

The board's first task must be with the

farmer. Potential and untitled and waiting

are literally minions of aires in Colorado

ready to spring into splendid fruitfulm

Hut "It will t .000 additional farms

simply to supply Colorado's cash market.''

Governor Shafroth. "and we have room

for several hundred thousand farmers who will

be able to supply the markets of neighboring

States or of the Far East, should the land now
lying untouched be put under cultivation.

Colorado needs 50.000 farmers alone who are

expert swine growers and feeder- C< rado

needs at least ;ooo men who are expert L

production. We need more orchardists. We
have on our western slope thousand- <.<i acres

of land which can be made as rich and profit-

able as any of those which ' producing

the finest fruit in the world. If then

sufficient number of men to grow

Colorado could not alone fully supply it- own
market, but could fill the demand in all <

mountain Sta'.

erroneous impression exists that (

rado is. characteristically, a mining State.

fhis may have been true in those other
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ONE HUNDRED WHEAT STACKS IN SIGHT OF LONG'S PEAK, COLORADO

days before the wand of irrigation changed it

at a touch into a great producing center for

the growing things of earth. The production

of its farm, range and orchard products in

1909 was the most remarkable in its history.

•rnor Shafroth quotes the value of cattle

raised as over $15,000,000, of hogs $5,631,000,

of sheep $5,700,000. of h' .130,000. of

dairy products $28,000,000, of sugar beets

.0,000, of potatoes $0,150,000. Its for-

age and hay crops amounted to approximately

000,000. It pr<xi' .000,000 worth
of {x>ultry and eggs. It- be< 1 - - > 1 ltu r product

$12,600,000 and its fruit had a vali

00.

The State report- on agricultural products

give the output of these at 1

dairy product 00,000, and
k, wool, hi* 1 ,000. or

tnbined. The mineral

output ior 1 j.j 1 1 .^27.

rn lamp that
I

illy, tl:. I migration
• rated -

the

1

I

I

''Colorado has 2.5 1 7 , 2 5 5 acres under irrigation

,

practically all of them producing the most re-

markable crops in the history of the country."

Back, in the other years when Colorado

was largely a burnt and desert land, many
small and irresponsible irrigation projects

wen launched which were doomed to failure.

Such projects have embraced perhaps 500,-

000 acres up to date. They, however, were

largely born in the days before irrigation

took its place as a science. No Govern-
ment enterprise has ever failed, nor have
any organized under what is termed an irri-

gation district. This i> formed under the

laws of the State, and under it the farmers

and landowners of the district come together

and vote upon the proposal of assessing

themselves for the expenses necessary to

irrigate. While there are no specific records

available, it i-. estimated that practically all

of the 475.220 a' res. for tin' reclamation of

which the various irrigation districts have

been formed, nave become tillable. Mr.

John F. Iiil<!. a Denver >i\il engineer who
ial .ii t ni ion to t he subject

,

calculates that the storage of flood waters

in immense reservoir for use in the drier

periods would allow a further development
of from 400,000 to 500,001

OP Ml

Mid

dollai • by
• turn tl ! iIh

1 Ii I Ik Ii.i I

liiH I

to dt the

'Ii.i 1 Iii

[Jo III. ill
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COLORADO WHEAT ON IRRIGATED LAND

(Fifty ami <>o and even 70 bushels an acre is being produced from such fields. Irrigated oats have run from 90 :

I 1:; bushels to the acre, and barley a 147 baste

in many other of the leading crop Stales.

These data were obtained from the Govern-
ment year Book and cover a ten-year period

up to and including the crop year iooS. The
average for Colorado in this talile includes

the irrigated and oonirrigated crop lands.

The yields and values are much higher for

the irrigated lands alone. Yields of wheat
50. be and even 70 bushels an acre; oats 00,

120. and [25 bushels per acre; barley 00.

and 147 bushels per acre are on record in

these irrigated lands of Colorado.

Illuminative, too, in the foregoing regard

is the comparative weight of oats in the

same States compared with that of Colorado.

Irrigated oats in Colorado often weigh 50

pounds per bushel, while in the States men-
tioned a bushel of oats seldom weighs more
than $2 or 34pounds. The alfalfa and baycrop
for the year tOOQ was % 1 ; .000.000. according

to the Statistics <>n file in the office of the

Hoard of Immigration. In the sugar

industry Colorado has worked her way to the

bead of all States in the Union.

>>\! Al-l'I 1 WORTS MORI 11IW AN
A< U HI \ >K\

However, the thought that every agricul-
• who has visited Colorado carries away

as the farming marvel of marvels is the r<

of irrigation-grown fruit. Apples come first.

'"Single apple tree>." Governor
Adams, now a member of the State Hoard oi

Immigration. '" produce more value than an

acre oi wheat in Dakota or an acre k>\ corn in

Iowa; and the product- of an acre of apples

enough to pay a large part iA the value of an

Eastern farm." Five thousand car-load-

he estimate-, the Colorado apple crop for

1000: and buyers are crying still for more.

Of these the Grand Valley section >hipi>ed

2070 ear< of apple- last year, Delta County.

. Montrose County 4:0; thus giving to

the western and irrigated portion oi Colorado

. car- of aople- out oi the estimated 5000

which went to outside mark»
\ 1 wonder some of this land ha- sold for

$2500 to $4000 an acre. Many of its 10 to

20-acre fruit farm- give their owners Siooo

per acre in apples, pears and peaches this

year -25 per cent, on the land investment.

\Y. H. Olin. the author of a booklet, " Irri-

gation in Colorado," speaks ^i a 45-acre or-

chard so loaded with its fruited harvest that

50 j>er cent, of the tree- have to be propped
up. "This orchard," says Mr. Olin. "netted

it- owner for tweh ecutive years I

an acre above all I
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WHEAT IN THE "DRY-FARMING SECTION OF COLORADO. TO THE EAST OF THE "DIVIDE"

(Even under "dry farming" wheat has run more than 60 bushels an acre. The most profitable industries in the

ry-farming" section are dairying and jxjultry raising

It would not seem difficult for an immi-

»n board, or anybody else, to "adver-
-fully apple orchards that av<

:>er acre per year. Nor arc other

< >rado fruits far behind. State officials

te that the average profit in peaches

from Sioo to $250 per

plur ue, $688.50 (cost of rais-

• not dedui

'

• of rai-ii

ifera gi

market will take all the produce raised by
10,000 truck-farmers." And according to offi-

cial figures, Colorado yields large crops of all

( !abbage, from 10 to 20 tons an
acre; tomatoes, from (> to 10 tons; celery

yields a value per acre of from $150 to \

an acre, which means a clear profit of .

c ioo to

Si 50. Cabbage nets an average return of

Sioo an acre, tomatoes $50 to $75 an acre.

Onions yield an average of 4000 bushels an
a< re, which indicate- a profit of $107.40.

Importation of products that oughl to be

i- even more noticeable in the held of

' enough dairymen!" is the

cry of tl d, v, hit h poinl oul t hat

rt h of but ti r, ( ream, 1 hee 1 .
* «

•
1

1

ilk, butterim

tin

I I )i\ 1.

ol the

rrici

in. h i

"
( > 1

1

afroth,"dair)
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ing offers a sure income. Eleven Southern fat off Colorado's rich resources, where now
States are knocking at the doors of Colorado are only Soo.ooo— less than eight per square

for its rich alfalfa to feed to their work ani- mile! But the size of the ta-k i^ not more
mals, and the demand from the East for Colo- remarkable than the energy with which the

rado alfalfa hay and alfalfa meal i> constantly Hoard of Immigration is going at it.

growing." Initial advertisements appear in newspa-
Flowing through the north and south pers and trade journals among the Western

sections of the divide are the South Platte and and Middle Western States—experience hav-
Arkansas rivers, the manipulation of whose ing proved whence most of the inquiries

waters has wrought an amazing wealth, come. In these advertisement^ themselves
To their edges cling the great sugar-beet- there is a moving spirit not unreminiscent of

growing industries, which in their own chan- land agencies that have lands to sell (the

nel have given to Colorado an enviable pre- board, of cour>e, has none). Here i> an
eminence. The sugar-beet plants are close example:

here to the larger town.-, anil the distance of

the grower to his market i> small. Get some fruit in Colorado. Big high-pr

i en in the mountains, the production of "•:,rkc1 ^' >»'- yields; profits $50 to $350 an a. r.-.

ttiinoc lilr*» imn former lead and co d cittle
Wnte for information and literature on fruit lands

things like iron, copper, lead and coal, tattle
to (() , ()ra(]() s,. lt(

. Board of Immigration, the Cap-
and grain, necessarily involves industries like

j l( ,i, Denver, Colorado. We are supported by the
smelting, iron and steel and railroad work, State ami Bell no Ian

and sawmills. Here are [jacking houses for

the beef made rich by the generous alfalfa. It is natural that inquiries should follow

Here are Hour mills to grind the grain which, productions as spirited as this. Whereupon
springing from that virgin soil, is unsurpassed the second phase of the board's adverti.-ing

abilities manifi
itseifin the production

of the Bulletin—
its weekly news-
paper. This print s

such inquiries as

sound promising, and
circulates them
throughout the State

cal bodies and
business places where

they are calculated to

be the most effective.

The Bulletin \- a

weekly publication of

four pages, steadily

growing in influence.

The latest number at

hand publishes no le>s

than 150 inquiries. It

a column to

•pport uni t ii

gauged from Colora-

dan correspondents

and the want- of lo-

calities, as by
t he local pa pers.

"Dairymen Wanted
in Plateau Count 1

Wood-Pulp Print
Paper. Straw-board

IRAD0 all Needed in San

Luis, Openingfora
Straw-board Factory

in quality. Though
the manufacturing in

Colorado is compara-

tively a small element,

yet it is one which

by the very evident

purposes of the State

Immigration Board is

to be developed. In

a population of Soo,-

000 possessed by Col-

orado,there 8X638,335

people only employed
in manufacturing; 648
plants, representing

an invested capital of

$108,731,900, and an

output per annum of

$ (3,628,120.

HOW TO INCREASE
mi. POPl 1 \i !<>N OF

A STA1

A fairly immense
job confronts thebody
of men who have un-

dertaken to place

ientiftcally

upon j.'.ooo.ooo a

of Government land

open for purcha
a ml ot her* ise t ••

hasten the coming of

millions of popu-

lation that could wax
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in Lovelancl." ''Raw-

Material near La
Junta/" "Numerous
Opportunities at Clif-

ton," '"Building of a

Flour Mill would be

Aided by Local
People/' 'Dairymen
are Wanted Here." are

some of the headings

under this column.

In the "Important
Announcements'' on
the first page, com-
mercial organizations

are adjured to follow-

up these inquiries with
their literature, and
wherever possible to

present the attractions

of their respective
localities by personal

letters. They are
warned against the

heresy of '"knocking/

other localities of the

'e.

-hould you write

an inrjuiry to Colorado
the day you read thi-,

it will be distributed

through the length and
breadth of that pro-

will you visit Colo-

rado? Will you be a

possible investor?
Coming as a home
seeker? If so. in town,
city or country? As a
tourist? Do you wish
to secure irrigated
lands? Dry -farming
lands? Areyou inter-

ested in opportunities

for investment? In-

vestment in mining?
Or manufactories?
Do you intend to buy
land or a homestead?
How many in your
part}?

a businesslike
"follow-up."

Xow comes the
turn of the "follow-

up" letters. They re-

flecl the spirit of the

most alert and mod-
ern of private organ-

izations. If you are

a truck gardener you
learn the crops suited

to the market oi the

State: whether of
cabbage or celery or

te by the Colorado straw rae average crop brings onion-, or whatever
middle of the ni $3°o to $500 a else. You learn the

tnd answers (1 len prices for such prod-

will Ik.- r i from ' ucts. Maybe it is

from iV-^v '" fruit. To take an ex-

tract: "J. E. Morford,

and private individuals and near Palisade, took from ii, pear trees 755
I qualified to meet your t> i< h sold al $2 a box net.tliusni.il

-h. ing a profit of $1510 an acre." Then come
per at re of ( reps, (he

It pi orchards, the easy methods of killing

quirer promptly with profuse fro-t employed in Colorado, interspersi d with

rdial invitations whi< li indi< ate thai ( !ol-

in."

(
I Or. if you are < 'I iii or •••

i h to 1

rtokm ion ol

ing, you
<

,
' i' 'ii

; the

I I lh.it hi I'd in < 1
I"

00,000
• h 1.

1 poul-
• iii the

itli< llli. .•. Iii. li 1.

In named, and tiled.

. 1 upu

I

1
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X^

THEY TAK£
TMtCAKt:

so\ll OF THE SPIRITED FOLLOW-UP" POSTAX CARDS
THAT Till. BOARD OP IM.MIc.r \tion SENDS ENQUIRERS

(No recipient of these striki

lo il now ;it the head of every

in bei m; ih it Colorado 'ou^ht

i .000 last year; or tli.it 1

1

d (84,000,000 and this year 1 1 $100,000,000)

lously careful to proteel tin- rights of the in-

quirer. While our of the writers of this ar-

ticle was in the office of Commissioner Patck
of the hoard, a real estate man made a re-

quest for its Bulletin, which of course- con-

tain- many names and addresses of inquirers.

He had no commercial body to vouch for his

honesty, nor connection with any organiza-

tion recognized by the board. Hi- request

was refused. These lists aregivenonly tocom-
mercial bodies whose hoards of director-

he held Strictly responsible by the State Hoard
for the manner in which tin- li-t- are used.

Direct work i-, however, hut one side of the
hoard'- activities. The railroads have a vital

interest in the increase of population in Colo-

rado. It means added traffic for the roads in

passengers and freight Therefore the Hul-
litins containing the inquiries are also -cut to

the trunk lines entering Denver. The freight

agent who receives them either uh-s them or

.-ends them to connecting line<. so that the

inquirer may he seen and interviewed ahout
his prospective removal, informed as to the

possibilities of wealth lying within the State,

and the exact cost of tran-]>orting all his

household goods and chattel-.

Another aggressive side of the board's cam-
paign is the invasion of other states by trains,

charged with Colorado exhibits, each manned
by two experienced lecturer-. This summer
the state fairs of Xehraska, Indiana. Michi-

gan, Illinoi-. Mi.->ouri. and Iowa were visited,

in addition to a wide rural district. During
the day the exhibition car- were opened: at

night illustrated lectures were given in halls

rented for that purpose. This dash at the

enemy will continue until Christmas-time.

Then there are the plans for "Letter
Day." Every school teacher in the State

will receive a letter from the board, briefly

setting forth the advantages of Colorado.

On •• Litter Day'' thi- letter will he placed

on the blackboards. Then the pupils will

ix asked to address it to some farmer friend

in the East, with a request that the State

Board of Immigration be consulted at once

regarding it.

Directly through the Immigration Board's

activity, thousands of farmers will doubtlt

be led from less attractive paths into th>

new fields upon which moisture descends
you want it.

From thi- writer- of this article, and from

other Review readers who are not Colora-

dans, the humiliating confession is due that if

any of our own states were in such a quandary
—owning enormous agricultural possibility

yet importing agricultural products of $.

000,000 a year - it might be a matter of

year- before the economic readjustment took

place. Of course, our State officials might

be quoted extensively in the public prcs- with

clarion calls that "something ought to be

lone." Hut in Colorado they hare done it.

The crisp and common-sense and energetic

work of the Immigration Hoard rellects the

same spirit that has built up the greatest busi-

nesses ^\ thi- i;reat industrial country. In

distant cities editorials are frequently written

about "business metho - applied to

government. Readers smile over them
theoretical, impossible idealism. Hen in

Denver i-* one actual realisation—an <

pie worth noting.



THE RELATION OF CAPITAL TO
AGRICULTURE
BY MILTON WHITNEY

(Chief of the Bureau of Soils, United States Department of Agriculture)

I
r large commercial organizations, such

as the Steel Corporation, the railroads,

banks, and department stores, there are few

or many departments, separately organized

and independent so far as the details of the

work are concerned, but subject to control as

to the general policies by some central direc-

torate of business men or financier-.

One of the most important needs of to-day

is the application of such control to agricul-

ture. Only then will the money-savers of the

nation, lar^e and small, be able to "invest in

farmers," as it were, exchanging their money
for securities of large issues, uniformly as safe

and stable as the high-grade farm mortgage
is to-day, uniformly as exchangeable or nego-

tiable as the most widely deait-in shares on

the New York Stock Exchan
Such control can be secured by capital in

agriculture in one of two directions, either of

which will secure to the farmer hi- independ-

ence as to his daily occupation and individual

lopment, an independence which must be

guarded under our social and j>olitical system
;

at the same time it will secure to capital the

nee that its projects in the lar

re certain of fulfillment.

LD

The farm value of the corn crop of tin

0,000,000. It is now

>r to 1,.- < oniK < ted,

thing li

' intrll:

op is

1

:

tions capable of enforcement under penalty
if the proper agricultural methods are not
followed. Such help could be extended wher-
ever soils are particularly adapted to any of

the important crops under suitable restric-

tions and direction, and wherever the labor

(/. e., the farmers) is desirous of benefiting by
the use of both capital and intelligent direct-

ive control.

FARMING LARGE AREAS AS UNITS

The other method of operation which lends

itself to smaller or larger enterprises is to

organize any definite area, such as a valley

along the Mohawk in New York State, and
plan without regard to existing farm bound-
aries for the best use of all the soils of the

area. The use and capacity of such soils

having been worked out as a whole, each farm

would have its own obligations, compliance
with which would entitle it to capital under

penalties and to share in increased profits.

This would invoke an organization to con-

trol the farming operations of the entire area,

directing what crops and industries shall be

developed, providing and distributing labor,

and directing disposition of the products. Va

to whether the individual fanner should draw

hi- profit on a pro rata bad- or under some
other equitable arrangement is a detail to lie

adiusti d by the particular circumstances.

Obviously the contracts with individual farm-

should run rs and should

be guard* d '.• 1; li -1
1 h penal to insure

th< < ompl< .t of the s< hem<

in tin c oiiir.u t under

i( nil me
- > 1

1
"I

'i

te
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which could hitter utilize capital, or use it intelligent directive control; so that the prod-
more profitably, if modern business methods ucts of labor are uncertain.

of organization can be introduced. With the The primary reason for these condition- in

ption of a few partly organized lines, such the past is not difficult to understand. The
a> dairying, cattle-raising on large ranches, country has been rapidly settling up and the
fruit-raising, truck-growing, rice-production, methods of the pioneer have of necessity and
and to a small extent tobacco-growing, which rightly prevailed But the West has now
perhaps in the aggregate absorb one or two been settled in outline; the whole country is

hundred million dollars, agriculture does not at last under agricultural occupation.
offer capital what the latter regards as a safe

or practicable line of industrial development, why FOOD STUFFS ark high though crops
With the highly organized lines of indus- are large

trial effort it is becoming less and less difficult

to invest surplus funds in the so-called indus- Crop production in the aggregate is phe-
trial enterprises. Factories, mines, and rail- nomenally large; nevertheless, just as this

roads are run on capital furnished by banks, point has been reached in our national life,

by trust and investment companies, and by the price of food stuffs is phenomenally high.

individuals investing their surplus funds, all This condition marks a transition j>oint l>e-

through securities which are uniform within tween the pioneer methods of tjie past and
large issues of many million dollars apiece; those of a new era which of necessity is ap-

whereas the average farm mortgage is only proaching, and which will involve more in-

for a few thousands, and no two farm mort- telligent control and more stable conditions

gages are precisely ahke. Besides, a mortgage of agriculture to provide for the constantly

is merely a loan, and what capital in the large increasing population. The State of New
way demands is a share in profits, like stock. York has led in the pioneer work, it has

Adequate labor can be secured easily for the largest markets of non-agricultural con-

the factories and the rest, much of the supply sumers, and it is the State which should lead

even being drawn from the farms, because the in more intelligent development in the future,

work is systemized and organized, which in- The settling up of t. has not only

volves a classification and segregation of absorbed all of our farmer immigrants in the

labor and of individual e'.Tort. past, but has also drawn heavily on the farm-

Money has been readily invested in these ing population of the Eastern States. !'> re-

highly organized industries Ixxrause of two vive agriculture in these States will require a

facts: (i) the material and processes are stable labor, for which at present immigrants

understood and control is certain, ami (2) must be used.

labor can be obtained and is under directive Let us now analyze the main detail-

control, consequently the products of labor agricultural production, comparing them with

are certain. industrial enterprises, and then consider how
These conditions must be realized in agri- it can be systemized.

culture before capital can or >hould invest;

and to -how that they can and should be COMPARATIVE VA1 FARM PROOUi

realized at this period of our national life i-

the object of this paper. That these condi- The farm value of all crops and live-sttx k

dons can be realized by efforts of agriculture products in 1000 as estimated by the Sec re -

alone is doubtful. That they can be realized tary oi Agriculture was $8, 7 00,000,000. \a

by a combination of existing agencies, in- an industrial item it is suq>a--ed only by the

eluding agriculture and capital, i- not doubt- total gross value oi all product.- oi manufac-

ful, nor i- it doubtful that the result would be lories which, according to the Bureau of the

to the mutual advantage of both agriculture Census, amounted in 1005 to .mj.Soo.ooo.ooo.

and capital. The gross earnings of all railroad- in. 1007

Agriculture for the most part is unorgan- made a total of $2,580,000,000. Tin

ized .md conducted by individual effort . ; all mineral products in 1908 was

1-e the material -the -oil ha- not gen- $1,505,000,000. To give e\ en ft more Striking

erallv been understood by the individual comparison of the magnitude of our agri-

worker, or if understood lack of capital has cultural products, it may be recalled that

supervened; therefore the control of material the national bank loans on July 15. i

has been uncertain; and becai the labor, amounted to S xj.ooo.

inadequate in amount at all time-, i- without The detail- oi our agricultural production

classification 01 galion, and under no are equally interesting, torn i- being pro-
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duced to the value of Si, 7 20,000,000, which is Practically all of these industries are built

nearly as large as the iron and steel and their up on capital invested for the purpose of

manufactured products, or the textile in- developing commercial operations to the high-

dustries, and is larger than lumber and its est possible degree of efficiency,

remanufactures. Yet capital as such is not

available in the production of corn. The A guide from the bureau of soils

farm value of the cotton crop is SS5o,ooo,ooo,

which is equal to the gross value of the prod- To commercialize agriculture and make it

ucts of paper and printing. The farm value a safe line of investment for capital the ma-
of the wheat crop is $725,000,000, larger than terial—the soil—must be understood and its

the gross value of leather and its finished use determined. This is accomplished through

products. Yet these farm values are nearly the agency of the Soil Survey of the Bureau
independent of capital in organized form. of Soils of the National Department of Agri-

The details of our principal crops are given culture. This service is engaged in the classi-

in the following table: fication and mapping of soils and the deter-

mination of the use of the several soil types
estimated farm value of all agricultl-ral and the crops best adapted to them. This

products, 1909 work is Q£ exact iy tne same fundamental im-

Crop Approximate Values portance to agriculture as the study of ma-
Corn $1,720,000,000 terial and its use has been in the development
Cotton 850,000,000 of manufacturing industries; in a broad way,

gjfl-
SJ'SS'SS k has been brou§ht t0 as hish a desree of

Oats 4oo]ooo!ooo efficiency. It is the extension and practical

Potatoes 212,000,000 application of the land classification on which
Tobacco. 100,000,000 the Department of the Interior has been en-

IXy. stoZZ sased for man>' years -
In the State Pf New

Flaxseed . 36!ooo!ooo York alone accurate soil maps have been
Rice 25,000,000 made of 8000 square miles.

23,000,000

' .,3^'^ the problem of farm labor
All other crops not specined 753,000,000

All crops ?-. 700,000,000 To commercialize and build up agriculture

in the Eastern States will require additional
AH animal product, . 3.000.000.000

stable iaborj which at presen t must be drawn

Total farm product,
'.

$8,700,000,000 i™m the immigrant farmers. The classifica-

tion, segregation, and distribution of these
.re produced mainly on the immigrants is the work of the Division of

annual profits of the individual grow Information in the Bureau of Immigration of
mpare with this the details of the manu- tnt. Department of Commerce and Labor, and
ring industries supported largely by through this channel an adequate supply of

capital, as shown in the following table:
farm |a | )0r ^ould be secured. The location

-„„c _ ^„ ____« -L - _,. u__., of the immigrant farmer as determined by
es or PFonur-rs of \c-

, , , . . ,
.• •

.

T , tne local SOU and labor conditions is tin-

work of the corresponding State agencies,
and kindred pro.

, ,„ mtinental transportation
nd thi-ir pr«,< '7'-7 Vv , ,

\ ith the active < ooperation <>i * he

1,223,730,336 Eastern railroad,, have recognized the value
. of the immigrant and have utilized him in

of the

time i ome when the

rn railroad can with profit look to using

the immigrant suppl) in developing

through inl' ill ut t Ik

It r ii.it tin prupi 1

nd labor be properly

pital, in order

'SSSmmTi^'" "" ,MU4 HUU-
I of oil I Miic-rpi. •



OUGHT THE RAILROADS TO
ADVANCE RATES?

BY SAMUEL (>. DUNN
npYYO years ago the railroads of the United
* States announced that they were going

to make general advances in their freight rates.

The shippers of the country vigorously opposed

this. The business depression that followed

the panic of 1907 lay heavily on commerce and
industry; and the shippers contended that

a raise of railroad rates would increase and
protract it. Their opposition was successful.

Prosperity has returned. The railroads again

propose to make general raises in their freight

rates, and in the East some are also trying to

raise their passenger rates. Again they meet

with strong opposition. Those who oppose

advances in rates now argue that, prosperity

having returned, the roads do not need higher

rates. The railroads will not this time, after

a noisy flourish of trumpets, retire tamely from

the field, as they did in iqo8. Prices, and par-

ticularly those of railroad supplies, have more
than recovered from the effects of the panic of

1907. The railroads since early in 1910 have

made large increases in the wages of their em-
ployees, many being directly or indirectly in

pursuance of decisions of arbitration boards

organized under the federal arbitration act.

Public sentiment toward the roads seems more
friendly than two years ago. The railway

managers therefore think that now is as proper

and propitious a time as they ever will have

vigorously to urge their claim for higher ratc^.

That this move of the railroads arouses the

public to keen interest and many travelers and

shippers to vocal, stubborn antagonism is not

surprising. The total bill <A the country for

railroad transportation in the year ended June

30, iQOo,—the last for which statistics of the

Interstate Commerce Commission are avail-

able,—was the big sum of $2,418,677,538. Of

this $1,677,614,678 was paid for the carriage

of freight and $563,609,342 for the carri.iL

passengers; the rest for the transportation of

mail, express, etc. An average advance of to

per cent, in freight and passenger rates would,

therefore, increase the country's annual trans-

portation bill over Sjoo.ooo.ooo; an average

advant e of but ; per 1 ent would increase it over

$100,000,000. The demand oi the carriers for

higher rate- i- important not only because o\

the laru'e amount of money involved but also

because it seems a radical departure in railway

policy. The almost uniform course of our

roads until recent years was steadily to reduce

rate>; and this fostered the hope amoiii,'

many that their tendency always would be.

and the belief that it always ought to be, down-
ward. The efforts of railway managers to re-

vere this tendency comes as a kind of shock

to the public In the circumstances the burden

of proof properly is laid on the roads. They
cannot expect travelers or shippers to submit

to, the Interstate Commerce Commission to

allow, or public opinion to ind«

advances in rates until they shall be justified

by facts and sound logic.

RAILROAD WAGE INCH

The corner stone of the argument advanced

for higher rates is the heavy in< I hat have

been and still are taking place in railroad ex-

penses. In 1900 there were 1,017,653 employ

-

n railway pay-rolls; and the total w

paid them annually amounted I

v -

or $567 per employee. In 1900 the number of

employees had grown to 1.5; - and the

wages paid them to $o v - {651 per

employee; and in 1910 the roads have made
further increases whu h raise the average an-

nual wage to fully $700, Of : cent, more
than it was ten y< The number <.>i

employees in the busy year 1907was 1.(172.074,

and their ai annual wage $004. or $96
than the present average. It is probable

the number of employees is now, or soon will

IS great as in 1007. If so. the railways are.

or soon will be. paying for the same amount

of labor as they had three years ago, S

500.000 more than they paid for it then.

I\i ki IS! I I'Ml NT

The in in the prices of railway mate-

rials and equipment have been a-* remarkable as

the increases in wages. The following figures

are representative prices actually paid in the

years mentioned by one oi the largest and '

managed railroads in the country, with the

of increase in them, the data be-

ing fragmentary -c the pure! I
this
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road, like those of most roads, had not been in 1909 k was 1.928 cents. A very careful check
very great or varied up to the middle of the of the actual rates made by C. C. McCain,
present calendar year: chairman of the Eastern Trunk Line Com-

comparative costs of equipment:, mittee, has shown that the average earnings per

1900 and 1910 ton Per mue accurately reflect the true freight-

Percent, rate situation, and that the reductions made in
r . Cost In Cost In increase .,- , . ,. , ,. . .

<-^rs 1900 1910 1910 over specihc rates during the past thirteen years

Box $50365 $677.00 34°V haVC °ffset the advances -

Furniture 588.06 731 -54 24.41
5tock 510.65 622.70 21.94 TRANSPORTATION' HAS REALLY DECLINED
Refrigerator 880.14 939-44 6.74 IN PRICE
Flat 45" 760.00 67 . 58

>

„, ... .....
Gondola 532 .00 637 .00 19.74

The nominal price, or cost, of a thing is the

Ore 584 :? 815.55 39.47 amount of money it exchanges for. Its real

Caboose.. 7U 2 5 1,090.00 52.67 price, or cost, is the amount of commodities or

Frelglbt
101

.

1^
. . .

.

13,000.00 18,825.00 44.80 services that it buys, or that are required to

Switching,6-whe;l 9,550.00 12,200.00 27. 15 buy it. Now, while the nominal price of trans-

COMPARATTVE COST OF MATERIAL IN 19OO, I907, AND 1910
Per cent, in- Per cent. in-

Class of Material Cost 1900 Cost 1907 -Cost 1910 crease 1910 crease 1910
over 1907 over 1900

Track or cross ties, oak .. . So 43 $0.60 $0.65 8.3 44.4
Track or cross ties, cedar . .21 .55 .54 2.0 Dec. 161.

9

Switch ties, oak 17.50 M 25.50 M 28.00 M 0.7 59.4
Lumber, yellow pine 18.00 M 20.00 M 22.00 M 10.

o

22.2
Bridge lumber 15.00 M 27.20 M 27.20 M 81.3
Angle bars 1 .

1 5 cwt. 1 . 60 cwt

.

1 . 50 cwt. 6 . 2 Dec. 30
.

4

Track bolts and nuts 1.70 cwt. 2.45 cwt. 2.15 cwt. 12.2 264
Track spikes 1 20 cwt. 1.90 cwt. 1.80 cwt. 5.2 500
Steel rail, new 1 - 00 ton 28.00 ton 28.00 ton ... 55.5
Locomotive coal 1 41 ton 1.73 ton 1.88 ton 8.6 33 3
Piles, oak 17 .18 .23 27 7 35.2
Piles, tamarack .. . .06 .08 .13 62.5 116.6

These advances in wages and in prices have portation has not changed much in the last ten

been part of a general upward movement, or fifteen years, its real price has greatly de-

There was a recession in the prices of many clined, for a given amount of transportation will

commodities after the panic of 1907; but the buy, on the average, fully 25 per cent less labor

latest report of the federal Bureau of Labor and commodities than it would in 1900 and 40
states that "wholesale pri< es in March, 1910, per cent. le>s than in 1897; and, on the oilier

were higher than at any time in the preceding hand, a day's labor, a bushel of grain, 100

fears, being 7.5 per cent higher than pounds of merchandise, a car or a locomotive,

I irch, 1909, 10.2 per cent, higher than in will buy, on the average, 25 per cent, more

August, 1908, 2 1. 1 |>er cent, higher than the transportation than it would in 1900 and 40
irly pri< e of 1900, 49.2 per cent per cent, more than in 1897.

higher than the average- yearly price of 1897, Railroad managers point out that advances
-. per cent higher than the average in prices have followed raises in wages and

[or 1 increases in the prices of raw materials in every

;*aid by railroads increased from industry except theirs; and that no one has

S247 a mil.-, in 1899 to $Hc>,- questioned the right to make them. They
- $^82 a mile, in 190*;, the total argue that, the prices of commodities in general

, and the increase having risen, commerce can easily bear higher
- mile 5

:

.t. rat.-. U, for example, when a commodit) lells

for S2 per 100 pounds, it < an bear freight 1

of 10 '.hi' h i-
5

pi r cent of it pri< e,

then ii ! i. e in- >o per

. prfa es, wage at, <»r 1 bt si a rate

her, whi< Ii would be 1 1 1

• Hi. of Finally, the

ontend, the advanci in

ml in the pi material and
it w;i rnillv mi nting the •

1 thai the road
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stantially increase their famines by means of of this and of improvements and economies in

raises in their rates in order to get and keep on operation was an in< cease of net earnings from
a sound operating and financial basis. S---435 to $3,516 per mile, or 44 percent. This

enabled the roads to pav largely augmented
FA( TORS TENDING TO LOWES OPERATING

divi(k,lds . In 1899 tluv paid dividends on but

40.6 per cent, of their stock, the average divi-

To the foregoing, those who oppose advances dend on dividend-paying stock being 4.96 per

in rates answer that while the increases in the cent.; while in 1909 they paid dividends on
<oMs of railroad labor and materials have 64 per cent, of their stock, the average dividend

tended to increase operating expenses and on dividend-paying stock being 6.53 per cent.

reduce net earnings, two powerful forces have It is contended by those who oppose ad-
been working successfully in the opposite trances in railroad charges that the foregoing

direction: (1) The rapid growth of the coun- fails show that the carriers have been very
try's commerce has caused a great increase prosperous, and do not need higher rates,

in the density of traffic, which, in turn, has Many assert that if the roads were not over-

caused a large im rease in gross earnings; capitalized their present earnings would enable

and at the same time has tended to make it them to pay not only reasonable, but high,

practicable to handle each unit of traffic more average dividends.

cheaply; and (2) the splendid improvements The facts show conclusively that in the
;

that have been made in railroad plants and ten years the forces that tend to increase rail-

operating methods in the last decade,—such as way profits have triumphed over those that

the reduction of grades, the elimination of tend to reduce them. But this does not, as

curves, the adoption of more powerful locomo- many think, decisively answer in the negative

rives and cars of greater capacity, the hauling the question whether rates ought to be rai

of more cars in a train,—have tended to keep This question can be fairly answered only

down operating expenses. Unquestionably, after inquiry as to Whether, with present rates,

these two forces have worked with great effect profits are and probably in future will remain

to widen the margin between gross earnings on a level where they will attract adequate in-

ane! expenses. The density of the passenger vestment in railroads,

traffic of American railroads increased from

78,300 passengers hauled one mile per mile are the roads overcapitalized?
of line in 1899 to 127,300 in 1009, or 63 per

cent., and the density of freight traffic from In 1899 no dividends were paid on 50.30 per

()«)o,ooo tons hauled one mile per mile of line cent, of the railroads' stock. Their earnings

to 053,986, or 44 per cent. Other things being were then low; many were just emerging from

equal, an increase in the density of traffic of receiverships. They had, as a whole, to dimb
a railroad, until it is worked practically to its a long way before they got on anything ap-

full capacity, tends to increase its earnings proaching a sound financial basis. Not until

r than its expenses; the railway business iqoi did they pay dividends on as much ;.

is one of "increasing returns.'' Why this is so per cent, of their stock; and the most stock

becomes clear when one considers the obvious they ever did pay dividends on was 67 per

facts that it costs much less than twice as much cent. The largest dividends they ever de-

to haul a full car than to haul a half-full car: dared, those of the fiscal year ic)oS, amounted
that it costs much less than twice as much to to an average of only 5 per cent, on their total

run an engine pulling its maximum load of outstanding stock, which, it must be admitted,

cars than to run it with half its maximum is very low for a figure representing their maxi-

load; and that it costs much less than twice as mum dividend-payments.

much to maintain and renew a track that i- \'<>r has their average percentage of dividends

beingworked to its capacity than tomaintain and been so low because, as is often charged, they

renew it when worked to but half of its capacity, are grossly overcapitalized. The Interstate

( Commerce Commission stated in its prelim-

i\c ki VS1 d M r 1 \\k\i\. inary Statistical report for the year ended June

30, iooq, that the total amount of railroad cap-

The operating expenses of the railroads of the ital, both stocks and bonds, then outstanding

United S ncreased from $1,570 per mile in the hands of the public was $13,711^
in 1899 to $6,865 l'

lT nu'e ,n 1()oo, or 41 per "representing," Bays the commission, "a cap-

cent. But meantime, owing to the growth of itahzatipn of $59,259 per mile of line." A fair

traffic, gross earnings ini reased from $7,005 valuation probably would show that it would

per mile to $10,381, or 48 per cent. The result com great deal more than this to reproduce
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merely the physical properties. The two most

thorough valuations ever made in this country

were those in Minnesota and Washington.

The Railroad Commission of Minnesota found

in 1907 that the roads in that State were capital-

ized for an average of 844,206 per mile, and

placed on them a valuation of §54,201 per

mile. The Railroad Commission of Wash-

ington found in 1908 that the three important

lines in that State were capitalized for

843,012, 844,078 and 870,278 per mile, respec-

tively, and placed on them valuations of

$39,000, 867,800 and $77,200 per mile, re-

spectively. There have been numerous in-

stances in this country of watering of railroad

capitalization. But in most cases the water

has been entirely absorbed by the making of

improvements and extensions out of earnings

and by increment in the value of the properties.

The capitalization of the railroads of the United

States is probably now the most conservative in

the world. While our roads are capitalized for

an average of but $59,259 per mile, those of the

ntine Republic, for example, are capital-

ized for v -
. o; those of New South Wales

<which were built and are operated by the state)

Got $64,000; those of Canada for $66,752;

those of Germany (which are state-owned) for

$109,783; those of France for $139,390; and
those of the United Kingdom for $275,010.

While the increase in the net earnings and

dividends of railways during the pa^t ten years

has been large, their absolute amount always

has been, and is yet, very small as compared
with those in other lines of business. That
they have not been large enough to attra< t an

uate supply of capital into the railway

icss is demonstrated by the fact that there

have been constant complaints for years that

the expansion of transportation fa< ilities has

with the needs of < ommen e.

mileage of the railroads increased only

from
1
mile*, in [899 to 2^5,402 mile- in

1009, or it. Meantime their

passe;. yer traffic in< ;rom 1 1,591,^27,000

rs carried one mile to 29,109,32^,000,

or 100 per cent., and their freight tra

lied one mile to

C almost 80 pet < ent.

> in

recent years in the market rate of interest.

This general increase is illustrated by that

which has taken place in the rate that the rail-

roads themselves have to pay on their bonds.

The average rate at which they borrowed

money in 1900 was 3.75 per cent.; in 1908 it

was 5.04 per cent.; and it probably is now 5.5

per cent., an increase in ten years of 33 per

cent. Xow, whatever raises the rate of interest

on bonds and other gilt-edged securities raises

the rate of dividend that must be paid on
stocks. When an investor can get only 3.75

per cent, interest by loaning his money he may
be willing to give par for a stock paying a divi-

dend of only 5.5 to 7 per cent.; but when he

can get 5 per cent, or more from loans on gilt-

edged security he quickly becomes unwilling to

invest in any stock that will not net him from

7 to 9 per cent.

Xow, assuming that passenger and freight

rates remained unchanged, would the resultant

of the various forces that determine railroad

profits be in future the increase of net earnings,

which the roads need, or a decrease? As has

already been shown, the increases in wages
that have been made within the last three years

will have the effect, when the roads again have

as many employees on their pay-rolls as in

1907, of increasing their operating expenses
over 8158,500,000 a year. This equals 52 per

(ent. of the net dividends declared in 1909.

Furthermore, the prices of materials and
equipment are now the highest in history and
are still rising. On the other hand, increase in

the density of traffic tends to increase railroad

net earnings only before a railroad is being

worked to its full capacity; for after the point

of traffic saturation is rca< lied, new tracks or

lines must be built to handle the additional

traffic, which involves enormous new invest-

ment. Xow, there are many roads which have
lied this point Furthermore, improve*

imnts in plants and operating methods cannot
lie relied on to keep down operating expen
in future as tiny have in the past, for on many
roads grades and curves have been reduced,

and the si/.e of < ars, tin; power of locomotives

and the l< ngtfa ol train, have been in

mu'h onomically practicable, or even,

in 1 ally pos il.le. The \ iew
of the Inter tate Commerce < ommi ion a to

the probable future re ultanl ol the forces that

pressed by < ommi-sioner I'routy in the recent

*

..II

I. in thai 1
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total r« -ult to net re\ enues cannot be foretold with
.11 1 ur.ii y. It is perhaps probable that the effei t of

in< reased wages and increased cost of supplies will

In- more seriously felt in the future than it has
been in the past.

The situation, then, briefly summed up.

seems to be this: The railroads require a vast

amount of new capital to make the great im-

provements and enlargements of their facilities

that are necessary to enable them properly to

handle the traffic of the country; to get this

capital they must pay higher rates of interest

and dividends; in order to meet their increas-

ing expenses, properly maintain their proper-

ties, and pay the higher rates of interest and
dividends that capitalists demand they must
earn both more gross and more net; and,

unless they are allowed to advance their rate-.

it is probable that their net earnings not only

will not increase, but will decrease.

Prices in general have risen over 21 per cent,

in ten years and 50 per cent, in thirteen years.

The roads are asking for increases in rates that

will certainly not .average over 10 per cent., and
probably will average considerably less. There-

fore, if the very highest average advance that

ha< been proposed were made, rates would
still be substantially lower, as compared with

prices, than they were ten years ago, and very

greatly lower, as compared with prices, than

they were thirteen years ago.

TASK OF THE INT1.RSTATE -COMMERCE
COMMISSION'

The determination of whether the railways

shall be allowed to raise their rates will rest,

primarily, with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. Its action regarding the matter

will be unprecedented in the history of this

country. The Hepburn act of igoo empow-
ered the commission to reduce rates only after

the railways had put them into effe. t. The
Mann-Klkins act of this year authorizes it to

restrain an advance in rates from being put

into effect for a maximum period of ten months,

while the commission is investigating whether

it is justifiable; and to forbid it entirely if it

shall finally be found unreasonable.

In determining whether rates shall be re-

duced the commission considers (1) their rcla-

to other rates; and (a) the probable effect

of a change to them on railroad earnings. It

will have to give preponderant consideration

to the same points in passing on the proposed
advances, h must consider the relation of any

it is proposed to advance to other rates,

be. ause, even though a railroad's earnings may
he too small, the rate in question mav be high

enough or even ex< essive and unfairly discrim-

inatory and the smallnos of the road's earn-

ings be due to the extreme lowness of other

rates. The factors which mainly determine the

commission's decision as to the equitable

of the relation between rates are the relative

amounts it costs the railroad to render the

services for which it charges the rates, and the

relative values of those services to those to

whom they are rendered. For example, it costs

more on the average to haul a ton of dry <j<h«1s

than a ton of coal, owing mainly to the fact that

more tons of dry goods can be loaded in a

car and that they must be given an expedited

service; and, besides, the service rendered in

hauling aton of dry goods is more valuable to

the shipper than the service rendered in haul-

ing a ton of coal simply because the dry goods

is more valuable.

The commission must consider the probable

effect of its orders on railroad earnings, both

because, as an administrative body, it is its duty

as much as that of the President, to use its

authority to promote the public welfare, and
because the Supreme Court of the United

States has held that railways cannot constitu-

tionally be deprived of the right to earn a "fair

return." The Supreme Court, in the Consoli-

dated Gas Company case, indicated that 6 per

cent, is the minimum to which a public serv-

ice corporation can be restricted. Just what
return the Interstate Commerce Commission
regards as the maximum which in the inte-

rest of public expediency railways should be

allowed to earn, it has never said, but in its

original opinion in the recent Spokane rate

it did express the view that the net

earnings of the Northern Pacific and Great

Northern, which for five- or six years had aver-

aged from la to 15 per cent., wet dve.

The rates of all competing railways must l>e

the same; Otherwise all the competitive traffic

will go to the road whose rate- are lowest. But

the net earning* of competing roads vary

widely; in the same territory there are found

roads which arc earning 20 per cent, and

others that are earning nothing, or pcrhu:

;. or 4 per cent. Now, if the commission re-

duces a rate it rechn es the earnings of the weak
as well as of the strong comjx'ting lines; and if

it permits a raise" of rates the earnings <)\ the

strong as well as of the weak lines will l>c

increased. The commissiem has repeatedly

said that where the earnings of an entire group

oi roads will be affected by its order, it must
take into account the entire situation; it will

not redinc rates because the earnings of some
one road or roads in a group are high, nor

refrain from reducing them bee ause the earn-

of some road or : already low.



FEDERAL APPROPRIATIONS: THEIR
RAPID INCREASE

The Prinxipal Causes axd How to Check Them

BY THE HON. JAMES A. TAWNEY
(Chairman of the House Committee on Appropriations, Sixty-first Congress)

HTHE period since the Spanish-American
* War has witnessed a marvelous increase

in our national expenditures. Less than nine-

teen years ago the people were astounded at the

thought of their Government appropriating

a billion of dollars during a single Congress.

The explanation then was, we are a ''billion-

dollar country." But to-day, at a single ses-

sion of Congress, a billion dollars is appropri-

ated and it does not seem to cause the people

to even pause and question the reasonableness

or examine into the necessity of these largely

increased expenditu

r A PARTY QUEST]

While, as usually the case, the minority

party, in order to gain political advantage

because of our large appropriations, seel

charge the party in control of the Government
with extravagance and f public money,

yet the recondi will show there is no line of

demarcation between the two parties in their

demands far in< rea-ed appropriation-, nor any
greater zeal : I »my in public expenditures

. the part of the members of one party

than is shown by the adherent-, of the other,

especially when the iatesnti of thur respe the

I. This L so whether
those in" * in appropriations for public

buildings, for river and harlx-r impro\

itional and g) . for

mili' ises in urry

if the

tiy of •

in par-

nally unauthor-

than ihe

I lor

mendon ,"., in : .. r .1 rx|*-nditurr-. dwr

i

acted within the last few years, with a view

to acquainting the public with what has

already been accomplished by Congress in the

way of reform in estimating for and in making
federal appropriations, and also to what fur-

ther reforms are needed to keep national ex-

penditures within the legitimate functions of

the federal Government, and to avoid unnec-

essary increases in the future.

THi: CTTIZF.X INDIFFERFXT TO TOE BURDEN" OF
INDIRECT TAXES

The fundamental cause of our greatly in-

creased expenditures is found in the fact that

these expenditures are met from revenues se-

cured indirectly—from customs duties, internal

revenue taxes, and miscellaneous receipts, the

burden of which the people do not directly feel.

The citizen who must go into his own pocket,

and therefrom contribute directly his share

toward a public improvement or a public serv-

ii e, is not indifferent as to the necessity for

sue h improvement or service, nor is he tardy

in complaining if the weight of the burden of

taxation becomes tx< cssive in proportion to

the benefits he ret eives. The citizen watt lies

with jealous eye niunic [pal and State expendi-

. for be knows that with their increase he

must beat hi> proportion of the taxes to meet

theni. Hut the farther he is, apparently, re

moved from the boutcc of the public revenue,

m when the revenu ared indirectly, the

the h -s familiar uilh the

purposes for which the revenue is being

pended, and the less r< adily i> hi> opinion im-

presM-d upon tin- legi lative Ixxly thai author

nditure of hi> moi

II. c,

'I 1 1 i ^ indirn 1 1
1

-

dot) and the

,.ir belief thai -• li.it the federal I

does and not < ome oul "i

to the i
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served to themselves, the exercise of which

involves the expenditure of money, and like-

wise to the eagerness with which they demand
appropriations for objects which should and

could just as well be undertaken and per-

formed by their local or State governments.

This tendency is therefore the result largely

of the mistaken impression which the people

seem to have, that in securing federal appro-

priations for their respective States and local-

ities they are securing something for nothing.

While it is true that this tendency is due rather

to negligence than to any deliberate failure

upon the part of the States to perform certain

of their functions, it is none the less serious,

for the remissness of the States in the per-

formance of their proper functions gives rise to

a general popular demand for remedial legis-

lation by the federal Government as well as for

federal appropriations.

With the development cf transportation

facilities and the resultant growth of our indus-

tries, State lines have, for all practical pur-

poses, been obliterated. There is not an indus-

try of any size that does not manufacture goods

for shipment into other States. If the remiss-

ness of one State in dealing with its domestic

affairs made itself felt only within the borders

of that State, then it might be left to suffer the

consequences until driven to seek a remedy. If

the condition of the packing industry at Chi-

cago affected only the people of Illinois, the

federal Government would not have been

appealed to to protect the health of the people

generally and also to protect our foreign com-
merce through the enactment of the meat-

inspection law. The neglect of Illinois and
other States in which are lot ated large packing

plants contributed more than anything else to

the enactment of that law at a cost to the

whole people of more than $3,000,000 annu-

ally. The same is true of the pure food law.

for had proper State laws been enacted and
enforced to safeguard the health of the people

in each State there would have been no demand
or necessity for a national law.

Congress in the session recently closed

established a new bureau which is an instance

in point. In response to a public sentiment

aroused because of the failure of the States to

enact proper mining laws to protect the lives

of workers in mines, a national Bureau of

Mines was created. The establishment of this

bureau was doubly unwarranted; first, be-

cause iir- principal functions properly belong

exclusively to the States hi which mines are

lo. ated and over which the federal C.overn

ment has no iontrol; and second, because the

scientific investigative work in connection with

the causes of mine explosions generally was
being performed efficiently by a branch of the

Geological Survey.

There is now a well-organized lobbv,

backed by many eminent physicians of the

country, seeking to secure the establishment

of a new department, to be known as the De-
partment of Health, with a Secretary in the

Cabinet. The principal reason advanced for

this new activity upon the part of the federal

Government is the inefficiency of the States in

dealing with the question of public health and
hygiene. There has likewise, for some time,

been a constant agitation to induce the federal

Government to make large appropriations for

the support of educational institutions to be
located in the various Congressional districts

throughout the country.

The function of promoting the public health

has always been regarded as one purely local;

and so also the function of providing for the

education of its citizens. These functions have
always, heretofore, been jealously guarded by

the States and their municipalities. Should the

federal Government once undertake the l

cise of either one of these functions, even in a

most limited manner, it would be only a ques-

tion of time when it would be called upon to

extend its activity into purely local fields, for

the States and municipalities would then strive

to secure federal aid for their hospitals and
schools in much the same manner as they now
seek to secure their proportion of other federal

appropriations. To obtain this they would
have to surrender ultimately to the federal

Government the right of local self-government

over their educational institutions and public-

health service, for with federal appropriations

forany service,whether national or local, federal

administration is a necessary concomitant.

There are many other unwarranted activities

now being performed by the federal Govern-

ment requiring increased appropriations. These
have- grown from small beginnings, which were

in themselves within the scope of federal func-

tions, and have increased with the demands of

certain sections of the country or of private

business interests, which desire the federal

Government to do things which they them-

selves could as well do, and should be required

to do, or suffer the consequences. Certain of

the activities of the Cnited State- Geological

Survey furnish examples of this tendency. The

Geological Survey was established primarily

for the purpose of making a geological survey

of the public domain. In performance of this

function, topographic and geoiogk sun

have been made- of public lands; but this

work has been and is now being done in States
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where there is not now a foot of public land.

Municipalities and counties have been surveyed

primarily in the interest of municipalities and
public utility* corporations, such as electric rail-

ways and water-power companies. Likewise,

nonriavigable streams, which He wholly within

a single State and are, therefore, not within the

jurisdiction of the federal Government, are be-

ing gauged, and this work is done principally

for the benefit of localities or industrial con-

cerns interested in water-power development.

These are but a few of the activities of the

federal Government which should properly be

performed either by the States or by private

interests that are now the beneficiaries at the

expense of the whole people. The good which

may be accomplished locally by any or all of

these various activities cannot be questioned;

but the scope of the functions of the federal

Government is not to be measured by the

beneficent results which may accrue to indi-

vidual States, localities, or to certain private

interests, especially where the same results

may be as well secured by the States whose
duty it is*, under their organic laws, to look,

after the welfare of the people within their own
borders and at their own ex*>ense.

MILITARY EXPENDITURES

But by far the most serious single cause of

our greatly increasing expenditures is the cost

of maintaining and enlarging our military

iL-hments. The total appropriations for

the army, navy, fortifications, and military

•my for 1910 v. | :S,832. 714. 72, while

the appropriations for the same purj>oses for

re only $61,68*. 477. 29. The appro-

priations for 1910 exceeded those for 1K97 by
400 jK-r centum. The total appropria-

te all other purposes, exclusive of postal

res, for 1897 I *>-9o,

while for 1910 tl '-$560, .V .o.oran

isc of 178 |*-r ( cntum. In other words, the

penditurefl for prep-

for war i- more than double the per-

centage of i in all otbi

uding 1

I in

.

ijr present j*»li

of |>ostal

\\ bile

imjxr

penditures on account of past wars, it is possible

to reduce very gready our expenditures in prepa-

ration for war, without jeopardizing in the least

our national safety, and it is to be hoped that

the enlightened intelligence of the people will,

in the not distant future, demand that we cease

this reckless waste indulged in merely for the

gratification of an unwarranted national pride.

LACK OF BUDGET SYSTEM

Another very serious practical reason for our
present large expenditures may be found in the

lack of any well formulated system of prepar-

ing the estimates for public expenditures and in

making the appropriations to meet the same.

A step in that direction, however, has been

taken. Under the practice which obtained up
to March 4, 1909, the head of each execu-

tive department submitted his estimates to the

Secretary of the Treasury, who was charged

merely with the duty of grouping them in the

"Book of Estimates" for submission to Con-
gress at the beginning of each season. As a

result of this method each department placed

its estimates at the highest figure, sometimes.

too, without regard to the actual needs of the

service or the estimated revenues of the Gov-

ernment, in the hope of securing more liberal

appropriations. Each department prepared

its estimates, too, without regard to the neces-

sities or the demands of other departments. It,

therefore, not infrequently happened that the

estimates for expenditures were far in excess of

the estimated revenue, and the appropriations

made by seven different committees were so

large as to cause a deficit.

I XI. ( IIIVI. RESPONSIBILITY

In order to put an end to this haphazard
mcthfxl and to sec ure some coordination in the

preparation and submission of estimates, th«

Committee on Appropriations placed in the

Sundry civil Appropriation bill, approved
Manh 4, 1000, s provision which requires the

5© relary of the Treasury, after the estimates

ibmitted to him, to compare their total

with the estimated revi nues for the ensuing fis-

he find thai they are in exi 1

lated r- then required t<>

submit them to th< Pn [dent, who in turn

them It tic l'i' id< n\
.
after 1 on

ih the I il the- department!

,

thai they 1 annot, without injur] t" pie

puhli< srr\ i' <-,
'

'I clown • a to hring

mated revenue, be i then

required tore . ommend t"< on^resS new OUn
m.ikc up tin 'lc he it.
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In this way the responsibility for increased

expenditures, which has heretofore rested en-

tirely upon Congress, has been thrown, in part,

upon the President and the executive depart-

ments, the heads of which are l>cst able to

determine what appropriations can, with the

least injury to the public service, be reduced.

The success of this provision is evidenced by

the fact that the estimates submitted to Con-
gress at the beginning of the session just closed

were $80,261,738.43 les> than the estimate

submitted at the beginning of the previous

session, and Sj4.706.2u.66 less than the appro-

priations made by Congress pursuant to the

previous year's estimai

REDUCING "DEFICIENCY*' APPROPRIATIONS

Another reform in the methods of public

expenditure, which has saved much money, is

the so-called " anti-deficiency" law. Up to

alxmt four years ago a bureau or a department
would submit an estimate, and if the amount
so estimated was not fully appropriated for by

Congress, the bureau or department would
nevertheless proceed to expend the amount
appropriated, on the basis of the estimate, and
would then present to Congress, at its next

session, an estimate to make up the deficiency.

This practice enabled the heads of the depart-

ments, and not Congress, to fix the standard of

public expenditure

The law now provides that all appropria-

tions must be apportioned by the heads of

departments and bureau chiefs, by monthly or

quarterly allotments, so as to cover the entire

year, and the amount so allotted must not l>e

cv ceded, except in case o\ some extraordinary

emergency, or the happening of some unfore-

seen and unavoidable contingency that could

not be reasonably anticipated when the appor-

tionment was made. For a violation of this

law a severe penalty is imposed. As a result,

estimates for deficiency appropriations have

been materially reduced. The total deficiency

appropriations during the last session were

57,654 i-1 less than those of the previous

session, and $11,825,788.71 less than the

average annual deficiencies daring any fiscal

year since 1898. Thus the power, which,

through long usage, had been usurped by
the departments and bureaus, of determining,

without regard for the will of Congress, what
their expenditures should he, has been de-

stroyed, and Congress now lives the standard

of public expenditures in all departments <>f

the t io\ eminent, free from department ccxTcion.

\noiher provision of law enacted a few

years ago, which baa compelled the executive

branch of the Government to cease the

penditure of public money through indirei t

means without authority of law, provides that

no part of any appropriations heretofore or
hereafter made shall be available for the pay-
ment of the salaries of any person or commis-
sion appointed without the authority of law, or

lor the payment of compensation of persons
transferred from bureaus or department!
assist such person or commission in its work,
unless such transfer or such commission has
been previously authorized by law. This is, m
effect, but a reiteration of a law on the statute-

books at the time of its enactment, but which
had been repeatedly violated. Moreover, the

Constitution provides that "no money shall be

drawn from the Treasury, but in con>e<|uence

of appropriations made by law," and it was
the intention of the framers of that instrument

that the authority to expend the money of the

|>eople should he restricted to appropriations

made by Congress. While this provision re-

mains law and the auditors for the several

departments enforce it, government by execu-

tive choice will be impossible. *

SHOULD CABIXKT OKFK i Rs l!Ui SEATS

CONCK!

It has been suggested many times that our

adoption of the European system of giving

cabinet officers seats in the House of Repre-

sentatives would greatly facilitate the work of

Congress in making appropriations for the

public service, and would likewise result in

much economy. Whether sUeh a system, if

adopted, would result in any economy is very

doubtful. There are many practical difficulties

in the way oi such em in this country.

The greatest obstacle is our form ern-

ment with its three independent and COOT-

dinate branches. In England the cabinet is

chosen from amfmg the membership oi the

House of Commons. Under our Constitution

this would not be possible, as a man cann

one and the same time hold office in the c\c\ u-

tive and legislative departments of the Gov-
ernment This the founders oi our Govern-

ment wisely provided against in order to

prevent one branch from dominating the other.

The proposition merely to grant them per-

mission to be present on the Boor of the House
and participate in the discussion is like

impracticable.

It is not likely that the people would I

kindly to the idea of having |
arsons appointed

by the executive, sometimes 1- of their

ability along given lines, but not Bftfreouently

for personal or political reas irticipate in
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and bring their influence to bear directly upon
the question of the appropriation of public

money for their respective departments.

Their responsibility for such action would not

be to the people but to the President.

Under our system information concerning

the necessity for appropriations estimated for

is obtained through hearings before the

respective committees having appropriating

jurisdiction. Reports of these hearings are

always printed and are available for the in-

formation of even.' Member of the House and
the country.

It is more than likely that the presence and
influence of heads of departments upon the

floor, while perhaps furnishing some enlight-

ment to those members who do not take the

trouble to examine the reports of hearings,

would tend to increase rather than decrease

appropriations. Each cabinet officer would
represent and use his power and influence in

the interests of his own department. This is

always the case under the present system,

and it is not reasonable to suppose that it

would be different if cabinet officers were per-

mitted to urge their estimates on the floor

ell as before commit!

ATTITUDE OF HOUSE COMMITTEES

dher serious • ause for increased appro-

priations is the fact that the < hairmen and
members of those committees, each of which
has jurisdiction of but a single appropriation

bill, have become the partisan representatives

•mmittee and upon the floor of the depart-

ment or the parti( ular a< tivity of the govern-

on h ( omes under their appro-

priating jurisdiction. I ommittees have
lioth ive and appropriating juri-di( lion.

1 mmittee on Appropriations, on the
- hand, very properly has no legislative

but has control of ~i\ appropria-

tion bills, carrying a little more than half the

appropriation- I wo of these bills, the

: Judicial and the

ippropriationi ; 1 IT
<

-

«

ting

•merit :. ity of the

d rca< h all

t in t: ' r. 'I

pro-

id to retrain from

: 1 1 vp
.-Ml.lr I t|„, |( |,

iraM i*

A partial remedy for the lack of coordination

between commktees having appropriating jur-

isdiction was thought to have been found
in the Senate when recently a committee on
public expenditures was formed, composed
of the chairmen of the various appropri-

ating committees. This committee, however,

found it impossible to accomplish anything,

because none of its members wished to antag-

onize any one of the appropriating committees

by interfering with its work and interposing his

judgment over that of the seventeen or more
members who composed each of the appropri-

ating committees; and also because none of the

committees was willing to surrender its judg-

ment to any other committee. For these and
other reasons nothing whatever was accom-
plished through that method.

Prior to 1865 the House of Representatives

had no committee known as a "Committee on
Appropriations." Until then all appropria-

tion bills were prepared and submitted by the

Committee on Ways and Means.

DIVISION* OF RISPONSIBILITY

In 1865 the jurisdiction of this committee,

under the rules of the House, was divided and
the Committee on Appropriations was created

with Thaddeus Stevens as its head, who re-

signed the chairmanship of Ways and Means
to accept the chairmanship of this new com-
mittee. Thereafter, and until 1880, all appro-

priations were considered by the Committee on

Appropriations. In the latter year the legisla-

tive committee on Agriculture was authorized,

under the rules of the House, to prepare and
report the Agrii ultural Appropriation Hill.

In 1885, to weaken the influence of Samuel

|. Randall, a I'rote< tion Democrat, then ( hair-

man of the Committee on Appropriations,

authority was given, by a Democratic House,

to the Committee on Military Affairs to report

Lppropriation bill and the bill for

ipport of the Military Academy; to the

Committee on Naval Affairs to report the \.i

ral Appropriation bill; to the Committee on

Forei tin- 1 diplomatic and ( Consular

Appropriation bill; to the < ommittee on r

tad . tl" 1 Offii e V
propriation bill; and to tin- Committee on

Indian V he Indian Appropriation bill.

'I tins th<- juri di< tion . I the T<

bility for, all appropi taken from one

id divided

1 ommil • ontrol over the

ipriation for bul one department,

made thi il rcprc rntativc ami

live drpartmi nl t"t
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which they consider and recommend appro-

priations, rather than the servants of the House
and the representatives of the people, the ex-

penditure of whose money they recommend.
In thi.N way we have seven avenues and as

many by-ways as there are members constitut-

ing these committees, to the federal Treasury.

This division of jurisdiction and responsi-

bility in the matter of initiating appropriations

has contributed more than any single cause to

the enormous increase in appropriations during

recent years. It was predicted at the time by

Mr. Randall and Mr. Cannon that the amend-
ment to the rules, dividing the responsibility

for appropriations, would soon cost the people

£50,000,000 annually. Our experience under
this rule has demonstrated the wisdom of these

men in opposing its adoption, and the correct-

ness of their judgment as to its responsibility for

greatly increasing appropriations for public

expenditures.

GIVE ENTIRE JURISDICTION- TO ONE COMMITTEE

The real remedy for unnecessarily increasing

appropriations, therefore, lies in the adoption
of a rule upon the organization of the Hou.-e in

the Sixty-second Congress, authorizing the ap-

pointment of one committee sufficiently large to

represent all sections of the country, vested

with exclusive jurisdiction over all estimates for

appropriations. This would he a genuine re-

form in the rules of the House,—one that

would be of practical benefit to the people. It

would save to the federal Treasury from fifty

to seventy-five millions of dollars annually.

Although the suggested change in the rules

i^ within the power of the House to make, its

accomplishment would be impossible without

the aid of a strong public sentiment. This is

so for the reason that it will encounter the de-

termined opposition of about one hundred and

eighty members whoare,or have been, members
of one or the other of these seven appropriating

committees. The membership of these com-
mittees is naturally jealous of the prestige and
influence that attac hes to service on a commit-

tee having appropriating jurisdiction. Their
c ombined elTort and influence would, there-

fore, have to be met and overcome. For this

n the proposed modification of the rules

c annot be effe< ted until, through the press and
of the country, there i- created a

public sentiment so strong in its favor that

member- who have not had service on anv of

committees will fed compelled, in the

interest of economy, to favor a rule for the

lintment of a single committee to have
control of all appropriations.

The results accomplished by the one com-
mittee that now has jurisdiction over six of the

twelve appropriation bills gives promise of the

retrenchment that may be expected if all the

appropriation bills were placed under the con-
trol of a single committee. The appropriations

reported to the House, by the Committee on
Appropriations, during the last session of Con-
gress were $16,933,925.24 less than the esti-

mates over which that committee has juris-

diction; while the appropriations reported In-

all the other appropriating committees were

$27,931,402.10 in excess of the estimates sub-

mitted for their consideration. This difference

in previous sessions was much greater when
the estimates were submitted, under the old

system, with far less care and without the

restraining influence under which the heads of

the executive departments prepared the esti-

mates submitted at the last session.

Among the many important duties of Con-
fess none requires greater concentration of

responsibility, in order to insure the best and
most satisfactory results, than the considera-

tion of estimates for appropriations to meet
governmental expenditures. No great cor-

poration would for a moment tolerate the im-

practical and unbusinesslike method in allot-

ting to its several departments the amount
necessary to the conduct of its business that

has obtained in both Houses of Congress the

pa>t twenty-five years. If it did, bankruptcy

would inevitably follow in a very short time.

Inasmuch, then, as this divided responsibil-

ity and haphazard method in considering and
recommending appropriations is to such a great

extent responsible for the enormous and unnec-

essary increase in our appropriations in recent

years, and since the chief remedy can be found

only in the creation of a single committee for

the consideration of appropriation bills, it is to

be hoped that before the organization of the

next Congress a wist and overwhelming public

sentiment will exist, demanding that in the

interest of economy in appropriations and in

the administration of public affairs the juris-

diction over all appropriations be consolidated

in one committee of the House, instead of being

divided, as now, between seven or eight If

this can be accomplished in conjunction with

the pre>cnt method of preparing and submit-

ting the estimates by the executive to Com."

then the consideration of those estimates by

one committee, instead of by eight, would pre-

vent the duplication of and insure thai

ordination in the public service that would

greatly reduce the appropriations and hereafter

keep them wit hin the actual needs, as well as with-

in the legitimate functions, of the Government



LEADING ARTICLES OF THE MONTH
HOW GERMAN STREET RAILWAYS SHAME US

A'N excellent commentary on the prevalent

criticism of American street-railway serv-

ice is supplied by the Engineering News,
which prints in its editorial correspondence

a letter from C. W. B., who has been spending

a short time in half a dozen German cities

—

Cologne, Mayence, and Strasburg being three

of them—and who says that he wishes he had

with him in Germany the manager of the street

railways in his own home town in America, to

whom he would like to put a few questions

with the view of discovering why there is

such a contrast between the street railways

of these German cities and his own at home.

The indictment he brings against the New
Jersey corporation which runs the latter is as

follows:

Its cars are dirty and overcrowded. They are
insufficient in number to accommodate the traffic,

not only at the rush hours of the day but at other
times. Thtv are run at astonishingly irregular

intervals. Often one waits a long time for a car

me along and then three or four will pass in a
bunch. The conduct of the employees is a con-

stant source of complaint. The handling of the
f ontroller and of the brakes is such that the cars

- illy -topped with a jerk and started with
I that sends the whole' mass of

ing backward. The failure of motor-
top wh<n signaled is a constant exaspera-

parti ilarty on parts of the system when
are run at infrequent intervals.

The paw: jammed into dirty
• • !• I .',• | ids used upon the

ttle are such verbal a
and " move up in front." That's tin < hief

\nd there a a>> yet no humane sot iety

passengers from cruel
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were many other points in the Germans' favor

noted by him. For example, he says:

When I travel on my home street railway and
the car comes to a switch, a stop is made while the
motorman takes the long switch-operating rod out
ol the front compartment where he keeps it. Then
he either gets out of the car or pokes the rod out of

the front window and turns the switch. Then he
puts back the rod and starts the car ahead.
On a German car the motorman carries the

switch-operating rod on the front of the car out-
side where it is held by a socket and latch. When
he comes to a switch, therefore, he can release the
rod and turn the switch and replace the rod in a
fifth of the time the motorman on an American car
requires.

Another point that bothers Americans in con-

nection with their street railways, especially in

going from one city to another, is whether the

cars will stop on the near or on the far side of

the street. In Germany, the stopping-places

are plainly marked by neat enameled signs

along the sidewalk, and, except at junctions

with other street railways, arc located at some
distance from the street corners. C. W. B.

believes that the adoption of such a system in

America would obviate four-fifths of the com-
plaints of motormen not stopping when sig-

naled; and it might result in a saving of time

that would avoid the high-speed runs between
stops, and the quick starts and sudden checks
that arc as annoying to the passengers as they

are injurious to the equipment.
In justice to the American street-railway

manager, ( \V B. < onfesses Ids belief that the

brusque "Step lively!'' of the American con-

duc tor i- just as truly typu al of us as a people
as the politeness <>f the < ierman conductor is of

the ( rerman nation. Must we not, he asks, as

a nation learn the art of good manners before

we indi< t ou: managers l>< >

their conductors do not say "Pleaae'' and
•'I hank
Street railways in German cities ol moderate

to .niv in

mallei traffii . can y
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IS EUROPE TAKING RELIGION OUT OF
ITS SCHOOLS?

npHK entire separation of Church and
* Stale is regarded by nearly all citizens

of this republic as a highly fortunate condi-

tion of affairs. Their independence of one or

the other seems to make lor the freedom of

both. At the same time, government within

each is immensely simplified through the

presenceof a single instead of a dual authority.

As applied to our public schools, this prin-

ciple has resulted in the "undenominational "

system which most of us would be very un-

willing to see changed. The question as to

which faith should be taught, and how much
prominence it should receive in the school

curriculum, has not, however, everywhere
been settled with so little difficulty and fric-

tion as here. Where a state religion has been
strongly entrenched, there, of course, the

efforts to get it out of the schools have been

vigorously resisted. In France, after a bitter

conflict, all religious teaching or observance,

and even the recognition of religious belief,

was finally banished from the schools main-

tained out of the public exchequer. In Italy a

similar movement has been in progress, and
the "laicization," or ''neutralization," of

government educational institutions there

finds a host of energetic, eloquent adversaries,

not only among the Roman Catholic priest-

hood, but the laity as well.

To the large and solid body of opinion the

Rasscgiia XazioHdlc of Florence gives voice in

the shape of an article based on a pamphlet
recently issued by a distinguished ecciesias-

tic, Monsignor Bonomelli.

The "scandalous French novelty and ab-

surdity, "one reads in the Rassegna Nazumale,
"of divorcing education from religion has

found, and continues to find, ready followers

in Italy." The point of view of this review is

representative of the attitude taken by the

majority of devout Roman Catholics in Eu-
rope, and is therefore worth quoting Some-
what at length.

Rut it i- chiefly on the schools that the fate of

our country dep< nds; if they are Christian, n will

the future generations be. The lay school i- not
merely anti-Christian but atheistic. . . . 1--

noring every true basis <>f morality, it is anti-

social, lor it i- a kind of institution which does not
really educate, and which does more harm than
gOOtl, What we want lirst of all and above all is

good children, t<> obtain which worthy grand aim
their characters must be strengthened, in order to
render t hem capable ol performing a< ts of sacrifice,

of overcoming the diftv ulties they will meet, of en-
during the sorrows which may befall them, mu\ of

conquering their passions. The moral law can be
prescribed and enforced solely in the name of Him
who alone has the right to prescribe it and ei

it without respect to persons. Who wield- full and
absolute authority over all men alike, and Who at
Hi- appointed hour will ask lor a stri. t accounting
and will judge all men by their work-. Now, where
is a teacher in a lay school to get this moral law
from, so that he may propound and expound it to
hi- pupil-.' A school without God must produce
scholars who will fall a prey to the most untamed
passions, the direst vices. ... In countries
where the lay school is established, and where there
i- not enough countervailing religious instruction
by means of private institutions or the cler(
otherwise, we see a terrifying growth of the spirit

of revolt, of anarchistic and brutally socialistic

ideas, of the filthiest literature, of disgusting real-

ism in pictures and sculpture, and of orgies which
would only have been thought possible in pagan
times. . . . We cannot admit that religion is

purely an individual or family affair, or one of
conscience. It is a public and a social question.

It is unfair, says the article in the Rassc%)ia

Xazionale, to cite Holland or Switzerland in

defense of lav school-, for there "they open
with common prayer, the Bible is read every
day, and at the close a very simple prayer is

offered up, thanking God for blessings be-

stowed. How different from our schools, and
from the French, whence even the name of

God is banished!" A few Italian occurrences

are then recorded. School children have been
rebuked by masters for making the sign of the

cross. Others have been forbidden t<> men-
tion the name of God. From some scholars

bookmarks in the form of sacred emblems
have been taken away. One teacher wrote

under a boy's composition, in which he had
written about his mother's death, his extreme
grief thereat, and his hope of one day seeing

her again in heaven, "Do you believe this?"

"However," concludes the Italian writer,

"this is not liberty. It i- tyranny of the first

water—tyranny for which there is no exci

We rebel, once and for all, against such arbitrary

dealings, and ask for true liberty in education
which shall give cause of complaint to none. Under
a -v-tcin of that sort the believer- will have the

schools they desire, with suitable master-, and thus

there will be homogeneous bringing up in which
class and home teaching will not contradict I

other. Let the unbelievers have their school

they desire them. Every fatherofa family will then

be tree to choose the kind of school he prefers.

Experience will show which yicWs tin ult-.

. . Be it remembered that, it' our Italy ha-

and powerful nation, this is dui

the alumni of sch.K.l- that were free, nun; ol

them in clerical hands, while to-day no small num-
ber of pupils in our laj i not only ha

turvy notion-, but also deny their country.
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A NEW HINDU NATIONAL SONG
HPHERE is, it seems, a literary as well as a

-*- patriotic renasence in India. In a recent

issue of the Hindustani Review, in an article

on Hindustani as the national language of

India, a writer says that "in Lahore we have
now a young aspirant to literary fame in Dr.

Mahommed Iqbal, Ph.D., etc., whose short

but sweet poem, 'Hindustan Hamara, 7

strikes notes that must awaken responsive

echoes all through Hindustan."
The following are extracts of a few verses,

from which it would seem that the Hindu is

quite as capable of idealizing his native land

as the Briton or the American.
The song is entitled "My Native Land."

1. Of all countries in this world,
our Hindustan is the best;

2. It is our rose-garden, and we
are its nightingales.

3. Even though in foreign countries.
My heart is always in my native land;

4. You must take me to be there,

Where my heart really is.

5. That mountain which is the highest of all

and the nearest to the Heavens:
6. It is our sentry

;_
yea it is our watchman

7. In the lap of Ind,

there disport a thousand streams;

8. Even the regions of Paradise are
jealous of the breath of our rose-garden.

9. O, Thou Ganges stream! dost
Thou still remember the clay

10. When we first descended on Thy shores?

11. No religion rcer teaches us to bear

enmity to each other;

12. We are Indians and this Hindustan is

Our native land.

13. Greece, Egypt and Rome have
all vanished from this world;

14. And yet the name and fame of our
dear old Ind still abide.

THK POLITICAL CAPACITY OF THE NEGRO
A VIGOROUS, courageous defense of the

political capacity of the black man is con-

tributed to the current number of the Nine-
teenth Century, by Prof. Kelly Miller, dean of

the College of Arts and Sciences, at Howard
University, Washington. Professor Miller,

himself a member of the negro race, limits

i M u— ion to the negro in the United States.

The ancient doctrine of race inferiority, he
says, still persists. "It avers with great

vehemence of spirit that the negro is inher-

ently, unalterably, and everlastingly inferior

to the white race as a part of God's cosmic
scheme of things, and, therefore, IS an unfit

r for <mcnt, which is the
highest human function."

the It irprising

for the standards of his
• now l*o

ill. by purely artifu ial

ri< .111 hat
rloubt, ridii til«-, .ind < 00-

who would

to prevailing belief, is the most marvellous illustra-

tion of self-governing ability on the face of the
globe. Where else can be found a race of slaves
who rose up in their independence of spirit and
banished the ruling race to another continent, set

up free government, and maintained it for one hun-
dred years in face of the taunts and sneers and
despiteful usage of a frowning world? If there be
imperfections, internal dissensions, and repeated
revolutions, it is merely a repetition of the experi-
ence of mankind in learning the lesson of self-

government. Liberia is held up to ridicule and
s< orn, and pointed to as an everlasting argument of

the u overnmental incapacity; and yet we
have here a handful of ex-slaves who had only

I for a while in the backyard of American
civilization, and who, feeling the fires of freedom
burning in their breasts, crossed the ocean and es-

tablished a government on the miasmatic 1 oasts of

Africa. 'I his Government has been maintained,
however feebly, for ninety years. For nearlj a

century a handful of American negroes have exer-

ontrol over 1 wo millions ol nat i\ c s

and have maintained themselves amid the intrigue

and reat European powei

:'.ir a t lie negro ha been allowed to I

part in politics, Profes or Miller maintains

been a i onstanl influent e making
for righti
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country belongs to the negro a- much as to any
other, not only because hi- haa helped to redeem it

from the wilderness l>y the energy of his arm, but
because lie has al>o bathed it with his blood and
watered it with hi- tears, and hallowed it with the

yearnings of his bouL .Not only in local atachment
but also in devotion of spirit to American institu-

tions and ideals the negro has played a notable

part. It was the negro slave whose blood was first

shed in the streets of Boston as an earnest of

American independence. In every national cri-is

the negro has demonstrated his patriotism anew.
It runs like a thread through ever)' chapter of our
national history from Boston Common to San Juan
Hill. By what possible stretch of argument can a

race with such potential patriotic capacity be con-

strued into a menace to free institutions? If there
be any menaceful feature in the political
status, it is merely that hi grows out of ignore
poverty, and the resultant degradation. These are
only temporary and incidental, and they endure
only until adequate means are put forth for their
removal. There arc some who arc blinded by the
spirit of racial animosity and hate, and with whom
racial passion b the only political stock-in-trade,
so that they will willingly create a racial nn
where none exists, or perpetuate it though it might
easily be removed. These are the most unloyal, un-
patriotic men in America, and could profitabl

at the feet of the negro, whom they hold in despite,
and learn the fundamental principles of loyalty and
devotion to country and its cau-

JAPAN'S POVERTY AND HER STRENGTH
TV/TUCH has been written about the impe-
A cunious condition of Japan—so much,

indeed, that the very name suggests a poor
country. But how poor she is as compared
with other nations is known only to the few

who have made special inquiry into the ques-

tion. One of these few students is Professor

Kambe, of Kioto Imperial University, who
publishes the result of his painstaking inves-

tigations in a recent issue of Nippon A
Shinshi (the Japanese journal of economy*,
of Tokio.

After sifting a mass of statistics this noted

Japanese scholar of economic science reaches

the conclusion that his country is economic-

ally the poorest of all the nations which at

present are generally recognized as "great

powers." In the first place, he compares the

total amount of Japan's national wealth with

those of other powers. Assuming that ioo

yen* represents the total wealth of Japan, he

gives us the following comparative table:

A m
,

A .i 1

1

Country

Japan . . [00 yen
Italy J'n) "

Austria .
-

|

Russia 551
< rermanj 683
France
Great Britain.

.

. 1 .ih>.n

United States. , 't397

Not only is Japan's national wealth the

smallest, she isthe most heavily burdened with

debts. Her national debt. Professor Kambe
estimates, amounts to 2a yen tor every 100
yen of her wealth, whereas even Italy, the
poorest of the European powers, has a debl
of only 17 yen per too yen of wealth. Russia's

•The

debt is 14 yen to every 100 yen of her na-

tional wealth; France's, 14; Germany's. 10;

Austria's, 7; Great Britain's. -
: the United

States' 1.

Professor Kambe further infers that the

average per capita income of the Japanese is

smaller than that of any other people belong-

ing to the family of great powers. Taking
the average income of the Japanese at 10

yen, he gives us the following table:

Prr
Co

Country

Japan i"

Italy 1 "

Austria 28

Germany .41

France .

Great Britain .......
United States 73

M

The gloomiest feature of all is the fact that,

next to Italy. Japan is the most heavily taxed

of nations. The Japanese is taxed to th<

tent of 1 yen 20 sen upon every 10 v< ;; of his

income, a proportion exceeded only by Italy,

which taxes 1 y< >; upon every 10 yen of

the income of its subjects The Austrian

pays a tax of 1 yen 13 sea ujx>n every 10 yen

of his income; the Frenchman 07 SO*; the

Englishman ; the German 07 sen; and
the American 33 sen.

In spite of all these unfavorable conditions

now prevailing in Japan, Professor Kambe is

far from disheartened. On the contrary he en-

tertains decidedly optimistic views as to the

future o\ Japan's economic development, be-

lieving that by applying proper methods her

wealth can be augmented to no small extent.

He also finds consolation in the patriotism

and public spirit which enables his country-

men cheerfully to sacrifice every comfort for

the sake of the S;ate whenever an emergency
aris,
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CENTENARY OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL QUEEX
IN PRUSSIAN HISTORY

npHE name of Queen Louise, held in such
•* affectionate memon" by the Prussian

people, conjures up a vision of gracious loveli-

ness. Ever an attractive and appealing figure,

a special interest attaches to her at present

—

the centennial of her death. The exhibition of

likenesses of the Queen now being held in the

Hohenzollern Museum at Berlin offers the

best opportunity to obtain genuine portrayals

of her at various ages.

P. Bailleu, writing in the IUustrirte Zeitung

(Leipsicj on the occasion of the anniversary,

gives us a vivid idea of the personality of the

Queen, who enthralled the fancy not only of

her contemporaries but of succeeding genera-

tions. A reproduction of a beautiful, youthful

picture of her, by Tischbein (now in the Royal

Palace at Berlin), precedes his article.

In lecturing—the writer begins—some years

ago on Queen Louise before a Berlin audience.

and speaking of the fascination of her personal-

ity, her captivating grace, one of the audience

stepped up to him at the close and asked

whether she had reallv been so beautiful and

I, so irresistibly winning, or was it all only

a Prussian legend. This is the question, he con-

tinues, which n too, on the eve of the cen-

A I*

Till: PKCSSI \\ ICADONM \

(The lieautiful Queen Louise of Prus ia ;he center

of whose 'ieath w;t I month)

tenary memorial of her death, is again more or

audibly put.

I In- Question may !><• readily and decisively
answered. We can point to the pictures where

Lebrun, dr.i^i. and Tia hbein havedepii i
*

<

I

the charm of her i ; l»ut more appealing are
the descriptions ><\ her from the pen of two for-

i Frenchman and an Englishman. Count
ho came i" Berlin \\ iili I >urcx in 1803,
One of the me ries that have remained

with m<- (roin my brief jourm \ 1- the admiration
tli.it the beautiful and gifted Queen "I Pi
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(harm, and Bhe is just as lovable and gracious a-

-li< i- beautiful in face and form."

The witchery of Queen Louise's personality,

however, lay not so much in outward appear-

ance. "It radiated from her inner nature.

whose beautiful, gentle harmony animated her

motions and re-echoed in her voice." In her

countenance there "beamed the peace of a

candid, pure soul, joyous and happy" and
anxious to make others so. "I feel so

kindly toward people," she once wrote to

a friend, "my whole being is love for them:

I should so like to know them happy and
contribute toward making them so, at my
own expense."

She had shared in her happy years the easy-

going life of pleasure of the Berlin court, the

distaste of her husband for every form of politi-

cal activity. If from 1805 she turned to poli-

tii -. it was not with a meddling spirit
;
the cur-

rent- that began to stir the Prussian people

thrilled her also, and she realized that her hus-

band needed a faithful companion to strengthen

and encourage him.

Thus the force of circumstances thrust her into
a place that Bhe alone could till. ( >f the two oppo-

amps into which Europe was divided— in her
eyes, a division more ethical than polit

took the part against Napoleon. She had no
-hare, however, in the measures that led to the
unfortunate war and the collapse of 1806. All the
more mt w.i- her unflinching devotion dur-
ing tin war, and her painful pilgrimage to Tilsit,

which has invested her with the imperishable con-
secration of unmerited misfortune. Hut it was
only after the conclusion of peace that the full

blessing of her activity unfolded itself. It was
chiefly Queen Louise who composed the difference
between the King and his ref >rm mi .iron

von Stein, thus making the great rel >rm work
sible. And again, some years later, it was she
who, in one of the severest cri-cs of the Prussian
realm, averted the danger of los - Silesia, and at

the same time brought about the appointment of

the second great reform minister. Baron von Har-
denberg, a- Chancellor, in 1810. It was an a

far-reaching consequence, but it was her last; a
few weeks after her great victories -!u died while
on a visit to her father, at th >ur.

HUNGARY A SOYKRKIGN STATE
HPHERE i- no such thing as an "Austro-
A Hungarian Empire." This is clearly

and emphatically set forth in the Roman
Nuova Antologia by his excellency Count Al-

bert Apponyi, who in the Kingdom of Hun-
gary has fulfilled the functions of Chief Jus-

tice, Minister of Public Instruction, and
President of the Lower HouSC, or Kcpviscl-

bhaz. Count Apponyi continues:

Mistaken ideas concerning the relations between
Austria and Hungarj are propagated through cer-

tain political channel-, both Austrian and Ger-
man, inasmuch a- some publicists of those coun-
tries are endeavoring to lend authoritative color

to tin- exploded fancy of a greal unified Austria, in

which Hungary would figure but as a more or less

autonomous province. . . . To mind- pos-

sessed with such erroneous notion-— as most non-

Austrian writer- are our institutions .\\\<.\ our

national affairs remain everlasting riddle-, because

those notion- are so entirely -iran^e to hi-t

and constitutional facts. The most important fact.

ver, i- that Hungary stands as an independent
soven Hungary ha- never surren

any portion 1 vereignty; il has only ol

cal exigencies in the method of ca rrv in.

\ e- of that - ity. The
term "autonomy " ha- no meaning w hatcver w hen
applied ti mk! if then li.iv i

anj concessions then it i- Hungary that ha- made
them.

It i- true, explains Count Apponyi, that the

same "physical person" reigns over the two

countries, *. e. Franz Josef , or Ferenc J

But this person, who is at once the Lhnpcror

Austria and the King of Hungary, repre-

sents two sovereignties entirely distinct in

law. which moreover differ considerably in

various essentials of prerogative. One
should understand that two separate mon-
archies, two dominions quite independent of

each other, are comprised within the ana
usually designated as Austria-Hungary, viz.,

the Empire of A tria and the Kingdom of

Hungar. Count Apponyi farther:

There i< no Austro-Hungarian territory; there is

only Austrian territory and Hungarian territory,

which fact was established In- the unanimous
of Parliament on the occasion of boundary negotia-

with Rumania. 11 AustTO-Hun-
garian citizens; there are only Austrian citizen- and
Hungarian citizens, who may hold or lose their

rights of citizenship according to their respective

country's law-, which an OS the same.
. . . In Pari-, a few n-us

of tin- foreigners was taken. th>

with it obstinately refused to enter tl rians

residing in that city a- Hungarian cil -ub-

they want \u-tri.m-,

which was just about as correct as if tl

them English or Russian. At I.

then; a- Austro-Hun -which lute

It i- time that

and that _:i< r liv » here

should enjoy the acknowledgment ol his nati

itv. even though it were Hungarian.

Count Apponyi supports bis statements by

rence to history. It was not for the pur-
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pose of transforming Hungary into a province

of some empire that the Hapsburgs were

called in to rule over that land. On the con-

trarv. in their coronation oaths the monarchs

of that line solemnly engaged to uphold Hun-

gary's liberty and independence.

Under the first Kings belonging to that dynasty

there was no constitutional tie between Hungary
and the other countries [of the Empire]; and none

could possibly have existed, since those other coun-

tries were ruled by hereditary ri^lu. while Hun-
gary was an elective kingdom. It was by virtue of

elections that several Hapsburg sovereigns suc-

ceeded one another on the Hungarian throne be-

tween 1526 and 1687. At this latter date the Hun-
garian crown was declared hereditary in the male
branch of the house of Hapsburg, under express

guarantee of the country's freedom and independ-

ence. But it was only in 1723, when the right of

succession was extended to the female branch of

the same dynasty, that the relations betwixt Hun-
gary and the old hereditary provinces, specified by
the collective name of Austria, were defined and
confirmed in proper legal form. Thi- \\a- done
through the Pragmatic Sanction, under Charles VI
(Charles III of Hungary), dating in Austria from

1713, and with us from 1723.

The obligation of "mutual defense" at

that time entered upon, so this authoritative

writer points out. is quite unrelated to the

peculiar physical unity of ruler-hip, and nei-

ther d<>e- it affect the integrity of Hungarian

gnty. With the great constitutional

reform of 1S4S, he goes on to elucidate, tame
the parliamentary arrangement, when the

dual character of the Empire-Kingdom was
emphatically reaffirmed by the enunciation of

for th> of royal

prerogative in Hungary. Then came the

com; \usgleich, or Ki'

This m whose arti< le

in'_'."i- not a treaty, but -im-

• exclusively from the will of

Hungarian legislative power." And al-

he admit-, there appear to be

validit; I in-

to be beyond dii

In t:

t of the 'dual

er of thii

1 Hun:' 'lnir

nd .1
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COUNT CHARLES KHUEN-BELASI-HEDERVARY,
Till: NEW HUNGARIAN PREMIER

I By his victory in the Hungarian general election,

which has at last placed the internal if the Dual

hy on what a if con-

struct-, lunt Charles K huen- Bclasi- 1 le.lervary

has become the most conspicuous statesman in the

rivaling even the "new Bismarck." Count Aehrenthal.

menal worker and organizer, at once Pro-

Consul ami Parliamentarian. He serve 1 as Ban of Croatia

.me Minister President, and he has long

1 the coi i]K'rur I":

and Finance; these ministers arc four in num-
ber, the military and naval branches having

separate heads ( who are professional men, not

civilians). But there is no common delibera-

tive assembly. Such questions as need joint

. -ion arc taken up by the so-called I )clc-

gationa to which, by the way, the common
cabinet i- responsible. There are two Dele-

gations, on< \ Mi. in and <mc Hungarian;
they compri y members each, selected

by tin- Upper 1 1 i and Lower I [<

tria and of Hungary from their own per-

I, in the proportion of twenty to forty.

The I delegation Iternately. summoned
I i. t the i apital

l

.

• Vet they do not sit as

a ho 1 i - 1 mi '

! me poinl nnot

lUI pint v

\dditi II

fully i (I and re
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spected the author finds in the antiquity of lation, and its possessioD of nationally indi-

it- establishment as a kingdom, more than vidua] traits and ideals. 1 1 < regards Austro-
niiu centuries ago, the solidarity of itspopu- Hungarian relationsasvery cordial at present.

HOW KING EDWARD VII WAS EDUCATED
A BRILLIANT essay upon the character of
x

the late King Edward VII appears in the

(
Quarterly Review. While unsigned, its author-

ship is generally ascribed by the British press to

Lord Esher, one of the best informed men in

England on the reigns of Victoria and Edward,
The real topi( of the essay is how the char-

acter of King Edward was shaped. Three-

fourths of the artii le is devoted to a description

of the excessive care taken by Queen Victoria

and the Prime Consort in educating their son

and heir for his high vocation. Its concluding

pages describe the result d this elaborate

prot ess of intensive culture as illustrated in the

character of the King. Lord Esher writes a

little bit more as a courtier than as a historian,

and his article is perhaps more of a eulogium

than a criticism. Even so, he cannot deny the

fact—on the contrary, he expressly admits it

more than once—that the system of education

adopted with such anxious thought, pursued

with such steady perseverance by his parents,

was a mistake, although, like many other mis-

takes, it did notwork out so badly in the long run.

Ill K

It is amazing that the King did not turn out

a frightful prig, hut he was. no doubt, delivi

from this by the fact that he inherited from his

ancestors a large proportion i inal sin.

The old Adam in him was strong even .

child of three and a half years old, for lib .

erness describes him as very intelligent, gener-

ous, and good-tempered, with a le dona!

ions and stampings i n then he was

most exemplary in politeni

Nothing— not the smallest thi
\

- lift to

chance. Not a week, not a day, not an hour of the
time of this pre< i> >us youth could safeb or properly
in' wasted. Other lads might illy run

in the springtime, and f< boys it

might be legitimate to plunge into the n
romance. But for this boy the- ; en of Sir

Walter Scott were closed, and he must concen-
trate, ever concentrate, upon "modern languaf
upon "history," upon "the sciences."

Daily, almost hourly, thi 1 and the Prince

kept watch and ward over those entrusted with the

care of their son.

He was never lor a moment allowed to foi

that it was his destiny to be the King

land, and his whole life, his studies, his amuse-

ments, his companions were all chosen for him

by a parental providence. Judging from the

memoranda quoted by tin

the Queen and Prince Consort were at lee.

much concerned about th< their

son as they were about the government of the

Empire.

They succeeded in teaching him to be politi

will, to he neat, punctual ami ordcrl.

other words, ihcy hardened what mi( ailed

his naturally good instincts into I it-; but

when thej came up against h. pleasure and
other instincts, they not only tailed utterly, but

contributed them-. 1 r in-

stance, it is probable that the blu whom
1 ady Lyttelton describes as In -.ward in

language when he was three and a half yi

might never under the mosl guidance

developed hit but the

method adopted by the Pi ply made
him loathe books. Hew Red to read a

1. ami during his stay at Edinburgh the only

literary dissipation he was allowed was an abri

edition of Gibbons' "Decline and Fall of the

Roman Empire," and the worthy 1 >r. Schmidt's

"II : the Middh

\ great reader the King never was. but lie

and this fju ulty of

nation seems to hi a innate in him
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and was not due to any special education. The
mischief which the excessive supervision of his

earlier education did to the Prince was aggra-

vated in later years by the jealous manner in

which he was excluded by the Queen from all

participation in affairs of Mate. That the

Prince resented this bitterly is an open secret.

He complained of it to all.

For several years of his life he was popularly

credited or debited with the reputation of a

Prince Hal. His own mother was said to have

frequently expressed with some bitterness her

disappointment at the finished result of the

painful efforts of the Prince Consort and her-

self to make the Prince of Wales walk in the

strait and narrow path. Indeed, the strait and
narrow path was the one thing which the Prince

instinctively detested, and the more you tried to

drive him into it the more he preferred the

broad path that leadeth to destruction. But
when Queen Victoria died Prince Hal disap-

peared, and in his place King Edward dis-

solved in twenty-four hours all the misgivings

of those who had never seen the better side of

his character. Those who stood near him at

that time realized immediately that in Edward
VI I the country had come into the possession

of a great monarch:

So far from his previous life, with its want of

concentrated energy, with its so-called frivolities,

and with what men always prejudiced and some-
times insincere call its ceremonial inanities, prov-

ing an obstacle to kingship, the sheer humanity of

it had left him unscathed of soul and most extraor-

dinarily well equipped for dealing with the gravest

problem with which a sovereign has to deal, that is

to say, the eternal problem of making good use of

the average man. Whether it was a radical politi-

cian or a foreign statesman, a man embittered by
t or one of fortune's favorites, an honest man

or a villain, no one ever left the King's presence
without a sense of his own increased importance in

the worldly scale of things. It was this power of

raising a man in his own estimation which was the

mainspring of the King's influence. His varied
intercourse with men of all sorts and conditions,

his preference for objective rather titan for subjec-
tive teaching, as his old tutor said of him in boy-
hood, and his frank interest in the affairs of others,

had taught him the most profound and the oftenest

ignored of all platitudes, that the vast majority of

men are good, and that no man is wholly evil.

THE RUSSIAN CHURCH AND DIVORCE
\ T the present time, when the question of

A *• dl occupying public attention >o

ly in this country, the article by Mr.

Andre v I Shipman in the Catholic World on

divorce in the Russian Church i> as opportune

ling to thi> writ.-r,

although the question of marriage in the Rus-

sian Orthodox Chunh rc-t.-^ upon a reasonably

solid foundation, in practice it i.-> quite different.

In the Orthodox Greek Church matrimony is a

:ment and is indissoluble. Until the reign

Gi it, matrimonial legislation and
m Russia were more or '. .rely

I; but from his time until [841 there

mpt to p verity of the

Chur rig with the customs of the
•

med by t! mmenl and
.'. the law of the

I to the dissolution

i by

Old th<

: either by p«ti

I

lii< h

entails the loss of bis civil and family rights; or

when he has been absent without having been

heard from for five years. The absence must

be proved, the usual method of supplying such

evidence being by an advertisement in a Church
paper. Suits arc divided into two classes:

divorce without criminality and divorce arising

from transgress ion. The lir>t relate to matters

of incapacity; the second, to violations of the

marriage vows. The party found guilty is not

allowed to remarry; but the other party may at

once contracl a new marriage. It is however
possible for the guilty party, after several year-,

to make application, perform the prescribed

penance, and then receive permission to many
again. The 1 ivil « ourts in Russia have no jur

isdii lion over di that any corrupt prai

iini-t be attributed to the State ( !hur< h and

to i' (id |»ro< edure.

1 an the article under review we learn thai

livon e in Ru ->ia, together with

ide departure from tin- early < anon- of the

( 'hun h. "
I) ted in many laxities and

,, so that a -tan- ol thing ha been pro

1 whii li ted here in the

ol out ve\ ) libei al di

up iii m imi) dul
II.. I !»())(•< tl I I" l'\
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upon the costs and fees which come t<» them .1- ,1

pari "I tlitir revenue; and tin- lawyers look upon
divorce litigation .1- .1 >af< and profitable soun e o(

professional income, something like conveyance
.ind searching of titles with as.

Most of the divorces in Ru>.-ia arc for con-

tinued absence without news of the other party.

Often a divorce i- obtained by the wife in one

part of the Empire, and a divorce by the hu>-

band in another part, for this same cause. It

i- an ordinary thing to see a li>t of divon 1

vcrti-cment- in the leading Church paper- in

Russia. The Catholic Review prints facsimiles

of nine of such advertisements from the

kovny ViedomosH (Church Gazette), an

organ of the Holy Synod. Most of the
|

ants and persons of the mixed classes, even if

they can read and write, know nothing of

divorce procedure, .-<> that the Russian lawyer

who make- divon e 1 ises a -pet ialty finds plenty

of clients. The way he advertises himself

would put to shame the most daring of the

advertising lawyers in the United States. The
nonces of six such lawyers are reproduced in

facsimile by the Catholic Review, together with

translations. One of the adverti-ers. em-
ployed during the week in the divorce division

of the Holy Synod, actually announces that he

will he in Moscow on Sunday- from 2 to S p. m.
to give advice in divorce cases, while another

informs prospective clients that payment is not

due till the end of proceeding-, and that his

charges are from fifty dollars upward.
( >n this important question Russia is becorri-

EPAK0PA3B0AHblfl AIMA
BcacHle bo Bctx-b A!JX- KOHCMCT. m Cb.
CrfHoafe. COB'BTbl: no A&/<airb HacntA-,
ycbiHOB., yaakoHBH., noNerH. rpa>koaHCTBa.
COCTAB/1 EH I E at/ioB. 6ywan>, aoroBopoBi
m npowenJ*Ha BblCOHAHLUEE HMfl.ripM-
HMMee-rb Ha ceon KAHfl HflAT"b fl PAB""b
H. E. OH/lHriMEHKO. Mockbb, TaaeTHbiR,

A. 3 TmoBa, ka. 8, Te/>0($>. 206-46. ripleM-b

CweflHCBHO 9-2 flHO h 4-6 sew.

CnEUIA/lbHO

seay bo ncbrfc attobb. xobcbctop., yro-
.TOBH., rpavsnaHCK., >3SKOHeaIe. ycaiBOB/i.
ffBTea, ceueaa. aac-rfeACTB , ncxoaaTaB-
ctbob. abop. m npicTH. rpa;«;i., oTa^fn>H.
on>- xyxa buaa Ba >KMTe-itcTBO, ToproB.
npaB.. cocTaajiea. Aorosop., acrtxi> abjiod*
Oynax-b i< irpomeRlft aa BuconaBinee hmh.
COB^Tbl HO ROBMTj Jl-BJIAM"b. CnpaBK*,
ncpyneula. MHoro.TfeTH. oruJt. Upleacii
eateaa. on 10—2 u 4—6 bbi., trpaaAH. onj
12—4 h. Afla- Mocks*. P<MKj3dCTBeaKa, ft-

J* 12. bb. 18, A. AHAPEEBT>. Tvietf. 187-«e.

ADVERTISEMENTS OF RI--I \N DlVoRi E LAWYERS

REPRODUCED FROM RUSSIAN Jul KNALS

ing more lax every day; and she presents the

repul>ive spectacle of a church and hierarchy

practically aligned on tl and fre-

quent divorce, and oontradk lafly the

teaching of its own catechism.

POLAND'S "SILENT" CELEBRATION OF
HER TRIUMPH AT GRPMVALD

/^V\ July 15 there occurred the five-hun-
^^ dredth anniversary of an event of the

greatest consequence for the Polish people,

an event that made possible the existence of

the Polish nation. On July 15. 141c. the

Teutonic Knights, who had been given hos-

pitality on Polish soil in 1228 and who had
later become a formidable foe of Poland, were

ited and routed on the field of Grunwald,
1

-1 Prussia.

The Teutonic Knights were a military-

re I if ler founded at Jerusalem in 1188,

which soon after it> return to Europe was
i by the In me of the Polish prov-

- to aid him against the Prussians, then a

then tri' ithuanian stock, who were
continually invading hi- territory. These
I ins the German priest-warrii . c\-

inated, and they began to dream of build-

ing up on Polish soil a state independent <>i

Poland. With this in view, they waged
tinual warfare against Poland and intrig

against her at all the courts of Europe. The

rapacity of the Knights was checked by their

.t at Plowce, on September 27, 1331. But
from the blow delivered them onJuly 15,

1

at Grunwald, when iS.oooof the Knight-. with

their Grand M Ulrica von Jungingen,

were' left dead on the field ^i battle, while

14.000 were made prisoners of war. the

Teutonic Order never recovered. Its domin-

ion- were secularized, and on April 10. 1

in Cracow, the Polish capital, it- l rrand

Master, Albert, Puke irg, ten-

th i^i fidelity for East Prus

himself and all his SUO
mund o\ Poland.

The five-hundredth anni\< of the
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COMMEMORATING THE BATTLE OF GRUNWALD AT STATEN ISLAND. N. Y.

e of the Polish-American military organizations marching past the reviewing stand >

great victory nwald was celebrated

/ r by th' : the world over. Fifty

thousand Poles of New York and its vicinity

commemorated the event on Staten Island.

Grunwald is not merely a Moody
memorial of Poland's prowess in arms.

H id the hydra of which was bom the later

kingdom not been crushed under the

hoofs of the Polish

-ki in the V N >rk Tribune, the '
I

man deluge would have effaced Polonism
from Poland, a^ it had obliterated t'

ern Slavonians on the Elbe, tin- Spree, and
the Oder. Without '.. nwald, Poland

Poland/'
» vi< tory <>i' the

-uld no(

tted in i . rn Poland.

in K i

•

! G
i li rlin.

njoir ii.

i he ;• thai

in th :i <.ij,i' i
. <in Jul

I

th< r

r'u a, the

tin-

globe. Besides the sons and daughters of

Poland there came to this Cracow celebration

of Poland's great day more than 200 Bohe-

mians, Bulgarians, Croatians, Servians,

Slovenians, and Russians.

During the celebration a magnificent mon-
ument to the victor of Grunwald, King Ladis-

laus Jagiello, presented to the Polish nation

by the eminent Polish patriot, the pianist

Ignatius Paderewski, was unveiled.

In the Cracow celebration the French press

admired most the conscious calm and the

temperate enthusiasm of the throng of 1O0,-

000 participants. Thus, Maurice Muret says

in the Journal des Debate 1 Paris

I h<- Polish-German relations present u » I » i
—

moiiuni muck i-> be desired. Hostile manifi

.1 the Poles on the occa ion ol the Grunwald
celebration would have called i"i t li direct reprisals

on the other tide. Sucfa 1 blunder had t'> be
avoided hi

ally, I \"t one i.ii not one out
ill to \ iolem r, <li tui lied

hai mony "i th ci li bra
1 ion >( wliK 1

11 tin 1 >i Pari

t h.it li.nl been issued l<

the throngs on the 1 r .
.

r and to the political

peakei 1 the admonil ion

;

I ' ' 'llll I.'l
I

IK. I Ml Kilt I

• >i 1I1. .li .1 1. 1 .11 In
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It i- impossible t *
» deny that we

before us a new l.ui. Hitherto, we km w a
Poland th.it complained and rebelled; the

witnesses .1 tin Grunwald festivities had before
them .1 nation th.u i- silent, i- organizing, an<l is

developing. Now this tuition numbers twenty
million- ami i- ini reasing annually by several hun-
dred- of thousands of persons.

The brothers Marius and Ary Leblond,
whose book "La Pologne vivante" (Living

Poland 1 ha- just left the press in Paris, ob-

serve, in I. 'Opinion.

The mosl important fact lie- in this, that
her with the Poles we art to honor the noble-

ness, the humanitarian worth, and the superiority

of their civilization. . Even under the influ-

ence of thi- persecution which mutilates the nation-
ality, the race, and the culture,—Polish culture
has not lost it- superiority. Contemporary I'oli-h

literature i- incomparably su|>enor to German lit-

erature through it> richness, through the p
and sublimity of it'- inspiration, throi

through it- idealistic element. . . . On the
whole, the Poles are more intelligent, elejrant, artis-

tic, and i onsiderably better educated than the < ier-

mans. The patriotism <>f the P tntly

becoming more' virile and i- being enriched liy the

sturdiest qualities of imedentism—in face <>f harsh,
pitiless Pan-Germanism. Contemporary Poland is

! the most refined and richest nation- in

Europe in respect to intellect •hm] on
m re important a ration.—a moral

r.

ELIE METCHNIKOFF AND His LONG-LIF]
SOUR-MILK BACILLI -

HpHE onset of old age and the method- for

its prevention have occupied the ear-

nest study of many able men; but of all of

them the one whose name will probably be

most prominently associated with the sub-

ject is Elie Metchnikoff, the eminent Rus-
sian scientist, who in 1895 succeeded Pasteur

a- head of the Institute in Paris which bears

the hitter's name. MetchnikofT was born in

the Russian province of Kharkov. May 15.

;. and after studying at Giessen and
Munich held for twelve years the chair of

tl N 1 K 1 *t t . It I IN

zoology at Odessa. In [882 he resigned his

professorship in order to devote himself to

private research: and two year- later be pub-
lished his epoch-making memoir on what he
called "intracellular digestion.'' An anony-
mous writer in the LondonGraphic him:

Elie Metchnikoff is a remarkable man. Russian to
the core in frame of mind and in appearance,
although he has long been domiciled in France.
Contrary to popular belief, Metchnikoff is

medical man. By profession h<

It was while working at lowly organized
sponges that Metchnikoff first made those observa-
tions which h.i\t constituted th. of all his

subsequent w< rk.

Prior to this, Haeckel had made his da-
observation- on the most lowly org creature
— the amuba. Thi- is .1 formless single mas
jelly, which moves slowly, by throwing out limb-.

from place to place. Winn it come*
particles it take- them into it- interior. What it

cannot use i- rejected, the creature moving on to

fresh pastures. Metchnikoff found that this

_ is to digestion, is prevalent in all

animals up to complex man.

Animals in the course i^i evolution become

complex :ithey consist of colon Is. The
absorption of food and the protection oi their

bodies against injury become the work oi a r-

tain cells; and to these Metchnik the

name oi "ph.. - or devouring cells.
"'

lb will be known to posterity a- the creator

of the doctrine oi phagocytosis. 5 has

established the fact that most diseases are-

due to microbes, which sooner or later destroy

us all. Metchnikoff asked himself the ques-

tion, "Why 0)0 people grow old?"

Hi- answer ha- been that gradually in-

and poisoned b) bacteria which we carrj
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us throughout life, particularly in the alimentary
canal. . . . The food we eat is only partly of

use to us as fuel. A large part is useless, and is re-

jected in a state of decomposition brought about
by bacteria, which we harbor throughout life.

The healthy new-born child comes into the world
devoid of microbes, but even in a few hours has
become infected, and remains so. According to

Metchnikoff a large part of our ills is due to this

infection. The bacteria live on our useless prod-
ucts, cause fermentations, and the production of

poisons, and we are slowly, but surely, poisoned.
The manifestation of this poison is a failure of all

our faculties, and the onset, often premature, of old
age. His latest work is an attempt to combat
senility. This he tries to do by diminishing the
amount of fermentation in the alimentary system.
At first he was bold enough to urge that the bowel,
being u- ould be removed, but as this

measure was unlikely to meet with universal ap-
proval, he has suggested a less drastic measure.
He has studied the causes of longevity, and has

led to the belief that this is principally due to
the consumption of simple food, especially milk.

It is said that longevity is high in certain eastern
European countries where sour milk is the main, if

the exclusive, article of diet. Apart from the
fact that milk leaves a relatively small undigested

residue, the souring bacteria, according to Metchni-
koff, displaced the harmful bacteria, and thus, it

the consumption of sour milk were continued over
a long period, our lives would be prolonged.

The Graphic writer states that the basis of

the new doctrine is not yet established on
sound foundations; and at the meeting of the

British Medical Association held in London
in July last opinion was divided on the sub-

ject of treatment with lactic acid organisms,

popularly known as the sour-milk cure. One
speaker stated that he had not met a single

in which the treatment had done harm,
while another asserted that the most dele-

terious result of the indiscriminate use of

curdled milk was rheumatism in some form
or other. But apart from this debatable

question, Metchnikoff's other researches show
him to be a scientist of the first rank and
fully entitled to the many honors he has re-

d both on the continent of Europe and in

England.

OUGHT FRENCHWOMEN TO VOTE?—WHAT
SOMi; LEADING FRENCHMEN THINK

PRANCE and Feminism go naturally as

is alliteratively together. If French-
women are not quite so militant in the

cause as their English sisters, their activities

perhaps more widespread, while their

icy leaves no doubt as to their inten-

tion to earn* the tight for woman suffrage to a

successful end. The president of the French
Union for Woman Suffrage has hit upon a

plan ining ju-,t how and where the

men of her country stand on the

-he ha- ad< onal in-

h of them; and the replies have
! to the Paris)

:>rint- them i> in that journal.

ral of the letters

it unwilling

•n<r by frankly

m the other side."

the

\I Henri Monod

writ. "Given universal suffrage I consider
women ought to vote \nd, without
speaking politically, I believe that if women voted,
important questions, such as social hygiene, prosti-

tution, and alcoholism, would be promptly and
satisfactorily settled."
M. Emile Faguet, also of the Academy, says:

"My opinion on woman suffrage i- well known.
Women, taking them in ma—, being a little less

sensual, much less < riminal, and infinitely le s

alcoholic than men, they ought, rather than men,
to make the law

M. Paul Hervieu, another member of the Acad-
emy, writes; "| can only repeat that among the
advances in electoral reform, one whi< h would i on
fer upon women the right to vote a

|
pears tome the

',.<•
> the replies "I" those who

qualify their approval of the I eminist move-
t. For example:

i r< I' >n s . of i he 5< ! I of I'olit ii al

l partially.
I i, who in "in

id .ind ii onomic
• the country

i

|

' l I would ad\ i*e proceed in I

tl pel nit litem to M in i In-

Hut I would I In-

to in
-
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If. IVU'L DESCHANEI

(\Ww himself in of woman suffi

Hut permit me to offer you and your companions
the advice thai in order to attain your cud more
surely, to begin l>y claiming the electorate, and
eligibility at the municipal functions. . . .

The proverb 'Chi va piano,' etc., [1 1c thai

tly goes safely and far] appears to me singularly

appropriate in this matter."
M. Paul Deschanel replies: "I am a partisan of

woman suffrage. We should begin by introducing
it at the municipal elections."

M. Jules ( larctie w rito: "
I am of opinion tli.it

women should give their personal vot«—inasmuch
as if they do not vote they make others voir. And
pcrh. ip- they would vote otherwise than those
w ho vote for them."

Prof. I, lit- Halevy, of the School of Political

Scien< es, saj -: "I am unaware of any objection to

the reform you favor. A single difficulty op|

it -elf to the realization of your project: it consists

in the perfect apathy which the immense majority
manifest toward reform."

Many of the replies, while countenancing
the movement to a certain extent, frankly

declare that the time has not yet come for

women to enter the political arena. Among
the replies setting forth this point of view-

are the following:

\I. Gabriel Monod, of the [nstitul "I
am. iii principle, mt\ favorably disposed to woman
suffrage: I think it would be much more logical to

have in place ol a Senate and a ( hamber n Depu-
ties a chamber oi men and another o( women.

Hut. practically, lam not anxiou
women given the suffrage. Universal sufl

men ha- given results so lit t '.

-

(hat I

am not desirous to Bee the number of incompetent
elec tor- increased."
M. Marcel Prevost, of the A ademjr, rep

"1 consider thai women have a ri^ht to geek the
suffrage. . . . Hut, in prac they
can exercise it usefully, they must pn . . .

So< i.d equality with men implies the suppn
all the privileges of weakness' that tm
to-day. Until they renounce t hi- pretended
'weakness' they will be unworthy : and
political equality."
Former Minister Yves Guyot wi I do not

consider that the question of

presses in France at this moment; nor is the a
of the suffragettes in England calculated to evoke
much sympathy. 1 believe, however, that in the
not distant future women will become eh
and that they will even eliminate men from
politi

M. Henri Bernstein, the dramatist, says: "It
ha- always appeared to mi' thai before women en-
ter upon political and civil equality it will be

isary to prepare them for a happy use of their
new ri^ht-. True friend- of the movement will

devote themselves to tin- noble effort."

The most outspoken of those who are

against woman suffrage is:

M. Henri de Varigny, who write-: "

I ni \

suffrage for women would be simply a new calamity
added to that which exists already—universal suf-

for nun. Hut the suffrage might with advan-
be accorded to a certain number of women,

a proportionate number of nun voters being
retired. . . . Before mat ntry,

one should learn to man a{ < It.

The subjection of women to clerical influ-

ence is thought by many to be a serious ol

de to the success of the movement. We
quote some replies which express this view:

M. H. Poincare*, of the Academy, Per-

haps woman suffrage will be the sole mean- of

combating alcoholism. 1 fear solely clerical influ-

ence over the women."
M. Mfred FouikSe, of the Institute, write-: In

Catholic countries, the votes of most of the women
will be those of their confessors, who themselves
will receive their orders from Rome."

Deputy Theodore Reinach's rq tins this

passage: "I believe that woman suffrage would be

a mi-take which would I :

both for the country and for the women them-
selves, lor the country, it would signify the prob-

able triumphant return of clericalism."

conciseness, ami as an illustration of

how not to commit oneself, the palm must,

we think, be awarded to the two-line reply i^

Senator Maurice I'aure:

" \l.i-' dear madame. I think too highly of it to

say anything ill; and I .incur boo ill of it t

anything good."
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JAPANESE EXPANSION IN LATIN AMERICA
JAPAX. at home, in Korea, and in Man- sugar plantations, besides its mines and for-

churia, has attracted so much public at- ests, that first attracted Japanese emigrants

tention of late that her expansion in Mexico to South America. From iSqq to 1908 more
and in South America has remained practi- than 5000 of the latter arrived in Peru. Here
caDy unnoticed. Yet it is estimated that more also special inducements are held out to new-

than 15,000 Japanese are to be found on the comers. The Japanese children are educated

coasts of Latin America, most of them in freeinthepublicschools,andonattainingtheir

Chile and Brazil. ''When, in 1907 and 1908, majority remain Japanese; all Japanese may
Japanese emigrants were turned back from become naturalized alter two years" residence

Anglo-Saxon America," writes M. Henri La- in Peru. The Government even grants to the

broue in La Revue dit Mois (Paris), "they immigrants the very rights that the Japanese
made their way farther south, toward the themselves refuse to foreigners namely, the

states where the prejudice against 'color' is right to buy land, and to exploit mines.

- pronounced, where manual labor is scarce The Revue writer points out some remark-

and solicited by the governments themselves, able parallels between Japan and Chile in the

where wages are higher, and where the re- matters of configuration, climate, industries,

sources of the soil are boundless." He adds, and history. The friendly relations of the

with evident satisfaction: two countries were cemented by a treaty of

commerce and navigation concluded in 1897.
Perhaps the day may come when the competition About 1500 Japanese emigrate to Chile

of laoanese labor will provoke, here as elsewhere, 1 t t c a 1 ,1

rivilries and distrust; but at present it is almost ?*«% In January of this present year the

nil. In this vast colonization field of Latin Amer- &rst direct service between Japan and Chile

the Japai t themselves take part in the was inaugurated with the Kiyo-Marou, a
cultivation of waste lands, enlarging the circle of vessel of 1 7 coo tons.
their activity, and promoting their in: nd .{. < •. • , . •,

their influence, for the greateTglory of the Land of
Among the 0,210,000 of its inhabitants,

the ki-in v' ^un. Argentina received in the latter halt ot the

nineteenth century ,$,400,000 immigrants, yet

Public: rnments, and steamship among them there was not until 1908 a

Companies—all unite in offering great induce- single Japanese colony. The incomparable

mtnt- to-Japanese emigrants; and direct advantages of the country, and its tremen-
>an and all the dous possibilities for the immigrant, soon led

principal South American ports, the Japanese Government to subsidize a

Th- Government has done its steamship service via the Cape of Good Hope,
to attract Japan* amerce and colon- and a large trade has since sprung up be-

lo emigrants it grants the following tween the two countries. The number of

: reimbursement of the expenses of Japanese emigrating to the Argentine Re-

maintenao a public continues to increase; and the immi-
on the territory chosen by the immigrant; grants are found cultivating the soil or in*

sub'.' vard agricultural or industrial stalled as shopkeep
emption fr If Argentina seeks Japanese commi

natural- rather than Japanese immigration, Brazil is

nxious to secure the latter. The Chinese

bowed t h m elves averse to agri< ul

.ral labor, the Ja] >an< well om< d
; for

a limil if at all, in I Jap- by 1 1 1< i r aid th< lians hope to d velop

•it -it ion of 1 offi e in 1 h< soul h and 1 lib

1 Amazon, ^treaty, similar to

•1 ( hilc 1 bel ur n Ja

Bi izil in : )] In Deo mber, 1

. :! in

lime

Hoo.oc nd in [900. no
->// Icfl 1 1 1< Land of th< I

1 n in Bi

I
dimi n lira

1 . und
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PROTECTION FOR CITIZENS RESIDING
ABROAD

IN the address which, as president of the

American Society of International Law,

the Hon. Klihu Root delivered in Washington
on April 28 last, regarding the protection which

a nation should extend over its citizens residing

abroad, much useful information was forth-

coming on a subjectabout which a considerable

degree of public misunderstanding exists. The
address has been printed in the American Jour-

nal of International Law, from which wc cull a

few of the more important passages.

Senator Root dim t> attention to the fact that

among the great throngs of emigrants may be

distinguished two somewhat different class

1 omposed of those who have left their na-

tive country to build up homes for themselves;

the other, of those who seek means for the bet-

ter support of the families and friends they have

left behind them, or for their own future

support after the return to which they look.

forward. The United Mates has limited the

practice, which had been seriously abused, oi

allowing the natives of other countries to be-

come naturalized here for the purpose of re-

turning to their homes or of seeking a residence

in other lands with the benefit of American
protection.

It waa estimated that there were in Turkey
9even or eight thousand natives oi that country
who had secured naturalization in the United
Si ites .ind had rone home to live with the advan-
tage over their friends and neighbors of being able
to (.ill upon the American embassy f > >r assistance

whenever they wire not satisfied with the treat-

ment they received from their own government.
At the time of the troubles in Morocco, an exam-
ination of tin- list of American citizens in Morocco
showed 1l1.1t one-half of the list consisted of na-

tives ol Morocco who had been naturalized in the

United States and had left this country anil gone
back to Morocco within three months after obtain-
ing their naturalization paper-.

I'm heck this abuse, a new rule was adopted

in K)07, under which, if a naturalized citizen

leaves this country, two years' residence in the

country of his origin, or five years' residence in

any other country, c reates a presumption of

rcnuiH iation of the citizenship he has acquired
litre, and the obligation of protection by the

United States is deemed to Ik- ended.
The simplest form of protection is that exer-

cised by Strong countries whose citizens are

found in parts of the earth under the jurisdic-

tion of governments loo weak to preserve order.

The Boxer rebellion in China is an illustration.

On a smaller stale, troops have often been

landed from men-of-war for the protection of

their national citizens during revolutionary

disturba IS in Central America and the
West Indies. As between countries abli

maintain order within their own territories

rule of obligation is perfectly distinct and
ded.

E k h country i.-. bound to the nationals
of another country in its territory the benefit of the
same, laws, the same protection, the same admin-
istration, and the same n * injure which it

gives to it^ own citizens, .tnt\ neither more nor

provided the- protection which the countrj e

its own citizens conforms to the establish*
ard of civilization.

The United Mates. Mr. Root tells us. fails,

in one important n to comply with its

international obligation: Section 5^08 of the

Revised Statutes, making conspiracy to injure

or oppress a citizen an offense punishable with

very heavy fine and a term of imprisonment,

not apply to aliens. Consequently we
have had to pay indemnities in cases of mob-
bin.; of Chinamen, and lynching of Italians and
Mexicans.

Many citizens abroad are apt to complain
that justice has been denied them whenever
they are beaten in litigation, forgetting that

they would complain just the same at home.

Ignorantia / mimtm txcusai is a widely

accepted maxim; but aliens generally do not

know it, and they do not seem to realize

that the laws and police regulations of the

country of their adoption cannot l>e made
over to suit them. I'.very one who goes into

a foreign country is l>ound to obey its i

and if he disobeys them, he is not entitled to be

protected against punishment under th.

But there can l>e no crime which leaves a man
without legal rights. He must not be pun-

ished without such a hearing as the accepted

principles oi justice demand; and if that right

be denied to the most desperate criminal in a

foreign country, his own government can

ought to protect him against wrong. Happily,

c one hides .senator Root, the same causes whic h

are making iji:< oi alien pcotectioi

frequent are at the same time '• bringing at>out

among all civilized peoples a l>clter under-

standing of the rights and obligations created

by the presence of the alien \n a foreign coun-

try; a fuller acceptance Of the common inter-

national standard of justice, and a
•

reduction of the local prejudices and mis

understandings
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PERSIA'S MIRACLE PLAY

oiF the two hundred thousand visitors to

the Passion Play at Oberammergau, com-
paratively few, probably, are aware that in

Asia also there has been developed a miracle

play which, wherever presented, excites the

profoundest emotion. This play, entitled

"Hasan and Husain," is given annually in

both Persia and India, and requires ten days
for its presentation. A study of it is con-

tributed to the Open Court by Miss Bertha

Johnston, who thus summarizes its chief

characteristics, as noted from personal ob-

servation by an English official long resident

in the Orient:

It is singular in its intolerable length; in the
fact of the representation extending over many

in its marvelous effects upon a Mussulman
audience, both male and female; in the curious
mixture of hyperbole and archaic simplicity of

language; and in the circumstance that the so-

called unities of time and space are not only ignored
but abolished. The Prophet Mohammed and his

family are at once the central figures and moving
spirit- of the whole. . Mohammed ap-

on the scene at will; and with him it seems
a univer~.il Here and a universal Now.

The play had it- origin in the disputes over

the proper succession to the caliphate on the

death of the Prophet. There were four claim-

ant-: Abu Beker, Omar, and Othman. the

three fathers-in-law of .Mohammed, and Ali,

cousin and the husband of his daugh-
1 atima. Receiving the support of the

Sunni- or Traditionalists, the fathers-in-law

in turn ded the Prophet in his hi^h

office: but when Persia was conquered by the

-pite her Turki -h < onquerors,

>h the powerfu ; iiahs

•ho claimed that the rightful su< -

through Ali and his descendants.
n of Ali, wa> pois.uied by

ii the plains

I -.ill''! in

I

•Im- play

,11 1-

tlll

Gabriel reminds her of her greater anguish to

come.
The deathbed of Mohammed i> depicted. The

prophet addresses in turn each beloved member
of his family, and foretells the particular woes in

store for them. As Mohammed dies he exclaims:
"Oh let me suffer the severity of death, instead of

my people. Give all the afflictions and sorrows of

my followers to me alone to bear."

Scattered in the dialogues are allusions to

Mary and Christ, reminding us that Jesus is

reverenced by the Mohammedans almost as

much as by Christians. Some of the more
powerful situations are: the murder of Ali in

a mosque by the traitor Ibn Muljam; the

poisoning of Hasan by his wife, and his death
agonies; the killing of Husain—the women,
with uncovered heads (a terrible ordeal for

Eastern women), being led through the

streets of the conquering city; and the final

scene, of the Judgment Day, when the angel

Gabriel calls up the dead, and they learn how
unavailing are any means of salvation other

than the martyrdom of Husain.

The play abounds in examples of the ex-

travagances of the Oriental style of speech;
as, for example:

A maiden is "beautiful as the moon on the four-

teenth night." "Let me know if Heaven has rolled
up the carpel of my life. lime has pelted the
bottle of my heart with cruel stones." "I am a
doorkeeping dog in thi street of thy affection and
faith."

The stag- setting is of the simplest. In

Persia tin- larger houses all have their own
tahut or iazia\ among the wealthier, these arc

fixtures of gold, silver, ivory, and inlaid work.

The stage is a kind of movable pulpit, with

no wind's to conceal the c omings ami goings <>i

the aitors. A linn's skin, suspended, shows
the onlookers that the s ( cue i- one in a desert.

A silver basin of "i' r ymbo izes the Eu-

phrates. Chopped straw repn j theashes
with whii h tin- mourners bi i r< •• their di-

\ I yet, with all this sim-

ple ity. the powerful b( millioi i il

item* m

,

I

'

.i parallel I I he

..mi. but

I thai then re many real

to id' -I h( i "\\ hi< h

tfulni

i daring
i tin tiii.il t- i by whit h

both pi. , t be jiii|;'i c|."
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i .. SYNDICALISM" AXD EUROPE'S PARLIAMEN-
TARY CRISES

CYNDICALISM is the name commonly
given to a movement that demands the

basing of all political organization on the

more stable and deep-reaching economical

organization. Largely anarchistic in it- ori-

gins, il has until recently been narrowly

"proletarian" in it> appeals. In France,

Belgium and the Scandinavian countrie- it

hasassumedanopenly hostileattitude towards
existing institutions. It- spread ha> been

remarkably rapid and has given rise to grave

apprehensions on the part of those who
in the parliamentary representation the only

guarantee of orderly progress. It i-. there-

fore, highly significant when, of late, one

n iddle-class writer after another begins to

advocate ideas practically identical with

some of those that have kept -uch Large per-

centages of the French working classes from

any participation in political elections under

existing conditions.

The explanation for this change lies in the

growing recognition of the fact that modern
political institutions are at heart tied up with

economic interests and cannot be reformed

until this connection becomes openly ad-

mitted and applied. Writing on this theme
in Gads Danske Magasin (Copenhagen), Dr.

Arthur Christensen demands nothing less

than '"an organization of universal suffrage

that will make it truly representation

classes, professions and trad< IF

The growth of Socialism in all countries has its

natural explanation in the fact that it ha- been
niii-t consistent in following the historical develop-
ment from old dogmas toward a predominance of

trade interests. Socialism alone ha- consciously

connected politics with the opposed interes

different classes. It has organized the working
masses into a one-sided fight for the interests of the
workers. There is nothing to counterbalance it,

for tin- other -trata of society have failed t<> re-

establish their politics on this basis. They con-

tinue their perennial fight against the same "Id

windmills. Adherence to anti-socialistic fusion

movements gives n<> promises for the future, be-

cause movements with purely negative ol

ha\ e no lasting vit il power. It i- not uncommon in

middle-class circles to meet with a resigned con-

viction th.it we are moving steadily toward social-

istic tyranny of one kind or .mother. But il

middle-class society is sound at heart, and if its

marrow ha- not been touched l>y the injuries

inflicted by democratic government, then it will

naturally. It will ' lf-defense

through .n\ organization of it- own social I

and the-e middle-class organizations will be t

toemplo) politics just as the Social Democracy has
long been do us the fight will be carri'

.iter on a more even footing, anil the main

-tep will l.c taken from the repre-entation of mere
numbers toward the representation of intere

Dr. Chri-tensen not only criticizes pre
ing parliamentary methods, but he cites in-

stances showing how we are already working
away from them. In Germany he find- this

new movement most developed, and there he
think- it will find it- first political emb
ment.

On June 12, i'ii«), not less than '**«> t

tatives of industry, trade, commerce and tii

gathered in the Circus vhuniann at Berlin
formed a rlanseatic Fnion lor Trades, < omi
and [ndustrj
era tic agrarian Fnion of Landed Proprietor-. The
expressl) stated objet t of the new organization
to protect the ini

already mentioned and to nominate candfi

from their own meml>er-hip for the nan
liament a- well a- for the variouc - If

thi- new institution should pi

growth, a.- there i- even to belk \

will, then the political life of Germany will have
not less than thr<

armed for mutu.. Je: the Agrarian I

the Hanseatic Union, and the Snial Democi
Thi- i- probably the clearest indication
future political development that has
observed in any country. And other

want rove that thi- reorganization of poli-

- 'ii an economical-social basis will '

rapidly forward in Germany. Only last Oct

a Fnion of Salaried Offici it Berlin.

More than thirty societies of government em pi

and other- t<>ok part in the -tart of this new •

ization. It- object i- "to represent the econon
political and cultural in

r

• national. -

communal and private officials and t<

especially "to promote the election c4 repi

tatives that show sufficient understanding of the

inter' rh offici lis."

Harki] k to the long-overlooked

writings of the Belgian professor, Adolphe
Prins. who, as early as i

ss 4. advocated trade

representation in the national parliaments,

Dr. Christensen concludes with the following

suggestions for the solution oi '"the parlia-

mentary cri-is that constitutes t':

; of the century":

With or without revolutions, help must

through a reform of th.

The special adva stem over autoc-

Ites in the ven tan that, whale autocracy

not he reformed without . to In- a

the representath
unlimited possibilities of modification and imp-

ment We have tried one w.iv. and it ha-

itroved to be the right one. Therefore anothei

las to be tried. An abundance ol crushed illu

ought to have taught us that politii- have but

little to do with ideal-, and that what determine-
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everything in the end are the solid material inter-

ests* of the various classes. Nothing can then seem
more natural than an effort to exploit the motive
power inherent in class egoism in a rational man-
ner for the good of society. This may be done by
letting each economical group fight for itself, and
by using the constitution as well as a special na-

tional representation to keep those interests within
control and to represent the nation in its dealings
with the outside world. The desired results might
be obtained through a system of two houses, in

which the lower house should represent class in-

terests, while the upper one represented territorial

divisions.

WHAT IS WRONG WITH THE UNITED
STATES ARMY?

" T TT'ELL. what is wrong?" (with emphasis
on the "is"), asks the plain citizen.

He is so accustomed to think of the army and
navv as among "the best ever" that he is

completely nonplussed when to his question

he receives the reply: "Wrong? Why just

this: during the last year nearly five thousand

enlisted men deserted, and during the past

ten years there have been over fifty thousand

deserters from our regular army.''' Truly an

mding and humiliating piece of informa-

tion for the plain citizen! And if he is dis-

gusted with it, is it surprising that the Ad-
jutant-General, in his latest report,

"That there should have been nearly five

thousand desertion- from the army of the

United States during the last fiscal year is

simply a disgrace to the army and a reproach

to American citizenship "? The percent;
\

lot the same period u

whereas in the British army it was only 1.7,

and this in an organization of- 26^,000 men.
Mr. Bailey Millard, from whose articlt

'"The Shame of our Army.'
-

in the Co
pulitan. these figure- are t

.tion by looking into th

N'ot an atom.

\lh Infantry. From th.it

t \2 mi r 12 per < ent. of the
. . . was

with the

nor the

1 Mr.

wait on table, clean out stables, sweep off walks, or
cut brush in the hot sun. Those were the condi-
tions the deserters just mentioned found in the
army. Soon they began to loathe the life. It

sukened their souls, it humbled their pride, and
they ran away from the service.

It must be frankly confessed that the more
one reads of Mr. Millard's article the less

palatable do the assertions lie makes become.
For instance, it is anything but gratifying to

one's national pride to read that, whereas in

the colored companies there were three with
no desertions in 1909, and few desertions

from the oirnrs, yet among the white com-
panies in the United States and dependencies
there were only five from which there were no

rlions.

There is another point on which as a nation
we can scarcely pride ourselves, and that is

the way we treat deserters. In 1908 the War
Department decided that something must be
done to stop the wholesale desertion from the
army. The Bertillon system of measuring,
photographing ("mugging"), and finger-

prints records was introduced, four thou-
sand posters with a photograph were issued
in each case; and the reward for the capture
of a deserter was raised from ten dollars to

fifty. Private det< ctive agencies soon reaped
a fat harvest, and in [900 there were gathered
in 2,257 rui To quote Mr. Millard
furtl

War I >cpartment i- bent upon corre
! |)iilili< opinion " on 1 !i<- Bubji ct ol

ion. \\ hi n .1 in. in from our
• |x.-ai Hiil time*, hi li 1 his rigl

iihhip, li
1 1I1 11

with from tl tl, if captun
nine <l to hard laboi and prison fare. If in I he

hi 11 to the .11 in

cntenced foi
' li.iii'luli nl • nil I in> nl

,

the In- In .1

bettei in England.
i thai the I

1 th< n on ili« mi ..i

it tin puni h
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incut for desertion has been decreased; and
the aim has been to remove the stigma of

prison from deserters entirely. Thus we read:

!: .1 British soldier deserts in time ol pent. he
retains hi- citizenship and i- often taken back into

trray. In 1908, of 4.7<>'> deserters, 1,728 re-

joined the army. In the 1 ase of the I . S. Army,
[,728 would have been losl to the servi< e and

ni'i-t of 1 hem would Mill be in prison cells.

It is claimed that one great Cause of de-

sertion from our army i- the long absences

from their regiments of so many officers. The

work of training them devolves upon inex-

perienced young men; and, as one private put
it : "Soldiers hate to obey the order- of some
young squirt fresh from the Point." That
many men do not want to stay in the army is

shown by the fact that in three year- :

bought their way out of it. This is easy
enough for the sons of well parent-;

hut the poorer brother in arm- ha- no alter-

native but to run away, be dishonorably dis-

charged, be placarded all over the country,

and. if captured, serve a term in prison, ami
lose hi- citizenship.

HORSK VERSUS U TOMOBILE: A FRENCH VIEW
'

I MIAT the passing of our friend the hor-e
A

is only a question of time, few will, we
think, be di-po-ed to deny; and however
much the breeder- of the animal may strive

to arrest the progress of public opinion in the

adoption of this view, the relentless figures

which each succeeding year piles up a^ain-t

them leave little room to doubt that they will

tie long have to accept the inevitable, and.

with what grace they may. admit defeat at

the hands of the "horseless." Some note-

worthy statistics of the competition between

the hor-e and the automobile appear in an

article by M. Daniel Belief in the Economiste

Frangais. By way of introduction M. Belief

cites the remarks of certain speakers at

meetings of the Socicte Nationale d'Agricul-

ture, who sought to prove that tin- horse-

breeding industry had nothing to fear from

the increase of automobiles, and that the

country in which machinery was most used

would have greater need of horses than ever.

This optimistic view i- scarcely sustained by
the figures which M. Belief proceeds to give.

Speaking of the United States he says:

'n tin- American confederation it i- estimated
1I1.M then- .ire more than [30,000 automobiles, be-

sides some 35,000 motor trucks, deliver) waj
uid 150.000 motor cycles and trum ies. bight

\ ears ago tin- number of automobiles in the I fnited

eS did nol eXI red li(KM).

In Great Britain the development in auto-
• ling has been enormous. In that coun-

try there are S5,000 automobile-. 15.000

industrial motor wagons, trucks, etc.. 0000
motor vehicles employed in public transporta-

tion, SU< h a- the auto-buses and cab-, and an
army of 75.000 motor cycles, Iricvcle-. and
quadricycles. In London, the competition
between autohu-e- and ta\icab- and the

horse-drawn vehicles i- so keen that it i- evi-

dent a very large number of horses must have
been withdrawn from their former employ-
ment. Further, the number of two-wheel

vehicles (horse-drawn, or "hipporaobiles,
1

M. Belief term> them; was reduced 1 500 in a

single year, and the number of four-wheel

400. Sir John Macdonald is quoted a- stat-

ing before the Royal Automobile Club of

London that the number of horses in London
had been reduced within -i\ year- from

450.000 to 1 10.000.

In Germany the number oi automobiles
had increased from about 10.000 in 1903 to

50.000 in iqio. to which must be added
many mechanical vehicles circulating on the

roads of the Empire.
In France the ^000 automobile- of all sorts

which represented the total in iuoo, have
increased to about 45.000. Since 1905, in the

cities especially, the horse ha- given place to

the motor. To quote M. Belief further:

In Pari- in the space of two year- the number <>i

- decreased 14.000. In the Department of

tin Nine the decrease was also [4,000. The num-
ber of " hippomobiles " decreased more than 2000
in 11*07. mainly due to the introduction of more
than 5000 taxicabs. . . . In ten years the

number of carriages </<• luxe was reduced l<\ 50,000
unit-, while the number of hor-e-. affected 1>\ this

decrease, sank from 128,000 to 92,000 head.

One result oi this displacement oi the hor-e

in Paris has been the possibility of acquiring

at a cheap rate good hor-e- discarded by the

purchasers oi automobiles. Another, accord-

ing to M. Bcllet, i- that many who formerly

went on foot. now. in view oi the reduced

COSt of horses, ride. On the other hand, a

serious problem i- presented to the farmers

and market gardeners by the scarcity of

manure which must inevitably follow the

supersession of the horse, unless some suitable

substitute at a reasonable cost is forthcoming.
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WILL THE NATIONS EVER ABOLISH THEIR
NAVIES?

TX the same number of the Deutsche Revue

which contains in full the address of Mr.

Andrew Carnegie to the Peace Society in

London last May there is a strong article by
the German Rear-Admiral E. Kalan von
Hofe, on international naval disarmament.

The German seaman does not believe such

disarmament possible. His high rank and
experience lends a good deal of authority to

his words.

Admiral von Hofe, who seems to be reply-

ing to Mr. Roosevelt's speech at the Xobel
Institute at Christiania, on the promotion of

international peace, begins by remarking that

the Russian Czar's Peace Manifesto did not

prevent the war in Cuba and in the Philip-

pines, or the Boer War, or the" Russo-Japanese
War. More recently Anglo-German relations

have given rise to considerable anxiety, though

no one outside British spheres of influence

could see why the peace of the world should

be disturbed merely because Germany was
building a fleet suitable to her needs. At the

same time other nations have been increasing

their naval expenditure, England most of all.

notwithstanding this great increase, the

re for peace among the nations has never

•re been so strong as it is at present.

• V VIEW 01 THE MONROE DOCTRINE

Had Mr. Roosevelt studied the practical

Conditions of an international understanding

in the matter of armaments, he would, argues

the writer, have been obliged to modify his

ith reference to a peace league of

the great powers. Since the war with Spain,

armaments in the United States had incn

uch an extent that the American <

found it advi . reduce

rine may l>e very beauti-

ful, continue the German admiral, l»ut it

imerkan
I in the

to Mr.

the I'-

i is a n and
r, from a full h<

(I |M>liti< ian I le

the great dream < n lm|x-ria

y as all Imp the

police force, as it is euphemistically called on
the other side of the Atlantic, to keep in order

the turbulent republics of Central and South K

America.
With the best will in the world, inter-

national naval disarmament could only bene-
fit a few while such enormous differences in

the size of the fleets continue to exist. In
fact, only the strongest fleet, namely, the

English, could have any real use for disarm-

ament. Till England begins to disarm there

is little prospect of any international dis-

armament. Every idea of disarmament, con-

cludes the writer, must be consideredUtopian
so long as Great Britain feels that she is not a

European state, but regards herself as the

head of the British Empire, whose interests

come before those of Europe. The develop-

ment which things on the continent have
made in the last three decades does not make
England feel comfortable. Her political influ-

ence is not so effective as it used to be, the

dogma of her naval supremacy is no longer

recognized so unconditionally, and the in-

adequacy of her military organization pro-

duced the ridiculous invasion panic, and
compelled her to concentrate her entire fleet

in the North Sea. But it must also be recog-

nized that England has begun to restrain her-

self and to abandon untenable positions, lor
instance, she retreated bravely before the

Monroe I doctrine, but she is less inclined to

do likewise with regard to the European con-

tinent. But she knows her power and force;

she is too strong and too proud to abandon her
unique position. Noblesse oblige. She still

believes in the necessity of her unconditional

supremacy on the seas for tin- peace of the
world; to lier as the chosen people naval su-

premacy has been entrusted, and she feels it

a duty tu fight for it. Critical times await

her, and as matters .it present stand Euro-
peans musl wait hut not disarm,

\\h\ N<.t i i Imitation of Tonnage?
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would not interfere with the ri^ht of any
nation to construct as many units as it chose.

Three to Two or Two to One ?

Mr. Elmer Roberts, writing in ScrUmer**

y.iiir on the "German and British

Navies," attempts to explain the present

limits of German ambition.

While the German naval promoters have
never planned for a navy equal to that of

Great Britain, he says, they do work for a

navy that would make the British Govern-
ment hesitate to attack Germany under

avoidable circumstances and that would sug-

gest a civil attitude should the two Govern-

ments have different policies upon a subject
of mutual interest. German naval plans
leave to Britain superiority on the sea, but
not such a superiority as 1« I tcnnan ship-

ping, the sprinkling of German colonies, and
immense German investments in other coun-
tries defenseless. Instead of a proportion of

seven to one, which represented the ratio of

naval strengthon the morning theKruger tele-

gram was sent, the proportion when the I

man projects are completed is likely to be
about three to two in favor of Great Britain.

Mr. Roberts warns the British people that

they will have to become accustomed to a

tain diminution of their international position.

LOT OF THE GERMAN WORKINGMAN
HpHE German laborer and worker in field
A and shop is awakening to a conscious-

ness of his needs and his power. A character

sketch of the type of this class is contributed

to Chambers' Journal by Richard Thirsk.

The descendant of long generations of

peasants, says this writer, he has been lured

into the workshop by the promise of greater

gain and easier conditions. The first shock
of the change from the field to the factory is

still upon him, and he has not yet quite set-

tled down to the new conditions. But he is

waking up to a knowledge of his own strength.

The coming of the workingman also marks
the transformation of Germany from an agri-

cultural to an industrial nation, and the

metamorphosis has been so sudden that the

Government has not been able to keep pace
with the movement. Nevertheless, the Gov-
ernment takes care to claim a considerable

amount of the workman's income besides

personal service during the best twenty years

of his life, and in return for this it husbands
for him a pen-ion and sees to it that he is

politically sound.

The latter is. perhaps, the sorest point of

all, and his loudest grumble, naturally, is that

he ha- no voice in national affairs, though he

has to hand over to the Treasury a large share

of tlie fruits of his toil. In those assemblies

where he has a vote lie is rendered impotent

by the weight oi superior authority. The
Government's reluctance to grant reform is

the chief reason why the German workman
i- a Social Democrat. Apart from taxes, his

political interests are limited. The taxes

have gone up by leaps ami bounds, tin

of living has greatly increased, and there i< no
rise in wages; out oi his jcs. or 28s. a week he
has 1 , pay three direct taxes income tax,

town tax and church tax. Income tax be-

gins with an income of ^45 a year and
amounts to 14s. The workman must also

contribute to the insurance funds, and there

arc taxes on railway tickets, theater tickets,

etc.; while indirect taxes embrace nearly

everything used at the table. The writer

says it is not tariffs which make life so expen-

sive to the workingman of the Fatherland so

much as the forced and unnatural develop-

ment of the country.

As to home life, working-class families

living in flats nearly always let off a room to

a night-lodger, who comes in late in the even-

ing and vacates the room early in the morn-
ing, so that the family may have the li-

the room in the day. Often many night-

lodgers are taken and the family sleep in the

kitchen. Yet it must be admitted that while

the conditions are so hard, there is less appar-

ent poverty in large towns in Germany than

we see in England. It is explained that the

authorities compel even the poorest to keep

up an air of respectability, and factory laws

compel the workman to take a certain pride

in his personal appearance—outside the

tory.

\t the Labor Bureaus the uncmpl>

must first pay a registration fee. then they

must attend daily at the office and wait until

something turns up. Rather than wait all

day at the Labor Bureau capable workmen
prefer to take the chance oi obtaining work

by interviewing employers. The writer -

in conclusion that the atmosphere is h(

with unrest and discontent. When the Ger-

man workman's political education is more

advanced, he is destined to play an important

part in the affairs of his country, and p>

blv in the destiny oi Europe.
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THE RELIGIOUS FELLOWSHIP MOVEMENT
IN GERMANY

A NEW evangelistic movement in the^ German Church is described by Dr.

Franklin Johnson, in a recent issue of the

Review and Expositor (London).

This movement is called variously the

Inner Church Evangelization, the Revival
Movement, and the Fellowship Movement
{Gemeinschaftsbewegung) . It has been called

also, the Xew Pietism. Among its char-

acteristics are mentioned that it has
seized upon the laity more than upon the

clergy. It is distinctively a movement of the

laity and of the relatively young. Among
its advantages are mentioned its interest in

the evangelization of the entire people, its

disposition to seek publicity, and its strong

assertion that "justification" must mani-
fest itself in the sanctincation of the daily life.

The pr of the movement has been
remarkable for its rapidity in all parts of the

Empire, displaying only energy, advance-
ment, and a loud manifestation of enthusi-

asm and confidence. There is a fellowship

formed within even' church that will permit
it. There are meetings for prayer and con-

ference, and for thi ition of the Scrip-

-, marked by much informality. Volun-
tary song and prayer and testimony are

made prominent. District conferences are

held, some for believing merchants, others

ving bakers, others for a cour-

Bible study i ingehsts, usually laymen,
travel from place to place in order to form or

irage fellowships. There arc men of

lucation who work amongst the

university students and other people of cul-

ture by means of courses of lectures. Mag-
azines and newspapers in the interests of the

movement, especially weekly sheets and all

sorts of monthlies, are constantly increasing

in numbers.
Schools are kept up for the training of the

laborers. Fourteen are named; the major-

ity have an attendance of sixty or eighty,

with graduating classes of ten or fifteen.

For entrance, only a desire to do religious

work, a public school education, and bodily

and mental health are required. Some of

the schools are for men, some for women.
Buildings are being erected in all parts of .

the empire for the meetings. In Konigsberg
the building will accommodate 1200 person-.

An itinerant preacher named Wittekind states

that they have no thought of separating

from the established church, but desire only
to work unhindered within her communion.
Justification through faith alone, the Holy
Scriptures the highest authority, and there-

fore, inerrant, are the chief points.

Our associations can no longer endure preaching
in which the unbelief of modern theology finds ex-

pression. They simply refuse any longer to hear
such preaching. They cannot lie constrained any
longer to attend church out of reverence or in the
traditional manner.

The attitude of the church towards fellow-

ships, as of the fellowships towards the

church, is one of suspicion, though not of pro-

nounced antagonism.

FRAN( B'S IRON RICHES THAT GERMANY DID
NOT GET
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od fortune. Ii i- almosl certain thai if the
true value of the Lorraine deposits had not at

the time been uncertain, these deposits would
not now belong to France, but would be con-
tributing to the brilliant economic development
<ii Germany. For the region of these iron beds
tout hes the borders of that part of Lorraine ceded
t<> Germany. Indeed, they extend into German
territory. If, at the time the treaty of Frankfort
Was made, phosphoric iron had not been so dis-

credited by the invention of the Bessemer proc-
css, the victors would certainly have insisted upon
i Mending the frontier farther to the west, so as to
include the entire mineral region.

Siime years later, about 1878, the "basic
process" of Thomas and Gillchrist was made
public. This is exclusively adapted to the

treatment of iron high in phosphorus, such

as that of Lorraine, and from this period

dates the resumption of work in the fields and
the advance of France in iron production.

According to the most moderate estimate-,

German Lorraine contains 1100 million tons

of iron ore, Luxemburg 300 million tons, Bel-

gium 50 million tons; the French deposit-,

however, contain no less than 2390 million

tons. These figures lead M. Polier to the con-
clusion that France has deposits of iron e.\-

< ceding those of any other country.

Of course it i- highly probable that additional
large deposits will he discovered in other lands. It

i- also true that the BO-called "basic pro* •

plied to iron containing much phosphorus, i-

somewhat more expensive than the "acid,
original Bessemer pi Moreover, the iron

beds of Lorraine are composed of what is known as

"lean ore," the percentage of iron luing much Na-
than in main - other mines. Still, in spite of all

this, there can be no reasonable doubt that the
Lorraine iron fields constitute one of the most
valuable assets of Fran

France is not rich in coal, a prime essential

for the manufacture of iron and steel on a

scale commensurate with her supply of the

raw material. This fact, however, does not

daunt M. Polier. He sees in the growing use

of the electric furnace a possible substitute

for coal, and finds in the immense water power
at the disposal of France, notably in her Alpine

streams and those of the \ Mountains,
an inexhaustible supply of electric energy.

CAUSES OF THE PERSIAN REVOLUTION
A NATIVE of Persia, ArjavirTjilin-Kirian,
** has contributed to the Stuttgart weekly,

the Neue /.(it, an interesting article which

gives, in perspective, the main social and
economic causes underlying the late political

revolution in his country. His summary at-

tracts attention more through the analogies,

obvious or inferable, between the factors that

brought about the Persian upheaval of the

twentieth century and the French cataclysm

of the eighteenth.

As in ancient limes so in the Middle A
Persia had active trade relations with Europe.

Merchants continually came from Genoa and
Venice, and later on from Amsterdam and
London, in quest of fine silks and precious

stones and other articles of luxury. Put with

the rise of European industrialism Western

trading companies became anxious not only

to buy from the Persian-, but to sell to them.

so that in all towns of any consequence there

were foreign houses importing textiles, metal

ware-, sugar, tea. petroleum, and so forth.

The quantities of these importations rose

quickly. According to figures stated in the

article. Europe and India (with Russia as the

principal vendor) sent <>o.000,000 rubles'

worth of goods in ioor. and S7.000.000

rubles' worth in 1007. At the same time
foreign capital came for investment, far

higher interest being earned in Persia than

in F>urope, and Russian and English b

were opened throughout the land. Th? in-

troduction of cheap machine-made products

from abroad was a serious blow to local handi-

craft, and put an end altogether to the small

home industries of the peasants. Meanwhile
the opportunities for enrichment through an

increased output of raw materials did not

escape enterprising landed proprietors and
wholesale dealers, so that hides, fruits, wool,

silk, rice, and tobacco were then produced on

a large scale, the labor being supplied by
the impoverished di I

workers aforesaid.

Thus economical development took place on the

basis of a capitalistic system. To the great center-

like Teheran, Tabriz, ahiraz, Ispahan, numbi
financiers, " promoters/

1 merchants, clerks, and
mechanics were attracted. The new commercial
era extinguished the prevailing provincial «

•

ization. Persia's provinces were at one t i m-

nomically quite independent another, and

had separate laws and custom-. I \m the coin-

. lits, and measures would differ. Every
khan ruled supreme in hi- own province. Hut the

influential commercial middle class that

demanded liberation from the-e impediments to

business and the creation of a strong legislative and
administrative central authority for the whole

nation In 1S7Q. for instance, the government
forbade the khans to coin money, that function

thereafter devolving upon the royal mint at

Teheran.
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With the new political centralization, the

article goes on to explain, the feudal lords

forfeited their predominance. The govern-

ment, however, tried to make good this loss

of povwer and importance on the part of the

great nobles by conferring offices upon them,

regardless of their ability or integrity.

In their hands lay the revenue-raising functions,

which they fulfilled in the same manner as the
tyrannous grandees of French fame—i. e., by farm-
ing out the taxes. The collection of customs, ex-

cise, postal, and telegraph dues, and of all classes

of taxation, was let to the highest bidders, and the
men who secured these contracts became virtual

autocrats, fixing the rates a 5 they chose and squeez-
ing the people as dry as they could. Among the
high officials of the crown a more complex and
costly style of living accompanied the influx of

Western wares and ideas, the court wared more ex-

travagant, and many of the lesser ncjility mort-
gaged or sold their estates to speculative financiers.

.<• sums were spent on reorganizing
the army. The (irand Vizier, the ministers, the

mora of provinces, and the heads of districts

bought their posts from the government, and ex-

torted from the people tenfold, a hundredfold,
what they had paid. The assistants of the minis-

md governors received no salaries from their

superiors, but had to live on what they could get out
of the populace. Neither did the police receive any
governmental pay. They subsisted on gratuities
from individuals and on fines imposed. The peas-
ants were not only compelled to satisfy the op-

ive tax-farmers, they were obliged to give
annual tribute to the landlord-, and to their para-

underlings, in the form of animals and prod-
uce, and had to make presents to their masters if

the\ wanted to marry. Still worse was the Btate of
justi' ior -acting in a judicial as will

• y—would .simply declare
those guilty who could not come' up to his price.
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rulers of Persia made the path of the alien

financier as smooth as possible, paving it

for him with valuable concessions and mo-
nopolies. This of course incensed the native

business men against both the foreign capital-

ists and their own government.

But there are now Persian bankers richer than
the foreign; they compete successfully with their

English and Russian preceptors, and if the foreign
capitalists still make lots of money in Persia they
owe that to having been able to establish themselves
so firmly under the old autocratic system.

PART PLAYED BY THE CLERGY

The position of the clergy is described as

follows by the author, himself evidently not
one of the "faithful" and quite as evidently

a partisan, though a clear-headed partisan, of

the revolution:

With the growth of commercial connections with
Europe, and the extending of personal relations be-

tween Persian traders and members of European
society, Western culture penetrated into Persia. If

the merchants of the country did not dislike that

culture, whose introduction was closely associated
with their historical mission, if the government, as

slaves to foreign capital, unresistingly opened the
land to this culture, the priesthood was, however,
the constant foe ol everything coming out of the
West. The Persian clerisy, in whose hands lay

public education, did their utmost to maintain be-

lieving Moslems in the old traditions and convic-
tion- of dogma upon which rested the advantages
ot their immemorial influence. They opposed Eu-
ropean culture, Beeing in it one of the strongest
\<i< tors threatening their situation. The power of

the priesthood increased especially in tl» last quar-
terof the nineteenth century. At tli.it time it was so

great as to form a sort ol second government and
vie with the real government. The power of the
clergy augmented in the same measure as (heir

possessions. . . . Instead of distributing their

surplus revenue, -derived mainly from landed en-

dowments and from the legacies of true belie\ era

—

ilma among the poor and needy, they began to

entertain armed bands composed of theological
-Indents, who defended their interests.
\i 'in- nme time - of the higher prelates went
so far a. to join tL iations existing i"i the
purpose of i I he food pi l' e .. I he
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A WOMAN'S VIEW OF THE SUFFRAGE
MOVEMENT

IX the recent discussion of woman suffrage
*• in this country the objections to t he-

proposition that have been urged by women
have been, perhaps, quite as numerous as, and
in many instances more forcible than, the

objections urged by men. In beginning an
article on the subject in the Atlantic Monthly
for September, Miss Molly Elliot Seawell de-

plores the "superficial and inadequate man-
ner in which the matter has been discussed

on both sides." She complains that the suf-

fragists show in their spoken and published

utterances that they have little knowledge of

the fundamentals of government or the real

meaning of suffrage. In their treatment of

the subject they hopelessly confuse politi-

cal, philanthropic, socialistic, and economic
questions, nor do they seem able to discern

between objects of national and those of State

and municipal regulation.

On the other hand, this writer admits that

the objectors to woman suffrage have not
always given logical or practical reasons

against it. Both sides make the mistake of

assuming that the revolution will be over

when a woman can walk up to the polling

booth and deposit a ballot in the box. It is

at this point, however, according to Miss
Seawell, that the revolution will begin. The
experience of full suffrage for women, a< it

has been ,tried in the States of Colorado,

Idaho, Wyoming, and Utah, has not been
entirely successful, and during the last four-

teen years the States of the West, where a

nearer view of suffrage was possible, have
repeatedly defeated suffrage amendments to

their constitutions.

A brilliant and prominent advocate of wom-
an suffrage recently gave the following as its

chief objects: "Women suffragists stand for

sanitation, education, and the uplift of six mil-

lion workingwomen in the United States."

Mi-> Seawell proceeds to analyze this

formula:

I ir~i, is the universal fallacy on the part of the

suffragists that all women will vote alike, and will

VOte right.

Si i ond: neither sanitation nor education can be
the first or even the most import.mi object ol g<>v-

eminent. Good laws well administered, a pure and
competent judiciary, internal order, national de-
fensi . .ind mam otlnr tiling;-, must take prece-
dence oi sanitation and education. Neither sani-

tation nor popular education was known #to the
founder^ of the Republic; yet these founders added
more to the forces of civilization than any group of

sanitarians or educators that ever lived.

Third: neither sanitation nor education is a na-
tional affair, but both are the businest and
municipality

Fourth: sanitationand education are already well
attended toby men, and as large a share of the public
income is devoted to them as the people will bear.

Fifth: the proposition that one-half the eh
rate of the country shall devote its energies to t he-

uplifting of six million workingwomen in the
United States is a bald proposition to create a priv-

ileged class. This is a thing abhorrent to republi-

can institutions, and is the line of demarcation be-
tween republics and monarchies. There is not. and
never can be, a line on any statute book in the

United States, regulating work and wages between
private individual proposition to that effect

is socialism run mad. There is a socialistic

ciation, highly favored by suffragists, to bring
about that no shop-girl shall work for less than
four dollars a week. It is only just to the well-

meaning but ill-informed women who have gone
into this movement, to say that their unfamiliarity
with governmental problems is the reason that

such a grotesque association exists. The innocent
blunders of equally well-meaning and ill-informed

suffragists in New York City have involved them
in violations of law, and several of their leaders

were indicted in June, 1910, for boycotting and
conspiracy.

Suffrage is neither a philanthropic scheme nor an
economic measure, but a registering machine. The
stock argument of the suffragists has ( \<r been,

that the suffrage would enable a woman to get the

same pay for the same work as a man. What they

probably mean by this is, that a woman working
the same number of hours at the same employment
as a man should receive the same pay. Hut it has

been tested, and needs no test, that the work of

women for the same time at the same employment
as men is not 1 in quality or quantity, and
for obvious reasons. A woman cannot stand phys-

ical effort and nervous strain as a man can; nine

hundred and ninety-nine women out of every thou-

sand go into work with the fixed intention oi aban-
doning it at the first possible moment: a woman at

the period of her liable at any
moment to make a contract Of marriage, which
vitiates other contracts; and women are less

amenable to discipline than men.
Suffrage would not increase the physical strength

of women; it would not keep them at work it they

had a good opportunity to 1 scape from it ; it would
not prevent them from marrying if they wished to;

and it would not make them any more amenable
to discipline. Suffrage will not enlarge the -

of women's employments. It will not enable them
to climb telegraph poles, or to construct battle-

ships, or to build sky-scrapers. It will have no

effect upon either their work or their Wages, work
anil wages being entirely controlled by the law ol

supply and demand.

w v,v
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FINANCE AND BUSINESS
NOTES OX APPLIED ECONOMICS OF THE MONTH

A

Twenty Thousand Dollars Saved publisher of the sensational newspaper or

Week By Week cheap magazine shocks the public into buying
his wares.

PHILADELPHIA physician wrote the These ''Notes" have frequently pointed

financial department of this magazine out the dangerous power that the bungled

last month in search of suitable investment banking act of this nation practically forces

for twenty thousand dollars, coming due upon any money dealer on a large scale.

September ist ''from building and loan In January, "The Control of Billions" was
stock." found to reside with a group of entirely

A reply was immediately sent, asking in private individuals in New York City—
turn whether the twenty thousand dollars had although any other nation deems such ex-

been a legacy, or something like that, which tensive control a public matter, and pro-

had been invested outright in the stock, or vides that the people's representatives shall

whether it had been bought on installments, have it.

The physician's second letter was remark- Curiously enough, it was not a muck-raker,

able. It appeared that twelve years ago he but one of the most inveterate defenders

had definitely started to save. He picked out of high finance, which printed on the 15th

four of the mutual '"building and loan" as- of last month three sentences throwing the

lions, for which the State of Pennsyl- keenest ''human interest" into New York
vania is famous. One of these held its meeting Stock Exchange affairs, and "exposing" most
the fir-t week of the month, and the others on frankly the chief evil that has grown up
the second, third and fourth weeks respec- around that investment market.

ly. Thus, on each of forty-eight weeks in "The temptation to take on stocks,
-

' the

the year, the doctor was called upco for first sentence explained, is always present

ity-five dollars—one dollar per share of when bankers find their vaults full of idle

each of the twenty-five shares allotted to him. money and so are willing to loan that money
The psychology of this affair is its in- at low rates on "call"—from day to day.

side. Without those weekly de- In this way;
"money previously withdrawn

I ise remit installment on your from investment or other business" is borrowed
-. "—the doctor, or perhaps his wife, by speculators in order to buy five or ten

1 have found an excellent and entirely times the amount of stocks they could other-

iable use for many, probably most, of wise pay for; because "the income yield on all

ive dollar sums. Any reader standard -locks at current prices is much
uch mental suggestion on greater than the interest charge on the money

elf. required to carry the storks." Wherefore,
•her for- ties, the third sentence concludes, "it is

1

I able to expect thai the buying movement will

offered on the plan of increase in the mar future."

;lar id
I for in ad- 1.1 1 is perfectly g mics," your

.mount
1 ten Wall Street friend will say. " When stocks and

bonds sell so low that they yield more than

loney, people will e\< hange their money for

definiti nd bond
ill," the reformer will thunder.

It i nothing l< it pe< ula-

I h.- I •inpt.it i< <ii h> I'.m Stotks '" r

1, hundred ol

millions of dollai Mowing
G \ 1 Phrough 1

1 en the mom ed up, 1

itv, the whin legitimate bu in< men igain want it,

.
• r than the legal rate ol int< 1

l l itur<

\
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THE STOCK EXCHANGE AS "A BAROMETER OF BUSINESS
-

(Now that the defects of Wall Street conduct, of our currency system, and of American financial affairs per.'

are under discussion, it is in order to examine any records that show to what extent the Stock Exchange has fulfilled

its legitimate functions—to register, by the prices of stocks, advance information of the broad changes in the country's

eirninp power. The chart above, compiled by the Wall Street Journal, compares the gross earnings, the divi

i. and the prices of the stocks of American radroads. Since railroad earnings fluctuate according to the

volume of production of farmers and manufacturers, they form the best single index to the state of indu^.

moved the restrictions of the usury law from
loans on collateral."

In between the vacuum of theory on one
side, and the violent personalities of die other,

there is room to look for the practical under-

lying cause. Alter observing some hundreds

of "Wall Street'* men at work, more or less

intimately, one finds them pretty much like

other Americans at work—inclined to stand

up for their own associates and their own
system, rather than to analyze either very

profoundly.

Theobservermight ask, for instance: " Win-
is money allowed to lie around 'idle' at all?"

How Natural Currency Works

Vol' can find natural currency, the kind
1

that fluctuates with the demand, at work
in Belgium or Switzerland, or in Canada <>r

Mexico; in fact, anywhere except in America.

it France. Any innkeeper or merchant
or manufacturer can get cash from any bank
where he has an account, in exchange for his

own note bearing the signature of three per-

sons known to be solvent. I le gets the money
direct from the Hank of France itself, or one

of its branches, if that is where he keeps his

an ount. [f not. his bank in turn indorses the

note and hands it over to the Hank of France

or one of its branches for "re-discount."

This central institution alone may issue bank-

notes. About 70 per cent, of the commercial

"paper*" it holds in exchange for its notes has

been thus passed on to it by independent

banks. Following are the regular rates this

bank has charged, during the last twelve

years, for discounting paper received from
other banks and for loans asked by it- own
direct customers:

1 uis ] )U,

,

.tints

i><)<) December 7
I tecember 21 .5.0

I900—January II. 4 5 4 "
|.inu.ir\ .'5

M.r. »5

1907 January 17 .

.

40
March 21. 4.0
\ ivember ~

4 5

1908— |.innar\ 9 4 5

January 23 4.0
'M.r

Think: at the height oi the 1007 panic, any-

body with three solvent friends to endorse his

note could get currency for it at only 4'

cent. Or if his account was with an inde-

pendent bank, it could get the currency for

him and make a profit out of all int.

charged above 4 per cent.

This seems incredible. Many American
borrowers will doubt even the official records
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HOW PRICES OF STOCKS HAVE FORECASTED THE IMPORTANT INDUSTRIAL CHANGES
• The heavy black line shows the changes in gross earnings of twenty representative railroads. There is a regular

"seasonal" change. Always October is the month of highest earnings, and February the lowest. Then there are the
"big swings." It is striking to find by the lighter line underneath, representing the average prices of the stocks of

those twenty railroads, that said prices have always forecasted such swings of earnings by several months. Thus,
the sharp fall in earnings that began October. 1903. had been indicated since the January previous by the downward
trend of stock prices. Exactly the same thing is true of 1907)

from which that table was taken, until they
recall that in France money can never be
"idle" and can never be "scarce," because
the currency is "natural." Read these recent

tions asked by representatives of our
Monetary Commissfcm, and • the answers
given by the Governor of the Bank of France:

Through what a. lo you fed a demand
for ir note is-uc' \) me from the
ban. ur own custom

1 a moment ago, i( is the bills pre-
r loans wnii h

lly the movements of issue,

ind for increase come more
from the banks or from customei

nks and demands
laxly import they
l their numcrou

tomatu '

If th< it is, I a

When
Iw tion of issw

1

'II Is

Artifu 1.1I ( ish

I

ind inflexible i- our A

to that

of France or any other up-to-date country,

and to common sense.

The great sum of $55,000,000 was reported

as "surplus" by the New York banks on the

13th: an amount equalled only twice—in 1004
and 1908—during many years past. The
bankers had accumulated this cash by cutting

down old loans and refusing new ones, in an-

ticipation of the usual demand from Western
and Southern hanks, whose farmer-customers

Deed money about this time to move their

crops.

Likewise, since June, "country" ban

in the crop sections have been refusing loans

for the pun base of automobiles or extra land;

even merchants and manufacturers in many
localities found it difficult to get money for

onable extensions of their own I111

And in p 1 hi I t, bui li banking
"contraction" bad made the negotiation of

commercial paper almost impossible. Even
in cases where nobody doubted the credit of

the borrower, or the reliability of the in-

the mone) refu ed imply be-

the bank. • d there would not be

1

I lie no r« liant - and inanui.n tUTei I all I m
1 .<-d « annot bl.one the fai on 1 . Crops

are ! ide. \"t < .in lli' v

bias li pi
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wen marked down nearly a billion dollars

till— year alone, signifying that several hun-

dred million dollars, borrowed last year on

"collateral," had been returned to the banks
and other lenders.

In any other country, the larger crops of

the farmer and the higher credit of the mer-
chant increase the volume of cash automatic-

ally. But in ours—well, consult the figures

for June this \ear, as compared with June,

K)0(), reported by the national banks. They
had loaned out $395,000,000 more. But the

cash in their vaults was actually S66,ooo,ooo

less.

The reason: American currency is inflex-

ible. It represents not the real industrial

assets of the country, but the bonds of the

Government, which are like the flowers that

bloom in the spring— they have nothing to do
with the legitimate needs of merchants and
farmers and manufacturers for money.

Idle Money

INCREASED money supply was cited as
A one cause of American high prices, on
the 16th of last month, in the minority report

of the committee that had been investigating

wages and prices for the United States Sen-

ate. How can this jibe with the facts re-

ported above?
There was $5 "circulation" per capita in

1S00, little more than $10 in 1N40. and less

than $20 in 1880. Last year the figure was
5s4.o.;. Perhaps this increase has been en-

tirely justified by the rise in our scale of living

—the spread of the piano players, enameled
bathtubs and automobiles. But whether or

no, it is entirely correct to state that the

country is swamped with currency— when-
ever it is not in v.\vi\. The reason is the same
which makes it scarce during the periods of

greatest demand.
In America, any group of men with re-

sources enough to obtain a national bank
charter and buy some Government bonds
issue bank-notes to the face value of those

bonds. There are 7000 such groups to-day.

fighting one another for business. When
trade' and commerce do not call for money (as

in [908), the- banks are full of it. Tiny press

it upon borrowers at lower and lower rates.

Speculators an- happy. Soon the high prices

brought about by speculation have da

real business men into feeling more pn>>-

perous than they are ta> in iooq\ They ex-

tend. They borrow. They offer their notes
v perfectly good note-, indorsed with per-

fectly good names, but real assets won't

answer as a basis for currency in America.
You mu>t have Government bonds. So
when everybody wants currency— as last

year, and until quite recently— it

scarcer. Interest rates go up. The weak
speculators who can't pay them go down—as

this year^dragging others with them. The
whole "market'' in food products, or farms,

or stocks drops. This unlocks a lot of e

Yet men of enterprise sometimes cannot
find encouragement to go ahead on a big

scale—as now. There are Supreme Court
decisions coming that may change the whole
machinery of business. Large purchasers of

materials don't know what freight rates may
be until the Commerce Commission can hear

the evidence. Wise bankers are tight with

their money, foreseeing demands for crop

moving. Yet, interest rates being low, there-

is "the temptation to take on stock

Bonds Go Begging

1X7HEN capitalists dislike to tie up the

money they control for threi

months, they naturally are even less inclined

to put it into long term bonds. Any I

man is an authority on the dullness of the

professional demand for his wares. The big

banks and financial institutions don't '

them. Little more than half as many bonds
have been sold on the Stock Exchange a- last

year. Private inve>tor> are taking advai

of this situation, which involves much l<

prices for bonds just as good as they were

eighteen months ago—better, on the avi 1

The disparity is phenomenal between the

total of new .securities authorized this

and the amount actually issued. T&S is. to

a large extent, the difference between the

money that active corporations would like

and the money they can get. The figun

compiled by the Journal of Commerce for the

firM s« months of 1010, show that ?So4.;

710 of new -. bonds and notes were

authorized, but not entirely distributed. The
total authorizations were $1,921,506,660, as

against $1,648,156,240 for the same period

last year.

Neither is Europe in a position to fin,.

- in former year- I untries the

world over have been asking for new 51

ities in amounts unprect I

for instance, with its enormous recent i

trial consolidations, is employing loans and

advances considerably urcatcr in amount
than ever before in its history. Then 1

and Sumatra and the Straits Settlements

have sprung into world factors financially.
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through the sudden growth of their rubber
plantations. These big pieces of financing

have come back to London. Likewise, of the

$730,000,000 raised in France last year on
securities, some 63 per cent, went to foreign

countries.

It is to London, Paris and Berlin that

colonies of the Powers look for capital. The
same is true of South America. Foreign
business for Continental and London bankers
is booming, where a few years ago was stag-

nation. The United States can look forward
to financing itself. It would seem that all

these factors and more had been anticipated

by the low prices of many representative and
sound bonds in America.

Cotton, the King of Exports

IT will surprise some folks who believe in
A the protective tariff, but who are not fond
of figures, to learn that there would be no
trade balance with Europe in our favor at all

ii*it were not for the humble cotton boll.

Housekeepers pay higher for meat and
milk and chickens if the corn crop fails; or

if it is wheat, the loaf of bread costs more

—

or grows less. With the cotton crop, how-
ever, attention shifts to the foreigner. In

1000 our domestic cotton exports exceeded
$300,000,000, in 1006 $400,000,000, and in

the year ended last June $4^0,000,000

—

nearly ten times the value of the wheat ex-

ported, and eighteen times that of corn.

Indeed, without exports of cotton America
would -how thi-, year, instead of a $187,-

000,000 credit against Europe, a debt to it

of $2^,000,000. Since our credit should
ice what it actually was, in

!<:r to pay off our standing obligation- of

rued by Europeans, and
•»ly the a touri

I, of n ad carried

. and tin like the flu

AtOfl crop arc most serious

od other natioi

r the 1 ding la
; by the Sout! I i.il

ironi 1

1

than '

billion

'

.1 include

-I in manufactured
rn.

ill run to

mil rt

two II |iri< 1 keep ild

mean a credit item for the United States of
more than half a billion dollars.

The Tax That Isn't Paid

TTMIE devil must love a law unenforced.
A Xo private immorality could ruin ai

fraction as much of character and conduct as
the absurd statutes in most States regarding
the taxation of personal property.

Last month Chicago felt a shock when the
Illinois Tax Reform League filed a statement
alleging that 70 citizens of Cook County had
concealed from assessment their ownership of

stocks in corporations not chartered by Illi-

nois with a face value of two hundred million

dollars.

Now for the reverse side. A widow in New
York State had been left an income yielding

S2400 a year. The estate appeared as a
matter of record. She could not dodge the tax.

She paid Si 380. Balance for living expenses
for herself and family, $1020. "It is the testi-

mony of experience that a tax on intangible

property tends to inequality in taxation in-

stead of fairness, and those who are especially

intended to be taxed are the ones whoescape."
The quotation is from a report to Congress
this year of a tax commission for the District

of Columbia. Then the Ohio Commission ap-
pointed by Governor McKinley in 1803 pro-

nounced the general personal property clause

"A school of perjury." "Worst of all, it

imposes unjust burdens upon various classes

in the community."
Any reasonable man can aid the cam-

paigns of tax reform associations fur a law
that will be obeyed by one and all. One may
believe with Henry George that the "single

tax"' on land alone i> the final end. Or one
may have faith in an inheritance tax, grad-

uated bo as to weigh more heavily a- estates

rise to the luxury < lass.

Mayor Gaynor, by suggesting the abolition

York City, .ittrai ted n.i

tional attention. "Most of the newspaper
comment baa been favorable to the sugg<

tion." writes the editor of the Journal of

Accountancy, published in New York, "and
all of the di ' h.i\ <• i 1 1 < I i < .'ted general

iih the p. ; onal property
I 'I he July Dumber of that magazine

mpo ium on thi subje< t by
ipet< ni ;i< < ountanl and ai t i v <• t,i\ 1.

ion propert) ownii

1 iti nts to he hone 1 . bul objei

to the paj mi ni oi 1.1 m whi( h hi ei bra

eniy evaded 1 n fai bi ttei able to 1

tin m than him ell
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When the evil is understood by individual

rs, there no longer will be such spectacles

as that of one Tuesday not lorn,' ago, when at

the office of the Tax Commissioner at

York City there appeared no less than -i\

hundred men and women. It was just one of

the days for "swearing off."

New Inventions Poor Investments

HPWO lawsuits in progress last month illus-
A trated rather spectacularly the good old

principle that a new invention is a poor

investment. Dramatic emphasis is laid by
the prominence and wealth of the investors.

They were, by no means, the citizens of quiet

life in secluded and remote districts —the kind
who send letters to this magazine every week,

inquiring about stocks in some new tele-

graph or mono-railroad or other patented
device which invariably, according to the

promoter-, '"will make fortunes like the

Bell Telephone."
No indeed. A Newport house and an

elusive Xew York club were mentioned in

last month's complaints as the spots whereon
the investors were induced to part with

S; 5.000 and $5000 respectively, for stocks

which they now declare to be worthless.

[f tin- widow of a most eminent professional

man and a well-to-do descendant of a Revo-
lutionary hero can find it difficult to learn the

about a "new invention" company in

time—what chance has the average citizen,

tied down by business or home duties, hun-
dred- or thousands of miles distant from the

enterprise?

Of course, what attracted thi thy

investors i- what attract- those of moderate
mean-— the promise of enormous or unusual
profit-. Such promises, in every single 01

the hundred- of cases that have come to the

notice of thi- magazine during the past

couple <4 year-, have spelled loss to the in-

vestors. Most inventions of real promise are

financed in private—which is as it should
be. with such high risks inevitable.

Meanwhile, the real investments, the 5 and
1 int. bonds and stocks, keep on their

sober way. They paid more than a billion

dollar- la-t year in interest and dividends to

• prudent investors who seldom buy new
things, and never buy anything from new

ile. They stick to established bankers

who have been selling the same kind of secur-
ities at the same place for many yeai

Stocks That Suit the Case

DEOPLE used to write this magazine won-
dering why the financial department, in

its lists of stocks printed so often, two years
when prices were even lower than now,

mentioned the second preferred stock of the

Reading Railroad instead of the first. Would
not the first naturally be safer?

The rea-on lies in a little clause, unnoticed
by many investors, in the agreement of the

Reading Company regarding this stock. The
Company reserves for itself the right of con-

verting the second preferred stock, one-half

into first preferred and one-half into common
stock, at face value. Now the common is al-

ready receiving pec cent, against the 4 per
cent, to which the two cla- referred are

limited. Here is a valuable potentiality.

Wherefore, those who bought "Reading
ond" in iooS. at eighty-odd doll '.are,

had chances tosell it in 1000 as high as$i 17.50
and as high as $1 10.50 this year. .Meanwhile
the first preferred, as a 4 per cent, stock with
no "potentialities." has very logically fluc-

tuated between 89 and 06.

Knowledge of these hidden causes is often

valuable in selecting just the kind

that will suit a particular investor. The
elaborate monograph, " Stocks and the Stock

Market," recently published by The Amer-
ican Academy of Political and Social Science,

in Philadelphia, holds much information on

this subject—valuable particularly now that

stock- are in tbe public 1

Or take the obscure matter of taxation. In

every State there are certain companies
whose stock i- not taxed to the individual

holders of it residing in that Mate. Usually

the stock is one oi a "domestic corporation,"

one whose place of business i- within the

State in question. There are many excep-

tions. In New York and Xew Jersey, lor

in-tame, there are numerous decisions under

which stocks of many "foreign" corporations

are also untaxed to the individual holder.

Any banker who knows his business and

has been at it for a numlxr of yi

.

supply a li-t <>• lit." prepared

with reference to fine jH)int> like the aboi

which frequently make a very real difference.

r 'Wfi



GENERAL WEYLER'S OWN STORY"
GENERAL WEVLER has written a book which

bids fair to create a sensation in this country
as well as in Spain; we knew what Spain,

what Cuba, what the United States thought of

Weyler; now he gives us his side of the case. The
most dispassionate reader cannot but come to the

conclusion that this book confirms the worst

charges that have been preferred against Cuba's
former Governor. Moreover, and this is of special

population hates Spain; wherever you pass a farm
and ask the women where their husbands are they
answer with terrifying frankness: 'In the moun-
tains with Chief So-and-So.'
"You could not get a man to carry a message if

you gave him 500 or 1000 pesetas; he would be
hanged if he were ever caught by the insurgents.
. . . I might concentrate the peasants' families
in the villages, but it would take too many men to

interest to Americans, the pictures he gives us protect them; and in the interior it is most difficult

of the conditions which obtained in the ill-fated

island during the last years of the Spanish rule are

so blood-curdling, that even the most rabid critics

of America's intervention will be silenced.

When Weyler was sent to Cuba to replace Mar-
tinez Campos the island was virtually lost to Spain.

While the Spanish Government affirmed to the

press and the nation that

the war was practically

over, Martinez Campos
was sending to Premier
Canovas confidential
notes in which he con-
fessed himself hopelessly

beaten.
Weyler states that

when he landed in Cuba
he did not even suspect

the real state of affairs.

"I did not know any-
thing besides what the

Minister of War had told

me and what I had read

in the papers or in an-

mous Id
niards living in( uba.

and I thought that all of

them exaggerated the

I had no knowl-
of all th<

I have ap-
his U*>k."

What the real f.:

forth in the
following letter from

-.;../ (

tillo, Prime Mini
1 le publk for the

what

in

M my
,! I .1.

to secure volunteers; and then it would mean
misery and starvation; I would have to give those
people daily rations; during the last war I gave as

many as 40,000 every day. . . . But that
would not prevent women and children from acting
as spies.

"
I think Weyler is the only man who could cope

with the situation, for

he possesses intelligence,

courage, and a deep
knowledge of warfare;
therefore, my dear friend,

think it over, and if you
prefer this system don't
hesitate to recall me; we
are deciding Spain's fate,

I nit I have convictions
which forbid me to

countenance executions
and other acts of the
same order."
The Spanish Govern-

ment knew very well then
what Weyler's presence
at the head of the Cuban
army would m e a n .

Terrible measures of re-

pression had to be
adopted if the Spanish
rule \\a^ to prevail in the
< olony.

"1 he insurgents," he
writes, "did not return
in any way the con
siderate treatment ac-
i Midcd to them by thi>

g e ne r o us commandi 1

Marl inez < ampos I. \i

1 lie beginning <>l 1 he war
Maximo < iomez fought
fair; but Maceo, ,h I

-hall prove by authent i<

i|c» nun ni i, ordered hi

bands to set fin toall 1 he
:i mill' u hose "\\ ni 1

not paying wat
tribute, to plunder and
loot lli' ' mini 1 \ , tO

ni n il> Ij .ill 1 he
1 ,

and I ho '

• .Mr. lii I' paii ne 1. iiIm ad
• .I 1. 1 in. hi. provi

in 1 In villa

\\ or* '. ' 1 1 In 11

'Mi \i i<> in« ulia \ "i 1

Irdl

I . lie. I .1111/., I. I KM)
en •! ' i" '

•

I

'.II u

l!\
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hiefs did not b< sitate to kill with their own
weapons defenseless islanders, and Maximo Gomez
in his 'Memoires' confesses to having shot person-

ally a man he had sentenced to death, a deed
which I call murder pure and simple. And -till

thai individual presumes to call me assassin."

The following proclamation sent by Ma
Gomez' lieutenant, to hi- bands, fully confirms
Weyler's i harges:

"Comrades at arms; destroy, destroy every-
thing day and night; to blow up bridges, to derail

train-, to burn up villages and sugar mills, in a
word, to annihilate Cuba i- the only way to defeat
our enemies. . . . The main thing is to con-
\ ince Spain that ( uba will be but a heap of ruin-.

We musl burn and raze everything. It

would be folly to fighl a- a European army would.
Where rifles are of DO avail, let dynamite do the
work."

It i- interesting to compare this proclamation
with a circular ( General Weyler senl to .ill his sub-

ordinates: "The determination and harshness dis-

played by the insurgents musl be imitated by us
in our conduct toward- th( in."

Read also his proclamation to the Cuban popu-
lation:

"I need not to tell you, for you know it already,

thai whatever clemency I may show towards un-
defeated enemies, or those who lend their aid to

the Spanish cause, I will display all the determina-
tion and energj which characterize me in visiting

the extreme penalties of the law on those who assist

the enemy in any manner ortry to revile our name."
After that Weyler may well explain to us that

".
. . The charges of cruelty made against me

originated during the preceding Cuban campaign,
I was .it the head of a light column which moved
at a verj quick pace over its zone of operations,

capturing therefore more prisoners than the other
column-. Those prisoner- were executed according
to the laws of war."
About the concentration camps Weyler has

this i" say: "Of all the measures I ever took,

the most bitterly criticised was 'Concentration,'
which saved my troop- from being uselessly deci-

mated. ... I need not defend that system;
whoever i- familiar with the history of modern
wars know-, that it was adopted by the English

in the Transvaal and by the Americans in the

Philippines, a fact most Mattering to my pride. If

individuals were sometimes summarily executed,

as it happens in every war, they were put to death
in obedience to the laws and regulations, never for

the mere reason that they were insurgents." How-
ever sparing of detail- the General may be touch-
ing the coiii cut ration system, he does not hesitate

to tell u- thai "the insurgents' wives and children
were obliged to go wherever the head of the family

supposed to be," an insignificant-looking state-

ment which, however, can excuse the most terrible

atrocities on the pan of the regulars.

As to his reasons for bringing out the work at

this time, h(

"I wrote the book to make the truth known
about niv conduct a- enieral-in-chicf, a conduct
commended not <>ulv by army officers, who -cut

me man; personal letters, but by privates, who,
alter returning to Spain, -poke of me with .in en-

thusiasm tor which I can hardly express my grat-

itude. Various reasons deterred me from attempt-

ten my mind could not have freed

itself ot a certain bias) .1 task which I can now per-
form with perfect equanimity, thank- to the time
which has elapsed, soothing the irritation duv to
the injustice which I suffered at the hands of cer-
tain men. I must add that I did not wish to ag-
grieve Senor Sagasta by telling anew the

our disasters; neither did I wi-h to censure the
illustrious General Martinez Campos, my prede-

r in Cuba, although he did not treat me too
charitably upon his return to Madrid."
We suspect Weyler's reasons of beine slightly

different. The worthy general has not abdie

all political ambitions. He now holds the imp>r-
tant and profitable position of Captain General of

Catalonia. When the Moret cabinet fell, however,
both Senor Moret and Seftor Maura, a -tr

combination of political nuanres, advised King
Alfonso to make- General Weyler Prime Minister.
The propo-iton was too ridiculous to be enter-
tained for a minute, but it is a question whethc r

Weyler has forgiven Canalejas for accepting the
po-t he had for a while considered a- within his

own reach. Hi- bitterness again-t the liberal- and
radicals would show thai hi- "perfect equanimity"
i- referred to principally for the sake of rounding
off a paragraph harmoniously. For Canalejas be-

longed to that section of Parliament which pfl

rather harsh judgments on the- peculiar system of

warfare applied in Cuba under Weyler- general-
ship.

"Relieved of my command md
Captain General <>f the Island of Cuba when S

5ta, the liberal leader, wa- a-ked to constitute
a cabinet, I left my post, to the sorrow of the faith-

ful patriots who shared my l>elicf that the end of

the war was near, and who approved unreservedly
of my military tactics, which they consider
the only ones likely to brine about the- much de-
sired consummation. On my re-turn to the IVnin-
sula I was acclaimed with the most ardent enthus-
iasm; on the other hand, I was censured by 1 e-rtain

members of the lil>cral party and persecuted by a

government weak enough to Ii-ten to the most ab-
surd fabrication- relative t>> my activity in Cuba.
The government actually demanded explanations
from me when the ship that carried me had hardly
reached it- moorings at l.a Coruna. through the
Captain General n the province, who cam
board without even knowing what questions t

me. . . . The liberal party at that time was
in ne-c-cl of a platform, and it harped on 'Cuban
autonomy ' in order to make my recall imperative."

This book make- ratlu-r heavy reading, it is

; tably loose in it- composition, anil the author
might, at times, have u-ed more elegant Spanish.
But even if the General were a Utter stylist he
would not rely ii|>on literary embellishments to

congeal his thought-; he has the merit of '

trank—brutally
We may mention that the publishers have very

cleverly (or very stupidly) printed the title ami the

author's name in bl-

•

type on a cover
of livid gray.

\ second volume ia announced, but the first half

of the present volume contains all the vital part ot

the work, that i-. General Weyler's comments
and the documents (some of them of a confidential

nature) which he produces in npport ot hi- con-

tentions.



THE NEW BOOKS
BIOGRAPHY AND HISTORY

THE authorized biography of Daniel C. Gil-

man, by Fabian Franklin, 1

is the record of

one of the most fruitful careers in the annals

of American education. More than that, it is the

story of a university enterprise that has had no
parallel in our history or in the world's history.

Johns Hopkins University and its first president

cannot be dissociated. How it came about that in

1875 the trustees of the new foundation at Balti-

more, in casting about for an executive head, wore
led to choose the one man in the country who was
fitted by training, temperament, and knowledge to

guide their venture to success may never be fully

understood, but the fact that they did make this

propitious choice will ever be a cause of rejoicing

among all friends of higher learning in this and
other land?. Mr. Franklin, who is now one of the

editors of the New York Evening Post, was a fellow

and professor at the Hopkins in the early years.

He was himself a part of that never-to-be-forgotten

era of academic enthusiasm and zeal, when a band
of gifted teachers and students, meeting in humble
and plainly-appointed lecture-rooms and labora-

. made of Baltimore the very Mecca of Amer-
ican scholarship. It is made very clear in this

volume that Mr. Gilman would never have been
sought for the epoch-marking work at Johns Hop-
kin? if he had not already scored a brilliant success

as an educator. First in the founding and success-

ful administration of the Sheffield Scientific School
at Vale, and later as president of the University of

California at a particularly critical period in the

fortune-! of that institution, he had shown his un-

I rapacity as an educational organizer. The
Johns Hopkin- tr insulted four of the most
eminent university presidents in the country' in

ng a man to head their new institution and the

man whom each of the four in turn, quite inde-

pendently of the others, named for the position
' iilman. Hi- administration covered

quarter-century of the University'! life,

and it i- th«- general testimony of those most com-
•hat no university pn-ident ever

succeeded more completely in attracting and re-

r hii institution t he: loyal f un-
holar'-hip. Mr. Gilman'l activitii

• th<- means not only of building
llopkii A infusing a wholly new

n all the universities of the
lopkins has had many

\nn rn an
with «i work

n with • .rous
''

1 the**- foundations,
more

•.hi< h < •ilman
Italtim

msen, t rtin

id the world, and to

The record of a stormy life is the way Helene
von Racowitza, princess-actress, herself describes
her autobiography 2 which has recently been trans-
lated into English 'from the original German.
Princess von Racowitza was for most of the years of

her girlhood a prominent figure in the dramatic,
artistic, and social life of Berlin. She came to
New York in 1877 and then made a tour through-
out the United States. Her book is full of reminis-

cence and anecdotes about famous people on two
continents. Many of these deal with Ferdinand
Lassalle, the famous Socialist leader, with whom she
had the supreme love affair of her life.

A few noteworthy works of history, chiefly text-

books, have appeared during the dull summer sea-

son. "Europe Since 1815," by Charles Downer
Hazen, Professor of History in Smith College, 3

is

one of the "American Historical Series" edited by
Dr. Charles H. Haskins (History, Harvard). Its

purpose is to present European history since the
downfall of Napoleon as viewed from the modern
standpoint. There are fourteen excellent colored

maps. Dr. S. E. Forman, author of "Advanced
Civics" and other text-books of a high order, has
just brought out a new school history of the United
States.* This work, which is copiously illustrated,

is the "story of the westward movement." An
Englishman, Dr. John Formby, has prepared a
scholarly though condensed history of the Amer-
ican Civil War,* "because it unquestionably con-
tains many lessons for the mother nation of Eng-
land." There is a separate volume of maps. "A
Bibliography of History" designed for schools and
libraries has been compiled with descriptive and
critical annotations by Dr. Charles M. Andrews
(History, Johns Hopkins), Mr. J. Montgomery
Gambrul, and Mrs. Lida Lee Tall.*

A very useful editing of the famous Plutarch's

"Lives' has been brought oul !>v F. J. Gould, in

two volume-, with simple, helpful illustr.U ions.

'

There are t WO smallish volumes, divided into " Tides

of the (.reeks" and "Tales of the Romans" and
both entitled "The Children's Plutarch." The
work i- designed espei i illy for children of ten to

fourteen years of age. There is an appreciative

introduction l>y Mr. VY. I). Howells.

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
'Two new books on American political institu-

tions remind 11- that there is a new generation to be
s< booted in the prim iples ot government, and thai

new methods and new I'M books are demanded in

tell a mill' " 1 alleii e ta< 1 cienccs, Prof.

( hatle- A. Beard, "i < olumbia I nivcrsity, has

adapt excellent m uiu.il" to the need "i 1 "I

lege student • an-! ni ral urvej

\n Vuu>bl<HCra|>li 1 1 In 11 .

Downer II ../. 11 1
1

. I-

s in 1.1

i li. -

f II,. I I I.IIUilll
• |l|l III (I.

I
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I
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r political system. It may be used to ad- laid aside for future retouching, or its

in conjunction with its companion author was dissatisfied with it in .1, i- not
"Readings in American Government and known. But the tale as we ha tnmistakably

Politic Meredithian.

I lit- study of "Political Theory and Party Or-
ganization in the United States," l>y President

ol Antioch College, 1 although developed on
the plan ol a text-book, makes a -ir..n- appeal to
the general reader and especially to the citizen of

I interests. The author gives due consideration
to the persona] element in our political history

plaining the representative character of the leading
American statesmen in successive periods of our
national growth.

(its' sanitation, a topic frequently made un-
interesting by the very method of it- presentation,
i- clarified and made actually attractive by Mr.
Hollis Godfrey's little hook, "The Health of the
City," 3

in which the author, an authority in the
field of popular science, brings together the results
of his studies on city air, water, wastes, food, bous-

and noise. No progressive citizen of any
modern municipality can help being interested in

what Mr. Godfrey lias to say concerning these im-
portant matters.

A SURVEY OF RECENT EVENTS

The seventh volume of Mr. J. \. Larned'a
excellent and useful "History for Ready Refer-

ence'" covers the developments of the past ten

years. The changes and transformations of the
period,—industrial, social, and political,—are
treated under appropriate headings. The rise- of

tin- so-called "trusts" in this and other countries

and the measures taken by governments for their

control and regulation are detailed from the most
authoritative sources. The proceedings in the

United State.- for the regulation of the railroads

an- also carefully reviewed. History has been
making rapidly in the decade just closing, as we
are reminded by the articles on the Russo-Jap-
anese war, the establishment of the Cuban Repub-
lic, the separation of church and state in France,
the revolutions in Turkey and Persia, and the be-
ginnings "l constitutional government in China.

FICTION

When tin master novelist ( reorge Meredith died,

he kit one unfinished story. This, under the title
" i Clt and Saxon," has now been published, Just as
the author Kit it.* The story turns on diver-

gencies in character between the Irishman and the

Anglo-Saxon. It i> full of Meredith'.- Mow of

argument and description, of hi* happy "side al-

lusions'' and metaphors, and his sonorous, red-

blooded phrasing. Some ol the eritie-s are savin;.;

that the manuscript of 'Celt and Saxon" was
written nearly forty years ago. Whether it w.i-

'Political Theorj and Party Organization In the United
By Simeon D lis.-. Gtna&Oo. M 1 i>i>.. ill. $i..">o.

• The Health of the Olty Bj BoUia Godfray. Boat
Mifflin Company, -irj pp. si .

' History for Ready Reference from the Best Hteta
i

> l >
• r - . and specialists. IU .1 N I arned Volume

\ll 1001-10) Springfield, Ma-* <' \. Nichols Oiin-

It and Saxon tiy cmnir M«T.-<iith. Bcrftma
pp $1

English critic - are -aying vigorous, appreciative
things about Richard Dehan'- novel of the I

which he ha- called "One Braver I hi

Vivid and rugged often to the point of rough
this story appeals to the fundamental emotions of
the human heart whatever be its national at

Love, war, adventure, rude |iassions, and high
purposes saturate almost every one of its 6lO
pages.

The works of that powerful English romance
writer w ho was known for a decade as " Fiona Mac -

Leod " (the late William Sharp) are now being pub-
lished in a uniform edition, arranged and edited by
Mr-. Sharp. There will Ix; seven volume
which three have already appeared* (two tales in

each volume): "The Dominion of Dreams" and
"Under the Dark Star": "The Sin Eater"
and "The Washer of the Ford"; and "Pharais"
and "The Mountain Lovers."

There is a languorous, exotic charm at>out the
collect ion of Oriental love Stories by Mar.
Mordecai, which have been grouped as "The
Flower e>f Destiny."' There arc f, all but
ejne- founded on events and ctuu ol Asiatic
history.

A series of impressionistic sketches, chiefly of

London life, with much e>f ti : that charac-
terizes Mr. Kipling's work without its occasional
roughness, has been printed in a volume- entitled
"A Motley."1 The author is Mr. John I

worthy, whose: name is appearing with ini n
frequency on the title pages of work- of English

fiction of note. There is a haunting lit

quality anel an insistent conviction of reality

about these sketches which makes them unu-u.d
in their appeal.

A fa-iinating novel, with several thoroughly
likable people for characters, i- "The Fruit eif De-
sire-," by Virginia Deinare-t.* This is evidently

a aom de- plume. The story recount- the expert-
cm esofa manandwoman who take an unusual view
of love anel marriage. Each has bees wrongfully
accused of serious misdeeds anel it i- through their

misfortunes that they first become acquainted.
Circumstances throw them together in a very un-
usual way. They learn te> regard each either with

an exalted devotion that is very beautiful. Their

idea-—which are- evident!] also the author's own
—on love anel the marriage relations are, bowevi r,

I, we think, em a somewhat forced and dis-

torted vie-w of life anel human ideals.

• One Brarvr Thing. By IJichar- * Co.
C.lOpn. Si 10

•The- Writings of Fiona M !ite>! bj
\\-jlliam Sharp iMJiil.l.l t On I rati . Itt pp., ill. *i SO
e»rh.

Kor ol Destiny. By Margaret Mordecai. Put-
nam 989 pp. $'
•A Mot I' i -wes-thy. Scrtbncrs. 27 1 pp.

SI 20
Kniit of D lly Virvlnia Demarest. B

-

m
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THE PROGRESS OF THE WORLD

Politics
^" r man

.
v rnonths past, as duly Tuft, with almost unparalleled qualifications

set forth in these pages of com- to be, simply, the President of the whole
ment. the political situation has people of the United States, is perhaps the

been clear to all who would seek to under- most blundering politician who ever occupied

stand it unless blinded by partisanship or by the White House. Yet the country did not

-t. Through many vicissitudes, expect him to play politics at all; and only

the country has been steadily groping its way desired that he should do the work appro-

towards a better average of efficiency and priate to his high office, that he can so easily

character in [M>1itics and in theworkofgovern- do, in the most admirable way. If this com-
ment. The Roosevelt administration, broadly ment seems blunt, it is not made in a spirit

represented the forward move- of hostility.

ment. The Tail administration, in its main
trend, has also, in the very nature of the case, Mr Ttift

Mr. Taft has been President a
A for the same type of progressive, in- «'t thit year and a half, and there re-

telligent, honest administration. But in mains of his term a period of two
son- •• Taft administration has not and a half year-. The important presidential

done itself full justice. It- attempts to dom- work he has already done justifies the belief

inate politics throughout the country have that he will round out a successful adminis-
futile; and it- theory of .the President's tration. It i> hard for men to learn the truth

relation to Congress has b*een both novel of the paradox that one saves his life by
and impro|x.T. It- blunders were of the kind -at riiicingit. It would be useless to deny that

bsorb attention and to obscure the solid the present administration (through its po-
4 an administration which has very litical advisers) had -pint a year in laying

much indeed t. lit. every sort of plan to make certain a renom-
ination in 1012 and a second term. Put dur-

A
nstitutional duties of the ing the past month it has looked very much

ident of the United State arc asifMr.Tafl mighl not be renominated, and
quite important enough to ei till more ha- it looked as if no Republican,

individi ition. It i- not tin- bud- a- such, could In- elected in 1912. For even
rit.- tin- bill- that if Roosevell should run again and should be

' or i- it hi d, it would not be a Republi< an tri-

or to u m ph. but rather a national and lion partisan

British tribute to a man of unbounded popularity,

for thi 'th with the publii is due to the

• n him- fa« t thai from the very beginning ol hi

if reer until the pre cnl time he ha alwaj 3 been

. ready to acrifici hi political future for the

•id mm h ol med to him to !.<• hi,

1
iminidi.i' In matter o| .1 jMilitiial

l< lit that Ml I all ha I •

'Inn ludlv .\A\ \ >i\. i .'I .'.ill ol thl I OUnl i \

ihei Mr. rd him than towi
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Photograph bj th<

PRESIDENT TAFT AND SECRETARY NORTON. ON THEIR TRAVELS

Mr. Roosevelt. He could easily have afforded

to ignore the political traders. He could

have made all his appointments on sheer

merit, without regard to anything but the

public welfare. He could have let Congress
do its own work, under the terms of its con-

stitutional authority.

. . . It would seem as if Mr. Taft
A Frank .....
Confession had begun to see the futility ot
of rror

trying to be a political manager
while also serving as President of the United
States. He issued last month a remarkable

statement to the country, in the form of a

letter signed by his secretary. Mr. Norton.

The following paragraphs are the significant

part of the statement:

While Republican legislation pending in Con-
gress was opposed by certain Republicans the
Pn -idem felt it to be his duty to the party and to

the country to withhold federal patronage from
certain Senators and Congressmen who seemed to

Ik in opposition to the administration's effort

< .irr\ out the promises of the party platform. That
attitude, however, ended with the primary elec-

tions and nominating conventions which have now
been held and in which tin voters have had oppor-
tunity to declare themselves. The people have
spoken, and a- the party faces the fall elections the
question musl lie Milled by Republicans of i\<iy
shade ol opinion whether tin- differences of the last

session -hall lie perpetuated or -hall be fofgotten.
. . . The President feels that the value of fed-
eral patronage ha- been greath tted, and
that the refusal to grant it ha- probaol) been more

useful to the nun affected than the ap[*>intments
would have been. In the preliminary skirmishes in

certain states, like Wisconsin and Iowa and else-

where, he wa- willing in the interest of what the

leaders believed would lead to party -

make certain discriminations, but the President

has concluded that it i> his duty now to treat all

Republican Congressmen and Senators alike, with-

out any distinction. He will now follow the usual

rule in Republican al districts and
states and follow the recommendation- made 1>\

Republican I -men and Senators, tit what-

ever shade of political opinion, only requiring that

the men recommended shall be ^<hkI nun, the most
competent and the best fitted for the particular

ofiu

Tufts
Mr. Taft is to be CODgratul

v'ieusof upon the frankness with which he
Party St.rndino

,u]mh ^ ^ ^ ^^ thc mi>takcn

course hi' had been pursuing. There is. how-

ever, in the first sentence, quoted above, an

assumption that bees the question ami n

the point By what authority can Mr. Taft

say that "Republican legislation pending in

Congress wa- opposed by certain Republi-

cans The fact is that the legislation to

which he refers wa- in the process of being

shaped and evoked in Congress; ami the

most useful and determining part in the work-

OUl of this very legislation was the part

taken bv the men whom Mr. Taft opposed

The Railroad Rate bill, the Postal Sa\:

Rank bill, and several other measures for

which the Taft administration takes credit.

have each of them a definite history that goes
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back much further than Mr. Taft's interest hut must react sharply against its perpetra-

in any of these subjects. It was the proper tors. The insurgents have how been upheld

work of Congress to shape these measures; with exemplar}- majorities, by the Republi-

and it was quite as much within the prov- cans of their own States,

ince of such Senators as Beveridge, Cummins,
Dolliver, LaFollette. Clapp. Xelson, Bristow,

a Radical b
^ ^as not Deen necessary for the

and others of conviction and high standing in Nature and President of the United States to

the Republican party, to urge their own and
l,td

descend into the political arena

their constituents' views, as for Senators and accentuate differences between the pro-

Aldrich. Hale, Burrows, Lodge, Lorimer, gressive and conservative wings of the Repub-
Penrose, Crane, and their wing of the party, lican party. In the case of men who dis-

to work together for their own less progres- interestedly seek the public welfare, the

sive ideas. The country was quite willing to differences are rather those of locality and
have the factions tight it out, and saw no rea- temperament than of principle. Xew.York
son for raising a question as to the good is naturally a little more conservative than

standing within the Republican party of the Iowa or Kansas. Perhaps the awkwardness
leaders of either wing. But Mr. Taft, by shown by Mr. Taft in attempting to play the

some singular logic, was led to believe that role of orthodox and conservative autocrat

certain bills as presented ought to be ac- of the party is due to the fact that he is not

cepted rather than debated; and he came inherently a conservative at all. but a man
under the further delusion that it somehow of logical and therefore radical mind,—much
lay with him to excommunicate from the more radical, in fact, than Mr. Roosevelt.

party those whom he chose to regard as heter- If he will now be less anxious about the Re-
odox. In religion, Mr. Taft himself is a Uni- publican party and its "platform pledges,"

tarian; and his heresy-hunting in politics has and will be content to follow his own im-
i as inconsistent as it has been a spectacu- pulses,—which are those of a highly capable

lar failure. He now announces that he will President of the whole people,—he will find

not hunt the heretics any more, but will his post much more congenial, and his pop-
allow them to have their share- of the things ularity will take good care of itself. The
he has to distribute. country cans very little whether Mr. Taft's

appointments of postmasters are helpful or

Patronaoe
^ne men a ~ ;iin " t whom he has otherwise to the insurgent Senators; but it

discriminated were the ones who cares a great deal whether or not he makes
worked hardest and most loyally such appointments with a view either to help

for hi> nomination and election; and nothing or to hurl any public man whatsoever. His
in their subsequent course has been out of motive ought to be the appointment of post-

• with the speeches they made during masters who are best fitted to make the postal

twoyeai died service useful and efficient to all the people.

ral'' patronage ''that by hisownconfession It has not helped Mr. Taft thus far to have
Mr. Taft h nd withholding, tried to make himself strong with the poli-

f"r polil shaping, has ticians. As a rule these politicians have not

trength either to him or to deal! fairly or sincerely with Mr. Taft. It is

- through which he has chosen to proper enough thai he should give some heed
v il It i absurd that the appoint- to thi ms of the Senators and Rep

md the tilling of other n-< nl.it i\ es, but his appointments ought to

•ffices ild have been made (on be made purely on merit. He would be justi

Mr I ' upon the attitude of tied in telling the Senators and Representa
rd pending legislative lives thai he would tolerate no unworthy

been more recommendations.
• lii-

^ , Meanwhile, the administration is

i dour t number oi I K( client

dui t in thing! in a bi, a\ It

r in thi n taking thi ind a<

( urat I
.ind.il and without taint

t, and th« It lia- managed to tum
plan (if the board of tarifl r< al tarifl

• ommi ion and i alrcad) I hi f< 'inula

tarifl n \ i ion It
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ha- named a highly qualified commission to

report upon the best way to regulate the issue

of railroad stocks and bonds. It has inaug-

urated the new Bureau of Mines in a way to

Save many lives and protect tile public wel-

fare. It propose:- to find out means to .-top

the waste of public money by bringing busi-

ness methods into expenditure, somewhat
along the lines laid down for New York City

by the Bureau of Municipal Research. In

every way it is improving the administration

of the Philippines and our other outlying de-

pendencies. It i- steadily and rapidly push-

ing the work at Panama without making any
fuss about it. It is carrying on noteworthy
inquiries as to the justice and significant

proposed advances in railroad rates, and is

helping to elucidate the most difficult prob-

lems in railroad economics and the control of

interstate commerce. It is pushing forward

the enforcement of the Sherman Anti-Trust

law with an almost startling energy, and
seemingly without fear or favor. It is pro-

moting in various ways the cause of inter-

national peace and good will. It is doing an

almost incalculable service to American
moral- by enforcing the tariff law and break-

ing up smuggling at the New York Custom
House and other ports of entry. Whether
the tariff regulations as respects returning

travelers are wise or unwise, they are the law

of the land and ought to be observed. This

administration, for the first time in many
decades, through Collector Loeb and other

officials, is enforcing the law and showing

itself no respecter of persons. This is not a

trivial matter, but a thing of great impor-

tance.

.. . , T , Politics and legislation, in ordi-
Tht Real Test .

'

of a nary periods, are the least part 01p^^t
fte work of a President and his

group of cabinet officers and high officials.

Par more important is the daily work oi ad-

ministration. Mr. Roosevelt greatly ad-

vanced the average of efficiency in the conduct

of our public business, and Mr. Taft can afford

to submit his administrative methods to any
test of comparison. It is true Mr. Pinchot i-

out of the Forestry bureau: but Mr. Graves
i- in his place, and Mr. Pinchot cheerfully

says that Mr. Graves i- even better fitted for

the work than he i- himself. The country

thus ha- the benefit of Mr. Graves in office

and of Mr. Pinchot as an inspiring and trusted

leader of the general conservation movement
for the sake of the country's permanent well-

being. Apart from regrettable incidents and
detail-, the situation -how- marked :

The influence and work of the great Conser-
vation Congress at St. Paul, early in Septem-
ber, were genuine rather than perfunctory or

superficial. If it i- true that there had
any lukewarmnc.-- in the Taft admini-tra-

tion toward- reform of the land laws, or lack

of zeal for the protection of the public domain
against corporate greed and waste, there need

be no disquietude at the present time. Quite
apart from other aspects of the Pinchot-

Ballinger controversy, the imfx>rtant result

has been the advertisement of the whole -ub-

ject under discussion. The Taft administra-

tion will in the end have a great record of

solid accomplishment to show in forest con-

servation, land reform, and kindred matter-.

In all this there should be ground for satis-

faction. The-e are issues involving intelli-

gence and good citizenship, and they have

very little to do with parties or polit:

It look-, indeed, a- if the political
D
pZsp*cts Pendulum were -winging from the

Republican to the Democratic
side. But if the Dem I ined to

win many victories this year, it i- not wholly

because of their own shining virtues nor

wholly by reason of the unfaithfulness of Re-

publican stewardship. The people of the

United State- are no longer hidebound par-

tisans. Many things have conspired to make
it seem salutary to thousands of independent-

minded citizens to discipline the Republican

party by administering to it some wholesome
defeats. It is probably fair to say that more
than half of the intelligent Republicans of the

United States—apart from those who are

interested in questions of office-holding

—

were more glad than sorry oi the news that

came from the State of Maine on the evening

September (2. There was a general feel-

ing that it was i thing for the Demo-
crat- to carrv that State.

The
Upset in

Uaint

N ' only will Senator Hale be

retired perforce, but fa will

be taken by a Democrat. Of the

four seats in the House of Representatives,

the Democrats carried two. Mr. Asher

Hinds, who won a Republican nomination for

Cong [gainst the candidacy of E

Hale's -on. who was supported by the power-

ful party machine—was elected; win

Mr. Hale if he had been nominated would

undoubtedly have been beaten. The Maine

voters knew exactly what they were about.

They were tired of the dominance of the old

Republican machine. They expressed their

feelings in the best way the situation per-
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mitted. If now the Democratic legislature

should fail to understand what the people

meant, and should send a mere Democratic
politician to Washington to succeed the dis-

tinguished and powerful Eugene Hale, there

would be deep disgust; and at the end of his

first term this Democrat would surely be

replaced by a strong, clean-cut Republican

from a State that ha< given the country a

long line of eminent Republican statesmen.

Vermont is the other New England State

that has a September election, and the Re-
publicans in that State were victorious by a

reduced majority. They were not involved,

Maine, in so definite a con-

trover?} - between reactionaries and progres-

.d the result was normal.

. u . .., Xew Hampshire holds its elec-
A Notable ,-,1 r 1 r-

Contest m ** (l tion. like the re?t ot tne States,
Wa"w*"e

in November; but there was a

contest early in September that was in its

way quite as important and significant as the

election in Maine. This 5 the first testing

of New Hampshire's primary-election law.

For a number of year-; the progressive wing

of the X- I [ mpshire Republicans has been

HON, 1 RED1 KI< K \v. PI USTED
(Governor-ele< t of Ni.iiiu-)

fighting against the control of the party by
a railroad corporation and other allied inter-

ests. The most conspicuous leader in this

reform movement has been Mr. Winston
Churchill. While heretofore their victories

have been only partial, they had succeeded

in securing the passage of a primary-election

law to give the voters a lair chance as against

the machine politicians. The chief contest

last month was for the Republican nomina-
tion for Governor. The candidate of the

reform wing of the party was State Senator

Robert I'. Bass. The candidate of the regu-

lars was Col. Bertram Ellis. Ex-Senator
William I''.. Chandler worked with energy for

the reform ticket. Senator Gallinger worked

equally hard for Colonel Ellis. The re-

formers Won a c lear \ ic tory and the pi i marv-
el" etinn law is vindicated a-- an excellent

piece of political machinery, li the reform

wing had I. .-i iii \i u Hampshire at tin- pri-

maries, the I
'. would unquestionably

i ii -I th« State "ii November 8. li i--

indi i d <|iiiie p<. ibli i hat i he) mo y cai rj i he

State as it I ina mm h Republi

fj I "I
|
! 't .el i II

trol, It I ippi al to t h< \nl

I that i I )e Hi", l (In li_\

i id einii aih\ tend n<
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I ION. SIMEON E. BALDWIN. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR COVERNOR OF CONNECTICUT

In the State of Connecticut a

cZTJJtel notable political event has been

the nomination for the Governor-
ship, by unanimous action of the Democratic
convention, of Judge Simeon K. Baldwin, of

New Haven, formerly Chief Justice of the

State, who has been president Of the Ameri-
can liar Association and is eminent as a

scholar in history and an authority in juris-

prudence. Judge Baldwin lias never been

active in party politics. hut represents citizen-

ship of the highest quality. In recent year- the

Republicans have gained steadily over the

Democrat sin the State of Connecticut, and this

year they have nominated for the Governor-

ship one of their youngest leader-. Mr. Charles

\ Goodwin, of Hartford, who has been ex-

ecutive secretary under Governors Lilley and

Weeks and i- exceptionally promising and effi-

cient . The Republicanshave not chosenbadly,

but the Democrats have quite outdone them-

selves in finding so distinguished a candidate.
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DR. WOODROW WILSON. NOMINATED FOR GOVERNOR OF NEW JERSEY

__, .In New Jersey last month theHtm Jertey s J J
,

#«x( surprised both them-
selves and the country by doing

an ideal thing. They nominated President

Woodrow Wilson, of Princeton University,

for the Governorship. It would be needless

y anything in eulogy of \>r. Wilson. He
>f our foremost authorities upon all

• rtaining to the science of politics

and government. He :- an orator of great

rharm and distinction. It would be absurd
'hat a man capable of admin;
illy the affairs of ":i<- of our g

:<rn uni is not the equal in c

ability of the typical lawyer or politician

for the | , ernor in

our 5l mong many
in the convention thai

n was a ^ holarly rw Ium- who
.t of pla<<- in the hurly-

preju

promptly
''

h<- had

lublicans held

1

;:, M.

Lewis, as their candidate. The Republican
convention seemed in control of "stand-pat"
reactionaries, although Lewis and others suc-

ceeded in sharply changing a platform that

was originally designed to double Woodrow
Wilson's anticipated majority. Without any
di-paragement of Mr. Lewis himself, but
from a survey of the conditions under which
he is obliged to make his run, it is reasonable

tpect that Dr. Wilson will be elected by
a considerable majority.

\ th( were closed for the

"mmc* P*eSS| late laSl inoiith, it was
wholly uncertain whom the Re-

publicans would nominate for Governor of

\ ork in their Convention at Saratoga on

September -
1
;, and it was equally uncertain

what the Democrats would do in their con-

Ion at k<.< In ter ' ''" days later. It

•• irdid as 'i'
1 "' in that if the

Dem houlii Dominate Mayor Gaynor,
with hi- consent, he would ><]> the state.

! opinion w.i li.ucd by leading Repub-
licans and Democrati alike. Bui Mayor

loan the wound inflit ted

early in yet < omplete, and
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MAYOR GAYNOR AND HIS FAMILY AT HIS COUNTRY HOME, ST. JAMES, LONG ISLAND, N. V

DURING HIS CONVALESCES* I. L VST MONTH

there were other reasons for thinking that

he \\<>ulil probably decline to run for the

Governorship. The Democrats were trying

hard to pave the way for the choice of some
man of conspicuous fitness, and such nanus
as Shepard and Osborne were much heard.

The Republicans were talking less about

candidates than about the control of the con-

vention. The situation was one which had
been brought about by Governor Hughes,
but in view of his early departure to Wash-
ington to ascend the bench, he was taking no
active part in helping to secure a convention

thai would endorse hi-> policies. Mr. Roose-
vclt had not meant to be drawn prominently

into the New York campaign, but in June he

had yielded to the urgent request of Governor
Hughes and had expressed himself as in favor

of a primary-election law and other Hughes
reforms. The machine control of the party

had been discredited in a u;reat variety of

ways. Fresh disclosures in the graft h

ligations at Albany had rendered it more
obvious every day that tin- Republican party

must come under new leadership in the Mate
ot V v. N »rk or else suffer crushing defeat.

\<.\ the leaders of the organization were de-

fiant, were determined to control the conven-

tion, and pretended that they were doing it in

tin- interest of Taft a- against Roosevelt.

Un D ,. To to . in period it wouldHOW Rooserr t ' _'
Btcume seem that Mr. I ait was at least
•

complacent toward this program.
But when the so-called "Old Guard" had re-

jected the proposal to make Colonel R<

velt temporary chairman of the convention,

and had select* d Vice-President Sherman with

the intimation to thepublic that this program
had been carefully worked out after confer-

ences with Taft at Beverly, it became in

sary for Mr. Taft to repudiate the whole
scheme ami to dissociate himself from the

schemes of Barnes, Woodruff, and the other

leaders >.n the New York machine. The most
active of the leaders of the movement to con-

trol the Saratoga convention in the interest

of the reforms advocated alike by Hughes,
Taft. and Roosevelt, was Mr. Lloyd Griscom,
chairman of the New York County Com-
mittee. The delegates to tin- convention

numbered somewhat more than a thousand,

and after they were i bosen both sides claimed

a slight majority Each side admitted that

the situation was it seemed more
probable that the friends of Mr. Roosevelt
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OTTO T. BANNAKD PRESIDENT TAFI SECRETARY NORTON

PRESIDENT TAFT LEAVING NEW HAVEN FOR CINCINNATI ON SEPTEMBER 19

would be in control, although Mr. Barne-. as

the commander-in-chief of the machine forces,

making a strenuous fight with great re-

sources to draw upon. Nothing could much
better have illustrated the 'difference be-

n the convention system and a primary-
election method. Under the >ort of arrange-

ment tried last month in Xew Hampshire,
the reform- ild have had an over-

whelming majority. But under the exiting
m it is not easy for the plain voters

away the control of the party ma-
chinery from '

1 leaders who
play the game of |>olities all the year around.
Mr. Roosevelt had returned irom Europ
we fa • ith no thought of taking

irt in I olitical ( ampaign.
• Republican citizen of the

the

from I n Long
raditions

ould

I

him

i Mr. Ko<' • 1 1 ii ( fi.iinii.iii

I
.

I

19, it was widely asserted that Roosevelt had
rushed to Taft to beg for the President's in-

fluence and aid to secure control of the Xew
York convention.

t.. u u As a matter of fact, the initiative
The meeting
of Taft and had not come from Mr. Roosevelt

at all, but from other quarters.

Mr. Griscom had been asked to arrange for

a meeting between Roosevelt and Taft, in

order to give the Republican situation, both

in New York and elsewhere, a better appear-

ance of harmony and thus perchant e to help

the party in its rather forlorn plight It was
supposed that Mr. Taft was to pass through

rk on his way from New I la \ en to

Ohio. Hut when Mr. Roosevelt was later in-

formed thai it would ser\e Mr. Tail's con-

venient e better if be should meet him at New
n. the gallant Colonel cheerfully com-

plied and made the trip with Mr. Bannard
and Mr I I 111, v. ho stand mi\ cl084 tO

Pre idenl Norton. I he
uhii h ua In id be-

1
aii bins a train ior ( !in-

dnnati, made it dear thai Mr Taftwa quite
ipposcd to I he \\ oodrull Bai Q( -

.i/.ation in N< •.-. \ oil. ., ,u, I I
.-•!,,

p
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Illinois
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A NEW SNAPSHOT 0* BON. TIMOTHY L. WOODRI II.

urman of the New York State Republic an Commit

Griscom, Roosevelt and the other reformers.

Mr. Roosevelt had at no time thought of ob-

jecting to a plank in the platform commend-
ing the good work of the present Republican

administration. The suggested plan of in-

dorsing Taft for 1912 had been given up by

genera] consent because it would haw been

premature, and without value or sincerity at

the present time. The plan of forcing the

nomination forGovernorship upon Mr. Roose-

velt, in case the Barnes-Woodruff machine

should control the convention, was also given

up because Mr. Roosevelt had frankly let it

be known that he would at once rise in his

place and decline the nomination and would

declare that it was not made in good faith.

New York Republicans an' not to he judged

Wholly by the ways and works of the "old

guard." They are entitled to the credit of the

splendid administration of Governor Hughes,

and in the long run they give far better

promise of carrying out further relorms in the

politic s and government of New York than do

the Democrats. Hut it may well happen that

tin general Democratic trend will overwhelm

tin- New York Republicans thi- year, quite

irrespective of Colonel Roosevelt's activities.

In the case of a progressive platform and a

good ticket, Mr. Roosevelt would undoubt-

edly make several speeches in the New ^t ork

campaign.

Illinois, on September 15, made
first trial of it- new primary

law, which i- one of the 1

-weeping that ha- been enacted anywhere.

'The thing regarded a- of tir-t importance was
the nomination of members of the legislature.

All honest and intelligent cili/.t mi-
le-- of party, desired to break up the in-

famous bipartisan alliance in the legislature

which had sc-nt Lorimcr to the United States

Senate. A numberof themost notorious of the

leader- of the- recent legislature were renom-
inated, and disappointment was felt by the

reformer-. N et many of the undesirables

were defeated; and there i- -till the chance at

the polls in November to defeat such nun
Speaker ShurtletT, Minority Leader

O'Xeil Browne, and the other-. It i- true

that Browne has escaped conviction upon the

specific matter charged in bis indictment

(that of distributing bribe money 1

: but his

acquittal at the bands of the law has not

vindicated him in thecourt of political moral-.

The fight for clean politic- in the Stati

Illinois will go forward without lion.

BON. Willi \M H>KIM1 K. .>| II 1 I
s
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Next in importance to the legislative nom-
inations were those for members of Congress.

Speaker Cannon was easily renominated in

his own district. Congressman James R.

Mann, one of the chief leaders of the House,
was fortunate enough to be opposed by two
insurgent candidates, who divided the vote

and assured his victory. Congressman Foss

barely escaped defeat. Congressman Henry
S. Boutell was defeated by an insurgent,

Frederick H. Gansbergen. Mr. Boutell de-

clares that he will run as an independent

candidate. This, however, would put him
outside the pale of the Republican party,

and would show that "regulars" are regular

only when they are not personally incon-

venienced.

Burrows
Beaten in

Michigan

In Michigan the primary election

was held on September 6, and
its most conspicuous result has

been the defeat of Senator Burrows for an-

other term, and the choice of Congressman
Charles E. Townsend, a progressive, for

Senatorial honors. The legislature, if Re-
publican, will abide by the decision of the

voters at the polls. Mr. Townsend has made
hi- mark in Congress and was regarded as

Copyright by Clineditiit

THE VICTORIOUS LA FOLLETTE, OF WISCONSIN

I

having a fair chance to become Speaker of the

House at some future time. He will be a
worthy addition to the Senate. Mr. Chase
S. Osborn was nominated at the Republican
primaries for the Governorship, and Mr.
Lawton T. Hemans is his Democratic oppo-

nent. To thecountry at large, the thing worth

knowing about in Michigan is the way in

which the Republican voters made use of the

direct primaries to express their views, not

merely as to men but also as to principles.

If Senator Burrow> had been able to make his

fight in a Republican State convention and
a Republican legislature, his chances would
have been very good. The people <>i Mich-

igan had nothing in particular againsl Sen-

ator Burrows a- a man, and they were not

selecting Townsend on any caprice or whim.

regarded Burrows as wholly bound up
with that reactionary group in the United
State- Senate that has been more (

< >u -idt i .1 1 e

of private interest 9 1 han of the public welfare.

Tin led Mr
I a different

type and point of view. On the very morning
of the primary election the new papers sup-

porting Bun '< la i 1 ned an overwhelming
\i< ton . bul the oppo it they ex-

i he t King t hal happened. I on a

-ciid 1 arried the primal [< ilmost two
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, !it by Harris ft I

BON. MILES POINDEXTEE, OF WASHINGTON

, c „ „ . Jn Wisconsin. Senator LaFollette
/.u Follette S
Sweeping on that same day, September 6,

carried the Republican primaries

;b against the regular, or "standpat," candi-

date by one of the most sweeping victories

of his entire career. Jt is somewhat curious

that leading regulars like Vice-President

Sherman, who had been traveling and speak-

ing in Michigan and Wisconsin a tew days
before the primaries, should have come away
reporting that the insurgents had no chance
whatever, that Burrows would he easily re-

nominated, and that LaFollette was about to

be retired from public life by the well-organ-

ized hosts of Republican orthodoxy. Senator

LaFollette's persona] victory seems to have
been accompanied by legislative nominations

that in any event must result in his return to

the Senate. In Minnesota, on September 20,

the Congressional primaries were strongly in-

surgent in their general result, though the

incumbents from the St. Paul. Minneapolis
and Duluth <li>t rii t > (Messrs. Stevens, Nye
and Miller) had ample pluralities. The fight

against Mr.Tawneyin theWinona district was
successful. I lewas thevictim of circumstances.

Poindtxter
^

'

un ^ l
'l
tcm nt a t i\ c I\>inde\tcr.

of the State of Washington,
Washington

i i 1
,- . 1who ha- been one 01 tin- most ag-

gressive of the insurgents in the present I louse

at Washington,-—announced hi- candidacy
for the United State- Senate, he was
deal ridiculed by the conservatives. His

pirations were looked upon a- absurd. He
made his fight, however, before the votl f

the State, and on September 1 ^ he carried

every county, rolling up a large aggregate plu-

rality. All of the Congressional district- were
al-o carried by insurgent candidate-, except-

ing one. Mr. Poindexter and the insurgents

Washington have been extreme opponents
of Secretary Ballinger, and have not been
cordial supporters of the Taft administration.

The insurgent -weep in Washington was too

complete to leave any doubt about the nature
of public opinion in the Northwest

California* 7 ,u' tnn(! "' Republican opinion

Progressive in California, a- our reader- were

informed last month, was shown
by the decisive victory of Hiram Johnson,
the insurgent candidate for Governor, in the

August primaries. A- in many other State-

that have new primary-election law-. State

conventions are held to write the party

platform and to select members of the State

committee. The California Republican con-

vention was held on September 6, and the

insurgents were in a large majority. The
platform declared adherence to the Ro
velt policies already enacted in part under

the Taft administration. It condemned the

present method of framing tariff bill-, anil

approved the demand for a permanent
tariff commission. The national progressive

movement was indorsed, and the domina-

tion of corporations in politics was con-

demned. The election of United States

Senator- by direct vote was advocated; and

conservation as defined by Roosevelt and

Pinchot was strongly indorsed. An interest-

ing plank of the platform is the one that

promises to submit to the voters 01 the

Stall' a woman's suffrage amendment to the

constitution.

_ , We publish elsewhere in this num-
Btvendge s .

<
. . .

Fight m Iter a briel article about Senator
''"""""

Beveridge of Indiana, contributed

by a well-known lawyer and reformer of that

State, Mr. l.uciu- Swift. Mr. Beveridg

campaign for reelection i- bound to attract

the attention of the country this month.

There i- no Senator who better deserves re-

election. If the people VOted directly for

United State- Senators, Mr. Bevendge's

campaign would be . nd his victory

would be decisive. Hut Indiana has of late

been a DemocratH V nd Mr. Bever-
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idge's success must depend upon the election

of a Republican legislature in what seems to

be a Democratic year. Mr. Beveridge has

other apparent handicaps; but the people are

quite clear-sighted and intelligent, and it is

not impossible that the voters may come all

the more strongly to Mr. Beveridge's support

by reason of the enemies he has made. It is

true that Mr. Beveridge had the unanimous
indorsement of a great Republican conven-

tion, held in the early summer, where he

made a powerful address as explained in Mr.
article. But it is also true that the

old Watson-Hemenway machine of Indiana is

not friendly to Mr. Beveridge; and it is fur-

ther true that no indhidual in the United

States Senate, in recent years, has so directly

and deliberately exposed himself to the hos-

tility of powerful corporations as Senator

Beveridge. It was he who wrote the meat-
inspection bill, and led the successful fight at

that time that was so bitterly opposed by the

packing-house interests. His attack upon
the Tobacco Trust last year—and his expos-

ure of the astounding impropriety of the leg-

islation which has been enacted for the benefit

of that trust since the war with Spain,—was
one of the most courageous and at the same
time one of the most remarkable demon-
strations of iniquity ever made on the floor of

the Senate.

* -ridge At thi-i moment the Taft admin-

£&£r istration am? the Republican
uftboat party all over the country are

seeking rescue from the tarit predicament
into which they had been plunged, by climb-
ing into the lifeboat of '"gradual revision"
through the work of a "tariff board

-

' or com-
»n. And Mr. Taft, a- well a- the party

at la -edit for the work of the tariff

1 to which they are [minting with pride.

But, people in this country who know any-
thing affairs should not have

• that the p
ent tariff-board clause in the law (under

ound his authorit

tiator Beveridge on his

I b) Bev< ridge

iff bill

It h d <>r asked for l>y

idmini
l

aluable

Mr

drich tariff;

he pre-

ferred to be counted against the tariff. But
this was chiefly in order to protest against the

weakening of his tariff-commission amend-
ment. Yet, weakened as it was, the Senate
amendment providing for the tariff board
—not a word of which would have been
in the tariff law but for Senator Beveridge
of Indiana—is the one permanent, valu-

able, and statesmanlike thing in the entire

tariff law. And this Beveridge amendment is

the only hope of the Taft administration and
of the Republican party at the present time

in their discussion of the tariff question be-

fore the country. These words of commen-
dation are simply words of common justice on
behalf of one public man at Washington who
has had the intelligence and the grit to do
public work on public grounds in a public-

spirited way.

a Man
Nothing would have been so easy

for Mr. Beveridge,—with his
r"ae

readiness as an orator, his un-

usual aptitude on the floor in running debate,

and his skill in parliamentary methods,—as

to have stood in the highest favor with the

Aldrich-Hale management of the Senate.

There was nothing that was not open to him,

—nothing, indeed, that was not offered to

him. But Mr. Beveridge has chosen to be
a public man. and a champion of the people,

not an agent of private interests. As chair-

man of the Committee on Territories, the

easy thing for him to do would have been to

yield to momentary pressure and to have al-

lowed four new States to be admitted some
ten years ago. He had no reason whatever
for opposing the admission of those four States

except his belief that State-making is a serious

affair and that it is the one thing that cannot
be undone under our constitutional arrange-

ment-. He brought in Oklahoma as one
State instead of two, for no reason except

that this was sound statesmanship. There
I

• ry pressure from every quarter to

admit Oklahoma and the Indian Territory

o Stat. Mr. Beveridge had to con-

vim i 'lit Roosevelt , had to i om in< e

ate i ommit tee, had to convini <•

Congress, and had to convince the Republi-

can party at large. The four-State omnibus
hill had already pa ed the House unopposed,
and Wai about to pa— the Senate in the same

'

' I' ipproval. This is

rnple truth of history, and it i a matter
of unportaru i Mi Bevei idg< i

>j
11 • ition

to lb and \eu \|. d( 0,

hie to the fa< t that thoiC < oin

re not then ready for Statehood.
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opposition was a mosl thankless and pain-

ful duty. It has remained hi- opinion that

even uow it would have been better t<> defer

for a time the admission of Arizona and New
Mexico. He yielded on that point only to

the repeated and urgent entreaties of the

Taft administration. Even distinguished

statesmen have always been weak on thi>

business of admitting raw Territories. "If

we don't admit them now. the Democrats
surely will whenever they get control of

Congress, and we might as well have the credit

and the political advantage." This was the

view that finally prevailed, after the Senator

from Indiana had stood in the breach for

many years. It i- announced that Mr.

Roose\ elt will go to Indianapolis, probably on
October II, to make a speech on behalf of

Mr. Beveridge's reelection. This is appropri-

ate, because Mr. Beveridge is one of the fore-

most exponents of Republican doctrine and

policy; and his defeat would be a loss to

public life.

There has been a curious attempt
What the '

Progressives on the part ot the reactionary
suwdFor

Republican i e .uiers and their

newspaper organs to make it out that the Re-

publican progre-sive> are the exponents of

some new. radical, and dangerous ideas.

Nothing could be more absurd. The thing

that chiefly characterizes the progressives i-

that they are opposed to the domination of

the Republican party and of our public life

by private interests. Thus the reform move-

ment in Xew York, led by Mr. Roosevelt and

his friends, i- simply tlu- attempt to break up

the boss system; and the boss system exists

solely because of the useof corporation money,

and other kinds of graft in politics. The pro-

gressives of New York, under the lead ot

Governor Hughes and other-, have wanted ;•

direct-primary law chiefly because the pro-

fessional politicians, using corporation money.

have so many advantages for the control ot

nominating conventions, as against the pref-

erences of the voters who make up the party.

The progressives are open-minded on <|iies-

tions of legislation; but the thing that marks

them chiefly is their protest against tyrannical

methods. They do not propose to be bossed,

or to accept orders without knowing the

on why. It was Senator DollivCT who
wittily remarked that a progressive is a man
who prefers to have a bill at least read before

it i- \oted upon. Who. then, in the Republi-

can party are the progressives? The ans

that ha- been sweeping aCTOSS the country

from Maine and New Hampshire to Cali-

fornia i- simply this: The progj are the

Republican part)- it-elf. minus it- bosses and
their henchmen and minu> those rather

blundering persons in high place who have
thought that the only way t<> get along well

was to cultivate the rather than to

ignore them and cultivate the people. Thu-
1910 i- proving to be a very salutary season in

our American political life.

The
.\'r. Rcosevelt'j Western trip i«.

Roosevtit now a thing of the past, and
it need- little comment in this

place. It was a remarkable speech-making
tour, notable above all thing- for great ova-

tions everywhi towed Upon the eX-

President, and for the confidence that the

plain people found ways to express. The
people of the Middle West are dear-seeing

and they hold positive views. Several of the

engagements that took Mr. Roosevelt West
were definite ones, made before he went to

Africa. Jt was not. on his part, a tour ol

tentation. The thing- that made it so strik-

ing were altogether spontaneous. Mr. R<

velt's speeches were on a high level of power
and of fitm l e of hi- most interesting

experiences was at Cheyenne. Wyo., where

he attended the frontier celebration, with it-

exhibition of phases of life very familiar to

Mr. Roosevelt in his own ranching day- but

now fast disappearing. In Kansas he -poke

on broad national policies; in Denver on the

problems of land, forests, and national re-

w> pi 1 ^ I

rill MODI k\ NOAH i\n On l\-' I
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Bflflfti ? fir

COL. ROOSEVELT AND HIS ENTERTAINERS AT ST. PAUL
B. Kellofv r Eberhart, Colonel Roosevelt, James J. Hill and

Ju'lue M. B. K

sources; and at St. Paul, where he
attended the Conservation Congress,

he devoted himself especially to the

essentia] phases of public policy

that have to do with the coun-
try's treatment of its own fed-

eral domain. He was away from New
York from August 23 to September

.
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ii, and in that time hi- visited many States,

spoke in many cities and towns, and more
than satisfied all eager expectations. His
tour had no relation to pending campaigns,

yet. undoubtedly it helped to tiring about the

series of insurgent victories,

_. There is a phrase, '"the new
"Htm" nationalism," that has been cur-

MatlonalLm ^ ^ ^ newspapers >ilKt.

Mr. Roosevelt used it in speeches on this

trip. There is nothing mysterious or danger-

ous about the views which this phrase is

meant to cover. The Constitution remains

quite intact, and there is no assault upon the

States in the exercise of their appropriate

functions. Mr. Roosevelt certainly cares

nothing for a mere phrase that might be used

to misrepresent his specific meanings. It has

always been the business of the nation to reg-

ulate interstate commerce, and it happens
that the conditions of the time call for some
new steps by way of applying an already un-

disputed federal authority. The nation has

always had its lands and its great federal

resources. By a legal fiction, our country is

a confederated union of sovereign States.

matter of historical truth, our country is

nothing of the sort. There is no other great

country in the world that is not more truly

a banding together of previously separated

parts than the country which we proudly

inhabit. The little fringe of British colonies

between the Atlantic ocean and the Allc-

ghanics were administered separately before

the Revolution, but they were never at any
time sovereignties in the sense of interna-

tional law. Texas, for a few transitional

months, was in the position of a sovereign

republic, though this was never admitted by
Mexico. As for the country at large, it was
a wilderness and a national possession, ac-

quired in successive areas from Great Britain,

from France, from Mexico, and so on. The
entities that we call States, from Ohio all the

way to the Pacific Coast, are mere subdi-

visions created by the government at Wash-
ington, out oi its own territory, on plans that

we in this country have adopted as conveni-

ent and useful in the distribution of powers
between central and local authoriti<

_ , , . Because the nation has turned
Control of
Public over t<> the people who nave set-

tled in Wyoming or Arizona the

right to govern themselves under State consti-

tutions, it does not in the least follow that it

i- the business of the people ^i the United
State- to turn over at once, to these pioneer

settler- of frontier communities, the ad-
ministration of vast public properties belong-
ing to the nation. When fallacies of si

ment are cleared away, there remains no
actual question of any threat importanc<

between the national control of the public

domain and the demand for local State con-

trol. There are parts of the public domain
to be made over in the future. a> in the

;

to private owner-hip. There are parts that

must be reserved for the benefit of future gen-

erations. Fioneer> in frontier communities
in the nature of the case, are engaged in a

fierce individual struggle for their own pros-

perity and success. Their business is the

immediate exploitation of resources,

body can expect them to look out for future-

generations.

a Question f r
Thc^ Ty leaders fr,,m the Western

the Fifth States who at St Paul most stren-
eneration

uous|y demanded State control of

forests, water pow ers. and so on, were men who
were not born in the States they now repre-

sent, but who went there to make their in-

dividual fortunes out of the only thing avail-

able,—namely, the natural resources of the

wilderness. Such men are entitled to admira-

tion and respect, for it is the pioneer spirit

that has created the country. But it takes

a spirit exactly opposite to that of the pio-

neers to provide carefully for the preservation

of natural resources. The young peopl<

Ohio are to-day the fifth generation in descent

from the people who were clearing away the

forests and founding settlements after the

Revolutionary War. If the nation had any
irces by way of public lands, mineral

deports, and the like remaining in the State

of Ohio, it could advisedly make them over to

the State itself. And the time may well come
when what is left of the national domain, in-

cluding forests, mineral deposits, and water

I r. can best be made Over to thl 3

lying west of the Missouri River. But that

time has not yet arrived. As for the Kastern

States, there would be no very good re.

for federal intervention in such matter

forestry, except for the difficulties involved

m getting several contiguous Stati 'to-

gether, v England could find a way
to take care of the forests ^<i Maine. New
Hampshire, and Vermont, and if the Southern

Appalachian Si uld find a way to con-

serve their forests without federal action,

such a solution would 1 H desirable.

But the difficulties are t that the

forests are likely to be swept away before the

States themselves will rise to the emergency.
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, n , , When Governor Stubbs of Kan-
A Plea for

Higher sas, on the 14th ot last month,
Freight Rates ^^ & convention of neighbor-

ing governors to oppose the petition of the

Western raiJroads for a general advance in

their freight rates, the wide bearing was real-

ized of the current hearings before the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, whereat the
\\ "-.-tern roads in Chicago and the Eastern

roads in Xew York were seeking to demon-
strate the fairness of their plea. The burden
of proof in all such cases lies now upon
the common carrier, according to the June
amendment of the Railroad Act. The peti-

tion, it will be remembered, dates back to

last April. The Western roads had filed their

schedules of higher rates to become effective

June 1st. and only withdrew them, not to be

filed again until after the new law should go

into effect, in order to escape the Attorney

General's unexpected injunction filed May
jist On the 19th of last month, the hearing

at Chicago took an important turn. The
Comptroller of the Illinois Central Railroad,

tmined by the Commission and the

committee of protesting shippers, explained

why. from his company's point of view, it was
better to offer stock at $100 a share to old

stockholders than to make a public offering

50. Thus he opened up the root of the

problem: What is a railroad investment

and what constitute- a "fair return" on it?

, . It was hotK-d that other testi-fmding I

mony would tollow as to the

exact processes through which
id turn> its stock into cash, and dis-

- of that cash. No such fundamental
had been un< at the hearing two

lrlier, or at the hearing of the Eastern
road- al \ rk which had ju>t termi-

I. Tl. era roads had presented

to the Commission in V York to

that the entire increase iii rev-

-i miles represented,

li would x> om the desired higher

till fall more than $7,000,000
^h»»rt of ni ip to the railroads their

000,000 not 1 the higher

I, On the other
' and the

fthii>f>er* |x>intcd out I iro.nl lupplies,

»rtli

uhi< h

higher in |-ri. 1 thai

' through mod
h rule o( thumb

' 1 il.

tii ti N. Y

.

GOVERNOB STDBBS OT KANSAS

seemed the only method open to the Com-
mission under the present law. Without
thousands of expert accountants, and more
legal powers and directions than exist to-day,

the Commission can only approximate in de-

ciding as to what is a "just and reasonable"

rate. It is to be congratulated on seizing this

opportunity to bring out such incidental tes-

timony as that it drew from the Illinois

Central's Comptroller.

The New Assurance is now strong that in

Rmiroad no great time the country and
Commitaion , -n i 1 ,

•

( ongress will learn how to esti-

mate railroad rate- scientifically; for lasl

month President Tafl announced the per

sonnel of his Commission, which this year's

amendment to the Railroad \< t authorizes,

to report on railw.r bonds and tl<

their issuance, and how it may be controlled

by the puUic . It ua- understood thai the

of this bodj was to be 1 on idered at the

Cabinel meetings later in the month, as one

of the < lii< 1 intc rest of thi Vdminisl r.ii ion.

I he Pn lident ' > hoi< e ol Arthur I I ladle)

,

the head of Vale I fni for 1 hairman,

mm li appluu c from 1 he 1. nlio.nl

from the popular pn In |mti onal

|.o 1

.

iii hrough In authoritative
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writings on railway economics, President

Hadley was the logical selection. Of similar

type is B. II. Meyer, professor of political

economy at the University of Wisconsin.

Professor Meyer is Dot only a teacher and
writer, but also chairman of the Wisconsin

Railroad Commission, and in charge <>t* phys-

ical valuation for the Commission at Wash-
ington. Another writer on interstate com-
merce appointed by the President was Fred-

erick V Judson of St. Louis. He will be

remembered as counsel for the Government
in the prosecution for rebating of the "Atchi-

son." The two remaining members are

Frederick Strauss, the New York banker and
economist, and Walter L. Fisher, one of the

most useful citizens of Chicago, long identi-

fied with the Municipal Voters' League. As
attorney for his city in settling its recent

traction tangle, he led in the invention and
realization of the plan for profit-sharing be-

tween the municipality and the street rail-

ways. In winning the provision for the

"Capitalization Commission" against such

powerful Congressional opposition, and in

obtaining for its member-hip a group at once

so broad and practical, and so removed from
political entanglement, Mr. Taft has added
another real achievement to his career.

new York-a In September the State of New
Uablftty York put into effect the new
Law Wainwright-Phillips act regulat-

ing the liability of employers for injury to

employees. While its provisions do not go so

far in the workingman's favor as do the

present laws of several foreign governments,

the new statute makesveryimportant changes

in the direction of greater liberality to the

injured employee. In the first place, al-

though contributory negligence may -till be

charged by the employer in his defense, the

burden of proof is shifted to him from the

employee. A second radical change in the law

comes in the separating of certain trade- into

a "dangerous" classification. In such occu-

pation-, injuries to workmen must be recom-

pensed by fixed payments, without recourse

to tlie plea of contributory negligence, unless

the employee should elect to waive these man-
datory compensations and sue under the

genera] liability act. This fixed schedule oi

compensations for injuries in the specially

dangerous occupation- i- illustrated by the

following examples: in case of death, four

years' wages must be paid, but the sum i- not

to e\t eed S ^ooo. In case of injuries resulting

in total incapacity for a period not in c-

of eight years, the employer must pay 50

per cent, of the workman'.- average earni

In case of partial disability for eight yea:

the workman i- to receive 50 per cent, of

the difference between hi- average weekly
earning- before and after the accident. The
theory on which this new -tatute wa- built

i> that the cost of injuries to workmen must
come on capital, to be passed on. doubt

through higher prices, to society at large.

Trouble in Cotton fumi-hed some sped
F
Cot"to'n

a u 'ar news i n tnL' commercial and
Exports speculative markets of the

|

month. In the course of a heavy speculative

movement in the "August option" on cotton,

the "bear-" had sold so much more of the

commodity than they could, at prevailing

prices, purchase for delivery that a wild

scramble for buying resulted in a price of 20

cent- a pound on the Xew York Cotton

change, the highest figure known since the

Reconstruction days of 1873. The special

nature of thi- exploit was clearly shown by
the purcha-e and -ale of "October cotton"

on the very day of sky-high prices, at the

normal figure of 14 cents per pound. An-
other curious impasse ha- come in the market-

ing of the new cotton Crop, in the refusal of the

English banks to finance international cotton

bills-of-lading unless these are guaranteed.

TheAmerican banks admit that serious frauds

i\i. ii'
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have been perpetrated by cotton operators transportation company has to compete with

in bills-of-lading, but they refuse to guaran- the inclination and ability of the individual

tee them unless the English financial houses to walk. A comparison of the census figures

do the same thing. In the middle of Sep- of American cities for several decades proves

tember it looked as if the delivery of the this conclusively. The important inference

cotton crop to foreign spinners would have from the fact is, of course, that in great met-

to be supported, for the first time, by the ropolitan centers like New York, the prob-

American banks. This is no small financial lem of transportation becomes more, not less,

feat, for the total exports of cotton are valued complicated with the increase of population,

at $400,000,000, of which Liverpool alone Some of the salient features in this prob-

takes about $250,000,000. It is predicted lem are set forth in an article on another

that this situation will lead to the concentra- page (433) this month.
ti< in of the cotton export business in the hands
of a few strong concerns, financially able to

Some
According to some suggestive

guarantee their own bills-of-lading; and also Amazing figures made public a few weeks
to the keeping of much larger stocks of cotton ago by the Interborough Rapid
in Liverpool. Transit Company, which operates the sub-

ways and elevated lines within the boroughs

-mment ^n *^e latter Part °f September it of Manhattan and the Bronx, 300,000,000
*j the became publicly known that the more passengers were carried by the subway

United States Government was to and elevated lines during the twelve months
file a suit in New York through the Depart- ending July 1 last, than in the period from July,

ment of Justice for the dissolution of the 1903,10 July, 1904, the year before theopening
American Sugar Refining Company, known of the subway. According to these figures also

as the "Sugar Trust.'' It had been generally every Xew Yorker takes an average of sixty

understood that no further moves were to be more rides a year than he did five years ago.

made again-t great industrial combinations Every year since 1906 the subway itself has

until the cases of the Standard Oil Company carried 30,000,000 more passengers than the

and the American Tobacco Company were preceding year, and the total combined pas-

led, but the cour>e of recent events had senger traffic of all Xew York's lines is set by
brought out, in the suit of the Pennsylvania these figures as at more than 1,000,000,000

r Refinery and in the sugar-weighing passengers annually. During the first few

frau' much information bearing im- weeks of the operation of the Pennsylvania's
|>ortantly, in the opinion of the Department Long Island tunnel connection, beginning
of Justice, on the American Sugar Refining on September 8, it has been demonstrated
Company'- operations as a monopoly, that that very rapidly increasing congestion

the court- an- a-ked for a dissolution of the of traffic can be looked for unless new
tru-t without further delay. The Govern- subways are built on the extreme East
ment's attorney^ announce their intention of and West sides of Manhattan. The offer,

framing their bill of complaint under several made in the middle of last month, to

different statutes. The Sherman Anti-trust the Public Service Commission, by Mr. Wil-

1 to be invoked in an accusation of con- liam G. McAdoo, President of the Hudson and
spiracy in restraint of trade; the trust is to be Manhattan Railroad Company, to connect

attacked under the Inl law the Hudson Terminal downtown with the
to railroad-, and, finally, 33rd Street station of the "Tubes" system

under the criminal law for the underweighing has nut with favor and its construction now
of imp entries and con- seems like a possibility of the near future.

rnriieiil. I In.

A Wonder- '"
'
"" ' "''

'
" '" UI,M ''"' OffidaJ

' in an 1 ui ur>„>n
, ;.,r urban population an-

thal it i the "b nounced by tin 1 Bureau at

ppressed bysoa'ety \\ ton last month two fad -land out

conspicuously: the Bteady and rapid growth
nd ( li

' man of all the American ritii in the 100,000 class
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that the percentage of increase in the pasl

decade for each of these cities will be phe-

nomenally large; but omitting them from

consideration entirely the rate of urban

growth throughout the country is seen to be

very high. On September 17 the Census
Bureau issued a bulletin dealing with the

population returns of twenty-four cities

which in 1000 had a population of 100,000

and more, to which were added five which had
attained that rank between 1900 and 1910.

The genera] percentage of increase for the

group of twenty-nine in the ten years was 31.

( )f the cities in the group whose rate of growth
for the decade was above 40 per cent., Atlanta

made a gain of 72 per cent.. Detroit 63, Den-
ver 59, Kansas City 51, Columbus, ()., 54,

Bridgeport, Conn., 4s. and Newark, X. J., 41.

This is certainly a remarkable exhibit, but it

was surpassed by a group of fifty-four cities

having populations of from 25,000 to 100,000.

These showed a gain, in the aggregate, of 4,}

per cent, and more than half of the cities

showed a higher rate of increase for the last

decade than for the preceding one. Of these

smaller cities, Schenectady, X. Y., with a

gain of 130 per cent., Flint, Mich., with a

gain of 194 per cent., and Oklahoma City,

with a gain of 221, per cent., made the most

astonishing records.

„ „ , The whole countrv was inter-
New York J

«nd ested in New \ ork t lty s ex-

traordinary rate of growth as re-

vealed by the census count. The metropolis

now boasts a population of 4,766^X8;;, as com-
pared with ^,4X7, 202 in 1000, a gain <A

nearly 39 per cent. This is nearly 2 per cent.

higher than the rate of increase between i\ to

and 1000; and since this rale has been main-

tained approximately for twenty years the

Census bureau feels justified in regarding it

as the lily'-- normal rate. This Steady in-

crease has continued in the face of an equally

persistent movement of New York"> popula-

tion into the suburbs. Nearly all of the

suburban cities and villages in the metropoli-

tan /one have added materially to their

population in the pasl decade. Several o\

the Westchester communities, made up
largely of New York business and professional

men and their families, have more than

doubled in that time, and the nearby New
Jersey cities have had a healthy growth.

\ similar movement from Chicago to the

suburbs seems to have reduced that city's

apparent growth, The census gave Chicago
an aggregate population of 53. The
Illinois city remains safely second in the

country and well in the lead of Philadelphia,

which remains third. Chicago's growth in

the ten years was 10 per cent, less rapid than

New York's. She is, however, the sixth city

in the world in point of size and is crowding
Berlin and Toyko, which at last accounts had
barely passed the 2,000,000 mark themscv

Men are living to-day who were counted in

the first federal census of Chicago, taken in

1S40. The population at that time was
only 4470.

The
Lake
Cities

A -tudy of the census returns

ought to serve as a mild antidote

to a certain form of provincial-

ism. The man of New England birth who
has grown up in the proud consciousness that

his corner of the country- is the seat of the

country's industries and that the material

output of the State- West of the Alleghanies

is made up chiefly of the crude products

the soil will be led to wonder what is meant by
such urban development a- the census dis-

closes ;it the ports of our Great Lakes and

even in those Middle Western States which
were once regarded as purely agricultural.

He may not at first grasp the fact that these

census figures reveal the growth of numerous
industrial centers, each one of which has its

part to play in the national life, and beli<

itself quite a- essential to the Nation's well-

being to-dayaswere the Lowells and Holyokes

and Waterburys of half a century ago. In

population, wealth, and material comforts

these Western manufacturing towns long

outstripped all but the four or five largest

cities of the Eastern State-. Not only

Chicago, but Cleveland with its 5(>o,ooo

people. Detroit with its 405,000. Buffalo with

its 42^,000, and Milwaukee with its ;7;,ooo,

represent the industrial advance that has

taken place along the Great Lakes since the

mining of iron ore and the making of steel and
its products became a factor in the situation.

Later, when the Census Bureau makes
known its statistics of manufactures, there

will be added surprises. It will be show n that

the Middle West is rapidly gaining industrial

prestige- at the expense of Xew England and

Pennsylvania. While this tendency was

clearly revealed by the census of 1000, it is

even more marked to-day.

Ti. u/ . Lt is not a great many years since
The Western •

, - -
.

Shifting of most ot the household utensils in
indusu,,,

usi> tnrouj,nout tm. anin try. and

practically all the tools, with the exception i<\

agricultural implements, were made in the

Eastern State-. 1'o-day the department
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stores of New York City are largely stocked city in the nation. Its total* manufactures

with articles manufactured in the Middle amounted to more than 8323,000,000 last

West. If a New York or a New England year. It stands in the front rank, ahead
farmer wishes to provide himself with a buck- even of Duluth and Chicago, as a coal-receiv-

saw, the chances are that the only one he will ing port; more than 4,000,000 tons entered

find for sale at the village store will be of the city by lake and rail during 1000. Enter-

Indianapolis make. The only invalid's table prises so huge for a community of 374,000
kept in stock in the hospital supply stores in inhabitants certainly do not argue a reckless or

Xew York is made at Elkhart. Ind. Grand experimental spirit as to government. The
Rapids furniture had long dominated the truth, of course, as Mr. George Allan England
I -tern markets, and within recent years the illustrates in his article beginning on page 445,
automobile industry has greatly added to is that Mayor Seidel's Socialist government
Michigan's fame. Cars built at Detroit, moves on the same principles of economy
Lansing, and Flint are in use to-day through- and technical efficiency as Mayor Gaynor's
out Xew England and Xew York and along government of Xew York City, or the good
the entire Atlantic seaboard. Recalling to government of any other municipality. What
mind this remarkable shifting in the location few untried features there are on Mayor
of some of our great industries, we get an im- Seidel's program—municipal fruit-growing

portant side light on the statistics of urban for revenue, municipal printing plants, and so

growth furnished by the census. Thus many on—depart only in method, not in principle,

who have noted the forging ahead of Detroit from the examination of school children's

in the past decade have ascribed it largely to eyes now regularly undertaken by New
the automobile industry, which has undoubt- York (and other cities). As long as an ad-

edly been the largest >ingle factor; but we ministration brings permanently to Milwau-
>hould not overlook other important indus- kee the blessings of fewer and honester offi-

- that have their plants in and around cials, the suppression of grafting, the service

Detroit, and among these the manufacture of of real experts in finance, hygiene and engi-

malleable iron and of many iron and steel neering, and a scientific handling of paving,

products, and especially the stove foundries parks, and the labor problem—the political

and the brass and copper rolling mills are complexion of that administration's leaders

prominent. The Lake cities <>f Buffalo, need concern business interests no more than

Cleveland, and Milwaukee are competitor- the color of their hair.

with Detroit in some of these industries, and
their prosperity is indicated by the census

£nd0f the
Early last month a two month's

figures which we have already cited. All of cioakmakers strike of 70,000 Xew York cloak-

these dries are substantial and solid in their makers ended with an agreement
- development. Milwaukee, for ex- between the strikers and the employers, by

ample, attained a large mca.-urc of financial which the former accepted the "preferential

stability many ; i business shop" instead of the "closed shop" which

and other city improvements were they had demanded. In effect, the principle

buQt with local capital. A large German ele- of the union shop was adopted, but it was
ment in it- population ha- tended, on the accompanied with limitations and conditions

the city crvative charac- which, it i- believed, will minimize those

ind the pr e political movements feature- of the system that have usually

of tr re far from indicating proved objectionable to employer-. Under
any tendencies in the city'- the term- of the agreement each employer is

to maintain a -hop where union standard- as

to working conditions, hours of labor, and
Mien of other Si of waget hill prevail, and where, in

tl . V. ! hiring help, union men will he preferred, hut

to!' • \;.ril that Milwa re to have freedom of selection as

Political action "f a between one union man and another and arc

ailed 1 not to l.e confined I" any lM or hound to

; follovt any prea ribed order whatever. Under
nt indu-tri 1

1

ment .1 ru'taiy board, in arbi-

ally. It- thr-' 1 Irali. in l>oard, and a hoard to pa upon
ind p H \ 1 d minoi <^ • tabli lied It i pro
more than \ ided that In reaftci there hill l.e no Inle

oojxxj It, th< >urth flour-producing ur lockout Ix f differences between cm-
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ployei and employees until the questions in-

volved shall have been submitted to the arbi-

tration committee. The strikers won most of

their minor demands, and will hereafter receive

larger pay and work shorter hours, under

better conditions, than ever before. Consider-

ing the large cumbers involved, this strike

was remarkable for its freedom from violence.

__ . . The record of the street-railway
The Columbus .. ,, , .

,

street-Cur strike at Columbus, O., ha> been

quite different. For many weeks

the public's unconcealed sympathy with the

striking motormen and conductors led to a

seeming paralysis of the local authorities so

far as the suppression of riotingwas concerned.

Mayor Marshall endeavored to shift the re-

sponsibility for maintaining public order to

the shoulders of Governor Harmon, but the

attempt met with failure. The State militia

cooperated with the police in arresting rioters

when cars were dynamited and the State

forces stood ready to preserve the peace, but
it was the duty of the city authorities to

exhaust every means of putting down disorder

before calling on the State for aid. This they

seemed unwilling to do and much confusion

and lawlessness resulted from their attitude.

_. „ . The last week of October will see
The Coming .....

Aenui the great International Aviation
Tournament

T()Urnament fa fu jl progress at

Belmont Park, Long Island. This will be the

most important event of the kind ever held

in America. Many of the world-famous

aviators, whose daring feats have repeatedly

been chronicled in the newspapers, will enter

the lists. England will be represented by
a team of three men, including Mr. Claude
(irahame-YVhite, the winner of the bulk of

the prize money at the recent Harvard avia-

tion meet. France willsendsix top-notchers,
Leon Morane, who has been doing both fast

and fancy (lying recently, and incidentally

going up over Sooo feet; Alfred LeBlanc. the

winner of the 488 mile cross-country flight

from Paris to the German border; Aubrun,
who was second in that great event, Hubert
Latham, the hero of many remarkable (light-,

and Count de Lesseps, who has a channel

crossing to his credit as well as divers other

feats. Belgium will send Jan Olieslagers, to

whom will fall the Michelin prize for distance

flying it hi- record oi J44 miles made last

July is not exceeded by the end of the year.

Austria will be represented by Warchalowskj
ami Karl Illner.and Italy by Signor Cattaneo.
Among American flying men to take part will

In the Wrights, Glenn Curtiss (who

70 miles of Lake Frie in his aeroplane
month, with a return trip—the record oxer-

water flight;) John B. Moissant, the Chicago
man who. a few weeks ago, completed a flight

from Paris to London with a pa -

J. Armstrong Drexel. who set a mark of over
6000 feet at Lanark, Scotland; Henry \\

mann, who last month made the daring but
unsuccessful attempt to fly over the Alps
Mountains, Clifford B. Harmon, who recently

accomplished a flight over Long Island

Sound, and many other notable airmen.

Over £50,000 will be distributed in prizes for

the various events, while the aviators will

also share in the net profits of the meeting.

The principal prize of the tournament is the

International Trophy for speed,which carries

with it a cash prize of $5,000. This cup was
captured for America at Reims last year by
Glenn Curtiss. who will probably head the

team to defend it this year. The strong men
being sent from abroad indicate a determined
struggle to take the trophy back to foreign

shores. The program of events at the tour-

nament will include contests for speed, alti-

tude, distance, duration, and cross-country

flights, besides many uoveltii

1 it 1 1 * ' ivi

WIVTh'N TK
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MAP SHOWING THE NORTH ATLANTIC COAST FISHERIES

(A* determined by the treaty of 1818 between the United States and Great Britain, and the subject of the

j<aion before The Hague Arbitration Tribunal)

A most impressive testimony to
nt

Awar
e

d'" tne justice and fairness of the

award in the Newfoundland fish-

le, rendered on September 7. as well as

to the dignity and fair dealing of the arbitra-

tion tribunal at The Hague, may be found in

the fact that no protest, or even comment,
officially made by either the British or

-•rnrnent u\xm th<

The hve-

\<»\ allowed for thi big of lucfa

proti >•*:<[, and the terms of the award

I the
1

' indland for

form

I

the

by tl inenl

n of the

' >n .ill

questions except one the court was unani-

mous. On one other point, while there was
no dissenting opinion among the judges, the

United States counsel raised questions of

equity which will be submitted to a special

commission for determination.

The first question submitted to
Th
An
D
X"d" tnt " judges concerned the right of

Great Britain or her colonies to

make "reasonable regulations," without the

1 oited States, in the matt* 1 oi

taking fish in the waters of Canada and New-
foundland. In tin the award of the

Tribunal was in favor of the HritMi point of

wlu'c !: ii.it ( .nil Britain's sover-

eignty entitles her <>r her colonies to make,
in the form of municipal ordinance . and
without the absent of the Initio1

any
I hey may drnn necessary. Hut

the judgei added thai it proti ide, the

nablene-s of the regulation hould be

lubmitted to an Impartial commJ ion of
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experts." It is with regard to this point that

certain questions of equity have been raised

which will be submitted to a special com-
mission later. The second question dealt

with the liberty of American citizens while

fishing on the treaty coast to employ as mem-
bers <<l their crews per>ons not inhabitants

of the United State-. On this point the ver-

dict was favorable to the American claims.

The third and fourth questions dealt with the

righl of Canada and Newfoundland, to sub-

i< 1 1 American fishermen to £he requirements
of entry at custom houses, tin- payment of

due- or other similar regulations. On these

points also the American contention was
>u>tained. However, in the opinion of the

court, "the requirement that an American

fishing vessel should report, if proper con-

veniences for doing so are at hand, is not un-

reasonable."

The Dispute
T,lc " ltn question, which inquired

Over '"What is a bav within the treaty's
"Headlands" -.•

i • 1 1 1 .'imeaning? was decided by the

court contrary to the claims of the United
States. This point concerns the so-called

headland doctrine. The British have always
contended that the three marine miles with-

in which, according to the treaty of 1818, the

United States had agreed not to take fish,

should be- measured by an imaginary line

drawn across the mouth of the bay. no mat-

ter how wide, from headland to headland.

The American claim was that the line should

follow the .sinuosities of the coast. On this

point only was there a dissenting opinion

anions the judges. Sefior Luis Drago, the

famous international lawyer from Argentina,

supported the American contention. The
judges decided as follows:

In case <>f bays the three marine miles are t<> be
measured from a straight line <!r.t\\n .urn--, the

bod) ol water at the place where it ceases to have
the configuration ami characteristics of a bay.
At all other places the three marine miles are to be
measured following the Binuosities ot the coast.

Question six, regarding the right, under the

treaty of 1818, of American cili/ens to fish in

the bays, harbors and rivers of Newfound-
land as well as in those of Labrador was de-

cided in favor of the American contention.

The seventh and last point, which was also

adjudged in our favor, concerned the right of

American fishermen to all commercial privi-

on these treaty coasts which have been

accorded by agreement or otherwise to Ameri-
can trading vessels generally. This made
five points out oi seven decided in our favor.

To sum up. Henceforth neither

Jesuits British imperial nor colonial au-

thorities can compel our fishermen

to report to the custom houses; they cannot
impose on these fishermen light, harbor or

other dues; and we are permitted to employ
Newfoundlanders on our fishing \i-

which will have the right to purchase sup-

plies and enjoy other commercial privilt .

On the other hand, the Tribunal decided that

it is inherent in British sovereignty for her or

her colonics, without the assent of the United
States, to make reasonable regulations, "on
the grounds of public order and morals," in

the matter of fisheries 00 the Newfoundland
and Labrador coasts, furthermore 1 Point

Five) the boundary between the high

and the territorial waters of bays and other

inlets in matters with which this treaty i<

concerned, is to be considered as running

from headland to headland: Finally and
this of the utmost importance to the United

States- the award provides that the disputed

fisheries regulations shall hereafter lie sub-

mitted to an impartial commission. This

body shall consist of one expert from each

country together with I)r. I'aulus Hoek, the

Fisheries Advisor to the Dutch Government.
The Tribunal recommends that a similar

commission be made permanent.

Make-up
^he *"ive

J 1"^ 1^ wn<1 rendered

of the fair and just a verdict in this

long-disputed question were l>r.

Heinrich Lammasch, Professor of Interna-

tional Law at the University of Vienna, Presi-

dent; Judge i. ge Gray of Delaware; the

Rt. Hon. Charles Fitzpatrick, Chief Justice

of Canada; Dr. Luis Maria Drago. ex-Minis-

ter of Foreign Affairs of Argentina; and Dr.

A. F, Savarin-Lohman, the eminent Dutch
authority on international law. The decision

was read by Baron Michiels van Yerduyncn.
Secretary of the Permanent Court of Arbitra-

tion at The Hague. The principal pleader

for the United States v - ator Root.

whose six days' speech is regarded by many as

the ablest presentation of an\ < t made
at The Hague. In several articles in these

s during the past two • .e have

described and discussed different p!

the fisheries problem.

_ _ . The American government and
The Gain .

Inttm, tiomii people h.ive never approached an
£"

arbitration court in just the spirit

in which we submitted this to The

ie. There was nothing like the usual

game of diplomacy, but a wholly dignified
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presentation of facts to an impartial and up-

right tribunal for the sake of securing an
upright and just settlement. Testimony to

the justness and fairness of the decision is

given not only by the immediate acquiescence

of both governments, as we have already

pointed out. but by the fact that two of the

judges actually voted against the interests of

their own country. Judge Gray, representing

the United States, voted against the Ameri-
can contention and in favor of Great Britain

on the two points on which British interests

were most concerned. On the other hand,

Sir Charles Fitzpatrick. representing Great
Britain, voted against the claims of his own
country on the five points which were decided

in favor of the United States. Could there

be a better demonstration than this of the

i obtaining honorable, judicial im-

partiality in any international supreme court?

Harmony
^he judgment has been a compro-

and mise in only the highest and best
'"" meaning of the term. The achieve-

ment is a demonstration of the practical value

of the arbitral and judicial machinery at The
ie for dealing with a certain class of differ-

ences, and also of the admirable spirit of mutual
friendship and confidence which has animated
the two partie- to the suit. By universal con-

sent the conduct of the court was almost
perfect. There no friction, personal or

otherwise. It is difficult to saywhether British

or Americans are the more enthusiastic in

praise of the impartiality of the judges, their

courtesy, and the keen and constant attention

which they paid to the arguments. Of I)r.

LammaM h, the Austrian jurist, who presided
this international tribunal, one of the

junior counsel on the British side gives the
followi: terization:

Dr. Lamina nda th<- respect anfl ad-
1 1' -;•' alu i he moil lurid

• home with Latin,
i inish. I i to have

' 'i them
:n in hi-, eminently judicial mind.

tesy and of <|uh •

•it."

ration lasl

ne-hundredth anni-

and tin-

birth' G i rfirio I >i.i/,

;

carried
• in< i'lcht We

rl to

•or tlii-.

»nth. v.

the most significant features oi the program.

Among the particularly interesting events

not recorded on the official list, which actu-

ally took place during the celebration, were

the dedication of the new home of the Young
Men's Christian Association, on September

10, by President Diaz, and the announcement
by the American colony in Mexico City, of its

intention to erect a statue of George Washing-
ton as the American contribution to the cen-

tennial celebration. Eye-witnesses of the

ceremonies on the fifteenth and the sixteenth

of last month maintain that the most im-

pressive was the unveiling of the monument
to Benito Juarez, who restored to Mexico, in

1867, the independence that Hidalgo gave it

a century ago. This monument was erected

at a cost of S2oo,ooo, made up of the volun-

tary contributions of the people of Mexico.

By a rather singular and dramatic coin-

cidence, while Mexico was celebrating her

hundredth anniversary, the Mexican War
Veterans' Association, composed of American
soldiers who fought against the armies of

our neighbor republic in 1846-8, was dis-

banded "because its members are too old and
too few to continue their meetings on this

side of the other world."

Thefteuoiu-
The victory of the Nicaragua!!

tionists win revolutionists was completed last
'" »'c"ru<""> month by the entry into the capi-

tal, Managua, of the troops of General

Estrada. Thus ends a civil war which has

kept Nicaragua, and to a certain extent all

the other Central American Republics, in

disorder and anarchy for nearly two years.

Ever since I)r. Madriz assumed the presi-

y, succeeding Zelaya, there have been

almost daily battles between the government
9 and the revolutionists. The fortunes

of war have varied, but, in the main, the

cause of the revolutionists has steadily bel

tered until, on August 26, Madriz fled from

the capital. No further serious resistance

made to the establishment of a provi-

sional government under the brother of

General Estrada, or, later, to the assumption
of power by Estrada himself. Proclaiming

elf Provisional President, the revolution-

ary general entered the capital, Managua, on
August zg ll< immediately appointed a

a biiirt consisting of prominent con erva

all of whom enjoy publii confidence,

ter be wa - formally inaugurated,

to call a < on tit

n

1
ntion. to in. .t ome t ime « it hin

the prr < nt month, to dei ide the time and
manner of the regular pre idential election.
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SEfsOR CARLOS E, RESTREPO, llll \ I u 1 \ ELECTED
PR] s|i>l A I OJ CO] 0MB1 \

In thus taking the public into his confidence

and at once submitting his title to the presi-

dency to the nation for approval or rejection,

Genera] Estrada lias certainly acted wisely

and avoided even the suspicion of an intention

to become dictator.

„ , Soon after his inauguration the
Adjusting Rvln- •

. .

the new president sent a despatch
umt.d statu

tQ Secretary Kn «,v assuring the

American people of the warm regard en-

tertained for them by the victorious revolu-

tionists, and requesting that the United

Slates Government send to Managua a com-

mission to arrange for the settlement of all

outstanding differences. Mr. Knox replied

promptly, and soon afterwards it was an-

nounced that the Hon. Thomas C. Dawson,
the newly appointed American Minister to

Panama, had been designated as American
Commissioner to proceed directly to Mana-

gua. Mr. Dawson will take up with Presi-

dent Estrada the matter of the punishment

of those persons who were responsible for the

killing <>i the two American citizens. Groce

and Cannon, who were apprehended by

Zelava's troops while they were fighting in

tin ranks ol the revolutionists. It is be-

lieved that Mr. Dawson will also assist the

new Nicaraguan government in reorganizing

it~ finances. The situation is thus clarified.

Henceforth, instead of two factional govern-

ments in Nicaragua there will be only one.

that of General Estrada. With this govern-

ment the resi of the world can safely and
properly deal until the national elect: n has

been held and has determined the choici

the Nicaraguan people for president

n_»<...i The recent elections in Panama
Elections in

Costa Rico nnd mill Costa Rica were carried on

with that order and sobriety that

in general characterize the choici of chief

magistrates in these countries. Political con-

ditions jn Costa Rica are peaceful in every

way. The little- Republic has shown its

right to be considered among the most pro-

gressive nations of the American continent

because its most exciting presidential election

was conducted with such national dignity

that no disorder whatever occurred. \

noticeable feature of the budget just adopted
is that the amount to be expended on public

schools is practically equal to that for military

and police. Sefior Don Ricardo Jimenez, the-

new president of Costa Rica, was inaugurated

in May for a term of four years. There was

some excitement in the- campaign in Panama

HON rHOII \- ' l> W
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occasioned by the report that the United
States government contemplated active in-

terference in case the president chosen was
not acceptable to the wishes of the State

Department at Washington. The repudia-

tion of any such intention by our Govern-
ment reassured our friends in Panama, and
at the election, which was held on September
14, Dr. Pablo Arusemena was elected first

vice president. Dr. Arosemena is a states-

man of experience. He was ''constitutional

President" of Panama when it was a state of

the United States of Colombia. He will be
acting president for the unexpired term of the

late President Obaldia until the next regular

election for the presidency of Panama, which
will be held in 191 2.

p-^i. m . The past summer was ushered in
South American . *

Political with celebrations and ceremonies

commemorating their independ-
ence by many of the South American coun-

- The season witnessed also national

elections in many of the larger and more pros-

perous of these nations. It is interesting to

note the fact that all the Latin countries in

the new world are rapidly increasing in popu-
lation, according to statistics recently col-

lected by the American consul at Montevid-
1 ruguay. The eighteen Latin-American

countries have a combined population
of more than 67.000,000. After a long and
bitterly contested campaign, and an election

so close that it required a special commission
to decide. Mar-hal Hermes da Fonseca has

declared elected president of Brazil.

The new executive will be inaugurated on the

fifteenth of next month. Marshal Fonseca
modern Latin-American -tatoman of

nd attainments and a soldier of

distinction. In Argentina \)r. Alcorta will

• month by \)r. Roque
Pefta. This statesman ha-, repr

oenl at various foreign capitals,

and •
. International

• iliation Corn. I . 1 1 igue.

,,„,.. iter the sudden
• P< dro M'-ntt,

rded in tin

nth, VI Ubano of Chile
II- eded by

rho mil

itional

V dential 1

hr
d .111

rican

DR. ROQUE SAENZ PEN'A, THK NEWLY ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF ARGENTINA

his country. At the time of his inauguration,
two years ago, this magazine published a

sketch of him and a review of Peruvian affairs.

General Floy Alfaro, the present president of

Ecuador, was inaugurated on the first day oi

the year 1007. h seems likely that he will be
reelected in January next. Colombia has had
three presidents in the space of one year. In

August, 1907, General Valencia was elected

to succeed General Rafael Reyes, who re-

signed. Before the year had expired, the
1 - had elected Sefior Don Carlos E.

Restrepo president. Sefior Restrepo is re-

garded as one of the most progressive and
modern of South American statesmen, lie

is a lawyer of wide experience and an author
of enviable reputation.

Th,Kai„f, Al fonigsberg, the town on the
"Dlvlnt Baltic Sea in which the Prussian

kind's crown themselves, Kaiser
Wilhehn. on August 2C, reiterated his faith

in the divine righ( of king I he following

lenteni a " re\ i ed b) a member ol the tm-
1 hold," and therefore not mil

representing; hi ma ib tan< e

of hi h

:

I l< r. in', grandfathi r, I n 1 ight
,

plat 1 •!

<»n hU head 1
1 . n of I'm ia, <>m 1 again
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declaring thai it had been bestowed ujxni him l>y

<.<><! alone, ii"i l>y parliaments, national

assemblies "t tin popular voice, n thai b<

garded himsell .1- the i hosen instrument ol heaven,
and as such performed the duties of a ruler. . . .

Looking upon myself as the instrument of the

Lord and regardless <>i the views and opinions of

the hour, I shall go my way, which will be devoted
solelj i" the well being, and peaceful development
of the Fatherland.

There seems to have been do special reason

for the Emperor's breaking his silence of

marly two years in this way. unless he was
provoked to radical utterance by the recent

election of a Social Democrat from Saxony
to the Reichstag. It was peculiarly a Prus-

sian occasion at ELdnigsberg, and it may have
been that the Kaiser intended to notify his

people that he full)
- approves the course of

Chancellor von Bethmann-Hollweg, who is

also Prussian Minister of State, in refusing to

extend the franchise right in Prussia.

..... The publication of the
A Religious.

.
'

Hot a Political in the daily pre--
Utterance • j • j*

ing aroused indignant

speech

next morn-
comment

throughout the Empire and widespread dis-

cussion in the press of the rest of Europe.

Some of the socialist and radical journals of

Germanyopenlydemand action by theReichs-

tag. The semi-official newspapers mildly

\ 1 i ii ;

I

Prince, whi

ah)

deny that the speech was a declaration of

absolutism or a fling at representative
[

eminent It is not as a ruler that the German
jer makes these statements, hut as a man

who, onreligiousgrounds, proclaims theobliga-

tions he feels to Providence for the well-being

of his people. Such is the explanation given

by the conservative press ami emphasized in

subsequent remarks by the K himself.

This explanation would seem to be near the

truth. Kai-er Wilhclm is too able and mod-

ern an executive and too intelligent a man to

take up the cause of absolutism against

constitutionalism. He is personally very de-

vout and of an exalted, emotional disposition.

There art- those who jest at hi- declaration

that he regards himself as an instrument in

God's hands. It i-. however, a tremendous

thing for an honest and earnest man. as the

im rich pltxk's Ki 11 k\ Kaiser undoubtedly i-. t<> believe himsell an
T" iheO«n gent ^i the Almighty. It ha- made an in-

tense, fervid patriot of William II. with an

exalte.l idea o! duty, and ha- wrought Some
d things lor the German nation.
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NICHOLAS AND MIl.ENA. THE NEW KING AND QUEEN OF MONTENEGRO

The Mew Montenegro, the last of the prin-

jom m cipalities set up l>y the treaty of

,in. in 1878, has become a king-

dom, All the rulers of the Balkans are now
n their own ri^ht. On August 2S,

the May after t! ty of Korea in the

I. a new kingdom was
l»orn in the Near East. Prince Nicholas the

Pctrovic Njegos in his own musical
aimed kin^ in accord

with a resolution of the Montenegrin Parlia-

remony took place in Cettinje,

tal of the little mountain territory

•Ahi< h u alx»ui Yellowstone Park,
only m •!. ami wedged in be

I irl •
' ndoubtedly

nail kingdoi

to the 11

I addition, 1

1

I in^

il of I and
proclaiming

!:• rlin

the

'••-«-hl tin- jxirl

ill lit t

i

and the administration of the maritime and
sanitary police on all the coast of Montenegro
in the hands of Austria. This has been par-

ticularly galling to the Montenegrins, who,

like all mountaineers, are a hardy, warlike

people, passionately devoted to their inde-

pendence. Prince Nicholas is sixty-nine

years of age and the father of three sons and
six daughters. One of the daughters is Queen
of Italy, another a Russian Grand Duchess
and a third a princess of Battenberg. ll is

believed thai Montenegro, as a kingdom, may
become an important center of the Pan-Slav

1
inriit l his fa< t broughl out some op-

position on the pari of Servia, which was
w it hdrawn. howeA < r, \\ hen even Ausl ria n 1

ni/.ed the new kingly dignity ol Nicholas.

united Soul h \ii i< .1 nation
South A!' 111 i

1 1 .

held "M September 1 ,
It

chiefly noteworthy in the facl thai there

no nation. il i in- .it Like, tin pro-

gram "i both partie . the National! ti and
the I in' 1 identi< al. Both
demanded lln e\< lu-ion ol \ - 1 1 il I.iIm>i

,
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whether from ( hina or India. Both de-

clared in favor of an energetic mining policy

and nf agricultural improvements. Both

emphatically proclaimed their loyalty to

King George oi' Great Britain. Hie only

lines of division were those of race and lan-

guage. The genera] result of the pollings

showed that the Nationalists will have 07

members in tin- Federal Assembly, a majority
of [3. Of the Opposition, which number- 54,

37 are Unionists (British), 4 Laborites and 13

Independents. Perhaps the most notable

feature of the actual balloting was the defeat

of the Premier, Gen. Louis Botha, by the

Unionist candidate, Sir Percy Fitzpatrick, in

East Pretoria. A government proclamation

issued immediately after the election, how-
ever, announced that Gen. Botha would re-

tain the Premiership.

rk r w t After a national existence of
The tna of ...

-"< almost ten centuries, the tLing-
Sooere,unt U ^ q{^ ^..^ ^j^ ^ g^

pire, oi Korea has been absorbed into the

Empire of Japan. On August 2- an official

announcement was made from Tokyo that

Korea had been transferred to the Japanese
"Home Department," under the title of

Cho-sen, a poetic name for Korea, meaning
" I'he Land of the Morning Calm."" The

annexation was accomplished by meat

a treat} - under the terms of which the Korean
court will hereafter be maintained with an

organization similar to that of the Japanese
Crown Prince, after whom, Yi Chok, the

former Korean Emperor, will rank at Toyko
under the title of Prince Gi. In an edict

issued the day after the promulgation of the

treaty tin- Japanese Lmperor declared that

he found it impossible to effect desired reform-

in Korea while it remained outside of the

Empire, and therefore incorporated it in his

dominion by and with the approval of the

Korean government. Thus Japan add- to

her present population of approximately
50.000,000 ten or twelve millions of Koreans.

While the formal annexation has been im-

pressive from a sentimental and military

point of view, the actual status of the Kore-

an- under the new arrangement will be but

little altered, Despite the somewhat shad-
owy existence of the so-called "government
of the Korean Empire" Japanese rule has

been firmly established in the peninsula since

the conclusion of the Russo-Japanese war.

Under the military government immediately
following that conflict, then' was some rest-

iveness on the part of the Koreans, but. a-

administered b\ the late Prince Ito and his

successors, the Viscount Sone (who died

la-t month' and Licutenant-General Ter-
auchi. the country ha- been comparatively
quiet. It has. moreover, made great prog-

ress mi the way toward a truly modern
|

eminent and a measure of commercial and in-

dustriaJ prosperity.

wt,., ,
Not even the most rabid of anli-

Japanese will deny that the

Korcvi of to-day i- vastly better

of! than the country was before the war.

Japan has built railroads, constructed high-

ways, introduced water-work-, lighthou

scientific sewage systems, telegraphs, tele-

phones and a modern postal service. She
has established school- and hospitals, reor-

ganized tile courts, put the currency on a gold

basis, recodified the mining laws, adopted an

entirely different attitude toward mission-

aries and. in general, vastly improved the

condition of the country and its people. All

the old treaties of Korea with the rest of the

world have, of course, lapsed automatically

by the annexation. In the matter of tariff

relations, however, the Japanese Government
has seen fit to adopt a generous and enlight-

K1N. M> HOLAS Wl' Ml- \KMY

(Th*
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ened attitude. Instead of immediately ap-

plying the rates of the newly adopted Japan-
tariff to imports in Korea, the Foreign

Office at Toyko has announced that, for a

term of ten years. Japan will respect and
observe the Korean tariff and trading regula-

tions existing before the annexation, not only

between Korea and foreign countries, but
also between Korea and the Japanese Em-
pire proper.

The fiction of independence was
Japan s r
course not satistactory or profitable to

justified
the Koreans. At the same time

it greatly hampered the Japanese in their

efforts to bring the country abreast of modern
times. The chief point of concern to foreign

nations in the formal annexation is the mat-
ter of ex-territoriality. Hereafter Japan will

control the Korean courts. She will guar-

antee that justice will be done in them, and
will probably require the Western powers to

surrender the rights they have held for years,

to have their nationals tried in Korea by their

own consuls. Although the act of annexa-
tion has been criticized by the press of Russia

and other continental European countri

ricult to see how Japan, placed as she is

could pursue any different course. The gov-

ernment at Toyko faced in Korea much the

same problem as that which faced the govern-

ment of the United 5 ur occu-

pation of the Philippines. She might have
abandoned Korea with the certainty of

chaos following. She might have surrendered

it to another power. Or, she might extend
over Korea her complete rule. She took this

way as did our own government in the Philip-

pines. Japan needs Korea for the expansion

of her growing population. Its complete
colonization and modernization will absorb a

good part of her energies for a generation or

more to come.

ne Menace
DurinS th

.

e nlonth of September
of the energies of the medical staff

of our immigration authorities

were devoted chiefly to preventing the en-

trance into this country of the dreaded
cholera germ. The terrible epidemic of chol-

era, which in its present course originated

some months ago in Southern Russia, has
already claimed more than 100,000 victims

in that Empire. It has spread East and West,
across Siberia as far as Manchuria, and into

Europe as far as some German points and
Rome, Naples and other cities of Italy. We
call our readers' attention to the comprehen-
sive and authoritative article by Dr. Huber,
on page 473 this month, which sets forth

the history and general "behavior" of this

dreaded plague. Already cholera has become
a great national calamity for Russia. Until

the present summer the scourge had been
confined, for the most part, to cities and
towns along the main routes of travel. It is

now invading the rural villages, where the

ignorant and superstitious population is ut-

terly unable to cope with it. The authorities

in St. Petersburg confess that they would
prefer to deal with revolution rather than

cholera. Sanitary science has advanced far

in Russia, but the great bulk of the peasants
are so ignorant that they regard smit.

isures with positive hostility. In reality

re are a number of diseases to which we
Western people- are subject that are m<

idly in their ravages than 1 holera, but thi

dreadi d reputation of 1 he \ i

ati< ould be < it* d toprove

tructiv)

human life in this country than cholera in

of the same

note 1 h< fai 1

tati idc < amp i

•

ted in

that di

telli
....

i,-

»hoid.
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PAUL RUNEY AND HARRY WHITNEY. THE ARCTIC HUNTERS AND EXPLORERS

The New ^ '" (,n '-v within the pa-t few years
interest in that municipal gi ivernment s and

the genera] public itself has begun
to realize the educational value of menageries
and botanical gardens. Until quite recently

the cities of theOldWorldhave offered to their

( itizens much more extensive and better con-
ducted enterprises of this -ort than American
i ities; New York, however, is now becoming
( ne of the leader- in this regard. The botani-

cal and zoological gardens in Bronx Park

challenge comparison with any others in the
world, it they do not excel in the r.

subjects ami their accessibility to the public.

A noteworthy feature of this new interest in

the animal world i> the increasing Dumb
valuable gifts from
private sources. Especially worthy of men-
tion is the gift o\ Arctic animals just made
to the Bronx '

by the Arctic hunters
and explorer-, Harry Whitney .. :I J.
Rainey. who have recently returned from a

>ETHIC" THE STEAMSHIP USED BY PAUI RAINEY ON HIS \Rcnc FNPFDITION
N
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THE BABY WALRUS

long hunting trip in the Arctic regions. They
have presented to the gardens two polar

bears, a musk ox, a baby walrus, seven

Esquimo dogs and a blue fox, some of which
shown in the photographs reproduced on

this and the preceding page. Director Horn-
adav. of the Gardens, says that these animals

up the most important acquisition ever

red by th-r New York Zoological Gardens
from private sources. It is in its stimulation

of our interest in the animals as world citizens

that Mr. Roosevelt's own story of hi- African
• hiefly valuable. This point,

enture here to remind our reader-, is

brought out clearly and sympathetically by
.\ir. ( jrinnell, editor of . xnd Stream, and
himself well know: o authority on the

wild life of our own country, in hi- revi<

Gai • ["rails on page 4 s 7 this

•h. Pr I mer's researches into

1 monkeys, to which we also

• another evidence of human curio—

ity as to the life habit- of animal-.

AN i:SQl IMO DOC, FROM Till. ARCTIC



RECORD OF CURRENT EVENTS
From August 20 tnber 20, 1910)

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT—AMERICAN

August 20.—The committee appointed by the

House of Representatives t<> investigate Indian

land affairs clears Vice-President Sherman and
Senator Curtis (Rep., Kan.) of any improper con-
nection therewith.

August 22.— President Taft, in a letter to the

chairman of the New York County Republican
Committee, denies that he favored the sek

of Vice-President Sherman over Colonel Roosevelt
as chairman of th convention.

August 2,3.— In the Georgia Democratic prima-
ries, ex-( iov. 1 loke Smith defeats < iovernor Brow n

for the gubernatorial nomination.

Augusl jo. -Gov. James II. Brady (Rep.) is

renominated in the Idaho primaries; James B.

Hawlej i- nominated by the Democrats.

tember 2.—The President appoints Dr. Jo-
seph A. Holmes, of the Geological Survey, to be
director of the new Bureau of .Mine-.

September 6.—Lieut.-< • »v. John A. Mead (Rep.)

i- elected ' Governor of Vermont, defeating Charles
I). Watson (l)ein.) I>y about 18.000 votes

Senator J. C. Burrows (Rep.) i- defeated for re-

nomination, in the Michigan primaries, by Con-
gressman Charles K. Town-end. a Progressive;

Chase S. Osborn (Rep.) and Law ton T. rlemana
Dem.) are the gubernatorial nomine - nator

LaFollette i- renominated by 50.000 plurality in

the Wisconsin Primaries; I". K. McGovern wins
the Republican nomination tor Governor.. Rob-
ert P. Bass, the "Progressive" candidate, wins in

the primaries the Republican nomination for

Governor of New Hampshire; Clarence E. Carr is

the Democratic nominee.. The New Mexico
dec lion results in the choice of 68 Republican and
)2 I tema r.nic dele fates to the constitutional con-
vention, a majority of whom in it i-

ative and referendum.

itember 7.
- to inquire

alleged legisl - hearings in New
*^ rk City.

tember 8. Jud 5 eon I'.. Baldw :

inated I rnor by the 1

'

nt.

r Democratic men
of the Ballinger-Pii ' ressional in

gating committee make pu Minnea
a report of their findings again:

idison, Insurgent -Repub-
nent, also against the

Malcolm R. Patti

(Den . withdraw - from hi- Candi-
da) \ t"i ion l fohn I ind, of

Mini leelines the Den gubernatorial
in. it ion.

tember 12.—The Maim -1 results in

a Democratic victory for the fir-t time in thirty

years, Frederick \V. Plaisted, Mayor of . -

being chosen < iovernor over th< present incumbent,
Bert M. Fernald (Rep.;; the Democn arry
two of the four Congressional district- and both
branches of the legislature, and will choose the

to Senator I [ale < Rep. j. YV.

Donaghej Dem is reeT vernor of Arkan-
sas, defeating Andrew I. Roland (Rep.

;
the

initiative and referendum amendment i- adi pted.
. .The Demi irry the Aria , and
will write thi - ition; the 1-

the initiative, referendum, and recall, advo
by the 1

ember 13.— Six Republican member- of the
Ballinger-Pinchpt investigating committee m<
Chicago and denoui unlawful the n
action of the I democratic men. In the V
ington primary, t iman Mi lexter, an
"Insurgent," wins bj plurality the Repub-
lican nomination for Unit
ceed Samuel H. Piles... Ex-Gov. 1 Stokes
win- the New Jersey Republican primary end
ment for United : : C. L. B

1-option: ires the Democratic non
tioii for ( iovernor of South Carolina in thi -

primarii

14.—Charles \ in is nomi-
1 for Governor by the Connecticut Re-

publicans Gov. John F. Shafroth, of I

rado. i- renominated in the Dem. Stati

vention.

tember 15.—A letter written ! tary

Norton, made public at Beverly, Mass -that
I're-idi nt Taft hencefi nh will distribute

1

..ular- and "pr< . .

!

id( nt

Woodrow Wilson, of Princeton University, is

nominated ford
crats. . . .Wyoming Republicans nominate V.

Mullin- for ( iovernor. . .

the I >em ndidate in Minne-
fohn Lind.

.

primaries
are held for the rir-t time thr Illinois;

Speal non i- reii

utell i-
" In-ur-

tidenl I - in Tenm
decidi blican 1

pt. R. W. ! Powers,
three tin plicity in the murder
of William Goebel in 1

d, is nominated f<

publican pr: in the Eleventh Kentucky
District.

tember 20. Vivian M. Lewi- i- nomii
for Governor of by the Republican
state Convention. .. .William J. Bryan refus

-upi«irt the Nebraska Democratic ticket be
of the p tand on the liquor question.

Representative Tawney, of the

District, i- defeated for renominatton in the Re-

publican primaries.
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POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT—FOREIGN

August 20.—Dr. Jose D. Madriz resigns as Presi-

dent of Nicaragua, naming as his successor Jose
Dolores Estrada, a brother of the revolutionary

leader.

August 25.—Emperor William of Germany, in

a speech at Konigsberg, expresses belief in the

divine right of the Prussian King.

August 27.—Jose Dolores Estrada turns over

the presidency of the Nicaraguan republic to Gen.
Luis Mena. who represents Gen. Juan J. Estrada,

leader of the revolution against Madriz.

August 29.—Gen. Juan J. Estrada assumes the
presidency of the Nicaraguan republic.

September 1.—The Spanish Government de-

clares the city of Bilbao in a state of siege in order

-uppress the rioting of strikers.

September II.—President Estrada postpones
the Nicaraguan elections for a year.

ember 14.—The Liberal members of the

Panama National Assembly elect Pablo Arosemena
ing President for the unexpired term of the

late President Obaldia.

ember 15.—The elections for membership
in the new parliament of the Union of South
Africa results in the choice of 67 Nationalists

(native whites), 37 Unionists (British), 4 I.

and 13 Independent-: Premier Botha Buffers
• in hi- contest for a -eat. . .President Svin-

huf\ re— to the rca--cml>!ed Finnish Diet

vhow .11 inroa'

Finni-h autonomy.

eml*.T 18.—The Bulgarian cabinet i- r< or-

1 the failure of the Macedonian

IN I I KN \ I |f)N \[. KKLATIONS

24.—Japan communicates to the repre-

nvention
with Korea under whi h -he propo-e- to annex that

formally annexes K

>n.

. ns4 ^i

-lent inatitutioi

ind pen

September 17.—France demands of Turkey ex-

planations and satisfaction for alleged treaty vio-

lations in Tunis and Algiers.

AERONAUTICS

August 29.—Louis Breget, at Lisle, France,
takes up five passengers in his aeroplane, carrying
a total weight of 921 pounds.

August 31.—Glenn H. Curtiss flies over Lake
Erie from Euclid Beach (near Cleveland) to Cedar
Point, a distance of 64 miles.

September 1.—Curtiss makes the return trip

from Cedar Point to Cleveland.

September 3.—Leon Moranc, a French aviator,
ascends at Beauville to a height of 8271 feet.. . .

M. Bielovucci finishes his air voyage from Paris to
Bordeaux, begun on September 1; his actual flying

time for the 366 miles was 7 hours and 5 minutes.

September 6.—John B. Moissant, of Chicago,
completes his flight from Paris to London with a

i-nger, begun on August 16.

September 8.—A new altitude record of 8409
feet is made by Chavez, a Peruvian, at Issy-les-

Molineaux, France.

September 12.— In a single flight at the Harvard-
Boston meet, Ralph Johnstone (in a Wright bi-

plane) establishes new American records for dura-
tion, distance, and accuracy in landing; Claude
Grahame-W hite, using a Bleriot monoplane, makes
two round trips, withoul st< p, bet ween the aviation
field and Boston Light, flying 33 miles in 34 min-
utes, 1 1 -5 seconds.

ember 14.— At the Bordeaux meeting,
Aubrun flic- 125 miles in 2 hours and 22 minutes.

' ounl /< ppelin's dirigible balloon No. <> is de-

stroyed by tire following the explosion of a motor.

OTHI K ()( ( I KKI \< I S Ol I HE MON I II

An. The English battleship Orion, of

in power, i- launched -it Portsmouth.
re destroys a department -ion- in Buenos

Aire-, with more than £1,000,000 damage.

August 21. Wallace and Beveral smaller towns
in Idaho are .ill, i> I i ompletek destroyed b) I'O I

I In British cruiser Bedford \~ wre< Iced 1 M

1 n members ol 1 he . m ine cre« I"

1 heir li\ •

1 nt( Mi.iiii.ii.il S01 ialisl ( "ii

1 < , p. nl.. 1.

h ra,

fatal!) , are report! d in

1

• In bon

1 ended I

1 ni|
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teraber 4.- ral -rrike i- I in

thy with striking coal miner-.

tember 5. President Taft denvers an
address on conservation before an audience of

as .it the opening n of the

u Conservation Con -
. Paul.

tember 7.—The Pennsylvania Railroad in-

- it- train -< r\ 1' e under Manhattan I-land

and the East River to Long Islan I 1 .

tember 9.—Thirty persons lose their live- by
-mking of a Pere Marquette car ferry in the

middle of Lake Michigan.

S itember 10.—The German military maneu-
vers, witnessed by the Kaiser, end with a vi

for the tl J Russian invaders.. ..The
irmy maneuvers are I.. ling over

four countries and involving 70,000

tember 11.—Eleven workmen ar" k:

: injured by a cave-in of the old Erie Rai
Tunnel in Jersey City.. ..The Eucharisl

in Montreal closes with a pai I 100,000

tember 12.—The federal Rand jury in Chi-
ten of the chief officials of the Swift,

Armour, and Morris packing companies.

tember 13.—I'ndcr the will of Goldwin
Smitl poo i- bequeathed unconditionally to

Cornell University. . . . Lucius Tuttle resigns as

president of the Bosl »n & Maine Ratlr

Charles S. Mellen, head of the New ilavcn s\ -

i~ elected a- acting-president.

tember 15. —Main - new cases of cholera are

reported from Rome. Berlin, Dantzk (Prussia ,

and Almeria (Spain).

itember [6.—Infantile paralysis i- reported

to be spreading at aw alarming rate in Rl

Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania!
an 1 other Mate-.

OBITUARY

21.— Dr. Wellborn Calhoun, a well-

known Southern plr ind oculist. 65.

22. —William I". D. S the
rtment of ornith iver-

sity, 58. . . . Gustavus Moynier, of Switxer
the interna >mmittce of the

Red

-Dr. John Wells Bulkley, one of the
physi nded President Lincoln

-Wilkinson Call, formerly Ui

John Lathrop, of the Supreme

.in- A. the

William lame-, of Harvard
holo-

Aik -Dr. Robert Amory,
1 physician,

a prominent

manufacturing many.
Mai Italian anthropolog

- id Mohammed Rakhim Bahadur.
Khan of Khiva. 65.

Auj A. Rhoade-. pro
Germank Lai and literature in Uhio -

University, 50. Albert Vandal, the French
lemician and historical writ =7

At;. —Alexander Lockhart Nelson, for
more than fifty years pr f mathematj
Washington and Lee University, 83.

Septemlior 1.—Prof. Charle- Anthonv
mann, of Massachusetts, a leading authori:
agricultural chemistry, -

-Prof. Frederick A. Centh. Jr.,

a noted rh. 55.... Edwin
mber 2.-

of Philadelpl
Walker, dean of the Chi

Septemlxr 5.—Julian Edw nposer, 55.

September 6.—Elias Fernandez Albano, acting-

President of Chile.

tember 7.—William Holman-Hunt, the n

English arti- - I »r. Emily Bbckwell
man) head of the New York Infirmar
Women and Children.

S i ember 9.—Lloyd W. Bower-. Solicitor-

General of the Cnit. 5 -1.. William C.
-. formerly Governor of Alabama a:

adier-general in the Spanish War, 74. M
Frank P. O'Brien, of Birmingham, Ala.

September II.—Emanuel Fremiet, the Ft'

sculptor,

ember 13,—Prof. William H. Nile- of the

Massachusetts Instr

tint Arasuk - •
-

,
-

ber 16.—Hormuzd Rassam, tin

ber 17.—Alexander I. Nelid
ami'..

-;.... Miss Susan well-

known Boston artist and author. 7<>. J

antic Lai

I'^rd I University,

-sman 1 lark

Mi ' Dr. William ( ..

a prominent New Haven physi

irer in ('

S -t Rev. William Dalrymple
. formerly Archbi-': ;.

n T. Whit:

74-

Kainz, the well-kt



CARTOON SNAPSHOTS AT THE
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SITUATION
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HLAP SCALPS OF BOSSES AND REACTIONARIES AS A RESULT OF THE RECENT PRIMARII S
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PHYSK

The Payne-Aldrich tariff en-

acted by the last Congri

will, of course, play a leading

part in the congressional el<

tions next month. How far

the promise of further re-

vision will go toward reelect-

ing a Republican majority in

the next Congress remains to

be -ten. Although the Congres-

sional Committee that investigated the

com of living brought in a verdict acquit-

ting the tariff of guilt in the matter, a

minority report took the opposite view.

M \U ro THK V

. the Trib

^ ^

*,

"Bc>:

.1 the Jo>'

—

MR. T \} : TO pk m
rast-DispaUh. St. 1,
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THE RECRCTT
From the Leader (Cleveland)

,

I

<

'

s

^ /r

THE 'NEW NEW ENGLAND WING OF
THE SENATE

From the Constitution (A

The election in the State of Maine, coming
as it does before those of other States, is

always regarded as an indicative "straw."

This year the result in Maine excited ex-

traordinary interest, for the usual Republi-

can majority was entirely wiped out. Not
only was a Democratic Governor elected

—

the first time in thirty years—but also a

Democratic legislature, insuring a Demo-
cratic successor to Senator Hale.

>- fife

Pram th« '
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KIDNAPPED

Eriftt?™

FE VRITI.I.Y HANDICA]
svj,.,: "I'd like to known

paign speeches." From the Tribune (Chicago)

(Referring to rumors 01 an ai

Vice-President Sherman has been much

cartooned recently on account of his active

part in the politics of New \ ork State. The

political situations in the various * this

fall are unusually interesting. Mr. Poin-

dexter's campaign for the Senatorial nomina-

tion in Washington was successful, although

there was the usual charge of assistance from

the opposite party at the primaries.

\ (.1 \l ROl 5 DONKEY
(Referring to the nomination of I

month.) From the I

1
'

/ as the regulars

irkl
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"PAY LP! YOLVE BEEN STEALING FROM ME LONG ENOUGHl"
(Uncle Sam makes the smut;*- in full, to their intense indignation) Fr ;m the Saturday Globe (Utica)

This i> also a season of the homeward
tide of European travel. The Custom House
ordeal for the hr>t time in fifty years has he-

me impartial as well as severe.

The wise and happy woman is that rare one
who decides to make a full and honest dec-

laration of her purchases and to give Uncle
Sam his due.

i
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-V," J**3

iv

THl ( "I ONEL IN KANS VS

BLT: "I am | the same

. the Pioneer Press (St Paul)

Colonel Roosevelt's trip in the West was
long and enthusiastic (nation. The

strenuous "insurgers"of Kansas were especi-

ally fervid in their greeting to the Colonel. He
sowed the seed of his progressive principles
on soil peculiarly adapted to advanced politi-

cal ideas. The amusing cartoon in the lower
right hand corner of the page suggests a

Bryanic source for these same political doc-
trines. The Lorimer incident in connection
with the dinner of the Hamilton Club in

Chicago caused a profound sensation.

Tin: SOWEB
What will th.

T. R. (TO K I.i'KIV

me in to d

'Hal ( Detroit)

i P
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THE CAME OF POLITICS MIGHT BE
CLEANER IF THE COACHES COULD GET
THESE TWO PLAYER- i IT

From the Journal (Minneap

Colonel I elt, through-
out • chmaking tour in the
West, laid especial emphasis on
the imperative necessity for

eliminating the large bu-ir

int- jm our political af-

The cartoonist ha- aptly
pictured him a- arousing the
national conscience, to the in-

-<• dislike of the corrupt cor-

Ltions.

Kui i BABY

•i An



SENATOR BEVERIDGE OF INDIANA
BY LUCIUS B. SWIF1

XX^HEN Albert J. Beveridge in

* proposed himself as a candidate be-

fore the Indiana Legislature for the United

States Senate it seemed to a large body of

the people the most preposterous proposal

ever made. The party machine opposed
him. Party leaders without exception smiled

at the idea and reform element- as a rule gave

him the cold shoulder. But when the elec-

tion came, he doubled up the opposition and

was chosen honestly chosen. In a brief

speech of thanks, he said, •"The people only

are my masters and to the people I will be

true." That was an easy generality and

might have been said by .my Lorimer.

On the 5th of April, iqio, twelve years

later, at the Republican State Convention in

Indianapolis, he stood in a hall packed with

four thousand people who surrounded him on
all >ide>. leaving him scarcely standing room,

and for an hour and three-quarters, in clear-

cut sentences, he defined his position. Ex-

cept frequent applause, a tense stillness pre-

vailed throughout the assembly while he
proceeded Step by step to explain what he
had done and why he had done it. It was
a great speech delivered in a great way. and
when he had finished every listener felt that

he had kept his word -that he had stood for

the people-

Living in boyhood on a far 11, he became
istomed to hard labor. Possessed with

ambition and of intensity of mind, he took

the course followed by many far ner boys in

the transfer from the farm to other occupa-
tions, and that was by way of an education.

Within hi- means, the most practicable school

for him was DePauw University at Green-
[nd. The best-known specialty of that

school was oratory, and while plunging into

that to the extent that he finally took first

honor- in the intercollegiate oratorical con-

Net with the same activity he pur
other studies .md obtained in a well-rounded

the education afforded by his

1 the iir-t he was interested in polil

and was an intense Republican partisan. He
reformer and to him the tariff

simply "protection"; but at that time.

the log-rolling process by which consumers
idled in making up tin schedules

enerally comprehended, the actual

log-rollers excepted. Following the college

course came some year- of practice a- a law-

yer in Indianapolis. He avoided the little

thing- at which a lawyer may work, but

sought rather a part in larger cases. The
number of those was not great, but he showed
a surpri-ing ability in grasping the questions
which had weight with the court or jury. I [e

was an untiring student of these questions

and every scrap of law or precedent bearing

upon them was at his tongue's end. Hi-
manner of presentation was clear and con-

vincing. He could influence a jury. I t

instance, in out where the evident

guilt seemed convincing, he practically ad-

mitted this, but by a brief speech upon the

text "The quality of mercy i- not strained."

he induced the jury to let his client, a young
man, go free.

A s:i Di \ C 01 PUBLIC QUI STI<

The real call upon him for responsible

treatment of public questions came when he

entered the Senate. What rir-t started the

development from a narrow Republican par-

tisanship to the broad and catholic view

-

public questions which he ha- to-day and for

which he fights with the energy oi Phil

Sheridan can not be definitely stated. It

probably in part through his thorough habit

of investigation ami his desii t infor-

mation at first hand. The Philippine ques-

tion was a mass of darkness and be traveled

to the Philippines to get at the bottom oi it.

It i- true that some of his conclusions were

subject to revision. The Japanese-Rus

question became prominent and he traveled

t<> Russia and Siberia to investigate for him-

self. Here again some of the conclusions have

not so far proved corr

INTAGOKl

It i- probable that the example of Theodore
t had an influence upon him. That

he had undergone a radical and complete

change from the view that the party i> the

main thing to work for to the view that it i-

luty oi a man to study public questions

on their merit- and vote accordingly there is

not a -hadou oi doubt.
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he tiiM suggested a tariff commission. He
submitted his views to Senator Hale and the

latter dissented and finally said that they

could not have a man with such views on the

Senate Finance Committee, thereby showing
that they had intended to plate Beveridge on

that committee. He stuck to his text by
writing the best provision for a tariff com-
mission in the Payne Tariff bill that he could

get Aldrich to accept. This was emasculated
in conference and the act only gave the

President power to employ a sort of committee
to assist the President in carrying out pro-

visions of the law, and Hale said in the

Senate that it was not intended to give this

committee power to collect facts. In the

tariff debate he was a most persistent and
aggravating questioner, and many times

threw the Senatorial group representing the

Interests into a frenzy by demanding reasons

for changes which would put a greater burden
upon the people. The true reasons, that it

would help the Interests, of course could not

iven. In the midst of it, he sprang upon
the tobacco trust in his brilliant speech of

June 24, 1909, showing its organization, its

power to get laws passed, and its use of this

power to suppress competition, and one fact

which can be understood by every voter, its

securing a repeal of the Spanish War tax and
retaining by law its right to sell Spanish War
short-weight packages, which it did at the

< id prices. The annual profits of the tobacco

trust are given at over thirty-six millions.

What would a million amount to to this trust

if spent in Indiana to defeat Senator Beveridge

this year?

He has been fair toward labor. He wrote
the bill providing for the Department of

Commerce and Labor. He steadily supports

the demand of labor for safety appliances.

He opposes issuing temporary injunctions and
temporary restraining orders without notice.

He i- a supporter of the eight-hour day.

lb is in favor of the Government Employees'
Compensation bill. He earnestly supported

the bill limiting hours of service of railroad

employees. He has assisted labor in con-

quering for itself in this country a position

t its position in any other country, lie

believes it is no longer merely a beast of bur-
den accepting such reward a- capital may
deal out, and that it is entitled to a fair re-

turn for what it gives out,—such return as

will enable it to live in a home instead of a

slum and to develop his children into intelli-

gent manhood.

A RJ I'RISKNTATIVE REPUBLICAN

He has from the first favored conservation

of its own resources by the federal Govern-
ment. He has been in favor of the

exercising their powers in full vigor and to

the full extent of their constitutions and law-.

But he recognizes that our present develop-

ment wears seven-league 1 id that new
subjects arise which relate to the whole coun-
try must be controlled by the government of

the whole country.— but always within the

Constitution as interpreted by the Supreme
Court.

He is both a Republican and a protection-

ist. In the great cha hich are taking

place, he believes that the vital Step for the

salvation of the country is to drive the

predaton- interests

Republican because he believes that !

changes can be accomplished in an orderly

manner only by the Republican party.

i< a protectionist 1 he believes that to

abandon protection would be to expose the

rican workingn.an to disastrous compe-
tition with cheaper labor abroad. His 1:

ure of protect ion is the difference in the

of production 1 etween this and foreign coun-

tries to be ascertained by a Lrenuine tariff

commission.

popular among certain leader

Indiana who failed to comprehend the 1

of the people and stand for them, or who are

agents of the Interests, and have thereby lost

their leadership: but he is very popular with

the people. Hi's election is opposed by \

Street and by the Interests, and they have the

ability to furnish money for all the corrup-

tion which can bt mphshed. Senator

Bevcridgc's defeat in the coming election

would be a grave misfortune and one which
is not likely to happen.



A NEW TRANSPORTATION ERA FOR
NEW YORK

BY LOUIS E. VAX NORMAN
LJI-TORICALLY. New York's transporta-

tion problem has always been conditioned

by the fact that Manhattan is a long, narrow
island. The system of transit in the American
metropolis does not radiate, spoke-like, from

a center to the oudying districts. On the con-

trary, it of necessity runs from one end to the

other, north and south, in spinal-column

fashion. A large, if not the largest portion of

the suburban traffic has always entered and
left laterally by means of ferries or bridges

over two wide rivers. Up to within the past

two or three years, when the great docks of

the transadantic steamship companies began
to creep uptown, almost all the over-sea

traffic also reached New York near the lower

end of the
' ;

spine." Consequently there have
always been in New York crowds, often un-

manageable, indecently dense crowds, going

in the same direction at the same time.

pparently, not even the most far-

sighted and public-spirited citizens, realized

that this uncomfortable, even perilous state of

affairs could be changed. Least of all the

railroads.

Up to ten years ago the main object of the

trunk railroads and the steamship lines enter-

York had been to get their passengers

to the terminal j>oints. There the human
freight was dumped or bended in ferryboats

running on more or l« rtain schedules,

: out later on the extn m
west

mfort and delay, the passer

i finally r- h c umber>ome mi
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Xew York should be viewed as a whole.

These citizens began to see dimly that the

solution of this problem must, be based on the

topography of the island city, and must have

proper regard for the laws regulating the

growth of urban population as shown by the

history of Xew York itself and the experience

of other great cities of the world. There is

a new, coherent conception of the transporta-

tion problem. Since the tunnels under the

Hudson and East Rivers, together with the

bridges that span the latter stream, have been

in use, Manhattan is no longer an island.

They have made possible the beginnings of

a system radiating from a common point or

a common section.

REVOLUTION" WORKED BY ELECTRICITY

The marvelous development of electricity as

a motive power has rendered travel through

tunnels no longer a danger and a discomfort.

It has also afforded an opportunity for the

'"tying-up" together into one general system

of the urban, interurban, and trunk railroad

lines and bridges, either by standardizing the

equipment throughout or by making traffic

almost continuous through quick and easy

transfers.

The perfection of the electric motor baa
wrought a veritable revolution in transporta-

tion. It has fixed the large lines of transit in

York City for an indefinite future. Tin-

gradual abolition of ferric- i- now inevitable.

They will be replaced by tunnels until, in the

not far distant future, no larL'<-. pr>.

city will permit any heavy traffic lo cnlcr ii-

limit-, at or at> • I .rtlicrinoie, the

ringing of tracks below the surface of the
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will not be a large, barn-like structure. It will

resemble more a series of clean, comfortable

corridors. Electricity also vastly improves the

effi< iency of signals and makes possible the

introduction of a multitude of devices for the

comfort of passengers. All these advantages

may be seen exemplified in the new Pennsyl-

vania terminal. They are expressly provided

for in the Grand Central station that is now
under way.

I in; NEW PENNSYLVANIA TERMINAL

The present year has seen the beginnings of

a series of changes that will eventually revolu-

tionize the transportation system of the greater

city. The most significant and far-reaching

of these was accomplished early last month,
when the Pennsylvania Railroad inaugurated

its local bong Island traffic over the bong
Island Railroad by tunnel under the

River from its splendid new terminal, just

completed, on Thirty-second Street and Sev-

enth Avenue, Manhattan. A few weeks later

traffic was to be in operation through its Hud-
son River tunnels.

The idea of tunneling the Hudson and East

Rivers for an entrance into New York City has

been the long-cherished dream of the Penn-

sylvania railroad system. Even before the

Hudson Tunnel scheme, now in operation,

was first started (in 1874), the Pennsylvania

people discussed the desirability of getting rid

of the ferrv svstcm and entering the heart of

Manhattan without change. Their rival, the

New York Central, has done this from the

beginning. The improvement in the methods

of tunnel construction and the development of

electric power a decade ago demonstrated the

possibility of a sub-river connection with Man-
hattan. At that time the bong Island Railroad

acquired by the Pennsylvania and it be-

came desirable, if not necessary, to bring about

some physical connection between the two

lines.

The Xew York Tunnel extension of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, as it is technically

(ailed, enables Pennsylvania Railroad passen-

gers, with merely a change of train from the

same platform, to come from the North, West,

and South into Manhattan and out to the ex-

treme Eastern point of bong Island. The
York ( lonnecting Railroad, a joint project oi the

Pennsylvania and New Haven systems, will

complete the physical connection between the

New England lines and the West. This gives

an all rail line between the South ami West
on the one hand, and New England and the

East on the other, as well as furnishing parts

of Brooklyn and Queens Boroughs in Greater
New York, and the immediate adjacent re-

gions, with direct railroad connections to and
from New England and the Southern and
Western States. The scheme is a compre-

ive one, involving an expenditure of

Si 60.000,000.

The tunnel extension proper begins at Har-
rison, N. J., a short distance east of the city of

rk. At this point steam locomotives are

exchanged for electric motors at a series of

long platforms known as the Harrison Inter-

change. The electric line branches off north-

ward from the present steam line and comes
into the magnificent new terminal in Man-
hattan through a tunnel under the Hudson.
At the terminal passengers bound for points

further east, either in New England or on Long
Eland, will be transferred, at the platform of

entrance, to Long Island trains, which will

take them through a tunnel under the 1

River. Pennsylvania trains will not make the

continuous trip, since the railroad is not per-

mitted to do a local business between Man-
hattan and Long Island City. The long,

heavy trains will leave the New York terminal

empty and proceed under Manhattan and the

East River to the Sunnyside Yards, near Long
Island City. At this point they will be taken

around a loop, cleaned and sent back to the

New York terminal.

Passengers bound for points in lower Man-
hattan can leave the Pennsylvania train at the

Harrison Interchange and transfer, without

extra charge, to a Hudson Tunnel train for

the Hudson & Manhattan terminal station at

Cortlandt Street. When the Hudson Tunnel

system is completed the passenger can take an

uptown Hudson Tunnel train and make direct

connection at the Grand Central Station with

the New York Central and the New Haven
Railroads.

The New York Connecting Railroad, not

yet constructed, but to be completed in the

near future, will consist of twelve milt

double track from the Sunnyside Yard of the

bong Island Railroad, in bong Island City.

to the New Haven line at Port Morris in the

Bronx, crossing the I ..-; River by what is

known as die Hell Gate Bridge over Ward's

and Randall's Islands. It will be used for fast

freight and passenger ser\ ii

Till I \Kc.l >r KMI ROAD STATION IN TH1 WORLD

The new Pennsylvania terminal station in

Manhattan, which is the largest structure of its

kind in the world, embodies the highest de

opment of the art of transportation. It covers
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THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD NEW YORK TUNNEL EXTENSION AND CONNECTIONS

(Showing the New York Connecting Railroad soon to be finished)

and tunnels is one of its excellent features.

The trunks and bags remain out of sight of the

passenger from the time of heing checked until

they reach their destination.

The general design of the architects was to

express, in so far as was practical with the

unusual condition of tracks below the street

surface and the absence of the conventional

train-shed, not only the exterior design of a

great railway station in a generally accepted

form, but also to give to the building the char-

acter of a monumental gateway and entrance

to a great metropolis.

OTIIl K Tl K\ll\ AI IMPROV] Ml

Most of the other trunk railroads coming
from the West have comprehensive plans for

improving their terminal facilities, several of

them already under way. It is currently re-

ported in railroad circles, although the report

cannot at this writing be confirmed, that the

trio of railroads connected by ferry with Lib-

erty and Twenty-third Streets (the Central of

New Jersey, the Philadelphia & Reading,

and the Baltimore & Ohio) which now are

the only ones having no entrain e to the Hudson
Tube system, will take over, by lease, the old

Pennsylvania terminal in Jersey City, Boon
alter the latter ha- begun Using it- new station

in Manhattan. It i- also reported, a- an alter-

native, that this group will have some future

connection with an extension of the Hudson
Tubes that the future may see running south-

ward to Staten Island. The Lackawanna has

under construction a "cut-off" from Lake
Hopatcong, X. J., to Slateford. Pa., near the

famous Delaware Water dap, which will

reduce the distance between .W York City

and Buffalo by from twelve to fifteen miles.

This undertaking, involving some difficult

engineering, is now well under way.

To the Erie belongs the credit of putting into

operation the lir-t of the great engineering

works recently designed for the improvement
of passenger facilities on the trunk lines enter-

ing New York. The Erie has in contemplation

and under way a number of " cut-offs" in New
Jersey and New York, for the benefit of its

freight service. The open cut through }<

City Heights, however, through which train

service v ;n in the middle of June was

designed solely for the benefit of its passenger

sen ice. The old Erie tunnel, about a miie long

through the Bergen Hill, had been known for

forty year- a- one of the most uncomfortable

oi the shorter tunnels on the steam railroads in

the United States. The new cut, about a mile

in length, gives the railroad an oj>cn-air line

from all the sections within the commuting
zone to \ .'. Y irk. The old tunnel will here-

after lie used almost exclusively by freight
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trains. The new cut, which is already provided

with conduits, ducts, and other equipment for

the use of trains propelled by electricity, is the

beginning, not the completion, of a program.

In the near future the Erie expects to electrify

its commuters' lines. It plans, also, to construct

two tunnels of its own. capable of accommo-
dating standard equipment, under the Hudson
River to the Hudson Terminal in lower Man-
hattan.

THE HUDSON TUBES

A very important step in connecting the ter-

minals of the trunk railroads on the Xcw Jer-

sey side of the Hudson was made early in

1008, when traffic was inaugurated through

the Hudson Tubes by the Hudson cS: Man-
hattan Railroad Company. The uptown tun-

nels of this system were opened in February of

that year, and a few months later the lower

tubes were ready for service. This linked to-

gether the Pennsylvania, Erie, and Lacka-

wanna railroad stations on the New Jersey

side and the Hudson Terminal Building at

Cortlandt Street, downtown, and Twenty-

thifd Street and Sixth Avenue on the upper

end. An extended description of this system

and its history was given in this REVIEW for

April, 1908.

1111 \iu imkwu hi mi 1 kii m \i w vkk

After nearly two years of operation, this

enterprise, not yet completed, is one of the

most successful and smoothly running railroad

lines wholly within or entering the greater city.

1 1 is a monument to the daring, patience, and
constructive skill of a number of men, chief

among whom is Mr. William (i. McAdoo,
president of the Hudson \ -Manhattan
Railroad.

( )n November 1 of the present vear the

Hudson & Manhattan system will be opened
as far as Thirty-third Street and Broadway.
Within the next two years it will be extended

to the Grand Central Station at Forty-second

Street. On or before August 1, 191 1, we are

promised, the lines will be extended further

westward for two stations in Jersey City, con-

ned ing with the present main-line tracks of

the Pennsylvania Railroad at Bergen Hill.

By arrangement with the Pennsylvania, which

will then have electrified its lines to Newark,
continuous electric passenger service will be

possible from Grand Central Station or the

Hudson Terminal Building as far tation

in the heart of the business center of Newark.
In the near future the connections between the

Hudson Tubes and the existing and projt

subways, the cross lines on Fulton and Ninth

Streets, and the north and south branchi

the lower and upper west side, will be com-
pleted. The Hudson Tubes already carry 50
percent, of the Lackawanna passengers bound
for New York. 50 per cent, of those coming

in on the Erie, and more than 70 per cent,

of those arriving by the Pennsylvania.

MAKING OVER Till ••(.RAND CENTRAL"

! »r more than half a century the New York
Central Railroad and its terminal partner, the

New York. New Haven & Hartford, were the

only trunk lines entering the heart of Manhat-
tan without the intervention oi a ferry. This

unique position made their terminal problem

different from those of the other trunk lines.

The Central and the New Haven were con-

cerned solely with the equipment and arrange-

ment of the terminal building and track space

at Forty-Second Street, known all over the

country as the Grand Central.

The congestion caused by the ever-increasing

number oi passenger! be transported

through the "neck of the bottle."— the four

tracks running through the north and south

tunnel extending from Sixtieth to One Hun-

dredlh Streets.—became SO great that more

than a decade ago the New York Central

management realized that an entirely new
terminal Bcheme would have to be adopted.
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THE HUDSON TUBES AND THEIR CONNECTION \UTH THE PENNSYLVANIA SYSTEM

During the year before its demolition 21.000,-

000 passengers passed to and fro through the

old Grand Central Station. The terminal now
planned and its equipment, which will be much
larger than any other in the world, will make
possible the handling of five times as many, or

more than the entire present population of the

United Sta -

At midnight on June 5 the last train to

depart from the old Grand Central Station

started on its way t B n and workmen be-

gan to tear down the old building, since 187

1

the most famous railway terminal in the

United -

The main differences between the new ter-

minal and the old will be a wider spread of

tracks at the station, on two levels instead of

one, and a group of three m.: t build-

ings for station pur roper and the hou--

iftbebu lepartm 'he railroad.

The .<* heme, however, contemplates a vast

series of improvements including the restora-

to public traffic, the

char avenue-, and the •

made availabli

rig of
' or more

of |x>pu-

a half '

. the

ibli<

\1 <

cv

o,ooo,cy

For several years all the metropolitan traffic

on the Central and Xew Haven lines has entered

New York City under electric power. On the

Hudson River division the electric zone ex-

tends to Yonkers, on the Harlem division to

White Plains, and on the main line of the

Xew Haven to Stamford. Conn.

Slowly, but with praiseworthy steadiness,

the work of enlarging the track space be-

tween the tunnel entrance and the station itself

has been pushed to completion. There are

still only four tracks through the tunnel, but

from the southern entrance these four tracks,

on one level, spread out horizontally and per-

pendii ularly to sixty-seven tracks on two lev-

This arrangement doubles the utility of the

four tra>

The new terminal building itself will have
four levels. The passenger gallery on the

grade of Forty-sei ond street will be the top one

The Com OUrse of arrival and departure will be

the next lower. This will contain forty-two

trai 1.- that will handle the through trains and
will conned directly with the [nterborough

subway lines. <»n the level below will be

ty-five tracks for suburban traffic, con
. ith the I ludson Tunnel trains, l n

ith all these, running east and wesl under
Fortj third and I oris fifth Streets, will l>e Bub

for handling the I At this lowesl

to the

tunnel under ihc I last K

of the 1 (] I tral

will be th< 11 built hem
ill be I 1 m
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THE NEW GRAND CENTRAL. NEW YORK'S GREATEST TRAFFIC CENTER

i From this may be seen the different track levels and the converging lines of local tnu

Each will be on the level of the track it serves

and quite distant from the other, with separate

ticket offices, entrances and exits. It is pre-

dicted that nearly 30.000 people can gather in

the waiting-rooms, and on the platforms of

these enormous stations, without crowding one

another. The essence of the idea oi the archi-

-, we are told, was that "John Smith or

Mary Jones, who have never been in New York

before, can arrive at the Grand Central ter-

minal and pass through it to where he or she

is going with the Least possible confusion and

with the utmost tranquillity and peaceof mind."
The most noteworthy thing about the altera-

tions at the great New York Central yards is

the fact that they were carried on without stop-

ping or seriously delaying the movement of

approximately r.ooo.ooo passengers a month.

A M w Kc\i> FOB WESTCHESTER COMMUTERS

In addition to the Grand Central terminal

improvement which the New York, New Haven
v\. Hartford Railroad is constructing in part-

nership with the New York Central, the N

Haven contemplates other important improve-

ments. It will "six-track" the Harlem River

branch so as to cater better to the Westc!

commuters. It is constructing jointly with the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company the

York Connecting Railroad, including the Hell

Gate bridge, to which we have already referred.

It will s(M in electrify the main line and Harlem
River branch for both pas and freight

service, and it is building the New York, IB

chest 1 Railroad.

This line, which is now well under con-

struction, is one of the most important of the

improvements in transit facilities in ami around

New York. Residents of the upjK-r Bronx
Borough and the suburban towns oi 1

central Westchester County who have daily

business in New York are more in need of ade-

quate transportation facilities than residei

any other section tributary to the metropolis.

In the fall of 101 1 a new era will open for these

commuters, who are to have a railroad built

entirely for them. The New York. Westches-

ter & a will then be in operation from its

terminab at White IMains and Portchcstcr. to
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exi ept lor a few hundred feet near the southern from having 1<* al transportation facilities com-
terminus. Since the wait between trains is parable to even those enjoyed by almost every

never to exceed a \vw minutes, waiting-rooms other American city of 50,000 inhabitants.

are to be dispensed with, the long sheltered

platforms taking their place.

The New York, Westi hester & Boston Rail-

road— a merger of the original New York.

From its transportation paralysis the metrop-
olis began to emerge only five years ago, when
the Rapid Transit Commission adopted most
of the present legalized rapid-transit routes.

West* hester & Boston Railway and a number A number of tines were then determined upon.
of local trolley lines—was acquired by the When, two years later, the entire supervision of

New Haven in 1907. Although New Haven traction matters within the greater citv was put

capital is behind the enterprise, the new road is under the jurisdiction of the newly established

to be separately managed. The line at present Public Service Commission, a new era began in

under construction consists of the two branches, metropolitan transportation,

one starting from Portchester and one from The commission, vested as it is with all the

White Plains, coming together near the city of powers of the former State Board of Railroad
New Rochelle and terminating at Willis Avenue Commissioners, as well as those of the defunct

on the Harlem River in the Borough of the Rapid Transit Commission, now has undivided

Bronx. At White Plains the company will supervision over all the railroad and street-rail-

later construct the Westchester & Northern way corporations in the four counties compris-
Railroad, connecting with its commuting line ing the metropolitan era. Its work is along two
and extending in a northwesterly direction to principal lines. It endeavors to improve or to

Pound Ridge, where it will divide into two compel private existing enterprises to improve

branches, one extending to Brewster, N. Y., and present conditions. It also aims to eng

the other to Danbury, Conn. This line will private capital to construct additional facilities,

tap northern Westchester County and western lending municipal aid as far as the debt limit of

Connecticut, where there are now no rapid- the city will permit An idea of the extent of its

transit facilities whatsoever. work may be seen from a few tigun

The street-railway companies over which the

REAL rapid tkansit in sight commission holds su|>ervisory power have a

combined nominal capital of S700.ooo.ooo.

The historv of "rapid transit" within the They operate 1636 miles of track and carry

citv of New York is a long, wearisome story of annually 1.^00,000,000 of passengers, which is

complicated and apparently interminable dis- 18 per cent, of the fare passengers carried by

agreements between private financial interests, all the street and electric railways of the

rapid transit boards, and municipal authorities. United States, and 50 per cent, more than are

For nearly a generation this was a game of carried by all the steam roads of the entire

stock-jugglers and financial pirates, whose country.

depredations kept the American metropolis The half-decade beginning in 1905 saw the

completion of the"Subway,"
with its twenty-live mile -

road, owned by the city but

operated by the [nterborough

id Transit Company.
On this line a person can

travel for a five cent fare

either from Brooklyn Bridge

or Van Cortlandt or Bronx

Parks, through Manhattan
and Bronx Boroughs, south-

ward to the Battery in Man-
hattan, or southward and

itward under the 1

Rivet to Brooklyn, making
connection there with the

I ong Island Railroad. The
s.une period of live years

>aw the beginning and par-

tial completion of the Hud-

BOSTON RAILROAD '
l un,u'

1 System, wm> h
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has already brought New
Jersey to within three min-

utes of the New York City

Hall. The construction of

several bridges across the East

River also properly belongs

to this period, the Manhattan,
Williamsburg, and Queens-
borough spans, and also the

improvement in type and con-

struction of the railroad ferry-

boats, particularly those plying

across the Hudson. Bri> _

and tunnels have all but made
the fern- obsolete. Several

fern- lines have suspended

operations because of finan-

cial difficulties. Indeed, the

-cnt tendency in ferries

is apparently toward munici-

pal control. One line—that

from the Battery, Manhattan,

to Staten Island (Borough of

Richmond)—has been operat-

ed successfully by the city for

three years.

A number of other rapid-

transit routes, chiefly subways,

were laid out at this time

(1905). The history of all

these has been marked by
1 and financial tangles over

the question of private or

municipal construction and
troL Private capital has

been reluctant to undertake

irk without guaran-

whic h the city was not

willing to give, and the muni< i-

pality itself has been um <-rtain

1 the extent of its ri^'lit to

borrow. It is sufficient for the pur ions planned to Fort Hamilton and. later,

article I that at this writing (Septem- to Coney Island.

l»er 10) the Publi amission h The new system, which the commission in-

it the jx)int where i f illy em- tends to push to an early completion, regard-

en bids for the construction, less of the attitude of existing private- lin<

tital, cif an en- interests, includes the Broadway Lexington

em. line, a subway in Manhattan, under the ave

led, from the- Battery to the Harlem
the- !• r, and through the Bronx in tu<> bram hes,

Willi. 1: inating at Pelham Bay Park and the

t Woodl new <

•

i

.

. throu et in lower

idc ttx th< Manh itt to river, the Brool Ij n

It I and the two brani hi

mentioned,
r. i I land. Vfter

n, tin- 1 ommi
1

HOW WESTCHESTER COUNTY WILL SOON BE SERVED
BY A NEW RAILROAD

(The New York, Westchester & Boston Railroad with iti northern extension,

the '•'
. Northern. S(
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and safety of pa rs in

the metropolitan area and in

lirection of in< re-.

I and relieving

n by improvements in

equipment Some of these

have been introduced by
the railroads themselves,oth-

ire due to the watch-
ful care and energy of the

Public Service Commission.
It is only during very r<.

years, since the use of elec-

tric motive jxjwer became
general, that elevated, sub-

way, and even surface cars

attained their present

weight and length. The
size, steadiness, and ma-
terial of construction (steel in

place of wood) have added to

the safety of the passer

and these, with the length-

ened platforms on elevated

and subway lines, have been
instrumental in relieving

congestion. On the surface

lines the introduction of the
" p a y - a s - y o u - e n t e r

"
c a r

,

such as is now used on the

Third Avenue surface line

in Manhattan, has been

made compulsory by the

Public Service Commission.

the lower West Side of Manhattan, connecting These cars are "convertible. "—that is. they

the Hudson and Pennsylvania terminals and may be changed from summer to winter

also traverse lines from river to river on Fifty- form. They have no running-board, and are

ninth and other uptown streets. The neces- equipped with fenders, wheel-guards, and

shy for these last-named subways is bound air-brakes. The steel cars in the sub*

to become increasingly evident after the now have side as well as viu\ doors and air-

Pennsylvania has begun to brills its multi- brake-, and are operated with pneumatic

tndes into Manhattan into an already con- starting signals.

gested section. The idea of the Public Service Commissioa
Richmond is as yd the only borough which is that in all new subways and tunnels, the

has no modern system of transportation. It dimensions should be such a> to permit oi the

cannot be said to be served at all by the muni- use of standard railway equipment. This

cipal ferry, and the steam and trolley lines that looks forward to the time when trains will come
now cross it. There are various projects for from New Jersey and Westchester County and

connecting this borough with the rest oi the make trips without a break through the tunnels,

city. Rapid-transit tunnels are the favorite. The commission's idea, further, is to "tie in"

One is planned to extend under the Narrows, all bridges as part oi the railway system. The
onneel with the Fort Hamilton exten- old Brooklyn idea of bringi sengers only

sion of the Fourth Avenue subway. Another to the bridge on the N 5 irk side and leaving

scheme provides for the southward pro- them there is to be superseded by a metropoli-

longation of the Hudson Tube system from tan conception of transit without change all

Jersey City through the Communipaw s^ - over the greater city through tunnels, on the

tion, to Staten Island by a tunnel under surface, and over the bride i the heart

Kill van Kull. o\ Manhattan with a minimum of change." is

A great deal has been Aowc lor the comfort the motto.

' PAY-AS-YOU-ENTER" CAR IN NEW YORK

irded as the l«st tyj*)



MILWAUKEE'S SOCIALIST
GOYERNiMENT

BY GEORGE ALLAN ENGLAND

"COR the first time in our history a Socialist previous administrations, as well as with
*• administration to-day finds itself com- many features of the present system, and
pletely controlling a city of metropolitan size, symptomatic of the drift away from old-

Brockton and Haverhill, both of which at one party politics, it was overwhelming,

time elected Socialist mayors, left them un- As will be remembered, Seidel's vote raa
supported in the city councils, and doomed more than 7000 in excess of Schoenecker's

them therefore to defeat. In Milwaukee, on (Dem.), and over 15,000 above Beffel's (Rep.).

the contrary, the government is practically With Seidel there were swept into office 16

a unit, elected on a straight Socialist plat- Aldermen out of a possible 23, including 7

form. It has a free

hand. Its failure or its

success will, in conse-

quence, be watched
with keen interest by
all to whom the prob-

lems of municipal
welfare are important.

When the ne
flashed over the wires

lu-t April that Emi:
del, a pattern-maker,

had been elected May-
or of Milwaukee on the

S :.i!i-t ticket, with

the largest plurality

ever given in the city.

and that in addition he

had carried with him
nearly the entire munic-
ipal government, Amer-

: for a long

moment to wonder.
<• papei fifed;

intimated or

ly expressed their

hope that the newadministration should fail in municipal government ever
•hrouch • -hould induct- other tried by the American peop

>n; and predict I en before the last election the Social-

anarchy and bloodshed \
1, both in office and out, were per-

--. adopt ii.iiin:' for publii 1 hip of

. wood, ice,

ei io V'.iin 1

they I'
1 'I in ( It the way

MAYOR EMIL SEIDEL

(The I died to administer the allan

lar«e A: ly)

Aldermen-at-Large, 2

Civil Judges, 11 Super-
visors out of 16, the

City Treasurer, Attor-

ney, Comptroller, and a
majority on the Board
of County Supervisors.

The Council, formerly

composed of 19 Demo-
crats, 10 Socialists, and
6 Republicans, now
stands thus: 21 Social-

ists, 10 Democrats, and
4 Republicans. In

addition, the new ad-

ministration has had
the appointing of sev-

eral important officials.

For two years at least,

Socialists— work i ng-
men—will dictate the

policies of a city of

close to 375,000 pop-

ulation. Thus their

task becomes one of

the most weigh t y

\

I lie

ruption

•< tri< lij-lit plant. In the

1

•
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matter of the C. M. & St. P. viaduct they had
saved the city some Sioo.ooo. They had ex-

posed and checked graft in the- furnishing

of policemen's and firemen's uniform-, and
in the city garbage-plant. They had also

stopped the payment of considerable sums to

absent or discharged officials.

They had advocated home rule; street

''comfort stations"; municipal hospitals,

markets, storage houses and abattoir; a pub-
lic lodging-house; j-cent fares; a redistricting

of the city; free text-books and "penny
lunches" for underfed children, as well as

properly built, lighted, warmed, and cleaned

school-buildings. They had rendered abor-

tive the efforts of a certain book concern to

have the school board made appointive, and
had assured Milwaukee the right to elect

it s own board. They had been campaigning
against tuberculosis, food-adulteration, and
the contract system, explaining the high cost

of living as a result of private monopoly, and
advocating municipal model tenements, free

legal advice for the poor, and "social centers"

to replace the saloon.

Ever since 1908 the Social-Democratic

Aldermen have been closely watched by the

citizens. Even the capitalist press admitted
their worth—and a strong press it is, with

nine dailies, naturally a unit in anti-Socialist

policy. Perhaps one of the most telling

blows -truck by the Social-Democrat- has
been their minimizing of expenses to the

county for grand juries, attorneys' fee-, and
court charge-. This saving, due to their war
on graft, ha- been very great. Such an econ-

omizing of cash, amply proi metimes
affect- a community more favorably than any
purely moral issue.

All these and many other acts have been
for some time stored in the public memory of

Milwaukee; they all helped spell su« •

The voter- of the city had really witni

Socialists at work. So. too. had the citizens

of the entire State, for Social-Democratic

members of the legislature had in the mean-
time been active, and the people as a whole

had approved their labors.'

WHAT HAS BEEN, WHAT IS BEI

ACCOMPLISHED?

Here, now, comes the really vital question.

Here we envisage the practical answer. \

program may be, on paper, all that Plato,

More, or Bellamy could dream, yet in prac-

tice shatter every hope. "The hills of De-

mocracy, afar off. always look green." When
we draw near—what then?

In judging the Milwaukee movement, we
should in the first place bear firmly in mind
the fact that the Social-Democrat- have now-

held office only six months, and that such an

Augean -table as a large American city re-

quire- a deal of sluicing before it can become
wholly clean. We must also remember that

the "hold-over" old party officials have with

some consistency labored to block the new-

regime. In the third place, the finance- oi the

city were left so entangled and depleted that,

up to the present, funds have been lacking

for some oi the more important pro;

And. lastly, a stubborn obstacle ha- been

encountered in the shape of State law- ham-
pering home rule. The city charter, which

Attorney lloan character "a compli-

cated, musty, gray-haired old document,"

has in several respects bound the hand- of the

Social-Democrats. Until Socialists at Madi-
son shall have succeeded in securing .1 new

'Tin- s,,. Iftltsl '
-'-

Rerun ' -hour da
i-onsh
Supri'inr Court
aiiain-l nul'ivM
conditions 111 '

low II ll\ lilt' o|'|"

nitcd
looking toward mi
unrliiK national own

-n-nduui. Initiative ami r
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MAYOR f Will ,

i oik < The i i'l'Iii -hour day
prompt |y insisted <>n. t<> i he di ma

ri.ili/i <1. tin- old p h" ~iill retained "tii< <•

alread;

ration h n ed eight

illy ap|>ointcd deputy
'-in:;

1

I li.lir u.ii ii h i

" u.is

ed in tl I I ofli< i
,
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CARL P. D1ETZ

(City Comj>tr

and the bodyguard in the Mayor's office was
put back on a police beat; two salaries were
saved. The new Commissioner of Public

Works, II. K. Briggs, quickly discovered that

the methods of purchasing for the city had
been very lax. At his recommendation a new
department was created, known as the Pur-
chasing Department. Henry Campbell, a

competent business man. was put in charge

of this. During the first fortnight he intro-

duced order into chaos, and began his prac-

tical saving in several directions.
1 He is at

i conomias to date: On ban for the Fire Department.
On automobile tires, S2S. On hay. ?iv>. (Tb

a basis thai will save the dtj at least SI.400 per year On
coal, 1670. On oats, £50, presaging an annual economj of
?ioo Tlir total volume of the city's purchases par an-
num Is about <1 ,000.000.

11! UtLES B. WHITNAI.L

y Treasurer)

present developing a plan to secure the usual

commercial cash discounts, which will result

in an estimated annual economy of about
$20,000. Up to date, the Socialists have cut

away some $4000 of needless expense. They
believe that, when their methods are fully

under way. they can reduce the city's ex-

penses between $50,000 and $100,000 per
annum. Mere details, true: but helpful in

housecleaning—a sort of preliminary brush-

ing down of spiders' m
One of the vital principles of the Sotial-

Democrats has been the securing of the

most competent man for important work,

regardless of his jx^litical complexion or

bis place of residence, "(lit expert

1 1 \ 1 P WII I \\ 1

'
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has been a slogan. The task has proved
difficult.

'"The big corporations." Mayor Seidel ex-

plains, "have laid hands on these experts.

They have hired the best legal talent, the

best engineering talent, the best technical

men. . . . We in Milwaukee realize that

the technical man. the engineer, the expert,

belongs to the people and not to the capital-

ist. \Ve are fighting with the corporations to

get possession of these experts. We lay claim

on them, and . .

them."
we are going to get

IMPROVED SANITATION'

Following this idea. Seidel and his asso-

ciates cast about for some weeks before being

able satisfactorily to fill the post of Commis-
sioner of Health. They finally fixed upon
and were able to secure Passed-Assistant

Surgeon W. C. Rucker. of the United States

Public Health and Marine-Hospital Service,

whose national reputation rests on the part

that he took in the successful fights against

the bubonic fight in San Francisco and the

yellow fever in New Orleans.

When questioned about this appointment
of a non-Socialist to fill so important a post,

iel made answer:

It is not a question of a man's politics in matters
of this kind. We want efficiency. Dr. Rocker's
politics suit us first-rate. He is anti-rat, anti-

btibonk plague, anti-typhoid fever, and anti-r>lum.

If my child were si( k. I would not necessarily
!i^t physician. I would seek a

. without inquiring about his [>oliti

dy the best man to bring my child
k to health.

Dr. Rur- 'ready demonstrated
that the endemic typhoid of Milwaukee i-

due to the contaminated water-supply, a

previously i ! and even de-

d already he ha- taken steps for the
'ion of that Ripply.

Hi rk oti a of the < ity,

od it^ plag

with him a pi .her, be

ppalling < ondil I y in the

dis-

rtple,

1 how-
in mud

and mil

EXTENDING THE PARK AND TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEMS

Closely allied to the task of improving the

city"s physical welfare is the work, now well

under way, of largely extending the park sys-

tem- Elaborate plans have already been
drawn up, and 8250,000 has been voted to

begin operations.

Charles B. YYhitnall, City Treasurer and
member of the Park Commission, has devised

a far-reaching scheme for public betterment.

His plan contemplates forming a ''Civic

Center" between State, Wells, Fifth and
Eighth Streets, near the Lake front. From
this center, parked thoroughfares are to

radiate, broad enough for car lines to run
through the middle, with trees and grass-

plots on either side. Parks and breathing-

places will be scattered along these thor-

oughfares.

In connection with the system, recom-
mendations by the Metropolitan Park Com-
mission deal with the concentration of trans-

portation-lines throughout the city. The
map on the next page illustrates the plan,

which aims to render the various sections of

the city mutually more accessible, and to

facilitate the handling of goods, as well as

render more easy the daily ebb and now of

humanity.
The "zone system" is now being worked

out. This will eventually exclude from resi-

dence districts the factories and railroads

which now "make most districts of working-

class homes unsanitary, unsafe and noisy."

Mr. Whitnall proposes thai the city shall

ome $.?,000,000 in land, and shall

purchase, under condemnation proceedings,

a tract lor parkways as well as for model
dwelling-.. The parkway system is to involve

radical improvements in el« trie railway serv-

By a referendum vote of April 5 the

construction of a municipal depot at the

Civi Let ided on. The city in-

tend-, when able, i" establish municipal
both lor p and

freight, along the pari I will be
iperior in c onvenience and diie>

the

'II Mi \\ lii t n ill, "( oupled
with the ability to travel ithoul f< ar

. • lit along t he pal Led nd \\ iih

dded comfort to the publii , mil put the

nt line- oi the pi ompanie in a

Uilude. 'I hoi I
an-

il on. e. i.»r Lai 1. "i fu

will l»< t'i',.-n to an) pii

eii< ou raged to
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SYSTEM OF PARKED WAYS RADIATING FROM MILWAUKEE'S CIVIC CENTER

(The dark portion in the i
the first

<>nc in Ltnerican city I

when that

use the system under leases. The terminals,

however, are to be fully equipped and owned
by the city. All this system of busini

to be audited by the city also."

Connected with the municipal trunk lines,

subsidiary traffic and freighl tenters have
already been planned. Each i^ to consisl of

a park and a depot. It i-- proposed to equip
all business districts with trackage, so that

heavy merchandise tan he delivered 1>\

and trucking thus kept oil the pavements.
The municipal freight-cars are to he equipped
with wagons which can be lifted on or o\\

1«\ Cranes at the various local depot-. \n

elaborate plan, on the whole, hut well in-

side the limits i<\ the possible. Already

begun, its extension waits merely the ap-

plication of sufficient funds. By way of fur-

ther comment on the traffic situation. Mr.

Whitnall sa\ •*:

Milwaukee has grown to a bum where there i- an
advantage in separating the interurban depots
from tlu- long-distance traffic, ami where freight,

including Lake tonnage, can be handled within

zones convenient but apart from the bus

eenters. These featurea have been developing.

Preparation to begin work on what i- called !

Id.tnd Harbor, and on a municipal depot foi !

passenger and long-distan

the Third Ward, along Erie St. This brings the

three great municipal depots in a line, with river

connections. Considerable engineering \\<>Tk is

involved, for which detailed plans are now I

.in.ui.
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A new park has already been selected for ent wild state as practicable, yet at the same
the Fifth Ward, and a general investigation time removed from danger of encroachment

has been made by the Park Board to put a by private owners.

stop to the sale, in any park, of impure prod- Work has already begun on the Menom-
ucts, foodstuffs, and drinks. Work has also onee to plat the land in park form, not in

begun on the River Parks plan, and on the squares. Some of the land-owners in the

scheme for municipal fruit-culture. vicinity have realized the advantage of this

form of platting, and are cooperating with

arboriculture, edgewater parks the administration. The amount of land that

the city will have to purchase outright will

A systematic planting of trees, particu- be small,

larly fruit- and nut-trees, is already under On the Milwaukee River, north side, lies

way. The public is being urged to cooperate a large tract that the Socialists propose to

in this work, this "simple but effectual meth- arrange for model homes. The city is already

od of conservation." not only for aesthetic empowered to do all but build; and State

effect, but also with a view to lessening the legislation has been planned which will en-

cost of fruit and incidentally decreasing in- able the municipality to establish a winter

temperance. The plan, at present, contem- factory where cottages in "knock-down"
plates a 3000-acre municipal apple-orchard, form can be constructed. This work will not
to supply fruit at reduced prices. only relieve unemployment, but will also pro-

'One of the blights of civilization," say vide very inexpensive summer homes for the

the Social-Democrats, ''is the abnormal appe- working class. The whole movement has in

tite for stimulants. There is an insufficient view, as in so many European cities, munici-
amount of fruit available or within reach of pally owned workingmen's homes,
the average individual. Apples can be pro- Thomas A. Edison is enthusiastic about
duced by the city at $1.00 a barrel. This this plan. When interviewed, late in August,
would do for us what prohibition never by Walter Thomas Mills (who is now on a
can do." year's tour of the world for the Socialists

Preparations are under way to develop a of Milwaukee, collecting and writing up
long strip of the city'-, river shores, which are data about municipal improvements), he e.\-

to be beautified and rendered available for claimed:
boating, bathing, and other amusement-.
A Sewage Commi.-Mon. consisting of three My meaaage to Milwaukee is that hers is a gfreal

• k*> Tnm* «,»,;„, „* ,->„•. • opportunity. I he citv can Imv land, subdivide.
of the most eminent sanitary engineer, in Strove itfand on it build san&ary, comfortable!
America, is at present outlining a plan to beautiful houses for all her people, which need not
prevent the pollution of Milwaukee- three coal more than $1800 each. . . . There is an

rivers— the Milwaukee. Menomonee. and opportunity to entirely rebuild the homes of a

Kinnickinnic. The forthcoming report of
' '• >.•''''! '• '!;''l"/v,r ,,,., 1 1,,- ,,,y . . any-

1 thin^ to <Io it. ^ our city can have tlw use "t my
UUS Commission u ted to recommend concrete-house inventions. I do not want a dollar
the prohibition or the discharge of waste- of profits. You can sell bonds, say at 5 per cent.;

rs into the riven by large manufacturing can 1 '"' 1 ' 1 ,1 "'^' houaea, rent them at one-fourth the

compieu:»»-• !r l :\r;:v;"'I rr''
,

u::;',i;::;';!,":::,i;

,

:.:::':
,

m
and the final di>- be maintenance, which will be practically nothing.

position of thi ••• in ar, mical and
•»'' Miner. I hi, will •• the riv- The park and land undertaking of the

ity from unsightly temocrata may for the presenl be
tanks" into pleasant, health-giving roughly rammed tip by saying thai all plana

an- based on the idea thai the fii 1 1 onsider-
diatance will be ation should be to make the city a better

ome for those who do the work of the 1 ity.

I' -I'll. I*,-..- 11.. if broad park

convenient ti

I I
• • 1 1

• • 1 1 1 i • al m\(\ nil Ik group
I publii buildii - on* ol the mo t

irninhii hful and plea re

d tor munit ipal dwelling Plan are

comfort tation and mall
dl III' I

. an. I for

theif pre*- tl In building ol U ncm< nl
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Fruit- and nut-trees 'will be planted in great

outer park-, the product of which can be sold

by the city to raise money for other plans or

to reduce the cost of living and to furni-h

wholesome food for the inhabitants. ''The

aim of the whole project is to secure sanitary

and agreeable surroundings for the people."

IMPROVEMENTS IN" THE STREET DEPARTMENT

Closely allied to the park system, of course,

is that of streets and throughfares. Here, too,

radical improvements have already been

brought into effect.

One of Mayor Seidel's first official acts was
to make an extended personal investigation

of the streets and put an end to a pood deal

of incompetent, shiftless paving-work. Fol-

lowing this, he sent a message to the Council,

recommending that prizes be offered to chil-

dren for their help in keeping the streets

clean, and giving those who prove trust-

worthy police powers to arrest violate]

health ordinan

J. J. Eiandley, the new Superintendent oi

Street-Cleaning, has already got the slum

alleys into shape, as never before. He has laid

out simplified districts and has reapportioned

the street gang-, economizing time and labor.

H. I'.. Briggs, who, as Commissioner of Public

Works, has replaced the former cumbersome
four-man board. i> estimating the cost and
feasibility of installing sanitary, dust-proof.

odorless boxes for sweepings, from which the

dirt cannot be spilled.

As a matter of economy, the Creosoted

paving-blocks which have been worn out are

now being used for fuel at the asphalt plant
The old asphalt, for years past thrown onto

the dump, has been discovered to p<

value. It can be remelted and used over

and over again. Consequently it is now
being '"mined" and employed to resur-

face the pavements. Many a dollar i^ be-

ing saved.

The Socialists have already exposed a deal

in paving-contracts, whereby some 200 per

cent, profit was to be made out of the city by
a firm selling "bitulithic" pavement Esti-

mated economies which will result from a re-

vision of this deal will amount to between
x>o and S^.ooo.

( )ne of the most interesting projects actually

being worked out is the purchase of a munici-

pal quarry. The city has a chance to buy
a fine limestone bed on the shores of the Lake.

From it. most of the paving and building

stone required can be obtained. The quarry
will, in all probability, be the first municipal

industry inaugurated by the Social-Demo-
crat-.

The supply of stone will suffice for genera-
tions. It can be crushed and delivered on
board a boat for 30 cents a cubic yard. Mil-
waukee is now paying $1.25 to Si.40 a cubic
yard. If transported on a city scow, carrying

and unloading will cost but 10 cents a yard.
The prospective reduction in cost is obviously
very great.

OTHKR INNOVATIONS

Among a number of minor factors in their

house-cleaning, the Socialists have reorgan-

ized the Public Works Department on what
is called an "efficiency basis." They have

ganized the accounting system in the

Comptroller's office, and have passed an
ordinance establishing the "cost unit

"

tem. Money has been appropriated to instal

this system, putting Milwaukee among the

first of all American cities in regard to up-to-

date business methods. The city will also,

from now on. bid on all public work, thus

doing away with the contract-graft.

Although the problem of forcing th<

car companies to give clean and adequate
service has not yet been satisfactorily solved,

a number of ordinances have been passed for

that purpose, and the days of dirty,

crowded cars are surely numbered.
A committee has been appointed to in

tigate the matter of a municipal printing

plant, in order to escape extortion at private

hands. The sale of liquor in the "red-light"'

district has been prohibited. For various

enty-five applications for licenses

have been rejected. The Socialists refuse to

issue a license for a saloon in any build-

ing condemned by the Building Inspec-

tor, or within certain prescribed limits

to any man for any other man or for a

compan)

.

They are now considering a measure which

will force the labeling of all tenement-houses,

sweat-shops, brothels, and assignation-}!-

with the real owner-' names. They have

granted a 24-hour rest to every policeman,

once in 1 5 days, and have assured each officer

and fireman a public trial before discharge.

They intend to make all election-day- holi-

day

Investigating the House of Correction, the

.list supervisors have found a wretched

State oi affairs. There is only one doctor for

this large institution, and not even a single

nurse. The doctor has been making but one

visit a day. The building i- a fire-trap. A
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new building and proper attendance are now
being planned for.

Two of the supervisors have volunteered

to spend one week. each, in the county jail,

locked in cells like prisoners. They intend

to discover the exact status of that institu--

tion, and to improve it. In the erection of the

new Central Police-station, the committee to

whom the plans were submitted insisted that

the cells must receive direct suniight, and
stipulated a number of other humane, sani-

tary improvements. According to an expert

in such matters—a professor of Sociology in

Chicago University—this building is to be

the best city prison in America.

In regard to union labor, an atmosphere

now prevails that makes the organization

and growth of unionism far easier than under

the old regime. Already the street-car em-
ployees, and the girls employed in the clothing

trade and in the breweries, have materially

benefited therefrom. The car companies have
voluntarily raised wages S3 to So per month.
Every union reports good gains. That this

improvement will swing union labor toward
a continued support of the Social-Democrats

is apparent.

THE CITY ATTORNEY'S VICTOR!

But in the City Attorney's department we
find some of the most striking successes;

made. Vx>. heavy odd r, as At-

torney Daniel Hoan says: A Sa ialist taking

•n of this office finds hi nisei f pecu-
liarly hampered, because all the laws of the

State and city, being capitali-t Laws, act to

ain and tie him."
That is. the larger matters of home rule

and municipal ownership of the principal

e as y> -ily lain in

Until the Socialists al Madison
home rule, such pi nnot

;*ut through. Home rule. I.

-n the way. and with it public own-
ip.

mui h

'I. Th<
that J f inderl

olution to employ union

trohibiti

'.n < ily

ilate tl

tl I: • .-
.1 I'ublh

the

sufficient to employ skilled workmen. It

seems that the construction of the new viaduct

required the services of such men, and that

few could be had at the old rate of S3 a day.

Consequently, skilled iron-workers are now
employed at S4.50, and the Superintendent

of Bridges, McKeith, reports that the city

will be able to save money because of the

increased efficiency of this new class of

men.
The next important case that came before

the City Attorney was an action to compel
the C. M. & St. P. Railroad to depress more
than a mile of trackage in the city limits, so

as to abolish grade-crossings. This case was
bitterly contested by the railroad and by
manufacturers along the entire distance. At
the end of the hearing, after more than 100

witnesses had been called, the Railroad Com-
mission decided that the grades must be done
away with. This was conceded by even the

opposition press to be the greatest victory in

abolishing Milwaukee grade-crossings ever

achieved.

This case was followed in June by one
against a building company, recovering

Sio.ooo on the defalcation of a former official

whose bond had never been called for. Anoth-
er case, won in July, saved the city the same
amount. Sic,000. Thus far, every important
case tried since the Socialists came into power
has been won by them.

THOSE IV "II I CTED LICENSE-F1 I S

One of I loan's hardest tasks has been the

investigation of the street-railway service

and the determination of what could be done,

under presenl state laws and private owner-
ship, to better the service. As a result, ordi-

nances have been drafted providing for (lean

<ar~, air-l»rakes and lifting jacks, to be used
in case of accidents. This investigation un-

earthed the fad that for the pasl 10 year-- an
annual lii if $10 per ( ;ir had nol been
paid by the companies. Suit has been brought
for the amount of tl 000.

i luld t h i
- suil I. n'l, which il Can hardly

do, the Socialists from now on intend to col

let t f< 00 a year. In < onnei 1 ion

with tin John I I'..
. bo oi Mil

ind ele< tri< light

.

underwent arrest, to the great joy ol thou-

\t' n has also put .in end to the

friendl) and
men! • :.,• ii | 11 In-

1

il'
I

:

1 informed the < ouni il that,

under the old < h Milwaukee 1 an
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establish the municipal coal and wood yard.

A special committee of the Council has
framed tin- proper measure for this work,
which is now being pushed forward.

THE QUESTION OF FIN \:

One of the principal objections made by
the opposition has been the vital one that

funds would be lacking. And this, in a
measure, has so far proved true. Not only
i- the city's revenue inadequate for the -

cialists' plans in ioto, but the Rose adminis-
tration, retiring, left a deficit of some $250,-

000 which will have to be met—one of

many evil legacies bequeathed to the new-
comer-.

It becomes evident, then, that economies
will have to be practised and many plans de-

vised to make both ends meet. The several

retrenchments already noted, the damage-
suits and the license-fees case already won,
the forcing of the viaduct expense upon the

railroad company, and the cutting off of

extensive grafts, partly meet the Socialists'

Deeds. 'But a far greater source of revenue
will shortly be opened by the movement now
well under way to institute scientific bu-iness

methods and to force the payment of pro-

portional taxes by the corporations doing

business in the city.

City Treasurer Whitnall, fully alive to the

situation, is laboring to bring order into the

comparative chaos which the Democrats left

1'<t him. Xo more bonds are to be i-siied for

city maintenance or running expenses, but
only for land and permanent improvements.
Threats made before election by certain

bonding companies, which handle the city's

bonds, that in case the Socialists were elected

they would refuse to deal in Milwaukee
securities, have proved idle. Hanks and oth-

er- interested in the financial affair- of the

city can find no valid reason why Milwau-
kee's credit should be less secure under an

honest administration than under one noto-

riously corrupt. The clearing house of the

Milwaukee banks has agreed to handle and
dispose of every bond-issue which the city

de-ire- to put out.

When thi' rumor was spread abroad that

tin' Socialists would be attacked by the capi-

talist system and be prevented from selling

their bond-, almost immediately letter- were

ved from different sections of the coun-

try, from labor-union- in Xew York. Chi-

cago and elsewhere, and from many indi-

viduals, offering to take up their investments
in other directions and put them, if required,

into Milwaukee securities. In some 1

these offers ran as high as several hundred
thousand dollars. Had it become neces
to appeal to the labor movement, that move-
ment would in all probability have handled
the entire issue. This, however

,
has not been

needful, since the financial interests of Mil-
waukee it-elf have proved willing and anxious
to take the bonds, a- issued.

In regard to means for the park and trans-
portation improvement-, methods have al-

ready been roughed out. The expense of

buying the necessary land need not be great.

Trea.-urer Whitnall:

We acquired from the la-t legislature authority
for the purchase of a than may bi

•ual use. We tan take in enough t,, retain
the new increment created by virtue of the im-

1 mem-.
The city ha- the power to buy and -

estate. It can purchase land in the suburbs, im-
prove it. s<ll or rent the land, and use the fin.

obtained for further extension of its plans.
It i ted that property should
Kempt from taxation <>f improvements—this

to inaugurate the higher land tax and prevent
sed valuation on which a

id i- to be the price at which the city may
take over property. From the sates of the im-
proved city land, the city will acquire turn

thru- other large tract-. These the city will not
sell, but will plot them for model dwellings. If the
city can retain 25 percent, of what this s> -tern will

yield, it will ugh to maintain our entire
park system.

Already the Park Board 1 gun col-

lecting and saving for fertilizer all manure
and refuse. The city was previously buying

fertilizer at $3 per yard, and wasting its own.

The fertilizer will now be sold to

gardeners, thus creating a new municipal

enterprise

,

The matter of fruit-growing is also k
pushed forward as a measure for revenue.

Out of ro.ooo acre- contemplated for Use in

parks and agricultural school-, at least from

^000 to 4000 acre- are to be devoted to

apples. The income from an orchard oi this

Jculated to suffice for the support of

the School Department and all impr

ment- therein, a- well as tor the COSt 0!

lecting street-sweepings, dead leaves, ^ar;

. for manure.

As lor the scientific disposal oi the d
sewa_ 'rding to the well-known Berlin

method, that i- estimated to be capable oi

yielding S;oo.ooo per annum.
In short, just revenue and hostile

State law- permit, every one oi the Social-

Democrat-' pro] i- now being, or will

be. put into realization.
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applying the merit system: checked, hampered, and harassed by capi-

tal. Step by step, they must fight for every

Inasmuch as they have always been stren- inch of ground. The fiercest opposition will

uous and vehement clamorers for the merit arise, in all probability, when they attempt
-tern, the course of the Socialists toward to enforce equitable taxation upon the cor-

this institution has been closely watched, porations and other "tax-dodgers." Though
Out of a total number of 47 1 1 persons in the ordinances be passed, even those may not

city service, changes have been made in less guarantee just assessments, for the courts still

than one per cent, of the places involved, have power to neutralize Socialist measures.

Of the 199 offices and employees not sub- It will be interesting to watch just how far

ject to civil-service rules, the changes have the Social-Democrats will be permitted by
affected not more than 10 per cent. City capitalism to use their theoretical powers of

Treasurer Whitnall remarked to a caller in taxation.

his office one day, "There are only two Social- Certain things we may be certain of.

ists besides myself working here. These old Graft and corruption in Milwaukee will be
employees have been trained to this work mown down as never before. Free speech,

here and so long as they do it well they shall free press, and a fair field for the extension of

stay here. To put in Socialists who would the labor movement will be assured. Such
have to learn the intricacies of the office measures as cannot be blocked by the su-

would mean loss of time and efficiency. It perior and hostile powers of State and na-

would be like a manufacturer throwing away tional laws will be carried out. A strong

good machinery that would get no better effort is already being made to send at least

results." Treasurer Whitnall retained the one Social-Democratic Congressman to Wash-
former deputy of his department. Commis- ington, where the propaganda can be under-

sioner of Public Works H. E. Briggs has taken on a wider field. The prospect of this

promoted the former chief clerk of the de- effort succeeding appears very favorable,

partment, a man of eighteen years' service with One may conservatively say that, with the

the city, to the deputyship of the department, last election, a new phase of American Social-

ism began to develop.

•T A "reform" movement The words of Emil Seidcl, the pattern-

maker, the Mayor of a great city, seem so

We ill >uld by no means Lose >ight, amid the modest yet so confident, that the}- may well

complex details of this municipal house-dean- be remembered:
ing.of the real and vital difference between the

Milwaukee movement and many another out-
^
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MR. WILLIAM HOLMAN-HUNT WITH JOHN RUSKIN IN THE GARDEN AT CONISTON

Mr. Holman-Hunt on the right)

HOLMAN-HUNT, THE LAST OF THE
PRE-RAPHAELITES

tJOLMAN-HUNT was eighty-three
j

of age, when, on the seventh day of last

month, In- passed away. With his d<

a real break was made with the past. All the

nun who made that remarkable movement
in art known as pre-Raphaelitism art- now
dead. Millais, Rossetti and Ruskin, are gone.

Their artistic program, which was a fine one,

was simply to paint truth as they saw it.

These arti-t- had imagination. They had
ecstatic dreams of color. They had absolute

purity o\ -pirit . Almost all ^i them, how-
ever, lackt-d any genuine feeling for the

genius of their material. In short, they had
no real mastery of technique. Their works
must, nevertheless, be considered historical

as marking a turning point in modern art.

Holman-Hunt was perhaps the most inter-

esting figure ^i all the pre-Raphaelites. He
poor London warehouseman,

and was born in Cheapside in the heart oi the

city. His skill in drawing soon became evi-

dent and In to eke out a poor living

by painting portrait-. At the Academy he

met Millais an< tti. and together they

formed the "Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood"

gainst the meretricious art

of the day. The most important picture

of Hunt's pre-Raphaelite period was "The
Scapegoat," which was exhibited in 1

His most famous paintings are the "Light of

the World." "Shadow of the Cross," "1

udott." and "May Morning." Prob-

ably no English painter within the

half-century ha- been so widely known a-

Holman-Hunt. because no painter ha-.

great an extent, held "one-pictr.re

shows" all over the country. An interest-

ing chapter of Holman-Hunt'- career was

hi- great friendship with John Ruskin. the

militant champion of the pre-Raphaelite

movement.



ROOSEVELT IN AFRICA'
BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL

\ FRICA. so long a land of mystery, is which enables him intelligently to observe it,

x * coming to be almost well known. Now, together with a joy in following the hunting
it is no more unusual for well-to-do young trail—pitting his powers of woodcraft against

men to go to Africa and hunt the abundant the keen senses of the game—a trip to Africa,

great game than a generation ago it was for where life is so abundant and its forms so

extraordinary, pre-

sents great attrac-

them to go to hunt
in the Rocky
Mountains. Mr.
Roosevelt's pur-

pose in visiting Af-

rica was more
serious, for he was
in charge of a scien-

tihc expedition sent

out by the Smith-

sonian Institution

to collect mam-
mals, birds, reptiles

and plants, but

especially speci-

mens of big game
for the National

m at Wash-
ington. With him
went hi- -on Ker-

mit. who became a

! hunter and an

•mpli.-hed pho
r a p h e r . and

three excellent nat-

uralists, Dr. I. A
M e i r.i - Edmund
II r indJ.Alden
I

l'p to the begin

elt'a

hunting had I

He field

tions. Better than
most men, Mr.
Roosevelt realized

this. In his fore-

word he tells of that

wonder land, with

its sharp contrasts,

snow mountains,

pestilential
s w amps, ari d

plains, and dense

jungles. He saws

that '"it holds the

fiercest beasts of

ravin, and the
fleetest and most
timid of those be-

ings that live in un-

dying fear of talon

and fang. It holds

the largest and
smallest of hoofed

animals. It holds

the mightiest crea-

tures that triai! the

earth or swim in its

rivers; it also holds

distant kin-folk of

these same crea-

ture-, no bigger

than WOodchui
v, hit h dwell incran-

i
.1 tin- I'm. |f and

in the tree tops.

flu re .ire antelope

taller than ban .

.nid antelope largi r

than oxen. I hi

h an tin embodimi
in< i

-

I he plains

.'•• '» Ckw -

I HI HC 1 k

OM-

'

itiful

nol

i
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and with others even stranger that show both

in form and temper something of the fantas-

tic an<l the grotesque. It is a never-ending

pleasure to gaze at the great herds of buck as

tiny move to and fro in their myriads; a> they

stand for their noontide re-t in the quivering

heal haze; as the long files come down to

drink at the watering places; as they feed and
fight and rest and make love."

In Scribner's Magazine Mr. Roosevelt has

told the story of his travels there; where he

went, what he saw and what he did. It is

satisfying to have these articles gathered

together in the present volume where they

may be read connectedly.

His introduction to Africa was his railroad

ride from Mombasa on the Uganda Railway,

which he very aptly calls "Through the

Pleistocene.'" Here he first saw and was im-

pressed by that wonderful abundance and
variety of game which gathers on the reserve

established by the British Government along

the line of the railway—game so abundant
that lionesses, giraffes and rhinos have been

killed by trains, while on the very night of

Mr. Roosevelt's passage giraffes knocked
down some telegraph wires and a pole while

Crossing the track.

Each year the dangerous game of Africa

takes it.- toll of life from the hunters that

pursue it. and early in this volume Mr.
Roosevelt discusses thi> dangerous game and
endeavors to reach a conclusion a> to which
series is mo>t dangerous. Preeminence in

this matter i> claimed for the lion, buffalo.

elephant and rhinocero>. but different hunt-

ers of great c\[>ericnce place these nam«
different orders. To the list Mr. Roosevelt
adds the leopard, and cites among other

amples the case of Carl Akeley. of Chw
who years ago killed by throttling with bare
hands a wounded leopard which attacked
him. Mr. Akeley. by the way. was recently

nearly killed by an elephant in Africa, but at

last accounts was recovering. It i> extraor-

dinary that such wide differences of opinion

on the point should exist among men each of

whose individual views might be thought to

be conclusive. Mr. Selou- .ample, has

killed between three and four hundred lions.

MR ROOSEVELT AND KERMrT ROOSEVELT WITH GIANT ELAND H
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Cepfl^gtf * y QmIb 5afl r.rr | SOM

MR ROOSEVELT AND KERMIT ROOSEVELT WITH THE FIRST BUFFALO

elephant-, buffaJos and rhino?, and considers

the lion much the most dangerou- of the lour.

ernor Jackson, who has killed between
eighty and ninety of the four spedes, puts the

buffalo first, the elephant second, and the [ion

third, and so it \ a other hunters
might be named whose views would vary with

their varying experi

Vfi Bters will assure th<

in the country that if he hunN lions long

igh he will certainly be killed.

ration oft! pinions

rjualitir--. of certain

hide

that

!l l'

•

I he truth

in the i

about four hundred pounds, while the female

weighed less than three hundred; but no

doubt his most interesting experience with

lions was near Sergoi Lake, where he saw a

body of Nandi warriors surround and kill a

full-grown lion with their spears. The hunt

had been arranged for, and the party of rider-,

Americans and Europeans, overtook the

marching Nandi warriors, and a little later

went on ahead of them to beat the ground for

and if tiny found one to run down and

hold him for the Nandi. A Splendid I

>v< red and galloped off, while the

riders tore after him .>\k\ within a milebro

him to bay and stopp
to prevent I e thi Nandi should

arri-. i Iv nal i'. cs appeared

sprin on tin- hi!

iic Id and in lib righl hand
-, with four f< > I

I

n< in I'd

the |il \ led, th<- yu al I

ii and to cc i hal

it l\ Inch,.
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and those toward whom he rushed braced

themselves for the shock, while from either

side other warriors sprang forward to take the

li< n in the ilank. Spears were thrown and at

the first wound the lion turned and sprang
on the nearest man, who threw his spear and
drove it deep into the life of the animal, "for

entering at one shoulder it came out at the

opposite Bank, near the thigh, a yard of steel

through the great body." The lion struck

the man, hearing down the shield, hut at

once another spear was driven through his

body, and instantly other spears, and in a

moment he was dying. Hardly ten seconds

had elapsed, but what seconds!

Of -Mr. Roosevelt's many sides, most of us

know much. The least known has to do with

his love for nature and his study of wild life.

His activities in politics and in behalf of

various reforms, his official career, his life in

the cattle country and his hunting have been

exploited time and again, but his interest in

nature study is not comprehended by any
considerable portion of the public, and prob-

ably for the very good reason that no con-

siderable portion of the public knows enough
about nature and nature study to feel in-

telligent sympathy with it. People wholly

ignorant of a subject can hardly be supposed

to comprehend anything about it. A great

majority of the newspapers, and almost all

those who wrote to the newspapers comment-
ing on Mr. Roosevelt's African expedition

seemed to believe that the trip was being

made for no other purpose than to butcher an
indeterminate number of wild animal.--. A

few people knew that the expedition was very
much more than this, and that it had a serious

purpose—which was accomplished.
In Appendix H of the book is given a list

of nearly a hundred and seventy different

speciesof mammals, mostlysmall,and trapped
by the naturalists for the collections of the

.Smithsonian Institution, and representing
some thousands of individuals. Of game
killed with the ritle by Mr. Roosevelt, of

which many individuals were killed to subsist

the safari and practically all of which were
saved as specimens, there were less than ,^oo.

Hermit's bag was 216, including three sable

antelope, killed on the coast—and they were
gone eleven months. Mr. Roosevelt says:

"We did not kill a tenth or a hundredth part

of what we might have killed had we been

willing."

There are half a dozen appendices in the

book; one of thanks to his helpers, four de-

voted to natural history subjects, and one to

a list of the famous Pigskin Library and an
explanation of his reason for taking certain

books. This brief chapter is interesting from

the personal viewpoint. Appendix E, which

is much longer, is a discussion of the vexed

question of protective coloration, and an

argument against Mr. Abbot H. Thayer's

theory, as set forth in his interesting book,

drawn from Mr. Roosevelt's observations on

African game. Appendices C and I) are

natural history notes from those accomplished
naturalists l>r. Mearns and Mr. Loring.

The illustrations of the volume are of great

interest and beauty. The photographs are

«

IHE IIR>r BILL ELEPHANT
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chiefly made by Kermit Roosevelt, though pose it a mere hunting story, but it is much
there are some by his father and a number by more than that. The hunting tales are in-

Edmund Heller and J. Alden Loring and teresting and exciting, but they are only a

several fine and spirited pictures by Philip part. From the book may be learned much
R. Goodwin, drawn from photographs and natural history hardly to be found in other

descriptions. There is a map of the routes works, not a little ethnology, excellent lessons

followed by the expedition from Mombasa to in game protection, and the very latest in-

Lakes Victoria and Albert and down the formation as to the progress that civilization

White Xile to Fashoda. All these add to the is making in Eastern and Central Africa,

interest of the work. made more interesting by suggestive com-
The title of the volume is so far misleading parisons of that new country with regions in

that it suggests to the reader only a portion the United States, which thirty or forty years

of what the book contains. One might sup- ago were almost as unsettled.

I

A CARTOON LIFE OF ROOSEVELT'
A REVIEW BY FRANCIS E. LEUPP

X many respects the newspaper cartoonist field countries as wide apart as Denmark and
the best contemporary historian and Japan, and ranging in scope and quality from

apher. Situations which would take Punch and Kladderadatsch to the wild and
forty pages of tedious detail and labored woolly dailies of our own frontier towns. To
argument to set accurately before a reader in Dr. Shaw it was obviously a labor of love.

words can be portrayed to his eye in all their His long professional training as an observer

bearings by a few strokes of the artist's pen- and commentator on the passing show sup-;

cil. Not all the men whose deed- arc worthy plied the zest as well as the ability and energy
of record lend themselves well to this sort of he put into his task; and the product he lays

treatment. Some have i hich reveal before hi- constituency i> a handsomely
little of the individuality behind them, bodies printed and tastefully bound volume of more
which fall naturally into statuesque poses than two hundred and fifty octavo pages,

rather than tho^e suggesting a.rre>ted action, crowded thickly with illustrations, tin- inter-

and motion- too methodical and regular to vening -pate- being tilled with a running text

ey dramatic impre--ion- to the mind, in which the story of Roosevelt's life and
What the cartooni-t need- for hi- cleverest work i- told in a style almost encyclopedic in

are a roughly carved face full of a its simplicity. Each of the twenty-nine chap-
vitality hungering for expression, and a bod- ters carries it- hero through one phase of his

luipment and i characteristic varied experience from hi- firsl entry Into

l>e practically unique in their da--, the public service to what the author aptly
i a personality he had in Abraham Fin- calls his "active retirement." In -pile of the

coin when hi ountry, waa humor of the Illustrations, there i- a serious

in it- childhood; in Jar i • > Blaine when it side to such a compilation, carefully made as

and in rheodore this one i-; for the period it covers is in

It, with whi erithasbli rical important cond t>> the

lilar term <>f years between the Dred Scotl
• for his incen Decision and the close of the Hayes admi

to tration. In the early

iilit an reformer tal in \ n latitude

hich tl itudc in tin- Albany l< ;*' laturc, .n\t\

•i political pai tic Governor
1 effort to < Icansc the i it) :

Hid a !il!l< LI h

ti lul rln i-ii.n h hi pari v

• .1 nomination for th< Pi

ply deplon d, In [01
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see him driving fresh spikes into the "big
stick" which he is now more free than ever

to swing at will, and protesting against a hill

to put him upon the retired li>t, with the

exclamation: "Retire me! Why, I've just

begun!"
Physiognomists will find in the develop-

ment of the Roosevelt face a subject for study

not less attractive than that which historians

find in the development of the Roosevelt

career, liven the bold hand of Gillam. in

Puck's memorable presentation of Blaine as

'"Phryne before the Chicago Tribunal," takes

liberties with Schurz and Evarts. Sherman
and Logan, but leaves Roosevelt's boyish

features unaccentuated except by their mood
of >orrowful contemplation. His facial lines

were, indeed, in that era too soft and indefinite

to be readily adapted to the uses of the pic-

torial >atiri-t; and the early cartoons con-

tract oddly with some of those of Bush and
McCutcheon and Berryman during the second

Presidential term. Yet it is unmistakably

the same Roosevelt in both.

By way of a corrective for the extravagant

conceits of the caricaturists, Dr. Shaw has

drawn also upon more stable material, giving

us at intervals a photographic snapshot or

two of the real Roosevelt as he appeared at

some notable juncture of affairs. Easily the

best of these, which later events have invested

with peculiar interest, shows him receiving

the greetings of Mayor Gaynor at the battery
on the uSth of last June, for both men have
fallen unconsciously into the most char-

acteristic attitudes. In the second rank of

excellence, there i- little room for choice be-
tween the pictures caught at the tomb of

Xapoleon and at the ceremony of welcome
in Panama. Of more conventional camera-
portraits taken at various times between the

undergraduate days at Harvard and the home-
coming from Africa there are at least fifteen.

For one thing the compiler of this volume
deserves especial credit: that, although a

close friend and frank admirer of the man he
celebrates, he has not confined his selection

of cartoons to such as depict their subject

in his most heroic or pleasing aspects, but
has included not a few from sources avowedly
hostile, his only discrimination seeming to be
against those obviously inspired by mere wan-
ton malice. He has certainly chosen the

psychological moment for the issue of such a

volume, while the two great parties are en-

1 in their periodical game of political

iw, and the ex-President, a> the Amer-
ican with the largest individual following and
the most comprehensive of economic creeds,

is playing " candlestick " on the fulcrum. The
"Cartoon History of Roosevelt's Career" is

a striking tribute to the power of one strong

nality under our system of popular

government.



WILLIAM JAMES: BUILDER OF
AMERICAN IDEALS

BY EDWIN BJORKMAN

\T"ILLIAM JAMES was an unusually
^ charming and lovable personality: a

friend as few; a student without bias or fear;

a born teacher; an artist possessed of a rare

power to move and inspire. He was the

modern American thinker whose name appears

with greatest frequency in European works
of learning. But he was something much
more; a prophet in the highest sense—one of

those epoch-making men in whom the ad-

vanced ideals of vast social groups and whole
periods become articulate. The intellectual

brilliancy which enabled him to see a little

more deeply and to think a little more clearly

than the rest of his generation would not
suffice to explain his position as one who, ac-

cording to G. K. Chesterton, was "really a

turning point in the history of our own time."

For such an explanation we must bear in

mind the presence within him. from fir-t to

of a living tire, a passionate attachment
to real life, that made him a natural 1<

in—to quote his own words—"the long, long

campaign fortruthand fairdealing, whichmust
goon in all the countries until the end of time."

Like most men, he had his sorrows and his

rewards and hi But, taking

it all in all, his life would have been called un-

itful by most men. There was an excur-

sion into art during early youth; a tropical

'lition under the great ' '/. somewhat
ml, tf it the entire initial

influence of hi- father, the
-

[riven up 1

him by d(

'

His delivery of the Gifford Lectures on
Natural Religion at Edinburgh was pro-

nounced one of the intellectual events of our
time. Degrees and other honors poured in

upon him—and with them came much ill-will

and envy that showed even more patently

how he was winning his way to enduring lame.

There was, too, the great success of his books
—strange and unexpected from the viewpoint

of the worldly wise—and, lastly, the growing
reverential silence among the mass of men
whenever his voice was raised for their bene-

fit. Who that gave heed can forget the way in

which his lecture on "The Energies of Men"
spread like wildfire from coast to coast—the

news of its worth passing from hand to hand;
its message filling heart after heart with new
courage and confidence?

Through it all his life retained it > dominant
tenor of watchful calm and quiet application.

ems almost paradoxical to say. and yet

it must be put down as the truth: this man,
ick heart early warned him of the end

in sight, whose nerves at times seemed like

wind-beaten strings, whose every glance and
gesture was marked by the simplefervor of the
child, and whose mental flexibility constantly

reminded one of quicksilver—of this man it

(:n and must be said that, at bottom, no
quality characterized him more than a "

derful serenity of spirit, a beautiful soul-

calm, that never let his innermost self be

robbed of its supreme command.
I think it was this calm, and the unshak-

able faith in tin- final rightness of life under-
t lent to In ir unique

quality. Tin first time I talked intimately

with him I could hardly think of anything but

now penel rating h i rpened

with glorioui enthu lia wn,

dim with lympathetii under tanding,

and friendlj as

•tli the

re made
humility and it

• <\ .1

I d him i ion
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PROCESSOR WILLIAM I \

CWflliam James, who .it the time of his death '>n \i last, was the most distinguished
ir-.m .)i Harvard I niversity, and perhaps the foremosl <>i American philosophers, «.i~ l»>m in Near
\ i >rk ( ii\ on J .in ii.u •> ii. i^i-\ IK- w.i^ the son <>f the Rev. Henry James, a Ss n disciple

and writer. Henrj |ames, the novelist, was a brother. He studied al the Lawrence Scientifu School
of Harvard University, Liter taking the degree <>l' M. D. at the Harvard Medical S hool, and b
lii- career .i~ .i teacher in the department of physiology and anatomy. In t* s" he was transfei
tn the department of philosophy, and held professorships of philosophy and psychology' until i

when he was retired as professor emeritus. Professor James held the Clifford Professorship on Natural
Religion al the I niversity ol Edinburgh in 1900-01, and was Hfbbert Lecturer on Philosoph
Oxford in 1908. He was ,i member of many learned societies in Europe and the recipient of numerous
academii degn 01 his writings hi- best known works were the" Principh in two
volumes, published in 1890, and "Pragmatism .1 New Name for Old Ways i rhmking, ' published
in 19

.
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to call in order to get some advice, he assented

readily but with the addition of these words:

"It makes me blush to hear that you expect

any help from such a poor critter as I am."
And when the Review of Reviews, about

three years ago, printed an article in which

I had tried to suggest his place in modern
thought, the reading of it drew from him this

humorous protest:

I think the best thing for me to do now would
be to shuffle off this mortal coil myself and leave a
will instituting copies of your article to be cast in

bronze and erected in the principal cities of the
United States. I wish I could believe you; mean-
while it is a beautiful fable in which persons at a
distance may believe.

There was neither superficial self-depreca-

tion nor hypocritical self-acclaim in those

words. They were as genuine as they were
characteristic of his spirit. And they meant
simply that he regarded himself as a mere
instrument for the discover}- and utterance

of truths reaching far beyond and above the

inevitable foibles and faults of the individual.

It was this spirit that made him keep his

private life so completely out of \-iew that, at

the time of his death, not one of the many
-papers I scanned could mention the

maiden name of his wife, while only one knew
that his family included a daughter and three

But it was also that same spirit which
enabled him, a man in the fullness of

j

and fame, to accord the name of master to a

younger man and student, Henri Bergson, as

he did SO freely and frankly toward the end
of his life.

It seems peculiarly in keeping with this side

of the man that his deliverance, in the (

a the lecture platform, should be
riter diplomatically described it—"unmarked by the ease which his literary

brill: t have led his audi

man more himself in

I 'T thi- r if for no

ould

an-
i;it , in

no mor-

And the qualities that made his style went
far to explain his remarkable success as

teacher. Once, while paying a tribute to

French lucidity and simplicity of utterance,

he said that they could be obtained only
through "a complete mastery of the subject."

That was one part of his own strength. He
never spoke or wrote of anything that had
not been searched through and through by a
mind at once pertinacious and imaginative.

And for this very reason, perhaps, he never
hesitated to admit doubt or ignorance,

whether these pertained only to himself or

were the lot of the race as a whole.

There was a more deep-lying factor, how-
ever, that went still farther in explaining the

secret of the magnetism he exerted. It lay,

I think, in his willingness and ability to place

himself in sympathetic touch with the per-

sonality of every one he met. His psychic

sensibility was as remarkable as his freedom
from concern for his own superiority was
complete. Thus he met all people on their

own ground without ever lowering himself

—

and perhaps there is no other trait that so

wins and holds most human beings as this

precious faculty of making them feel at

home and on equal footing in an atmosphere
more refined than their own.

It is when we recall how his influence with

the thinking few was not less than with the

feeling many that we must take into full ac-

count faculties and gifts that I may have
Seemed to be slighting so far. He was emi-

nently what Tarde has termed an "inventor"
—a leader on unbroken paths, a formulator

of more ( li ise-fitting truths. Thus he was one
of the first who not only suggested the in-

separable connection between mental and
physical phenomena, hut who actually dem-
onstrated and applied it. He was the first

intend that what figures in our conscious-

• motion may he the resull rather than
the < I the physical phenomena ac<

ing it: that, in a word, we may he feeling

are trembling when we think

ih it our tremhlin ! hy tin fear

i h i the in -t to act

,!ili< ally on the now < ommonpll
up of hum h

than thought, ami thai will rather than
t

tation ol the human > If,

And he ry first to delve into

the
i
d to n from its

< onfi ith di* t hal have

tcrcd and rii l" d our
«it t i

r

•

I the li mi. 111 oiil. In this

'.n ji n, ell to iim ntioii t li.it lii
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little den at Harvard in the '8o's was the first

hological laboratory in 1 1 1 i s country and
one of the fir>t place- in the world where the

movements and tendencies of man's mind
were made the object-matter of an independ-

ent scien< e.

His chiefest characteristic as a thinker, how-
ever, was a comprehensiveness, a catholicity,

an all-inclusiveness, that had its foundation

not in any pedantic piling of fact on fact, but

in an intuitive penetration into the perennial

manysidedness of all being. Thus the man
who was first among acknowledged scientists

to imd something of value in the gropings and
rantings of the early "new-thoughters," was
also able to speak understanding!)' of "how at

the mercy of bodily happening- our spirit is";

and he who could fling into the face of ration-

alistic philosophy the assertion that ''our

moods and resolutions are more determined
by the condition of our circulation than by
our logical grounds/' was the same one who
had the wit and courage to define metaphysics
as "an unusually obstinate attempt to think

clearly and consistently."

All in all. he appears to us a typical embodi-
ment of that modern scientific spirit which

:S its labors on a kinetic and relative

rather than static and absolute world-concep-

tion, and which draws its main inspiration

from a firm faith in the progressive tendency
of the evolutionary processes. The eternal

flux of things was no more vividly felt by his

mind than the conviction that this (low is

logical and orderly, full of meaning and
beauty, and leading irresistibly from worse to

better. It was this view of life that enabled
him to combine the "wholesome skepticism"
of the thinker with that whole-hearted enthu-
siasm of the reformer which prompted him to

exclaim while championing an unpopular
cause: "The Lord of life is with us, and wc
cannot permanently fail." Tor the author of

" 1'hc Will to believe" and "Varieties of Re-
ligious Experience" was ow of the rare few
who had fully realized, both that doubt and
faith are equally essential to life, and that

doubt is as fatal to right acting as faith to

right thinking.

Few thing- illustrate his spirit belter than
the answer he gave when asked why he had
-pent more or less of twenty-five years in the

despised field of psychical research, only to

confess in the end that he was "theoretically

no 'further' than in the beginning." His

reply was; "To find balm for men's souls."

He perceived truth-seeking a- the noblest

task in which man might engage, but he felt

also and no less compellingly that truth

itself proves an empty nut unless it bears

within it some palpable or probable contribu-

tion to human welfare. He wanted the truth

concerning all "psychic" phenomena, if such
truth were to be had. But he did not want it

merely to flaunt it like a trophy brought home
from the hunt. Jn this case as in all other-,

hi- heart spoke a- plainly as his head. And it

hi- heart that filled him with a hot desire-

to temper that tormenting pain with which
the normal human self has always contem-
plated the surrender of its own identity to the

eternal flow of time and space. Hi- had suf-

fered that pain himself, and he was not

ashamed to admit it.

It was natural that such a man should

come a pioneer among those advocates
new "humanism"' who have striven for i

ades now to make man once more "the
-ure of all thin In his " I >ef<

Pragmatism" he complained that, "for 150

years the progress of science has seemed to

mean the enlargement of the material uni-

verse and the diminution of man's impor-

tance." And in the same place he told of a

young man "who had always taken for

granted that when you entered a philosophic

class-room you had to open relations with a

universe entirely distinct from the one

left behind you in the street."

The movement away from this attitude

of academic exclusiveness and aloofness—

a

movement which James himself not l<

described as "a reaction against the abstract,

and in favor of the concrete, point oi view-

in philosophy" is Dot confined to philosophy

alone. It embraces science, art. ethic-, re-

ligion as well. It is decidedly "in the air."

And the issue it involves, wherever it n

itself felt, is whether any form of organized

human activity—spiritual or material, edu-

cational or political— shall be accepted .

purpose in itself, or whether it shall be

deemed and treated merely as a means to a

still higher purpose, namely that of human
happiness. The answer to that question

James gave for himself when he declared

that, "in this real world of sweat and dirt,

it seems to me that when a view of thing

'noble' (in the bad sense of being inapt for

humble sen that ought to count a

presumption against its truth."

Ills GOSPEL or " PR kOMATLSU
"

No phase of this world-embracing move-
ment has been more violently attacked than

the form oi it to which James gave the name
of "pragmatism." And the commonesl
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well as meanest manner of attack has been to

present his standpoint as one of skeptical, not

to say cynical, indifference. He said himself

once that his '"idealistic" critics had held the

message of pragmatism to be that "any old

opinion that pleases any one will do instead of

real truth." Such an assertion is a clear

falsification of the position assumed by James
when he announced that '"there can be no

difference anywhere that doesn't make a

difference elsewhere."

By his establishment of a pragmatic test

for truth, he ventured simply to reaffirm the

"moral" and '"social" aspects of activities

long held self-sufficient and all but unrelated

to the main currents of life. He dared to

5t that emotional and moral judgments
on "good*' and ""bad" are more fundamental

and more far-reaching than our reasoned con-

clusions as to what is "true"' and "false."

He recognized that, as a human motive, a

belief is much more impelling than an opinion.

And by his patient search of our instinctive

and subconscious existence, he was enabled to

prove that even the most abstract and '"im-

personal" of our mental pursuits are more or

lyed by racial inheritance and social

»n. "What the whole community
i believe in e individual as in

a vise," he wrote not long

The moral ju<:. the race cannot be

solely based on what Lester F. Ward once

named '"intellectual gymi While we
mu>' to make our th ingly

aaotional pre"judi<

thus only in order that our

thoughts may serve us the better: that they
the more effectively in our

»d and b they

in themselves and our

:!p be-

reason and
the very kernel an': I the pragmatic

by Jam< For tl < I is,

implyii

ether individual orand

'

for the purpose of making the results "moral,"
but to quit wasting energy and befogging real

issues by mere hair-splitting.

None was keener than he to have us con-

duct our thinking with the scrupulous ex-

actitude of a bacteriologist trying to raise a

"'pure culture " of germs. What he protested

and warned against was the too common in-

clination to judge the products of our think-

ing by the amount of time and energy spent

on its performance. He saw that no vital

expenditure may be held valid unless it leads

sooner or later to action, and that, for this

reason, it is better to act on belief than not

to act at all. "If there be any life that it is

really better we should lead," he wrote, "and
if there be any idea which, if believed in,

would help us to lead that life, then it would
be better for us to believe in that idea." And
the farther he progressed along the path that

was particularly his own, the more insistently

he maintained—as in his last volume but one,

"A Pluralistic Universe"—that our beliefs

must matter, and do matter, not only because

of their influence on our own lives, but be-

cause through them we help to reshape all

life. This was, in part, what he had in mind
when he called truth a •"resultant" and said

that we help to make truth as we go along.

But few men were more anxious than he to

di>tinguish clearly between belief and knowl-

. both in himself and in others.

PHILOSOPHY IX '1 1 1 1 SERVICE OF HUMANITY

What he tried to do, in a word, was to

bring philosophy bark to the service of life

through thi stling with genuine vital

And though he wrought fruitfully

in many fields, Ik- never did better lor man-
kind, I think, than when he placed hirj

in the front rani, of that steadily growing host

of thinker- and workers who have learned

from their own unwarped and unstunted

hear: Light without heat will satisfy

the lo • human 30uls only lor .1

•ih of time. It ,•,.. then, iii

ir, that he h< < .in
i

! the prim [pal

build' r of the id< als i rial-

• n will -prin^ tl and finer



THE INDIAN LAND TROUBLES AND
HOW TO SOLVE THEM

BY FRANCIS E. LEUPP
(Formerly Commissioner <>f Indian

HpHE chief new-paper sensation of the
* summer of iqio was precipitated by

Senator Gore of Oklahoma. His charge that

a plan to sell the tribal coal lands ^^i the Choc-
taw and Chickasaw Indian- on a commission
which was it -ell extortionate had been made
still more odious by corrupt overtures for his

consent to the preliminary legislation, ac-

companied by intimations that other persons
of prominence in public life were improperly

interested, was regarded a rious that a

Lgressional investigation was promptly he-

gun. Among the thousands of reader- who
have followed the daily reports of this in-

quiry, probably few have more than a vague
notion of the background against which the

scandal is projected; and it i- for their better

understanding that the present article is

written.

Some eighty years ago certain Southern
State- decided that their legitimate develop-

ment was retarded by the presence within

their borders of five Indian tribe- or nations,

the Cherokees, Choctaws, CMckasaws, Creeks
and Seminoles. Though generally peaceful,

these native people showed little disposition

to merge with tin body politic. So Congress
".hat seemed the easiest humane way of

getting rid of them, and removed them bodily

fertile area wesl ^>\ the Mississippi River,

where it was then assumed that no white

citizens would ever i are to lb i , e bound-
aries of this beautiful Indian Territory,"

said the ( iovernmeiit to the five tribes, in

effect, "are thus and so. IT'- i- to be your

country. In it you may stay forever, and
build up a little republic of your own, with-

out :\ar of molestation by our people." The
land was divided into big district-, and a

separate district was given to each ^>i the

tribe-, though the Clio nd, Chick..

lived e together as to be, for social and
business purposes, practically one group.

The benevolei perfe<

ural fruit. The attempt, by a race quite un-

educated to it. to copy our system oi self-

rule, resulted in a reproduction of many ^i

llltS and weak: a ith few of

its stalwart virtues to balance them. Sla\

for instance, was one of the institutions

brought by the Indians from their old homes,
with concubinage for an especially conspicu-

eature. Craft of all sorts, the oppression

of the ignorant for the benefit of the clever,

and a mere mockery of justice in the local

court-, presently made the tribal administra-
- a byword and stamped the experiment

with a prophecy of failure.

Xor was it long before the attraction- of an

easy-going life lured into the Territory a mul-
titude of whites who had no business there.

They came on all sorts of pretexts or on i.

but some were shrewd enough to dis

business possibilities which the Indians v.

never have discovered by themselves

ing advantage thereof and sharing their prof-

ith the oligarchy, these persons i

trived to keep in such favor that, whenever
the Washington (Government wa- seized with

a spasm of conscience and threatened

the Territory of intruders, many leading In-

dians would unite in remonstrating against

the project and it was dropped.

DAW]

By degrees the country bordering on the

Indian Territory became pretty will popu-

lated, and then a new trouble appeared.

Fugitives from justice in Kan-. -. Ark;

and Texas found that they could keep out of

the clutches oi the police by running over into

the Territory, which thus acquired an ill re-

pute as a place of refuge and residena

rate outlaws. It was plain that affairs

could not continue indefinitely as they were

going, and Coi I
to reorganize

the Territory and establish there the civil

and criminal authority o\ the federal Govern-

ment. It had already cut off a part of the

original area by agreement with the Indi

who were not occupying this section,

christened it Oklahoma. NVv.

appointed, under the chairmanship of the

late Henry L. Dawes, of Massachusetts

tiate for tin consent of the five trih
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the proposed new scheme of things. It took

some years to procure the desired treaties,

and then Congress had to discuss and
ratify them. That rang the knell of Indian

separatism in the United States. In 1907
the Indian Territory and Oklahoma Terri-

tory were united in the present State of

Oklahoma.
Its original task of procuring treaties ac-

complished, the Dawes Commission was set

at revising the tribal rolls. Indian property

is held in common, every member of a tribe,

regardless of age or sex, having equal rights

with even." other member; it was therefore all-

important that there should be an accurate

census of the living members before the prop-

erty of any tribe should be distributed among
them. In this sifting process the Commission
had to spend half its time driving off persons

who insisted on some technical quibble in

order to get their own or their families' names
enrolled. One typical case will illustrate the

character of many. A white man presented

his eight children for enrollment as Choctaws.

It appeared that he had once married a Choc-
taw woman, which, by the custom of the

tribe, made him a member of it. This wife

dying, he married a white woman, and the

children presented were offspring of that

marriage. They had not a drop of Indian

id in their veins, yet the father was in-

dignant at the Commi refusal to r

nize them as Choctav.

the disappointed spoil rs, if

1 retain I. rushed off

to 1 court for redress. So

many of them obtained it by wheedling the

rt into the admission of nev. evidi

that < 1 tab-
1 irt for the

ip in the
(

ig it to r

. irl .
I

I

1

i

I

posed fee excessive, and refused his approval.

But the law under which the firm was engaged
had been cleverly framed, so that, in case he
did not approve, the fee should be fixed by
the Citizenship Court. That body, by a proc-

ess of calculation all its own, decided that

$750,000 would be a reasonable compensa-
tion, and the Indians were therefore mulcted
in that amount, besides some hundreds of

thousands for "expenses."

But Mansfield, McMurray & Cornish were
not the only attorneys who were in the Terri-

tory for other reasons than their health.

Wherever a community can be found strug-

gling under a load of undigested or half-

comprehensible laws, there will the lawyers

be gathered together; and the definite launch-

ing of a reorganization policy had been the

signal for what might fairly be termed a riot

of Indian Territory legislation. Every mem-
ber of Congress who was struck with an idea

on Territorial affairs put it into legislative

shape and tossed it into the hopper of the

great law-mill, whence, after all his colleagues

who wished to had contributed their amend-
ments and modifications, the jumble was
liable to emerge as a concrete enactment.

Sometimes it appeared as an independent

statute, sometimes as a .-ingle clause tucked
away in an act covering man}- other subjects;

hut. whatever it- form, it was a law, capable

of doing as good work as any other or of add-
ing as deadly an ingredient to the confusion.

Thus came into being laws fixing different

dates at which different groups of Indians

were to be emancipated from all restrictions

ards of the Government; laws changing
thi' period within which n< w-born children

might acquire certain rights; laws affecting

the privileges of freed -laves and their prog-

eny, and law- of marly every other con-

ble purport, enough to nil a fal little

volume by themseh 1

The general upheaval of affairs in the Ten i-

1 le it a gold* n field lor the practice of

law. The Indians had dards by which
to judge v, In : !iv "i I

'< ii < onfiden< e

and -•• ho were not

,

.1 horde of j.i< I. leg

atton elves to I he front and
1 ion .1 I'. id name to an 1

l)le in it'll. I am not
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1
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two tribes or parts of tribes and the Govern-

ment cannot fairly side with either, or when
the Government is itself to be sued by a tribe

on a rejected claim. It is then not only right

for the Secretary of the Interior to permit

Indians to engage outside counsel, but he

would wrong them by refusing. His duty
under such conditions is to discriminate with-

out fear or favor between attorneys, and
that only those are employed who can and
wili render -ervice of the full value of t

One trouble about all legal work for the

Indians used to be, and to some extent still

remains, the necessity of "promoting" legis-

lation as will as dispensing advice and trying

This i> because Indian tribes cannot

get into court except by permission of Con-
gress, and in most instances the judgments
given in their favor are really only findings of

[act, and require an appropriationafterward

to make them effective. Indeed, the day i-

not so very long gone when an attorney for

an Indian tribe was expected to spend most
of bis time in Washington visiting members
of Congress at their homes or entertaining

them socially, so that his appearance in their

committee-rooms would take on a pleasant

personal aspect and pave the way for legisla-

tion in the interests of his clients. Vastly

less of that sort of thing goes on now. It is

avoided by the higher class of attorneys and
frowned upon by the most influential mem-

. but at onv period no Indian attorney-

ship was free from it.

By way of illustrating the pernicious con-

sequences of mixing lobby work with regular

professional practice, I might cite the case of

the "Old Settler" Cherokee-, who won a

judgment of s.soo.ooo against the Govern-
ment in the Court of Claims some time in the

early "go's. Xo sooner was the result an-

nounced than it was discovered that Sjoo,-

ooo of this amount was claimed by a group of

attorneys who had arranged among them-
sel\ es w hat percentage every one was to 1

As they were unwilling to let the money be

paid to the Indian- and thin collect their

from their alleged client-, Congres
worded the appropriation as to empower
the Secretary of the Interior to settle the

amount- to be paid the several attorneys.

Hoke Smith, who was then Secretary, made
a pain-taking investigation of their respective

services. In some instances the claimants
could not show any work done, and in some
other- -o little a- to be unworthy of considera-

tion. A ;«a In- found to have a reasonable
lor their bill-. Having made up a

schedule which he regarded as fair, he called

in the beneficiaries and took from them
its in full. The rea>-emblingof C'

however, found the whole pack yapping
its doors, demanding more. One of the at tor-

had a kinsman in the Senate, to whom
all hands looked to see them through. In

the privacy of a committee-room the matter
threshed out, and nearly $So,ooo was

appropriated for the relief of the attorneys

without any visible justification. The I

"pickings" from that job were not far from

D.OOO.

QUESTIONABLE TRANSFKRS

Nine attorneys out of ten who settled in

the Territory and undertook to practice under
it- medley of stat n discovered that

there was more profit to be got from land

than from law. Some of them n. • udy
of the protective shortcomings of the various

enactments, which would enable a -h r

fellow to speculate in agricultural properl

town-lots or oil-bearing lands without getting

his own neck in the halter, whatever might
befall the less skilful partners whom bed
into his enterprises. In such a chaotii

mosphere, not only the poor, ignorant, >tolid

Indians who constituted the lowest stratum
of the tribes, but also those of fair intelli-

gence, became utterly bewildered as to their

civic status. They did not know whether
they owned anything that they could sell, or

whether they could bind themselves or any-
body el-e by contract. If speculator- of:

an Indian twenty-five dollars for a farm
worth twenty-five hundred, he was liable to

sell it and take his char; r being

compelled to make delivery. Sometimes the

instrument he was required to sign before

receiving his money was an outright deed,

sometimes an agreement t< n as bis

- should be removed. I- it won-
derful that many of the Indians, 1

and perplexed, grew so weary of these uncer-

tain conditions that they prayed the Govern-

ment to wind up their affairs and divide the

remnants without more ado? The n
pot that they enjoyed any bitter than

ever the prospect of parting with their prop-

erty, but that they felt that when it was gone

they would at least have
]

nd that the

proceeds, in hard dollars, would be thei

keep, to spend, or to throw awi they

chose.

A- t!i- itive branch of the dovern-

menl sponsible for the law-, it

could not do much for the relief of the Indians
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beyond trying to administer the acts of Con-
is in a spirit of conscientious guardian-

ship. Certainly the two Secretaries of the

Interior with whose work I am most familiar,

Messrs. Hitchcock and Garfield, prosecuted

their task with a zeal for sen-ice untainted by
respect of persons. Believing that no tribal

Indian in their charge could lawfully alienate

or encumber his farm till formally authorized,

they attacked the land-accumulations of a

man of note like Senator Owen as readily as

the petty dickers of some unknown John
Doe. Mr. Owen had the self-confidence to

strike back. Himself of Indian blood and a

urceful lawyer, he defied the executive

officers to show their constitutional right to

interfere in such matters, and as far as I am
aware, he still retains his holdings, though
several more timid purchasers were frightened

into letting theirs go. As no decisive test

was ever made, the main question remains

ttled, and land values all over the region

affected by the dispute are demoralized in

consequence.

DISPOSITION OF THE COAL LANDS

vera] years ago it was discovered that

some of the Ian- d by the Choctaws and
Chi< were heavily underlaid with coal.

A tract of nearly a half-million acres was
therefore s< so that no private party
could acquire it. A few mines were teased to

ide companies which were willing to

rate them on a royalty and the

itained went into a fund for

educational purposes for the tribes in inten -t.

idtlCt of all the negotiations, the con-

>i the work, and the collection of the

1 to the of the Interior

ther duties aeral tin

. and have usually been handled
i rupulo >und

ness judgmen;
then- has been

' laid on
i m to be

l<

l

I

been various. Syndicates have intimated
their willingness to pay large sums in cash;

agents have begged leave to hunt up a pur-

chaser on commission; apparently disinter-

ested counselors have urged a sale at auction

or under sealed bids, after liberal advertising;

economists and politicians have run the

gamut of suggestions covering the idea that

the United States Government should itself

buy the property and conserve it, or make it a
gift to the young State of Oklahoma. Mr.
McMurray has been among the most earnest

advocates of a sale on commission. He was
hoping, it seems, to procure 830,000,000 lor

the tract, and, by virtue of his 10 per cent,

contracts with the Indians, skim a trifle of

S3,000,000 off the transaction. The great

obstacle to be overcome was the conserva-

tism of Congress, which seemed indisposed

to enact legislation authorizing the sale in

this manner as long as a few men of the stand-

ing of Senator Gore opposed it on grounds of

equity; and Mr. Gore brought the matter to

a head by declaring that he had been ap-

proached with corrupt offers to buy his si-

lence. At the hour of writing these lines, the

investigation of the Senator's charges is still

in full swing, with witnesses giving each other

the lie in the most sensational fashion.

Roughly speaking, there are about thirty

thousand Choctaw and Chickasaw men,
women, and children interested in the segre-

gated coal fields, and the fields are regarded

practically of controlling importance in

the soft coal commerce of the Southwt

With (his splendid estate in full view, and
a lively sense in the mind of every local

culator that if he dots not get a part

of it some rival will, the present scandal i

probably only one of many to which we
shall be treated unless a radical change is

made in the plans for disposing of the prop-

erty. Xo matter how it may he sold, the air

will be thick with insinuations, ii nothing
tin-

1

1

! he

bargain in behalf of tin Indians: ii tiny ana
nt hoard, a 1

1

live, Mr. M( 1 1. n". Ili'

a pri< < ; ii 1 iii \ .ili- a

high a > iii either

II thod o|
i
.ile;

1

tin ii 1

" I of
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whose value do human mind could fon

with while the purchaser will

'it at best an attractive gam-
bler's chance.

\ FOR HOLDING THE TRACT

Why < he tribes to such unpleasant

ibilities, and their well-wishers to another

shock of shamed surprise? Why, in other

ds, sell the tract at all? If thirty thou-

sand white persons found themselves pos-

sessed of such a property, would they put it

upon the market for what it would bring? On
the contrary, they would form a corporation

to keep hold of it as a permanent revenue-

producer. Why should not the same' thing be

done for the Indian-?

Let Congress enact a law to incorporate the

Choctaw and Chickasaw Coal Company, with

the segregated lands for its capital ani

sets, and its shares equal in number to the

whole number of members of the two tribe-,

so that every member will have one shan
his own. Let the President of the United

States be its perpetual president ex-ofncio,

the Secretary of the Interior its trea-urer and
tran- nt. and the Commissioner of In-

dian Affairs its secretary. This would be
merely a busine-s equivalent for the present

apportionment of official responsibilities in

the administration of this very estate.

The board of directors could be cornp*

of the aforenamed officers with the addition

ly, the Secretary of the Treasury and the

Secretary of Commerce and Labor and two
tor- elected by the shareholders, one

representing the Choctaws and one the Chick-
This would assure the continued

control of affairs by the Government as now,
while it would give the Indians full op-

portunity for inside knowledge of the busi-

. as well as a voice in its conduct. No
shareholder could dispose of his stock without

the written consent of the Secretary oi the

Interior as transfer-agent, who would thus be
able to confine such -ale- to those Indian- who

satisfied him of their competency to care

for their own interests. A- a further pro-

ure. a provision might be inserted

in the charter forbidding th< sal of a

share of stock to an outsider till it had first

been offered to the company at the same price

the outsider Was prepared to pay.

1 \ ! KV 1MH \N A STOCXHOLD1 R

Tlic company could lease operating privi-

io ilu highest bidders on a royalty bi

just as the Government does now. Such a
plan would secure to the Choctaws and Chick-

- fair value for their property in the

form of a regular income, and the Govern-
ment- continued supervision would prevent
the reckless exhaustion or the arbitrary disuse

of the mines at the bidding of any speculative

combination. Every Indian's share of stock

would p his death to his leg:

next of kin in the same manner as his

other pi is. If he had several heirs

his share would be split into fractions, or one
or more of the heirs would buy out the rot.

The life of the corporation could be limited by
its organic law to twenty-five year-, a period
which would witness the passing of most of

the older generation of to-day and the matur-
ing of the youngest children, who would mean-
while have had the benefit of the common
schools and closer contact with the practi-

calities of our modern civilization. But pr< b-

ably before the date fixed for dissolution,

through ^ock to outside parties, the

division and subdivision among
-. or the concentration of the bulk oi the

corporate property in the hands of a

viving shareholders, the triba

have been disintegrated and spn
without jar or scandal; and by that time

everybody would be far better al

of the value of the remnant and what e

to be done with it.

Notwithstanding that such a plan wou!>

an innovation in the domain of Indian

ministration, there is nothing cither tin]

tical or impracticable about it. Not less than

three times during my sen :> I ommis-
sioner of Indian Affair-. President Roosevelt

approached with proposals for tin

of the Choctaw and Chick. and
I was called into consultation. I always met
these advances by setting forth my preferred

method, and not one of the proponents

able to find a flaw in it except its novelty; but
it i- hardly necessary to say that if no-,

were a fatal defect in measures affecting hu-

man welfare, mankind would stiil be hack in

The plan has been submitted

me of the best legal critics in the country

and received their approval in all its tech:

It would be equally appli<

every Indian tribe that owns lands Of other

:icd value, and would do

away with much possible exploitation; but to

the Choctaws and Chicka.-aws somethii .

:ns particularly important if the

lopments of the last few weeks afford any
criterion oi what the future holds in -'

these beleaguered people.



RAVAGES OF ASIATIC CHOLERA
BY JOHX BESSXER HUBER, M. D.

TX the present cholera epidemic Russia is

the centre of propagation. Germany, Italy,

and Austria having been invaded. Berlin

has been reached; but such is the inexorable

paternalism of German prophylaxis that little

need be feared from this source. Neverthe-

less it is noteworthy that from Berlin to Ham-
burg is only a step, as cholera travels, whilst

from Hamburg to Xew York is but another.

Through Hamburg Russia sends us every
week thousands of her emigrants. There is

cholera in the region around Bari. in Southern
Italy; several cases have been reported from
Vienna, as also from Spandau. The melan-
choly tally up to September 16 last, in this

epidemic of "Russian cholera," was 1S2.527

cases, with 83,613 deaths. In the presence

of these appalling facts, a brief reference to

what has been known of the disease in the

past may be appropriate.

It is an epic reflection of history that, had
Mahomet's hegifa been made in the winter

rather than in the hot season, millions of hu-

man lives would not thereafter have ended
prematurely; immeasurable suffering and
stupendous material lo^s would not have
com- :h cholera does not en-

tire!;, inter, the*microscopic
vibrio which i- it- essential cause loses much
of its virulence during its hibernation; the

;-> not fairly active until the spring-

oot luxuriate until the summer.

the origi

1

distributing thr

hich th

since Mahomet's time, been in some sort an
entrepot with regard to cholera. The devout
Asiatic Mussulmans have been making their

pilgrimage thence overland by foot or by
caravan; or through the Red Sea by sail and
also in latter times by steamboat; and also

by the Hedjaz railway. Most of those pil-

\ Tfcrife

? ode&?A

WING THE SPREAD OK CHOI .1 RA IX IHROPE

grin> been and are absolute fatalists,

and neither know nor care about sanitary

precautions; in the observing which there

no merit to be acquired. So these pil-

grims, many among them cholera suffei

have through the centuries been visiting the
Prophet's shrine, and have bathed, when they

could, in the holy wells; and thus has Mecca
a center of cholera infection sub-

sidiary to Lndi

There are European and African Mahom-
- devoul and every whit as

fatal' their Asiatic brethren thai have
i i-ward, b< aring < holera from tin-

Orii nt; and i the \\ i i

'.iih tin ir fellow wort hip-
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are not greatly improved over those of other

generations. Such measures of disinfe

and quarantine in general, as are now en-

forced in Mecca, arc no protection to other

communities; they do not prevent the chol-

era sufferer, the '"cholera carrier" and the

cholera contact from spreading the infection.

And the Hedjaz railway, now completed to

Mecca, furnishes an additional source of

anxiety to Occidental communities; since

it is a much speedier route, and one more
difficult of surveillance than that by caravan
or the \\a\ S« a.

ST. PET! RSBURG AS A CHOLERA DEPOT

But it is especially the second route rather

than the first by which the gruesome destroyer

is to-day traveling; Mecca does not now >o

much concern the civilized world as does St.

rsburg, which has come to stand in quite

the like relation to India as Mecca has through

centuries past. Like Mecca, St. Petersburg

is in our generation a depot subsidiary to

India, for the distribution of this dreadful

infection.

The people of St. Petersburg recognize in

the cholera their "Asiatic guest"—which has

come annually to make its more or less insist-

ent and always unwelcome visit. Every fall

those unhappy people pray (doing little else)

for an early winter, so that the cholera may
mitigate its activities; then it simply goes

into winter quarters, to be as regularly ex-

pected to go murdering its hosts with the

congenial warmth of the vernal sun. Every
with the melting snows comes the warn-

ing -which as regularly finds the hosts most

inadequately prepared for the "visitation."

But two years ago, in the summer of i

St. Petersburg averaged 170 deaths everj

(how many more were unrecorded?) from this

disease, which is preventable by means
traordinarily simple. Cholera was spread by
the premature dismissal oi patients from the

overflowing hospitals. One constantly saw
ambulance^— black for the (had. gray for the

sick. Something oi comic relief was injected

into the tragedy by the behavior of certain oi

those military men who had shortly before SO

conspicuously proved their Martian virtues

in Manchuria. The prostration of these gen-

try (simulative oi the real disease) was ex-

treme: however, their reflexes (consequent
upon "nervousness") were found upon bac-

teriological examination to manifest, not

cholera, but only the fear of cholera— nothing

but just contemptible cowardice.

The priest^ were making processions

throughout the city, in which the population
very largely took part : nothing worse in all

the circumstances could have been done

—

there could have been no surer way of spread-

ing the infection. Ikons were being suppli-

cated, whilst elementary intelligence—surely

as divine a gift as any other human facull

was being most crassly held in abeyai

Those miserable, benighted people of

Petersburg, especially the poor in the over-

crowded districts, have had to die of cholera,

precisely as they are dying to-day. because
they have been drinking the polluted waters

of the Neva, and of the vibrio-penru

canals traversing the city. Yet in the hills

near by. there is a lake of pu- 1-given.

crystal water—which, if it were aqu<

at a cost of but a moiety of the sums those

pitiless grand dukes batten upon, not a -ingle

death, not one hour of suffering, need lie the

tribute to cholera in St. Petersbui

Russia's b ibility

But ha- not also the civilized world outs

Russia some grievance; can she fairly claim

to live for herself alone in these premises? It

is truly observed that as a dissemi:

cholera Russia is to Europe and the Amer-
icans what India is to the Orient. Not to

consider eras previous to our own, the first

and the most dreadful of all the modern
cholera outbreaks traveled at a foot-;

Wandering Jew-wise, across Russia, from
to 1831; in the latter years there was

a most virulent epidemic in St. Peter-burg;

whence England was next reached and in the

following year Paris. This was really a pan-

demic, since the Western hemisphere—-in-

deed, the Lireater part of the world, was

afflicted. Somepr termade
in the prophylaxis of epidemics throughout
Western Europe—but not in K 1 .

June 3 the cholera again came up .

the South and made itself at home it

Petersburg; in August of that year it had
appeared in Berlin, in September in London.
During this epidemic the cholera mortality in

other parts of Europe was not comparable
with that oi Russia, in which medieval n
from 117,000 to 800.000 human lives were

sacrificed. In this she far surpassed all the

rest of Europe.

In 1 again made herself respon-

sible for cholera in Europe and south beyond
her borders; and many among our own peo-

ple were terrified at the time. A single bid!

month in that year. August, gave K

l recorded deaths. In that August the
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epidemic spread from Russia to Austria,

from St. Petersburg to Hamburg, and thence

to England and New York. That summer
gave Russia 100,000 reported dead. Except

Hamburg, European cities outside of Russia

came off with mortalities comparatively

smaller than in previous epidemics; though

the spread of the disease was then expe-

dited by more rapid and modern means
of travel.

HOW AMERICA IS SAFEGUARDED

There is, however, no occasion for alarm

among us with regard to the present European
epidemic ; this is important to observe—for

a blue funk is wonderfully predisposing. We
should have among us no ignoble cases of

psychic cholera. Our coast quarantine

authorities, especially at the harbor of Xew
York, are known to be cautious, tried, and
most adequately able to cope with any pos-

sible dangers—and this especially in view of

the fact that the incubation period of cholera

(from the time of incurring the infection to

the manifestation of symptoms) is from one
to five days, so that a case should have devel-

oped sufficiently for diag iboard ship

and before reaching our shores. Of course,

it must be stab will not eliminate the

"cholera carrier'' (who may earn- the infec-

tion, though not himself ill,), nor the cholera

act.

And the authorities at Washington giv
little reason for fearing the transmission to

The Public Health
and Marine Hospital - has had orders

the American consuls at Hamburg,
Bremen, Antwerp, Rotterdam, Marseilles,

I lermo, and
other

all parts of Ru--ia, with their b

durir rvation ar.

[lowing them to take ship to

ry is

quarantii r in

from
1

finding their way in food or drink into the

mouths of healthy people—and in absolutely

no other way. Cholera is not an air-borne

infection—it is a contact infection; there is

no danger from the air (as. for example, in

smallpox), or from simply being in the vicin-

ity of cases. Xo food is eaten in the sic'.;

room by the attendants, nor is water drunk
there; and even- time the hands touch the

patient's they are carefully washed. Drink-
ing water and food are carefully chosen. The
water is boiled, the food thoroughly cooked
and eaten immediately, flies are to be kept
from lavatories: such precautions are of course

essential only in the immediate presence of

an epidemic.

A WATER-BORNE DISEASE

Whilst the purity of food and of other

potable fluids must be guarded, "a sewage-
contaminated water supply is responsible in

practically all cases for the epidemic preva-

lence of cholera. Scattered cases of the dis-

ease may occur in a city with a pure water
supply, but no general and wide-spread in-

fection need be feared so long as the water
supply remains uncontaminated." Epidemic
cholera is in essentials a water-borne disease;

and should it become at all widely distributed

in this country, one could predict with a high

degree of certainty those sections and even
the communities that would suffer most
severely. The Journal of the . I merican Medi-

Association, upon statements in which
this paragraph is based, further observes
that "it IS n I to expend our efforts

in improving general sanitary conditions in

this country than to establish a shotgun
quarantine and attempt —probably in vain

—

to prevent any person harboring cholera

vibrios [carriers and contacts are, 1 presume,

here implied] from landing on our shores;

Attention to the ordinary demands of ci\ i-

li/ation, the eli n of Sewage from

on I lean milk

and bread, the banishment of 1 he conn
drinking ( up and the roller towel, the < icter-

mination nin,

1 leanli-

nc-s in ' r] in the hou 1 u< li

oid tli' 1 of

1 li.it in default
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LEADING ARTICLES OF THE MONTH
THK CONSERVATION OF COMMON SENSE

'HpHE editor of the North American Review,
* in his article entitled "A Plea lor the

servatioD of Common Sense," in the

September issue of Ins magazine, utters a

warning. Hesays: "Let us never forget that

the greatest inherent resource of the American
nation is common sense." Admitting that

a spirit of unrest dominates our land, is there

- if it he true that the condition of the coun-

try is sound—any reason why we should suc-

cumb to despondency? On the contrary, we
ought to find the root of the distress and apply
such remedies as seem most likely to produce

beneficent results. The editor goes on to ask

:

What, then, is the matter with the United
States? The government still lives and is well

administered. The Constitution continues to be
upheld by our chief tribunal as the bulwark of

human liberties. Freedom of worship of God and
freedom of schools for succeeding generations are

inviolate still. Poverty is rare. Physical suffer-

ing that could possibly be alleviated by action of

the State is uot observable. Never before in the
history of the world has so great a nation as our

n been so signallj blessed with respect to all

things that subserve the happiness, the content-
ment and the opportunity of its ci< izens. And yet
ii i~ i rue t ha! , f( >r t lie time, the business of a mighty
commercial country is, in a comparative
a standstill, development of natural resources has

practically ceased, essential confidence among
groups or classes is s, riously impaired, and the

very air is laden with apprehension of Btartling

grievous happeni

\- to the bases of these strange forebod-

ings, hi' thinks the tangible fears may be

summarized as folio-,

(i) Apprehension of war.

( Ippressii n of the poor by the rich.

(3) The tariff and the trusts,

amon extravagance.
rh( <

;

i
i tablishmenl of credit.

Effects of popular a. ital ion.

1
-) The undermining of our political instituti

In all these there is nothing new or strange

to our country or to any other country, as the

editor shows by an analysis of the Caus<

disquietude.

What, asks the editor, are the tokens of

danger? War with Great Britain. France.

Germany, or Russia, is a contingency
remote to be worth consideration. There

only remains Japan; and the Japanese, so far

from indicating any desire for war, have
"demonstrated by every word and de<

capacity of judgment, even of forbearance,

such as would reflect credit upon the :.

sober of Anglo-Saxons."
In this country there is no direct

sion of the poor by the rich.

To this day, in nearly all lands except our own,
real dominan re ised openly \> In
Russia autocracy still rules; in Germany monarchy
"bequeathed by I ill ha- the final word; in

Italy, the nol-ility; in England, the ari-

in Spain, but yesterday, the Church; even in

France, clearly a class, the so( ialist-, hold tlu

ance of power. Here we find no such incy.
The individual is still his own n. 1 the polls

and in his home. Serfdom is no more. Pen
service is not synonymous with political servitude.

Ours is still the land of the 1:

suredly there is no visible breach in the

wall of government of and by the people.

But it is said that "a privileged cla-

growing up under the rose, that mere wealth

wields undue influence in legislation, that the

few fatten upon the many, that excessive

tariffs no longer tend to develop indusl

but are become no more or less than 1

sive taxes; that obnoxious and detrimi

trusts thrive upon advai thereby

tained.
"'

Tr at, these charges un-
doubtedly are, and the American people rec-

ognize the fact. Neither of the great politi-

cal parties i abilities in pn
remedies. But great problems like these

cannot be .resolved in a day.
As to extravagances, the editor tersely re-

mark-: "Prodi LUSed the downfall oi

the Roman Empire. Prudence builded 1

land. And we of America are oi Al g . not

of Latin, stock. . . . The present na-

tional administration is bending its

energies to f.ii<.\i economies."

In the disestablishment of credit the editor fi

"the most obvious cause for prevailing depres-
sion."

Financially, the count 1 r than
before in its history. The mas- ractically

Tom debt. Money is held by the banks in

abundance and rates are low. And our curt

tuse gold is -. Why,
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then, does Capital pause upon the threshold of

investment? The answer we believe to be plain.

It awaits adjustment of the relations of govern-

ment to business. And Capital is notoriously

timid.

The editor contrasts the present situation

with that of recent years, pointing to the fact

that the perils of the past, which seemed most
ominous, have disappeared like the mists of

the sea. Never in the history of the Repub-
lic has there been a time when, like to-day,

so few vapors clouded the skies. As to our
political institutions, patriotism is the basis

of them; and the very children are imbued
with the patriotic spirit. The future is really

bright ; for the present but one thing is need-

ful: conserve and apply without cessation

our national common sense, and "soon it will

be found that all the ills of which we com-
plain but know not of are only such as attend
upon the growing pains of a great and blessed

country."

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY AND UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE
\1 71TH the exception of Russia in the
* * eastern hemisphere, and of the United

States in the western, the population of

Austria-Hungary includes a greater number
of distinct races than that of any other coun-

try on the face of the globe. The Germans
represent the Germanic race; the Magyars,
connected with the Finnish race, claim to be

a separate people descended directly from

the Huns of Attila; the Italians of Istria and
the Rumanians in the east of Hungary are

the I of the Empire: and the Czechs,

Slovaks, the Poles, the Ruthenians, the

id the Croatians belong to the Slavic

race. I Mr. Andre Cheradame
in th de Paris, of all these peoples only

three counted politically: the Germans and
- in Austria and the M in Hun-

All the other nationalities were still

imperfectly informed as to their ri^hi ^ and
without the means to manifest their will,

ria. after 1.1O7, the Polish-German
suprema idly seated on an electoral

but th- .an Sla ' Slovaks,
< roatians. all failed to make them-

of Bohemia, bow-
on fun mple of 01

nal n: orded in

Magyar subjects, and as he felt the need of being
surrounded in Austria with a more contented peo-
ple, he in 1906 pronounced in favor of universal
suffrage. The entourage of the sovereign made
great efforts to dissuade him from carrying out the
reform; but the will of the Emperor overcame all

ance, and the law of January 26, 1907, estab-
lished the right to vote in Austria on a basis of uni-

versal suffrage. It must be added that absolutely

electoral equality is still far from being realized.

id

In

In Hungary, at the census of 1900, the

). 254, 559 inhabitar

made up as follows:
19,254,559 inhabitants of the kingdom were

Magyars.... 8,742,301 Ruthenians.. 420.447
Germans.... 2,135,1X1 Croatians... 1,682,104
Slovaks 2,019,641 1,04-

Rumanians.. 2,799,479 Others 397,761

The non-Magyar nationalities represent

54.6^ of the whole. Xow, of 435 deputies

of which the Parliament at Vienna is com-
I, the non-Magyars have only 8. The

v. hole of the 19,000,000 inhabitants have
but 900,000 electors. Besides, the voting is

both public and oral. At the electoral bu-

each elector musl say in a loud tone,

"I vote for Mr. So-and-So." It is to these

arrangements thai the Magyars owe the

maintenance of their hegemony. The non-

protest: they claim universal suf-

frage and m< ret voting.

ation has an importanl bearing on

ition. There are in Hungary num-
l laborers u ho < •d t with

1 have I" 1 many of their

America.

i.OOO

eco-

onditioi n unfa\ orable nature.

i ion M I

their

iih the

1 In-

I
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national sire universal suffrage pure
simple, direct .ui>l secret; but the reform,

if introduced, would mean the loss of hegem-
ony to the- aristocracy and the large landed
proprietors. . . .

Many prominent Magyars have expressed

frankly their objections to universal suffrage.

One termed it " the leap into the black abyss."

Another said: "Austria de-ire- universal

suffrage in Hungary in order to reduce us

yars by letting loose on the country the

Pandemonium of nationality The strug-

gle is now against the idea of the plural \

and what, asks M. Cheradame, will be the

solution? He thinks that in Hungary, as in

Austria, it is the sovereign who sizes

the i ssity and the interest of a reform;

and it is the king himself who goes I

ically forward in the direction of unrvx

sutTr.

THE CHINKSE-PORTUGUKSE DISPUTE
OVER MACAO

A FTER nearly four hundred year^ occupation of her settlement Macao in

China, Portugal finds herself in imminent
(Linger of losing that possession, or at least.

of losing a considerable portion of it- aria.

Macao is about forty miles west of 1

Kong, and is situated on a little peninsula

—

really an island that, by the action of the

-. has been connected by a neck of land

with Heung-shan island on the north. Of its

total population of about 64.coo. only some

4,000 are Portuguese. The Portuguese paid

ground rent ranging from $500 to $700 a year

until 1S4S, when the charge was abolished.

On March 7. China confirmed "the

perpetual occupation and government of

Macao and its dependencies by Portugal, as

any other Portuguese possession." In 1004,

nmercial treaty was concluded between

the two power-, the only reference in which

to Macao waters was Article 4. on coopera-

tion in regard to the suppression of smug-

gling.

\. cording to the Far Eastern the

Chinese near Macao are anxious to drive out

the Portuguese, whose control of the inner

harbor they especially resent The
;;; Review quotes a letter from Mr. W.

H. Donald, correspondent for the New York

..'</. which gives an interesting description

of condition- at Ma< ao. He writ

The gentry and peasantry of Heung-shan, the

district adjoining M the

n, and
j

in 1 he movement. They ultimately worked them-
- up to -11. h a -:aic of alarm that the} -aw

a Portuguese invasion imminent. S re al

once taken t" cut off M supplies, ami
tin- wor ! und thai I able b

man was t" be enlisted in a "volunteer" organiza-

made to the \ 1

t..n I Adiera and artillery, Inn the

snubbed tin- applicants by telling them
that In- knew better than they when and wh<

The Canto;, id in the meantin
run themselves b) the irresponsibility ol their

-. and order- to t; from Pi

H their temporary suppression.
i-i(i lor a time, fun a privat

1 was instituted which had thi

thing, further inflaming the public mind.
The ignorant were tbld that Port I no

shrc; all. that thi »f the

terril I
from China

that the hearth- ami hi the Hi

were in danger. And the ignorant were
ify that they were r

in iv. t only defending their !. it in eh.

the i into the -

The question of jurisdiction was r

T00S, when the Japanese steamer '

Maru" was seized by the Chinese authorities

in the water- of Macao while endeavorr

land a cargo i)i arms.

The Portug vernment at

k 1 ati r • and •

f we 1 jurisdict ion. 1'

• n over littoral «
"i treaty and th nternati<

China replied

ire of m rol in t'

A confei 1 the

C hine-e and
chim Ma K.C.M I

and 1 1. E. Kao I hr Kim, China. 1

1

is the place lor th

eld without making an) definite

N
I. The ma; ter was then 1 I

littli

Mr. Kao I'.hr Kim is a cultured, fair-

minded man who found himself in a decidedly

awkward position.

ipient 1 nt letter- threatening

-ination it hi « my of PortUj

in. mil-, the 1 111 1

1

irns from

Chinese from al! thi world warning him
i hinese rights must be upheld by him and not

the \ men who h.r
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him even to bringing about his impeachment upon
imaginary charges by the Board of Censors at

Pekin, he was afraid to move. . . . Through-
out the whole conference he maintained a de-

meanor stolidly in support of the claims of the

people, his sole object being to bring the negotia-

tions, so far as he was concerned, to an end, and
leave the subsequent arrangements to Peking.

General Machado, for the Portuguese, at

first claimed an area of some 120 square miles,

which he after reduced to 60; but this did not
satisfy Mr. Kao. The latter, in an interview
with Mr. Donald, stated that the Chinese of

Macao and Kwantung complain of the smug-
gling of arms through Macao, and that the

Portuguese have usurped a good deal of the

area over which they now claim jurisdiction.

At present the outcome of the dispute seems
to be very uncertain.

CAXADIAX RECIPROCITY
HpHE question of tariff reciprocity with

Canada, always a live issue in the New
England . is discussed in the Atlantic

tidy for October by Mr. Henry M. Whit-
ney, who lays especial emphasis on the fact

that the large trade area of American indus-

trial centers, in sharp contrast to those of

European cities and countries, has caused

a remarkable development of American
manufacturing enterprises, particularly in the

Middle West. Having so large an area to

trade over, American manufacturers have
been enabled to specialize their products and
to produce more cheaply than if they were

confined to a limited trade area, as are some
of the European countries. In several of the

tern States, for example, the cap-

ital invested and the number of men employed
in manufacturing establishments are nearly or

quite as lar ::i the older States of the

.ere manufacturing' and always
n, the chief occupation. Illinois has

illy been regarded as an agricultural

State, yet the capital invested in Illinois

manufacturing plants is nearly equal to that

: in the same kind of establishments

in tl I In- State has

. manufacturing

d in

I pursu

Mr. Whitney foresees t! tern it".

II, in the futuri :m>rr

ly with

li he

I:

Canada be joined with us we shall have a
trade area of 6,000,000 square miles.

Mr. Whitney admits that there are serious

difficulties in the way of immediate reciproc-

ity negotiations with Canada. One thing

that seems to stand in the way is the prefer-

ence on certain manufactured articles given

by Canada to England. Mr. Whitney ad-
mits that the United States can hardly he

expected to grant England this preference

over the trade of other friendly nations, but
if our tariffs were to be reduced on goods
of English manufacture, the greater oppor-
tunity of trade with 100,000,000 of people
would go far, he thinks, toward compensating
England for some loss in her trade with

7,000.000 of people.

As to possible Canadian opposition Mr.
Whitney says :

ie resolutions thai were passed .1 few mon hs

y the Hoard <>f Trade and Chamber of Com-
of Montreal have been quoted far and

• if the opposition "t 1 anadians to

reciprocity with tin- I nited States. One "t the
iven was 1l1.1t ii Canadians were per-

mitted to buy of the American manufacturers they
would gel their goods cheaper than il confined 10

the home market. Whether this would or would
not he the f.nt. I ,un not prepared to say; but if

su« li would n-.ilK be the case, il would Beera an
argument the mass oi the peopli

rncd, in favor procity rather than
•

. Anot her n, and 1 1n- mi >-t im-
le relal ii

mid tend 1

i.ii In- mother 1 oun-
cred.
1 In 1

1

di lurbcd

h< '

Il II

' "I
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lations between the United States and Canada, is

a problem that had besl be left to work itself out

in the years to come. It is quite possible, indeed
I think it quite likely , considering the number of

questions of don nd foreign policy which
might arise under bu< h a condition, that the two

.•mid in the end become politically one;

but that would be a long way in the future, it' it

ever came to pa— at all.

I do not, however, accept the expression of the
Board of Trade and Chamber of Commen
Montreal as expressive of the final opinion of the

- of Canadians.

If, however, a reciprocity treaty on broad
lines is not possible at the present time, owing
to the attitude of the Canadian.-. Mr Whit-
ney can see no reason why we should denv
ourselves the advantage that would accrue

to u- from at once allowing the products of

Canada's fisheries, farm-, forests, and mines
to come here free of duty, since these are

things that we need and soon must have from
some Outside .-our,

CANADA'S PLAN OF AM MTING THE
YELLOW PERIL

CIR WILFRID LAURIER in his capacity

of Prime Minister of Canada has made
many notable addresses; but it is doubtful if

he ever made a more convincing one than

that delivered by him on the occasion of his

last visit to Vancouver, when he dealt with

the subject of Asiatic immigration. Perhaps,

says Canadian Life and Resources, not since

the early years of British Columbia's history

as a member of the Canadian Confederate
when the delay in building the Canadian
Pacific Railway threatened to break the

newly formed ties uniting the people of the

Pacific Coast with those of Eastern Canada,
had there arisen in that Province a question

so charged with the possibilities of serious

trouble. Sir Wilfrid faced the problem
squarely, and discussed it frankly and fully.

There were several interests to be consider' :

the interests of the prople on the Coast;

those of Canada as a whole; and. above all,

the interests of the Empire. The Prime
Minister went on to say:

•
I king to the fart that the interest of Britain is

worth while, it should tie our paramount consider-
- Canadian and British subjects to preserve

friendly relation- between Great Britain and the

Asiatics. To maintain th( ' relation-, im-

ration must be controlled, checked and kept

within reasonable bounds. . . . For countl
ration- the nation- i had been ground

down 1 itism and were in a condition of

penury and dejection as to food, garment and
ility became sordidness and the

lie to work on ttie fraction of the

try to maintains white man in respect-

1> admit the Oriental indiscriminately
ler such i ircum would be to create an
iomic disturbance fraught with evil con

quen

Sir Wilfrid reminded his audience that

under the government of the late Sir J

Macdonald a head-tax of Sioo was put on

the Chinese. The present government had

been asked to increase this to $500 and to

place the same amount on the Japanese.
With the first proposition he had
No national <>r imperial relations were in-

volved. With the Japanese it was different.

Close ;md friendly relations 1

them and the government of King George,
The Premier had therefore appealed to the

Japanese consul not to force Canada to repel

his people, and had suggested that the

Japanese Government control the matter
itself.

The result \*as an engagement to limit immi.
tion to 400 per year, which operated from i<»

1907. Then the government of Japan turned
a new leaf, adopting many British institutions.

Canada became a party to the commercial ti

with Japan. In 1907 there was a sudden infli

Japanese immigration. It was charged that the
treaty- had over-ridden the agreement. Hon. Mr.
Lemieux was despatched to Tokyo, and was able to

>ecure the re-enactment of the immigration re-

striction. This undertaking had been Bcnipul
observed to the present time.

Now a new problem had been presented in

a new immigration— this time from the

British country of India. Hindoos wen
ployed in cement works and elsewhere on the

Pacific Coast. To quote Sir Wilfrid further:

These men could not W turned back ignomin-
iously by a man who prides himself on I

a British subject. True, the color of their -kin was
not the same, but they were Briti-h subject-, many
wearing uniform- and fighting British bat

Hon. Mackenzie Kin. dcutta. Hi-
mi—ion was confidential, but since that rim
one other man had come from India.

Now. frankly, which i- the In-tter method? Why
i- not my vision as - tin- vision of those mm
who attacked me? . . California offered to

humble the Japai i Chine nts. and
the President of the Unit* St - had to s" down
on hi- knee- and beg the hx-al authorities to cl

tactic-.

Britain adopted a different method.
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SOME CRITICISMS OF ENGLAND'S FOREIGN
SECRETARY

BRITISH si CRLTARY
MRS

r> a photo^raj.h taken late in Au.

'I' fi. present head of the English Foreign
Off Edward Grey, who has held

retariat ince December, 1005, occupies
in the political world an almost unique posi-

tion. A writer in the W'nrld' , Work (London)
: him: ' \o man ever assumed tin-

direction of the foreign affairs of this country
with more cordial -n[>tx>rt from both of t hi-

mentary pari 11 it

- in modern political life, he had,
and still h ill." This very

Ids Mr P Lindon, the

inkindly
hut

' Mill.

"• Dilke,

ither

;
m >l i

tradi

hi

' ha-. Ih-nl ii

policy handed down to him by his predeces-

sor, Lord Landsdowne. But when some
sudden complication has arisen, it is alleged

that he has shown his inability to translate

British tradition into action.

Mr. Landon bases bis criticisms of the

English Foreign Secretary on the policies

adopted by the latter in regard to Egyptian,
Turkish, and Persian affairs, and on his atti-

tude toward Germany. It is in the case of

Egypt that Sir Edward ''has especially be-

wildered the sympathetic content and confi-

dence of his countrymen." We read:

It is often supposed that the nationalist agitation
in Egypt began with the arrival of Sir Eldon (iorst

in 1907, and that to his weak handling of a danger-
ous movement the recent troubles and manifest
failure of the English policy in Egypt are due.
This is by no means the case. The troops that
kept the roads on the occasion of Lord Cromer's
final departure had ball cartridges in their pouches.
The departing British Agent had long to deal with
a widespread if not as yet an embittered national-
ist movement; and something of the trouble
which Sir Eldon (iorst immediately encountered
would have been experienced by Lord Cromer also

had he remained.
Sir Eldon Gorsl is a brilliant man who as a

ind-in-command has no superior in the Diplo-
matic Service to-day. Hut an abiding tendency to

shirk responsibility largely destroys his usefulness
1 minister-plenipotentiary. . . . After Sir

ward Crey had discovered the one weakness of
Sir Eldon, he should have Bel himself to minimize
the difficulty which it was Bure, if unprovided for,

re ate. This the Foreign Secretary did not do;
and the re-.ult has been that the Foreign Office has
been called upon to father a policy which was based
upon a mutual understanding.

With regard to Turkey, Mr. Landon says
man in the street wants to know why,

after the triumphal entry of Sir General
Lowther into Constantinople in 1908, Eng-
land's influence with the new regime has

dwindled 90 alarmingly. The explanation is

thai tl l
< ign < >iii< e underestimated the

diplomatic importance of the chance offered

to England to coo pirate in the reorgani:

tion of the Turkish navy a chance which
ith the resull thai England

had to yield pride ol place to the indefat-

iton on tin hore "i the Bo
I he la rgc it 1 igal iot >l sir

W Willcrx I in M< ")>' A t he En
Ii hi m rn ' >ffi< •

1 ellcnl opporl unit

lion, bul it Ilowed I

lip I In- tin final po it ion in

rd to I urki Ii 1 piration 1 n 1 li<-
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new regime was founded two years ago. Hut be honorable to herself, and Mr. Landon calls

^ir Edward Grey did not think so. t<> remembrance the fact that on the only
Irresolution has characterized even -till occasion on which England found herself in

more England's relations with Persia. The sharp opposition to the foreign policy of Ger-
Anglo-Russian convention of August ji, 1007, many, the retreat of the former was "com-
has worked badly. Mr. Landon write : plete, sudden, and ignominit He adds.

significantly:
It i- n( v ed bj practically all Btudents of

Central Asian affairs thai the demarcation ol the-
, Russia

i.j
e| us ;„.. (iV , r th( .

relative spheres ol interest was ndiculuoslj unjust, Austro-Russian conti
ir as England was concerned. . . Ger- |, UI general public opinion as

manj iasse< ured a considerable footing in fehcran
f, , f{ reign Affairs shall nol so m.

. . Vacillation and indecision still continue u .\, ai a "let in" of this ignominious nature
t( !iiark English relations with Iran, .\ui\ that ln-> >M( , u ],j |,L. ,

(, ,„;|,|,

whi« h England has suffered in .ill pai

of tin Vlohammedan world is more marked in .. . ,., . , .

.,,, than elsewhere. ir ««*ara drey s policy in China also has

exposed him to the charge of neglect of

Of all European countries, Germany is the English interests whenever they have been in

one with which England's standing need- to competition with those of Japan.

s

REFORMS IN THE CONGO
[NCE her annexation of the Congo In- copal: and of these the last two were all

dependent State in September, [908, completely withdrawn from independent

Belgium has been busy housedeaning in her commerce owing to the obligations of owner-

new colonial possession. Various reforms, ship or concessions of the land from which
initiated by the Belgian Minister of Colonies they were gathered, while ivory, a prodlK

and approved by King Albert, went into effect the chase, formed the object oi a limited

on the 1st of July la>t; and they give evi- traffic. The new legislation includes a ra<

dence of the Belgian monarch's desire, voiced reform in the right to harvest vegetable

at hi- coronation, to justify in the eyes of the products, and a regulation of the commerce
world the sovereignty of Belgium over the in ivory the definiteness oi which precludes

Congo. These reforms include the substitu- any dispute a> to its terms. By a decrei

tion of native for white officials, a reduction March 22, iqio. administrative exploitation

in taxes, restriction of obligatory native of domanial lands is renounced; the new ar-

labor, and, indirectly, the suppression of rangerrent to take effect on July 1, 1910, 191

1

polygamy. The critics of the old regime in and 1912. The area of the territory thus

the Congo, writes M. E. Goffart in the Revue thrown open on the first of the date- men-

raU Brussels), were wont to say that it tioned equals in extent twice that of the Mate
might be appropriately characterized in two i^i Texas: and on and from July 1. every per-

monopolization of the land and son owning a permanent factory or duly

of its spontaneous products, and 2) excessive licensed as a traveling merchant, may. on

cultivation of the domain by forced native furnishing himself with a permit costing 250

labor. The new policy, which has been dc- franc-, gather caoutchouc or copal from any

scribed by the Belgian Ring as one of hu- domanial land not leased or granted, or may
inanity and progress, i-. M. Goffart, purchase these products from the nat

precisely the reverse of the old one. \ -mall tax to cover the cost of replanting

_. ... .
, , , , . is imposed; and certain safeguards against the

I he acquisition "I land- f< >r fact one- was mm- ' • - ,, n .,
. ,,, i i;11 11 11 1 1 1 dc-truct ion ol the ru > hcr-trco and liana- are

forward they will be a 1<1 at a low price
, , . , ,

rith a minimum of formalities. I'h< hai Stabhshed. I nder the old regime tin

res! products, notabl) of the precious to gather caoutchouc cost 5000 franc-: and
chouc, was forbidden, save by the I the native who gathered it was obliged to

, which in ncarh ' , , ., , . . . •. __ „ •. , _ , .1,,.

In this relation, abandons its rights. Transporta- han « 1 ,lu '

l
mu,mt *° the- propnc tor ol tin

was -l-.w ami costly: the Governmenl ha- land. Now. the native who doe- not tvport
1 routes and reduced the tariff. directly may gather freely without payment.

- paid 'n labor: it will now be ..'1- u . regard to the ivory trade, tin
sh

March 22, 1910, provide- that all ivory.

The three leading pt> exported from wherever found, -hall be rcLr i-tcrcd at the

tlu Upp 1 ire ivory, caoutchouc, and post nearest the spot where it ured by
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the hunter or purchased. A certificate is to be

given to the possessor of the ivory, and if the

latter is in the crude state, it shall be marked
with a special mark. Thus iurnished, the

holder of the ivory may travel freely without

molestation from any functionary on the

ground of doubt as to his legal possession of

the product. On the other hand, if no certi-

ficate is forthcoming, it shall be concluded

that the ivory is unlawfully obtained and it

shall be confiscated.

The new laws concerning forced labor, and
the arrangements for its abolition, are too

length}- to be enumerated here; but M. Gof-

fart says, with reference thereto. "If the

corvee does not disappear at once, owing to

the fact that its existence is associated with

a state of things which must be previously

modified, nothing will be neglected by the

directors in Europe nor by the local agents to

ensure its suppression with the briefest pos-

sible delay."

The new native tax is a double one:
principal and supplementary; and it is

through the operation of the supplementary
tax that polygamy in the Congo is expected
to decline.

The employment of native labor in the

construction of public roads is, by reason of

the climate, a necessity; but here also the

new legislation shows its humanitarian char-

acter. The period of service has been re-

duced from five to three years; regular con-

tracts have been issued to the laborers;

wages have been increased; and a better

commissariat has been provided.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE WITH LIBERIA?
nTHE rubber boom in the first place and the
A American project in the second have
done much to direct attention to Liberia, the

one independent negro sovereign state in

Africa. v ir H. H. Johnston, who writes on
the -ubject in the Nineteenth Century, can say

without boa-ting 'that few living Europeans
more intimately acquainted with West

Air; ii isit to these regions d

back to the spring of 1S.S2, and hi> book on

Liberia appeared only three or four year

11 - article is full of information, up to date

and to the point Hi begins at the beginning
by telling us the fundamental facts of loca-

tioi

Lib line of long
it Atlantic, a < oasi line fat ing

to and from the < .i|«- <>!

nc which at present 1 01

landing, but leveral point-
h, with penditurc "( m<

Here, fr-u:

imc nation m
•

The negro republic does an annual trade of

considerable importance with Europe. Brit-

ish trade comes first with ^110,000 ($550,-

000); then comes Germany with $540,000;
and the Dutch with 8350,000. The British

have invested ^100,000 in developing the

Liberian hinterland. "Between iSqo and
in 10 the Liberian Government and people

have obtained very large sums of money from

British Investors, and it i> entirely due to

these arrangements that they have been able

tii|>-.

i'i <l<nil.t due

•

I
Mil \

in)

in .
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to fulfil their engagements in regard to the

loan of [871."

France threatens Liberia from its hinter-

land. Britain from Sierra Leone:

A new (k-limii.it ion of frontier was given effect to

b) th<- treat) •! 1907. Bui the unrest provoked
by this coming I quarters of France and
Liberia has upsel the whole country. Anarr
nn in made to organize a frontier police force under
European officers, with a British commandant, nil

tn piece- alter a year's trial. It i> difficult to

apportion the blame, but of late years the Liberi-

ans have been convinced thai the British Govern-
ment ha- a design to incorporate their country
with ^u'rra Leon

This writer pays high tribute to the benefi-

cent influence of Europe in West Africa. He
says:

I do not, as a humble historian, indorse every
detail of administration and every anion of the
French and of the British in thi- and other par
Africa; but I do state with emphasis and honest
conviction that the general outcome of their work
during the last twenty years between thi -

on the wesl and the mouth of the Niger on tin

ha- been of enormous benefit to th indigenes
of thi- wonderful region, the richest part of Africa
in its natural product-. If France, Germany, ami
Britain wire to agree mutually to a self-denying
policy and engage themselves not to lay a finder on
the Liberian territory (as defined in the last French
treaty) for five yrar.\. and if some persuasion could

be used with the native tribe- to induce them to

give in their allegiance to Monrovia wind thi- could
In- done it the European powers concerned wished
it . I believe Liberia, even a- -he stand-, with only

two or three Europeans in her service, would pull
herself together and graduall Jit.

Better -till, he thinks, would be the adop-
tion of a quasi-American protectorate:

Quite the best way out of the Liberian impasse
would be the putting in force of the schi

ceived b\ I >r. Falkner, whereby money would be
I in the United States fir the pa- f the

small Liberian national debt, funded iting.

And those who raised the money would be thi

creditors of Liberia; which country in return for

thi- anil other Bervices rendered would implicitly
• a- her advisors American subjects in

the I 'nited State-, and to follow thi ir ad\ ice in all

matter- concerning her internal administration.
Her national independence would remain undis-
turbed, and her commercial treaties undergo no
alterations in favor of this nation or that. All

existing contracts and concessions would 1

spected. The advice which these Americans
would tender would certainly be in favor of justice

toward the indigenous peoples of Liberia. Any
real discontent on their part would be removed,
and thus by degi civilized, self-governing,

te would be called in-

far from being a danger to the Briti-h or the French
ssions around it. would be a friendly link be-

tween the two and a neutral ground in West Africa
open to all forms of honest commerce without
or favor.

But a sine qua nan for the sua this

scheme is that the French should keep their

hands off the hinterland and that the British

Colonial Office and its Governor at Sierra

Leone should give the American protectorate

hearty support.

ARIZONA'S OUTLOOK IN THI FAMILY OF
STAT] -

f \ \ the twentieth oi June. 1910, Arizona,

the last of tlu- Territories save Alaska
and Hawaii, w is admitted to the Union; and
on the twelfth of thi- present month she will

hold her first constitutional convention.

With regard to her future a- a State there is

one person who ha- no doubt, and that i- her

present Chief Execute ivernor Richard

>loan, writing in the Sunset, close.- a par-

ticularly interesting article on "The Forty-

seventh Star*' with the following prognosti-

1 ation:

With our attractive climate, great resources,
• Iticational Facilities, and tin opportunities pre-

sented for profitable investments, and the rich re-

awail labor and industry, Arizona will

nh speed il} grovi in population and wealth,
but will under statehood develop a type ol civiliza-

• ti-it will astonish and at the -.line time will

delight all the nation.

It must be admitted that Governor Sloan

ha- good grounds for his optimism. Here
are some of them: In 1S70 the census showed
a population oi about 10.000, ezclusivi

Indians: to-day the State has probably

than .200.000 inhabitants. The Reclamation

Service has in hand Storage projects, includ-

ing the Rco-i\ ik dam
I
noticed in the Ri VTJ w

for Jum . one oi the largest of it- kind

in the world, which will supply water for

^40.000 acre- oi land. Another dan

Parker, will supply water to joo.ooo acr.

unsurpassed ertifity; ami the Reclamation

Service expert- estimate that by storage and

pumping there will be available sufficient

water to irrigate thoroughly more than 1.000,-

000 acre-, which, the Governor states, is but

all part of the total area susceptible to

irrigation. But the new State i- by no n.
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dependent solely on agriculture. She now
leads all the States and Territories in the

production of copper; gold and silver mines

are profitably worked; undeveloped coal

measures seem to be of great extent and
value: and recently there has been developed

near Fort Bowie a marble-quarry said to be

the equal of any in the world. Ten million

acres of her forest lands are included within

forest reserves; lumbering is an important

industry; and sheep and cattle raising are

extensively followed. Besides all these,

Arizona has an industry that is unique in the

United States—ostrich raising, concerning

which Governor Sloan sa; -

It has been demonstrated that the conditions for

the moo t" ostriches are as favor-

able, if not m is in South Africa. The num-
ber of birds in the Salt River valley is not less than
six thousand. Many persons are investing in

h farm.-, 90 that the industry promises to be
one of the largest and most profitable in the
terri-

Within a comparatively short time the

transportation problem will have been solved;

for, in addition to the 2000 miles of railroads

in operation, new lines are being built and
projected.

Arizona maintains a university; and it is Governor Sloan's article:

claimed that its public-school system will

com[>are favorably with that of the most ad- riu ' new Sk" ( ' ui " start

van »f the Union.

HON. RKHAKD E. SLOAN. GOVERNOR OF ARIZONA

amusement in the following extract from

II needed
utions, -Mih ,1- a modern and well-equipped

prison, an asylum for tin- insane, an industrial
L 1 the humorous will probably und school, and a home for aged and infirm pioneers.

( PROLINE BARTLETT CRANE OF KALAMAZOO,
MINIS Ilk TO MUNICIPALITIES

\\' llartlctt Crane? This
Lion that

I pic of

t hey
no need to ask it to-day. For not

i only, but
! k< mi.,

Ham North
I can testify that they

pert, or,

!.
"' mi:

'

I

I

1

inspects a State or city, no detail escapes her
-moke lip k yards tenements, water

upply, aab and garl raoval au<\ disposal,
drainage, bakeries, ice-cream saloons, dairies,
butcher -hop- and markets and slaughter houses,

hoots, jails, pi isons, in sane
hospitals, .dm h he look,

oid 1! she 1 ni ii

And I In- 1 Mi/.

'. Iii. Ii 1 .ill upon her Ii len
! thai »h< |» il. 1 he inn Ii w n h regard to

theii

Mi
1 municipal jrew

l
1

ailed from her firsl 1 lut: <

'
I int. 111. in ( linn Ii, k.ila

iter th<

Inn. II. -. III. I W.I >

buill ami <li !
|

. r, •;.
. ( hurt Ii

"

1 tin- |,.i i.,r. tl.. 1 1 roline Barl
letl
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MRS. CAROLINE BARTLETT I RAKE

One New Year's eve a musicale was announced.
As usual the church was full i<> overflowing. Sud-
denly the organ overture began t<> play a wedding
march and before the excited congregation could

catch breath, their pastor clad in white stepped
to the altar, nut there one of the leading town
physicians and before anyone could interfere be-

came Mr-. Crane. Kalamazoo talked late that

nigh) and went to bed with an uneasy mind. Like
tin -mall girl it was afraid <>! t he " never-again-the-

sameness' supposed to come when a woman enters

married life. Bui Mrs. Crane continued to milli-

ter to their needs a- thoughtfully and a- energeti-

Callj a- Mi-- Bartlett had before her. One of her

firsl efforts was to -tart a class in marketing, cook-
ing, housekeeping, nursing and sewing, which -he

In i -i If promptly joined.

In tin- course of time Kalamazoo incorpo-

rated in its public-school courses the kinder-

gartens, manual training class, and cookery

lessons which the new Church had intro-

duced. Finding her Church work running

smoothly, Mrs. Crane looked farther afield.

She noticed that the town back yards

were very dirty. Surreptitiously she photo-

graphed tin' worse of them, organized a Civic

Improvement League, held a lantern exhibi-

tion of tlie Kalamazoo back yards, and found

n it bin twent) -lour hours that such a i leaning

had taken place that her slides were com-
pletely out of date. Mk Crane next at-

tacked the butcher-shops and slaughter-

houses. The conditions found were such as

to make Mrs. Crane and her visiting commit-
tee absolutely ill.

Dense black cobwel red the ceilings and
upper wall-, while within -i\ feet of the floors, wall-,

posts and -lube- were caked with blood, ^rinie,

grease, mold and putrid flesh. Without pro>
for drainage, the floor- let through their cracks
blood and refuse which there remained, putrefying.
1 he offal of freshly killed animate
waiting in the pens. Rat- abounded. Revolting
a- these d< tail- appeared they were less dangerous
than the lact that animals brought to the h

were accepted, unquestioningly, in any condition,
diseased or well, and promptly made away with.

Mrs. Crane got a bill introduced at the

Capitol providing that cities could make their

own meat inspection ordinance-. I baring
the bill was scheduled to be defeated, -he-

went to Lansing, was given the privilegt

the floor, and had the pleasure of seeing the

bill passed by 61 to t6.

The fame of the municipal expert having
spread beyond her own State, Mr-. Crane,
after visiting several places and giving them
the benefit of her recommendation-, was
asked to visit Scranton. Pa., with its popula-
tion of about 130.000. One of the institu-

tions visited was the Hillside Home, a com-
bined almshouse, orphanage, and insane

asylum.

The people of Scranton were proud of Hillside

Home. The beautiful buildings with their im-
maculate wall-, tiled floors and baths are new.
They replaced shed- that a few year- ago -hi

the poor and insane at Scranton, miserable wi

buildings, open to the blasts of winter. Scranton
put up the new buildings and took Mr-. Crane to

sic them, waiting for her commendation. Mr-.
Crane entered the clean room-, looked at tin- im-
maculate bed- and turned down one of the -'•

The top ghee! was the only sheet upon it. She
looked at t he clean \\ui- and hands of t he -ick. and
then asked to see tin' feet of the patients. When
the feel were uncovered, the peoph S inton
turned their heads.

The following afternoon Mr-. Crane add
meeting of the citizen- at the Paoli Theater. She
told the people of Scranton that their Poor 1

was inadequate, that one woman tilled eight 1

on their Hoard of Charities, that m
given to their buildings than to their people, that

one physician attended the entire poorhous* pop-

ulation including 440 insane, that one tuirs- cared
for tin sick, aged, infirm and insane, and for the

children at tin- home a- will, that the public

schools w.re unsanitarj and badly ile.nu.'. and
that the lire drill v I du p. pie ol

Scranton applauded, the Poor Board sat purple

with anger, .\nt\ the Mayor remained unmoved.
The next morning the member- of the Poor Board
waxed indignant. Mr-. ( 'rane wascaUed a meddler,
an impertinent person forcing her way into their

own affairs. The papers sided with Mr-. ( rane,

but so bitter were the aecu-.it ion- that at In r

in xt meeting -he addressed the citia irely.
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"What am I here for?" she demanded. '* You
did not ask me to make a social call."

When Mrs. Crane left on March 12, the Scranton
Tribune called from its columns:
"Come out. fellows, she's gone." And they

came promptly, denied every charge Mrs. Crane
had made, and strutted about complacently tor a
few hours. Then it dawned upon them that the

Scranton press and the Scranton people actually

believed Mrs. Crane, and if they wanted to keep
their posts it meant not stating, but proving, her

assertions false. And the Poor Board ol Scranton
got to work.

This is the kind of work that has made
Mrs. Crane famous. She is, however, first of

all a home woman, and will leave her home
for two months only in any one year. Con-
sequently. Texas will have to wait till 191

1

before it gets Mrs. Crane's services.

THE LOYALIST CITY OF ST. JOHN
\ T the close of our Revolutionary War it

"^ was estimated by John Adams that at

least one million of the three million people

in the colonies were opposed to the Revolu-

tion in its various stages. They were most
numerous, these Loyalists, in New York,

Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and North and
South Carolina. Although at the close of

the war the Continental Congress recom-

mended that the anti-Loyalist laws be re-

scinded, the States paid little attention to

the recommendation; and, as a consequence,

some 40.000 or 50,000 Loyalists fled from the

country, a large number of them taking

refuge in Canada. Some made their way to

the mouth of the St. John River, in what is

u k. Their arrival is thus

-il>ed by Mi-- Kmily V. Weaver in the

nadian ''

It was in May, 1 7i rived at

John from New York a 111 of twenty -mill
vessel* having on board mat |0O0 I. :h-t-.

eaaonw -Id. the Ion with
about Fort

no buildin.

I on
their vettels till h. On that da

Pub-

harbor on the festival of John the Baptist,

had renamed the river, till then called by
the Indians '"Ouigoudi" (the Highway ,

after that saint.

When the present province of Xew Bruns-
wick was cut off from Xova Scotia, in 1 7 S 5

,

the inhabitants of St. John evinced their dis-

appointment that the town was not made the

capital; and, possibly by way of compensa-
tion, a charter was conferred on the town
under the name of St. John. Miss Weaver
gives this picture of it at that time:

It was a town of log houses, many of them built

about the Market Square; and, small as the com-
munity was, it- lite was m'vir stagnant. It it had
not had social functions to keep it alive -such as
"a monstrous great ball," when thirty-six ladies

and gentlemen played cards *>r danced till four in

morning -there were always politics to 1.1II

back upon. . . . Indeed, the first election of

member-, of the Assembly was so fiercely contested
at St. John that a riot ensued ami the soldiers had
t'j be (ailed out.

Daring Napoleon's wars and the struggle

of 1 s 1 j . St. John became a ne.-t of priva-

At the beginning of the latter war
built the gray Marlello Tower which

l. d

the
' num-

1

•1
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keeps watch and ward over St. John by
land and sea. This is not the oldest erec-

tion in St. John:

An actually older building is the frame dwelling

known as the Chipman House, near the Carnegie
Library. ... In 1794 the Duke of Kent
held a levee in the low, old-fashioned parlor,

which was then one of the stateliest rooms in St.

John; and sixty-six years later his grandson, onr

late King, slept in an upper chamber of the same
old mansion.

In iM>o the original town
of the Loyalist- was -wept
away by tire: and seven-

teen years later occurred an-

other conflagration, which
consumed ten milesof str<

and 1000 hoi Ihou^h
in one sense the city <>f

the Loyalists is no more,

a new St. John, richer

and more prosperous, has

arisen on its ashes. Thanks
to the tremendous tides

of Fundy, St. John is, even
in the severest weather,

always open to the

and lor years the citizens

have aimed at making it

the winter port of Canada
OD the Atlantic. Within rc-

a million dollars have been spent

sheds, elevators, and deep-water

Arrangements have been made

cent years

on freight

wharves.

with the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
to aid in competing for the freight from the

West; the ocean steamships of eight different

lines make use of the wharves of St. John; and

last year its exports—a third of which came
from the United States— were valued at no

- ^0,000,000.

JAPANESE PAINTERS OF TO-DAY
HP HAT Occidentals, in spite of the oppor- ested in Japanese art; and the display by
* tunities they have had of studying Jap- Japanese painters at the Fine Arts Palai

anese art. have failed to a great extent to Shepherd's Bush, London (in connection with

understand and appreciate the true aspira- the Japanese-British Exposition which is

tiotis of Japanese arti-t-. is the opinion of now being held there), is by lar the most

Prof. Jiro Harada, expressed in the course of comprehensive that they hive yet made.

an article contributed by him to the Interna- According to Professor Harada the difficulty

tional Studio for September, on the subject with Westerners lies chiefly in the difference in

of Japanese painting. This article is the the aims and ideals of pictorial art as upheld

first of what promises to be a very useful by the artists of the East and by those of the

Series on Japanese art and artists, and is to be West. He remark-:

followed by others on sculpture, ivory and

wood carving, textiles and embroidery, ceram- The Japanese artist endea; the

, 1
, 1, ' , , 1, ,

poetic aspect in vhieh the ppeals to m-
bronzes, and enamels. It was at the

n̂ refin^and esthetic imaginatk^^HTaims to

Vienna Exhibition Ol 1873 that Japanese accomplish what photography cannot rtray

artists may be said to have made their bow the -pirit of the object or scene, lo paint .111 ob-

to the Western world; and the singularity oi ject as it is, to be bound by it, is to b &lav«

1.1 ( . 1 1
". • to it. The |ap.me-e arti-t endeavors to so.w even

treatment, subtleness ,,| touch, and suggestive
|h(

'

v
lei hnique of the many tine work- then exhib-

ited did not fail to leave tin ir impress upon the

artistic temperament of those who studied *> the Japanese artist tries to extract the beauty

,1 i- ,1 1,1 •, ., /-i •
, , i>, • from nature .\tu\ refine it. lie reveals the inarm

them. Further exhibits at Chicago, Pans,
. iml 1)t<ulIV hill(1 ,. n un(K .

r the -,,rfa. . •..-,.-

S Louis, and elsewhere caused Western con- ,| 1(
. Kern of nature .\nA presents it on -ilk

noi ml arti-t- alike to become inter- through human interpretation. Tnui the picture

above nature l>\ adding to it hi- own powi

imagination and observation. Like the miner

who extracts the gold and thr.'w- awav the -and,
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becomes a voiceless poem,
of Japanese art.

Herein lies the ideal

With the Japanese artist the impression is

always created with the fewest strokes of the

brush: '"a river, by a sinuous stroke; a vil-

lage, by two or three roof ridges emerging

from the mist; the sea, by the curves of a

few wave-crests; and a tree, by a mere
branch.'' The Professor tells us one must
learn these tricks to appreciate fully the sub-

tle beauties of Japanese art. It is tin's prin-

ciple of the economy of strokes that causes

the Japanese artist to leave on his paper or

*\\u

"Till ! \ DISTAN1 FRIEND IN Till \lll\l\
TWII K.IIT." B\ 1 Wh.l < III KOKYO

silk a lar^c spa< e untom bed, such blank serv-

i<> intensify the subject <>r to give a

breadth and depth to (he picture.

The rapidity and ease with which a Japan-
- arc remarkable. Professor

Harada dtea the case <>f Fukui Kotei, who
tlim painted in one summer day in

nr j>'n //< ah ol his >, \/s.

upied him from five in the n

intil half p en in i he <\ ening \\ itli

;c brushes. I !ii- (without any inter

iuld al, 1 1 i.i 1 1 forty time
l>i< tun . Hi Bamboo and

I I , 1 1 i I

I .

D '

. when th< latti r

'iti« al anal

of th< i iii,

M.dm tion I
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speaking of Japanese artists generally, he

divides them into two classes, the East and
the West; the former including those who
live in Tokyo and its vicinity; the latter,

those resident in and about Kyoto, the

older capital. The two classes -how dif-

ferent characteristics. To quote the 1'roi.

further:

Tin- ;irti-t> of Tokyo paint more with their bead
thaiiwiththiirh.mil>. . . . Generally speak-
ing, there is little in tin- creations ot the Kyoto
artist- th.it seems to pull their pictures together.

. The\ paint a picture rather with the hand
than with the head.

Oil painting is a new departure among
Japanese artists; and it is the general

opinion of their critics that the works in oil

show a more narked advancement than the

native painting

There are several women artist- in Japan,
the work of some of them comparing favora-

bly with that of the male painters.

Tokyo has its Fine Art School, and Kyoto
special School for Painting. The Tokyo

Girl-' School of Fine Arts has more than 700
students; and there are i hundrc;
Kajuko (art >tudios) in the capital and in the

other cities of the country. The influence of

Western art upon Japanese art is considered

by many deplorable; and some doubt the

long continuance of present methods and im-
plements. Other-, on the contrary, believe

that Eastern art will triumph, incorporating

in its own conception- what is best in the art

of the West

THE SUPERSTITION OF OLD AG!
'TTIE September Strand contains a very
* interesting paper on the old man, pro-

testing in a humorous way against the idea

that this is especially the age of young men,

and that old men must be laid upon the shelf.

The writer asks who are doing the most and
the best work—the men of sixty or the men
of thirty? He inveighs against the idea of

Professor Osier, that a man has done his work
at sixty and i> thereaftera negligible quantity.

The writer makes reference to Mr. Robert

Martin, of Liverpool, the inventor of the gas-

stove, now in hi- eighty-seventh year, but still

hale and vigorous. Lord Strathcona may be

said to have begun his imperial renown at

seventy-five; at ninety he i- at his office daily

at ten o'clock, and after working diligently

all day attends on an average three public

banquets or dinner-partie- a week. William

de Morgan was sixty-five before he thought

of writing novels. Pierpont Morgan was
sixty-five before he thought of his colt

scheme of finance. Mr. Chamberlain
sixty-five before h< sted tariff reform.

Earl Roberts was nearly seventy when he

went out to retrieve disaster in South Africa.

Mr. Gladstone said that if he had died at

seventy fully half of his life-work would have
remained undone. Fifty

j
man at

thirty-five was supposed to be middle-; 1
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MJIE. ADELIXA PAT COUNT TOLSTOY, Ba QUELX-MOTHER ALEXANDRA. 6G

and at forty-five to be old. Now Mr. Lloyd

Geotf pposed to be a very young man
and he is forty-seven.

Queen Alexandra some time ago said to Ma-
dame Patti. •" We two are two of the you:

women in England - I rederick Young,
who has devoted his life to the cause of im-
[K-rial federation, is ninety-three. Professor

[ I. B. Mayor, at eighty-five, can still read

all day long, and his hearing is keen. He
aloud fivt hour- in the day. Sir

Hiram Maxim, -event nnot
stop working if he tries. Mr. B. W. Leader,
R. \.. at eighty feels the same enthusiasm for

rt as he did when he was a young man.
Dean Gregory, of 51 P il's, in his ninety-

till hard at work. Mr. Thomas

Hardy, at seventy, is meditating an entirely

new departure in intellectual work. General
Booth is said to be still full of vigor at eighty-

one. Benjamin Franklin was seventy-one
when he arrived in Paris as first American
Ambassador. He remained such till his

seventy-ninth year.

Since Pitt, England has had no boy
Premier. The Duke of Wellington held a

cabinet portfolio at seventy-seven. Of his

thirteen successors to the present day. all but
three held office beyond sixty, all but five

beyond seventy, and two beyond their eighti-

eth year. At seventy-two Victor Hugo com-
menced hi- " History of a Crime." At eighty-

three, when he died, he was working on a

dy with all the energy of youth. Her-

•
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berf Spencer tini-hed his work in his eighty- interesting sketch ends with the t

fourth year. Tolstoy is full of mental activity James Crichton Browne: "Life owc> eve-rv

at eighty-twa Karl Nelson, who is eighty- man and woman one hundred years. It is their

six. IS hale, active, and cheery. This very business to see that they collect the de!>t."

CAN MONKEYS TALk :

XJOT only that monkeys can talk, but
^^ thai at eight months of a<je a certain

chimpanzee '"corresponds in many respects to

a human child of three or three and one half

year- old." is the claim made by Mr. Richard
L. Garner, who has made four journey- to

the west coast of Africa, traveled some three

or four hundred miles into the interior of that

continent, ensconced himself in an iron

in the jungle, studied simians literally "at
home," and owned twenty-two ape-. In the

Independent for September s, Mr. Garner
writes of his recent work and Suzie—Suae
being the precocious ape referred to above.

Mr. Garner, who twenty years ago pub-
lished a book on the speech of monkeys,
states that although his studies have led him
to conclude that the words used by simians

are more vague in their significance than he-

had imagined, this new multiplicity of mcan-
in no way lessen- his conviction that the

sounds made by monkeys are reaily speech.

On the contrary, his conviction is strength-

ened. Fie now finds that the number of

sounds at the command of any - that

he has -tudied covers a wider ran<i<

thought than he had originally su; and
that these sounds are capable of meeting all

the demands of the communal life of their

Suzie, the baby chimpanzee which has

been reared by Mr. Garner since she was five

weeks old. belongs to the stock of the Kulu
Kamba, which, from its baldness,— for it has

almost no hair on it- head, has been scien-

tifically designated Anthropopithecus calms
]

and scientific observation has found the

cahus to be more intelligent than any other

chimpanzee. Besides Suzie. there have

st/ii Mil I K.I It MONTHS oi D OflMPANZl 1 WHH H MR GARNER BELIEVES ENDOWED
WITH THE SPEECH FACULTY
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only three calvi that have been scientifically

studied. One of these was the famous Sally,

on whom Professor Romanes reported so

extensively.

As to the speech of the chimpanzee, Mr.
Garner says it is almost impossible to convey
the sounds by means of orthography. He has,

however, within the past two years positively

defined the "yes" and ''no" of the species.

The sound which Suzie makes as the equiva-

lent of "yes" could be written only ap-

proximately as "hwha," uttered nasally. Of
her own native chimpanzee language she

speaks five words, and of human speech

Mr. Garner estimates that she understands

some twenty-five words and phrases. Th-

are:

away!
e here!

Get down!
i.' t go!
Give me that!

down!
Put your foot down!
Take your cup!
Place your chair!

Take it with your hand!
ne on! (When she i do what I want

her to do—understood int! of "Proceed!")
Bring me that' iguished from "Give me

that pplying to an object to be brought from

up!

Jump!
it!

Drink.
Kiss.

ing myself.)
tke hand interpret the
mying gesture rather than the word.;

•>n.

vord for "I

-,r the noun

Wh< n r little (hair and
bring foot u|», tmu fa rid a < hild,

and ds her to " put her

nter without

i indicate what

i and
jut.

I' ''• with S

ultie

mple
lh a

r not

durii

I

int. GAKNEB AND SUZIE

the scientific names ( < rcopithecus nictitans

and Cercopithecus ludio. He says:

The nictitans are. long-tailed, white-nosed mon-
of the Guenon group. I have so far recorded

and interpreted Beven sounds, and their vocabulary
might be thus compiled:
QHl I Want.
OIK'II Where are you?

Ml Here.
Kill II Look out!
Kill II lloi Retreat.
A-OU-HOU stampede!
(Ill II .Hark! What?

I he •, h" is >he German "ch" final.

ludio is closely allied to the nictitans as .1

1, but its language is totally different. I have
1 interpreted but five words. I must draw

upon the French for the vowel accents, in order to

come at .ill close to the ludio inflections. I his i~

1 he ludio dit t ionary:

.What? or "What is tl

Ki iih I mi

I

I I. re.

AhM I

'

I
' Allelit:

It ha been aid thai ape 1 anno) be tai

• • li In •
' he) alwaj inhale

when imitating it
; bul Mi.' larni 1

1 I1.1t

m hi 11 the .i|" he

1111.1 11 1

the air through the glol ti . and he

think it I"'- il'lc I" m I t in I I In null'

method when imitating the
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THKODORK LESCHETIZKY, PIANIST AM)
PEDAGOGUE

CEVENTY-FIVE years ago, in the parlor
k^ of the family mansion at Lancut, near

Lemberg in Austrian Poland, might have
hern seen a hoy <>!' five year- busily working,

from the lower part of the instrument, the

hammers of a locked piano. The piano was
kept securely locked because the youngster
seized every available opportunity to pound
on it. His mother, finding him so earnestly

making the best of the situation, induced his

father to give him regular lessons. The father

was Josef Leschetizky, and the son was des-

tined to become one of the greatest masters
of the pianoforte—Theodore Leschetizky.

Born at Lancut on June 22, 1830, Theodore
made his debut in Lemberg at the age of

nine; at ten he began to Study with C/.erny:

and in the following year first met Anton
Rubinstein, then a lad of thirteen but already

a famous pianist, with whom he formed a

lifelong friendship.

In 1S4S Leschetizky joined the ranks of the

student revolutionists in Vienna, and during

a skirmish received a bullet wound in the

arm. He was later wounded in the right fore-

arm in a duel, and, obliged to give up the

1 111 k\ . rin r wim -. 11 M in 1

PI \S.i I I \. . I M.II1N M \K- "I kCI

piano for a year, amused himself by compos-
ing pieces foe the left hand alone. Fof au
years he made highly successful tours, and in

went to St. Petersburg, becoming a

professor at the Conservatory there, when
that institution was opened in 1862. Among
his pupils were Tchaikovsky and Annette
Essipoff, for the latter of whom he 9000
conceived an ardent attachment. In [856 he
had married a lady of the court, but their

union had not been a happy one; and he now
frankly admitted to his wife the admiration

It for his talented pupil. A divorce was
followed by his marriage to Annette, and the

year- that ensued were the most brilliant of

the virtuoso's career. In is;^ Leschetizky

and his wife were both stricken with typhoid

in St. Petersburg, and on his recovery he, at

the request of his aged father, settled in

Vienna. In 1SS5 Paderewski came to him for

instruction.

'"I will take you," said Leschetizky, "if you are
the kind ot a man who will do anything thai I

You must be willing to practice nothing but < Izerny

lor several months, and if I tell you to jump out of

the window even, you must be ready to do it."

"That's just the kind of a man that I am."
replied Paderewski, making such an earnest move-
ment toward tin- open window that Leschetizky
thought he was going to carry the command <>ut in

reality.

Leschetizky made his last public appear-

ance at Frankfort-on-Main, March 4,

and »ince then has devoted himself entirely

t" tea* lung and composition.

From tin- beginning of this jn-riod his remarkable
lame a- a pi in to spread to all ends ol

1 In- world where piano playing is known and es-

teemed, carried l>y 1'. • rt tours of a >( i

pianists sm h as it has never been the lot of any
other <>ae master to give t<> the world of art : Mine.

Essipoff, Paderewski, Hambourg, Gabrilowitsch,
Mme. Bloonineld-Zeisler, and in later years Ignaz
I'riedmann, Arthur SehnaUl. and Kat herine <

son, to mention only a lew of the names of those

who have sought out Leschetizky's guidance and
found in it a road to higher achievements in their

an.

Mr. Edwin Hughes, from wl ount of

Leschetizky in the Musician the above data

have been taken. him:

general culture is concerned, lie i- a

man lordinarily broad outlook and ideals,

linn- is nothing of the "mossback" about Le-

schetizk] ntrary to the case of most menol
In- years, hi- idea- have n >t conglomerated im
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adamantine, unalterable set of opinions. He is al-

ways open to the possibility of a newer, clearer

view-point, and it is this attitude of mind which
keeps him young in spirit at an age when most of

his companions in years have drifted into a mental
as well as a physical senility.

One of Leschetizky's most prominent traits of

character is his sincerity, something which is not

always pleasant at the lessons, for he is merciless in

informing the pupil of his pianistic faults. . .

The foundation of Leschetizky's piano teaching is

the cultivation of a big, noble tone at the instru-

ment. In Leschetizky's opinion, the art of piano
playing since Rubinstein's time ha?-, if anything,
deteriorated in this respect, and his most earnest

efforts are devoted toward preserving a handling of

the instrument which has for its first principle the
production of a full, luscious tone. . . . He
compares the struggle nowadays for the acquisition

of an enormous technic to the detraction of the

proper amount of attention to the more musical

qualities of piano-forte playing, with the rise and
fall of the generation of clowns, and predicts for it

a like fate.

Of Leschetizky's personal habits,

Hughes says:

Mr.

They are quite contradictory to those of the
larger part of mankind. He retires anywhere from
three to five A. m., and arises at eleven or twelve,
taking a light breakfast of coffee and rolls, and be-

ginning with the daily lessons at one or half after,

usually accompanied by a long, thick cigar.

Alter the lessons are over it is tea time, then
supper comes later on, about ten o'clock. This un-
usual method of dividing the clay he acquired in

St. Petersburg, and ever since his residence there
has ordered his life according to it. He is always
the last one to want to discontinue an interesting
game of cards in the evening.

THE HEAD OF THE HOUSE OF KRUPP A
PEACE ADVOCATE

""THE richest woman in Germany and, fur-
1 thermore, a most interesting personality

i.» the Barone-s Krupp von Bohlen und Hal-
bach. When the last male head of the house

.rupp died he left practically all of his

I proj>erty to the elder of hi> two daugh-

ters, Bertha. Several years ago she married
the Baron von Bohlen und Halbach, a young
German diplomat. He added her name to

his own, and is now at the head of the great

gun works at Essen.

1'rau von Bohlen is a woman of very strong

mentality. She is at the same time noted for

her "sweet femininity " and her efforts in be-

half of universal peace—strange as this may
seem in view of the character of the great

enterprise from which she derives her vast

income.

ling to an article in a recent number
of the English World's Work, Frau von
Bohlen i- an active, working member of the

Board of Directors of the Krupp works. She
follow- with ahrt intelligence all the work-
ings of the establishment, she i<, however,
while proud of the commercial success and
industrial triumph the enterprise ha- at-

tained, quite frank in expressing her deter-

mination thai no "unnecessarily or cruelly
<l<-triK !i\ <

" weapon- -hall lie turned out

from the Essen hop.. This ide of her char-

iroughl out impressively by the
t made by a delegate t" the inter-

national Peac( Conference al Stockholm
111- i alleged that

'I the I ithoi ity

thai lie had personally

ted to t he iiianulai t lire "I a p.n I \\ ular

bomb ' .union." | hi po
I

.t thai the
M uai . tcrprisc

! and nan! k admitU d that

i iui< rnational p<
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The gaii i- to be a muzzle-loading small bore

gun, the projectile lor which is a metal rod to the

end of which, outside the barrel of the ^un. is tied

the bomb. When the r< •<
) is shot out it carries the

bomb along and some distance away, when the

bomb has acquired the right velocity, it slips from
i lie roil. Thus carrying tremendous power as an
explosive much damage will be done in a fortress.

IJui a> much more will he done by i he poisonous
gases that will he released.

The deadly gases were the feature to which

Frau von Bohlen strenuously objected. It is

interesting to note the fact that in comment-
ing on the report that the Baronet had ex-

pressed herself as unwilling that this weapon
should he manufactured at Essen, one of the

German dailies observed editorially, with
humorous naivete: 'The experts explained
to Her Grace that the gun was so dangerous
that few would get in its way, and that it

would therefore tend towards peace."

WILL GERMANY GRANT AUTONOMY TO
ALSACK-LORRAIXK'

\/Tr('II newspaper discussion and some
considerable popular excitement has

been occasioned by the measure recently in-

troduced in the German imperial parliament

that would grant a large measure of self-

government to Alsace-Lorraine. An ex-

haustive article on the political affairs of

these provinces appears in a recent number
of the Correspondent, of Paris. The author.

Dr. E. Wetterle, one of the provinces' dele-

gates to the Reichstag, reviews the entire

history of the movement for autonomy.
This, he reminds us, began as far back as

is; i. immediately after the two provinces

were ceded by France to Germany.
Thus far the concessions granted to Alsace-

Lorraine have not gone beyond the establish-

ment of a body of provincial representatives

known as the Landesausschuss, the preroga-

tives of which, very much restricted at tir.st,

have gradually been extended. In the year

i ^7<j a new constitutional law was passed,

authorizing the transfer of many of the sov-

ereign's prerogatives to a Statthalter, or gov-

ernor, who then became a minister responsi-

ble for the provinces. It was he who, in-

stead of the Chancellor, thereafter had the

power and duty of countersigning imperial

ordinances. Hesides the Statthalter there

were appointed a Secretary of State and
three under-secretaries, who directed the

ministerial departments. A Council of State

with merely advisory functions was tre-

ated to cooperate with the Landesausschuss,

which became a local parliament of fifty-eight

members. There was. however, always ap-

peal from the Landesausschuss to the imperial

Keii hstag at Berlin.

The method of enacting laws has been here-

tofore very cumbersome. We paraphrase
Irom 1 >r. Wetterle's words:

The < .erman Emperor exen !-<- sovereign power
parliament through the delegati

t hi- other German stal nbled and const ituicd
in the Bundesrath, or Federal Council of the em-
pire. All laws relating to Alsace-Lorraine must be
submitted, first, in the form of "projects" to the
Federal Council Bundesrath). It is only after

obtaining the approbation of this body that the
measure- are presented to the parliament at >tras-

burg. If there approved they are examined again
liy the Bundesrath, which thus rt of

upper chamber for Alsace-Lorraine. The Em-
peror cannot promulgate any law referring to these

provinces until it has been approved in the fore-

going fashion. It is not necessary to point out the
ponderousness of this legislative machine, nor is it

difficult to realize how humiliating and dangerous
is this procedure, which makes Alsace-Lorraine
dependent t< it a degree upon the other
German states in matters concerning its own par-

ticular interests.

With but few slight modifications, the law
of 1879 is in force at the present date. Ala

Lorraine is the collective property of the

German stat< 5. ( !haracterizing the situation

as it exists to-day. the writer SO]

In the very first years following annexation, a

party of autonomists sprang up in the Lmui,
SckMSS, headed In the then - - :a(l .

Karon von Bul.u h. This group insistently de-

manded that the constitution of the provinces be
lened and that they be granted all the rights

and privileges of the other lay all th
litical groups in Alsace-Lorraine are contendinf
autonomy. The hope of obtaining the neutraliza-

tion of the provinces should not Ik- entertained.
The empire will never renounce, >^i its own free

will, thi' possession of a territory which to its

people is the symbol of a reconquered unity. The
autonomists, then-fore, take their stand on mat-
ters as the) exist. They realize that the

province cannot, without serious!) compromising
its political, economic , and social interests, entrench
itself indefinitely behind an ineffective nationalism.

It is the part of wisdom to render habitable the

house in whit h one has to live, even if In- has been
> ompelled to enter it b) force.

Had Germany seen lit to -grant the de-

mands of the autonomists, it would have

been to her own imperial interest. Dr. \\ 1

'

terle maintains.
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What England granted to the Boers immedi-
ately after a merciless war; what Austria has given

to Bosnia and Herzegovina on the morrow of their

annexation, the German Empire could have ex-

tended to Alsace-Lorraine after so many years

without any danger to herself. But the confeder-

ate states, headed by Prussia, have not been able

to come to a decision so generous and so intelligent.

One thing, says Dr. Wetterle in conclusion,

is certain. The leading German newspapers

have declared it to be imperative that a

" thorough job " be made of whatever reforms

are agreed upon. The moral unity of the

two provinces, which did not exist in 1S71, is

now an accomplished fact.

The people of Alsace-Lorraine have great reason
to rejoice that the question of their autonomy is

being at last seriously considered. It has been
the one aim for which they have always striven and
which has occupied all their thoughts since their

annexation. They want to be master in their own
country.

AFTER THE STORM IN RUSSIA
HPHE industries of Russia, as well as the
A economic situation of her working class,

have undergone a great many radical changes

since the close of the eventful revolutionary

epoch of 1904-05. These changes are very
comprehensively brought out by an article

in a recent issue of the Sovremyenny Mir
Moso
The first radical change observed is the

remarkable growth of the "Riesenunter-

nehmungen" (giants of industry) at the ex-
•• of the small establishments, which have

greatly decreased in number and in produc-
tiveness. This fact is illustrated by the in-

crea rkingmen in the large man-
ufacturing establishments in 1008 over the

nurr. nen employed there in 1904. The
next significant change is the strengthening

in power of the wealthy manufacturers' class,

which is a direct < th o1 the rcpn
policy of the government in force since 1006.

:abor movements and turbulences have
been quelled, almost crushed, but not

.ill be seen further. I

! by the action of t: rnment,
< d their (:

•he workingmen t<

well illustrated by the

tly formed organizati
• mam; ni es

the

autl

poverishment of the landed nobility which is los-

ing its estates.

•

'

1

The conditions and the movements Of the

working class are considered. It will be
eventually observed that these are not of a
very cheerful aspect. The introduction of

labor-saving machinery into Russia not only

excluded many people from the factories but
also assisted greatly in killing in many prov-

inces the peculiarly Russian konstdmoye
proizvodstio,—i. e., the system of industry

through which the employer distributes from
his stations raw material to working families

which produce the required article at home
by very rude and obsolete methods. Besides,

the tendency to substitute men by women and
children in manufacturing work has been so

great since 1906, that in 1908 00,000 women
and children were employed in different

establishments where none were employed
before. These conditions established a per-

manent army, or rather a "reserve," of un-

employed. This enormous army, or" reserve,"

bears with a greal force upon the working
masses. It places a powerful weapon in the

hands () f the employers, and this is the lock-

out, or the general discharge of the working
and the substitution of a new one.

From the same ( aiise follows the revival

of obsolete form- of management and of

• ms of exploitation of the

su< h as are no longer know n in

other civilized lands. Thus the problem be

lid one.

: before. I III Self pfolei I ing

did not die

under I 1
1 ion of 1 he

"strike-, now purely
I

l I', the polit-

I ! il e lno\ e-

I
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published in the official report of the "Im-
perial Inspection of the Manufactories":

YEAS
NO. OF NO. OT
SI UKBS STRIKERS

I903 550 86,83a
I904 68 24,904
1905 13.995 2.863,173
[906 6,114 1,108,406

3.574 740,074
[908 892 Ijn.ioi

The most significant fcatur»of the modern
Russian strike is its hopelessness; and the

longer it lasts the fewer are its chances of

success, as is also very vividly shown by sta-

tistics taken from the above mentioned re-

port. If conditions were unfavorable in 1906
they are unendurable now on account of the
atrocious aggressions of the employers. The
hopelessness referred to above is solely due
to the vigorous suppression of labor unions.

The continuous depression in the Industrie-
created such conditions for the workingman that
they make it impossible for him to find work once
he has lost it as a striker. Thus be i

1- forced to cling
to the work he has and endure conditions against
which he would be certain to remonstrate in an-
other time. Such a stale of affairs induces the em-
ployers to make the most of it.

PROGRESSIVE LEGISLATION IN FOREIGN
COUNTRIES

npHE student of world politics cannot fail
A

to be struck with the general tendency
toward liberalism in the legislation of recent

years. Whether it be in electoral reform, or

in the strengthening of central governments,
there is the same manifestation of a liberal

movement the world over. In the American
Political Science Review Mr. W. F. Dodd gives

a comprehensive review of constitutional

developments in foreign countries during the

years [908 and 1000, which furnishes interest-

ing reading for the lover of progress. "In the

United States," he says, "the State govern-

ments have steadily tended to become of less

importance as compared with the national

government." In Mexico also there has

been a tendency to decrease Slate powers as

compared with those of the central govern-

ment; and an amendment of June 20, 1908,
extends federal Legislative power over the

waters within Mexican territory. Com-
menting on the formation of the Union oi

South Africa, Mr. Dodd observes that the

people of South Africa " in constitutinga unit-

ary rather than a federal government are

acting in accordance with political experi-

ence, which shows that a federal organization

is defective when a country faces grave prob-

lems requiring a uniform treatment through-

out its whole territory." He cites the

following tribute to the political sagacity oi

the various States forming the Union:

It is remarkable thai South Africans have suc-

ceeded where almost all other unions have failed,

in subordinating local t<> national feeling; and that

the people of each colony Bhould have been ready
to merge the identity of their state, of whose

ad tradition- thej are in c\cr\ case in-

tensely proud, in a wider union, which is still but
a name to them.

In Austria an amendment to the funda-
mental law concerning imperial representa-

tion has been passed abolishing the (Li-
tem of voting and establishing universal male
suffrage.

In each of the three Scandinavian countries

an enlargement of the suffrage has taken

place during the three past years.

It is estimated that about 300,000 of the 550,000
Norwegian women above th< : twenty-five
have the right to vote in national elections. The
election of October and November, IQOQ, was the
first general election in which women took part,

and it is estimated t I1.1t from 40 to 50 per cent.

of the qualified female voters cast their ballots

in this election.

Mr. Dodd refers in his article to some im-

portant projects which have not yet been
embodied in the form of law. Among these

arc the following:

In France, a vigorous agitation has l>een going
on for several years in favor of proportional n
seiitat ion, involving the Bubetitutuion of th<

<!< lisle for the scrutin d'orr. In the
elections of -April and Max. 1910, the question

before the people, and a majority of the
deputies chosen is in favor of the change. In

Hungary the Hedervary ministry, which came into

power in tin 1 spring of this present year, i- com-
mitted both to sutli rm and to a more
conciliatory policy with reference to Austro-Hun-
garian relations. In Germany there has been an
almost steady movement toward more liberal insti-

tutions. The two Mecklenburgs remain the only

German state- which do not
j

Kited r

M ntalive bodies, t hi' representative institutions ol

states being a survival from medieval tit
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The liberal movement has extended from

western Europe to Egypt, Turkey, Russia,

India, and China. We quote again from Mr.

Dodd:

In Egypt no changes in governmental organiza-

tion have been effected within the past two years,

but the agitation of the Nationalist party has

steadily increased. In Turkey, in 1909, a revision

of the restored constitution of 1S76, following upon
the deposition of Sultan Abdul Hamid, strength-

ened parliamentary institutions and imposed addi-

tional guarantees with reference to individual

rights. In Persia, Shah Mahomed AH, before his

deposition, restored the constitution, and the con-
stitutional regime began again with the accession

of the young shah. It cannot be said, however, that

parliamentary government has yet proved very
successful in Persia. In China, the program of

proposed reforms continues to be carried out—at

least on paper. The first session of the new senate

or imperial assembly is to be held on October 3

of this year; and it remains to be seen to what
extent this body will serve its purpose as the foun-
dation for the later establishment of an elected

parliament. In India, in 1909, an act was passed
introducing elected members into the legislative

councils of the governor-general and of the several

provinces. The governor-general's council con-
tains representatives of the several provinces and
of certain chambers of commerce, land-holding
bodies, Mohammedan communities, etc.

In February, 1909, a ministry came into

power which was committed to a more inde-

pendent position for Iceland, somewhat simi-

lar to the arrangement between Austria and
Hungary. In the Congo Independent State,

which was annexed to Belgium in 1908, vari-

ous reforms have been introduced, some of

which form the subject of an article which
is reviewed on page 482 of this Review.

OUR CITIES, AS THEY ARE AND AS THEY
OUGHT TO BE

" IT i- an unfortunate fact that cities, as a
rule, are not built to order, but, like

sy, just 1' without any considera-

tion, or conception, even, of possible or

probable future requirement-. As a result,

:tic-.s depart widely from the

: the narrow and poorly arranged street-,

d parkways, and restricted

transportation possibilities, all have their

detrimental effect, while such th: bar-

ructive conflagrations are

sent, both to sight and
mir. Th. taken from an article

imaby in Cos

d important
arning, whn h municipalities

would do well V. thout going

far back . real fire

t i- onl) to refer

irred during

lormous
• ruc-

( d in a I

in iHi)2, $2^,000,000; Otl

M.OOO.CX

pwn w 11 n wn4i ctvi v

bilities, occur under present conditions in some of

our largest cities. It is a sin bordering on a crime
to continue to construct cities extending over miles
of territory in dense formation, without incorpor-
ating effective means for cutting off the course of

a conflagration after it has escaped ordinary
bounds and restraint.

Mr. Barnaby's suggestion is that cities

should be divided into sections, not exceeding

one mile square, by parks and parkways.
Not only would the latter serve as lire bar-

rier-, but they would also add greatly to the

health and happiness of the people, as well as

to the beauty of the city. By thus providing
a break in the continuity of the building

mass, it would be rendered practically impos-
sible for a fire to spread over miles of territory

before being checked. Further, such an
arrangement would also furnish park and
transportation Eat ilities, and provide du< ts tor

entrance of fresh air into the interior

parts of the city.

Although the prin< iples he enunciates may
pplied t<> all ( ii ies, M 1 . Barnaby takes

ind he suggests, in 1 lie

id |»la< <•, thai in ' ii ies like the mel ropolis,

hit Ii then dclu ic m y in a\ ento oi

I in any given direi tion, some oi the
hould be utilized for subway ,

and 1 In \i v.

an |h.ii tii ally no av< nue oi

mii automoblii in

. part ol the 1 il v

I In \ ha\

e

nd they will » oni in ome
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even faster, and must be provided for accord-

ingly.

Besides the demands of the automobile,

the rapidly increasing demands of the public

transportation systems must be met. Mr.
Barnaby admits that it is rather late in the

day to consider a radical remodeling of \cw
York ; but he claims that there is a great deal

that must be done, as well as much that might

be done to improve the city. He accompan-
ies his articlewithamap of New York, showing
many radical changes that he deems necessary.

Two north and SOUtfa parkways arc provided for,

both leading from the battery, one on the east
and one on the wesl side. The subway system in

the ((Titer consists of two express and two local

tracks, wit h the addition of two extra outside of

these lor light freight, baggage, packages, and mail

transportation. Such a subway would relieve the
congestion of the regular street traffic by doing
away with many of the delivery, expi
and mail wagons. Outside of these are th<

driveway, bridle path, and foot paths, all of \shi< h

are bridged over at the < r » thai grade
crossings are avoided, and reasonably fa

can be made by autos, can nd horsemen
without danger. Three additional parks of con-
siderable size are indicated.

Mr. Barnaby fully realizes that the

pense of the proposed changes would be

appalling; but he maintains that the inert

in value of property would be immense along

the parkways. Moreover, if the city could

condemn a strip ioo feet wide on each side

of each parkway, these strips could be sold at

such an advance that the expense of the park-

ways would be more than paid.

FATIGUE AS A BODY-POISON
npHAT "tired feeling" so commonly ex-
1 perienced has formed the subject of

many a jest; but, if the latest deductions of

science are well founded, it is a no less serious

condition than body-poisoning. Such is the

gisl of an article in the Survey, by Dr. Henry
Baird Favill of Chicago, who, in the course

of an exhaustive disquisition on "The Toxin
of Fatigue," writes:

It is well to remember that the vital processes in

the human animal arc disl i in 1 1 \ of two kinds. All

ol the things which we do in our conscious activity
- work, play, and thought —are matters of volun-

tary effort. They are things of which we are con-
siimis, over which we have control. They consti-

tute what we have in mind when we speak of our
activities. When we consider labor we are think-
ing solely of a voluntary expenditure ol energy;
but on the other side of this balance lie all those

processes which are involuntary, unconscious, un-
ui/ed; they are the nutritive processes, the

so-called vegetative processes, and are things

utterly beyond our control. . . . Under nor-

mal conditions, vegetative life is automatic, ade-
quate, and with a large range of accommodation to

physiologic demands. I iidcr abnormal conditions,

these lac tors markedly diminish, so that the proc-

.'i nutrition, elimination, and repair become
variously diminished and open to all manner of

disturbances which we ate prone to regard .is

disea

li has been demonstrated that voluntary
life tan, through excess or perversion, not

only throw more work upon vegetative life

than it can accomplish, but also in this very
prods- can distinctly limit the work that

tative functions can perform. It will

thus be readily seen that, under given condi-

tions, labor can be pushed to a point beyond
thai at which vegetative life can meet it.

If, in addition to that fact, we admit that this

excessive demand, long continued, greatly limits

vegetative power, we can east]) conceive a status
in which the products of work, which we call

"waste products," are more than the normal
mechanism can dispose of.

Dr. Favill goes on to say that out of this

combination of facts can arise any degn
physiologic poisoning which has come to be
called "toxic," and that there is no doubt
that upon these simple lines there is a dis-

tinct body-poisoning in accordance with these

principles.

The purpose of Dr. Favill's article, he tells

us, is to further the establishment of fatigue

as a factor in standardizing the number and
arrangement of hours of labor. It is a mis-

take to consider that overwork and fatigue

necessarily coincide. Iron-workers, black-

smiths, and many others, and even the activ-

ities of certain forms of athletics, are not

characterized by any marked fatigue, and yet

they are beyond question extremely destruc-

tive to the human- organism. The problem

presented hereby bone of great difficulty, but

it is evident that any questions of time as a

measure o\ a day's labor must be established

in relation to the labor.

Fatigue is viciously pn When it has

passed a given point there arc at least three general

considerations: first, the actual structural cl

due t<> over-tax and expenditure; second the im-

pairment of nutritive processes; third, the accumu-
lation of poisonous products incident to the opera-

tion of the two preceding;. Taken all together we
have -^\ overwhelming incubus which no organism

can long survive. An his situa-

tion by the- enactment of child-labor laws? We ao
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not. Are we going to meet it by the enactment of

laws limiting the hours of work of women? We
are not. How then are we likely to progress? By
the creation of a new industrial conception.

Dr. Favill considers that the chief factor

entering into the determination of this prob-

lem is the factor of endurance. The subordi-

nate factors are happiness and harmony; but

fatigue, manifest or hidden, is the essence of

this question. What is especially needed as

bearing upon it is comprehensive and pro-

found study of the conditions of labor, par-

ticularly with regard to the question of hu-
man endurance. And this includes a careful

analytical study of work as it is done where
it is done, and of all the collateral conditions

under which workers live.

It is not likely, says Dr. Favill, in con-

clusion, that a great change in the concep-

tion of industrial morality can take place

abruptly. It is likely that a long series of

experiments, advances, retreats and half-

victories will mark the progress of the next

few years.

WHY MEN SHOULD STUDY THE BIBLE
tTEW persons, not excepting even the book-

- - if asked what was the "best

seller," would, we think, be likely to suggest

the Bible. Vet. according to a statement by
the Rev. Clayton Sedgwick Cooper, in the

Homiletic I there were sold last year

more copies of the Bible than of any other hun-
dred books of the world combined. He cites

some other stupendous figures; for example:

The British and Foreign Bible Society prints the
. . The Oxford Press

turns out 20,000 428,000
copies of Bibles wer China last year.

The American Bib! . distributed

last season 2 md the Bible societies
- published I r II,-

At the recent world convention of Sun-
held in Washington,

the rcjjort ived that 2 7,SSX,ooo

fifty-one nationalities,
•

-;
.' Bible in the Sun

schools of various land-. There are in the

Bible-cla-ses inaugurated by the Baraca
ung nun: the Y. M.
men in it for

Bibh the Ami
:n Aseociatioi rted b<--

;0,0OO. M

:

widely

OW the

But these are Bible questions. They are not
treated in any such fulness or with such distinct-

ness in other literature as they are treated in the
Bible. These questions are quite regardless of

race, nationality, or belief. Whether a man is a
Confucianist, or Buddhist, or Brahman, or Jew, or
Christian, these are his great problems, for they
are the problems of humanity—the problems of life.

There is sufficient reason for the study of

the Bible in the fact that such study fur-

nishes a suggestive basis for a vocation. A
working knowledge of it furnishes proper

perspective relative to choosing any vocation.

It clarifies our vision regarding the things

that are really worth while to spend time and
thought upon. Other reasons put forward

by Mr. Cooper in the article in question are

in substance as follov

Bible Btudy corrects our individual standards
and measurements. It helps men t<> put first

tiling first; t>> see big things big, and BmaJJ things

Bmafi. Tin- Bible i^ tin- first book upon ethics. The
l the Christian Scriptures have worn

well and are ^till operative. Righteousness, which
continues to be tin- eternal foundation of nation-,

is the groundwork of the Bible. The Bible assists

iii 1 harai ter-forming, because it reveals us to pur-
we really an-. It makes character liy

helping nun to fight their moral battles. It Bhows
men their real battle-ground, which is not always

i dollars. I
: Ided force to 1 be

will that the Bibli II) trengthens character.
.1 man

I
. w ill and to do, and > on-

\o III. Ill 1. Ill

1 tible wi( h n ..11I. 11 it \ w ii houl
llle.

the minds of many hum. b the

Bibh man of m\ 1 i

i Mr. Co »per, the
1

r n all)

gllidi 1 I'I.m tii al ninth c

it this

in the
1

i. bich 1 fairly
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THE SOUTH AMERICANS Ol TO-DAY
npIIK advances mafic of late in so many
* varied fields by the Smith American

peoples in statesmanship, economics, and
science -bespeak the vigorous and hopeful

attitude- of youth.

A very comprehensive article in the Revue
des Deux Mondes, by Henri Lorin, begins with

the foregoing tribute, it gives us, first, a
survey of the former history of the South
American Slates, then pictures their present

condition and aspirations. What the writer

particularly emphasizes is the fact that the

republics are distinctly Latin in their culture,

their tastes, in spite of the free admixture

with other races -the Spanish blood gaining

the ascendant, and assimilating all the other

elements.

b South American State, the writer

says, is engaged in Studying iNclf, is differ-

entiated from every other, while advancing,

at the same time, towards a closer union.

A glance at the political map of South America
-hows how the "contested territories" are disap-

pearing; how geographical science, keeping pare
with the spread of regular government, is master-
ing i lu last recesses of the interior of the southern
continent. And this has been a revelation to

Europe, even to the United States. Thousands of

immigrants are seeking their fortunes in these new-
found lands—the most desirable being not those
where the colonial governments once sought gold,

but where the climate Is most favorable to the
-access of the white-. New, direct, and increas-

ingly rapid routes are now followed from Europe
to the temperate countries—Brazil, Argentina,
Uruguay, t liile.

In South America we have the Latin
mold, solidly formed. All new elements
conform to it. This would not be surprising

in th( of Italians, Spaniards, or even the

French, but one might have credited the
Anglo Saxon-, the Germans, the Slavs, with
greater powers of resistance.

But all, without exception, an- gradually ab-
sorbed. This fact is specially striking in southern
Brazil, where the German population is so dense
thai Pan-German apostles have often claimed them

tn. colonies of Deutschtkum—but the colonists
adapt themselves to local life and soon -peak the

"t i he country.

There are scarcely any Indians in South
America who do not live under a modern ad-

ministration.

! instrucl - it- Quichua tia subdued
nomads of the northern pain-

while the gatherers of rubber penetrate to the
i

: heart of the forests. And these
Indian-, too, intermarry .\m\ Income Latinized.
Furthermore, the blacks themselves do not resist.

Whili multiply as a race

apart, in Brazil, where the color-prejudice dot
exist, thej cross with the whites and disappear as
an exclusive type—but it i- the white, the 1

blood that asserts the mastery. S>uih America
i- forging with all these combined efemen
Bpecies of man needed for its future, and it is a
iHo-baiin variety.

The growth of the South American Si

leads them to seek foreign cooperation and
friendship.

Formerly, economic or intellectual undertal
were entrusted to the foreign resident elen u

English engineers laid out the first rail:

Frenchman, Amedee Jacques, drew up an admira-
bly prophetic plan of civil instruction; capita
all great enterprises a- well as for public loan- came
from abroad. To-day many nati' iker- and
writers, have Income men of affairs; native capital
is on hand, ready to be employed in all inter
innovations. In consequence of all this, then
general, increasing reaction auainst political al

This year, when the elections for President of

Argentina and Brazil took place, it -dent
that the plat forms were growing broader and
broader. Where indifference prevailed 1

there is now a general interest in all sorts of public
questions.

The problem of public education is being

agitated in all the republics.

Ameclee Jacques' cUar-sightcd ideas of i

which, owing to extraneous events, could not then
be carried out, have been adopted by the most
cerning minds: let Europe ser\e as an in-

but do not follow its methods slavishly; aim ti

the general culture a national character:

on a thorough knowledge of the Spanish :

and literature, on the history and geography pri-

marily of South America and the mother countries.

Such directions are being followed ! itina,

Chile, and, gradually, b\ all the other republics.

The South American republics have their

armies, their fleet* reinforcing

them at no small cost. The great factor!.

Europe compete for their orders. And yet

arbitration almost automatically to

settle their differences. Their representatives

at The Hague have formulated new ideas

international law, and they did not

words.

These neo-Latins are entering tl ien-

tific research. Fixing boundary lines ha- K

times to genuine explorations; I rs taught

the methods; to-day it is the natives win

describe the fk . the

motion of the Andes' glacier-: who utilize, for the

salubrity of their cities, the most delicate pro, .

oi microbioli

In letters, too. the writer conclude-, ad-

vances are being made, though South Amer-
ican writings are but little known in Europe.

France seems to be the chief source of in-

spiration of the young writers.
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FRONTIERSMEN IN THE REALM OF INTELLECT
DEADERS of Mr. Roosevelt's ''Winning

of the West" will remember some in-

teresting passages on the influence of the

frontier on human character, of the different

types of men naturally attracted to a frontier,

and of the forces which mold character out of

the advancing edge of civilization. Presi-

dent F. J. McConnell, of DePauw University,

writing in the Met/wdist Review, says that

although the frontier which Mr. Roosevelt

describes so picturesquely has disappeared,

there are frontiers of other kinds.

New worlds are continually being set before us

for exploration and conquest. There are frontiers

in science, in the field of social theory, in philo-

sophical speculation, in theological inquiry. And
the frontiers of the mind's realms present some-
thing of the same characteristics as did the fron-

tiers which the historian of the West has described.

. At a distance it is difficult to distinguish

the law-abiding home-seeker from the lawbreaking
desperado. The same mistake is sometimes made
when we think of the men on the intellectual

frontiers.

Just as on the frontier the true frontiers-

man has to take some laws into his own hands,

to be at times a law unto himself, so in the

new intellectual realms, whatever those

realms may be, the thinker must take certain

liberties. And when we see from a distance

the rapid changes of opinion that this pioneer

mak' oust not forget that he is moving
in a new sphere.

The man on the frontier looks from a dis-

tance very much like a failure, it may be; and
there are failure- in plenty on frontiers, of

wha' So it is in the advance ranks
of ev'_,y new intellectual movement. The

failed "back East'* arrive in a

it McConnell re-

marks, a failure whit I fact

that the ptoj hronic and ha-

bitual failur thing; and a failure in an

riment which |>"i the truth i-^

matter. We must dial h be-

• tin, wb r..ni

n destr

There are sportsmen who delight in killing. Let
any frontier open in the realm of science or philos-

ophy, or theology, and the destroyers rush thither,

some bent on destruction for destruction's own
sake, some laying waste just for the sport of waste.
If, for example, we look back over the history of

Biblical criticism in the last thirty years, we can l

see abundant reason tor the alarm of many good
people at the methods of some students. . . .

There is, of course, destruction by the waster and
the sportsman, but there is also destruction at the
hands of the home-seeker and the empire-builder.
The latter destruction aims at clearing a place for

truth. And we must not expect the pioneer to be
overdiscriminating in his methods. He is to do his

part and that is path-breaking: the man who later

builds the macadamized road will have time to

act more scientifically. . . . Hosts of pioneer
scholars in our day have been working with the
sincere purpose of making the Bible more of a home
for man than ever before. They are genuine
empire-builders.

The point which Dr. McConnell seeks to

enforce is that we must not be too hard on the

pioneer in the realm of the intellect because

he seems at a distance to be of a somewhat
rough character. If we are to look upon
human character as in any sense instrumental,

we have to judge these men by what they

accomplish. And what they accomplish is the

opening of the world to the homes of men . They
make the new realms of thought and feeling

and doing not only explorable but habitable.

Further, we must not be too hard on the

pioneer because of the company he keeps.

Outlaws, thu^s, CUt-throats, speculators, ad-
venturer-, failure! of all sorts -warm on the fron-

tiers of a nation and on the frontiers of a realm of

thought. But the bome-seefcera and the empire-
builders are there ton. A NBIIg and respec -table

tlenian attended an anti-slavery convention in

ton in the days of Phillips and Garrison. This
ntfeman went away bursting with respectable

indignation at what he -,m there long-haired
men and short-haired women, free-lovers, atheists,

. bankrupts, human riffraff) and a lair

sprinkling of half-witted persons. And these were
no doubt all pn -'in. 1 In respei table gentleman
forgol to look cloaeh at omc '-tin i who w<

i and Phillip . !->i i n.i in] dc Quite
likely, if he ha h< i and heard even t h<

tall i I he m \ n\ d.i i

•'•rs—as, indi ' nlovclj chai

ii
.-. Bui i hi

helped mala- the nation a d< t enl dwi lltng plat e lor

the
i

>rld.



FINANCE AND BUSINESS
NOTES ON APPLIED ECONOMICS OF THE MONTH

Keen Eyes on National Banks

ANYONE who has "money in the bank,"
or hopes to have, will find it pleasant and

profitable to read the occasional news in the

daily prints about Comptroller Murray at

Washington, and the sharp watch he is keep-

ing over our national haul.-.

It is pleasant, in the first place, to find an
official of the federal Government getting out

of the office rut, inventing new ways to meet
old problems, just like the head of a success-

ful private business. And certainly it is

profitable to learn, in the Comptroller's mes-
sages to the examiners of banks who work
under him, and in his public warnings to

careless and dishonest bank managers, clear

and downright banking principles, useful also

to the investor of private funds.

Angry protests, of course, always follow

aggressiveness of any kind on the part of a

public official. Mr. Murray remarked, on the

12th of last month, that during the year and
a half previous he had rejected no less than

108 applications for national bank charters;

and many of the irate promoters had sought

to "mandamus" him. But the Comptroller
had always been able to show either (i) that

the business of the community did not justify

a bank, or (2) that the would-be promoters
had bad records, financially. Thus during

August only twelve new bank-- were allowed
to organize .in unprecedented lew record,

as the figures show:

1 [903 1907 I908 1909 HMO
Month. No. No. No. No. No. No.

January 34 40 2s
l't bruarj 50 42
March.. 6 50 50
April j(. 5] .''

66 .}7 53 33 -! -'

June 95 58 55 -1 -14 4°
July j<> 43 40 37 28 i<)

u 36 39 20 32 12

mber 20 ,;i 46 1 \ 24

25
nber •

1 20 10 2] 23
mber 29

Total 398 515 490 323 320 212

There oughl not to be such a thing .1- the

failure of a national bank because of bad in-

vestments, or other mismanagement. So the

Comptroller insists; and putting his theory

into practice, he is shifting some of his

aminers from one city to another, so as to

remove from them the temptation involved

by familiarity and social intercourse with the

bankers of whom they ought to be suspicious.

Then, he has been advocating a cooperation

between his examiners and those of the differ-

ent state s. A mere exchange of records could

save the public many millions in a few year-;

state and national authorities could warn
each other of the dangerous promoters who
alternate between the two banking fields.

At Washington there i- already a "blacklist"'

of promoters who have been forced out of the

national system.

Suppose the private investor in securities

always used the same vigilance to look up
(1) the logic of the scheme proposed, (2) the

past record of the people who offer to manage
liis money for him. Then the United Wire-

less Company would never have collected

S20,000,000 in exchange for the stock of a

business that so far has not earned any divi-

dends at all, conducted by promoters whose
financial methods have been from the first the

laughing-stock of experienced people.

Any well informed banker or financial

editor is well supplied with such warning-.

It is as easy for the average private investor

to get hold of them a- it i- for the Comp-
troller in the case of a national bank.

The Railroad Investigation

'I "111", famous introduction to the manual on
I low to Succeed in Society runs like tin-:

"On entering a room, cultivate an easy and
graceful manner."
An equally simple but unsatisfactory direc-

tion was perpetrated by Congress last June,
when it enacted tin- clause oi the Mann-Klkins
railroad bill which provides that "the burden
of proof to -how that the increased rate, or

proposed increased rate, isfust and reasonable

shall be upon the common carrier."

If the Interstate Commerce Commission
could possibly have the remotest idea what
"a just and reasonable" rate i- for any given
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railroad between any two given points, it could

decide in a day or two the questions it has

been pondering for weeks past—whether the

railroads may charge more for certain

"classes"" of freight.

The most it can do, until Congress re-

ceives evidence from the new Railroad Cap-
italization Commission, and acts thereon, is

to exercise common sense. If the railroads

can prove that what they paid out within a

certain period for supplies, wages, and so on, to

sene the public better, has increased more than
what they paid out in the form of dividends

—

then it might seem a square deal to let them
raise their rates to correspond, more or le-s.

The Commission will probably make the

best guess humanly possible at the rights of

the case. But as an inquiry into what is. in

the last analysis, '"just and reasonable/' the

investigation can be no more than farcical.

The Commission lacks the evidence of how
much real money has been put into the

different railroads. Even if it knew, there is

atute toguide it in discriminating between
a "reasonable profit"' on one mile of railroad

which o ooo to build fifteen years ago,

and the parallel mile of tracks belonging to

rier company which, having been built

only last year, with prices of material and
r nearly twice as high, cost $35,000.

• 1 reportedjust$25,ooo
a mile put into it n'le the compet-
ing road between the >ame points could prove
it had .000 on its mountain

- and tunnels. May the !

times as much as the former?

Railroad Profits In Theory

\ J
the million and a half o

1 bought them as

and politic s

:h railroading and

I

roadicai

1

1

1 r.i f 1

1

pn

railroad. Private managers and private in-

vestors are called on. Thus, the railways

must go into the stock markets and bid for

capital. If they can offer good propositions

to the investor, they can get the capital at

a low rate of interest, which means lower
freight rates—theoretically.

But if, for fear of cramping legislation, or

any other reason, investors consider the rail-

way business less profitable than manufac-
turing, for instance, they will take money out
of the former and put it into the latter. Then
the railroads will bid higher for money, or

refuse the public better supplies and rails and
cars and signals—or both.

"But some railroads are gold mines; look

at the Lackawanna, which earns 50 per cent,

on its stock every year," objects somebody.
A perfectly good answer to this, theoreti-

cally, was well put last month by the Railvfay

Age Gazette. If you count, it argues, that if a
road's earnings are large its rates must be
excessive, it must also be granted that if a
road's earnings are small, its rates are too

low. ''So that the right way to get the rates

of the former road on a reasonable basis is to

reduce them. But suppose, as frequently

happens, that a reduction in rates leads to an

increase in profits. In that case the reduction

of the rates makes them still more unreason-

ably high. On the same theory the right way
for the road whose earnings are too small to

make its rates reasonable is to increase them.

But an increase in the rates may destroy

traffic and reduce its earnings. In that event,

the raise in its rates makes them more unrea-

sonably law than they were before. With
every further increase of its rates, its earnings

will be further reduced, which, on the theory

in question, will make its rate- more reason-

able; and if it would but so advance its rates

tirely to destroy its earnings it would

I it - r.i ' 'liable indeed !

"
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Railroad Profits In Practice

CUPPOSE the visitor from Mars, mentioned

above, did fed about it just as the advo-

cator of the railroads felt—that earnings have

Dothing to do with rates, as such; and that

one road better managed than another ought

to be allowed to make more money for its

stockholders.

The visitor from Mars would be puzzled,

then, over the popular clamor against rail-

roads, in general, that make money—until he

forsook statistics for humanity; until he

learned of the past betrayal of public interest

which is commonly ascribed to former rail-

road managements, and to some present.

Thus, maybe the toads need to make more
money to make us all more prosperous; but

if they did, would all the increment go to our

prosperity, or would some of it filter through

inside channels? For instance: last month it

appeared in a Chicago court that the Illinois

Central road had been looted systematically

by certain of its own officials. They were

connected witli a company that repaired cars.

A witness explained that this concern, with

an original capital of only (37,500, paid divi-

dends in a little more than two years of no

less than $400,000! Of course, the I. C. was
overcharged for cars repaired—from $35 to

$4;; a car.

Experienced railroad men and bankers say

there is not much of this sort of thing now as

compared with the past. There ought to be

none at all. And there need be none. After

the Illinois Central revelations, students dug
back in its reports, as tiled with the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. They showed
that car repair- had been costing it much more
than other roads in the same territory. Such
comparisons can easily be made before the

money has gone.

Now for an example oi the right way to do
it. Last month when tin- Pennsylvania
Railroad opened its mammoth terminals on

Manhattan Island, full pages appeared in

the newspapers, bringing to public attention

that almost half of the hundred million

dollar expenditure had come out oi the

road's earnings.

Seme writers i-'i the denser -<>rt tried for a

sensation by accusing the company of build-

ing terminals "with the shippers' money."
New bond- should have been issued, one read,

to pay for the whole thing. Of course, a

moment with any book oi railroad accounting
will show the proper practice in this respect.

Winn an improvement increases the rail-

road's i-arniiiLi capacity, it ought to be cap-

italized—bought from the proceeds of new-
bonds and stocks. But when, like much of

the Pennsylvania's New York terminal prop-
erty, the addition i> simply a part of the ex-

pense necessary to keep the property up to

standard— then it is pro[>er to pay for it out
of earnings. Otherwise, the shipj>ers will lose

more in the long run. because the railroad

will have to charge sufficient to pay interest

on the new bonds, although the property those

bonds represent is of no particular benefit to

the shippers.

All the reports of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road are profuse and itemized. Any student

will be able to discover, when the December
31st report is issued, precisely how much of

those eight acres of real estate, those- tunnels,

that electric equipment and the largest Na-
tion in the world was paid for out of earnings,

and how much from the proceeds of new se-

curities; and he can estimate how fair the

proportion is.

Not all railroad accounts are so helpful, in

spite of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion's regulations. The / 5m of New
York has never been accused, to the writer's

knowledge, of unfairness towards railroad

interests, yet last month it registered a pretty

strong objection to the failure of many ac-

counts, as they stand at present, to enlighten

the investor as to the real cost of the road's

operations, and how much of its earnings

are being spent to make it a better road:

"Nothing could help the investor like a

standardization of the railroads' maintenance

and improvement accounts. At last the in-

vestor would know whether his railroad

stocks rested on a margin of velvet, or of the

other thing."

Ever since the income account i>f the r.ii
;

me acknowledged public property
men! ncomt hiis hern tin ,;

It s, 1 tus >tr.ini;e that afteragener
ot scrutiny by invi and ot systematic
railroad bookkeeping, the disposal of the e.irn-

of standard and conservative raiL

should he shrouded ill the same deep is

t.tintv th.it surrounds the OpUStill— of an "un-
listed'* indu.stri.il.

A Danger Realized

p\ISMAL ravens of finance have been croak-

ing out similes between 1010 and 1007.

The parallel is perfectly L'o»>d when it comes

to the fall of stock prices, h fails, how^

in one important particular— the warning

given to merchants and manufacturers by

said fall. That warning has been more

quickly heeded in 1010 than it was in 1
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Three years ago it was the common thing Who Is to Finance Cotton?
for one travelling to hear business men, large

and small, in clubs, smoking cars and offices. HPIGHT money this year seemed much less

declaiming against'' the Wall Street gamblers'' A
likely, as these columns went to press on

who were "artificially" depressing the price the 19th of last month, than it had seemed
of stocks, although "my business never was in June, when the article on "The Farmer's
better." Profits and the Speculation in Land" was

It was too late in many cases, and came contributed to this magazine. Reports to the

near being so in many others, before Ameri- Treasury at Washington,which was making a
can borrowers learned of the world-wide indus- "call

-

' for statements from all the national

trial depression in 1907. But that experience banks, were mostly encouraging. The loans

has not been forgotten. Thus, the automo- of Middle Western and other banks on real

bile business has been tremendous for the estate transactions, directly or indirectly,

~ew years; has made fortunes for private proved to have been cut down. The deposi-

tors and salesmen, and is still making tors' money had gone instead into "natural"

them. Yet the General Motors, one of the loans, particularly to move the crops.

largest consolidations, announced last month Cotton, however, brought a surprise, and
that although the plan had been to increase not a pleasant one. The cables brought
its output of cars from 60,000 in 1910 to word that foreign bankers had refused to

zoo in 191 1, it had later decided to hold advance cash and credit as usual to "move"
the production steady. This is, in face of a the 1910 exports.

fifteen year increase in demand and value, ' A few months ago, foreign bankers found
almost fabulous: that bills of lading in their strong boxes,

c , .. ,. . against which they had advanced millions of

_ „ - dollars to bring the cotton to Liverpool from

600 1 200000 America, were fraudulent—did not represent

. . 20,100 200,000 real cotton. The Knight-Yancey Co., of

i9»H 1 00,000 Alabama, failed in consequence.

;j£. About the middle of last month, the com-
mittee of English and Continental bankers
who had the matter in charge laid down an

could see last ultimatum. Unless American bankers would
th that the chief industrial plants were guarantee that cotton bills of lading repre-

rom 20 to 25 ; business sent real cotton, foreign bankers would cease
- in the year. The* big Steel Cor- to accept these bills as security for money.

running only 2-3 of its funu The Americans said "No! The London
it. The entire bankers don't make such guaranties. Why

I at the should we?"
•,000,000 tons annually when the Nov., more than half of our entire cotton

at the rate of a crop goes to Liverpool an average of $250,-
little ?han 24,000,000. From 10 to 15 000,000 worth a year. Ii American banks

1 are to be (ailed on for the necessary cash,

I rn Products they will have to keep on with their "<

I trad ion" 1 utting down on the loans that

are Deeded to pay factory hands and farm
"ii. Eventually, of 1 ourse, the

sarily I raightened out. I In I

the A rican ha> e the
" Validat ion < ertifii ati can be

i Lation .1"' ni v. In re the

ration that

hipped.

I

C in* id< nl will

ii 1.1
N

. "I

'. ..I

, 000,0c 1 Ii
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drawals of deposits from the combined New Or compare the records of important stock

York banks and tru-t companies, within the exchanges from Berlin to Tokio, and back
two months ending September first, was again. On every one, n,io has been a

nearly 8220,000,000. In order to maintain of liquidation. In London, for instance, the

a proper "surplus" cash,—over and above 387 representative issues in the month pie-

the legal "reserve" of cash held in propor- ceding August igth depreciated £10,309,000.
tion to deposits received, which must be As long ago as January, the celebrated

25 per cent, with the central national banks

—

French economist Kdmond Thery made a

the banker must of course cut down his loans, prophesy now being fulfilled, lb- pointed
Thus $70,000,000 less was being loaned by out that the unprecedented flood of new
the New York institutions September first securities—chronicled several times in these

than two months previous. columns

—

''is a move towards over-produc-

The thought that much of this money has tion, and threatens quickly to surpass the

been withdrawn from '"call" loans, those on absorptive powers of new savings or the real

such stocks and bonds as are being specu- needs of consumption."

lated in, will not displease a large section'of How accurate was M. Thery appear- from

the nation. Another side of it is that com- a comparison of the new American security

mercial paper, the borrowings of business issues for August with other months this year:

men for "legitimate" purposes, is hard to

turn into money. Last month one large New August

York bank went in heavily for such paper, -j

uIy

. , : ,, ' nET.' unc 131, I4<
paying six per cent, for six months. 1 his \i ;iv

meant that the borrower will be paying six April ....

and one-half per cent, for his "accommoda- March 378.4' '

tion." This of course is the highest grade of February
.

, , ., 7j c • January I5fr,o<><

commercial paper, where the factor of salety

is so high as not to figure. Thc, sm,am of invcstments had dri,d up .

. Analyzing, furthermore, there were less than
Panics Made to Order! s*S,ooo

;
ooo oi short term notes issued I

„ TT T „ .... iji year up to and including August, whereas, in
^ILL\ seasons in politics on one hand and ^^ .j ^ ^ ou

finance on the other always call out the an-
cHmbc(1 1() J 6 In most tlu>c

thropomorphic theory of panics. I here have
oration , woufd havc sold long u.rm 1)oniU

been references again of late to 'the Roose- -

{

- A
c )U jj

velt Panic" and, per contra to -bear raids" Ha ;.m discovered thal M j^ as far
by those Wall Street villains who throw fmA ^ Januarv m;uk> thl. richt deduction,
the country into depression lor revenge. ope fa m

J
terested to note the philosophy upon

Acknowledging fuUy themamense personal
whjch hijS prophesy waa h;1 ,od: ^e^ of

power o our only bvmg ex-Preadent, and the
{hv io(llVi(v oi \r\^ being clearly estab-

finanaal weight oi certain associated groups
,^h( .

(1 ^ ^^ of uhllion ^ lor
of business men one must still protest that

prudence on a period of inflation and
it is

i

doing them too much honor to credit them *
f £ m g ^ |>f ( , sil(n

.»

with starting, unaided, such industrial to-
T() ,Var that Mmebody will "bring about

boggan-shdes as came m 1007, and all but
;(
^n

fa ^ niuch
-

, ikl. gearing a hot
came this year. summer because the ice company has built
Yk any hanker, be he oi ( ape 1 own or

a^ .
u> ft

. fac(ory
( opennagen, what bond or stock most ac-

curately reflects world-economics in its price-

changes. He will answer, of course, "British The Right Kind of Stock Market
Consols.'

1

Last month, this government ob-

ligation sold at its lowest since 1848. This is 1)Y no means does the previous explanation

no particular reflection on the British Gov- of stock markets as reasonable and dj

eminent, because even around So Consols sary institutions imply any blanket end
yield little more than three per cent.; but it nicnt of the conduct oi any given Si

docs refleel actual money conditions the broker or broki

world over. The market for the bonds IS I mparing the conduct 00 the New York
absolutely free and open. There i- no such Stock Exchange, for instance, with the rules

bank-note complication a> with United of that body, one finds unhappy biatu

/eminent bond-. One i- a little more charitable after readj
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the profusion and rigor of the rules them- The London market used to be "personally

selves, which, as Financial Editor Atwood of conducted," and wisely, too. There was a
the Xew York Press remarked in a lecture carry-over system through which a few job-

not long ago, could hardly be observed in their bers could compare notes and discover just

entirety this side of Heaven. how much stock was being held by speculators

But lapses are too frequent and too glar- in hopes of higher prices. When they thought
ingly open. Last month, the attempt was speculation was running too fast, they would
made to push up the price of the stocks of the raise the rates for the cany-over—which
American Hide & Leather Co., amid positive means the interest the speculator must pay
assertions that the impending report of the for a two-weeks' period. To-day, however,
company would show enormous earnings, sum- the London system is like our own. The
cient Ifcpay off the 73 per cent, dividends the speculators "pawn " their stocks at the banks.

company owed the stockholders. There were There is the important difference, however,
frenzied demands for "calls'' on the stock that in England money is never absurdly

on people whom it transpired didn't have any high or absurdly low.

and could not get any, thereby putting the

demanders in a very safe position. All this Investors* Memoranda
accompanied a rise in the stock to $2} o. The
report came out. The stock sold at 10—a AST month a Xew York Stock Exchange
fall of more than 40 per cent, in one day. seat sold for $66,000.

Small boys "monkeying" with the lever of a The previous sale had been at $72,500.
locomotive would not be more dangerous to Last year one sold as high as 896,000.

themselves or the pa :s than such ma- The price of S6S,ooo meant that the public

nipulators are to the stock exchange as an was not buying stocks. Hundreds of Wall
"Jtion. and the great industrial country Street clerks have been told lately that their

which ! 1 it for guidance. As shown services are no longer needed. It is thought
ith in the chart published in these that not one Xew York Stock Exchange firm

columns, parallel) I earnings and out of four is even earning expenses.
• he guidance is there in the long What is bad for the broker is often good for

run, but it h. too often distorted, the investor. Even though some of the evils

until our currenc m i^ removed anticipated by lower stock prices actually oc-

iking combinations cur, it is likely that subsequent prices will

and .^ht under natural induci how them to have been over anticipated.

will risi 1 the d< legiti- ample; last month for the first time
mat- opportu- in three years, a decline was reported in what

put this and the railroads earned "gross"—their total

that high when . and n figured ju-t so, without any refcr-

hen nv 'ight. ence to the higher prices of the supplies and
•ne able and dar labor that the railroads bought to obtain

• 'her to control those re< ei]

il<?'' When the fall in railroad "gross" begins,

ch man the fall in stock prices usually stops. This
' yet tui contradictory, but is entirely *sensi-

has :• the ble. Wl culators know tin they

thing Keller.

don'1 mean thai si

one.

houldm
; panic,

ol pap< r

hi them.

influential

« 1 .1

• their [x 1 onal

1

1 . i r i<

1
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MARK TWAIN AND WILLIAM DEAN HOWELLS AT LAKEWOOD IN 1908

THE NEW BOOKS
THE friendship of William Dean Howells for

Mark Twain extended over very nearlj half

a century and was particularly close. Ever
since the death of the humorist-philosopher his

admirers have been waiting for Bome appreciation
from Mr. Howells. It has now come in the form
ol a series of reminiscences and anecdotes which
Mr. Howells entitles " My Mark Twain." 1 Avery
sympathetic and tenderly written volume it is,

with illtistr.it ions unusually appropriate and inter-

esting. It is Mr. Howells at his best.

\ collection of extracts from Mark Twain's
"Joan of Arc," "The Prince and the Pauper," and
other writings of the great humorist and philoso-

pher have been gathered into a little volume by
( . \. Kendall, and arranged for supplementary
reading in the schools.1 Some of the scenes from

I'he Prince -wu\ the Pauper," here reproduced,
contain suggestive contrasts between demo,
and monarchy and the brotherhood of humanity
and aristocracy which cannot fail to impress the
imagination of American boys and girls.

rhose who are interested in the bearings of

modern history on public life cannot fail to find

much intellectual and moral stimulus in l>r.

Mj Mark Twain Bj William Dean Howells. Har-
18' pp ill II in
iveh in Hlatorj ii\ Mark Twain Harpers.

nta.

Andrew I). Whi - on "Seven Great
Statesmen." 1 These champions "in the warfare of

humanity with unreason," chosen from the history
of continental Europe, an: Sarpi. Grotius,

Thomasius, Turgot, Stein. Cavour, and Bismarck.
Their li\es. says I >r. White in his introduction,
were not devoted to seeking office <>r to winning
a brief popular fame by chicanery or pett

but tO sen ins the great interests of modern si

and indeed of universal humanity." Hr. White's

long service as American diplomatic representative
abroad, his scholarly mind, and his nourishing,

illuminating style, have combined to make these

i".i\- peculiarly interesting and suggestive and
especially worthy to be studied by those whoa
to take an effective and noble part in public life.

h season brings Its quota of books of ti

and description, dealing with all portions of the

civilized, and some of the uncivilized, world. In

this ( lass there have Ueii brought OUt during the

past lew week- hall a dozen Volumes WOTtl

notice. Changing political conditions in Spain

make particularly interesting a volume entitled

"Quiet Days in Spain." 1

In- < W^^wr Luffmann.
There an I many plain truth- soberly and
\ct sympathetically put in this volume. An illus-

ii li\ \iulr.« l> Wliii. TIN
Century Oompanj 553 pp * I

• Quid Day* In Spain. li> O. Bogoe I.uirniaim. i

ton. :<ls pp. $2.
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trated personal guide to Finland, full of anecdotes
and humorous descriptions, with just enough his-

tory to make a proper background, such is Harry
de Windt's "Finland as It Is." 1 The author enters

into somewhat minute details regarding trans-

portation, hotels, and other useful subjects for

travelers. Among the other volumes which, while

giving pleasant, leisurely descriptions of interesting

places and peoples, also furnish useful information

for the traveler, are: "The Avon and Shake-
speare's Country," 2 by A. G. Bradley: "From Irish

Castles to French Chateaux,"3 by Norman Bright

Carson; "The Ship-Dwellers," 4 by Albert Bigelow
Paine; "Elba and Elsewhere,"* by Don C. Seitz;

"Faces and Phases of German Life," 6 by Theoph-
ilus Liefeld, and "With Stevenson in Samoa,"7

by H. J. M

A very comprehensive, impartial, and enter-

tainingly told story of political and economic
affairs in Morocco during the past two years,

written from personal observation, has been written
lmead-Bartlett under the title "The Pass-

ing of the Shereefian Empire." 8 The book is well

illustrated. Morocco, Mr. Bartlett maintains, is

gradually but surely losing its independence, and
"passing into the limbo of European dependencies.
The change is inevitable—but all lovers of ancient
dynasties which have fallen into decay will hope
that the reformation may be brought about with
as little change Me in the customs and
institutions of the Moorish people."

st attacks on the problem of city
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THE VISION OF TtOADTOWlT

Sir Horace Plunkett regards the United States
as hi> second home, and he has spent so much time
in this country that no one would think of classi-

in alien. What he lias to say, there-

i "The Rural Life Problem of the United
lid with authority. Under this title

he has brought out a little book in which he gives

the results of his observations in thi> country ex-

tending over many years. While he believes that

if the balance between town and farm is to be
red in this country there must be better farm-

r business, and better living, and that

lually ii. . In is com inced
that better business must come first. "For farmers
the was to better living is cooperation, and what

ration ;; | In- , hief thin;.; the Anierii aw
farmer has to learn."

In "Hardy Plants for Cottage Gardens,"" Mr-.
Helen R. Albee d< in arrangi men! of hardy
shrubs, annuals, ami perennials bo ma i give

.on ol bloom i I pure < olor in ea< h bed.
i well illu trated by phot . and

.iorin.it ion i- givt n in su< li a way that it may
. produce

:.rm of art wliic hi pi rhap imp* if' i tly
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general principles on which the appreciation of

prints is based. Mr. Weitenkampf writes from
a full and accurate knowledge and with a desire to

stimulate the development of a critical spirit

"paired with liberal-mindedness."

The New York State Department of Agriculture
has issued an elaborate report on "The ('.raj

New York."1 This gives a full account of grape-
growing and of the grape regions in the Stale of

New York. The standpoint of the work is that of

the horticulturist rather than of the botanist.

Varieties have been studied from even- point of

view, and endeavor was made to record as far as

possible the unit characters of grapes, thereby
aiding to furnish a foundation for grape-breeding.
A brief history of each variety is given so far as

i( can be determined by correspondence and
from literature on the subject. The color plates

accompanying this volume are of unusual ex-

cellence.

Prof. George Thomas Surface has brought "The
Story of Sugar"- up to date. In a comparatively
small volume he gives the important facts about
cane sugar, its early history, the controlling factors
in its production, as well as a detailed description
of the beet-sugar industry, with chapters on syr-

up-, candy, and the by-products of both cane and
beets. There is also a chapter on the rise of the
Sugar Trust.

Apropos of the current freight -rate discussion,

Dr. Logan G. McPherson's book on "Transporta-
tion in Europe" 3 offers suggestive comparisons
between American and European traffic problems.
There is also a chapter on the comparative useful-

ness of inland waterways and railways which has
direct bearing on the proposition to improve sev-
eral of our inland rivers.

A volume with the rather unusual title of
"Makers of Sorrow and Makers of Joy,"'by Dora
Melegari, appeared in Italy about the beginning
of the present year. It was described in the origi-

nal a- intended for "serious readers ,\m\ others
who earnestly desire to do right and are willing for

this purpose to make a subjective study of their

own emotions "and motives." The author is an
Italian woman, born and reared in I'ranee, and
sister of the present Italian Ambassador to Russia.
An English translation of this work has been made
by Marian Lindsay.

A verj sympathetic and stimulating volume on
the Bahai religion has been written by Mary Han-
lord Ford. Readers of the Review will remember
an art icle we published a year < * bo ago (February,

- on this new religious cult of tin- last which
i- rapidly spreading westward. Mrs. Ford's vol-

ume is called "The Oriental Rose or the Teachings
of Abdul liah.

i.

Mr Crapes or Now York. Albany. N. Y.: St*t< I I
-

p.in mini of Agriculture, 604 pp.. ill.

Storj ol Sugar. By (icorgo Thomas Surface.
Appletoo & ( lo. J 18 pp., III. SI.

rransportatlon In Europe. Bj tPhenon.
Elenrj Hull ,\ Oo. 38S pp.. map. Si

m
I Sorrow and Makers of .lev. Hv Don

I unit .v \\ agnails. 'J'.'' pp. II
Phe " tone nr the Teachings <>f Alxltil Halm.

B: m ord Ford. Broadwaj Publishing Company,
pp.

In two clearly, attractively printed volumes, the
Iliad of Homer now appears, translated into Eng-
lish hexameter verse by Prentiss CummiagB.' This

version is, ol course, somewhat of an abridgment,
but it includes all of the main story and some of the
most celebrated passages.

An English translation of Rostand's famous
play "Chanteder" by Gertrude Hall has
brought out by the pro-, of Duffield and Com-
pany.' It i-. a smooth rendering, showing, it would
seem, a good deal of the brilliancy of the original

French.

Three small volumes dealing with the traditions
and legendary lore of the Jews have recently ap-
peared. They are: "Tales anil Maxims from the
Talmud, ""selected and translated by Dr. Samuel
Rapaport; "The Legends of the Jews," 9 by Louis
Ginzberg, translated from the German by Henri-
etta Szold; and "The Passover," 10 by Clifford
Howard.

A new edition of the complete poems of Charles
FoDen Adams, including the famous " Lecdle
Yawcob Strauss," has been brought out by Lo-
throp, Lee & Shcpard. 11 The dialect poem, which
gives the title to the volume, first appeared more
than twenty years ago and had an instant and
widespread fame. Among other poems by the
same author that have become nationally known
and that are included in this collection, are:

"Shonnv Schwartz," "her Drummer," "John
Harlcy-Corn," and "Don't Feel Too Big!"

An exhaustive monograph on "Sources and
Modes of Infection" 12 has been prepared by Dr.
Charles V. Chapin, author of "Municipal Sanita-
tion in the United States" and at present su|x-r-

intendent of health of the city of Providence, R. I.

The book, Dr. Chapin tells us, is intended pri-

marily for health officers and physicians. Its typog-
raphy makes it easy of access and useful as a text-

book.

For more than a quarter of a century Dr. Cyrus
Northrop has served with conspicuous abili

president of the University of Minnesota, it is

fitting that the various addresses which be has
delivered on various public occasions during that
long period should be collected and published.
They now appear in a volume oi over 500 p
tastefully printed, and while the occasions of their

original delivery have passed the 11 that
they conveyed still have pertinency and the ad-
dresses themselves are well worthy of preservation
in this new form. 11

•The Wad of Homer. Translated by I Cum-
tuiim's Little, Brown & t'oni|>anv. Two volunns.
!>l>. S3.

» Chantecler. H\ Bdmond Kostanil Transiai.nl i>v

Gertrude Hall. Duiitrhi & Company. 389 pp. II
ties and Maxims from the rmlnrad. Bj Bev. Samuel

Rapaport. Duttoo. 337 pp. $1.7.'..

• The Legends ol the Jews. By Louis Ginzberg. Phila-
delphia: Jewish Publication Society of America, 375pp. $2.

ii-r. By Clifford Howard, Horn York.
K. K. IVnno A Oo. 360 Pl< SI.

u Yawcob Strauss and Other Poems. Bj 1 'llru
Adams. Lothron. Lee a Shepard. .! 1 1 pp.. ill. SI.

lourcofi anil m.mIi- <>f Infection. lu Charli
Chapin, MIL \. -w *i ork : John \V11< j «

" A chin inal and \ rn>
Northrop. LI l> Minneapolis: Th. II w. WUaoi
pamy. .'•>.( pp. 11.80.
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fork

.11 the political situations that

art- to culminate in the elections
*"""

of Tuesday. November 8, the

it remarkable i- that which exists in the

Stat- S ... It is all summed up in

the <impk- statement that the Republicans of

with Henry L. Stimson as their

Candida' vernor. have a lighting

chat in A few month.- ago the only

iible opportunity for the Republican-, in

dy cou lay in the nom-
third term. Hut

Hughes felt that he could not run again; and
royed by

it in removing him
I* [K>liti< s and appointing

him to the Supren The machinery
party was in the control

rything for their

rganizatkm, but wl

ely little which party should win

to urn:

I in thi

bers of the Legislature have been elected

from Tammany districts and selected by
Tammany bosses. The control of the Legis-

lature for improper purposes has been ren-

dered easy by the subterranean connection

between the machines of the two parlies.

The old Piatt machine always did business

with the Croker machine in one way or an-

other; and the Murphy machine, which now
control- Tammany Hall, has continued to do
business with the Republican member- of the

ailed "Black Horse Cavalry" at Albany
and with certain dominant elements in the

control of the State Republican organization.

I i he State and local bosses of
Orgtwizntiun ,,,,,. ,

Rather ih.m the Republican party, therefore,
Victory -.11 i

it has been very much more im-

portant to keep in control of the machinery
of the party than to see that a high-class suc-

Governor Hughes -hould be nom-

in th< from

I

id it I

I the

I I

Ma
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MR. ROOSFAT.LT WITH THE NASSAU COUNTY DELEGATES IN THE COW F.NTION

inated and elected. Yet the great body of

Republican voter- in the Slate of New York
is composed of honest men. and the kind of

administration given to the State by Gov-
ernor Hughes is a thing that hundreds of

thousands of Republicans believe in and de-

sire. These honest and well-meaning Re-

publicans are in a large majority and ought

to be able to have influence, and at important
moments they ought to control the action of

their party. But, unfortunately, they are

busy men who have not found it easy to

make themselves felt as against the pr

sional p iliticians who run the caucuses and
conventions and who handle the money that

is contributed from improper sources for

selfish reasons. This iswhy Governor I fughes

made his insistent demand for direct prima-

ries, and for a method in general of enabling

the rank and file <>f a party to have due in-

fluence in the party's organization and in its

selection of candidate-.

Governor Hughes had called a

m the special session ol the Legislature

in the hope that public opinion

would help him to secure a direct-nomina-

tion- law. At Governor Hughes' request,

Mr. Roosevelt, who had within a few days
returned from Africa, expressed himself

openly a- in favor of this kind i^\ a reform.

Mr. Roosevelt had not intended to take an

active part in this year'- campaign, but as

the best known and most influential member

of the Republican party in the State of New
York he was urgently called upon by those

in sympathy with Governor Hughes' views

to help the real Republicans to get control of

their own State convention and give them
his aid in putting a direct-nomination- plank

into the State platform. Mr. Roosevelt felt

that it was his duty as a citizen to accede to

the demands of his fellow Republicans. At

the request oi many of them he consented to

attend the convention lelegate and to

serve as temporary chairman in case of hi-

being chosen to that office. The "organiza-

tion" made the false pretense that this atti-

tude on Roosevelt's part had something to do
with Taft's aspirations for a second term, and
consulted with the President at Beverly,

planning to make Vice-President Sherman
temporary chairman instead of Roosevelt
This would have been an admirable arrange-

ment if only Vice-President Sherman had not

been out of sympathy with the views

Governor Hughes and the majority oi dis-

interested Republicans of the State. Not

only was Sherman opposed to direct nom-
inations and kindred reforms, but he was

constantly quoted as saying contemptuously
that all the sentiment for primary-election

reform in the State <^i New York had

elevated to the United State- Supreme Bench.

Mr. Sherman and the State bosses worked as

hard as possible on their side, and the friends

of reform within the Republican party ac-

cepted the chall d (lid what they could
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of the State. Mayor Gaynor, of New York
City, who is to-day the most influential and
popular Democrat in the State, is, on the

other hand, not a boss but exactly the oppo-

site. He is influential and popular for quite

the same reasons that give Mr. Roosevelt his

hold. Those reasons are easily summed up.

Mayor Gaynor shows great gifts and talents

for public life, and thus far shows a disposi-

tion to use his talents for the public welfare

so that he gains the confidence of his fellow

citizens and has a great following. The late

Mr. Brayton of Rhode Island was a boss

of the typical sort. The victory at Saratoga

over the bosses was not Roosevelt's victory

by any means, but the victory of the intelli-

gent masses of Republican voters in the State

who sent to Saratoga a body of nearly six

hundred delegates freed from the shackles of

local bosses. The convention was controlled,

not by Roosevelt, but by the unbossed major-

it)- of the delegates. The position of the

minority, held obediently in line by a group
of disappointed bosses, was not a pleasant

spectacle. Even Vice-President Sherman
- iratoga conven- must have been humiliated by the intellectual

ti<»n. The i »f the matter was that in a feebleness of the light made by his supporters.

ention <»f a little more than a

\T TUT COW F.N

id me; the supporters

• It temp«

i

airmar:

n votii rnally.
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and their n<
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HON. HENRY L. STIMSON

c„. The Republican nominee lor
Stimson «

«is«. Governor, Mr. Henrv L. Stimson,
Candidate

fa g Nw y^ ^^j ^ ^
gained fame as prosecutor t"or the United

States Government of the Sugar Trust and

of other corporations and individuals vio-

lating federal statutes. He Is a man oi the

highesl standards, both of character and in-

telligence, and fully worth) to rank with

Republican Governors like Hughes and

Roosevelt. The Republicans of New York
are just as much honored in the bringing for-

ward of Henry L. Stimson, as their candi-

date this year, as the 1 lemocratsoi NewJersey
honor themselves by bringing forward so

Strong and high-minded a candidate as Dr.

Woodrow Wilson. The real issue in the State

of Xew York is the breaking up of the shame-

ful alliance between politics and business.

Everything in Mr. Stimson's record shows

him to be skilful and fearless in his attacks

upon dishonest methods.

MRS. HENRY L STIMSON

S'rong
In his

Enemies

The Republicans, under Mr.

Roosevelt's lead, have thus given

themselves a fighting chance this

j ear, whereas if the Old Guard andVice-Presi-
dent Sherman had won at theSaratogaconven-

tion they would have had no possible hope oi

carrying the State, It is true thai a good many
Republicans have shown great bitterness and

declared that they would vote against Stim-

son; but in almost every case the defection

of these men is a distinct pain to the party.

The progressive and independent-minded

citizen can vote for Stimson with a pood con-

science. But if the Old Guard had prevailed

at Saratoga, and the Wall Street .contingent

—with it- newspaper organs—had been com-

placent, there would have been thousands of

honesl men driven out oi the Republican

camp. Tammany i- eager for a victory this

year because it wishes to pain control of the

expenditures going on in the improvement of

the State' canals, and in other direction-, and

it can afford to put a great deal of money into

the campaign, while the reform Republicans

have very little money from any source.

Republican poverty this year, however, i- a

cause for congratulation. Never at any time

since the early days oi the party ha- the

Republican cause in the State oi New York

been so free from the taint oi improper

pecuniary support a- this year. The corpora-

tions have no money for the kind <^i Repub-

licanism that Mr. Stimson and Mr. R<

velt believe in. It remain- to be seen what

the voters will think oi a situation oi this

kind. All the interests and individuals

whose connection with the Republican party

has injured it are now working against

Stimson.
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n> The Democratic candidate lor

und His the Governorship, Mr. John A.
Campaign jy^ fa ^ head Qf hrge paper_

making and other manufacturing interests in

the northern part of the State. He is running

on a Democratic ticket which denounces the

Payne-Aldrich tariff and demands a great

reduction of its so-called "iniquitous"' rales.

At the head of the State Democratic Com-
mittee and as Mr. Due's campaign manager,
is Mr. Winheld A. Huppuch, who is Mr.
Dix's principal partner in his business enter-

prises. It now appears that Mr. Huppuch
and Mr. Dix, during the making of the Payne-
Aldrich tariff, were conspicuous among those

beneficiaries of protected interests who not

only tried to prevent the reduction of duties

but who had the effrontery to demand a very

aderable increase in hitdi protective rales

i the Dingley bill. We have had
frequent occasion to remind our readers that

the Payne-Aldrich tariff, although nominally
made by the Republicans, was in fact a non-

partisan affair in which, behind the scenes,

the Democrats participated ju>t as actively

the Republicans. The paper and pulp
concerns made as selfish a fight for their own

the welfare of the

my other of the wealthy intcre-l^

that y during the special session

at Washing The inconsistency of the

riff plank in New York could

r illustrated than by simple rcf-

pursued by manufac-
Mr. Dix, not i to keep

high duties on their monopolistic
it to h.i- duties made

<l hiiilx - I in- Wail-Paper
hogs in HOW. Ill \i;y l

Ntii , ,
I In- Republic .m tariff plank, on

i he oi her hand, a- adopted l>v the

Saratoga » onvention, is a remark-
ably straightforward and accurate expression

the position that the Republican party
1 riticism of this tariff plank

• m \\ • -tern Republican nts was
due i" failure i<< pro-

fully, ami t<- understand the

l

I th.lt Ml

i member of this

1 ho had
ill. M' r

i nd the up.

h ...

II) opposed to

\ <\
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siderably more than one-half of thi- v

plank is made up of statements explicitly

favoring the plan of investigation by an out-

side tariff board, and the further plan of

tariff revision schedule by schedule. It was
a tremendous triumph for the progressives

at the Saratoga convention to secure the

unanimous adoption of a plank favoring the

tariff-commission idea and the separate re-

vision of different schedules. As for the re>t

of the tariff plank, it makes the best state-

ment that could be made for the Payne
tariff, and most of what it is fairlj

curate There was no possible reason to sup-

pose that a New York Republican convention

this year would denounce a new tariff law

that every New York Republican member of

both houses of Congress had voted for. Both

Senators were in this Saratoga convention,

and Senator Root was its permanent chair-

man. Mr. Roosevelt did not dictate the plat-

form at Saratoga, but he is in favor of gradual

tariff revision based upon careful scientific

study without any undue agitation or hi

The Democrats profess to be in favor of an

immediate revolutionary change in the tariff

in all parts and schedules; and the country

not take any such utterance as being

either statesmanlike or sincere.

Tariff

Consistencu

It i- not true that Mr. Roosevelt,

for instance, has been inconsist-

ent in his attitudes about the

tariff. Then' had been an attempt, only

a few months ago, to ostracize and drive

out of the Republican party those *-<\ its

members whose view about the tariff is

at this moment the one that all branch*

the party have agreed to adopt. The Payne-

Aldrich tariff gave us free trade with the

Philippi e us the maximum and mini-

mum arrangement, and embodied ther

useful changes. The real revision oi the tariff

head of us. It must be made by a differ-

ent method. And the Republicans, with their

greater sensitiveness to publicopinion, already

see what that method is. 'and have already

agreed to adopt it. The position taken in the

New York plank this year is exactly the posi-

tion taken by Senator Beveridge and other

\\ « -tern Senator- last year and the year before.

Indorsing
hi.ft

\* Y

HON. JOHN A. DIX »

i- of

The New York platform contains

an indorsement of Mr. Taft's

administration, specifying many
things for which it declares th.it the adminis-

tration deserves credit. These things are

quite true, and the N< w York convention

eminently ridit in enumerating them. It,
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indeed. Mr. Roosevelt had been in personal

control of the convention,—which, of course,

he was not.—it would have been ungracious

in a marked degree for the platform to have

omitted a plank setting forth the numerous
achievements of high merit that the ad-

ministration is to be credited with thus far.

When it came to a question of indorsing Mr.

Taft or anyone else for nomination in 191 2,

that particular matter was not before the

Republicans of New York or of the country,

and there was no reason for trying to commit
anybody's judgment so long in advance.

The General
Re-

The victory of the anti-boss mem-
bers of the convention carried

with it. of course, a plank in the

platform supporting Governor Hughes' doc-

trine of direct nominations. The result of the

convention was encouraging to the Republi-

can cause throughout the country. The
chairmanship of the State Committee was not

conferred upon an old-line politician but was

put in the hands of a younger man with the

more modern views of politic-. Mr. Stimson

known quantity in public life, and his

election would make it certain that New
1

I ivernor as firm and in-

• ndent as G Hughes has been,

the Republican ticket is

juality. The Democratic

>n the other har tot of .

j<: quali: r Mr. I>ix him-

i nits that Mr. !>i\ i- a man ernoi as Hughes himself, or he might prove to

lity, and yet the ticket a> a be such an administrator as Gaynor has thus
•

> have been named absolutely far shown himself as Mayor ofNewYork City.

! tnmany Hall. Mr. I)i\, if elected, But this is something which the public has

rid independent a (i<>v- no way <>t finding out in advance. Mr. Stim-

MRS. JOHN A DIX

'. YOKK
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son has been making an indefatigable speak-

ing campaign throughout the State, giving

his views upon all questions without reserve;

but Mr. Dix has seemed to think it better to

remain behind the scenes.

„ ,
Mr. Alton B. Parker, who ran

Parker on .
'

, _
the 1912 against Roosevelt lor the Presi-

dency in 1904, was the most

prominent of the Democratic campaigners.

but his object was not to support Dix but to

attack Roosevelt. Mr. Parker has become

obsessed with the idea that if the Republicans

of Xew York should elect Stimson as Gov-

ernor, then it might follow that the Repub-

licans of the United States would wish to

elect Roosevelt as President in 191 2. This

would seem to concern the Republicans them-

selves, rather than Mr. Parker as a leading

Democrat. Obviously, Mr. Parker would

not wish to have Mr. Roosevelt elected Presi-

dent in iqi2. But then, as a leading Demo-
crat, it is also obvious enough that Mr. Parker

should not wish to have any Republican

elected in 191 2; and his natural desire would

be to see the Republicans put up a candidate

that the Democrats could beat. The trouble

with Mr. Park intent is that it is not

all, but against the

intelligence and judgment of the American

pie. Mr. Parker professes to know that

It intends to run for the Presidency

n. It would seem a little strange that IN B. rUJKIR

1

IM> Of.Mf
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MAYOR GAYNORS FIRST \'ISIT TO CITY HAIL. OCT. 3. AFTF.R HIS DANGEROUS WOUND
inability Xn run for the '

I

Roosevell 's

exclusively

intentions should be known
by a promim-nt I >emocrat. Atttivkmtj

, relt

\l W YORK C Wll" rR \1I -

The attacks upon Mr. Roosevelt

have never been more bitter than

during the past few week-. Y< I

these attacks are not truthful in the state-

ments they make, nor do they seem to be

sincere. The newspaper men of New York

who have had a part in it act as if they were

personally ashamed to have the honorable

profession of journalism thus cheapened and

degraded. Mr. Roosevelt has not made any

assaults upon the court-; and his criticism o\

certain decisions have been mild and gentle

compared with the criticisms that other

judges and leading lawyers have themselves

made upon these same decisions. Nor has

Mr. Roosevelt proposed any innovations

under the term "the new nationalism'* that

in the slightest degree could disturb the

constitutional balance between nation and

States. Mr. Roosevell has spent his life

working in a hard, practical school oi political

reform. He ha- tried to make the Civil

vice lu-tter. and to improve administrative

conditions. He has tried to get corruption

and graft out ^i our political life. He has

nevei had time to indulge in Utopian dreams,
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and his mind does not work in that fashion.

As we have remarked before, Mr. Roosevelt's

mind is not nearly as radical a mind as Mr.

Taft's. The attempt, therefore, to make it

out that Mr. Roosevelt has embraced some
wild doctrine of centralization that would

reduce the States to nonentities, is so cheap

and so silly that it must make an honest man
disgusted with the dishonesty of those who
are making such assertions. Mr. Roosevelt

has had his period as President ; and it is to be

hoped that he has before him a long period of

usefulness as a citizen and a leader. We have

plenty of men in this country, in both parties.

who could be trusted to rise to the respon-

sibilities of the Presidency if they were to be

tested in that way. 'The Democrats have

several such men in training, and the Repub-
licans will have to look very sharply to their

conduct as a party if they expect to win in

the great contest of 191 2.

... Mr. Roosevelt made another of
ftootecelt s , . , . _. .

Southern and hlS extended tOUrS in October, WW* by the American Press Ah y.

Western Tnp
gfJ jng first to Tennessee, where he speaking in the new yorb < vmpaicn

ited the Appalachian Exposition at Knox-
ville and afterward spoke at Memphis and speeches in crossing Alabama and Mississippi,

•here. lb received a great (nation in and on October 10 was entertained with great

sited the Berry School, enthusiasm at Hot Springs, Ark. Every-

near Rome, in that v He made brief where he explained hi> position on the tariff

i'.ii 1 \i 11
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question, which is entirely easy to be under- duties that conditions have thrust upon the

stood by those who care to do so, and he also government at Washington without and

explained what he meant by his phrase, "tin- change in the nature of the government <>i'

new nationalism," which merely has to do any increase in its powers, He advocated

with an efficient performance of those newer swamp reclamation as a national policy, and
in speaking at St. Louis he favored the

waterway from the Lakes to the Gulf. While

at St. Louis he ventured to add to his ex-

periences that of a brief tlijjht in an aeroplane.

entrusting himself to Mr. Hoxsey, who was

taking part in an aviation meet at Kinloch.

\ftcr speeches in brief stops while crossing

Illinois, Mr. Roosevelt arrived in Indiana on

October i 5, where he made a number of short

speeches on behalf of Senator Bevtridge and

one extended address at Indianapolis.

On October 14. Mr. Roosevelt was
speaking in important towns ol

western New York and had en-

tered upon the work of the campaign in his

own State. He had planned to give all the

remainder of October to this \ N rk cam-

1ting that he was to -peak in Boston
N N
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on the 2ist for Mr. Lodge and in New Hamp-
shire on the 22nd for Mr. Bass and the Re-

publican State ticket. His program for the

opening days of November included a rapid

trip to Iowa from the 2nd to the 4th, and he

was to speak at Buffalo November 5 on his

return. Thus for a retired statesman who
had not intended to take a part in this year's

political struggles, it must be admitted that

Colonel Roosevelt has been fairly active and
industrious. His activities and his utter-

ances have been distasteful to a good many
people whose criticisms of him have seemed

to reflect their own feeling of prejudice and
enmity rather than to show either accuracy

or discrimination. His speeches in New
York have aggressively charged Murphy and

Tammany Hall with controlling the Demo-
cratic ticket and situation this year and have

commended Stimson as a man of the very

best type for the Governorship. There has

been nothing in his positions that does not

accord with the general sentiment of the Re-

publican party and nothing inconsistent with

that support of the Stimson ticket that the

Taft administration was expected to make
through -uch speakers a.- Attorney-General

\Yicker>ha:: - retary Xagel. and others.

If tr iblican cause should win in New
debt to Mr.

If it should not win

Mr. Roosevelt !'<>r

it would have

C*rr.

ERNOR E. S. DRAPER, OF MASSACHUS1 II-

(Renon the Republicai

been much more crushingly defeated but for

his work in the campaign, and, second, be-

cause the Republican parly of New York will

have been left in excellent fighting trim for

• ampaign of two years hence.

.,„. The Massachusetts Democrats
Politics

.

nominati <1 a candidate last month
*«•»*«••"« ^ the result of pro. too com-
plicated to inflict upon the r< 1 of the coun-

try. There wen several candidates to begin

with, the most prominent one being Mr.
I v. ho had been r< 1 < nl l> 1 le< ti <l to Con-

Republh .in • I i 1 tit 1 t>> Till

d b) t In- death ol ( !on

1 I he other leading i an-

Mr. < Hamlin, well

. i) in b :

finam ial < in les, \\ ho
;n \ the 1 i< a m\

The < "ii\ < nl ion

leading

he final dc< i ion to

•hi. meanwhile
ndidatc who had

1 ommil tee
1

11 often

iih the
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HON. ROBERT I". BASS, "I NEW HAMPSHIR1

I
Republican candidate for 1

1

four men who were to decide between I oss

and Hamlin. So special delivery letters were

sent to all the delegates who had attended

the convention, on a plan which enabled them

to render a secret ballot. Foss meanwhile

had been nominated as an independent

Democratic candidate by the filing of a pen-

non. The secret ballot showed a slight pre-

ponderance in favor of Foss. The provisional

nominee withdrew, Hamlin withdrew, and

I - remained the only Democrat in the

field. And mi the matter stands, with I

asa good campaigner, though personally an

independent in politics rather than a Demo-
( rat. The opportunity that lav before the op-

position party in Massachusetts has not been

d with much promise of results. The
Republicans of Massachusetts have nol been

so much in need of internal party reform as

those of Maine and New I lamp-hire.

The Democratic victory in Maine

nas aroused New bngland K<
""'

publicanism, and Mr. Bass Mem-
likely to win in Xew Hampshire, while there

- not much prospecl of marked Demo-
crat Massachusetts. Governor

Draper's renomination was entirely unop-
posed, and the Republican Conven-
tion was harmonious. The Rhode Island

Republicans, on October 19, renominated the

ticket of last year, and they were more em-
phatic than other Xew England State- in

endorsing the Payne-Aldrich tariff. Late in

September Gen. ('. R. Brayton, who had

been the so-called Republican boss of Rhode
Island for a great many years, died at an ad-

vanced age. The Democrats of Rhode Island

are strong this year in their platform and
candidate-, but their prospects of success are

not very great. Against Governor Pothicr,

renominated by the Republicans, the Demo-
crat- have brought forward Mr. Lewis
A. Waterman. Senator Aldrich's retirement

from office and active politics, alter the 41I1

of next March. i< regarded as final beyond
recall. Senator Aldrich favor- as hi- SUC-

r at Washington, Mr. Henry F. Lippitt,

of Providence. Judge Baldwin's campaign
a- Democratic candidate for Governor of

Connecticut ha- not been 50 active or con-

spicuous as that of Dr. Woodrow Wilson in

Xew Jersey. While Judge Baldwin'- emi-

nence as a jurist and citizen would seem to

entitle him to the Governorship regarding

party, it i- admitted that hi- young opponent.

Hon. Charles A. Goodwin, the Republican

nominee, is a man of sterling worth as well as

of practical experienceand attractive qualities.

llll I \
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ne campaign
In the N

~

ew Jerse >" campaign, so

in lar as the governorship is con-
h-.w jersey

cerne(^ vituperation and mud-
slinging nave had no place. The Hon. Vivian

Lewis, the Republican candidate, has been

courteous and considerate of his opponent.

Dr. Woodrow Wilson, who on his part, has

done much to raise the whole plane of State

politics, as is shown in the article printed

elsewhere in this number of the Review.
The people have been taught to come to-

gether and discuss policies. The citizen has

been made to see more clearly his relation to

the body politic. Above all, the individual's

duty to the State has been <et forth by exam-
ple as well as by precept. Mr. Wilson's resig-

nation a? president of Princeton was accepted

by the trustees on October 20, and Mr. John
A. Stewart, of New York, the senior trustee.

.hosen president pro tern.

Other
Political

Hatters

The best forecast of the Con-
gressional elections is that mack-

last month by the editors of

Success. They say that the next House will

be almost exactly divided between the par-

In Ohio, the Democrats seem to have
a strong lead. In Indiana. Beveridge's fight

• vital and meritorious that his enemies

e that h- I have ting vic-

Ltion, N Y

DR. WOODROW WILSON \\l> BON. VIVIAN LEWIS VI

THE \i:w JERSEY STAT] FAIR

tory if there were no complications of a kind

for which he is not responsible. The country

has been saddened by the death of Senator

Dolliver, of Iowa, of whom we shall have
more to say in these pages next month. Dol-

liver had always been a brilliant speaker, but
only recently had his moral power impressed

itself greatly upon the country. His death is

a heavy loss. There is an interesting political

situation in Oregon, as there are also note-

worthy movements in other Western Stall's,

and these are to have due notice in our next

number. Meanwhile, President Taft is going

to Panama this month, and the political and

administrative season at Washington will not

fairly open until about the beginning ol De-

cember. Our frontispiece is a new photo-

graph of the President and his Cabinet, the

only absentee being the Secretary ol War,
10 has been on his travels in the Orient.

The quinquennial session ol the

1
1

• r 1 1.1 1 tonal Prison ( ongi

was held iii Wa ihingtOH during

the firsl week ol October. Representatives

of thirty-five different countrie were pre ent.

ng the del< 1 he heads ol t he

ol Greal Bi itain, ! n •.

Holland, II
'

R Spain,

leu and v ih Wales. The «>iln-i

nati< ci( nl 1 1 and

men I he fit t w 1 ol the 1 on

toui "i ui pect ion ol

ri< an pi matorii fi New
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THE LATE SENATOR DOLLTt ER, OP IOW \

York to Chicago. The German Empire had

no representative at the congress, since she is

not an official member of the International

Prison Commission. Some of the German
states, however, are represented on that body
and tiny sent delegates to the meeting in

Washington. The congress was especially

interested in the questions of the death pen-

alty and the indeterminate sentence. There

was a good deal oi discussion and debate, in

the Course Of which most of the delegates ad-

mitted that much had been adopted from the

United States in the matter of the betterment

of prison regulations. Among other inter-

esting notes of progress made in the report-.

which will be published in full later, were the

Statements that Switzerland is about to in-

troduce children's court- upon the American
plan; that Greece will shortly abolish the

death penalty; that a training school for

prison officials has been established in Hun-
gary, and that "Spain is starting to reform

from the top downward in the matter of

criminal restraint."

. , Cardinal Vincenzo Vannutelli,

r/ofc a one ot the most Kindly and best

beloved of the members of the

Roman Curia, who represented the Vatican
at the Eucharistic Congress at Montreal

earl) in September, was also the papal dele-

gate upon the occasion of the consecration,

last month, of St. Patrick"- Cathedral in \iw
York City. With the exception <~^ the cathe-

dral- at Mexico City and at Puebla. St. Pat-

rick"- is the large-t in the Western world. It-

cornerstone wa- laid more than half a century

ago by Archbishop Hu<,'ht>. and it ha- been

in building ever since. Archbishop Parley of

New York performed the impressive i

mony of consecration on October this

prelate belongs the honor of freeing the cathe-

dral from debt. The Protestant pre>- i> find-

ing in this occasion a lesson for sober reflec-

tion. To postpone consecration until debt-

are paid is an excellent rule. It amount- to

a declaration that the -acred edifice must
belong wholly to the Deity if it i- to be in

reality God's Hou-e. At the consecration

ceremonies there wire present many Roman
Catholic dignitaries including three Cardi-

nal-. Gibbons of America, Logue of Ireland,

and Vannutelli of Italy, besides forty-one

bishops and twelve archbi-hop-.

ne Pennsyi-
0ne "' llu" mo>[ Convincing wit-

uaniaaPita/ornesses appearing before the In-
Higher Rate / t •

terstate Commerce Commission,
in its hearings of testimony for and against

the proposed advances of freight rate-, was
President McCrea. of the great Pennsyl-

vania Railroad. .Mr. McCrea said that in

the past ten years the Pennsylvania Railroad

had increased the average wages of it^ em-
ployees 33 per cent, and that the I

maintenance of the property had gone up
with wages. He pointed to the enormous
outlays of money that his road had made for

the greater convenience of the public, and
without any hope of direct increase of profits.

< \KM\ \l \ IN> IN" VAN
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THREE RAILROAD PRESIDENTS WHO TESTIFIED AT THE FREIGHT-RATE HEARINGS BEFORE
THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

The sum of $263.000.000 has been expended
in the past ten years by the Pennsylvania
line- if Pittsburg alone for such—to

the railroad —unremunerative improvements.
The tunnel under the Xorth River and the

magnificent terminal in New York City will

by ther more than Si 10,000,000.

That the increase in wage expense of the
roa<: derating factor is

shown by the experience of the past summer,
when wage additions on the Pennsylvania

amounted to nearly $8,000,000 a year.

In the i;t( r of the increased »1 living

• -:.•
.
Mr. McCrea thought that the

thirt thousand stockholders of the

Railroad, one-half of whom are

children, might reasonably have
n their investment

;

a matter of fa< t. •

ir the property
net i ii< ome on the

i in it. Mr. \I< <

properly < api-

to earn

i.iil-

in-

I to

lii-

Mr

present conditions, with the old schedule of

freight rates. An interesting opinion ad-

vanced by this excellent witness for the rail-

roads was that in the next few years there

would be a much smaller growth of railroad

business, at Least on the lines east of the Mis-

sissippi, than has come in the past .decade.

Such a fact, if it be a fact, is of the utmost
importance in making a just settlement of

the freight-rate question, for the most power-

ful argument of the present opponents of the

proposal to raise rates is that the undeniable

of expenses for labor and materials

will be offset |,y the greater density of traliu

and consequent net reductions in the cosl of

transportation units. It is also true that this

ini rease of freight density, even if it is quite

large, doe- not always compensate for Larger

expenses, because the very hugeness of the

trattn makes necessary enormous outlays for

terminals, and the terminal question, in

the Large < ities w ith enormou prii e for real

te, i be< oming one of the night mart
the railroad in.in. Another line of Inquiry

n by the .in,, 1 1 he bippei - in the

n lead to the mat

ml management I hi 1 tie

v that mu( h of the h 1 of li\ ing

of the railr<.

•- method . it not to "ho
:l

."
'I hi 1 be an

tl) tor
1 oad, ol
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ar as the Pennsylvania was concerned,

the system of checks and cross checks em-
ployed quite prevented any opportunity for

rant wastefulness or dishonesty.

The Government report on the

Assured* crops of October i, is of course

nearer the final facts than any of

the previous estimates, official or unofficial,

so that the unexpected excellence of its prom-
ise was this year the more encouraging to

business and finance'. It seems that we shall

have the largest corn crop,—,^.046,000,000
bushels -in the history of America, and the

largest crop of oat?,— 1,096,000,000 bushels.

Furthermore, the wheat yield i- panning out
much better than was expected, the total

crop being <>o.\ooo,ooo bushels, only 45.-

000,000 less than last year's great harvest.

Cotton promises a fair yield of 11,500,000

bales which should be marketed at excellent

prices, and there are good crop- of barley,

rice, buckwheat and tobacco. The Wall
Street Journal calculates the money value of

nine principal farm crops of this year as fol-

low-: Corn. .; .040,000,000 bushels, at the

Chicago price of fiftj cents a bushel, i- worth
Si. 5 25.000,000. Two-thirds of the corn i-

used on the farm.- and turned into animal
product- more valuable than itself. The re-

maining third i- converted into cash for the
farmer-

-

working capital. Corn, wheat. <

barley, rye together will be worth $2,524,-
257.000. Adding the valu<- of a roio pro,

tion of cotton, hay, potatoes and flax, it 1-

as if the farmer would get from these nine
crops alone some £4,500.000,000.

<,„„,„„ . . In this number of the Ri \ 11 w < if
belling A men-
am Automobiiesl\i.\ ii ws we publish an article on

""'"""
the new industry of making auto-

mobiles, which gives some astonishinj

of rapid growth and tells, too, of the very

recent signs that the rush of production has
in some instances been too meteoric for -

the great American market. In the middle
of October it was reported that the Kngiish

motor car industry was somewhat disturbed

over the plans of the enterprizing American
manufacturer- to market considerable num-
bers of the cheaper grade- of car- in Great
Britain. A single consignment of -ix hundred

I Hi; NIGHT BEFORE Till VANDERHLT RACE

CT1 . break, and thousands of cars canv
.-; so larRi

, lad •
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THE WINNER OF THE 1910 VANDERBILT RACE
which on October i won the Vanderbilt Cup for the second time, driven, too, by last year's vict >r.

»nt averaged over 65 miles an hour over a course of 278 miles, breaking all records for the Vanderbilt rao

automobiles eat from America to Eng-
land in < I r, and along with them inge-

nious Yankee plans for starting, at any cost,

a European market for our automobile-. It

1 that even,- -i\th Englishman pur-
chasing these American cars will get the

ntial parts of hi- machine renewed, free

of charge, at the end of a year, while the pur-
•.ho shows the largest mileage at the

end of the year will receive a new car in place
of hi- old one. The more enterprising Amcr-

< heap can have been BO 5UC-

cessful in 1 the opportunities of their

'Utput to Lomies and
standardize part-, that it will be .1 logical

• if the tide of internationa] commen e

turn the other wav.

Th,

fully
•

• I ropean prod u I Nol
until any

In tl

: the

in Kmerican
on

run on October 1, the Vanderbilt cup was
again won by an American car, which main-
tained for 278 miles an average speed greater
than was ever recorded before on this course,

even by the huge specially built racing ma-
chine- used in the contests prior to 1009.
Further than this at the end of the race all of

the tir-t -i\ car- out of the field of thirty-tour

were American stock automobile-, such as
are regularly offered for sale to private users.

To any one who ha- formed an idea of the
terrific -train- of various sort> imposed on
a motorcar running for several hour-. Largely
on country roads, at an average -peed of

sixty-live mile- per hour, this performance
speaks volume- for the endurance, power.
safety and reliability of the motor cars now
turned out of American factories.

A „. This extraordinarily ex< iting,

Hid, from a rai ing point of view
,

by Accident*
, . , . . ? .

i \ anderbili < ontesl h,

marred by leveral bad accidents, some of

whii h resulted from the imperfec t poli< ing of

I
han horrible t<

e lane olid

rough whl( h the i on
! Mi. 11 .

1
.i, the traight

1 nlnetj mil. an
1 1" i a . iltit uIik h in< luded foui

in \. linn h feeling
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THE "AMERICA" STARTING OUT TO CROSS THE ATLANTIC

against automobile racing, and it is certainly ber i. With some 400,000 spectators and

true thatsuch contests cannot safely be under- perhaps 15.000 automobiles crowded along

taken in or very near the Metropolitan dis- a course only twelve miles in length, it is im-

trict without a much larger force of more possible to conduct speed contest this

efficient police than was present on Octo- sort properly without a couple of regiments

of soldiers and a roadway separated from the

spectators by inviolable ropes. In conse-

quence of the several accidents at the Yander-

bilt Race the second great motor contest of

the year, the so-called Grand I'ri/.e Rao
the largest cars of Europe and America, was
canceled so far as the Long I -land "Vander-
bilt Course" was concerned, and is now sched-

uled to be run at Savannah on November 10.

.. „. _ Aside from the great interna-
The Wellmar
Transatlantic tional aviation meet at belmont
Elation p . irk LunL: [gland, which was

begin as this issue of the Review went t<»

5, several other startling events in aerial

navigation have recently attracted the atten-

tion oi the world. Foremost among these was

the daring attempt of Walter Wellman and

his crew to cross the Atlantic Ocean in a di-

rigible balloon. That Wellman would actually

>tart was at fir>t seriously doubted, while

there were many, also, who believed that the

balloon should at least be put through some

preliminary tests before the lives of the crew

and the safety oi the airship were risked in an

actual attempt to CTOSS th< Without

the formality of such trials, however, and

with a faith remarkable under the circum-

stance^. Wellman's dirigible, th< nca,

headed out into the Atlantic air in the morn-
N ^

HI I I OP 111- WkMIIP
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ing of Saturday, October 15. The balloon was
started on a course northeast. After getting

140 miles beyond Xantucket, the America

was driven Southeast, and Wellman then de-

cided to steer for the Azores. On Monday
morning another disastrous wind sprang up,

this time from the Northeast, and the .4 mcr-

ica was allowed to drift Southwest, the in-

tention being to make a landing at Bermuda
if possible. On Tuesday morning, three days

after starting, the expedition sighted the

Royal Mail steamship Trent and sent signals

of distress. The crew of the America was
taken aboard the steamship after three hours

of hard work, and the balloon was aban-

doned. Wellman places the blame for the

failure of the expedition on the equilibrator.

a long ropelike device suspended from the

bottom of the car. This equilibrator proved

a heavy and dangerous drag on the airship

and also interfered with the steering. In

spite of this handicap, the America covered

a thousand miles over rough seas. In Mr.

Wellman's opinion, the trial was well worth

the making. With steady, favorable winds,

and without the equilibrator, the America

might conceivably have reached her desti-

nation. Wellman's failure to reach Europe
rlooked in the universal com-

B Pro

THE AIRSHI1' "AMERICA'
STEAMSHIP "TRI.N l"

BEING APPROACHED BY THK
J I ST BEFORE THE RESCUE

ment on the great courage displayed by him
and his brave crew in making the attempt.

.1111 lei 1 n i' 1111 i'i 1 1
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Negotiations were begun last
Reciprocity , . ,

month lor tin- conclusion ot a
c""" d" treaty of reciprocity between the

United States and the Dominion of Canada.

l< months ago S« retary Knox invited tin-

Canadian government to participate in a

c onference over the matter. The Dominion's

reply was that negotiations must wait until

Sir Wilfrid Laurier, the Premier, had com-
pleted bis tour of the Western provinces, and
Mr. Fielding, the Finance Minister, had re-

turned from a trip to Europe for the sake

of his health. By the middle of last month
hoth the Premier and Finance Minister had

returned to Ottawa. The question as to

whether the Canadian capital or the city of

Washington should be the place of conference

is being discussed as we go to press with this

number of the REVIEW. In replying to Henri

Bourassa, the French leader of the national-

ist movement in Quebec, who had attacked

the genera] policy of the government, the

Premier, speaking in Montreal on October 10,

said:

The British jingoes have accused me of treason

because 1 thoughl of discussing reciprocity with
the United States and to seek to open the way to

that great market. The first duty of a govern-
ment is to work for the prosperity of the people.

The American trade is worth having. In the past
Canadian governments have made pilgrimages to

Washington. Then- will be no more of these, but
there will be a discussion of the question, and no
treaty will be concluded that is not favorable to

I nit h count ri

Canadian industrial advance during the

past two decades is summarized in one of our

leading articles (page ()2o) this month. The

Mil K I \i K 1 1 B STANDING PA1

" W<

summary is from an article by a Canadian in

one of tin- English reviews, and bears signifi-

cant testimony to the value that would accrue

to both the United state- and the Dominion
from the conclusion of some fair and com-
prehensive reciprocity agreement

_ ._ . Both the Governor General and
Earl Qreu and
Premier Laurier the Premier ol t anada made long

journeys during the month

-

September and October. Sir Wilfrid Laur-

ier'- trip to the great West, during which he

made a scries of speeches defending the poli-

cies of his administration, has already been
referred to. Farl Grey and a small party of

governmentofficials and personal friends went

over the line of the much discussed Hud>on
Hay route to Europe. Those enthusiastic

prophets of Canadian economic supremacy
in the century to come have been maintain-

ing for years that when the Mackenzie-Mann
railroad is completed to Fort Churchill on
Hudson Bay a fast steamship service can be

established and maintained between that

port and Europe. For three or four months
of the year the •"Mediterranean of Canada."
a- the Canadians are fond of calling Hudson
Hay, and the Hudson Straits, are sufficiently

free from ice to permit navigation, A glance

at the map will show the advantage of such

a route to the grain producers of South Cen-

tral Canada and North Central United States

oxer the present course of transit via Mont-
real or Chicago and Xew York.

„ .. Farl Grey found the climate mild
Canada s - ....
economic and pleasant, and continued his
Admwce

trip into the Atlantic down tin-

coast of Labrador and through the Strait- of

Belle Isle to Newfoundland. There he visited

the pulp and paper mills of LordNorthcliffe

at Grand Falls, and added his words to the

enthusiastic chorus of the great economic

future in store for all Brit i>li North America.

The Governor General and the Premier re-

turned to Ottawa within a few days o\ each

other. They were just in time to hear tin-

news of the arrival at Halifax from the ship-

yards on the Clyde, oi the Xiobc, the flagship

of the new Canadian navy and the first of the

vessels constructed for that service. A fur-

ther important testimony to the material

progress of the Dominion was given early last

month when the annual report of the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway Company was made
public. A large increase in the net earnings

of this great corporation was shown. Tin-

construction of a number of new branch lino,

as well as extensive irrigation work on the
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company's land in the Province of Alberta,

were authorized. Sir Thomas Shaughnessy
was reelected President.

Newfoundland has just closed the
Progress .

J
. .

in most prosperous Unancial year in
Newfoundland^ ^^ The reportS of the

colonial customs revenue indicate that the

exports for the past year have been greater

than for any preceding year. Under the

vigorous administration of the Premier, Sir

Edward Morris, and his cabinet, there has

been a real economic awakening in Britain's

oldest colony. A great deal is being done to

develop the country. A reorganization of the

fisheries upon modern lines is under way, and
a systematic campaign for the development

of agriculture has been begun. The pros-

perity of the iron mines at Belle Island and
the success of Lord Northcliffe'spaper-making

plant at Grand Falls are indications of the

industrial awakening in what was for so long

the most isolated of Britain's possessions. It

reported last month that the members of

the committee of experts to decide the details

of questions not within the scope of The
Hague Tribunal decision had been named by
the British and American governments. The
United will be represented by Dr.

Hugh H. Smith. Deputy Commissioner of

The British representative will be

the lion. Lonald Morison, the new Minister

of Ju.-t: oundland.

While as yet no formal announcc-
ci in -

ment has been made by the

Premier, it U believed in political

circle- in England that a new general election

will take place in January. When Parliament

meet! this month it is expected that Mr.
.ith will announce his program and cn-

Lo real. iuch of it as possible

I bristnu 1 H notation

will, it nov. likely around
nd the date of a | cr.il

nnoun- that time.

imiT mont • has

i in t'

of pp. Lib-
1

I <ral of

r n
I
h • r i . i lion,

-I at
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land, for Ireland and for Wales. In the

imperial senate or council these, as well as the

self-governing colonies, would have repre-

sentatives. Mr. John Redmond, the leader

of the Irish group in Parliament, the strength

of whose strategic position we have com-
mented upon in these pages, has virtually de-

clared in favor of this idea by a statement

made in Boston early last month. Mr. Red-
mond has been on a speaking tour with Mr.
T. P. O'Connor throughout the United States.

In the address in question he said:

I stand for the complete government. of all Irish

affairs by Ireland and the Irish. That's my plat-

form. Of course "home rule for Ireland " does not

mean severance of all interests with England. It

could rightly mean a federation of the British

Isles, in which Ireland would have a place exactly
similar to that of Massachusetts or any other state

in relation to the United States. Our demand for

home rule does not mean that we want to break
with the British Empire. We are entirely loyal to

the empire as such, and we desire to strengthen
the imperial bonds through a federal scheme of

government. We mean by home rule the same
measure of local self-government for Ireland as

exists in each American state, though with the
difference thai we are willing that Westminster
shall have the final authority over local legislation

enacted in Ireland as it has over colonial legisla-

tion. We do not demand such complete local

autonomy as the British self-governing colonies

is, for we are willing to forego the right ol

making our o\\ n tariff and are prepared to abide by
any fiscal system enacted by the British Parlia-

ment.

n. D . l The somewhat involved labor
The British ....

uibor situation in Great Britain has

complicati d political issues. Since

the last Parliament adjourned many injunc-

tions have been issued against trade unions.

The courts have enjoined twelve of the larger

trade union-- affiliated with the Labor Repre-

sentation Committee, from using any of their

fund-, for political purposes. Other injunc-

tions will have been issued before the reassem

bling of Parliament and the government has

a chance to make an announcement of its poli-

cy toward union-, in this critical period of

their history. All these injunctions have

on t In- <lc( i ion of the I [ou i

Lords handed dou n in I
)< •< ember la->t . in what

1

' V. porter

i d Walter \ i< tor < ) borne, at one ol t he
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ditions under which the British trade unions,

since [868, haw managed their finances and

taken their attitude toward political parties.

In their freedom to use such funds as they

saw fit, the British trade unions had, prior to

the rendering of the decision in question,

occupied a distinctive position among all

labor organizations <>f Europe, a position of

which tln-v have always been very proud.

„ „ Early in the last session the labor
Are Members

of the commons mem I >er- introduced m the House
to */»««/?

o{ Commons a hi „ to urivc tht

unions the right to use their fund- as they

had been doing before the rendering of the

Osborne judgment. This bill, the passage of

which would, of course, have been a direct

challenge to the House of Lords, did not get

beyond the first reading in the Common-.
owing t<> the pressure ^>i other legislation.

lor the union- there are two ways out of the

difficulty. One i- the raising o\ fund- by

voluntary subscription. This would seem
a most uncertain method. The other would
In- the enactment of some measure in Parlia-

ment providing for the payment of the mem-
bers of tin House of Common-, who now

ive no -alary, and making legitimate

expenses at Parliamentary elections ah
charge upon tin- imperial treasury. A bill

providing for such legislation, we are in-

formed, will be introduced at an early date

in the coming session i>i Parliament By this

as the Asquith mini-try hope- to secure

and retain the -olid labor support for its

policies in the Common-.

p. During recent years we have been
Three Strong ~"B -

Men of reading a ureat deal about the
ut.nRace

faafaDOt of the Latin peoples.

France, Italy. Spain and Portugal have been

held up to us as examples of dying nations

which have had their day and are not able to

survive in these times of economic and com-
mercial -tre-s. when there is no institution or

tradition too ancient or dignified to be chal-

lenged by a self-conscious, triumphant democ-
racy. Vet in three of these four countrie-

during the past few week- the world ha- seen

state-man-hip and vigorous political leader-

ship which has hardly been matched for many
a year in German, British or American poli-

tics. The French Premier. M. Briand. has

shown, in his suppression of the 'general

strike.*' what can be done by a Strong, far-

sighted state-man in power when he a>

agent of law and order against any outburst

of lawlessness and disorder, no matter what

explanation or excuse may Ik by the

would-be lawbreaker-. Senhor Co.-ta. Min-

ister <>f Justice in the new Republican govern-

ment at Lisbon, who has been perhaps more

than any other one man the actual leader in

the revolution in Portugal, ha- shown an

understanding of the force- that influence the

life of modern peoples, as well as a breadth of

view and a degree ^i courage in action that

mark him a- one of the world'.- rea^

men When the fugitives from the revolution

in Lisbon, politician and clerical alike, began

to stream oxer the border into Spain in these

exciting days early last month. Premier Can-

alejas found himself confronted byan occasion
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calling for all his wisdom, diplomacy and cour-

age. The Cortes was in session and the fate

of the Premier's policies for the moderniza-

tion of Spain hung in the balance. Militant

Republican sentiment is always a factor in

Spanish politics. More than once during the

reign of King Alfonso have these enemies of

the dynasty shown that they are in actual

possession of sufficient power to put all gov-

ernment in Spain in peril. The same enmity
to what is known in Latin Europe as clerical-

ism, exists in Spain as in Portugal. Finally,

the revolution at Lisbon occurred within a

few days of the anniversary of the execution

of Professor Francisco Ferrer, founder of the

"Modem School," of Barcelona, who was
convicted and shot on October 13 of last

year on a charge of anarchy, treason and
•>iracy against the Spanish government.

The monster demonstration at San Sebas-

tian which had been planned by the reac-

tionaries last summer was suppressed. In

like manner, the violence threatened by
the Radicals for "Ferrer Day" was averted.

Spain, under Canalejas, has proved herself

possessed of a vitality quite unexpected by
the rest of the world.

Tht state»mafi-^
n France the economic and pro-

$hiP of ional interests are more highly
xn<t

organized than in any other coun-

try of the world. The labor unions have

more than once demonstrated their power by
rted action to block the wheels of indus-

try over all the country. Pans particularly

d at their mercy several times during

They have succeeded in exact-

ing from the employing da great many
advances in their own material condition

higher v horter hour> and many other

advantages. I)uring the past two or three

' onfederation Genlrale du Travail

odiu ting a campaign, on the one

to organize the peasant class* the

lass body, and
ernmenl

to time, n-< orded in t

tin- aim of

d upon
i in

Briand,

in< lined t"

- '

rthda
nt in the

. and thai

|.r<- <<!

Striker
us.

Soldier

On October 1 2 the National Con-
federation of Railway Unions
voted in favor of a general strike

on all the railway systems of the country. This

was in sympathy with the strikes already " on "

of the electricians and workers in the provision

industries. For nearly a week violence and
disorder marked the progress of the strike,

transportation was seriously interfered with

and there was some loss of life and property.

M. Briand took a radical, a courageous, and
it seemed at the time, perilous course. He
summoned the army reservists, many of

whom were among the strikers themselves,

to their primary duty to the country. He
demanded military service of them in putting

down violence and disorder. At the same
time he made it known publicly that on the

issue thus raised the government would stake

everything. For several days it seemed as

though the republic itself was in danger.

The French love of order and respect for

law and administration triumphed in the

end, and the strike was called off on Octo-

ber 15. Whatever ground for complaint the

men may have had, they have prejudiced

the French people against their cause by the

danger and annoyance to which they have

subjected the general public. It was not

.
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only courageous, but exceedingly wise diplo-

macy for the Premier i<> put the question

squarely before the people. The final collapse

of the strike averted the necessity for an actual

choice on tin' part of the men between their

duty to the state and to their class interests.

Whatever may be the length of
Revolution

,
J ... .

Iili- ol the new republic in soutn-
Portugal wv>Wrn Exuope, it is certain that

the monarchy has fallen in Portugal and that

the dynasty ^\ the Braganzas has come to an

end. It was a short, sharp and businesslike

revolution that took place in Lisbon in the

early days of last month, ["here was some

rioting and bloodshed, it i- true, but very

little in view of the interests involved and the

great change accomplished. For years the

throne of Portugal has been tottering. Revo-

lutionary and so-called Republican agitation

have been increasing in the country for a

generation. Political and administrative cor-

ruption have been elaborated almost to a

science. For half a century the country has

been misgoverned and plundered by two
politieal rings which have alternated in office

and dealt out, by common understanding,

publii offices and perquisites, ["hese humor-
ously mi-named parties, Progressistas and R<

radores, have plunged the country deeply

into debt and stolen the people's money
wholesale. A favorite method of robbing

the public till was for officers, from the

highest to the lowest, to draw their salaries

for from ten to twenty year- in advance.

Education has generally I

Degeneracy . . .

of the at a low ebb in Portugal. Re-
People

liable statistics indicate that less

than one-fifth of the population can read and

write. The country, which has an area -ome-

what less than thatof the StateofIndiana, and
a population approximately equal to that ol

Illinois, has always been engaged in agricul-

ture. The people, who once were the world's

greatest navigators, have lost, during the

past two centuries, the energy which formerly

characterized them. Their agricultural and

commercial method- are very antiqu

This state of affair-, together with the politi-

cal corruption and lack of education already

alluded to. has resulted in appalling govern-

mental mismanagement and a chronic deficit.

Not even the riche- of Portugal's colonial

possessions, which cover more than threequar-

ters of a million square miles and have a pop-

ulation of more than nine million-, could

offset the corruption at home.

M \M EL IN HNiINi. \! : .

ung monarch deposed last month from the Portu-

guese throne is a healthy, sport-loving lad. He will not

rN of age till November
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- . On Feb. i. 1908. it will be remem-
the bered. King Carlos I and his

Causes ^^ ^^ prince Luiz phillip,

were shot down in the streets of the capital.

It is a significant indication of the strength

of the revolutionary movement, even at that

time, that the government considered it un-

safe to prosecute the conspirators. Manuel
II succeeded to the throne after the death of

his father and elder brother. It was at first

thought that the manly traits he exhibited as

a lad and the frank, open attitude he took

toward his people at his coronation were in-

dications that Manuel would make a good
monarch. He has. however, shown many
signs of incapacity, and, if we are to believe

the reports of the continental European press,

had begun to develop the traits of personal

immorality that have characterized the Bra-

ganzas. It was the extravagance and incapac-

ity of his father that incited hi -ination.

It is now the lavish expenditure and extrav-

agant life of the young monarch himself

which has brought to a head the revolution-

ary movement. A -trong anti-clerical feeling

also exists in Portugal, and King Manuel in-

curred further opposition by his constant

exhibition of pro-clerical sympathies. While
the late King Car! - on the throne the

circulation of inflammatory tracts and news-
papers against the monarchy and clericalism

prevented by the vigor of the dictator

Franco. Thi- enraged the populace until, as

it will be remembered, they expelled Franco
from the country and murdered Carlos. King
Manuel took the ban off the suppressed papers.

In fact, the chief fault- of Manuel seem to

have been lack of vigor in politics and moral-.

In hi all parties he wa
typical Braganza, whose chief vices have I

travagance and "criminal amia-
bilil lark of force in political

.rid the constant ing number
;*<rt- ai to the immorality of bis pri

• him t only of the

Roman Catholic Church who had al /

olutely loyal to the- 1

iy in 1. n.

Ihir

line

ibarda, a well-

! .1

He h

in a I

lluir opp.

TEOFILE BRACA. PROVISIONAL PRESIDENT OF
THE PORTUGUESE REPUBLIC

(Senhor Braga is a poet and historian and one of the most
eminent of Portuguese literary men)

nity. Lisbon had been placarded with inflam-

matory appeals against the monarchy, calling

on the people to rise and put down the

Braganzas. Rioting began. Soldiers pulled

down the royal tlag and trampled upon it.

and several of the warships in the harbor
under control of the insurgents, bombarded
the government offices and the royal palace.

King Manuel and his mother, the Queen
Dowager Amelie, escaped in safety from

Lisbon to Gibraltar. There they rook refuge

under the British flag, afterward making
their way to England. A provisional Re-

publican government was immediately pro-

claimed Teoiile Braga, the stanches! and
• dignified figure among the Portuguese

Republicans, a poel and the author of a

monumental work on Port literature,

named pro> i i » 1 1 ; 1 1 president, and an .11

tirely new cabinet ol Republican Bympathiz-
lled in ol \ll the loyalist soldiers

in the u tricl went ovei to the Ri

publican camp, and the great bulk ol the navy
dec |. ,,,,!. Ml

Chiel among the foui or five I

publican leader who brought
about the revolution i- Senhor

Cos) 1 fustice in

the '

,t In l.il. m< lit 1 111 d

h.
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\ VIEW OK A LISBON STREET DURING THE FIGHTING

the rums of .1 residence in one of the better se<.'

after the bombardment by the revolution]

simultaneously to the people of the country

and to foreign nation-, in the name of the

Ministers of the Interior and Foreign Affairs,

hut really dictated by himself, the Minister

of Justice sets forth the point of view and

the intention- of the new reirime. The peace-

ful intentions and character of the Republic

are proclaimed. The dynasty of the Bra-

ganzas is characterized as "wilful disturbers

ol SO< ial pea< e" and " forever proscribed from

Portugal." The people are congratulated on

having passed from slavery to freedom and

urged to make the day of the pnx lamatioo of

the Republic "the beginning of an epoch oi

austere morality and immaculate justice."

The statement to foreign nation- announce-

that the policy of the country will be "de-

centralization both in the home administra-

tion and the government of the colonic-."

linaiu ial reform, the development oi national

urces, respeel for national alliance-, free-

dom of the pre—, reform of the court-, the

establishment of popular education, the sup-

ion "i the religious congregations and
the 1

• ion "i the army and na\ y are

promised. The religious orders were given

twenty-four hours within which to <|uit the

country. By the middle of last month the

adherence to the new regimlofthe larger por-

tion of the nation had been reported ami

the revolution seemed an accomplished fact.

The Parliament which was opened by King
Manuel on September 23 was declared dis-

solved. New elections arc 900D to be held.

however, and it is reported that Senhor Mas
chada, who is one o\ the best known i^i the

Republican leaders, will be the first perma-

nent president o\ the new government

Wh,it
II the success of republicanism in

ti'Jfaa Portugal is permanent, a ^reat
L",d t0

impetus will be given to the re-

publican idea, always smoldering in Spain.

Situated between the two other Latin re-

publics of France and Portugal, monarchical

Spain will not. in all probability, long retain

it- present form of government. It i- the

openly expressed aim of the Portuguese and

Spanish Repubhcanleadereeventuallytobring
about the federation of the Iberian peninsula.
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The Portuguese Republic will have as its as- merit of domestic industry and neighborhood

sured ally Brazil, which speaks the same Ian- and foreign commerce follows such settle-

guage. Later a great federation of all Latin ment. Argentina's 8700,000,000 foreign corn-

republics speaking the Spanish and Por- merce to-day makes strongly for peace,

tuguese tongues might be achieved. This Food is becoming so precious that the world

ideal has been discussed with increasing fre- cannot well afford to have Argentina's wheat
quency during the past decade in the press of lands and pastures interfered with. The
Latin-America, and occasionally in the jour- enormous sums of European capital invested

nals of Spain and Portugal. in the Argentine railways are a potent argu-

ment for maintaining peace. Adjustment of

ne chm e
Tbe National Assembly, China's the boundary between Argentina and Chile in

Nam, first step in the direction of truly rM was one ol the most effective means of
Assembly

repre5entat jve government, was securingSouthAmerican tranquility at a criti-

opened bv the Recent. Prince Chun, at cal period and. "back oi the agencies which

Peking, on October j. There was little or no secured tranquility was the legitimate inrlu-

mony to mark the historic event. In a ence of capital invested in commerce." The

brief address the Regent stated that the wish result is the trans-Andme tunnel which has

of the people of China for a Parliamentary recently been opened.

government having been made unmistakably
manifest, he commanded these chosen repre- _ Another illustration of the value

11 1 jr. Progressive
-entatives present to labor to that end. Pro- Pence ot commerce as an instrument ot

vincial Assemblies, it will be remembered, conciliation was the settlement by
were inaugurated a year or so ago. It is now Brazil and Bolivia of the controversy over the

publicly promised that, if all goes well, a Acre rubber territory. Both countries, under
general Parliament will be established in the the decrees of the Spanish and Portuguese

year 1015. The Imperial Senate, as the Crowns in the colonial era, laid claim to this

mbly is called, although it contains the region and both could support their claims by
nucleus of a two chamber Parliament, is ex- historical references. While the dispute was
pected to demonstrate the fitness of the Chi- pending there could be no exploitation of the

nese to help rule themselves, and so prepare resources of the territory, although the world
the way for a genuine representative govern- was demanding the rubber there. Brazil and
ment. Of the 200 members of the Assembly, Bolivia, by the Treaty of Petropolis, settled

tituted, 100 were appointed this question without even resorting to the

•he throne. The other-, though chosen arbitration of a third party. Under it Bolivia

•he Provincial Assemblies, were not ad- accepted an indemnity of $10,000,000 for the
mined until their selection had been ap- district she claimed. This indemnity was to

by the Viceroy of their province, be applied to railway construction. Brazil,

The scope of authority vested in the Assem- on her part, undertook to build a railroad

My includes the preparation of a budget, around the Madeira Falls which would offer

methods oi taxation and public debt-, new an Atlantic outlet and inlet to the (.mini.

which, however, mu-t be of a lar<_'e section ot Bolivia. The inter* ~t

approved by the Emperor before being -ub- of Europe, with it- huge investments ol

mitt' \ lembly, and finally "any capital and its enjoyment of the larger pto-
othei maybe] ted direct portion of the South American commerce,

tn the thr<»; rec|uire~ mention. These investments now
approximate .^,^00,000,000. They arc- a

Ptaf ihmu >
-lit i« a I and dip- peace fund. The United Mate- hat a corh-

ith \int in .1 approximat
.000,000 annually.

in th>

n rapitali - an irttc n t< d in

in nation? In South American mine* and u> tent in rail

I bv the Amcr !
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RECORD OK CURRENT EVENTS
/•>< mber ji to October 20, igio)

POLITICS \M) <.()\ I KNMI N I \MI KK \N

S< ptember 21. —The Democratii State ( onven-
tion in Wyoming nominates Joseph M. Carey, an
"insurgent" Republican, lor Governor. ... Colo-

rado Republicans nominate John B. Stephens tor

< iovernor.

September 2,v -The Illinois State Republican
( onvention heartily endorses t li<- Tafl adminis-
tration; Speaker Cannon defends the- tariff.

September 24. —In the Oregon primaries, Jay
Bowerman wins the Republican nomination for

« ...\ ernor; < )swald West is the I temocratic nominee.

September 2^. -Representatives of railroad

organizations with a membership iting

(00,000 endorse the increases in freight rate- and
resolve to take concerted part in politics.

September 26. President Tafl and his Cabinet
hold their lir-i fall meeting.

September 27. -The New York Stan- Repub-
lican Convention refuses to ratify the Mate Com-
mittee's selection of Vice-President Sherman as

temporary chairman and, by vote ol 567 to 445.
elects Theodore Roosevelt instead. . . .Mayor Gay-
nor, of New York City, announces that he will not

accepl the Democratic nomination for Governor.
. . .President Tali and the Cabinet deride to put

all assistant postmasters, numbering about 8,000,

tinder (
"i\ il Sen ice rule-.

September 28. The New York State Repub-
lican ( lonvenl ion, under the leader-hip of ex-Presi-

dent Roosevelt, nominate- Henrj I.. Stimson for

Governor .\m\ declares in favor of direct nomina-
tions. .. .The Wisconsin Republican Convention
adopt- a radical platform endorsing the views and
politic e- ol Senator La Follette. .. .Frederick V
< leveland, a director of the Bureau of Municipal
Research of New York City, is appointed as head
of the newly created national bureau of economy.

September 29. Alton B, Parker, in his speech as

temporary chairman of t he New York Mate I >emo-
cratic Convention, bitterly attacks Roosevelt and

1 ill. . . .Rhode Island Democrat'- nominate Lewis
V \\ aterman for < iovernor.

September 30. John A. |)i\ i- nominated for

Governor ol New York at the Democratic State
t onvention.

October 4. The resignation of William II.

Mood) .1- Associate fusticc ol the I nited States
Supreme Court, to take effect November ,v>. i-

accepted bj the President. .. .Ezra P. Prentice is

chosen a> chairman of the New York State Re-
publican Committee, succeeding Hmothj I..

Woodrufl
11 tober 5 llokc smith, winner in the Demo-

ii primary , is elected Governoi ol Georgia. . . .

I he Prohibitionists of New York nominate a Mate
I i. ket.

October 6 Charles E. Hughes retires as Gov-
•1 \< w v

..rk. Lieutenant Governor Horace
White becoming Governor. . . The Massachusetts
Republican Convention renominates Governor

D the Democratii Convention fails

upon .1 candidal I nited Mate- Sen

ator Robert L. Taylor (Dent.) is nominated for

Governor of Tennessee in place of Malcolm R.

Patterson.

October 7.—The Independence League nom-
inates .1 Mate ticket in New York, headed by John

J. Hopper and William R. Hearst.

October 10.—Charles E. Hughes, formerly Gov-
ernor of New York, i- sworn in as an Associate

Justice of the United Mate- Supreme Court.

October it.—The city of Lynn, Ma»., adopts
a charter providing for a commission form of

government.

October 13. -Theodore Roosevelt makes several

speeches in Indiana in advocacy ol Senator Bev-
eridge's reelection.

October 14.— Roth bouses of the Colorado
Legislature pass a direct-primary bill.

October 15. The hearings of tin Interstate Com-
merce Commission in the railroad freight-rate

are adjourned until November 21.

October 18.—Carroll s. Page Rep is reel

United State- Senator by the Vermont Legisla-

ture.

October [9.—Congressman Eugeni N
-

made the Democratic candidate for Governor ol

Massachusetts, the other contestants for the nom-
ination withdrawing in his favor. . . Rhode Island
Republican- renominate < 'iovernor Aram J. I'othier.

October 30. -Mayor Gaynor appoints Jam.
( !ropsey as Police Commissioner of New York City.

POLITICS AND GOV1KWII \ 1 FORI K.N

September 21.—The Portugui eminent
believe- it has discovered and effectually checked
a plot to overthrow the monarchy.

September 22. The Egyptian Nationalist Con-
gress, at Brussels, condemn- British ministers and
Mr. Roosevelt for their attitude on the Egyptian
question.

September 23. The President of the Finnish
Diet refuses to submit two imperial bills on the
ground that thej are unconstitutional.

September -4. The National Council of Persia
elects Na-ir-cl-Mulk a- Regent, succeeding A/.ul-

ul-Mulk, deceased.

September 28. Dr. Manuel Condra is elected

President of Paraguay

September 29. Mr rhomas \

elet ted Lord Mayor of London.

September 30. Lieut.-Gen. Viscount lerauchi
i- appointed governor-general of Japan's new
pro\ iin e of Ch

October 1 Federico Bo\d succeeds Mendora
a- acting President of Panama.

Oct obi •
,- new Chine-* Senate is opened

in Peking by the Regent, Prince Chun.

October 4. A successful revolution i- effected

in Portugal by the Republican party, with th*

sistance ol the army and navy; King Manuel and
the Queen Mother escape from the capital: a hun-

dred persons are killed during the rioting and fight
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PRESIDENT TAFT VISITING ELLIS ISLAND. THE IMMIGRANT STATION OF THE PORT OH NEW U>Rk1.

ON OCTOBER 18

(Prom left to ri. ner Williai mil Mr. A. IS. Pry, Supe

Public Bu

revolul ionistschoose
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frora the interior.
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jam.
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IN 1 I KNATIONAL RELATIONS

September jj. -Venezuela recall- its diplomatic
representative from Colombia.. .The French
Government decides to grant certificates to Amer-
ican automobilists, even though ilii- country was
not a party to the international convention.

tember jk. -The international arbitration

court at The Hague begins it- hearings in the

Orinoco Steamship < 'ompanj 's case in the dispute

between Venezuela and the United Stati

October \. The boundary troubles between
zucla and ( olombia have been bo far adjusted

that diploma tii relations an re-established.

( ). loin r Q \ la lew ell ilium I i- ji\en ill Peking

to the visiting delegation of American business men
from the Pa< ifii ( i »asl

Sw itzcrlancl n i ognia t he repuh-

il M n fori ign "it..

rit ai tai 1. on an Vm< -

Vmi i ii hi potatot . supposi tl o>

•il to i In I lein Ii . rop, an admit
in i hii i \ five

mli
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itcmber 2-. rgt < havez dies from hi-

injur

tember 28. Mauritz Tabuteau crosses the

from Biarritz v ian.

September 29. Walter Brookins flic- from Chi-

to Springfield, III., a distance of 185 miles,

with I 'in two his actual flying time
=; hours and 41 minutes.

October 1. A new altitude record of 9186 feel

is made bj Henrj Wynmalen at Mourmelon,

October 10.—Ex-Presidem Roosevelt takes his

first trip in an aeroplane with Arch Hoxsey, .it the

Kinloch aviation field.

October 11. -A. B. Welch remains in the air at

Kinloch for 3 hours II minutes and 55 seconds.

October 15. -Walter Wellman and his five

assistants start from Atlantic City in the dirigible

balloon .1 merica in an attempt to cross the Atlantic.

October 16. -The dirigible balloon Clement-

Bayard, with seven passengers, successfully flies

from Paris to London, making the 26b miles in

less than six hour-. . . . Henry Wynmalen and M.
I
ncu\, each with a passenger, ll> in aeroplanes

trom Paris to Brussels ' 170 miles), the former also

making half of the return voyaj

October 17.—Wynmalen returns to Paris in his

machine, having made the round trip between
Paris and Brussels in les> than twenty-eight hours.

October 18.—The crew of the dirigible balloon
.1 merica, in c I i — t ress 150 miles east of ( ape I lat tera-.

abandon the airship and are re-cued l>y the steamer
Trent.

October 20.—The Swiss balloon Helvetia, in the

race for the Bennett Cup which started from St.

Louis, land- in Quebec Province, having traveled
1 100 miles.

OTHER OCCURRENCES OF THE MONTH
September 21. -Forty-two persons are killed in

a head-on collision bit ween two intirurban c. li-

near Kingsland, Ind. . . . Eighteen hundred vet-

erans of the ( '.rand Army of the Republic parade at

Atlantic City. . . .Cholera appears at Kobe. Japan;
eight deaths from the disease occur during twenty-
four hours in southeastern Italy.

September ?\. \ typhoon in northern Luzon
destroys four town- and render- a thousand per-

sons homeless.

September s6 Eleven death- from cholera
within two days in reported irom Hungary.

September so Fourteen deaths from cholera
occur in Naples during twenty-four hour-; the

disease is spreading rapidl) throughout I urke]

Seventj three persons are seriouslj injured in

flicts between strikers and the Berlin poll

September 30. \ comparatively slight disa-

greement bet ween the British Federation of M
1 otton "spinner- and it- employees results in the

tig "t the mills, affecting 150,000 workers. . . .

Eleven d id eighteen new 1 cholera
.in reported fn Maples; • iffii 1 e the
total numbi 1 ol deaths from the disease, in Ri

ber I Two hundred work
by an explosion in a mine at Pala u, Mexici

ill 1 - .111 drow lied follow ing t he
< apsi tunch from t he bat tleship
11am \ ork City. . . . The plant of tin

ed by a bomb. 1 wiiit\

li\ 1 - in the 1 nsuing lire.

October 2. -The National Prison <

gins 1 -i- .it Washington, I). C. . . .1 w<

eight nc *. deaths,, are
reported from the province of Naples.

October 4.—Charles C. Harrison, provost of the
I Fniversity of Penns) Ivania, resigns.

October 5. Marion LeRoy Burton is installed
a- president of Smith College at Northampton,
Ma--. ...St. Patrick'- Cathedral, in New York
City, is consecrated by Archbishop Farley, t ardi-

nal- Gibbons, Logue, and Vannutelli being pn
...The lorry-third convention of the Protestant
Episcopal Church in America open- in Cincinnati.

October 7. Ex-President Roosevelt delivers

addresses in Bristol a\\(\ Knoxvilte, Tenn., defend-
ing the "new nationalism". . . .The Bank of Bom-
bay advances its discount rate from 3 to 4 per cent.

Oi tober 8. -Mr. Roosevelt speaks in Rome and
Atlanta, < .a.

October <).—More than fifty person- .ire cn-
tomed in a mine explosion at Starkville, Colo.

October 9 10 \ forest fire in northern Minne-
sota completely de-troys -ix towns, rendering 5000
people homeless and causing a loss of life estimated
at 400.

•ber 10.—The Lancashire cotton mills re-

sume operation- pending arbitration of the dispute.

October 11.— Emperor William deliver- the
principal address at the centenary of the Univer-
sity of Berlin. .. The -trike of empli n the

Northern and Western railroad systems in France
completely stop- traffic.

October 12.—The Rockefeller Institute of New
York City Opens a hospital with 'evenly free bids
to facilitate the study <>f certain special dist

October 15.- -The proposal to eliminate the

word " Protestant " from the name of the Protest-

ant Episcopal Church is lost by one vote in the

convention at Cincinnati.

October 17.— The French railroad -trike is

called off by the workmen's committee, without
explanation. .. .Coincident with the openinj

the new hospital at the Rockefeller [hsrituti

Medical Research, announcement i- made ..1 an

additional gift bj Mr. Rockefeller ol 100.

October 17 t8 V severe hurricane caus

damage throughout Cuba, Florida, and the Gulf
Stab

October 1 -. The pro\ i-ion in the laws ol the

Protestant Episcopal Church which permit- the

marriage of the innocent party to a divor
lied.

Octobei I
Seventeen deaths from cholera,

and thirt\ seven new cases, are reported from

Italy.

row Wilson
dent of Princeton University; John A. Stewart is

1 nt pro tern.

OBI l l \H\

l-Mulk. Regent oi Per-Septembi
-I.I. ~2. k'\ Louisa de Roth-child, wt

tor her philanthropy in England,

tember n. Charles R. B the

R, publican I
Rhode l-land.

tenth r .•} [ohn L. beak, formerly
- minis; land. 71

.rill. in archi
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^-ptember 25.—James L. Whitney, formerly
librarian of the Boston Public Libra r\ . 75. . . .Ex-

Congressman Francis H. Wilson, of Brooklyn, N.
V., 66. . . .Father Louis A. Lambert, a prominent
Catholic editor and author. 76.

September 26.—Caspar S. Crowninshield, Amer-
ican consul at Naples. 39.

September 27.— Rev. Wayland Hoyt, D.D.. the

well-known Philadelphia clergyman, 72.

September 28.—Rear-Adm. Charles R. Roelker,
I.S.N., retired. 09. . . .Edmund Dawson K
spiritualist and editor of Light (London >, 87.

:ember 29.—Win-low Homer, the artist, 74.

. . .Mrs. Rebecca Harding Davis, the well-known
author, 79.

ember 30.—Nicholas Monsarrar. formerly
lent of the Hocking Valley Railroad. 71. . . .

Frederick J. Kingsbury, a prominent Connecticut
lawyer and banker.

October 1. -Napoleon Bonaparte Broward, ex-

Florida, 53. . . .John S. Huyler, candy
manufacturer and philanthropist. 64. . . .Rudolf
I hrol>ak. of Vienna, a noted specialist in gynecol-

ix r 2. -J. Abner Harper, formerly a member
of the publishing hou-e of llan>er & Brother-. 77.

-Senator Rufu- Blodgett, of Mew
..Rev. David Magie, \).\>.. a well-

known New J< r yman, _

Prof. Ernst von Leyden, an eminent
1 u-rman authority on ran . .William Maca-
bee, believed to I, the oldest veteran of the
Civil War. 107....! rnuel S. Searing

•on. a prominent .yman, 51.

I '. Fox, chief justice of the
< oiirt. 63. . . .Dr. Michael

Itholic 1
- and

edh

abert Tree, formerly minister to

;

B. Dana, founder and
r of the ' 'kronicle,
*- Vork

11 '!i irk - I .iiii.. rl the noted i-

14. . . .Dr. John V. shoemaker, of Philadel-

phia, a leading medical auth<

Henry Hammond Gallison, a

-nor \\

. Purdj . formerh
•id Raili

I

Mil MK-. II II \ w \i:i> IIOWI

October 15. Jonathan I'. Dolliver, United
States Senator from Iowa, 52. . . .Dr. DeForesI
Willard, a prominent Philadelphia surgeon, 64. . . .

1 .irkin Goldsmith Mead, the American sculptor,

75. ., .Richard Koch, formerlj president ol the

hsbank,

ober K>. William Vaughn Moody, the

author, 41. . . .Domingo Gana, t lit- Chilean diplo-

Seymour, .1 prominent citizen of

Jamiai .1. B. W. 1.. 85.

October 17. Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, author of

Battle Hymn of the Republic," 91. . . .Serge

Andreievich Mouromtsev, firsl presidenl "t the
Russian Duma.

ober 18. Will.ud S. Whitmore, inventor "i

1 Ik- papit mat rix proci elei trotyp

I »i\ !•! Bennel 1 I lill, ex ( \o\ ernor
ited States Scnatoi

'•

11 lint l\ presidi

1
1 1

1
.li <

1

''if



CARTOONS OF THE CAMPAIGN
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\ II \KI) I'l I.I.

(Henry L Sttmaon, the proseout.

ReSb&cSdidate for Governor, is being

ssasas

mi in m.-k • til « VOi
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HOLDING THh LADDER
From th

In the left-hand cartoon at the top of the

Mr. Murphy of Tammany Hall is

-i-tinu Mr. Dix, the Democratic candidate,

to reach the Governor's (hair. The cartoon

site .-h' - I ther Knickerbocker (New
York Cit mgratulating Mayor Gaynor
ujM>n hi- ry from his bullet wound and

Father Knickerbocker ro Mayor Gaynor: "William
I'm mighty glad that neither the bullet nor the Democratic

From th<

on his declination of the Democratic nomina-
tion for Governor. At the bottom of the page

see the plight of the boss in the present
New Jersey campaign, with bothgubernatorial
candidates Lewis and Wilson out against
"bossism." The cartoonist of the Traveler
H<tst«.' an excellent chance tor Demo-

cratic victory in Massachusetts this fall,

figuring it out that the Republican party is

-|tlit with insurgency and handicaped by the
tariff, the high cost of living and other issues.

s*

ff

'

v^^

1

4f
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" GET YOUR HAIR CUT. UNCLE

!

The cartoon at the top of this page refers This hearty commendation of the Presi-

to President Taft's earnest desire to effect dent's record, and the favorable mention of

economies in the Federal administration, the Payne-Aldrich tari not exactly t<>

With the cooperation of Dr. Cleveland, of the the liking of certain of Colonel Roosevelt's

New York. Bureau <»i .Municipal Research, insurgent friends in the West,
actual work has already been begun along

this line. The " Political Schoolmaster "car-
toon has reference to the endorsement of

President Taft's administration by the \C.\

York State Republican convention, in which
('(•loin! Roosevell was a prominent delegate.

I K\

on r"i i 1 1< -

Vs notion of

ion)
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THE WIZARD OF OYSTER BAY Prom the Evening Post (N.Y.)

V520)
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%
s .*.<> A

mm - ^

i t M n institutions!"

The series of por-

raits of the excited

citizen on thi> page is

humorously entitled by

Cartoonist Triggs A

safe and sane concep-

tion of the ex-Presi-

dent."

Seldom in the histbr)

of American politics has

then- been anything so

ridiculous as the atti-

tude of certain citizens

<^

The enemj
The destroyer of the

I'iik Kniiikum-.h Itrras it man

anda largepartof the

1 u mocratic.pressJto-

ward Colonel Roos

velt and the " New
\ itionalism." They

would have u-> be-

lieve that this dot -

trine aims atnothing

less than tlu- over-

throw of all our re-

publican institutions

and tlu- setting up

of a despotism with

Theodore the First

at it^ head!

A ~

\ii . ii' i]

.
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"̂THE
SLUE 3IRD

tor
HAPPINESS

The New Theater in New York City opened
the present season with a beautiful produc-

tion of Materlinck's wonder-tale of '"The

Blue Bird/' This charming fantasy, with

an allegorical moral, i> the story of the mar-
velous adventure- of Tityl and Mitvl. two

ant children, in search of a wonderful

blue bird, the symbol of the >ource of happi-

1 be the attractive col<

ter that advertises the play is used by
Mr. Macauley. of the New York World, in

artoon printed opposite the poster. His

''Blue Bird" is the Presidency in 1912, with

< .')• ! k' and llr. Hi arsl the

a-pirant- for thi- happ Colonel R<

t in an aeroplane i.~. also aptly

applied to "1912," in another cartoon on

this Moon of i<;i 2." a- -till

another cartoon put- it. '"
I Lin' in.

"

I

V* THE

7 BLUEBIRD
i

I

FOR

dfe$f HAPPINESS'

•i \*. **• V*\ -o^-^al^

THK BI.ll. l-.IRI)

the H". rid •
>"> w \

\

: 11 1 1 hi \\i> 1 -.in 1
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I Hi HOOall l; SI flOOLM \M I R

trnal I Mini

III VDS III \\ ins; I VILS \\ I I OS!

the Cull. Socialist (New

Senator Beveridge, pic-

tured in the i artoon as the
"

I [oosier Schoolmaster," was

strongly indorsed by Colonel

Roosevelt in several speeches

on the Indiana •-tump lasl

month. The Socialist view

of tlir \. \ ork campaign,

as shown in the cartoon from

the (
'<///, is thai the Demo-

cratic and Republh an parties

are !>»>ili controlled by capi-

talism. In the < artoon at the

torn ol the page, Wood-
\\ ilson, I democratic can-

didate for ( \o\ ernor of New

JjS
\ I KV SORRY, MR. Hi

heed calami;-.

From the Hrrahi ( N

Jersey, is explaining his ideas of tru>t

regulation to the citizens. His in-

teresting campaign i> described in an

article beginning on page 5>; of thi^

issue of the Revd \\

.

: !
:

Nil UNTAM1I) BR()X( II"

r

-pi 1 1 \i i\ i



WOOOROW WILSON. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR OF NEW JERSEY, WHO HAS
Rl AS PRESIDENT OF PRINCETON

tTaph taken last month for th< ition)

\\ OODROW WILSON AND THE NEW
JERSEY GOVERNORSHIP

i in whii

I he

E'hil-

This i^ because the State's mosl eminent
< iti/i ii I . |ii( i| the nomination i >i i he

minority pa noi ship .m<l is

ai ii' m to thai high om< <

.

i
i
ht when President \\ oodrcw

1 1 inn I ill , < i ity, omi
! by tl ' ivention

a I I reni pnUii .in ( i<>\

i thai

ild in. u I

I
H.liin ul history, I lii'

I iiij-

tin- i

Wilson' ' [uip-
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JIK. WILSON IN llll I \KI\ li\',- i»| HIS PROFESSOR
SHIP "1 M RISPRt i)l ni l \nii POLI l i

\ r I'l I x. ETON

menl is exceptional, his fitness for the

ernorship is unquestioned.

The fad thai a man of such engaging

qualities as a leader willingly resigns the

presidency of Princeton to challenge the su

premacy of one of the most strongly in-

trenched part) organizations in the country

nol fail if impress ii self on the American
imagination. It i- this thai makes the N<

canvass interesting not the money
that is being spent !>> the "ins" or the "outs,"
not the well-worn campaign shibboleths of

either party, n<>i the ch irg< - ol extra> agani e

in State administration; f< >r all these things
an- taken for granted, ["he one thing that i-

new i- a personality, and upon that pen
ality is focused just now the attention of the
whole country.

'llll < WI'IDM I 'S 1 "l Il'MKM

Most of the sketches of -Mr. Wilson that

have appeared since he became a candidate

for office have done scant justice, it mu-t be

confessed, to his preparation for a public

career. The study of government and its

workings has had a fascination for him
through all his mature life. Before he left

college (Princeton. '79), he had become a re-

sourceful debater of political questions. His

law studies served to intensify his interest in

problems of administration, and later when
ime to the John- Hopkins Universitj . I

Baltimore, in the tir-t decade of that insti-

tution's life, it was to join a little company of

scholars who. like himself, were entering with

zest into fruitful studies of politic- in the

broadest sense of the word. The late Herbert

B. Adam-, who was the first head of the his-

torical department at John- Hopkins; J.

Franklin Jameson, now director of historical

research for the Carnegie Institution; Albert

Shaw, editor of the Ri\ikw <»r REVIEWS,
and President Charles H. Levermore of Adel-

phi College, were member- of that group of

graduate student-. To those men Wilson
read the nianu-cript o\ "Congressional Gov-
ernment," a book that has remained since its

publication, a quarter i>l a century ago, the

sole authority on the subject of which it

treats and one of the few distinctive and
original contributions made by Amei
scholarship t<> the science of administration.

\n\ number of commentators had written

about the Constitution as a document: Wil-

son wrote about it- actual workings, «>r rathe 1

the workings of the system of government
that it set up. He tailed attention to the

powers entrusted to the House committees

and to the importance of the Speaker's pc

of appointment.
\t Johns Hopkins, as at Princeton, Wilson.

a Virginian by birth, rubbed elbows with men
from New England and the Middle West and

thus became familiar toa certain extent with

Northern traditionalism, just as men from

the North were continually coming to Haiti-

more and through contact with Southern

students becoming more appreciative of the

South'- tradition-. If sectionalism v

a marked trait in the Wilson make-up it long

ago disappeared. For the past twentj
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MR. WILSON ADDRESSING AN OUTDOOR MEETING

It is a common remark that the Stale will

be fortunate in securing his services.

THE ISSUES i\ NEW JEKSE1

The platform on which Mr. Wilson was

years Mr. Wilson has lived

north of Mason and Dixon's

line,—three years in Penn-
sylvania, as a professor at

Bryn Mawr College, two years

at Wesley an University.

Middletown, Conn., and
twenty years at Princeton.

X. J. During that period

Mr. Wilson's historical stud-

have chiefly had h

with our national develop-

ment, and his point of view

has not been that of any
single section or group of

His lectures on ad-

ministration at Johns Hop-
kins attracted and held the

interest of graduate students

from every part of the coun-

try and through them exerted

a widespread influence.

Later he met with unusual

success in giving "'university extension"

lectures. Hi- books, "The State." "Di-
li and Reunion."' "History of the Amer-

ican Peopb -hington." and
-al volume 5 have been widely

read.

- the p ra Mr. Wilson has nominated declared for the abolition of un-

been 1 University. They necessary offices and boards and a thorough

have been fruitful in man;, . but reorganization of the State's administrative

the public i- in
-

just now in measuring system, with reduction of expenditures, for

the part that thi-. university president} has the equalization of taxation, for the estab-

had in
[

Mr. Wilson for the duties lishment of a public service commission with

of p
'.'. mmonly choose power to regulate rate-, for new laws for the

our i-lator- directly from control of corporations, for tin- limitation of

candidates' expenditure- at election-, lor a

sity administration, requiring new direct primary law, and lor ,i constitu-

te ability to deal effectively with a tional amendment permitting the- -election

through big of United State- Senators by popular vote,

and In In li before the convention accepting

ihation the- candidate characterized

i highly the- platfom ind, explicit, and busii

I 1 1 1 4
- delegates t hal t he plal

i it b\ ac liic\ emenl
iid pn. \ the three dominal

I lit people ||. i cilll

oiioim in admini trn

ill ml of

mi pen Ik \l i .

tO i -III] I lie nil

•Ul In
I

'

: refori

<lllll ||| M| |||.

1
1 i i .i 1 1

1
; i

lid III lli Inn. Ill i
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MR U II.SON RESTING AT PRINCETON IN AN INTERVAL BETWEEN CAMPAIGN SPEAKING I OLIO

month for the Rk\ IBW 01 Rj

Mill THE CORPORATIi

• •
• momk and

mat' not offer r impas-

Ld-fashio

il and int.

ilc through direct, unadorned
'he pro'

1

i( is

ation, ami ii is extremelj demoralizing thai they
should be. I aws based upon dispassionate study,
not upon hostility . .in- requii

Vgain, in speaking of the regulation of

corporations by the siatr-*, rather than by the

federal air horil ies, h<- says:

[i u nr hopi i hat New |erec; im.i\ lead

i In- u.i\ in reform bj scrutinizing verj carefullj

i. p incorporate, i heir

up, i heir and mi t hod ol

M. i Im it •>! ,'.1111/. 1 1 ii 'ii u nli r<

i onl rol I foi urn \

! . hi In done
i In

prin< ii' ulaiioii

i
' ill :

MM III

i i i ul h .i Ii im nl. ii \

ild mul i difT< i' H' i in
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the conduct of tin- public business at Trenton.
At Least two groups of men are keenly

aware of this fact, -the corporation managers
and the responsible leaders of the party in

power. Mr. Wilson purposes that before this

campaign i> closed the whole State shall be
aware of it. The abuse of their privileg

by certain of the corporations he humorously
Likens to automobile "joy-riding." Illus-

trating hi- point that the danger to the pub-
lic welfare lies not so much in the size of the

corporation as in the exceptional advantaf
enjoyed by the corporation managers, he

remark-:

Main- of the people I see handling automobiles
hainllc them as it they had neither conscience nor

learning. I have no objection to the -ize and
beauty and power of the automobile. I am inter-

ested, however, in the size and conscience of the
nun who handle them. aiu\ what I objeel to i- t hat

some <>!' the corporation nun are taking j<>y ride-

in their corporations.

GOV1 kwil \ I r.v PUB! [C OPINION

Perhaps the most significant feature of Mr.
Wilson'- speaking tour- since the opening
speech at Jersey City on the evening <->\ Sep-

tember 28 has been the clear and effective

illumination that he has thrown on matters of

State policy. His appeal ha- been to men's

intellect- and not at all to their emotions. His

first concern has been to lead men to think,

and to think to some purpose, about their

common interests. That much-abused phrase

"a campaign of education," may be fitly used

to describe hi- series of talk- to the people.

Vet his i- not the schoolmaster's attitude;

it i- rather that of the earnest inquirer, seek-

ing light that he may give it to his neighbors.

lb- i- frank enough to say that the equaliza-

tion of taxation i- a difficult problem, and
that before action i- taken a commission
should be appointed to study the question.

He proposes in this as in other matter- of

ite Legislation to take advantage of the

experience of other State-. "It i- not easy,"

he said in one of hi- speeches, "to frame a

statute that will work upon everything that

you want, but we don't want to think that

we can -.ret everything that we desire by legis-

lation. To tell you thi' truth, what I am
principally Interested in is awakening and
keeping awake the opinion ^>\ men in Jeraej

• ul Jersej matter-."

\ free country Mr. Wilson defines a- "a
untry wherein the professional politicii

kept perpetually guessing." Under his

dership, New Jersey is fasl approach!
that ideal condition.

COMMON-SENSE VERSUS PARTISANSHIP

One thin^ very noticeable in Mr. Wil-

son's speeches is the absence of the usual

partisan denunciations of the enemy. Ad-
dressing a meeting at Lakewood which was
largely attended by Republicans, the i

didate -aid:

I have in ray time attended many jKjh

meetings, but I never ha\e seen political mo
such a- I have seen in recent weeks. They ha\<

seemed to be like party gathering- at all, hut
m- that we .ire nut to di ms of the

principles of our ommonwealth, and how
we should try to serve those ini

<

If we nut a- a party a-

to indulge in the old kind of party argument and
the old kind of party invectives, in which there

never ha- been anything and never will U
thing a- long a- the world It i- not pai

ladii - itlemen, that go wrong, it i- the lead-

: parties t hat go wn
Think of what the parties 1 < >n-i-i of. think !' the

great Republican and th«

almost evenly divided in voters of th> '

State-, when Presidential election <-

h !>y the million- to the poll-. Do you
suppose there i> anything radically wrong with the
million- of men who go to the polls ; a the
one side or the Other? If thev

would judge in the wrong way, it i- simpb
they are mi-led by persons they are following. We
talk about government In the people, and we
heartily believe in government by the jH-ople. but
in the pa-t. judgment by the p<-op! * in

judging the men who lead them.

On another occasion, when his audience

was more decidedly democratic in it- sym-
pathies, Mr. Wilson said:

You will not find me in anv -|K' his cam-
paign uttering one word of eritieism of my fellow -

citizens who compose the rank and file of th< Ri

publican partv. them ju-t a- mini
respect the men who have voted according to my
opinions in pasl 1 ampaigns. Hut what I am finding

fault with i- that they have been radically m
by men who have not meant to serve them in the

manner in which they promised them in

time- past, or have not acted in the spirit in which
aders <<\ th< aerations tun I — in

sympathy with the people of tf munities.

I am not one of those silly students of hi-Mrv who
ran read history all in favor of one party. I know

thai the Republican party ha- ren-

dered to this country—and I know that that partv

ha- rendered such services to this countrj
ii wa- backed l>\ mpathy and manho
the people up .\n<\ clown the counties and -

this I nion.

I the mouth of the campaign orator of

the old order such sentiments would have

been discounts As

Princeton's former president utters them,

nobody doubt- their sincerity all,

the members <^i th< >ing party.
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A college presidexi ON tiie STUMP The campaign contributions made by
corporations to the party in power were

In the average Wilson meeting about likened to the water used for "priming" a

even' element of the community is repre- pump. If the pump fails to suck, the

sented. There arc Jerseymen and Jersey- "priming" water is poured down into the

women of nearly every rank and calling in valve, the air space is rilled, and the pump
life, and sometimes they bring the children, begins to '"draw." The first water that i>

Jersey communities, it should be re- pumped up. says Mr. Wilson, is the water
membered. arc Republican by past affilia- that was used for "priming.'

1

Probably
tions—only three of the twenty-one counties not a farmer or householder in rural Jersey

went for Bryan in i ad the Wilson failed to see the intended application.

meetings in strongly

Republican districts

are as well attended

n doubtful

Democratic dis-

trict-. There i-

nothing in the can-
; ie- to

repel Republican
and then

much to attract
them. Tl ker

rarely"talksover the
hea his audi-

nd ht- nei

"ta • n " to it.

in tl ad
them di -

ly,

: mentality

the brigfa

ry

kindly humor tl

not lx- tr.ih

huillo;

nj .1 Pi

it.

illusl

thai

\\ il -< ii

to hold

Mr. Wilson has

an excellent voice

and carefully avoids

straining it. His
speeches average
about forty minutes
in length and are

delivered without
reference to notes or

any form of man-
uscript. No two
speeches are the
same. Verbatim re-

ports appear in the

Philadelphia and
New York papers
and are widely cir-

culated throughout

the state. News
paper correspond-

cn t s a re severe
critics of campaign
orator) . and it is sig-

nificant thai those
who have accom-
panied Mr. Wilson

onhistourshavebeen
thoroughly interest-

ed in what the
to say, and an- all devoted
the Wilson propaganda. The

in.

In-little

for

i'

ker has

converts to

< ampaign met tings have surprised the I temo
< raii< managers by their size and enthusiasm.
Places when- Democratic "rallies" nave

d almosl to the \ anishing point

in the past decade h.i\< this yeai mustered
that have filled the halls and

I little ( oi nti\ < oiirt

1 1 an • in i I ecu found
in. id- to hold tin i rowd* that ha\ c

lint) towns

indidate. Hi f<

h i ounl ;, w ill have I I

\l i \\ il on, and
Mnn m ill he

I ill not

Ik .ii him di
I

tin
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llll I\M I'l \!'l ST VOT]

The prize for which both parties in \cw
Jersey are contending this year i- the Large

independent vote, of which the New York
commuters form the chief element. Of the

Mate'- entire vote, more than one-half i-

cast in the five counties lying nearest t<>

New York City and largely populated by
people whose business hours are spent in

the metropolis. Under normal conditions

about half a million votes should be cast in

New Jersey. Mori' than j 50.000 of these

will be cast in that pari of the State which
is most directly influenced by New York,

and probably [25,00c 'ill be cast by
the commuters themselves. While the five

counties in question Passaic, Hudson, Union,

Bergen and Essex) gave handsome plural-

ities for I a it two years ago, at the State

election of 1007 (only one year previous to

the presidential), they had given a larger

vote to the Democratic than to the Repub-
lican ticket. On State issues the vote of

these counties, which might easily turn the

scale in an election, i- problematic. Un-
doubtedly the Democratic managers are

building hope- on capturing a considerable

] >art of this independent vote this year.

The Republican nominee for Governor,
Mr. Vivian Lewis, Mate Commissioner of

Banking, to whom hi- opponent frequently
refer- a- a gentleman of irreproachable
character, ha- done little in the campaign
to block Mr. Wilson's -ui<(— . He ha- vir-

tually conceded all the point- of the Demo-
cratic platform relating to State affair-,

and since there remain- no distinct issue of

State policy between the- parties, the con-

te-t i- limited to a 1 hoi' ndidati

There i- ample evidence in thi- campaign
that the old notion- of party fealty in Mate
and local elections are giving way. A
years ago it would have been quite impos-

sible for any Democrat, however eminent, to

rally Republican- to hi- standard with any
expectation of - Thi- year one meets
with -core- of men who vote the Republican
ticket in Xew Jersey on national issue-, but
who declare that Wilson i- their choio
the governorship. Whatever the result may
be. no right-thinking citizen. Democrat or

Republican, will have cause to regret the

moral effect of the Wilson campaign.

1 hi PRESIDENTS holm. i-ki\c i m\ UNTVERSm
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MAKING GOOD FARMERS OUT OF
POOR ONES

The Work of Dr. Seaman A Knapp

BY ROS \ PENDLETON CHILES
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Century," is a fascinating account of a new have actually increased in value and yield in

Ireland, born of the soil, whose cry n<>\\ is not spite of the weevil.

much "Home Rule'" as "Home Develop- The restoration of confidence in the delta

ment." This year he has taken occasion t<> country of Mississippi and Louisiana during
state in reference to his work that the- Irish the past two years has alone been worth
Co-operative Movement represents nearly the cost of the whole work up to this time.

1,000 farmers' organizations, with a mem- The presence of the weevil and bad weather
bership of 100.000 persons, and that the conditions threatened the loss of almost the

business handled last year amounted to entire crop, when Dr. Knapp's men went into

.500,000. the section and saved the situation. Last
In our own country, where the loss in farm year in Louisiana in spite of the weevil and an

values between 1880 and n^oo was more than almost unprecedentedly had season, the I Jem-

Si ,000.000,000. perhaps the greatest reform onstration men averaged a yield of one-half of

in agriculture that the modern world has a bale to the acre, while the yield of the State
known has been going <>n for the pasl -i\ v fifth of a hale. The plan i> simply
years, yel somodesl have been those engaged to plant cotton that mature- early, and by
in it and so commonplace the method- em- -hallow and intensive cultivation to has

ployed that there are many who know little maturity before the weevil has a fair chance
or nothing of it- history. to get in it- work of destruction. Then

the squares form, to eo over the field and pi< k
""' boll-weevil: v blessing well

aU pictured by the weevil and burn them.
DISG1 tSED

After this i- done two or three time-, the

The work was precipitated by the advent effort- of the pests are exhausted and the

of the boll-weevil into Texas, an event which remaining cotton develops rapidly. There

threatened to become a public calamity, hut i- scarcely any fear of panic in the cotton

which in more than one way has proven to he sections now when the weevil approaches,

a blessing in disguise. The country as a since the farmers know how to deal with it.

whole, especially the great cotton-growing

section, was panic-stricken, and it became BRINGING HOPE l'<> Till: SOUTHERN FARMER
necessary for the general Government to take-

some action to restore confidence b) saving the Hut the Farmers' Co-operative Demonstra-
crop. This it did when, in 1904, the Bureau of tion Work extends its usefulness along -true-

Plant Industry inaugurated a movement at tural lines of much greater importance than

first known a- the Cotton Demonstration the salvation of one staple crop; it i- 1

Work, hut later called The Farmers' Co- cerned in the development of every branch
operative Demonstration Work, the name of agriculture and in the complete redemp-
which it now hear-. At the head of this tion of rural life. Southern methods
movement is I>r. Seaman A. ECnapp. farming have long been had. Complexit)

The primary object was to -how thai a conditions makes it hard to give a reason for

good yield of cotton can he made in -pile of this, hut to those who know the section well

the weevil, and the effort to do this has been numerous reasons present themselves. The
rewarded with remarkable success. I have owning of large tracts of land without means
before me now an affidavit made by some of of cultivating them, the poor educational and
the most influential farmer-, merchants, and social advantages ol sparsely settled dis-

bankers of Trinit) County. Texas, affirming tricts, the alluring call of the cities to definite

that tin- increase in hank deposits and tin- incomes and more compact life, and the

selling values of farm lands shows that count) leaving of the farm- to tenant labor ^>\ the

to he 100 per cent, better *>(( than before the very ignorant and the very \>- e of

appearance of the weevil; that the rental the general reasons for the impoverished

value of lands cultivated wholly in cotton has and had cultivation of Southern lands,

increased 74 per cent. ; that the lands produce whatever th< ns for the anomalous <

more cotton to the acre than before; and that dition. the fact remain- that some of the rich-

the weevil problem was solved by the aid of est land in the worldwasbecoming thepoorest.
the Farmers'.Demonstration Work. A part Small land owners and tenant-are the great-

of the prosperity come- from the fact that est sufferers under such circumstani

the wee\ il caused farmers to turn their at ten- the sight of those who live out their little day
tion to some extent to the raising ^i food in poverty, debt, and hopeless industrial and
crops, hut that does not alter the fact that social failure, receiving little and giving little,

pp experiments -how cotton lands to is pitiable in the extreme. The question nat-
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urally arise? why should such conditions exist Knapp, and a number of State, district, and
in a country as rich, as fair, as choice as the county agents, chosen with reference to a

sun ever shone on? and the answer of the scientific knowledge of agriculture and of

Government that they need not exist is being special conditions in the sections in which they

worked out in the soil with great satisfaction

to the farmers themsehi

THINGS RECOGNIZED AND ATTEMPTED IN

DEMONSTRATION WORK

The salient features of the Demonstration
\\ rk. to quote Dr. Knapp. are:

(i) Better drainage of the soil.

(2) A deeper and more pulverized seed bed;
fall plowing with implements that will not

Lrin.

: of the best variety, intelli-

gent' red.

In cultivated i" he rows and the
Ls in the row- to the plant, the
ind the climate.
Intensive tilling during the growing period

The'importanc'. irh content of humus
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farn. fertilizers.
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? iithi-rn fan

rk in. a day
»wer and

The im
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11 ich farm
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That is the plan, a plan so simple and prac-

ti< a.1 the marvel i? that the whole world has

not followed it for the past fifty y< \ 1

matter of fact, a few pr irmers

imilar methods and prospered;
I>r. r. :im to have origin
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SELECTING .TED CORN. MONROE. UNION COUNTY. NORTH CAROLINA. MARCH 31. I90Q. ONE
HUNDRED AND EIGHTY FARMERS BROUGHT CORN TO BE SELECTED

ese meetings were held ii

\ \ IRCINI \ II \Y I \RM
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\S COTTON-FIELD. THE RESULTS OF DEMONSTRATION METHODS ARE SHOWN ON
THE LEFT. OF OLD METHODS ON THE RIGHT

THIS MAP SHOWS

HOW THE FARMERS

OF A V ARE
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dem .'ration

:<k

;

COOPERATION FARMS

ARE INDICATED BY

THE SMALL CIRCLES.
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operate, ["hose who come in cured contact

with farmers must be men of tact, excep-

tional know ledge <>f human nature, and abun-
dant zeal.

JIt»\\ "DEMONSTRATION" I \K\iS \I\KK
\\ i RIs

An agenl goes into a territory and seeks

;i hard-working farmer, who. like his neigh-

bors, fails from year to year in his crop. He
persuades this man to sign a contract to work
a small portion of his farm, usually an acre,

according to Government directions. This
plot is called a "demonstration farm." and
the farmer who cultivates it according t<>

agreement a "demonstrator" or "co-opera-

tor." The co-operation consists in uniting

with the Government in an effort to increase

the productiveness of the soil, and is not in

any sense the co-operation of farmers for

industrial control and higher prices under-

stood by the word "co-operative "in Europe.

There is. however, a strong -pirit ^A co-opera-

tion of farmers with each other and with pub-
ir< es in i heir section which ha- broadened

the scope of the work and helped to make it

permanent.
Once a month the local agent \ i-it s the

'"demonstration farms" to advise and ex-

plain, and the success of the work, when the

final yield is known, i- such that the man who
ha- co-operated with the Government has

respecl for hi- native land hounded only by
hi- conception of the miraculous. His self-

respect also increases in proportion to the

congratulations of hi- neighbors and the

price paid for hi- seed. A brilliant thought

fhphes at n>-~ hi- mind; he need no longer be
a plodder, and hi- children but why depict

the detail of the vision? By his own work on
an acre of ground under the scientific instruc-

tions of the Government, the man's life has

transformed, the lives of his children

lilted to .i higher plane, and conditions con-

trolling the industry hi' represents made new
for all time. The reason is plain. The acre

which during the thirty _\ i his farming

it, ha- never before produced more than fif-

teen bushels of corn, <>r one-fourth of a bale of

cot ton. has now produced seventy-five bushels

of corn, or a bale of cotton. In some i

the- sale of seed from thi- one acre will finance

hi- entire crop the following year.

Still, a- ha- been -tated. the- farmer i- a

doubter and not fully convhv r-t that

the object lesson of one aire mean- that his

whole farm can treble in value if he applies

the lesson t<> the remainder of it. Convic-
tion come-, however, a- he put- more soil to

the te-t. and in about three \ hen his

whole place ha- become a "demonstration
farm," no power could move him from his

tied belief in the absolute value of Govern-
ment methods. Moreover, he i- now tired

with the zeal of a crusader, and in advising

his neighbor-, both privately and in public

assemblies, help- to extend the good work.

\( II \I. Kl -I I i-

In regard to the detailed value of the new
method of cultivation. Dr. Knapp says:

In the practical application of these instructions

ii has been foiirnl l<ieil i<«>

SHOWING III! Hi M I I Ol OLD SHALLOW PLOWING WH DEEP PLOWINC
l\ PREPARATION I ok PLANTING COWPI \-
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S Bl Mil Kl FORTY BUSHELS rO Till'. VCR]

SHOWING DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SHALLOW AND INTENSIVE CULTIVATION AND THE OLD METHOD
OF DEEP CULTIVATION AFTER PLANTING. THESE TRACTS ARE SIDE BY SIDE

ON THE SAME FARM IN NORTH CAROLINA

rop nil similar lands, with
an :r planting the besl

made a ^jin >!' 50 |m r ent.; and shallow, frequent
1 ultivation mother ent.,

making .1 r .i < rop three
With bei tcr nd imple-
ide .a li The
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fold.
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Ml III

pp's

V

a short, healthy >ialk, indicating early ma-
turity, he marks it in some way, and having
selected in thi> manner the bolls from the

best plants of hi> entire < rop. picks these firsl

and gins them separately.

Il"\\ 1 in COUNTRY (. UNS

Such are some of the features of the

Farmers' ( !o-operative Demonstration Work,
which is too large a matter to describe in full.

It- objeel is to improve the soil, t<> teach the

farmer how to raise two, three, and tour limes

his usual yield with less cosl of production,

and how t" become master of the oldest

known industr) in the world. Incidentally

ii tea< he- i ( onomy, order, sanital ion, pal ri

otism, and a scon of other w holesome lessons.
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rapid grow in in mi work averaged $60 a bale and the corn *o cent;

bushel, tin- gain on the former wa joo

The Demonstration Work is supported by and on the latter . o. a total of

Congressional appropriation, by a liberal $1,311,643.20. A large number <

fund from the General Education Hoard of tor- and demonstrators made no report upon
New York, by State legislatures, and by which accurate statistics could be based, and
subscriptions of farmer- and business men. the jzain here shown i- estimated to be about

Dr. Knapp hopes in time there will be one-third of the actual gain, which mi

county commissioners of agriculture whose that nearly four millions dollar- above what

-alary will be paid by their respective they are accustomed to make went into tin

counties. This would crystallize local inter- pocket- of the farmers who used the Demon-
est and enable the work to extend more -tration method- last year. And thi- does

rapidly. Its growth ha- been phenomenal, not represent the whole gain, because the

From one agenl in 1004 it has increased to cosl of production was 1<

4-;o agents at the present time, from one
farm it ha- extended to 00.000 farm- and RECORDS Of iMMVtni \l. i \R\ttk-

7^.000 farmer-; from one State to thirteen

Slate-. The appropriation of Congress, But the most interesting and convin<

made when the boll-weevil necessitated it. information comes from individual c.

limit- the work at present to the South, but I mention a few chosen from many thousand-

it i- suited to all sections and all farmer-. good among tin- Government record-.

The success of the movement may be J. O. Neal, of Mississippi, lived on a farm

judged best by its immediate fruits. Proba- that a few year- before the Demonstration

bly the largest evidenceof the good it is doing men began work on it -old for - ere. In

i- the demand for it. Every State, every 100S he owed the merchant- of Brookhaven,

county, every farmer who realizes what the his nearest town. SSoo. He rai-ed each

work is doing want- it. and want- it badly corn and hay sufficient t<> la-t only until

enough to pay the price. spring, and not enough of anything else to

meet his living expenses or t<> pay his de

1111 showing i\ mi, 1 ri - With great reluctance he consented to work

five-eighths of an aero in cotton by Govern-

The following table of comparative figures ment method-. From this he picked a bale.

shows the value in yield of the Demonstration and agreed to work hi- whole farm the next

Work for [909 over ordinary methods: year by Demonstration methods. Hi- aver-

IOWING VVERAG] \llll>- I\ COTTON WD m'KN' UNDER K\K\II \M>>\

WORK, COMPARED Willi HI Kl \1 "1 STATISTICS' FIGUB

- lar

-

I. gas 1291 777 1 ;-•; 5929 - 4 445 " '- - '5

West Texas 998 637 »i8 1655 547 5 -' s 4"7 3 '5 ,:;

Oklahoma }<>7 "m jot -<> -> ". 4 17

Mississippi <>->5 373 3030 21 m ; i'' 1 '4 5

Alabama 763 38 12 1 13* 14 - '3

Louisiana 1517 '>--l 592 7S'i
'" '

Arkansas 816 663 142 5276 " 4<*<' ' 15 4
|S

i ieorgia Boo 604 \ 1 - s" 13c 14 1 J

I lorida 37 1 <x,
) 597 5 21 1-' <>

South Carolina -'71 s 1636 1204 l :a\ 5 U i' 1
7

North Carolina 654 895 2200 2979 i-\vs 2 4"" 74' 4 18 '

\ irginia 2071 4'

According to this table tin Demonstration age in cotton was between t,ioo and 1,200 lbs.

Work extended over 53,436 acres cultivated per .ure. while his neighbors raised between

in cotton and (9,058 in corn. The cotton ;oo and 400. Besides thi-. he raised 500

represented an increase of about 13,750 bales bushels of corn, and on one acre, to which

and the corn 609,304 bu-hel-. If the cotton special attention was given, 152 bushel.-.
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BLRT in l; III Di.l I v OP GRAYSON COUNTY, I I \ \-

W1NNERS Ol THE CORN PRIZE FOR Till YEAR 1909
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forming i 'R\ < it bs gins to realize to what extent - de1

pends upon a knowledge oi the work in hand
Hut the greatest thing done by I >r. knapp- and business methods applied t<> it.

movement ha- been the establishment of

Boys' ("urn Clubs. A prominent man has forty-six thousand boy farm
spoken el" tin- Demonstration Work among
men as "tin- greatest fact in modern times," The success of the boy- has exceeded that

but this striking statement might be more of older farmers. In 1900 the hoys in one

truthfully made <>f the work among boys, tor county in Mississippi averaged 74 bushels of

that fact are comprehended more far- corn to the aire, while the farmers of the

hing possibilities. unty employing old methods averaged less

The question of how to hold young men of than 20 bushels. The result in special ca

progressive ideas to the farm has lorn; been is almost beyond belief.

of our most serious problems, and the -comb I -hur. the -»>n oi* a farmer in

inability to solve it has been the chief cause ordinary circumstances in Marlboro County,

of the deterioration of our land-. The matter S. ('.. in tooo made on his J2
1 2 bushels

has been reactive; ambitious boy- have left ol corn at a cost of ,i cent- a bushel. His

the farm because it promised but little, and was the best showing and he won the county

the farm has promised less because ambitious and Mate prizes with a -pedal prize <>f a trip

boys have left it. The final consequence in to Wash bj Dr. knapp. His

many cases has been that both boy and land torn was sold partly f< bushel,

have come to naught. Attaching the boy to The sale of hi- crop and hi- prizes brought
the soil mean- the redemption oi both boy and him S500. and he i- now in a
land. Dr. Knapp's idea i- this: If yout De Witt Lundy, of Lexington, Miss., n

men can be made to see that farming i- a 63 bushels, without lertili
I in -pi;

scientific study as interesting as any other the fact that his crop 1 I by
branch of productive knowledge, that it can insects. The total cost of production

be robbed of it- old-time drudgery and hard He also won county and State prizes

ships, that it can be made to pay more than and a trip to Washington, a- did the two lot-

ex en successful boys can expect for many lowing boys, Elmer Halter, of Conway,
year- in competitive city employments, and Arkansas, who made 85 1-3 bushels in spite of

that an easy income in early life will the a bad season, and Ralph Bellwood, of Man-
sooner fit them for future influence and power, Chester, Va., who made 122 bushels at a

the problem will be solved, and the result of of 14*2 cents a bushel.

bis work with the boys proves the truth of his These four boys came to Washington 00

conclusions. their prize trip and were presented by Secre-

This branch of the work is under Prof. 0. tary Wilson with the first certificates of merit

B. Martin. The plan i- to interest boy- be- ever given youthful farmer- by the- Depart-

tween ten and eighteen years of age in one ment of Agriculture. Next year the Secretary

thing on the farm, and corn-raising has been will givecertifi< and Governors
selected, partly because it has become neces- and - Superintendents of Education will

sary for farmer- to pay more' attention to hrA also give certificates <>i merit to all boy- raising

crops. Corn clubs are organized bj agents of 7; b -m on one acre- at not

the Government in conjunction with superin- to exceed ;o cents a busheL
tendentS <>f education and teacher-, the boy- The immediate effect of all thi- i- tremen-

elect their own officers, th< Go ernment fur- dous, and the ultimate good resultant no man
rushes the instructions, parents furnish land, can estimate Forty-six thousand boys are

teams andimplements, merchantsandbankers now recri\ imr training in scientific farming

offer pri/.e-. new-paper- keep the matter b«-- under l>r. Knapp's method-, and the number
fore the public-, and the b gin their 1,1- i- increasing rapidly. The ride that ha- long

reer as farmer- upon an acre' each after the Bowed to the cities i- >ing back, and
plan adopted for adult demonstrators.' The twenty years from now the backwoods farm
boys ha\c -o many interested in them that will wield a power undreamed of in all its past

they feci bound to succeed, and they do. history. By that time it i- doubtful whether

b boy keep- a Strict account and make- a there will be -uch a thing in the United St

rly report to the Bureau of Plant Industry, a- a poor backwoods farm, for the Knapp
lb must know the- exact cost of hi- crop and idea i- becoming a\\ obsession wb it i-

how hi- profits have come to him. and In- -<>e>n underst"
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500,000 surplus remains each year without Formosan and Manchurian companies were
provision. The problem has come up to the similarly engaged. New enterprises in these

departments in Tokyo, as problems straight- regions and in the Hokkaido and Saghalien

vray do when a paternal government handles were made attractive. Discreet fragments
the entire details <>i' it > people's affairs. The of the information thus dispensed spilled 1

solution mosl readily hit upon was to aid the the rim of the empire and appeared in the

emigration of the overcrowded to other coun- press of Canada and the United States with

tries, those countries where tin- most favor- quieting effect. So the vast stream of vigor-

able economic conditions obtain being, of ous, labor-seeking emigration has been turned
course, the anticipated destinations, for the into channels which will distribute it to irri-

Japanere, just as keenly as any other people, gate and enrich Japan's own frontier.

follow the quest of i hi- Golden Fleei

Opposition blocked this program, however, japan desires augmented populath
immediately in \< Zealand and Australia,

and a little later in the United States and Two thin^- deserve note in the program
Canada. Thousands entered Mexico and thus outlined. There ha> never been a sug-

Chile, but the condition of tin- emigrant was gestkm that a diininishing of the hirth-rutt

.

there far less desirable. a cutting down of the population to he pro-

This solution having failed and the original vided for. offer- a solution to the problem of

problem remaining, the government cast support. Japan desires, beyond other de-

aboui among tin- possibilities more under it- -ire. the augmenting of her numbers to

own control, where foreign cooperation was her strength and position in carrying out her

not essentia] to the success of it- program, new world policy. Tl od point of in-

Various canknissions appointed by parka- terest is the definite calculation of the number
ment were dispatched to the Hokkaido, of Japanese emigrants who can he settled in

Formosa, Saghalien, Korea, and Manchuria, Manchuria. The writer visited Saghalien at

to look the land over and report to Tokyo, the time the parliamentary commission of

With much of junketing, more or less ques- investigation was making it- survey in 1007,

tioning of local officers, and some personal and at that time Manchuria and her millions

investigation, these groups of colony-cruisers of colonists entered into every computation;

returned, and Tokyo was advised that the that the battle-fields of the Russo-Japanese
Hokkaido could support ten million addi- war were territory for Japanese colonization

tional inhabitants; that Saghalien was a lean was taken as a thing for granted, quite.

land and her quota must lie reckoned only

in hundred- of thousands; that Formos PRINO n<>'-i\-

when tamed, would absorb specified million-:

Korea other million-; and the vast millet Various incident- in the past year have

plain- and forest clearings of Manchuria bearing on this situation. The fact that

would accommodate so many millions more. Prince Ito, after t in Korea as prac-

tically the supreme power, was relieved ^\

ENCOI K\c.i\t. MIGRATION i" JAPAN that position and sent on a -pecial mi—ion

1 1 kk! i« mi! - to China, had only one meaning to those who
are reading carefully the passing chronicle of

Wherefore, without overforcing the devel- Oriental affair-. When the aged veteran of

opment of these sections, the 500.000 annual diplomacy was sent, the task was one do
emigration on which the computation was beyond the capacity of any other missioner.

based could he placed for fifty years where Princi [to finished negotiations at Peki

it would he far more easil) within the reach and at Harbin was treating with Russia when
and control of the government, and where it assassinated. Whether the Russo-Japai

would involve no unpleasant arrangements arrangement recently announced at all re-

and possible embroilment with any of the sembles what Prince Ito would have secured,

great power- .slurp restrictions were at no one, I suppose, can say. Butoaecai
once laid upon the tran- -Pacini emigration lieve confidently that Ito- l.i-t exti

companies, and the gates of fa\<>r were dinary mission had direct bearing on Japan's
opened to those operating in the newly desig- colonization policy: and also one may expo t

nated colonies, ["he press was filled with the to find the new colonial board, which will

1. ut that "the J. ipanc-e Korean Colonial administer Formosa, South Saghalien, Korea,

Companj will -end about 40.000 farmer- with and l.iao Tung, operating al-o farther inland

their families to Korea every year," and that in Manchuria.
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A FRONTIER VILLAGE OF HOKKAIDO. SHOWING ADAPTF.D ARCHITECTURE. AND STUMP
HELD WITH NEW CROP OF BUCKWHEAT CROWING

HE M"KK UDO

Having made survey of the field upon
which the Japai mtiersman is to be \>r<>-

duced, present interest lies in noting the

characteristics which vays app<

in the men of those frontiers and which prom-
i splendid future for their type. The

taming of raw lands i

i history thai there is only

bere frontier settlement has

hibit

rmined t rah rhissl id) ill there-
• the

The Hokkaido, or Yi/.o. is the north-most

of the main groups of islands, and is roughly

three hundred miles in north and south ex-

tension, and the same easl and west. Its

climate i- cooler and dryer than that of

the main and southern islands. There are

considerable mountainous areas, well tim-

bered, and producing coal, iron, and sulphur.

There are also wide table-lands, covered with

~i altered oak trees, and several rich river

valleys with area so greal as to permit them

to be commonly designated "plains." Hie

Hokkaido has been definitely under Japanese

control on I) since the Restoration; the rela

tionship thai existed between the Shogunate

and the Ainu < hiellain- u ho held SW a\

throughout the island was but a loose ovei

lordship. With the ex< eption ol one mi two
t In Hoi I aido during thai

.

;

.

I
and t lie in

n plai < dt

! . loi In

iiti»!t i ,\ lii< li tin n

cai
1 .1 i he

i

I he I. III!
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methods in cultivating the age-old rice, millet,

and radish crops of* the mainland. Produc-

ing all their own foodstuffs they were inde-

pendent of support from the mother country.

The- presence of the Ainu, who had lo>t the

prowess of former centuries, but added the

of conquest to the invasion of the hardy
^tilers who crowded them out of their clear-

ings and their fishing and hunting grounds.

None of the catalogue of dangers and diseases

to which the tropical colony is subject, as

Dr. Keller points out . was present in the

Hokkaido settlements. There was little

irregular marriage, because the Japanese
females migrated with the males, hence no

half-breed element grew up to lend it-- tur-

bulence and instability to the new society.

Slavery and compulsory native labor did

not appear because colonists were not de-

barred from labor by the climate, and their

eager toil was far more productive than any
forced labor could be.

ADAPTABILITY TO M W CONDITIONS

The food supplies, the constant recruiting

of the personnel, the armed protection, and

the uninterrupted civil control that the tropi-

cal colony demands were all unnecessary in

the Japanese northland. Free land, to be

had on favorable terms from the government;

low rentals and high wages, encouraging an

independent start on small capital and admit-

ting of the speedy accumulation of that nice—

v capital. all favored theman on the frontier

in Japan, as they have on every other tem-

perate frontier. It has been but another

repetition of the old romance the most

adaptable, energetic and enterprising mem-
bers of a community sifted out and trans-

planted to rich, raw soil, where they mutually

stimulate each other to still greater energy

and adaptability; the new conditions calling

for change o\ method and manner i)\ life; and

the changes, intelligently made, spelling im-

provement and new capacity for further

progress. Under this program a generation

has sufficed in northern Japan to produce

marked differentiation in the frontier type.

U I s| I K'\ \I.KU I I II K \l Mil lid's

This improvement has not, however, been

wholly spontaneous and unaided. 1'he Hok-
kaido was opened just at the time when Japan
in her awakening, realized keenly that the

western nations were possessed oi superior

knowledge and methods. In availing her-

C'nion v < • K. o. r Boston i"«>s

self of these advantages she sought, among
others, those that could be applied in her

northern frontier settlements. President

Clark, of the Massachusetts Agricultural I

was brought into the Hokkaido and
under his hand the Imperial Agricultural

College of Sapporo, now a university, was
founded. The northern climate and the wide
reaches of new cheap land lent themselves

admirably to the si f western methods
and the production of western grains,

grasse-. tuber-, vegetables, and fruits. Down
to the present day the vigorous young brain

of the colony has found well-trained, pro-

gressive leadership in the Sapporo school.

Research and experiment have there been

constantly maintained, and the best results

thus obtained flow out from this center and
are daily demonstrated on hundreds of fields

and meadows, dairies and stock farms, or-

chards and vineyards, throughout the island.

I lu- university gains much of its support

from itsendowment of forest lands from which

it -ells i. 200.000 feet of timber annually.

1-KI.I 1 VNDS I or si 1 n ] Ks

The settler i:i the Hokkaido recei\ 1

the government, free, five ckobu (twelve and

a half acre- of land on condition that it is

cleared of forest and a certain proportion - f

it put under cultivation within three years,

the amount to be so cultivated each year

being stipulated, a small area the lirst year.

a considerably larger portion the third. 1

twenty years no taxes are levied on these

holdings. \- an extraordinary measure I

believe the government ha- given assistance

at time- to settlers overtaken by misfortune.

till SOLDO R CO] ON

The military reserve colonics afford an even

more interesting method for the settlement

of new territory. The government alio:

each head oi a family the same area of land

that is allowed the independent settler, but

in addition builds on it a dwelling of European

construction, and storehouses. The oblong

tracts of land lie -ide by side-, the short dimen-

sion fronting on the central street. A "gar

den-city" arrangement results, the houses

being enough separated for privacy, but a

community life, impossible to scattered set-

tlements, is fostered. School, church, tem-

ple, shop, and physician all are within reach.

The produce of the entire' colony can be mar-

keted to advantage on a cooperative basis.

A most interesting illustration of this common
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SETTLERS CLEARING AND Bt RMNC THE FOREST IN HOKKAIDO

and markt nd in a sol-
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desired end. New methods arc extemporized

for the occasion. Every device is acceptable

on the one condition that it "makes good,"
and custom and convention have here, as on
other frontiers, an extremely high mortality.

Most interesting concrete illustrations of tin's

attitude are numberless. \- Canadian voy-

ageur and Western trapper borrowed the

birch -bar!, canoe of the Indian, so the Japan-
ese has borrowed the long, slender, graceful

Ainu dugout against the swift current of

mountain streams it is propelled with I

rt.

the wood-man in Washington forests

built lib ( abin of logs and roofed it \\ it li split

shingles, so the woodsman of the Hokkaido
IniCtS his abode with his own a\ alter

ime pattern, independent of outside aid.

In bis new-cut n the fi

new
in the n<

n and .K'.iin on tin- i rail i hrough t he
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I
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for utility and less in accord with convention.

\i ross the >t rait > in Saghalien they are using

tlu Russian droshkeys, and have adopted the

tight-fitting Russian window, with one pane
hinged for ventilation, as the contrivance

suited to the bitter winters there obtaining,

and the sliding paper windows, to which their

lather.- have held for centuries, are forgotten.

1\ ikoih < riON "I \l w Ml THODS

I his splendid adaptability is backed by
new intelligence (for which the Agricultural

College may be held responsible) with result-

ant gains that are even more satisfying.

Leaving the terminus of the railroad at

Xayoro one journeys rapidly down the river

northward all day in a little passenger and
freight boat, arriving in the evening at the

settlements of Piuka. The cleared lands

produce potatoes of most excellent quality

in enormous quantities. In the heart of the

district is a starch mill where in the autumn
the tubers are piled in immense -tacks, con-

verted into a light-weight, high-value, easily

transported, salable commodity, and shipped

out to a ready market. In contrast, the old

rice-man of the mainland would carry those

potatoes, dirt, skins, liber, water and all. in

his shoulder-baskets weary miles to a glutted

market and into hi- custom-grooved mind

by no imaginable means could you insert any
conception of the more profitable procedure.

Another example. In the harbor of Otaru,
the bustling port of the Hokkaido. ;,

wall i- under construction. Heavy structural
rock was at first brought from the southern

ports at almost prohibitive expens arch

was made for some more effective, less waste-

ful plan. Then the raw material for

excellent cement was found in the cliff-

actly at the point where t-he sea wall spr

from the shore; the i y rock was
the spot, and the sand within easy reach.

Crushing and mixing machinery was brought

in and installed, and now the great rock i ubes
for the .structure are molded almost on the

of the wall itself.

The conception that fresh method- better

than the old may be discovered or devised is

the new •"Promethean tire" that is kindling

now in Asia for the first time, igniting, not in

the settled center- of their civilization remem-
ber, but on the frontier. In the mainland
whenever peasant . sho] >kec ] >cr c >r i iffitial c< mn -

upon a task that proves refractory under
the long-accepted formula for treatment, he

simply avoids the final challenge of it with a

"skikaia ga nai"— literally, "nothing doing."

On the frontier, however, when an opportu-

nityarises toolarge for one individual to -wing

alone he immediately organizes a combination

LUMBER FOR 1 1 IK NEW CAPITA] CM SACHAUhN. BUILT IN A SINGLE SEAxJN IKuM
EUROPEAN MODELS
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A FlsHING FLEET RETURNING TO MARKET. OTARU
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and the second at his All Souls' in August.
Fruits thrive in the Hokkaido—apples, pears,

cherries, grapes, and berries. These have all

been introduced from America, but come to a

high state of perfection in their new home,
and are greatly relished by the Japanese,
adding a new factor of healthfulness to their

diet.

The laws of nutrition have been very defi-

nitely Stated l>_v Students Of social develop-

ment I soon as an individual or a 1 1.

i from the necessity <>i spending all avail-

able energy in the getting of food, as soon as

rishmenl and leisure are provided, vital

turns at on< e into menial channels I

le< tual a 1 hievement begins. One hazards
nothing, then fore, in pr< dii ting that the new ,

• d and plentiful diet of the Jap
man \\ ill result in a >u| m

ally, u ith the pos iibilitj 1 1

ip« rioritj 1

I

I ! 'nl I lie

1

11. ..1 the
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rations of frontiersmen behind us, bred

to in-u resourcefulness on a hundred past

frontiers .1- the zone of settlement has moved
across Europe and across America: the Jap-
anese are taking up the rdle as a new one. after

centuries of quiescence and social isolation.

Hut they have the pioneer temperament;
tiny an- learning rapidly and well the "Id

n of tin- frontier, to take the means at

hand and shape them to gain the end. They
will probably achieve a complete adaptability
in far less time than we have required in doing

We may anticipate, therefore, that in a few

generations the men of tin- Japanese colonies

will be >.)\ a distinct type, differing from the

men of the mainland as Canadian. Australian,

and South African differ from Londoner.

( m|.dm \|. 0PEN-1ONDJ !>\l SS

W< may expect the Japanese colonial to ho

nearer the European in customs, tastes, ways
of thinking, and local government. Aging
social customs and outworn institutions can-

not stand transporting to the raw soil of the

frontier where everything must make pood in

satisfying some present need. From contact

with Europeans and ready imitation, as well

a- from the less strict local governance, both

individual initiative and democratic senti-

ment will gain ground in the colonies. The
colonial, from wider experience and more
open mind, will be less prejudiced against, far

more able to appreciate, and far less liable to

misunderstand other nations than the main-
land Japan.

Gulick, in hi- excellent studies of the Japan-
laims for them as a people the ch.

istics of open-mindedi en in the early

centuries of their history, proving his point by
citing their acceptance of a Chinese litera-

ture, a Korean art. and an Indian religion.

]|< i- not astonished, t . by their open
acceptance of western at the pre

["hough we understand that the ma
< >f the empire are as yet by no m<
erni/ed."" and that western "civili

1 pted and promulgated by the leader-.

but percolated very -lowly downward into

the conservative and reactionary multitude,

still it is quite allowable to acknowledge open-
mindedi a Japanese characteristic.

Here the apt phra-e of another careful author
ur purpose. Bryce, writing of American

frontier trait- -energy, resourcefulness, inde-

pendence—gives this conclusion: "The \\ < -t

is the most American part of Ann hat

Europe is to Asia, what England i- to the rest

of Europe"; what America i- to England,
that the Western States and Territories are to

the Atlantic State-." li open-mindedm -

characteristic of the Japanese, then certainly

it is true of the Hokkaido to-day. and it will

continually become more true there'and on

her other frontiers, that the colonies are the

Japanese part of Japan.

\ I I RRY IN HOkk MIX)



A DETROIT FACTORY MAKING A FAMOUS CAR
(Thirty-two acres of floor space; 7,200 employees.)

THK METEORIC RISE OF THE
AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY

BY E. M. WEST
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RUSHING LP A $')W.<kxi ALTOMOBILE FACTORY IN DETROIT

But even thi> is only a small part of the

significance of the wonderful picture repre-

sented by the foregoing figures a picture

conjured from the clouds by that modern
Aladdin, the American manufacturer. There

is an epic quality in that panoramic vista,

a Homeric sweep, an Odyssey that must stir

one with pride of American energy and quick

ambition to seize an opportunity and of

American industrial captaincy. Most im-

pressive of all the figures in the foregoing

table are those that represent the regimented

forces of the factories.

Here is an army of 140.000 men working
directly in or about the factories; if to these

we add the 1.500.000 persons employed in

allied or subordinate industries known as

parts-makers, dependent solely upon the

automobile trade of this country: and still

to these add the 7.000 selling agents and their

;S,ooo employees, we have a grand and im-

posing army of [,685,600 men, or over twenty
times as many as are enlisted in our regular

military tone-, so largely augmented since

the Spanish war. Now on the reasonable

assumption that these men support on an

average three other person-, we have a total

of 6,742,800 people in some way dependent
upon the motor car industry, or a far greater

number than are included in the population

of the largesl cities on this continent.

But that's not all. by any means. The

value of the motor cars sold in the pa>t five

years is officially estimated at S400.ooo.ooo.

riic value of last year's product was $240,-

000.000. Of this latter amount 25 per cent,

or Soo.ooo.ooo. went directly to the men em-
ployed in automobile factories. Nearly forty-

five per cent of the selling price represented

tin cost of raw and manufactured material.

and about one-fourth of that percentage went
to the employees of concerns supplying that

material. This represents Sjo.ooo.ooo more,

or a total of SSo.000,000 paid out in w.

Then. too. the expense of the shipping of the

raw material and the finished product ex-

ceeded S-iO-OOO.ooo. of which at least forty

per cent went to the toilers.

Where are the automobiles made? A
glance at the figures presented t<> the House
Committee on Tariff Hearings shows how the

253 then enlisted motor-car factories were

distributed:

Michigan 39 Illinois 39 Indiana
Ohio 30 New York :?<> Pennsylvan
Massachusetts 16 Missouri 12 Minnesota '1

Wisconsin 6 Iowa Jifornia 4
New Jersey 4 Connecticut 4 Maryland -

Nebraska 2 Rhode Island 1 Kant 1

Nevada 1 T< 1 Color 1

Prom what sections had the demand for

automobiles chiefly come? This is. of o>'

largely a matter of money strength and of

good roads, which, by the way, generally run

together.

\rw England takes ten per cent, the Mid-

dle States twenty-five. The middle West

takes sixteen per cent, the Mississippi Valley,

twelve. The Northwest :

tlie Southwest eight. The Pacific coast lakes

twelve per cent and the South five. This does

not account for all the car» made in the

United States, but only for those sold here.

There is an export trade of about two per

cent, which promises to grow steadily.

The greatest increases have been in tin-

Middle West and the Southwest. These

sections have only recently begun to buy

automobiles in considerable numbers, and the

big increases in the immediate future will be
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A LOW-PRJCED DETROIT-MADE CAR HAS "CAUGHT ON

"

GOES LP UKE MAGIC
EAST AND A GREAT FACTORY

there. The South has not yet played a large

part as a buyer. The reason for this has been

that the roads there have been unsuited to

the automobile. Lately there has begun in

the Southern states a widespread and enthu-

siastic movement for the betterment of road
condition-. A- these i onditions are improved
there will be tho and thousands of

motor cars bought and used in the South.

treat ha> come in for an enormous >hare

of the trad- in the first place they
make good cars there and ause
they know how to advertise them. The fol-

by the Detroit
• in its' latest report on the

industry in that town of canny
ind enterprising capitalists:

.

tlilions to it-.

ir in-

ln r with

7,000 .4

•I tin

1

The automobile industry has raised De-
troit to a new rank of city in commerce and
population. It has changed Flint, Michigan,

from a village to a city. Akron, Ohio, where
the tire factories are largely centered, is the

home of fourteen rubber companies with a

capitalization of £40,000,000, employing
12.000 workmen.
When the American people come rapidly

to the idea that they want a particular

article there are, immediately, tremendous
things doing industrially, as i-- shown by the

figures given above. Indeed, it would he

difficult to gel in any other way so graphic
and astonishing a realization of the bigness

of thi' country and the market it makes for

anything which i> in unusual demand.
It i> true, too. thai when a sudden demand

for a particular article of manufacture or

commodity ariM-> all over this country there

come magi* opportunities for the individual

who ha- courage ami foresight. The recenl

ry of some of the captains of the auto-

mobile indusl rv reads like an Arabian Night 's

tali- of business succt

Th< a mai hinisl ami ( -let I rii ian in

I >i 1 roii . His eye v d by the first motor
c ar I

•

1 mining through the streets, an

unbelievably crude, nois) ami unreliable
1

1

• mil men tread) making
jiric id 1 tuld In in. 11 ketcd,

1 n the) were perfected, in 1 ompara
-. limited quantitii I hi mat hini t

I ihe idea thai a cai of one foui t h or

• i tin- pri< 1 11 uall) < harged, a cai ell

11 .1 thou und doll. 11 . nu-lii
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I III FIRST CAR B I III Ml i II \M< WHO Bl -

CAM \ MI I II' >n \iki AUTOMOBILE mwiiwi

constructed ;i small car which he believed

would prove a practical low priced machine.

He went to the business head of the machine
shop in which he worked and tried to interest

him in the idea and in the car.

"Here's something the people will want,"
he said. "You ought to be able to sell these

i ars as fast as you could build them."

"Sorry," said his employer, "but I don't

see it. and you can't make me see it. 1 would
no sooner go into that business than 1 would
Into the manufacture of flying machines."
Then he proceeded to give a multitude of

reasons why the making of the cars would
not pay, and when the workman persisted

in his side of the argument he was ridi-

culed.

Undismayed, the machinist went to other
Detroit business men, but the_\- would
listen to him. They all regarded his idi

visionary, and they said so. Just as his efforts

at launching the project seemed to he most
hopeless, a stove manufacturer to whom he
had formerly applied without si: died

him into his office and told him he had been
thinking the thing over and that he would
advance S^o.ooo to start the enterprise if the

matter would be kept secret, a- he could not
afford to let his banker hear of his being

inveigled into such an air-castle scheme.

Joyously the conditions and the cash were
ted; a -mall plant was built that turned

out a number of low-priced car-. It required

no argument to convince people that these

machines were just what they wanted. S

I ess came in a flash. Order- fairly flowed in

and the rainbow of promise arched itself over
the little factory. Backed by the stove man,
who advanced more money to him from time-

to time and who was no longer fearful of let-

ting hi- interest in the enterprise be known
to the banking world, the suddenly tit.

manufacturer built larger and larger plants,

and the stove foundry, the parent of the

affair, soon became the little end of the Stove

man's business and was left practically to

other hands.

This pioneer had a genius for machinery,
lb- invented many labor-saving device- and
schemes of organization to reduce the cost o\

**»

A huiv; ni<i\ i u r« \<. nsiNC \i \ turn t-OK thk iqio \ wni kbii i com
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manufacture. The financial management of This was not the only case of bicycle-mak-

the concern and the selling agencies were ing leading to automobile manufacturing,

equally effective, and in an astonishingly short A half dozen large bicycle makers and other

time the company began to pay big dividends, smaller ones used the capital and experience

From that day to this the net earnings have they had acquired in the "wheel" trade to

continued to pile up. and both the machinist start in the manufacture of the new vehicle

and his backer have become millionaires. with its bigger market and better profits.

About the same time this machinist was But the largest things, in commercial hg-

tinkering with his first car, another mechanic ures, have been done, as usual, not by the

of Detroit, working for S25 per week, was inventor or specialist, but by the outside

putting in his spare time

pottering over a machine
which could be sold for a

small price if it would
only run. He, too, had a

hard time to secure finan-

cial backing. He ob-

tained work in an auto-

mobile concern and finally

found a maker of radia-

who was willing to

help him build a factory.

The car was rapidly im-

proved, and now the two
men are at the head of a

combination of automobile

concerns which is capit.il-

I 0,000,000 and
which tyrns out in iqio

about 25,000 car- of a -fil-

ing vah. 00,000.

Detroit man
a maker en-

in his father- mod-
hen he began

.[x-riment in a -mall

with an automobile motor. Hacked by business man with daring and talent for

a little local capital, he Started a -mall organization.

manufacturim. em, ran into bu-int One carriage maker in Flint, Michigan,

dimcultii a partner who had organ- found the increasing popularity and -ale of

bang financial ability, and within a automobiles making -erimi- inroads on his

a fortune and carriage trade, tie said to himself that if this

iptains of the automo- was tin- kind of vehicle the people wanted, he
• ry. would make it for them, and In- decided 1 1 i.i 1

nail manufacturer tin- best nay was to buy into a going auto-

ted in automobiles, mobile concern. So he invested a consider-

STINC THE POWER OF SEVENTEEN AUTOMOBILE
ENGINES SIMULTANEOUSLY

•sin factory)

built 1

nd I here
• d I In-

. t ft* I de-

able Mini of money in an existing factory at

Mint, became imbued with optimism and

enlarged the facilities of the concern to make
5,0c annually. Such > proposition

ed in, nine--, and i he 1 1 idc prompt ly

and called it that. Bui the Michigan manufac-
111. 11 1 < t foi lov. priced

li proprlli
1 in id. \\

.

mi

t..ii< In d. I b i.uiii 1 ||) uii.iUi for

li.it tin < .1 r t .ind the ^.'" ''Uli a

iii lin |< ! !.. fori tin \ were old, the manu-
fori nil d in 1. 11 tun pl.inii: 1 in' i' 1 > ..I pro

milium*. dm lion and lool round foi pi. mi thai
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A TYPICAL AUTOMOBILE FACTORY IN DETROIT

ht be bought. The one-time can
maker did not stop enlarging his plant and
buying new ones until he had a score of dif-

ferent concerns under hn control, with a

combined stock and bond capitalization of

,000,000, turning out in the twelve months

1.2,955 ,,ir ^- representing a total

busi

Besides the -core of automobile factories

this Napoleon of the industry has wheel

factories, body building plants, tin smithies,

paint shops and other collateral industries

with the idea of making his big busi

self contained.

\- many more examples could be advanced
of men who have plunged into the busin<

making automobile-, and who have doubled

and quadrupled their operation- within a year

or two. always in the face of criticism from
native- who have said that this was

going t" The huge figures <*i produc-
and expansion relate, naturally, in most

part to the making of the cheaper tar-, -ell-

inn for from $500 to Sj.ooo.

While these n were happen-
in the business of building low-price.

1

automobile- to be distributed in the big

market made by prosperous farmers, village

doctor- and lawyer-, real estate dealer-, and
the 1 iT.iily just below the men of

mean-, a do/en or more conservative makers
of h: .(• and relatively Costly car- have

steadily on their way. enlarging their

output only a- they could do it with ihw re-

gard to the high reputation of their product

workmanship and materials.

This manufacturers have fairly

ht up to the European makers in tin

powerful, reliable, durable and
with the utmost refinement of

workmanship and mat For 'rora

;oo. Indeed, for use on Ameri
r - it i- very generally considered now that

the high-grade American car i- even superior

;e tine European product in several im-

portant particular-, without regard to the

cost of the car.

On the other hand, these bustling, buoyant
American citizens who have believed in the

future of the motor car 90 firmly a- to build

the huge plants for turning out si

thousands of cheap car-—the<e men on t

side have been able to -end out a product with

which the European mal nnot at all

compete, in it- class. I hi- clear superiority

of trie American car selling at Si 500 or h

due largely to the use of the very latest ma-
chinery and to the large total of production,

with the resulting rdization and the

economi ible in matt-rials and pr<

It would havi if such .

cally quick growth of an industry had not led

to an e optimism in some quarters.

When factoryoutputs of ch
ling and quadrupling annually, it would have
been somewhat more than human if the

enterprising manufacturer had always ;

able t«> gauge hi- opportunities ami financial

1 ientific exactm ss \

matter of fact, it i- apparent now, in the

autumn of ioio. that production ha- gone,

for the time, to The largest combina-

tion of factories of all recently found it

somewhat handicapped in a lack of the in

sary working capital to make and market its

enormous output for ioio. and although it-

for th( r were- credi-

bly estimated at the enormous f._

>d,ooo, it had some trouble in arran.

for ready money to tarry on the hu-itn -

It mounted in the early part

>er that a syn< Mewl
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WHERE ONE OF THE "$1500 CARS" OF REPUTE IS MADE

bankers had come to the relief of this con-

cern by taking ?i 5.000.000 of bonds—a trans-

action which for the hrst time brings the auto-

mobile business impartially into a relation

with Wall Street analogous to the relations of

the steel, and meat-packing and other great

national industries

The few anonymous instances cited of

recent meteoric >ucce-ses in the manufacture
of automobiles should not suggest that one's

fortune is made when one builds or buy- a

motor car factory.

Automobiles are something that every-

body who can or cannot afford buys nowa-
days the undiscerning, "and if they
are bought so extensively, of. course a lot of

/ make big money out of

them. It'- ai

no mean.-. The -ik cess of the men who
have made fortunes in this industry ha- not

n without the hardest kind of work
and worry a- well a- the exen isc in mo-l 1

of a real geniu- for the I Many a

time hi iced problems the settle-

•.vhi< h meant and tf •

up of which meant failure. In facing just

hundreds of other men failed.

I rted
1 ind of th< m

'I during that period. I'

inu-

< II on the •

««! 'Hit of till

1 id ample ( apital tl

ir plan- 1 it In r

-! com

•

I

I it 1-

cm

that began making automobiles about the

same time, each trying to introduce a car

selling for Si 500. At first both were deluged
with orders and there was a great promise of

success. Then business dropped off. The
crop of easily impressed buyers who wanted
a comparatively low-priced machine had all

bought, and the conservatives were waiting

ee how the bold fared. In the case of

each company mechanical troubles developed.
One concern tried to repair the cars that had
been sold and found wanting. This was good
business policy, as far as it went, but the

other concern met the emergency with even
more liberality. It actually called back every
car that had gone wrong and sent out a new
one in it- place. At one time, 300 cars, repre-

senting more than a year's profits, were under

a tent near the factory. This meant a big

season of stress and strain for the plant and
the bank account of the second concern, but

it won out, for instead of having a lot of dis-

gruntled purchasers all over the land crying

down its mac nine, it made no end of friends,

and received the best sorl of advertising.

Meantime the mi-take- in the building of the

original car had been discovered and after

1 1n- i d In 1 n -1 Hi ori 1 he defeel i\

e

.M-ri- made over and -old again.

vative bu) i
• not -low to learn

it the generosity ol this manufa< turer. They
noi hing in buying its

l id word for 1 he m.i

I lor the in rve 61 ii buildci -. w Iiom-

n pui.it io lied. 'J lie i om
1 trebled •>. rule i hal ol t he

other compan '.which did noi adopt bo liberal

a poli en maintain! <l onl) bj a orl

and may > ollap c at any

i
i

iiiv liberality, liberality,
1

i the
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constantly repeated motto of the best and of utility bodies that are mounted on the

isful firms. Some of them replace chas

rs without question and keep trouble-seek- l'he newness of the industr ep-

cr- always on the road. visiting purchasers tional mechanical opportunities because the

and asking what they can do for them. This supply of trained experts, not only in the

makes friends for the company and friends factory but in dealer's establishments, branch

ire the bes I in any busines houses, service depot-, and in the
[

of

With a host of parts-makers in the field it large users of trucks, have not yet caught up

ms easy to go into the industry of putting with the demand.

the part- together, turning out a complete The young American who i> attracted to

car and selling it at a good profit Many try the new opportunities of the automobile

thi>. -ome >ucceed. They order bodies of one business is apt to be too quick!)

maker, wheels of another, brakes and various by money rewards of star salesmen who are

other parts from other factories. Often these known to have earned Sj^.ooo or more annu-

assemblers of parts, for that is all they really ally from making the most of the recent tidal

are. and not builders in any sense, miss sale wave of demand for motor cars. There i

after sale by the failure of the ovcrrushed course, always a place lor a young man who
maker of a single part to deliver his goods, is exceptionally expert in selling motor i

The car, say, is all ready but the brakes or but the time is past when a wise manufac-

the wheels. This delay means failure in many turer or sales manager depends entireb

-. for if deliveries are not made customers glibness of tongue, smartness and personality

are very likely to cancel their orders. for the work of selling his product. To make
Associations of manufacturers have done his mark to-day an automobile salesman

good work in helping along the distribution should have a thorough mechanical knowl-

irs. Most prominent of these organiza- edge of the car and its operation, and be able

tions is the Association of Licensed Auto- really to help the prospective purchaser get

mobile Manufacturers. This association has what he wants and what he can afford to havi

.

gnized the validity of the patents of Among the many failings of the automobile

George B. Selden onhis gas engine and clutch, business, abuses which were raevitabh

while on the other hand the American Motor any such sudden growth; none was more
Car Manufacturer nation has fought unfortunate for manufacturer and customer
them in the courts. A- these patents have alike than the salesman utterly ignorant of

been sustained by recent decisions, the li- the inside of the car, and careless of anything
rd body has naturally far outgrown the in the operation of selling it except by his

other, and now controls oo per cent, of the shrewdness and "magnetism'" to get the

output of automobiles in America, though it process over as quickly able and pocket
numbers less than half the manufacturers on his commission. \ow that the supph
its list of members. automobiles had well caught up to the de-

What are the new opportunities for the mand, there is no more room for gentlemen
young American in the new business <->i mak- of this sort.

ing and marketing automobiles? Probably Some of the best of the manufacturers are

there is not the sann e as there was going so far as to consider with care the re-

hve or sj\ years ago for a mechanic working sources and liabilities of a prospective CUS-

> per week to jump into the industry and tomer before attempting to sell him a motor
within a couple of years to hos> 5000 em- car; and this not more with the idea of -

ployees. Hut there is plenty of room in the guarding the payment for the car than with

existing organizations for young men who the idea of giving their car in every way a fair

billing to learn and do some one thing future chance of real Usefulness to its owner.

well. It is s,ii,| that more trades ari' tribu- In the midst of the terrible stories oi homes
to this industry than to any Other, and farms mortgaged for the purchase

A single manul of high-grade tars in motorcars, in some instances there has I

'it has oiu' hundred different depart- too much truth in these reports.

ments covering fifty-six different tr des, the large manufacturers mad stematic
I'hci

1 iccellent engineering openings for effort to get at the av< While his

ability and industry, in the designing expression on the subject is naturall)

tachinery and of chasses of cai rious p<irti, tin tacts resulting from his invi

pleasure cars, light express automo- gatioo speak for themselves. Circulars ^

v trucks, not to s| H -,i^ ,,f the sent to .-4.000 banket \meriia asking
wonderful . rk and the new Style them to what extent people had been mort-
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ONE OF A BATTERY OF 35 GREAT MACHINES USED TO MACHINE AUTOMOBILE WHEEL HIB>

cent. It was further learned that 7475. or s ( >
l
H '

r

cent .wire purchased with borrowed money.
That even so many people should have

been carried away by the fascination of the

motor car as to purchase what they presum-'
al>l_\ could not afford to purchase, is wretched

enough; but the returns seem to indicate

pretty 1 learly that the alarmist reports to the

effect thai the American nation was bank-

rupting itself in buying automobiles were
decidedlj exaggc rati <1.

In considering the matter of purchases on
borrowed money, these bankers' reports took

no account of the ability of the buyers to

afford tin comfort ol motors cars. An ex-

el) interesting detail of the report was
tluir es1 that about 42 per cent, of the

cars now running are employed wholly or in

part lor business or professional business
pur

ither surprisingly large proportion of

dj used for business pur-

ihe in w lint of development
ahead of the industry whin the noveltj

mi what laded and the v\\

demand for pleasure cars has subsided,

that the demand will cease, or even dean
when terms of usidered. The
bankers who were asked about the purcha

side of the business thought the demand
would be greater in 1911 than in n>io. On
t lie other hand some of the conservative iv

facturers think that production will be much
smaller next year than this. But in any 1

even if. as seems likely, the ru>h of producing

the so-called pleasure cars has gone too

and too far this year, tlie pleasure ear itself

has come to ml the demand for it will

continue to show an rowth along

with the growth of the country and it-- pro-

perity. The obvious truth is -that when
the state of the roads allow it American- are

irding the horse and wagon in favor of the

automobile, because they can i\o more and
live more fully with the latter.

lint while the manufacture and IMC <>f

pleasure car- will be settling down somewhat
toward the same state ^i quiet that w

in the production and use of hoi jons,

there will be before the automobile industry »
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TESTING A CRANK SHAFT TO THE ONE THOUSANDTH OF AN INCH

umbers of the finer parts of an automobile are tested and reu « minute fractions of an inch. Here the

nan is making sure of the trueness of the all-important driving medium, the crank shaft)

I development in making commercial fire enginesandhookand ladder trucks. Every
vehicles for < ice- trucking, farming ambitious village in the land as well as the

purposes, and for various special uses such as cities and towns is now ripe for investing in

I »HK I Rl BBI H I IIO I I MM (Ml'..
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automobile lire extinguishing apparatus of

some ><>rt. It is estimated that a hundred
million dollar.- are to be -pent in the Dear

future for this special type of automobile.

The superiority of the self-propelled lire

engine over the horse-drawn vehicle is so

cal and the chance to save property

and considerable that the tiling

must be done.

A market a hundred times as large as that

offered by fire-fighting machinery is opening

up in the rapidly growing use of farm tractors

equipped with gasolene engine, generally of

from ten to thirty horse-power. In Kngland

the gasolene traction engine with its '"trailer"'

for carrying bulky load- has come into use on

the farm more generally than in America, but

nothing seems more certain than that, once

started, the United States and Canada will

soon overtake Europe in the application of

gas-engine power to the multifarious needs of

farm work. Plowing, threshing, pumping,
cream separating, feedcutting, grinding,

mowing, reaping, hauling, hay pressing, all

these and a hundred other lc-scr opera-

tion- can in many localities be done with

greater expedition, cheaper, and with less

uncertainty a- to labor by u.-ing th

line- engine-.

In many sections the gasolene engine she

a saving of fifty per cent, in cost of operation
over the -team engine used for farm purpo
In Iowa and the middle- West the farmers u-e-

for fuel a low grade of kerosene oil from the

Kansas and Arkan-as oil field-, an oil that

ts only five to seven cents a gallon.

In section- of Kai \ l.ra-ka. Oklahoma,
Texas, Colorado and New Mexico, where the
rainfall i- deficient, the ground becomes
hard that it i- practically impossible at time-.

or very expensive to plow with horses. Here
the gasolene tractor, plowing twenty-five

acres a day, i- a revolutionary improvement.
In Dakota, where coal costs £7 a ton and
gasolene sixteen cent- a gallon, it costs $1.3$
to plow an acre by -team power, and only

eight)' cents with a gasolene tractor.

1 1 i- estimated that already over a hundred
thousand gasolene engine- are already pur-

chased by farmer- every year. The- -nb-tan-

tial maker of automobiles with ample capital

accumulated from theprofitsof theboom years

in the sale of plea>ure car- will have this

great new field for further expansion.

\ rYPE Of PA rOMOBILE USED FOR FIRE FlGHTlNc.

>n)



A SIX YEARS' BATTLE FOR THE
WORKING CHILD
BY OWEN R. LOVEJOY

(General Secretary National Child Labor Committee)

CIX years ago the awakened interest of the The standards of protection to which the
^ American people in the abolition of public is invited to rally are:

child labor took definite form in the organiza- First, recognition of the right to a free

tion of the National Child Labor Committee, childhood to the extent that all children

The objects of this committee, briefly stated under fourteen years of age shall be elimi-

at its organization, are: nated from problems of competitive industry.

Second, recognition that the State is nat-
To promote the welfare of society, with respect to ural guardian and protector of all minor

the employment of children in gainful occupa- children and that the labor of all minors

To investigate and report the facts concerning should be regulated in harmony with prac-

child labor. ticable standards of safety and expediency.
To raise the standard of public opinion and pa- We recognize that the fourteenth birthday

rental responabaity with respect to the em-
is an arbitrary line to draw, and note with

plovment of children. , . , ;, , ..

To assist in protecting children by suitable legisla-
deep interest the researches oi eminent pedi-

tioi -t premature or otherwise injurious atricians lor the classification of children by
employment, and thus to aid in securing for physiological age tests. But since no agree-
them a unity for elementary education ment has yet been reached bv these students
and phvMcal development sufficient for the * ,

J
,

manrl- senship and the requirements of
as to

J
ust what constitutes an adequate test,

we regard it safe to proceed upon the well-
To aid in prom nt of law- relat- established basis of common knowledge that

chllfl la;
. . . . the overwhelming majority of children do not

rdinate. unifv .inn -implement the work of , ,
,

V • , > i • i , •

cal child labor committees, and en- develop before the fourteenth birthday and
u ge the formation of soch committees that the more tardy may be safely cared lor

»' f|" n '<" by the additional physical tests required.

A program on which it would seem possible
em of emancipating the toiling to unite might reasonably contain the follow-

children of our country was a stupendous one ing standards:
>mmitt. prized that it- work Thai no child between fourteen and

mi. ned within definite sixteen year- of age shall be employed at

edly. ni^ht or for a longer period than eighl hours
id not be a perma- a day. Nor in an occupation known to be

•" <»itl machinery dangerous to life, health, or morals;
That no -iK h ( lu'ld shall be employed

idem c i- given that lu-

ll deliber- 1 ormaJ physical development;
Thai before the employment of bu< h

child, he shall have been in opportunity
all or the foundation i ol an Amerii an

1

i hildren alxr 1 i< en and

ball be guai

• nt und< i mi. would
tin n lilt

child aded according to tl

nt

ii h
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child labor laws to guarantee against truancy

The constructive policy of the committee
includes cooperation with educators and
public-spirited citizens in the development of

I industrial training as an essential

feature of our system of public education.

S< hooling of the child must become part of his

life and there must be such a classification of

r, tions that the aimless drift from one
ipation to another shall end and children

ultimately find in a corps of well-equipped

vocational counselors the advice they need to

them into industries adapted to their

ent interest and future development. For

we believe it i.- as clearly our duty in "pro-

moting the welfare of society with respect to

the employment of children" to see that the

proper child is properly stationed in a road

that leads to industrial self-support, as to

protect against improper, injurious, or un-

promising employment.

HOW llll FIGHT B] GAN

At it- organization the committee faced

a condition which revealed the necessity for

pioneering in mosl elementary principles,

despite the fact that the country was well

advanced in other form- ai child welfare.

Children of very tender years were found

employed in varieties of industry too numer-
ous to catalogue. From the imperfect re-

turns possible for the Census to collect, it was
evident that the volume of child employment

increasing far more rapidly than the

population. Eyewitnesses of child labor

were presenting from pulpit, prcs-. and plat-

form frequent tale- of the maiming or death
of little toiler- crushed in the very act of their

industrial sacrifice. While deliberate and
wanton cruelty to children was being well

controlled, a large body of our mosl highly

respected citizens, contributors to local ehari-

tie- and influential in social and religious

circle-, sincerely defended child labor on the

ground that work i- always a blessing and
idleness a cu talwart men in high places
who had come up through a childhood of

hard work and privation were held before

oi the advanl hard toil.

\ number imonwe alt h- ha. I no law

whatever regulating employment «>;' children.

r number had law- of the most
rudimentary \m\ with no semblance
of machinery for enforcement. \ third

group had ena« ted law- fairly comprehensive
ud providi . enforcing

but without a public sentiment to

supply the atmospheric pressure under which
such department- can do effective work, in

l< SS than ten States was anything liki

adequate method of meeting tip

increasing problem of child labor comparable
to systems long since established in such

European countries a- England, Germany.
France, Holland, and Scandinavia, and Amer-
ica was apparently plunging headlong into a

policy of child exploitation following

in outline but exceeding in volume that of

these older countries.

In facing such a situation the committee

believed that its policy was not unscientific

in carefully selecting and courageously prose-

cuting its subject of inquiry and it- ain

achievement. It did not minimize the impor-

tance of exhaustive research into every phase
of the questions involved Hut it elected

to utilize such information as was available

and proceed in a militant campaign against

an obvious social abuse, relying on the effort-

of serious, scientific student- in thi- field a-

well as upon its own experience - to further

shape its policy as it proceeded.

PHYSICAL DANGERS IN" CHILD LABOR

Thi- can best be discussed by mean- of a

few concrete illustrations. A recent annual

report of the Department of Mines in Penn-

sylvania showed that in one branch of the

industry, viz.: slate picking in the coal

breaker, the ratio of fatalities and accident- to

boys sixteen years of age and under was ^oo

per cent, higher than to adults and minors

above sixteen. At about the same time the

annual report covering all industries under

the jurisdiction oi the Indiana Department

o Factory inspection showed the physical

risk of children sixteen years • and

under to be 250 per cent, above that of

other workers; while a report of the same
order in Michigan showed 450 per cent.

list the child. Hut few other State- con-

tain any statistical information upon which

ident to children can be

! and report- of the- federal Government
e no available information.

What should a child labor committee do?

It was possible, on the one hand, to organize

.. corps ^i scientific investigators, stationed

at a sufficient number of industrial plant- to

form an adequate basis for statistical com-

putation. These investigators might have

studied the various pi - and the rela-

tive danger in each: might have discovered

to what extent accident was due to the

worker'- inability to understand order- in
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English; to what extent due to physical the over-heated glasshouse at two or three

abnormality; or to excessive hours of labor, o'clock on raw winter mornings, careless of

climatic conditions, carelessness, and other their exposure; saw groups of little news-
causes. A study of this character con- boys and other street traders sleeping in

ducted through a series of five or ten years the alleys and courts of our great cities

would give for all time a mirror of the indus- after the exactions of their night labor,

trial hazard of child-life in America,the value and learned from reports in New York and
of which cannot be over-estimated. The other cities of the high percentage of defec-

study should be made and would seem to us tive vision among school children, while as

an appropriate function of a government a matter of common knowledge many of these

which regards the physical well-being of its same children were spending from one to six

citizenship a paramount asset. But so large hours every night on fine needlework or kin-

a task is not incumbent upon any privately dred occupation in dimly lighted and unventi-

maintained organization. lated tenement rooms, we believed it a safe

Obviously, however, something should be assumption that a campaign should be waged
done, and the committee agreed substantially for the prohibition of industrial employment
to the following: The youth is less cautious of all children under sixteen years at night,

than the adult, therefore more susceptible

to unusual dangers; information gathered the eight-hour day
through many years in older industrial civili-

zations demonstrates the excessive hazard to The same may be said of the campaign for

which working children are exposed; reports an eight-hour workday for children. Our
from the few commonwealths in America Federal Government is on record in favor of

which offer a basis for computation corrobo- a maximum of eight hours for the daily

rate this testimony; popular rumor indicates labor of men; so are several States, both in

that scarcely a day passes without the sacri- relation to State contracts and in the treat -

fice of some little child worker to the ranks ment of convicts in reformatories and peniten-

of the crippled or to an untimely death, tiaries. The trade-union is openly committed
Therefore, leaving to industrial experts and to it. and scientific discovery of the toxin of

medical scientists the more satisfying task fatigue is giving promise of the same pro-

of research to determine the exact extent tection to women. Obviously a day long

and pr - dent- to working enough for adult men and women is not too

children, we dedicate oui to the hum- short for undeveloped children.

bier task of arousing public interest and There is a widespread complaint against

-ecuring legislation against "this sacrifice of confinement of children in poorly ventilated

childhood, on the assumption that children schoolrooms in a day of physical inactivity.

under sixteen years are unsafe industrial The development of manual arts, the open-
• and that child labor in certain specific air classroom and othermodernimprovements

ions may without injury promise to rapidly reduce this evil. Hut if

ofinement in ;i schoolroom i-* injurious,

what of the factory where often the processes
in la] of child labor also compel physical inaction at

the almost automatic machine? Under the
report has been most objectionable conditions the child is

of children confined in school 1000 hours annually. In

ired '
1 1

- the i.ii tor) i hild is ( onfined

i jo hour- a year; and in New Noil., where
ngly i day prevails, he is -lill sub-

.
,o houi - ni i onfinemenl

.

mi mi. ii i r

rid

nd ome
I . ondition "i boj in

i tut .1 uK tantial

lo the

in our

id uc tcd in
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sonic thirty cities ol nine States during the

past winter, which substantiated the earlier

report- of extreme demoralization of night

enger boys. Whether these same boys

show a higher percentage of physical wreck-

age, moral breakdown, or industrial ineffi-

ciency than a like cumber of boys in similar

circumstances but not night messengers, we
have not determined.

We know that one Industrial School in New
York State shows that, of $78 inmates ex-

amined, 59 had been at one time night messen-

gers; that in a similar institution in Ohio, of

1 1 25 boys 138 had been night messengers and
many had records of social offenses dark.

enough for barbarism. Hut comprehensive

statistics were not to be had except by years

of research.

However, the evidence collected justified

the committee in cooperating with its affil-

iated organizations to secure legislation that

would exclude the minor from this branch of

gainful occupation, and, counting on the

moral interest of the public to promote the

effort, we made the question one for practical

and immediate decision. Results apparently

justify the policy chosen. A bill was unani-

mously passed by the Legislature of New
York State designed to exclude any person

under twenty-one year- of age from this

occupation between ten o'clock at night and

five o'clock in the morning.

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE

To what extent our mission has been ful-

filled is in part indicated by an analysis of the

important laws enacted in the interest of

working children in the -ix legislative years

since the commit tie was formed. For 1

venience the States are divided into three

groups, the Western States being those west

of the line from Minnesota to Louisiana.

I EG1S1 ITION SEC! KI l> IN -IX V I VK-

1 hild labor law first passed 1 1 5

lir-t passed 1 > 7

14 mil in fat

and stores 7 7 ' 7

limit in mini 3 i 4 v

I
"" 7 I'

7 4 13

Prohibition "I 1 rk

in 7 i

s

I 1 7 1 7

1 k 1 '
• -

1 ;

7 ' i

In addition Congress has enacted for the

District of Columbia a law which provides
fourteen years a- the age limit in factories

and store-, an eight-hour day. and prohibi-

tion of night work under sixteen, requires

proof of age. and establishes an enforcing

agency. Also many States have- perfi

their laws, especially in administrative de-

tails, to a degree not indicated by this

rough table.

A record of what the publi. 1 hieved

not. however, tell even half the story.

Omitting detail-, the following table -!

the chief defect- against which public int<

must continue to be systematically organi

in a militant campaign:

SERIOUS DEFEl I- IN CHILD LABOR LAWS
Number

rth South

Children under 14 yrs.

may work in factor-

ies 4 7 - 1 ^

Children under i<> yrs.

may work at night 11 14

Children under 16 v r-.

may work more than
8 hour- .1 day 10 9

Children under 16 v r-.

may work in danger-
ous occupations. ''9 7

Boys under sixteen may
work in mines o 7

Proof of age is nol re-

quired in. 0107 2

;

dequate system of

factory inspection. . 2 4 4 10

Boys under IN may work
a- uighl messengers 12 13 44

All State- with important canning Indus-

trie- employ children without restriction; the

chief cities in which clothing, artificial (lower-,

and other articles arc' made in tenements

are without laws to protect little children;

and. with the exception of Boston, Cincinnati.

and Milwaukee, none of the large cities have
more than made a beginning in the regulation

of -treet trade-.

mdards have been -successfully applied

in a number <^i State- which, if generally

adopted, would speedilysolve this whole prob-

lem. The adoption of the uniform standard

law -o long advocated by the National Con-

sumers' League, the National Child Labor
Committee, and affiliated organization

now championed by i tmmittet

the Commissioners on Uniform State 1

and thus brought directly to the attention

of the leading legal minds oi t: try.

It- adoption would bring order out of the

illusion which now complia

tin- program o\ reform.



INFANTILE PARALYSIS: A MENACE
BY JOHN B. HUBER, M.D.

DEFORE 1907 epidemics of infantile pa-

ralysis were rare in this country. There
was one in New Orleans in 1S41; and again,

about thirty years ago, the disease was
pronounced, but it was otherwise not espe-

cially noted until the beginning of the pre

century. There was a marked epidemic in

Sweden in 1905; two in Australia in 1903 and
1908; and an extensive epidemic in Prussia in

1909. It is not likely that other European
countries have wholly escaped. The disease

has for several years past been prevalent in

Scandinavia.

During the past four years infantile paraly-

sis has prevailed throughout our country and
probably but few States have been altogether

exempt; Cuba has also been visited. In a

single epidemic which visited Xew York City

in 1907 2,500 cases were reported. The
lern Hudson region, with the surround-

ing lowland sections, suffered also. There
in that year, m<» es in 136 of

the 354 cities and towns of Massachusetts,
the infection having been relatively much

lent in small I than in the

cities and < its

epidemic form is emphatically hot

her, prevailing most in 'July. August,
and O been

i to devei r a hot, dry "spell."

Neverth arm countries do
northerly,

.ound to subside with the iir>t

.sharp \r

Dr. brilliant

gnantly regard-

thai about thi

•

,i to

insula, it is most suggestive that (after New
York and Boston) the second large isolated

outbreak of the disease among our people

occurred in and about Minnesota, a middle-

west region receiving very many Norwegian
and Swedish immigrants.

NATION-WIDE PREVALENCE

The Census Bureau at Washington has
recently stated its finding, that in 1909 there

were reported 569 deaths from infantile pa-
ra lysis in the death-registration area of the

United States (which area comprises above

55 per cent, of our total population); of these

569 deaths 552 were of white and only 17

of colored persons. The deaths thus reported

were widely distributed, indicative of epi-

demic prevalence in many parts of the coun-
try. These data, be it emphasized, relate only

to registration sources; in the non registration

States the deaths thus reported are only for

the registration cities contained therein.

The Department of Health of Pennsylvania
rted on September tj last 658 cases of in-

fantile paralysis in 45 of the67 counties of that
State; 70 of these i ases were in Philadelphia.
On September 3 last it was reported from

Springfield. Mass., that the steady increase in

the number of cases of infantile paralysis had
become a matter of dee]) concern throughout
that The first case this year in centra]

New England was. it appears, reported on
May 21; and thi-> palienf was promptly
quarantined. The middle of June saw thirty

or more in Springfield; and early in

July an epidemic was established. By Sep-
tember 3 < entral V j 'land reported

and the death $ to that dad ited

100; it was then felt that the ufT<

in thi unequaled any-
th< l nion. Ii would that

Springfield I
I he 1 ent< r of this < pi

1ilea

1 in< <>ii

I 1

ilation, ha re

the
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field public schools was postponed to Septem-
ber id; in other i Ike postponements
were made. Even then the attend.!'

much curtailed, many parents having

their children from home.

Epidemics have besi ithin the last

month, been reported from such widely a

! localii Seattle, Wash., I >es Moines,

I and Washington, D. C. Kansas repoi

57 cases and 15 deaths in Jul}- last; and
Rhode Island 30 in that month. (I empha-
size "reported," since it is most probable the

number* red- those of which the au-

thorities have been notified— this mostly be-

cause all the cas< - have not been recognized.

( II \K.\< II RISTICS 'if THI DIM \-l

Hut of what nature i- the disease infantile

paralysis, or acute anterior poliomyelitis? 1
Jt

is an infection characterized by inflammation

especially of motor neurones in the anterior

horns of the spinal cord, though the medulla
and pons above and even the cerebrum may
he involved. A very succinct definition i>

that of I)r-. Chapin and Pisek: Jt i> "an acute

inflammatory process taking place in the

terior horns of the spinal cord, accompanied
by a sudden and complete paralysis of var-

ious groups of voluntary muscles, followed

by a rapid wasting of the affected muscles."

The motor neurone- are the nerve or

glion cells (telegraph stations, as it wen
cerned in muscle development and muscular

ements; in this disease these neurone-.

if the inflammation proceeds without arrest,

urate, liquefy and shrivel up; the nerve

rs emanating from them and which in

health convey their messages to the given

muscle-, degenerate and atrophy. Thisp
m to complete destruction of

these precious tissue elements: or it may hap-

pily be arrested at any stage. If checked
early, repair may ensue, and the neurones,

with their fibers 1 their telegraph wires), will

m fairly well their normal condition and
function. If unfortunately the inflammation

i- pp e, the size and shape of the spinal
:

at the point- involved are contr.

and pathologically so altered that tin- mus
erned ; paralyzed, atrophic,

• !e of their proper and
normal function. Whi take

these 1

perhaps throughout lifetii

The little pati

•

growth, deformity of the joint- involved,

"drop-foot," sometimes lateral curvatur
the -pine, slug^i.-h circulation, and generally
impaired bodily nutrition. From ,s t

per cent, of these patients die; and three-

fourths of those stricken who survive are
or less crippled for life. The di

rally acute, and by far the greatest num-
ber of it> victims are infants and children

from one to five years of age—though not all;

death- from infantile paralysis at sixty and
sixty-three have been recorded. The outlook
i- thus fairly good as to life; yet the severity

and fatality of the infection fluctuate widely
in various epidemicsand localities; and, taking
it all in all, infantile paralysis is sufficiently

disastrous and melancholy to give the medical

profession anxious consideration, as it should

give the public grave concern.

During the incubation peri' dis-

ease (from the time of having incurred the

infection to the development of the parah
the patient may have pn>. difficult to

t in little children, who may not be able

to indicate the nature of their sufferings: such

premonitions will be changed disposition,

rostli and irritability and perhaps, on
the other hand, apathy. The distinct inva-

sion then begins suddenly with a high tem-
perature and the symptoms of an acute in-

fection: sweating: a pain in the back and
limbs; neckache and headache; the child will

not be able to sit up and hold up its head; in

many cases there are digestive disturbaj

\ery shortly there supervenes paraly-i> tper-

haps ushered in with deliriurr daily in

the lei,' muscles. Or
muscles may be involved; or but one extrem-

ity or the trunk or the upper extremities.

Permanent paralysis usually affect- the

rarely the arm<. Perl ICO paraly-i- is

preceded by mu-cular twitchings. and
-itivene— when handled. Other symptoms,
-uch int. will vary • the

part or part- of the nervous -y-tcm*affe<

blood changes are marked in this disc

Infantile paralysis ha

ingitis and for rhi

1X1

\- to the

hy-ieians conclud

1 [uite prove it) that in perhaps

of the cases infantile paralysis is

remaining th:
•

tiler- and the

linalcapillai
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Inferences as to infection in infantile paralysis

were furnished by epidemicity in the disease,

the nature of its clinical course, the fact that

oftentimes more than one child in a family

was attacked, and especially the age-incidence

:

for almost all acute infections (measles.

scarlet fever, whooping cough and the like)

are generally childhood diseases; adults and
the aged rarely succumb to them because

such attacks in infancy are likely to have
conferred lifelong immunity upon the in-

dividual.

But in the light of our knowledge up to

date it is extremely likely that such factors as

falls, antecedent diseases, and the like are

not essential to the development of infantile

paralysis, but have been predisposing agen-

cies, making the tissues involved vulnerable

to a specific virus. And besides these pre-

dispositions there are others which physicians

have come to consider antecedent to infantile

paralysis, and still others which accompany it

and emphasize its serious nature. Such are

wounds, insect bites, sore throat.conza, tonsil-

itis, pneumonia, earache and "running ear,"

diarrhoea and other digestive disturbance-.

irow THE VIF CARRIED

Th- lerations of causation

:

ected in Scandinavia indicate

iafly well that the virus can be carried

intermedi. >t themselves ill)

to the healthy from the stricken, and from
patient rankle paralyzed hut suffering

n slight (so-called abortive) attacks of the

ease. The incubation period in infantile

paralysis b found to vary from five to

thirty-thr erage being eight to

ten days; there 1 obviously been op-

portunity for the transfer of the disc

tlantic, bef ion in

and i

>n-

blish i

coincident with the epidemic outbreaks among
human beings; in 34 out of 87 families this

phenomenon was observed. In Washington
the Public Health and Marine Hospital
Service has been examining a number of dead
chickens furnished by Dr. J. L. Lewis of that
city, who had been attending a case of in-

fantile paralysis; I have not yet seen the re-

sults of this examination, which was to ascer-

tain whether the disease was communicated
to the patient from the chickens, which were
taken from his farm; they had taken sick, and
the patient was caring for them immediately
before he came down with the poliomyelitis.

The patient is a breeder of chickens; these

fowl died and the breeder then himself suc-

cumbed to what was diagnosed as infantile

paralysis. It is here noteworthy that in the
experiments of Dr. Flexner, presently to be
considered, attempts to implant the virus in

such available warm-blooded animals as

guinea-pigs, rats, mice, dogs, cats, sheep,
cows, goats, pigs, chickens, pigeons, and the
horse, were not successful; only in the monkey
was the transfer of the virus successful.

In the epidemic in and about Springfield it

was observed that the disease did not especial-

ly flourish among the poor, since there were
no cases in the most congested tenement dis-

tricts; it was considered that many well-to-do

children escaped, because they were taken
from home during the summer. On the other
hand it has been held that the poor do suffer

most, and that the cases among the well-to-do

have been in districts bordering upon areas of

Congested tenements, which the poor occupv.
Thus in infantile paralysis we have to deal

with an infection of a contagious sort (Yon-

tact infection); the virus is present in the se-

cretions from nose, throal and month espe-

cially in the pharynx; possibly also it exists in

the discharges of patients. Dr. Flexner ob
: "N'or can it be affirmed that still

other avenues of infection fas the skin, the

of respiration or the digestive tract)
do •

1, for the entrance of the virus into

the ( entral m." It is probable
I the inf< ctivil ! beyond

ind other

1. in

• ompl< i'

Pantile ;

1

|y in roog I 'i

l
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monkeys with the

spin. taken from two fatal hum
of poliomyelitis; in both these animal- spinal

cord akin to these in the human being

were found on autopsy.

In September, I lea-

ner and hi- ue, Dr. Paul A. Lewi
the Rockefeller Institute in New York City.

obtained from ph; »rds of two

children that had unfortunately died of acute

rior poliomyelitis; in these cords tin- an-

terior horns exhibited the characteristic g

and mi< ic evidences of the dis<

Transmission was then made to monkeys, a

ture more nearly related to man than

others. After ether anesthesia, inoculation

made in the brain of these simians through

a trephine opening:
1

the injected material

isted iir-t of emulsions in -alt solution of

the two human cords; and later of emulsions

of the spinal cords of the monkeys that had
developed paralysis after injection of the

emul-ion (that from the human cords). The
spinal cord- in six >eries of monkeys thus in-

oculated seriatim showed without exception

lesions similar to thoseof human poliomyelitis.

One must here note that a single successful

inoculation with human virus resulting in

experimental poliomyelitis could not establish

the case for science, because the result might

have been due to a transferred toxic body;

but in the superb experiments of Flexner and
is the transfer of the active, essential.

specific virus of infantile paralysis was reg-

ularly successful. Hence by these and other

equally conclusive experiments, one cannot

now doubt the infectious nature of acute an-

terior poliomyelitis; the pathogenicity of the

i- establish*

in, 11 I ENDISTINGUISB X 1-1.1

Hut now as to tin- nature of this virus which
i- responsible for infantile paralysis or acute

anterior poliomyelitis. It i- at present in-

\ i-ible or at least indi-t inguishable under the

t instrument which now dis-

- with ease obja t- i 50.000 of an inch in

thii 1 \ filtrate of : lllated fluid

discloses under the dark-held mi-' < in-

numerable bright, dancing points, devoid of

definite size, not truly mobile, of rounded.

slllwwl mi

"l :

-

form: but one cannot certainly

are the pathogenic germs.
The mil rodrganism responsible for infantile

paralysis i- neither a bacterium nor a pro-
to/oon, such para-:: pectively vegetable
and animal) as have been isolated a- the in-

fective agents in i: the infectious dis-

. yet it must be considered a living or-

ganism from the fact that infinitely minute
quantities of it suffice to carry infection

through an indefinite serif i oimals— 25
generations at least, repre-cnting 2; seri<

monkeys. The infective at^ent of infantile

paralysis belongs to the class of the minute
and filterable viruses that have thus far

been demonstrated with certain'

Nevertheless, the smallpox virus, for

ample, is just such a viru.-: although it -till

remain- indistinguishable under the micro-

scope, a vaccine ha- been evolved from tin's

virus by v. hich that dreadful scourge 1

practically banished from the 1 the

earth; wherefore there i- no reason in logic or

in science why a similar immunizing and
curative agent against tin e which has
caused such pitiful suffering and death in

little children shall not now in very g

time be forthcoming. Every man and
woman of normal mind and heart will rejoice

in such an outcome.

ACTION HV HI. \I.TH AUTHORITl

Infantile paralysis ha- been made a re-

portable disease in Pennyslvania, as it

tainly should be throughout the Union. The
Iowa State Board of Health has ruled that

all cases of infantile paralysis, or susp<

tall be reported by the atter.

physician or the parent to the local b

health: it recommends the quarantine *>\ all

- for at le. ter tin

ginning of the di- nd thorough

infection of infected premises after the

initiation of the disease; and. noting that the

infection- material is found in the -ccret

iA the nose and mouth of infected pi 1

- the us

1 per ride solution to pre-

vent the disseminating o\ the <: ml that

all a patient- discharges be disinfected by
• mercury bichloride or carbolic acid.

With d knowledge of the dis<

earlier diagnosis will be made: thi- [ally

desirable in infantile paralysis; for when an

immuni; ha- been pel the

earlier in t! [ministered the

: will be (as in diphtheria

in infect i.'-



A SOCIALIST CRITICISM OF
MILWAUKEE'S SOCIALIST PROGRAM

A Letter From a California Farmer

THE following was received just as we were
going to press. It is the comment of an

intelligent farmer of the Pacific coast upon the

article on Milwaukee's socialistic program
which we published in our October number.

To the Editor of the Review of Reviews:

I write to thank you fur rhc excellent review in

the October number of the work of the Socialists

in Milwaukee, and to suggest a criticism of what
they are doing there that the article failed to make,

. h perhaps not the point was over-

look)

My criticism i- this:

minion with Single Taxcrs and
.(.•rally, do not seem to realize thai

they will all wind up exactly where we .now are,

! to that inexorable law ex-

pounded by Malthu?. the law of population.
Tak of the Milwaukee

In what r> i these differ from the

ity bl<* it in comparative
I residei 9 are

upied, the residence
tin- business

plainly the anthorii ;

MOwauki mi her ol

Either Milwaukee must not grow,
must expand her territon

do, if the required territory
•

Tim .ay run on up in the iky, but •

of known limitation-. The old
ion of privilege is merclj shifted from one

indi\ idual ham-
>( another individual,

ke to find one community or

ds hampered by the < ollective

roup or of

I? Will

•

appro|
iple

Mil-

If we look upon pleasure parks and fine munici-
pal buildings as a part of the laborer's standard of

living, then we might deem it possible for the
Socialists to "raise" the standard of life for the
worker in Milwaukee.
Water seeks not its highest, but its lowest level.

If there is surplus population either within or
without Milwaukee, the problem of employing—of
feeding, clothing and housing these—will keep the
standard of life for the workers of Milwaukee down
to that of the unemployed superfluous population:
utdes- we conceive of the city adopting the "closed-
shop" principle of action and excluding all comers,
besides shipping to other parts Milwaukee's excess
of children, if any.

If the people of Milwaukee are masters of tin-

means

—

all of the means— that support their lives,

then it is possible for all of them to be free, and all

anally so. If a surplus of population appears upon
tin scene, one of two things must happen:

The standard of living in Milwaukee must fall,

or.

The of population must go elsewhere.

These facts are the weakness ol Marxian Social-
i- of the Single-Tax reformer-; or rather their

failun 'gnize them is their weakness. Since

"no man tan truly say that he is free until he i-

r o! the means that support hi- life," it fol-

low- that every man who would lie free must own
thi means that support his lite.

Personal!) . I ow n enough land to support mj sell

and my family in reasonable comfort with reason-

able hour- of labor lor mysell ami mj family, ll

I am entitled to thi- standard of living, il the re-

former, I a w h.oi ver name ( a 111 d, would guarantee
old sufficient Buppl) ol food, clothing

and shelter, then I inii-t be guaranteed a certain

and sufficient amount ol land upon which to pro-
din e these thin

I do not feci .1- though all the problems ol life

would be solved for me b) mj surrendering im
little farm, which i- m\ mean ol hie, to the < ol

< in i h< i oni rary, I feel i hat mj standard
ping i li.in anj « h< re

rthcr, I f h, h.i\ ing put in twent
' he hard< i ol laboi and omj in

on h pi. H c out ol the raw, m)
ol hard laboi ahead

I an tcp-at-a

i



LEADING ARTICLES OF THE MONTH
W'OODROW WILSON ONTHK RESPONSIBILITIES

OF LAWYERS
ELSEWHERE in this number of the
*-* Review oi Reviews comment i> made
on President Wood row Wilson's remarkable

campaign for the governorship of New Jersey.

Several weeks prior to his nomination. Mr.

Wils >n, in addressing the American Bar Asso-

ciation at Chattanooga, emphasized the duty
of the lawyer to lend hi^^kill in meeting the

stupendous problems of social and economic

change that are before the country. Portions

of his address appear in the Green Bag for

ber. In Mr. Wilson's view the duty of

lawyers is a much larger thing than the mere
advice of private clients. He dt that

in every deliberate struggle for law lawyers

ought to be the guides, "'not too critical and
unwilling, not too tenacious of the familiar

technicalities in which we have been schooled,

not too much in love with precedents and the

maxims which have saved us the trouble

of thinking, but ready to give expert and dis-

interested advice to those who purpose prog-

and the readjustment of the frontier- of

justi

Mr. Wilson points out that constitutional

lawyers have fallen into the backgro

that a new type of lawyer has been created,

which h ae to be the prevailing typ

- have been su< lev > i into tl.

<>f the new busin m of tin- country. That
My technical and hi

divided into distinct sections and provinces,

with particular legal problems "I it

>

that busines
thickened and had a • velopmi nt, hav<

m son* ! field.

<lo not pi i« . Tli i handle tin

eral, miscellaneous inten
not general coun

i

tlieir IK i ; h.it the famih
ilih of the communi

themseh
.

which it

nd it

>

ests ii : holding alool and impartially .1

ing all in the lawyer I has old func-

tion, i- looked askance at in politics, must
spec Lai engagements it he would have bit

heeded in mattei mmon concern.
suffered a corresponding \mer-

mefceha
law as th its progress, its pros-

]>erit\ . Law
J

the medi-
was always ready to lx-

prejudiced against them; now it hnd~ it- prejudice
confirm'

Taking up tl the trusts in

ern busint ition, Mr. W:
alludes to the subn the individual,

but reminds us at the same time that the

power of a very few individual in con-

trol of the .

to an extraordinary degree. "There i- d

individual power than ever Mr.W;
"but those wht and For-

midable, and the m wiih

in the game." As this portion of Mr. Wils

address has a direct bearing <>n the i

the New Jersey campaign, we qui

the more pregnant paragraphs:

("..:
t do utohi;. 1

1

he indivi

selfish ,iw\ illegitimate purposes to the injir

curtailment

iall u

nd the i upon
who din

M.un modern and
come which ;

\nd 1

1

think within which we
ly in

\and

Idish, it

law
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ral body >>! unassociated men. but from which
it is, nevertheless, possible to pick them out, possi-

ble not only, but absolutely necessary, if business

is ever again to be moralized. . .

You will say that in many instances it is not fair

to pick out for punishment the particular officer

who ordered a thing done, because he really had
no freedom in the matter; that he is himself under
order iraray manipulated from without. I

reply that society should permit no man to carry
out orders which are against law and public policy,

and that if you will but put one or two conspicu-
ous dummies in the penitentiary there will be no
more dummies for hire. You can stop traffic in

dummies, and then, when the idea has taken root
in the corporate mind that dummies will be con-
fiscated, pardon the one or two innocent men who
may happen to have got into jail.

HAS ENGLAND MISGOVERNED EGYPT?
iy< A. J. BUTLER writes in the Nine-
*-^ > i nth Century on the misgovernment
of Egypt. A year ago it was supposed that

Egypt was one of the best witnesses to

British good government. The writer is

grateful to Mr. Roosevelt for having drawn
ntion to the condemnatory facts.

He declares that there was probably less

e mdage and fewer crimes of violence un-

der Ismail's sway than now. The sense of

insecurity is increasing. English official are

ready to send home their women and children

at a moment's notice. The peril is not of a

successful revolt, but of a sudden riot or

-acre. Such a peril never arose in the

of I -mail, when all foreigners could

dwell in equal security. Now, after twenty-

British rule, British subjects are

in the greatest dang
In Ismail's time I ind Muslims were

on excellent term-. Cradually they have
drawn apart. The Nationalist, or anti-

i^h, movement its strength to the

the British Government. The first

• error preferential instead of

irtial treatment to the Mohammedans.
Thi 'h Lord Cromer. It has led

M '
• lieve that they an- a kind

'I heir cr\ I igypt for

I - :>t for the Ma-
il for the Chri-ti.

n many
if r- ordinati • - in

held bj

.' tiller!

t.

Yet the Copts pay, it is said, one-fifth of the

taxes necessary to maintain the government
schools while paying for religious teaching

in their own schools.

Then the British Government has reduced
the number and impaired the imtluence of

British officials. When Boutros Pasha was
murdered, a Nationalist was made Prime
Minister in his place. The Ministers of

Justice in the interior are Nationalists, and
they reward and promote Nationalists. It

pays to be a Nationalist, and the profession

grows. Thoughtful Muslims say of the Eng-
lish, "Either they are gods, or they are fools."

The prevailing belief in Cairo was that

England was preparing to hand over the

country to the Nationalists. The agents of

disloyalty among the Hindus of India, and
among the Nationalists in Egypt, as also

the extreme Irish Nationalists, are in touch.

The writer summarily declares:

The aim of th< Nationalists i- the expulsion
of the English from Egypt; and English policy

under the presenl government has suffered and
encouraged the ascendency "I the Nationalists,

till they have come to believe thai Britain i- halt

weak anil half willing and under pressure can be

fon id, to abandon t he t <>unt i \

.

Sir Edward Grey's declaration i-> said to

have shaken, hut not shattered, this danger-

delusion. Hut the writer goes on to say

that no permanent improvement i- possible

whil' i Idon Gorsl i- British Agent in

I pt. lie h.i forfeited the i onfidem

British subordinates; he ha never won

tin- i onfidei :«> i oi tin- natives.

Apart from British Mil whal
• d iu I.;". |)1

; i
.
lo

i nd to I ilous

I .
:-. i the i apil ulal iot d to

I be the

and it 1 1 rtainl me time

It it be now in let u

i i i
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WELFARE WORK FOR CHILDREN IN ENGLAND
AND AMERICA

DERHAPS the most gratifying sign of the
^ times to all social reformers is the prac-

tical admission long in coming, it is true

—

by the leading cations that the most valuable

asset that a state can have is health)-, well-

bred children. Germany has taken the most

comprehensive and scientific view of the child

problem; France was startled into action with

regard to it by her alarming decrease of

population; and England and America arc-

now showing in their welfare work for chil-

dren that they are determined to wipe out

what has been, to -peak plainly, nothing less

than a national disgrace. A really valuable

contribution to the study of the child question

is made in the October Chautauquan, in the

two articles entitled, respectively, "The Child

and the State" and "Social Work for Chil-

dren in the United State-." The former,

describing the work now being done in Eng-

land, is from the pen of Mr. Percy Alden,

M. P.; and the latter has been compiled

from the reports of numerous social service

organizations. Mr. Alden states that Eng-

land is just beginning to reap the fruit of the

many committees and inquiries which brought

the importance of the child problem into

prominence. He continue-:

At the time of tin- accession of Queen Victoria,

one single act ol Parliament represented the
parental interest which the State ought to take in

the welfare of the young. The child was a chattel;
it had no rights and liberties. . . . I'lu- last

thirty <>r forty years have witnessed a great im-
nirnt. We have grown more humane tnd
thoughtful.

According to Mr. Alden, the number of in-

fants who die annually in England and Wales
is about 120,000; the average infant mortality
being nearly twice as high as it ought to be.

and highest of all in industrial towns where
there i- a large proportion of married women's

r. It was against this abnormal infantile

death rate that the Notification of Hirths

\« 1 (1007) was directed. This useful act re-

quin e of the birth to be given to the

local Medical Officer of Health within 36
hour- of the birth. The Medical Officer then
direct- the woman Health Visit dl upon
the mother am ivice or

igular \ i-il- to the

t few month- alter the

The 1 t was a

drop in the hildren under 1

1 1000 in i rocj in 1000 in

1 000. The Local Government Board s

tions the establishment of municipal milk

depots in districts where a pure milk supply
is not easily obtainable.

Another very important piece of health leg-

islation is the Children's Act of Mr. Herbert
Samuel (,iqo<Sj.

This deals with practically every form of infant

and child life, the protection of infants and little

children, the treatment of children in reformatoric-
and industrial schools, the question of juvenile
< rime, children's court-, and probation ol't'u >

The Hoard of Education sanctions speciaJ

infant schools limited to children under five

years of age, where there need be no formal

induction; also play center.- for children at-

tending elementary schools. Under the I

vision of Meal- Act (1006) every load author-

ity may feed poor children attending school,

collecting the cost from the parents whenever
these are able to pay it. For weak and de-

bilitated children, open-air schools are being

established.

Although the disgrace of child labor has

not been entirely obliterated in England, Mr.

Alden tells us that an immense change has

comeoverthecountrywithregard to it. I

under the most recent acts, there are three

sections of child workers: half-timers. ia to

14 years of age: children between 1; and 14

ho have qualified as "young persons" and

are allowed to work full time; "young per-

sons" in the ordinary sense, from 14 t.

Children under H> must obtain a medical

certificate before they can be employed in a

factory. Of these, nearly 400.000 are en-

d in this way. Of half-timers pn
there are about 40.000, boys ami jjirls.

With regard to juvenile crime, children's

courts have been largely adopted; and Mr.

Alden pays a high tribute to Judge Lind.-ey in

this connection. Special homes are provided

in which boys and girls can be detained until

their trial. The duty of probation officers is

"to keep in touch with the child; to -

the condition- of n cognizance a'

to advise and befriend him; and, when r,

-arv, to find him suitable employment." Mr.

Alden claims that the child question cannot

be - illy treated apart from 1

questions 1 rm. The housing

problem, the problem of unemployment, the

evil conditions of slum life, must all D4

tacked.
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Turning to our own country, the new Amer-
ican Association for Study and Prevention of

Infant Mortality will hold its first annual

meeting at Baltimore on November 9-1 1.

The Association issues a leaflet for the guid-

ance of nurses' associations, social workers,

and other organizations which deal either

with the mother or the baby.

The discussion of every phase of infant mortality
returns sooner or later to the necessity for educa-
tion. Necessity teaching is done in various ways,
through the press and by circulation; by lessons to

young girls in school and to fathers by a city com-
mittee on hygiene; by the house-to-hou>e \isit^

of trained women to expectant and young mothers;
by lectur dements; by clinics at hospitals;

and by a combination of all these methods em-
id by tbe managements of infants' milk depots,

of day nu nd of summer floating or outdoor

Day nurseries, public playgrounds, the

feeding of underfed children in the public

schools, the development of schools for ex-

ceptional children, as the over-precocious

and those who are retarded in development

—

these are some of the agencies actively at work.

As regards child labor, there is now but one
state in Xew England, Maine, which per-

mits children to be employed without regard

to educational qualifications. A new law

in Kentucky requires the issuance of em-
ployment certificates by superintendents of

schools. In connection with the children's

courts we learn that

t he methods which have proven of especial success
in juvenile courts are the holding of the courts in

rooms apart from the ordinary courtrooms, the
confinement of the children not in jails but in de-

tention houses; and the use of the probation officer,

through whose influence the child in most instances

is guided into a worth)- career.

Both in Europe and in America public

opinion is awakening on the child question,

and "the methods of the various organiza-

tions are all directed toward the elimination

of basic troubles whose removal will prevent
the growth of the surface evils."

THE POWERS AND THE OPIUM QUESTION
' I 'HERE seems but little doubt that slowly

*• but surely the powers of the world

are coming to realize that the use of opium,
othc nan for medicinal purposes, is

detrimental to a nation's welfare. With a few

eptions, th< ave decreed

prohibit] the sale and consumption
of the drutf: and in the course of another

ration or two it i- to be hoped that the

opium habit will altogether hav< ed to

e. I

; < -<• optimisti< derive sup-

from an article, in the American Journal
Mr. J I Scheltema, M. V.

• land, in which the pr<

pium q forth a>

II the

1

ment is about to set up a state monopoly of opium.
In Ceylon, the mi--ion on the question was sitting

at the time the article under notice was written,
and the present policy, it continued, will lead to

suppression. All the self-governing British colo-

nies which contain any considerable Chinese pop-
ulation have limited the sale .m<l use of opium to

medical requirements. Persia, emulous 01 China,

has issued Btringenl regulations with a view to the
ultimate suppression ol Bmoking th<- drug.

In China, the famous Anti-Opium Decree

was promulgated on September 20. 1906;

and the Chinese Government has since shown
that it is really in earnest in its desire to stamp
out the opium evil. When it i^ remembered
that the revenue from the drug i- about $30,-

.Soo,ooo yearly, whi< h sum has to be balanced

by development of in< ome from other sources,

ill be admitted that ( !hina is entitled to

the highest praise foi her action. China's

Mr. Si Ik Itema, was Japan's warn-
eeded. I he prohi-

11 ol th<- di ept foi tnedii InaJ pur-

nfon ed; and even

In Formo 1 hird ol 1 he v. hole in-

ipium, the go\ < 1 n-

nuiit I
• inuall) l

upon it

.

March, 1005, the

ale lli* dl 'die in il

ihibitcd, ( c 1 |.i in the

Mm ( 1 copulation, numtx
',000, v
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to break with the habit; and under the law of

October 10, 1907, these Chinese consumers
1 to be registered.

In the Dutch Mast Indies alone is there ex-

hibited an indifferent attitude on the ques-

tion. Although the speech from the Dutch
throne on Sept. 21, 1900, intimated a desire to

(luck the abuse of opium in the Dutch East

Indies, the new governor-general during his

firsl term of office opened vast new areas to

the drug. At the meeting of the Opium Com-
mission which was held at Shanghai in Feb-

ruary, 1000, one of the Dutch delegates even
went SO far as to propose a resolution to the

effect that "the total eradication of the u

opium within a few years i- to be consid
a high but, at present, an unattainable idi

With this one exception, the war on opium
seems to be successfully waged; and if the

nations concerned will only face resolutely

the financial issue there seems to be every

on to hope that within a reasonable lapse

of time the opium question will have become a
thing of the pa^t.

THE FABLK OF THK "THINKING" HORS1
AVorXG German psychologist, Otto

Pfungst—a pupil of Prof. Stumpf, the

director of the Psychological Institute at the

Merlin University has carried out a series of

observations and experimentations of far-

reaching importance to the farther develop-

ment of human as well as animal psychology.

Hi- methods and results are interestingly

reviewed by Edgar Rubin in a recent issue

of the Tilskueren (Copenhagen).
\- the principal object of his experiments,

Pfungsl used the famous horse of Herr von

Osten, Clever Elans, which a few years ago

was introduced to the world by a group of

acknowledged scientists as having actually

been caught in the act of '"thinking." The
wonderful feats performed by the horse in

order to provoke such conclusions on the part

of such men were described in the Review
of Reviews during the time when they

-till startling both the learned and the

unlearned world.

Such men as Mbbius, the zoologist, Schill-

ihe naturalist, Schweinfurth, the African

explorer, Schaff, the director of the Zoological

Caiden at Hanover, and General Zobel, a

renowned expert on equine nature, were be-

trayed into signing a statement to the effect

that the exhibitions given by von Osten to

prove the wonderful gifts of his horse were

free from any ami every form of deceit. And
onvincing were their testimony and the

animal's own performance, that even a man
Prof. Stumpf was brought to tin- verge ^i

revising hi- entire conception of the animal
1

" by accepting the possibility that train-

ht develop true "mentality" in an
animal fairly well advanced in the subhuman
evolutionary

Thi reduced all

50 many
power of acute

observation, and an ingenuity that rank un-

commonly high in the rich annals of modern
scientific research, he has succeeded in proving

tir-t, that the sensatory impressions and mus-
cular reaction- of animals have a keenness

and exactness not even dreamt of by man;
and secondly, that the connection between
man's own thoughts and his muscular re-

actions is much closer than has SO far been

admitted, or even suggested.

Incidentally, thi- talented German experi-

ment i.-t ha- shed a new and highly useful light

on telepathy, many forms of so-called clair-

voyance, and most sorts of alleged occult

phenomena. It would be more than prema-
ture to declare that he has disposed of them
all, in so far as they have been supposed to

reveal forces and forms of energy not in-

cluded in those known and analyzedbyscience.

But he has done much to prove that the

greater part oi the phenomena just indicated

derive their seemingly "supernatural" ele-

ment merely from man's ignorance of his

own psychology.

It may be recalled that Clever Hans knew
figures and letter-, color- and tone-, the

calendar and the dial ; that he could count and
read, deal with decimals and fraction-, -pell

out answers to questions with his right hoof,

and recognize people from merely ha\

their photograph-. In everx :i- "re-

plies" were given in the form <n scrapings

with his right forehoof. Whether the ques-

tioner was von Osten, who had worked with

him for seven years, or a man like Schillings,

who was a complete stranger, seemed imma-
terial and this went farthest, perhaps, in

disposing of all talk of "collusion" between

master and beast.

Hut it wa- soon discovered that the hi

had to see hi- ques in order to answer

correctly. Schillings found also that the an-
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ticipatory faith of the questioner in the cor-

rectness of the answer went far to assure that

correctness, while hesitancy or doubt put
Clever Hans to dismay. Finally Schillings

was startled one day by the discovery that

Clever Hans understood equally well any
language in which the questioner was able to

express himself with some ease. So far things

had gone when Pfungst took up his quest,

concerning which Mr. Rubin saj

To try the horse's ability to recognize figures, a
series of large tablets with figures printed or

written on them were held up in front of it. In

about one-half of the cases the questioner knew
nothing about the sums on the tablet; in the rest

of the cases, he knew those sums. Then the re-

markable result ensued, that when the questioner
knew the figures. 98 per cent, of the answers were
correct. When he did not know them, about 8
per cent, of the answers were correct. Similar at-

tempts with the reading of words brought, re-

spectively, 100 per cent, and o per cent, of correct

replies. What it all amounted to in the end was
that, if none of those present knew the correct an-
swer, and especially if the questioner did not know
it. then the outcome was just as regularly faulty as
it was correct in the re\

The next thing Pfung-t tried to do was to

discover how Clever Hans read the answers
out of the miens or movements of the ques-

tioner, and in thi- part of his inquiry he was
very- much hampered by the fact that the

position of the horse's eyes make their 1

rvation very hard. But he conquered all

difficulties and proved in- the end that the

that guided the animal were "minute
motion- of the head on the part of the ques-

tioner." From this new starting point, he
passed on to a novel analysis of human

;! found that almost every

person, in making a question of some kind,

accompanies it by instinctive and uncon-
scious movements of the head foreshadowing
the expected answer. But to make these

movements perceptible enough to serve as a
guide for the horse, or to be observed by
other people, they had to be strengthened by a

forcible "expective tension"—there must be
'"faith" in the question.

One had, so to speak, to tell the horse: you must.
The feeling connected with this state of mind evi-

denced itself by a sense of tension in the skin of
the head and in the muscles of the neck, as well as
in some inner organs. Simultaneously there was
to be noticed a steadily increasing sense of dis-

comfort. But at the moment when the expected
figure. or word was reached, the tension suddenly
ceased, and at the same time a strange sense of
relief and relaxation made itself felt.

It is of great interest to note that the state

of mind which Pfungst found prerequisite to

the abstraction of correct results from Clever
Hans proved identical with the one de-

scribed by one of the older French Spiritists

as conditional to successful production of the

phenomena known as "table rapping" or

"table dancing." He verified his conclu-

sions by a series of highly successful experi-

ment-, having for their object to produce new
and artificial movements in the place of those

generally accompanying a thought or a ques-

tion— for he had proved that even a "men"
thought frequently, if not always, has its

motional accompaniment. As far as"Clever
Hans" was concerned, he reduced the pro-

- by which the horse's fame for clever-

ness and "almost human intellect" was won
to these two element- alone: simple associa-

tions and sensatory impressions.

THE CENTEN \\<\ OF MRS. GASKELL
f \ 1 hundred

1
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befell her -he began to write to divert her
mind from brooding upon 1 he her only

1 1< r in 1 notable performam e, " Mary
Barton," appeared in 1848, and in the history
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virtually new conception of the novel a>

a harmonious work of art. bight and shadow
art' skilfully arranged, thought and emotion

alternate; nothing is exaggerated, no side

taken, no sermon preached, no personality

obtruded. The capitalist.-" and the inill-

owners cried out, though in reality the}- were

not hurt till "North and South" appeared

le se\ en year- later.

The Life of Charlotte Bronte

Hut the thorns especial to authors were not

lacking from Mrs. GaskelTs lot, write- K. L.

Montgomery in the Fortnightly. The gauntlet

of the Edinburgh reviewers had to be run,

and the author of ".Man - Barton" could not

hope to escape the condemnation of certain

critics meted out to breaker- of their un-

written commandment: ''Thou shalt not

make unto thyself anything that is new."
The keenest storm of criticism, however, was
called forth by "The Life of Charlotte

Hronte," with the result that Mrs. (iaskell

resolved there should be no detailed record

Of herself given to the world, and at her ex-

press wish her letters were destroyed, and
thus a niche has been left empty among the

world's letter-writer-. Whether the justice

of some of her conclusions be -till disputed or

not, no one will deny that Mrs. GaskelTs
sympathy enabled her to fulfil her purpose

of making Charlotte Hronte known and val-

ued "as one who had gone through a terrible

life with a brave and faithful heart."

Mr. Seccombe i- very enthusiastic over

"Wives and Daughters," Mrs. GaskelTs last

and unfinished story, characterizing it as her

finest and most finished performance. In his

opinion, not only does the book surpass any-
thing which the author had done before, but

its merit is progre.--i\ c, and the last chapters

are the best. Unlike "Edwin Drood" and
"Denis Duval," the completion of the -ton-

make- no undue -train upon the imagination
of the reader. Roger returns and marries
Molly. How \m11 Mr-, (ia-kell would have
carried out the rap; mil Mr.
combe believes the scene would have been

\- a literary metcorol

hi- > redit on the prediction

that the nn ame will have ri-en

no.

The Knutsford Stories

It ha- been left to Mr. Conr.

in the

with ( ,ther knut-lord

book-. It i> significant, he >ay-. that Mrs.
GaskelTs Knutsford -torics were not her

earliest, and that her unfinished novel

1 on recollections and later observations
of tile place. A- to her own experiences in

Knutsford. Mi>s Stevenson was not as happy
as Mr-, (ia-kell was. and one learns of de-

parture- of the girl from the h her

aunt, with whom she lived, and of hour

solitary misery in the sand-pits and among
the whin-bushes of the heath. Her marriage
and her domestic life were exceedingly happy.
Her husband was a literary man, and her

literary work met with every encouragement.

From Charlotte Bronte to Mrs. Gaskell

In an article in the Cornhill Mrs. Sara'

Tooley has been permitted by Miss Gaskell

to quote unpubli-hed portions from Charlotte

Bronte's letters in which reference is made
me of Mrs. Gaskcll's books. Of "The

Moorland Cott; barlotte BrontS wrote:

"The little story i- fresh, natural, religi>

irding her impressions of a chapter in

"Cranford," she wished the paper had I

twice as long. She thought Thackeray ought
to retire to his chamber with a -eries of arti-

cles such as these, and remain there till he

had learnt by vigilant study how to be
satirical without being exquisitely bitter.

"Ruth," she thought, excelled "Mary Har-

ton" for beauty. " Your style never

higher, nor. I think, have you ever equaled

the power of certain i -he wrote.

Her Love of the Poor

The Mast- Peterhouse wril i in

Cornhill a centenary tribute to the me;

of Mrs. Gaskell. H

\lr- i led her to love

in that »

i

I the

term with which the English I the Psalms
David has familiarized us: those who

'id -utTer from no fault ot their own. but

>n for them has pierced the

.t manufacturing who
i rinij

. ii n !>•'

tion "i sympathj
by n<

-hi- had not, I to learn it
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Hard Tii
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THE UNITED STATES AND THE OPENING
OF KOREA

TX the newspaper notices and the various

public discussions of the recent annexa-

tion of Korea by Japan, little mention has

been made of the important part borne by the

United States in opening the "Hermit King-
dom" to civilization. Indeed to such an
extent has it been lost siuht of, that probably
few Americans under sixty years of age

—

taking the average run of citizens—could

give even the name of the commodore who
successfully negotiated the first treaty made
bv Korea with a Western nation. Perrv and

Idl .Hid

' in lh<

of hi

the

Wr < ha i

reading both by the student of history and the

private citizen.

This writer relates that in November,
1866, word was received in this country that

the American schooner, General Sherman,
which in the preceding August had sailed

from Chi-Fu to trade on the west shore of

Korea, had been wrecked on the Korean coast

and that subsequently she and all her people

had been burned by order of the king regent

of Korea. Commander Robert W. Shufeldt

was sent with a warship to investigate the

loss; but this expedition as well as a sub-

sequent one proved unsuccessful in obtain-

ing any reliable information. In 1S71 the

United States sent Mr. F. F. Low, the Ameri-
can minister to China, with an imposing naval

escort to Korea in the hope of negotiating

a treaty; but an attack on a flotilla of the fleet

and the retaliatory measures which followed

were the net results, the local officials refusing

to send our minister's letters to the king. In

1S76 the Japanese secured a treaty with the

new Korean dynasty; and this success in-

spired the United Stales Government with
the desire to renew its attempts in the same
direction. In the fall of [878, Shufeldt, who,
Mr. Paullin states, had 'come to be regarded
as one (if the most eminent diplomatists ,

1'

the navy," was entrusted with an important
mission to certain Eastern countries,his orders
from the Navy Department requiring him to

"visit some port of the Corea with the en-

deavor to reopen by peaceful measures v.

tiations with that government." Shufeldt in

course reached Fusan; but the governor
of that district refused to forward his fetter

to the kiii'_'. A similar result attended his

attempt to forward a letter through the |.i|>

i oreign < Office; hut in the summer of

d to obtain an interview w it h

Viceroy Li Hung Chang, to whom he made
known hi- desire to conclude a treaty with

in\ ited him to his summer
talk over mat ters, la' promised to

w ith Kon .1 to bring about a

ii«l hortlj .ud. the time al-

expired, Shufeldt

returned to San Francisco. In the following
• I t< ' ii.i\ .d .il l.i. he,

1 In putpo < oi aiding 1 .1 in organizing
id oi making a treat) \'> ith

1

I li 1

1 1 In hand
l the
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treaty and at another equally indifferent

about it. At length the Korean Government
intimated through Li that it was willing and

desirous to make a treaty, and in the follow-

ing March Shufeldl went to the viceroy's sum-
mer palace again to arrange the terms, it being

evident that "the viceroy was to represent

both his own government and that at Seoul."

The only important differences between the

first drafts <>!" the treaty made by Li and by
Shufeldt, respectively, turned upon the in-

clusion by the former of a sentence admitting

Korea's vassalage to China. Ultimately Li

waived this; and on May 22, 1882, at a spot

on the Korean coast within sight of the I". S S

Swaiara, detailed for Korean service, the seal-

ing, signing, and delivering of the treaty took

place. Of the scope of this document Mr.
I'aullin observes:

The treat] was much mon- comprehensive than
tin initial treaties "t cither our own governmenI <>r

other Occidental governments with China ami
Japan Vmong it* important provisions
an- those permitting American citizens to trai

the open ports of Korea and to erect n -ami
warehouses therein . . establishing diplo-

mats and consular representation, prohibiting
traffiic in opium . . . ami granting to the
United Matt* the privUeg Lined from K
by the most favored nation.

Hut. as Mr. Paullin remarks further, the

succe-- of Shufeldt's mission attracted little

attention in America. Our people were not

yet interested in the politics of the Far 1

and the commodore was out of favor with the

ruling powers at Washington. A-

quence of this disfavor and of the indiffen

of the people, the commodore never received

the recognition in America that was legiti-

mately his.

KOREA AND JAPAN'S CONSISTEN( ^

I \ another article reviewed in this section

an account is given of the treaty made
with Korea by the United States under which
important trade privileges were granted to

this country. In the North American Review

Dr. William Elliot Griffis, tin well-known

" Ml tOT GRIl

author ol "Korea the Hermit Nation." who
1 cperience with and
study of the Japanese, writ

\- for American in

ha- .1 gi niu- lor disappointing the croakers ami
LUencing the prophet- <•! calamity. ... I

believe that Japan, the unqnailing exp
modern civilization in Asia, ami the true middle
term between Orient ami Occident, will keep faith

and do justice, not <>nl\ with the nation- at

but with th.it country which -he has ever n

11 ized as her lir-t. her best and truest friend th<

United States of America.

Dr. Griffis asserts that at the beginning

her modern life Japan >\oo<\ first for peace and

the open door. When she made her treaty

with Korea, that country received for the

first time recognition sovereign state.

Japan then attempted to redeem it from

medievalism with all its cruelties and horrors

and to coax it into modern national life I

years Japan lavished her money and lent her

best statesmen to aid Korea into freedom and

modern life. This was not altruistic ben.

lence. It was for her own safety that Japan

lifted up the cowed and hermit vassal of

China. "Great as were Japan's perils from

predatory Western nation-, the ezisteno

.1 next-door neighbor bigotedly attached t..

the ideal- oi the ancient world • iter.

In-day. outweighing all other things in

sary for Japan's and future pro

thi' necessit) of .1 reformed China. In this

view we have the key which unlocks the com-

plicated situation in the Far East It shows

Japan consistent throughout."
Ik Griffis gives an admirably condensed

history of the Korean nation, in the cour-

which he pay- a warm tribute to the influence

of Huddhi-m on the "Issachar of nation-."
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In 1392 the new dynasty banished Buddhism
from Korea, and its priests were forbidden to

enter walled cities. Chinese ritual and dog-

mas were then installed; and from this date

till the nineteenth century Korea "possessed

no system of public law or apparatus of jus-

tice, permitted a system of cruelty and punish-

ment worse even than China's, and neglected

the development of the country's resources."

To quote Dr. Griffis:

Public hygiene was unknown. Until the mis-

sionaries came in 1832 the diseased, the aged, and
-.he lying-in women were in large numbers put out
in the fields or on the grassy slopes of the city walls,

a ith a glass of water and a bowl of rice, to take
their chances. . Hence when Japan defi-

nitely turned her face away from China to accept
Western civilization, Korean official wrath was
troused, and the Japanese of 1868 were stung to

madness by an insulting letter calling them traitors

astern culture.

Japan, in breaking away from the ancient

life, naturally incurred the enmity of China.

love has ever been lost between them, nor
apparently is likely to be. Alliance between
them is a dream."

In all their constructive work the Japanese
studied conditions rather than enforced

theories. To-day Tecauchi is to build a

superstructure on foundations already laid

the things Japan has

done for Korea Dr. -Griffis mentions -the

following:

Where there was no public provision for educa-
tion, a system of manual training, common and
hish schools, and colleges, having already appro-
priated over S250.000. Where public hygiene was
unknown, one half of the people dying of small-

pox and syphilis being almost omnipresent, Japan
has introduced waterworks, hospitals, and other
means of preserving life, her appropriation to date
rising above S6,ooo,ooo. Besides a railroad trav-

ersing the whole country, wagon-roads are built

or contracted for at a cost thus far of $750,000.
The center of graft and rottenness, the Imperial
court, made up largely of eunuchs, sorceresses,

geomancers, and fortune-tellers, has been cleansed.

Dr. Griffis considers that Japan's problem
in Korea is much like ours in the Philippines;

that with altruism, justice, and sympathy she

will give the world even greater surprises than

thus far enjoyed. But she must, expect to

spend at least 815,000,000 annually for years

to come. The influence of 250,144 professed

Christians in Korea must also be counted for

not a little. There are signs that the union

of the two nations in heart and hand will,

in spite of obstacles, be accomplished. Dr.

Griffis utters his faith in the success of the

Japanese in their attempt to amalgamate the

peOples of the two countries—an attempt
which, if realized, will eclipse all known peace
victorie

PROGRESS ON THK PANAMA CANAL
I) f-.( !ENT di suability
^ 01 -:• irabilty of fortifying the

Nthmiai I J readers particularly timely

an Mr. Fullerton 1.. Waldo,
. on

the
;

that I made at Panama.
of that periodical) in a prefatory

Mr. Waldo's report of

made on the

1-th' it expn
• ll-informed

mind free from commitl
•coal " opinion Mr.

Iv valuable by
P nam.i in

whir h lion
! L I I {
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When Mr. Waldo was at the* Isthmus in

1007, there was "one lonely little steam
shovel courageously butting into the hillside

d Gatum"; and on his return he was fre-

quently asked: "Do you really believe they

ping to he able to put the (anal through?"
The conditions he found existing in 1010 he

describes as follows:

We ran ill over the premises .11 < ..nun in the <li-

i.H k automobili : we climbed into
and around 1 In- huge l"< U chambers, breathed the

nd risked I he
third-rails) teni animated i>) (he magnificent new
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UPPER LOCKS, GATUN. .--HOWING 208' .. FEET OF EAST WALL COMPLETED

GAIUN I PPi K LCK kS, I UM\., \ORIII |-Ku\l WES1 HANK
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l)v January. . . . The dam itself is to be a in Mr. Waldo's opinion, the best assurance
mile and a halt long. 100 leet wide at the top, and that the ^^j wiU be built b To ive
4.00 feet in thickness at the water-line. , . ,

J J J °
his own words:

Besides the Gatun dam and locks, there is

another great factor on which the completion The most convincing exliibit at Panama is the
of the canal by 191 5 depends—and that is the character of the working population itself. . . .

Culebra Cut. Mr. Waldo characterizes as In 19 10 the laborers in all particulars worthy of

nonsense most of what has been published in J

heir h
,

ire
u
are excessively in the majority, where

, ,. . . . , . ,.,
r .!/-., formerly thev were merelv numerous. 1 hev have

the I nited States about the slides at the Cut. brought
'

their families to the Isthmus, secure in the
The 1909 Report of the Canal Commission knowledge of healthful surroundings, good schools,

-hows that the engineers expected them. As a generally moral environment, social diversions,

to the work actually done, the following fig-
and a thoroughly satisfactory commissariat. The... . 00 number ot gardens in three vears has increased

,n: Excavation to August 1. IQIO, greatly. The people reallv seem to care to make
including the allowance for the slides at their clooryards beautiful. Panama begins to ap-

Culebra shows 11^.135,206 cubic yards ex- pear like home to them.

cavated since May 4, 1004. when the Ameri-
cans began work. Cubic yards remaining to And what is. perhaps, the most favorable

be taken out. 60,402,560. The mere reports sign of all—the baseball rivalry is as fast and
of the work of the shovels, however, is not, furious as that of the steam shovels.

FRANCE'S NON-SUCCESS IN MADAGASCAR
CINCE France, fifteen years ago, added like 2,500,000; and this total is made up of
^ Madagascar t<> her colonial possessions components almost as varied as those of our
much has been written concerning the possi- own Philippine possessions. The Hovus are

bilities, the riches in natural resources, the foes of the!Sakalavas: the Mahafali are always

glorious future of that remarkable inland— an hostile; the Comoriens are sly and undepend-
island comprising a territory Bel- able: and several others, as the Antanosi,

gium. France, and Holland combined. Many Sihanaka, and Tanala, are still savages. M.
writers, official and non-official, have spoken Fagnet describes large tracts of territory in

a Promised Land. a> an traversing which "one is sadly surprised by
inhabitants were to the deserted aspect of the country." Except-

with emigrants*from the French ing the wood cut for fuel for locomotives and
lony who- team launches, the forest resources are al-

velopment and phenomenal growth were to most unexploited. On large areas, where
da. Thesi ntiu'pa- Chinese, Siamese, or Burmese would find the

not, it en realized. On 1 It
-< its of a profitable commerce, the scat-

1 article by M. tend BetsHeos and Betsimisarakas vegetate)

pathetically. This "gloom of dismal spaces,

of the island is in many this impression of solitude," are accentuated
deplorable. This in the /one of the high denuded table-

lands, ih re, in the valleys thai separate the

... , ,, ,
the rich land awaits vainly rice-

plantations, held- ot vegetables, and |»onds ol

; bul the indifferenl nath es neglet 1 to

plant ma u< a-

ind fapan lilies, all of whn h would
ion.

At French oc< upation,

aid to be t i< h in gold and
but, though gold ha been

een such as to

id to the at qui In certain

.IIIM I ll

1
1

l iint" oid (in. ••ninl . in other

d brought

11 I ill Ol In f I In- 1 ill
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tivation of rice is encouraged by the French

Government; but development of tr.uk- and
whole is retarded by the in-

sufficiency of transportation routes. The
reports published at bome of th< ition

real work- of public utility "
art.- not justi-

fied by the i the port- and tin- road-.

Of tin- town-. Antananarivo alone- merits the

name of city; the others even Diego-Suarez

an less important than the little- chief

town ot" a French canton. Of all the native

- ilu Eiovasare the most interesting. \t

Capital they are -een at their best.

On the courts of the tennis-clubs they handle the
racket with grace; their equipages dispute the palm
with those of Europeans; a Hova medallist is di-

rector of music for the Government; and Hova
amateur- .ire in the majority in the Philharmonic
Socit

Of the Malagasy generally, however, M.
Faguet draws a melancholy picture. 1I< -

The number <>f inhabitants either diminish'
remains stationary. This i- easilj explained. The
Malagas) of the tablelands is ill proti gains!

the varial ionsol temperature. Summer and \\ inter

he i- clothed in a -hirt. vague drawer-, and a

lamba ol cloth or cotton. In hi- house of \

straw, or clay, open to all weathers, he is unable to

keep himself warm from May to September: for

fuel, when it i- procurable, i- both scarce and dear.

His hygiene is deplorable and tuberculosis
i- prevalent. Generally, the Malagasy i- improvi-
dent or prodigal, It he hoards at all. it i- to built!

a monumental mausoleum in which he mav sleep
hi- last -leep in a precious shroud. Manual labor
i- paid for at the rati ol ao centimes a <\a\ : and
miner- are satisfied with (x> centimes for 12 I

work. In the country districts t
;

rer i- -till

all-powerful; art- and handicrafts remain in a
primitive condition. In hi- agriculture the Mal-

rtilization, rotation-cropping, and
the selection of stock; and he obstinately

to use the ordinal") agricultural machi

Alluding to the reported discovery of

petroleum and coal in the western part of the

i-land. M. Faguet says, that whatever may be
the natural possibilities of expansion, cap-

italists and colonists will be unable without

the aid of the Government to transform them
into practical and ' profitable realizations.

i roads must be built; infanticide, now
enormous, owing to the influence of the native

sorcerers, must be stopped; foreign imm '.

tion should be solicited. A thousand Ajmam-
ite families would in a few year- transform

the marshes of the island into rich rice-plan-

tations; Malay- would help the Hovas to

cattle; and Chinese, Hindus, and negroes
would furnish the labor indispensable for the

public work-. Hut for all this millions

francs would be necessary; and, the colony

being too poor to provide them, a loan should

be guaranteed by France for the pur;'

Otherwise, the future of the colony will

render fruitless the sacrifices already made
for the conquest and pacification of the island.

LOUIS BOTHA FROM A GERMAN VIEWPOINT
npHK achievement- of General Botha, the

famous Boer -talesman and soldier, in the

service of his country, may justly be called

inspiring. In the face of a thousand odds
the grievances of English rule, the mistrust

of him by his own countrymen aroused by
his patient attitude to the governing power,

he, by his sagacity and quiet, indomitable

endurance has wrought wonders for his

people.

The (itirtt nhiubc (Leipzig) gives an inter-

esting and highly appreciative account of

the marvels accomplished by this heroic

figure. The writer of the article. \. Scho-
waltt r. says in part

:

\'- our well-informed journal- and polil

nd itions in South Africa,
chausl themselves in panegyrics upon

1 mil's magnanimous polic) iciliation.

unjustly be-
stowed Th< .ndit ol restoring tin country

l'\ war. and the p<>-ition

occu| i- due solel) to 1

and hi- followers. Botha is an exemplar of the

old Boer virtue of patient endurance. The English

Commissioners often turned him down -harpl\

when he made hi- u ! demands and
protests; he never grew tired ol rej them.

As a part) to the treaty. h< wa- n

his people that it should l><

land tlitl not observe it I made to

undermine his i and th< i

his unfailing anabilit) in negotiating with the

government, grew mistrustful. Yh<\ became
weary of waiting, l>ut Botha still evt selled

patience! He felt that steady must
finall) conquer, and to th;

addeil his confidence in the innate strength ot

his people. The man could not be lolled off:

that soon ! genet the

dominant p : among
us in patient endurance: thai «

the
Without indulging in inflamn hes.

,-uch as conditio ample r, he

steadil) pointed to the evils of the English rule,

until the people lost all confidence in it. Quietly,

and without any -pint i

with the work of organization, and when the

tir-t political ramp k plan hi- ranks

r and t' ned the tir-t \ i. tor\

.
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The suffrage was so carefully distributed that the
English calculated upon the election turning in

their favor; it was thought impossible that the^

Boers could reap success in the industrial ccntt

That Botha put the economic interests in the

foreground did not disturb the unity of his people,

since their economic interests are not divided,
while he gained adherents from the opposing
camp where such is not the case. Thus could
the Boers achieve a victory in the Transvaal;
and thus could the Transvaal take the lead in

the restoration of the Boer nationality, until

union with Cape Colony and the former Ora
Free State permanently secured the predomi-
nance of the Boer element, which will doubtless

be likewise politically by a new suffrage

law. How strong Botha feels himself, and how
highly he rates the cultural significance of the
Boers of South Africa, he showed most clearly

when, on being entrusted with the formation of

the first Ministry of the Federated States, he
refused to summon men from different parties

in order to form a coalition ministry.

The honor of his people hangs upon his name;
and Botha has a strong feeling for that. Under
the influence of the English press the Boer has
long been generally regarded as the inferior of

the Englishman in culture and statesmanship.
English dominion was, indeed, Bought to lie

justified on that ground. Men proud of their

nationality, like Botha, suffer under such ignorant
judgments: To eradicate that prejudice is a life-

object with them.
And this saving of their name signifies at the

ime the destruction of the nimbus that
rrounded the English. For England is alwj

held up as the olonial power. Such
inherited like di- Never

atry laid bare
i ik points autre

iwfully than did England in ii- colonial poli

in South Africa -above all, in the i u.

What did England in five years? A
utry ii. inder inner and outer

torn b and hatred
of the < ii absolute

ipleamess in .f the economic col la]

the rulers lo transfer the administration
hi the Bhip of

lone it brilliantly. 'I hi

for pi for railroads, for

bankru|
hopeful
mained

if

loans under
sed by the

ier. Wh.it In

l<

III*

.

Iff ll,

.

distrust, too, has given place to peaceful collabo-

ration since the question of school and language
has been solved and every element of the popu-
lation knows that it is getting its due. One
class alone has Botha antagonized—the English
officials. He sent home the idlers and parasites

—

(.I.N. I.ol IS BOTH \

whole shiploads of them whose only object wa-
ll to obtain a pension.

Before the Boer war the people of the Trans

vaal had the grcatesl name among all the Boers

of South Africa; in thai confficl they forfeited

much of their renown. It was generally expected

after that evenl thai < ape < olony would take

the had in the development of the Boer nation-

ality. Botha has, in peace, restored the glorj

«,f thi ; In- has made his shattered country
iaIK the strongest of the South African col

tin provider ol moncj of its brother stat<

And now that hi I red to his land the leader

hip of South Africa, it i the goal of his ambition
to demonstrate thai it is the mi sion "I the Boci

lone under i hi guidani e ol i he Tran
to di vclop am n South Afi \> a Nol

In i onti mplati ibli bn akin

I fe docs not hate t hi English; Ik .
>/< down upon

in i In ii

• ii i hough ik 'i t In Hi ii

I Ii i .inn. . i hop) f< 'i • u i >| •• 1

1

learned; he

l pro n', wall

until

rained to ha ti n the
ilili i> i i In

lii< * in I • .
i 1 1 1 1

.

I lii ii i '
' Ii I, i nli

uid no I '
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THE MILLENNIUM OF THK ABHIV OF CLUNV
C'OR three days in September the little

* town of Cluny. mar Macon in Bur-

gundy, celebrated,with feteswhich tin French

journals describe as " magnifiques" and " fort

belles," the one-thousandth anniversary of

i In- founding of it- celebrated abbey. Cluny
is perhaps the greatest name in monastic

history. In oio. Duke William of Aquitaine

gave the village and valley of Cluny
Clugny) to Bernon, abbot of Balme, to found
there a branch of the Order of Benedictines.

So rapidly, from the very outset, did the in-

fluence of Cluny spread, that iii the eleventh

century more than 2000 convents acknowl-

edged it- authority. It- abbey church, be-

gun in 10^0. and having five oaves and seven

towers, was the largest in Europe, and later

served a- the model for many a noted mon-
astery. The Cluniacs even invaded England,

their houses in that country cumbering thirty-

two when the monasteries were suppressed.

Indeed, for three centuries -the tenth, elev-

enth, and twelfth Cluny was the greatest

religious power of the world: it made popes

1.1XV

and aided the papacy in it- struggles with the

Empire; and kr I prime- made pilgrim-
io the famous abbey and granted it all

sorts "i pri

omit- in Illustration and the

.
we learn that the millennial

celebration, which was arranged by the

Academy 'of Macon, rried out with

great success and enthusiasm.

The Academy -
I in the difficult feat of

grouping the Government, the clergy, and the
-.i\.mt-. and of establishing for the tinn

truce of parties. Om Cluny, in .:

mem tin- elect of which an- Kadi !i-t~. the
crowd salute with respect the bishopf
hand and mitre on head, they traversed tli

one witnessed in the historic cortege side l>\ Bide

>ns oi the oldest and most aris families
"( Burgundy and the children of M. Simyan, deputy
and former under--ei retary of >tate.

The proceedings began with a corn:

archaeology and history, to which M. Rene
Iia/.in delivered an eloquent addre->. He re-

minded bis hearer- that although the first

aim of Cluny was to make saints, the abbey
>rt and arts

At Cluny, a- at Monti e know that

besides the t >r< >t lo usively to psalm-
ind tht stud] of the « nd t<> the < I.

o! forests, then- wire others who w

and illuminators, statuarii Idsmiths,

binders, and musicians. Main of their ma--
terpieces have survh Union- and are pre-

-i-r\ ed in our libraries and museums. These .irti-t-.

whose names have perished, asked neither the re-

ward of gold nor that of glory. And among them
w<n- masters of the art that i- the most perfect and
eloquent of all -architecture. The architect

Cluny have constructed thousands of churche- and
cloisters; thej h.iw- created a style; and to-day,
quite often, when one a-k-. whether in Fr
Spain, England, or the Holy Land, what is the
origin of a particular famous monument, the guide
is obliged to reply: "The Burgundian at>l"

Cluny.

'

In [245 Louis IX Saint Louis visited

Cluny ami had there an interview with Pope
Innocent IV. Tin- notable event formed the

subject of a historic pageant at the anniver-

sary celebrations. We read:

The pious monarch, accompanied l>y hi- broth-

ers, hi- mother, and hi- sister, Blanche and
bella of Castile, and a numerous suite of nobk -

gentlemen at arm-, pi I to the al>l>ey, where
t he Pope, surrounded by monk-, awaited him. The

imes and the caparisons of the hones were
nificent. . . The velvet, -ilk, cloth-of-

gold, the armor, - mail, tl

tin Crusaders all these defiling in the narrow

val streets under .1 ^l->ri.>u

11- for an instant a dazzlinf lity with it-

villeins, it- aldermen, ami it- fools, who foil

on fool

.

The same writer observes with regret that

of all the grandeur of Cluny only some rains

are now to be seen. In 1790, when the Constit-

uent Assembly dissolved the Cluniac congre-

gation, the town ia Cluny purchased the

famous abbey and pulled it down.

of vandalism denounced by Napoleon.
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TRIBUTES TO HOLMAN-HUNT
HPHE opening article in the October

Contemporary Review, by Mr. W. M.
Rossetti. is devoted to Holman-Hunt. Hunt
and the writer were contemporaries, and for

most, though not all. of the painter's life.

Mr. \Y. M. Rossetti saw much of him.

After Hunt's second marriage (in 1S74 or

1875 he had married his deceased wife's

sister 1 Mr. Rossetti saw but little of him for

a time, especially as Hunt was often out of

England. In 1005. however, when his book
on "The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood" was
published, the two old friends came together

again, in spite of there having been various

statements in the volume with regard to

D. G. Rossetti which his brother thought
not altogether correct. During the last year

of the painter's life Mr. Rossetti seems to

have visited him fairly often, and even stayed
with him; and he was asked by the widow
to be one of Hunt's pall-bearers. The
article under review was written after

returning from the funeral in St. Paul'-.

Writing of Holman-Hunt about 1 \

Mr. Rossetti describes him as

:ng man of sturdy and rather fleshy physique,
somewhat above the middle height. His face was
pale, hi- eyes light grayish blue, hi- hair abundant,

_ht. and yellow or Bandy tint:

abundant till his death. His I

'

markabl i from an
with a few horizontal lines. To

tisfied

that in him beyond the
common." H of full thickness, with an

- tip: in hi- con* ludii

t hi- peculiarity had almost disappeared. Hi- talk
• wholly free from evidences of a m anty educa-

tion, but m on
—was full of <l point and observation;

ightful, and often humorou- and diverting.

It fru in : that the I'.k.li. "

as it

illy <alled. '.mi- formed, and that the
I Hunt and haiit.- Gabriel

Roast- ni bt \t this time

poor, and
had my While
ibari 1 I- it /roy

d often

r, for I ;h he

I of the rar

when t) • ...,, ther
in II

, rm
•: ii'

paint hi- famou pi< ture

»thcr ii 1 hi

•he tin I

who had even then, before Hunt had won
his fame, a very high opinion of the painter's

merits.

Holman-Hunt might truly be cited as an
instance of a cracked vessel lasting longest.

He must have been tough—that is. made of

good physical material—for he lived to be
eighty-three; but, as the writer says, he

iften and gravely out of health; indeed, since

he returned from the East in 1856 I have seldom
known him to be in good condition for long. Ar
one time, some twenty-five years ago. typhoid
fever drove him to the very door of death: and
after that he became a victim to asthma, of which
he at times gave me details so painful as to be al-

most harrowing. But nothing daunted him. Cour-
ageous in an eminent degree, physically and morally
courageous, he fought his maladies as if they had
been so many desert wolves or hyenas: he grappled
with them and rebelled against them, and would
not be beaten.

Hunt was essentially religious, "an earnest

Protestant Christian in the full sense of the

word"; but apparently not altogether widely
tolerant. He was "a thorough and down-
right Englishman, and little disposed to

admit that such outlandish personages as

Chinamen. Japanese, Indians. Egyptians, or

even Frenchmen, had any great rqison

d'etre when brought front to front with the

Briton."

Mr. Ford Madox Hueffer contributes, to

the Fortnightly Review for October an in-

tere-ting appreciation of Holman-Hunt. the

father of the I're-Raphaelites. This i- Mr.
Hueffer- account of the message of the

man:

Inspired with the intense, unreasoning faith <>f

or the mysteries of revealed religion

inspired, too, with the intense and unreasoning de-
sire of the a-< etic for the rendering of truth, -iii> e

he believed thai truth and revealed religion were
as much identical aa are the one in three of 1 In-

Trinity, bo Mr. Holman-Hunl supported 1 li< fiery
-mi- 01 the desert, the thirsts ol the daj . the rigors
ot the nig hi

, the contempt of his compatriots, and
orn of hi- time, in tie- 1 ndi i\or to prove thai

Our l.«.rd wai i
^ -mine hoy or an adult few in-

I with th I .1 modern I rent Ii anar-
' In 1; that in mother wa 1 Bedouin woman "I

no i».irii< ul.ir di-tiiic tion, '>r thai the eld< n in the
• 1 ol Scmil K hi il 'lo rd in

aniline dyed burn icr in wooden
II I III U.I

.1 \li I lolman I lunl t" hi < n< ra

ful Kor 1 cnt.il meant
• le.u

I Hi arm ol 1 1 ghi in

1 hi mo 1
• aluabli 1 hing

I he .,[ 1 1
1 • In. .1 an ,ii Lei 1 and an

m.\'\i- to havi him impri onedl
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1

( ENTENARY OF THE AUTHOR OF "RAB AND
HIS FRIENDS' 1

Horn September 10. fourth of his

lint- and name, in the old

at Biggar. the first twelve yean of hi- lift*

were passed in th.it picturesque vill ..

Bis father then became minister of Brough-
ton Place Church, Kdinhurgh, and John
entered the hitrh school o! the city. His
grandfather and uncle were surgeons in

Glasgow, and. after passing through the

University of Kdinhurgh, John also decided

to enter the medical profession. Accord
to the custom of the time, he wa- artic

.

an apprentice to Professor Syme, the

eminent surgeon. "One day into the MintO
Bouse hospital, where young Brown w

walked the dog Rah; and the incident- that

followed afforded the young medical appren-
tice a theme which rendered him more fa-

mous than ditl hi> clinical -tuo en

at thi> time, while yet an unformed youth,
bis "sweet :ul charm of manner
endeared him to all with whom h< in

contact."

These wen- pre-anesthethic days; and
young Brown found th<

trial to hi- sensitive nature. H> therefore

decided to become a physician. He spent
two years at Chatham, where on th< ion

of an epidemic of cholera he acrjuitted him-
: to the admiration of all the town.

Years afterward, at a private dinner-party

at which he and Dickens were present, the

novelist, una if the identity oi the

hero with hi- fell< a -t. -poke ^\ the im-

pression made on hi- mind by the fear!;

duct o. ' dur-

the cb tidemic at Chatham.
It was bis fellow student, afterward Sir

ore Martin, who tir-t urged l-r.

Brown to undertake literary work, hut he

resisted the suggestion. Only when Hugh
Miller sent him a commission with a check

for £:c in advance, and hi- practical wi

the money."' did he publi>h any-

thing. Ot - he- told one of hi-

bii.grapher-. he would probably never ha

written a word. The tir-t series of I

' Hone Subs* It

luded his story " Rah and hi-

Friends." Concerning this gem. the I

///// writer relate

The immort - written "on the quick*"
to use one of Di ions. 1

1

Smith, of !• ked him

UK. JOHN Bl

A I' the time of his death .May n. I

*^ there was perhaps no more honored
and beloved citizen of Kdinhurgh than

Dr. John Brown. Visiting that city shortly

after hi- decease, Mr-. Sarah A. Tooley,
who contributes an interesting centenary

ch of him to the CornkiU Magazine
(London), found it given up to reminiscences

of "the kindly old phy-ician. than whom »

the great Sir Walter had not rooted

himself more deeply in the social li;«

'Auld Reekie." " we read:

died his familiar I
- it li the

and the silver h.iir w.tlki g

Prin on sunn} il.i>-. . . . He
I in her beaut)

he knew aim <h in t . . .

He did not often r.ii-e his tut

.

••!-." he
tlte principle that im hal i- chron-

lifted, to women. . . His
- included all rank mditions

M

I mpathired
with with human

when I r I. .i|>t

in th»

irked,
I .

•

and on anot n he said: I have just
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never lectured before, but \va? anxious to say As shown in his letters, the Doctor had
something to the "strong-brained primitive peo-

st Hkes and faH^ in his estimates of
pie of his voutn. and in a rare moment oi ., ° .. t- 1 • o j nr j

inspiration he decided to tell them Artie's storv. other enters. For lnm Scott and \\ ords-

the memory of which had never left him since his worth stood first of modern authors. Thack-
da\s in the Minto House hospital. ... At erav. he prophesied, would live when Dickens
twelve one midsummer night he sat down to tell anj Bulwer were no more Garble and
the tale, and bv lour o clock he had finished it. ~ , . , T,.-Kuskin were revered masters. His antag-

When asked to write a novel, he used to say
onism to GeorSe jr

liot was pronounced: he

that manufactured conversation was beyond [
ounxl her "too disagreeably knowing; her

his powers. Hi, "Marjorie Fleming-" was books were made, not born. Thesecond

a fit companion to "Rab and His Friends/'
and tm^. «»« ^J"8 ""one Subseciv*

.Marjorie was the wonderful little maidie were published m 1861 and 1882; and a few

whom Scott used to carry off in his plaidie
we

,

eks **» the
u
aPP«™1S ot the latter

to his house, so that her'quaint talk might volume the author died (May 11) m the

freshen his weary brain. Swinburne linked
Clt

-
V he loved so welL

the Doctor's two most popular characters How long before our Northern Athens know-

in the lines Spirit ?o blameless, heart so rare, as thou?

- oc happier island in the Elysian sea - s Richardson in his lines to the memory of

\\ here Rab may lick the hand' of Marjorie. the deceased writer.

THE GROWTH OF LIVERPOOL

T HI v
is the subject of a paper in the In the year of the Armada Francis Bacon

Nautical Ma^azinf by A. G. M'Lellan. represented Liverpool in Parliament for four

The name of Liverpool, he says, does not months. In 1555 a Spanish merchant com-
appear in the Doomsday Book. But Henry plained that he had been robbed by pirates

II. mad- _ .nt of a portion of the South of Liverpool and Chester. Piracy raged in

Lancashire - it was then called, the Fngli-h Channel and the Irish Sea. In

which includes Liverpool, to Warren, Con- 1633 two Liverpool vessels were captured by
stab! I tie. The deed by which a Spanish pirate, who took up his station

the grant was n lost, but another deed outside Dublin Bay. In 1699 Liverpool was
SUrvives,datingfromiiQl,in which King John the third port of the kingdom, her customs
confirmed to Warren's son the 'grant made to dues amounting to L'50,000 per annum,
hi- father. J'hi- document is the olde>t in About that time only 102 vessels, represent-

h the name of I.iverp< ol i- mentioned, ing S.ooo tons, were registered as belonging

Liverpool is said to owe more to Kin 1

: to Liverpool.

John than to any other person. In 1 1 i
— I*o Liverpool belongs the honor of building

of Ireland, the lirM wet dock in the world. This "old

and seeing h ily troops could be trans- dock" was commenced about
1
70S and was

jx>rt. rom the Mersey, he e changed finished in 1720. It covered five acre- and
in other land- with Henry, Lord of cost tivooo. The building of canals and

I rpool, for th< l. re Estate, in the deepening of the small rivers adjacent

ion. In to the Mersey raised Liverpool to the second
.\ |>ort. plate among the kingdom' port-, in 1750

me the port owned ." The main trade

So l.i • r|xx.l began ith America and the W < 1 Indies.

tradi d Irish I In I .rpool foil. .wed the lead oi her

i r
. 1 III I ild rival l'<ii tol in t hi t rade:

of tl on the \\ I

hipping
,u
:

'""-' '""
, '

'
, and 11 M'a 1 li.ii " In. h

'""
„ ..1 man

" In 1557 1 tn her 1 I |. to 1I1.

[00 Ion- and }Ol ! ""' '' '

l,,.| ... ,»
, .,1 I ' I I M .

'•.! I III 1 1
I

• k . |l ..I

,11
I

.. I
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willing in pa) ration f<
•

nment, Liverpool merchants

Between 1700 and 170J the- slave trade

bed it- zenith, Liverpool cnjoyiag five-

eightba of the English and three-sevenths

of the whole European trade in slaves. Half

of the wealth thus earned enriched Liverpool
pockets. Liverpool sin eleven years car-
ried so.^ooo negroes from Africa to the Y.

Indies,and sold them for over fifteen millions

sterling. It was a Liverpool man. William
Roscoe, who fought successfully for the

abolition of the slave trade.

RECIPROCITY WITH OUR CANADIAN
NEIGHBOR

I \ the October issue of the Review we
* noticed an article on reciprocity with

Canada, setting forth an American view of

the proposal, in the National R Lon-

don) for the same month i- an article by
Mr. J. CasteU Hopkins purporting to analyze

the feeling <>f the Dominion on the subject.

After giving a historical resume of the

tariff relation- of the States and the Pro-

vince-, Mr. Hopkins reminds his reader>

that more than ten year- have elapsed

since an effort to rearrange the tariff question

between the two countries has been made or

seriously discussed in Canada. In the mean-
time Canadian effort has lain in the direction

of expanding east and west, rather than north

and south, upon developing British, Austra-

lian, and South African rather than American
trade. Further, 'the preferential tariff has

come to be a permanent factor; the German
dispute and surtax policy has steadied the

public mind: a vigorous desire to protect and
conserve natural products has replaced the

almost wild wish of a decade or two ago to

sell and get rid of them."

Mr. Hopkins believes that two specific

Interests in Canada would be greatly con-

erned in any reciprocity treaty with the

United States, namely, agriculture and
manufactures. II

During the old reciprocity days . in the

Western pn name lor

1 nada of to-day, 1!

market meanl much to the Canadian farmer. It

• I prosperity in tin- fifties .on! sixties, ami its

.1 loss Hi' |i..r.ir\ disaster. . .

er has met the threat of retaliation

.mil ir with unconcern, ami Canada has
l\ indifl to tin' issue

hi tl. • dispute. The 1 hi' n i- that

idian i\ which i- mainly auri-

< (lit 11 found 1

1

Til- natural

r 873, we
shipped

in the in. in

rid pork,
• mi w liii Ii .1 I. inner

iort<

to the United States have also increased. Tiny
-42,000.000 in 1873, an<l $92,000,000 in 1909.

The industrial interest-of the Dominion will

be a more vital point in the discussion, and will

really prove to be the pivotal consideration.

nadians havt ten the period from
to 1878 when Uni( tured

re "slaughtered" here over a tariff wall

of 17 1

.' per cent., until none production was
absolutely di

at .1 standstill In n the
nation of manufacture rom the

United States has totaled betw
and $100,000,1 -with about .--

cxx> from Great Britain.

Canada's industrial advance since con-

federation—much of it due to moderate
protection- has been remarkable. In

her 4.1,250 industrial establishments repre-

sented $77,061,020 invested capital, and the

value of manufactured products was (221,-

617,773; m '9°6| under the new system, the

figures for the respective items were: 15

5,023; 03. To-day the

capital invested and also the value of the

yearly output may be estimated at 1.000

millions of dollars: and this is an intt

to be reckoned with in any fiscal negotia-

tions or tariff adjustments. And powerful

as were the manufacturers in the old days
before I.aurier, they had not a tithe of the

influence they have to-day. It must not

be forgotten, however, that wherea- prior

to 1806 protection «. arded by one

great political party a- robbery, to-day

moderate protection i- tin- a policy

of all parti-

In Mr. Hopkins' judgment much depends

on England's approaching fiscal decision.

Tariff reform in England would make
reciprocity between Canada and the United

States impossible. Reciprocity, if estab-

lished before Hritish tariff reform i- intro-

duced, will render difficult of realisation,

a- regards any trade and tariff b
united British Empire of the futur
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OUR TRADE SITUATION: A WARNING
IN the issue of the Review for April of
* the present year we called attention to

our waning trade balance and to the unpleas-

ant fact that, in the previous February, for

the first time in fifteen years, our commerce
showed an actual excess of imports over ex-

ports. In the Xorl/i American Review for

October, Mr. Thomas A. Thacher, writing

on the changing position of our trade, treats

of the same subject: and the figures he pre-

sents—those for the fiscal year ending June
30, iqio— are such as to call for very serious

consideration. How poor is our trade bal-

ance for the last fiscal year, compared with

the records for several preceding years, he
shows by the following table:

;

en'!

June

I9IO. . $1
I909
I90X
I907
I906

1 9OO

Export-.
,•.•4.900,000 Si

.663,000,000
000
000
'KX>

000
. . 000

Import-.

g 57 -00,000

311,900,000
194.300,000

434400,000
•0,000

" S 0,000
0,000

Balance.
-1 -7.100,000

.000,000
666,400,000
446,400.000

- 300,000
401,000,000

544,500,000

Though, at first sight, the decline appears
• almost entirely due to the increase in

our imports, further examination discloses

the fact that, while the exports of manu-
factured produ' >d. our exports

of foodstuffs h lily decreasing.

As Mr. Thacher remar

With a wheat harvest, in 1909. of 737,000,000
Lu-h' ded <>nlv once in oui bistorj . we find

the abnormally small r jusl

ended of onh 00 bushels of wheat and flour,

1,000. Except during i<>"4 05,
ikk) bushels,

th«- •
1 1910 wi n smaller th.ui

in an

[1 might r oly be thought that the

corn abroad indirectly through

rig to h rd -hippc d;

but '

is shown by

I in our meal hi< h

fell fi o2,oooin 1 90S, and from 1 too,-

aoo in the

ending Jum i

our '

Will thi

that the < h <\v* liii< of <>nr

:

about by larger acreage has not kept pace with the
growth of population. . . . The average an-
nual production of wheat from 1906 to 1910 was
onh 4.8' , greater than from 1900 to 1904, while
the estimated population was <s' , greater in the
second than in the rir-t period. In addition to

this, a recent investigation made by the United
States Department of Agriculture, showed an in-

crease in domestic consumption of wheat annually of

from 5.1 1 bushels per capita, in 1900, to 6.34 in [908.

The decrease in wheat production per cap-

ita was naturally accompanied by a rise in

prices in the United States: but these high

prices for American wheat have not been

followed by the world's market price in

Liverpool. The wheat-importing countries

that once looked mainly to America are now
relying to a great extent upon other nations.

For example, whereas the imports of wheat to

the United Kingdom for the three years 1000-

1902 averaged 02'
, . from the United States,

those for the seven years 1903 1000 averaged

only 27 '
(

.

Similar changing conditions have affected

corn and such other exports as depended upon

the former state of agriculture in America.

Mr. Thacher cites Mr. J. Ogden Armour as

saying of the shipping of cattle abroad:

The meat export business from the United
Stair- to Europe i> dead. South America i- fur-

nishing the meat thai Europe consumes, and this

country cannot compete with advantage with
South America. Cattle condition- there are as

they win- in the West twenty-five years ago.

A- to the remedy for the present stale of

thing-. Mr. Thacher doc- not think much is

to be expected from increased acreage in

wheat. Rather musl we increase our exports

in another direction, increasing export- of

manufactures musl take the place of the de-

clining shipments of grain. And the problem

of the United State- i- to keep the prices of

manufactured articles down to an export

. They iiin-i be kepi al a pri< e thai will

ensure their being taken for foreign markets.

lot bis end. tin cost of produ* tion musl be

i i;t dovt n. and to do this high wage musl be

11. I he pr< -« nt ol high

I be sup

planted l>\ and lowei cost pi

living iii Amen, a

down toward a Eurojx an ba i

Si|< I, Mil oi prii 1 \l 1

|iI.k e easil) 01 it 1 1 1 . 1 > be

.1 low |>n>< e
. .11 < ompanied l>\ distn ing

industrial times and. it ma> be, j

»< >l i t i < .
•

I

< I1.10 Bui it ha to 1 foi out i>m 1 nt

pm oui progn
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KING GEORGE ON HIS TRWl.LS
IX the A' Parti of September 15
* there i- an article on the travels of king

George, by Mr. Joseph Watson, who,

Renter's correspondent, accompanied the

King on his Colonial and Indian tours.

\- Prince of Wales, King Edward was
well known all over the Continent, especially

in France. Very few people on the Conti-

nent can claim to know the present Kim:.

lint his alert and genial presence, has sympa-
thetic and sincere voice, and hi- cordial hand-
shake have long been familiar to hundreds
of thousands of his subjects in the mosl

distant portions of hi- vast empire. The
European public are now asking whether he

will display in international policy the same
intuition, the same tact as bis father. Will

he not rather be occupied with the exigencies

and the interests of the empire to the

elusion of problems of European diplomacy?
Will he not fie the Sailor King, impregnated
with the traditions of the navy, and anxious

for the glory of his fleet to the point of being

tempted at some critical moment to throw
into the balance the weight of that formi-

dable engine of war. instead of working in-

defatigably. like Edward the Peacemaker,
for the- maintenance of peace? The best

reply has been given by King George himself

when he declared, after King Edward's
death, that he had lost not only a father, but

a dear friend and counselor, and that he

would make it his care to walk in the steps

of hi- father and continue hi< efforts to con-

solidate the peace of the world.

The writer give- an account of the early

naval training <^i the Prince, of the cruise of

the Bacchante, and of the other years p.

in the service in the Mediterranean and
elsewhere. The death of bis brother in

1 modified his entire future, and com-
pelled him to devote himself to the affairs

of the nation. Put the two imperial mis-

sions to Australia, etc., and to India have
been the apotheosis of his life a- Prince.

The court of the Duke and Duchess in the

Britains beyond the seas sentially

democratic in character, and the receptions

brought the heir to the throne in <

relations with the m >f the colonial

population-, who were enabled to approach
their future so> X unknown

their brothers in the mother country.

hand- with him. listen

en enter freely into

conversation with him. In th.

morai Melbourne the Duke

shook hands with 4.000 citizens of Victoria

—

vigorous handshake-, sometimes indiscreetly

prolonged. Only once did he pause for an
instant to rub his hand. It ted that

the presentation- -hould Ik- suspended for a

littletime that he might rest. "Oh, no; II

it through," he -aid. Xext day he only com
plained of his left arm being quite benumUd

everything, to sti rything. to

understand everything—that was the object

which King George ha- always had in view,

both while traveling and at home. Nothing
escapes him. This visit to the colonies

brought him face to face with all the prob-

all the interests, political, social,

commercial, naval and military, of what is

now his empire, and he did not n ingle

opportunity of informing himself. He
a.- much interested in men as in institut:

He had preserved the methodical and !

rious habit- of his youth. lb ': - his private

journal in which he ily his

hi> impr It would be difficult to ex-

rate the intluenc-e on him and on his

subjects oi these tra\ (

The King certainly poss llty

for taking pains. He has. besides, the broad
mind, free from prejudices, of the tnr

who knows men and who knows how t<> ap-

preciate them. Above all. he ha- common
sense. One evening he related that in a

certain colonial city th< .iter

journal which had published a series

articles anything but complimentary to him,

or rather to his ar -. that he had read

all of them, and had even preserved them.

The ministers proposed to suppress thi

but the Prince would not h it. "It

would only L'ive the

ment they want." beyond

the sea- k. a real personality,

known and loved.

Hut it was in hi bes to his distant

subjects that King George revealed himself

of all. He speaks admirably, lb

a clear, sonorous, and sympathetic voice.

He -piak- in a manner at once frank, direct,

and convincing, without the 1' ion.

colonial audience- listened en<

Hi- eloquence owe- nothing to the ar;

the demagogic rhetorician; it comrn
by its incerity, and simplicity. He
alwa; right word in the riirnt

place. Die note i- never forced. i'

t.i'.ht much importance to his

irations to improvize them. His " W
up. England!" speech in London i- the ,
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remarkable he has yet uttered. There was nized that the traveling Prince had observed
truly only one speech at the Guildhall and chronicled, and that his deductions were
banquet that day. His appeal produced an those of one who had seen with his eyes and
electrical effect. The entire nation heard with his ears.

THE KAISER AXD SOCIAL DEMOCRACY
TX the September number of the Preussisc/ie
A Jahrbiichcr "D." otters a few remarks oil

the Ka: ent speec

:

He does not see why the Kaiser's words
should have caused so much irritation.

Social Democrats and Liberals are always

demanding the parliamentary system of

rnment for Germany, and it is only

right and fair, he thinks, that the principle

of the hereditary monarchy should also be

powerfully upheld. In no wise has any
harm been done to the constitutional rights

of the Reichstag. In fact, it is the duty
and the right of the Kaiser, maintains the

writer, to defend the nature and the functions

I

' wn against the pretensions <>i"

tho^e who believe in the b of the

parliamentary r and least of all should

the Kai-er he reproached for announcing

that he intend n way without

-I to the 'pinion- of other-. The
4 a unity <>untergame

of a hundred different and opposed forces

on which outside influences may be brought

to bear, and does not experience -how that

it b oft. dy influenced by the Kaiser?

Would Germany, for in I r have

acquired a Colonial |M>!i<y or a fleet if the
1 had followed it- own natural

instil

Hut. adds the 'Ariter. the moment (ho-en

for the imperial declaration at Etdnigsherg

"previou •< ial

will have many vi< tories, and
will triumph at the

lit that,

1

of pra<

public opinion feel- out-

op|x>rtunity to

rincr

1.

icy

.III \ I Kin. I ..I HISTORY

'

of the great meeting of the Social Demo-
cratic Party at Magdeburg. Writing of

tin- |>arly in 1010. Wilhelm Schroder in-

form- u- that the organized membership
amount - to |og in moo.

\§ women member-.
During the pasl

the party ha held meetings of

1 public meetings, and
distributed 23,000,000 Icuflet and .^00,-

000 pampli \n important even!

1 ..num. I ion in I In

the re< cnl a< 1 ion 1 >l t he Bad< n

Oi 1
11.. eventeen

the part) in Baden voted for

the Icm al budgi 1 1 iai \ to 1 he part)

ip|< I •In. oil 1. . deal

with tin
1 • rathe 1 <l. fend lhan bit
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their action in the matter. He Bays that their formal error was the observance of

the vote oi the Baden representatives en a right which should never ha\. bees taken
only be regarded as a breach of discipline away from them. The- principle-, "ernual

in form against the party as a whole. \o rights, equal duties," cannot j>os>ibly be
matter how much Doise is made over the brought into harmony with the equal con-

action of the rebels, the fact remains that duct in unequal circum>tam-

THE SPIRITUAL ORIGINS OF AMERICAN
LITERATURE

HPO read the voluminou> literature placed "True Relation of Virginia . whi>-h may
1 uixin the American market to-day, J"'

<""-"< lt
' r ' ,i *« *** *** "' Vmerica*

, ' . , . ,
,

literature. . One ereat literary charactor-
and to judge it by its preponderant speo- «tk of importance, w tl^ worhs, is their p
mens, would appear to disprove the con- of observation. The writer- arc -truck with

elusion that its be<rinnin«,rs were either what thej lee; the) fed it- grandeur and are

refigious or spiritual. This is, nevertheless, i""" r-'"-<l *»* «" , " r'>- •<<
'

'"<• noreHy.

the conclusion reached by M. lirmin Ro/. .
'

a French li.erarv critic", whose fame M
"

k, '/
1

wlU ^t admit that this pun-

sufhcientlv well established in Europe to
tamsm <l ' (1 or

,

c
.

an
1

"*?&? anything but a

assure him a large circle of reader-. He VlT
> mediocre kind ol ulfeal. The puritan

voices his opinion concerning the American ?mPf,?ment developed, he irery

mind and it- literature in an article con-
i«'raMu but at the >anu^ime. a very narrow

tributed to the Correspomlant .Pari-. He JW* ° f min<L
.

U ^ !>" n^'^' 1(It;
<
has

says in part:
rn a Lr 'vat 1<)ra ' m ^jaenC3iS

I

• history, he is not willing to allow that it h .-

The process of huilflinsj up a v.i-t coiintn- proved itself anything but a " forceful weak-
involves the nx^ arduous kbors which »« neSs

H m Ikerary endeavor. It was the s
know u to ttie son- ot man. ( (titivating the -nil, .

-
• . ,.

settUng, moving and removing the frontier, fight- mZ ot normal classic American literature.

ing the savage, exploring vast territories, tearing says M. Ro/, in effect, that there appe
up huge forests, exploiting natural wealth, organiz- ,,n the scene a type between the hard Puritan
ing society and preparing new regions for immi-

()|
- New Kn „|.in(1 an ,| thc i)riuht Cavalier of

uration—all these herculean labor- were known . . . .

to the first American settlers. . . . There t,u ' s,,
.

uth
'
namely, the rich citizen from

a certain am. unit of spiritual activity to New York or Philadelphia, fond d
spare, and, unlike old communities, it look the living, not oxer-educated, but
direction ol religion, not cultivation of the mental

frank wJth a Ct . rt
.

lin degree of polish. With
( hn-tianits. a- v.e know, ha- assumed ...

,

'.

pea ....,1 form- in America, hi> arrival came the real </</>;// in Anu-rn

-imply because it was the onrj form of spirit- a national literature that typified th<

uality thai could appeal t.. a pi mmuniiv tial American-, not unmindful of religious
carving out civilization under the most hertic

(lmii .. and t ,H. Ul ,j (1
.

it
.na .

, )Ut aU)1
hanl-hip-. I heir ( hn-tianitv was all 1 1

i

-

, . . . , .

-J,!, and consequenth their religion alone attached to th< ngs of the world.

took the place religion usuafl) shares with p S » M. K
metaphj ien< e ami an.

\> w England was the center from which the

nth/, during the Colonial period, intellectual life of the Init. itrd.

continues this writer, literature was practised Religion had concentrated in ti ii it-

only ..- an isolated art: and it confined itself. ";
,,M

i
,

.

r"1,,u ^ics; tho>c
T,l- .... .

,
themselves into thought, and theme into hi,

at that, to chronicling, without any attempt
Il]n . ,; r;( |

at literary grace or form, the toils, strivings historical v
i ansti refined l'v

and anxieties of the puritan fathers and id puritanism, cai

lie, in the -oual life, in the exploration "' ?** >\"> " *™ " , "

.... ,-i • '»'•<' «<>rth I
nation. It in.iv be

Dd in the domain of political organi- ^-u] thM , m lhr ineteenth century
on. ,,nl\ New Rngland made ii- \ rd in lit*

ture and s the incarnation

II. the theological, thc spirituality ol puritanism in i Its

i
• Doom alienl characteristics

solution; ihe ol the spirit of Ami- and inu-t. with its

1 1 k « tin I he Plymouth undercun mark
rth.
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THE POLICY OF KING EDWARD
T ORD ESHER has contributed to the that her army would be victorious in South
*-* Deutsche Rente for September an arti- Africa, and the King never doubted that he

cle entitled '"King Edward VII and Ger- could surmount the political crisis in a peace-

many," in which he endeavors to explain ful manner and without harm to his prestige.

to German readers the real character and In all things the fundamental trait in his

policy of the Kir._ character was courage. At the same time he

He says the view so widespread outside did not like conflict. He was not only a

the British Isles that King Edward initiated promoter of peace, but a friend of peace.

the foreign policy of his country is quite Above all. he was a patriot and a king,

imaginary. The King was much too sensi- and in both capacities he deemed it his

ble, and the role which he had to play as duty to watch over the honor and safety

constitutional ruler was too clearly pre- of the people whose ruler he was. He was
scribed to permit such an idea to gain access in agreement with the majority of his people

to his mind. At all times he recognized in the desire that the sea-power of Great
that the determination of the policy of Britain should be maintained on the high

Great Britain was the affair of the minister'- scale necessary for the defence of the country,

in office, and that it was for him to approve But never would it have occurred to him to

or disapprove, and then carry it out em- regard with feelings of envy, or irritation, or

phatically. It was the latter function which uneasiness the growing power of the German
1 with such clearnes- of vision Empire. In this respect he shared the sound

and in such a tactful manner as to win conviction of the large majority of the

for himself not only the gratitude of his British nation, that within the four quarters

»le, but the admiration of all competent of the world there i> room enough for Great
in the whole civilized world. Hritain and for Germany. His mind was

The leaders in both political parties found free from insular prejudices, and he remained
in him not only a powerful ally, but an uninfluenced by the resounding words of

invincible champion of their foreign policy, those who saw nothing but harm in the

The the ministry in office endeavors of the other great powers to

in hi- what under a con-titu- increase their fighting force-. On the other

tional government should be regarded as i hand, he was determined that nothing should
matt the policy of the nation, be left undone to strengthen the defensive

lentry the \»>' ! by forces of Great Britain, for be was convinced
He :.' er dor looked that the security of hi> own country, against

11 mental attitude greatly re-em- hostile invasion was the best guarantee For

that of Queen Victoria. I* ever the the p Europe. He was too sensible

">rnplet< of Lord BeaCOBS- and had loo great a knowledge of the world
field -.hould come to light it will be evident and of the commercial rivalry of the Euro-
that in tin the pean states ool to appreciate the efforts

attitude tain to the Eastern of Germany to increase her sea-power and
ure to the extend her colonial enterprise.

• r. had II, regarded war between Germany and
the policj England disaster to both nation,; at

t this timi e time he was unable to

t limitation ol armaments
[sting i in on anything

i had dream. \ Id be

in the <>ii of the Kin^ w ithout notii

1 V. one < ould
'id tile Kil I In r

thai the I n, nol
•

;

ding their did i tit

then ideal i an

another, thai

id thai nol

I
-ink mul i. bul genuim ion,

•'• thai ill'
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King even suggested the entente with France, worth}- <«i" the name who does not l<>ok

What he did was to accept enthusiastically forward to the day when the mighty German
the poli S< retaries of State, n<>t Empire will be included in the bond of

from any hostility to Germany <>r any other friendship which now unites England
great power, but because France now. as France. The main object of such a com-
aiways, gives tin- keynote for European bihation would be a guarantee of the status

peaci \ so there i- do English patriot i/i<<> in northern and central Eur

MARIE NESSELRODE: AX INSPIRER OF POETS
|\ her "Wagner Memoirs," published her the Chancellor had a true friend of

ul a year ago in the Rex iperior intelligence and virile chara<

M dame Judith Gautier makes mention of She was his confidante, and often his inspirer

Marie Nesselrode Countess Kalergis-Mu- in matter- of diplomacy. \ lore pow<
chanoff . the ins] f the poem La weapon was her imposing beauty. She
Symphonie en Blanc Majeur," written by very fair, and altogether a very big woman,
her father, Th&Dphile Gautier. Writing in hut admirably proportioned. Resemblu
the K<\ui ,: Deu Mondei of August i. Valkyrie much more than a Parisian, she
\1 Ernest Seilliere has an interesting articli I of homage, while

on this lady, based on various volum* rautier, Heine. Alfred de Mi.

"Memoirs" and the "Letters" of the sang her praises. Another exceptional

Countess to her daughter in particular. vantag hat -hew.- cellentpiai

Horn in [8 . Marii Nesselrode was the and conscious of her h. she

daughter of Count Frederick Nesselrode and would say when she g g I Jay,

his wife, a Polish lady. When the Count and "'When 1 .. I the piano even king- remain

his wife separated after a few years of married silent." She was clos rith

life, Marie was Wrought up and educated by Liszt, Wagner, Rubinstein, and Madame
her uncle, Count Charles Nesselrode, the Rus- Viardot, and finally became a passionate

sian Chancellor, with his two daughters, who apostle of Wagnerianism, calling hei

were about the same age. She was not quite Wagner-Plenipotentiary to the S oun-

sixteen when Jean Kalergis, a Creek, living at trie-. To her musical genius must U added
St. Petersburg, proposed to marry her, and a remarkable intelligence, wide culture.

her aunt, the Countess Charles, announced tremendous energy.

his wishes with the words: "M. Kalergis Thus endowed l>y nature and favoi

asked for your hand: he is a good man circumstances, she rapidly created for her-

with a large fortune, and I think you will self a European position. She math a -<>rt

be happy with him!" Not many months of speciality of friendships with

after their union, in :ie and her and on I asion her salon at !>

husband parted, and in another two or a veritable reunion of kings and other

three month-, their daughter was horn. In royalties. \t Wi rs W, her native ]'

M Kalergis died, and in i
s <>4 Marie where she often went to stay with her father,

married Sergius Muchanoff, retaining her she was quite a queen among her compa-
title of Countess triots. What -he needed, -aid her father.

liter such a dtbul in the world life prom- was the great world, a diplomatic corps,

ised to l>e difficult and tempestuous for many strangers, tn the insurrection of t

Marie, but -he nevertheless came out of the her heart was cruelly divided between her

trial victorious, ami. as she -aid to her obligations to Russia and her sympathy for

daughter with legitimate pride, -he won Poland. In vain -he preached mutual toler-

friends. The writer point- out that we ance to both parties H<r second husband,

ignize th.it -he al-o possessed Colonel " Muchanoff, was prelect oi

efficacii pons to assure this triumph. Police at Warsaw, and-it was on the powerful

Undoubtedly, her distinguished birth and recommendation of hi- wife he was nomi-

eminent position of her uncle who nated Director "i the Imperial Theatres in

• led her .i- his adopted i hild an<l never the Polish capital.

the most difficult periods The writer, naturally, hi .
to

small part. Count say of the Count French sympathies,

Chai d in alienated ag the Crimean War, the
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war with Italy, and especially the event? tice should not have been for his personal

of 1866. In the summer of 1S70 she \va? glorification or for the glorification of

at Weimar at the musical fetes organized in Prussia, but as a symbol of national fusion,

honor of Liszt and Wagner, when war was made an unfavorable impression upon her.

declared. Xapoleon. once in her eyes "the The victorious monarch should have "wait-

greatest man of modern times." now -eemed ed for the conclusion of the Bavarian ques-

to her the greatest criminal oi history. She tion and have summoned men in frock-

uttered the most violent diatribes against coats; deputies and not militaries!" The
the French, but after Sedan she was tilled new era of liberty and German loyalty of

with pity. Returning to Warsaw, she organ- which she had been dreaming was now only

ized the raising of a fund on behalf of the to be looked for from the Crown Prince (the

French prisoner-, she was moved by the future Emperor Frederick"1 and the thinkers

prolongation of the siege of Pari.-, and she oi the nation. Finally, she showed some
wa- angry against the government of the sympathy with Xapoleon, the victim of the

National Defense for prolonging a useless ignorance of the lower classes in France, an
struggle. Even German unit}' as cemented ignorance exploited against him by the lies,

at Versailles had not the privilege of satis- the hatred, and the envy of the parties of dis-

fying her. The haste of King William to order!—after which she applauded the trium-
ne the title of Emperor, which in jus- phal entry of the Prussian troops into Berlin.

THJE LITERARY MOVEMENT IN SWITZERLAND
\\ 'kIII.\(. in La Revue Pari- 1 on the his bodj lark- is more than made up to him in
NV

literary movement in the Romance !

nin,L Obliged by his infirmity to be much alone,
--_•. #0"

1 i a 1 11 t-\ hr acouirr- in intuition that whit h hoy- ol Ills age
distnctsol Switzerland. M Horace C hoisy re-

(
. XIK . ncl in g3imes and sports He h()Urvrr , ,„rms

marks that, in contradistinction to the dene- the center of the family. His chamber is the ren-

thc Vaudoi- have a naturally poetic and dezvoua of all who seek to escape from the bustle of

picturesque turn of mind which is favorable r*f
f,ai |>" '' fe

\ . • •
H > ,hr cultivation of his

.!• 1 . » . 1 -t-L 1

internal taeultie- ( oar possesses a keen per-
to flights Of the imagination. I hey have, in >pi ,.ac j lv . He is able to read men. . . . Un-

a very tine literary past of which the able to enjoy physical pleasures, Cesar receives

orthy, even if it doe- not surpass ,mm the flower- and from nature impressions sweel

it. I M. Edouard Rod has gained and exquisite. In this poor unfortunate one M.
. . . . \alloiton ha- rinliodird a drill ion- norm, which

reputation that ha- spread beyond the his book a note of tenderness^
tier f the 1 rench language: ol another
lity but with remarkable are MM. m. j. Ramuz, also, i- to the lore with his

Monu and Ramuz; while in a field entirely jean /.„, persecute. Of this work M. Choisy
\I Benjamin Vallotton also has be

ne known beyond the

d, the French Academy having crowned While less characterized bj powers ol observa-
..- tion than the work of M. Vallotton, M. Ramuz's

liiMik e\ idriu rs i!i-i 1111 I Iv hi it .ir\ st\ Ir. I lu II 1 1 id
rk M. Choisv ob- nd ju-i expression in

the descriptions, denot< the true scholar. Jean
/... itr i- 1 he recital of tl - \\ hit h be-

untaineer. < hie ol 1 In-

infirmil level the horizon
him t h< \ il. I li^

inlacahli aa 1 he

and
I li\

id li 1 v ii ill-. ( hild, madm

II, l„
I

lit tf. child.

I lnld ()|

1 it 'i (ire

a, .111. hi. .md lli 1 to

l |i ,1

into
Id thai
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m\i I ron i the angry leader. 1 It himself -< < les death
over the pre< Nothing could be more dra-

matic than this narrative. M. Ramuz does not

analyze: he shows tin thing .1- it is.

. literary movement in Romance Swit-

zerland is a \ igorous one. In addition to the

work- above cited, M. Choky names the

Nos M* N elle Roger, the Beaux

Dimancha of I)r. Bourget, the Ann* Sentiri

of Yirjjilc Rossel and the /'
i Aloys

Blondel. Of these authors the critic remarks
generally that, combined with the faculty of

scrupulously exact observation, one finds

distinctly artistic form. This he considers

to be an indication of great intellectual

vitality.

HUMAN ADAPTATION TO GEOGRAPHIC
CONDITIONS

TPIIK influence of man on nature, and the

influence of nature on man. mighl be

given as a terse description of an unusually

interesting article contributed to the Corre-

spondent (Paris) by M. Jean Brunhes, n

of the University of Fribourg. This writer

show- how man surmounts seemingly insuper-

able obstacles in establishing ]>l. hu-

man habitation, and. on the other hand, how-

nature's force- determine the location of many
a ( ity. Earthquakes at Lisbon, San Train

and Messina; cyclones at Bengal, Mad.
car, and Tahiti: volcanic eruptions at Guate-

mala and Martinique; deadly explosions of

gas in the deep galleries of Courrieres all of

these bear witness to the all-powerful forces

of nature vis-a-vis with human life; but even

lure man is found adapting himself to the new
conditions: if men perish in the ruins, other

men build new houses, work the soil, and re-

plant the vines on the scarcely cold as \

new Messina arises on the ruins of the old.

Man, says M. Brunhes. is bound to his par-

ticular locality by his work, by the house he

builds, by the field, he cultivates, by the

career he chooses, etc. In this way art

plained the destiny of human groups and the

interests which divide them. In this con-

net lion we cite the following extract from the

article under DOti< e:

In traveling through Palestine, I have been
struck with the m« features thai certain events in

the lives of the Apostles take on when considered
in the light <>! theii ;i"s- < hrisl

nol find disciples among the peasants <>l liis

own town, Nazareth; on the contrary, he is lol-

! l>\ fishermen from the Lake of riberias.

Now, tin- inhabitants ol Nazareth an- small and
nt cultivators "t the gardens which on

on the tlanks of the slopes, enclosed with walls of

whit< ibliged to remain "n the
land thai the} cultivate; and their ambition has no
further horizon than the walls which border tluir

rebels against
in w their verj w.>rk pn\ ents

dventun - > ven t" i>>II<>w

mi n I

ol the Lake, on thr contrary, art- rowers
nomads b> the verj -heir calling.

After a daj -till ti-hinn they could
tranquilly anywhere. . . We do not sa^ thai

the fishers of Tiberias were fatally bound to follow
Christ ; hut tl onditions of then
vironment and t>t their work predisposed them

r than
• 'I by the < ialilean, and helps us t<

better the 1 \

.

It is essentia] that nun should k;

actly the real natural conditions that en<

their life and the 1 grapruN

from which they are derived. With a rare

and ingenious suppleness the human mind ac-

commodates itself to conditions the most di-

verse. What paralyzes man is the abnormal

and the unexpected. Says M. Brunl

1 ive degrees below r the

Neapolitans, who dwell in unheated houses, than

20 for thr ^wi". whu are fully prepared lor win-

old. \< -w Y'>rk i- in the same latitut

Naples; bul it is colder there tl>

and at tht lowest tin tht met
Y..rk suffer bul little, it at all, while tht it-Id

claims numerous \ittinis among the populations

of the south of Italy, who are ill nourished, ill

clothed, and indifferentlj lod§

Life in Egypt has been from all time n

lated, even to the smallest detail, not solely

the rise ^i the Nile, but

The inundation is always a real inundation,

with its violence and its dangers; but it is

there so close!) ated with every -

live and cultural economy of Egypt, that the

natives not only count upon it. but the) dis-

count it.

Of all the geographic conditions, dista

is the one obstacle to be conquered, and it is

an obstacle to be measured by time. Kt-

calling the contemporaneous struggles be-

tween Spain and the United Mates. i H t

.

England and the Transvaal, between Russia

and Japan, one sees that mere superiority ol

numbers <^i fighting men could not com]

the greater distances which for the Span-
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iards, as for the English and the Russians, only when they are animated by the mind of

separated the theater of war from the base of man and are brought into his life. This in-

operations. Thus space, distance, difference telligent cooperation is necessary in all the

of altitude, become in fact geographic values, events of life; for what is space without men?
because man adapts them to hi- needs and Power does not result from space alone, from

subdues them. In themselves they are but empty space: space itself has value only by
pure natural geography: they exert influence its connection with life.

A SUPREME COURT OF SCIENCE

J-
r as technical questions require tech-

nical experts, technical issues require

a technical court. The administration at

hington favors the establishment oi a

court of commerce. Why should there not be

a court of science to determine questions of

-cientitic truth, the application and the

[bflity of issues based on scientific knowl-

i

Thi- question is propounded in the Popular
Monthly by Prof. J. Pease Norton, of

Vale, who jxjint- to the great waste of effort

in the present slow method- of political par-

md election- by which national policies

are determined. In n to certain con-

ditions appearing ill for legislation, move-
ment started; these movements are in-

corporated in the platforms of the parti'

certain
;

tmes into power; and. when in

power, it place- laws upon the statute-books

.deration by the committees
having them in charg< The waste of effort

in the fart that -mall- minoritie- can

modify results by bringing at tactical points

immense pressure to bear on individuals. In

thi- manner the will of the people is often

thwarted.

ion pr< suitable

<n by a suprei rl of

ipulsory •

liitiL'

•

sure must be brought to bear on legislatures

throughout the United States in order to modify
the laws. These law- rest on the implied scientific

knowledge that vaccination is efficacious in a de-

gree sufficient to justify a whole-ale application of

the remedy to the people, and that the danger of

smallpox i- sufficient to justify the application, and
that no other remedy is available against the dan-
ger so desirable as the remedj called for l>y the

compulsory vaccination laws.

It is to be remembered that State legis-

latures passed these laws on the recommenda-
tion of committees who could not have had
scientific knowledge of the issue without ex-

pert testimony; and it is doubtful whether
this scientific knowledge has been sufficiently

determined. The Professor says further, that

were a case against compulsory vaccination

argued in a supreme court of science before a

grand jury of -
1
> scientific and engineering

experts, in a comparatively short time and at

a relatively small cost, society would soon

v whether

the i \ idem c ju-t ihed i he position that \ ai cination
i- 1 liarK effi( at i"ii- t" a degree sufficient t<> justify

a wholesale vaccination of little children in the

schools throughout the country, and, even it effica

in such degree, whether the danger ol small-

pox i- sufficient t" justify the application ol the

mtion. In such a way, this question, which
has di-i urbed us I ore, could be

I II.

The finding ol su< h a < ourl would be of

im in. . i< e to lawmakers; for ii all laws

which were based on implied scientific knowl-
!i h i- false or not pro\ en < ould be

red void, a vast nun mdi irable

I

furthi on l>\ a

the I'ta, ti< iblc and
in limit 1 1< n an

wl of.



FINANCE AND BUSINESS
\()l ES ON APPLIED ECONOMICS OF THE MONTH

Exposing Irresponsible Insurance
Schemes

/ \ \ !
. hopes the professional "muck-rakers"

have been studying last month's bulle-

tins from the NVw York State [nsurance De-

partment. Certainly, the literature of "ex-

re" would gain in effectiveness through
following the models laid down by Superin-

tendent William H. Hotchkiss in his iir

gations of irresponsible companies that pur-

port to finance <>r to "hold" insurant

panies. He i- making it so hot ior them that

they can do no such damage in Ni •• \ "Tk as

Middle Western, South Western and Pacific

states have suffered during the last thrt

four years.

Readers of this magazine may remember
in the "Investment Bureau" questions

answers some account of the dangerous mis-

representations under which these insurance-

financiers sail (See No. --44 in September, and
No. :47 in October . Their trick is to state

that insurance companies are extravagantly
successful things, and that through pur-

chasing some of this holding company's
stock, one is really investing in insurant

Now comes Superintendent Hotchkiss,

with evidence, dug up from actual account

books, of how little is behind the glittering

front. The promoter and his agents "almost
immediate!) take from twenty to sixty

of the mone\ subscribed by the investor."

By the law- of New York state a company
actually "insuring" must have cash in hand
equal to its < apita! stock, and to fifty per cent

in addition as surplus. Heme, it i- misleading
to have a "holding" company which takes'

in money with similar name to the company
which i- to do the real insuring.

Thus prei ious little of the investor's money
ever gets into the insurance business; and he
has no such control over it as he would if he
had in\ ested direct

Mi Hotchkiss announces that the I >«

men! has since July i-t barred oul of his

state an) compan) promoted l>v mean- <>f a

sellings oncern, boomed by
expensive literature promising future profits,

ther with a horde of solicitil men.

and controlled by the promoting o
it-elf a- .is agency corporation.

For some time past, thi- magazine 1.

hearing from readers in every section of the

country who were temporarily deceived by
such "tainted organizations" as Mr. Hotch-

kiss call- them One frequently mentio

was a "Holding Company" of New \

State. These reader- were told ^i certain

obvious misrepresentations. Now Mr. Hotch-

kiss ha- reported on thi- same company.
Il> find- that it- original prospeel

-ure- the public that one of the dirt'

was a former deputy superintendent of in-

surance of the State V N ork. w]

as the fact is that such din held

for a brief time a minor clerical posit

the department!

Further, this prospectus he inv< -

to understand "that all of the money paid by
him for stock purchased, both capital and

surplus, was to be put at work in the actual]

Fire [nsurance Company. The truth

that from jo to 25 per cent ^i it

mediately dissi] in the promol

penses ^i the holding company."
These promoters alone collected i

and promises to pay, the sum oi
v 500.

Collapses of such schemes hav<

quent, particularly around - uris and

Kansas City. The public would benefit by
more of the Hotrhkiss brand of activity.

Loss to investors i- the smallest part of the

damage \- long as hopelessly "optimisti<

promoters art left free to sell their misrepre-

sented wan-. American citizens will n<

a* cumulate the savings or experience to

render their l>odv politic the aid it need-.

Money Power Versus Wur

(^( ) swiftl) ris cut off from the n
k^ the world la-t month within a couple of

days after the French railway men'- -trike

began that no one could doubt the -en

of the Republic's domestic trou

H\ tin same token, paradoxically, Ami
« an- can learn much from the achieven

ami system of thi French government
only ha- it protected it- body politi
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though internally so torn.—from interference

by its republic-hating monarchical neighbors

—it has actually created France the arbiter of

peace and war between those Powers. And
all through the greater power of money wisely

guided. It was instructively exercised onlv a

couple of weeks before the strike.

Leading bankers of Paris, it seems, had
refused to buy a big issue of bonds that the

Turkish Government had authorized, and
wanted to sell.

French banks had the money: French

people save billions of francs every year more
than they need in their industries at home.
Xor were the sreat underwriting houses ad-

to making handsome commissions out

of the new Turques. Xor were the specula-

>n the Paris Bourse at all averse to an-

other "listing" that the}' could "go long"

and "short" of on a tremendous scale.

It was a greater than these that objected

—

the Republic itself. Before a new foreign

rnment security can be "listed" on the

Bourse, the Minister of Foreign Affairs has

some say, and the Minister of Finance has

some more.

And they -aid No, on the ground that an

influential party of " V lung Turks " had been
ojK-nly advocating war. a- a good thing to

unify the new national sentiment of Turkey.

But the French Republic doesn't consider

l good thing. It ha- "enlightened self-

inter nt of many billion- of

francs, put by French institutions and invest-

nlo bond- of other countries. Some of

•uld suffer in price should the

the interna-

il balar in the Balkans
< ially.

\ loan to II . _'.iry had been declined in

not I' fore for similar r«

• ord to a

rnment ".
•

•
1 .nil e

m - rather than

The

terms of government. This study is im-

mensely interesting to the investor and the

employer and the banker, as.well as the man
and woman just working along, trying to put

surplus earnings where they will be safe, and
trying to have votes cast so they will be safer.

The very ground-work i> the savings of the

people. In France they are encouraged offi-

cially, as frequently described in these col-

umns. A hundred francs ($2o), ten fran

even three francs can be invested in a rente

or French Government bond. The rate of

interest is attractive to the investor.

It is a reproach to rind, in last month's cir-

cular of the National City Bank of New York,
the largest one on the continent, this puzzle

over the natural rate of interest on United
States Government bond-:

It is admitted thai the old artificial basis result-

ing from special circulation tax privileges ran no
r lie applied. What, therefore, is the true in-

vestment basis which will find a readj and satis-

factory market for Government bonds? Efforts

have been made during the past \r,tr by Treasury
authorities t<> obtain -(inn- understanding as to

what this rate should be. There are main opin-
ion- on tin- subject, and it i- not possible to deter-

mine the matter actually in advance of a -ale of

bonds. There is only one method by which an
investment l>a-i- in the market can l>e established,
and that i- l>y fixing an arbitral") rate which the

bonds shall bear, say ,\ per cent or 4 per cent. If

bonds oi this character are offered in the open
market to the highest bidder, the market it-elf will

determine the true investment basis. In other
words, a bond bearing .> percent or

4 per cent would
sell at a premium, and the amount of such premium
would determine with absolute certaintj the rate

of interest the Government would lie obliged to

pay. It can 1»- ascertained in no other way.

On December i-t. the Postal Savings bank
i- to begin operation in fifty cities. It i- to

bring an entering wedge <>i Government en-

couragement to American investors. As soon
depositor in the new bank -hall a< cumu
twenty dollar-, he ma) exchange it for

( k>vernmenl bond. This will bear •

'

t. It also < omes in $40,
00.

( ,<>\ eminent in \id of S.i\ in^s I earning from the French

oplo.

I

1. 1 lei

hi |)ji I

d ill

TPHE French
1

1

hand in th< n of I hi

I 1
ant ol lit

-in h "i 1 he |,< r>pl< i heir

: hand! I he

final < lo. mil 11 1 hoi!
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W .hi. every speaker .it the American

Bankers' Association convention, he-Id in Los

Angeles the first week of last month, ad-

mitted the- necessity of some sort of .1 cen-

tral institution, a " People's Bank" in aid of

American undertakings within limit- set by

the Government itself not varying at tin-

whim of corporations organized for private

gain alone, a- the I > i s_r
hank- now do.

The French example i- reviewed often in

the monographs now proceeding from the

National Monetary Commission. They are

available at most newspaper or board-of-

trade offices, or the larger libraries.

The best thing to re. id first i- the section

on "France" in the "Interview On The
Banking and Currenc) ns" of different

nation- Document Number 405. Mor<

tailed first hand information in "The
History ol Methods of the Pari- Bourse,"

"The Hank ol France and It- Relation to

National and International Credit " and "The
I flution of Credil and Hank- in Fran*

It i- the taxpayers who are publishing

these books. They ran more than get their

money's worth by reading them. Or any
private publisher will Furnish a li-t >>\ stand-

ard works by authorities like Theodore I .

Burton, Charles A. Conant, Henry White.

.Maurice Muhlcnun that contain brief com-
ment on foreign experience a- applied to

American questions.

Such reading is fascinating just now to

all who can separate themselves from poli-

tical and sectional feelings. There i- a popu-
lar understanding that banking, especially

"central"" banking, i- a mystery to all hut

the favored few. Hut the average bright

school hoy. after a day or two with plain

records of fact- like those above mentioned,
could write- a ver) suggestrv c answer to this

question: Why cannot American bankers
manage the money of American citizens so

there will he enough to go around at all

time- so there will He no money panics

they way they i\o it in France?

with last \ear. Hut the increase wasn't as

high in percentage; besides he sensed some-
thing difficult for him to illustrate. Other
business men will comprehend more readily

than the folk- they employ, though the latter

are even more dependent for happiness upon
a clearing up of the doubts.

I ake the puzzle of the latest hank figures.

Previous surface signs had indicated that the

country's borrowings were growing lighter.

The total face value of check- "'cleared''

through the hank- in September had been
id!; per cent less than the year before.

Merchant-, both wholesale and retail, and
manufacturer- too. know well enough that

business ha- been far from active. Money i-

5)
" for this time of the year.

\ et after the figures of the September first

"call"' had been compiled and issued toward
the last of the month they showed that l<

had increased from June 30 no less thai

million dollar-, making a total o\ $5,467,-

ioo.< new high record in the history of

American national hank-. Not only that

compared with September i-t the year 1"

the loan- had increased more than one-third

of a billion dollars; the actual cash held by
the hank- against these unprecedented
credit- being >.\.?oo,ooo less.

Who ha- been borrowing? The pub
first suspicion i> always *>i the folk- who trade

in stocks and bonds in "Wall Street," hut

these can answer "not guilty" this time.

There are two ways oi measuring Stock I

change activities through the- number o\

-hare- dealt in. and through the hank clear-

ings of New York City:

19 tO hr
Transact ions Jan.

;. 7 (shai 000 i'..

Sept.Bank < li

ings in N.Y 195.596 .947

In the financial center there was only three-

fourths a- much "September clearings" as

la-t year, whereas the rest oi the country
broke nearly even.

Afraid of the Dark The Political Factor

[ 1IWI some fears," remarked lastmonth
the vice-president of a three million

dollar financial institution: "Hut I can't tell

-.hat I am afraid of
."

" Maybe you are afraid because you sus-
pi « I other people's tear-, which e\i t hecau-e-

other people suspect yours
"You may he- rii;ht." he assented

This man'- ^,ooo -ale-men were reporting

rly in< r< ol business a -
i ompared

""\\MI\r list are figun ' complaint

prominent citizen of an "interior''

town. "I had been studying one of these

'business barometers.' It looked mighty
sensible. There were fewer idle car-, and

higher railroad earnings and a three-billion-

dollar corn crop for the first time in history.

V\ are, indeed, four or five hundred millions

behind in our trade- with Europe. Hut that

-ee-m- to he just a question oi lower pi
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over here—so those fellows will fall to buying "It cannot hurt the investor to know what
from us instead of selling to us. The fall in is being done with his money" is the motto of

stock prices seems to have anticipated plenty the banking interests that are in the real

of drop in prices of our exports. sense of the word "conservative," meaning
So I figured that the low prices had dis- that they can show a record over a period of

counted more trouble th?n we were likely to years of careful "conservation" of their

have. At the bank I have been lending bor- clients' money. One old-fashioned banking
rowers the money they wanted. I told the house after another can be found absolutely

. ahead and stock up at the store, opposed to the conventional attitude of linan-

I changed some of my bonds to stocks. ciers—the decrying of innovations. One
"But now—all these unusual elections and quotes from a recent letter of such a firm:

s[*reches and attitudes of public men look to "Because of Wall Street's fear of legislation

me as if the movement to regulate corpora- we are likely to have sharp declines at times

tions might go too far. .My bu-iness barom- in the prices of securities, and as we are firm

eter does print a line it calls "Political Fac- in our belief that all such legislation will ulti-

tor' down at the bottom—but it does not mately be beneficial to holders of securities, we
supply any percentage- for me to estimate advise that you have your orders in the

the tendency!" market at prices you are willing to pay for

- eh victims of their own statistics are not stocks and bonds."

rare nowaday-. To their caution a good deal

of the business dullness is due. It is not ex- The Weightiest Problem
actly accurate, however, to say that the stu-

dent of business conditions cannot use fig\n*es TT^THEN the Interstate Commerce Coni-

fer the "Political Factor" at all. * * mission held its first meeting October

In the second decade hack there were the 3rd. following its summer recess, it took up
Populists: in the fourth, the Grangers. An the proposed increase in freight rates as not

interesting table can Ik- constructed of what only the most important question before it,

the\ what they got, and what hap- hut a- the most important question it has

pened to bu-ine-- ompared with the ever been called upon to decide.

present til The investor agrees thoroughly with this

Plenty of banker . presidents of opinion. If the transportation business of

com; h guardian- of other peo- this great nation i- not a proper and produc-

ple's n rvatism a duty. It i- a tive u-e for money, what i-:'

d thing for their associates that they do. Two charges were made by the shippers who
their fi "insurgency" or Democ- had appeared against the railroad- a month

inything that might upset the enter- before: lir-t that a railroad i- run so much
hichtheyl tided money in more economically to-day that it- "higher

could vani.-h in n. 1
- if a con of living" in wage-, supplies, etc., form

parison made. do excuse for higher rale-: secondly, that

Hei
'' themost influential Demo- many road- pay in effeel much more than

1 what he believes the 6 or 7 per cent "regular" dividends; they

,t for corporation of- presenl old stockholders with opportunities

to subscribe to new Stock issues at a rate

,
. .

,

lower than the public 1
> ri < e.

\H,r.\i Mm -Iiuuli! .. 11,1 1 r, . i . ii-
,„. ihatthc rtnrkhokt Railroad defenders have little trouble in

making out a prett) good case against both
"/ out , . har;/'

First, it i- admitted that earning! have
i'

11 1 1 • .1 1

...lien immensely during the I or

td iron by «'.• that the slightl) lower freight

i.,r tli- ei ton p.r mile" 1 more than ol

' by longer traini made poa iblc bj heavier

tr.M ks. H 7 and '09, foi in tan< e

for ab 1
nt more p 1 unci

1 hauled but i"

1 handle that ii the pi

of {Jm the travi led onlj , |>ei 1 < nl mor< mill and the
' .aid i

; re. In other words,
. in. on
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productive load. Here- the railroad defender

l> further. Hov <li<l the

railn the money t<> improve road-bed,

put in heavier rails and buy stronger engines

and re of them? < H i ourse,

idded borrowi aich means added

interest payments.

However, the figures show increases in net

earnings ol 14 s per cent in the twelve years,

whereas the bonded debt jx-r mile meanwhile

donly 11 per cent, and the stock debt
t . It looks as ii" the money

been in to pretty good advantage.

Stock Dividends

HPHE railroad defence of the second charge
' looks stronger that "special dividends''

by issuing new stock at low prices to stock-

holders, have increased the latter-' profits

unreasonably.
1 ) e item of the indictment will not dow

that some highly valuable privileges have
been received by stockholders in the past

over and above the modest "regular" divi-

dend- whose smallness is so much empha-
sized. 1 >i*z through the record- of the Great
\ rthern. for instance:

\ru sto k iss \., t l'rivil

u.illy at par pe r "old
-

5.0 - 5

10,000 108

15,0 I

1

9,0

25,0 ' >,0 1
' 24

J J

S27I

Here was 271 per cent within fifteen year-.

an average of about 18 per cent for that

period, over and above the "regular" 5 to 7

per lent.

Raising Money for a Railroad

J/\ I R] Ml I.Y few railroads have any •

I di\ idend" n - the Great
hern, [ndee I, one third of the railroad

not paying \i\ idend- at all at

the present tim< - l one must sympathize
with the fact that it is not ti rnment,

all. that i- furnishing the railroad- with

money. Itisprival », and they have
ted. Ir\ iurself!

\ Mr I larriman used t It's a pi

1 problem." Sb lers must be kept

happy. The control must (from the man-
point i>i View) be kept where it i-.

fhirdl) ust get the money." Nov -

adays it comes slower than ever; insurance
companies may no longer buy stocl

bank law- an- tightening in different

states to include high gr - but to

exclude

Any railroad : credit !l 10 or

20 million dollar-' worth of bonds at any time
that money i- fairly easy. But when "coun-
sel for the shippers" becomes indignant

use Illinois Central -tockholdcr- were
allowed to buy more -lock at 100 of the same
kind that was -elling on the market at 150
he neglected to consider a number of intensely

practical factor-. One i- that he could pro-

duce fe. stock market has

Stood the "weight" of a block ol" -lock- well

up in the millions dumped all at once the

way the railroad need- the money. - ally.

it must be recalled that when you inci

your stock issue by one quarter, for example,
each of the old -hare- immediately becomes
worth one-fifth lesi than it was before, until such
time a- the new money -hall be actually show-
ing return- maybe year-, or maybe never.

The other side of thi ial" dividend
veil illustrated by a financial note in the

New York Everting Post last month. The
instance was the offer of Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul new -lock to holder- o\ old -lock

at ico. during 1006, when the old stock -old

at nearly 200:

I In pn tlif ni-w -tock were t<> build the
Pacifu ( tension, lied the Chi<

Milwaukee and I ind. I li<

Paul, therefore, win advancing capital for a new
undertaking which entailed great r-
things might happen. In the !ir<t place, th<

-1 in the amount ul -t<« k

lion ol new shares would tend t«> pull tlnwn the

market \.ilu.

-Km might irofitablc

might more

put

which th.

the I : I Ik-

and n

-tru.
•

S35 |« r

Paul

I buying
1 In- 1: rhi D

1
ly. after the

n. w stock wa a to

a qi*

I en the J dividend" rose has its

n-.



JOHN BROWN FIFTY YEARS AFTER
A REVIEW BY WILLIAM P. TRENT

pPLLY to intimate the value of Mr. Oswald properh makes use of an important letter from
Garrison Yillard's "John Brown. 1800-1859, Brown to an opponent, Amos Chamberlain, which

A Biography Fifty Years After" Houghton. Mifflin seems to go far toward relieving the former of any
Co.). must be the task of specialists, but even a real odium in connection with his business misfor-
single rapid reading suffices, I think, to convince tunes. Of the five chapters devoted to the strug-

one that we have in the thick volume an unusually gle in Kansas throughout [856 the crucial one is

thorough and scholarly and—what is more im- that entitled "Murder on the Pottawatomie."
nt —a remarkaiilv

impartial work. That the

l*,ok will make certain

American?- see in John
Brown a spiritual I

other Ameri
- -• from seeing

him : demigod i-

too much to hope: but it

.rely permi>Ml'I.

t that many Ameri-
will find in this <

raphy a gratifying proof

oft,

of time upon political pas-

sions, and that they will

th«-ir gratit the
• >r hi- eminent

- rviccs in behalf of tin

truth of I,

T1* >"k

id a

ould

a- l.

I in

floul
' In

< om|
•

I

th In

RRI iN \ ll.l \RD

1 10

1

Iful

v. 1 1 11 1

1

.011

I

Ll\

it lo
I !

«hiftk
!• il.ir-l

Mr. Villard's re so lute
handling oi Brown's ter-

rible crime is to me the
most impressive feature
ot t he book. " For John
Brown," he writes, " no
pleas can be made thai
will enable him to escape
coming before the bar of

historical j u d g m ent

.

There his wealth of self-

sacrifice and the nobility

• •I" hisaims do not avail to

prevent a complete 'con-

demnation of his bloody
crime ai Pottawatomie,
or a ju-t penalty for his

taking human life with-
out warrant or authority.
If he desen es to live in

history, it is not because
ol his cruel, gruesome,
reprehensible acts on the
Pottawatomie, but <lc-

-pitc them." These words
suffice i' 1 pto\ c t hat M r.

\ illard is a biographer
and not a partisan, I he
reading ol hisent ire chap-
ter maj be rei 1 immended
to -in ii analy tica 1 1 j

minded persons as maj
wish to determine t

h.

•

|.n 1 ise t hinness ol 1 he
\ 1 in 1 r oi 1 i\ ili/.ii ion 1 hat

keeps mull 1 h hah \ er ol

the primitive barbarian
-ur\ i\ 1 - wit hiu them.

I ..111 nioii 1 liapo 1
-

m) b 11 tO one flit ill' 'I

I In l.\ 1 .,1 the I rag-

in iy In "i Harper f

n 1.1 \ Has in mi.

but « In \ do 11. ii flag in merit Pet hap , a a

Soui in rn bi rn in. in. I iii.r. Im permitted, with
0111 fil I1.1t 111 In rarel till) di taili •!

ii Ii III \"l I Ii

111p.1l lii/i n M 1 \ ill. ml had I li.ni.lil il Wl II

to put 1 id lo I In-

1 hi intercom citizen maj allow 1 hem
h i" 1 ..ii foi w I .ipi no 1 lu-

ll, ii .1 1 n ward;
r all I im n< it un 1 ha I ui h q

I than 1 1

I; h on. sen Ii regard lo I he

1

1

I I I. 1 1 1
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>- in hisdi it ure .iihI

at I l.i' rr\ up Brow n-
i upholders.

' haptt r- i hat discuss ' he heroic

Inn forlorn sally, the capture of the engihe-h
i In- trial el Brown, his noble bearing, the public

hi. the execution and it- dire consequences,
i touch in them t hat seems out of

and thej constitute an impressive clos

.hi impressive l>o<.k. "It was the weapon "I the
spirit l>y which he finally conquered," write- Mr.
V'illard. "In its power lies not onlj the secret ol

his influence, and hi> immortality, but the finest

ethical teachings ol a life which, for all it- fault-,

inculcates many an enduring lesson, and will for-

r make it- appeal to tin imagination.'' True
words surely, yet one is left wondering how far. in

making our heroes, we ought t<> dissociate the
aims of the -pirit from the deeds "I the body, and

liiiw m a jarring world we i an t ontinue to make all

our deeds square in all mi with the t .olden
Rule. One man i- inspired b in hi- imag-
ination "the Charlestown gallows that !-

< ro~- '; another i- saddened by beholding a somber
specter standing 1>\ that gallows extending a tht

ening finger over a doomed land. In the half

century that has elapsed most nun have rubbed
their eyes energetically, and no specter now dis-

turbs their vision; but ;t. A truce,
however, to Buch remarks. It i- the truth that

frees us from specters ami most other evils, and it

i- books like Mr. Villard's that help on tin- cause
of truth. It- dispassioned readers an- not likely

gree with Emerson that it- subject was "the
rarest of heroes," but they will sympathize the
more with unselfish aspirations, and they will h ive
a clearer insight into tin- complexities of life and
character.

THE NEW BOOKS
1 XI-LORATION, ADVENTURE, AND TRAVEL

i )NE year ago tin- newspapers were filled with ac-
counts of Commander Peary's journej to the

North Pole, with it- attendant hardships, and it

doubtless seemed to most reader- at that time as
il little could he added to the story as then pub-
lished. Hut newspaper account- In no means
exhausted the subject. Peary's own detailed nar-

rative was eagerly awaited ami, now th.it it a|>-

pears in book form. 1 will take it- place among the
lew great classics ol exploration that have enriched
the English language. A great part of the record

Tin- North Pole
-• okew ( Company :

."

H.\ Robert E. P
DP ill Bo

Frederick \.

i- necessarily devoted to a description <>f the habits
and daily life of the Eskimos who bo materially
assisted in the work and of whom surprisingly little

was known by Americans prior to Peary's o» n vo) -

I ery. ( me gets from his a far

more vivid conception of the immense difficulties

under which Polar discovery is conducted than was
possible from the inadequate new -paper report-

that reached this country with the new- of the
,e,reat achievement of H)(>9- Then arc a!-o good
descriptions of the big game of the Arctic and the
summaries of observations, printed in appendix
form, enhance our respect for the highly scientific

methods that were unfailingly prosecuted by the
expedition in the face of all hazards and

1

Ml -k o\ \r BAY
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physical obstacles. The volume as a whole, like

the a< hievement which it commemorates, is en-

tirely creditable to American science and American
enterprise.

Now that the explorers have had their say about
the Arctic, an American sportsman. Mr. Harry
Whitney, brings us a narrative of Arctic adventure
and travel quite different in some respects from any
of the literature of that region that preceded it.

Almost all of those who have written in the past

about the Arctic have been explorers whose sole

aim was scientific research. They have made im-

portant contributions to our knowledge of North-
ern latitudes, but so far as personal adventure is

concerned Mr. Whitney has kept pace with them
all. He tells his story with great modesty, how-
ever and along with the thrilling incidents and
hair-breadth i

-
: hat fell to his lot he imparts

much m w and useful information regarding the life

of the Eskimos, with whom he came in close touch,
sin<e he was compelled to -hare their privations

and .in order to win even a moderate de-
- in the hunt. .Mr. Whitney's book 1

I peculiar (harm for the naturalist. In the

Review of Reviews for October allusion was
made to the remarkable collection of Arctic ani-

mals brought back by Mr. Whitney for the NTew

Mr
addii

II William

1 . PI \1:\ l\ 111-- NOB ill PO] I FURS

birds ami trees, giving at tin same time an inter-

esting description "i an Acadian village with iis

atmosphere ol fur-traders*, fishermen, and Indian-.

A new book ol I >r. Wilfred I. Grenfell's Labra-
dor sket< Im - is entitled " Down to the Sea." Those
\ im-ri" an readers \\ ho are familiar wil h 1 )r. < iren-

fell'a writings and lectures do no( need to be told

thai none ..I his "yarns from the Labrador," a- he
i all- i In in. i- la< king in i In qualit) <>! human intcr-

i| In- day's work i- lull ol adven-
and i ombat \\ it h the elements.

I i m of Ai izona,"4 bj Cici

! n mcb useful Ii.hhII k

inr the ti rhi ompli I ion "l

tin railroad to th< i u on and the erection ol a

!. with i In- openin
.ml fun In I !•!•-- i i< 'M f( 'I I In-

im ri.iiniin ni of travclci it ini|)ortant I hat

oni| hi canyon hould
'ii d in i ha ltd I tool ••: i In-

'
ill torn illu iral ion i m>

i the
lip li ha .i pli n i In'

\\ .. Inn. ton, Ml.
ml I'lil.li In (| .in

•

•

nfi II

»l

'
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ilu-irai'

b

I the illustrations

n arc

.1 t nil\ on of - ihoto-

mque
• l the m mples

• r>-

A woman traveler's impi
•n Persia and I

-
I

'•
-

\
>l<

."- by
Ella ( . S

- to Persia extending <>\<r .1 period of about
three \car-. during which the writer had consid-

erable opportunities <>t' travel and of mixing with
t ht inti.iliit.uit-. The 1 k is illustrated from

! iphs.

In a volume entitled "I
tin Rev. make intelli-

gible and interesting to the general reader the
results of rec< nt an heol icploration in an-
cient i ire© 1 . 1 he book has been kept

possible from technicalities and l

controverted points.

Students and travelers who are at .ill interes

a] architecture will find the handl
entitled "The Cathedral Churches of England,"4

bj Helen Marshall Pratt, especially helpful. In

-In compass of 6oo pages Miss Pratt hi nbled

an immense amount of information concerning

architecture, history, and antiquities of the thirty-

two cathedrals of England. The book represents

eight years of study and digests not merely the

well-known facts concerning the cathedrals but

gives so far as possible some hint of the meaning
h. of tin reason why it was built and the

particular time, and also some of the personalities

whose names are inseparably connected with the

structure.

A pleasant, suggestive description of modern
Switzerland, tin- land and the peopli to us

from the pen of Professor < bear Kuhns (\Vesl

Universitj It i- appropriately illustrated, and
while minutely descriptive >

; >w in the

the guide-book flavor.

glish military officers have \< n shown
- with the pen in the descriptio

Is whil< I in their nati

Lieutenant I >. < mvn, late of the famous
Black Watch Regiment of Highlanders
member of the Egyptunarm]
,m<l Sport in the Sudan,' I admini

ill li
-

I li>

i inexhaustible tl

tor the student • enl and au-

w

,

I. SI.
nlll.in

thorit

An inn
1 1>> J. Willi

1 ni\ ei
• and t i

I points vrit-
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when applied to those region? of British Hast
Africa through which Captain Stigand has re-

cently traveled and which he describes in his inter-

esting volume. "To Abyssinia Through an I'n-

known Land." 1 Mr. Roosevelt's book has made
Americans acquainted with many of the general

features of British East African scenery, and Cap-
tain Stigand's intimate account of the land and its

inhabitants will be the more readily understood
after a reading of Mr. Roosevelt's payes. A lar^e

part of the region traversed by Captain Stigand is

desert land. The difficulties encountered in

ing this waterless and foodless belt, where nati\e
guides were unobtainable, may therefore be imag-
ined. Captain Stigand and his men are entitled

to great credit for t"he resolute manner in which
they accomplished the journey. Numerous pho-
tographs taken by the Captain himself accompany
the :

Mr. Herlxrt Ward's "Voice from the Con§
'Is a new series of impressions of that much-

dtscusa mtry. The sculptor disclaims any
high motive in making his journey to Africa, lie

hat he went there simply and solely to gratify

of adventure. In this volume he relates

man- and anecdotes which reveal a sympa-
thetic attitude toward the native-, lb-

"They appealed strongly to me by reason of their

simplicity and directness, their lack of scheming
and plotting, and by the spontaneity ot everything
they did." No more sympathetic treatment of the
native African ha- come from the ;>rc— . All the
illustrations of the volume an- from photographs,
s< ulpture, and <:• the author.

In

n, the • numerous anecdotes
Hid dest ribes

\ ile from Alexandria
ventional and in

considerable
» information about modern Egypt. The

rmn photographs b) tin author and
ille in I |i

BIOGRAPHY AND MEMOIRS

Dr. All.. n McLaiu Hamilton, the •well-known
ali«-n: w York, has written "The Intimate

lilton."' a uork based chiefly

upon original fan tnd other dot umi
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liii ( . 1 1. million.
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unsettled

iiiik h ol lli<
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Louise Chandler Moulton 5 is the stlbjccl "i a

biography by her friend, Lilian Whiting. Mrs.
Moulton's long life in Boston and her friendships
with the leading writers and literary personages of

LOUIS TON

the period, both ai home and abroad, lend unusual
interest to this record ol her life and letters.

A new life of the " Black I 'rim e " has been w i it -

ten b) Mr. R. P. Dunn-Pattison,' the author of

Napoleon's Marshal-.'' In his endeavor to pre-

sent a Bketch of the Black Prince's charactei his

rapher has read through both the English and
French chroniclers ol the fourteenth centurj and
most oi the modern works dealing \\ ii h thai period.

Ilis book represents no original research bul is a
compilation ol the labor- ..i oth< rs. The lack ol a

comprehensive life ol the Black Prince in English
seem- to justify the author in hi- attempt, and

readers who are lefl in doubl on disputed
points in the Prince's career are referred to the

nal .tut horil

I or almosl I 'i"t. —or Brander Vial
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A BOYS MODEL AEROPIWI.

rami, and herself » itnesse 1 much that t < >« >k plat e in

general European history during her time, and hi

self was an ai tor in main- of the a enes dea ribed.

AVIATION FOR BEGINNERS

A novel handbook of what might be termed
"toy aeronautics" i- "The Boys' 1

'»< >< >'< of M
Aeroplanes,"1 by Francis A. Collins. In this vol-

ume, -whii h the auth w dedi an ^ to his tea-yi

old son, who collaborated enthusiastically in it~

preparation, -the boy is t - > 1 < I bow to build and fry

.i model aeroplane and at the sain - made
acquainted with the storj ol the evolution of the

flying machine to the present moment. The illus-

tran >n-. from photographs au\ diagrams made 1>\

the author, are esp •tally effei live and interesting

The boy who studies them in connection with the
cl can hardly fail to have a very good work

knowledge oi modern aviation. He will al the

same time bi provided with an inexha
I amusement and ion.

BOOKS RELATING TO RAILROADS AND FINANCE

Until Mr. Ray Morris undertook the ta~k.it is

probabl) saf thai no one ever attempted to

suppl) the general reader with an intelligible state-
•

'
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THE PROGRESS OF THE WORLD
_. „ . , In England the changes of sen-
The Suing of .

o
the Political timent that cause the oscilla-

tions of the political pendulum,
putting one great party in power only to dis-

sess it and restore the other, are under
constant study and observation. As mem-

of the House of Commons from time to

time either die or resign, so-called "by-elec-

tions," or special elections, are held in their

tituencies to fill the vacancies. And as

a number of these occur in every year, it is

able for experienced political statisticians

to note rather accurately the changing trend

public opinion. Although in our larger

country, with our party questions compli-

1 by many State and 1 it i> not

quite bo - in England to keep accurate

measurement of the changing tides of party
>t difficult iif a general way to

rger oscillations of politics. We
have hao1

a of Republican Congn
and the last two -including the one which

will begin it- -hort session December 5 and ex-

on the 4th of March have had decisive

majorities. Vet 1' bas been quite

plain to keen and impartial observers that if

ngrasional election l«- held at

any tin July, the Republican
•>uld pi ly vanish and tin-

id probably < ontrol tin II

in a state of revulsion against the Republican

party. Mr. Foss had made the tariff the

principal issue. A Democratic victory in

the Rochester, X. Y., district, following the

death of Congressman Perkins, again re-

sulted in a striking Democratic victory, the

s being twofold—namely, the Payne-
Aldrich tariff and the misdemeanors of cer-

tain Republican leaders in Xew York. This
reaction against the Republican party was so

evident throughout the entire country that

as the time began to approach., last June,
for primary elections, conventions, platform-

making, and the choice of candidates, there

were very few politicians in the Republican
rank> who had the slightest notion that the

party in power could hold Congress or could

Carry either Xew York or Ohio. It would be

''A

'•» of

Or'

untr profoundly
ilh th< !ri< h

• than to explain it

•ion in \l I by
!

plainly

• •n *

'

Oil
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idle it i hat tlu- merits erf the

administration were at that time over-

looked, and that it was intensely unpopular.

It was freely predicted by Re-
Proapects in

,
•" •

the Early publican politician- noting attain
Sumrmr ^ y^ j^^^ n ^.^^ q^

ernor Harmon and the Democratic ticket

would easily sweep Ohio by more than 100.000

plurality. It looked as if the Democrats
might nominate in New York either Mayor
Gaynor, Mr. Edward M. Shepard, or Mr.

Osborne, and carry the State, a- against the

ticket promulgated by the regular Republican
organization, by a plurality of not le>s than

200,000. It was admitted that the next Con-
gress would he decisively Democratic. Such

was the state of political opinion when Mr.

Roosevelt arrived, on June 18, after hi- long

absence in Africa and Europe. The voters

of the country had very definitely made up
their minds what they were going to do at

the polls in November. There was. indeed.

ample time to secure a modification of condi-

tion- and results in one State or in another,

hut nothing could have changed the general

movement toward the Democratic camp.
It was not so much that the Democrats were

in favor as that the Republicans were out of

favor. Month after month, for a year past,

1 hi- magazine has made that situation en-

tirely clear. It is not that one need claim

any special gift of political prophecy, but that

the state <>f public opinion has been unmis-
takable to all those who have had the training

and the opportunities to make due ob-erva-

WHVT SOMETIMES HAPPENS TO TH<>-h WHO HINT
\| E

tion. A situation, for example, had arisen in

Ohio which, for this year at least, was ad-

verse t<> the President and his friends.

. The appearance of Mr. Roosevelt
Pan i„ the a- an energetic and con-picuous

figure in the campaign diverted

attention somewhat from conditions that were
fundamental and inevitable. It had not ;

his intention to take any part in the politics

of 1010. Issues had shaped themselves in his

absence which wen- to be tried out at the

polls, and. generally speaking, tlv had

been fully made up before he had come home.

The first Step in hi- entry into the campaign
was his declaration, made at the earnest re-

quest of Governor Hughes, in favor of direct

nomination- He was charged with having

tried to influence unduly the special session

of the Legislature, merely by having ex-

pressed his opinion as a citizen. The special

session declined to pass a direct-nominations

bill and adjourned. The friend- o\ (io\ ernor

bes and of political reform naturally

sired to control the State convention. The
appointment of Governor Hughes to the

Supreme bench removed him from the leader-

ship of his own cause. It was widely pro-

1 that Mr. Roosevelt should be made
temporary chairman of the Saratoga conven-

tion. On his return home U in New
York of all wings and factions of the Repub-

lican party had overwhelmed Mr. Roosevelt

with compliments, and tlv every

SOD to think that there would be a unanimous
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HUGHES. OF NEW YORK, AS HE APPEARED LAST MOM ! 1 IN I IIS

ilCE OF THE SUPREME COURT AT WASHINC.TON

- have him mal he Sara-

ntion. But, '|uit<- to the public's

<-ur|>- ition ar rtain organ-

( <Mitr<>|

'.I t: • i.ilc

friends and to

i

it to brini

him
i

i

(I to

promptly repudiated the use thai had been

made of hi> name, and what would otherwise

have been a needless fight i< >r i he conl rol «>i the

Saratoga convention was at on» e precipitated.

T
I nol Mr. Roose\ ell 's li^ht,

hut he had been draw n into it and
tin r< no way by whit h he,

i mid withdraw without sacrificing the views
of 1

1

in belii \ id t hat t he pro

form wiiiL' "I th«- part it in ml

the convention. Never in a long time had a

i
nt ion in New York 1> un-

trammeli d Both idi Iced opt nl) and
I cry delegate at e in his pla< e and

. i I i.i i r 1 1 i.i ii It

ton foi f*heo
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James S. Sherman. It was not a contest be- vote last month. Yet veteran party leaders,

en men, hut one between groups of Re-- like- Mr. Ward, the national committeeman,
publicans who had different views about the and Mr. Barnt llbany, seem to have
organization and control of the party. Only worked with entire loyalty for th«

incidentally and in a minor sense did the fight the Stimson ticket, the same being true of

in the Saratoga convention have any bearing Speaker Wadsworth of the Assembly. It

upon larger questions of national policy. It was natural enough that so vig man as

is true that Vice-President Sherman had for Mr. Roosevelt should have been drawn very
many weeks been going about the country actively into the campaign for Mr. Stimson's

praising thePayne-Aldrich tariff asif that new election, although he had not originally in-

law were a summum bonum and a happy solu- tended to make more than two or three

tion of the tariff question for many years to speeches. His work in the campaign wa
come. And it is true that Mr. Roosevelt, great sacrifice of his own interests and was
and a good many of his supporters in the due to a generous friendship for Mr. Stimson
convention, felt that the Payne-Aldrich tariff and a firm belief that the Republicans had a

would have to be revised in the near future, right to strive for victory. When one con-

schedule by schedule, on the plan of a prelim- siders the result in relation to the antecedent
inary study by the Tariff Hoard, this being conditions, it is remarkable that in so great

also President Taft's position. But it must a State as New York, in a Democratic year.

be remembered that the entire Republican with many local causes cooperating with

membership of New York's Congressional national ones, the Republicans should have
delegation had voted for the Payne-Aldrich come so near a victory that a change of about
tariff, and that most of these men were not 2 per cent, in the total vote would have
only sitting in the Saratoga convention, but elected Stimson. There wa< no gain in the

were supporting Mr. Roosevelt as against Democratic vote as compared with former

Mr. Sherman. Senator Root. Senator De- elections, but, on the contrary, a marked fall-

pew. Mr. Payne, chairman of the Ways and ing off. Mr. Di\ did not receive nearl)

Means Committee of the House. Mr. Dwight, many votes for Governor as had been cast for

Republican whip of the House, Mr. Fassett, the losing Democratic candidates in several

the distinguished member from the Klmira recent gubernatorial elections. Mr. Stim-

district, and other well-known men who had son's defeat was caused by the abstention of

supported the Payne-Aldrich tariff bill, were Republican voters in the country district-.

all in this convention and gave their votes for The voters of New York State outside of

Roosevelt as temporary chairman, Mr. Root New York City two years af almost

himself being made permanent chairman. 500,000 votes for Governor Hughes, while

The convention belonged to these gentlemen this year they cast considerably less than

and their colleagues. It would be ridiculous 400,000 for Mr. Stimson. In short, the Ri -

to think for a moment that they were bossed publican- of New York, as of other State-.

by Theodore Roosevelt. had made up their minds to discipline their

own party. They would have disciplined it

An un-
J no thing that happened was good far worse but for those recuperative activities

tmmmeied for both wings of the Republican in which Mr. Roosevelt took a leading part.

* party in Xew York, because it

showed that the Republican voters of the Thus those persons who have
State, through their cho-en delegates, could PerS„n,,i been eager to make it appear that

go into a State convention and have their the New York State was
way on the principle of majority rule. The a blow to Mr. Roosevelt have either deluded

nomination of Mr. Stimson for Governor was themselves or else have underestimated the

regarded as an excellent one. the platform political kecnn< the American public.

reasonable and progressive, and the re- Certainly Mr. Roosevelt had nothing to do

suit of it all wa- a campaign in which the with the marked Democratic victories in

Republican ticket had a good fighting chance, Ohio and Massachusei S veral meml
where. 1- nobody had believed such a thing to of Mr. Tail's cabinet had gone into Ohio in

he possible this year. It wa- to have been the closing days oi the campaign and had
1 that then- would be \ idences said, with entire frankness and with official

isaffection. Certain of the local authority, that a Democratic victory this

bosses and their friend- re-ented at heart the year in President Taft's own State would

their control over party machinery, have to lie con-trued as a vote of censure

and this l<> some extent was reflected in the against the Republican administration. As we.
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or NEW YORK.

THREE DISTINGUISHED DEMOCRATS ELECTED GOVERNORS OF EASTERN STATES

have already remarked, there was an in-

< disapproval of the Taft administration,

early in th- . due in part to the very

unfortunat- resident in >up-

. ne tariff and in trying to dis-

cipline distinguished Republicans by using

public patr political club. In his

proper duties a- President Mr. Taft, with the

an able cabinet, i- doit

many things of remarkable interest and value

that his blunder- a- a politician can easily be

ten and forgiven by those whom they

do not happen to have injured. Hut many
thin^- had been done by the administration

which added momentum to the movement
tublican party. It was .1 sur-

I larmon received

a plurality 100,000 in Ohio. Di*

ild havi ooo in

I

les« hut for >( al difl

• of the

l- -aide,

i

Heretofore theyhavehad large sum> for use on
! tion Day in "getting out the vote." This

does not mean bribery, but it does mean the

hiring of carriages and the employment of

many helpers who exert themselves to see

that reluctant or indifferent or half-invalid

»le arc persuaded to take the trouble to

their party ticket. If only one in three

of those up-State voters who cast their

ballots for Hughes in 1908, but who ab-

stained from voting this year, could have
been brought to the polls, Mr. Stimson would
have been elected. The fait is not to be

blinked that in times past the Republican
party in New York has been able to collect

a great deal of campaign money from large

corporations or else from individuals identi-

fied with such enterprises. This year those

sources of supply were shut off from the

Republican state Committee. In the lonj^

nil be a very fortunate thing that the

Republic an part) 1 an find out how to do its

work u ithout the 1 >i < orporat ions

that in tun, live "i other

But tin- I.m I of a . ampaign fund lor

the time being make it verj 'liiii. uli i<

out the ( . 1 i.iinl y no lai I.

t the 'i: "i I ammany I (all

ami the |)( 11 State < oimiiil l«c- t In

U .1! 1 porat i"n lead

mi. in bil
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Stimson and loudly supporting I)i.\. Their

money was probably of some use to the

Dei although their extreme and ill-

considered utterances must have made many
votes !<>r Stimson. Wall Street was worked
up t<> such a state of mind that it actually

believed Mr. Roosevelt to be seeking a per-

petual dictatorship of the country, <»r some-
thing of that kind, whereas the ex-President

asa simple matter of fact was throwing him-

self so breathlessly into the hurly-burly of

campaign politics that he was getting his

halo very much bespattered and quite im-

periling his political future, if, indeed, he had
schemes or aspirations. To all reflecting

people it is quite obvious that Mr. Roosevelt

has political sagacity enough to know that

his taking part in this year's campaign was
not the way to win future nominations
himself. This i> a topic that will take care

of it-elf and needs no elaboration.

New Yorhs ^
l
)nn (,IU ' point Mr. Roosevelt is

Tariff entitled to he more perfectly

understood. It i-> not in the

leasl true that he blew hot and blew cold on
the tariff question. Nobody asked him to

formulate precisely for the Republican party
of the State of New York a tariff plank to be

accepted at Saratoga. As it stood, however,
that Saratoga plank, unanimously adopted,
showed a most amazing change in Republi-

can sentiment. Considering all the circum-

stances, the New York State tariff plank was

3L"

%~^

I wiui \\i now \ki> i \n
From the Piontm V" mQ

more radical than that of Indiana or Iowa.
More than half of the plank was devoted
to a deliberate demand for a revision of the

tariff, schedule by schedule, on the b
of scientific information to be "secured by
a non-partisan tariff board under the di-

rection of the President This was a position

that Mr. Payne and his friends had opp<

with all their might while they were making
the Payne-Aldrich tariff early last year. And
this is all that i> of any consequence. That
part of the plank which mildly defends the

Payne-Aldrich tariff is of no consequence in

view of the fact that the Republicans

York do not ask to have the tariff let alone.

but on the contrary demand an industrious and
thorough tariff revision by an entirely new
and revolutionary method. This magazine
ha- been for several years demanding tariff

revision on this new plan and has been sup-

porting those business men and public leader-

who have worked and plead for a tariff com-
mission. Mr. Roosevelt ha- been upon the

whole in years past an opportunist on the

tariff question, rather than a strenuous tariff

reformer He is. nevertheless, in heart)

sympathy with gradual revision and non-

partisan tariff study. For our Western tariff

reformers to attack Mr. Roosevelt on account

of the Saratoga tariff plank i> to -how them
extreme and rigid rather than open-minded
and sagacious. The wonderful thing is that

New York and Ohio have come squarely

around to this new view of tariff revision,

and that there is a basis of practical working

agreement between the Republicans of these

State- and those of Indiana, Iowa. Kansas,

Wisconsin, and Mini.'

Th, working This for the Republican- has

Reolbi'rL Deen the great gain of the year.

H.im.unu Mr. Taft d» especial credit

for having seen, at last, that there wa- no

-ense in wrangling over the question whether or

not the Payne-Aldrich tariff was quit<

a- it could have been made under the circum-

stances, but that there wa- great good sense

in setting about to create a method for revis-

ing the tariff in a way that would not harm
business while getting rid of the worst ah

It would seem that we are to have a chance

in the near future to try the revision of one or

two schedules. It is rumored that some
attempt to i\o this may be made at the :

rut short session. This will be the only

chance that the Republicans will have before

io show their sincerity. If the Tariff

Hoard could give them sufficient data for

attempting a reasonable revision oi some one
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THREE DISTINGUISHED DEMOCRATS ELECTED LAST MONTH
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schedule before the present Congress expires

on the 4th of March, the gain would be very

t to the Republican cause. The Demo-
crats seem to be committed to the doctrine

of a complete and immediate tarilT revision

all along the line on the principle of a tariff

nue only. There are two great ob-

in the way of any such program. In

the first place, nobody pos information

authoritative enough to justify a complete
and -.weeping change of the tariff. In the

•id place. Den practice is totally

different from Denxx rati* theory, and Demo-
te men I behind t lu-

ll in

that made the Payne-Aldrich
their Republican colleagues.

have
. but

Di ratic

. will b.

r their lo< alities

I

iff l.i

;

feeling

I

• llenl thing

Mr
I ! I

! i .i 'ii, il

affair. Governor Draper had made an ex-

cellent executive, and the voters were not

expressing disapproval of him. New Eng-
land desires tariff reciprocity with Canada
and policies more progressive than those that

the Republican party at Washington has

made it-- own in recent years. The earlier

Democratic victory in Maine was merely

a foreshadowing of what Massachusetts did

la-' month. Republican success in New
Hampshire, where Mr. Bass was elected (i<>\ -

ernor by a good majority, can be attributed

to the fact that this progressive young Re-

publican was nominated as the resull of a

preliminary party house-cleaning. Although
Rhode Island was carried by the Republi-

can-, it should not be overlooked that the

moral victory was with the Democrats. This

en when one remembers that last

vernor Pothier carried the State by a

majority of about i \ooo, while this year his

than rooo. When one fur-

ther keeps in mind the total population of the

, il will he seen that the -hrin! age of the

.Ui< an \ otr in Rhode I land is iiu oni-

r Ih an that in \e\\ \ oil..

'Ill 1 1 - t he people v. ho hi \ . I .. < i i i to

ed by I he I >< m
OUld l>e ' andid

enou ami I ihat ^ nator I lale wa far

ratii

Udrii h
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likewise rebuked by t ht- falling off in Rhode
nd's plurality, that Senator Lodge, by

infereru repudiated in Massachusetts,

and that Senator Bulkeley was unsparingly

demned in Connecticut Owing to the

liar system of representation in New
land, the Republicans of the Massachu-

ts legislature will be in sufficient majority

to gi tor Lodge another term. But a

number of them are opposed to .Mr. Lodge,

and if they should combine with the Demo-
crats it is possible, though unlikely, that

Mr. Lodge may lose his seat.

Baldwin
The election of Judge Baldwin to

«nrf the Governorship in Connecticut

was by a plurality small but suf-

ficient. Questions were raised during the

Campaign about certain labor deci-ioi

Judge Baldwin when he was on the Supreme
bench of bis State. Mr. Roosevelt repeated

on the stump certain statements that had
been made to him to the effect that Judge
Baldwin had favored the view that working
men ought to be permitted by contract with

their employers to waive ri<_[ht- of compensa-
tion in case of accident. Within a few

years past it has come to be the more preva-

lent opinion that it i- bad public policy to

allow working men to sign away their rights.

Judge Baldwin took the ground that Mr.
Roosevelt had misunderstood, and therefore

misstated, the decisions rendered by him in

the cases which had been brought into the

discussion. Mr. Roosevelt could have had
no possible desire to misrepresent Judge
Baldwin, while on the other hand Judge
baldw in. as an incorruptible authority on the

bench, a famous teacher of the law. and a

citizen ^i model qualities, could not have ren-

dered a decision that did not seem to him to

lie in the line of his exact judicial duty. I- it

not possible that in thi> controversy of a

heated campaign some third person or per-

wns may have been guilty of causing each of

these distinguished citizens to misunderstand
the other? Certainly Connecticut honors
herself in electing Judge Baldwin to her

chief offil I

Svoomi

By all odds the most impressive

persona] victory of the entire

ipaign was that of \Y<xxlrow

on, who was elected Governor of New
plurality of almost 50.000. Mr.

it Republican Governor, had

1 administration, and
Vivian l who ran against Woodrow
W worthy candidate. These

facts make Wilson's victory so much the

more striking. Comparing the population

of the States, if Div had done as well in New
York a> Wilson in New Jersey, he would have
won by 200,000. I)r. Wilson's campaign, as

showed in the November Review,
of the tine>t and most reputable sort. He-

treated his competitor with perfect coup
and argued his case <>n broad grounds. He
ha- withdrawn from the presidency of Prince-

ton University and ha- al-<> resigned the pro-

r.-hip of jurisprudence. Thousands
Republican- voted for I)r. Wilson in order to

show their personal admiration and to ex-

press the opinion that there are times when
one should lay aside party preferences in order

to place some distinguished publicist at the

head of the State.

Harmon and ernor Harmon's victory in

Ohi .1- very decisive, and his

plurality seems to have been
about 100,000 as against the 10.000 that he-

obtained when elected two
j go. He

ha- now fully emerj a national 6gur
great importance-, and a very valuable .

to the Democratic party. The discussion of

Presidential candidate- is not only an inno-

cent practice but quite a praiseworthy <>ne.

It can do no Democrat any harm to ask his

neighbor whether Governor Judson Har-
mon. Governor-elect Woodrow Wilson. Mayor

nor of New York City, or some- other

man of repute and honor in the party, would
make the best candidate in 1912. The pro—

«
«n \r -h vi 1
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IT LOOKS AS IF the next president would BE FROM OHIO
From the Journal (Minne.iT

pects now art that the Democratic National
vention will be free and untrammeled,

and that it will make a good choice from
amonL' g men.

TheRtoub-
^" r '"" tnerc an >" reason to think

•stand- that the Republican National
Convention will be unduly dom-

inated either by Mr. Roosevelt and his

•r by the "steam-roller" <>i President

P reneral Hitchcock.
The weak |x>int in the Republican conven-
tion lies always in the temptation to ma-
nipulate the delegations from four or five

Southern St there is no genuini
publican part) h Carolina, Alabama,

isatppi, Florida, Loui nd perhaps
^rk. Republican organizations'
that mainly to Federal patron-

with \\

i/a

mdal in the manipula-

publican
in h r«

i iblc that tl .ub

lion

Beveridae
Although the Indiana Legisla-

and ms Moral ture has been carried by the
Democrats — so that Senator

Beveridge will lose his seat while John \Y.

Kern will be named for that place—it is well

within bound- to say that a fair analysis of

the election returns would show that no other
Republican last month won so distinct a per-

sonal triumph as Senator Beveridge. His
campaign was notable in many ways. If he
had been running directly that is to say,

if Indiana had provided an arrangement such
istS in certain other States for allowing

the voters to indicate their preference lor

Senator Mr. Beveridge would undoubtedly
have carried the State by a large majority.
All the conditions were against winning a Re
publican legislature. The State was strongly

Democrats to begin with. The temperance
tion was involved in choosing a legisla

ture, bo thai many who would have voted for

nator had inten t at stake

whi< h led them to help ele< t a I >emocrati<

re. The Republic an i andidates for

I .'.hcliiiii igl defeated
throughout tin with the ingle ex< i p
ti'.n of Mr. ( 'niiiip.H leer, w ho b l> ed hi

I I !;• close to

the l< i-i laturc thai probabl) a

rli tributcd through the <

•ii. .1 the i ale. Ii thi

option '|ui- ti-ni had nol b< en pendJ

ould hi i' d the l< i'i laturc
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I. P. Doll

Pennsylvania's normal Republi-
''

v
'';,"'/ can majority almost vanished

lasl month, but Texas was able

to give a Democratic plurality of 120,000. In

Tennessee there was a lively campaign af-

fected by local conditions of a peculiar -ort,

resulting in the election for Governor ol the

Republican candidate, -Mr. Hooper, by 1 ^.000

plurality. In Michigan a strong progressive

candidate for the Governorship, Chase S. Os-

born,wonadecisive victory.while in Minnesota
GovernorEberhart was reelected alsobya g

margin. In Nebraska the Republican candi-

date Mr. Aldrich, was elected by 15.000. while

in Wisconsin, McGovern, the Republican can-

didate, was strongly victoriou : lator La
Follette's influence was dominant and hi- type

of radical Republicanism received no setback.

r . „ . While the Sixty-second Congi
The N».xt

Houseund will have a majonty ol inmi ;o to
Cannon,*,,,-

(>q DemQcnts fa [hc HOXISC, tile

Senate will remain Republican by a reduced

majority of about a dozen. The question

of the Speakership of the next Congress

seems to be settled in advance in favor «>t the

I )emocratic leader, the Hon. Champ Clark, of

Missouri. While Speaker Cannon was tri-

by an ample margin. He will be missed from umphantly reelected by his fellow-citizens of

the Senate, but tin- strength of his position in

Indiana is so greal that he may be expected

to return to public life in the comparatively

near future.

Another State that illustrates the

Ex'£ growing independence of the av-

erage voter i> Iowa. Two years

ago Governor Carroll carried the State' by

a plurality of ioS,ooo. This year he car-

ried it by iN.ooo. Governor Carroll had

chosen to align himself wieh the "standpat-

ters," in opposition to the course pursued in

( longress by Senators I >olliver and Cummins.
lb was loyally supported in this campaign
b\ Senator Cummins himself, but the mood
of the State- was radical and progressive; and
Carroll would have been defeated if Iowa had

not been so strongly Republican to begin

with. The vacancy in the Senate caused by

'he lamented death of Senator Dolliver has

temporarily filled by the appointment

of the Hon. Lafayette Young, editor of the

Moines Capital. Mr. Young ha- been

one of the journalistic leader- of the "-tand-

or "anti-Cummin-," wing of the party.

< el. ire- that he- will work in the Senate in

onal harmony with Senator Cummin.-,

although it is not to be expected that he will

Ik in lull political accord with hi- colleague.
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the Danville. 111., district, he will not be sub-

jected to the test of a canvass for a fifth con-

secutive term as Speaker. The question of

"Cannonism,'" so called, thus settles itself in

so far as Cannonism has anything to do with

Mr. Cannon himself. The question of Can-
nonism, however, as related to the existing

rules and methods for managing the business

of the House is by no means settled. When
the Democrats carried the House after de-

nouncing Mr. Reed's rules and methods as

Speaker, they themselves retained and prac-

ticed the Reed system without abatement. It

remains to be seen whether '"Cannonism" in all

its vigor will not be practiced under the Speak-
ership of the able and genial Champ Clark.

Anyhow, "Uncle Joe" will be on the floor.

_. „ We have alreadv mentioned a

«tes number of personal changes that

will take place in the Senate after

this winter's short session. From the Repub-
lican side there will be missed the faces of

Senators Aldrich. Hale. Burrows. Beveridge.

Warner of Missouri, Carter of Montana.
Burkett of Xebraska, Kean of Xew Jersey,

Depew of Xew York. Dick of Ohio, Pil<

>hington, Scott of West Virginia, and per-

thers. There seems some
probability that the \ York Legislature

may elect the Hon. Edward M. Shepard as

Mr. I r. Mr. Shepard is a

man :i ability and high ing that

his election to the Senate would be praised

throughout the country. If had been sup-

d that the Democrats of Missouri would

the Hoi David k. Francis to the 5

but it would seem that the voters on

lion Da) ed preference for Mr.

James A. Reed. I --.man Hit In

il-known Nebr
It i- not known as

it will take the

I Ohio,

iiii

• w>r of tin- name of Mr
1 1

1

Poind*

will I

'

• of West Yir

Loi I

• r-in-law, tl ible II

|)lain thai the

v.

HON. CHAMP CLARE, OF MISSOURI
'he Democrats in the House and pr peaker

of the Si\-

Pacific
Const

Elections

I H »|

On the Pacific Coast this year's

elections were more than usually

significant, not merely from the

viewpoint of factional and party politics, but

a-- indications of the drift of public sentiment
on questions of more than local importance.
In all three of the coasl State- 1 he progressive

wing of the Republican party retain- its lead,

in the main, but in Oregon one of the two
Congressmen chosen last month is Mr.
Ilawley. a -tandpat member of the present

House, while the Governor-elect, the Hon.
• i \\ est, is a Ivmo( rat. The Republi-

can candidate, the lion. Jay Uowennan. was
regarded as a conservative and was opposed

enator Bourne. No United States S< na

tor will be chosen in Oregon until 1013. Cal-

ifornia eh-, ted 1 he I [on. I lirara John
Republi< an, to 1 he < rovernor ;hip

and Mi. William
Kent . of the inn- politic aJ faith, will rep

I he

members "i 1 he StaU <

ition are Republii

shades of
|

Phe < alifornia

and Wa shin ip u ill both :'o to

I that of W ton to Rep
! r, who

helmin in 1 he
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WOMIA \I A WESIERN POLLING PLACE. "II" IS LIKE GOING TO THE GKC X LRY STORE"

umber primaries. Washington's represen-

tation in the next House will consist of two
Progressives, Stanton Warburton and Wil-

liam L. La Follette, and one Standpat
Republican, the Hon. William E. Hum-
phrey, who has a seat in the present Congress.

„ Far more interesting than the fate

of Woman ot individual candidates, whether
Progressives, Regulars, or Demo-

crat-, was the ratification of the woman-
suffrage amendment to the Washington State

constitution. Every county in the State

gave a majority for the amendment, and some
of the more populous counties like Kings,

in which Seattle is located, -maintained a

ratio of tWO to one in favor of the amendment.
The direct effect of this action of the voter-

will be to add about 150,000 women to the

roll- of qualified voters in the State. These
new voters may participate in next spring's

elections. No action i- required on the part

^i the Legislature. It i- stated that this

important gain to the cau-e of woman suf-

frage was achieved by the women themselves
with little or no aid from outside organiza-

tions I
• ective work was done among the

- and labor union-. Seattle now
mes the second large city of the country

in which women have a vote, Denver having

monopolized that distinction for many year-.

In Colorado, by the way. four women were

elected to the Legislature last month. In

three other State-. -Oregon, South Dakota,

and Oklahoma, similar amendment- were 1

defeated.

„ In Oregon, the cause of woman
Oregon
,md the suffrage encountered a dlSCOUr-

tional amendment conferring the franchise

on women was defeated for the fifth time, and
with a larger adverse vote than ever before.

While every county oi Washington was car-

ried for the proposition; in Oregon every

county was lost for it. In the latter State

woman suffrage was only one of thirty-two

distinct propositions submitted to tin- voters

at the recent election under the referendum

and initiative. Considering the fact that

every Oregon ballot, in addition to the thirty-

two propositions submitted to the voters,

contained the names of 130 candidate--, the

wonder i- that the individual voter W&S able

to declare hi- choice with any discrimination

whatever. The re-uli- -how. however, that

the Oregon voter is becoming so well drilled

in the use ^i the peculiar electoral mechanisms
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of his State, that he could participate effect-

ively, and apparently with keen interest, in

the complicated contest of last month. In

most of the Eastern States.—New York, for

example,—which have had less education in

the use of the referendum, it is extremely

difficult to get any considerable number of

voters to take the trouble required to mark
ballots on constitutional amendments sub-

mitted to them for ratification. In Oregon,

on the other hand, from 75 to qo per cent, of

the voters have formed the habit of voting

on all kinds of referendum and initiative

propositions that are submitted from time to

time, and last month they were able to dispose

of thirty-two such propositions with apparent

Besides woman suffrage, they were

called upon to decide upon prohibition of the

liquor traffic, and while they defeated State-

wide prohibition, they adopted a plan for

"home rule" or local option in the matter

of regulating the sale of liquor for all cities

and towns. The labor unions were strong

enough to secure the adoption of a radical

employers' liability bill, submitted under the

initiative. This bill provides that contribu-

tory negligence >hall not be a defense. The
bill extending the direct primary law to

make it include in it.- -cope the delegates t<>

national pre-idential conventions was nrob-

ably carried by a -mall majority. Other
matters voti t la-t month's election in

purely State inter

. The I'ai iti< ' met
•co in San Francisco for three days'

ember 10 18.

md hi^h officials of Stat

of tl. y Mountair • II as tin Terri-

II iwaii and Alaska, mayor- of impor-

U)d prominent men from the whole
' and took part.

• ailed ( hiellv for the pur-

• rmining the attitude of the 1

1

es and 1

1

the question
t marine, a battleship

ope of tin- Pro.1 It will

1 dec idi-

whe' I hall In-

luit the
I

1

'.©.000 of ' .11 in

tin

r,ER, 1 1 1 1 1 11 ro CONGRESS I \--i

IfONTH AS V SOCIAL]

Francisco's population as shown by the cen

-u- returns .'i per cent, in ten years, not-

withstanding the <,'reai fire of 1000, which
pr.u til ally wiped the < it v oil the map for the

time being, furnishes an argument of some
hi to the advoc ates of a Pacini ( !oasl

isition. Mm I i. : 1 . 1 who argue
thai l too far from the < oun

population, and thai many
\\<»u Id be deprived ol an opportunity to visit

the • e r< minded
oi th

Iread) held

on tl I , .inn l\ .

1 iIh Fail

L I exposition

Portland In [904. Many touri 1 from
l tab th( Middli \\ - 1

m "i tram
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VTOR VLDR1CH, Nil" tS DEVOTING IUM-111

BANKING Wl> < I'KRlAi Y REFOSM

continental journeys is becoming more com-
mon from year to year. It is held, too,

that the opening of the Panama Canal

should be celebrated on the Pacific coasl

rather than on the Mississippi River, but

there is much to be said for both places.

_. Among the surprises of the dec-
ree 11

socialist tion was the growth in the Social-

ist vote shown in various parts

of the country. Wisconsin sends to Congress

from one of the Milwaukee districts the first

Socialist who has been a member of that

body, Mr. Victor L. Berger, a man widely

known as a leader of his party, and a scholar

of no mean ability. In New York, Mr
Charles E. Russell, the magazine writer, re-

( ei\ ed, as candidate for Governor, the largest

vote that the Socialists have polled in that

State. In Indiana there was a doubling of

the Socialist vote in many of the larger

cities, and the total -hows an increase of

rly oo per cent, since the last preceding

election. In California also Socialist gains

were considerable, especially in tin- citi<

i Los Ai Throughout

the country the well-organized campaigning
ili-t propagandists i- apparently

ubstantial results,

. ., ,
More constantly with us than the

Problem* of . . .

ncu an4 distinctively political questions
Banking .^ jjjggg ^.^ naVc to do with

practical economics. Almost everybody is

interested in the discussion of causes and
remedies for the great increase in the cost of

living. That these daily problems of private

or household economic- I me relation

government and politics in the large

sense cannot of course be denied. It i- true

that the currency question h ©d deal

to do with popular welfare. The steadJ

of industry and the productive ;
- in

general is of great concern to all wage earner-;

and the country's system of banking and
currency i- most directly related to the steadi-

of industrial operation-. There i- rea-

son to think that we shall, in the near future,

t'md it more easy to agree about remedies for

the evils that grow out of our imperfect per-

formance of monetary and banking fundi

The great Monetary Commission headed by
Senator Aldrich goes Steadily forward in it-

monumental and patriotic work. There are

those who profess to think that this com-
mission is I

of Wall Street and monopolists of industry

and capital. Whatever it- proposals may
be. the sound thinkers of the country must
analyze them thoroughly. For our own part.

we believe that thi- commission i- working

in the most scientific -pint, availing itself

of the experience of the whole world, with

the single-minded purpose of benefiting the

American people. Many representatives

the commission, of the Hanker-' Ass tion,

and of our best groups of economic and politi-

cal thinkers, discussed the money question

in Xew York last month under tin- ausj

of the Academy of Political Science. The

thought of the country is moving steadily

urd some plan of central control over note

issues and banking reserves, —not to weaken
our thousand- of independent local bank-.

but to strengthen them in every time of m

It i- also true that the tariff and
Studying
Nation* taxation questions are i

related to the economic welfare

of the average man. The country is .

to see President Taft standi] taunchly

behind hi- Tariff Hoard headed by Prof<

Emery. Undoubtedly tin thougl

the country in all parties approves of thor-

ough and impartial Study of tariff and t.

tion problems. President Taft is much hap-

pier in doing these real things that make
for wise legislation and good administration

than in bothering with questions oi so-called
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"patronage," and party politics. Xot only

is he serving his country well by giving all the

prestige of the administration to the work
of this special tariff board, but he has set in

motion another piece of machinery that it is

not desirable at this stage to advertise with

great detail, yet one that deserves more than

a passing word of recognition. It is one
thing to profess a willingness to introduce

economy into public expenditures, and it is

quite a different thing to find out how to

do it without impairment of efficiency. Mr.
Taft has not merely professed his willingness

to reduce expenditures, and he has not only

instructed heads of departments and bureaus

to keep down their estimates and lop off

superfluous outlays, but he has undertaken

a kind of inquiry that has been organized

for great and permanent results.

, . He has quietlv looked about the

is Doing country for the best man to

formulate and organize this in-

quiry, and he has found him in the person of

\)r. Frederick A. Cleveland, one of the Direc-

of the Bureau of Municipal Research in

rk City and a very eminent authority

on public accounting and administration.

(!• has installed this work in the White
House offices and ha? assumed full author-

ity for the system that I>r. Cleveland, in asso-

ciation with Secretary Norton, i- carrying

into eff immittees of very able men
been organized in all the departments,

and these men are working together with a

to making methods of Government
nditure more definite and uniform.

ry department, in submitting

timate I Ogress, has made its own
ition; and a> a basis for intelligent

•

•
• ;penditure these classifications

made over on a scientific plan, and
tme plan r i arried through all the

1

- tnent It i- a mistake
•••••

;r\ i- being exten-

or that idals will be

B ll ' fioin for mm '

improvement in the details of budget-making,

and thr ' apply th<

• nt and to every

ilikely that the

ind will b«- to \>r>>-

ion in order

v bundi
of routi o valuable

[| true I

igfa Most "f them,
of the

the ri;dii kind.

DR. FREDERICK A. CLEVELAND
(Who is conducting the President's inquiry into government

expenditures)

Providing for
II is evident that the completed

90,000,00 work of the census office will

show a large growth in the total

population of the country and a relatively

large growth of cities. Ten years ago the

population of the country was, in round fig-

ures, 70,000,000, and twenty years ago it was
somewhat under (1^,000,000. This year it is

likely to reach 00,000,000. We have almost
twice as many people, living within the same
area. as we had in [880. These millions of

town dwellers have to be fed, and their

demand^ for good food, comfortable clothing,

and suitable housing are those of a country
whose standards of living are much higher
than the Standards of any other large coun-

try. Certainly this has mu< h to do with the

if food and t he COSt of "I her items
in the workingraan's budget.

Jht
I he f 'ommi i< mer of I mmigra

I'd.-. 9/ tion al I Hi I land, V N . the

Hon. William \\ illi.mi .. informs

[mat '"i the month
of l)e< ember » thai the immi
gration for the 1 alend no will l«-

I '.r the I11 il -. it 1

1

1 I lii li 1 to do with
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^t month fi

arrivals at the port of New York. The great

year- of influx were 1005, iooo. and 1907,

when in the las! of these years the total

reached almost 1,^00,000. For the past

three year- the average lias been about

750,000 a year; hut this makes no note of

the vast return movement of 1008 and i<>oo.

Following the industrial depression due to the

panic. Vbout 700,000 aliens went hack to

Europe in the year that ended June ,}o, 100S,

more than half of them taking their families

and cruet- and going as emigrants. Ill tin

next year about 400,000 alien- went hark.

more than half of them intending to stay

permanently in Europe. The tide i- now
setting strongly this way. and there i- per-

haps nt. better indication of improved condi-

tions of labor and industry throughout the

countr) We shall have busy times in ion.

. D With so main questions pressing

upon us that require expert and

thorough study, we have come
into full appreciation of our professional

1
1 onomists and <>ur really qualified publicists.

It was fitting that in association with the

meeting of the Academy ol Political Science

last month one of it- leading members, Prof.

mi R \. Seligman, of Columbia Univer-

should have been honored in a public

manner on the completion of twenty-five

rvice as a teacher and economic

writer, and a valuable citizen. Men like Pro-

>r Seligman are rendering almost untold

service to the country. Here i- a man whose
study of the problem- of taxation i> helping

the tax authorities of every State in the Union
to work out better and more equitable meth-
od-. His work has been of great value to the

city of Xeu York and to the State. Attend-
ing the Seligman dinner and speaking as one
of Seligman- former pupil- wa- I'roi.

Emery of Vale, now at the head of President

Taft's Tariff Hoard. President Taft's com-
mission on the control of railroad stock and
bond issues, of which President Eiadley i- the

chairman, recognizes the same type of men as

necessary to the wise adjustment of great

economic problems. Member- of thi- board
also have come under Professor Seligman 's

valuable influence. Mr. Roosevelt as Presi-

dent availed himself of the services of many
men of this type, and President Taft -hows
fully as high an appreciation of their value to

the Government. Senator Aldrich, what*
might havebeen his earlier viewsas to the value
of theseacademic people, understandsvery well

their worth in the handling of our present-day

problemsand i- gladly welcoming their cooper-

ation in dealing wit lit he work of hi- coin mission.

COLOXF.I CEORC.E W <•"> 111 \l -
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COL. W. C. CORGAS. ASSISTANT SURGEON-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY. AND
CHIEF SANITARY OFFICER OF THE ISTHMIAN CANAL ZONE

Progret*
of the

naJ

ddent Taft's visit to Panama
not been a junket, but a sig-

nificant -step in the progress of

our g
' undertaking. Hi> previous visit

ju-t before his inauguration. He finds

remarkable improvement in everything that

to do with the food and housing of em-
and all the conditions of life. He

that the Gatun dam and locks have
doubt •

.; rds the choice

of the I- tem instead of sea-level con-

struction. He lays that the time has come
tolls, terminals, the economical

the vast plant, and the proper

f policing and defending tln\ greatest

work of tf further

[he espril among the

I emp and the intelligent and
p of Lieut. Col. ( ,

doubt that the ( anal

will \x- full io't,

with: /Oo.ooo." This is the

sum that had been authorized. Returning
I titute of Min-

i -ir praise, par-
'. under

( and

and ! ..jut'

eliminated |iarli

ship, favoritism, and graft of every form, and
has relied upon the expert ability of trained

engineers and professional health officers.

This fact i-~ SO fully recognized that a Demo-
cratic Congress will sustain the President

in finishing the canal with just as much cer-

tainty as would a Republican Congress.

Next month we shall present our readers with

more- precise and extended information re-

garding the conditions at Panama and the

progress of the enterprise.

a . ,<. Questions of hours of labor, ratesAt to the <
. .

ixpreta ol pav, and recognition ol the
Bunnell n ,

teamsters union were all involved

nt in the great strike against the

express I Ompanies whi< h was so seriously dis-

turbing to business, particularly in New York

City, for a number of d t month. There
any reason why these questions

could not have been settled easih by mutual
nt or arln'l ration but for I he arrogant e

•me of the high officials of the express

companiei The publii in general seized the

opportunity to point out the colossal abi

of tl < ompanii and their para it

i< al < hai I the G iment were do
it v by utilizing the p tem foi

the i [>ubli( well hould ha> t a

ommon i ai

I hat ought i" earn
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POLICEMEN ESCORTING EXPRESS WAGONS IN NEW YORK I
»STH

profits for their own stockholders, should be

doing whatever could not hi- done through the

post-office. But these are questions that are

not likely to Ik- settled this year or next, The
beginnings of a parcels post, however, ought
not to hi- postponed. The same efforts t<>

make the post-office an efficient business ma-
chine that are employed in doing the Panama
work in a businesslike fashion, would turn

postal deficits into vast profits and solve all

questions as to postal rate-.

The
Steel
Trade

I'Ih- United States Steel Corpo-
ration now publishes regular

quarterly reports of the number
of tons of unfilled orders for steel. The
report for November, made alter three

month-- of rising prices for the Corporation's

securities, showed these unfilled order- stand-

ing at 2,87 1 ,949 ton-, apparently the smallest

volume of unfinished business on hand re-

ported since the organization of the company.
The mill- of the Corporation are running, too,

at less than half their normal capacity.

While tin- low point was being reached, the

common stock of the great concern rose from
<>i in July to over 8l in the tir-t part of \

vember. Such a phenomenon ^i increasing

; quotations coincident with the de-

ol production and unfilled orders to

figures, would ordinarily indicate

that the best informed judges of the situation

prett) Mire that the low point in the
• the industry was < lose at hand.

and that a revival was to follow. But cur-

rent trade report- through the month of

November give do indication of such a revi-

val, and in the fortnight after Election Day,
the securities of the Steel Corporation tended

to decline along with the general Wall Street

stock market. The basic fact in the sluggish-

of the iron and -teel industry i- that the

railroads are not ordering material except

when they must

., . ., . Undoubtedly the railroad- are
The Railroads ...
n» Buyers holdinir oil i rom spending money
ofSte" until they see what help the

coming decisions of the Interstate Commerce
Commission will give them in the matter of

allowing rate advances. The uncertainty

on this -core not only cuts down their current

profit- by the difference between the r

now in use and those which the railroad-

are absolutely necessary to their financial

health; it also hampers greatly their market-

ing of new securities to provide for necessary

improvements and extensions. Such a well-

managed and substantial property as the

Michigan Central ha- just been forced !

abroad to market its note-, and to pay, it i>

currently reported, about 6 per cent, for the

money it received. If the rate question were

settled on a basis which the railroads con-

sidered fair, they would undoubtedly come
into the market at once for -teel rail- and

other supplies. I'he importance of the -ingle

item of rail- i- shown by the fact that over
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3,000,000 tons, costing between eighty and Thus the new and welcome tendency seems
ninety milhon dollars, are normally required to be the result of the immutable laws of sup-

by the roads even,' year. Some 45,000,000 ply and demand, and the all-important ques-

tons of rails are in use in the country, and tion whether this is only a temporary setback

while the life of a rail varies between a few to high prices, or the beginning of a new era

months,— for instance, on curves of the in the cost of living, will pretty surely be
Xew York Subway.— and thirty or forty answered by the continuing success, or the

years.— on side tracks and unimportant failure, of our crops. To be sure, there has

branches,— the average life is generally con- been no great general reduction yet in the

sidered to be about twenty years. Of all high cost of living. As compared with the

the rails consumed, then, something over high prices of January 1, 1910, Bradstreet's

2.000,000 tons are absolutely needed for statistical index shows an average reduction

renewals: yearly new construction of say to date of about 4 per cent. As compared
4000 miles of track requires about 500,000 with the low-price record of the generation,

tons, and about 370.000 tons are exported, in 1896, prices are still nearly 50 per cent.

If there were a buoyant re\ival of trade in above the bottom,

general, the roads would undoubtedly pur-

chase much more than 3,000,000 tons of rails.
ourGrowin

^he °Penmo °f the winter musi-

The average annual production for the last importance cal season in the larger cities of

nine years has been 2,950,000 tons; the low the United States which usually

point came in the panic year 1908, with only occurs late in November or early in the pres-

1,920,000 tons, and the prosperous years ent month, coinciding as it does with the

1905, 1906, and 1907 showed an average of beginning of the production of the more note-

D.000 tons. The full rail-making capac- worthy dramatic pieces, affords an occasion

ity of the country's mills i- estimated to be for general comment upon the growth of

much greater than these figures of actual artistic taste and feeling in the United States,

iuction.— nearly 6.000,000 tons, in fact. The chief musical events of the present season
in which the country in general may be said

rut Coit
Economists generally agree in se- to be interested, are recorded with comments

/Living lecting the hiirh cost of living on another page this month, by Mr. Law-
I chief factor underlying the rence Oilman. Particularly worthy of men-

spirit of radicalism and political unrest, tion among dramatic happenings has been
which, undoubtedly, have their part in ob- the production in Xew York, on October 10,

structing the efforts of railway and industrial of Maurice Maeterlinck's allegory of happi-
••> market securities for even the ness, known as "The Blue Bird." Our read-

jt legitimate It is interesting and ers, we believe, will find interest in Miss
important from many points of view to see Jeannette Gilder's comments on the prod'uc-

a downward movement begin in the price- tion of thi> piece-, which appear on another
of necessities. Such a movement came into page, as well as in the fine photographs we

e alxjut the middle of November, in reproduce in connection with the article.

the price- of meat- and of corn and other .\rti-t-. both musical and dramatic. From
grain. Th bowed lir-t, naturally, all over the world, now look with more re-

in whole-ale pi .nd then spread with sped than ever before upon American audi-

raptdity to retail prices in mosl ences and American opinions. Nbl .1 few

I. ember 17. beef, of tin- mosl eminent European composers
|H»rk. and lamb had declined by from two to have visited this country to oversee in person

l pound in all <it; • the presentation of their productions. Signor
r had drop|>ed one cent a pound, M li i-. expected to arrive some time

and Hour from 75 a barrel. The during the present month to preside oxer the
idden drop in first presentation of his opera "Ysobel."

of corn and Signor Puccini, another Italian composer, is

phenomenally high already in this country, and in the course of

••.ill personall) eeto the taging
all the oukl m American pla) " Dxt Girl of the Golden

'.'.
•
/' whi< li h< ha put into operatii form.

1,000,000,0'v. v. f
• lamest on re rhere could not be a more impn iv< tribute

than it was I tit ta te in thi i oun
d the production ol oat tr) than th< en b) Hen

11 \ 1 1 >< r 1
•

.
1 Andre. 1 hippel, i In o|>cra leadei and man
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II JOHNSTONE, PREPARING FOR \ PLIGHT

ie of the \Vright~flyers and

!'s altitu

ager, for desiring to become an American
citizen. The genial German arti-t -corns to

seek American citizenship for any financial

n <>r because of any assumed love tor our

institutions. "I wish to become an Amer-
ican citizen," he tells us, "because of what I

see is the future of ( rrand Opera in the United
Stati \i last one European has sought

lis for our culture.

T . . , Fhe aviation tournament at Bel-
Belmont

.

mont lark passed ott with no

fatal accident--, and hut one or

two minor one-. The meet was the most
important and. from the public point of

view, the mosl satisfactory yet held in

America. More than a score of flyers

national fame took part, and biplanes

and monoplanes were represented in almost
il numbi • Often half a dozen or more

in the air at the same time.

I'hi event of tlu- tournament was

the race to the Statue of Liberty and return,

a distance of 34 mile-. Mr. Thomas F. Ryan
had ottered a prize of $10,000 for the aviator

mplishing thi- feat in the fastest time
during the meet. Three men s d in

circling the Statue ( irahame-W hite, the

Englishman, Count .it I. .nee,

and John B. Moisant, the American. The
prize was won by Moisant, whose time of 34
minute- only 4-

onds less than Grahame-Whitt '-. Count de
seps took 39 minutes. All three men used

Bleriot machine-. The irreat speed 001

for the Gordon-Bennett trophy was partici-

pated in by representatives of England,
France, and America. The trophy went to

Grahame-White, who made the required 100
kilometer- at an average -peed of 61 miles

an hour. Thi- isiderably better than
tlu- speed of 47.00 mile- an hour made by
Curti-> when he won tl nett

trophy at Reims last year.

The Process }
hi ' iWml CVC'lU °' ^'^'tional

of the interest wa- the new world's

height record made by Ralph
Johnstone on the la-t day of the 1

John-tone climbed steadily up into a clear

sky until he was entirely lost to view and
had reached a height oi 1,714 feet, the £reat-

altitude yet attained by an aeroplane.

John-tone's death only a few week- later was
one of the tragedies of modern aviation. In

makinga -piral descent at I )cnver. his machine
me unmanageable and fell from a height

of Soo feet. Johnstone being instantly killed.

The Michelin cup for distance -eems likely

thi- year to go to Maurice Tabuteau, who. on

October -' s
. in France, flew 289 miles without

a -top. T: iy increase in thi

height, and distance of aeroplane flights

making the usefulness of the flying machine in

time of war more and more a subject of di--

cu—ion in military circles. At various avia-

tion meets during the past year, as well as at

the one held at Baltimore la-t month. Both

sharp-shooting and bomb-throwing have

practised. Eugene Ely's success in flying his

machine from the deck oi a cruiser in Hamp-
ton Roads was particularly interesting to the

Navy Department at Washington, and the

addition oi an aeroplane a- part of the regular

equipment of the new Battle-hips is being

seriously considered. The army is also inter-

esting itself more actively in the aeroplane,

and General Wood. Chief of StatT. has an-

nounced that plan- for the formation o\ an

aerial military squadron will SOOO Be pre-

sented to C01
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Canadian
Substantial progress toward the

Tariff conclusion of a real reciprocity
problems

treaty between ^g United State's

and Canada was made during the five days'

sessions of the American-Canadian Commis-
sion at Ottawa terminating on November 10.

The meetings will be resumed early next

month. It is then expected that the views

of President Taft. as set forth in his message
to Congress, and certain official forthcoming

announcements of the government at Ottawa
will bring about a definite agreement. One
of the Canadian commissioners, while not

willing to be quoted by name, has said :
" The

feeling at Ottawa is that, as a result of the

conference, natural products from Canada
will obtain easier access to the United States,

and some American manufactures will ob-

tain freer admission to Canada." Consid-

erable opposition to the conclusion of such

an agreement between the Dominion and
the United States is reflected in the press of

t Britian. The coal and iron workers
of Cape Breton also have organized to pro-

test against the free admission of American
coal. Various phases of the tariff problem
have been occupying the attention of the

Dominion parliament, which assembled on
ember 17. The last re\ i-ion of the Cana-

dian tariff was in 1007 when the protected

industries gained all along the line. This
"•

g ' • settlement for many year.-.

a result of the reciprocity

tuitions with the United States and the

it of the farmers of the great west, the

tariff i- a very live i.-.-ue in dominion politics.

farmers and grain-growers of Ontario.

itoba, Alberta, and Saskatchewan, who
have bunded themselves into a very stroiiL'

inization, are now clamoring for a reduc-

tion of duties on agricultural products. Some
time this month BU hundred or more farm

ting nine or ten provinces will

irier in Ottawa and ask

: reciprocity with the

Lord Strathcona as Canadian High Com-
missioner at London. Lord Strathcona, who
was formerly plain Donald Smith and the

last resident governor of the Hudson Bay
Company, has held the High Commissioner-
ship for twenty years. He recently cele-

brated his ninetieth birthday. The regular

decennial census of the dominion will be

taken during the first few weeks of the year

IQII.

T . _. . There never was the slightest
The Disorder . .

°
«t the Mexican danger ot any serious trouble

Border
between the United States and

Mexico over the lynching last month, by
Texans, of a Mexican citizen and the sub-

sequent anti-American disorder at various

points in the Mexican Republic, although

for several days there was trouble enough
in the newspapers. A Mexican named Rod-
riguez, employed as a farm hand at Rock
Hill, Texas, having brutally shot and killed

an American woman for some trivial reason,

was taken from the jail where he was confined

and burned at the stake on the night of

November 3. The Mexican Government,
through its ambassador at Washington,
promptly protested against the outrage and
presented a claim for reparation to the State

iK-partment. Meanwhile, anti-American

demonstrations had taken place at various

places in Mexico, notably at Guadalajara,

where some property was destroyed and an
American flag burned. The Mexican au-

thorities promptly adopted severe repressive

measures and prevented a repetition of the

riotous demonstrations.

I '^minion gron - < onstantly

H, and jMipu
"*" lation. Wlule the indications are

•
< rop for 1910 will be ihghtly

l«~ss thii

I 'l tepartmenl

lie than

the pi' ti r, while

rf of th< I , :;,| indi

,u.ir

< urn hi

last month of the fort • n o(
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„... Undoubtedly the government of
Mexico and th.

State ol I exas will take the
",e"ds

proper course and punish the

hers of Rodriguez. The Mexican au-

thorities have already shown their honest

tion t<> prevent further insults to Ameri-

id injury t<> American property. A
definite promise of immediate punishment

•
i the offenders by the Federal Government

.1 Washington, whit h some hot-headed Mc.xi-

- were demanding, was, of course, im-

iible. It i^ the right and duty of the

Mate officials alone to proceed in such c.

The Federal Government must await State

action. This anomaly of our political sys-

tem has caused us. as a government and as

a people, much embarrassment and not a

little anxiety upon several noteworthy r>

sions in tin- past. Hut apparently it cannot

hanged. It is not so many years since

certain Italian citizens were outraged and
murdered in Louisiana, and the Italian t

I

eminent recalled its ambassador because the

State Department at Washington was not

able to force as prompt and satisfactory a

settlement on the part of the State govern-

ment as our Italian friends would have liked.

Mere recently there was talk of worse than

unpleasantness of war itself when the city

of San Francisco made unpleasant discrimi-

nations against certain Japanese, and some
of thi' Japanese newspapers found it difficult

to understand why the government at Wash-
ington could not force the State authorities of

California to make San Francisco '"be good."

Undoubtedly there is considerable anti-

American feeling in Mexico. \\ is one of the

cardinal doctrines ^\ the opposition to Presi-

dent Diaz that hi' favors Americans and
American interests unduly, and Diaz has

many enemies. Some Americans resident in

Mexico, moreover, have very bad manners,

and these, with their business methods.

undoubtedly justify Mexican dislike. The
government at Mexico City, however, is in

perfect agreement with the government at

Washington. •

c , Quiel elections in both Cuba
Elections in «•

i and Porto Rico last month re-

sulted in the popular endorse-

ment of the party in power. The balloting

in Cuba, on November i, was for Sena-

Members «>f the Ibnisc tii Reprc-

ind all provincial and municipal

houl the- island. It was the

i under the government of Presi-

( ion
I he ( ampaign had been

markeci ddcrahlc bitterness and SOme

violence, including the attempted assassina-

tion of Genera] Pino Cucrra, Commander-in-
chief of the Cuban army. General Gue'rra

ha- been a bitter opponent of the present

administration, and the attempt on his life-

led to some charges, of bad faith on the part
of the government. The election itself.

however, proceeded quietly, and the stability

of the republic of Cuba has been dem-
onstrated. In Porto Rico, the Unionist

party again defeated the Republicans, elect-

ing every member of the- House of Delegates.

I)r. Luis Munoz Rivera ha- been chosen Resi-

dent Commissioner at Washington, l<> suc-

ceed Senor Larrinaj

Muddied ' nc Parliamentary conference ar-

ranged in June last in Great
Britain, to bring about an agree-

ment over the disputed questions between
the Lords and Commons, has failed.

November 10. Premier Asquith publicly

announced that the conference could not

agree, adding: "It is the opinion of all mem-
bers that all the conditions under which the

i edings were held preclude disclosures

in regard to the course of the negotiations

or the causes leading to their termination."
Perhaps failure was inevitable. The demand
of the Liberals for a radical curtailment of the

power of the House of Lords to reject or

modify legislation sent up to it by the Com-
mons was shown by repeated appeals to

the country to have the support <a the Brit-

ish electorate. There could, therefore, be no

compromise on this point On the other

hand, it was SOOD demonstrated that Mr.
Arthur Balfour, who led the Unionist con-

feret -
I in his apparently

sincere efforts to agree upon a compromise
by the obstinate attituth >me of the

peers, dml also of the other conservative

interests which make up the political groups
now in opposition to the government. Mr.
Balfour himself is blamed for the failun

the conference. His supporters privately ad-

mit that he lacked the strength of will to

force his more progressive views upon his

colleagues, whom he was only nominally
bound to Consult They also express the

opinion that the failure of the conference-

may cost him the leadership of the op|x>si-

tion in Parliament. Mr. Halfour. as well as

Premier Asquith, are moderates in politics,

and the other members of the conference

have ex; Ives publicly as willing

to compromise. The irrcconcilables of the

Tory party, however, refuse. 1 any compro-
mise, and the con: failed.
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It will be useful, at this point, to
n
R$tauii

" restate briefly the question at

i?sue and the main points of the

long drawn-out quarrel between the two

houses of Parliament. For years the House
of Commons, the elective body of the British

Parliament, has disputed the right of the

House of Lords to reject or radically modify
measures of finance originating in the Com-
mons. In the last session of Parliament, the

first budget of Chancellor Lloyd-George was
rejected by the Upper House because, the

Is claimed, it contained provisions which
were not strictly financial. It was the con-

tention of the Peers that these general leg-

islative provisions, which had been "tacked
on" to the financial bill, should be submitted

to the direct vote of the people. They did

not deny the power of the Commons to carry

through any bill exclusively devoted to rais-

ing or disbursing revenue. They rejected

the budget and a new election was held. The
Asquith ministry received a small majority

at the polls. Then the Lords yielded and
the budget bill became a law. The ministry,

however, was desirous of settling at once the

entire question <>i the relation between the

two houses. They claimed that the Lords

had exceeded their power, and drew up a

series of resolutions which were passed by
the Commons, the substance of which was to

establish the power of t h. I. er House, as

directly representing the people, to pass any
er the veto of the Peers. This

litical -tatu- at the time of the

death of King Edward \ II. in May last
• ad of forcing the contest to a conclusion

at that moment of national grief the ministry

proposed a conference between the leaders

of the two parties to undertake some definite

nt of the question. Pour Unionist

ind four Liberal-, including the I

mier, h inferring during the entire

sumn • -
I having failed, there

-ut another appeal to the

pie for their verdii

.. , „ on the iii-

*« th ol , nth, and a !<>r-
•OTMfrM

.1 the
.

the part >,i • lion, led by I I

the initial

I. "

•P'f

K Vl I lll-V

V.

tions at the time, but restate them here,

adopted they provide

As

That the House of Lords shall consist of Lords
of Parliament—a part chosen by the whole body
of hereditary Peers from among themselves and by
nomination by the Crown; secondly, those sitting

by virtue of their offices and qualifications held by
them; and finally, a certain number chosen from
outside.

Then Lord Lansdowne, conservative leader

in the Upper House, demanded that the gov-

ernment submit its veto bill at once. The
leader of the Peers desired debate. Then he

proposed to return the bill with a counter

proposition, the terms of which would be sub-

stantially those submitted, some months ago,

by Mr. Austen Chamberlain. This scheme,

which is a modification of the Rosebery one,

shows that the Peers are awake to the neces-

sity of some real reform. Mr. Chamberlain's
plan includes the entire abandonment of the

hereditary right to vote in the Lords, and
the infusion of new blood in the Upper House
by elective or appointed members. It insists

however, on the right of the reformed House,
by its vote, to compel the reference to the

people of any matter deemed by them of

sufficient intrinsic importance.

tm '
1

1

i
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The
Government
Program

The government's anti-veto bill

was introduced in the- Commons
on November 17. The next day

the Premier, having consulted with King
spoke with authority. It was the

intention of the government, Mr. Asquith
said, to pass the essentia] features of the

budget, nanu-lv. the income tax. tea duty,

and sinking fund provisions; to remove the

pauper disqualification for old age pensions,

and to dissolve Parliament on Nov. 28, should

the Lords in the meantime reject the veto bill.

Irish Home
Rule und

'Devolution

The majn issue of the election, as

put to the voters, will be the

question of modifying the power
of the House of Lords. Other issues, how-
ever, will inevitably claim attention. The
most disturbing is undoubtedly the Irish

problem. When, after the last election-, the

Asquith ministry came back to the Commons
with greatly reduced majorities, they found

themselves at the mercy of the Irish National-

ists, who held the balance of power in the

House. Undoubtedly. Mr. John Redmond,
the Irish leader, was master of the Parliamen-

tary situation, and he used his power and
influence very skilfully during the early days
of the session to further the cause of Home
Rule for Ireland. It was the necessity of

reckoning with the Irish that induced Mr.

Asquith and other Parliamentary leaders,

as well a> Karl Grey, Governor General of

Canada, and a number of other distinguished

British statesmen, to favor the new imperial

idea now popularly known as devolution.

This, as we noted last month, is a scheme for

the achievement of actual imperial federation,

one of the items of which would be :•

autonomy for all parts of the Empire. Home
Rule for England, for Scotland and for Wales
would make Home Rule for Ireland at the

same time less objectionable to the Tories.

Mr. Redmond has recently made an ex-

tended tour of the United States, speaking
in the interest of local self-government for

Ireland, and has, it is reported, collected

from American and Irish sympathizer
large sum of money to further that object.

The Conservative journals are very bitter

on this point. Led by the Daily Mail, of

London, they bitterly denounce Mr. Red-
mond and appeal to the English people "to
save the British constitution from smash at

the dictation of Irish-Americans and of

American gold."

The Budget
and the
Country

The issue of most popular con-

cern after the Irish question, is

the new system of taxation im-

posed by the budget. While denounced by
the wealthy classes for the heavy taxes it

imposes on the ownership of land and for

other imposts to meet the large expenditures

involved in the new Liberal

legislation, the budget, on

the whole, is popular in

England. It has already

lightened the burdens of

the pi>or man and has

proved an effective n

enue-getter. The Unionists

have endeavored to revive

the cry of Protection or

Tariff Reform, as tin Eng-

lish call it \- .i matter of

fact. Tariff Reform is highly

unpopularwith those clasa s

which would have to In- de-

tached from thi' Liberal side

if a Unionist victory is to

be won.

whether
was

doubtful

ent time,

and more

It is a question

British politics

more confused or

than at the pi

With a stp

imaginath

the I'rcn

mier than Mr. Asquith,

the lines df conflict might

be more clearly drawn and
the issui> more sharply in-
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dicated. But Mr. Asquith. like Mr. Balfour, is

a man of ideas and theories rather than actions.

There can be discerned a tendency to regard

Mr. Lloyd-George as the next Liberal Prime
Minister. The impulsive, aggressive Welsh-

man, who is now Chancellor of the Exchequer,

possesses, perhaps more than any other Lib-

eral statesman of to-day. the power of effect-

ive appeal to the popular heart and imagina-

tion. The retirement of Lord Morley from

the office of Secretary' of State for India has

necessitated a number of changes in the

Asquith ministry. The Earl of Crewe, Lib-

eral leader in the House of Lords, has been

appointed to succeed Lord Morley at the

India office, while Mr. Lewis Harcourt
succeeds the Earl of Crewe as Secretary of

State for the Colonies. The Premier has

announced that, in the future, minister -

the colonies will manage only the business

of the crown colonies. Affairs of the self-

rning dominions, such as Canada and
Australia, in their imperial relations, are to

be looked after in the future by a separate

department which will be presided over by
the Premier himself.

,, , .A new chapter in the history ofRetirement r -.

'j Bnti.-h India was opened just

five year- ago this month when
the Rt. Hon. John (now Viscount) Morley

appointed by the Liberal Government
of England to I

I try of Mate for India.

Morley, who in a few days will 1-

retired from the Indian -

ntary-hip la-t month, but retains a

in the Cabinet as Lord President of the

Council. In those five yean of arduous
labor, ever inc reastng until advanced age

retirement imperative, Lord Morley
piloted the Indian Office through some

of it- most anxious moment-. He has shown
many of those qualities ted statesman-

ship which have characterized the highest

of British administrator. He has

at the helm.
il derided him for accepting

• d him of attempting

r in his ott n ha

: li abua

J loss ' try.

Indian
' journal known for il

i

i l.'.rd Morley did

I really

ilu-

I I

•

LORD MORLEY, WHO HAS KKTIRKD FROM THE HEAD
OF THE BRITISH INUI \ OFFICE

ways. He has never been afraid to use

severe, repressive measures against anarchy
and .-edition. But he has not been turned

aside a hair'- breadth by disorder and vio-

lence from the path of real reform. Lord
Morley has had the insight to realize that

a new era ha- begun for Britain's Indian sub-

. that, owing to various causes educa-

tion among other- newaspirations have been

awakened in the- breasts of the educated
natives, and that something must be done
to satisfy them. He has been criticised by
some for doing too much, and by others for

not doing enough. There is no difference

of opinion a- to the fact that he has done
more than one important thing that will

nt in all the future of India.

Hl
\ yeai igi i la i May the reform

w»rk m heme with whit h Lord Morley's
in India il

i

n.ii nc parably assoi lated

went into active operation throughout Brit

i h India. I hi heme, whii h he had elabo-

operation with Lord Minto, who
then \ i< eroj . « on -i i of extei

idmcnl to th< til ution oi I lindu

I hi it oi these amendment
that . in boih th< |i ; <i lative and udminisl ra

l« pari

:

I the Indian governmi nt

liter, 1 1 . 1 1
1

-. i m ill hi .i oi i. ited
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with Englishmen. The practical application

of the reform t<> the every-day routine

idian affair i vast task which con-

sumed many months. Violent outbreaks

nst Briti-h rule occurred in the- meantime
at widely separated points in the peninsula.

There were a number of political assassina-

tions, many destructive riots and much bit-

terness in print. Steadily, however, through

the remainder of the administration of Lord
Minto. and now in the opening months of

the vice-royalty of Sir Charles Hardinge, the

Indian Office has pursued its unwavering

and courageous course in modernizing India.

To Lord Morley is due more than this

achievement. Hi- is the credit for a new.

more intelligent and progressive attitude

towards Britain's great Asiatic dependency
on the part of the governing classes in I

land who do not know India from personal

knowledge. The peerage has not altered
"

I [onest John Morley." man of public affairs,

man of letters, and man of ardent faith in the

modern democratic movement. He turns

over to younger hands the responsibilities

of the Indian Office with the respect and
loyalty of the Indian people and the intelli-

gent admiration of the British public and the

resl of the world.

T
Following up his vigorous policy

Tnunwh in settling the railway strike.

Premier Briand obtained, in one

week last month, several of the most striking

parliamentary majorities of recent years in

France. Having put down disorder with a

Strong hand and averted the threatened peril

to the State, the Premier went before the

Chamber of Deputieswith a demand foravote
of confidence. In a remarkable speech, M.
Briand defended each step in his course. It

has been many years, he said, since the gov-

ernment was faced with such grave problems.
Denouncing sabotage the French term de-

scribing all kinds of deliberate injury to com-
merce through strike- the Premier declared

he was proud of the fact that he had kept

strictly within the limits of the law. Then.
in dramatic peroration, came these words:

>k .it these hands. There's not drop of
t'l ! upon them. Mm the prime ri^ht

i.it ion i- th.it ol protecting it- existence and its

independence. ... I ».i\ emphatically thai if

tin laws had not given tl rnmenl the means
untr\ master of it- railways and

national the ministry would not have
I to have recount methods.

I'tun. amid excited demands for his resigna-

tion from the Socialist and Radical member-.

the Premier called for a vote of confidence,

which wa- given him. the ballot standing

296 to 200. On two day- following, point-

were rai-cd which necessitated other \

of confidence, and these were given by still

larger majority

He Forms
Having demonstrated conclusive-

ly that he had the full support
' of the legislators, Premier Briand.

on .\o\ember 2, handed the resignation of

the entire Cabinet to President Fallii

This action on his part indicated that the

ministry, while supporting the Premier in the

recent crisis, was not unanimous regarding

measures which should be taken to prevent

a recurrence of the strike- on the govern:

railroads. It showed also, however, that the

Premier felt SO -trong in the confideno
the Chamber, that the President would be

compelled to ask him to form a new Ministry.

M. Fallieres did as wa- expected, and M.
Briand then formed a new cabinet, retaining

only five of his former minister-. The new
government is more homogeneous than the

preceding one. and is solidly behind the Pre-

mier in his policies. It is ificant

that M. Millerand. the Radical Minister of.

Public Work-. Posts and Telegraph-, and
M. Viviani, the equally Radical Ministi

Labor, are not members of the new Cabinet.

The Temps (Paris) announce- that the new
Ministry '"although it does not oppose the

principles of t ade-unionism, will shortly

propose a law making illegal strikes by em-
ployees in the public service and in the E

eminent." In the opinion, not only of his

own countrymen, but oi Europe in general.

Aristide Briand ha- taken rank as one of the

first statesmen of hi- day.

, . In the pro>:re— of orderly eov-
Sivitierland '

,wd the eminent and the furtherance ol

idea- and causes that make for

international peace and understanding, the

little Republic of Switzerland stand-

model to the rest oi the world. Each
a new President of the Confederation i-

chosen by the Federal Council, and SO

smoothly does the system work that tin

^i the world rarely knows when an election

i- held or the name of the chief magistrate

chosen. Switzerland ha- had the "initia-

tive" for year-. This enable- the electorate

to veto any law passed by the Federal \-

sembly. provided a petition demanding the

revision or annulment, presented by ;o.ooo

ens, is approved by the direct vot<

the nation. Last year an initiative pro-
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posing the adoption of a system of propor-

tional representation in the elections to the

National Council received nearly 145,000

signatures. At the popular vote taken Oc-
tober 23 last, however, the proposed con-

stitutional amendment was rejected by a

substantial majority. The chief opposition

came from the rather unexpected conserva-

tism of the Radical party, which has been
in power since 1S4S. The adoption of pro-

portional representation would give a voice

to the various groups of the opposition, par-

ticularly the Socialists, and weaken the party

in power. The Swiss Government, we are

informed by a writer in the Bibliotheque

L'nherselle \ the serious review of Lausanne),

will soon invite all the nations of the world

to a conference at Berne to consider the pro-

ject of reforming the calendar. The scheme
favored is said to be the one by which the

year will be divided into 13 months of 28

days each, with New Year's day to be an
"extra." not counting on the calendar or in

commercial transactions. A very eminent
- M. Henri bunant, the founder of the

International Red Cl iety. died on
October I - largely through hi-

influence that the first International Red
- ( Conference was held at Geneva in

1865. If. bunant received the Nobel prize

for peace in 1002.

_ B .. In the first few weeks of its life.

in the new Republic ot Portugal has
proclaimed a good many ambi-

tious plan- lor tbl omic uplift of the

country, for it- political purification and for

the general bettering of the condition of the

people. In an interview given to the press

-'nhor Jose" Relvas, Min-
identiv -peaking for the

rnment, announced that "the Republic

ippalled at the corruption of the old

cut. the Min-
will proi eed at on linst

all special pri \n the old

ill be di

i\il li-t of SXoo.or

presidential

n tin of life will

n the in-

.in

Old the

n behind then idently hoi

M tu I

rrupt 1

II undoubl

edly be slow, and perhaps be marked by
many painful experiences and surprises, such
as the serious insurrection last month in the

army, and the strike of government em-
ployees in Lisbon. President Braga and
the Republic may have the nation behind
them, but they have yet to demonstrate this

fact. Up to the middle of last month the

new Republican government had been rec-

ognized —"for the transaction of ordinary

business"—by Great Britain, France, Spain,

Italy, Germany, Russia, Sweden, Norway
and the United States. While this does not
mean formal recognition of the republican

government, such recognition will undoubt-
edly be forthcoming as soon as the new regime
at Lisbon has demonstrated its stability.

n e impress-
There was an impressive, almost

iveEndof tragic appropriateness, in the

determination of Count Leo Tol-

stoy to end his days in seclusion. When, on
November n, the news was Hashed to all

parts of the civilized world that the venera-

ble author-reformer had lied from his home,
whither no one knew, there was, at first, some
speculation and considerable criticism. Grad-
ually, however, it came to be realized that

this somber ending was the inevitable, logical

conclusion of Tolstoy's life. In a letter

which he left addressed to his wife, the aged
Russian stated that he would not return if

found, and asked her forgiveness for this

desertion "after 4s years of happiness." He
said in explanation of his action:

Do nut seek inc. I feel that I must retire from
tin- troubles of life. Perpetual k>hm-, perpetual
visits and visitors, perpetual cinematograph opera-
tors, besel me at Vasnaya Polyana, and poison
ni\ life. I want in 11 cover from (lie iruiililc of die

r> -~' A

•v.

I \ 1. I
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peasant villagi

quent upon the use

these nu-thods had severely

tried the aged philosopher.

Recently he was offered a

large >um of money for an
unpublished novel, but he

refused pyright it.

His wife opposed this course

as unwise, and the spirit of

the old ideali-t was still

further tried. A few days
after his flight Tolstoy was
heard of at a small place

known a- A.-topova. about

seventymiles from Moscow.
He had spent some days in

a convent, under the care

of his sister Maria, who i- a

nun. Hi- disappcara

prostrated his wife and
family. The exposure

travel without any com-
fort-, even without suffi-

cient funds, told severely

on the aged man. then in

his eighty-third year, and
when his favorite daugh-

ter, Alexandra, reached

him at the little hamlet

where he was lodged with

the railroad station master,

she found him suffering

severely from exposure.

The end came quietly on

November ^o. and the re-

world. It i- necessary for m\ bou! and my body mains were taken to Yasnaya Polyana for

whi< h has lived 82 years upon this earth. burial, in accordance with his requ<

COUNT TOLSTOY AND HIS FAVORITE DAUGHTER. ALEXANDRA
(She was the first to reach him when he fell sick after his flight frum

Y i^naya Polyana. and remained with him until the end)

Tolstoy had been out of sympathy with his

immediate surroundings for many years.

Hi- decision to seek solitude, however, was
probably impelled by the unpleasant relations

between the peasants on his estate at Yasnaya
Polyana and the Countess Tolstoy and his

second son, to whom, some years ago; he

deeded his estate.

Tolstoy had maintained for years
Domt'ttic that the simplicity, frankness and

essential kindliness of the p
ant- make them the nearest da— on earth

t<> the ideal Christian. He had been trying,

!-t the wishes of hi-« family, to live the

. peasant Since hi- estate pa

into the hands of hi- wife and -on. high rents

and 1 heap labor have been introduced, as

well .1- other commercial method- of raising

1'Ih- in. of poverty in his

,_ . Tolstoy was unpractical and quite
His Great- .

' .
'

ntufor out 01 tune with the spirit 01 the
4077m

a^, jn which he Iivetl. But, never-

theless, he wa- the greatest preacher of right-

eousness to his own generation, The world

severely criticized him for inflicting mar-

tyrdom upon an unwilling wife and family

whom he loved. No man is justified in doing

this for the sake of any of hi- theories, how-

ever noble and exalted. New rtheless, as this

Ri vii w remarked, in an article which we

published two yeai upon the celebra-

tion of To eightieth birthday, "just

so long a- simple, moral truth- and the honest

radical life of a fearless man who squares his

conduct by his religion continue to inspire

tlu- admiration and emulation of mankind.

so lout; will Leo Tolstoy remain one of the

,t moral force- of human history." lb

wa- one ni the great figures of all time.
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A
It was within a few days of the ation. It must be admitted also that the

^
Terrible assembling of the fourth session land reform scheme fathered by the Premier,

of the third Duma that the aged Stolypin, has already transformed a consid-

Tolstoy. heartsore at the oppression, misery erable area of the Empire and broken up, in

and corruption of Russian life and weary of large measure, the vicious communal system,

'"the zigzag of compromise'' that has un- replacing it with individual peasant propri-

willingly marked his own existence for the etorship of land. Political liberties, how-
past few years, fled from his estate to end ever, are still denied. There is, as yet, no

his days in seclusion. Several months ago freedom of speech or of the press, nor any
he wrote his vivid and terrible indictment of guarantee of personal inviolability, and mar-

the entire Russian governmental and social tial law still obtains in many sections of

system in a series of studies published UD(Ier the Empire. All this results in the terrible

the title "Three Days in a Village." This state of corruption, depression and misery

too truthful account of the actual conditions so graphically set forth by Tolstoy in the

in the I • Empire was suppressed by the story, "'Three Days in a Village." In
government at St. Petersburg, reluctantly, accordance with the brutal policy of Russi-

because Russian despotism has always hes- fication, the Finnish Diet has been dissolved,

itated to raise its linger against the man Elections will be held next month for the new
whom all Russia and all the world has hon- Diet, and then will come the final struggle

ored as it has honored Leo Tolstoy. Before on the part of the Finns to save their liber-

ion a copy of the manuscript was ties. To the Finnish contention that the

mailed to the United States and the Evening Russian Emperor Alexander I. and all his

Sun of Xew York, with commendable enter- successors agreed to respect their constitu-

pri>e. has been publishing an English trans- tion, the blunt answer of St. Petersburg is

lation by Archibald J. Wolfe. The village that Russia now wants to absorb the Grand
in question is indirectly indicated to be one Duchy and intends to do so, regardless of

on the Tolstoy estate, and it is the Tolstoys Imperial oaths or promises,

a- landed proprietors that are excoriated in

the burning words of the reformer. Hut , From the " Uttermosl East" con-

the condition- are those of the empire in gen- Far Aw„ u Si<im tinues to come reports of change
eral. Tolstoy tells how kind and good the and progress. Even Siam moves.

nit- are in alleviating distress, how they C'hulalon<rkorn I., the first King of Siam to

in the filthy, needy wayfarers with become known to the rest of the civilized

which the Russian land is .-warming, and care world, died late in October, after a reign of

for them as broth- . it is the basic 42 years. I'nder bis reign the buffer state

an people, the peasantry, of Siam made remarkable progress in the arts

that gu u- and keeps US." of civilization. A little smaller than the

He »ya in ringing sentern State of Texas in area, although nominally

independent, Siam has been virtually under
And a» all truly good do lone thepeasant* the joint protectorate of Great Britain and

en noticing that the, ,, rana . >il)(
.

t
. ,,„. Anglo-French Convention

. .
;•• Mini- Im.-si<1c.i «|<iiiih .

1
. . II

IU
|.. th(V in 1004. It was one o! the most settled ot

uh importa

m

South Eastern Asiatic states, and its

Hi.- importanc acral peace and prosperity has been largeh
Ip.'n the fan

(hl( . to ,,„. , W() American legal advisors of
.linl.iip.il. .mil lor . . .

, r ... 1
. .

he late King, Professor Edward Henry
trobel and l)r. J. I. \\ 1 tengard, both of

' the Harvard l.au School. Chulalongl

a 111. 111 ni unusual \ iii ues and < apa< ii v
\ \ 1. 1 1 • 11loranAsiatu monarch. Although nominally

ab he delegated a greal deal of his

pow< r io i oiiiini ,\ ernors. I le

Lpparently in full introduced railways, built a small navy and
l 'ram introduced some mi f education. The

»n, it hi a kin;/. < how fa Vhakropo Poowan
ludea . in his ihiiiii th year I Ii ha

• udied in Europe, 1 raveli d nun h and made
inir ti preparation? for his new dutii .

1 1 plannini • form t,



RECORD OF CURRENT EVENTS
(From October 21 to November 1

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT : AMERICAN

October 24.—The Secretary of the Interior <>r-

thesaleai auction of 1,650,000 acres of Indian

lands in < )klahi>ma.

October 27. A recount of the population of

ma, Wash., is ordered by the Director of the

Census <>n account <>i alleged frauds.

( October 31. I In- budget of New York City car-

ries $171,505,787, an increase of $8,000,000 over
that >>f the current year.

November 1. -The presentation <>f evidence

before the Interstate Commerce Commission in

tin matter of the proposed advances in railroad

freight rates is concluded at Chit

November 5. The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission uphold- the advances in freight rate- in

the southeastern territory.

"November 8.— Representatives in Congress,

State officers, and legislatures are chosen through-
out the United Statt

Elections to tin- Sixty-Second Congress result as

follow-; Republicans, i<>.s; Democrats, 225; S

ciali-t . 1.

The following State Governors arc elected:

Alabama Emmet < >'Neal 1

»

California Hiram W. Johnson l<

Colorado John F. Shafroth (D)*
Connecticut Simeon E. Baldwin l»

Idaho fames B. Hawl
Iowa '15. F. Carroll tRi*

Kansas Walter K. Stubbs (R)*
Massachusetts Eugene V 1" iss I' •

Michigan ( )hase S. < >sborn (R)
Minnesota Adolph < ). Eberhart (R)t

Nebraska
NY\ .id.

I

New Hampshire
Terse}

New York.
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvani
Rhode Island

• h ( arolina.

h Dakota
Tennessee
rexas
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Chester II. Aldri

Taslcer L. Oddk ;

Robert P. Bass R
.Woodrow Wilst

|ohn A. Dix I)

John Burb D *

Tudson Harmon I »

"

1

1

Oswald West 1

|ohn K R
Aram |. Pothier
Cok L. Bleaat D
Robert S. Vesst j R
Benjamin W. H'«i|« r

ir H. ( !o!quit I I
>

Fran< 1- E. Met ioveri
,•) M (

;iposing party

Democratic Senators will succeed Republ
in the following S Indiana. Missouri, Mon-
tana. Nebraska, New |t r-< \ . New York, Ohio,

and West Virginia.

The first Socialist member Victor

L. Berger, is clc< ted in the Milwaukee distri

A constitutional amendment granting the siif-

to women is passed in the State of Washing-
ton, but like propositions are rejected in Or.

Oklahoma, and South Dakol

In Nebraska, (iilliert M. Hitchcock (IVm.) de-

feats Mr. Burkett (Rep.) for the Senator-hip.

In Missouri. James A. Reed defeats David R.

Francis for the Democratic nomination for the

Senatorship.

1 II \l I'KI. II. M UK \-k \ * I- I Mi.. >\ IKS. W l-i i\-I\

M \\l > ELECTED GOVERN
( ll • V Mil 111
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O. B. COLQIITT, TEXAS EMMF.T o'XEAL, ALABAMA COLE L. BLEASE, SOUTH CAROLINA

NEWLY ELECTED GOVERNORS

eml*.-r 9.— President Taft leave- Washing-
ton for a tour of inspection of the Panama Canal.

November 10.—The el -to Rico
• in a n overwhelming victory fur the Unionists.

November 12.—Governor Carroll, of Iowa, ap-
nator

! the lal an 1'. I JolKver.

14.— President Taft arrives at Colon,
na. . . . J ron B. Coll to !*

1 Mr. AMrich.

mrt
oital of tli' -hall !«•

f»rie.

i-oi ill's and i,o\iK\\ii\i FOREIGN

r 21.— 'I

1

r!,in>l n
! 1 1 1 -^

for tin

.

October 30.—The French Chamber votes confi-

dence in the ministry.

November 1.— The general election in Cuba re-

sult- in continued control by the Liberals, with
slight Conservative gains....The members of

ex-Premier Franco's cabinet are indicted in Portu-
gal \ plot to overthrow the Peruvian govern-
ment i> checked and the leaders arrested. ... The
Czar approves a measure extending the zone of

residence of Jew- in Russia.

November 2. —Aristide Briand, the French pre-

mier, hand- the resignations of the ministry to
I're-ident Fallieres and i- immediately charged to
form a new cabinet. .. .The military forces of

Portugal threaten to overthrow the provisional
iiment unless promised promotions and pen-

sions are granted.

November V The retirement of I.ord Morley
from the ofho ol irj ol State for India is

officially announced; the I -'.ol ol Crewe is ap-
pointed to Bucceed him. Fifty Jesuits, the last

members of religious orders in Lisbon, an
I from Port u

1 lulu r ;. \n imperial ilrc 11 1 annout
1 parliament \\ ill be 1 ohm iked

in 191 In 1 t li.tn had bei n prom
lit open 1

!
li li.

1

l
i

bill prohil 11 i>l

turtli iiit i I tin < mi niit has

llllt

1 n du< c -

and
I In |HU

I

I lie

I 1 1
1 I '. I 1 1 1 1

1
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1 2. I 'In < hilean < abinet resigns.

I [onduran insurgent m<

n end at Amapala with t h<- sur-

i iln leader, I valad

ember 14. -More than fifty pen
killed during rioti nsl the Estrada regime in

\ ii .11 1 bellion in I Fruguaj is

rnment fon

November 15. Marshal Hermes <!.i Fonseca is

zurated as President of Brazil - 684).

I he British Ho ' ommons meets and
adjourns for thn i

November 17.—The British House of Lords
adopts the reform resolutions of Lord Rosebery.

November [8. Premier Asquith announces in

the British linn ommons that Parliament
will I"- dissolved on November 28 if the Lords re-

bill.

IMIKWI ION \l Kl I- A I IONS

: 22.—The Russian Government is

.1 drastic law against < German immigration into the

western frontier provir

October 24.— Russia declines Great Britain's

proposal to arbitrate the dispute <>\< r the seizure,

during the Russo-Japanese %\ . 1 r . of the British

imer Oldhamiu and it s American

October 25.—The International Court <>i Arbi-

tration .it The Hague renders it- decision in the

Orinoco Steamship Company dispute between the
I iiittd State- and Venezuela, awardi
the American company, with interest and costs.

ober 31.— King Alfonso declines to arbitrate

the boundary dispute between Ecuador and Peru.

November 5.—A tariff war with Germany is

threatened by the refusal of the German potash
syndicate t<> accede to the American conciliatory

proposals \ convention is signed at Managua
between the special I nited States commissioner
and members of the Nicaraguan cabinet, whereby
General Estrada will continue as President for at

least two years; a loan, secured by customs re-

ceipts, i- to be floated in the United States.

November <>. \a agreement i- reached be-

tween the Turkish Government and German bank-
ers to float a loan ol $31,500,01 i demands

guarantees having been refused.

November <>. M< \ic> demand- reparation from
the United States for the lynchii Mexican
citizen in lexas. I lie British, French, Spanish,
and Italian ministers in Portugal announce that

they are authorized to establish negotiations with
the provisional republics rnment.

Vi\ ember n>. ll nfereni < -

between the Canadian and American u
missioners, at < )t tawa, com in end \u

im nt i- signed at London by which English,
1 in. .\u>\ French bankers will participate in

•hi loan \\ hi. h an American sj ndi< ate
will make to ( hina.

Noveml m rhc diplomatic representatives
"i the Unite tny, Russia, Sweden,
.y\m\ Norway officially recognize the republican
government in P01 Lmerican <li>-

"rdi 1 rted from sevi ral points in Mi
ler.

\ the indem-
- tin ..n a anish

campaign against the Riff tribesmen I

'

to Spain a >trip of territory I Mclilla.

November 16. President Taft dine- at Pan
with President Arosemena. The I n

ment accepts the American prop
1 In- debt of Liberia.

Novemtx r 1 in openii .

dian Parliament, rea< from th

which 1 ^presses the hope that rcc ripro

tions with the I 'nit- - will lw

\\ I \ I ION

< ). 1 M.iiiri. e Tabuteau,
man biplane, remain- in the air for more tha

hours at Etampes, near Paris

Octobei laude Grahame-White wins
speed rail for the James Gordon Bennel
the International Aviation Ton;
York; his time for the 62. 1 miles is 61 mil

1 1 so onds.

( October 30. 1 hre» a, rop
York City in from the Belmont Park
tion field to the Statue of Liberty, and return;

John B. Moisant, the winner
at the rate of a mile a mini:'

.ber 31. -Ralph John
Park - in a Wright machine '

'17 1
1

new woi rd.

November 7. -P. O. Parm,
biplane from I >aj ton

sixty-five miles, in sixty-six minute
quantity of merchandise.

November 13.—M.
Paris to Brussels, making

November 14.— Eugene B. Ely rises fron

deck of the scout cruiser Bir».

Roads, and tlie< five mi
Curtiss machine.

November 17. An accident to Ralph .!

stone's aeroplane during a Bight near I >•

causes him to fall t.. hi- death from a

O I Ml K o< < I RR1 N( I s ()| I HI MON I H

•ber 21. The Nobel I'ri/i

awarded t<> Prof. Albrecht k ' lleidc:

I the New York Unh iaki -

11- quinquennial selection of nam*
the Hall of lame, including Harriet B
Oliver Wendell Holmes, and Edgar Allai

Federal offi< ers at Chicag
to the value of abo

< 1. tober 24.— Cyclon* -

cloudburst . a tidal wave, and a vi

Mount Vesuvius, cause the 1 a the

vicinity ol Naples. Iln steamer a'

wrei ked on the Newfoundland
sailors beirtg drown.

1 >. tober 25. L< gal r. pn -< nt.c

throughout tin •

1 11 \ to determine whether or not th.

to the Interstate 1 oranw r

inal Lumbt •

announo f>ioo,oao t" tin N

I British
1 ^47-

t ). t..b. 1 -7. Bidsi
.1 comprehensive new subwa) system in N
( it x -h..w that it will cost near! I
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October 28.—The strike of express helpers, be-

gun in Jersey City, spreads to New York and com-
pletely ties up the transfer business.

October 29.—Mrs. E. H. Harriman makes
formal presentation of a deed for 10.000 acr

land and Si.000.000 for the creation of a park in

New York and New Jer-

October 31.—Edward Robinson is chosen di-

rector of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. in New
York City, to succeed Sir Caspar Purdon Clarke.

November 3.—Chicago's first grand opera
son is successfully opened (see page 698).

November 4.—The Manitoba Insane Asylum,
at Brandon, is destroyed by fire.

November 6.—The Nobel Prize for phy^i

awarded to Prof. Johannes Diderik Yan der Wals,
of Amsterdam.

.ember 7.— Negotiations between officials of

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and the

general man;.. sixty-one railroads operating
of Chicago, looking toward better working

conditions, are broken off.

November 8.—An agreement is reached by the
arbitrators of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit
Company's dispute with its employees. . . .Charges
of gross discrimination in freight rates are made
against the Harriman lines by lumber companies.

November 10.—The express strike in New York
and Jersey City is declared off, the companies
granting higher wages and Bhorter boon but refus-

ing to recognize the union. .. Several villas

m Prance are inundated by swollen riven
Emperor William attends the opening lectur

the Univei A Berlin of Professors Munster-
of Harvard, and Smith, of the University of

iia.

November 13.—Wire] mmunication is

by Marconi between Italy and Nova
»bel Pria aistry is awarded

to Prof. Otto Wallach, of Gottinj

ibel Prise for literature

Johann Ludwig Heyse, the

el and noveli

h i- 1 !i

provost of the 1 ni\ Ivania.

More than one hundi-rd -iil'fra-

n I in London during a demonstra-
the Parliament building

OBI 11 \k>

'.:, brother of

- V Hall-

I

III

of Georgia, 75. . . . Captain John Carier, a well-
known English racing skipper.

October 28.— Brig.-Gen. Charles Candy, U.S.A.,
retired. 78. ..Dr. Frederick Holme Wiggin, a
prominent New York surgeon, 57. ... Victor,

Prince d'Essling, 74.

October 29.—Arthur Erwin Brown, a well-

known zoologist of Philadelphia, 60.. . Samuel W.
Bowne, a prominent manufacturing chemist of

New York, 68.

October 30.—Henri Dunant, founder of the
International Red Cross, 82.. The Duke of Vera-
gua. a direct descendant of Columbus. 73.

October 31.—John Adams Acton, the English
sculptor. .. .Sir William Agnew, founder of the
London Punch. 85. ...Josiah Phillips Quincy,
formerly mayor of Boston and a well-known au-
thor. Si. '

November 2.—Melton Prior, an eminent Eng-
lish war artist and correspondent. ... Robert
Walker Macbeth, the English painter, 62....

William Henry Brewer, professor emeritus of agri-

culture at the Sheffield Scientific School, 82.

November 3.—Hugh J. Grant, twite mayor of

New York City, 55.. . .Philip Corbin, .1 prominent
Connecticut manufacturer, 87.. .Admiral Sir

Harry Holdsworth Rawson, formerly governor of
New South Wale-. 67.

November 4.— Rev. Dr. Jerome I). Davis, for

forty years an American missionary in Japan, 73.
. . .Prince Francis Hatzfeldt, at one time German
ambassador to England, 57.

November 5. -Lyman C. Smith, the typewriter
manufacturer. 60.

November <>. -Sir Clifton Robinson, the emi-
nent English authority on street railways, 62.

November 7.—Rev. Dr. Ludwig Holmes, a

prominent Lutheran clergyman of Chicago and
a writer of Swedish sagas, 52.. ..Rev. Albeit !•'.

L\ le. the oldest graduate of the University of Cali-

fornia, 7i.. . .William A. Stone, a well-known edu-
cator "I Massachusetts,

November 8. -Prosper J. A. Berckmans, .1

prominent pomologist, 80. ...Dr. Henry Wurtz,
a well-known chemist and metallurgist, 82.

November 9, -Dr. A. Marshall Elliott, pr<

sor of romance languages al Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity, '}. Henry Lee, formerly a well-known
ch.ir.u ler ai tor.

November 11. 1 ri.di Cummings, of Connecti
1 in

, .in authority on cement and concrete, 77.

November 12. -Brig.-Gen. Beverlj Holcombe
Robert -'in. .1 veteran ol thi Confederate army,

Frol hingham I lunncwi II. .1 w( II know n

.I ubjci

itor \li

.11.111

Willi. hi.
1

inent

K
1 incut in

r, the Dan
1

.. 1 in in

Kind G. I • In 1

,

1 Indian



ELECTION RESULTS IN CARTOONS
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The Payne-Ai.drich Tariff: "Why are yon sad. papa?"
The Republican Party: "Because you were born, my son

From the Spokesman-Renew (Spokane)

IN ALBANY AT 1

By reason of the Democratic victory in New
York State last month. Tammany will at last

into the State capitol at Albany. The
"Pied Piper?." both Republican and" Demo-
cratic, piped a- usual with speeches, bands of

music, and so forth, during the recent cam-
paign, but a large part of the vote declined to

come out. The retirement of Colonel Roose-
velt to hi- fireside at I y after thr
election- is amusingly portrayed in the car-

toon be!'

^*"V/-

Mil IM I J> PI;

the Leader (Clevel

'NOER v 'in mi i
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The statement al

Champ Clark, b
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the elef
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Re-
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V, ;
/

''

"IXJNT SHOOT—ILL COME DOWN"

The tariff on woolens, represented in the
cartoon by the lamb, will probably be one
of the hr-t subjects to be dealt with in any
new rev: tariff. The rescue of the

imer by MOM Mr. Cora Crop" is Mr.
McCutcheon's humor' ting the

t of the recent bountiful corn cro]

the cost of livinj -idcnt Taft got "away

"rescued from robbers; or, 11LKRAV for old
MR. CORN CROP!"
m the Tribune (Chicago)

from politics" in more than one sense when
he inspected the Panama Canal—a great
non-partisan American enterprise. That
the President may have some difficulty in

finding the Democratic majority in the next
Congress when he -jets ready to unload on
it his proposed legislative measures, is the

motion of another cartoonist.

AW*



JOHN LA FARGE, THE ART 1ST

JOHN LA I \R(iK. who died at the age of

•' seventy-five, on November [4,was the dean
American painters. His life's work was

an important factor in the development of

our native .irt. No! <>nly are hi- mural

paintings of superlative excellence, but

through his illustrations, his stained glass,

hi- writing and lectures <>n art. and thn
the executive positions he held, such as

dent of the Society of American Arti-t-.

the ol his personality influenced the

fine arts in America for the best during a

period of nearly forty years.

Mil is born in New York, the

I rench na\ al offii er, \\ ho was .1

from tin revolution in San Domingo.
I

I tudied art in Paris,

1 i hi- return to America came under
tin- influ \\ illiam M. Hunt. I

Led to paint some mural
nrat rrinity Chun h, Boston, which

followed b) similar decorati

Thomas' Church, New York, recentl)

stroyed l>y nd, later, the remark;

mural d< th< \-

\ x rk.

M..nv critics considi

in gl; his most distinct contribution to

art. He invented new methods in the pr.

taming ivhich affected the entire

art. Among the remarkable windows de-

signed and executed by him i> the "Battle''

window in the Memorial Hall at Harvard.
: to the National

nny in 1869, and was president of the

Soci< American Art i-t - when it am
mated with the Academy. He \\a> presi<

of the S ol Mural Painters, and an

officer "t' th« I lonor. Il< was the

author <>i "An tters from Japan,"
isiderations on Painting,"

Life in Art.*' and oth'



DOLLIVER—A TRIBUNE OF THE
PEOPLE

TpHE tributes that have been paid to the year? ago, when he was one of the three or

character and public services of*Senator four speakers who worked most effectively

Dolliver, of Iowa, who died on October 15, for Taft's election, Dolliver had grown in

have come as freely from Democrats as from power as a platform speaker and in repute and
Republicans, and a- generously from the influence as a Republican leader. Although

it "standpat," wing of the party, Mr. Dolliver had not found himself able

Erom the progr

ive element of which
Senator Dolliver was
so prominent a leader.

Jonathan P. Dolli-

ver was the son of an

eloquent M ethodis

t

minister, who rode a

circuit in the West Vir-

ginia mountains. As
boy-. Secretary Knox
and Senator Dolliver

w e re fellow-student

s

in a \\ • -• Virginia col-

s only

about eighteen y
old when he finished

his studies at Morgan-
n, and by the time

he was of age he had
l admitted to the

and had made hi-

home in Fort I I

1. This
i I remarkable

intt for political

n, and hi-

skfl] and p
platform spea I

brought him into I

promini

of I

and lor th. i |.

Dolli

t In-

I

IIJKil

I

during the past year
to work with Presi-

dent Taft and the ad-

ministration in certain

matters that seemed
to the Senator of pri-

mary importance, the

President was ready
to say of him after his

death: "The Senate
has lost one of it-

ablest debaters and
most brilliant states-

nun. The country has

losl a faithful public

servanl

The Hon. James
Wilson, our veteran

Secretary of Agricul-

ture, who had been

intimately associated

with Senator Dolliver

for t wen t y-fi ve or

thirty years, has .sent

lo the editor of this

Ri.\ 11 w the following

tribute:

I !l( 111' i'.". ...I |r,||,|-

1 li.ui I'. I tolliver as ii

m mi\ other
I men "t the past,

from .1 family of high
in oral .1 11 'I

prim ipl< 1 ombined
with

Dolliver
• > I Well'

to Him
1 MM in hi ni'l pul -

I . I In |.. OI)l( 111 I Ik ii

• . I . .1 I <

I

(
'

I Ik ill,

'

I

I

I

u ill

I r, in. m.
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r it' they will ever -< <• his

in. I li- . olli - lament the

i theii T "l lovable •

world i- poorer, in. and k ss

.iitr.. .'haii Prentiss Dolliver left it

ird.

Mr. Roosevelt, writing in the Outlook con-

cerning Dollivt : public useful-

v - that he had known the

tor intimately for twent) ind ends his

eulogy with the following senteni

I toiliver wa hool

iraham Lincoln. Il< scorned to do injustice

i.i the wealthy; he would ha>
: the

rich m. in a- quick! I any
nil yet I bring

about conditions which should be in the int'

of the plain p. 1 should make thiscount t

mil and industrial,

democracy. II. riot and
public servant, and the ountry
by hi.- death.

Dolliver's colleague, Senator Cummins, of

i a, in an address which made due note

of lovable personal qualities, gave the fol-

lowing testimony retjardins: his power i

debater and public speaker:

In debate he wa- easily the leader of the Senate.
lan surpassed him in the accuracy of his analy-

sis, the depth of hi- thought or the thoroughm
his investigation, and no man approached him in

the art of expression. He wa- nobly endowed
with a mind that could explore all the t

moral-, philosophy, literature an 'aft, .ini\

t incingly upon all these tl

but unc|i; ting -it't wa- his

>wer of speech. He i use his

mother tongue that every word he -poke i hal-
I immediate attention and carved it-elf into

lull relief upon the memory of hi- audience. His
wa- plain and simple, but it had a funda-

mental quality that made it the !

tor the idea In was seekinf .\. ["hose who
I him remembered what he said because it

hat he had put his

in tli. m which it could lie put, and
then an ver in which will not

hich ha
classics in form and a permanent part of the 1

tureof the subjects to which they til

Bristow, of Kansas, wh
d with Dolliver a- a member of the

group o:
j n ( he la-t two

write- in a per-

r:

i l)olli\

if hi-

harmin.
irable

I the
which he I

tator Beveridj! in Indiana
after Dolliver'.- death, dwelt especially upon
the part the late Senator had taken in the

parliamentary struggle over the I'ayne-

Aldrich tariff, and -aid. among other thi

In -
1 tolliver

tning into hi- lai

ind the pr
brilliant mind.

I li- la-- nths
he Tariff Commission in which he

renounced the "old-time political meth
partisan clap-clap" was hi- historic uttei

1 sometimes wonder if tl know just

what it meant to men like Dolliver and I

other- who fought the good i

ths. The
maioril th parties in tl,

little work. The pr Republican
I'hi- meant from t lu-

pin -ical view point, that we had to -it in the stifling

of tin- S .

. hful

Few who wanted the l.ill put through right or

wrong ti hand and relieved on-

other. Hut all of th. - had
v tin ri their

National Librar nit.

night, while m ike their

amusements and their rest, Dolliver ami thi

who -t<«Ml with him had ir to

their home- and study until (WO or thro
in the morning to be readv for the conflict the)
had planned out. There i- not a man of them
who did not impair his health. And this

it meant physically. The strain told on Dolliver
more than anyone else.

from the other viewpoint it n ism,

contempl insults and every form
ted to 1h- supporting us then.

uprising of the people hail not >et come,
political and personal friend- told u> that we wi re

making terrible political and personal mistakes.
The leader- of the opposition ;

All thi- had it- ph\ - well a- a it

and moral i

:

.it the ; nd in

the fight no man
.r Dolliver.

Thus, step l'\ - ;hting the peopl)

he wint to hi lint he went

Pr. Richan the University

of Wisconsin, the well-known economist,

direct- attention in the following letter to

certain of Senator I olliver's traits and h.

of thought that had been revealed b;

spondew

trticularl

tor 1 >- »1

1

genei ! le did i
ich what

u what he b irn. He was
ind wa- to havi

led in 1

hi- wh • >-ity in

r the understanding he had

th it impressed m
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nition of the metes and bounds of the progress-

ive movement. I quote as follows from a letter

dated September 28, 1901: "Of one thing I am
profoundly certain: that no good can come from
those agitations which have for their object the
overthrow of the great institutions of society,

such for example as the law of property and
the law of the family.

- '

If all the progr -and. may I add, the in-

surgents—of the country will hold steadily to this

fundamental position of Senator Dolliver's they
are not likely to go far wrong. The progressive

movement, to be safe, and to continue to be fruit-

ful, must rest back upon property and contract,

and find its support in the millions of property
owner?-, and especially home owners, scattered

throughout the length and breadth of the land. I

am sure I am speaking in entire sympathy with

Senator Dolliver's views when I >ay that the
g

thing needed is not the overthrow of property, but
to increase the number of property owners, having

1 aim to "universalize property." if 1 may
venture to employ this term.

In view of what is said about the courts the

\ing quotation from Senator Dolliver's letter

will hare a special interest: "What you say about
our duty of emphasizing the sacredne^s of law, and
purifying the administration of justice, touches <mr
problem in a most vital way. I realize that in order

the old-time dignity of the courts we
mu^-t have j' ho in < haracter at least are

led to n The procedure of the courts
• to be freed from technicalities, and some

•.t the merit > of every cause
whether civil or criminal. I he bar must be rid of

i the whole atmos-
phere .d>out the court h d and venti-

I."

I will 1 lose thia letter, which I wish !•
j irded

r Dolliver, with a quotation
'•howin^ hi- recognition, along with John Stuart

Mill, of the I

or. < m
r hand, r hi- quot

liver's n nature:

of your let-

'>k in tl. the more I med-
fi it, the more it looks to me tli.it these

prolific hey will be,

n the 1 her than 1

the

Dolhoute, KM iety

ice* which arc to produce the

long
•

in in the
;i 1 f >-

1 iin-

!l to

with the

!

well complacently join with Profer—or Huxley in

welcoming that friendly comet ot his :> smite the
earth and its inhabitants, and bring the miserable
business to an end."

It is probable that a volume may be pub-
lished of selections from Dolliver's speeches,

illustrating his skill and power as an orator.

An example of his style as a speaker will be

found in the following sentence> from his

famous tariff speech of June 13, iqio.

although the printed words do not convey
much idea of the peculiar power and mag-
netism infused by his personality into all of

his platform utterances:

How long does the Senate of the United States
propose that these great interests, affecting every
man, woman and child in the nation, shall be
managed with brutal tyranny, without debate and
without knowledge and without explanation, by
the very people that are engaged in monopolizing
the great industries of the world, that propose to

impose intolerable burdens upon the market place
of our country ?

ir .1- 1 am concerned, I am through with it.

I intend to fight it, but I intend to fight it .1- >.

Republican and as an American citizen. 1 intend
to fight without fear— 1 do not care what may be
my political fate, i have had a burdensome .u^\

• me experience in public lite now these

twenty-five years. 1 am beginning to feel the
pressure of that burden. I do not propose that

the remaining years of my life, whether t boy lie in

public affairs or in my private business, shall be
given up to a dull consent to t lie success of all these
( onspiracies, which do not hesitate before our very

1 he lawmaking power ol thel nited

multiply their own wealth and to till the

market places with witnesses ot their avarice and
of their greed.

I .mi through with it. I intend to fight

Republican^for a free market pla this conti-

nent.

For the day i- 1
I
deal nearer

than many think -when a in w il justice,

inspirations, new volunteer enthusiasm
good government shall tak —ion ol the

of .dl our people, the tinu 1- at hand
when the laws will be respected b\ great and
small alike; when fabulous million-, piled hoard
upon board by cupidit) and greed, and used to

Cm. on .- 1

1

i| modern life, -hill t

• n 'il di-i in< t ion. Imt r.illi.

• dit . and it ma) l>< ood time
< oming, w Inn 1 In- people hall

nt< 1 pi 1
. h and pi •

w lil< h 1 •

to lli- childn when th ici . bl-

ind in 1 hi habit ol 1

1

niiiiinii \

,

will
1

and di -

it 1

1



REAL PRESIDENTIAL POLITICS
IN BRAZIL

BY DAVID LAMBUTH

TpHE young King, that Portugal, is of the army. He introduced military drill
1 a victim of the stars. Twenty-one years and discipline into all the gymnasiums un-

on the 15th of November Brazil declared der government supervision. He established

her independence, set up the Republic and throughout the country a "Linhade Tiro,

banished forever Horn Pedro II. the last im- species of National Guard, armed and drilled

perial representative in the \Yv. World of the by the federal government, in which a certain

royal house of Por-

tugal. On that same
day, under evil plan-

w .1- Manuel the

- ond born. Nearly

twenty-one years
later he entertained

the Marshal Hermes
da Ponseca, Presi-

dent-elect of Brazil,

and on that day
broke out the Revo-

lution in Portugal.

Hermes, nephew of

Deodoro, the first

military dictator of

the Republic of

Brazil, -at banquet-

ting with the King
when the firingbegan
that was to drive

this other branch of

the Braganzas from

his throne. The
fa m i I y ^i t h e

IV uncle and
nephew, appear to

be the appoinl

levelers of kin.

MS IV 5HAL HERM
THE NEW PRt OF BRAZIL

\ \1 \\ 01 I » 1 I DS, \\c<Kl>-

amount of -cr\

;

obligatory,
though army and
Davy h..- tra-

ditionally at

Brazil, he lent bis in-

fluence to that \

ous naval policy

which ha- bull I

Brazil to-day tu

the most powerful

tleships at! oat.

He i> not a think-

er, but a man i>i

action. When in

Penna's cabinet. dis-

cussioo grew angry
over the right i^i the

President to name
his successor,
Hermes, suddenly

struck with the un-

tenability of the sit-

uation, scribbled a

word in blue pencil

on the back of «;

ments in his hand.

He shoved it o\ er to

the President. It

hi- resigna-
tion it

-

tion. And there and
\ d yet he knows how to hold his tongue

Such is the man that on the 15th of Novem- and hi- hand. When the popula Rio

ber, when the Republic •
! celebrated were afraid, on every moment of that c

najority, stepped to the President's chair, ful fifth of r. lest Marshal Hermes,
Of his personality it i- not easy to -peak, for soldier and man o\ action, who was then in

the heat and d the firsl -ted elec- Lisbon, should make one slip and brinsi the

in the Republic ha- 11 eared away, world clattering about tl

<i\ili-t Militaristas tell very different Brazil, he w Ming with rem.: dex-

But three thing- are characteristic terity a situation as difficult as any man could

Vs Minist \\ • • ring the administra H st ^<i the King, but he

Pn Penna, he reorgan- was at heart the friend of the Republic He
antly increased the efficiency could not put out a hand when men of his
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own kindred fought for the liberty he had
himself helped to achieve across the Atlantic.

He must stand idly by and display nothing

while Bernadino Machado. the active soul of

the Revolution and a Brazilian born, struck

the last grip of monarchy from the Portuguese

race. Nevertheless, ail these things he did.

He has enemies who say in Brazil that he

only follows the advice of others. There is an

eastern proverb to the effect that the foolish

man who hearkens to the advice of the wise is

safer than a wise man wh< - - alone. Per-

haps it is true.

Hermes Rodrigu. nseca was born in

j in Rio Grande do Sul, the southernmost
state of Brazil. Rio Grande do Sul like

Texas is for the must part rolling plains where
cattle range on the long grass and the wind
blows cold and piercing from the south-and-

Like Texas also it has been the stage

for border warfare. The "gaucho" rides the

range, sleeps on his saddle, faces the bitter

wind and thinks lightly of life or death. The
rous Uruguayan on the south and the in-

domitable Paraguayan on the northwest have
bred a hard-riding, hard-hitting race in these

border -tates. And the climate ha- favored

them. It i- 'gaucho" from Rio
Grande do Sul that rding to rumor
control- the complicated mechanism of Bra-

nil i:l SID] \ I I'l w \ t/n.

zUian politics. Hermes himself i- more the
man of action than of culture or erudition.

There are those hi Brazil who laugh at his gram-
mar. Put heknowshow tohandle a situation.

IK was beside his uncle during the stirring

days < . t'tie birth of the Republic, hut claimed
no political position. He said then as he said

man)- times later that his place was in the ana
not in the forefront of public life. Xcverthe-
less il i- recorded of him that more than once
he held hi- uncle back from violence, pleading
for the establishment of a state upon a firm

basis of civil law instead of on the military

despotism urged by Deodoro's friend-. After
the ill-fated revolt in the military school at

Rio where he had been a leather he was ap-

pointed he. id of the new military school at

Realengo I li- discipline and hi- admini
tion wen i thai shortly after he

made a marshal and i hosen bj Aff<

a for tin- Portfolio of War in [906. \

1 a hali ago the storm " 1 he lasl t In

• m to bn Tl mIIi mi. -

-.< ith< 1 In- 1 abinet and lati 1 bei .out
,

ndidatc "i tai i-tic

!- ni ol Brazil.

ill PI ii'i 11 MING I'l

Milii in ii. though tin
1

ii. .1. it

. ni-
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idents had been self-perpetuating I ><

odoro da Fonseca and his Vice-Presideni

Floriano Peixeto were little more than ap-

pointees of the Republican leaders. When i il-

eum to speak plainly, the desertion

of th( d Deodoro to resign, it was

erved out the unfinished term,

choosing as his K>r the first civil Presi-

dent, Prudente de Moraes, of the state oi

Paulo. No other candidate appearing,

he was elected without contest, and in the

same manner Campos Salles alter him, who
also was a Paulista. Rodrigues Alves, a na-

tive of the 9ame state, was elected likewise,

and then came AfTonso Penna of the rival

state of Minas. Each man had nominated
his successor and thrust him <>n the parly.

There being but one visible party, they in

iheir turn thrust him on the people and with

wide acclaim Brazil elected him at the polls

all in good time. It was a neat system, hut it

had its faults. A time came when the party

objected to the man .-elected for them.

Penna, coming from Minas Geraes, settled

upon David Campista, his Ministerof Finance,

i" come after him. Hut the party revolted.

I >a\ id Campista they would not have, and to

explain the difficulty they suddenly conceived

the importance of a nominating convention.

In the earlier day- Sao Paulo had been the

home of Presidents. Latterly Minas was hav-

ing her innings. Therefore Sao Paulo was

1

'

riCIAl N'EUTRAl ITY IN III

CTh'

Janeiro, here sh'.ws Dr. N inder

Dr. I'. -ling him in tl.

ibosa.

the motto

jealous and all th- other -tate- besides. The
Minas dynasty was not to he perpetuated.
So a nominating convention was invoked to

solve tin- puzzle.

AN "INSURG] \ 1

'"

tlO\ I MINI

In matter- political Hra/il was still

corporation. The oligarchy met and con-

sidered thing I was called upon to

appoint the convention. Hut here there was
unexpected trouble. Led by the same Ruy
Barbosa who had crowned himself and Brazil

with honor at The Hague in 1007. iulo,

Minas, and a portion of Hahia's representa-

tion refused to enter, alleging reasonably

enough that Congress being by Brazilian law

the final arbiter of election- could not fairly

put forward for nomination it- own candi-

date. That was a vicious circle they would
not tolerate. Hut Congress was obdurate.

Ruy Barbosa's eloquence was of no avail.

The convention nut. and these tlm

walked out. And 90*00 the 22d of May. a

year and a half ago, the party in power,

sembled in Rio. nominated Marsha] Hermes
for President o\ Hra/il.

Meanwhile the revolting faction did not

sleep. S I' ulo through history, climate.
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no Difl da cheqadr. rso Dia m 5ahiDa...

SlbRHlI'—sJ

MARSHAL FONSECAS UNWAVERING DIPLOMACY
\:/*o thus shows the deferential attitude of the newly elected Brazilian pr. the Portuguese mon ien ho

lar.'J when he left)

and productiveness is a hotbed of independ-
Mlnas, with her mountainous ruj

her first daughter and follov

Bahia was always full of a spirit of its own.
I than a coincidence that in Minas

the lir-t attempt- at a republic in Brazil.

I that from Sao Paulo came
utionary leader-, nor that

on the i Ypiranga Dom
l '1 him • the 1 mpire of

from the dominion of Portugal.

1
t the

i t Brazil-

• die.

no
ii' /i i.

\ call

rs and with signed credentials in their

hand-. It was not through an inner ring that

Barbosa wanted to work. For the firs! time
Brazil it was the popular voice thai -poke.

Out of marly a thousand counties 528 ap-
peared, and on the 22d of May, 1000. the
Civili-' i Convention mel in the Lyrico
Theater in Rio de Janeiro to inaugurate a

new political development in the Republic.
It was a historic day. Shaking off inertia

and studied indifferent e, and initiating a cam
paign again 1 t hat popular ig hi< Ii

1 been the polit i< a] -< hemi 1 tock in

. the middle < hre\n

into a poli tii al st ruggle. Ii wa - bul 1 he

\ 1 j . I

! R i

,

the national < i> ili ta part) boi n

finite prim iplea and w ii h

1 hat ii •
1 dctci mined to

I he old had
the Ki rheki publi< an pi

pi tin in Id "i its ad
I .lie II' I • ll.lUe
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followed. Fixed in it- power, the party only

lit within itself and intrigued for the

division of the spoil-. But at last, on the

lion of the monopoly of influence in the

hands of a few, a man had risen whocould lead

the people t" self-expression. Nevertheless

the convention struggled for days over a

method of procedure. A— i/ Brazil, at that

time Minister to Argentina, demanded the

formulation of a definite platform and the

selection of a man who could support it.

Barbosa, on the contrary, urged that the

choice of a man who could carry the people

with him was the matter of vital importance.

The platform would take care of itself. A
magnetic personality was the need of the

hour. In that Barbosa was right and won.

And it was Barbosa himself that the conven-

tion chose to lead the people's part of Brazil.

BRAZIL'S llk-l PRESIDENTIAL! IMFAIGN

-"it was that the fight was on. It was the

lir-t real nominating coin ention m the history

of the Republic. More than that, it was the

first contested election. Hut more significant

-till, it was the lir-t great educational cam-
paign in which a candidate -tumped the

country, speaking everywhere to enormous
and enthusiastic crowds upon the vital ques-

tion- of national life and policy. It was a

vivifying mission to the electorate of the

country and Barbosa was pre-eminently the

man for the place. Two things were the

targets for his attack. He directed his lucid

and vigorous oratory against the concentra-

tion of power in the hands of the clique and
the failure of a so-called representative govern-

ment to represent. At the same time he

attacked what he saw a- the militaristic

m nan-, control by the army, the subservience

of civil power. For month- he worked a.- if

incapable of fatigue, writing and speaking
pungent effect A- an educational campaign
Brazil had known nothing like it. It -tirred

the dullest corners into a dawning recognition

of the meaning of representative government.
ung the inert to a sense of public duty.

The lir-t of March, mio, wa- election day.

Fonseca carried the North bya huge majority.

There were -tattering votes for Barbosa in

the South. In Minas and iulo. where
his strength lay. the return- did not -how that

he had carried either -tate. 1

elected, on the face of the returns, but with

the cry of fraud the Civili.-ta party set a.

ntest of the election returns. Of ir-

regularitie- there i- no question, but whether
Barbosa was actually >r not it i- im-

ible to tell. Two hundred thou-and
-t four hundred thou-and votes, were

the official figui

In the end perhaps it i- bitter so. Bar
i^ an orator and a thinker— scarcely an ad-

ministrator. His it was t the first

time the political consciousness of hi- people.

Hi- it was to launch a genuine national party
in Brazil. The hand of Hemes 1

may .guide the nation more surely <>n its

coarse. It may be that he will inject into

military circles and administrative affairs

something of the efficiency and the rigid

of discipline he ha- already shown, be that

a- it may. the Republic ha- reached it- ma-
jority in Brazil. Year by year the nation has

moved forward, strengthening her hold, clari-

fying her vision, enlarging her activities. All

is not done in a day. There b- much beyond.

But Brazil has at last laid hold Intelligently

of the essential principles of representative

government. With growing confidence and
larger education she will mak< her

gain. There are many promises in these four

rs ahead*

I HE BOND OF THE MOTHi R PONGI

eea of th at Btu. _. Ro-



THE AMERICAN PRODUCTION OF
MAETERLINCK'S "BLUE BIRD"

BY JEANNETTE L. GILDER

•jar ago last month the New Theater, a really independent playhouse, was opened to the

New York public. This was an event of significance to the entire American art world. The theater

is not endowed or subsidized. It \va- established by a group of wealthy men, who have invested

their money "with no other purpose in view than to provide a playhouse where superior art and plays
of literary excellence are to Ik- presented regardless of the returns .it the box-office." During the year
the management presented a number of plays that fulfilled these high ideals—and some that did not.

It also inaugurated 4 productions at very low prices, for the particular benefit of the city's

population who are n ly the regular rates. The first of these "low price evenings" (October
made rr le by the first presentation in Xew York of "The Blue Bird," the beautiful

allegory of the search for happiness which is one of the later masterpieces of the Belgian Shakespeare.
Maurice Maeterlinck. Miss Gilder considers the play from the standpoint of a veteran theater-goer

and dramatic critic. Her references to the text of the play are particularly to the translation of the

original French of Maeterlinck, by Alexander Teixeira de Mattos, published in this country by Dodd,
Mead & Co.

—

Thf. Fditor.]

" T^HE Blue Bird" is the sort of dramatic than a Fairy Play, it is an allegory, just as

literature that we expected the Xew much as "Pilgrim's Progress" is an allegory.

Theater to give us. and that it did not do so The play as given at the Xew Theater is the

during the first year of it- existence was a translation of Alexander Teixeira de Mattos,

surprise and a disappointment, but like every and, with the one exception of the Forest

new enterprise the Xew Theater had to feel Scene, which is especially difficult to rcpro-

ay. Most groping i> done in the dark, duce, is given in its entirety.

but the groping of the \< ••• Theater was done Maeterlinck's plea in this play is a simple

in the light where the- world saw and pitied, one -that it is not necessary to go far afield

laughed ling to it- humor, in search of happiness: it is at our door if we
eneral public as are interested only know just where to look for it. You

in the dran, ted that the Xew Theater may tell this to people in plain prose, and
1 for the highest sort of they pay no attention, but if you tell it to

dramatic art, whether it madi I money them in poetic allegory and act it before

by i' and I frankly i that their eyes with striking scenery and gorgeous
I ere disappointed costumes, it make- an impression that mere
with th« .!- Mot that one words cannot make. Of the many people

t results in a tir-t among my acquaintance who have seen "The
ndard was not what I had Blue Bird," only one or two have failed to be

r impressed by it, but these one or two were
did] that unimaginative and looked at things in a prac-

r tical way, considering it absurd thai Bi

iould< ut a slice off ol his stoma* h and band it

5 to the children to eat. The ( hildren did nbl

fell upon il and ate il with

I rdity, to people

but ii I ha vi

death,
i thing to ili< in,

id tli. it

' he dead than

I Bill M|| i ml
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it is rather sad when Gaffer Tyl add?. "We
have no other amusements."
The play opens with a scene in a wood-

cutter's cottage. There are two children

asleep in their bed. one at the foot and one

at the head. These children are Tyltyl and
MytyL They are just waking up: it is Christ-

eve. There is no prettier scene in the

play than when these two youngsters in their

"'nighties" tiptoe acr> tloor and look

out the window at the Christmas festivities

in the house of a rich neighbor acros> the

street. Their conversation is most natural

and is given in the short, terse sentences for

which Maeterlinck, as well as Ibsen, is con-

spicuous. As they are dancing about the

.. enter to them the Fairy Beryl une.

They think that she is their neighbor. Madam
Berlingot, but the fain - denies any relation-

ship or any likeness to that lady. She in-

vites the children to go with her to her house
to rind the Blue Bird, which is the synonym
for happiness. They go with her, not out by
the door, but out by the window, delighted

GW 1.M><>|.\ S' VALENTIN) VS "\\ VI I d"

with the idea of the adventure. Before they

leave the woodcutter's cottage, the Fairy
1

yltyl, the boy, a cap to wear with a

large diamond in it. With this diamond he

i an see into the souls of such everyday com-
modities as bread, sugar, milk, light, fire

and water. With a turn of the diamond,

er comes from the pump, and dances
fully across the stage; from the hearth

I ire; out from the bread pan steps

with hi i ) fing( rs, thai

in the play he bn aks off Is to I he
i hildrcn From
the tall oul and

prcttil t he < hildn n I In I

the

( hild "in

lithful the un
:

Mill

i iini

..M h

..i the

i hili In < .ill
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the boy. and the little girl from any mis-

adventure.

From the palace of the Fain- they proceed

to the Land of Memory, which in this allegory

stands for Heaven, and they find their dead
and gone grandparents and the little brothers

and - hat preceded them to the "realms
above. " Xeither the Fairy, nor the cat, the

dog, nor any of the other fanciful characters.

accompany them to the Land of Memory.
The children wander in the mist, and when
the mist rises two figure- are seen at a cottage

door, both sound asleep. Tyltyl recognizes

them. "It is grandad and granny." he ex-

claims. The children rush toward them and

IN IN L

.ire recognized. " \\ < are always here wait-

ing for a visit from those who are alive!"
1 iranny Tyl. "They come so sel-

dom." rr I \ 1 remind- them thai on

rtain day they though! of her. They
admit thai the) did. Ii is then tl

\\

'

"ut hinl we wake up
1

I \ I nor
'

i
i dead.

".

N
I n a

l

word.
w

i
, ! I

|
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I'm i . i : I- ii nice here? ... ... I have managed to for a

(i\iii es; not bad, not bad; moment to warn you; but I greatly fear that
and, if one could just ha\ i

is is not mmon idea of heaven, nor

do v, r 1 1 1 a- higher than heaven.
; us who were brought up in an ortho-

way were told that earthly pleasures,

such re not missed. Finally the

children od-by to their grandparents

and their little brothers and sisters, and the

: rinds them in the palace of Night.

There, on a thr iter of the

stag) . sits th<- Queen of Night. At her hack

i- a door of brass; at either side of the steps

of her throne are figures supposed to repre-

sent sleep; there are also mysterious doors

at either side of the stage, down towards

the front. Upon this scene, from the right,

enters the Cat. Night and the Cat meet as

Friends.

NlGHT: What i- the matter, child? . . .

You look pale and thin and you are splashed

with mud to your very whiskers. . . .

Have you been fighting on the tiles again, in

the snow and rain? . . .

Tin Cat: It has nothing to do with the

tiles! . . . Ft's our secret that's at stake!

It"- the beginning of the end!

there i- nothing to be done.

The warning that the Cat brins- to Night
i-. that the two children, the woodcutter'
and daughter, have the magical diamond and
are coming to demand the Blue Bird. Night
i- greatly distressed at the attitude oi Man, as

represented by the children:

NlGHT: What times we live in! . . .

I never have a moment's ... I

cannot understand Man, these last few \

What is he aiming at ? . . . Must he

absolutely know everything? Already he

tured a third of my Mysteries, all

my Terrors are afraid and dare not I.

tin- house, my Gho-ts have taken flight, the

greater part of my 111. . . .

As Night and the Cat are talking, Tyltyl,

Mytyl, bread. Sugar, and the iter.

The Dog k< to the children. Night
questions them as to their mis-ion. Tyltyl

admits that he has come to find the Blue

Bird, and demands the keys of the mysterious
door-. Tlnse Night reluctantly hand- to him.

The fir-t door that Tyltyl op one that

leads to thehall of Ghosts. When he swings the
door back on it- hinges the Ghosts appear.

Bread and Sugar are frightened,but Tylo.the

dog, leaps at them, barking. Night

stick and drives them back and the doors

swing to on their hingi s. Another d<>or is

opened by the bold Tyltyl. and through this

door rushes out a little Sickness with a

name si .m Indian chief Cold-in-

the-Head. rTeishurru ; into his cavern

and the door Tyltyl

open- the next door, from out of which the

Wars would come if th< not quickly

pushed shut with Tyltyl ain-t it.

ome, altogether," exclaim- Night, "push
hard! bread, what are you doing? . . .

Push all of you! I
!

g they

. . . Ah. that"- it

!

They are

giving way! ... It wa- high time!

Did you see them? . .

Tyltyl confesses lie did. and found them

"huge and awful." V nto

the cave of Shade- and Terror-. Tyltyl looks

into the depth- of the. mini:. "Oh.
how terrifying they are'" but Night telb him

they are chained, so he closes that door and

on to the next. behind this door

are the invisible Perfumes th< Night.

"Oh, what pretty ladie-'" exclaim- .Mytyl.

" How well they dance," remarks the critical



-
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Tyltyl. .vhimi one
Mytyl. ire the Per-

fumes of m Night tells her. An-
other door reveals Germs and Microbes, and

I that the Blue
Bird is not ht-hind any of those d

termination to open the big

i the back of Night's throne. She
ent him, but he insi-t-; the door i-

ind Myria Blue Bird- are

flying about. He catches the birds in his

arms, but they die. and the child .vith

it trying to comfort him.

The next scene in the book is the Forest

e, but that has been omitted and in the

play we pass on tothegraveyard,avery pretty

scene and a very impress] The
i- frightened, and Mytyl .htened, but
Tyltyl is not.

Mytyl {pointing to //• the

doors of their houses?

Tyltyl: '\

Mytyl: Do they at when it'-

fine? ....
ltyl: They can only go out at

night. . . .

Mytyl: Why? . . .

Tyltyl: Because they are in their

shirts. . . .

Mytyl: Do they go out also when it

rains? . . .

Tyltyl: When it rains they stay

home. . . .

Mytyl: fs it nice in their homes? . .

i'M : They say it's very cramped. . . .

Mytyl: Have they any little chil-

dren? . . .

Tyltyl: Why, yes; they have all tl

that die. . .

Still Mytyl i- not reassured, and when the

clock strikes twelve and -he know- th.

are I" open and the dead will come forth, -he

clings to her brother tor protection. Then in-

; of the dead, the transformation -hows

rd planted thick with lilies. One
nit that they are not very real l<

-. but tiny serve I Mytyl.
I'h' nting the Kingdom of the

Futu I in tin-

It reveals th< »f the Izure Palace

whet hildren wait that are yet to be
born. These little unborn- in their blue veils

thetic lot. Tyltyl. Mytyl and Light

enter upon this scene. The other characters
do i, |th them. The unborn chil-

dren mh excited at seeing the live

children; t
'' \d around them.

TYLTYL: Why do they call u- the little live

(hildren?

Light: Hi they them- ire not

alive yet. . . .

Tyltyl: What are they doing, then? . . .

Light: They an ting the hour of

their birth.

Tyltyl: The hour of their birth? . . .

Light: Yes; it i- from here that all the

children come who are born upon our earth.

Each await- hi- day. . *. . When the

fathers and mothers want children, the

great door- which you see there, on the

right, are opened and the little

down. . .

The talk between the live children and the

unborn children i- very pretty and imes
witty. In the midst of the s ther

Tinii i • opal I the back of the

turn upon their hinges, and there we
ley with Father Time standing on the

Are they re hour has

struck?" he a>k-. and all the children ru-h

rd- him a- though they wanted i

born, but from these he -

Some try to rush aboard the galley without

being called, but they are i

-ent back by Time. At first the old man
not discover I \ It >1. Mytyl and Li^ht, but
when he do, iunded and furious

and threaten- them with his scythe. They
slip away and e him.

In the nexl the children bid farewell

to their friend- Light. Bread. Sugar. Tire ;

Milk. The saddest part with T
The children are loathe t«> part from their

new-found friends and weep bitterly. Light

trie- to pacify them. that I

am speaking to you in i

twinkling -tar. in >

that i every lamp that i- lit. in r
nl bright thought of youi

I -tell!

The hour is striking! . Good-
. . . The . . .

In with you! In wit

Shi hildren through tl.

and !

' rest

their tear- while !

Th<

cuttt ith the children in

and I hi ir parent nt\ the

younj heir fri<

1 and Tylo Poor Mummy
Tyl think- that ing with li •

r

are going to die Father Tyl 1

philosophically; he thinks that thcyh.r.
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dreaming. When Neighbor Berlingot en-

ters, the children think that ?he is their

Fairy friend. She tells them how ill her little

girl is, and how she craves the blue dove that

belongs to the children. Tyltyl goes to the

cage, takes it down, hands it to the old woman
to take to the child. She rushes oft the stage

with it and comes back with the child, who
has been cured by the gift of the bird, and
who wishes to learn from the children how it

should be fed. Tyltyl takes it from her hand
to ?how her. when it escapes. The little girl

bursts into tears. "Never mind," says

Tyltyl. "don't cry. ... I will catch

him again. . .
." pping to the front

of the stage and addre—inn the audience, he

continues I: "If any of you should find him,

would you be so very kind as to give him
back to us? . . We need him for our

happiness, later on. . .

With this the curtain goes down, and the

audience of two thousand people goes home to

think it all over. Some regard it simply as

a beautiful production, others take it more
seriously and are impressed with the allegory.

It is exceedingly well acted, though one might
think there was no opportunity for acting.

The characterizations of the Dog and the

Cat are perhaps the most noticeable parts.

Maeterlinck is a great genius, but he is not
always an original genius. It is very doubtful

if "The Blue Bird" would have been written if

"'Peter Pan" had not blazed the trail. Beautiful

as is his " Mary Magdalene," two of its most
dramatic situations are taken from Paul
Heyse's " Mary of Magdala." Maeterlinck is

fair enough to admit this in the preface to his

play. But even if he does get occasional

ideas from others, his magic hand weaves
them into cloth of gold.

:

•



THE WINTER'S MUSIC
BY LAM RENCE GILMAN

I | •! many since Charies Lamb these many years' and 1 hi> w

j.aid his amiable tribute t<> tin- musical re- less often now than we read Nietzsche's

ceptiveness of his generation - nsti- we would be restless and unsatisfied if we had

tuted to the quick and critical perception of to subsist iij><>n the kind and the quantity

all harmonious combinations, I verily believe, of musical fare to which we would have-

1

fined in th<

the delectable Hlia.

In the matur
tantity and

quality, cr the

amount
to which Anurii a will

cted torespond

this In N
York we shall give

1 to the activil

.en

orchestral, fourcham-
and I

choral organizations,

all offering perform-

ances of music ol the

highest class, not t<»

>f the uncount-

able operations of the

soloists givers
piano, violin, and -

recitals: and for

oty-two w< i

-hall hear perform-

ances ^i opera which

will occur, after the

middle of January, on

every night i<i t

;

nd the

find th

Chicago.Pfa
V

their oi

and tl

that iv the

at sue I

innati, S

. have their own or-

chest d the: rade

orchestral c that it is an except

i

city which i- without it- vaiyingiy ambiti

and that the most eminent of

rod all ]>r-

- . since J uba I

stumbled upon the
gamut." Reading this

omium a century

alter, one cannot 'out

wonder curiously what
that shrewd observer

and lovable pbil<

•• would say of the

musical capacities and
propensities ^<i our

own day, were he de-

sirably present to esti-

mate them. It is alto-

gether probable that

he would he incredu-

lous of the wide dif-

fusion of musical taste

and curiosity in. lei

the America of to-

day: ami it i- beyond
all question that he

would he staggered by
our appetite for and
our interest in ra

of the I letter sort.

What, it i- delightful

to speculate, would he

have thought of our

music and of ourlil

for it? It i- inn

t<» forget that inimita-

ble

itimentalh I

I to harmony;
I

\\ -

the ' \

Richard ncapolis, St. I

h, among other perform he

Philhan I month its

run \, \ ort - Hut that

I mello t has been -
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the world's singers, pianists, and fiddlers go

up and down the land, between October and
June, giving more or less profitable concerts

of more or less worthy music. Surely this is

ectacle that would have amazed the

understanding of Lamb!
There will not be this season, it is true, the

glut of music which has marked the past

three or four years in America. It was made
painfully clear to the musical managers
last season that the thing had been over-

done—that the supply had finally, but un-

mistakably, exceeded the demand. The
managers, and the virtuosi also, have ac-

quired wisdom, and there is now a nicer

adjustment between requirement and satis-

faction. Even so, there is activity enough, in

all conscience.

OPERA IX XEW YORK. CHICAGO, AXD
PHILADELPHIA

First, as to that subject of engrossing and
deathless interest to the general: the doing

the opera houses. In N York, the Metro-
politan, having at last and definitively swal-

lowed Mr. Hammerstein'- canary, is now in

untroubled control of the situation, and, when

.

these lines appear, will have opened its first

a under the sole direction of Mr. Gatti-
I II iberer winter, oper

thoul the Manhattan; no mat-
ter how brilliant and delightful th<

In- house v.hi< i unrivaled,
lent loi : he i on

ditii Mill
lullient, and

i irt) •

erl to hear M i

.

II Mr. I Ian r tcin's

I Mr. I

!

ndu< tor

1 1>. M. tropolitan;

Ml II I. Ml

i

I

:

I
I

•

|
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JOSEJ HOI M w\
(Eminent visiting p

.

^VICTOK III I

de Notre Dame," cannot be duplicated out-

side of the Manhattan.
Chicago and Philadelphia will profit most

1.irmly by the Metropolitan's absorption of

the .Manhattan establishment. The city of

the Middle West inherits the Manhattan
organization practically in toto, and is now
observing the talents of Cleofonte Campa-
nini, Melba, Garden, Renaud, Dalmores,
Sammarco, Dufranne, McCormack, Bressler-

Gianoli, and discovering for itself the quali-

ties of "Pelleas el M61isande," "Thais" and
"Louise." Moreover, in pursuance of what
the Metropolitan management euphemistic-

ally calls "the working agreement " provided

for between that establishment and its allied

companies, certain of the great ones from the

NewYork h - Miss Farrarand Messrs.

Caruso, Slezak, Scotti will be lent upon,
Mon to the Chicago enterprise.

The season planned for Chicago is to en-

dure for ten weeks, that is, until the third

week of January, when the organization will

be transferred bodily to Philadelphia, where
it will occupy the theater built by Mr. Ham-
merstein. I luring its ten-weeks season there

ompany will come to New York for a series

I night performances oi French
given during the latter half of the

Lhi Metropolitan. While the com-
pany is in the West it will undertake excur-

St. Paul, and Milwaul
In Philadelphia will occur one of the salient

Hh r's opei n
; for there,

early in February, Mr Dippel purposes to

mount Mr. '

Herbert's Americaa grand.

opera," "Natoma." This is the work which
originally intended for production by Mr.

Hammerstein, but which now falls to th<

of the Chicago-Philadelphia company. The li-

bretto,by Mr. Joseph 1). Redding ^i s.m Fran-

cisco and New York, tells a tragic love tale

of early mission days in Spanish California.

Mr. Herbert has naively announced that he

has '"tried to write melodious, flowing music":
he does not admire Debussy, and "hazy har-

monies" are displeasing to him: so it

he presumed that he has successfully avoided

writing like that nefarious composer. In

tain instances he has sought, hi- says, to imi-

tate Indian music, hut he has used "no
rial Indian theme." Likewise, there i> Span-

ish coloring, hut "no special Spanish theme
been employed." It is understood that

the role of the heroine will 1 nil by N

en. Mr. Dippel has also announced at

various times, it i- regrettable to note. his

purpose to produce, either in Chicago, Phila-

delphia, or New York, Sain:

some "Henry VIII," Jean NougU tant

and empty "Quo Vadis," and ning

lmt remote possibility—Strauss' new

yet unperformed comic opera, "The K
of thi t

N'S "Pi RATIC \> 1I\ : 1

In Boston the locally domiciled opera com-

pany, also '"allied " with the establishment

in New York, has already begun a m»

bitious season than it undertook last wii

The most expensh dob
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lars, instead ol three as before. Miss Farrar,

Mme. Fremstad. Mme. Homer, with Caruso,

Jadklowker, Slezak. and others, are to be lent

by the Metropolitan, and the local company
will retain, among its own singers of greater

magnitude, Mme. Lipkowska. Miss Nielsen,

and Messrs. Baklanoff and Constantino.

Mr. Dippel's forces are also being drawn
upon in addition. Of the new works to

be given the chief are Puccini's " Girl of

the Golden West " after New York has tried

it out), Laparra's '"Habanera.'" Massenet's

"Werther," and a new ot>era. '"The Sacri-

fice," text and music by Frederick S. Con-
verse, whose "Pipe of Desire'

-

the Metro-
politan performed to little purpose last spring.

'"The Sacrifice. " the action of which passes on

the Mexican border during the war da\

ill be the second American opera to

:ven th a under the protection of

the syndicate: Mr. Converse and Mr. Her-

bert may well be oppressed by the responsi-

bility of representing so conspicuously the

much agitated movement in behalf of what
.era in Fnglish." and their deliver-

ances will be observed with lively curiosity.

The will also have attempted.

when th; a performance in dramatic

forn ivenile cantata." [/Enfant
rk which in 1SS4 won him

the Prix de A"«

to the imn
n. it i- gra til vine to note that

the promises oi the management are less

swelling and all-inclusive than they have been
for the past two seasons. The Xew York
company will abandon its attempt at expan-
sion, and will no more endeavor to emulate
Sir BoyleRoche's bird, and be in two place- at

once. With most commendable good sense,

the directors have concluded, in the words of

the prospectus, that "by confining its labors

to the Metropolitan Opera House
I
except on

evenings when no performances take place in

Xew York 1. the management will be able to

offer a repertoire even more varied than here-

tofore, to prepare the same more carefully,

and. above all. to have all its great artists

available for performances in Xew York.
Thus the casts at every subscription per-

formance will necessarily include the best

artists of the company." There will be a few
visits to Philadelphia and Booklyn; but. with
these exceptions, the performances in other

cities will be given up; the "working agree-

ment " with the "allied interests" in the prov-

inces will permit the company to devote
itself to the metropolis.

Three important novelties will almost cer-

tainly be given by Mr. Gatti-Casazza. These

are Puccini- long-awaited setting of Belasco's

turgid melodrama. "The Girl of the Golden
Humperdinck'-" Konigskinder" (also

long-awaited ' ; and Dukas' "Arianeet Barbe-

Bleue." the text by Maeterlinck. The first

two works have never been performed: their

Xew York premieres will be their first pro-

tions anywhere; Dul .1-' music-drama be-

longs to the repertoire of the Pari- Opera-

mi'
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I
i i ipera i- to be sung by three composers of large reputation will come

Mr. I . Mr. Amato, and for the title to America to be present at the product ion

"the- (lirl" Miss Emmy Destinn, of tluir operas: Mr. Puccini for "The- Girl

though it would seem that the- inevitable in- of the- Golden West," Mr. Humperdinck
terpreter of thi^ part is Miss Farrar; but in for "Konigskinder," and Mr. Dukas for

matters the lucubrations of impresarios, "Ariane et Barbe-Bleue. " A fourth com-
said concerning those of a famous dead poser of eminence may also make- his ap-

finanrier," movema higher sphere than ours." pearance among rlyinthenew year to

year the Metropolitan promised twelve "assist" at the' premiere of

elties and actually gave four; it promised Thi-- is Mascagni, who-.- "Ysobel," at the

sixteen revivals and gave eight. Thi- year moment of writing, is announced for produc-

the li^t i- less ambitious; only ten novelties tion, tor the first time anywhere, at the

en revivals appear on it. Goldmark's Theater, with Mi- Vbott, an Ameri-

" Cricket on the Hearth," Leroux's "Le Che- can and a one-time member of the- M<
mineau," Wolf-Ferrai's"Le Donne Curiose," politan company, in the- name-part. The
and Nougues' "Quo Vadis" reappear duti- opera i- not a- yet completed, and it-

fully among the novelties, and the promised New York production will he- the- first

revivals embrace Boito's " Mefistofele, " Ros- when. Mascagni, it will In- recalled, visited

sini's "William 'fell,"' and Mo/art'- "Don America in 1002 as the head of a badly man-
Giovanni." (iluck'- "Armide," which opened aged opera company which presented here his

the Metropolitan's season on November 14. '"In-" and "Zanetto." He then disclosed

i- actually a novelty so far as New York is striking powers as a conductor— his reading of

concerned, though it i- 1 ;; years old. "Cavalleria Rusticana" i- not easy to forget.

Ihe li-t of singers to he heard at the Metro-
politan -how < few unfamilar name-. Of these ucportant orchestra] and choral
the most consequential are Dimitri Smirnoff, pi rfokm.w
a Russian lyric tenor of reputation; Robert

Lasalle, another tenor, and a son of the emi- In the midst of the operatic tumult the

nent French baritone who was a conspicuous chief orchestra- and choral societies go their

figure on the Metropolitan stage a decade and appointed and comparatively serene w;

a half ago; and Lucie Weidt. a dramatic so- In New York, the Symphony Society under

prano of some renown who hail- from the Mr. Walter Damrosch, and the Philharmonic

Vienna Opera. Besides these, the Boston under the masterful and vivid Mahler, have
wing i- to be drawn upon for Mi—e- Nielsen, already begun seasons rich in promise. Mr.

Meli-. Lipkowska, and Mr. Constantino and Damrosch, long conspicuous as an undaunted
Mr. Baklanoff, and the Chicago-Philadelphia seeker and producer oi new scores, annoui

branch will supply the more distinguished a sheaf of interesting novelties. Among them
of Mr. Hammerstein's late singers. lor are Debussy's new orchestral piece, "Iberia"

the other-, there are, of course, the indi— (one of his orchestral " Imaj symphonies
pen-able Caruso and the- almost equally in- by the American. Henry Hadley, by ("I

dispensable- Mi-- Farrar; there are also, among son. the lamented Frenchman, and by Dukas;
the women, Emmy Destinn, Olive Fremstad, and a Theme and Variations by Frederick

[orena, and Louise Homer; among the Stock. Mr. Damrosch has already performed

men,Burrian,Jadklowker, Jorn,S s, for the first time here two noteworth) I

for tenors; Vmato, Campanari, Gilly, Goritz, works—a fresh, vigor tid imaginative

S tti. Hinckley, and W'itlnr-poon, tone-poem, "Villon," by Williai \\

for baritones and The inimitable- and Fair, I char:

11I the- ardent Hertz will again be rhapsody on an old English folk-tune- by
the chief condu n will tx 1 Frederick Deliu

from 20 to nd there will be of the younger contemporary mu
Monday, Wednesday, Thurs- The Philhai »w in the hands

!

•

ill-. and. later in th< ill gi\ r

on I ! Saturday nights, in addition fort) rtsin New York alone, with out

tot) rday n not t.> a town tri lyn and other neighboring

pro;, ical matim r communities, and, later, a Western trip. Mr.

such \rmide-.'' "Orfi I >"ii Mahler made- a deep impression on the- I

Giovi and special performances cert-going public
I

r by his exti

arious kin. tVuly a portentous pro- dinarily vital and quickening int tion

ime! I" add to tl yety, of familiar masterworks, and his "readi
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are always engrossing. He is by no means in-

variably satisfying, but he is never conven-

tional or lethargic. In addition to these

chief orchestras. New York will hear also (to

speak only of its resident organizations) the

indefatigable Russian Symphony players, and
the worthy PeopJ phony and Yolpe

Symphony bands.

In Boston the most famous and impeccable

of American orchestras continues its highly

prized ministrations. Mr. Fiedler, who is

1 the robust, the untamed and untam-
able, master of Mr. HL n's men. has al-

ready got well into his stride for the new
season. The programme which he has

planned for the winter's work contains a num-
i promising new works. He will p!a\

will already have played when these notes

pear), the '"Macbeth" of Strauss, the "Ap-
palachian" ' i>ance Rhapsody,

7
' and ''In a

Summer Garden" of Delius, three Dramatic
Dances by Granville Bantock, the English-

man, and one of Mr. Mahler's portentous and
heaven-storming symphonies. The Boston
Orchestra rejoices in a new concert-master.

Anton Witek. a Bohemian, who has served as

concert-master of the Berlin Philharmonic.

In Chicago the Theodore Thomas Orches-

tra is launched upon its twentieth n, di-

'1 by the esteemed and excellent Fred-

erick the most interesting

1 by the pr<

»w the orchestral lamb and the operatic

lion \\\. ther in the Western
I ich and

but the lu-

the operatic flesh-]

Almost it w« • r that theAuditorium and
all it raphernalia should

I than that the intlu' Chi-

admirable and valoi

torio

ring

Mr.

I

l

•

I

FKl.DI.KIt K S. I oN\ ERSE

l, "The Sacrifice." is to be produ.

in Boston this season)

and Olive Mead Quartets, the Barrere En-
semble (of wind instrument players), the

Adele Margulies Trio, and Mr. and Mrs.

David Marines with their sonata recitals, are

again in the field, with concerts planned for

New York and elsewhere,

i OISTS, KN'iU \ \\|) l \K\o\\ \

Qcerningthegreatarmyof soloists, il may
lid that a li-t of them would, in the main,

i itself into a catalogue of thrice-

familiar names — such names as Sembrich,
Schumann-Heink, Hofmann, Busoni, Mischa
Elman. There are comparatively few stran-

of importance. We have already heard
1 B rber, an admirable, though not very
stimulating, violinist who from I

ith an impressive reputation,

emann ic baritone

\ \ isil i

I distin-

il.lv

by

has
i i rin d hi

t the Mi i

pro-

In i promi

j to 1 he prom
.

. ii

i.m in.
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the ,\]>ril buds: among the singers, Rhein-

hold von Warlich, Reinald Werrenrath, kirk-

liy Lunn, Clarence Whitehill; of the pianists,

Yolando Mero, Panny Bloomfield-Zeisler,

Adolf Borchard (a stranger from Frana
the violinists, Francis Macmillen, Emanuel
Ondricek (a newcomer from Bohemia) ; of the

'cellists, Joseph Malkan, who visited u> last

year, and Boris Hambourg, brother of the

celebrated pianist, who this season for

the first time.

Already the sonorous chorus is swell

by the time these lines appear we shall all

have more than abundant opportunity to

signify whether or do we, like Land), are

ntimentally disposed to harmony."

in i\ <. Hit



A COURT SCENE AT THE GEORGE JUNIOR REPUBLIC. FREEYILLE. NEW YORK

A REPUBLIC FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
—AFTER TWENTY YEARS

BY JEANNE ROBERT

'T'HI nderful thingabout th<
'

Junior Republic i- that tl

wan 1

mail! there. t<> drop the car.

:r\(\ ha-ten hack to boyhood or girlhood

"up un< benev-

The atmosphere i- permeated
with the hr and equality. It

pon freedom and li- You are

sure that all the boys and j-drl- at work or in

ind that they are

ill manhood and woman-
-riii.it i« .n of

ddy
dignity,

I

for your presence will be disturbing. Unless

you can become vitally interested in the

work, unless you already believe in the

larger democracy, and are read}- t<> bend
your shoulders to the wheel, stay away from

tlii- little training school for citizenship.

More than two decades have passed since M r.

William R. George began pioneering on the

educational frontier. Hi- equipment, like,

that of all frontiersmen, was -< anty, hi- hard-

line in kind and quantity, while

lack of resources rendered hi- plans difficult

of realization. The work of nearly all pio-

i imated in t heir own daj and

ration. Tl. n in tin [ling

Junior Republu «

I

nsidi

Mr. '

.

tor in reforma

ition anj t hing more t han a pi

tain Lo

. te i

U i

. nol

cnt.fi
i. I roi
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carefully kept from any knowledge of the

concrete workings of their book-learned

theories. And because ol their aggi

tion in -they were afforded

little part in helping to apply the prin-

ciples of economics to the life that lay about

them. Mr. George's experience durii

summer -pint in caring for " Fresh Air"' chil-

dren recruited from the slums, thoroughly

convinced him that the boy who strug

with difficult conditions in ' nditions

that gave nutriment to temptation and that

aroused by their very exigencies the impulse

ould not becom a normal and
useful citizen under the existing system of

education. Thi> boy must be taught a
|

ical creed not based upon the

tern." Ili-- mind must be made fertile and the

seed of democr • n therein during the

ider years of his lifi

. Thomas Mott Osborne, in the pre

of Mr. William R. George's book, "The
Junior Republic," sai

We have a- yet only begun to d< velop the
i

l>iliiie- of democracy. It remains to educate .mr
citizens by applying the democratic principle to
our school systems, to apply the democratic prin-

ciple to our factories and solve the labor prol

to apply the democratic principle to our prisons
ami reform our ignorant brethren who have failed

dapl themselves to the conditions ol -

Mr. George has dealt with the first of

these basic propositions, that of applying the

democratic principle to the school system.

Just outside the boundary of the town of

Freeville, X. Y.. on the rolling hills of Tomp-
kins County, he founded the George Junior
Republic, an institution where the I

refractory hoy- ami girl- are handled without
other authority than that exercised by the
youngsters themselves under the Republic's
own la'.

In 1890 Mr. George brought a colony of

\ir" children to his farm in Freeville

for a summer outing. All went well the first

in. The m\t summer he took out a new
This

group of tough youngsters proved a tern

the community anxiety
to Mr. George. At la-t he
regulate their doings by com; them to

work for any -:; ney that

they might receive; then he insisted upon
their rcentage

their support during their outing in the
country.

Little by lilt. ;.robler ie in

their management, th< f hi.- little com-
munity came to him. and with the help

few friend- he incorporated it under the 1

of the "
I Junior Republic."

It was not easy sailing at first. People
were skeptical: the idea • hey
said, but impracticable. Finally, when the

Republic was thoroughly established with

a flourishing colony of young citizens, there

arose fresh discouragement Enemies re-

ported falsehoods about its management,
it was investigated by the !

Publi hich reported

\I.K\I \IIW Ol liil GEORGI JL MOR KLI'IBUC
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5 to conditions there, but predicted failure

for the institution. Fortunately. Mr. George

was not discouraged, and doggedly kept on
at his work assisted by his faithful helpers.

THE BASIC PRINCIPLES

The motto of the George Junior Republic
V - hing without Labor." and its creed

as outlined by Mr. George i> a> folio

First. That every normal boy with a healthy
has certain characteristics in common with

all other A everj tnd condition of

ty.

>nd. That hero-worship, dare deviltry, love

of praise, curiosity, comradeship, and lawless

particularly in t: f our neighbor, are -

of the principal characteri-t

:

Third. That physical energy, vitality, super-

abundance of spirus, in the normal boy. is bound
to have some ouJet.

Fourth. That the traits enumerated under the

od beading, bun gether and placed in

the organism of a youth the qualities
r the third heading, who i- irresponsible and

he has parents, friend- or some
• y to furnish food and comfort, is liable to

re-ult in a vigorous crop of wild i at- during the

h. That relief conn- finally to th<

urth heading, during the

it of "fool'a hill." in the form of responsi-

bility ithers, or for

rned "r inherited.

Th< • ion in 1 results in hir-

ribed under
and hi .. under the

third, a^ pott I or pro-

fessional world. I will describe him under this

rid
-

- Worker.
I'orld'a Woi

who do ri^ht for ri.

I a ho do i

rbo believe in and uphold laws onlj to

ial to their

lard

I m

I t III

MR. WILLIAM K. GEORG1
inder of the Junior Repu

name- of Prison, Reformatory, Reform School or

Industrial School; bul it fails in ii- purpose be-

5 stem is given the righl of way, the

individual for whom it was devised is a secondary
consideration. Life under the System is unnatural
and un-American.

th. Thai the only wa) to remedy the defect
i- to organize a community or village, like unto
any other town or village, .uu\ introduce the con-
ditions a- described under the fifth heading and it

i- fair to suppost thai the results will be bene-
fit ial, even if in some i ases nothing mor< is accom-
plished than the standard of (b), under the sixth

head.
While I think ii i- possibl) in course "I time to

this method appl) to all ages ol the lawless,

I advocate its immediate application to boys as
i iln d under t he louri Ii headii

Moi nld not limit ii solel) to tli

but would boj in the

time durin
il trainiii

\ io the qut -i ion • In t hi r immature bo) s

and : ly intrusted with t li<-

nmunit) . Mr. G

I i \ boy,

ilit) in the

|>oj

I I iy
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organization, political and economn the boys and girls under their care are treated

a family. The accommodations at the

The Junior Republic is as thoroughly various cottages differ in quality and in price.

organized as tin- Greater Republic. The A hoy who i- industrious may afford to live

! n Meeting is a substitute for the Legis- at the cottage that is called "The Waldorf."

lature, and voting citizens are those between because of its superior fittings and food. If

Ik- i- lazy he will be compelled to put up with

a room at the "Beanery," where the rooms
art- plain and the food ol the simpl

IIII. SCHOOLING "I "i I

There is a piano in nearly every i

and the room- are tastefully adorned with

pictures, hook- and banners The furniture

is "Mission," the floors hardwood. |

the cottagesthere arc an Inn, Hospital,Ch;

Library, Gymnasium, Jail and the large huff

brick-and-stucco building known as the Hunt
Memorial, which isthe schoolbuilding. It eon-

tain- the study rooms, assembly hall and well-

equipped chemical and physical laboratory.

The pupils are nearly all in advanced
grammar and high-school grades. There are

eight teachers for each of whom the Republic

receives hut a meager allowai moo per

year from the State. Teacher- from the

Ithaca Conservatory teach those who care

to take up the study of music. Several of the

uirls play the piano, and there i- a creditable

orchestra of wind and -trine; instruments

among the boys.

Many Republic hoys have entered Cornell.

Harvard, Columbia, University of Pennsyl-

vania and other colleges, where they n

a particularly good showing in lo<_:i<.

economic- A Republic hoy won an im-

portant prize at Harvard this year. All

creeds are acceptable at the Republic, and

the citizens us instru<

nil HOUSE \M> .1 \It

the ages of sixteen and twenty-one. They
assemble on the tir-t Monday evening in

each month. There i- a President and

Cabinet, a Judge, a District Attorney, a

Police Officer, and a Prison Keeper, all of

whom hold office for the term of one year.

Offenses are tried by jury, upon which <,r irl>

as well as boys may serve except in some
special cases, when a Grand Jury of hoy- or

girls only may he drawn. There i- a Bar

Association, and in order to he admitted to

the liar, the aspiring hoy must pa-- an exam-
ination before the Judge and three members
of the Association.

The industries ni the Republic at present

consist of a bakery where the "Republic

Ginger and Chocolate Wafers" are made
(also the bread and pastry used by the Re-

public); a thoroughly equipped -team laun-

dry, a cement tile plant, a plumbing estab-

lishment, a carpenter shop, the blacksmith

shop and the print shop. A weekly paper
.: 11 i- published.

The Republic Farm control- icres ^i

land, with a herd of sixty cattle, eight teams

of horses, a piggery and a poultry plant.

Tin hoy- may choose the kind of employ-

ment mo-t agreeable to them, hut they must

work if they would eat. The worker- in the

various industries receive on an average from

: ;o per week for half-day'- work.

This sum i- paid in aluminum money, re-

deemable at the Republic Hank in United

l'he other half day i-. of

irse, -pent in school.

The citizens live in cottages which are

presided over by an adult helper called the

housemother. The housemother and her

husband have no extra privileges or fare, and mi pr i
a;i mi-
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according to their various beliefs from

Catholic priest. Jewish rabbi or Protes-

tant minister.

DEALING WITH DELINQUENTS

During a recent visit there, while resting

on the veranda of one of the cottages, I saw-

five boys in blue jean over-

alls marching along to the

fields under the care of a

boy keeper.

"Those are the jail

I
_

volunteered a Junior

citizen.

"Tell me," I asked, "why
thest in jail ?"

'Well." an-wered my in-

formant, "one i- in for steal-

and another is in for

tres _' and that little

fellow he just came . 1,

there for cu- Daddy
George.' because they t>

away hi.- rigaretti

"Who sentenced them?"
i

i. the Judge." he re-

plied. "I was attorney for

the defense in am *ut

the evidence v Strong,

I >uldn't do anything I

you would like to see trial-."

he continued. " tl .• ne

to-night \\ * toimpeath theJudge."
-Wh;.•?" !

I, in the tir-t place, hi t eligible

to \r To hold a publi( nusl

have been in good standing as a citizen for

a year. He had been convicted of an offense

within a year of his election as Judge, and,

besides, the boys think his verdicts unfair."

"Can you impeach a judge if his verdicts

are not fair?"

"Oh. yes. Daddy wouldn't have anything

that wasn't fair in the Republic."

IN Ol I III PR] SIDEN l

This is the spirit of the place, fairness,

a "square deal " for the boy.

Afterward I walked down to the jail. It is

a small building somewhat resembling a

chapel in it - style of archi-

in ture. Wit bin . two-
thirds oi the spa< e is taken
up by ten steel cages con

taining bunks for the pris-

on.

"
I low do t hey i real a

in jail? I asked the
- i>i r.

"Oli. good enough, the

US, e\

( < |>i he do. , i pie or

I he has to work

t |o( lu-

ll I

i . ii

'In i. ii
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too, and the baddcr they arc the better I like

< t them in the Republic. The hoy who
bas suffi< Lent energy and impetus t<> be aggres-

sively had has in him the stuff from which
good Republic citizens are marie. We take

the misspent energy and transform it to serve

some useful end, by means of the hoy bearing

responsibility for bis own badness, and the

gradual training of his moral nature to the

ideal- of Democracy."
"I wish to correct," said Mr. George, "one

idea of our Republic that has crept forth. It

Illl I; I R COTTAGI

tlier end oi the grounds. The girl prison-

ers wear a uniform of brown, but there are

no steel i this building,—simply hare

walls, cot beds and tables covered with oil-

cloth. No prisoner, either boy or girl, i- de-

barred from school pri\ ileges by his imprison-

ment, a- there is a separate school kept for

the prisoners.

Illl KI Pf B1 K V>l \ Kl Iorm SCHOOL

Perhaps the most important building is

a plain green cottage some distance from the

other buildings, where the graduate workers

THE CHAPEL AT PREEN I

is not a reform school, for only a certain per-

centage of OUT boys are committed here. We
have several hoys in the Republic whose
fathers gladly pay that their sons may have
the advantage of a thorough training for

future citizenship. No hoy whom we have
discharged from the Junior Republic has

ever turned out badly. Only a few who ran

away or who were removed by foolish, indul-

gent parents have turned out unsatisfac-

llll H\K\

are trained to undertake the work of found-

ing new Republics in other State-. There
everything i- of the plainest, for the pioneers

m u Republic must he trained to meet

hardships and difficult condition-. Then
now Junior Republics in Maryland. lVnn-

\ Jersej . Connecticut and
California, and it i- Mr. I desire to

found a! ne in e\ try State in the Union.

Ml .Miliary to the edict o\ many
prominent educators, believes that there are

"bad bo vour heart, yr-." he

"there are had hoy-, mighty had one- IN Till
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SO.V.E OF THE FARM TEAMS

torilv. It requires time to cure a <li>< Mr. George. 'That i> if you know how.

the body and more time to cure one thai i> You >lart it and the hoys run it. Of course,

of the mind." over the boy officials we have a Hoard of

Trustees incorporated under the laws of the

State in which the particular Republic is

located, called the Junior Republic Associa-

tion. These trustees hold the property in

in the world." answered trust, secure financial backing and make

THE WORK

work to run a Republic?'
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That is for the individual to prove under
favorable condition-.

Besides the work, entailed by the super-

vision of the newly founded Republics,
Mr. I ha- prepared extensive plans
for a scheme of pri>on reform which in-

clude? among it- praiseworthy tenets self-

government for the pr under
tain restrk rtunity to

continue to support their farni >me
suitable occupation: the abolition of the

th penalty, and the inviolate right

THE HENNERY

necessary rule- and regulations that stand to

the small Republic as the laws of the State

do to the larger one. The special laws the

boy- enact for themselves at Town Meeti-

The entire plan of education in the George
Republic involves pioneer idea-. For not

only does it apply the democratic principle

hool government, but it also intensifies

the educational process. The George Junior

Republic boy has ample opportunity t>

his knowledge for practical purposes during

the years of it- acquisition; he can test his

3 and theories by actual

Besides this valu he 1

gained self-mastery. Hi- mind
and fertilized. His will is strengthened. Mr.

does D other

estimate of a new citia \

the capacity of another individual, he thinks.

those deprived of personal liberty to have
nourishing, well-selected food, proper sanita-

tion and an abundance of fresh air. May
the day of it- realization com Sly.

It was a fitting tribute to the value oi Mr.
3 work that was paid in Septemh

the present year, when a group of the most
distinguished d - attending the Inter-

national Prison i t Was!
included th< iblic in the

>f the institution- oi tht :

York that they thought it bi h while

to visit and examine. The pra rded by
them to the pril . which Mr

Forked, ar to the that he

ired in pra st result in the

surance of t ion who ition

he must rely in th< his plan to

other Stat



THE FAMOUS FAST FREIGHT TRAIN " B-H I." ON ITS WAY I ROM BOSTON TO NEW YORK

RUSHING FREIGHT TO NEW YORK
A Significani Aspect oi the Transportation Problem

BY SYLVESTER BAXTER

' 4H£ quest is now agitating the
* public a> never befon I m one point

the L'nitc lay i- pecu-
liarly a child of railroad development. On
the other hand, th th of the counti-

ng from its virgin lands and the multi-
- they have drawn to tl World's

shor- our railroads the

deed, " Did
the country make the railroad- or the rail-

it may be answered,
'h!' 1 in- mutual.

I the publi< de-

i. While the public •

te profil

.

the

creased efficiency through improvements in

operation and administration has hitherto

enabled them to hold their own. But there

limit to the u'ains from this source, and
it is claimed that the margin ha- been ap-

proached.

Opposed to the railroad position is that of

the shippers, who advance various reason-

why the former should still remain an excep-

tion to the rule that ini ! costsmean in-

ed returns. To this ((intention the rail-

roads have latel) seemed disposed t<> retort in

kind. Have not the great shippers been un-

commonly prosperous? thi Ma) not

their large profit. I mething to do with

the i: Is not 1 heir pro
port i heir operal ions

i.uid. ird

Vnd is tl

lation liollld be lilll

Lation rates? ] rom
immodil lu< tion .m<-

be lim

lould the) appeal
.- in no una 1

1

tin

i Mean
whiU upon i hi uu< tion

1 c .,1,1. Oil' .1 III t III
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following example of a high order of organ-

ization and efficiency in transportation

methods, which thus appears t<> have a direct

and important bearing upon the subject.

Mil \ll I ROPOLIS AS \ I "( i
-

\!l roads had to Rome," they used to

say. Here in America all road- now lead to

New York. At least all railroads do. And on

tin- sides where the railroads are not. there

tin- water-lines lead in from the seven -

To feed a metropolis, to meet it- manifold

physical need-, to supply the huge market
that it makes for the nation and the world,

and again to distribute to the nation and the

world what is collected or produced at that

market—this seems an infinitely complicated

problem. The task has gradually shaped
it-elf from day to day, from year to \

Otherwise it would have been the despair of

engineers, of statesmen, of the money-powers.
The end- of the earth are drawn upon to

serve the metropolis of the western world.

Ii- untiring burden-bearers traverse the

continent. Upon the resllc-s water- of the

bay and throughout the thronging streets

there i- a constant inpour and outpour for

tlu' making of things, the selling of things,

the devouring of things—a perpetual move-
ment that brings and that -end- in every

direction an endless torrent of boxes, oi hale-,

of barrels and of bundles in a blended reci-

procity of collection and distribution.

It all seems "ju-t to happen." In reality

ii i- a most intricate process thai depends
upon the highest organization, the most
elaborate planning, the mosl -killed adjust-

ments of all the coordinated in-t rumentalitie-

of transportation. And in the final analysis

the process becomes automatic The master
mind- are in themselves a multitude. \-

hands that know not what the other- are

doing these cooperate in an interplay of pro-

cedure which, with the regularity of a clock,

achieves results that commonly are a- de-

pendable a- the ebb and flow of the tidi 5.

All tin- tremendous turmoil in Manhattan
-treet- seems a veritable chaos oi confusion.

In truth it i- but a disorderly order. It

- like a mob of thing! \ ually it

spec! of what i- a disciplined army
of thintr - advancing for the moment in loose

formation.

Should w< i random any one of the'

5, barrel- or bundle- from that

•u- torrent and trace it- journey
i he magnificent order at

ii all would bi nt. What-

ever it might be, whichever way it took us,

we would explore the workings "l some -uperh
organization acting to get that particular

sort of thing, together with thousand
other and different thinjj-. a- effectively as
may be to this spot. Each organization
would he found different and adapted to it-

spe< ial purpose.

FISH IK' rON FOB M W
| \k-

l a-i-1 \i;l.l

Let us suppose that you and I, reader and
writer, are just at thix moment sitting

lunch together in some downtown restaurant

in New York, talking these things over. I

give you some idea of the meaning of things

in movement -a fundamental motive in the

splendid drama of Commerce that implies

Civilization—I might a<k you to glano
one of these typical organizations that have
come into being for Transportation's sake.

That broiled halibut which came to the

next-table looked SO nice that we ordered

some ourselves. Here it is id anything
be fresher? Well, let US follow back the

course ^i that halibut on it- way hither.

And in so doing we -hall get some idea of the

transportation organization of New York's

next-door neighbor, New England. Perhaps
the way I tell it may I you a brief

for monopoly. However that may be, it will

-how what present-day monopoly may do

for efficiency in service, and possibly thereby

pave the way for something better hereafter.

Incidentally we may see something oi how
New York, and a deal of the country beyond
New York, md clothed. •'Fed! "you
exclaim. "Fed from New England?"
Why, yes, t<> no little extent! Not only

this fish, but potatoes, apples and cranber-

ries, and a lot of other thing!

come from that quarter. Take this halibut,

for instance. Very likely it was landed day

re yesterday at T wharf in Boston the

t'ir-t fishing-port in America, with a fresh-fish

business of So.ooo.ooo and more a year.

mi i i Kiic.n i
- i k \i\ in l nt WORLD

Here let me tell you how the other day

I was on a train outward bound from a u'reat

city. We rolled reight-yard.

Hundred- . in compact rank-

upoi - of parallel track-. They bore

the legends of dozens of different railroad

companies. The- man sitting beside me
remarked: "Curious how freight -car- always

seem to be- standing still! I'll warrant those

\ ery car- ha\ c been on th-
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the past week without stirring. I read lately

that the average ton of railroad freight did

not move more than twenty-five miles a

day. Xo wonder freight-trains never get

anywhere!"
However that may be.'* I replied, '"I can

show you a yard where the average long-dis-

tance ton gets more than 200 miles a wax-

inside of twenty-four hours. And a great

deal of it is delivered more than 230 miles

away in less than a third of that time."

The man- tpened wide: "And do

you mean to say that a freight-train does

that? You must mean express, not freight."

A regular freight-train, running daily as

constant as a ferryboat," I replied.

\ rw let us follow the track of this halibut

back to Boston and look at that train for

ourselves: It is the famous " B-H 1." or

"Pier Freight"—with its east-bound con-
" B-B 4.

" the best freight-train in the

world, they say. The time is early last even-

ing at the big yard in South Boston, just

acro>- Fort Point channel from the South

Station. A census of all the cars in this yard
—1800 on the average, and occasionally as

many as 2100—is taken twice a day. So the

general yardma-ter knows all about every

car that is there: what it i>. where it is. how
>een there. In this one yard are

fifty miles of track: every month at lea>t

200,000 ton- <>f freight are handled there.

B-H 1

" stands at it- long platform, nearly

>\y to 40-ton train:

THl. WELL-KNOWN T WHARF, BOSTON

limited not to a given number of cars, brut by
the capacity of its motive power. Speed is

a main consideration; the engine i> a "long-

d" business-looking machine, one of the

bi<_r L.'t--t of ten-wheeled passenger locomotives.

Among the engineers it i- as much of an honor
to run the Boston '"Pier Freight" as to run

tin- ".Merchant- Limited." It i- now within

1 - 11

•! I' .111
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minutes of starting time; everything is

rd except some of the fish. Teams still

i hurrying into the yard with crates and
barrels of it jus! packed; the perspiring freight

dlers an- rushing their truck- along the

platform to t hi- designated i,ir-. The train

I- scheduled to pull out at 5:55 p.m., hut it

still] ght minutes of leaving time. "All

full!" comes the word. As soon as .1 freight-

train is loaded to it- capacity it may leave.

And almost invariably "B-1I 1" -tart> out

ahead of time. The last car doors arc- shut.

A wagon backs up to the platform too late.

It- three crates of fish must be taken around
to the South Station and go by Adams

They will get I V >rk on time,

but it will cost a lot more.

Our halibut i- safe on board. It i- a rush-

ing business, that of getting Boston ti>h to

the New York market. The Boston dealer-.

rule, do not get their order- fron

York till after 1 P.M. The orders come by
mail or wire; mostly wire, either t<

or "phone. The New York fishmen cannot

figure out their requirements for the day until

well along in the forenoon. So at the B

L-m\ there has to he quick work in getting the

fish out of storage, packing and forwarding it.

With fish the main thing i- to get it to the con-

sumer as fresh .1- possible; hence the delay

in ordering and the expedition in forwarding.

i\\ 1 \ rv-NiNi \iii 1
- w HOUR,

I\t I l I>I\o STOPS

Tin Boston "Pier Freight" runs through
to the Harlem River in New York in 7 hours

and 55 minutes. ["he distance is

miles—a running time, including stops, oil

a little less than jo miles an hour. The -tops

are a- few a- those of the limited five-hour

rimer train-: at Providence and v
London for water; at New Haven to change

motives. At lime- the -peed run- a- high

: miles an hour. Imagine, if you can. an

old-time freight-train, with jiggly light cars

and link couplings, going like that! That is

what the air-brake and the automatic safety

coupling have made possible for the American
ght-service. It now seems strange to think

that their compulsory use was strenuously

the biggest railroad men.
i- what a big railroad man once

j
- freight

ur i- the proper speed. I will

who dares run by his

r than that S -poke

the ling thirty-six

an cminci

nother .

railroad company with reckles- extravagance
in running it- freight-train - twelve-

miles an hour. "The wear and tear i- some-
thing terrible." he declared. '" It i> ]x»unding

the track to piece-: every ton of freight

hauled at that rate i- tarried

duction of speed to eight mile- an hour would
1 the e\p in the

int of the freight service of that railr

more than a thou>and dol S :ch

v. ere the days of iron rails and hand-bral

Ju-t as the Boston " Pi< -tit" habit-

ually pulls out ahead • iule time. SO it

customarily arrives al time. Prac-

tically it i- never late in leaving or arriving.

Once, when there was a bad snow -torm in

Boston, shippers were informed that on
count of tin

; ing in the >treet- the train

would be held for twentyminutes, if neccs.-ary.

But even then all the shipments were got to

the yard in season and after all the train left

promptly on time.

[grit-trains are popularly supposed to

run on any old time and to fill in the chinks

in the p hedule they may.
Such i- far from the case in a modern servk e.

More often than not they leave this yard

ahead oi time; almost never late I: is the

same in arriving. Through the morning the

freights arrive with the frec]uency and t

larity of suburban locals at a great passenger

terminal. And from late in the afternoon

until well along in the night tht \ with

like frequency and regularity.

The " Pier Freight "
i- due at Harlem Rivet

at 1:55 A.M. This morning, as usual, it came
in ahead of time. The Fulton Market cor-

poration hael it boat in waiting: the

crates of fish were promptly taken on b

and down the river to the markt :
\' five

o'clock the' fish v\erc 00 the auction block at

the market. And. as usual, that element in

New York's breakfast, luncheon, dinner,

taken care- of for the da;

1 1>V ni I IV l K\ 01 M v\ VoKK FREIGHT

; hat i- the way our halibut came' to this

table. The proce-s will Ik- even more ev

tious when the magnificent new fish dock, ad-

joining the V ' Haven Railroad terminal, is

completed. This imp- ntisplann<

replace the congest i wharf, out-

grown with the rapid e ofthebusi

\ lol of other freight demands prompt

delivery in Manhattan. Most of it i- billed

Broad company's prin-

: landing on th Pier

River. Hence the populai -aim
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IRAN5FERRING LOADED CARS FROM THE BOSTON "PIER FREIGHT" TRAIN "1 FLOATS
AT THE HARLEM TERMINAL

"B-H 1" also takes considerable "boat
ght" lx>und for Pier io. North Rivei —the

terminal of the Fall River Line Large quan-
tities of prompt-delivery freight go from

<n by train to Fall River and thi

by way of the Sound—that route being pre-

if delivery in the great

tile district of the West Side. ' Boat
•it" d( at th. a yard too

•or the Fall River line that day i- for-

it
" and tarried l>y

loot around to I'ier io. reaching

hip-

iher their L">"d- I

in.

B-H

:

| |

\

I '. I I

freight (in the lit

1 ip to

Oak Point in six hour> and thirty-five min-
utes and to Harlem River in hall' an hour
additional. Strange to say, it consists of

"empties" only. Thi-, hot haste with a

reight i-> thus accounted for: It

i> made up of refrigerator car> that have come
through from the Pennsylvania Railroad on
three other train- that day, laden with fruit,

etc., and must be rushed hack
again for service with that compi

LVTNG llll M \\ ENGLAND Ml'
I

M \Di:

Another gl • I he \\ I ami the

South from \V« England i- 'lie route by way
of the Poughki I "B-0 I"

liable and time freight from Bo ton

d by thai route, li lea\ es Bo ton

er the Shore Lini to

thwi tet n < '"u-

th the i

I H |
'in tion,

the

I" >• trade
I \i Bo ion ii i "iic

Aith tin lirock ton,

•utpul from i lie many
I' Earl) the i
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Sho< Sped returns to

kton lull of " shoe nndii s
- the raw

r tin- shoes. It may seem strange

that a great manufacturing trade should

supply itself in such a hand-to-mouth fashion,

laying in only just -t<><k enough t<> meet its

daily needs. One would expect to find in

i e;e storehouses stacked with

her and other materials. Hut the bi

ing up of .1 l:<m"1 shoe involves so many p
esses and lasts so many day- that it i> more

lomical to work in this fashion than t<>

ipital in accumulation- of raw

material.

Ii i- the custom of the shoe trade to sell

"f. o. I)." at point of shipment. That i-, the

consignee pay- the freight. On t!

hand the textile industry of New England
>ell- on the New York market basis. In order

to meel the daily market the promptesl

of delivery is essential. This demand finds

response in a freight service of extra.

nary efficiency. The- quickest possible trans-

ad from New York i- vital to

\ England's industrial existence. The
unification of rail-borne and water-borne

facilities has made this possible.

HANDLING 1 Kl H.II I ON EXPRESS SCHED1

Under the old-time fluctuating competi-

tion by water there v\a- instability in rates

and uncertainty in service. With unification

of the service have come celerity in dispatch,

prompt delivery, fixed rate- upon a lair foot-

ing. Several independent steamboat lines

on the Sound once reached out into the in-

terior over independent rail connections and
competed indiscriminately for the trade of

the various industrial centers. Hut the for-

ding method- had little regard for the

routing requirements of the shipper. Fhe
latter now enjoys the grade of sen

suited to hi- need-. The interior industrial

centers of Xeu England are nearly all within

convenient distance of thi ml. Hence
the shipper can choose between all rail to

New York or a combination of rail and v\ater.

orwarding and punctual deliver)

prin iderations for the hulk of the

\ew England and Ne* York,

hi must l»e han-

dled up. dule basis. Freight

ship \ N rk in

delivery the next morning,

retail I

-h from the New England
mill, th :ill upon them,

i" hi- breakfast table

fresh from the baker in the next street. It

i- all one endless hurry call.

An invaluable flexibility in servia
with the ability of a great transportation

agency t<> classif) and specialize its traffic,

forwarding it by rail or by water a- may be
the more convenient. Long I -land Sound,
in it- transportation conditions, n com-
pared to one of the I .ike- transposed to

the seaboard. As a rule a railro.. itest

profits come mainly from the transportation
of high-grade goods manufactures and the

and of passei modities of low
tonnage value may more profitably go by
water. Th< - be carried by water at a

profit when they could not be carried by rail

except at a

IVII'ok i , I KVIINAI 5

Transportation efficiency i- largely a qi

lion of terminal-. A single-track line with

ample terminals i- better than a double-

track line with contracted terminal-. At the

points of delivery and collection there must
lie track-room sufficient to handle the train-

promptly. Under present condition- 1

Island Sound, with adjacent water-, i- equiv-

alent to a multiple-track railroad, paralleling

the land line- of tl. • Haven
& Hartford all the way between Provi<:.

and New York. So L'reat a channel for com-
merce ni nmen-urate terminals. At the

several port- along the way the highly effi-

cient railroad routes that reach back into the

interior are practically the terminal- for the

marine line-. l<>r the latter tin- rail COI

tions constituti - rt of 1 itching-

service, promptly shuttling the traffic lei

tin- inland factory or storehouse on the one

hand and the dm k- on the other. This re-

liev es tratt'u
]
>r. >tion.

Prompt delivery i- paramount; goods are

shipped as soon as ready. Car- at the mills

not kept waiting for full load-. The
average carload i- light. So the railroad finds

nomical to make a short haul from

tory to boat, breaking bulk at the <:

rather than to run light train- in a long haul

through to N • \ ork.

v\ \ 1 1 i.

. en op.

\'ev\ H d with par-

ticular referent

\ unit in the system each divi-

sioo i- practically a railroad in itself, carrying

it- ti the liiv.
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UNLOADING FREJGHT AT THE WALLABOLT MARKET. BROOKLYN. NEW YORK
i. as we!'. remote sections, helps to stock the world's greatest markt' l

deep water; that is, by the most favorable

gradients over route- of the most intense

traffic development, 1» the industrial

centers and the port-. Th< r thus finds

and convenient way to mar-

rmect the interior

with tedford, Tall River,

London, and N< Eiaven,

it terminal ports of

York and B territorj ! by

on distrii t.

1

1

*

rlh-

I he

I

ampl

!

The operation- of this vast traffic are care-

fully watched. 1 )aily reports give the number
of carloads that are coming by each boat

—

information that enables corresponding prep-

arations at the piers to be made lor d'strib-

Uting the cargoes without delay. Were the

r-routes not integral parts of one great

unified transportation system tin- traffic

could not efficiently be looked after. The
grades of freight that commonly are water-

borne could not well or economically be han-

dled by rail. The steamboat- deliver their

in New York ju-t where they are

wanted. Local delivery there musl be as

I ( heap a- pOS iible. I lent e

rade musl come to the very

il the inert antile distrii t on the

I Maiih.il tan. I "f that n

»und to

• )\ in h I iii

I
by do< I

!

'

W

I

mm li fr< ighl i. iii

I nd point and V \ oi I

I h prompt deliver) b)

i lh.it
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while it would not paj to run cars partly trains" designated, as in "B-H I," by two
loaded with the low-grade Freight that mainly letters that signify respectively starting-point

by boat, over the long haul to and from and destination, with numbers t> jui.-h

New York, there is a handsome profit in one symbol from another. All extra and
hauling the full cars of high-grade freight irregular trains have to l>e kept out of the

that make- up the all-rail traffic. For one way of the "symbol trains." Tin nbol

on or another many shippers demand the trains" arc made up of two cl freight

all-rail route. A main one is that certain requiring prompt dispatch; ible"

cla- goods have to go through to their and "time," the one distinguished 1>\

destination in unbroken carload lots. Among cards, the other by greej ! to

ruit and other perishable things the cars. White card- des Slow

that will not hear transshipment Freight"; » marked may be added to

A swift and prompt service encourages symbol trains when there i gh red-

industrial operations that otherwise would card n-card freight to equal the haul-

he impossible. For instance, it i- a common ing capacity of the engine. This pron

practice to send goods manufactured in New operating efficiency.

\ rtain New England establishmei

to be "processed." certain reasons the enlarging m\\ englaj \kki t

work may often thus be done better, more
Uy and expeditiously than at home. Ii is seldom appreciated how r im-

To "process" means to put a given article provements made listant point may
through some special stage in it- manufac- benefit a given locality j. much as

ture. It is an every-day procedure for goods
]

n more than, other improvements
to be senl 1 y freight from New York to some made on the -pot. The . local mer-
\ Eng ind point for such treatment and chant or manufacturer delights in trai

then returned to the shippers, all inside of tion improvements undertaken in hi- neigh-

twenty-four hours. A case in point, taking borhood, hut is indifferent to those mad
a little longer, is that <>f books printed in a distance. Hut does not a better stomach
New York and then sent by freight to great mean a better heart and a healthier man?
binderies in Boston. This round trip of 472 So improvements in one part of a ran-

mile- by freight is extraordinarily expedi- may brace up the whol< m and
tious. The day's output leaves the New respondingly benefit e> ly all along the

York printing-house by "Pier Freight" in line. For this reason Boston and the

the evening. It reaches the Boston hind- of New England are just as much benefited

ery before work starts up the next morn- by the colossal terminal improvement- that

ing. That evening the finished hook- are the great railroad company which now almost

shipped to New York and in the morning monopolizes New England transportation

are delivered to the publishers ready for has been making in New York as would be

the trade. tin- case with improvements made at hoi

Not only is there this efficient service be- We 1 n that New York i- ng-

tween the two great metropolitan center-; laud- greatest market. Hence every im-

from every New England point of industrial provement that make- it 1 md cheaper

importance on the system there i- corre- for New England goods ch that market
spondingly quick dispatch to and from New- correspondingly benefit England. On
York. For instance, the intensely developed the Manhattan water front there art

industries of the Naugatuck valley are served piers. Eighteen of thi devoted to the

l>\ a "Pier Freight" that leaves Win-ted in business of the New York. New Haven &
northwestern Connecticut at 6:20 P.M. and Hartford Railroad Company nine 1

hes the Harlem River at 1:40 a.m. \n- by the all-rail traffic, nine by the water lines

other from Springfield at 7:20 P.M. gets to the operated by the Niv. •' \ .tion

Harlem at 3»5 \.\t.;at j :y> a.m. one arrives Company. That makes more than 6

that left Holyoke at 5:30 p.m. The rimes of cent. o\ the whole number utilized by one

I arriving are usually fixed with great transportation enterprise. In this

e t" the convenience of the local tircumstan< found.

shipp Ml the-e'Pier Freights," " Tin why 90 many mill-wheels run in
N

\\
I Drop Freights," England

'"Milk Train-. "Boat I reigfats, and con- v with this market materially enlarj

Dg-railroad freights, running liki
v

I ngland industries

ar -« hede mbol ail the 1

•
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this. There i:, an enormous population on
the Long Island side of the East River. The
boroughs of Brooklyn and Queens are the

most rapidly growing districts of Greater

New' York. Until recently New England
stood at a disadvantage in this market. But
lately, by the establishment of new traffic

routes through New York harbor, the best

terminal facilities enjoyed by any railroad

company that enters New York have been
opened up in favor of New England. The
producers of that section have thus gained

a new market with cheaper transportation

charges than any other outlying part of the

United Sta" tvored with. The better

access to Brooklyn, Williamsburg, and parts

of the New Jersey shore has precisely the

effect that would come from the building of

railroad lines from Xew England into

a territory rich in trade possibilities. Enor-
mous charges for cartage had formerly to be
met before goods from that section could

be delivered in these di-trict-. But these

additional terminals are so convenient to the

local centers of distribution as enormously to

reduce the cartage cost-.

manufacturingAgricultural as well as

interests benefit thereby. The Wallabout
Market in Brooklyn is said to be the greatest

in the world. While Xew England had prac-

tically been shut out from such markets the

trunk lines from the West enjoyed terminal

relations that gave them cheap access there.

Potatoes brought a thousand miles from Wis-
consin, or some hundreds of miles farther

from Montana, kept out those from Aroos-

took County, Maine, comparatively near at

hand. But now the advantage lies with the

last. These instances of the way in which
a whole section of the country may benefit

by terminal improvements made in Xew
York furnish a striking illustration of how
the various communities that are served by
a common system of transportation are mem-
bers one of the other—literally bound to-

gether by hooks of steel.

i



A SOCIALIST CRITIC CRITICIZED
Tim \lnw\ikii Pkoi.kam Again

I\
the November Review oi Reviews ap-

peared a letter from a California corre-

spondent, Mr. Lincoln Braden, making
tain criticisms of the Milwaukee- socialistic

program outlined in our October number.
Professor Thomas, of the University of Ar-

kansas, ha- read M r. Braden's letter and take-

issue with some of it- 1
>< >— it i« »i-i— . a- the follow-

ing communication indicates:

ro THE El OR OF 1 ill l\l \ II. v. • >1 Rl \ II \

It is not the custom of the Review
i.i maintain .1 department in which n n air

their opinions, Inn an exception
the November number, and I wonder if one more
exception cannol be madi
exceptions t" tile remark i by Mr. Br

by waj "i criticism upon Milwaukee listic

am.
There .in- several things in Mr. Bradcr

upon which I should like to comment, but, for the
sakeol brevity,! will confine myself to theonew hich

-truck me most forcibly. It was this: "Nine 'no
man ran truly say that In i- free until he i- 11:

of the mean- thai support his lilt,' it follow- that

every man who would be free must own the means
that support hi- life." Mr. Braden i- so fortunate
a- to ugh land to support himself and
family in reasonable comfort with reasonable hour-
oi labor lor himsell and family. He

,- 1 hi- i- in hi- own keeping a\u\ believes that

hi- "right to it i- just twent; t hard I

ahead of an\ - Jit."

So tar so good, ["he size of his family i- n<>t in-

dicate us suppose that he 1 children.

In another twin- - ii may be that each of

will have a familj ol four children. Will

this -aim- pli una support them n

able comfort? It maj !>•• that it will, il

continues to advance, bul what ii -hi 1

1

not , where w ill tin \ turn
up a millioi ind has

holding them against this that In

" hold up' t hese familii

Mut, without "dipping into the future," lei

(online ourselves to the present. \Vh I tin-

million- ! rtunately situated a- Mr. Braden
who failed to get a little plot "I land.' Mr. Rob-

ert Hunter tells 1 nt. of the families

in this countn own a negligible quantii ealth,

w hile 011K ;
v

1
| mm has I

On the other hand 1 per cent, own 54.8 per cent, of

the wealth. Whether thi bsolutely
1 maj be o|« n to doubt, bul then- can be no

doubt about tin fact that main are not in p. .--< -

-ion »! t nough to n nder tbi

Mr. Brack n - .rd. and t Ii

\.i-tl> more tha .h. Thi- is

of thai il element, land.

I

- '

I

total aria under cultivation i- held in 1

and over, and the a

i- 42 i hese large farm- total

d are owned i s

Surely

ippOTt them in

w ith a " reasonable amoui
k to tin land.'" Wl

ant il

-

will thi

When thi hunt a pi

"Keep ol

-

until they can paj the pri< e. \

waukee not

\

Imilt upon.''

An ordi I r. Braden I mtil
e in the

from
I have a little plot of land bij

and a few apple tree-, but 1

A thousand of my in. ig

tion. A lew mile- south
when we go thei

. by a man who
1 until

54 00 per ton, but thi- summer he and tl

got to quarrel it the little matti
should give them for I

nd the mini
month-. The result was that ht g

> d to maki
trouble and p
lit lie qua; \m I

\nd so I 11 w it h oil

-il\ 1

\i ialist. But 1 -h

like I

•iient to retain tor tin

1 - that have not n turned ovei t.> the
privileged classes by a government which, th

it may at times have Ken simply •

tonly wasteful, has -and thi- i- far

cant—been lu-ed on erroneous idi

. 011-tiiute- libert) . And t hi-

resum h at has been mi-

done in turn

I >\\ ID Y '

F »



LEADING ARTICLES OF THE MONTH
RECENT TRIUMPHS IN THE CONQUERING OF

DISEASE
HpHE goal of civilization, says an editorial of extermination against the mosquito, the
A writer in the Edinburgh Review, is the tsetse fly, the familiar house fly, and other

establishment of the supremacy of man over noxious insects. The theory that disease

the whole antagonistic forces of nature. might be carried by biting insects was first

enunciated in 1803 by Dr. Beauperthuy.
We long ago gained absolute security from the Much later, Sir Patrick Manson discovered

attacks of wild animals, but only recently have we that^^ ^ actually conveyed by mosqui-
discovered that far more devastating than wolves . , » t\ » "

i i_

or lion.-, are the bacilli of the various diseases which toes
-

As late as l897, Dr. Ross traced the

are only visible under the microscope, but which development of the malarial parasite in the
threaten our lives and our health in a manner no body of the mosquito.
less real than that of savage 1 The campaign
against the bacilli is our last, and one of our most „ , . .. ... , , . , ,

.

terrible, conflicts with untamed nature. The fight "e S^T' ]

,

that
,

U,
f

c sP?re
f

s sucked in by the m-

which i, being waged against the cause of nine- *** Wlth the 1,1,

,

,od oi an in et
,

u '
<1 ^dividual make

tenths of human nrieryis the most important in
th

.

eir wa
>'; m

.
th
? «»urse "' development, to the

the annals of mankind ~lhvarv « la " (l °' the ™osquito and pass with its

poisonous sain a directly into the blood ol any man
~, . . i- 1 • it may then bite. The odd thine is that it is only
These micro-organisms were discovered in ont.

i
, roup of mosquitoes—the anophekme—that

1659, but '"the causal relationship ol bacteria can ad .is intermediate host for the parasite. They
to disea- not finallv demonstrated until breed in small pools of water and margins of

the latter half of the post century," when the Btreama and lakes. Thorough draining and scay-
... .1 .,., enging lias done much to net rid ol these, but in

bacillus of anthrax Ihe
(„ t(

. r:i , aml M|( . h places NV ,H . IV i( is i mi)ra ,. IU , lllK .

microbe 01 li discovered in i to drain away the water, a little kerosene oil poured
typhoid in 1880, of tuberculosis in 1882, of i'» spreads over the surface of the liquid and kills

cholera, diphtheria and lockjaw in . »f in-
\

hr **** ['> Preventing them from coming up to

., .
'

,
- breathe. I' art her, it has been discovered that

*}"« '" bubonic plague in 1804, ol „. r , €lin ,-„,, feed ll|)()I1 the larva . „ f this mogquito.

dysentery in 1000 and 01 syphilis in 1905. Barbados does nol suffer from malaria because of

I' i- now admitted that the problem of the multitude of small fish called "raillions,"whose

ling infectious find its
duty it appears to be to keep an expanse of water

• .• .1 . 1 Irom being used as a breeding-ground >v the .mo-
in the Btudy ot those inicroscopiC pheUneg- fey extirpating thesllmxious iWts the

par number of cases of malaria in Egypt was brought
down from two hundred and fourteen in 1903 to

In old tunes down to our own the doctor never niri n 1904. And since 1005 there has
lopment not been a single 1

r avoiding t !

he wi . :.. . ,1 1 ii- e 11 . 1

the
Sleepingsicknes , the deadliestof aU tropical

,.,1,1,
oi which wiped oul 2,000 of the mhabi-

hen pro- tants of the Uganda Protectorate, and depop-
ulated large tra< t - in the C01
.itted not by the mosquito, but by the

breeding plat es appear to be
onfincd \<> the ground-bush within thirty

I lie l,l||| ,|, |,

I)': ompartied by per onal proph) la< 1 1

«

t the il\
. will render let \i

.1 1 In p
W ommon

the concluding admonition ol the

but
Ir """l'" '"

,„l ,|, ,..
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th<- human b

oid, chi ad summer diar-

which the hot;

'I he breeding ) the
Mixtion

man.
• r\ I he 1

mankind for n », Inn the

hour
• rdinar\

of tropical d
Mil that our English

.in. ( i\ ilizcd hui

thori-

1 HI MAILS OF THE M.CiRO AS A YO'JT.R

p\ISCUSSING the question gro suf-
1 J

;>..!_'< in democracy, in the Atlantic

Monthly, Mr. Ka\ Mannard Baker \'

hi- conviction that the principle of political

equality i- more firmly established t<

than it . whin it had
only Northern bayonets behind it; that

many Southern white lead

./, net rs in the principle

that, taking advantage of the widely pr<

lent feeling in the South that the qu< -

suffrage has been settled legally f<

time to come, our emphasis at pn >uld

be laid upon the practical rather than I

the i the problem. Taking up

this side of the problem, hi .ire con-

fronted with two entirely di>tinct difficulties:

ball find many and in

hundn well, who
te, hut who. thr

r unwill

tin :

Thi
! nsists in open or i d intimidation on the
part of the w hitc n trol thi

machinery. In main places in the South t<

no negro, no matter how well qualified, would dare

to present himsell ition; when he i

he tnc trivia! or ill* _ »n.

Thu- w- .tin-

and ignoram ne hand
the threat of intimidation on the other.

Dealing, first of all, with the matter of

intimidation. Mr. Baker dismisses the id<

• ing the situation by
ilternatives two method-; oi procedure:

"the underlying 5 of the trouble in the

countrybeing plainly ignor d prejudice,

and prejudice with

their antidotes, education and . ion."

Law- well within the principle laid down by
the Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitu-

tion providing for educational and property

qualifications .1- prerequisites to the exercise

of the suffrage have been passed in all of the

- and have operated to exclude
• ge number- i qs, both

red. who on account of ignor-

ance or poverty are unable to meet tin- ;

Every effort, therefore, should be madi
extend free education amongboth negi

white people. Education produces tolerano
;

and there is already evidence fi «

.

tolerance- among the leading whit. f the

South. Mr. Baker cites, in connection with

this new point Mr. Edg ir G
Murphy of / in his

-

admi?

w hether the indi\ i

conditions or restrictioi

fairly admin

i

and incn n in tl

And a- that si- mon

of the South.
that the answ< r shall be in I

An able white man. a resident

leans, writes Mr. Baker:

I I

I tin: i

that from now on t lure will

And I

It ss

-trial, pro:

sical, in accordance with each man'- talent-,

will also help to cure the apathy that now

many thousands oi white men
Tom the poll-.

\- education i- to be the CUTI QCi .

iation must be the antidote of preju-

dice. Mr. Baker.appositely remark- in this

connection:

I Viiiik ; in met.

immon
which the ballot U

ime to kni'W find th..

points of lik< much mon- numei
the points ol diff<

This association i>. however, difficult

bring about Mr. Baker relates ti-

the Atlanta riot- he attended a number <<\
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conferences between leading white men and
leading colored men. He writes:

It is true these meetings bore evidence of awk-
wardness and embarrassment, for they were among
the first of the sort to take place in the South, but
they were none the less valuable. A white man
told me after one of the meetings,

—

'"
I did not know that there were any such sella-

ble negroes in the South."
And a negro told me that it was the first time

in his life that he had ever heard a Southern white
man reason in a friendly way with a negro con-
cerning their common difficultly

When I was in Mississippi a prominent banker
showed me his business letter-heads.

' Ciood job, isn't iif" he said. 'A negro primer
did it. He wrote to me asking if he might bid on
my work. I replied that although I had known
him a long time I couldn't give him the job merely
because he was a negro. He told me to forget his

color, arid said that if he couldn't do as good a job
and do it as reasonably as any white man could, he
didn't want it. I let him try, and now he does

most of our printing.
- '

Out of such points of contact, then, encour
by such wise leaders as Booker T. Washington,
will grow an ever finer and finer spirit of ass

tion and of common and friendly knowledge And
that will inevitably lead to an extension upon the

sound ro franchise.

Another influen will tend to < hange tin-

status of the That is the pend-
up of the px>litir-.il solidarity of the South.

All t^ ;-oint to a political realignment upon
ii and North.

Old party name- may even
; Vnd that

breuk-up, with the attendant struggle for votes, is

certain to bring into politics thousands of negroes
and white men now disfranchised. The result of

a real division on live issues has been shown in

many local contests in the South, as in the fight

against the saloons, when every qualified negro
voter, and every negro who could qualify, was
eagerly pushed forward by one side or the other.

With such a division on new issues the negro will

tend to exercise more and more political power,
dividing, not on the color line, but on the princi-

ples at stake.

These associations of white and colored

men are bound to come about at certain

points of contact. Indeed it is now common
enough, where a lew years ago it was unheard
of, for white men and negroes to speak from
the same platform; and in buying and selling,

land-ownership, and common material pur-

suits, both white men and black will realize the

worth of their fellows. In spite of the diffi-

culties that now confront the negro, Mr.
Baker cannot help, he says, regarding the

situation optimistically. He has boundless
confidence not only in the sense of the white
men of the South, but also in the innate capa-

bility of the negro; and he believes that when
the}' come really to know each other —not at

sore points of contact, but as common work-
ers for a common country, the question of

suffrage will gradually solve itself along the

lines of true democracy.

THE MYTHICAL ROOSEVELT
IKK the farmer who sized up the hippo-

4 [Kjtamus and then rendered the sage ver-

I here ain't i animal

!

trib-

utor to the irnia Weekly (San Fran-

idied our only living i President

and pronounced him a myth. This writer,

Mr. I. French Strother, admits that tin re is

mething in human form,

! having famil-

th, thi-
•

being
I

that

ii- -ay, the feet -i\ inches high and two feet

broad, hYsh and blood, hide and hair.

I

-I' JIM' wl

ii i hi

rid i-

md I hi

I

When 4 t II

1

When Theodore Roosevelt came back from .\l-

.c thousand feet high, six blocks wide,
• i halo ih.it dimmed the luster "l Aurora

Borealis, breathed thunder and spouted lightning,
and tin gnashing ol hi ti eth \\.<- heard around t he
world.

M tintaining thai both t b<

tantially accurate, Mr. Strother tries

find the "li I he -<< ond dest ripl ion i-

in. i thai <>! a in. in bni a prodigy, and prodj

do not exisl lb "Theodon I

myth There is no u< h animal."

ipli i

1

.i Wall
railroad

ill< i| him mi
I. mi, h.i third

in.

I

I I Ii • « 1 « I l>i I In. . I Inn. I

Hut i hi ii i in •
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1 1 IE TWO ROOSE\ ELTS

range. They de» ribi d him

and cloven-tailed, more powerful tl ossus,

cunning than Machiavelli, more infernallj

than Mephistopheli destructive than

holocaust. 1 left tluir
;

with a pi< tu

I. Roosevell in my mind comparable onl)

and devasting tornado, with a fai c n

In!', run and works rcfli " - l

\\ hite ! lorse.

Then I i ami W < si again and heard Roosev< li

describi ' Vlci -• an

abl man, an honest man. Intelligible, possi-

ble. Bui the admiring hosl went on and exj

the hating host had done. Another pi vas

the result: a godlik • all knowl-

'I wisdom, .ill the virtues, in> in-

vulnerable, gigantic, hurtlii

tion, .i rai e, a world. Now th< -< two \

, the poles of all views, tl

i mini. In between them you m
findevi ibleopini '"i.

ani man places him in

\..w that means that he has at 1.

virtue for every inhabitant ol America.

Divide them evenlj . for th< '
nt,

and you have a man with fort) million vices and

million virt million distincl

, n Don't that that argument
I hi n i annot 1«

is no su< li in. in. I

ll i- .i m\ ill.

Ro i

,

- i, conclude Mr. Strother's argu-

ment, is "merelj a case of national and uni-

luto-hypnosis; likr Homer, Moham-
med, Shakespeare and others

"

\\\ .1 | :

and partly of infei tion, tin- minds

unanimously agreed upon two woi
rt of incarna

formula representative of the unknown qu

public affairs. He is the * around which

..11 tluir dU ! w rybody
int." Mrs, Bellamy -

worked the problem out that Wall Si

worked ii out th Jacob Riis

; million voters decid* d

And all th.- wh
talkir myth, which 1

, xistencc than Aladd
h< ir ima

Xh« l riter finds this myth <

puzzling.

I q quote his words:

T -it in a gathei
n mounts the platl

talks about the tariff and din ation ai

that sort of thine, and all th.-*- people contin

listen attentively and remain to ail app

sane and cheerful. Hi. n. suddenly, the mat

the platform emits two words, I heodoreand K

veil and thai audi. nstantly transformed

into a lunatic asylum. I h. > yell and clap their

hands and stamp tluir - me even mount
•

||. 111. I- .HI' 1 |

chairs and throw their hat- away. Wnyr u
mldn't cheer an algebraic formulii

,1, ,, \V .,\ thai is all those two word- mean.

Uaddin's lamp that

mvth lothi echo, wh<
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THE INTERNATIONAL "CONGRESS OF
COMPROMISES" AT COPENHAGEN

HPHE recent International Socialist Con-
- gress at the Danish capital was the

eighth. The hrst was held in Paris in 1900.

Subsequent meetings assembled in succession

at Paris, Brussels, Zurich, London. Paris.

Amsterdam. Stuttgart and Copenhagen. The
national union now numbers 33 sections, rep-

resenting all the industrially developed coun-

tries of the world. In a careful analysis of

the results of the congress at the Danish
capital, which appears in the Revue des Deux
Mondes in its first November number, M. J.

Bourdeau gives some valuable information

about the puqx>ses of organization of these

congresse-. Not only have all the sovereigns

of the civilized world representatives in the

international.

Those fighting for their independence, like Po-
land, Finland, etc., possess special parties distinct

from those of Germany and Russia. The vote is

taken by a show of hands, or if three sections desire

it, by nations, proportionately to the number of

their population and -yndical, co-operative, and
• ngth. Th> nation- have

twenl ! Luxemburg, the smallest, two
The total numl»er of members at Copen-

1 iermans, 72
-hmen. and 4v Frenchmen.

-

notably i* I, Kaut-ky. and Bernstein.

Strength

of the social: - in the different countries

rdeau d - the points

iting in support
ts the flar

. by tin

and members of the congress

then

'hind i I'

mo < a' li

n preponder-

question which had been settled at Stuttgart,

but which came up again now a propos of a
quarrel in the Austrian part}', due to the

rivalry of the Czechs and the Germans.

The Czechs, it seems, had decided to form a
special syndicalist organization, maintaining that
as the Czech Socialists are politically independent,
they should also be syndically independent. The
Austro-Germans protested against such syndical-
ist separation because it would cause separate
national syndicates, hostile to each other, to be
formed in every factory, etc.; and the congress
condemned the action of the Czechs.

THE QUESTION OF DISARMAMENT

One of the aims of the International is the
suppression of war, and consequently a dis-

cussion on the practical means of obtaining

arbitration and disarmament formed an im-
portant part of the congress.

The German text of the question put before the
congress protested against the growing armaments
and the financial embarrassments resulting from
them and delaying social reform; it demanded ar-

bitration, simultaneous disarmament, suppression
of secret treaties, and an international guarantee
of independence to all nation-. It recalled t he
anti-military decision of the Stuttgarl congress,
and confided to the International Socialist Bureau
the duty of organizing an understanding among the
labor parties for a common action to prevent war.
Ever -itu c the International was founded there has
been a struggle for hegemony . more or less dissimu-
lated, between the Germans and the French. At
Paris in [900, and later at Amsterdam, the Ger-
mans had been successful, bul at Stuttgarl the
French had their revenge,

s

tin, the Ger-
mane had to give waj .

\ 1 \I\ ERSAL si RIKI PROPOSED

Ib-rr Lebedour, in the name of the I

-. insisted on the Stuttgarl terms, "to
stop war by ever) mi without specifying
ili- \l Vaillant, the I rent li deh

md Mr. ken Hardie th< n added their

pr. I paral) sis ol the world

ul strike. Thu 1 he I rem h and
1

t< nded to oblige the < German
d.-i laration at smii

rt. M \ andt 1
•

1 Ide, the V t, aid

not to 1 ml, .11 ia t he

but thai ii heart hi ith

M Vaillant and Mi Hie Gci
1 fi aii il b) the

• 11 tin ii \u in, in all) .

aid and :
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that the amendment should be returned to the gress ratified unanimously the mam
International Bureau t<> be studied and in- I)r. Adler. Nevertheless, M. Vaillant re-

quin He had also managed to obtain mained, according to the writer, the

the signature <>i Mr. keir Hardie t" hi- sub- victor, lor the (Jcrmans had to consider the

amendment. The defection of Mr. Hardie question of a universal strike in spite of them-
> ipelled M. Vaillanl to follow, and the con- selv<

WHAT HINDU WOMEN THINK OF THEIR
AMERICAN SISTERS

CHE lias spoken at last, has tin- Hindu
^ woman. For years the object of pity

on tin' part of her Western sisters; pictured

as the mere slave of a sensual husband; the

theme of countless missionary addresses,

which have dwelt upon her unhappy condi-

tion in her home and her degraded position

in society— the woman of the Orient has

"come hack" at the woman of the Occident,

and. truth to tell, has uttered some criticisms

which American womankind will, perhaps,

find it not a little difficult to answer. These
criticisms are presented to American readers

b) the Baba Bharati in his magazine formerly

known a- the Light of India, and now appear-

ing under it- new title East and West. The

critics are two Indian ladies of whom one i- a

queen, the Maharani of Baroda, wife of the

Gaekwar of that state, and the Princess Pra-

tiva, a daughter of the Maharaja of Hooch
Behar and grand-daughter of the renowned
Re-hub Chunder Sen.

The Maharani of Baroda has twice visited

the United States. The first time, in 1

she -aid nothing about our countrywomen.
On the last \i-it, a few months ago, being

pressed by the newspaper-men, she did say

something. Her Highness's remarks are re-

ported to have lne I) ,1- follow -
:

I In- women of your big, vast, younj ir\
,

i nfess, disappointed me. I had heard -<> much
ol them; ili.u thej equaled tin 1 r> n< h women in

tlxir two most striking qualit ind viva-

city; that they dressed far bettei iglish

W( .1111 n ; mi iquett ish, 1 1' inker
Spanish; that the] were, in short, as

t he most fas in.up i the'

world i In- Russian.
Well, they are not. Hicy are less chic than the

1

li women, because their clothes are more
becoming, and not always appro-

t< to the •'< i asion.
111. better than the English women.

More conspicuously, perhaps, bul their clothing i-

• durable . suggests nothing of the -"li<! quali-
i\ .iml -i.iii.in. .i- do the tweeds and

tlcloths worn by the Knglish. Their coquetrj
i ctive, for it |x>ssesses no subtlety. Hh

he American woman who wish

attract a man i- thai of the- boy who want
goll with him —as Irank. a- devoid ol

I understand that some American »

the' proposals <>l may I h.ei I do not doubt
after watching them make- thcmselve - iblc"
i.i. i man at dinner. I am not surprised that At

i.m nun do not make love will. Tin- women
them the trouble. \s for the- fascitis t the

tan women. V The Ru
women . minine. I I

women are ma-i 11I11 i

them i- in the with which they elra

selves—not in tin ir souls.

The) are tactless; which isonl)
saying " unkind." 1 I

should they ask
Indian, a Wesl Indian, or an American In-

dian?" And thej are \ ul

-tare at me- mi the- stree t- as they do at I

in a i in n- parade . mere 1\ because I

ami mon ments than their

Commenting on the foregoing, th< B

Bharati remind- his reader- that the M.
harani "is not a Western woman and. tl

fore, she doe snot know, not having Culth

it. the trick of concealing or glossing i

thoughts." He thinks the American
may resent it all. hut "so have tin- Hindu
women a right to resent theAmericanwoman's
criticism of them, criticism entirely unmer-

ited."

The- Prim > — Prativa, wb nten i.

I on. Ion. had this ' ning her

We stern -i-te-r-:

The- women of the- I In- world ai

h,i|>|i>. We of India alone know th.

pine-—. I am glad that there i- an OppOTtunil
iarr\ the- i^o^|h1 of peace into the n ' the

re-tli --. 1 want to go to Ann rii a. tor it i- the ni"~'

unhappj land of all. I have b
that Am. \<r\ rich. Yes, yes. Mm what
of that.' We judge a nation by the status of its

women. .\nt\ the -tatu- of the- American women i-

eternal unrest. < )ne' woman I to me

have nothing bat money, and I'm tired of that'

They lack thai calm center ol philosophy

mil which life i- a whirlpool and the world

avast turmoil. Thej talk loudly. l'he\ tl

Ik- sprightly, and onlj succeed in making
faces. Thej are not enough alone 1 lu\ H

read enough. liny (hatter tOO nitnh and think

too little .
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MAURICE MAETERLINCK: A HOME STUDY
"'""pHE tour of a character." a phrase hap-

-*- pily coined by Madame Maeterlinck

herself, may very "appropriately be applied

to the account of her distinguished husband
which she contributes from her own pen to

the Contemporary R r November.
'"Just as one must have lived a long time in a

country in order to know all its aspects, so,"

she tells us, ""one must for long have shared

a life in order to begin to understand it, in

order to penetrate beyond the hrst outside

acquaintance, which generally reveals noth-

ing of the real spirit." Most persons will

agree with Madame Maeterlinck when she

that '"it i< not without anxiety that we
inquire into the private life oi those whose
works have spread abroad in our soul the first

gleam of truth, and who. just because of that,

en our guides, our masters, and our

We are alv anxious to know
that they really are what we have conceived

them to be; and we are fearful lest the figure

drawn by our imagination should prove to be

a false one. Madame rlinck leaves no
doubt in the mind of her reader with regard

to the priva and character of her poet

and our- Her own v

ho know Maeterlinck ai ibly sur-
liy th> - ].«-

I

:

I tultiplied hi-

ll- in the
ill thai

"<i!«l

.vhii h h<

have
id the world .m impenetrable

he truth

red with.
!

.n h

I hi r|j

I

i

I to
I

I

1

11 Wll. M W.T1.KI l\( K

if the "Belgian Shakespeare" and—as he nil

it—

1

In 1889 he published his tir-t volume of \ ers<

.

entitled Serres Chaudes. His firsl drama.
/../ Princesse Maleine, appeared the following

yiar. and an article written by Mirb<
-hortly afterward, revealed the young author
to the world.

Maeterliiu k continued to live at home; for.

hi- biographer, "he had the power of

abstracting himself from all hi- surroundings.
He i- a complete stranger to the external

form of hi- life, and will remain 50 until the

day 1 Ik 11 thai form ( an perfectly ad
ju-t itself io hi- tastes."

.' Palom
and / h and

ai "tli. 111I1 ,,| ||\ |„,

/ .

I

>.f philo (jphi< il i- Lt 1

with
I III..
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It
•

ts to work, then returns t«> his
[fvivethis Jame garden- that his favorite sports are canoeing,

and doubt. ... ' , ... .

automobiling, cycling, and walking; that

From Madame Maeterlinck we learn that every evening hi- r< 1 in

the poet spends the summer in Normandy and good time. We call our readers' attention

the winter in the South; he rises early, visits to the article on "The Blue Bird" on
his flowers and fruits, his bee-, bis river, his if this number.

RAMON CORRAL, OF MEXICO
HPIIOl'CH somewhat overshadowed by the
* dominating personality and romantic

history of his political chief, Vice-President

Ramon Corral, who, together with Genera]

Diaz, was reelected for a term of six year-.

on the tenth of July last, has shown such a

devotion to duty, and executive ability of

such a high order, that to-day he i- one of the

most prominent figures in Mexico. In the

"Centennial Number" of the Mexican Her-

ald, Senor Santiago J. Sierra gives, under the

heading " Ramon Corral, Man of Action."

some- interesting particulars of the notable

career of the Mexican Vice-President. Ra-

mon Corral, it appears, was horn on January
10, i S 5 4 , on the hacienda of Las Mercedes,

near the city of Alamos, where his father

was manager. While Ramon was still a child

his father removed to Mineral de Chinipas,

where the l>ov was educated. On attaining

manhood Don Ramon "showed great tenac-

ity, ability for hard work, and busi

acumen." which soon brought him to the

fore. He became editor and publisher of two
journals, and correspondingly active in the

political arena of the state of Sonora. In the

struggle Corral and his

journal- were ardent supporter- of the latter;

and when Torre- led the uprising precipi-

tated by the Sonora election affair, he took,

young Corral a- hi- aide. Torre- and his

followers were severely defeated and C
was wounded in a bloody battle at Bi

but the revolution spread, and in 1866 the

federal government was compelled to

troop- to the scene of disturbano S nora

declared in a state of siege: and .

negotiations between Genera] Pesqueira and
Gen. Vicente Mariscal, commanding the

federal force-, the latter took over the political

and military direction of the affairs of the

-late. Soon afterward trouble arose bet

him and the state legislature: and the latter

moved to Guaymas, where it opene
under the presidency oi Corral, nullified the

a< t- of Mariscal, anil elected a nor.

Mariscal, after some ineffectual attempl

.red from the polil

aren. 3 and on peace being thus

pointed feller.

ivernment n. Luis I

Torre-, the new governor ra, \bout

this time Corral published his important

work. "General Histori-

caJ Review of the - - mora."

<n afterward Mr. Corral 1 as

deputy to the congress i<\ the union and went

to the City of Mexico.

lit soon made himself fell both in the tribune

and in the pn gal 'ill which hi

inimical t" i\

!. and - the bill with-

n. His brilliant fight in nection i

him a national ch
K ii|x>n him the attention of hi- owi with

the result that he was el mora
f..r the |h >riod fro nid he •
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Mr. Corral traveled in Europe in iSqo:

in 1900 he was made governor of the Federal

District: three years later he was appointed

Minister of the Interior I
which office he still

holds) ; and in the succeeding year he became
Vice-President of the republic.

The Herald writer sums up his article on

Vice-President Corral in the following eulogy;

and seldom has a eulogy been so well de-

served:

In the personality of Mr. Corral we see out-

lined the simple yet characteristic figure of the true

citizen: the material of which were made the great

men who have directed the destinies of the great

republic of North America. ... If we trace

the prominent features of his history, we find the

man has ever shown a strict adherence to princi-

in him nothing of the professional

courtier <->r diplomat: he has been ever natural

and true to himself in his public life. In other

words, lie is a gentleman of the old school, sincere,

frank, cordial with all who have n> do with him,
whether it be for the first or the hundredth time-

All these good qualities and this evident
ability for government, for administration, and for

doing things without friction, appealed to General
Diaz. His respect for the rights of others, his

magnanimity, his temperateness in all his deci-

. and his ability to hold an even balance in

all questions brought before him procured them-
selves as qualities which specially fitted him for the
office of Vice-President of the republic. And time
has justified the choice.

Vice-President Corral is regarded by his

countrymen as one of their greatest states-

men; and he may be said to represent the

new order of things as opposed to the old

regime, when chaos reigned throughout the

republic, and political agitations were the

order of the day.

THE TRANSFORMATION OF PORTUGAL
A MOXG the various articles in the maga-
•^ /:: ell as in the editorial comments
of the daily press, on the recent revolution

in Portugal there lVan almo.-t total absence

of expn mpathy for the late occu-

pant of the throne and hi> royal relatives.

A remark, .<reption appears in the

Cornsponda 11 1 (Paris), to which periodical

M. L. de St. Victor de St. Blancard contrib-

utes what may appropriately be termed an

apologia for the exiled royal family. M. de

St. Blancard characterizes the revolution as

"Pretorian and masonic"; and he cites in

support of his assertion the testimony of an

THE MM mi 1 i'i i-t m l< wai r THE I I. 01
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a t orre pondent of the- London
Daily ChronicU who wrote: "It was do! to

any extent a popular uprising. The r<*>Ie

played !>v the civil element was almost nil."

He adds:

The revoll began in the quarters of the First

\nill(i\ and in the barracks of the

Sixteenth Regiment intry. It has been
during all it- developmen I of thirty hour- .1

-

gle between troops faithful to their oath and the

mutineers. Ii ha- hail nothing of spontaneity.
. To provi the intervention of the masonic
-. it i- only necessary to point to the first

.Kt- iif the new regime. In the name of liberty

they massacre the priests, tiny attack the con-

vents, thej expel the monk-. In the nan
liberty they do violence to the nuns. . . . The
separation of church and state; the suppression
of all tin igregations; secular education;
divorce -these an- the essential points of the

programme of tin- men of tin- day. These men.
.in- all prominent masons. The order has

for a Ion- time been deeply rooted in Port
where it counts ai the present t\.i\ about 270

It ha- openly undertaken the
direction of the antidynastic movement. It

organized tin- conspiracy in which King Carlos
and the (row 11 I'riiu e met their death.

The essentia] cause of the crisis, in M. St.

Blancard's judgment, was the premature
introduction of a political regime which
could not become properly rooted in Por-

tugal because it was not suited to either the

intellectual or the social condition of the

country. There was not in Portugal, as in

England, a middle class, a yeomanry, to

counterbalance a mass which, for some years

at least, represented the formidable propor-

tion of eighty per cent, literate-. Popular

control assumes the existence of a numerous
and influential class of electors capabli

ising due sun eillance. There was noth-

ing of the kind in Portugal. Under the par-

ticular conditions, the history of the house

of Braganza could scarcely have been other

than it was; and M . st. Blancard holds that

it i- exceedingly unjust to \i-it on the heads

of the monarch- the sin- of numerous unwise

and unfaithful servants, <>n whom re-ts the

responsibility for the financial troubles which

indirectly led to the revolution. The Por-

tuguese sovereigns have Dot been remiss in

their attention t«> their regal duties. The

late King Carlo-, could point to the develop-

ment of the army and Davy under his reign.

Queen Amelia was the embodiment of a

ion- philanthropy, having established

pitals, home--, and other benevo-

lent institutions. Yet this royal lady has

been the subject of the most violent abuse,

simply because ^i her de\otion to the Catho-
li< 1

M. St. Blancard admits the charge brought
against the late monarch}- in the matter of

the adiantomientos, or unauthorized advances
of money from the treasury for thi

the royal family; but he claims that ministers
were to blame, and that the sums in question
were trilling compared with the millions di--

pensed by Queen Amelia out of her private

purse in charity. A> to the new republican

government, he see- no evidence of stability

in a directory which, "under the presidency

of a Utopian philosopher, unites demagogues
whose radicalism border- on anarchy, lit:

teurs, professors, advocates, and doctor.-, hut

not a single man of governing capacity.'
1

A very different estimate of the provisional

government is made by I>r. E. J. Dillon in the

Contemporary Rr.iru\ It comprises, he -

"some of the most distinguished men of

Portugal." Dr. Dillon's utterances on politi-

cal affair- are always illuminating; and in

the present in-tame he had the advantage
of investigating conditions on the spot As
long ago a- the eighth of September lie wrote

in Madrid: "Portugal might aptly Ik- de-

scribed as the -imulacrum of a state with

a jjha-tly affectation of lingering vitality.

Nothing now separates that little

kingdom from the chaos of anarchy but the

squalid stagnancy oi the masse-, whom the

plentiful harve-t< of two year- have kept

awhile from breaking the thin crust. ...
A deliberate scheme hatched by the Repub-
lican- would be equally effective. I have

good reason to believe that a plot of that

kind i- in progress, and that the life of the

monarchy may be measured by month-."

Dr. Dillon exposes the economic
the late regime, and how the mon-
archists undermined the monarch}-, the

Regenerators and the Pn v turns

partaking ni the and incidentally

the spoils, <>i office. He also explains just

why the people who could read hated

monarchy and church. He says:

Edl In

all Portugal there wa- not, and thor-

OUghl iili-hmeiit SUpp
by tl • • Secondary < ducation
a ni" .All
lation are unable to read or write, and the numbi r

would be mil it not for the Repub-
lican voluntarily supported l>\ that

1

on the offerings <>f tin- |WM.r< 1 One 1

of thi- method ol dealing with the jk .>jiK- wa- that

those whi R( pubficai

came out embittered against the monarchy, the

parties, and the priests, all of whom v

to In parasites li\ ing upon the peopk ,

That monarchists were privy t<» the n

cide conspiracy, Dr. Dillon -how- beyond
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'RESIDENT BRAGA. OF PORTUGAL, IN HIS OFFICE AT LISBON

doul ss from the very

the young Kin^
iel, who, inexperienced as he was, was

compelled t<> turn lor advice and guidance
of the 1 politicians who

at least indirectly and unwittingly,

kil
1

*

new r<\ Dr. Dillon

moder-
by them throughout the revo-

\\Y£ blood, paroling
ted for relusii

urt -

i uf

: ion

I >r.

the

»hilo

I

i

s work of a painful nature. . . . Oui
- a provisional government will be uumbered

by month)— three or four, five or six. Hardly
more. When our work i~ completed, new elec-

tions on a Republican basis will take place, and
the new Legislative Chamber will meet and

. urate the new political era.

The new Minister of War thus sketched
the military future of the country:

I In- army will be reorganized from top to bot-
Military service will become obligator)

.t\ in. il< citizen when he attains the age,

without exception. I reckon that, with our pres-

ent population, we could thus put at least 300,000
tin 11 in the field easily.

Perhaps the mosl remarkable thing aboul
nt revolution is the meagerness ol

ans employed against tremendous
odds. \ Di I )illon r< marks, wherea in

1
inn hi conspired againsl 1 In-

l.ni|»i ror, and in I 11 • as whole armies
I tin in Portugal there

notl r< neral, ii-> high

milil linen) m< n "i the

civil 1
l/i;.- parliamentar) part)

! onl) a band
( i\ ili in-, u ho ' |i...\. 1 ..|

1 "iii ingi ni "i in. 11 mi

and bit im.\ emenl
11 I" I In if ami a iiuiiiIii 1 ol

Mill

\llll I
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who rendered services to the revolution by against the monarchy on that historic

delaying, copying, and revealing the gov- Monday night, lacking money, arms, ammu-
ernment despatches, and you have the ab- nition, everything but audacity and sublime

surdly inadequate forces that -allied out assurance.

THE PRISON REFORMERS AT WASHINGTON
TilK International Prison Congress which °ughi to be wiped off the face of the earth,

met at Washington in October last was v, "
l

hl^
j.

Kl
.

1

1

r,, i'l

l

«'" such conditions exist. I

... . . Ti need not de-cnl>e them. I hev are all alike. In
in many respects a remarkable gathering. It

lh( .

Jai , al i.()U ;„viUe we found a number of pris

included about ninety different persons from oners in back-to-back cells very poorly lighted.

thirty-four different countries: and among The cell doors were open. The prisoners came out

them were old men of the New World and and walked about m bai^ eroloBures iwride a big

, , vl ,
,... caec. 1 hey were in semi-darkness. . . . ()n<

young men ol the Old. 1 he Congress meets m ;in tol(i m ,. „Mt ,,H .

N were kept ttu .

rt
. in i(1 |,. I1(_

quinquennially. Forty years ago, on the in- no recreation, no outer air. ... If America

itiativeof an American, the late Dr. E. ('. wishes to accomplish on.' great humanitarian tri-

Wines, the first meeting was held in London; l

!

m
'
,h

:

u " ,;, >" ,l " w ''>
'

rtform in *"
subsequent meetings were held at Stockholm,
Rome. St Petersburg Paris, Brussels, and

()ur ^ tem of harml intt.rior (dl>
Budapest; but not until the present year has was crhU^vd ai >() by Major ,, s Rogers
the Congress met on American soil. And

chief surveyor of the English Prison System.
when, at last, the members did come to this Mr , s Gibbons, chairman of tin- Prison
country, they "came past the Goddess oi Board of Ireland, contrasted our system with
Liberty and found-cages. 1 hat. for Amer- thal in v in Irdan(1 ,, (

^.
ican-. i- tin' Li;i -- 1 ol the recent gathering.

. . . They came as to a promised land,
[ have to give every person, whether tried or un-

and found us still in the wilderness, writes tried, and especially the untried, a separate room
Mr. Paul I'. Kellogg in the Survey. There "> sleep in. and 1 would lose my j..l> if I put tw,.

was "outspoken appreciation on the part of Pn>om-r> in a pell. I am obliged by law ... ke,p
. . . ' . . ' l . .

.' tried and untried separate. I lu\ never see each
the foreign delegates on much that they saw other , am u]lVl, vl] liy 1;1W ,

America, notably the work of our proba- two hour-' exercise in the open air ever)

tion systems and reformatories; and the dele- ... A man might be in the Tombs for months

gates said that the influence of their visit here »"d TTIFk" 1

v
d
F*^ '

am
l

flin ° l ^miration
.

i i
•

i i
lor what the New ^ nrk pri-on authorities have done

would be felt in the legislatures, the prisons, ,,, r improving the Tombs, putting in windowsand
the courts, and the juvenile institutions oi tinkering lure and thei ; to

all Europe." Also, the Congress for the first i"' 11 -*»e thing down.

time indorsed the- indeterminate sentern

which American penologists have so strongly Xlr - 1,,,l,: '^ the cell- at Elmira

advocated. But "the triumph was tempered alto-ether unfit. Of them he said:

by the realization that in less than half our

erican States is there any real reformatory Yo" elevate nun as you do there „
,

mind and'iii' principle and then submil them to cells with n.>

work done among prisoners, and the further ,, nvenkro irith

realization of the bitter inconsistency oi our ir..ii l..i t i- through which < their

treatmenl of the rank and file of offenders; for movements maj be seen rhai seems to n

by our very methods of dealing with them we m " nin/1

are breeding and confirming them as crim-

inal-."
-

We extract from Mr. Kellogg's ar- The difficult problem of prison labor evoked

title some of the constructive criticisms of long discussion, in the course oi which it

American institutions and methods made by developed that our prison population aver-

the foreign delegates at the Congress. Mr. ages ioo.ooo able-bodied men andwomei

rhomas Holme-, secretary of the Howard working force which few industrial aties

tion of London, said: ,),M ~' Mt Xn '"^ ^ butler, president ol the

American Prison V ition, linked the prob-
M" conviction which thrust itsell upon U-ni of prison labor with conservation. He

the mind the foreign delegates with du .

(1 ,j lt
. Kreal n0Tks in reclamation done by

\\hi)inlha\. \\a- the e\traordinar\ oil.ihtv .1 ."1,

iirreformaTories and the extraordinary defecfa convicts ami urged the

our town .i\\<\ county jails. I jail I saw operation- We quote from bis ad. Ire--:
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tin Russian cl

thus d( -< rib< d h ^ ork's

death i hamber:
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thai .1 ill. <

hard laboi
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.nnl our unhealthy and crime-breeding history, mental and bodily characterist

jail:-," which art- "the antithesis of all that etc, had been collected and were now being

America has stood for among the nations." tabulated; and that so far "no evidence
One noteworthy statement in regard to whatever has emerged from this investigation

criminology generally was that made by Sir confirming the existence of criminal types

Evelyn Ruggles-Brise, K..C.B., the president- such as Lombroso and his disciples hav<

elect of the International Prison Commission, serted." On the contrary, both irds

in his address to theAmerican Prison Associa- measurements and physical anomalies, the

tion, which was to the effect that in Kngland statistics present "a startling conformity with

they had been at fjreat pains to disprove the similar statistics of the law-abiding i

popular conception of the criminal. Three This will, it i> hoped, break down the tradi-

thousand of the worst criminals had been per- tion that criminal> are a special type, in many
sonally examined, their measurements, family cases beyond the reach of reform.

BAGGING LIVE GAME IN THE ARCTIC

nPIIK shooting of game has become such a of ten miles he was bound to find it." Kuli
* common feature of arctic expeditions that (as he was called for ^hort I one morning dis-

exploits in that particular field of sport covered their firstbearforthe party, and il

attract little attention. But to tit out an decided to take her alive. How this

expedition for the express purpose of bring- complished is thus narrated by Mr. Rainey:

ine back alive some of the monsters whose ... , ,
. , . . . , ,..... . . . We lowm-d away tin- I.mm h ami her.

habitat is the arctic circle an<. oi securing sh( . ,,„ in
.mifim , th( . |ian i(l . ;mi , ,

moving pictures ol scenes in that region <>t alongside of her >he >h bt in a minute.

floe and berg is a decided novelty; and the Now, Harriett. who was -

lunt which Mr. .Paul }. Rainey gives, in
maintained thai a 1

,1.1I not possiMj

f . - -, - ',., f mt « » a l><>at Imm the water, ami he har..
the current issue ot the Cosmopdtta*, of „, that effec1 wilh „n ,u gusto, and lirsl .,i

,.

"bagging arctic monsters with rope, gun, and "get the rope on her.'" Thia - ii<l than

camera," not only furnishes entertaining done. For about half as hour we pla\.

reading, but will add considerably to the ij^ c
i-

t^' t] white brute ducking
....... . ,. , (loilyim;, diving out ot slight . ami cominu up with

interest with which visitors to the New York a r ,|. ir . in() a ,ia .h of her terribfc

Zoo will regard two of his living trophies now i succeeded in getting the n

in that institution. Mr. Rain. petti- and quick as a cat she dived under the I I

tion, which sailed from Boston on the six-
came

"J
1 on

!

h( ' othcr s th
.

c **;
. . we could get the engine i she had actually

teenth Oi June last, crossed the arctic circle
s , in puIHng lh( . ,„,,„ up ,, n ,,,,

at three in the afternoon ol the tilth oi July, the ice, Bnarling and growling, and ti i the

when the real adventuring began. The first n

animals secured*live were two walrus calves
tn " r,

l

r
.

hat

i , i

which seem to have instinctively hit upon a
d( thcn Wl.

novel plan for letting their quondam nurses j\ on B r

know when enough nourishment had been struck the «

supplied to then,. We read: *here Bob was
*] , '

*}
CT hcad

„
a^1

' fore-paws over t tit gunwale. With a yell he

turned everytl id jumped for tl

I In \ were stupid little fellows, sleeping most side of tl while the resl of ua uith
of tli*- time, and when they woke would begin

|aUghter. I took a boathook and managed to
promptlj to bellow lor dinner. We fed them keep her out of tl h, and wi
condensed milk out of nursing-bottles brought ,,, ,|u . ^| n|) Another ti when wt

r the purpose. 1 hi j absorbed mosl m . r ,1,,,

alarming quantities ol it, and quick!) d d ,;„„._ |,*, .irly

a trick, when the) could hold no more, of sucking the winch
up a large mouthful and blowing il with greal hitched to hi and
precision in th< the man who happened madam was ride h'<

to be playing nui .,,,,1 lowered inn

Id n , win

\jnong the Eskimos attached to the party down in quite a mai Th

mud Kulitinguah eat bear- »™ Ih Horna •" *
hunter. Hi i- described as "a stumpy
little daredevil, with the eye of a lynx, and \ day or two later a magnificent specimen

if tl • anywhere within a radius of a bear was taken alive, and named 'Silver
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CAPTURING A FEMALE POLAR BEAR IN HER NATIVE WATERS
Ms specimen is now an inmate of the New York Z I rardeos)

King," on account of his beautiful coat.

From the first he \ feroi ious and hard

to handle that more than once only his

superb appearance kept him from sudden
'h.'" Silver King i- also in the N

Yorl / (< • :•

en at Etah, Mr. Rainey secured a pho-
ph of I I olid-famous < a< he,

<\(}\ In

U I won I \a it li

! tin

I ri from tow hing
' ' i I M-

I be

•'I photographs were taken. Accord-

ing to Itookashoo, Cook did not go out

of sight of land, and Bradley Land he

never saw.

When we returned to the Bhip we faced the

problem of getting our first bear out <>i the hatch in

order to get Bome coal. While trying to get her

he jumped on top of it and put her
bead and pawa out ol the hatch; there was .1

general scattering .ill around, and a little Eskimo
woman butted Dr. Johnston in the stomach and
knocked him down. One ol the sailors kept

ever, and liit the bear over the
and -In- fell bat k. Hi i out

uf the hole, we put .1 large pan "I fr< l> watci
and plenty "I meal in ide. \\« then lowered
n back into the hole, and had our beat af<

and

nale i-
I rangh d

' rid Mr to deal li in mpl to hoi 1 him aboard
[Jr. G hip li cd nine fo i from tip to

to tl
'

I the lust of the KhI imo
droppi d ..I ( i|.i \ imI III.

• ontinued on il
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POPULAR IGNORANCE CONCERNING Nil
FUR-SEAL QUESTION

\ I \( ' \\ LAY in one- of his essays says:
* "

1 he opinion of the great body of the

reading public- i> very materially influenced

by the unsupported assertions of those who
assume a right to criticise." The truth of

this observation has been conspicuously

demonstrated in the recent discussion in the

public press of the affairs of the Bering

fur-seals—a discussion precipitated by cer-

tain criticisms, by the Camp Fire Club of

New York, of an order of the Secretary of

Commerce and Labor for the killing of the

annual quota of young male seals. Mr.
George Archibald Clark, an acknowledged
authority on the fur-seal question, who has

made several \isits to the Pribilof Islands,

shows in the Popular Monthly that

not only i- there a remarkable popular misap-
prehension concerning the real facts of this

problem, hut that the Camp Fire Club, the

critic in thi' case, is itself very much "at -

in the matter.

The Secretary's order, which gave ri>e to

the discussion, i- not a new one; on the con-

trary . a similar order has been given each

season for the past forty years. What it

really meant and the reason for it may be
gathered from the following extract from
Mr. Clark"-- arl i'

I

Thi- order (ailed for the killing of 8,000 <>f

the superfluous young males t" secure their
-kins. 1 1 i- the way in which the government
harvests the producl of it- fur-seal herd. The
order i- exactly analogous t" one which the
owner of a herd "i 100,000 cattle might give to

ri'H -I \1 . OR II \K1 M \t IST1 K

his .1. drive up and slaughter foi

. .

1 he fur-seal is .1 pol - animal, a fad • hieh
ire Club seems to overlook. A

enumeration shows thai 2<> out 1

horn are superfluous for breeding purposes. \

mable proportion of
-

commercial uses without injury to the herd
their withdrawal will have no more 1 , the
life of the herd than the killing of a like numl
steers would have on a herd 1

Moreover, it i- not merely feasibh am
take these animal-, but it i- beneficial to the herd
that they Bhould l>e removed. To let thi

male- grow up to adlii

dirion of fighting on the 1

which would be injurious in a h: 1 the
welfare of the herd. To illu-;- another
analogy, the condition which their exem|
from killing would produce on the fur-seal 1

eries would l>e exactly like that which would
exist on the cattle 1 all the young malt

'1- were allowed t" grow upas bulls
and stallions t" r with ther the
supremacy of the herd.

That the fur-seal herd i> in a pr<

Condition, as asserted by the Camp Fire Club,
i- an admitted fact; but the implication that

the order of the Department has anything
to do with this condition is altogether un-

founded. The real cause of the dep
state of the herd i- succinctly set forth by
Mr. Clark. He says:

The mother - 150 to 200 mOes from the
rookery to find her food, leaving her young behind,
returning to nurse it and
With the storms of winter all class imals

the islands and make a long migration to the
latitude of Southern California. On the spring
migration the mot In r seal is hea\ y w it h

5

hence less swift in her movement
mer feeding grounds -he must t.

In a\ iiy throi nourish

i

A- a result 1 itch i- m
the !

65 to >t it- -k

aih\ nurs des. I !

died unborn or • tion on the 1

The wri-

w hich dii mi the rooki r* -

Pribilof Islands in tin fall 1

n. In i-

:it that 13.5 per the I 'in i

for tl

August of that m ir I i ire

time thi- hunt in

.

» id and nut

;h the

the herd of fur -t al- I

1 from 3

than 150,000 animals.

This cause of decline was established

a commission of scientific experts in 1

nevertheless, the wasteful and inhuman
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YOUNG MALE SEALS (KILLABLE) HERDED TOGETHER

form of |x has continued ever

-ince the commission made its report

A total of 200,000 gravid an I nursing females
n from the breeding Btoi k of the herd.

I imala ha marketed l>y

! Si.5 |mt
skin, a total low in <a-h to the government of

'». with an actual lo— through l»n« <lin«

po*»ibilif i«-- of ten tim<-^ thi- amount, aa tin breed-
: the female fur -<al i- at least ten seasons.

Here there is ample ground for legitimate

criticism of the governmental policy: there is

no need to invent grounds of criticism such as

those urged against the Secretary of Com-
merce and Labor for his harmless order. It

musl he remembered, too, that Great Britain,

Japan, and Russia share with the United
state- responsibility in this matter. Every
form of wasteful slaughter must cease.

FIRE PROTECTION POR OUR FORKSTS
I<'l RES in our fori ir<-

that t: of them in tin-

pubi attr t little attention.

Only thi ithin I

:' a for' :li/e the

nd ( it y
•

tin magnitude of thi I the

I

! ! I

Graves, of I

i

n if the waste of forest resources through
. be promptly and effectively i he< ked.

How the fires of last A t were fought,

lated by A »sistanl Districl I ter F.

D trict 4 )m- of the Fon i Sen
to w hie li M r, Sil< .ii tai hed, has

hcadq at Mi- oula, Montana,
and iin lud< - .ill the national fon i in the

panh 'aim, and in Monta la, Nbrt

h

Minm nd Mi< hi|

; I I ;,.n\ ol

to I
1

II amount . . I un< th ; bill

Montana und N'orl li< i n
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Idaho, owing t<> the underbrush and wind-
fallen timber, travel with a horse without
trails is a physical impossibility, and by
fool with a pack on one's back, a most
arduous and tedious task. I ire control in

such a territory as this [s a most serious

and difficult problem. Fires, to be con-

trolled, must he discovered when small, and
when discovered it must hi' possible to get

at them. Many of the large mountain tires

.ire i ; t>> ico miles from railroads; then- are

no trails; and when trails have to he cut

five miles a day is a high average for trail

work. Each national forest i- a unit of

1,000,000 or more acres, representing a tract

of land about 75 miles [ong by 40 to 50 miles

in width, or i>oo to S500 square miles. A11

adequate patrol force should contain at least

one man to every 50,000 or 00.000 acres in

the heavily timbered forest and one to every
,-;o,ooo acres in the lightly timbered ones.

To patrol, good lookout points on the prom-
inent peaks are selected, and trails along
open ridges are used wherever possible. Just
as in a city, engines, men. and horses are

maintained to fight lire-, so in our forests

then- must he men. tools and pack-trains

immediately available when a tire is dis-

( o\ ered.

( v i 1 1 lt t<> the absence of -prm<j rains, there
wer serious tires burning by the fifteenth

of July in the present year on nearly ever)
forest west of the continental divide. By
the middle of July over 5000 extra laborers
were employed <>n the fire lines in North-
western Montana and Northern Idaho. [o
condense Mr. Sflcox's interesting narrative:

By the middle of August "\ir .v* K > -mall fires

had been put out and over 80 larj brought
under control. On the afternooi
hurricane, which continued fur .24 li nncd
every lire in it- path into uncontrollable
The roar of them was heard for miles, and \\.i-

likened by 9ome of tl the nois<
ot ,1 thousand freight train-. V oints
fires leaped rivers a quarter mile wide. Within
48 hour- on August 20 and 21 a strip of e.iinin
along the Bitterroot Mountain- 100 miles
li> 20 to 35 miles wide was burned over: 74 tem
porary laborers were killed and a- main- m<
hired.

Answering the question "Is tire prol

for our forests worth while?'* Mr. S

gives the following figun

The estimate of valuable timlur in the
district of periodical lire- in the national f

of Northern Idaho and Northwestern Mon
IS about No I >i 1 1 ion feet, representing a money \ aim

me $200,000,000. • nt tin -

IUU I IKING |\ IHt mi IIRROOT MOUNTAINS
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two watershed? where sales had actually been
made aggregating in stumpage value SH^o.ooo.

This timber has all been killed by fire, representing

a loss to the nation of over S6oo,ooo.

Forester Graves points out that the forest

protective force is altogether inadequate,

and that the first thing required is a rapid

extension of the system of trails, fire lines.

and telephone lines. A fundamental prin-

ciple in fire protection is that there must be

an organization to prevent the startup

tires and not merely one to put them out.

The essential things to make the location

md control of fires in the national forests

-ible are summarized as folio

imprehensive system of ridge and stream
trails which extend over the entire forest. These

from $60.00 to >ioo.oo per
mile, with an 1 8-inch tread and .---foot clearing.

Each forest >hould eventually have from 200 to

400 miles of trail.

m of well-selected lookout points
and ridge tra: >rdinated as to give primary

rol of all di-tricts for locating fir

- linated system of telephone lines

extending up the main stream- and tapping by
tributary line- the lookout point-.

The purchase and maintenance of pack
- fully equipped with pack saddh -. These

horses can be used for building trails and, when
the emergency arises, put on duty packing fire

supplies.

5 The location of caches of tools throughout
the forest at strategic points. These toors should
consist ot mattocks or grub-hoes, saws, axes,
and shovels, enough to equip ten men from each
cache.

\b) A patrol on heavily timbered areas of at

least one man to 30,000 acres, and in the more open
!is of one man to 50,000 or 60,000 acres.

The question will be raised as to whether it

is possible to protect these areas from fire> and
whether or not it is worth while. Appreciating
even the full significance of the catastrophe of this

year, there is not the slightest doubt but that with
an adequate trail, look-out, and telephone system;
and a sufficient equipment of tools, the fires can be
controlled. The fundamental factors in the whole
situation are telephone communication, trail trans-
portation, and man patrol.

As Forester Graves very properly insists,

the main burden of protecting forests from
fire must be borne by the public. The pur-
pose of forestry is to secure certain benefits

to the community and to the country as
a whole. It is therefore entirely proper
that the principal cost of protecting our
forests should fall upon those who are
benefited.

RUDOLPH HUCKEN AND HIS DOCTRINE
IX the English-speaking world the name of

Prof. Rudolph Euckerj is so little known
that when, two years ago, he was awarded the
Nobel pri/.e for literature, the vast majority
of English and Americans had never heard of

\i-tcnec. In the International Journal

of Ethics, Mr. S. II. Mellone tells us some iii-

ting fact- about this idealist philosopher.

In the first place, we arc informed thai Dr.
Kuckcn i- a professor at Jena University, and
that between 187a and iqoX he wrote a greal

number of philosophical work-. Mr.Mellone
then summarizes Eucken's general doctrine,
remarking thai "We find in him the besl
spirit of li( hte revived with a wider and fuller

ption of what i- involved in the highest
liiY oi humanity .md ii relations to nat u

•
1 In Hi" 1 u nli l\ , 111 1, m

• >l ill. I lll>,

h" h ' .in hv 1 hi human mind
I. Mill, I ill HID

'Ii from within pontfl

develop
I''. II. Il Ml, Willi

•nh, mi in powi 1

I III' Mill III, I 1,1

in I, ..iii inn in human
iimIi\ kIii.,1 unci |„ 1

<>( pn

vt 1 1..

\J

hIiii 1
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that man i- capable
..I rising above himself, "I comparing him-ell with

others, an<l ol n his ow ti i fa

• - that 1 life which is not finite

and individual, but infinite and universal. Hence
nun strained to search for and realize truth
in thinki- philoso-

phy: t hi strained t<> realize goodness in

chara lu< t, and t<> seek for and
l it in beauty in nature and in human life.

'..u\. then : inuation and
jx>rtion of visible nature, at the same time mani-

powers and pur tich [xiim t<> for:

real it ) altogether different from visible and I

die things. As a spiritual being hi i- relat

unseen order, demanding his intelligent coopera-
tion. The true home of his ideals i- in the ui

\\ « >rl< I. where i- the ground of all I" ; the
ever-active soutn iritual life. In all high
purposes man i- attaching himself t

reality and meaning of the world in a
spiritual health a man must look on and up

to purpoe od the private indi\ lf;to

must be transferred. Then fir-t logins the forma-
tion of a newand higher kin<l of inner life, the true
spiritual life, bring uch with the un-
Been. (e Man, as creative, is summon tand
decide for himself; !.• with the
movi ment of the universe, and not merely an
it in hi> thoughts. Where problems of the inner

rned truth i- reached more by the
vital energies welling up when the -oul i-

trat.

THF CENTENNIAL OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF BERLIN

'I'lll. centennial celebration of one of the
A most important universities of the world,

and also one of the youngest*, i> an event

singularly noteworthy and interesting. It

recall- the earl_\- history of that great seat of

learning, '•founded at a time of cruel stress to

counteract by its spiritual activities the mis-

fortunes that, in the great Napoleonic wars,

engulfed Prussia; evokes a roll of illustrious

name- that have been connected with it;

reminds us ^i the significance <•( it> influence,

in broadening culture, not upon Germany
alone, but upon mankind at large."

Dr. Wilhelm Paszkowski, himself a pro-

r at the University, contribute- an article

companied by numerous portraits of de-

parted celehrit; fected with the insti-

tution1—to the Leipzig /////

which outlines its history, its aims, and
of some of the famous men that h.i

such lu>ter upon it.

If the German universities are more in-

timately ated with the national

political life of the people than the univer-

sities in any other country, he remind-

in time of national adversity they have
the faithful guardians not aloi hut

<4 political hopes and ideals, it can justly he

-.iid that t<> no other German university may
thi- be more fittingly applied than to the one
now commemorating the hundredth year of

it- existent

I" the ron.. rland it •

!!> -mall shan— t h< :' unity and
pire were -pre.nl broa
ii- lecture halls

of their realization. It is but natural, ther.

! he whole German nation should join in this

: ruvcrsit

the la-t hundred year- in the spiritual pi

mankind.

In enjoying the fruits one i> apt to

the fir-t Vnd > < I the foundal ion of

thi- university form- one i>\ the most

esting ami remarkable incident- in all hi-'

.

whicl
• has
intry

told

half; Berlin 1 > re nothing but

iir. The nine university whh
a population "t about ten million-, had in
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HELMHOLTZ (l82I-li L I

i

7 70-1831; MOMMSEN (1S17-IQOO) Hl'MBOLDT (1769-1859)

SOME CELEBRATED GRADUATES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BERLIN

(See also belowi

in part sinking into ruin. Some of their

professors humbled themselves before Napoleon;
many Ijecame his panegyrists: only a few, like the

noble Schleiermacher and the high-souled Fichte,

held out and hoped for better times. It was in

this period of utter political depression that the
idea of founding a higher seat of (earning in Berlin,

which had now and again cropped up at the close

of the 1 8th century, took firmer shape, and was
advocated, first, by Cabinet Councilor Boehme.

founding a university," he o Berlin

may become the center of German culture, the
northern, perhaps of all Germany."

Who could divine that sixty-three yean later that

prophecy would be fulfilled irly as [807
Boehme was commissioned to take the first steps

toward the realization of the But a^ long
d by the I rem h there could

be no question of carrying out the plan in earnest.
Oth<t too, ,ir n, who had come

mptatioi • city
for the student body. A work by Schleierma
upon the true mission of universities gave a new
impetus, while Fi< hte—who, under Napoleon's very

bad in the winter of i>y>7~<»8 held his mem-
orabl n an di< Deul * be Nation" (Address
to the fW-rman Nation;—and others had inde-

ed courses of lectin "This i-,

," I i< hte del land, "ton-store the
illy and morally; we should not

look for anything from outside; in ourselves and
our actions should we sow the seed of the coming,
hopeful time." Finally, on December 3rd, [808,
the French evacuated Berlin; plans were com-
pleted for the organization of the university, and
the first announcement of lectures appeared Sept.

l8th, 1810. A list of the original instructors ex-

hibits men of the highest eminence: Schleiermach-
er, Savigny, Hufeland, Graefe, Fichte, etc.

The ordcnllichr professors (full professors)

assembled for the first time on October 10th,

1S10, in the aula of the university—the royal

palace of Prince Henry, brother of Frederick

the Great, having been assigned to the use of

the foundation. It was now the part of tin-

new institution to demonstrate its rij^ht to

existence. How it has done this the his-

tory of a hundred years has brilliantly

shown.

Equipped with a fund of about 160,000 marks at

the outset, its funds now reach over 4,000,000
marks; its student-roll, which counted 256 the
tir-t semester, now leads the universities <>f the
world with 14,000 -t n< K n t - and hearers. With t his

rapid outward development the inner growth ol

the institution and its important spiritual

V
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influence keep pace. I In- principle of its r..\.il Virchow, du B<i- Raymond, Hegel, Curtius,
founder: "to attract and retain the ablest nun in Mommsen, Jacob Grimm, von Ranlce, Wcier-

field," has, in spite "I very considerable strass, to mention <>nl\ -t,i the sch
ulties and sacrifices, been faithfully followed, who labored in the University stamp it with

.ukI thus the names alone—-Koch, rlelmholtz, distinction.

THE WOMEN'S COLLEGES OF ENGLAND WD
THEIR LESSON

Lf"( )R I Y-< )\ E years ago Girton College, the

oldesl of the women's colleges in connec-
tion with tin- English universities, began its

career of usefulness with -i\ students. To-

day, with a score of colleges similarly affiliated

with universities in Great Britain and Ire-

land, the supporters of the higher education
for women, after overcoming much hostility,

obloquy, and ridicule, and fighting every inch

of the ground against vested interests, feel

that they can claim a well-won victory. Mr.
II. Reinher/ write- in the Englishwoman:

Tlie higher education of women is established on
foundations secure beyond the possibility of attack.
Willi the exception of Oxford and Cambridge, the
universities throughout the country have opened
every door; and even in the two ancient strong-
holdsil is only the privileges thai give access to the
prizes and emoluments <>t the university which
.ire -till protected from feminine intrusion. The
path nf learning, even the opportunities for re-

h. .ire Open tree n. .ill.

This writer, in estimating the work done
by women'- colleges, take'- oc< asion to remark

that, as regards a boy's character, the uni-
versity has often hut t<> build on foundations
firmly laid at school: in thi ; girls there

i- frequently everything -till to do; and it i>

on thi> ground that the women'- colleges have
done and are doing their best and most im-
portant work, lie continu

Mewnham has produced it- Senior Wrai .

< iirton it- Senior ( lassie, and the yearly record of

honors is one of which no man's ci m Id need
ashamed. Hut if won* had pro-

duced do -< holar of distinction, if thej had .n hii

no single instance "I academi ould
Mill maintain that tiny had rendered a\\

pensablc service to the natii they n
sent t,he one existing organized effort to

women a- responsible human beings. It seems a
modest attempt, an unambitious programme.
V m rtheless, it i- new in an era nineteen a nturies
old. and i- -till quite strange to the majorit
eiv ili/ed mankind.

Time was when ti i a girl's learn-

ing consisted in her being useful or ornamen-
tal, or both. Hoy- were taught to work for

success; the majority of <jirls were forced by

GIRTON COLLEGE AT CAMDRIDGI 1 \«.,l -WD
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circumstances and education merely to court

it. Xot so very long ago mankind argued

quite seriously that all was fair in love and
war. Man has long since ceased to live ex-

clusively by war; but woman continued to be

restricted to love, to a life of rivalry with her

own sex. That she is thus severely handi-

capped, and that her education should afford

her opportunities for development which the

wider sphere of a man's activities brings him.

seems to have occurred to no one except the

founders of the women's co -

Certain people are wont to decry the games
that have become a conspicuous feature of the

modern education of girls; and the girl who
prefers hockey to cookery is disparaged. But
there are lessons in self-reliance, endurance,
discipline, and public spirit that can be

learned better on the hockey held than in the

kitchen. And it is precisely because Eng-
land sets great store by these qualities that, in

this writer's opinion, she has led the van in the

higher education of women, although he seems
ignorant of the American women's colleges.

WHAT THE WELLMAN ATLANTIC ATTEMPT
HAS TAUGHT US

\ T 7H ILE for the general public the attempt
* * made by Mr. Walter Wellman to cross

the Atlantic in his dirigible, the America,
repp -imply another failure in the field

of aviation, those conversant with aeronaut-

ics regard it as a valuable experiment—doubt-

the first of many such—contributing in

mall degree to the ultimate solution of

the problem of ocean aerial navigation. In

the current issue of Ca Mr. Henry Har-
rison Suplee comment- upon the lessons to be
learned from the Wellman expedition, which
he enumerab

rated beyond doubt
that a taelf and

n in the air for a period of more than three
while traveling of more than .1

thon-and mil
In - the Wellman experiment has

shown th irahility of maintaining any <"ii-

a trailer or equilibrator, with the
surface of un h an attachment acting

insmitter of wavi and .1- .1 n -

In •

. in.-.

and
pon ih> I.il

bout

for t lu-

ll. 1-

•iil.l

.1I1. r

I li.lll'H.

The trailer or equilibrator failed altogether

of its intended object; and probably it will be
found desirable to abandon the attempt to

maintain connection with the water, and to

navigate entirely in the upper stratum of the

atmosphere.
It will always be the function of the motors

and propellers to contend with whatever air-

currents may be encountered. Consequently,
power must be provided for emergencies
rather than for steady action, and for vig-

orous spurts of moderately brief duration.

This i- one lesson of the experiment.

in
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KNEADING MACHINE IN THE BUDAPEST MUNICIPAL BAKERY

A CITY THAT RUNS A BAKKRY
IF THE example of Budapest, the Hunga-

rian capital, i- largely followed, a good
many bakers will wake up some fine morning
and, like Othello, find their occupation gone.

That city, according to an article in the

Twentieth Century, ha< settled its bread

problem in a manner that is sure to appeal

to other municipalities. It should be remem-
bered, however, thai the Budapest bakers

wen- themselves to blame for the action

taken by the city authorities. We read:

Thus the department of chemistry f<>r the city

of Budapest found at a trial baking thai one pound
.it ilniir could !»• easily mixed with -?<m> per cent.

"i water .i\u\ potato, without the lay consumer
realizing the poor qualitj of the bread.

Hand in hand with the deterioration in food value

ol the bread was the stead) increase in it- price;

while the dirty and unsanitary condition of many
bakeries furnishing bread to the poorer sections oi

tin > it> menaced the health of t lit- people.

Vs the result of a vigorous campaign on tin-

part of a few earnest workers for soda! re-

form, aided by tile press, about a year ago

there was established a municipal bakery in

Budapest, which has proved an unqualified

suco Two trained investigators have
recently visited the bakery; and one of them.
Mr. Adolph Smith, in an account written for

the London Lancet, thus describes the condi-

tion- he found:

Instead of half-naked nun. toiling and sweating
a- they plunge their arms into the dough, h<

magnificent kneading machinery. . . . Ever)
empli li morning <>n entering the building

o to ,i large room when' hi- removes his

(lot hilly;, whii h i- placed in a locker. Hi- thru pr« •-

ceede t" tin- bath halls, which are fitted with hot

and i old water, shower-baths, bath-tubs, and a

plunge. After the bath the employee i- supplied

with pure white, clean clothing from the municipal

bakery. The interior walls are painted a liijht tint,

so that any dirt i\m be immediately seen; and
they, like all other part- of the factory, are kept

scrupulously clean. Winn baked, the bread is

placed in specially constructed wagons lor trans-

portation to ilu- city. The carta .itv filled with

-lido for bread tr.i\ -. and tin- sides an- cam
protect the bread from dust while allowing tit

to pass through. Thus it will be seen that every

care i- taken that tin 1 : .11 be pure, clean.

and nutrition-.

A- regards the cost o\ the undertaking, the

city, in order that the bread might b*

cheap a- possible, did not seek a profit from
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the bakery. The latter, it was decided, should less than the prevailing price for the inferior

be operated on the basis of (1) payment of

running expenses: (2 > payment of interest on
the fund borrowed; and (3) the provision of

a sinking fund wherewith to pay off the prin-

cipal within fifty years. After all this had
been done, it was found that the city could

make and market a two-pound loaf at a cent

article. After the plant has been paid for, it

will be possible to reduce the price of bread

considerably further. At the present time

the output of the bakery is about 100,000

pounds daily; but steps have been taken to

increase this to 800,000 pounds a day. Such
competition ought to raise the standards.

HAS CHIXA A NAVAL PROGRAM?
EARLY this year Prince T-ai-tao, uncle to

the infant emperor of China and one of

the younger brothers of the Prince Regent,

\i?ited this country for the purpose of study-

ing the American army system. He is the

commander of the Imperial Body Guards,
and occupies a post similar to that of the chief

of the general staff in other countries. An-
other Chinese personage came to America
two months ago. this time to inquire into our
naval administration. This personage was
Prince Tsai-h>un. PrinceTsai-tao's immediate
elder brother, and one of the commandants
of the Chir ivy. Prince Tsai-hsun's

American tour 'quel to the European
tour which he undertook la-t year, and the

result of his investigations i> to form the basis

ur>on which China will organize her navy.
i-it to the United States has already

resulted in the order for two cruisers which
he has placed in this country.

The fact that Pri: n also -topped

in Japan to study the Mikac Navy, ha-*

elicited much interesting comment from

io journal^ on the naval program of

China. Mr \ igi, professor of Chinese
id institution- in Count Okuma's

1 iiver-it;. in the Shin
I 'kyo monthly, that tin.on ial diffi-

culties confronting Chi tempi toorgan-
rmountable.

I P< king

of a

.tli.

niii-

I;

Id:

l|X(ll

returning home, strongly urged the Court to take
immediate steps towards the establishment of a
navy, so that she might not be slighted at the council

of powers. At present China lias no independent
board or department for her naval affairs, although
Prince Tsai-hsun is called Minister of the Navy.

The Yorodzu,an enterprisingTokyo journal,

publishes two informing articles from the pen
of its Peking correspondent, giving details of

China's naval program. The Peking Court,

\\e are told, has recently decided to provide
18.000,000 taels (a tael is equivalent to ba
centsi for the founding of a navy. Of this

sum, 5,000,000 taels Have already been raised

by curtailing the expenses of the various
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PRINCE TSAI-TAO

(Uncle of the Chinese Emper :ng the

milita

departments of the Government; the remain-
ing 1^,000,000 tails are to be contributed by
tin- provincial Governments. As to further

details we arc informed:

Of t lit 18,000,000 taels, 1,500,000 tads will Ik.-

expended for Che establishment «>f naval harbors,

and the remaining [6,500,000 taels for the pur
(.1 warships. Again, of tht pr.»-

vided for naval Karl been
appropriated for the current year, the remaining
1 ,000,000 taels 1 • rved for tt

Besides the 18,000,0 which tht- Chinese
rnmenl calls "extraordinary naval fund,"

2,000,000 taels will !•• riated for "ordii
' expenses. It i- tht- plan of the Pek

ernmenl to cotnpl inization of the navy
en years, and an imperial ntly

been issued defining tht .

•

uted in the first In the
first year Chit with
w hat
pun !

1 the
Squadron of 1 f the
Soutl - li-h-

ment of naval hart> ind naval schools
in the four pn>\ ikien, ("hihli

and llnpt-h. and ; enlargi ami improvi
« lasting naval les and

Hon and Fukicn. The

on na\ al harfxjrs, th<

he pre] an indi

r the r. bstmenl
m of

-1 riptii 4 the are.

In thes when a battleship costs I

of million- of dollar.-, the paltry sum of

500,000 taels will not go a long way toward

the establishment of an efficient navy, and it

.v that China's new navy, when
organized, will mainly consist of the old war-

ships which -he p at present. It i-,

therefore, interesting to note the present

naval strength of China I ribed by the

Yorodzu correspondent. We are told that

China has 12 war-hip- and [6 torpedo-1

distributed among the four squadrons

lively called the "North 5 South

;ton,*' and •Fukicn.'* These are

in a tolerably good condition and will l>e

available in rgency. In addition

to tl ; warship- which, with some little

repair, can be put in commission, as well

.

warships which can be utilized only for 1

deft •



"POSTAL SAVINGS" IN AID OF
AMERICAN ENTERPRISE

WITH OTHER NEWS OF BUSINESS AND FINANCE

[This department, formerly "Finance and Business,'* will contain, as previously, comments on cur-

rent financial events. In addition, it will furnish brief presentations of particularly important topics

involving statistical research. This month, for instance, some of the most influential bankers have
been asked to explain the meaning of "loans in excess of deposits." And figures have been collected

from many sources to illustrate the astonishing non-participation of the American investor in the financ-

ing of American railroads.]

X
He Did Not Trust Banks

TEWSPAPER ITEM—"A masked man
without the aid of a .-ingle accomplice

stole betwe oo and $10,000 this after-

noon from the home of . . . ,91 years old,

a wealthy farmer, living near Florence, X. J.''

This old man had for years "'refused to

trust his money to banks."' "I have got a

safe >trong enough to keep off robbers," he
believed—until the robber came.

One cannot rest with extending neighborly

sympathy at such a los-; it is so much more
than a private affair. It is of the deepest

public concern that a man >hould have been
"in the habit of keeping as much a> $2^,000

Id in his safe"; and that, as was natural,

hi- housekeeper and bis relative- should have
! hi- lead and hoarded their money

too. instead of depositing it in bank. Those
fun<: yet the country needed
ther rk.

erybody k mch elderly

folk- who have never recovered from their

nal and unfavorable opinion of banking,

during the "wild-cat "currency days
'

I War.
dy realises what ao ap-

trmy are hoarder-.

;,ooo,ooo pi bove
in thi- counti

I

•

1

•

Hon the Potl Ottu c Banks \\ ill

Help

' 1 "in 1

r

1 . 1

1

ation
1

1

The latest reports have it that the banks
will be doing business in forty-eight different

post offices of the second class by the tir-t of

the year; and that they will be in operation

throughout the entire country within six

months more.

Sixty thousand new savings banks, as

against only seventeen hundred at present!

A place to save money, at two per cent inter-

est, and with absolute safety, in every com-
munity from Maine to California—as against

the few hundred savings banks only that are

found in the eight or nine States where bank-
ing law and conduct are of highest grade.

One must find more than ten average
Americans—perhaps twice as many -to dis-

cover one depositor in a regular savings

bank. On the nth of last month, Comp-
troller Murray announced that the inert ,im

of savings deposits during the year ended
June ,^o was enormous x^"-000 -000 ' in-

volving ^00,000 additional deposits averag-

(445.22, which was ^.'4.1,7 more than tin

average of the year before.

\(\ the entire savings in these banks

$4,070,400,000—consi-t of onl\ 9,142,709
different deposits. There may not be hall

that many depositors; most of the banks are

in large cities, where man) customers are

prudent folk, preferring to splil their monej
.eral different institutions for

! re I he .!< tual hoarder-,

been told of one. ( Consider

the (5,000,000 more. Nevei mind how little

< apit.d the) n\ amount mull i|

million i- an enora

une, idle, i .1 dai

1 ile bodied < it 1

1 •!. the ,
1 olumn u ill

how hou lorel) th< • ion ..1 ban
m trunv nl

iion .it timed like t In- pre icnl

M< lultiplied cl

Hie h
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had it been deposited in the building and
loan associations that abound in manufactur-
ing districts, would have built thousands of

homes for working and salaried people. Or,

if it had been deposited in the "Trustee" <>r

mutual savings banks in New York, New Jer-

y, the New England States and a few far-

ther west, it would have marketed many of

the bonds that mean new pavements and
genera] improvements tor prosperous com-

• munities, or new engines and better cars and
facilities generally tor progressive railroads.

I Hrectly, the community loses just so much
basis ior credit, and just so many improve-
ments. Indirectly, it loses even more. The
ignorance feeds on itself. It leaves the vast

majority of the nation unpracticed in the art

of direct personal investment.

many. There flourish "municipal" savings
banks, which are even more paternalistic than
a Government bank, and which take the

place of one.

Equally indispensable is investment educa-
tion and opportunity; understanding by the

citizen of what to do with his money after he

has it saved, and availability to him of stocks
and bonds that represent industries; prefer-

ably the important manufactures of what he
eat- and wears, of building material and im-
plements and toob: more especially the rail-

roads that tarry these things to him.

Railroad Stocks and Bonds
Owned bv the Public

Not

Savings and Investment
and the Egg

The Hen

I_J 0\Y tremendous and variegated an inthi-
1 * ence, nationally and internationally, the

new Postal Savings Hank will wield, one can

hardly realize without a little exercise in prac-

tical economics.

Investment is to savings as the hen i> to the

egg it is purely academic to argue which
comes or came first.

For instance, you deposit in a Postal Sav-

ings Hank. After a while you have S20 or a
multiple thereof. You exchange your money
for a $20 or S40 Government bond, paying
:'

•_> per cent interest. You are attracted by
the rate

—

l

£per cent more than the bank itself

pays and more than any other Government
bond yields at present prices. Vet your
security is equally absolute.

It is true that you could not have bought
that bond unless you had first >aved $.20.

Yet you could not have saved $20 unless

some fellow-citizens had invested in stocks

and bonds to build the railroad or the factory

or other public or private organization for

which, or by reason of which, you are able to

work and earn money to be saved.

Then the United States Government itself

would not enjoy the high credit which enables

it to put all this machinery at your service

—

unless investors had been found to take up
the three and one-half billion dollars of Civil

War bonds ami raise the Government's credit

from a ten to a four per cent basis, only a sjen-

' ion back.

Indispensable to prosperity, therefore, is a

institution that every citizen trusts

like a Government postal savings bank.

I reat nation has one now except Cer-

nPHlS department has been collecting some
figures to demonstrate how much in-

vesting, or how little, the American does

directly for himself or herself.

If there is one security that sjdered

good enough for anybody's money, poor as

well as rich, it is the railroad: the artery of all

traffic, swarming with freight in good times

and bad, equally busy though one branch of

industry rise and another fall.

American railroad stocks and bonds are

good investments. They have been for

fifteen years. Yet, of the seventeen and a

half billion dollars now "outstanding," only

one dollar's worth out of four cannot b<

counted for in the holdings of financial insti-

tutions, great <
- and of foreigners.

Where do the plain American people come
in?

Nearly 30 per cent of the total is held

abroad (this follows one of the most conserva-

tive of the accepted estimates

:rly jo per (<•;;/ more is owned by
railroads themselves. (This $3, 500,000.000,

a.s lately reported to the Inter-stateCommerce
Commission, represents duplication, as by one

Large company holding several small ones. It

represents no personal investment at all. 1

Half the Si 7.500.000.000 disposed ^i

already!

About pa rait is held by banks other

than savings banks (the National Monetary
Commission has just issued compilations

bearing on this point).

About j\ per toil was owned, as long ago as

1007. by insurance compar
s

I 11;

cm and ( tuarenti •

Nearly./ per cent «> stored, even three
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years past, in the boxes of savings banks in shares. They are not only the big owners but

only six States—New York, New Jersey, they are the only owners who "club together"'

Massachusetts. New Hampshire. Connecticut and make their voice heard,

and Maine (this S614.t4b.-j

2

3 amounted to a Adding, then, this 10 per cent of railroad

$100 bond for every depositor—but he didn't stocks and bonds owned by a few hundred
own it himself . private individuals, to the 05 per cent of

Here is some 6j per cent accounted for— foreign and "institutional" holdings.—one

and not a single private investor yet. accounts for the three-quarters of railroad

stocks and bonds that the public does not

What a Few Private Citizens Own own-

True, as many as 315.000 different names
OERHAPS 10 per cent of the ?i 7.500.000.- have appeared as stockholders of the great
* 000 of stocks and bonds of American rail- American roads. The Pennsylvania alone

roads can be ascribed to the holdings of has had 58,000. Xot enough of them, how-
certain private citizens and their estates, and ever, are the people most affected by the

the charities, hospitals, universities, museums railroads. And there should be ten to twenty
and so forth which they have endowed. times as many.
But those private citizens represent noth-

ing but themselves. They are in number Something Bankers Don't Know
only two or three hundred.

The Mar-hall Field. Cornelius Vanderbilt, " V\ 7HY are you lending your own money
Russell Sage and John S. Kennedy estates * as well as other people's?" was the

comprise nearly $250,000,000 by themselves, question put last month, by a representative

They consist mostly of railroad securities, of thi> department, to some of the most ex-

Hie Harkness estate is probably worth more perienced and influential bankers in America.
than $100,000,000. A threat part of it is in- "Don't ask me," was a typical reply. "If

ted in railroad-. The Jay Gould estate I knew, I'd tell our own stockholders first."

amounted to about S80.ooo.ooo; the Pratt Such frank admissions would seem more
estate wa- nearly as larjje. Railroad securi- startling if it weren't such a well-known

tes in both cas habit, with the city bankers of millions as well

John D. Rockefeller's gift- of Moo,ooo,ooo as the country bankers of thousands, to avoid
to charity and education have consisted in theories as they would the devil. Working

part of prime railroad bonds and stocks, out obscure economics " isn't business."
Charitable institutions in Massachusett Last month, however, the phenomenon had
alone own $15,000,000 in railroad securities, swollen too large to remain ignored. Sonic

ard I'uiver-ity report nearly $7,000,- of the busiest, most hurried nun in America
000 in its endowment, and Yale almo.-t half were calculating probable an>wer>> to ques-

nuch. tions like tin

I' good practice for a number of lawyi Why did nearly one-third of the four and
trot company ofiiriab. pri' half billion dollar- that the national banks
and other>. to manage the ami had loaned, on September ist, consist of their

endowmi I
I pie learn a greal own money—the capital their -toil. holders

railroad affairs. The public at had subscribed, and the surplus and profits

id Stockholders had become entitled to by
my tie th.ir bu-ii

Or why. in the firsl week ol November,
Id the v Vorl City banks 'national

I
• te both, all in fai t thai report in the

1

1

loaned no

re than all thcii d<

ond
, had tl

id the h 1 that date are hardlj
• n anyhow . bei au « then the)

I in< luded million ol the < Hearing Hou 1 loan
1

'

< ailed forth onlj in time
panii

1

gn do. i, 1 m true finaix ial

than Ok . propl '
idmit that an
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- over deposits, recurring <>r con-

tinuing abnormally, can have only one inter-

pretation -train on capital.

During the last half of this year, these

columns have treated again and again of bank
Month by month it has been hoped

that the expansion of credit would be- con-

trolled. i-<>r when merchants and manufac-
turers keep on withdrawing from banks more
than they and the rest of the community can

put in. one or two things must happen; the

borrowing must ease up, or the com-
munity must pay in the form of a business

depression.

Loan History

\ BANK with a heavy surplus (ford
41

to use so'me of it in the accommodation
•
' its business customers. It i> true that the

"capital and surplus" item in the combined
merit of all American banks has grown

tremendously in the last five years.

Vet loans exceeded deposits by 6.26 per cent

on September ist. as against only 2.38 per

cent even at the hi^h money strain on the

same date of moo.
\_uin: the trust companies in New York.

Si ite where one-fifth the entire banking
resources in the nation are found, have been

obliged since 1908 to keep larger cash re-

serves than formerly. Less of their de-

posits, therefore, are available for lending

purpos
Thu>, adding the trust company state-

ments to the bank statement, one hnds that

on November 5 o\ this year the situation was
turned around: Deposits actually exceeded
loans by nearly $15,000,000.

I en here, however, the tremendous extent

of recent borrowing is evident. Compare the

shrinkage since the beginning of September,

when deposits exceeded loans by no less than

5, 5 04.400.

.ill the allowances one can grant t\o not

provide a way of escape from the puzzle in

the bank figures.

1 [ere i- the actual history of the unwelcome
and unaccustomed excess of loans over de-

posits. It appeared for the first time this

SOD on October 1 -t — S14.200.ooo. Its

increase to la>t month's record-breaking

:oo has been gradual with i

statement
In iqoq the 1 did not appeal until

>cr ;o; by December 3X8I it had risen

5.000,000. It relaxed in January, before
the Bood of money poured into tlu reserve
lities as customarily. It cropped up again

on March u; it towered by April 30 to |

000.000, but finally disappeared on Jul)
That, incidentally, was about the km point in

the stock market—which means that scores

of millions of dollars were being released from
loans on stocks and bonds and left free for

other purpo

Why should the item ap; 1 much
oftener in the past year than in the fifl

years preceding? Prior to 1909, one could

find a loan excess reported only for a few

months in 1005-06. and again in 1907; during
the panii g one or t

.

ks in

the fall of 1002; and during the panic of li

'"Will it last?" To this question the

bankers' ai vere at last decided and
unanimous—and negative. There is now a

sucking of money from the financial centers

by the prosperous farmers who have their

md corn crops to care for; and
this will disappear after "the turn of the

>ear." so it is announced S t is h<

certainly

Foreign Trade Unbalanced

"~P0 hold up our heads among the nations,
* we must send valuable things abroad to

the tune of more than forty million doll.,

month, over and above the things we import.

This is the "visible '"balance of trade. It has

set in favor of America even- year but one
since 1873.

During twenty years past, it has aver..

.000 (this is not quite as much as

the lowest estimate of our "invisible" debts
— the interest and dividends, the freights

foreign steamship^, the expenses of American
tourists abroad, and so on\

Yet, during the first nine months oi iqio

tually averaged but little more than five

million dollars a month!
IK ri are the imports and exports for tin-

nine months ended with September of this

year:

I imports

[*otal domestic exports

ign merchant

I

'Si-

ll <\|>on- >i ,222,914408

The October balance was a big one

—

Ss4.0oo.0oo in \ <• are

the latest figures, announced 00 the 15th oi

month, ju-t as this magazine went to

press. The tide had turned. \<t only two

months were left US in which to swell our

credit b\ I 000.000—or 1 pen our

debt to Eun
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ASUMMARY of the tendencies in book pub- notable biography, which we noticed in these

lishing at any one season of any particular pages, was published in Spain and translated into

year must necessarily be limited. It doer-. English, the reminiscences of Captain-General
however, generally reflect certain book-publishing Weyler. This month we mention an unusual Dumber
and book-reading tendencies which are more or of important works of this character. It is indeed

idicative of a permanent trend. It has been an unusual season that sees the publication of so

the custom of this Review to give in its December many and such important books about people as
number brief informational notes about the most the memoirs of Modjeska, of Rosa Bonhcur, of

representative and important serious book- of the Alexander H. Stephen-, of Jane Addams, and of

season. In the informa-
tional paragraphs that

follow there will be noted
an increasing tendency
among the longer estab-

lished publishing houses
to increase the number

<f works of i

raphy and reminiso
and those devoted to

travel and description.

of the most
ful booksellers of New

rk recently remarked
that the increasing in-

raphy and memoir
one of the >trik:

%( the time- in the r

world.
TF just alxjut

marked
by the publi 4 an
unusually lary;e numUr
of noteworthy histori-

cal, biographical, and de-
of the

nati

ur January numlx-r

•
i .

•
• -

oft! This
^ht out

but

1910 I

1

and r

I

in

rid Mr. \ olinin- .,1the

Mudii and \ln
htudii • I b) I »i . \

Elihu Vedder, as well as
the scholarly and entcr-
tain : ngly written biog-
raphies of the late Leo-
pold II., King of the Bel-

gians, of -Cecil Rhode.-,

of Edmund Clarence
Steel man, of G ro v e r

Cleveland, of Thomas
Edison, ot Gol d w i n
Smith, of "Fiona Mac-
leod," and of "Lewis
Carroll," and the "au-
thorized" biography of

Count Tolstoy.

The publication of sev-
eral notable histories was
continued d u ring t he
\ ear. These included tin-

third volume of Dr. Jus*
serand s " Literary I li —
tory of the English
People," the sevenl h vol-

ume of John B. McMas-
tcr's "History of the
People of the United
State-. " and several vol-

umesof that monumental
work. "The Documen-
tary 1 li-tory of American
Industrial Societ \

."

Public announcement
was also made of tin-

publii ,n ion oi the ele>

cnt h edition of the En-
c\ elopedia Britannica,

whi( It was lir-t issued in

1768. Among works ol

ral referenci «< had
' volumes "l the

"Si naff-Herzog I n< \ lo-

|m dia " and the "( ath-

olii I hi \ 1 loped ia, " and
' .r. .\

. "Did ionai j 1 il

lnt( 1
j
.1 1 i \ c histoi ii al

hi Dvk.

I

Still

spirit ..I \u . .ii.l I )i \imIh « I 1 \\ !

!',
r< ival Lowell's

lution ol Worlds," Hti

I volume
of Pi 1 he

• H II

rd« rl

1

Ml' nil I II

'li in tin . 1 ounti and abroad I hi re

n v\ « .1 1.

1

1 1 In

• I n
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William James, Julia Waul Howe, William
'» in Smith, and "O. 1 lenry,"
elebrity. 1 in many

nur most eminent and judicial literal*) peri-

nmcnting that Mr-. I [owe
and Mr. Moody died on the same i

"Tl • just half a i entur for the

one was in her ninety-second
]

the other in

• iid onh . I i life

of the rip the other was cruell

in "inheritor of unfulfilled renown," ii"t in-

id been amply declared,

but before he had accomplished more than a small
part of what i hi world expected of him. The two

r tempi an and man,
nd youth, Easl and W i st, pas) and present ....

These two notable figures in our literature, one of

them almosl the sole remaining figure from the

swiftly n i oth( r the most
importan literature "t the young
new ii ntuiy

."

The decennial election to the Mew York Uni-
versity "Hall of Fame," held in the middle of

October, was a literary evenl of importance. The
result was the choice ol eleven new names, seven
of which win- of author-. V e ci\r them in the

order of the number of votes received: Harriet

Beecher Stowe, Oliver Wendell Holmes, 1

Allan Poe, James Fenimon ( 'ooper, Willi im Cullen
Bryant,.Georgi Bancroft and John Lothrop Motley,
While the American reading public in the year

1910 i- not, apparently, very much, interested in

[lections ol verse, the publishers

seem to find it advisable -and presumably to a

certain extent profitable— t" bring out a number of

1 to poetrj and the poetic principle,

as well as some collections of verse and some
dramas in poetic form. < m another page we note

the more important of these.

The advance guard of Christmas books for little

people i- verj attractive this year. We devote
several pag» - this month to telling about the best

of these "juveniU -."

MEMOIRS. BIOGRAPHY. AND RECOLLECTIONS

In the broad held of biography, autobiography,
and reminiscence, this year's increment to tl

isting mo, k of printed books is considerable. I"

nee onl) a few of the more noteworthy publi-

cations of this < la-- during 1910, tin journals of

Ralph Waldo Emerson, the biographies of John
Brown, Dr. Daniel C. Oilman, and Prof. Josiah D.

Whitney, tin K «
. ! K > ions" ol I I ar\

nd Dr. Allan \h I .on Hamilton

s

"Intimate 1 if» ol Alexander Hamilton " have been
• d in earlier numbers of this Ki \ 11 w . I hiring

the past month ten <>r twelve important biographi-

cal works have come from the pre— and the year's

1 is not Vmong tin -< latest

The Life ami Letters "i Edmund
dman, "' by his n ura Stedman,

distincl and valuable contribution to the lit t-r-

ary history ol the past titi\ \iar- Not onl) was
Mr. Stedman himsell a poet of distinction, l>nt his

acquaintance with the American writer- of his

time was of wide range and in man) instances was
of long duration. His "I it,- and Letters," therc-

-
1 uliar inten -t in \ icw of 1 he fad thai

at the time of his death, two j i, he was
almost the sole survivor ol 'a group of writers
who had virtual!) dominated American letter- \<>r

Kdmund Clan By
1

more than a generation. Having in that
group, .im\ so secun
hi- correspondence with fellow writ<

fail to l>e inti - not to the
whole interesl >. olumes lies in t

d from otln ;

- Ii interesting and I tint of 1.

rrespondeni md Wall
• k broker \ ields

Is. The "
I n without the " Lett-

would ha ry, but with them
we have a l»"'k ol genuine and perm
without which the recorded history <>f Amet
literature, asn he nineteenth centur) . would
have been incompleti

A career without a parallel was that of tlv

Goldwin Smith. An English scholar and publii isi

transferred at middle life from Oxford
halls to the st ranee environment of an American

ry new and \cry (rude in it> newness, he
as 1 learl) as any of his coll*

liilities <4 the- situation and joined with enthusiasm
in 1 h. that built up at Ithaca on the foun-
dation laid by K/r.t Cornell and Andrew 1). White
an institution truly deservin' ailed a uni-

versity. Ooldwin Smith was anything but insular
in his thinking, a- was 1 learly show n by his writinu-

on international topics, and is still further demon-
strated !>>• the volume <>l "Reminis
published. In the later years of his life In w

resident of Canada and wrote with much force

on Canadian public affairs,—not always with the

approbation of the Canadians themselves. His
recollections of an English boyhood in the '20's

and '30's of the past century, his association at

Oxford with great name- in English letter- and
statesmanship, .and hi- later adventurings in Amer-

all related in an easy, charming styl

make an unusually fascinating anil instructive

persona] narrative.

The late Richard Watson Gilder's posthumous
volume, entitled "Grover Cleveland: A Record of

Friendship, "* was written with the modest put

of adding a few intimate touches to the portrait of

Mr. Cleveland and with the ho|M- that these touches
would help toward the roundmg-OUt por-

trait. None of Mr. Cleveland's friend- rould have
written more authoritatively of the last twenty-

ears of his life than has Mr. Gilder. For much
of that time the two nun were in dail) 1 orapanion-

ship, and during both of Mr. Cleveland's adminis-
trations the) were in constant correspond!
The picture of Mr. Cleveland's personaht) that is

presented is the more welcome i here

is little attempt t«> tri matically or exhaust-

ively of the subject's public career. The book is

strictly a personal friendship, and tin

that its subject twice served as President ol the

lUiti F ems to have, influenced the author

slightly, ii at all, in his manner of telling the

story. Nevertheless, among the sidelights which

are thrown on various
|

Mr. ( leveland's

smanship th< not a few

lationsof his attitude toward public nun mu\ affairs.

The l»o,,k i- based upon articles published last

in the Crntury ind the letters ol

Mr. (lev .land are published with the perm;

of the executors of thi

(iotdwtn smith. Kilioil l<> Arnold
ll.iwl-.im M.i.inillun l-n pp ill

overOli vi l»nd V H -lship Bj i:>-

n (ol.t. r C. line p ill 5
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MR. AND MRS CLEVELAND AND COMMODORE BENEDICT ON THE STEAM-YACHT "ONEIDA 1

in <>f ilu Southern ( on
Alexander II. Stephens, who died mai
left a diary kept by himself while a prison

•i Harlior, after the surrender
in, edited by M

biograpl
is ju-t been published. 1 It is

•San a record of prison life, rim

^ and refj on-
cerning public men with -whom Stephens had been

I l*ifh ! 'I during the ( i ^ i 1 War.

iln .in*! t hi ir

• in
1 frail 1. 1'.

the

Mr

1

of pll

•

the autobiography of Miss Jam- Addams w hich has
ome from the Mactnillan press. We hesitate

to characterize this hook as an autobiography, for

- the author's evident purpose to describe the

growth of .in institution rather than to relate the
incidents of her own life. \n<l yel the career of

Miss Addams and the history of Mull House are

•arable; one cannol be understood without

some comprehension of the other. Surveying the
field of social endeavor now occupied by 1 lull

House in < hicago, it is difficull to realize thai bo

much could have been achieved in the Bpace ol

Not only i-. t he bo< ial set t lement
" plant " of I lull 1 1on ol it- kind in

the world, Inn the po ition ol leadership in social

i dcr has
idily maintained, and there is now prob-

ably ii ion in Ami rii a of it i la w hi< h has
ommunity 'at I

I the Iw markal ilc

i In- problems t hat were faced and
•

I ill I h( I In Mil I le-

.'. di-d

Imi i h, and the i

i i In hettri iin Hi ol

[llinoi . are all

i in i In-

1 record !
i mpll h

<ni i In

ih. in it i hi I

J
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\ r. title Klihn Vedder, the
arti-: lections ol -i\t\ \ ears
id be known to the i "\ frankly

r bis ow n fun
ami tli.it of his friends, and in truth it contains

: he author's
ivns in t hi- artistic life and his many

hy friendships with men of his own and
othei in themselves full of int<

and the value is not wholly lost in the mam
the te"ing. Mr. - ow n ski

- d in the illustrati

.. which mirable specimen of the

|

- art.

many magazine .irii< les and a few books
have been written al mas A. Edison, but
the i ithentic, .m<\ authorized rec-

ord of Mr. Edison's life and inventions' has just

bj Frank Lewis Dyer, general
counsel of the Edison Lai . and Thorn

'ii c- of V. By Klihu Vedder. Bougbton
Mifflin Company. "-M pp., ill. $«>.

liaon iii.- Life and Invention*. Bj Prank I

and Tnomas C. Martin Barpers 2 \

Martin, •

Electrical Engineers. Intht two-volui
now published with Mr. I

the work ip to lh<

time as full) the

a distint ti He fa iany
rd, " ant

in- that

d of him
of human int

•

Hut I

achievements i- sufficiently w
ments n

which within the |>a-t twt

commonplaces in tlii- country,- for

electric light, the ph 1. and \

appli •! electricity'. I

this work n's nu 1

1

the on ion of his laboratory, and th'

tion of comment ial system in hi.- work. It is im-

portanl that the work of tht

inventor -honld l>e summarized thn- carefulh dur-
i- lifetime, while the

and \ crification possible.

MISS IANE kDDAMS, MJTHOR OF "TWENTY YEARS \I HUU HOt
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•'_• VEDDER, WHOSE Y.

" THE l>: V," II WE
\ PUBLISHED

In the - iding Amer-
i volumi "Leading American

Men : has just appeared. This volume,
nt Jordan, of Stanford University,

duals with the venteen nun. from
Count Rumford. of the eighteenth century, o> Dr.
William K. Brooks, of John- Hopkins University,
who died only t

ler.

will note in
|

•

.f them, like Louis
pi< lur-

' til, Inn in the i

Dr. Jordan
if these men

of them
II as

- tn refer to the American career of Mme.
Modjeska and to the interesting farm experi-

ment which she and her husband conducted
in California during the later years of her
life. Helena Modjeska belonged indisputably in

the highest rank of dramatic artists of the past halt-

century. Her career in Europe and America was
varied, and her experiences and reminiscences as

given in her "Memories and Impressions," 3 which
have just appeared in book form, recall the names
of most of the interesting personalities- of the Euro-
pean and American stage for titty years back.
Modjeska was an ardent patriot, and her un-

quenchable love for her native Poland shines out

from every page of her reminiscence-. She has
divided her life story—which was finished just be-

fore her death last year—into three general part-:

Childhood and Youth, Poland, and The New
World. The early influences that surrounded her,

the friends r-hc made all over the world, the ro-

mance of her native Poland, the beauty of her
California e.-tate, her varied good and bad fortune-,

her courage and her personal charm, all may be
read in the book. The volume is very handsomely
bound and copiously illustrated. The publishers
have added to her own word- the oration pro-

nounced by Michael Tarasiewicz at the funeral

services when her remain- reached Cracow, Aus-
trian Poland, in July last.

In the volume of " Reminiscences of Rosa Bon-
heur,"1 which has been edited by Theodore Stanton
with many illustrations, a lively and colorful ac-

count is given of the career of that mosl interesting

of women arti-ts of the nineteenth century. The
editor ha-- wisely refrained from extensive comment

Memories and Impressions of Helena Modjeska, Mao
millan. .371 pp., ill. 84.

Reminiscences of Rosa Bonheur.i Edited bj Theodoru
on Appletons. ! 13 pp., ill.

of tr

\ Kowl.ind

I DIN His |J|

;

'
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or ii his own. The rich supp

lur own writ

I

the whole
making an excellent i the
artist. A number of

;

laim
tli.it evcrj bil rninji

•iheur h. t ii upon ami us
his \ i\ i«l .ii. phv.

We have .it last the authorized
I Mr. Aylmer Maude, who has li\<

r more than twent) I known the
pher-author intimat half that

period, frankly states his reason for preparing
two-volume hy which h;

under the title "Thi
words
and seem to understand him." Mr. Ma
and hi-- wife have translated, I the
book-loving world, a number of thi

sian's works, and ted in

the unsuccessful To ut whi<

much ha- been written. Mr. Maudt at to

( Canada at Tolstoj 's w i>h to make arrangements i>>r

tin Doukhob ition, of which he later wrote
the history. Thi- present \wrk is sympathetically
and understanding!) written. A tir-t reading

urther, thai it i- impartial. Mr. Maude

rwo

announces in his pn .,k has
11\ revised 1>\ the Countess Tolstoy. The

illustrated, mostl) with portraits,
them n< icrican i

Dodd !

.j'pcared

an appendix contaii Tol-

list of his da bibliography
of work- about him.

The rir-t volunw
of Benjamin Disraeli," 1 by William F. Monypenny,

I 1>\ the Macmillans. The
1 between in>4 an vend in this

volume, which i> made up largely of l< |kt-

and documents. Th< i numlK-r of int.

ins ;
ther illus

li-ln : ther volumes
there are to Ik- of thi- work or wh
volumes will

t i tic

1>\ Mr. Henrj Morley, the Englisl

lius lived in th< sixteenth century, when the m ience
of anatomy shared with religion the i radi-

cal reform-. How he rcvol I the physi-

d teachings and 1

1

t his

made main nev s, and overthrew
main ancient superstitions, i- well told l>\ Dr.

James M II in a beautifully printed and il-

lustrated voluim mm th< \l<

i truly ..

printed on hi rmancrj vellum, with deckle
and in quarto -

What iii.u be properly called the authoi
il Kho<

i w<>rk in the full title

miUaii n"» i>i>

M.x.n-. Hall \| I>

pp ill
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>

John Rhodes.

"

l and has been written by Hon. Sir

Lewis Michell. a member of the Executive Coun-
cil of Cape Colony. Sir Lewis Michell is one of the

chief executors and trustees of the Rhodes estate,

appointed by the will of the late statesman, and he
has had access to all the private and official papers

of Mr. Rhode-. The biography, which is written

in the deliberate, judicial style of a high-class Eng-
lish review, attempts to give a dispassionate judg-

ment on Rhodes, and to portray the real man as

he appeared to his personal friends and to his

political opponents. The biographer, who dedi-

cates the work to "all who love the British Em-
pire," maintains that Cecil Rhodes \ at

man, "great even in his faults, with a passionate

belief and pride in the character and destiny of his

:ntry to lead the van of civilization, and with a

robust determination i aething in his time
and prime for the a race and for the
betterment of humanity." There are a number of

illustrations and some valuable notes in the ap-
pendix, including the text of the charter of incor-

poration of the British South Africa Company.

A little over sixteen years ago there appeared in

England a story entitled "Pharais," which was
ribed in the preface as "written deeply in the

pirit and from the Celtic standpoint." The
name appended to this was that of a woman. " Fio-

his work received unstinted praise

from the >r its literary form and the haunt -

t forth in it. During the

ght or ten other volumes
1 by the <ame author, whose actual

identity was not Then it became known
that the author was William Sharp, the English

and writer of poetic prose, whose champion-
ship for the revival of Celtic literature was well
known. "Sometimes," he wrote in a letter quoted
in his memoir-, which have just been published
under th> hip of his widow. "

I am tempted
to believe I am half a womai ed is

I am by the from what a woman
• r if one let the liyht of the

illuminate the a and vi-:

Ut." life and longings of this man.
liter.ir; | forth in

d from jottings in his notebook and
-rin with rare dis< rimina-

bcth A. Sharp. These memoirs make
rorthy biographical works of the
ne publisher who brings out the

uniform edi-

diled
I .es, with illustrations

volume, which is entitled "Leopold II., King of

the Belgians."3 Dr. Rappoport traces the career of

his subject literally from birth to death and gives

us also some interesting sidelights upon the char-

acter of the present Belgian ruler. He admits, in

closing, that the late king was a rascal. "He was,
however, a clever rascal, and Belgium was happier
under his rule than many another country under
the rule of an honest dullard or hypocritical rogue."

An entertaining, chatty biography of Lewis
Carroll4 has been written by Miss Belle Moses,
whose life story of Louisa May Alcott appeared a
year or so ago. While in reality we learn more
from this book about how the famous author of

"Alice in Wonderland" wrote his books than
about his personality, nevertheless frequent charm-
ing glimpses of his fascinating personality are
afforded. The style is simple and direct. The biog-

raphy is aptly characterized by one reviewer as
showing a great deal of "legitimate imaginative
sympathy."

It is a task well worth doing—and, moreover,
very well done—that Mary Roberts Bangs lias

accomplished in her story of "Jeanne d'Arc: The
Maid of France."6 There is none of the historical,

ecclesiastical, or national controversy so usually
iated with the "Maid's" lilt- in this book. It

is a simple, direct story of her life. There i- a
frontispiece in color.

TRAVEL AND DESCRIPTION

A trip through the Ilartz Mountains, following
the footsteps ol Heine, has been described vefly

charmingly by Mr. Henry James Fofman. The
title of the volume, "In the Footprints of I leine,"6

would indicate a literary pilgrimage. 1 lowever," al-

though Mr. Forman's Hartzreise was made accord-
i Heine's program, t lie poet's trip served him

more as a tourist guide than as a poetical inspira-

tion. There is a mingled flavor ot life and Utters
about the description that lingers very pleasant!)
in the memory.. Frequent quotations from Heine,
Goethe, and other ( term. in poets seem to come
spontaneously to the writer's mind and adil to the
(harm of the volume. There i-, moreover, a cer-

tain boyish directness and enthusiasm about the
a- < on nt of tin- trip that is seductive enough to make
tlie reader wish that he himself might make tin-

same journey. There are some verj appropriate
illu-trai ion-

To all cultured people, whether devout or not,

tine has always I" mi and probably always
will remain the Hoi) Land. Ii would seem, then
foi there wen- no limit to the numbci ol

oi tin, region thai the . < m ral
' the publir will bus and n >d. Rob< M lb. hen and
d»l<

, ollaboratcd in a vcr) lumptu-
on i In- I lol) Land,1 Mr. Hit In n «i u ing

inp.it heti< inti rpretive text and \l .
< in

Mippb. ing ill- lion Most of t h< e

on photograph taki n bj one ot 1 1 1

l 'wo hall ion. , i

ol them in i olor.

I

i

PP I

..II. U I

I

\ Pill. ...
I
> 1

1

I

1
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It will i • I. tiin to mosl n aders "i

1 thai dcstinj has laid upon the
•i the

chid a in the Balkan peninsula and

::nl>i-

.i c laim in make inti Liable the

irl\ two-volume \\"rk rvian

which I

THE-HOLY-LAND

By ROBERTHICHENS
Illustrated by JULES-GUERIN

\ \i w VOL1 mi ON nil HOI v 1

rin)

i I .i/.n"\ i. h I In 1" liam vich, « ith tin

ii (if hi- wife, rhc dignit} and im|>or-

tance implied in i In- words \\ lii> Ii w« ha> e quoted
From i In pi' i. ii e to this w>rk indicate the patriotic

author, who has taken t<>r hi- sub-

title: "
I in ir Past < ilory and Their I testing ." The

ivwi volumes .ire copiously illustrated.

\ straii lint humor and delicate satire

relieves "The ( it.i\.imr-," :
l>\ Elizabeth ol

man Garden from a sameness thai might

ii

\ i. -Ii H 181 i>p . ill. $•'•.

M \ train Doubii
A i • -'i pp ill <l

111 N ' HIS II

Mr !

I

the intercstii

-i lipid, t ! ( .erman I

irin_>l—and his pretty young wife, in

with .i party of Angli usins and their

lish friends, caravaning gypsy-fashion through the

highroads <>l Kent and Suss< \- i

tin pains ami pleasures "I civilized nomai
i \. client and the dialogu A»

ly in contrasting national types of individuals,

ravani rs" canrk - ndary ; tjuitc

apart from its intention as fieri

TALKS. HISTORIC AND LEGENDARY

In ,i n< « I m\ ths and legends

Myths and Legends ol the British Race' .
Mr.

M. I. Ebbutl has endeavored t-> find and "n

incd him, together with the study "t the i har-

stics whk h made i hi- or that parti, ular i*r-

mythical or legendary, a hero t<> t h-

which sang or wrote aboui him." ["his colli

lb
hi. <-i

'i Kin:
ill *•-•
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illustrated with sixty-four full-page pictures, in-

cludes talcs about the heroic figure of British his-

tory, from Beowulf to Herewarcl the Wake.

A hook on heroes by Jacob Riis is sure to be in-

Mr. Riis' simple, direct, smooth style is

the most excellent of mediums for the expression ot

the workings of his clear, direct, and enthusiastic

mind. In " Hero Talc- of the Far North"1 he has

given us a collection of stories of the famous names
throughout many centuries in the three northern

loins: Norway. Sweden, and Denmark. In

this illustrated volume it is interesting to note the

-hat Mr. Riis I msidered the

warfare on land and sea,

but those who have achieved the not le>s important
gnorance, disease, and the

unkinder moods of Nature herself."'

It I- an ideal combination of writer and
-ator that is given to us in the series of books

gend and story which Mr. Howard Pyle has

been bringing out through the press of the Scrib-
- ry of the < Jrail and the Passing of

ir Galahad off^e Grails

SIB ( \\ \H \l> ON Ills l'K.W 1

if the illustrations from Howard Pyle's S1

of Arthiu

LITERATURE. ART. AND THE DRAMA
That literature by writers native to that section

of our cpuntry which is rather indefinitely referred

South'! has been, until quite recently,
" handicapped through a deplorable lack of any dis-

criminating standards by which to judge ii
." is the

theme upon which Mr. Montrose J. Moses has

written a useful, comprehensive, and inoderatclj

phrased volume which he has entitled: "The Lit-

erature of the South."1 Mr. Moms, himself i

n.it i v t . .f Alabama and enthusiastically loyal to the

section of his birth, judii i.ill\ observes in his "Fori
word" thai "while there is .1 distinctive literature

of the South, there is and has been mu< h literary

activity in the South which has contributed little

or nothing to the sectional development." Ii is

of the literature that mirrors the distinct type

evolved bj the social ctiveh Southern
he n riti - 1 In bool 1 cp irated into >li\ i-

•a it Ii variot period th< Coin
ni.il,

• lutionar) '•" \ | "' Bellum, the < i\ il

.r|, .iii.i t hi Ni « -"in h. I rom < aptain

[ohn Smith to il>.

.,f tin Ir 1 1 lil<- 1

followed. I Ik- volume i illti I rated, th< fronti -

I IMP I

1

•

1 1 lid \ i< I'll he title o
\ ..In- \ 11

,l.l\ outlived

introdui 1 ion i" 1 he voli

Mr. Thi ippreci.it ivi

I
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I In- Durabl
will In- noted with pleasure, we .m

in-.

ill

id well-wril I

ithful pictures of th< d principles thai are n
tidewater and southern Virginia. somewhat consideration by thoughtful A

Charles W. Eliot II ; "Th E
and I

I win L. Shuman Houghton,
Mimi n the
confusion < »f -

ton, Mifflin I; "Little i

William ( .< irgi J

4tv^ \v& * "MalciiW -h. r Doul I le,"

by Harriet I. I rflton, Mifflin

An
the part of the lover that 1

durin .-t few weeks, « be follow

"Th< - dfern M
(Wessels & Bissell); "The P«

smith," i' !. with a

implied
Humphn

& Bis

driek

l>y Yul II.

Hil DANISH MISSION \K\

m "Hero TaK Jacob
noticed on preceding p

nish painting, 1 by Charles 1 1.

Caffin, considers tin.- subject from trie historical,

aphical, and critical point- of view. Mr.
Caffin ha- a suggestive and entertaining style. He
-how- in this hook how the characteristics of Span-
ish painting were scholarly, a product of tin- genius
of the race affected I »> local conditions. H
gards the painting of Philip IV. now in thi

tional Gallery at Madrid (which we reproduce
as one of t! hara< teristicand effectivi

of the portraits by Velasquez.

rhe Qualities of M( ph Jastrow, pro-
r in the 1 niver-it y of Wisci msin, i- a thi i

tul contribution to the literature of optimism. ["he

rial of t
1

stated l<\ the author, has
borne th<

i commencement ad<
and as a hi t tin- at ( '< ilumbia I ni\ ersity. The nine
chapters, written from the \ iewpoint of the trained
psy» hologist, arc analytii al of the qualities of men
and their values in "growth, education, and \

tion." I In ir conclusions give great encoui
ment to those who feel themselves handicapp*
birth or l>\ insufficient education and .o> to -how
that w<- ' touched only the borderland
ol tin- possibilities of human development and the
attainment ol Mr. Jastrow's style
i- lucid and entirely trei from obscure

and
In this m< inent

of little s olumes

si

i

l'Hinr rv. jiv

with K

rf." b;

by Edv
William I >. • nan.



SOME OF THE BOOKS OF 1910 /63

French.; "The Iron Muse," by John Curtis L'nder-

wood I Putnam : "Darius Green and His Fb
Machine," by John T. Trowbridge, illustrated

(Houghton, Mifflin); "Poems," by Mrs. Schuyler
Van Rensselaer Macmillan : "The Earth Cry,"
by Theodosia Garrison (Mitchell Kennerley : "A
Manual of Spiritual Fortification," by Louise Coi-

ner W'illcox (Harpers : "Bonbons," by F. P.

Broadway PublishingCompany :" Wom-
en- Eyes," translated from the San-krit l>y Prof.

Arthur William Ryder Robertson, San Frai

"Morituri," by Hermann Sudermann, translated
Archibald Alexander Scribi 3 rd," by

Arthur I
-

1 he Ni|
by Edward Sheldon (Macmillan); "The Little

Singer and Other \ y Emily Sargent Lewis
il.ippincott :

" Holiday Plays," l»y Marguerite
Merutgton and "Pansies and Rose-
mary," by Eben E. Rexford Lippincotl

A play, -trikingly entitled "Justice,"1 by John
rthy. ha- during the pa.-t few months so im-

pressed the Hriti-h Home £ ry that he has
ordered an investigation of prisons throughout the

run.-, and a thorough reform of the British penal
:mpending. "Justice" i- a tragedy in

four arts. The stop/ centers around the un-ur-
rt of one of the most learned of British

lav re the acquittal of a weakling lad
wh I" .1 (heck. The counsel, in a sav-

ly impp - all the evil that
will man from his incarceration

• II. His pli indictment of the
Briti-h per

, however, i- im-
ind the "illogical wooden uniformity" of

nteni e

H by the Tin n- i- some very
n the play. In In.ok form 11 i- is-

VOLUMES ON RELIGIOUS THEMES
• ional interest in tl ment ••! • \ -

up country life has
led from thi material

thin,. ethods of < ommunii at ion,
and larm machim the improvement <>f man-

levation of the -

• n of the churches to rent

•i- last |*>int that tin l<. . . |
( ).

1 pr. a< her in < hat

If in

his IxMik, The
I hat day, the

liing of

Religious Experience" (Houghton, Mifflin . Dr.
D. W. Bornemann's study of "Jesus as Problem,
Teacher, Personality, and Force" (Funk & Wag
nails), Dr. Josiah Strong's "My Religion in Ever)
day Life" (Baker & Taylor), Amos R. W'ellV
"Why We Believe in the Bible" (Christian En-
deavor Society . Bjorklund's "Death and Resur-

ihc upl

I

GEORGE \\ . BAGBV
Author of " The Old Vii

rection," translated from the Swedish l>\ J. I .

Open Court ), and Rev. William II. Guyer's
excellent little study of Arminius (published b)

hi Imr, at I larrisburg, P

r little volumes containing real Christina.*
stories, which Bhould be read in t In- days immedi
ately before the holiday itself, are: " \ Christina?

by W. |. Lot k'- (John Lane ( ompanj .

( hristmas Day in the Evening," l>v Gran
s. Richmond (Doubleday, Page); and " V German
< hristmas Eve," translated from the original ol

llciiiri. li Scidel bj [anc II. White (Abbe> Com
pan

HOOKS OK REFERENCE
I h< la-i volume "i that \ 1 llcnt and in

of referenct on muait al nubjt

I >ii t ii>ii.it \ '.t \l n-ic and M
1 1 <MiK from the pr< I hi t 1 1 1< \ olumi .

ndt 1 1 he 1 1 1 « 1 I to Z, with
appcndicTN, rontainn, anna,, .1 man "i othci

1 In foil hi mini H' I) mi
1 I 1 in|.i rami m

V'enli," Violin," hard
I 1 no

on t'> in.ii I

! III out >ii

'.I Mr
I

\ I nil. 1 \l till .

I \h Walti 1 \ Dyer in hi

1 \ 1

Vol
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nil COVER IN OF \\ U.I :

N ANTIQ1

DM R - NEW

book, "The Lure of the Antique," 1 plenty ol

Americans who can read the inscriptions on Fane-
nil Hall «>r the Old State House, in Boston, "with-
out .1 hint of an inward thrill," but that American
is rare—if he exists at all—however practical-

minded, " who ran hold in his hand his great-great-
grandmother's Betty lamp, or sit in his great-great-

grandfather's Windsor chair, without some slight

sentiment." Our American patriotism, Mr. I >> » r

reminds us, centers so much about our homes and
about the hearth-tones of our forebears that our
fondness for antique house-furnishings is quite
natural. Wisely dispensing with am lonj

oratorical preliminary, Mr. Dyer rapidly, after a

few introductory paragraphs, brings us to the
question: " What are antiques good for anyway?"
lie then proceeds to take u- through the whole
li-i ol old furniture, tableware, lamps a\m\ candle-
sticks, pottery, glassware, brass and copper uten-

sils, and other antiques. In Bimple, direct style he
.i\ es us advice as to the value of old pieces, \\ here

thej may be found, and how they should be re-

stored and preserved. All through the book runs
the fine feeling of one who understands "the charm
thai rests in a rare old piece of mahogany." The
volume is copiously illustrated.

Vmong the reference-book enterprises ^\ the
< urn nt year two of the most important have to

do with religious literature. "The New Schaff-

Hcrzog Encyclopedia ol Religious Know led;;,

now well along in the process of publication. The

Th th< "unique. B: Walter \. i

1

itury.
•;•.. ill. 12.40.

ipedla of Religious
l\m.» I. a •.

I In. .1 ti\ s.i iii.ii I M . -,u ill \ I > I >
.

ii l> Kimfc \ w.iu-n.iiu Company. Vol. VIII.
pp . ill

eighth volume, covering all the letters \ and I l

portions "t \I and P, h.r from thi-

ol the Funk & Wagnalls Company during
the past month. Tin re are many timely and inter-
esting topics treated in this volume, anion.: which
one thai has broad sociological as well as relig

interest is' Hu Peact Movement " by th<
ol tin !'• ty, Benjamin F. Truebk
other entirel) new artii les which have I"

out by the e • mporary history are
"The Layman's Missionary Mo\ 'by John
Campbell White, and Education
Evangi lization," by Dr. W. 1.. B. I >u B

The ninth volume of t!

dia," which also appeared last month, covers the
major part of the letter L and the tir-t p.irt of the
letter M. The articles on Po] irdes
and Martin Luther give the Catholic \

upon topics that are interesting to non-Catholic
nadir-. The same t hi ! of the
sketches of Mary, i

Tudor.

INTERNATIONAL AND INTER-RACIAL PROB!

Captain Mahan h ilili

1 that he work- into Id- of world
tii -. From the simph si

.

osition he had- the i

conclusion from which then In a

masterly sketch of international relatioi

present time/ i 'aptain Mahan has traced t h<

ing ol world conditions upon American institul

The existing balance of forces in Europe -

by this philosophic writer to have an inevitable
effect upon the two leading external policies of the
United State.-: the Monroe Doctrine and the I

1 >oor.

The writer- are few w ho would have the temerit \

to attempt a popular treatment, in a single volume,
of the complit ated problems involved in continued
white supremacy over the yellow, brown, and 1

ran-. Still fewer, possibly, are those who have
the equipment for such an undertaking. Of Mr.
B. L. Putnam Weale. author of ' illi< t

of Color,"1
it maj at least be said thai

observation in many land- and among man) peoples

of diverse race origin have titled him to present in

a striking way the elements of these problems.
Whether a world-wide race struggle i- threatei

sential that adjustments between the

be made and the principles and f< forth

b) this author are highly important in securing

such adjustments,

While "The Conflict ol Color" i- a broad dis

won of the world problem of race supremat
Harry 11. Johnston's capacious volume on "The

• in the New World ^ is more limited in

confining its view to the black race a- it has

obsen eel and studied b) the author in its Amerk .\n

habitat. The text i- alraosi encyclopedic in it-

-tatement of facts about the Amerie.n ml is

lb) nearly 400 graphic Ulustratii

I rh.n 1.1. 1 ».

• Tli, • "f America In Intern
r. Mahan. Little, Brown a 19 pp.

•The Confliri
1111II.1

•Thr N.
Mull. M

of Color. Ttv n. I. . Tut nam

n ilv II. .luhn-
• pp. ill. SO.
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THE SEASON'S BOOKS FOR CHILDREN
TPHREE ie from the pen- "t English very clear in the preface i- translated ruostlj b\

tsters • -• ry-telling this year— Kipling's Mr-. Lang, is entitled "The Lilac Fairy Book"
"Rewards and Fairies," Barrie's "Peter Pan in (Longmans, Green). It is beautifully illustrated, as

and Eden Philpotts's is the rest of the series, b> H.J.Ford. Thestories,
"The Flint Heart."' usual, are grewsorne and blood-thirsty, although

I Kiplii . in hi< introduction to
• Ri illustrated by Frank Craig

hat Puck, who told the -tori< -

an and ive the
childr

what tli'

Though it should have happened three thousand
IT."

- n of Kiplii..

a reader p anythin
under any <ir< um-t. tnd a child

in

him on.

in his

tn of a fair;,

is of < hildren in regard to
•rid. by pi< t urine .t pre-i

nd. Cirri-

is vi thoi irti-t that

in the
illu-tr.i-

.\rtlini

11 I I* I ->

l\

\-.r C .

'•

< ii I'hilp

'

r . it

n.i lid

y*lh .

"A ( hild B

Mr. I v t li.tr \u hull -

Pi rhap book he w ill ti II

city.

I
i

i
l .

I

nid V.i i \

bald ^-iiiiili I > ulili da; . I v. . illu n id d l»\

II.. Foil lil' I < '

I Should diced I>) II U Mabii
\\ \\ I iu. I I

and I mil
1

I illi II . with ill'
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i h e and
then i.nn that as t hi young folks turn the

"ii .mi! on with livelj exp
tion n li.it the next pi< ture i- about.

Anew L. Frank Baum sto'rj i- "The Emi
v " Re n tton), illustrated by John

R. Sleill, both in color and nd white, in a
better style than in tin- previous ()/ books.

TWICE-TOLD TALES

ra M.kIi lej Ford has retold the -tor> of "The
Heroii Life and Exploits Fried, the Dragon-
Slayer" (Crowell), and Stephen Reid has made
colored pictures for the book that are well printed,

being drawn somewhat in the style ol Arthur Rack-
ham's illustrations.

"An Old, Old Stpn Book," l.\ Eva March I

p. i n (Houghton, Mifflin), consists of Old Testament
irit s.Wecannol quite

. Iniui\ er, why the
wording i- not < han
to a more — i t n i >K - ver-

nacular.

In "Suffi i Little

Children "
I R. F. Fenno

Catherine Shaw
has told the >t<>ry of

"The Life of ChriM"
more satisfactorily, u>-

iimpler lang

and interspersing the
text with poems; and
t h c illustrations b y
Ambrose Dudley, the
color prints especially
Mich as "The Flight

into Egypt," cer-
book embellishments.

Illustration (i from

t.iinK make very attractive

ren Boys from History," by Kate Dickins
Sweetser (Duffield), illustrated l>\ G Vlfred

Williams, tells us of Peter of Haarlem, David Far-
ragut . Mozarl . and others.

In inir times, when tin Peace ( ongresses are
held ai The Hague, and "The Christ of the
Audi-" i- erected, and when natnn- studies are
taking the place ol sanguine hunter's tales, it

seems proper tha k telling the stor} of the

life "i St I rancis ol \--i-i should be published.
I's Troubadour," bj Sophie Jewetl (Crowell),

tells "i that hero ol the middle ages, who strove so

beautifully to im ulcate in the hearts ol his I 'rot hers

a love "i peaci . and who taught so gently, even if

somewhat quixotically, the brotherhood "I the
animal kingdom. The author's styli is simple -\^\

Rowing, well suited to the subject.

NEW EDITIONS

It the older generations onl) were to be consid-
i 'in would almost

wave aside impetuouslj
i

• illustrations

\ in Wonder
land " l>\ I ew is ( arroll

in .im

wi i hat John I Vnnii I
'-

im
tablt it the

I 'in in

must n mem-

ber illa-

tion appears on this

terrestrial .

all) . and it, ha\

no preconceived nol

Lppearan
pi another

designer's pictures with-
out question. So

;

haps it i- all ri.uht for

rles Robinson to

tempt the problem
illustrating the book, for

tainl) hi-

rations a r ited

with a surenessof touch
that i- fascina

"The Fain' Ri

Herben P. WUliams
tbridged "Ivanha " and "The Talisr

illustrated 1>> Varian (Appleton), leaving out
tiresome descriptions, then iking

these fas i stories more readable in thi>

hurried a

PICTURE BOOKS

The most attractive i>i>

undoubtedly "A Child's Book ol

Illu

I and illustrated 1'- Jessie Willcox Smith
(Duffield). The color printi usual

in the last few years where Miss Smith's colored

drawings have been reproduced, i- really marvel-

ous. One might do well to bu) the l">ok lor the

nursery, extract rarefull) tl print -

frame them lor wall decorations.

nd to Miss Smith'- Nook Wonder
Hook and Tanglcwood I alt-.'' by Nathaniel Haw-
thorne, illustrated in his best style l>y Maxfield
1'arri-li (Duffield 01 courw Hawthorne cannot

•Urn into American horn



THE SEA S<>ys BOOKS FOR CHILDREN "6>

of big ducks and big chickens, and ducklets and

chicks, with cleverly introduced plant details of

currant bushes, asparagus tips, cabbages, and
onions. It should have been: belter printed.

"Old Mother West Wind," by Thornton W.<
Burgess (Little, brown', contain- a number ol

short chapters about Grandfather Frog, Reddy
Fox, and Peter Rabbit. George Kerr's pictures

are well drawn: there ought to be four times as

many-

tried"

he Animal Trainer," by P. Guigou, trans-
: from the French by Edgar Mills, illustrated

. Yimar. lei to " The Animals
in the Ark.'" by the same author, that we men-
tioned with favor la.-t year.

In "The Red Magic B.»>k." by Alden Arthur

Knipe, illustrated by Kniilie Benson Knipe
(Doubled he drawing is decidedly ama-

-h and la< king in decorative quality. The
Ity of the book i* due to a sheet ot red mica,

which is insei ween the pages, the us

which will entertain and amuse the younger chil-

ibles them to change the illustrations

from tb i the ludicrous.

Illustr

In t

John and tin-

ad "Wl i dd, Mi
pie-

h w ill pl< .i-<- the little

• of the unique arran
lion, whi< h

.he Other S
luced) tr'.m

Rewards and I":ii:

In "The Blowing Away of Mr. Bushj Tail," 1>\

Edith B. Davidson, illustrated in color by Clara

E. Atwood (Dufheld), the author writes without
ot words like Mr. Burgess.

"Wolf, the Storm Leader," by Frank Caldwell

(Dodd, Mi, id i, i- a Btory of a wolf in the -ledge

tr.iin of " Ely,
'

' a well-know n Alaskan mail-carrier,

who visited President Roosevelt, at Washington.

' .. I-.. Theodore Robert- understands his ground
. lily and his pictures ot hi- lift in the

( idian wild- in "Comrades ol the Trail-"

(L. < . Page), illustrated l>\ < harles Livingstone

Bull, are veritable snapshots from nature.

• Lives of the Fur Folk," by \l. I >. Haviland,

.in English author (Longmans, ( d< icribea

ipi rstitions of .niim.il-. Studies are made ol

four animals, tin- fox, tin rabbit, the cat, and tin

I he illustrations l>\ E. < aldwi II an din

tributi d through t he mat gin of the
|

n thi

. II I"

A I
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I

llow-

iirii.il I

JSOYS
- AND GIRLS' BOOKS

In "The I

\rt li u r

Mifflin I, illti-tr

in. the vera
1 ir used, from the first

shows that the
thorough!)

familiar with tl.

life of b

' T he Lakeri m
Cruise," written by Ru
illustrated by C. M. R

twelve boys in a

fyx*?^

The Little

Gimierbreacl

G.H.P.

The

n the Mississippi.

A book which we can recommend with enthusi-
unhackneyed subject-ra

- in the 1 ropics," by Elisa Haldi
u millan), ill

graphs. This book i- written by thi •! the

Illu r.jm "Th

former 1 nited States consul to British Guiana, who
was for twenty \< ir- a resident of South America,
so the information .is to the customs of the people
and the descriptions of tropical plants and animals
arc authentic.

"The Fugitive Freshman" and "A Cadet of the
Black Star Line" are two other books which are
sure to l'<- enjoyed l>\ \»<\ readers. Thej
both written by Ralph D. Paine (Scribners). The
lir-t i- illustrated l>> I'.. Dalton ami the

Varian.

Am
pa at 1 l.i 1

•

5 Katherine Holland

in a

Hrov
m tin Hudson.

ha II.-

L. ( Pagi . in .:

I t<i the bon

In 'The L;

the author. .\li< ia A
write dialogue in a cris|

HELPFUL AND DIDACTIC BOOKS

A splendid way natural l,i

throu-h the lorn

L. Kell

-

illustrated with a numb
and >k\ .

" by Julia I". ! illustrati

photographs and drawii -

The rime 1 when those instructing the
voting realize that the hi-tory they teach -hould
not be exclusively the narration of - and
election-. The commercial the

country, and the manners and cu

pie, are just as important matter- for the youth to

|x>n<i In Tudor leak's 'When An

hie book for teaching such phases of history. It

tells of such thi Fulton's steamboat, the

ktcomoth McCorm I the

development of the V

re Utilizing the dramatic idea in n
inception and morr and more

c\cry Near. It i-. tl.

ich a

volume as "liar; : Little Plays," illus-
1

l>\ Howard Pyte and others, which M
line 1>. Barnum, of the Brooklyn Trainii . S

hers, has edited, coir \ child
|

\>\ American author-.
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